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JOURNAL

THE CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

ABSTRACTS OF CHEMICAL PAPERS PUBLISHED IN
BRITISH AND FOREIGN JOURNALS.

PART II.

General and Physical Chemistry.

Optical Reflection Constants and the Electromotive Con-
dition of Chromium. August L. Bekxoulli (Chem. Centr., 1904, ii,

1371 ; from Physikal. Zeit., 5, 632—634).—An optical ei'amination of

chromium which had been rendered passive by exposure to air or by a
boiling solution of />-benzoquinone in benzene has been made by Micheli's

method (Abstr., 1901, ii, 82). The results showed that the metal was
coated with a superficial layer. The composition of this layer is,

according to the author, 2Cr.>03,Cr03. The maximum change of

E.M.F. against an electrode of platinum in a solution of ammonium
nitrate was found to be 0*35 volt. When the metal is made pii5;sive

by the action of nitric acid, the alteration of E.M.F. is much gi-eater

and may reach 0-9 volt. C)xygen and nitric oxide are both absorbed
by chromium, and the metal, which had been treated with nitric acid

and thoroughly washed, was found to liberate a measurable quantity
of nitric oxide when allowed to remain in water for several hours

;

active chromium does not yield this gas under similar conditions.

E. W. W.

The Stereochemistry of Nitrogen. Humphrky O. Jones (Bril.

Assoc. lieports, 1904, 1 —^24).— This report contain?* a review of the state

of knowledge re.specting the stereochemistry of nitrogen. An account
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is given of the i-esearches on tervalent nitrogen compounds, including

substituted ammonias, cyclic compounds, oximes, hydrazones and
semicarbazones, anils, and azo-compounds ; and also of the quinque-

valent nitrogen compounds and their optical activity. This is followed

by a discussion of the various molecular configurations which have
been proposed to account for the facts. Full references to the litera-

ture are given. C. H. D.

Racemism. Giuseppe Bruni and F. Finzi (Atti li. Accad. Lincei,

1904, [v], 13, ii, 349—355).—The method given by Bruni (Abstr.,

1900, ii, 269) for determining whether an optically inactive substance

is a racemic or pseudoracemic compound or a mixture has been since

applied by Adriani (Abstr., 1901, ii, 230) and by Smits (Abstr., 1903,

i, 263) to certain definite cases. The authors now give more complete

considerations concerning this method. Instead of the method of

fusion, they use that of solidification with the thermometer immersed
in the fused mass, which gives far more exact results and entirely

avoids the errors indicated by Smits. The determination of the

freezing temperatures of cryohydrates by means of the Beokmann
apparatus requires, in general, larger quantities of substance than the

fusion method, but with a suitable solvent which dissolves only small

proportions of the isomerides a few decigrams are sufficient. Besides

the inactive substance, only one active compound is required, and of

this the cryohydric temperature is determined. The composition of

the solution is found either by analysis or by extrapolation of the

freezing curve. Increasing amounts of the d- or /-compound are then

added to the cryohydrate solution of the inactive compound. If the

isomerides form a simple conglomerate, the freezing point remains

constant and the solution inactive. Where a true racemic compound
exists, the freezing temperature falls to a certain point ; further

additions do not change it or the rotation of the supernatant solution.

By weighing the dry residue and determining its rotatory power, the

amounts of inactive and active sub.stances can be arrived at and the

equilibrium curves drawn. , These vary in form according as the

compound or the components are the more soluble. Where pseudo-

racemic mixed crystals are formed, every fresh addition alters both the

freezing point and rotatory power, no invariant point being attained.

Curves are given, according to Schreinemakers' method of representa-

tion (Abstr., 1893, ii, 260 and 512), for all the possible cases.

The compounds investigated by the authors are methyl diacetyl-

tartrate and methyl diacetylracemate in ethylene bromide and jo-xylene

and ammoniixm hydrogen racemate and tartrate in water. With the

first pair of compounds the racemic ester is the more soluble, and with

the second pair the tartrate. In both cases, true racemic compounds

are formed. T. H. P.

Flame Spectra. Charles de Watteville (P/«7. Trans., 1904, A.,

204, 139—168. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 222).—By injecting the

spray from saline solutions into the gas to bo burned, (louy discovered

(in 1879) .several new lines in the llame spectra belonging to the

metals contained in the solutions, but emitted only in the vicinity of
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the blue inner cone. The author, extending Gouy's observations, has

studied photographically a large number of flame spectra, including

the ultra-violet portions. The method employed for the production of

the flame is, with slight modifications, the same as that devised by
Gouy. Recorded lines are fully tabulated for lithium, sodium,

potassium, magnesium, calcium, strontium, barium, zinc, cadmium,
silver, copper, tin, lead, bismuth, chromium, iron, nickel, and cobalt.

It is shown that there are many more lines in the spectra obtained by
the author's method than is the case when the salt spray is not

previously mixed with the gases which react to form the flame. As a

rule, the lines which are found in the flame spectrum are those which
are the strongest lines in the arc spectrum. On the other hand, none of

the characteristic lines of the spark spectrum are ever seen in the

flame spectrum. There is, however, a very marked resemblance be-

tween the flame spectrum and that of an oscillatory spark. This is

especially the case with iron, nickel, and cobalt. J. C. P.

Chemical Effects of Light. Action of Hydrochloric Acid on
Platinum and Gold. Marcellix Berthelot {Ann. Chim. Phys.,

1904, [viii], 3, 295—299).—A resume of work already published

(Abstr., 1904, ii, 569). M. A. W.

Emanations and Radiations. Marcellin Berthelot {Ann.

Chim. rhys., 1904, [viii], 3, 289—293).—A theoretical discussion of

which a notice has already appeared (Abstr., 1904, ii, 602).

M. A. W.

Genesis of Temporary Radioactivity. Ed. Sarasin, Thomas
ToMMASiNA, and F. Jules Micheli {Compt. rend., 1904, 139,
917—920).—The curves representing the rate of fall of the radio-

activity induced on negatively charged metallic wires exposed to the

air resemble the curves for the activity induced by exposure to radio-

active substances. The rate of decay of activity is the same for

silver, copper, aluminium, iron, and nickel whether the metals have

been exposed to ordinary air or to air ionised by X-rays. The activity

induced by the X-rays is not due to direct radiation, but to the ionisa-

tion which the.se produce in the air.

Jf the electroscope employed for the measurements is positively

charged in one experiment and negatively in a second experiment, the

curves representing decay are not superposable. The explanation of this

seems to be that the induced activity emits two kinds of oppositely

charged particles (a and /3) which behave differently in the electroscopic

apparatus in consequence of their different velocities. Experiments
on the decay of the feeble activity induced on exposed wires, which

are positively charged, confirm this supposition.

The observations lead to the view that the production of induced

radioactivity consists in the absorption of an emanation which is

formed when gases are ioni.sed ; this absorbed or adliereut emanation

radually disappears in consequence of radiation, and a corresi)onding

fall in activity is observed. H. M. D.
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Secondary Radiation caused by the ^- and y-Rays of
Radium. A. S. Evk {Phil. Mag., 1904, [vi], 8, 669—685).—An
electroscope screened from the glass tube containing the radium by
means of a thick lead screen was exposed to the action of the secondai-y

radiations caused by the action of the )8- and y-rays on various radiators.

A large number of substances were employed as radiators, and
although the secondary radiation is generally greater for substances of

high density, it is not proportional to the density. It was found that

the effective depth from which the secondary radiation proceeds varies

for different materials ; thus for paper the secondary radiation

increases until a thickness of about 2 or 3 mm. is reached and then
remains constant. A plate of lead placed behind the paper, however,

would then cause an increase. By cutting off the primary /3-rays it

was found that the secondary radiations produced by y- and ^-primary
rays are of the same character, and that about 85 per cent, of the

secondary radiation is due to the y8-rays. This was also confirmed by
deflecting the /?-rays by a magnetic field. The secondary rays are,

however, different from those caused by the Rontgen rays, the latter

having far greater penetrative power. The absorption of the radium
secondary radiations was found to obey accurately the simple

exponential equation i = /oe"^-*^, and the radiations hence appear more
homogeneous than the primary rays ; the absorptive power of different

materials is roughly in the order of their densities. The radiation

from the surface when the primary rays passed through from the back
was also investigated ; the curve increases with thickness to a maximum,
remains approximately constant, and then falls, and this is the type of

curve deduced theoretically, namely, that corresponding Avith the

difference between two simple exponential curves.

The secondary radiations produced by the y-rays can be deflected by
a magnetic field and it has been shown by Becquerel that the ^-secondary

rays are deviable, so that the /?-, y-, and Rontgen secondary radia-

tions all consist of electrified particles. The author does not consider

that there is any evidence that the y-rays are negatively electrified,

they are probably unchanged particles or are of the type of Rontgen
rays (compare Paschen, Abstr., 1904, ii, 461). It seems reasonable to

suppose that the expulsion of the ^-particles must be accompanied by
pulses similar to those set up by the stoppage of the cathode particles,

and that these pulses, analogous to the Rontgen rays, constitute the

y-rays, L. M. J.

Absorption of a-Rays and the Classification of the a-Rays
from Radium. W. H. Biiagg {Phil. Mag., 1904, [vi], 8, 719—725).
—The author seeks to explain various differences in the absorption

phenomena of a- and ^-rays by the hypothesis that the /8-rays are

liable to deflexion through collision, but the a-r.ays are not. Rea.sous

for the probability of this being the case are given, based on the

difference in magnitude of the a- and )8-particles, and in support of

the hypothe.sis the facts are brought forward that there is no scattered

or secondary radiation in the case of the a-rays, and that a stream of

a-rays is as sharply defined after passage through a screen as before.

Since the a-rays lose energy solely by ionisation, they will reach a
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distance proportional to the initial energy, and an ionisation chamber

is 'unaffected if just out of range. The author has investigated the

latter case to determine the curve obtained when the ionisation

chamber is brought nearer. The effect expected was that when out

of range of a-rays an effect due to (3- and y-rays would be obtained
;

when the a-rays just penetrate there would be a sudden appearance of

ionisation which, for a distance equal to the depth of the chamber,

should give a parabolic curve, afterwards a straight line. This effect

was actually obtained, but in addition it was found that, as the

radium is brought nearer to the chamber, there are two or three sudden

changes of direction of the line, the final slope being about four times

the initial. The author suggests the explanation that there are

several changes, and at four of these an a-atom is expelled, so that there

are four different streams of a-particles differing in initial energy

(Rutherford, Abstr., 1904, ii. 223). L. M. J.

Ionisation Curves of Radium. W. H. Bragg and R. Kleemak
(Phil. Mag., 1904, [vi], 8, 726— 738).—The ionisation in a shallow

chamber brought closer to a source of a-rays, limited to a narrow cone,

increases, yielding a straight line curve, for as the distance diminishes

the curve includes a-rays from deeper and deeper strata in the

radium. If, however, the layer is sufficiently thin, so that a-particles

emerge from the lowest layers, the curve should yield a straight line

terminated by a vertical portion representing the range of the

particles from the lowest layer. The layers employed were obtained

by evaporation of a few drops of a solution of radium bromide.

The curves obtained approximate to the expected form for such a

curve as indicated above, with the addition that there are four different

sets of rays. The curve consists of a straight portion which curves

almost vertically downwards at three points ; the various portions of the

curve are lettered P, Q, E, and S. If the dish is raised to a red heat,

the portions Q and R disappear, so that these probably represent rays

from the emanation and first induced activity, and as P subsequently

decays it represents rays from the last induced activity ; these last

rays penetrate about twice as far and give rise to twice the ionisation.

Although not established, it seems probable that R represents the

effect of the emanation. In the curves there is noticeable a return

towards the vertical axis in the lower portions of P and aS', indicating

apparently that the a-particle is more effective at the end of its course.

The experiment recorded in the previous abstract was repeated with a

spherical ionisation chamber, by which the separate lines referred to

were more clearly obtained. The authors also give an explanation

of Becquerel's observation that the curvature of a thiu sheet of a-rayc,

when detiected by a magnet, was less at greater distances from the

source. L. M. J.

Chemical Composition of the Radioactive Gaseous Mixtures
evolved from the Waters of Thermal Springs. Presence of
Helium. Cuakles Moubeu {Catnpt. rend., 1904, 139, 852—855.

Compare Moissan, Abstr., 1903, ii, 209 ; Nasini, Abstr., 1904, ii, 399 ;

Curie and Laborde, ibid., ii, 461).—The author has examined the
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radioactive gases obtained from thirteen thermal springs, and finds

that after the nitrogen and oxygen have been absorbed by a mixture
of lime and magnesium at a red heat (compare Maquenne, Abstr.,

1896, ii, 299) a residue is obtained, varying in quantity from 0'50

to 2 11 per cent, of the original volume, and presenting the character-

istic spectra of argon and helium. M. A. W.

A Radioactive Gas in the Wiesbaden Thermal Springs.
Ferdinand Henrich {Zeit. angew. Ghem., 1904, 17, 1757—1760).—The
gas obtained from the Adler and Schiitzenhof springs, Wiesbaden,
after being separated from carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide,

affected a photographic plate. The radioactivity of the gas was also

examined electrometrically.

The water of the springs is also radioactive, but becomes practically

inactive when boiled. A. McK.

Demonstration of ?i-Rays. H. Bordier {Gompt. rend., 1904,

139, 972—974, Compare Rothe, Abstr., 1904, ii, 603, and Blondlot,

ibid., 604).—Drops of collodion containing calcium sulphide in sus-

pension are deposited in two groups on a piece of paper ; after dry-

ing and keeping in the dark for 12 hours, the sulphide is made
phosphorescent by exposure to daylight for a few minutes and the

paper placed face downward on a photographic plate, a source of w-rays

in the shape of a file of tempered steel or steel shot being placed over

one group of spots and a piece of lead of similar size and shape over

the other group. On developing the plate after 24 hours' exposure,

each spot is represented on the negative by a very black spot sur-

rounded by a penumbra, but the penumbrae which surround the spots

corresponding with the steel extend farther than those corresponding

with the lead, as the following measurements, made independently by
M. Louis of thQ Lyons University, show :

Diameter (mean)
, ,

of spot. of penumbra.

Spots (exposed to steel) 6*4 mm. 11*7 mm.
Spots ( „ „ lead) 7*1 „ 10-8 „

It follows therefore that the tempered steel emits ?i-rays, which
Increase the phosphorescence of the calcium sulphide. M. A. W.

Transition Resistance and Polarisation at the Aluminium
Anode. Franz Fischer {Zeit. Khhtrochem., 1904, 10, 869—877).

—

An aluminium anode in a solution of sulphuric acid of sp. gr. 1*175 is

studied. When the anode is a wii-e of 2 mm. diameter, its resistance

breaks down between 22 and 27 volts. A tube was then tried, the

bulb of a thermometer l)eing placed inside it ; at about 18 volts, the

temperature within the tube had risen to 109°, the electrolyte boiled

in contact with it, and the resistance broke down. By using a water-

cooled tube as anode, it was possible to raise the voltage to over 200
without a breakdown of the resistance (see also Abstr., 1903, ii, 587).

In all cases a distinct film was formed on the anode, and when the
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applied E.M.F. wa.s increased the cuiTeiit passing increased also,

thereafter gradually decreasing to a value which, for a given eleotrode

area, is practically independent of the E.M.F.

The greater part of the great fall of potential between the anode

and the electrolyte is shown to be due to the low conductivity of the

film which forms on the anode and which therefore acts as a

condenser.

The thickness of the film formed was measured by means of a

microscope and was found to increase in proportion to the potential

difference between the electrode and the solution. The thickness with

12 volts was 0048 mm., with '2\ volts 0-105 mm., with 36 volts

O'l-to mm., and with 72 volts 29 mm.
These observations are satisfactorily explained by supposing that the

film grows in thickness until the current which the applied E.M.F.

can produce is just sufiicient to renew it at the same speed as it is

dissolved by the sulphuric acid ; as the rate of dissolution is constant

for a given electrode area, the final current must be independent of the

applied E.M.F., as was found to be the case. The formation of the

film may be assisted by the fact that alumina, when suspended in

aqueous solutions through which a cui-rent is passing, always moves

towards the anode.
' T. E.

Employment of Alternating Currents in Chemistry and the

Theory of the Reactions which they determine. Marcellin
Bekthelot {Ann. Chim. Phys., 1904, [viii], 3, 300—305).—A resume

of work already published (Abstr., 1904, ii, 465). M. A. W.

Electrolysis by Alternating Currents. Axdre Brochet and

Joseph Petit {Ann. Chim. Phjs., 1904, [viii], 3, 433—499).—

A

resume of work already published (compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 229, 230,

414 ; this vol., ii, 27, 28). M. A. W.

Theory of the Deposition of Metals from rapidly moving
Electrolytes. Richard Amberg {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1904, 10,

853—855).—The favourable effects of rapid stirring in electrolytic

estimations of metals are, qualitatively, capable of explanation by
means of Xernst's theory of reaction velocity in heterogeneous systems

(Abstr., 1904, li, 315). T. E.

Genesis of Ions by the Motion of Positive Ions and a Theory
of the Sparking Potential. Johx S. Townsenu .ind H. E. Hurst
{I'hil. May., 1904, [vi], 8, 738—752).— If a number of ions, n^. are

set free Ly the action of ultra-violet light from the negative electrode

in a gas and travel in a uniform field to the positive electrode, the

total number of ions {n) which arrive is given by the formula :

?t = ny(a - ^)<(»~^)'Y(a- /Sc^""^'''), whore a i.s the number of molecules

ionised by a negative ion in going through 1 cm. of the gas, /? the

corresponding number for the positive ion, and d the di.stance between
the j)arallel electrodes. The values of a and y3 for given values of

pressure p and electric force X may l)e deduced from determination of

currents for different values of d when /» ;in<1 .V arc cnii^.tniit. If
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a ^/Jc^""^)'', tliat is, d = A ={\o^a -logl3)/{a - (i), tlien ?i becomes
infinite and Xx A gives the sparking potential. The values X x A are
thus calculated for air and hydrogen at pressures 2 mm., 4 mra.,

6 mm., and 8 mm., and compared with the sparking potential

determined experimentally ; the agreement is very close, being within
about 0*5 per cent, in the case of air, and about 1 per cent, in the
case of hydrogen. The values found for a and

fi show that the
positive ions in hydrogen are more active in producing ionisation than
the positive ions in air. An account of experimental precautions is

given, and an addendum by Prof. Townsend is added on the potential

required to maintain a current in a gas. L. M. J.

Diffasion of One Electrolyte in Presence of Another with a
Common Ion. Ugo Grassi {Gazzetta, 1904, 34, ii, 229—232).—The
problem of the diffusion of an electrolyte, B.A., in presence of another,

M.A., has been worked out theoretically and tested by Abegg and Bose
{Abstr., 1900, ii, 127). The authors derive formulse for the case

where the dissociation is taken into account. These show that, in

presence of one of its salts, an acid has a somewhat greater coefficient

of diffusion than in the pure solvent. T. H. P.

Determination of the Relative Velocities of the Ions oi

Silver Nitrate in Mixtures of the Alcohols and Water and on
the Conductivity of such Mixtures. Harry C. Jones and H. P.

Bassett (Ayner. C/iem. J., 1904, 32, 409—445. Compare Jones and
Lindsay, Abstr., 1903, ii, 55).—The experiments described wei'e

carried out with the object of ascertaining the effect of mixtures of

methyl alcohol and water on the relative velocities of the ions

of a salt, such as silver nitrate. The conductivity of solutions of

silver nitrate in water, ethyl alcohol, methyl alcohol, and mixtures of

water with each of these alcohols containing 25, 50, and 75 per cent, of

the alcohol respectively was determined at 0° and 25°, and the

temperature-coefficients of conductivity of the salt in the various

solutions were calculated. The results are tabulated and also plotted

us curves.

The molecular conductivity in water, ethyl alcohol, and mixtures of

these solvents does not show a minimum point either at 25° or 0°, but
the cui'ves representing these conductivities indicate that a minimum
is approached at 0". On comparing the conductivities at 0° with those

at 25", it is evident that the influence of one solvent on the other

decreases with rise in temperature. In the case of solutions in

mixtures of water and methyl alcohol, a minimum point in the

conductivity was found both at 25° and 0°.

Determinations were made of the relative velocities at 0" and 25° of

the ions of silver nitrate in water, ethyl alcohol, methyl alcohol, and
mixtures of methyl alcohol and water containing 25, 50, or 75 per

cent, of the former. A comparison is made of the relative temperature-

coefficient of ionic mobility for the ions of silver nitrate in water,

methyl alcohol, and various mixtures of these solvents, and the

temperature-coefficients of mobility of the solvents have been
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calculateil. The apparatus employed was a moditication of that

described by Mather (Abstr., 1902, ii, 300). It was found that

the difference in the relative velocities in the pure solvents at 0^ and
25^ decreases as the temperature rises, but with the mixed solvents

the opposite is generally the case. The relative velocities depend

greatly on the nature of the solvent, and in mixed solvents are found

to vary both with the temperature and composition of the mixtui-e.

E. G.

Migration of the Ions in Methyl Alcohol as Solvent. C.

Dempwolff (Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1376 ; from Physikal. Zeit., 5,

637— 641).—The transport numbers for solutions of potassium chloride,

potassiiun bromide, potassium iodide, lithium chloride, lithium bromide,

sodium iodide, sodium methoxide, and silver nitrate have been

determined at 19^ in a Hittorf's apparatus without diaphragm, using

cadmium, platinum, or silver electrodes. The transport numbers of the

anions increase with dilution until they reach a constant value. The

most dilute solutions were about decinormal. The electric con-

ductivities of solutions of these salts have also been determined at 18°.

The results obtained in the case of the iodides are somewhat uncertain.

The following table gives the values obtained for the transport

numbers of the metallic ion in the case of each compound and the

conductivity A^^ •

KCl .
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approximately inversely as the square root of the concentration in the

case of the readily ionised potassium salts. The active ions appear to

be analogous to those which impart conductivity to the air in the

neighbourhood of oxidising phosphorus. H. M. D.

Use of Helium as Thermometric Substance and its Diffusion
through Quartz. Adrien Jaquerod and F. Louis Pebrot (Conipt.

rend., 1904, 139, 789—790).—The proposed measurement of high

temperatures by means of the expansion of helium in quartz vessels is

impossible in consequence of the permeability of the quartz to helium.

The rate of diffusion is proportional to the pressure of the gas. At
1100° it is very rapid, and even at about 220° it is perceptible.

H. M. D.

New Form of Pyrometer. Nicola.i S. Kurnakoff (Zeit. anorg.

Chem., 1904, 42, 184—202).—Curves of cooling of antimony, cadmium,
bismuth, and tin respectively were investigated by aid of a modified

form of the Eschenhagen-Toepfer pyrometer. A. McK.

Thermal Conductivity of Crystalline Bismuth. F. Louis
Perrot {Arch. Sci. Phys. Nat., 1904, [iv], 18, 445—457).—The ratio

of the conductivity perpendicular to and parallel to the principal axis

of crystalline bismuth was found by Senarmont's method to be 1'288,

1'308, 1'408, and 1*390 in the case of four different specimens, of

which the first was not so perfect as the other three. The mean of

the three last, 1*368, agrees fairly with the single value found by
Lownds, 1 '42. The author then determined the ratio of the times

which elapse between the fusion of two different crystals placed on a

cube of bismuth resting on a heated slab of iron when the direction of

the flow of heat is (1) perpendicular, and (2) parallel to the principal

axes. Crystals melting at 50°, 66°, and 79° were employed ; the ratio

for crystals 1 and 2 was 1*362, for 1 and 3, 1*373 and 1*370, the mean
for all being 1*368.

C. Cailler {ibid., 457—467) comments on the agreement of the

number thus obtained with the ratio of the thermal conductivities, an
agreement which is remarkable, inasmuch as the last method does not

give the conductivity, and seeks to explain the cause for this agree-

ment in the particular case of bismuth (Abstr., 1902, ii, 466).

L. M. J.

Molecular Depression of the Freezing Point of Water
produced by some very Concentrated Saline Solutions.

Louis C. de Coi'J'et {J. riujsical Chem., 1904, 8, 531—538).—Jones

and Getman have shown that for many electrolytes a minimum value

for the molecular depression is obtained (Abstr., 1904, ii, 235) in con-

centrated solution. The author has collected data from his papers on

the depression of the freezing point {Ann. Chim. J'hys., 1H71, [iv], 23,

366; 1872, 25, 502; 26, 98), which show that such a minimum value

obtains in the case of solutions of ammonium chloride, sodium chloride.
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barium chloride, magnesium sulphate, zinc sulphate, and copper sulph-

ate ; no minimum is found in solutions of strontium nitrate, barium
nitrate, lead nitrate, and sodium carbonate. In view of the increasing

attention to hydrate theories, the author recalls that over 30 years ago
he showed that cryoscopic phenomena are explicable by (1) the dissocia-

tion of hydrates formed by the solute at the expense of the solvent,

(2) dissociation of the solute, probably hydrolytic. L. M. J.

Molecular Depression Constant of /;-Azoxyanisole.
H. Monmouth Smith and W. H. McClelland {J. Amer. Ghent. Soc,
1904, 26, 1446— 1450).—It has been shown by Gattermann and
Ritschke (Abstr., 1890, 1119) that at 116"^ />-azoxyanisole forms a
turbid liquid of fluid crystals, which at 134^ becomes clear and trans-

parent. Schenck (Abstr., 1898, ii, 286 ; 1899, ii, 637) has shown that
both these transition points undergo abnormally large depressions, and
from the depression of the " clear-turbid " transition point, using
various solutes, he calculated the molecular depression constant and
obtained values ranging from 503 to 859.

In the present investigation, determinations were made of the
molecular depression constant of />-azoxyanisole, using the following
solutes : naphthalene, a-nitronaphthalene, anthracene, o- and ^j-acetyl-

toluidines, acetamide, phenetole, and cinnamic acid. The average result

of 23 determinations gave a value of 562, agreeing fairly well with
the value 545 found by Auwers (Abstr., 1900, ii, 262).
Auwers found that when benzil was employed as the solute a value

of 860 was obtained. A series of determinations of the molecular
depression constant was therefore made using benzil, benzoin, benzo-
phenone, and Michler's ketone respectively as the solute. The average
of 12 determinations gave a depression constant of 825.

It has been suggested by Hulett (Abstr., 1899, ii, 468) and de Kock
(Abstr., 1904, ii, 548) that the variations in the values found for the
molecular depression constant are due to the solubility of the solutes
in the fluid crystals, a small difference in the solubility coeflicients of
the solute in the two modifications of the solvent producing consider-
able alteration in the depression constant. E. G.

Criticism of Clarke's New Law in Thermochemistry.
Hakrison E. Patten and W. R. Mott {J. Amer. Chem. 8oc., 1904,
26, 1450—1453. Compare von Loeben, Abstr., 1903, ii, 269).—

A

discussion of Clarke's paper (Abstr., 1903, ii, 8) on a new theriuo-
cheniical constant. Curves have been constructed which represent
the deviations of this constant from a steady value and compare the
heats of combustion calculated by Clarke with the values obtained
ex|)erimentally by Thomsen. E. G.

Heats of Combustion of Triphenylmethyl and some Tri-
phenylmethane Derivatives. Jlles Schmiblin {Compt. rmd.,
1904, 139, 732-733).—The following table comprises the thermo-
cheuiic;il data recorded in the original pafH-M- :
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Heat of combustion at
''

> Heat ot

Constant vol. Constant pressure. formation.

Trinitrotripheiiylmethaiie ... 2272-8 Cal. 2272-9 Cal. - 32-7 Cal.
Trinitrotriphenylcaibinol ... 2218-3 „ 2218-2 „ +22-0
Triaininotriphenylcarbiuol... 2481-0 „ 2183-5 „ -36-3
Rosaniline hydrochloride ... 2468-6 „ 2471-1 „ +10-6 "

Hexamethylrosaniline me-
thochioride 3446-0 „ 3450-2 „ +11-3 „

Triphenylmethyl 2377-7 „ 2380-0 „ -71-0 „
Triphenylmethyl peroxide... 4632-8 „ 4636-0 „ -18-0 „
Ditriphenylmethane ethvl

acetate \. 5275-9 „ 5281-0 „ - 9-0 „

The last three compounds examined were supplied by Gomberg
(compare Abstr., 1901, i, 77, 638). M. A. \V.

Action of Lo-w Temperatures on Colouring Matters. Jules
ScHMiDLiN (Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 731—732).—Alcoholic solutions

of rosaniline hydrochloride are solidified at the temperature of liquid

air, and the colour of the solid is much less intensely red than that of

the solution, but exhibits a beautiful greenish-yellow fluorescence ; a
similar change is observed with solutions of the salts of hexamethyl-
rcsaniline, whilst in the case of eosin the intensity of the red colour as
seen by transmitted light is diminished when the solution is solidified

in liquid air and the fluorescent colour remains unaltered : these facts

are in accordance with Stokes's theory of the difference in origin of

fluorescent and transmitted colours.

Solutions of malachite-green or methylene-blue do not undergo any
change in colour when cooled in liquid air. M. A. W.

Dilatometric Measurements of Tautomeric Substances.
F. GioLiTTi {Gazzetta, 1904, 34, ii, 208—220).—Pure ethyl aceto-

acebate. boiling at 181—181-5°, has the sp. gr. 1-0236 at 15°, which gives

a molecular volume of 1269 ; this value is not altered by the addition
of piperidine or sodium ethoxide. Traube's data (Abstr., 1896, i,

593) give the number 127*9 for the enolic modification and 132-8 for

the ketonic form. Dilatometric investigations show that between
the temperatures - 16° and + 100° ethyl acetoacetate does not alter in

constitution or else the change is a uniform one and the interval of

transformation has its extreme limits outside the above range of

temperature.

With acetylacetone, dilatometric measurements between 70° and
95° indicate an increase in the proportion of the ketonic form, which
is in agreement with the observations of Perkin (Trans., 1892, 61,

800).

Acetylacetonechloral (Gigli, Abstr., 1899, i, 12) shows, however, no
contraction in solution, as would be expected from its behaviour

towards ferric chloride and as was shown by Traube (Joe. cit.) in the

case of ethyl acetoacetate.

Physical and chemical methods of detecting tautomeric forms do not,

therefore, agree, the results obtained being often uncertain and some-
times contradictory. T. H. P.
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Theories on Osmosis, Solubility, and Narcosis. Isidor

Tbaube {Phil. Mag., 1904, [vi], 8, 704—715; Zeit. phi/siol. Chem.,

1904, 105, 541—558).—Overton (Abstr., 1897, ii, 337), as the

result of a large series of experiments, has evolved the theory

that the velocity of osmo.'-is through membranes is determined

by the magnitude of the distribution-coefl&cient between fat and
water, and assumes that solution in the fatty substance of the

membrane takes place, and that then the substance is passed on from
the membrane to the interior of the cell. He lias also shown that all

the trustworthy narcotics and anjesthetics are rapidly diffusing sub-

stances and deduces a theory according to which the efficacy of a

narcotic depends principally on its lipolidic solubility. The author

urges various objections to these views. Why should oot the dis-

solved substance be more firmly held by the lipoid substance of the

membrane ? Why does water penetrate membranes more rapidly than
anything else? Salts not soluble in fa* 8 can penetrate cells. Experi-

ments on diagi-aphms indicate that the content of lipoid does not

determine the sequence of osmotic velocity. The author then states

his views, the result of long-continued researches on capillarity con-

stants. The greater the osmotic velocity of a soluble substance, the
more it reduces the capillarity constant of water, whilst substances

which cannot penetrate the membrane increase the capillarity constant
(no exception found). Hence the difference of the surface tensions

determines the direction and velocity of osmosis and is the motive
force. Applying this to solubility questions, and considering that it is

the pure solvent which migrates into the salt solution, it follows that
the sm-face tension of the solution will never fall below tliat of the
solvent—at equality the solution is saturated. It has been found that
equal equivalents of substances belonging to homologous serie.s

exercising a strong influence on capillarity lower the capillary height
of water in the proportion 1 : 3 : 3^ : 3^ . . . . Examples of this are
given in the case of the aceta< es. If methyl alcohol reduces the sui-face

tension of water to a less extent than ethyl alcohol, its tendency to
separate from the solution will be less, and hence also its distribution

coefficient between a liquid such as benzene and water. Experiments
indicate that the distribution-coefficients between benzene, carbon tetra-

chloride or carbon di sulphide, and water for methyl, ethyl, and propyl
acetates are also in approximately the ratio 1:3:9. Overton's
experiments indicate also that this same quantitative relationship
holds for the narcotic effect of homologous series (see also Akstr.,
1903, ii, 63). L. M. J.

Breaks in the Solubility Curves. Wilrelm Meyerhoffer
{J. Physical Chem., 1904, 8, 571—575).—A continuation of the
discussion with Ostwald (Abstr., 1903, ii, 280). Gay-Lussac found
a break in the solubility curve of Glaubei-'.s salt, but he did not
establish any connect-on between the temperature of this and the
inversion temperature. He further states in 1839 that the breik in
the solubility of chlorine hydrate is due to the decomposition, so that
above 8' the .solubility is that of clilorine, and i>roceeds : "as for
.sodium .sulphate its decreasing .solubility as the temperature rises above
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33° can be referred to a decrease in the affinity." It appears clear

therefore that Gay-Lussac did not know that Glauber's salt is

decomposed at 33° and did not recognise the significance of the break.

L. M. J.

Liquid Crystals. Alfred Coehn {Zeit. EleTctrochem., 1904, 10,
856—857).—If a liquid is suspended in another and an E.M.F. be
applied to the emulsion, then the liquid with the smaller dielectrid

constant will move towards the anode. The author has attempted to

discover, by the application of this fact, whether turbid /j-azoxy-

anisole is a mixture of two substances. No movement could be
detected. He points out, however, that no movement would occur in

a mixture of two substances having the same dielectric constant,

and that the movement would not be observed in a mixture of two
substances in equilibrium provided that the disturbance of equilibrium

caused by the movement was compensated sufficiently rapidly.

It was also found impossible to effect any separation of the turbid

liquid by centrifugal force.

When p-azoxyanisole is frequently heated above the temperature at

which it becomes clear and allowed to solidify, a dark coloured sub-

stance collects in the tube ; this may point to the presence of an
impurity. T. E.

The Colloidal State. G. E. Malfitano {Compt. rend., 1904, 139,
920—922).—The author considers that matter in the colloidal state

represents a system composed of a dissociated electrolyte with insoluble

molecules grouped around the ions. H. M. D.

Composition of Colloidal Granules. Victor Henri and Andre
Mayer {Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 974—976. Compare Abstr., 1904,

ii, 243, 325).—According to Duclaux (compare Abstr., 1904, ii,

162, 243, 325), the precipitate that is formed on mixing solutions

of A equivalents of K4Fe(CN),. and a equivalents of CuSO^ {A > a)

always contains a certain quantity, /?, of potassium ferrocyanide ; the

author has calculated from Duclaux's numbers the values of the ratio

fil{A - a — /8), the partition coefficient of the Fe(CN)g between the liquid

and the precipitate for a fixed value of a, and finds that it diminishes

in proportion as A increases. The composition of the colloidal precipi-

tates examined by Duclaux may therefore be regarded as particular

cases of adsorption (compare van Bemmelen, Abstr., 1900, ii, 338,466
;

Biltz, Abstr., 1904, ii, 392), the granules being formed of copper

ferrocyanide which has adsorbed a certain quantity of potassium ferro-

cyanide. M. A. W.

Determination of the Size of Molecules from the Kinetic
Theory of Gases. J. 11. Jeans {P/iil Mag., 1904, [vi], 8,

692—699).—The size of molecules may be determined from observa-

tions on (1) viscosity of gases, (2) conduction of heat by gases, (3)

coefficient of diffusion of gases, (4) deviations from Boyle's law, and

(5) volume occupied by matter in the solid and liquid states. In all

these, the constant i\^, that is, number of molecules in I c.c. of gas
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at normal temperature and pressure, also enters, and 1, 2, 3 yield

values for xY^'-, whilst 4, 5 give NS^, where S is the diameter of the

molecule considered as a sphere. Hence, from observations of

either class, xV or *S' may be determined. The value for A^ is better

obtained, however, by electrical methods, and different experiments

yield values of about 4 x lO^''. Using this as the value for ^V, the

following values are obtained for Sx lO''

:

Hydrogen
Helium
Water vapour
Carbon monoxide ...

Ethylene
Nitrogen
Nitric oxide

Oxygen
Argon
Carbon dioxide

Nitrous oxide

Eth\-1 chloride

Chlorine

Viscosity.
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the principle then passes into the jirinciple of maximum work, qi-q>0.
The author considers that the application of the simplified inequality

is the only practical method available for the prediction of chemical

change. H. M. D.

Free Energy of Formation. Hans von Juptner (Zeit. anorg.

Chem., 1904, 42, 235—249. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 549).—
Theoretical. A. McK.

Dynamic Isomerism. Thomas Lowry {Brit. Assoc. Reports, 1904,
1—32).—This I'eport contains a general survey of the subject of dyna-

mic isomerism, comprising : 1, an historical introduction ; 2, a discussion

of the nature of dynamic isomerism and of the influence of catalytic

agents on the equilibrium ; 3, a review of the principal classes of com-
pounds exhibiting such isomerism classified according to the nature of

the intermolecular changes taking place ; and discussions of : 4, optical

inversion ; 5, the behaviour of dynamical isomerides towards reagents
;

6, their physical relations, including freezing point curves, crystallo-

graphy, mutarotation, refraction, magnetic rotation, electrical conduc-

tivity, colour, absorption spectra, and luminosity ; and, 7, reversible

polymeric change. Very full references to the literature are given.

0. H. D.

Magnitude of the Equilibrium of the same Reaction in

Different Solvents. Leo Pissarjewsky {J. Russ. Rhys. Chem. Sac,

1904, 36, 1070—1081).—The equilibrium constant of the reaction

2KCl-HHg2S04^ Hg2Cl2 + K.2S04 has the same value whether the

solvent is water, 20 per cent, aqueous alcohol, or 61 '5 per cent, aqueous

glycerol. The temperature-coefiicient (between 25° and 44*2°) of the

E.M.F. of the element,

HglO^Obi-^Cl^gsCljIrt - KNO.^| Hg,SO4,0-0 1>i - K.,SQ,iHg

^T^NOg n - KNO3

has the same value in the first two of the above three solvents, but in

61*5 per cent, aqueous glycerol the coefficient is considerably gi*eater.

The change in the magnitude of the constant produced by adding

alcohol or glycerol to the solution indicates a diminution in the degree

of dissociation of the reacting compounds. This, taken together with

the non-coincidence found between the constant in the above solvents

and that calculated for KCl and KgSO^ in these solvents, indicates

that the degree of dissociation of these substances is less in glycerol

or alcohol than in water. T. H. P.

Ozone. I. Equilibrium between Ozone and Hydrochloric
Acid. Stepiian Jaiix {Zelt. anorg. Chem., 1904,42, 203—212).—If a

current of ozonised oxygen bo passed tlirough dilute hydrochloric acid,

it carries with it from the solution chlorine with a partial pressure

corresponding with the concentration of hydrogen and chlorine ions

in the solution, if the equilibrium in the li(]uid phase is established

sufficiently quickly. Colloidal platinum was used as a cataly.ser. ( )zono
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alone acts very slowly on 0*05iV hydrochloric acid, but on the addition of

colloidal platinum the conductivity of the solution quickly diminishes.

From this diminution of conductivity, the pai-tial pressure of the

chlorine liberated can be calculated, whilst the value for the conduc-

tivity at any given time indicates the concentration of the solution at

that particular time. The amount of chloric acid formed in the solution

was so small that it did not interfere with the potential measurements
made. A. McK.

The System: Potassium lodate, Iodic Acid, and Water at 30^.

P. A. Meerburg {Chevi. Centr., 1904, ii, 1362; from Chem. Weekblad,

i, 474—479. Compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 495; 1904, ii, 112).—The
solubility of mixtures of potassium iodate and iodic acid in varying

proportions has been determined at 30^. Solutions which contain

951 per cent, of the iodate or 76'70of iodic acid are saturated at this

temperature. Compounds of the composition KIO^.HIOg and
KI03,2HI03

may separate from solution. The former salt can be crj-stallised from
water at 30°, but not the latter. The compound KI03,2HI03 is only

deposited from solutions containing an excess of iodic acid. The
stability of these compounds is about the same at the ordinarv tempera-
ture as at 30°. E.' W. W.

Determinations in the System : Cupric Chloride, Ammon-
ium Chloride, and Water. P. A. Meerbi:rg {Chem. Centr., 1904,

ii, 1362—1363 ; from Chem. Weekblad, i, 551—559. Compare pre-

ceding abstract).—The conditions of equilibrium of aqueous solutions

containing cupric chloride and ammonium chloride have been deter-

mined at 30°. A saturated solution of ammonium chloride at 30^ con-

tains 29"5 per cent., and a saturated solution of the dihydrate of cupric

chloride, CuClo,2H20, 48*95 per cent. ; under other conditions, the only

compound which .sepai-ates in a solid state is the double salt,

CuClo,2NH4Cl,2H20. In the original paper, the experimental data are

plotted out in curves ; the three solubility curves cut one another in

two quadruple points. A compound CuCl^jNH^C^H^O does not exist

;

a mixture of the dihydrate of cupric chloride witli the double salt

mentioned above has probably been mistaken for a compound of this

composition. The cupric ammonium chloride dihydrate is stable

between -IP and +80°. The ice curve and the dihydrate curve
intersect at the cryohydric point ± - 11°. E. W. W,

Kinetics of the Reaction between Potassium Permanganate
and Oxalic Acid. A.nton Skkabal {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1904, 42,
1—59. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 684).—It is tii-st shown that the
action of potassium |)ermanganate on an excess of oxalic acid in the

presence of sulphuric acid is a unimolecular reaction, represented by
[Mn(OH)3,C2H.,Oj -^ Mn(0H)2 + C0^. The oxidation of oxalic acid

is caused by the manganic ions and accordingly the reaction just

expressed takes place in two stages, thus : [Mn(OH)3,C2HgO^] —> Mn"*
iud Mn*** -f-CjHjO^ —> Mn(OIl)2-f-C02. Investigation of the action of

quivalent amounts of manganese salts, in the form of phosphate and

VOL. LXXXVIH, ii. 2
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acetate respectively, on oxalic acid did not indicate that a reaction of

a higher order took place. When the concentration of the oxalic acid

is increased, or when the total reaction mass is diluted so that the
volume is double the original volume, the velocity coeihcients in the
reaction [Mn(OH)2,C2H20J —> Mn"' are not altered. The reaction

Mn*" + C^HgO^—>- Mn(0II)2 + COg accordingly takes place at a rate so

rapid that it cannot be measured. Only the former action, that is, the
rate of the electrolytic dissociation of the manganese salt, can be
measured ; it is a reaction of the first order, and the velocity coefficients

are constant only when the concentration of oxalic acid is constant.

The action of potassium permanganate on oxalic acid in the presence

of manganous salts was studied. At first, the rate of oxidation of the

oxalic acid is slow. As the reaction proceeds, manganic salt is formed
accompanied by a vigorous induced oxidation of the oxalic acid and
followed by the reaction of the first order just mentioned. The inter-

mediate formation of manganic ions was recognised.

Manganese peroxide exhibits towards oxalic acid a behaviour similar

to that of potassium permanganate.
The reaction between permanganate and oxalic acid takes place in

the following stages, thus : {Incubation period) (1) CgH.jO^ + KMnO^—>-

Mn- + CO2 (measurable), (2) aHjO^ + Mn" —^Un{011\ + C0^
(practically instantaneously)

;
(Induction j)eriod) (3) Mn(0H)2 4- KMnO^

—>- Mn"' (less quickly than the former stage), (4) Mn"' + C^HjO^
—>-Mn(OH)2 + C02 (practically instantaneously), (5) Mn"* + C2H2O4
—>- [Mn(OH),,C2H204] (practically instantaneously), (6) Mn"* —y
Mn(0H)2 + Mn(OH), (practically instantaneously); (J^nd period I)

(7) [Mn(OH)3,C2H20j —>Mn"* (measurable), (8) C2H204 + Mn*"
—>- Mn(0H)2 + C0., (practically instantaneously); (End ]}eriod II)

(9) Mn(0H), + Mn(bH)4 —> Mn"' (less quickly than the former

stage), (10) C2H204 + Mn**' —>- Mn(0H)2 + COg (practically instan-

tanpously).

The rate of stage (1) increases with increase of amount of acid

present. Stage (4) is conditioned by the rate at which the ions Mn"*
are formed in stage (3). In presence of manganese sulphate, the

incubation period is not observed, whilst the measurable reaction in the

induction period proceeds very quickly. ]f the conditions for the

formation of complex manganic salts are favourable, that is, if the

concentration of oxalic acid is great and that of hydrogen ions small,

stage (5) proceeds more quickly than any other stage in the induction

period, and the end period is expressed by (7) and (8). Otherwise,

stage (6) is the most rapid in the induction period and the end period is

expressed by (9) and (10). A. MoK.

"Primary Oxide" Theory of Oxidation. Anton Skkaiul
{Zeit. anorg. C'/ievi., 1904, 42, 60—80. t'ompare preceding abstnict).

—A theoretical paper. The deductions are based on (1) Ostwald's law

of successive reactions, (2) Luther's thermodynamic conclusions re-

specting substances with several oxidation stages, (3) the assumption

that all reactions are more or less ionic, (4) the kinetic conception of

chemical equilibrium, and (5) the phenomena observed dm-iiig many
oxidation processes. Primary oxide iojis arc formed during processes of
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oxidation and reduction, and are characterised by their being decom-

posed according to the experimental conditions into two oxidation stages.

All oxidation processes can be resolved into " primary reactions." " Irre-

spective of whether a process of oxidation is measurable, immeasurable,

quick or immeasurably slow, the reduction of the primary oxide ions

by acceptors and the decomposition of the primary oxide ions into two
extreme stages or their conversion into complex or undissociated com-

pounds will proceed more quickly than the primary reactions, which

cause the formation of primary oxide ions." A, McK.

Study of Reversible Oxidation and Reduction Reactions
in Solutions. Eugene P, Schoch (J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26,
1422—14.33).—An investigation has been carried out with the object

of determining the influence of the concentrations of their components

on the equilibrium in solutions of iodine, potassium ferrocyanide,

potassium ferricyanide, and potassium iodide acidified with i\720 hydro-

chloric acid. The reaction is probably simple and takes place according

to the equation 2Fe(CN)g"" + 1^ :^ 2Fe(CNy" + 21'.

Although the potassium ions and the hydrochloric acid take no part

in the reaction, it is necessary to know the influence of their concen-

tration, and for this purpose a series of E.M.F. measurements was
made.

In order to ascertain the influence of the different members of the

reaction on the chemical equilibrium, the concentrations necessary for

one equilibrium were first determined ; then, whilst two of the sub-

stances were kept constant, the concentration of the third was varied,

and the quantity of the fourth required to restore equilibrium was
determined experimentally. The results are tabulated.

It was found that the formula for eqiiilibrium in such solutions at

. . ^ ,
. C* (ferrocyanide) x C (free iodine) rrconstant temperatures is

'' ^——

—

j~ ^
.

' = K.
CP- (ferricyanide) x C^ (potassium iodide)

The presence in this formula of the fourth power of the concentration

of the ferrocyanide instead of the second power is proved to be correct

both by the E.M.F. measurements and the chemical equilibrium

determinations. E. G.

Oxidation Phenomena. Georg Kassner (^Zt'il. angew. Chem.,

1904, 17, 1851—1856).—A lecture delivered to the pharmacological

section of the Gesellschaft deutscher Naturforscher und Aerzte in

Breslau, 1904. A. McK.

Hydration and Hardening. Paul Rohland {Zeit. Elektrochem.,

1904, 10, 893—900).—Hydration reactions, whether organic or in-

organic, take place spontaneously, and their velocity is very much
affected by small quantities of foreign substances and by temperature.

Hardening does not always accomjjany hydration (quicklime, for

example, falls to powder); it is therefore duo to some special circum-
stance. The author believes that a solid solution is formed in all cases

in which hardening accompanies hydration.

The catalytic acceleration or retardation of hydration by salts i^

_ o
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regarded as a result of a change of the solubility of the solid substance

which is undergoing hydration. T. E.

Limits of Sensitiveness of Odours and Emanations.
Marcellin Berthelot (Ann. Chim. Phys., 1904, [viii], 3, 293—295).
A resume of work already published (Abstr., 1904, ii, 554).

M. A. W.

Use of Quartz Vessels for Lecture Experiments. Emil
Fischer {Ber., 1904, 37, 4603—4605).—Quartz vessels, the cost of

which is one-tenth of that of platinum, are recommended for use in

demonstrating the evolution of oxygen from nitric acid, and the

formation of water. E. F. A.

An Improved Kipp's Apparatus. Eichard J. Friswell [Chem.
News, 1904, 90, 154—155).—The apparatus has the usual three bulbs
of an ordinary Kipp's apparatus. A central tube, reaching nearly to

the bottom of the lower bulb, is ground in the lower part of the top

bulb and fixed with marine glue. Above the junction, the tube is

widened out somewhat and rises in the top bulb to about three-fourths

of the height of the latter. The bottom bulb is filled with a con-

centrated solution of zinc sulphate, ferrous chloride, or calcium chloride

(according to the material placed in the middle bulb) to within about
half an inch of the top. The acid from the top bulb passes down the

central tube when the tap on the delivery tube is opened, and rises to

the surface of the concentrated solution, where it comes into contact

with the materials in the middle bulb. When the tap is closed, some
of the heavy solution is forced up into the acid bulb, where it sinks

through the lighter acid and may be drawn off, as it accumulates, by a

tap which is provided for the purpose. As the economical working
depends on the different densities of the fresh and exhausted acids,

care must be taken to avoid mixing the strata of liquids, either by
shaking when moving or by the effervescence caused by scraps of

marble, &c., falling into the lower bulb. W. P. S.

A Cheap Kipp's Apparatus. Frank Southerden {Chem. News,
1904, 90, 286— 287).—The apparatus consists of an ordinary " lime

tower " down the centre of which passes a wide glass tube loosely

fitting the constriction at the lower part of the tower. The top of the

latter is closed by a doubly bored cork, through one hole of which is

passed the neck of a large funnel, whilst the second hole carries

the tap delivery tube of the apparatus. The neck of the funnel is

connected by a piece of india-rubber tubing to a narrow glass tube

passing down the wide tube and reaching to the bottom of the tower.

The funnel serves as the acid-container and the part of the tower
above the constriction is filled with ferrous sulphide, marble, etc.,

according to the gas which it is desired to produce. W. P. S.

New Qas-evolution Apparatus. S. Bosnjakovic (Zeit. anal.

Chem., 1904, 43, 624—625).—A very simple apparatus, consisting of

two glass bulbs connected by channels. The whole is made of one
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piece of glass. The solid reagent is placed in one of the bulbs, and

when the apparatus is in cue position the liquid reagent is in the other,

but by tilting the vessel through 90^, the liquid comes in contact with

the solid and evolution of gas commences. The evolution is arrested

by reverting to the first position. M. J. S.

New Hydrogen Sulphide, Carbon Dioxide, or Hydrogen
Generating Apparatus. H. Arzbergee {Chem. Centr., 1904,

ii, 1358—1359 ; from Pharra. Post, 37, 581).—An apparatus for the

generation of hydrogen sulphide, carbon dioxide, or hydrogen is

•described in which the solid iron sulphide, calcium carbonate, or zinc

is contained in a Soxhlet tube fitted with an india-rubber bung
through which three holes are bored. The acid, which, in the case of

hydrogen sulphide, consists of a 20—25 per cent, solution of sulphui'ic

acid or preferably hydrochloric acid, is added drop by drop from a tap

funnel, the stem of which passes thi-ough one hole of the bung. The
exhausted acid runs off automatically through the siphon into a fiask

which is fitted to the Soxhlet tube, and from this vessel it may be

removed by a tap. The solid may be washed with water after use by
means of a second funnel to which a tap and tube are attached, the

latter passing through the second hole in the bung. The gas escapes

by a tube which is inserted in the third hole of the bung, and is

connected with a suitable washing apparatus. E. W. W.

Inorganic Chemistry.

Reduction of Perchlorate by the Wet Method. B. Sjollema
{Zeit. anarg. Chem., 1904, 42, 127—128).—Potassium perchlorate,

when boiled in aqueous solution with ferrous hydroxide in the absence

of free alkali, is reduced quantitatively to chloride. A. McK.

Rate of Crystallisation o* Plastic Sulphur. Joseph H.
Kastle and Walter Pearson Kelley {Amer. Chem. J., 1904, 32,
483— 503).—The rate of change of plastic sulphur into the crystalline

variety has been studied by sp. gr. and dilatometric methods.
A specimen of sulphur was heated to 200° and poured into cold water

;

one portion was left in water at the ordinary temperature, whilst

another was kept in water at 70°
; the sp. gr. of each was determined

at intervals of an hour. In another experiment, the sulphur was
heated to 444° before being poured into water

;
portions of this

specimen were kept at 80°, 60°, and 40° respectively, whilst another

portion was left in cold water ; the sp. gr. was determined at intervals

in each case. The results indicate that the rate of change of plastic

into crystalline sulphur varies according to the temperature to which
the sulphur is heated before being poured into water, and also with
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the temperature at which the product is preserved. The higher the
initial temperature to which the sulphur is heated, the slower is the

crystallisation ; and the higher the temperature at which the sulphur
is kept, the more rapid is the change.

In another series of experiments, a specimen of plastic sulphur was
divided into five portions which were kept under water, dilute

ammonia, 95 per cent, alcohol, dilute bromine water, and JV/IO iodine

solution respectively, the sp. gr. being determined at intervals in each
case. It was found that ammonia, alcohol, and bromine accelerate,

whilst iodine retards, the crystallisation.

A study of the effect of heat has shown that plastic sulphur has no
definite melting point, the effect of any increase of temperature being
merely to diminish its viscosity and to increase its tendency to pass

into the crystalline form.

The stability of any particular specimen of plastic sulphur can be

judged from its colour ; light amber-coloured specimens crystallise

easily, whilst reddish-brown varieties remain plastic for longer periods.

Experiments have shown that when the plastic and orthorhombic forms
of sulphur are heated at 120—125° for a sufiicient length of time they
become alike in colour, a state of chemical equilibrium being ultimately

reached in each case.

Expei-iments made with the object of determining the effect of tension

on the crystallisation showed that specimens of sulphur under tension

crystallise more rapidly than those not under tension.

Determinations of the rate of change by the dilatometric method
showed that plastic sulphur prepared by pouring into water sulphur

that has been heated only to a moderately high temperature crystallises

rapidly, whereas that which has been heated to near the boiling point

before being poured into water crystallises very slowly. The velocity of

the change of plastic into crystalline sulphur begins comparatively

rapidly, about 10 per cent, of the total change taking place in the first

30 minutes, and then gradually diminishes. This gradual decrease in

the rate of crystallisation indicates that several molecular forms are

present in the supercooled liquid, some of which change to the

crystalline variety of the element more rapidly than others. E. G.

The Chlorides of Sulphur. Sulphur Tetrachloride and its

Compounds. Otto Ruff {Ber., 1904, 37, 4513—4521. Compare
Ruff and Fischer, A.bstr., 1903, ii, 204).—The author has re-examined the

double compounds of sulphur tetrachloride described in the literature,

and has corrected some erroneous analyses. The so-called sulphur

dichloride was employed in the preparations, and the author's view is

confirmed that this substance is a solution of largely dissociated

sulphur tetrachloride in sulphur chloride.

Sulphur totracliloride, prepared by tlie slow combination of sulphur

chloride with liquid chlorine in a i^ealed tube, is a yellowish-white

substance, melting at - 30*5° to - 31° to a red liquid. Its dissociation

pressure reaches 1 atmosphere at a few degrees above its melting

point. Water decomposes it in a sealed tube almost quantitatively,

forming sulphurous acid.
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The double compounds of sulphur tetrachloride are designated by

their formulas.

[With Geokg FiscuER.]—The compound SCl^,SbCl5, prepared by

adding sulphur chloride to a cold solution of autimouy pentachloride in

sulpiiuryl chloride and draining by means of the apparatus described

by Ruff and Plato {Ber., 1901, 34, 17-49), forms slender, white needles

melting at 125—126^ in an atmosphere of chlorine in a sealed tube

to a yellow liquid, and subliming at 150^ Water decomposes it

vigorously, Xo solid compound could be obtained from sulphur tetra-

chloride and phosphorus pentachloride.

Tlie salt, SCl^jTiCl^ crystallises in slender, yellow needles, often

radially grouped, melts at 62—61^ in an atmosphere of chlor.ne,

sublimes at about 100^, and dissolves in sulphuryl chloride, chloroform,

carbon disulphide, or light petroleum.

2SCl4,SnCl4 forms large, yellow crystals, melts at 37^, and de-

composes at about 40^. It fumes in air, but is more stable than the

titanium compound, and dissolves readily in chloroform, light

petroleum, sulphuryl chloride, carbon disulphide, phosphorus oxy-

chloride, ether, or benzene. The corresponding compound with

zirconium tetracliloride is very unstable, and could not be isolated in

I pure form. A silicon compound could not be obtained.

[With EiXBECK.]—SCl4,FeCl3, prepared in phosphorus oxychloride

solution, forms a yellow, crystalline precipitate, decomposing rapidly

on warming. The compound 2FeCl3,POCl3 was obtained on warming
the constituents together on the water-bath in the form of a bright

yellow, crystalline mass.

[With Georg Fischer.]—801^,2 ICI3 forms yellow crystals, de-

composing without fusion on even slight warming. No compounds
could be obtained from arsenic trichloride, antimony trichloride, or

chromic chloride.

[With Kurt Thiel.]—SCl4,2AsF3 forms yellow crystals and only

attacks glass slowly, but decomposes or chars thionyl chloride, carbon
tetrachloride, carbon disulphide, alcohol, ethei', benzene, or light

petroleum.

No compounds were obtained from antimony, tin, or titanium
fluorides, or from the chlorides of uni- or bi-valent metals.

C. H. D.

Theory of the Lead Chamber Process. II. Fkitz Raschig
Zeit. anyew. Cliem., 1904, 17, 1777—1785).—Polemical. A reply to

J.unge {ibid., 1G59). A. McK.

Catalytic Phenomena in the Preparation of Persulphuric
Acid. O. I. Petrenko {J. liuss. J'/ii/s. C/tem. aS'oc, 1901, 36,
1081—1088).—The yield of persulphuric acid obtained by the electro-

irsis of sulphuric acid is dependent on the use of a platinum anode
rhich .apparently oxiilises and then exerts a catalytic action, dimini.-^h-

the yield of the pei-acid. The yield of the latter is almost doubleil

l>y the addition of hydrochloric swid. With an iridium anode, the

jld is considerably less than with platimiin. miuI thf iiidium goe«

ito solution more readily than platinum. T. M. P.
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Ultramicroscopical Observations. I. Separation of Sulphur
from Thiosulphuric Acid and of Selenium from Selenious
Acid. WiLHELM BiLTZ and Willy Gahl {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii,

1367; from Nachr. K. Ges. Wiss. Gottinge^i, 1904, 300—310).—By
means of Raehlmann's ultramicroscope, homogeneous or '* optically

empty " solutions may be more readily distinguished from turbid

solutions, and the phenomena of precipitation more closely followed.

By means of the arrangement used, a field of 0*00004 cm. was illumin-

ated. Filtration, or contact with cover glasses or india-rubber,

destroys the optical homogeneity of solutions. Distilled water must
be rendered clear before distilling, and must be protected from access

of air during distillation and afterwards. A Pukall cell may be used

for filtration, the air which enters the filter being made to pass through

cotton-wool.

Thiosulphuric acid decomposes as soon as it is formed, the non-dis-

sociated acid being the less stable. By means of the ultramicroscope,

it has been shown that the process of decomposition is not " continu-

ous," the discontinuity becoming apparent at about the same time as

the opalescence is visible to the naked eye. Colom'less, supersaturated

solutions of the acid in water can, therefore, exist. Colloidal aqueous
solutions of the acid appear to be blue, and are extremely unstable.

The action of sulphurous acid on selenious acid has also been found to

be optically discontinuous. E. W. W.

Colloidal Tellurium. IV. Alexander Gutbier {Zeit anm'g.

Chem., 1904, 42, 177—183. Compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 653; 1904,

ii, 613).—A detailed account of results already published.

A. McK.

Action of Hydrogen Peroxide on Tellurium. Alexander
Gutbier and F. Resenscheck {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1904, 42, 174—176.

Compare Gutbier and Wagenknecht, Abstr., 1904, ii, 613).—When
hydrogen peroxide is added to a solution of tellurium in concentrated

aqueous potassium hydroxide, telluric acid is produced in small yield.

A. McK.

Apparatus for Separating Nitrogen Quickly and Com-
pletely from a Mixture of Gases containing it. Ferdinand
Henrich {Zeit. angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 1755—1757).—An apparatus

is described by means of which nitrogen is separated automatically

from a mixture of gases containing it, the mixed gases being repeatedly

passed over heated copper and copper oxide, soda lime, phosphoric oxide,

and a heated mixture of magnesium and quicklime. A full descrip-

tion is appended to the sketch of the apparatus in question,

A. McK.

Formation of Nitric Oxide at High Temperatures. Walther
Nernst {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1368 ; from Nachr. k. Ges. Wiss.

Gottingen, 1904, 261—276. Compare Muthmann and Hofer, Abstr.,

1903, ii, 206).—If a system which is in equilibrium at a high tempera-

ture ia rapidly cooled, the composition of the mixture at the lower
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temperature will not accurately represent the condition at the higher,

since the cooling cannot be effected instantaneously. In all cases, no
matter in which direction the composition of the gaseous mixture
deviates from that of the equilibrium state, the proportion of the

product formed at the higher temperature will be too small, except for

a small temperature interval in which the curve calculated from
thermodynamical data touches that obtained from observed values.

In cases in which it is impossible to allow sufficient time for the state

of equilibrium to be attained because the temperature is too low and
the velocity of the action too small, the velocities of the opposing

reactions may be measured by experiments on streams of gas at

different velocities. The concentration at which both reactions have
the same velocity, and hence the equilibrium constant, may be calcu-

lated. When gases are brought to very high temperatures for a very

short time, as, for instance, when a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen
in the proportions contained in water is exploded with air and the

mixture rapidly cooled, an examination of the products of the explosion

may serve, under certain conditions, to ascertain the conditions of

equilibrium at such temperatures.

A litre of air was passed through platinum or iridium tubes and the

nitric oxide absorbed in sulphuric acid. The temperature was estimated

by means of a thermoelement or a photometer. At temperatui-es

above 1700°, equilibrium was attained when one litre passed through
the tube in 20 minutes. At 1760°, the equilibrium concentration of

the nitric oxide was found to be 0'64 per cent, by volume and at

1922° 0'97 per cent. The " heat-toning " of the reaction calculated from
these data is 45,600 cals., whilst the value found by experiment was
43,200. A state of equilibrium could not be obtained in the platinum
furnaces at 1538°. The velocities of the opposing reactions show that

the reaction is bimolecular and that the equilibrium concentration of

the nitric oxide is 0-37 per cent, by volume. From Bunsen's deter-

minations of the decrease of volume caused by exploding mixtures of

hydrogen and oxygen with air, it has been calculated that at 3500^

the mixture contains about 5 per cent, by volume of nitric oxide when
equilibrium is established. Under the ordinary atmospheric pressure,

the time required to convert half the nitrogen of air into nitric oxide is

about 100 seconds at 1540° and 3*5 at 1737°. The following table

shows the ob.served and calculated equilibrium constants ^ at tempera-

tures from 1500—3200°:

Temp. (abs.).
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these conditions, a yelloAv modification of arsenic is deposited, which,

when exposed to light, is instantly converted into the black modifica-

tion. A similar change takes place in the dark, when the yellow

form is allowed to assume the ordinary temperature, but the change is

not accompanied by any luminescence phenomena. E. F. A.

The Preparation of Pure Boron Trifluoride and Silicon Tetra-
fluoride and some Physical Constants of these Compounds.
Henri Moissan {Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 711—714).—Boron tri-

fluoride, prepared by heating a mixture of boron trioxide, calcium

fluoride, and sulphuric acid, and purified by passing through cylinders

containing sodium fluoride and finally by solidifying in a vacuum
(compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 642), melts at -127° and boils at ^101°
(compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 331); the corresponding constants of the

synthetical compound are — 126° and - 99° respectively,

Silicon tetrafluoride, similarly prepared and purified, and also the

synthetic compound, solidifies at —97° under atmospheric pressure,

and volatilises without passing through the liquid stage (compare
Olszewski, Abstr., 1884, 816) under a pressure of 2 atmospheres.

Silicon tetrafluoride melts at - 77° to a transparent, mobile liquid,

which boils at —65° under 181 cm. pressure; the critical temperature

is - 1'5°, and the critical pressure 50 atmospheres. M. A. W.

Action of Boric Acid on the Alkali Peroxides. Formation
of Perborates. George F. Jaubert {Compt. rend., 1904, 139,
796—798).—When an intimate mixture of 248 grams of boric acid

and 78 grams of sodium peroxide is gradually added to 2 litres of cold

water, a clear solution is first obtained from which the perborate,

NagB^OgjlOHoO, crystallises after a time in 90 per cent, yield. The
aqueous solution of the perborate contains free hydrogen peroxide.

Its solubility at 11°, 22°, and 32° was found to be 42, 71, and
138 grams per litre. The perborate cannot be recrystallised from
its aqueous solution.

When a quantity of hydrochloric acid equivalent to half the sodium
in the perborate is added to this solution, a perborate, NaB03,4H^,0,
separates in the form of white crystals which are very stable at the

ordinary temperature and are not affected by atmospheric carbon

dioxide. This salt is less soluble than the first perborate ; its aqueous
solution slowly decomposes at 50—60° and evolves oxygen rapidly at

100°. The solution has all the properties of hydrogen peroxide, and
on account of its stability in the air the crystalline salt may con-

veniently be used as a means of obtaining an aqueous solution of

hydrogen peroxide. H. M. D.

Tension of Carbon Dioxide in Sea Water and the Reciprocal
Influence of the Carbon Dioxide of the Sea and of the Atmos-
phere. August Krogii (CovijjL rend., 1904, 139, 896—898).—The
ocean contains about 6-55 x lO^'* kilograms of carbon dioxide in the form
of readily dissociated salts or twenty-seven times the quantity contained
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in the atmosphere, and the variation of this quantity with the pressure

is expressed in the following table :

re per cent.
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further action, but amalgamation has no effect on the dissolution of

copper and zinc. Lead is almost without action.

Silver begins to deposit on the cathode almost as soon as it appears
in the electrolyte, and cadmium behaves similarly, but copper, zinc,

and nickel deposit only with difficulty, whilst with cobalt and iron no
deposition occurs.

The observation of Glaser (Abstr., 1903, ii, 242) that platinum is

dissolved when employed as a cathode in potassium cyanide solution

is confirmed, and it is shown that the action is much more marked
when barium cyanide is employed as the electrolyte. This dissolution

of platinum under these conditions is due to the disintegration of the

cathode, probably with the transitory formation of an alloy with the

alkali metal and the dissolution in the electrolyte of the finely-divided

platinum particles so liberated (compare Bredig and Haber, Abstr.,

1899, ii, 78; Haber and Sack, Abstr., 1902, ii, 441 ; Bran, ibid., ii, 442).

In favour of this view is the slow evolution of hydrogen which takes-

place from the cathode immediately after the current has been stopped..

T. A. H.

Theory of the Dissolution of Metals in Potassium Cyanide
Solution under the Influence of an Alternating Current.
Andre Brochkt and Joskph Petit {Bull. Soc. chira., 19('4, [in], 31,

1261— 1265. Compare preceding abstracts).—Such metals as silver,

which are quantitatively dissolved from the anode and deposited on=

the cathode, are insoluble in potassium cyanide solution under the'

action of an alternating current. On the contrary, copper, zinc, nickel,

and cobalt, which are either not deposited or deposited only with

difficulty, are soluble in potaj-sium cyanide solution. The cases of iron

and platinum, which behave as insoluble anodes and slightly soluble

cathodes, and yet are readily dissolved by potassium cyanide solution

under the action of an alternating current, are not so easily explicable.

Platinum also dissolves in the cyanide solution under the action of

a continuous current frequently interrupted, and it is probable that its

dissolution is due to disintegration while it momentarily acts as a

cathode, the dissolution of the detached particles being facilitated by
the oxidising action of the platinum electrode immediately afterwards

functioning as an anode.

The original j)aper contains a series of curves showing (a) the influ-

ence of current frequency (from 5 to 100 per second) on the

rate of dissolution of various metals, and (b) the simultaneous influ-

ence of current density and frequency on the rate of dissolution of

nickel. The first set of curves shows that as the frequency is

increased, copper dissolves less quickly, whilst iron, nickel, and cobalt

exhibit a maximum and then diminish; with j^latinum, the maximum
is unattainable under these conditions. The second series of curves

appears to show that nickel behaves like copper when the current

density is less than 7 amperes per sq. decimetre, but above this behaves

like iron, and that when frequency and density are simultaneously

and sufficiently increased no solution shoidd occur. The latter deduc-

tion is not in harmony with the experimental observation recorded in

the preceding abstract. T. A. H.
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Reactions between Salts in Non-aqueous Solutions. II.

In Acetone. Alexander Naumaxx [and, in part, with Wilhelm
EiDMAXN, Max MUllee, Paul Sohulz, and Ernst Voigt] {Ber.,

1904, 37, 4328—4341. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 819).—Pure anhydr-

ous acetone of sp. gr. 0795 at 18°/4° was used. The following salts

are readily soluble : aluminium bromide, ammonium bromide, tri-

chromate, iodide, nitrate, perchlorate, and thiocyanate ; antimony tri-

bromide, chloride (0186), and iodide; barium bromide and iodide;

bromine ; cadmium bromide (64'5), chlorate, iodide (4), and niti-ate
;

caesium nitrate ; calcium bromide, chlorate, dichromate, iodide, and
nitrate ; cerium bromide, chloride, iodide, and nitrate ; chromic

nitrate; chromic anhydride; ferric chloride (r59) and nitrate;

ferrous chloride ; erbium nitrate ; iodine
;
potassium bromide, chloro-

chromate, ferricyanide, ferrocyanide, iodide, permanganate, mercuri-

iodide, and thiocyanate; cobalt chloride (36 4), bromide, iodide, and
nitrate ; cupric bromide, chloride (34 7), and chlorate ; lanthanum
nitrate ; lithium bromide, chloride, iodide, and nitrate ; magnesium
bromide, chlorate, chloride, and iodide

;
palladous chloride

;
platinic

chloride; mercuric chloride (0"7), bromide, and nitrate; rubidium

nitrate; sulphur; silver nitrate (227) and nitrite; thallous nitrate;

uranium bromide ; uranyl chloride, iodide, and nitrate ; bismuth tri-

chloride (559) and tri-iodide ; zinc chloride (2'3) and iodide ; stannous

chloride (18) ; stannic chloride, bromide, and iodide. The numbers in

brackets indicate the number of grams of acetone required to form a

saturated solution with 1 gram of the salt at 18^.

The following salts are very sparingly soluble : aluminium chloride

and nitrate ; ammonium chromate, diborate, and thiosulphate : barium
chlorate and nitrate ; lead bromide and nitrate ; cadmium chloride

;

calcium chloride
;
potassium nitrate : lithium diborate ; sodium di-

chromate ; mercuric iodide ; rubidium bromide ; strontium chloride

and nitrate ; thallic chloride ; thorium nitrate.

A list of some 197 insoluble compounds is given.

Ammonia yields precipitates with acetone solutions of the following

silts : cupric, bismuth, antimony, cobaltous, mercuric, stannous, and zinc

chlorides, silver nitrate, cadmium bromide, and cadmium iodide. The pre-

cipitates in all cases are additive compounds of the salt and ammonia.
The following yield precipitates of silver haloids with silver nitrate

in acetone solution : bismuth, antimony, ferric, cobaltous, mercuric,

strontium, and zinc chlorides, cadmium bromide and iodide. Hydrogen
"nlphide precipitates the metals of stannous chloride, bismuth chloride,

liver niti-ate, and cadmium bromide as sulphides. It precipiUites

mercuric chloride as HgCl.),2HgS, and cadmium iodide as CdI.;,2(JdS.

Double decomposition has been observed between cadmium bromide and
uorcuric chloride, cuprit; chloride and calcium bromide, bismuth chloride

lid ix)tassium iodide, mercuric chloride and cadmium iodide, mercuric
iiloride and bismuth iotlide, and also between potassium thiocyanate
iid solution.s of the following salts : zinc cliloride, silver nitrate, and
')balt chloride.

Cupric, ferric, .and mercuric chlorides are i-educed by stannous chlor-

le. Ferric and cupric chlorides are reduced by potassium iodide, and
;crric chloride partially by hydrogen sulphide.
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Acetone solutions of silver nitrate yield precipitates with hydrogen
chloride, bromide, or iodide, and, in the case of the bromide and iodide,

the precipitate dissolves in an excess of the acid. Silver nitrate and
sulphur yield AggSg.

Mercuric chloride and cuprous bromide yield mercurous bromide,
cuprous chloride, and chlorine ; cadmium bromide is decomposed by an
acetone solution of chlorine, and cuprous chloride, which is insoluble in

acetone, yields, with an acetone solution of chlorine, cupric chloride,

with bromine, a mixture of cupric chloride and bromide, and with an
iodine solution, cuprous iodide and cupric chloride. Mercurous chloride,

suspended in acetone, is only slightly affected by chlorine, but with
bromine and iodine yields mixtures of mercuric chloride with the

bromide and iodide. J. J. S.

Reactions between Salts in Non-aqueous Solutions. III.

Alexander Naumann [and Johannes Schroeder] {Ber., 1904, 37,
4609—4614. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 819).—The solubility of a large

number of inorganic salts in pyridine was determined qualitatively.

The compound HgClgjCj^H^N, prepared by the addition of mercuric

chloride to pyridine, crystallises in needles. Its behaviour, when
dissolved in pyridine, towards ammonia, hydrogen sulphide, and stan-

nous chloride is similar to that of mercuric chloride. With ammon-
ium thiocyanate and silver sulphate it gives precipitates of ammonium
chloride and mercuric sulphate respectively.

The compound QviG\^,2Q^^ ,
prepared by the addition of cupric

chloride to pyridine, separates from alcohol in needles. Its behaviour

and that of the compound AgN03,2C5H5N (in pyridine solution) and
of a solution of silver sulphate in pyridine towards various reagents

is described in considerable detail. A. McK.

Sodamide and certain of its Reaction Products.
W. Phillips Winter {J. Amer. Chem. A'oc, 1904, 26, 1484—1512).—
A convenient method is described for the preparation of sodamide.

When sodamide is exposed to dry air, it slowly assumes a yellowish-

brown colour and is found to contain nitrous and hyponitrous acids.

When sodamide is decomposed by water, hydrogen and nitrogen are

produced. The relative proportions of these gases vary with the con-

dition of the sodamide. It has been found that the proportion of

hydrogen is high in the case of sodamide which has been insufficiently

heated owing to the presence of iinchanged sodium; but is low when
the sodamide has been properly prepared. Nitrogen is always evolved

to a small extent and is formed in larger proportion- from sodamide

which has been kept for some time than from freshly prepared speci

mens. The production of the nitrogen is probably duo to thepresenci

in the sodamide of sodium azoimide or some analogous compound
formed by oxidation of ammonia either in the process of matiufacturi"

of the sodamide or during its exposure to dry air.

If finely powdered sodamide i.s sprinkled into a vessel containing

wnter heated nearly to boiling through which a current of carbon

\
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dioxide is being passed, a shower of brilliant sparks is pioduced and a

solution of disodiutn cyanamide is formed.

When sodamide is treated with phosphorus pentachloride, a violent

reaction takes place and a white sublimate is produced which consists

of ammonium chloride, sodium chloride, traces of phosphorus com-

pounds, and a small quantity of a substance insoluble in water. This

insoluble compound cannot be isolated, but when the soluble substances

are removed from the sublimate by means of nitric or acetic acid, a

white, nearly tasteless, odourless compound, POgN or PHgOgN, is

obtained, which is not affected by hot strong mineral acids.

When sodamide is warmed with yellow phosphorus, an energetic

reaction occurs, and the pi-oduct consists of sodium phosphide and
other substances, including oxy-acids of phosphorus and probably an
amide of phosphorus.

*
E. G.

Supercooled Fusions and Solutions of Sodium Thiosulphate.
Stewart W. Young and J. P. Mitchell {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904,

26, 1389—1413).—Sodium thiosulphate pentahydrate exists in three

forms : the ordinary commercial or a-form, the )8-form described by
Parmentier and Amat (Abstr., 1884, 819), and the y form discovered

in the course of the present investigation. The ^-form is obtained

most readily by heating the a-form at 80—^100° for a few minutes in

a sealed glass tube and cooling to —10° or — 20^, when the product

solidities in long needles. The y-form is produced occasionally instead

of the /3-form ; the conditions necessary for its formation have not

been fully investigated, but it appears that the presence of a small

excess of water in the tube favours its production. This y-modificAtion

is obtained as a compact, opaque mass which melts at a little above 0°,

whilst the ji and a-forms melt at about 32^ and 49° respectively.

Each of these forms on melting is converted into a satiu-ated solution

and a lower hydrate.

Four different lower hydrates are described. The rt-form is obtained

when the a-pentahydrate is melted and left at the ordinary temjiera-

ture for a day or two. The h-iorm. is produced by the partial fusion of

the a-form, the d-iovnx by the partial fusion of the /8-pentahydrate, and
the c-form by the partial fusion of the y-pentahydrate.

A large number of experiments have been made with the oV)ject

of a.scertaining the conditions under which these various forms are

produced from supercooled solutions and fusions, attention being paid

particularly to the form of the thiosulphate from which the solution or

fusion was prepared, the rate at which the tubes were cooled, the

temperature to which they were heated, and the length of time for

which the heating was continued. For the details of these experiments
and the results obtained, the original m\\>.i be consulted.

In order to afford an explanation of the results of this investigation,

a hypothesis is put forward based on that proi>osed by Jaffc (Abstr.,

1903, ii, 469), which ascribes the initiation of the crystallisation to the

presence of nuclei. It is suggested that these nuclei consist of frag-

ments of crystalline aggregates left in the liquid after the breaking
finwit i.f tl.<. rTx-w«..n><"> -« I'MfiiKN. >ti.) fl.'it iii.J<.i- ,-..vi'>ii> I'.ui.lit ioiw
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they unite to form crystalline aggregates which are capable of starting

the crystallisation. E. G.

Composition and Solubility of the Hydrates of Sodium
Thiosulphate. Stewart W. Young and W. E. Burke {J. Amer.
Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1413—1422. Compare preceding abstract).

—

Considerable difficulty was experienced in determining the composition

of the various hydrates of sodium thiosulphate owing to the fact that

all the other forms are metastable with respect to the a-form and are

rapidly converted into this form if a trace of it is present. Parmentier
and Amat (Abstr., 1884, 819) have shown that the /3-form consists of

a pentahydrate. There is little doubt that the y-form is also a penta-

hydrate, although hitherto it has not been analysed. Analyses have
been made of the a-, b-, and cZ-forms, which show that the first two
consist respectively of a monohydrate and a dihydrate and that the

d-iorm is probably a tetrahydrate. The composition of the c-variety

has not been ascertained.

Determinations of the solubility of these different hydrates have
given the following results, which are expressed as the number of parts

of the anhydrous salt, NagS^Og, in 100 parts of water. The solubility

of the a-form of sodium thiosulphate is 59-69 at 10°, 70-07 at 20^
75-90 at 25°, 82-45 at 30°, 91*24 at 35°, 103-37 at 40°, and 123-87 at

45°. In the case of the )8-form, the values obtained were 97*55 at 20°,

108-98 at 25°, 119-69 at 28°, 126-50 at 29-5°, and 130-26 at 30°. The
solubility of the a-form is 163-92 at 20°, 168-32 at 25°, and 174-20 at

30°. For the b-iorm, the values found were 122-68 at 20°, 127*43 at

25°, 133-27 at 30°, 138-84 at 35°, 144-92 at 40°, and 16511 at 50°.

In the case of the d-iorm, the solubility was found to be 141*48 at

33-5°, 153-23 at 36-2°, and 168-82 at 38-6°. The solubilities of the y-

and c-forms have not been determined. These solubility data have
been plotted as curves which are of particular value as defining exactly

the ranges of supercooling and supersaturation of the forms studied.

E. G.

Formation and Constitution of Bleaching Powder. Nazareno
Tarugi {Gazzetta, 1904, 34, ii, 254—260).—The author finds that

the formation of bleaching powder containing a maximum amount of

active chlorine is influenced by the presence of oxygen. When lime

is completely hydrated and left in contact with air, after some time

it exhibits the reactions of peroxides—blue coloration with guaiacum
resin, red coloration with ferrous sulphate and potassium thiocyanate,

and blue coloration with chromic acid and ether. In tlie formation of

bleaching powder, the chlorine acts on the water yielding hydrogen
chloride and oxygen, the latter then converting a part of the lime

into calcium peroxide: 4C1 + 2H.,0 = 4HCl-}-02 ; CaOjHgO + ().,=

CaO„H/)2 ; CaO.^,H202 + 2HC1 = Cab2Cl2 -f- 2H2O.
The author's experiments indicate that hypochlorites must, in

general, be regarded as chlorides of peroxides, and that bleaching

powder containing 44-09 per cent, of chlorine (which is the maximum
proportion obtainable in the commercial product) is the chloride of
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calcium peroxide plu^ 1 inol. of water, Ca(OCl).2,H20. This constitu-

tion for bleaching powder is in accord with its action on mercury,
which is converted quantitatively into mercuric chloride : Ca02C1.2 +
Hg = CaO^ 4- HgCl2. This method is the subject of a patent for the

manufacture of corrosive sublimate. T. H. P.

Action of Water on the Phosphates of Calcium. Frank K.
Camerox and Athertox Seidell {J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1904, 26,
1454—1463. Compare Rindell, Abstr., 1902, ii, 208).—A study has

been made of the extent to which the three calcium phosphates are

decomposed by water, and experiments have been made to ascertain

the effect of calcium sulphate, calcium carbonate, and carbon dioxide

on the hydrolysis. Since tricalcium phosphate and monocalcium
phosphate always contain an excess of either base or acid, the results

of the solubility determinations cannot be regarded as of absolute

value, but are useful as indicating the nature of the reaction between
the phosphates and water.

In each experiment, a weighed quantity of the phosphate was placed
in a bottle with distilled water and maintained for several weeks at
25° with occasional shaking. Portions of the clear solutions were
withdrawn and the amounts of calcium and phosphoric acid in them
were estimated. The results show that tricalcium and monocalcium
phosphates both undergo considerable decomposition, but that di-

calcium phosphate is more stable and only slightly decomposed by
water. In the case of the mono- and tri-calcium phospbates, the
amount of decomposition and the concentration of the resulting solu-

tion are found to depend on the relative proportions of phosphate and
water employed.

In presence of calcium sulphate, the amount of phosphoric acid

lissolved from tricalcium phosphate is increased. A slight increase
also takes place with monocalcium phosphate, but a considerable
decrease occurs in the amount of phosphoric acid dissolved from the
dicalciura salt.

In presence of calcium carbonate, the amount of phosphoric acid
dissolved is decreased in all three cases.

Carbon dioxide causes an increased quantity of phosphoric acid to

be dissolved from tri- or di-calcium phosphate, but is without effect on
the action of water on the monocalcium salt. E. G.

Action of Amalgams on Solutions. Gustave Feknekes {J.

Physical Chem., 1904, 8, 566—570).—A reply to some criticisms by
G. McP. Smith (Abstr., 1904, ii, 400) of the author's explanation of

the action of amalgams on water (Abstr., 1904, ii, 163). The author
adds the results of some further experiments. It was first shown that
barium is not replaced in its amalgam by either sodium or potassium
when acted on by a concentrated solution of a salt. It was found,
however, that barium amalgam reacts with water about three times as
quickly as with a solution of potassium chloride. This is readily explic-

able on Kahlenberg's theory, as each molecule of the salt would
influence the surrounding water molecules. Molecular quantities of

VOL. Lxxxviii. ii, 3
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sodium and potassium chlorides were also allowed to act on sodium
amalgam for 15 minutes, at the end of which time the amalgam was
found to contain only potassium ; this fact and also the anomalous
behaviour of sodium hydroxide solutions are not explicable by the

ionic theory. L. M. J.

Equilibrium in the System GIO : SO3 : HgO. Charles L. Parsons
{J. Amer. Cliem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1433—1446).—It is found that the only

definite hydrated sulphatesof glucinum areGlS04,4H20andGlS04,2H20,
no evidence being obtainable of the existence of the heptahydrate de-

scribed by Klatzo {Zeit. Chem., 1869, 12, 129). The tetrahydrate has
an aqueous vapour pressure equal to or greater than the pressure of its

own water of crystallisation ; it has been found by tensimeter experi-

ments that this pressure over phosphoric oxide at 20° is equivalent to

20 mm. of olive oil, and increases rapidly with the temperature. The
dihydrate is stable in the air at the ordinary temperature, but loses

water slowly at 100— 110°. The anhydrous sulphate cannot be ob-

tained quite pure on account of the difficulty of removing the last

traces of water without incurring the loss of sulphur trioxide.

An examination of the various so-called basic sulphates of glucinum
has shown that these substances are not definite compounds, but
consist of solid solutions of the sulphate in the hydroxide. E. G.

Zincum Boricum. or Oxyboricum. E. Holdermann {Arch.

Pharm., 1904, 242, 567—568).—When a solution of zinc sulphate and
another of borax are mixed in varying proportions, the second solution

containing also just enough sodium hydi-oxide to complete the conver-

sion of the sulphate into sodium sulphate, the filtrate gives no further

precipitate with either solution when the zinc sulphate and borax have
been mixed in the proportion of 3 : 2 mols. The composition of the

precipitate, therefore, is Zn3(B^07)2(OH)2. C. E. B.

The Complexity of Dissolved Sulphates. Albert Colson
(Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 857—859. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 377,

532).—^A solution of copper sulphate containing 0*75 gram-mol. in

2 litres gave a depression of the freezing point of 0'70°, whilst the

sulphuric acid solution, obtained by exactly precipitating the copper

in the same solution by hydrogen sulphide, gave a depression of 1'51°,

at least twice 0-70° ; it follows, therefore, that the second solution

contains twice as many molecules as the first, and the molecular com-
plexity of copper sulphate in solution is represented by the formula
(CuS04)2, and similar results were obtained in the case of magnesium
sulphate. The author suggests that the sulphates of the bivalent

metals in aqueous solution have the formula (HS04M)20, and may be

regarded as being formed by the condensation of 2 mols. of sulphuric

acid with the hydroxide, (OH'M).,0 ; this explains the acidic nature of

the metallic sulphates. On the other hand, the metallic hydroxides

are sufficiently strong bases to displace sodium or ammonium hydr-

oxide from solutions of their sulphates, for when a solution of sodium

sulphate is added to zinc oxide neutral to phenolphthalein suspended

in water, the mixture becomes increasingly alkaline towards the indi-
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cator owing to the liberation of sodium hydroxide and the formation

of the basic salt, SO^(Zn'O-ZnOH)., ; similarly, a blue coloration is

developed when copper oxide is added to a solution of ammonium
sulphate. M. A. W.

A New Cause of Dissociation of Mercuric Chloride and its

Influence on the Antiseptic Properties of Solutions of Corro-

sive Sublimate. Henri Yittexet [Bull. Soc. chim., 1904, [iii], 31,

1133—1138).—When ecjual parts of ammonium and mercuric chlorides

are dissolved in tap-water, there slowly forms a precipitate, which is at

first white and has the composition N(HgCl)3, but on further standing

gradually becomes yellow. The production of this substance was
traced to the presence of acid carbonates in the water, and its forma-

tion was found to be inhibited by previous ebullition of this. When
the two salts are dissolved in distilled water to which sodium hydrogen
carbonate or carbonate has been added, the precipitate formed is white

and has the composition IS(HgCl)3,3NH^Cl, but gradually becomes

yellow when washed with water, and the final product is bright yellow

and has approximately the composition required by the formula

N(Hg'0H).2'Hg'0Cl. The formation of these precipitates in such solu-

tions used as antiseptic baths leads to a diminution of eificiency, and
it is suggested that in preparing these the water should first be boiled

or the ammonium chloride should be replaced by sodium chloride

;

with either of these precautious, no precipitation occurs. T. A. H.

Yttrium Earth related to Gadolinium. Georges Urbain
{Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 736—738).—By means of three separate

methods of fractional crystallisation, the author has obtained from the
)-ttrium earths 100 grams of a rare earth, which consists chietiy of the

oxide of Lecoq de Boisbaudran's new element Z8 (compare Abstr.,

1896, ii, 249 ; also Demarcay, Abstr., 1900, ii, 656). The methods
employed were : (i) Fractional crystallisation of the double nitrates of

the rare earths and of nickel. The fractions containing the element Z8
were intermediate between those of gadolinium and dysprosium, (ii)

Fractional crystallisation of the nitrates of the earths in the presence
of bismuth nitrate (compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 37, 43, 173 ; also Demar9ay,
Abstr., 1900, ii, 347). The nitrate of ZS has the same solubility as

bismuth nitrate, (iii) Fractional crystallisation of the ethyl sulphates
of the rare earths (compare Abstr., 1900, ii, 346). The earth thus
separated exhibits only the absorption band X = 488 characteristic of

Z8, but thi.s does not preclude the possibility of Z8 being a mixture of

elements some of which possess no absorption sjiectra. M. A. W.

Neodymium Oxide. Anton Waegner {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1904,
42, 118—126. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 729).—That very varying
statements have been made as to the colour of neodymium oxide,

NdoO^, is probably due to the oxide under investigation having been
in many cases contaminated with other rare earths, and particularly
with praseodymium.
The crude neodymium chloride used by the author, which con-

tained traces of praseodymium and lanthanum, was converted into the

3—2
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oxalate ; this, when carefully heated in a platinum boat in a current

of oxygen, formed a pink residue from which carbon dioxide could be
obtained at a higher temperature. When the oxalate is heated at a
bright red heat, an oxide of the probable composition Nd^O^ is

formed
;
prepared in this manner, it is brownish-pink and resembles

Brauner's oxide, NdgO^, in being converted by prolonged heating with
the blowpipe or in a current of hydrogen into the oxide Nd^Og.
Further, its brown tint is due to a trace of praseodymium peroxide,

since, when heated moderately in a current of hydrogen, the traces of

praseodymium peroxide are reduced to sesquioxide, and the true colour

of the neodymium oxide, namely, a sky-blue colour with a violet tint,

is rendered evident.

The existence of a higher neodymium oxide was also rendered prob-

able by the spectrometric observations with the two oxides. The
spectrum from the oxide Ndo03 is quite different from that of the

oxide Nd^O..
"

A. McK,

Deposition of Aluminium from Ethyl Bromide Solution.
Harrison E. Patten {J. Physical Chem., 1904, 8, 548—565).—It has

been shown by Plotnikoff (Abstr., 1902, ii, 639) that aluminium
bromide dissolved in ethyl bromide yields a conducting solution from
which aluminium may be deposited, and the author has further studied

this deposition. In a 4*38 per cent, solution, no aluminium was
deposited even with currents of fairly high density ; evidence was,

however, obtained of the formation of protective films on the aluminium,

and this in a solution which was almost perfectly free from oxygen.

In a solution of 40*95 per cent, of aluminium bromide, aluminium was
deposited when the current density reached 0*0023 ampere per sq. cm.

;

the electrolytic metal reacts on the solution vigorously, a gas, probably

butane, being evolved ; below the current density given, the rate of

dissolution exceeds that of deposition. The potential of the aluminium
against the solution was 1*10 volts, and that of the bromine was
— 1*20 volts. Using the aluminium as anode, further evidences of film

foi'mation wei-e obtained, but no high counter-pressures were obtained.

During the work, aluminium bromide was obtained in the form of

large, rhombohedral crystals of a pale yellow colour. L. M. J.

Stimulating and Paralysing Influences of certain Sub-
stances in the Production of Rust. Leon Lindet (Compt. rend.,

1904, 139, 859—862).—The catalytic action exercised by certain

metals on the oxidation of organic compounds has been studied by
Livache(Abstr., 1883,756 ; 1884, 532), by Trillat (Abstr., 1903, i, 222

;

ii, 201, 589 ; 1904, ii, 38), and by Duchemin and Dourlen (Ab.str.,

1904, i, 961). The author finds that the rusting of iron is accelerated

by the presence of copper, and retarded by such metals as tin, lead,

zinc, manganese, aluminium, or magnesium ; the phenomena are to be

attributed to the hydroxide of the metal which dissolves in the water,

for similar stimulating or paralysing effects are i)roduced on the iron

by water which has been in contact with the metal. Arsenic and its

compounds exercise a paralysing effect on the rusting of iron, and when
present in large quantities stop it altogether; in this case the dissolved
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iron hydroxide forms colloidal, ferrous, or ferric arsenite. Soluble

salts such as the chlorides and sulphates of the alkali metals have a

stimulating effect on the rusting of iron, probably due to their electro-

lytic dissociation, vrhilst among organic substances such compounds as

sugar, phenol, or resorcinol stimulate the formation of rust ; alcohol or

methyl salicylate has a retarding effect, and acetic or salicylic acid

dissolves the iron as rapidly as it is oxidised. M. A. AY.

Colloidal Ferric Hydroxide. A. V. Dumansky {J. Russ. Phys,

Chem. Soc, 1904, 36, 1067—1069).—The colloidal ferric hydroxide

examined was prepared by saturating a solution of ferric chloride with

ammonium carbonate and purifying the solution obtained by dialysis.

The liquids thus prepared contain as much as 5 '3 grams of ferric oxide

per litre, but no iron ions are present ; the solution also contains

chlorine, probably in combination with ammonia. On electrolysis, or

with electrolytes such as barium hydroxide, potassium thiocyanate,

hydrochloric acid, zinc sulphate, lirc, the solution is coagulated, but

with mercuric or mercurous niti'ate or ferric chloride it forms first a

complex colloid; besides this, salts of mercury or copper convert a part

of the iron into salts of their acids. By ammoniacal solution of

copper oxide, the colloid is precipitated together with cupric

oxide, whilst in the presence of organic hydroxy-acids and on heating,

the cupric oxide is reduced to cuprous oxide ; the same occurs

with ammoniacal silver oxide solution. When the solution is boiled

with Fehling's solution, the colloid is precipitated together with

cuprous oxide. T. H. P.

Perchromic Acid and the Perchromates. Horace G. Byers
and E. Emmet Refd {Amer. Chem. J., 1904, 32, 503—513).—The blue

compound produced when chromic acid is treated with hydrogen
peroxide ha.s been the subject of numerous investigations, and various

formulie have been assigned to it. Recently Patten (Abstr., 1903, ii,

431) has stated that this substance is not perchromic acid, but that

the chromium is present in the chromous state.

When the ethereal solution of the blue compound is treated with
potassium at - 20% hydrogen is evolved and a purplish-black precipi-

tate is produced. This compound, which has the composition KCrO^
or KjCVoOg, is unstable, and rapidly decomposes with evolution of

oxygen and formation of potassium dichi'omate. By the addition of

an alcoholic solution of potassium cyanide to the blue solution, Wiede
(Abstr., 1898, ii, 295) obtained a similar compound to which he
ascriljed the formula KCrO^jHoOo. When the blue solution is pre-

pared without employing an excess of hydrogen peroxide, the compound
obtained on the addition of pota.ssium cyanide has the same com-
position as that produced , by the action of potassium. The corre-

sponding sodium, ammonium, lithium, magnesium, calcium, bariuv\,

and zinc sjilts were prepared.

A study of the blue ethereal solution has shown that it contains

perchromic acid, H.jCr,_,Og. When the solution is prepared in presence

of an excess of hydrogen peroxide, it is probable that a more highly

oxiilisftd cfniipnund is also produced. E. O.
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Derivatives of Complex Inorganic Acids. Allen Rogers and
Edgar F. Smith (/. Amer. Chein. ,Soc., 1904, 26, 1474—1484. Com-
pare Abstr., 1903, ii, 375).—Ammonium mangauitungstate,

4{NH4)20,Mn203,l 2WOg,23H20
(Brubaker, I'hesis, 1904), prepared by boiling ammonium paratungstate
and manganic hydroxide Avitli water, forms large, red, octahedral

crystals and is very soluble in water.

Ammonium viickelitumjstate, 3(NH4)20,Ni203,16W03,22H20, ob-

tained by boiling the hydrated sesquioxide of nickel with an am-
moniacal solution of ammouium paratungstate, forms a greenish-white

crystalline powder and is sparingly soluble in water. On adding
barium chloride to a solution of this salt, barium nickelitungstate,

19BaO,Ni203,16W03, is produced as a white precipitate. When
ammonia is passed into the solution of ammonium nickelitungstate,

another ammonium salt, (NH4).^0,Ni^03,4W03,7H20, is obtained

which is dark blue when moist, but of a light blue colour when dry.

The following compounds were prepared by boiling the respective

hydi-oxides with an aqueous solution of ammonium paratungstate for

8 hours, filtering, and evaporating the filtrate to dryness on the water-

bath. When dry, all the salts were quite insoluble.

Ammonium 2^'^f''Seodi/mitungstate, 2(NH4)20,Pr203,16W03,16H20, is

obtained as a green, transparent gum. The barium salts,

4BaO,Pr203,16W03,7H20
and 6BaO,Pr20g,16W03,9H20, form white powders. The silver salt,

4Ag^O,Pr203,16W03,8H20, is of a greenish-white colour.

Ammonium neodymitungstale, 3(NH4)2O,Nd2O3,16WO3,20H2O, and
the barium salt, 6BaO,Nd203,16W03,17H20, are of a pink colour.

Ammonium, lanthanitungstate, 2(NH4)20,La^03,16W03,16H20, and
the barium and silver salts, 5BaO,La203,16W03,16H20 and

5Ag20,La203, 1 6WO3, 1 6H2O,
form white powders.

Ammonium ceritungstate, 2(NH4)20,Ce203,16W03,2H20, is obtained

as a i-ed, transparent glass. E. G.

Uranyl Chloride. William (Echsner de Coninck {^Ann. Chim.

Fhijs., 1904, [viii], 3, 500—506. Compare Abstr., 1901, ii, 164).-
Aqueous solutions of uranyl chloride have the following sp. gr. :

Percentage
of dissolved.

salt. Sp. gi'.

1-0056

10112
1-0161

1-0215

1-0260

Tempera-
ture.

14-6°

16-3

13-7

13-1

14-2

Percentage
of dissolved

salt. Sp. gr.

6

7

8

9

10

10313
1-0366

1-0418

1-0469

1-0517

Tempera-
ture.

15-2°

14-3

14-5

15
14-8

When uranyl chloride is heated in dry air, it is decomoosed into

chlorine and the dioxide, UOj, which is oxidised to the higher oxides,

and UgO^, and is similarly decomposed when lieated withIJ(.)3
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calcium hydioxide or calcium oxide, the final products being calcium

uranate or a mixture of calcium uranate and dim-anate [pyrouranate 1],

and similar results were obtained with barium or strontium oxides or

hydroxides. By the action of fused potassium or sodium hydroxide,

uranyl chloride is converted into a mixture of the alkali chloride and
diuranate [pyrouranate ]] together with a little alkali uranate ; the

alkali diuranates [pyrouranates ]] are insoluble in water, but soluble in

dilute nitric acid. By the action of sulphuric, nitric, or selenic acid,

uranyl chloride yields uranyl sulphate, nitrate, or selenite respectively,

and it is reduced to uranous oxide, UO.,, by the action of hydrogen,

hydrogen sulphide, zinc dust, or iron filings at a high temperature.

A neutral aqueous solution of uranyl chloride gives the following

qualitative reactions : with potassium hydroxide, an orange precipitate
;

with ammonia or methylamine, a yellow precipitate insoluble in excess

of the reagent ; with sodium hydrogen carbonate, an evolution of

cai-bon dioxide and no precipitate ; with potassium or sodium carbonate

or sodium phosphate or potassium cyanide, a yellow, gelatinous

precipitate insoluble in excess of the reagent ; with ammonium
-ulphade, a brown precipitate becoming red ; with hydrogen sulphide, a

slight brown precipitate after 2-4 hours ; with potassium ferrocyanide

or ferricyanide, a deep reddish-brown precipitate insoluble in excess of

the reagent. M. A. W.

Tin Amalgams. "Willem J. van Heteren {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1904,

42, 129—173).—In the liquid state, tin and mercury are miscible in

every proportion.

The points at which such mixtures solidify rise from tin to mercury
and form two curves, the first from 231 "6^ to - 34*5° for concentrations

of 100—0-3 atomic percentage of tin, the second from —34 "5^ to
- 38' 6° for concentrations of 0*3— atomic percentage of tin.

The first curve is almost a straight line until 120\ when it gradually
bends till 40^ is reached, at which point it falls almost perpendicularly
along the temperature axis. Consequently at low temperatures the
amount of tin in the saturated liquid amalgams is exceedingly smalL
From the liquid amalgams, represented by this curve, either pure tin

separates or tin with very little mercury. The solid phase at 25^

contained 94 per cent, of tin as determined analytically and 99 per
cent, as determined by electrical means.
The potential differences of amalgams of from 0-001 to 100 per

cent, of tin were measured at 25^ against an amalgam with 15 95 per
cent. With the liquid amalgams, the potential difference increases

rapidly the higher the amoont of tin until the saturation point with
1'2 per cent, of tin is reached. Contrasted with pur© tin, the
difference is about 0*5 millivolt more. By comparison of the potential

differences at 25 " and 5U^ respectively, the deduction is made that at
25^ the conversion of 1 gram atom of tin into liquid amalgam with
0*01 to roO atomic percentage of tin, that is, almost pure mercury,
involves an amount of heat equal to about 3000 calories.

Amalgams containing 0*3 to 85 atomic percentage of tin exhibit at
-34-5^ a transformation which, with the addition of beat, is accom-
panied by contraction. A new solid phase results, mixed crystals being
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probably produced where the tin may be supposed to exist in a form
unknown in the free state. Between - 34'5° and - 386° those mixed
crystals separate and an expansion occurs, which decreases when the

percentage of tin is considerable and disappears with an atomic
percentage of 60 to 70 of tin.

All amalgams up to 60 per cent, of tin solidify at - 38 "6°.

A. McK.

Stannichlorides of the Types Mg'SnClg and M"SnClg. II. Eugen
VON BiRON {J. Buss. Phys. Chem. Soc, 1904, 36, 933—947. Compare
Absti'., 1904, ii, 567).—On repeating the experiments of Engel (Abstr.,

1897, ii, 376; 1898, ii, 29, 119), the autbor obtains tin meta- and
para-chlorides having properties identical with the products obtained

by Engel. The meta-chloride differs slightly in composition from that

prepared by this author.

From the results obtained, together with those of other investigators,

the following conclusions are drawn. When a-stannic acid undergoes
change, it yields an uninterrupted series of varieties of )8-stannic acid,

differing as regards their degree of condensation, which becomes
greater as the temperature rises. The action of hydrochloric acid on
these various /3-stannic acids gives rise to oxychlorides which have an
indefinite composition and contain a larger or smaller proportion of

chlorine according as the condensation of the /3-acid is small or great.

The oxychlorides, differing considerably in composition, exhibit

differences in properties similar to those shown by the tin meta- and
para-chlorides of Engel. The reverse reactions, by which the

oxychlorides are converted into a derivative of the a-acid, namely,

stannic chloride, proceed the more readily the less the condensation.

T. H. P.

Stannates. Italo Bellucci and N, Pareavano {Atti R. Accad.

Lincei, 1904, [v], 13, ii, 339—346. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 823).
—Lead stannate, PbSn(OH)g, is obtained as a white, amorphous
precipitate and loses BH^O on heating to redness. The barium

( + 4H2O), calcium, and strontium salts were also prepared and

analysed. All these salts are of the type X"Sn(OH)g, and contain a

far more stable complex than the stannichlorides (see Abstr., 1904,

ii, 822). This greater stability of the stannates is borne out by
conductivity measurements of solutions of potassium stannate.

T. H. P.

Titanium. I. Hydrates of Titanium Trihaloids. Arthur
Stabler {Ber., 1904, 37, 4405—4410).—The author was unable to

obtain the green compound, TiCl3,4H<,0, described by Glatzel (this

Journal, 1877, i, 688).

Titanium trichloride hexahydrate, TiCl3,6H20, prepared by the

electrolytic reduction of the tetrachloride, is violet. Titanium

rubidium chloride, TiCl3,2RbCl,H20, prepared by passing hydrogen

chloride into an aqueous solution of a mixture of rubidium and

titanium chloi'ides, which was heated on the water-bath, is green and
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forms a violet solution with water. Titanium caesium chloride,

TiCl32CsCl,H.,0, is green. Titanium trnbromide hexahydrate,

TiBr3,6H20,
prepared by the electrolytic reduction of titanium tetrabromide, is

violet and more unstable than the corresponding chloride. Titanium
tri-iodide hexahydrate, TilgjGHoO, prepared by the electrolytic reduction

of titanium tetraiodide, is violet and very unstable. A. McK.

Zirconium Salts. Constitution of Normal Zirconium Sul-

phate. Rudolf Ruer {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1904, 42, 87—99).

—

Normal zirconium sulphate does not give the characteristic reactions

with oxalic acid and ammonium oxalate respectively such as the

chloride gives. These reactions do not take place with solutions of

zirconium oxychloride to which normal ammonium sulphate or sodium
sulphate is added. The conclusion is drawn, accordingly, that zir-

conium sulphate in aqueous solution is constitutionally different from
zirconium chloride or nitrate ; its behaviour in aqueous solution is

best expressed by formulating it as ZrOS04,HoS04. Since this

compoubd is represented as a dibasic acid, it forms sodium and
ammonium salts of the type ZrOS04,SO^Mo, the complete electrolytic

dissociation of which is represented by ZrOSC\,MoS04 = ZrOSOj,SO^" -h

2M", zirconium being present in the complex anion.

The constitution of crystalline zirconium sulphate is very probably
ZrOSO^,HoS04,3H._,0, and not Zr(S0^).,4H,0.

Complex formation with concentrated solutions of sodium salts, such
as sodium chloride and sodium nitrate, was also noted. In such
complex salts, the zirconium is present in the cathion.

Zirconium oxychloride in aqueous solution is gradually decomposed
when left at the ordinary temperature or when heated. A. McK.

Red Derivatives of Hydrated Vanadium Trichloride.
A KTiiuR Stabler (J^er., 1904, 37, 4411—4412).— Vanadium rubidium
chloride, VdCljRbg.HgO, prepared by evaporating a solution of

hydrated vanadium chloride saturated with hydrogen chloride, forms
a red, crystalline powder which is sparingly soluble in water.

Similar aminonium, potassium, and caesium compounds were obtained
;

the itwgnesium compound has the composition VdCljMg.HjO. These
substances are probably analogous to the chromium derivative

CrCl5(OH2)Rb2 (Werner and Gubser, Abstr., 1901, ii, 453).

W. A. D.

Purification of Sodium Vanadate Liquors ; the Processes
of Double Decomposition for the Industrial Separation of
Metals. H. Herrenschmidt {Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 862—864).

—

In the separation of vauadic acid from the mixture of sodium
vanadate and silicate (compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 824), the use of

•sulphuric acid is to be avoided as it necessitates a concentration of the

liquors, introduces a third substance, namely, sodium sulphate, which
has to be removed, and precipitates the vanadic acid with the silica,

whereas the addition of a slight excess of vanadic acid to the dilute
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solution of sodium vanadate and silicate causes the complete pre-

cipitation of the silica, the vanadic acid remaining in solution.

In all cases of separation of metals, the author recommends the use
as a reagent of a compound cf one of the metals already present ; thus
the separation of iron from manganese is effected by the carbonate or
sesquioxide of manganese according to the state of oxidation of the
metals in solution. M. A. W.

Preparation of Aurous Iodide by the Action of Iodine
on Gold. Fernand Meyer {Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 733—736).

—

Pure dry iodine has no action on gold at the ordinary temperature,
but combines with it to form green, amorphous aurous iodide, Aul, at

temperatures between 50° and the melting point of iodine ; at higher
temperatures, the iodide is obtained in the form of lemon-yellow, crys-

talline plates, but the reaction is reversible, and at 190° the iodide

is completely decomposed into iodine and gold. In order to free

aurous iodide from uncombined iodine, it is heated at 30°, whereby the
latter is volatilised, it being impossible to employ any solvent for this

purpose, as alcohol, ether, chloroform, or benzene decomposes the iodide.

In the presence of water in a closed vessel, iodine reacts with gold to

form aui-ous iodide provided the iodine is in excess. M. A. W.

Volatilisation of Platinum. George A. Hulett and H. W.
Berger {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1512—1515).—An account is

given of a series of experiments carried out with the object of deter-

mining the conditions under which platinum is volatilised. A large

sheet of platinum foil was heated by means of an electric furnace and
the loss in weight determined at intervals. In order to ascertain

whether the volatilisation was influenced by the impurities present,

some experiments were made with a specimen of platinum of a high

degree of purity ; the results showed that the pure platinum behaved
in the same way as the foil.

Platinum begins to volatilise in air at a temperature of about 800° and
the rate of loss increases rapidly as the temperature rises. No volatil-

isation occurs when the metal is heated in the absence of oxygen, and
it is suggested, therefore, that at high temperatures the platinum is

converted into a volatile oxide which undergoes decomposition at

temperatures below 800°. E. G.

Absorption of Hydrogen by Rhodium. L. Quennessen {Compt.

rend., 1904, 139, 795—790).—Wilm's statement (Abstr., 1881, 514)
that hydrogen is more readily absorbed by rhodium than by palladium

is contradicted. Rhodium was purified by heating it with sodium
chloride in a current of chlorine, dissolving the product in water, con-

verting into sodium rhodium nitrite, and crystallising the latter. The
metal regenerated from this does not absorb a measurable amount of

hydrogen when heated and cooled in a current of the gas. It acts as

a catalyser in promoting the union of hydrogen and oxygen.

H. M. D.
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Iridium Seequisulphate and its Alums. Luigi Marino (Zeit.

anorg. Chem., 1904, 42, 213—224. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 376).—
Iridium sesquisulphate, Ir.>(SO^)3,«H20, is prepared by crystallisation

from a solution of the hydrated sesquioxide in dilute sulphuric acid in

the absence of air.

Iridium ccesium alum, Ir2(S04)3,Cs2S04,24H20, separates in regular

octahsdra, crystallographic measurements of which are quoted. Its

aqueous solution is yellow and becomes pink when warmed above 40°.

It melts at 109—110^ to a yellowish-red liquid.

Iridium rubidium alum {loc. cit.) is less soluble than the caesium

alum; it melts at 108—109° to a yellowish-red liquid.

Iridium jwtassium alum, Ir2(SO^)3,K2SOj:,24H^O, forms yellow octa-

hedra and melts at 102—103^.
Iridium ammonium alum, lv.^(^O^y(^^^,^0^,2i^oO, forms yellow-

ish-red octahedra and melts at 105—106° to a reddish-violet liquid.

When it is heated at a red heat, iridium is formed.
Iridium thallium alum, Ir2(SO^)3,Tl2SO^,24H20, forms golden-yellow

octahedra. A. McK.

Mineralogical Chemistry.

Origin of Naphtha. K, W. Chabitschkoff {J. Rusa. Phys. Chem.
Soc, 1904, 36, 1091—1096).—The author discusses the bearing of the

results of Eakusin (Abstr., 1904, i, 641) on the "organic" and
" inorganic " theories of the origin of naphtha (see also Charitschkoff,

Abstr., 1904, ii, 180). He gives also analyses of gases evolved from
the marshy volcanoes of the Caucasus. T. H. P.

Investigation of the Canon Diablo Meteorite. Henri
MoissAN {Comjjt. rend., 1904, 139, 773—780. Compare Abstr., 1893,

ii, 288).—A block of the meteoric iron weighing 183 kilogi'ams was
cut through. Whilst one half of the section (area = 625 cm. 2) appeared
to be homogeneous and had the colour and brilliancy of iron, the other
half revealed the presence of five large elliptical nodules and three

smaller ones. The nodules are of a grey or black colour and extremely
hard ; under the microsco})©, they have a markedly crystalline appear-
ance. Analyses of (I) the matrix, (II) the nodules, gave :

Iiisol. in

K.'. Ni. Co. Mg. S. P. Si. U. hot HCl.

I. 95-37 3-945 — — trace 0-144 trace not ilet. 0-260

,j
(66-95 1-93 trace trace 22-15 2 37 truce 1-96 —

''•l'57-51 1-77 — trace 19-91 230 tii..- — —

From the residue insoluble in hydrochloric acid, ciystals of iron

pho-sphide, Fe^Pj, have been sepai*ated. Amorphous carbon, giaphite,

diamond (black and transparent), and carbon silicide were also found
in this residue.
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The authors suggest that the nodulej were originally nodules of

cementite which have been acted on at a later period by the sulphur
Avith separation of carbon. According to Le Chatelier and Ziegler's

experiments, sulphide of iron can diffuse readily through masses of

iron. H. M. D.

Physiological Chemistry.

Micro-respirometric Investigations. Torsten Thunberg {Centr.

Physiol., 1904, 18, 553—556).—The question whether nerves partici-

pate in respii'atory activity has been answered in the affirmative by
Baeyer, Frohlich, and others, in confirmation of Waller's long-expressed

opinion (which, however, is not quoted) that carbon dioxide is produced

during the activity of nerve fibres. By means of an appai'atus termed
the " micro-respirometer," previously described in a Swedish publication

(Upsala Ldk. s. Fork., 1902—1904), the respiratory exchanges in

small objects like nerves can be actually measured. A number of

results are given, as also are some in which the exchanges in small

animals like snails were estimated. W. D. H.

Excretion of Carbon Dioxide during Exercise. George O.

HiGLEY and W. P. Bowen {Amer. J. Physiol., 1904, 12, 311—335).—
An instrument called the chemograph is described for obtaining a

graphic record of carbon dioxide excretion in man. At the beginning

of work (bicycling), the amount excreted rises after a latent period of

about 20 seconds ; the maximum is reached in about 2 minutes ; if the

work remains uniform, the output of carbon dioxide then remains

uniform also, and on the cessation of work there is a latent period

again of about 20 seconds, followed by a fall to the normal in about

2 minutes. There is apparently no connection between carbon dioxide

production and the secondary rise of pulse rate which occurs.

W. D. H.

Passage of Food-stuffs from the Stomach and through
the Small Intestine. W. B. Cannon {Amer. J. Physiol, 1904, 12,

387—418).—A continuation and amplification of the author's previous

work by means of the Rbntgen rays ; the method is capable of yielding

data on the rate of peristalsis and of segmentation into masses. This

is most rapid with carbohydrate food. Carbohydrates reach the large

intestine in 4, fats in 5, and proteids in 6 hours. Data are also

given when these different kinds of food are mixed or administered in

succession. The animals used were cats. W. D. H.

Influence of Surgical Operations on Carbohydrate
Metabolism. Eduard PflUger, Bernhaud Schondouff, and

Friedbicii Wejjzel {Pfiiiger's Archiv, 1904, 105, 121— 176).—Gly-
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cosuria is often described as a common sequel to surgical operations.

The grounds for this opinion are not regarded as satisfactory ; the

lu'ine may contain a reducing substance, but this is not necessarily

sugar. A discussion follows (largely polemical) concerning the best

tests for sugar in urine. Even the fermentation test is untrustworthy.

Most reliance should be placed on the polarimetric test and Worm-
Miiller's modification of the copper test. From the examination of

some hundreds of urines, the conclusion is drawn that many forms of

so-called transitory glycosuria (including those produced surgically and
by anaesthesia) do not exist. W. D. H.

The Behaviour ofCarbohydrates in Autolysis. Cakl Neuberg
and Richard Milchner [Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1422; from Berlin

klin. Woch., 41, 1081— 1084).—In autolysis of the liver, the proteid

matter of which contains 3*6 per cent, of glucosamine, no hydrolysis

of the latter takes place with the liberation of a unimolecular sugar.

On the other hand, in autolysis of the pancreas, ^-xylose is liberated

from the nucleo-proteid ; in this, autolysis differs from tryptic diges-

tion. It is believed that the pentose group is unit^ed not to the proteid

molecule, as is the glucosamine of liver proteid, but to the nucleic acid

of the pancreatic proteid (guanylic acid) after the manner of a gluco-

side, and this will explain the difference seen in autolysis. The
nitrogen-free " transport sugar " of blood globulin (Langstein) is also

probably combined as in a glucoside. W. D. H.

Utilisation of Proteids without the Intervention of
Digestion. Lafayette B. Mendel and Elbert W. Rockwood {Amer.
J. Physiol., 1904, 12, 33G—352).—Recent research tends to show that

during digestion proteolysis is more profound than was formerly con-

sidered to be the case, and that the tissue proteids are reconstructed

from the simple decomposition products. Experiments were therefore

undertaken to study the fate of proteids introduced directly into the

blood stream or into the peritoneal cavity. Edestin (from hemp seed)

and excelsin (from Brazil nuts) were introduced slowly, and were
apparently retained for the most part. At any rate, they were not
discovered in the urine or bile. Rapid injection causes toxic symptoms,
especially inhibition of heart and respiration. The urine contained a
proteose-like substance after injection of excelsin, but not of edestin.

If edestin or casein is introduced into a loop of intestine from which
digestion processes are excluded, they are not absorbed, but their

proteoses and peptones rapidly disappear, W. D. H.

Inanition Studies. III. In Libella. IV. In Bees. B. Slowtzoff
{Beitr. Chem. physiol. Path., 1904, 6, 163—169, 170—174).—A con-

tinuation of the author's work on inanition on the lines of his previous

researches. W. D. H,

Further Proof of Ionic Action in Physiological Processes.
C. Hugh Neh^on and Orvillk H. Brown {Aimr. J. Physiol., 1904,

12, 374—386).—Non-electrolytes have no effect,except in solutions of

1 mol, concentration or more, on the decomposition of hydrogen per-
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oxide by platinum black or by an aqueous extract of kidney ; in con-

centrations greater than 1 mol., there is an inhibitory effect, which
increases with the concentration. A salt in dilute concentration

exerts either a depressing or stimulating effect, the former depending
on the positive, the latter on the negative ion. W. D. H.

Action of Salts on Muscle and Nerve. Ernst Overton
{PJliiger's Archiv, 1904, 105, 176—290).—The experiments were
mainly made with thin mviscles, like the frog's sartorius. Solutions of

potassium chloride isotonic with blood kill the muscles in a few
minutes and cause them to increase in weight. In a mixed solution

of the chlorides of sodium and potassium, the muscle remains almost
impermeable to potassium chloride until it is injured by that salt.

Other potassium haloids and potassium nitrate behave in the same
way. Loss of indirect excitability occurs rapidly when quite a small

percentage (0"06 to 0"07) of potassium chloride is added to a sodium
chloride solution ; this effect is removed by the addition of calcium

chloride or by placing the preparation in Ringer's solution (confirma-

tory of Locke). The harmful action attributed to potassium ions is

like that caused by curare. Rubidium, caesium, and ammonium salts

act like potassium, with some differences of detail which are fully

described. Strontium acts like calcium as an antagonist to these, but

barium and magnesium salts do not. It cannot, therefore, as Loeb
supposes, be a simple question of valency of ions. W. D. H.

Biological Importance of Iron. Alessandro Baldoni {CJiem.

Centr., 1904, ii, 1476 ; from Arch. exp. Path. Pharm., 62, 61—68).—
Iron in nutriment is not only of importance in haemoglobin formation,

for all the tissues contain iron. The blood-free epidermis, the crystal-

line lens, the tissues of the crayfish, and, among plants, Iceland moss
were investigated, and all were foiind to contain small amounts of iron.

W. D. H.

Influence of Local Temperature on Glycolysis in the
Capillaries. Raphael Lepine and Boulud {(Jompt. rend., 1904, 139,
622— 625).—After section of the sciatic nerves in dogs, one leg was
immersed in cold water, the other in warm water. Ten minutes later,

blood was withdrawn from the carotid artery and both crural veins.

The venous blood contained less sugar than the arterial, but the loss

was greatest in the venous blood of the cooled limb. Exceptions to the
rule were noticed, but the total number of experiments performed is

not recorded. If the blood is collected and kept, glycolysis occurs

most rapidly in the blood where it occurred most rapidly in vivo.

W. D. H.

Formation of Aromatic Fatty Acids in the Animal Body.
Franz Knoop {Jkitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1904, 6, 150—162).—

A

study of the metabolism of fatty compounds in especial relationship to

the origin in the body of those containing an aromatic nucleus. A
large number were administered to animals ; some were excreted un-

I
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changed, others were oxidised in various ways, whilst in others the

amino-group was removed. W. D. H.

PrcMiuction of Choline from Lecithin and Brain Tissue.

IsiDOR H, CoRiAT {Amer. J. Physiol., 1904, 12, 353—364).—In view

of the work of Mott and Halliburton on the importance of recognising

choline as a sign of breakdown of nervous tissues, the theory is

advanced that the splitting off of choline from lecithin is due to

ferment action, but attempts to isolate the enzyme were unsuccessful.

The enzyme is desti-oyed by heating, and acts best in slightly alkaline

media. It comes into play during autolysis, but the yield of choline is

small. During putrefaction, the yield is larger. Pepsin and trypsin

fail to act on the lecithin of brain tissue, and inhibit autolysis. Lipase,

however, is capable of splitting lecithin. Of the methods tried, heating

lecithin with barium hydroxide was the only one which led to a

theoretical yield of choline. W. D. H.

Receptivity of Cells in Normal and Immunised Animals.
Martin Jacoby {Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1904,6, 113—131).—

A

contribution to the study of immunity in its various stages, with theo-

retical deduction on its mechanism. Some of the more important
results are as follows : the receptor groups in the blood corpuscles for

ricin are tixed there firmly, and cannot be removed by washing, by
great pressure, or by digestive ferments. After blood corpuscles are

treated with eel serum, the toxicity of the latter poison is diminished

;

in some cases it is increased : this is explained by the presence of a

mixture of toxoids and toxins, the former being taken up by the

corpuscles first. At 0^, rabbits' corpuscles are only agglutinated by
eel serum ; at 35°, they are completely haemolysed. Varieties of cor-

puscles which are not very susceptible to a toxin have their suscepti-

bility increased during the progress of immunisation. W. D. H.

The Individuahty of Trypsin. Leo Pollak {Beitr. chem. Physiol.

Path., 1904, 6, 95— 112).—That trypsin is not a single substance has
been stated by Vernon and others. It is regarded as possible that the
pancreatic enzyme really consists of a number of specific ferments each
acting on different proteids. In support of this, it is shown that
treatment of a pancreatic extract with acid destroys its power of

digesting serum, egg-white, and fibrin, but not of digesting gelatin.

The latter property is therefore ascribed to a specific ferment, glutinase.

Attempts by fractional methods to obtain a ferment acting only on
serum proteids were unsuccessful, but led to the discovery of an ayiti-

glutinase. This is not dialysable, but is not a ferment, not being
destroyed by boiling. It is not identical with the antitrypsin of blood
serum. W. D. H.

Hsemolysinogenic and Agglutininogenic Action of Laked
Corpuscles. George N. Stewart {Amer. J. Physiol., 1904, 12,
363—373).-—Further experiments in support of the author's earlier

conclusion that the stromata and liquid of water-laked corpuscles cause
the production of sera with specific ha-molytic and agglutinating power.
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The latter is the more marked effect, as is also the case with the serum
obtained after the injection of stromata laked by freezing and thawing.

Filtration through porous earthenware removes the agglutininogens

and hsemolysinogens from the liquid of corpuscles laked by freezing

and thawing and by foreign serum. W. D. H.

Action ofRadium Emanations on Chymosin. Sigval Schmidt-

Nielsen {Beitr. chem. Fhysiol. Fath., 1904, 6, 175—176).—Even long

exposure to radium emanations causes no marked deterioration in the

activity of chymosin (rennin). W. D. H.

Anti-substances against Crotin in the Normal Organism.
Fbanz Alexander Lust {Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1904, 6, 132—149).

—The anti-substance found in the pig's gastric mucous membrane is

resistant to heat, and is active in neutral, weakly acid, or weakly alka-

line media. It is precipitable by alcohol or ether, or by saturation with

ammonium sulphate. It is nob dialysable and is not destroyed by
artificial gastric digestion. It does not give the biuret reaction or any
reaction with iodine-potassium iodide solution. It is not present in

other organs, except in small quantities in those like the lungs and
liver, which are rich in blood. Various animals differ a good deal in

their susceptibility to crotin. W. D. H.

Urinary Indoxyl. Leon Grimbert (J. Pharm. Chim., 1904, [vi],

20, 398—407).—Human urine always contains indoxyl ; its presence

is not pathological ; the amount varies with food, work, fatigue, and
intestinal disorders. Even large quantities have no necessary impor-

tance ; there is no ground for supposing it to be due to liver disease.

Scatoxyl pigments do not occur in the urine, for by oxidation in the

body scatole loses its methyl group and is converted into indoxyl.

Red colours attributed to scatoxyl are produced by indirubin.

W. D. H.

Studies in Diuresis. X. The Situation in the Kidney
where Foreign Substances are Excreted. Joh. Biberfeld
{PJliigers Ao'chiv, 1904, 105, 308—320).—The expei'iments were made
with pigments, especially Berlin-blue, and they lead to the conclusion

that this substance is excreted by the convoluted tubules. This work
confii'ms in the main von Soberieranski's recent researches with indigo-

carmin ; a few points of difference are discussed. Some of the

observations throw doubt on Ludwig's doctrine of reabsorption of

water in the tubules. W. D. H.

A Case of Leucaemia. F. Parkes Weber (Trans. Pathol. Soc.

London, 1904, 55, 288—296).—A case is described in which some
resemblances to pernicious anaemia are noted ; but there was no
abnormal amount of urinary pigment, and no reaction for " free iron "

in spleen, liver, and kidneys. There was great hyperplasia of the

spleen and prevertebral hremolymph glands, but not of the

lymphatic glands proper. The bone marrow was abnormally firm, and
contained excess of connective tissue. W. D. H,
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Pseudo-lipaemia. John Fawcett and A. E. Boycott {Trans.

Pathol. Soc. London, 19(4, 55, 332—336).—In a fatal ca>e of sarcoma

of the pancreas, the blood-plasma was creamy, but prolonged

centrifugalisation produced hardly any change. The creamy appear-

ance is due to extremely minute particles of irregular shape, which are

insoluble in ether or in 1 per cent, acetic acid. They are stained blue

by Jenner's stain, but give no reaction for fat with osmic acid or

Soudan III. The amount of fat in the blood was only 0"38 per cent,,

a number which comes within normal limits. The blood corpuscles

showed nothing noteworthy. The creamy appearance is attributed, as

in some cases recorded by others, to proteid material. W, D. H.

The Action of Alcohols on Echinoderm Eggs. Hebmaxx
FuHXER {Chein. Centr., 1904, ii, 1517—1518 ; from Arch. exp. Path.

Pharm., 52, 69—82).—A large series of alcohols was investigated,

and the general conclusion drawn that each successive member of a

series is more toxic towards the eggs than the preceding. The
secondary alcohols are less active. Urethane is about twice as

poisonous as « -propyl alcohol, and about the same as w-butyl alcohol.

Chloral hydrate approaches octyl alcohol in toxicity, and is 90 times

more poisonous than m-ethane. Urea has no action. Glycerol,

mannitol, and sucrose cause greater harm than can be explained by
osmotic phenomena. Mixtures of alcohol with colloids, multivalent

alcohols with urea and with sugar, are more toxic than the alcohols

alone. Injurious effects in the more advanced larvae are also described.

W. D. H.

The Action of Cobalt, Rhodium, and Chromium-ammonium
Compounds on the Animal Organism. Johannes Bock (Chem.

Cent/:, 190-4, ii, 1515—1517 ; from Arch. exp. Path. Pharm., 52, 1—29,
30— 38).—Hexamminecobalt chloride is strongly toxic, its most
marked action being like that of curare. Aquopentamminecobalt
sulphate acts similarly, but is not so toxic. Diaquotetramminecobalt
.sulphate is 100 times less poisonous. A number of other similar

compounds were also investigated. A comparison of the lethal doses

in frogs and mammals shows that the amount of cobalt present makes
no difference, but the toxic action depends on the number of ammonium
and HjO gi'oups, and on the nature of the acid residues in the complex
radicles. The corresponding compounds of rhodium and chromium
gave analogous results.

Non-toxic doses of hexamminecobalt chloride cause in frogs

fascicular clonic contractions, which are due to excitation of motor
nerve bundles. \V. D. H.

Toxicity of Amylene a^-Chlorobydrin. L. Launoy (Compf. rend.,

1904, 130. 650—652. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 501).—The toxic

action of this sub.stance was tested on the dog, rabbit, mouse, guinea-

pig, fowl, and pigeon. The above order is that of decreasing
receptivity ; that is, the animal most easily killed is placed first. In
vitro, amylene chlorohydrin has a globulicidal action, which is not
oxercisod in tiro. W. D. If.

VOL. LXXXVIII. ii. 4
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Toxins and Antitoxins. Diphtheria Poison. Svante Ar-
RHENius and Thokvald Madsen {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1420; from
Bull. acad. ro/j. Daneniarh, 1904, No. 4).—Thi.s contribution to

immunity is largely polemical against Ehi-lich. No foundation is

discovered for the existence of pi-ototoxoids or toxones. The dissocia-

tion constant varies but little. The diphtheria toxin is regarded as a

homogeneous substance, and behaves like a unimolecular material.

The loss of activity it undergoes is attributed to its gradual conversion

into an atoxic substance or toxoid. The toxin and its toxoid react in

equivalent quantities with the same amount of antitoxin, both products

called toxinan and toxoiclan respectively being non-poisonous.

W. D. H.

Chemistry of Vegetable Physiology and Agriculture.

Epidemic or Bacillary Dysentery. E. H. Fikth {Trans. Pathol.

Soc. London, 1904, 55, 340—375).—Two types of bacilli are obtainable

from dysenteric excreta : one, non-pathogenic, is able to decompose
maltose, galactose, and mannitol with the formation of acid, but not of

gas, and also able to produce indole ; the other, which is pathogenic

and to which the term Bacillus dysenterice should be restricted, does not

possess these characters. The former may be a degraded or transitional

form of the latter, but this is uncertain, as also is their relationship, if

any, to the bacilli of enteric fever. The prospects of establishing an
acquired immunity against bacillary dysentery are not encouraging

;

experiments on rabbits and guinea-pigs show that passive immunity is

brief, although active immunity is of longer duration. W. D. H.

Development of Organic Matter in Seeds during Matura-
tion. GvsTA\ AsD^t {Compf. rend., 1904, 139, 805—807).—In the

maturation of lupin and haricot seeds, the percentage amount of

ash was always greater at the commencement than at the end. The
same was observed as regards total nitrogen except in the case of

lupins. The non-nitrogenous oi'ganic matter is at first in the form of

soluble carbohydi-ates. N. H. J. M.

Desiccation of Plants and Vegetable Tissues Period of
Maturation not Reversible. Final Equilibrium in Average
Atmospheric Conditions. Marcjfllix Bertkelot (Compt. rend.,

1904, 139, 693—702).—The water retained by plants at the ordiuary

temperature, under given conditions of temj)erature and atmospheric

moisture, corresponds with an equilibrium or limit. This limit varies

much less for a given interval than the temperature of the air or the

vapour tension of the air, provided that extremes are avoided.

N. H. J. M.
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Absolute Desiccation of Plants and Vegetable Substances :

Period of Artificial Desiccation. Reversibility by Atmos-
pheric Moisture. Marcellin Beethelot (Compt. rend., 1904, 139,

702—716).—The results of experiments with different plants estab-

lished the reversibility between evaporation, in perfectly dry aii-, of

the water retained in ordinary air and the absorption of aqueous

vapour in ordinary air by plants dried by heating at 110°. The

amount of water fixed by a dried plant is generally less than the

amount necessary to a live plant. The reciprocity is therefore inde-

pendent of vital action. N. H. J. M.

Desiccation of Plants. Period of Vitality. Humectation
by Liqmd Water. Reversibility Imperfect. Maugellix Berthelot

{Gomjyt. read., 1904, 139, 761—773).—Experiments on the absorption

and exhalation of water by plants are described. N. H. J. M.

Importance of Calcium and Magnesium Salts for Plants.

Fr. Gossel {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1157; from Verh. Ges. JDeut. Xtf.

Aerzte, 1903, ii, 101—104).—The results of water- and soil-culture

experiments failed to confirm Loew's theory that there must be a cer-

tain relation of CaO : MgO. In water cultures, the highest yields of

barley and beans were obtained when CaO : MgO = 0*4
: 1, instead of

1 : 1 for barley and 3 : 1 for beans as Loew states. The conclusion is

drawn that a definite relation between the two bases is unnecessary,

and that the effect of lime depends especially on the character of the

soil. N. H. J. M.

Organic Compounds of Metals in Plants. Charles F.

ScHLAGDENHAUFFEN and E. Reeb {Coinpt. rend., 1904, 139, 980—983).

—The residue obtained after incinerating the light petroleum extract

of ripe barley consists of phosphoric acid and the phosphates of sodium,

calcium, manganese, and iron, which existed in the plant as the

distearylglycerophosphate of neurine and the metallic derivatives of

other lecithins respectively (compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 625). The
residue, similarly obtained from oats, rye, and wheat, contained potass-

ium instead of sodium. M. A. W.

Evolution of the Weight and the Organic Matters of Leaves
diiring Necrobiosis in White Light. L. Beulayque (Compt. rend.,

1904, 139, 814—816).—Analyses are given of leaves of Bougainvillea

spectabilia which had been dried at 110^ immediately after being

detached, and of similar leaves allowed to die gradually in boxes of

colourless, red, yellow, green, and blue glass. These analyses were

first made on the second day and again at intervals of two days. The
leaves were well mixed every day. In the present paper, the results

obtained with colourless glass are discussed.

The total carbohydrates (in 100 leaves) diminished gradually from

2566 grams on the second day to 2'400 grams on the twelfth. The
sugar diminished slightly to the sixth day, then slightly increased.

The non-digestil)le protcid nitrogen and the nitrogen as nucleiu

increa.sed regularly from 01 95 to 0287 gram and from 01 82 to 0273
4-2
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gram respectively. The nitrogen as amides was almost exactly the

same on the twelfth day as on the sec ond day, but somewhat irregular

results were obtained on the intermediate days. The results relating

to total and to digestible proteids also show irregularities.

N. H. J. M.

Non-proteid Nitrogenous Constituents of Agricultural
Plants. Ernst Schulze {J. Landw., 1904, 52, 305—336).—The
amount of non-proteid in seeds varies considerably ; it is highest in

leguminous and lowest in cereal and oily seeds. Choline was found in

all the seeds examined ; betaine was found in vetches, sunflower, and
wheat ; trigonelline in peas, hemp, and oats.

Etiolated seedlings contain either asparagine or glutamine ; if both
occur in the same plant, the amount of the one greatly predominates

over that of the other. Leguminous seedlings, cereals and grasses, and
poppy contain asparagine, whilst glutamine is found in pumpkins,
ricinus, sunflower, white mustard, rape, cress, and radish, &c. Gluta-

mine is, however, much less abundant than asparagine, the maximum
amount in these plants being 2 5 per cent, in the dry matter. More
than 25 per cent, of asparagine is sometimes found. Etiolated plants

also contain the hexone bases, aminovaleric acid, leucine, phenyl-

alanine, and tyrosine. Nuclein bases occur only in small amounts.
Roots and tubers resemble etiolated seedlings as regards their nitro-

genous constituents. Asparagine or glutamine is nearly always the

most abundant amide. Asparagine occurs in potatoes, glutamine in

sugar beet and mangolds. Tyrosine was obtained from potatoes and
mangolds, leucine, arginine, lysine, and histidine from potatoes.

Sugar beet contains, besides glutamine, asparagine, leucine, tyrosine,

betaine, arginine, guanidine, nuclein-bases, carnine, allantoin,

choline, vernin, and ricine. The green parts of plants contain a con-

siderable number of amides, but the amount actually separated was
small.

As regards food value, it is probable that amides are more like

pi'oteids than carbohydrates, as stated by Lehmann. N. H. J. M.

Milk of Castilloa Elastica. Anne W. K. de Jong {Ber., 1904,

37, 4398—4399. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 762, 763).—The following

were detected in the juice of Castilloa elastica : proteids, tannic acid,

an acid, {G-^>j'3..^(f)^^xi potassium chloride, a sugar, and a sub-

stance, the neutral solution of which assumed a green colour on
exposure to the atmosphere. A. McK.

Chemistry of Celery (Apium Qraveolens). Max Bamberger
and Anton Landsiedl (iio/i«<sA.., 1904,25, 1030—1034).—The aqueous
extract of freshly-cut celery roots is found to contain asparagine,

tyrosine, and mannitol. G. Y.

Composition of Orange Juice. K. Fabnsteiner and W. StOber
{Zeit. Nahr. Genussm., 1904, 8, 603—605).—The juici's to which the

following results refer were obtained from the various oi*anges after
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the peel, spongy tissue, and seed had been removed. The expressed

juice only came into contact with wooden vessels.

From oranges

of unknown origin.

Grams per 100 c.c. Fresh. Fermented.

Specific gravity at 15° 1 0429 1 -0084

„ after boiling 1-0454 10159
Total solids, dried 2| hours

at 100° 10-73 3-55

Citric acid (anhydrous) 119 1-25

Total sugars (as invert sugar) 8-26 0-38

Mineral matters (ash) 0-41 0-42

Alkalinity of ash (c.c. Njl
acid) 5-40 5-62

Nitrogen 0064 0-053

Phosphoric acid — 0-026

Glycerol 038 061
Alcohol 1-44* 4-29

Polarisation in 200 mm,
tube, direct — —

Polarisation in 200 mm.
tube after inversion — —

From
Valencia
oranges.

1-0464

1-0466

10-92

1-79

7-65

0-52

7-20

0099
0-027

0-34

From
Messina
oranges.

1-0451

1-0455

10-85

1-47

7-86

0-50

6-40

0075
0-042

0-28

-0-11° +2-45°

-3-16° -3-66°

W. P. S.

The Ponnation of Formaldehyde in the Combustion of
Tobacco. AuGUSTE Trillat {Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 742—744.

Compare Abstr., 1904, i, 713).—Tobaccos from various sources were

burnt in the form of cigars, cigarettes, or in clay or wooden pipes, and the

formaldehyde in the products of combustiou estimated as tetramethyl-

diaminodiphenylmethane, with the result that the quantity of form-

aldehyde formed varies little with the origin of the tobacco and
amounts to 05 to 0-1 per cent, of the weight of the substance burnt

;

the yield was slightly higher in the case of the clay than of the wooden
pipe, probably owing to surface catalytic action. The formaldehyde does

not, however, exist in the free state in the products of combustion,

but combines with the nitrogenous bases (such as nicotine) (compare

Schindelmeister, Abstr., 1903, ii, 115) also present in the tobacco

smoke to form compounds which possess none of the deleterious

properties of the two constituents. M. A. \V.

Treatment of Soil with Ether, Carbon Bisulphide, Chloro-
form. Benzene, and Hydrogen Peroxide. Effect on the Growth
of Plants. FuiKDRiCH Noubk and L. Richter {Landio. Versucht-

fS'tat., 1904, 60, 433—448).—Application of ether and hydrogen
peroxide to soil in which peas were grown failed to sterilise it and
were rather favourable to growth than unfavourable. Ether applied

as an emulsion increased the produce 41-5 per cent.

* A small quantity of an alcoholic solution of salicylic acid had been added to

this juice.
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Further experiments in which oats were grown in soil treated with
ether, benzene, carbon disulphide, and chloroform showed that
higher yields were obtained in every case than with untreated soil, and
that larger amounts of nitrogen and total ash were assimilated. The
action extended to second crops after the odour of the substances
applied had disappeared.

It is shown that the soils underwent no change. The increased
results would seem to be due to a directly stimulating action of the
substances employed or of their products of decomposition.

N. H. J. M.

Effect of Soil Sterilisation on Plant Development. Carl
ScHULZE {Bied. Centr., 1904, 33, 748—751 ; from Jahresb. Ver. Vertret.

ang. Bot, 1904).—Experiments are described in which various plants

were grown in normal and in sterilised arable and meadow soils.

Sterilisation was effected by heating at 100° or at 125°. The different

plants showed very different degrees of sensitiveness towards the

decomposition products of the soil, ard the results also varied ac-

cording to the nature of the original soil, sterilised meadow soil

being moi'e injurious than sterilised arable soil. Mustard proved to

be particularly sensitive, whilst oats grown in sterilised arable soil

showed very slight signs of injury. Plants which were able to recover

from the injury due to the heating of the soil were sometimes much
more luxuriant than those grown in normal soil.

Sterilisation had least injurious effect on garden soil; oats grown in

the sterilised soil showed no signs of injury and the yield was raised

by 30—70 per cent. Similar results were obtained with mustard.

The injurious effect of sterilisation on meadow soil is almost entirely

overcome by the application of calcium carbonate. The yield of mixed
grasses was raised by more than 100 per cent, by sterilising and adding
calcium carbonate. N. H. J. M.

Solubility of Soil Constituents. Felix Mach {Chem. Centr.,

1904, ii, 1164—1165; from Verh. Ges. Deut. Ntf. Aerzte, 1903, ii,

91—94).—Ferric, aluminium, and tricalcium phosphates were dissolved

to some extent by water. Water containing hydrated silica only

dissolved aluminium phosphate somewhat more than water alone.

Water and humic acid dissolved two or three times as much, a

saturated solution of carbon dioxide much less ferric and aluminium
phosphates, but twice as much calcium phosphate as pure water.

Calcium and magnesium carbonates are about twice as soluble in

water and silica as in water alone. The solubility of gypsum was
about 'the same in all the solvents. Carbon dioxide somewhat in-

crea.sed the solubility of felspar and oligoclase and still more the

solubility of the calcium of desmine and natrolite. In the case of

muschelkalk and basalt, carbon dioxide increased the solubility of

every constituent except sulphuric acid and silica. N. H. J. M.

i

Black Soils of Legienen, Rossel, in Bast Prussia. Ei>win

Blanck {Landio. Versuch s-Stat., 1904, 60, 407—418).—Complete
chemical analyses and mechanical separations of several samples of1
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surface and subsoil are given. The black soils both of East and West

Prussia contain much less humus than those of Russia.

N. H. J. M.

Humic Acids of Grey Sand and Brown Sandstone. Adolf
Mayer {Landw. VersucIis->Stat., 1904, 60, 475—480).—The humic

acids of brown sandstone contain less carbon than those of grey sand.

It is probable that the humic acids of grey sand are oxidised when
ferric oxide is present, and dissolve as ferrous salts of oxyhumic acids.

These are oxidised in the subsoil to insoluble ferric .salts.

N. H. J. M.

Beet Molasses of Various Origin. Th. Dietrich and Felix

Mach (Landiv. Versuchs-Stat., 1904, 60, 347—357).—Analyses of

twenty samples of molasses. The results include dry matter, ash,

total sugar, invert sugar, total nitrogen, proteid nitrogen, nitric

nitrogen, carbon dioxide, lime, and alkalinity or acidity.

N. H. J. M.

Analytical Chemistry.

I

Modified Gas burettes. Julius Zrzawy {Chem. Zeit., 1904, 28,

1172).—Hempel burettes so constructed that it is possible to read the

volume of gas to 0-01 c.c. L. de K.

A New Burette for Testing Normal Solutions. A. Hesse
{Chem. Zeit., 1904, 28, 1172).—The burette is fitted with a beaker-

.shaped cup. The first 05 c.c. and the last 49—51 c.c. are divided

to 1/100 c.c, the tube being drawn out at these places ; the remainder

is divided as usual to 1/10 c.c. The parts di-awn out are not calibrated.

It is merely intended for checking normal solutions. L. de K.

Determination of the Neutralisation Point by Conductivity
Measurement. II. FRiEDUicn W. KCster, Max GrCters, and
W. Geibel (Zeit. anory. Chem., 1904, 42, 225—234. Compare Abstr.,

1903, ii, 611).—Ten c.c. of *V/10 sulphuric acid wei-e diluted with

500 c.c. of water and then NjlO sodium hydroxide gradually added,

the conductivity of the solution being measured after the addition of

each c.c. of alkali. The conductivity of the sulphuric acid falls regu-

larly as the neutralisation proceeds until a minimum value is attained

exactly at the neutralisation point ; an increase in the value occurs

when more sodium hydroxide is added. By this method, the end-point

may be determined much <>"v»> wi>....,.i,- iIkui by the u-" "f :niy

indicator.

Phosphoric acid behave.s ii> a monnoaMc ;ii-id ; the bn-uk <^ii i uc- lou-

ductivity curve coincides with the results obtained by titrating phos-

phoric acid with methyl- orange as indicator.
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In order to show how the method may be applied wheu indicators

fail, 20 c.c. of iVyiO potassium dichromate were mixed with 10 c.c.

iV/10 sulphuric acid and then titrated with N/IO sodium hydroxide by
conductivity measurement as before ; the sulphuric acid present can be

titrated as sharply as if the dichromate were absent. Similar

measurements were made with potassium permanganate in the solution

instead of potassium dichromate.

The presence of precipitates also does not impair the accuracy of the

method, thus citric acid may be titrated by barium hydroxide.

When weak organic acids were titrated by the gradual addition of

sodium hydroxide, the minimum of conductivity was attained too soon
;

the method yields correct results, however, when the acid is added to

the alkali. Acetic, lactic, tartaric, and citric acids were titrated in

this manner.
Determinations of the amount of acetic acid in a strongly coloured

vinegar examined are quoted. The total acid in a specimen of red

wine was also determined.

Magnesia and various alkaloids were similarly titrated.

A. McK.

The Theory of Indicators and its Bearing on the Analysis
of Physiological Solutions by means of Volumetric Methods.
George H. A. Clowes {Amer. J. Pharin., 1904, 76, 453—467,
511—525).—This paper has for its object the outlining of the nature

of the various classes of indicators used in acidimetry and alkalimetry,

studying their behaviour towards various weak bases and acids which
may occur in the course of physiological work ; further, to make a

series of tests on artificial and normal stomach contents, pancreatic

fluids, blood serum, &c. With regard to the behaviour of aminoacids,

asparagine, glycine, leucine, tyrosine, and aspartic acid towards indica-

tors, experiments were made in which their action was compared with

that of the ammonium salts of formic, acetic, and lactic acids, acet-

amide, formamide, and urea. Poirrier's bkae was found to be sensitive

to all the free acid groups, and entirely indifferent to ammonia and
amino-groups. Phenolphthalein is less sensitive to acid groups and
far more sensitive to ammonia than Poirrier's blue. Alizarin is sensi-

tive to both ammonia and strong acid groups, but is indifferent to the

weak acid groups in asparagine, tyrosine, etc., and also to the amino-

group of these compounds.
Phloroglucinvanillin is entirely indifferent to all weak organic acids.

This indicator is of great value in differentiating the weak bases, being

sensitive not only to ammonia, but also to the amino-group in aspara-

gine, glycine, leucine, and tyrosine, and indifferent to the amino-groups

present in acetamide, formamide, and urea. From the experiments

with proteids, <fec., it seems possible that some sort of relationship

obtains between the various nitrogen-containing groups in the pro-

teid and the end-points of different indicators. The comparison of

volumetric with gravimetric analyses of normal and pathological

stomach contents showed that, provided a purely proteid test meal

was employed, the phenolphthalein end-point indicates fairly accu-

rately the total available hydrochloric acid present, both free and
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combined more or less feebly with proteids. The actual free acid is

given by phloroglucinvanillin. After allowing for the influence of

phosphates and traces of organic acids, the range of titration between
the end-point of phloroglucinvanillin and that of phenolphthalein may
be said to be a function of the basic affinities of the proteids and their

decomposition products present. Under conditions where peptic diges-

tion fails to take its normal course, the above rules are no longer

applicable. Jn tryptic digestion, the range of titration, after allowing

tor the influence of carbon dioxide, is at first more or less proportionate

to the amount of proteid brought into solution, but subsequently

increases in undue proportion to the total nitrogen as the digestion

proceeds. The wide variation between the end-points of phenol-

phthalein, alizarin, and phloroglucinvanillin in estimating the alkali-

nity of blood serum emphasises the necessity of certain uniform stand-

ards for this purpose. With regard to urine, the titration results are

fairly dependent on the amount of phosphates present. In the presence

of any considerable quantity of ammonia, which exerts a more powerful

effect on alizarin and phenolphthalein than urea, the urine will be less

acid or even alkaline to phenolphthalein, and more strongly alkaline

to alizarin than is normally the case. W. P. S.

Standardisation of Normal Solutions. Max Scholtz {Arch.

Pharvi., 1904, 242, 575—578).—Of an approximately O'Ol^ sodium
hydroxide solution, 10 c.c. required the following volumes, I, of an
approximately 001 A' hydrochloric acid; and of the same acid, 10 c.c.

required the following amounts, II, of the same alkali ; according to the

indicator employed :

Phenol-
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apparatus (Abstr., 1896, ii, 17), which consists in fixing the overtloW

tube (siphon) in the lower part of the extractor, thus allowing the use

of solvents heavier than water. L. de K.

New Extractor. Andrea Sanna {Gazzelta, 1904,34, ii, 224—228).
—This extractor consists of a flask fixed obliquely and filled about
half-full with the substance to be extracted and the solvent. Through
the double-boi^ed stopper of the flask pass the bent inner-tube of an in-

verted condenser and a short glass tube furnished with a cock and an
india-rubber tube. The upper end of the condenser tube is also bent and
passes into an Erlenmeyer flask, through the stopper jf which passes

also a short glass tube with a cock. The latter is left open during the

heating of the substance with the solvent. When the extraction is

complete, the condenser and Erlenmeyer flask are turned round so that

the end of the bent condenser tube is now at the lowest part

of the round flask, whilst the Erlenmeyer flask is at a still lower level.

The cock attached to the round flask is then opened and the solution

forced through the condenser tube into the Erlenmeyer flask. The
apparatus is then inclined so that the round flask is lower than the

Erlenmeyer and the solvent distilled off from the latter into the round
flask, the cock attached to the Erlenmeyer flask being meanwhile kept

closed. The extracted material then remains in the Erlenmeyer flask.

These operations may be repeated until the extraction is complete.

The apparatus gives good results for the extraction of liquids or

solids, as, for example, in the determinotion of fat in cheese, butter,

&c., and it acts more quickly than a Soxhlet or Garralowschy extractor.

In determining fat in a material like cheese, it is advisable to pack
the substance in filter paper tied up with cotton, as this prevents solid

particles from being carried away. T. H. P.

Palladium-Hydrogen as a Reducing Agent in Quantitative
Analysis. Alfred C. Chapman {Analyst, 1904, 29, 346— 357).—In an
investigation undertaken for the purpose of ascertaining to what
extent palladium-hydrogen could be employed as a quantitative

reducing agent, it was found that ferric salts, as well as potassium
ferricyanide, were completely and readily reduced. Chromates in

acid solutions were reduced to chromic salts. The palladium was
employed in the form of foil of such thickness that a piece 2 inches

square weighed about 8 grams. A piece of thick palladium wire

was welded to this, and the foil was charged by being made the

negative electrode in an ordinary cell containing dilute sulphuric

acid, the current being obtained from the main or from accumu-
lators. The charged metal was, after washing, suspended in the

boiling solution under examination. In the case of cupric, stannic,

arsenic, manganic, vanadic, and molybdic compounds, the reduction was
either incomplete or imperfect. Potassium chlorate was only j)artly

reduced, whilst bromates and iodates were not attacked. Ceric salts

were reduced to cerous salts, Avhich latter could be titrated with ferrous

ammonium sulphate solution, as the lower oxide was itself capable of

oxidising the ferrous solution. W. P. S.
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Action of Hydrochloric Acid on Potassium Chlorate. A.

KoLB and E. Davidson {Zeit. angeio. Chem., 1904, 17, 1883— 1887).

—

Duriug the action of hydrochloric acid on potassium chlorate in the

presence of ^wtassium iodide, atmospheric oxygen, and especially the

oxygen in solution, causes oxidation of the hydriodic acid formed, and

the iodine thus liberated accelerates the action. The error thus

caused in the estimation of chlorate may be obviated by conducting

the operation in the absence of oxygen. The reaction between hydro-

chloric acid and potassium chlorate proceeds at the ordinary tempera-

ture only in the presence of a considerable excess of hydrochloric acid

and is quickly completed ; chlorates may be estimated in this way.

The substitution of cadmium iodide for potassium iodide has no special

advantage, whilst aluminium iodide and mercuric iodide are unsuitable.

An acceleration of the reaction was not observed when antimony

chloride or cerium sulphate was present. The action is retarded by
the addition of water. A. McK.

Estimation of Iodine in Soluble Iodides, also in the presence
of Bromides and Chlorides. Hucio Ditz and Benjamin M.
Margosches {Chem. Zeit., 1902, 28, 1191—1194).—The solution con-

taining the iodide is mixed with a sufficiency of potassium iodate and

then with a slight excess of dilute sulphuric acid. The libei-ated

iodine is extracted with toluene and finally titrated with sodium thio-

sulphate. If a known amount of iodate has been added, the excess of

this may be estimated in the aqueous liquid by adding potassium iodide

and dilute sulphuric acid and titrating with sodium thiosulphate.

The shaking with toluene may even be omitted and the iodine expelled

by distillation, when the distillate, which is collected in a solution of

potassium iodide, may be at once titrated ; as, however, this renders

the process somewhat tedious, it is more convenient to boil off the

iodine and titrate the residual iodate.

If bromides or chlorides are present, the same process applies if the

iodine is estimated in its toluene solution and not indirectly in the

aqueous liquid. If the excess of iodate is to be estimated in the

aqueous liquid after shaking with toluene, acetic acid should be

substituted for sulphuric acid. L. i>E K.

Estimation of Sulphur by Aid of Sodium Peroxide.
Alhkrt Neumann and Joseph Meinebtz (Ze<7. physivl. Cliem., 1904,

43, 37—40. Compare During, Abstr., 1897, ii, 63).—The substance

is fused in a nickel crucible with a mixture of .sodium and potat-sium

carbonates and sodium peroxide. The j>eroxide should be added

gradually in 3 or 4 distinct portions. It is found that a gas flame may
be employed without causing error. J. J. S.

Estimation of Sulphates in Vegetable Products. CJeoroe S.

Frai'S {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1433 ; from Hep. Chemist North Carolina

Agric. ExjKrim. Stat., 1902, 1903).—Five grams of the substance are

treated for half an hour with 50 e.c. of 1 per cent, hydrochloric acid,

and the residue is washed with the same acid until the filtrate measures
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about 250 c.c. This is then heated to boiling and precipitated with
barium chloride as usual. A number of results are communicated,

L. DE K.

Apparatus for the Estimation of Nitrogen. Emile Nicolas
and Delaud {Bull. Soc. chim., 1904, [iii], 31, 1193—1194).—This
apparatus is a slightly modified form of that described by Porcher and
Brisac (Abstr., 1903, ii, 179). T. A. H.

Sodium Peroxide in Organic Analysis. Fritz von Konek and
Arthur Zohls (Zeit. angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 1887. Compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 775).—As much as 90 per cent, of the nitrogen in organic

substances, which are difficult to burn and which are rich in nitrogen,

may be converted into nitrate by means of sodium peroxide.

A. McK.

Rapid Estimation of Nitrogen in Steel or Iron. Hjalmar
Braune {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1167 ; from Oesterr. Zeit. Berg. Hiitt.,

52, 491).—One gram of the sample is dissolved in 10 c.c. of ammonia-
free hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1'124, and the filtered solution intro-

duced into a distilling flask containing 250 c.c. of boiling water and
20 c.c. of an alkali hydroxide solution sufficiently strong to neutralise

the acid. The distillate is then " Nesslerised " in the usual manner.
L. DE K.

Estimation of Ammonia and Amides. Jean Effront {Ber.^

1904, 37, 4290—4295).—The reaction between alkali hypochlorites

and nitrogen compounds may be more accurately followed by determin-

ing the loss of active chlorine than by measuring the nitrogen evolved.

Amines, imines, nitriles, amides, and amino-acids react with sodium
hypochlorite, the active chlorine disappearing being proportional to

the weight of organic compound added ; tetra-alkylammonium com-
pounds and betaine do not react. A detailed method of carrying out

the determination is described.

Ammonia is completely oxidised by sodium hypochlorite at the

ordinary temperature (compare Thiele, Abstr., 1893, ii, 317), the nitro-

gen evolved containing a trace of nitrogen chloride. The ammonia in

samples of water may be determined by this method to 0*2 milligram

per litre. Proteids may also be determined in water after expelling

free ammonia by boiling with sodium carbonate. Proteids show a con-

stant reducing power towards hypochlorites, peptones also show a con-

stant, but lower, reducing power. C. H. D.

Estimation of Ammonia in Vegetable Products, Beets, &c.
Eugene Sellier {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1433— 1434; from Bull.

Assoc. Chim. Sucr. Dial., 21, 1223— 1232).-—Ammonia may be

completely expelled from beetroot juice by the author's magnesia

process (Abstr., 1903, ii, 329). In the presence of oxamide, the

distillation with magnesia should take place below 40°. Liquids

containing urea should be distilled below 80°. Acid ammonium urate

I
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should be treated for a short time with dilute hydrochloric acid and
then distilled with magnesia at 36—42^. As hydi'ochloric acid, how-
ever, may hydrolyse urea, the author recommends distilling urine or

sediments containing acid urates with calcium oxide at a moderate

temperature. Methylamine, if present, partially passes over with the

ammonia. If the products should happen to contain magnesium
ammonium phosphate, they should be digested for some time with

dilute acids ; the ammonia will then be completely expelled by boiling

with magnesia, but not at a lower temperature. L. de K.

Electrolytic Estimation of Nitric Acid with a Rotating
Anode. Leslie Howard Ingham (/. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26,
1251—1255).—The author has tried a process suggested in 1890 by
Vortmann (Abstr., 1890, 1467) for the electrolytic estimation of

nitric acid and obtained satisfactory results. The solution of the

nitrate is mixed with a known volume of standard sulphuric acid, a
definite amount of copper sulphate is added, and the mixture sub-

mitted to electrolysis. The ammonia formed by the reduction of the

nitrate neutralises a portion of the acid, and from the amount of free

acid left (which includes that of the copper sulphate) the amount of

nitric acid is readily calculated.

The best conditions for a successful experiment were found to be

25 c.c. of copper .sulphate solution ( = 02533 gram of copper), 5 gram
of potassium nitrate, 25 c.c. of normal sulphuric acid ; 9 volts, 4

amperes, time 30 minutes, speed of rotating anode, I [? = about 230
revolutions per minute]. L. de K.

The Evolution of Hydrogen for Marsh's Arsenic Test.
Carl Mai and H. Hurt {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1904, 43. 557—559).—To
accelerate the evolution of hydrogen from zinc and sulphuric acid, it

is usual to add a small quantity of a salt of some electro-negative

metal. Many of these, howevei-, diminish the sensitiveness of the

test, copper and platinum seeming to be the only unexceptionable
agents. With the former, the evolution of gas is more regular than
with the latter. Iron in any form must be most carefully avoided,

since in its presence considerable quantities of arsenic may be over-

looked. M. J. S.

Detection of Arsenic in the Ashes of Cremated Bodies.
Gael Mai {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1904, 43, 617—619).—On the occasion

of the examination of the ashes of a cremated body, the larger bone
fragments, after careful cleaning, were found to be absolutely free

from arsenic, whilst the mixed pulverulent portion of the ash, in which
iron was also present, was highly arsenical. Some iron nails and
screws found in the urn also contained much arseuic, and it is assumed
that the presence of that element in the mi.«'ce]laneous powder was
entirely due to the metals employed in the construction of the coffin.

From a forensic point of view, it is advisable that neither metal nor
pigments should be used in coffins intended for cremations.

M. J. S.
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Improvement of Drown and Shimer's Method of Estim-
ating Silicon in Irons. J. Thill {Zeit. anal. C'hem., 1904, 43,
552—553).—If it is attempted to accelerate the tedious evaporation of

the iron solution by substituting the direct heat of a lamp tor that of

the water-bath, there is danger of loss from bumping and spirting. The
addition of ammonium chloride obviates this difficulty. The author's

practice is as follows : a litre of concentrated sulphuric acid is mixed
with an equal volume of water, and (after cooling) a litre of nitric acid

of sp. gr. 1*4 and a solution of 240 grams of ammonium chloride in a
litre of water are aflded. Of this reagent, 50—70 c.c. are used for

dissolving 1—2 grams of iron. Solution and evaporation can then be
carried on in a beaker over a Bunsen burner with interposed wire
gauze, and an estimation completed within an hour. M. J. S.

Qualitative Detection of Silica. Julius Petersen (Zeit. anal.

Chem., 1904, 43, 619—623).—A modification of the method suggested

by Daniel (Abstr., 1904, ii, 289) permits the detection of 2'5 mg. of

silica with certainty. In a small platinum crucible is placed a mixture
of the substance (Oo gram) with cryolite (0'25 gram), a few milligrams

of magnesite, and some concentrated sulphviric acid. Tlie crucible is

lowered to the bottom of a test-tube, to which is then fitted a

cork carrying a glass rod nearly reaching the crucible. The rod is

flattened at its lower end, which is covered with asphalt varnish, and
from it a drop of water hangs. The whole of the glass rod and the

interior of the test-tube have first been coated Avith collodion contain-

ing 2 vols, per cent, of castor oil. This film protects the glass com-

pletely from the action of hydrofluoric acid. The bottom of the tube

is then plunged into water of 60°. At this temperature, the formation

of silicon fluoride is sufliciently rapid to give a white film on the sur-

face of the drop of water in five minutes. M. J. S.

Estimation and Separation of Calcium in presence of Phos-
phoric Acid. K. K. Jarvixen {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1904, 43, 559—562).
—-The estimation of calcium in presence of phosphoric acid is liable to

two sources of error : incomplete precipitation of the lime and con-

tamination of the precipitate with phosphoric acid. The following

mode of operating gives fairly satisfactory results: the solution,

which must be as free as possible from ammonium salts, is mixed with

ammonia until calcium phosphate just begin'^ to precipitate, and the

precipitate is redissolved by a drop of hydrochloric acid. The liquid is

heated to boiling and poured slowly into a mixture of equivalent

quantities of ammonium oxalate and oxalic acid. Ammonia, not

stronger than 1 per cent., is then added drop by drop until the mixture

is alkaline and the estimation is tinished in the usual manner.
M. J. S.

Estimation of Calcium Oxide in Burnt Lime Solubility

of Calcium Carbonate in Solutions of Ammonium Nitrate.

Georg Bkrju and Wladislaus Kosixenko (Laiuhr. Vcrsvchs-Slat ,

1904, 60, 419— 425).—Bodenbender and Ihleo's method for (h'termin-

ing calcium oxide in burnt lime (Zeit. liilhenzuckerind., 1879) by boiling

i
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with ammonium nitrate can give connect results only under certain

conditions, owing to the varying amounts of calcium carbonate dis-

solved.

It is found that calcium carbonate is practically insoluble in ^75
ammonium nitrate when the mixture of carbonate and oxide contains

8 per cent, or more of the latter. According to the amount of carbon-

ate present (determined with a Scheibler apparatus), 3—5 grams of

substance are treated with 1 litre of Xo ammonium nitrate in a rotatory

apparatus turning about 40 times a minute. The calcium oxide is

afterwards determined in the usual manner in an aliquot portion of the

filtered or subsided solution. N. H. J. M.

Use of a Rotating Anode in the Electrolytic Estimation of
Zinc. Leslie H. Ingham (./. Amer. L'hem.Soc, 1904,26, 1269—1283).
—A lengthy investigation as to the best and quickest method of

electrolytic zinc assay. The ore is oxidised with nitric acid and
repeatedly evaporated with hydrochloric acid, and the iron is removed
by a double precipitation with ammonia. The ammoniacal filtrate,

after adding some more ammonium chloride, is then submitted to

electrolysis, using a rotating anode ; for working details, the original

paper should be consulted. Good results are also obtained by the electro-

lysis of solutions containing sodium acetate or formate. L. de K.

Volumetric Estimation of Lead. Guido Cervi {Chem. Centr.,

1904, ii, 1343—1344 : from L'lndustria Chemica, 6, 289—290).—

A

slight modification of the process recommended by Guess (Tinns.

Am'>^r. Inst. Min. Eng., 1904).

The neutralised solution of the lead is acidified with acetic acid,

sodium acetate is added, the solution is heated to boiling, and the

lead precipitated with .standard solution of potassium dichromate.

When cold, the liquid is diluted to a definite volume and in an
aliquot part of the filtrate, the excess of dichromate is estimated as

usual by adding dilute sulphuric acid and potassium iodide and titrat-

ing the liberated iodine with standard sodium thiosulphate. In the

pretence of antimony or iron, the lead should be first separated as

sulphate, which is then dissolved and titrated. L. de K.

[Analysis of] Commercial Lead. Alguste Hollard and L.

Bertialx {Bull. Soc. c/tim., 1904, [iii], 31, 1124—1128. Compare
Abstr., 1899, ii, 523).—Five grams of commercial lead are dissolved in

86 c.c. of nitric acid of 36" B. previously diluted with water. The
liquid is made up to 300 c.c. and the lead removed as the peroxide,

using a current of 0-2 ampere (compare Abstr , 1903, ii, 294). Five
c.c. of sulphuric acid are then added to the lead-free liquid, and this is

evaporated down until sulphuric acid fumes nre copiously evolved ; it

is then diluted to .'500 c.c. and the copper determined electrolytically,

the precautions already indicated (Abstr., 1904, ii, 682) being taken
to obtain a copper deposit free from arsenic, antimony, or bismuth.
Nickel and zinc are separately estimated in the residual liquid by the

process previously described (Abstr., 1903, ii, 335 ; 1904, ii, 92 and
682), and iron by titration with iodine (Abstr., 1904, ii, 368 and 592).
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For the estimation of arsenic and antimony, a fresh portion of lead

is treated with sulphuric acid, and the arsenic separated by distillation

after the addition of ferrous sulphate and hydrochloric acid (Abstr.,

1900, ii, 438). The residual liquid is placed in a' flask haviug the
bottom coated outside with fireclay, and to it is added zinc chloride

solution of sp. gr. 2 ; the antimony chloride is distilled off in a
current of hydrogen chloride and finally estimated electrolytioally.

From a hot nitric acid solution of the lead, silver is precipitated as the
chloride, the latter is dissolved in potassium cyanide solution, and the
metal determiued electrolytioally. Sulphur is precipitated as barium
sulphate from a nitro-hydrochloric acid solution of the original

material. Bismuth is separated as the basic nitrate, which is then
converted into sulphide and freed from arsenic, antimony, and tin by
means of ammonium hydrosulphide, and is finally estimated by electro-

lysis of a solution of the sulphate (Abstr., 1904, ii, 684). The tin

obtained as the sulphide in the separation of the bismuth is freed from
antimony by electrolysis in presence of potassium cyanide, and finally

determined electrolytically in hydrochloric acid solution in presence of

ammonium oxalate. A tabular statement showing the composition of

thirteen samples of commercial lead is given in the original.

T. A. H.

Electrolytic Separations possible with a Rotating Anode.
Donald S. Ashbrook (J. Amer. Ckem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1283—1290).—
A paper unsuitable for adequate abstraction. Working details are

given as to the electrolytic separation of copper from aluminium, anti-

mony, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, iron, lead, magnesium,
manganese, nickel, uranium and zinc ; cadmium from aluminium,
chromium, cobalt, iron, magnesium, manganese, nickel and zinc ; silver

from aluminium. L. de K.

Electrolytic Estimation of Copper. August Kufferath {Zeit.

angev). Chem., 1904, 17, 1785— 1786).—About 1-5 grams of the sub-

stance containing copper are dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid with the

aid of nitric acid ; if an excess of the latter is carefully avoided, there

is no need for evaporating to dryness. After diluting to about
130 c.c, 2 grams of formaldehyde are added, and the copper is deposited

as usual by heating at 60—65° and using a current of 2 5—3 amperes
and 2 volts. Without interrupting the current, the deposit is washed
first with water, then with alcohol, and finally with ether, and is then

dried in a vacuum over sulphuric acid and weighed. Iron, nickel,

and cobalt are not deposited in the presence of formaldehyde.

L. Da K.

Titration of Copper by Potassium Iodide, and Applicability
of the Method in presence of Iron and Arsenic. L. Moser
(Zeit. anal. Chem., 1904, 43, 597—616).—Both the original method
of De Haen and Rlimpler and Low's modifications (Abstr., 1896, ii,

450) are affected by sources of error, and the variation .suggested by

Litterscheid (Abstr., 1902, ii, 531) is useless in presence of iron or
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arsenic. The author has reinvestigated De Haen's method, employing

thiosulphate for the titration of the iodine. "When free acids are absent,

the results are only satisfactory if the solutions are sufficiently con-

centrated, but in pi'esence of free sulphuric acid correct results are

obtained, even when the dilution and amount of free acid are largely

varied. Hydrochloric and nitric acftis as acidifying agents are

inadmissible, but acetic acid may be used. Although the action of

potassium iodide on a cupric salt indubitably consists at first in the

formation of cupric iodide, in the presence of free acid the decomposi-

tion into cuprous iodide and free iodine is so rapid and complete that

titration may be commenced two minutes after making the mixture

;

a delay of ten minutes does not materially affect the results, but after

an hour higher numbers are obtained. The following is the form in

which the process is recommended : the copper solution (50 c.c. con-

taining about O'lo gram of copper as sulphate) is placed in a 300 c.c.

stoppered bottle ; 5 c.c. of lOX sulphuric acid and 2 grams of solid

potassium iodide are added and the bottle is shaken for two minutes.

The free iodine is then titrated with A7IO thiosulphate, adding starch

when near the end.

To render the method applicable in presence of iron and arsenic, the
solution of the metals (as sulphates) is treated with an excess of

sodium pyrophosphate sufficient to redissolve the precij.itate at first

formed. If the original solution contained free sulphuric acid, some
sodium acetate is added, then 4—5 grams of potassium iodide and
5—10 c.c. of 80 per cent, acetic acid. In these circumstances, the
copper alone liberates iodine, but to obtain good results it is advisable

to avoid dilution as far as possible, wherefore solid sodium pyro-

phosphate should be used for the precipitation, and if the amount of

iron exceeds that of copper by more than one-third, the quantity of

potassium iodide should be increased ; a somewhat longer time (15
minutes) is allowed before titrating, and the thiosulphate run in very
slowly. M. J. S.

Detection and Estimation of Minute Quantities of Mercury.
CoNSTANTiN Zengelis {Zeit. (inul. Chem., 1904, 43, 544—547).—For
the detection of mercury in urine, the urine is feebly acidified with
hydrochloric acid and left in contact for 12 hours with a spii-al of

copper and platinum wires. The spiral is then washe<l with dilute

sodium hydroxide, water, alcohol, and ether, and dried completely over
sulphuric acid. It is then thrust to the bottom of a narrow test-tube,

the upper part of which is moistened with a solution of iodine in
anhydrous ether. Holding the tube horizontally, the coil is heated,
and the evolved mercury vapour is an-ested by the ring of iodine
solution and converted into mercuric iodide. Complete absence of
water is indispensable : 02 milligram of mercury can be detected in
200—300 c.c. of urine. For quantitative estimation, the urine is

boiled with an excess of sodium hydroxide and a little of a reducing
sugar. The phosphate precipitate is dissolved in nitric acid and the
solution electrolysed at 40—50" with a weighed piece of platinum foil

as cathode. M. J. S.

VOL. Lxxxvin. ii, 5
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Datection and Estimation of Traces of Mercury in Urine
"witih the aid of the Nernst Balance. Ernst J.\neoke {Zeit. anal.

Chem., 1904, 43, 547— 552).—It is often desirable to be able to

estimate with accuracy quantities of mercury not exceeding 0-5 mg.
per litre of urine. The use gf the Nernst balance (A.bstr., 1903, ii,

371) enables this to be done with 250 c.c. of the urine. The organic
matter is destroyed by heating the urine with potassium ctilorate and
hydrochloric acid, and the mercury is then precijiitated on a spiral

of clean copper wire. The spiral is dried and strongly heated in a
test-tube which has been di'awn out to a capillary at the open end.

The mercury is thus collected in the capillary tube. This is then
crushed under a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids, and, after

heating to dis.solve the mercury, a little potassium sulphate is added,

and the solution, measuring 10 c.c, is electrolysed with a coil of gold

wire as cathode and a spiral of platinum wire as anode. These coils

are conveniently kept from contact during the electrolysis by placing

one inside and the other outside a short glass tube open at both ends.

The gold wire is weighed before and after the electrolysis by substi-

tuting it for the scale-pan of the Nernst balance. Since the gold absorbs

hydrogen during the electroly.sis, a correction is made by inserting into

the circuit a second similar coil in a cell free from mercury. The
actual presence of mercury on the gold should be confirmed by
expelling it into a capillary tube containing a trace of iodine. The
author has succeeded, by this method, in detecting 0*01 mg. of mercury
which had been added to two litres of urine. M. J. S.

A Modified Form of the Persulphate Method of Estimating
Manganese in Iron and Steel. H. Procter S.mith {Chem Xews,

1904, 90, 237).—The following modification of this process is described :

2 gram of the sample, and the same weight of a steel containing a

known quantity of manganese are both placed in test-tubes and each

gently heated with 10 c.c. of nitric acid of sp. gr. \-2 until dissolved.

The solutions are boiled to expel red fumes, and 10 c.c. of silver nitrate

solution (1*7 grams per litre) and about 1 gram of ammonium per-

sulphate are added. After heating until the latter is nearly dissolved,

the sides of the tubes are washed down with water and the contents

cooled. The perfectly cold pink solutions are then transferred to china

basins and titrated with sodium arsenite solution The latter is pre-

pared by dissolving 5 grams of arsenious oxide and 15 grams of sodium

hydrogen carbonate in 250 c.c. of boiling water and diluting to 1 litre.

Forty c.c. of this .solution diluted to 500 c.c. form the titration solution,

which, for each set of analyses, must be standardised on a steel con-

taining a known quantity of manganese. W. P. S.

Volumetric Estimation of Iron. Nazareno Tarugi and S.

SiLVATici {Cham. Centr., 1904, ii, 1341—1342 ; from Boll. Chim. Farm.,

43, 637 —641).—The solution, which must contain the iron in the ferric

state, is carefully neutralised with sodium liydroxide, and after adding

some potassium thiocyanate the liquid is titrated with X/\0 })otassiiun

oxalate until the colour changes to yellowish-green. One c.c. of the
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oxalate solution =0-00186673 grain of metallic iron. It is advisable

to make a blank experiment using 5 c.c. iV 10 ferric chloride,

L. DE K.

Colorimetric Estimation of Iron in Blood. Adolf Jolles

{Ze>t. anal. Cheni., 1904, 43, 537—539).—The author's most recent

modification of his original method (Abstr., 1897, ii, 126) consists in

ccmparing the colour of the iron solution obtained from 005 c.c. of

blood with that of the glass wedge of Fleischl's hsemometer, and he

regards the apparatus for this form of estimation, to which he gives

the name " clinical ferrometer," as the simplest and most convenient

for clinical purposes (compare Oeram, Abstr., 1904, ii, 449). Whereas,

in general; the i>ercentage of ii'on in the blood is proportional to that

of the haemoglobin, in many pathological conditions, such as ansemia,

icterus, tkc, the relation undergoes a marked alteration. M. J. S.

Analysis of Commercial Tin and its Alloys. Auguste Hullahd
and L. Bektiaix {BulL ,Soc. chim., 1904, [iii], 31, 1128—1131).—

A

complete scheme for the analysis of commercial tin is given. Arsenic

is determined by distillation with hydrochloric acid and ferrous

sulphate, the distillate being titrated with iodine (Abstr., 1900, ii, 438).

The copper, bismuth, and lead are separated from the tin by precipita-

tion as sulphides in presence of ammonium sulphide, and the bismuth

and lead from copper by precipitation as sulphides in presence of

ammonia and potassium cyanide. Finally, the lead and bismuth are

separated and estimated elect rolytically as already described (Abstr.,

1904, ii, 684). Antimony is estimated by dissolving 1 gram of the tin

in nitro-hydrochloric acid, evaporating down rejieatedly with hydro-

chloric acid, adding a little sodium hydroxide to the residue, and electro-

lysing under the conditions previously described (Abstr., 1903, ii, 455),

For the estimation of copper and sulphur, 5 grams of tin are treated

With nitric acid and the whole evaporated to dryness ; the residue is

washed thoroughly with water containing a little nitric acid, and in

these washings the copper is estimated electrolytically and the sulphur

by precipitation as barium sulphate. For lead-tin alloys, 1 gram of the

alloy is ti"e»».ted with 50 c.c. of nitric acid (water should be added if

the alloy is rich in lead) in presence of 10 grams of copper. The
liquid is diluted to 3i)0 c.c. and warmed to cause the tin oxide to

•:gglomerate. When cold, the lead is estimated electrolyticallv as the

l)eroxide (Abstr., 1899, ii, 523; 1904, ii, 294); to obtain the last

traces of lead, the anotle should be withdrawn when the greater part of

the lead has been deposited, and the mixture shaken and left in a warm
place for a time. The anotle should then be replaced and the electro-

ly.sis continued. T. A. H.

Estimation and Separation of Gold in the Electroljrtic Way.
Sar.vh p. Mit.i.er (./", Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26. 1255—1269).—

A

lengthy article, unsuitable for adefjuate abstraction, showing the

conditions under which gold can be satisfactorily sepaitited from iron,

cadmium, silver, zinc, cobalt, nickel, and copper. The l'<^'M '- .L'i"i<»ito.]
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from solutions containing either potassium cyanide,- phosphoric acid, or
sodium sulphide. L. de K.

Inadmissibility of Soap for Estimating Hardness of Ferru-
ginous Water. A. Gawalowski (Zeit. anal. Chem., 1904, 43,
533—536).—A sample of well-water containing 0*036 gram of ferrous

oxide per litre in the form of sulphate gave, on titration with soap
solution, results widely at variance with the amounts of calcium and
magnesium estimated gravimeti*ically, neither could concordance be es-

tablished by including in the calculation the amount of soap consumed
by the iron present. An attempt to titrate with soap, after the removal
of the iron by potassium ferrocyanide, also failed to give a satisfactory

result. M. J. S.

Estimation of Ammonia and Proteid-Nitrogen in Waters.
Jean Effkont {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1253—1254; from Mon. Sci.,

[iv], 18, 669—674).—An accurately titrated solution of bleaching

powder is mixed with a definite volume of the sample of water to be
tested, and the loss in active chlorine represents the nitrogen of the

ammonia and proteids. The experiment is then repeated with water
from which the ammonia has been expelled by evaporation with sodium
hydroxide ; the result is the proteid-nitrogen only.

The active chlorine is estimated by adding excess of sodium arsenite

and titrating the excess with standard iodine. L. de K.

Addenda to Simple Method for Decarbonising Substances.
Estimations in the Decarbonised Product. Albert Neumann
{Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1904, 43, 32—36. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii,

243).— Further manipulative details are given for the processes and
estimations already described. J. J. S.

Alkaloid Reactions. IV. Morphine. C. Eeichard {Chem. Zeit,

1904,28, 1102—1105. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 791, 992).—The
author communicates a new reaction for morphine which is quite

characteristic. If morphine is gently warmed with strong sulphuric

acid containing some arsenious or arsenic acid, an intense and per-

manent purple coloration is developed. In practice, it is best to make a

solution of arsenious acid in strong aqueous sodium hydroxide ; to this

may be added first the morphine and then an excess of very strong

sulphuric acid.

Morphine is also coloured red by antimonious chloride without using

sulphuric acid. Stannous chloride in conjunction with sulphuric acid

also causes the reaction. L. de K.

Mechanical Analysis of Soils and Sub-soils by Centrifugal

Action ; with Notes on Treatment of Samples. J. R. K ilroe

{Econ. Proc. Roy. Dublin Soc, 1904, 1, 223—230).—A centrifugal

apparatus is described by means of which mechanical .separations can

be made rapidly and with considerable accuracy. The amount of soil

employed for a determination is 20—30 grams, and very little distilled

water is required. N. H. J. M.

I
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Enhanced Lines of Titanium, Iron, and Chromium in the
Fraunhoferic Spectrum. Sir J. Xormax Lckkyer and F. E.

Baxaxdall {Froc. Roy. Soc, 1904, 74, 255—267).—The contents of

this paper are summarised as follows. The enhanced lines of titanium

and iron are practically all represented in the Fraunhofer spectrum,

but in some cases the corresponding solar lines are compound and only

partly due to one or other of these metals. The corresponding solar

lines are, generally speaking, comparatively weak ones. The majority

of the chromium enhanced lines occur in the solar spectrum, although

some appear to be missing. Some of the Fraunhofer lines correspond

with metallic lines special to the spark spectrum, and lacking in the

arc, and probably for this reason they were left unorigined by
Rowland.

'

J. C. P.

Spectrum Regularities and the Atomic Weight of Radium.
George PvIDORF (Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1904, 50, 100—110. Compare
Runge and Precht, Abstr., 1903, ii, 346 ; Watts, Abstr., 1904, ii, 720).

—The author finds that frefjuency differences (d) and atomic weights

{A) are not exactly related according to the equation dhV^ = const.
;

hence the formula log.l =a+h log d is not exactly valid, and any con-

siderable extrapolation ba.«ed on the straight line formula may lead to

error. It is shown tliat certain graphical relationships exist between
the values of ,1 and \0()diA-, which permit of the calculation of d for

other elements. The value 225 should for the present be taken as the

atomic weight of radium. J. C. P.

Racemism. Giuseppe Bruki {Attl R. Accad. Lined, 1904, [v],

13, ii, 373—381. Compare Bruni and Finzi, this vol., ii, 2 ; Bruni

and Padoa, Abstr., 1902, i, 343).—The freezing-point surface and the

course of the isotherms of solutions of mixed optical isomerides give a
clue to the molecular condition of the dissolved substances and indicate

the existence or non-existence of racemic molecules in the liquid. On
adding to a /)-xylene or ethylene bromide solution of methyl diacetyl-

tartrate increasing quantities of methyl diacetylracemate, it is found
that the freezing-point depressions are always less than the normal
values ; the molecular weights are hence abnormally great, so that

there must be a certain number of undissociated racemic molecules in

solution. The abnormality diminishes as the concentration of the

racemic compound increases, which must be attributed to the fact that

the excess of the diacetyltartrate undergoes a continuous relative

decrease, its influence in retarding the dissociation thus becoming less.

If temperatures are taken as ordinates and total concentrations as

abscissjp, the freezing points of the solutions of methyl diacetyltartrate

and diacetylracemate and the cryohydrate point of the mixed solutions

He on a straight line, if the racemic compound undergoes complete

v«»i,. LXXXVIII. ii. G
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dissociation in the solution ; where there is partial racemisation, this

is no longer the case. The three dimensional curves, obtained with

the concentrations of the d- and Z-compounds and the temperature as

co-ordinates, also have different forms for the cases where there is

partial racemisation and complete dissociation.

Methyl diacetylracemate also exists partially non-dissociated in

solution in diphenylmetliane or naphthalene, in the latter solvent at

temperatures as high as 80'^. The freezing-point constant for diphenyl-

methane is 71, and not 67 as was stated by Eijkman (Abstr., 1890,

324). Ethyl r-dibromophenylpropionate is partially non-dissociated

in naphthalene solution in presence of the cZ-compound. T. H. P.

Possibility of Resolving Racemic Compounds by Circularly
Polarised Light. The Primary Production of Optically Active
Substances. Alfred Byk {Zeit. jjhysikal. Chem., 1904, 49, 641—687

;

Ber., 1904, 37, 4696—4700).—As a starting point, Cotton's experi-

ment is taken, according to which the d- and /-components of Fehling's

solution possess different coefficients of optical absorption for circularly

polarised light of definite sign. It can also be shown that the positions

of the maxima of optical absorption and of photochemical sensitiveness

coincide, and the conclusion is di-awn that the extent of decomposition

of these sensitive compounds in circulai"ly polarised light is not the

same for each. On the strength of Ostwald's work on the independent

optical absorption of the ions in dilute solution, the author draws the

further conclusion that this difference of sensitiveness persists in the

inactive Fehling solution, and must therefore result in this solution

gradually becoming active under the decompo.^ing influence of circvilarly

polarised light. For the details of each step in this indirect proof,

reference must be made to the original.

The extensive occurrence of optically active compounds in nature

may thus be referi'ed to the production in excess of one kind of circu-

larly polarised light at the earth's surface. This result is reached by
the reflection of the plane polarised i-ays of sunlight from the surface

of the sea, assisted by the influence of the earth's magnetism.

Incidentally it was found that the same effect was produced by
d- and by /-circularly polarised light on sensitive, optically active

photographic preparations (silver tartrate paper and silver bromide

plates sensitised with chlorophyll). The progressive dissociation with

dilution of a racemic salt was followed in the case of Fehling's solution,

and it was shown that the production of the racemic salt obtained by
mixing d- aud /-Fehling's solutions is accompanied by a change of

colour. J. C. P.

Formation of Salts in Solution, especially in the Case of
Substances Exhibiting Tautomerism (Pseudo-acids, Pseudo-
bases). I. Julius W. Bkuhl and Hkinrich Schkodeu (iSTetV. y>/<y»/Aa/.

Chem., 1904, 50, 1—42).—Full details are given of the spectrochemical

investigation of the esters of camphorcarboxyiic acid and the sodium
derivatives formed from these. The chief conclusions arrived at have

already been reported (Abstr., 1904, i, 646 and 969). As a further

and secondary result of the investigation, following from observations

1
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made on the variation of .the specific refraction of sodium ia methyl

and ethyl alcohols and its constancy in amyl alcohol (see Abstr., 1904,

i, 969), it seems that the value of the specific refraction for the sodium

ion is 12—15 per cent, less than the value for sodium in an unionised

compound. J. C. P.

Luminescope for Comparing Substances under the Influ-

ence of Radium Rays. C. S. Staxfobd Webster (/. Soc. Chem.
Lid., 1904, 23, 1185—1186).—The instrument has been designed

to facilitate the comparison of different substances in regard to their
" glow " and scintillating power under the influence of radium
rays. It resembles the spinthariscope, but the draw tube with the

system of lenses is mounted on one side of a circular metal box which
contains a metal disc carrying four screens. By turning a handle, the

disc can be rotated and the screens brought into position under the

observation tube as required. One of the screens is temporarily fixed

by wire-spring clips and can be replaced at will. H. M. D.

Induced Radioactivity. Karl A. Hofmaxx, L. Goxder, and
Valentin Wolfl (A/di. Physik, 1904, [iv], 15, 615—632. Compare
Abstr., 1902, ii, 261, 397 ; 1903, ii, 402).-Although a uranium salt

can be separated into a more and a less active portion, the two por-

tions finally exhibit the same activity (compare Becquerel, Abstr.,

1902, ii, 117), so that uranium is itself a radioactive element. When
small quantities of salts of other metals are dissolved in concentrated

solutions of uranium nitrate, and, after a few weeks, are separated

from the uranium by chemical methods, the precipitated sulphate, sul-

phide, or oxalate, as the case may be, is found to have an induced
radioactivity, which gradually disappeai*s. The degree of activity of the

precipitate def)ends on the nature of the inactive metal it contains
;

thus the activity ti-ansmitted to lead and bismuth sulphides is much
greater than that ti-ansmitted under similar conditions to the sulphides

of palladium, platinum, and mercury. When two inactive metals
acquire an induced activity from the same uranium solution, their

relative activity is independent of the order in which they have been
separated from the solution. When the metals are arranged according

to the relative activity induced under the above conditions, the order

is roughly the same, whether uranium or radium is used as the inducing
agent, but is quite different when radiolead or i-adiobismuth is the

inducing agent. For iridium, palladium, rhodium, and platinum are

distinguished by the marked activity which is induced iu them by
radiolead. The chloride in each case was kept for three weeks in

common solution with radiolead chloride, and then the metal was pre-

cipitateil by formaldehyde or hyilroxylamine. The o-activity thus
induct d on these metals is reuiove<l on ignition at a bright reil heat,

but the yS-activity is only slightly diminished by that treatment. This
observation leads to the suggestion that the a-activity is occluded, but,

in conflict with this view, it has been shown for platinum that the

activity of the metal is not greater than that of the sulphide obtained

by precipitation from the same radiolead solution. At the ordinary

temperature, the inducetl /3-activity disappears more rapidly than the

G—

2
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a-activity. When the metals palladium, iridium, and silver (platinum

and gold in a less degree) in the solid form have been immersed for

several days in an active lead chloride solution, obtained from pitch-

blende and kept at 60°, they exhibit marked radioactivity. When
active bismuth salts prepared from pitchblende are used as inducing

agents in the manner previously described, they lose their own activity

and do not regain it, in contrast to the i-adiolead preparations. The
process of induction is supposed to consist in the emission of particles

from the primarily active substance, those particles adhering then to

the atoms and ions which are susceptible to the induction. J, C. P.

Action of Radium Rays on Caoutchouc. Rudolf Ditmar
{Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1652—1653; from Gummi-Zeit., 19, 3—4.
Compare Abstr., 1904, i, 757).—The power of radium rays of pene-

trating caoutchouc has been examined by Madame Curie's radiographic

method. A "concentrated" preparation of de Haen's radium barium
bromide was used, but the action of this substance was not sufficiently

powerful to induce radioactivity in the caoutchouc itself. The follow-

ing conclusions have been derived from the results of the experiments

of the author and the investigations of Madame Curie. The radium
I'ays (y-rays) penetrate both crude and vulcanised rubber, but the

former more readily than the latter, probably owing to its porosity.

Caoutchouc itself may be rendered radioactive (Madame Curie). The
loss of activity of caoutchouc in air does not take place in accordance

with the law which usually obtains for solids. E. W, W.

Variation of the Resistance of Bismuth in a Feeble
Magnetic Field. C. Carpim {Nuovo Cim., 1904, [v], 8,

171—186).—The variation of the resistance of bismuth in both feeble

and strong magnetic fields is a hyperbolic function of the strength of

field, and is also a sine function of the angle made by the coil of bis-

muth with the lines of force. No hysteresis phenomena were observed

on changing the strength of field. When an alternating current is em-
ployed, the change of resistance is far smaller than with the corre-

sponding direct current. The curves appear to depend in a very com-

plicated manner on the amplitude and period of the alternating

current. T. H. P.

Electric Conductivity of Phosphorus Emanation and of
Freshly Prepared Gases. Eugene Bloch (Ann.Chim. Phys., 1905,

[viii], 4, 25—144. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 206 ; 1904, ii, 117).—
The electric conductivity of dry air which has passed over phosphorus

or of freshly prepared gases (such as hydrogen or carbon dioxide ob-

tained by the action of acid on metals or marble respectively) is in

each case due to the same cause, namely, the presence of ions which
differ in their mobility and their coefficient of recombination from the

ordinary ions. M. A. W.

Electrolytic Conductivity of Colloidal Solutions. C. E.

Mau-itano {Conipt. rend, 1904, 139, 1221—1223).—Carefully purified
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colloidal solutions have au electrolytic conductivity greater than thai

of water ; this is, however, due to the small quantity of soluble electro-

lytes unavoidably present in such solutions, and not to the colloidal

granules themselves, which appear to be without electric charge, for

the clear liquid obtained after tiltering a colloidal solution through a

collodion membrane has the same electrolytic conductivity as the

original solution or the residual liquid rich in colloidal granules ; thus

a solution of ferric chloride, which had been heated to 100^ and con-

tained 0-371 per cent, of chlorine and 0-132 per cent, of iron, had

^ = 0-02301, the clear colourless filtrate contained 0-367 per cent, of

chlorine and 0077 per cent, of iron, and had ^ = 002299, and the

residual colloidal liquid contained 0-380 per cent, of chlorine, 182

per cent, of iron, and had k = 0*02273, and similar results were

obtained with colloidal solutions of arsenic pentasulphide, or white of

egg, M. A. W.

Conductivities of Certain Electrolytes in Water, Methyl
and Ethyl Alcohols, and Mixtures of these Solvents.

Relation between Conductivity and Viscosity. Harry C. Jones

and Charles G. Carroll {Amer. Chem. J., 1904, 32, 521—583.
Compare Jones and Lindsay, Abstr., 1903, ii, 55).—The conductivity

of cadmium iodide has been determined at 0° and 25° in water, methyl

and ethyl alcohols, and mixtures of water with each of these alcohols.

The determinations were made at dilutions varying from 16 to 256.

The results show that cadmium iodide does not exhibit a minimum in

mixtures of methyl alcohol and water at 25°, but that a minimum
appears at 0° in a mixture containing 75 per cent, of the alcohol at

concentrations of not less than 64, but disappears at greater dilutions.

In mixtures of ethyl alcohol and water at 25^, no minimum is

observed.

Determinations of the conductivity of sodium iodide at 0° and 25°

in water and in methyl alcohol of 25, 50, and 75 per cent, strength

have shown that a minimum is exhibited, but is more pronounced at

0° than at 25°. At 25°, a minimum occurs in 75 per cent, methyl

alcohol at a concentration of 32, but beyond this dilution the minima
are only observed in the 50 per cent, mixture. At 0°, the minimum
appears in the 50 per cent, mixture only.

The conductivity of solutions of calcium nitrate in water, methyl

alcohol, ethyl alcohol, and mixtures of each of these alcohols with

water was determined at 0° and 25°, but in no case was a minimum
observed.

Determinations of the conductivity of hydrogen chloride in methyl

alcohol of 50, 69-75, 90, and 100 per cent, strength gave results which

show that in each case the molecular conductivity decreases as the

concentration increases. In the 69*75 per cent, mixture, a maximum
is obtaine<l both at 0° and 25°. In the 90 per cent, mixture, the

results are regular, and a limiting value is reached at a dilution of

15767. It is found that hydrochloric acid shows a minimum both in

the 69-75 and the 90 per cent, mixtures. At 25°, the minimum
appears at a dilution 17875, and at 0° it appears at all dilutions.

The conductivity of soilium acetate in acetic acid of 25, 50, 75, and
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100 per cent, strengths was determined at 25"^, but the results were
irregular and led to no definite conclusions.

The dissociation of potassium iodide, sodium iodide, ammonium
bromide, ammonium iodide, and lithium nitrate in 50 per cent, methyl
alcohol was calculated from conductivity determinations. In the case

of potassium and sodium iodides, it was found that the dissociation is

greater in the mixture of methyl alcohol and water than in either of

the pure solvents, and that the dissociation of potassium bromide is

greater in the mixture than in pure water.

The dissociation of hydrochloric acid in methyl alcohol of 6975 per

cent, strength is also greater than in water at the corresponding

dilution, but this is not the case for the 90 per cent, alcohol.

The dissociation of potassium and sodium iodides in water, methyl
alcohol, and ethyl alcohol is found to agree quantitatively with the

hypothesis of Dutoit and Aston (Abstr., 1897, ii, 456).

It is suggested that the greater dissociation found in the 50 per

cent, mixture of methyl alcohol and water is due to the presence of a

hydrate, CHg'OHjSH^jO, formed by the association of four simple mole-

cules, whereas in water the number of molecules associated with one
another at the ordinary temperature is less than four.

An explanation has been suggested by Jones and Lindsay [loc. cit.)

to account for the occurrence of the minimum point in the conductivity

values. It is now shown, however, that this explanation is not alto-

gether satisfactory, and that the decrease in the conductivity of

electrolytes in binary mixtures of various alcohols and water, some-

times accompanied by a minimum conductivity, is due mainly to a

diminution in the fluidity, produced on mixing the solvent:^, and the

consequent decrease in ionic mobility.

The hypothesis of Kohlrausch (Abstr., 1903, ii, 403) that each ion

is invested with an atmosphere of the solvent of considerable thickness

is shown to be true in the case of binary electrolytes, not only in

aqueous solutions, but also in methyl and ethyl alcohols.

The relation between conductivity, association, and viscosity is

discussed, and the hypothesis is put forward that the conductivities of

comparable, equivalent solutions of binary electrolytes in certain

solvents, such as methyl and ethyl alcohols and aceton^, are inversely

proportional to the coefficient of viscosity of the solvent and directly

proportional to its association factor. This relation has been tested

in a number of cases and found to be true in each.

The results of the experiments are tabulated and are also plotted as

curves. E. G.

Relation between the Size of the Molecular Complex and
the Temperature-coefficient of Expansion in Different States
of Aggregation. Wiliielji A^aubel (J. pr. Chem., 1904, [ii], 70,
503—508).—As the molecular vibrations and the consequent tempera-

ture-coefiicients of expansion of a substance in the gaseous and in the

liquid states of aggregation must be in direct proportion to the size

of the moledules, it is proposed to calculate the number of gas-molecules

associated in the liquid-molecule from the relation to each other of

the coefficients.

I
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The results so obtained agree with those from other methods for

chlorine, bromine, phosphorus, bisaiuth, wat-er, ether, acetone, and

methyl, ethyl, and propyl alcohols; in most other cases, the results are

too high. Contrary to previous determinations of the molecular

weights of homologous series of organic compounds in the liquid state,

the value obtained by the present method increases with the vapour

density. G. Y.

Effect of Mechanical Vibration on Carbon Dioxide near
the Critical Temperature. Walter P. Bradley. A. W. Browne,
and C. F. Hale {Physical lievieir, 1904, 19, 258—272).—When a

-ystem containing both liquid and gaseous carbon dioxide between

temoeratures of 29'^ and 31 '2° is subjected in a Cailletet apparatus to

proper mechanical vibration, a peculiar fog effect is produced. Thi?.

is due, not to impurities in the gas, but to a change of state in the

liquid and vapour phases, resulting respectively in the formation of

minute bubbles and drops. The change of state is produced by
altern ite compression and dilatation effected by the vibrations of a

steel rod clamped to the pressure jacket of the apparatus. Under
given conditions of temperature, pressure, length of mercury column,

and relative volume of the phases, vibrations of a certain definite

pitch are required in order to produce the fog effect. The present

paper deals with the measurement of variables determining the pitch

of the effective vibrations. J. C. P.

Regularities in Homologous Series. Otto Biach {Zeit.

pinjsikal. Chem , Ut(>4, 50, 43—64).—It is well known that in certain

Jiomologous series the melting point alternately rises and falls (com-

pare also Lamouroux, Abstr., 1899, i, 479; Henry, ibid., 735), and
in the pre.sent paper the author attempts to show that this oscillatory

variation is characteristic of all physical constants. Wlien the

constants them-elves vary more or less regularly, their differences ujay

be found to oscillate, or the differences between the.se first differences

may exhibit the required peculiarity. By way of explanation, the

luthor makes tlie supposition that the valency of hydrogen is not

•.xactly one-fourth that of carbon. J. C. P.

Rate of Chemical Auto-heating (Adiabatic Reewtion
Kinetics). George Bredk; and F. Epstein {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1904,

42, 341—352).—A theoretical paper in which the following question

is discussed. Given a chemically reactive system of the initial concen-

tration a and having at constant temperature the rate constant kTx,
which is variable with the temperature T'j., whilst in the reaction in (jues-

tion the amount of he it, </, is evolved for Oiich formula-weight, g ; it being
assumed that tlie reaction j)roceeds in a vessel imj>ermeable to heat, so

that the system is thus lieated or cooled by its own heat of reaction.

After what j)eriod of time, z, will a definite temperature Tx and at

the same time a definite chemical transformation, x, be reached ?

To illustrate the equations deduced, the action 2H20j = 2HjO -^ O,
was studied under the catalytic influence of potassium iodide and, so

far as possible, under adiabatic conditions. At a definite time, a
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mixture of liydrogen peroxide and potassium iodide was introduced into

a Dewar-Weinhold flask and the auto-heating of the system estimated
after definite intervals of time. A. McK.

Some Thermochemical Rules relating to the Possibility and
Prognostication of Reactions. Marcellin Berthelot {Compt.
rend., 1904, 139, 1005—1009).—A theoretical paper not suitable for

abstraction. M. A. W.

Thermochemical Studies. Daniel Lagerloff (J. p*. Chem.,

1904, [ii], 70, 521—559. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 382, 605).—The
conclusion of the author's mathematical discussion of the theory of

the heat of formation of carbon compounds. G. Y.

Combustion of Sulphur in the Calorimetric Bomb. H. Giran
{Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 1219—1221).—The author has measured the

heat of combustion of sulphur in oxygen in a calorimetric bomb under
varying pressures, estimated the sulphur dioxide and sulphur ti'ioxide

in the gaseous products, and calculated the heat of formation of sulphur
dioxide under different pressures ; the results show that the heat of

formation of sulphur dioxide and the proportion of sulphur converted
into the trioxide increase with the pressure, and the following table

comprises the results :

Ratio of

weight of sulphur
Heat of converted into trioxide to

Pressure. formation of SOo. total weight of sulphur.

1 atnios.
2 -.5 ,,

5

10 „
15 „
20 ,,

2;')
,,

30 ,,

3;'.
,,

40 „
45 „

It is probable that the increase with the pressure in the heat of

formation of sulphur dioxide is due to the formation of a higher oxide

of sulphur, as the residue contained in the bomb shows the

characteristic properties of the anhydride of persulphuric acid.

The heat of formation of sulphur dioxide under atmospheric pressure

is 69-80 Cal. M. A. W.

Villari's Critical Point in the Case of Nickel. K. Honda and

S. Shimezu (Aim. Physik, 1904, [iv], 15, 855—859).—The authors

adhere to their former conclusion {Ann. Physik, 1904, [iv], 14, 791),

that nickel does not exhibit this critical point. J. C. P.

Fusion of Dissociating Compounds and the Degree of

Dissociation of the Fused Substance. Robert Kremann
{Monatsh., 1904, 25, 1215—12G9).—From theoretical considerations, it

69-80 Ca
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is shown that, if curves are coustructed with melting points as

ordinates and molecular percentages of one substance, which forms an

additive compound with the other, as abscissie, the more strongly the

additive compound dissociates on melting, the flatter is the curve near

the maximum at its melting point.

The melting point of the additive compound is affected less by

addition of one of the components than of an indifferent substance, as

the former takes part in the equilibrium between the additive com-

|X)und and its components. The molecular depression of the melting

point of the additive compound is calculated from the heat of fusion,

or is determined directly by addition of indifferent substances, unless

these act as solvents, when the molecular depi'essioa produced increases

with the dielectric constant.

The extent to which the additive compound dissociates on melting

can be determined within 1 per cent, by comparison of the theoretical

with the experimental curve. The additive compound of aniline with

phenol has the molecular depression of the melting point, A = 0'278^

and, when fused, dissociates to the extent of 20 per cent. The curve

for mixtures of phenol and picric acid has eutectic points at 36^ and
80^ for mixtures containing 7 and 59 molecular per cent, respectively

of picric acid ; the additive compound has A = 0*401° and a dissocia-

tion degree of 27 per cent. For mixtures of trinitrotoluene and
naphthalene, the curve has eutectic points at 72^ and 71^, representing

12 and 85 molecular per cent respectively of trinitrotoluene ; the

additive compound melts at 96 '5^. The curve for the mixtures of

naphthalene and picric acid (compare Saposchnikcft' and Rdultowsky,
Abstr., 1904, i, 399) has eutectic points at 78° and 111^ for mixtures

containing 4 and 92 molecular per cent, respectively of picric acid
;

the additive compound melts at 147^. The mixtures of nitroso-

dimethylaniline and aniline show eutectic points at - 10° and 75^,

represnnting 2*5 and 90 molecular per cent, respectively of nitroso-

dimethylaniline ; the additive compound contains 33 molecular per

cent, of aniline, melts at 93^, has A = 0202°, and, when melted,

dissociates to the extent of 15 per cent. G. Y.

Influence of Substitution in the Components on the
Equilibrium of Binary Solutions. Robert Kremann {Monatsh.,

1904, 25, 1271—1310. Compare foregoing abstract).—The melting
point curve of mixtures of 2 : 4-dinitrotoluene and naphthalene has

eutectic points at 53^ and 56^ for mixtures containing 28 and 69
molecular per cent, respectively of naphthalene ; the maximum for

the additive compound is 59°. The curve for mixtures of nitrotoluene

and naphthalene falls to one eutectic jx)int at 27° for a mixture con-

taining 38 molecular per cent, of nitrotoluene. The curve for mix-
tures of trinitrobenzene and naphthalene falls to eutectic points at 77"

and 114° for mixtures containing 8 and 88 per cent, respectively of

naphthalene; the maximum for the additive compound (Hepp, Abstr.,

1883, 317) lies at 151 '. The curve for mixtures of m-dinitrobenzene
and naphthalene falls to eutectic points at 503^ and 50 5' for

mixtures containing 60 and 42 molecular per cent, of naphthalene .

the curve between the eutectic jxjints is extremely Hat, the maximum
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the melting of the easily dissociated additive compounds, lies at 50-8°

;

such mixtures are termed by the author i/^-isomorphic. The curve for

mixtures of nitrobenzene and naphthalene falls to one eutectic point at
- 6*8° for a mixture containing 14 molecular per cent, of naphthalene.
The curve for mixtures of o-nitrophenol and naphthalene has one

eutectic point at 30^ for a mixture containing 30 molecular per cent,

of naphthalene.

The curve for mixtures of ^?-nitrophenol and naphthalene falls to a
eutectic point at 73° for a mixture cDntaining 77 molecular per cent,

of naphthalene.

The curve for mixtures of s-trinitrobenzene and aniline has a
eutectic point at 101° for a mixture containing 18 molecular per cent,

of aniline, and another at - 6° for a mixture containing 0'3—0'7

molecular per cent, of trinitrobenzene ; the maximum at 125° repre-

sents an equimolecular mixture.

The curve for mixtures of m-dinitrobenzene and aniline falls from
the melting point of di nitrobenzene to 40°, where there is a break, and
then to a eutectic point at - 8° for a mixture containing 4 molecular

per cent, of ?rt-dinitrobenzene ; the break at 40° represents an additive

compound containing 20 molecular per cent, of 7??-dinitrobenzene,

which melts at 40"^.

Mixtures of nitrobenzene and aniline give a curve which falls to a

eutectic point at - 29 8° for a mixture containing 41 molecular per
cent, of nitrobenzene.

The cui've for mixtures of trinitrotoluene and aniline falls to eutectic

points at 60° and — 8° for mixtures containing 85 and 1"5 molecular

per cent, respectively of trinitrotoluene ; the maximum between the

eutectic points is 85°.

The curve for mixtures of dinitrotoluene and aniline falls in an
almost straight line from the melting point of the former to a eutectic

point at —13° for a mixture containing 11 molecular per cent, of

dinitrotoluene.

The curve for mixtures of nitrotoluene and aniline has one eutectic

point at - 17° for a mixture containing 15 molecular per cent, of

nitrotoluene. G. Y.

Additive Compounda of Nitrosodimethylaniline. Robert
Kreman.v {MonatsJi., 1904, 25, 1311—1329. Compare foregoing

abstracts).— Examination of the melting point curves for mixtures of

nitrosodimethylaniline w'ith jo-toluidine, o-toluidine, «i-xylidine,

/?-naphthylamine, and phenol shows that the following additive com-

pounds are formed. The percentages are in molecular equivalents.

The additive compound with ^>toluidine contains 66'6 per cent, of

nitrosodimethylaniline ; the eutectic points at 28° and 48'5'' represent

mixtures containing 27 and 33'4 per cent, of ^>-toluidine.

Tlie additive compound with o toluidine contains 66 j^r cent, of

nitrosodimethylaniline, and melts at about 70°; the eutectic points at

67° and below - 18° repi'esent mixtures containing 26 and over 95

per cent, of o-toluidine.

The additive compound with )8-naphthylamine contains 60 per cent,

of nitrosodimethylaniline and melts at 86°; the eutectic points at 81°
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and 75° represent mixtures containing 35 and 82 per cent, of nitroso-

dimethylaniline. The additive compound with phenol contains 66*6

per cent, of nitrosodimethvlaniline and melts at 9P; the eutectic

points at 24^ and 74" represent mixtures containing 21 and 88 per

cent, of nitrosodimethvlaniline.

Two additive compounds are formed with ?/i-xylidine : the one

contains 60 per cent, of nitrosodimethvlaniline and melts at 48^; the

other contains 25 per cent, of nitrosodimethvlaniline and melts at 26°
;

the eutectic points at 46"5°, 25^, and below -11^ i-epresent mixtures

containing 63, 30, and about 2 per cent, of nitrosodimethylaniline.

The melting point curve for mixtures of nitrosobenzene and aniline

falls to a eutectic point at — 13" for a mixture containing 19 per cent.

of aniline ; no additive compound is formed. G. Y.

Polymerisation in the Liquid and Solid States. George G,

LoNGiNESCU {Ann Sci. Univ. Jassy, 1904, 3, 26—34. Compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 112: 1903, ii, 531).—Making use of the relationship

{TIC.DY = ?', conclusions are drawn in regard to the state of aggregation

of a number of organic substances containing bromine or iodine, of

several organo-metallic compounds, and of various inorganic substances

in the solid or liquid condition. The bromo- and iodo-derivatives and
the organo-metallic compounds consist of simple molecules ; this is

also the case for the chlorides and bromides of arsenic and antimony,
for chromyl chloride, germanium chloride, nickel carbonyl, lead tetra-

chloride, and selenium oxychloride. Other inorganic compounds, for

example, lead chloride, lead bromide, and cadmium chloride, consist of

very complex molecules, the association factor being greater than 50.

The value of C appears to hi a function of the atomic weights of

the constituent elements, and a method of ascertaining it is described.

The relationship is al.so applied to the elements, and the molecular
complex'ty of 45 elements in the solid state and 13 in the liquid state

is deduced. It would appear that carbon, silicon, lithium, and calcium

ontain more than 200 atoms in the molecule, glucinum, magnesium,
ud strontium more than 100. Sodium and potassium ai){)ear to be
aore highly polymerised in the liquid than in the solid state. Gener-
lUj speaking, in any periodic group the degree of polymerLsat ion

decreases as the atomic weight increases. H. ^M, D.

Distribution of Soluble Substances between Water and
Amyl Alcohol. W.m.teu IIerz and Herbert Fischer {Ber.,

1904, 37, 4746—4753).—Measurements are given of the constants of

distribution between water and amyl alcohol of several acids and
bases. In the case of the weaker acids (phenol and acetic acid), a
constant value is obtained for all concentrations, bjt in the cise of the
stronger acids (succinic, oxalic, and picric acids) allowance has to be
made for their degi'ee of dis-sociation, a constant value for different

' mcentrations being then obtained for the distribution of the undis.so-

lat^d substance. With the ba.ses ammonia, methylamine, and tricthyl-

imine, the constant is independent of the concentration.
The distribution ratio of iodine between the two solvents is constant
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iov all conceutratioiis. But with iimyl alcohol aud aqueous potass-

ium iodide very different values are obtained for different concen-
trations, the I'atio being also dependent on the nature of the potassium
iodide solution. W. A. D.

Determination of Molecular Weights in Solid Solutions.
Friedrich W. KiJSTER [with Walter WUrfel] (^eit. physikal. Chem.,
1904, 50, 65—80. Compare A bstr., 1894, ii, 274; 1895, ii, 439).—The
freezing point curve for mixtures of ^;-dichloro- and |>dibromo-benzenes
ascends regularly from the freezing point of the former to that of the
latter, and is slightly convex to the concentration axis. The separating

.solid in each case is therefore an isomorphous mixture of the two consti-

tuents. The composition of the liquid phase in equilibrium with each
isomorphous mixture may be deduced from, its boiling point, for the

boiling point cvirve of mixtures of the two substances is regular and
somewhat similar in form to the freezing point curve. The solubility

of the isomorphous mixtures in slightly diluted ethyl alcohol has also

been determined, and these solubility experiments indicate that the

molecules of the crystallised compounds are on the average greater than
CgH^Cla and C^H.Brg, but smaller than (CgH^CIg).^ and (CeH^Br,)^.

The increase of solubility from the value for pure /)-dibromobenzene
is nearly proportional to the percentage of ^>dichlorobenzeDe in the

isomorphous mixture.

Mixtures of 2 : 4 : 6-trichlorophenol and 2:4: 6-tribromophenol have
been similarly investigated. The former compound is dimorphous,
and the form Avhich primarily separates on solidification is labile at

the ordinary temperature. Tribromophenol does not exhibit dimor-
phism, and the form in which it separates on solidification is iso-

morphous with that form of tiichlorophenol which is stable at the

ordinary temperature. The freezing point of each compound is lowered

by the addition of the other, and mixed crystals separate from the

liquid mixtures ; the mixed crystal series, however, exhibits a gap.

The solubility of mixtures of the two substances in dilute methyl
alcohol was studied. It is found that whilst the composition of the

solutions changes regularly, the mixed crystals in equilibrium with the

solutions undergo at one point an abrujit change both in appearance

and in composition. When the concentrations of the chloro- and bromo-

compounds in solution are plotted against the molecular concentration

of the bi'omo-compound in the solid phase, two straight lints are

obtained for each compound, corresponding with the labile and stable

forms. The solubility of each form of trichlorophenol is proportional

to its concentration in the solid phase, the solubility of the labile form
being greater than that of the stable form. In the case of the mixed
crystals containing labile tribromophenol, the solubility of the latter

is proportional to its concentration in the solid phase, but on the other

hand the solubility of the stable form of tribromophenol increa.ses as its

concentration in the solid phase diminishes. This peculiarity is pro-

bably due to an as.sociating tendency on the part of tribromophenol,

and this view is supported by determinations of the molecular weight

in alcoholic solution. J. C. P.

I
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Stoichiometrical Laws and the Atomic Theory. Louis

Henry {Bull. Acad. Roy. Belg., 1904, 975—983).—The author dis-

agrees with Ostwald's view that, since the stoichiometrical laws are

deducible from the principles of chemical dynamics, the atomic theory-

has become unnecessary for this purpose (Trans., 1904, 86. 508).

T. A. H.

Lecture Experiments. [Liquid Ozone. Solid Nitrogen.]
Hugo Ebdmaxk {Ber., 1904, 37, 4739— 4744).—An apparatus is

described for storing and manipulating a solution of liquid ozone in

liquid air : also another apparatus used for the preparation of solid

nitrogen by rapidly Iwiling off the liquid gas, and suitable for demonstra-

tion on the lecture table. E. F. A.

Bunsen Burner with Sieve Attachment. Felix Allihx {Chem.

Zeit., 1905, 29, 34).—A piece of gauze is attached to the top of the

ordinan.- Marshall burner, whereby a tiame is obtained which is

uniformlv hot and especially suitable for heating platinum vessels.

A. McK.

Inorganic Chemistry.

Atomic Weight of Iodine. Paul Kothnee and E. Aeuer
Annalen, 1904, 337. 123— 169).—A preliminary account of this

letermination of the atomic weight of iodine has already been published

Abstr., 1904, ii, 556). Id the present paper, the earlier work on thi.s

abject is discussed, more especially the recent work of Ladenburg. A
letailed account of the methods employed in purifying the material
md of the apparatus used in the various experiments is given. In
liscussing the results, it is pointed out that the new value for the
itomic weight of iodine, 12603 (H=l), agrees more clo.sely with the
values given by Ladenburg (126008) and by Scott (126 01 and 126 03)
ban with Stas's mean value (125-90). K. J. P. O.

Revision of the Atomic Weight of Iodine. Gbegoby P. Baxter
./. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1577— 1595).—Determinations of the
atomic weight of iodine have l)een made by converting a known weight
of pure silver into silver iodide. The silver was dis.solved in nitric

acid, and the solution wa*; diluted with water and afterwards lx)iled to

remove nitrous acid and nitrogen oxides. The solution was now treated
with an excess of ammonia and afterwards with dilute solution of pure
ammonium iodide prepared from highly purified iodine. Great pre-

cautions were taken in the purification of the materials and the collec-

tion of the silver iodide. Two samples of iodine were employed, one of

which was collected in four fractions, the element l>eing lilierated from
hydriodic acid by the action of j)ota.>isium permanganate, which was
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added in four successive quantities, distillation being carried out after

each addition. The average result of 15 experiments gave the atomic
weight of iodine 126-973 (Ag= 107*930), a result which is probably
slightly too low. The very small differences in the results show that

the samples of iodine were identical, and lead to the conclusion that no
new halogen of higher atomic weight than iodine existed in the material
employed in the investigation.

In another series of experiments, the ratio of silver to iodine was
investigated by ascertaining the exact weight of silver required to

combine with a weighed quantity of iodine. The average of three
determinations gave the atomic weight of iodine 126'977.

In a third series of experiments, four determinations of the ratio of

silver iodide to silver chloride were made by converting a weighed
quantity of pure silver iodide into the chloride by heating it in a
quartz crucible in a current of chlorine. Two detex'minations were
made by heating silver iodide in a current of carbon dioxide and
bromine and afterwards in chlorine. From the ratios obtained in these

six experiments, the average atomic weight of iodine was found to be

126 975 (Ag= 107-930 ; CI = 35-467 ; 0= 16). The close agreement of

this result with the average of the results of the first two series indicates

that the atomic weight of iodine is 126-975, and is additional evidence

in favour of the value 35-467 for the atomic weight of chlorine

which was found by Richards and Wells in an investigation hitherto

unpublished.

In connection with the experiments described in this paper, the

sp. gr. of pure fused silver iodide was determined and found to be
5-674 at 25°/4°. E. G.

Flowers of Sulphur and Sublimed Sulphur. A. Domeegub
(Ann. Chilli, anal., 1904, 9, 445—449).—According to the author, the

name of Flowers of sulphur should be restricted to samples which,

when newly made contain a minimum of 33 per cent, of sulphur

insoluble in carbon disulphide. If containing less than this, the name
sublimed sulphur should be applied. L. de K.

Contact Method for the Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid.
Frieduich W. KiJsTER [with Feanke and Geibel] {Zeit. anorg. Chem.,

1904, 42, 453— 469).—Jn order to maintain a uniform current of the

mixture of sulphur dioxide and oxygen, the gases were passed fiom
a copper gasholder, which is described in detail. Platinum, vanadium
pentoxide, and ferric oxide induce for e(jual temperatures the same
state of equilibrium between sulphur dioxide, oxygen, and sulphur

trioxide. Platinum is the most effective of the three catalysts

mentioned and is the only one of technical importance. Water has

considerable influence on the catalytic activity of ferric oxide and
vanadium pentoxide.

The catalytic effect of ferric oxide is impaired- by its sensitiveness

towards mechanical and chemical influences. The effect of increasing

amounts of arsenious oxide on it is gradually to destroy its activity.

Vanadium pentoxide is not, however, so sensitive in this respect.

A. McK.

I
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Raschig's Theory of the Lead-chamber Process. Edward
DiVEES {J. Six. Chem. Ind., 1904, 23, (24), 1178—1182).—The author

gives a resume of the facts adduced in support; of the theories of

Lunge and of Raschig and suggests a modification of Raschig's theory.

According to this view, there is no significant quantity of any oxide of

nitrogen in the actually gaseous part of the contents of the chamber
in those regions where the change is in active operation, but nitrogen

peroxide is present where the activity is much less. On entering the

chamber from the Glover tower, the whole of the oxides of nitrogen

together with sulphur dioxide and water condense to form a mist
;

sulphur dioxide, oxygec, and water then condense together upon the

liquid particles of the mist and unite under the catalytic influence of

the nitrous acid present in the particles.

In Raschig's theory of the chamber process, thei'e is no place for

nitrososulphuric acid, although, according to Lunge, its presence is

certain and of prime importance. In the author's opinion, the nitrous

acid in the liquid mist particles is present in the form of nitroso-

sulphuric acid, which is to be looked on as a mixed anhydride of

pyrosulphuric and nitrous acids, and the mechanism of the process can
be expressed by writing nitroso-sulphuric acid for nitrous acid in
Raschig's equations

:

2KjO + 20N-0-S03H -i- 2S0^ = 2ILSO4 -h 20N-S03H
Nitioso.sulpliuric

"

Xitrososulphonic
acid. acid.

20N-S03H + 20N-0-S03H = 4N0 -f- 20(S03H),
Pyiosulphurio

acid.

4NU 4- O2 -f- 20(S03H)j = iON-O-SOaH.

According to this, two molecules of sulphur dioxide and one molecule
of oxygen are absorbed simultaneously by the liquid mist particles, and
under the influence of the catalyser, which is supposed to be alter-

nately nitrososulphuric acid and nitrososulphonic acid, sulphuric acid is

continuou.sly produced. H. M. D.

Electrolytic Preparation of Persulphates. Coxsoktilm fUr
Elektbochemische Industrie jL- Erich Mlllek (D.R.-P. 155805.

Compare Miiller and Friedberger, Abstr., 1902, ii, 450; and Levi,

Abstr., 1903, ii, 474).— in the preparation of potassium persulphate

by electrolysis without a diaphragm, the yield is greatly increiised by
the addition of hydrofluoric acid, becoming equal to that obtained in

the preparation of ammonium persulphate. Potassium pel sulphate

may thus be prepared directly, instead of by double decora[K)sition

from the ammonium .s;ilt. There is no loss of fluorine, and the anode
remains bright throughout the proce.?s. In the electrolysis of ammo-
nium sulphate, the yield of pei'sulphate is not increased, but no
evolution of nitrogen is ob8erve<l. The influence of fluorine ions on
electrolytic oxidation has been observed by Skirrow (Abstr., 1903,
ii, 69). C. H. D.
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Action of Hydrogen Sulphide on Selenious Acid. I.

Sensitiveness of Selenium Sulphide towards Light. Alexander
GuTBiER and J. Lohmann {Zeit. anorg. Chein., 1904, 42, 325—328).

—

When the yellow hydrosol, obtained by passing hydrogen sulphide

into an aqueous solution of selenious acid, is boiled in presence of

hydrochloric acid, a bright red precipitate is formed. This formation
of the red hydrogel may also be induced by the influence of light.

From the experiments described, it appears that the formation of red

selenium sulphide is conditioned by the foui factors, heat, time, light,

and pressure. A. McK.

Reactions^ between Nitric Oxide and Oxygen or Atmo-
spheric Air. Georg Lunge and E. Berl {Chem. Zeit., 1904, 28,
1243—1245).—The formation of nitric acid by the action of an excess

of oxygen on nitric oxide is chiefly dependent on the amount of water
present. With an optimum of the latter, nitric acid is formed in

quantitative yield ; with larger amounts of water, nitrous acid is

formed in addition, and the more water is present the greater the

amount of nitrous acid formed.

The presence of free nitrogen when atmospheric air is substituted

for oxygen has no appreciable eifect on the reaction, since nitric acid

is also produced in this case in quantitative amount if the optimum
quantity of water is present. The formation of nitric acid is a time-

reaction. A. McK.

A Method for the Preparation of a Mixture of Nitric Oxide
and Nitric Peroxide. J. Matuschek (Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 31).

—

A mixture of nitric oxide and nitric peroxide is formed by the action of

an aqueous solution of ferric chloride on sodium nitrite as represented

by the equations : FcClg + GNaNO., = Fe2(N02)8 -f- 6NaCl and
Fe2(N02)6 -1- 3H2O = Fe2{dH)^, + SNOg + 3N0. Ferrous sulphate or

ferric sulphate may be substituted for ferric chloride in the reaction. If

sodium nitrite is placed under carbon disulphide and hydrated ferric

chloride suspended in carbon disulphide is added, nitric oxide is alone

evolved, the nitric peroxide remaining dissolved in the carbon
disulphide. A. McK.

Theory of the Action of Metals on Nitric Acid. Edward
Divers {J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1904, 23, (24), 1182—1185. Compare
Trans., 1883,43, 443; Veley, Abstr., 1891, i, 525; 1892, i, 410).—Silver
and mercury only act on nitric acid in the presence of nitrous acid,

which acts as catalyst, and molecular quantities of nitrite and nitrate

ai'e primarily produced according to the equation: 2Ag + 2HN03 =
AgNOg + AgNOg { HoO. In this interaction, nitrous acid, nitrogen per-

oxide, and nitric oxide only appear as secondary products. The nitrous

acid is formed by the action of nitric acid on the primary nitrite and the

nitrogen peroxide by the interaction of the nitrous and nitric acids

when the propoi'tion of water is small. Nitric oxide results fi'om the

decomposition of nitrous acid when the proportion of water is large

and that of nitric acid .small.

The primary products of the action of zinc or tin on nitric acid are
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zinc or stannous nitrate and either ammonia, nitrous oxide, or

nitrogen, these three reduction products being produced independently
of each other and without the formation of intermediate products.

The primary formation of hydroxyh\mine only takes place if a stable

acid, such as sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, is present. Nitrous acid

or nitrite only appears as a secondary product, and nitric oxide and
nitrogen peroxide are to be placed in the same category. The author
thinks it possible to place all the metals in regard to their action on
nitric acid in one of the above two classes. Bismuth and copper
belong to the former, whilst all the strongly basic metals belong to

the latter. H. M. D.

Action of Carbon Dioxide on the Hydroxides and Carbon-
ates of the Metals of the Alkalis and Alkaline Earths. Pai:l X.
Raikow {Chem. Zeit., 1904, 28, 124T—1252) —Normal potassium
carbonate in aqueous solution is completely converted into potassium
hydrogen carbonate by an excess of carbon dioxide, no tetracarbonate
being formed. The experiments made did not indicate the existence of

the sesquicarbonate, K^H2(C03)3.
When normal lithium carbonate is dissolved in water containing

carbon dioxide, lithium hydrogen carbonate is probably formed ; a
little lithium tetracarbonate is probably also produced.
By the action of water containing carbon dioxide on normal

sodium carbonate, the latter passes completely into the sodium
hydrogen salt, the intermediate formation of sodium sesquicarbonate
not having been observed. Similarly, in the formation of rubidium
hydrogen carbonate from the normal salt, no tetracarbonate was
formed; calcium, strontium, and barium carbonates respectively, under
similar conditions, did not form tetracarbonates. Evidence is submitted
to indicate the formation of hydrogen carbonates of lithium, calcium,
strontium, and barium when an excess of carbon dioxide is passed
into water containing the hydroxides or normal carbonates of those
metals. A. McK.

Affinity of Alkali Oxides towards Various Anhydrides.
D. G. Gerassimofk {Zeit. anwg. Chem., 1904, 42, 329—340).—The
author has studied the action of sulphur trioxide on alkali tungstates
and vanadates, respectively, and the action of carbon dioxide on the
latter salts and also on alkali niobates, tantalates, titanates, and
aluminates respectively. The avidity of alkali oxides towards carbon
dioxide and sulphur trioxide respectively increases with the molecular
weight of the alkali oxide. This is the case for all systems in which
the following anhydrides take part

:

CO, and SiOj (Wittorf), CO.^ and TiO, (Smith). CO, and WO,, CO,
and VjOj, SO3 and WO3, SO3 and Yp^ (the author).

By compari.son of the relative affinity of the non-volatile anhydrides,
it is found that in the systems where (a) sulphur trioxide and tungsten
trioxide, and (6) sulphur trioxide and vanadium pentoxide are
respectively concerned, vanadium pentoxide has a greater affinity than
tungsten trioxide. When carbon dio.xide competes with one of the

anhydrides, VjOs, Nb-P^, SiOj, WO3, Al^Oj, TiO,, and Ta.Oj, the

VOL. LXXXVIII. ii. 7
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sequence quoted represents the relative affinity of the latter anhydrides.

The following indicates the number of molecules of carbon dioxide

expelled by one molecule of the various anhydrides from two molecules

of sodium carbonate at 880°, where -the partial pressure of the carbon

dioxide is 0-07 atmospheres : V.,05, 2 000 ; Ish.fi^, 1-891 ; SiOg, I'SIO
;

W0„ 1-047 ; AI2O3, 1-019
; TiO^, 0-779 ; Ta^O^, 0-727. A. McK.

Dissociation of Ammonium Chloride in its Analytical
Relations. Luigi Santi {Chem. Centr.,l^Qi, ii, 1625—1626 ; from Boll,

Chim. Farm., 43, 673—681).—Iron drillings are readily attacked by a

hot concentrated solution of ammonium chloride with evolution of

hydrogen and ammonia and yield the comjiound FeCl2,2NH4Cl.
Magnesium powder is attacked even in the cold, forming the double

salt MgClo,2NII^Cl. Calcium, zinc, cerium, manganese, and tin are

also more or less attacked. On heating cobalt and nickel oxides with

dry ammonium chloride, they are reduced to the metallic state, but

other oxides are converted into chlorides. On boiling calcium, nickel,

manganous, and ferrous oxides with a solution of ammonium chloride,

they ai'e converted into chlorides with evolution of ammonia ; sesqui-

oxides, such as ferric oxide, are not attacked. Carbonates of calcium,

magnesium, copper, cobalt, and nickel are also converted into chlorides

with evolution of ammonium carbonate. The sulphides of tin and
antimony are attacked by heating with dry ammonium chloride, whilst

the sulphide of manganese, and in a less degree that of zinc, is

attacked even by solutions of ammonium chloride. Sodium thio-

sulphate solution, on boiling with ammonium chloride, is decomposed

according to the equation Na^S^Og + 2NH^C1 = 2NaCI + H^O 4- 2NH.^ +
ISO^ + S ; if heated on a distilling apparatus, the distillate contains

ammonium sulphide and polysulphide. INlanganates are converted into

permanganates, chromates into dichromates ; the latter then even yield

free chromic acid. Barium dioxide, when treated with ammonium
chloride in the cold, yields hydrogen peroxide, but on heating there is

an abundant formation of oxygen. Potassium persulphate yields

chlorine and nitrogen and even hypochlorous acid. Glucosides (salicin,

amygdalin) are practically unaffected by ammonium chloride.

L. DE K.

[Silver Bichromate.] Otto Mayer {Ber., 1904, 37, 4646).—

A

reply to Autenrieth's claim for priority (Ber., 1904, 37, 3886).

W. A. D.

Certain Properties of the Alloys of Silver and Cadmium.
T. KiKKE KosE (Proc. Roy. Soc, 1904, 74, 218—230).—The investi-

gation consists in a determination of the temperatures of solidification

of alloys of different composition, and in a study of their micro-

structure. Evidence has been obtained of the existence of the com-

pounds AgCdg, AgoCdg, AgCd, Ag.^Cdg, AggCd, and Ag^Cd. The solid

alloys containing from —25 per cent, of silver consist of crystals of

AgCdg set in a matrix of cadmium Those witli 25—40 per cent,

consist of the compound Ag.^Cd.^ set in a matrix which consists mainly

of AgCdg. The 50 per cent, alloy contains crystals of a substance rich

I

I
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in silver set in a matrix consisting mainly of AgCdj. The matrix or

eutectic solidifies at 420°, nearly 300° below the freezing point of tho

crystals. The alloys containing 50—60 per cent, of silver consist,

above 420°, of mixtures of two different solid solutions, one composed

chiefly of the compound AgCd and the other of Ag3Cd.2. Traces of the

eutectic freezing at 420° are still visible. When more than 80 per cent,

of silver is present, the alloys consist of a mistiu-e of two substances

at temperatures between the liquidus and solidus curves, but these

unit« to form a single solid solution at points on the solidus curve.

The alloys containing over 80 per cent, of silver do not ordinarily

undergo segregation, and are practically homogeneous and uniform in

composition. They are well suited as a material for the manufacture
of trial-plates. J. C. P.

Metallic Calcium. Kubt Abjtot {Ber., 1904, 37, 4733—4738.
Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 76).—Metallic calcium, prepared on a large

scale by the electrolysis of fused calcium chloride, has been

examined in detail by tho author. The metal contains traces of

silicon and aluminium as impui'ity, and when acted on by water yields

almost pure hydrogen. The sp. gr. is lo4, but rises to 1"56 on
remelting owing to an increase in the percentage of silicon ; when
purified by distillation, the metal has a sp. gr. 1"52. Calcium melts at
800'^ and sublimes even below this temperature ; the vapour reacts

very vigorously with atmospheric air, and combines with oxygen and
nitrogen even more readily than magnesium does. E. F. A.

Calcium Carbide as an Explosive in Mining Operations.
Marcel P. S. Guedras {Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 1225—1226).—An
explosive mixture of acetylene and air obtained by the action of water
on calcium carbide in a limited space, and fired by means of an
electric spark, can be used for blasting operations in mining, and the

author descriljes a cartridge containing an air chamber and charged
with calcium carbide (50 grams) and water separated by a membrane,
which can be mechanically pierced after the cartridge is placed in the

bore-hole ; after five minutes, the acetylene (15 litres) mixed with the
air is fired electrically. M. A. W.

Preparation of Barium. Antoixe Guntz {Ann. Chlm. Fhi/s.,

1905, [viii], 4, 5— 25).—A resume of work already published (com-

pare Abstr., 1901, ii, 385; 1902, ii, 138; 1903, ii, 369, 410).—The
purest .specimen of the metal obtained contained 98"35 per cent, of

barium, melted at about 850°, and boiled at about 1150°.

M. A. W.

Decomposition of Barium Nitrate by Heat. E. Ba.sch

{Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29. 31).—The author corroborates Gottlieb's

results (Abstr., 1904, ii, 403). A. McK.

Decomposition of Alkaline Earth Carbonates by Alkali
Chlorides in Presence of Water. H. Cantom and G. Gonifei.iA

{Bull. .Soc. chivi., 1905, [iii], 33, 13—27. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 334).

—The influence of temperature, time, and concentration on the rate of

7—2
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decomposition of barium carbonate by solutions of potassium and
sodium chlorides has been investigated, and some further observations
have been made on the action of sodium, potassium, and ammonium
chlorides on alkaline earth carbonates at the ordinary temperature over
comparatively long periods. The results, which are tabulated and
graphically represented in the original, show that under all conditions
the action of potassium chloride on barium carbonate is initially

greater than that of sodium chloride, and increases more rapidly with
increase of concentration, rise of temperature, and lapse of time,
although the last factor exerts less influence than the two former in

differentiating the action of the two chlorides. At the ordinary tempera-
ture, the activity of the three chlorides diminishes in the following
order : ammonium, potassium, sodium ; whilst the resistance of the
three alkaline earth carbonates towards all three chlorides increases

in the order : barium, calcium, strontium. Sjlutions of sodium or

potassium chloride have practically no action on strontium carbonate.

T. A. H.

Silicates. IV. Eduard Jokdis and E. H. Kanteb {Zeit. anorg.

Chem., 1904, 42, 418—432. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 475, 542,

595).—Details are given of the preparation and analysis of the silicates

of the alkaline earths previously described.

In concentrated barium hydroxide folutions, the metasilicate,

BaSi03,II.,0, is formed. By the action of strontium hydroxide on
metasilicic acid, a compound was obtained containing 2/3SrO to ISiO^

;

another preparation contained the proportion l/3SrO : ISiOj.

By the action of calcium hydroxide on silicic acid, the metasilicate

was not formed, but a compound containing 2/3CaO : ISiO.,.

The reaction between silicic acid and calcium hydroxide in presence

of 1/1 mol. calcium chloinde solution was studied. Mixtures were

obtained.

The authors were unable to confirm the results of Wahl (Abstr.,

1902, ii, 501), who claims to have obtained the silicate BaSiOgjGH^O
by the action of barium hydroxide on quartz. A. McK.

Separation of Glucinum from Aluminium and Iron. G. van

OoKDT (D.R.-P. 155466).—The salts of glucinum with fatty acids

dissolve in chloroform (Lacombe, Abstr., 1902, ii, 122). Glucinum
may be separated from aluminium and iron by converting the mixed
salts into acetates, dige^ting with glacial acetic acid, and exti^acting

with chloroform, in which the pure glucinum acetate only dissolves.

The treatment with glacial acetic acid is necessary in order to convert

the insoluble acetate into the crystalline form, soluble in chloroform,

A solution of glucinum hydroxide in hydrochloric acid is quite

colourless when free from iron. C. H. D.

Salts and Substances for Incandescent Lighting. Hans
BuNTE {Cliem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1627—1628; from J. Gasbel, 47,

1011— 1013).—Since Eitner has found that the temperature of the

Bunsen flame is itself considerably higher (1390—1545°) than that of
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the mantle at corresponding points (1265—1395°), the temperature of

the latter cannot be appreciably affected by a catalytic action of the

incandescent mass. According to Schmidt, the light emitted by pure

thorium oxide become-i of a bluer tint as the temperature rises, whilst

the nature of the I'ght from cerium oxide is the same at all tem-

peratures of the flame. When the proportion of cerium oxide to

thorium oxide is gradually increased to 0'5 per cent., the luminosity of

the mantle becomes greater, and the light of a bluer tint. Further

addition of cerium oxide up to I "5 per cent, still increases the luminosity,

but the light now appears to be tinged with red. The illuminating

power is decreased by larger proportions of cerium oxide, and the

character of the light approaches more and more to that emitted by
the pure oxide. The first effect of rise of temperature is to increase

the blue rays, but when the light has attained a great intensity, all

the rays are affected in practically the same way. It has been found

that when mantles of different weights but of the same composition

are employed, the light obtained from the heavier mantles is not so

blue as that emitted by the lighter. The high temperatui-e of the

cerium oxide in the flame is partly due to its state of division and
partly to the small amount present, whilst the lighting effect is

primarily the result of selective radiation. E. W. W.

The Element Z8. P. E. Lecoq de Boisbaudran (Compt. rend.,

1904, 139, 1015—1016).—Contrary to the statement of XJrbain

(compare this vol., ii, 35), the author maintains that the elementary

nature of Z8 was fully establishetl by him in 1895 (compare Abstr.,

1896, ii, 249), although he did not succeed in obtaining the element free

irom dy.'iprosium. M. A. W.

Basic Alumino-silicates contaioing Haloids. Z. Wevbero
'{C'entr. Min., 1904, 729—734).—By fusing kaolin with calcium
chloride, Gorgeu (Abstr., 1888, 228) obtained tetrahedra of the
compound 3SiO.„3Al.,03.60:iO,2CaCl.^. This result is confirmed, and by
fusing kaolin with calcium bromide, tetrahedra with the composition

5.SiO.„8A1.203,12CaO,4C'aBr., were obtained. In both cases, prismatic

crystiils of another alumino-silicate were al.so formed. Kaolin, when
fused with a small amount of calcium bromide, gave tetragonal prisms
with the composition SiO.„Al.,03,2t'aO. L. J. S.

Products of Weathering of Silicates in Clay, Volcanic and
'Laterite Soils respectively. Jakob M. van Bemmelex {Zeit. anorg.

Chem., 1904, 42, 265—314. Compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 70).— In soils

where the products of weathering contain much alumina relatively to

silica, all determinations of silica made by extracting it with hydro-
chloric acid are without value, since the extraction is incomplete. If,

however, the soil, after treatment with hydrochloi-ic acid, isf agitated

ibr .several minutes with dilute sodiuin or |x)tassium hydroxide at about
•50°, the residual silicic acid is dissolved.

The ratio of alumina to silica as determined in a large number of

the products of weathering of alluvial plastic clays, soils of volc;inic

origin, and laterite soils resjxjctively was not constant. In ordinary
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alluvial clays, the portion extracted from the disintegrated silicate by
hydrochloric or by sulphuric acid indicated that the weathering had
taken place in a single stage, whilst with the volcanic and laterite soils

examined, various stages of weathering were recognisable, the products
consisting of a mixture of silicates. The progress of the weathering
was best exhibited with the laterites, the final product being in those

cases hydrargillite.

The metals of the alkalis and of the alkaline earths are also present
in varying amounts in the products of weathering examined, but not in

sufficient amount to conclude that chemical compounds were present of

the composition 7«(Si02),?i(Al203),o(MO),/;(H20), where m, n, o, and p
are whole numbers. The amount of those bases present diminishes the
further the weathering has proceeded.

Estimations of the amount of water in air-dried clays showed that

ordinary clays contain very little water, which is lost at 15° when the
clay is exposed to an atmosphere dried with concentrated sulphuric acid.

They contain about 2H2O, which is lost at a higher temperature. The
laterites examined contained more than 2H2O.
The more basic the products of weathering are, the more readily do

they dissolve in hydrochloric acid.

The amount of iron oxide in various soils was also determined.
This iron oxide generally contains at the ordinary temperature a little

more than IHgO and at 100° rather under IHgO.
The constitution of the silicates obtained by the weathering of clays

and the process of weathering itself are discussed.

Tables of the various analyses made are appended. A. McK.

Absorption of "Water by Clay. Jakob M. van Bemmelen {Zeit.

anorg. Chem., 1904, 42, 314—324).—Various soils were dried at 100°

and the percentage of water absorbed at 15° under varying vapour
pressures Avas estimated. The process of absorption is reversible ; the

hydration and dehydration can be repeated as often as desired, and the

amount of hysteresis varies with the amount of absorption.

Determinations of the rate at which the water absorbed was
expelled show that it was not essentially different from the rate at

which water itself evaporates under similar conditions. A. McK.

Reduction of Manganese Oxides by Amorphous Boron.
Preparation of a New Manganese Boride. Binet i>u Jassonneix

(Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 1209—1211).—Manganese oxides are readily

reduced when heated with boron in an electric furnace for a few seconds

with a current of 400 amperes and 100 volts ; if excess of boron is used,

the product consists of a mixture of manganese and a new manganese
boride, MnB (compare Troost and Hauteville, Abstr., 1876, i, 883), which

can be isolated in the form of a crystalline powder, having a sp. gr. 6*2 at

15°, by the limited action of chlorine on the mixture at a dull red heat.

Manganese boride burns in fluorine at the ordinary temperature, is

attacked by chlorine or bromine at a red hesit, whilst the action of

iodine at a high temperature is only superficial ; it forms a fusible

borate when heated in oxygen, is not attacked by nitrogen ; it slowly

decomposes, cold water forming manganic hydroxide and boric acid j
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dissolves in dilute hydrochloric acid, and is attacked by hydrogen

chloride or hydrogen fluoride, nitric or sulphuric acids ; by the action

of ammonia at 1000°, a compound is obtained which contains nitrogen,

is not attacked by acids, and yields manganates with evolution of

ammonia on fusion with alkali carbonates. M. A. W.

Composition of the Four Sulphides of Manganese. John C.

OLSEN-and W. S. Rapalje (J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904,26, 1615—1622).
—An investigation of the sulphides of manganese has shown that

three sulphides exist, two of which, the red and the green, are anhy-

drous, whilst the grey sulphide contains a large proportion of water.

The pink sulphide of manganese obtained by the action of ammonium
sulphide on a neutral solution of manganous chloride appears to be a

mixture of the grey and red sulphides in varying proportions. The
pink sulphide is not uniform in composition, and contains from 4 to 14

per cent, of free sulphur and a varying amount of water. When
heated at 360° in an atmosphere of hydrogen, it is gradually converted

into the green modification.

When precipitation is effected with colourless sodium sulphide, a

brick red sulphide of fairly constant composition is obtained, contain-

ing about 0"75 per cent, of water. On heating the pink sulphide with

hydrogen sulphide, the product obtained consists of lumps which
are grey on one side and red on the other. The reason that the

sulphide precipitated by sodium sulphide cannot be converted into the

green modification, whilst that produced by ammonium sulphide readily

undergoes this change, is probably that the latter product contains

varying amounts of the grey sulphide.

The green modification is the most stable form of the sulphide, is

more distinctly crystalline than the other forms, and is probably more
complex in structure. E. G.

Influence of Water Vapour on the Reduction of the Oxides
of Iron by Mixtures of Carbon Monoxide and Carbon
Dioxide. Octave Boudouabd (Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 40—42).

—

Comparative measurements of the reduction of ferric oxide by gaseous

mixtures containing equal volumes of cai-bon monoxide and carbon

dioxide have been made, the gas being dried in one series of experi-

ments, and saturated with water vapour at room temperature in

another. The gas was passed over the ferric oxide contained in a
porcelain boat, which was heated in an electric resistance fiu-nace

maintained at constant temperature, each experiment lasting one

hour. The following numbers give the percentage loss of weight of

the ferric oxide

:

Temperature 400° 550° 800° 925° 1050°

Dry gas 0-87 43 40 5 6 65
Moist gas 0-45 3-8 265 4-4 69

The reduction effected by the dry gas is considerably greater at the

lower temperatures, but there appears to be little difference in the

action at about 1000°. Similar data were obtained in experiments on
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the reducing action of dry and moist carbon monoxide on ferrous

oxide at 850°.

The author considers that the results are in harmony with the

increased economy which accompanies the use of dry air in the blast

furnace. H. M. D.

Formation and Solubility of Double Chlorides of Iron
and the Alkali Metals. F. Willy Hinrichsen and Eugen Sachsel
(Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1904, 50, 81—99).—Determinations of solu-

bility and dilatometric investigation show that in the case of sodium
and ferric chlorides there is no formation of double salt between 0°

and 60°. At 21°, potassium and ferric chlorides form a double salt of

the composition FeCl3,2KCl,H20 ; if, however, the potassium chloride

is in excess, mixed crystals are formed (compare Roozeboom, Abstr.,

1892, 1384). The temperature at which the double salt is formed
from the separate salts is 22*0—22'5°. No evidence could be found
for the existence of the double salt, FeClgjSKCl, referred to by
Werner. In the case of csesium and ferric chlorides at 21°, two double

salts are stable : (1) a yellow salt, FeCl3,3CsCl,H20, produced when
the solution contains excess of csesium chloride, (2) a red salt,

FeCl3,2CsCl,H20, formed in presence of excess of ferric chloride at

39'5—39*8°. The authors were unable to isolate the compound
FeCl3,CsCl,iH20 described by Walden (Abstr., 1895, ii, 165).

The compounds FeCl3,2KCl,H20 and FeCl3,2CsCl,H20 are in

harmony with Werner's views regarding the " co-ordination number"
(see Abstr., 19U2, ii, 554). The other caisium double salt,

FeCl3,3CsC],H20, is not in harmony with these views.

Incidentally, the solubility of csesium chloiide has been determined at

several temperatures between 0° and 40°. J. C P.

Preparation of Iron Phosphide from Calcium Phosphate.
GusTAVE Gin (D.R.-P. 156087).—Iron phosphide may be prepared in

a closed electric furnace from calcium phosphate and iron, silica being

added as a flux. Iron pyrites may be employed as a reducing agent

instead of the carbon hitherto used: 4Ca3P„Og+ 12Si02 + 5FeS2-^-

llFe=8Fe2P^- 12CaSi03+ IOSO2 ; or 5Ca3P268+15SiO2 + 10FeS2 +
5Fe203 = lOFe^P + 1 5CaSi03 + 2OSO2.

The temperature required is slightly above the melting point of

iron. Several arcs, each with a tension of 25 to 30 volts, enter the

same crucible, and the energy consumed amounts to 50—60 volts per

sq. cm. of electrode surface. Acid calcium phosphates may be em-
ployed to economise flux. Some free phosphorus is formed by secondary
leactions, and is absorbed in a chamber containing iron borings.

C. H. D.

Alloys of Cobalt and Nickel. W. Guertleu and Gustav
Tammann {Zeil. anorg. Chem., 1904, 42, 353—362).—The authors have
studied the melting-point curve of alloys of cobalt and nickel to deter-

mine whether a compound of these metals is formed, or whether both
metals separate completely or incompletely from the molten mass.

1
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When cobalt is heated, it is, like "nickel, converted into a stable, non-

magnetic variety.

In the curve represented, where the abscissae indicate the composition

of the mixture and the ordinates the melting points observed, the

melting-point curve is represented by a straight line, the course of

which is expressed by the formula At^ = 0-3oj}, where p indicates the

percentage of cobalt and A^^ ^^® ^'^^^ °^ melting point. The variation

of each individual melting point from this straight line amounts to only

±5^. Nickel and cobalt accordingly separate from their molten

masses in mixed crystals.

Cobalt is transformed into the non-magnetic variety at 1150°,

whereas nickel is transformed at 323°. The equilibrium curve of the

magnetic and non-magnetic crystal forms of nickel, cobalt, and their

alloys was studied.* The transition temperature of alloys containing 10

per cent, of cobalt rises from 100° to 60°, from which the conclusion is

drawn that the concentration of the single crops of mixed crystals,

which separate from the same molten mass, cannot differ from one

another by more than 2 to 3 per cent. Various mixtures of nickel and
cobalt were taken and the lowest temperature determined at which

those mixtures became non-magnetic ; the temperatures were also

noted at which the mixtures again became magnetic after having been

cooled.

The melting point of gold is 1044°

In the concentration-temperature diagram sketched in the paper,

the melting-point curve separates the field of the molten mass from

the field of non-magnetic crystals, whilst the transition curve separates

the latter from the field of magnetic crystals. At the temperatures of

the melting-point curve, from the melting point of pure nickel, 1484°,

to the melting |)oint of pure cobalt, 1528°, the composition of the

molten mass and of the mixe<l crystals which separate is approximately

identical. At the tem[>eratures of the transition curve, the magnetic
mixed crystals are in equilibrium with the non-mignetic mixed
crystals. A. McK.

Triamminecobalt Salts. A New Case of Hydrate Isomerism.
Alfred Wernek and Adolf GrOn (Ber., 1004, 37, 4700—4706).—
Chlorodiaquotriaviminecobalt nitrate, [CoCl(OH.>).2(Nn3)3]"N03, formed
by the addition of a freshly-prepared solution of chlorodiacjiiotri-

amminecobalt chloride to nitric acid of sp. gr. 1*4, separates in bluish-

violet needles. The corresponding bromide, CoCl(01l2)..(Nll3)3Brjj,

prepared by the addition of the chloride to hydrobromic acid of sp. gr.

1'49, crystallises iu dark blue needles. It is very unstable, and in a

moi^t atmosphere forms chlarobromoaquotriammiitecobalt bi-oinide,

[CoClBr(OH2)(NIl3)3]Br, a green salt from which the original bromide
may be regenerated in small amount by suspending it in alcohol and
gradually adding water.

The solution of chlorodiaquotriamminecobalt bromide in water is

blue, and when heated becomes red. When hydrobromic acid is added
to the blue solution, the isomeric chlorobromoaquotriamviinecobalt
bromide, [CoCll}r(OHj)(N£l3)3]Br,H,0, separates in brown needles,

even at temperatures below U". It is more stable than the blue iso-
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meride, and is converted into the green chlorobromoaquotriammine-
cobalt sulphate by the action of concentrated sulphuric acid. It

may also be prepared by the action of hydrobromic acid on dichloro-

aquotriamminecobalt chloride, when it separates in glistening,

chocolate-coloured leaflets. Below 0° it forms a green solution with
water, at the ordinary temperature a bluish violet, and at higher

temperatures a i-ed solution.

When chlorodiaquotriamminecobalt sulphate is triturated with
fuming hydrobromic acid, anhydrous chloi'obromoaquotriamminecobalt

bromide separates in olive-green crystals.

The structural relationship between the three bromides described is

expressed as follows

:

[0100(^^2)2 1 Br2 (blue bromide)

r Br"n ^[S'^o{OH.)lBr.
01Co(OH2) Br,H20 (brown bromide)

-^""^ K^^^zh-'

A. McK.

Existence of a Normal Green Chromic Sulphate. Albert
CoLSON {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 42— 44).—When the green solution

obtained by reducing chromic acid by means of sulphur dioxide at 0°

is completely evaporated in a vacuum, an amorphous, green, hygroscopic

substance of the composition Cr2(SO4)3,10H2O is obtained. The sub-

stance appears to be a normal chromium sulphate ; its aqueous solu-

tions do not contain free sulphuric acid, and the green colour of the

solutions is permanent. On addition of barium chloride, a considerable

proportion of sulphuric acid is precipitated. It differs from the green

sulphate described by Recoura (Abstr., 1892, i, 411), for the green

colour of solutions of this soon changes to violet, and barium sulphate

is not precipitated on addition of barium chloride.

On boiling the aqueous solution, a change takes place which is repre-

sented by the equation 20r2(S04)3 + H2O = Or40(S04)5 + HgSO^.

The density of the solution is smaller after boiling, and the heat

development, on addition of barium hydroxide, indicates the presence

of one molecule of free acid in the boiled solution for every two mole-

cules of the original salt. The freezing point of the solution is un-

altered by the change which takes place. The salt is supposed to have

the constitution S0.< 1
^,' ^* , H. M. D.

^Or.SO.'4

Uranyl Selenide and Potassium Chromic Selenide. Jar.

MiLBAUER {Zeit. anorg. Chem,, 1904, 42, 450—452).— Uranyl selenide,

UO.^Se, prepared by heating a mixture of selenium, potassium cyanide,

and uranium oxide (prepared from uranyl acetate) at a low red heat,

forms black, hexagonal prisms with a metallic lustre and closely

resembling uranyl sulphide. When cold hydrochloric acid is added to

it, hydrogen selenide is evolved and uranyl chloride produced. It is

acted on very vigorously by nitric acid, selenium at first separating and

then gradually oxidising.
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Potassium chromic sdenide, K^CrjSe^, prepared by heating a mixture
of selenium, potassium cyanide, and chromium sesquioxide at a red

heat, forms dark green, hexagonal crystals, which are readily soluble

in nitric acid, but insoluble in hydrochloric acid. A. McK.

Action of Sodium Hyposulphite on Metallic Salts. II. Otto
Brunck {Annalen, 1904, 336, 281—298. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii,

481).—On addition of a solution of sodium hyposulphite to solutions of

metallic salts, mostly one of three reactions takes place : (a) the pre-

cipitation of a sulphide, {b) reduction to the salt of a lower oxide, or (c)

complete reduction to the metal.

The following reactions with sodium hyposulphite are described.

Thallium salts, at the ordinary temperature, and indium salts, on
boiling, yield the sulphides, but incompletely owing to the action of

sulphurous acid formed. In a neuti-al solution, stannous chloride forms
a precipitate of stannous hyposulphite, which dissolves in an excess of

the reagent, but in presence of an excess of acid, stannous sulphide is

formed ; solutions of stannic chloride are completely precipitated as

the sulphide. In neutral solutions, lead salts are completely precipi-

tated as the yellow hyposulphite which changes into the black sulphide.

Molybdic acid forms the sulphide in neutral solutions, whilst tungstic

is reduced in slightly acid solution. Nickel and cobalt salts form the

sulphides quantitatively in neutral, ammoniacal, or weak acetic acid

solutions.

Titanium tetrachloride is reduced in neutral solution to the tri-

chloride, but not in alkaline solution, as the action is reversed
;

similarly, chromates are reduced to chromium oxide, permanganates
to manganese salts, ferric to feri'ous salts, and, on heating, to ferrous

sulphide, and platinic to platinous chloride with precipitation of

sulphur.

Salts of palladium, selenates, and tellurates are reduced in neutral
solutions completely to palladium, selenium, and tellurium respectively.

Similarly, arsenic is obtained from its oxygen compounds as a brown
powder which, if the reduction takes place in a strongly acid solution,

contains arsenic trisulphide and sulphiir.

The behaviour of salts of antimony and of bismuth is similar to that
of the salts of copper.

Solutions of salts of germanium are apparently unaffected at the
ordinary temperature, but, on warming, sulphur is precipitated.

G. Y.

Inactive Thorium. Charles Baskerville and Fritz Zerban {J.

Amer. Cheni. Soc, 1904, 26, 1642— 1644).—It has been shown by
Hofmann and Zerban (Abstr., 1903, ii, 732) that inactive thorium
can be obtained from certain minerals which do not contain any
radioactive constituent.

A new source of inactive thorium has been found in a rock from
South America, which is of a greyish-slate colour, consists chiefly of

barium carbonate containing a very small percentage of thorium, and'

exhibits no radioactivity. E. G,
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Decomposition of Antimony Hydride. 'Alfred Stock {ZeiL

physikal. Chevi., 1904, 50, 111— 112).—A continuation of a discussion

with Bodenstein (see Bodenstein, Abstr., 1904, ii, 245, 719 ; Stock
and Guttmann, ibid., 489). J. C. P.

Purification of Tantalum. Siemens k Halske Aktienges.
(D.Pt.-P. 155548).—Crude tantalum, obtained by reduction with sodium,
always contains oxide, which may be removed by fusion in a closed

exhausted electric furnace. Tlie crude tantalum, compressed into a
crucible of thoria or magnesia, forms the anode ; the cathode con-

sists of a rod of pure tantalum or silver, which is movable from the
outside of the enclosing vessel. An arc is started, and is then caused
to travel over the whole anode surface, when fusion to a homogen-
eous, non-poi'ous mass occurs. C. H. D.

Mlneralogical Chemistry.

Jordanite from Upper Silesia. Arthur Sachs (Centr. Min.,

1904, 723—725).—A massive mineral, which forms with galena and
blende a vein in grey dolomite in the Blei-Scharley mine at Beuthen,

is proved by the following analysis to be be jordanite (I^b^As^jS-) :

Pb.

70-19
S.

18-21
As.

11-37
Fe.

0-19
Total.

99-96

The bearing of the discovery of this arsenical mineral on the origin

of the ore-deposits at Beuthen is discussed. L. J. S.

Minerals from Arizona. Waldemar Lindgren and William F.

HiLLEBRAND {Amev. J. Sci , 1904, [iv], 18, 448—460).—The minerals

described are from the copper deposits at Clifton and Morenci. The
principal ore is massive cbalcocite, which has resulted from the replace-

ment of pyrites by means of descending solutions of cupric sulphate.

A partial analysis of the cbalcocite gave 96 per cent. Cu^^S and 2-4 per

cent. FeS.^, the latter probably mechanically admixed.

Coronadite.—A black metallic mineral, not unlike psilomelane in

general appearance, and intimately intermixed with quartz, is found in

fairly large amount in the Coronado vein ; it is named coronadite. It

has a finely fibrous structure ; hardness about 4 ; streak, black with a

brownish tinge. Analysis gave ;

MnOj.
56-13

FejOg.

1-01

MnO.
6-56

HjO.
1-03

PbO.
26-48

Iiisol. and
SiOj.

7-22

ZnO.
010

CuO.
0-05

M0O3.
0-34

CaO, MgO,
Alk., kc.

0-45
Total.

10000

AI.P3.
0-63*

Sp. gr.

5-246

With a little TiOg, PjjOj, VjOj.
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These results give the formula R''0,3Mn02, or, considered as a salt

of a derivative of ortho-manganous acid, ^"(MngO-)'. Taking into

account the water (only 014 per cent, of which is lost below 200°),

the formula would be K^"B[2(Mnj20og) ; the water is, however, probably

due to incipient alteration.

ChrysocoUa is of common occurrence in the oxidised part of the

deposits, and shows, as usual, variations in composition. Microscopical

examination shows that the different concentric layers have different

microcrystalline structures. The term chrysocolla probably includes

two mineral species.

Copper-pilch-ore.—This occurs in association with the chrysocolla.

It is a dark brown to black substance, with sometimes a dull, but

generally a glassy to resinous, lustre. In thin sections it is opaque or

translucent, the latter being optically isotropic. A partial analysis

gave :

Insol.

in HCl Loss on
I iiO. ZnO. MnO. FeaOs, AUOs.PsOj. (SiO,). ignition. Total.

28-6 8-4 21-2^ \-^~^ 22-8 13-7* 987

Copper-pitch-ore is usually considered to be impure chrysocolla, but

the material now described contains no chrysocolla, and it does not

appear to be a mixture. It is in some respects i elated to melanochal-

cite (Abstr., 1903, ii, 156).

Morencite.—This name is given to a mineral which occurs in cal-

careous shale at Morenci as brown or green spreading masses. It is

rendered impure by intermixed chlorite and pyrites, but more pure

material is present as brownish-yellow, silky, fibrous seams intersecting

the mass. Under the microscope, the minute fibres are brownish-

yellow and slightly pleochroic, and extinguish parallel to their length.

Analysis gave :

SiO^ TiO,. AljO,. Fe^Os. FeO. MnO. CaO. ilgO.

15-74 trace 1-98 2968 083 trace 1-61 399

H..0 Wfi
KjO. Na,0. (105'). {>105"). CnO. FeS„. V..O^. Total.

0-20 0-10 8-84 508 little 066 O'lB 98 89

Neglecting w:iter, a metasilicate formula, Rj"R^'"(Si03),i, is derived,

whilst with the water as essential the ratio is that of an orthosilicate.

The substance is optically well individualised, and is evidently an
alteration product of some metasilicate contact-metaniorphic mineral.

Other minerals described from this district are : willemite, hemimor-
phite, dioptase, libethenite, and bronchantit€, all of which are found as

distinct crystals ; also the i-are minerals spangolite (HjgCu^AlClSOjg)
and gerhardtite (HgCu^N^Oj,). Microscopical examination of the green
ores proves that broncbantite is of extremely common occurrence,

mostly intorgrown with malachite. L. J. S.

Emmonaite (?) from a New Locality. William F. Hillebrand
{Amer. J. Scl, 1904, [iv], 18, 433—434).—A green manimillary

* Less due to conversion of MiiOj to MngO*.
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mineral occurring with gold and tellurite at Cripple Creek, Colorado,
and resembling durdenite in appearance was found, on analysis, to
approximate to emmonsite in composition. The cleavage and optical

characters are also in general agreement with those previously described
for emmonsite. The following results (22 "44 per cent, gangue, mainly
quartz, deducted) give the ratios TeOg : Fe^Og : H20 = 3-16 : 1'OO : 177.

TeOs. Se. FeA- HgO at 100°. Bfi above 100°.

70-71 nil 22-76 0-21 4-54

PA- AI2O3. SiOj, &c. Total. Sp. gr.

0-34 0-56 0-88 100-00 4-53

L. J. S.

The Sodalite Series. Z. Weyberg {Centr. 31m., 1904, 727—729).
—This is a continuation of the work of Lemberg, Thugutt (Abstr.,

1895, ii, 358), and Morozewicz (Abstr., 1899, ii, 764) on derivatives of

the group NagAlgSioOg. A mixture of silica, alumina, and soda in the
proportions NagAlJSi^Og was fused with sodium chromate ; there
was obtained a yellow, crystalline powder of isotropic grains and cubes
with the composition 7Si02,4Al203,5IS'a20,Cr03

( = 7Na2Al2Si20siN'a2Al20^,2Na2CrO^).

L. J. S.

Physiological Chemistry.

Changes in the Viscosity of the Blood produced by Alcohol.
Russell Burton-Opitz {J. Physiol., 1904, 32, 8— 17).—The viscosity

values were obtained by Hiirthle's method. The addition of 0-7 per

cent, solution of sodium chloride to blood causes an immediate and
distinct decrease of viscosity, whilst equal amounts of distilled water

render the blood slightly more viscous. Alcohol intravenously in-

jected or absorbed from the alimentary canal increases the viscosity

of the blood ; the effect lasts from 30 to 45 minutes. The sp. gr. and
viscosity vary in the same manner. The experiments were made on
dogs. W. D. H.

Nuclei of Birds' Red Corpuscles. D. Ackermann {Zeit. physiol.

Chem., 1904, 43, 299—304).—A mass of nuclei of the birds' red

corpuscles was obtained by a method of washing with saline solution,

then with water to remove h.-emoglobin, and centrifugalising. Leci-

thin and cholesterol wore removed by alcohol, and phosphorus and
nitrogen estimated in the residue ; from the numbers obtained, it is

calcuhited that the nuclei consist of 42 per cent, of nucleic acid and

58 per cent, of histon, W. D. H.
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Gaseous Metabolism of the Kidney. Joseph Babcbopt and

Thomvs G. Beodie {J. Physiol., 1904, 32, 18—27).—The experiments

were made on dogs which had been subjected to evisceration, an
operation they survive about eight hours. Diuresis, usually produced

by injection of urea, is accompanied by a large increase of oxygen
absorption in the kidney, but that increase is not in proportion to the

diuresis produced. In only one experiment was there any increase in

the carbon dioxide given out. There is no definite relation between
the oxygen absorbeii and the carbon dioxide given out at any one time.

The volume of the latter is often in excess of the former, especially at

the commencement of an experiment, before diuresis has been set up.

The amount of the two gases exchanged during diuresis varies from
0'002 to 0281 c.c. per gram of kidney substance per minute. There is

no necessary accompaniment of increase of blood flow, and this is

never in proportion to the acceleration of the urine flow. The blood

gases were estimated by the pump and by the Barcroft-Haldane

method. W. D. H.

Nutritive Value of Proteid Decomposition Products. I.

W. Cronheim {Pjluger's Archil', 1904:, 106, 17—42).—The experiments
were made on men and dogs, and compare the work of the digestive

tract during feeding on flesh and somatose. The latter can be given

in large quantities (30 grams) to men without producing intestinal

irritation ; this quantity necessitates a smaller digestive activity

than flesh containing an equivalent amount of nitrogen. W. D. H.

Sulphur and Phosphorus Metabolism on an Abundant
Proteid Diet. Karl Borxstein {PJlugers Archiv, 1904, 106,
66—79).—The higher the percentage of neutral phosphorus and
sulphur in the urine, the smaller is the oxidative power of the organ-
ism. The experiments recorded lend support to the doctrine that an
abundant proteid diet improves the cellular activities of the organism.

W. D. H.

Peptic Digestion Products of Plasteins. Joseph Grossmann
(Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 6, 191—205).—The addition

>f a peptic digest of plasteins to the finely subdivided mucous
membrane of stomach or intestine (obtained from fed or hungry
dogs) leads at 38° to 40° to a disappearance of non-coagulable and a
corresponding appearance of coagulable proteid material. This is a proof
that the mucous membrane contains not only proteolytic enzymes, but
igents which act in the opposite direction. W, D. H.

Formation of Sugar from Proteid. Hugo LCthje {PJlUg-ir's

Archiv, 1904, 106, 160— 167).—The pancreis was removed from a dog
md the animal observed for about a month, during which time it was
kept on a proteid diet (mainly nutrose) ; the total sugar in the urine
was far too large to be account- d for by that in the food, or present
IS glycogen in the body : the remainder must therefore have been
lurived from proteid. W. 1). II.
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Pancreatic Diabetes. Eduard Pflijger {PJluger's Archiv, 1904,
108, 168— 172).—A commentary on Luthje'-s work (see preceding
abstract), in which it is shown that a large amount of the excreted
sugar cannot have had a carbohydrate origin ; the figures work out
rather differently from those calculated by Liithje, but the main con-

clusion is corroborated. The author holds that the sugar excreted as

the result of feeding on proteids (and the same is true for feeding on
alanine, glycine, asparagine, Arc.) is due to an indirect action, analo-

gous to the way in which ammonium carbonate will cause an increase

in the hepatic glycogen, and, further, that the sugar attributed to proteid

decomposition really originates from fat. In many diabetics there is

no increased nitrogen excretion. W. D. H.

Are Proteolytic and Rennetic Ferments Identical? Ivar
Bang {Zeit. physiol. Cliem., 1904, 43, 358—360).—Pawloff has
advanced the view that the rennet action of gastric juice is a property

of pepsin, and holds similar views regarding other rennetic ferments.

In the present communication, a number of weighty arguments are

adduced to show that this cannot be the case. . W. D. H.

The Lymph-flow from the Pancreas. F. A. Bainbridge [BtH.

Med. J., 1904, ii, 1742—1744; J. Fhysiol., 1904, 32, 1—8).—The
intravascular injection of secretin or extract of ileum in dogs causes an
increased flow of lymph from the thoracic duct. This has also been

shown to be the case by Falloise [Bull. Acad. Roy. Belg., 1902,

No. 1 2, p. 945). After ligature of the portal lymphatics, secretin still

causes an increased flow of lymph, whereas ileum extract has no effect.

The increased flow of lymph is closely related to the secretion of

pancreatic juice ; it is derived entirely from the pancreas, and is

probably formed as a result of metabolic changes occurring in the

pancreas during the secretion of the juice. It is produced by secretin,

and not by the depressor substance in the extract. W. D. H.

Influence of Alkalis on the Growth of Bone. Hans Aron
{PJliiger's Archiv, 1904, 106, 91—92).—A preliminary account of ex-

periments to show the importance of sodium and potassium salts in

the food on the growth of bone. W. D. H.

Condition of Water in the Tissues. R. du Bois Reymond
(Chem. Ceatr., 1904, ii, 1661— 1662; from Verh. Ges. Deuf. N't/. Arzte,

1903, II, (2), 437—440).—The swelling which certain tissues undergo

with water is regarded not as due to mechanical forces, but more
probably to chemical union. This is supported by experiments with

dried albumin. W. D. H.

Universal Presence of Erepsin in Animal Tissues. Horace M.
Vernon [J. •PhyHiol., 1904, 32, 33—50).—Erepsin was obtained in

glycerol extracts of a large number of tissues of both vertebrate and

invertebiate animals ; least was obtained from invertebrates, and most

from mammals. The kidney is richest in the enzyme ; then folio

intestinal mucous membrane, pancreas, spleen, and liver ; then, after

I
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large drop, heart muscle ; whilst skeletal miiscle and brain tissue are

poorest. The relative amount in the tissues is constant and not a

matter of chance, and must be related to their function. The lower

the animal in the scale of evolution, the less are its tissue erepsins in-

fluenced by the reaction of medium ; in mammals, an alkaline medium is

most and an acid medium least efficacious. To some extent the tissue

erepsins are specific, the intestinal extract, for instance, having

relatively much more action on partially hydrolysed peptones than

kidney and liver extracts. "W. D. H.

Chemical Changes produced in Flesh by Fungi. P. W.
BuTJAGix {Arch. Hygiene, 1905, 52, 1—21).—During the develop-

ment of Penicillium glaucum and Aspergillus niger in flesh, the amount
of water increases, the absolute amount of niti'Ogen diminishes, and the

nitrogenous compounds soluble in water increase ; the ethereal extract

is lessened, especially in early stages, and the amount of extractives

increases ; the alkalinity rises, as also does the amount of volatile

acids. The fungi appear to secrete enzymes which are proteolytic and
lipolytic. Some quantitative differences between the actions of the two
fungi are noted, and on the whole P. ^?«Mci«m destroys the constituents

of flesh more rapidly. W. D. H,

Tyrosinase in the Skins of some Pigmented Vertebrates.
Florenx'e M. Durham {Froc. Ko>j. Soc, 1904, 74, 310—313).—An
aqueous extract of the skins of rabbits, rats, guinea-pigs, and chickens

acts on tyrosine and produces a pigmented substance. This suggests the

presence of a tyrosinase in the skins of these animals. The action

takes place most readily at 37° and is destroyed by }x)iling ; the

presence of an activating substance like ferrous sulphate is necessary

to start it. Black substances are obtained when animals with black

pigment in their skins are used, and yellow substances when the skin
contains the yellow pigment. These coloured substances are soluble in

alkali.s, but insolul)le in acids. W. D, H.

Fat in Milk. Wiliielm C.\spari {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1664—1665
;

from Zeit. Biol., 46, 277—279).—Polemical. The ((uestion raised is

the origin of the milk fat from the fat of the food. The casein used
by some observers was not absolutely free from fat. lodocasein and
iodoalbumin freed from fat cause no trace of iodised fat in the
milk. W. D. H.

Functions of Thyroid and Parathyroid Glands. Swale
Vincent and W. A. Jolly (/. Physiol, 1904, 32, 65—86).—Removal
of both thyroid and parathyroid does not necessarily cause death ; but
fatal results, when they do occur, are due to the absence of these glands,
(ireat variations obtain in the animal kingdom in this matter. Kats
and guinea-pigs do not suffer at all. Monkeys show transient nervous
symptoms. Dogs and cats suffer severely and usually die. In foxes,

the symptoms are of rapid onset, and death occurs early. No
symptoms of myxcedema were ever observed ; this disease is therefore
due to causes more complex than thyroid insufficiency. In young

Vi)U LXXXVIII. ii. 8
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animals, however, thyroid extirpation causes temporary cessation of

growth. When the thyroid is removed, the parathyroids appear capable
of replacing it to some extent, and their histological structure changes
accordingly. W. D. H.

Elimination of Urea in Healthy Subjects. Henri Labb^ and
E. MoRCHOiSNE (Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 941—943).—That the

amount of urea depends on the amount of proteid ingested is supported
by the experiments recorded on a number of healthy people on the
same diet. The amount in all was approximately identical.

W. D. H.

Organic Phosphorus in Urine. Douglas Symmers (J. Pathol.

BacterioL, 1905, 10, 159—172).—The estimation of inorganic phos-

phates is not a true index of phosphorus metabolism ; in various

pathological conditions, the phosphoric acid in organic combination

may be frequently 25—50 per cent, of the total. The excretion of

organic phosphorus is to a certain extent rhythmical. The amount is

pronounced in lymphatic leucaemia, and especially in degenerative

nervous diseases. It may be due to an increase in endogenous phos-

phorised katabolites, or maybe an expression of lessened oxidation which
normally would give inorganic phosphates as the end-products. The
theory that it originates from bone is dismissed, for in extensive

disease of bone like osteomalacia the output of phosphoric acid is

not increased. W. D. H.

Substances Soluble in Ether in Human Faeces. Felix Oefele
(C/iem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1664; from Bei\ Deut. pharni. Ges., 14,

355—371).—Analytical numbers are given for preformed neutral fat,

fatty acids, lecithin, &c., in the fpeces. A part is unsaponifiable. Great

variations occur in health. W. D. H.

Pernicious Anaemia. G. Lovell Gulland and Alexander
GooDALL {J. Pathol. BacterioL, 1905, 10, 125—144).—This is a
megaloblastic anaemia ; the blood cells are abnormally vulnerable ; a^

toxin is produced which does not always originate in the intestineJ

The large red corpuscles produced in the marrow fall a ready prey t(H

endothelial cells and leucocytes. In some cases this is congenital!

The accumulation of iron in the liver is the usual result of excessive

blood destruction, and does not necessarily mean that the actus

destruction occurs altogether in that organ. W. D. H,

Acid Dyscrasia. Alexandre Desgrez and J. Adler (Compt
rend., 1904, 139, 944—945. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 193).—Ai
acid dyscrasia can be produced in guinea-pigs by repeated sub-j

cutaneous injections of hydrochloric acid. In Ihis condition, ther^

are (1) a preponderating disintegi'ation of the proteids rich in sulphur,]

(2) a lessening of the urine formed, and (3) a considerable increase of]

nitrogenous metabolites in the tissues. The conditions are similar toj

those noted in skin diseases. W. D. II.
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Influence of Fever on the Reducing Action of the Organism.
C. A. Hebter {Amer. J. Ph>jsiol., 1904, 12, 457—465).—The tempera-

ture of rabbits was raised either by superheating or infection with
hog-cholera. Elevation of temperature accelerates the reduction of

methylene-blue by various types of cells. The differences of colour are

especially striking in brain, skeletal muscles, heart, spleen, pancreas,

and liver. A method for measuring the reaction-velocity of reduction

was also devised. W. D. H.

Production and Inhibition of Glycosuria in Rabbits by
Salts. Martin H. Fischer (P/u^er's Archiv, 1904, 106, 80—83).—
Intravenous injection of sodium chloride and other sodium salts in

rabbits produces glycosuria, which is inhibited by calcium chloride. This

is most readily produced if the injection is made towards the brain
;

the salt probably produces an osmotic change which affects the
" diabetes centre." Cutting the splanchnic nerves prevents it.

Lithium, strontium, and potassium salts also produce similar glycos-

uria ; ammonium salts do so also in large doses, but here ha^mo-

globinuria also occurs. Calcium and magnesium salts kill the animal

before any sugar can pjiss into the urine. Non-electrolytes such as

urea, alcohol, and glycerol are inactive. "W. D, H.

Cystinuria. I, Adolf Loewy and Carl Xeuberg {Zeit. physiol.

Chem., 1904, 43, 338—354).—Friedmann and Neuberg have shown
that the cystin of urinary calculi (calculus-cystein) is not identical, but
isomeric, with that obtained from the decomposition of horn (protein-

eystin). Prot^in-cystein is a-amino-/3-thioIpropionic acid,

SH-CH2-CH(NH2)-C02H,
whereas calculus-cystein is /?-amino-a-thiolpropionic acid,

NH2-CH2-CH(SH)'C02H.
The special interest of this isomerism arises from the fact that this is one
of the rare instances of a )8-amino-acid arising during animal metabolism.

Tryptophan is another instance (indole-/3-aminopropionic acid, Ellinger),

and some of Levene's amino-acids do not belong to the a-series. A patient

aet. 18, excreting 0*5 gram of cystin daily, came under the authors'

notice, and, contrary to expectation, this was protein-cystin. Acting on
the supposition that the case was not merely one of anomalous proteid

metabolism, but one in which there was a general breakdown of

amino-acid metabolism, the urine was searched for other amino-acids,

but without success ; diamines were also absent. The anomalous
nature of the metabolism was, however, shown when amino-acids were
administered by the mouth. Tyrosine, leucine, and aspartic acid,

instead of being broken down in the body, were excreted in the urine
almost quantitatively ; the same was true for protein-cystin (given in

6-gram doses), whereas a normal man will burn 8 grams with the
formation of sulphates and thiosulphates. On the other hand, calculus-

cystin was completely burnt with a corresponding increase in sulphates

and neutral sulphur. After feeding on lysine, cadaverine (pentamethyl-
onediamine) appeared in the urine, and putrescine (totrameth} lene-

diamine) appeared after the administration of arginino. There is

here a direct fermentative splitting off of carbon dioxide, the first time

8—2
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it has been shown to occur iii vivo. Whether this is brought about
by enzymes or by intestinal bacteria it is impossible to say, for the

patient would not permit subcutaneous injections, but the discovery

of arginine by Kossel and Dakin would appear to point to an enzyme,
for ornithine, by loss of cai-bon dioxide, would yield tetramethylene-

diamine.

The interest of the case is this : if proteids are normally broken up
in the alimentary canal into simple crystalline cleavage products, why
did not this patient excrete them unchanged, as he did when they

were given by the mouth ] This tells against the theory of complete

proteolytic breakdown in the intestine. It may be that cystin is

specially loosely combined in the proteid molecule. Further experi-

ments with polypeptides, proteoses, and peptones are in progress.

W. D. H.

Oxaluria. Friedrich Kutscher and Martin Schenk {Zeit.

2)hi/siol. Chem., 1904, 43, 337).—By oxidation of gelatin with calcium

permanganate, important amounts of oxamic acid are obtained. The
mother substance of this must be glycine. Proteids poor in the

glycine radicle, such as casein and pseudomucin, yield little or none. On
the clinical side, Lommel (Deutsch. Arch.klin. Med., 1899) showed that •

feeding with gelatin produced oxaluria. Oxidation in the body doubt-

less caused the appearance of oxamic acid, and this is broken down
with the formation of oxalic acid and ammonia. W. D. H.

Elimination of Sulphur and Phosphorus, Demineralisation
of the Organism, and Size of the Molecule Elaborated in Skin
Diseases. Alexandre Desgrez and J. Ayrignac (Compt. rend.,

1904, 139, 900—901).—The examination of the urine in cases of skin

disease shows that the disintegration is most marked in those proteids

which are rich in sulphur. What is termed demineralisation of the

organism was higher than normal in 56 per cent, of the cases.

W. D. H.

Tetanus and Quinine. E. Vincent (Ann. Inst. Fasten?', 1904,

18, 748—760).—Observers have not infrequently described tetanus as

a sequel to injections of quinine given for malaria. In these days of

antiseptics, this cannot be due to infection from dirty instruments.

Quinine hydrochloride kills the tetanus bacillus, and so cannot favour

its development. The fatal dose of quinine varies a good deal in

different animals ; this had to be determined before the next experi-

ments were performed ; these consisted in subcutaneously administer-

ing quinine either with or subsequently to a subcutaneous dose of

tetanus bacilli, and the remarkable fact was elicited that these animals

quickly died, whereas those who received only one of the two
substances injected recovered. With the injection of both, the bacilli

multiply more rapidly and pass more into other tissues. Quinine given
by other channels does not act thus. Its action is attributed to its

harmful action on leucocytes. If quinine is given subcutaneously for

malaria, and the patient has cutaneous excoriations, it is wise to

administer also antitetanic serum. W, D. H.
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Action of Chloroform on the Heart and Arteries. Edward A.

ScHAFER and Herbert J. J. Scharlieb {Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., 1904,

41, Part II, (Xo. 12), 311—341. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 437).—
By perfusing the vessels of a frog with blood or saline solution con-

taining a high percentage of chloroform (1 to 5 grams per litre), the

blood-vessels are directly constricted ; with more dilute mixtures, the

effect is less pronounced, but dilatation is never obtained. In
experiments on mammals, the same main effect is produced, even with
dilute solutions, except in the kidney, where the vessels are dilated.

The effect is one on muscular tissue, not on vaso-motor nerve-endings,

for apocodeine does not abolish the effect, as it does that of adrenaline.

The fall of blood pi-essure seen is of cardiac origin, the depressant

effect on the heart being more than sutficient to counterbalance con-

striction of peripheral vessels. The effect on the heart resembles that

of vagus excitation, except that the arrest is moi'e permanent. With
the arrest of the circulation, the respiratory centre also fails second-

arily. During light ansesthesia, vagus excitation easily causes arrest

of the heart, which, however, soon escapes from vagus control, but in

deep anaesthesia the effect is more pronounced.

Quite small doses of atropine (0*00002 gram per kilo, of body weight
in the dog given subcutaneously) prevent the effect of vagus excita-

tion on the heart, and this lasts for three houi-s. The precaution of

administering a dose of atropine before chloroform anesthesia in man
should never be omitted, even although it will not prevent death
when an overdose of chloroform produces paralysis of respiration and
complete "pai-alytic dilatation" of the heart. The cardiac arrest

sometimes noticed in the initial stage of ansesthesia is a reflex vagus
effect ; this is prevented] by atropine. Tbe paralytic dilatation that

occurs in later stages when too much chloroform is given is due to

action in the neuro-muscular inhibitory end-appai-atus rather than in

the muscle itself. The heart is then entirely inexcitable, and respira-

tion fails first. This final effect on the heart is not antagonised by
atropine, nor is adrenaline of any avail as a lule. The addition of

small quantities of ammonia vapour or ammoniated alcohol to the
chloroform inhaled in cases where danger is signalled is strikingly

beneficial, and alcohol vapour itself without the ammonia is nearly
as good. The alcohol in A.C.E. mixture is needlessly excessive. The
post-mortem appearances after death from chloroform inhalation are

very similar to those seen in asphyxia due to deprivation of air, or by
drowning, even although there may be no true asphyxia and a free

supply of air by artificial perflation. W. D. H.

Action of Monatomic Alcohols on Simple Organs. Paul
Grutzner and H. Breyer {C/ietn. Centr., 1904, ii, 1665 ; from Verh.

Gea. Deut. Ntf. Arzte, 1903, II, (2), 443).—These alcohols act harmfully
on cilia, the higher ones more intensely and rapidly. W. D. H.

Relations between the Chemical Constitution and Physio-
logical Action of some Ammonium Bases. Krnst Schmidt
{Arch, r/uirm., 1904, 242, 70.")—7 14. Compare especially Abstr., 1 892,

905, and this vol., i, 23 ; also, for the preparation of the substances in
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question, Abstr., 1892, 806, 949, 950; 1894, i, 433; 1901, i, 443;
this vol., i, 23).—A resume of matter already published. C. F. B.

Betaine. Alois Velich {Zeit. Zuckerind. Bohvi., 1904, 29, 14—25).

—The author finds that pure betaine has no poisonous action, the
effects noticed by Waller and Lowton (Abstr., 1904, ii, 65) being due
to the insufficient neutralisation of the betaine hydrochloride employed.
Even after very strong doses, the author is unable to find any
diminution of the blood pressure or retardation of the pulse.

T. H. P.

Effect of Adrenaline on Excretion of Sugar and Nitrogen in
Birds. DiARMiD NoiiL Paton {J. Physiol., 1904, 32, 59—64).—When
adrenaline is administered subcutaneously, it produces glycosuria in

birds as in mammals. It does not act through the pancreas. It

causes a decrease in the proportion of nitrogen elaborated into uric

acid, an increase of the nitrogen present as ammonia, and probably in

that in urea also. W. D. H.

Selective Action of Cocaine on Nerve-fibres. Walter E.

Dixon {J. Physiol., 1904, 32, 87—94).—Cocaine locally applied to'

nerve-fibres picks out and paralyses some before others : sensory

before motor, afferent before efferent vagal fibres, vaso-constrictors

before vaso-dilators, and broncho-constrictors before broncho-dilators.

It is suggested that the local application of cocaine to the vagi may
be a means of combating death during early chloroform narcosis.

Drugs which attack the central nervous system almost invariably

attack the sensory cells and fibres before the motor. There is no
reason to suppose that cocaine has a specific action on sensory nerve-

endings. W. D. H.

Physiological Action of Azoimide. Letchworth Smith and
C. G. L. Wolf {J. Medical Research, 1904, 12, 451—474).—Azoimide
is a very powerful protoplasmic poison ; the effect of small doses

is almost instantaneous death. It is almost impossible to determine

the details of its action, unless very small doses are employed, and the

use of the sodium compound minimises to some extent the danger and
unpleasant symptoms which the observers experience. The experi-

ments made on frogs and mammals show that the action in the main
resembles that of hydrocyanic acid. Muscle and nerve are simul-

taneously paralysed after a preliminary stage of increased excitability.

The respiratory centre is similarly first excited, and then paralysed.

The fall of blood pressure seen is primarily due to vascular dilatation,

especially in viscei'a other than intestine and kidney, It forms a

compound with methajmoglobin resembling that formed by hydrocyanic

acid, but the existence of a compound with haematin or ha;moglobin

was not made out. Introduction of a phenyl radicle lessens its action.

W. D. U.

The Toxic and Anti-toxic Action of Salts. Albert P.

Mathews {Amer. J. Physiol, 1904, 12, 419—443).—The valence of an

I
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ion is of little or no importance in determining its anti-toxic action.

Attention should therefore be directed to its other properties, potential

weight, velocity, and volume. W. D. H.

Action of Calcium Permanganate on Alkaloids. G. Baudrax
(Compt. rend., 190-t, 139, 1000—1002).—If strychnine sulphate or

hydrochloride is treated at 37° with a 5 per cent, solution of calcium

permanganate, a product is obtained which, when mixed with strychnine,

annihilates its poisonous effects. Similar results were obtained with

morphine and aconitine. The products all contain manganese.
W. D. H.

Chemical Combination and Toxic Action as Exemplified
in Haemolytic Sera. Robert Muir and Carl H. Browning (Proc.

Roy. Soc, 1904, 74, 298—309).—In the action of a complement there

are two distinct factors: (1) the power of chemical combination, and
(2) toxic action, which correspond to Ehrlich's haptophore and zymotoxic
groups. Deficiency in action does not necessarily imply absence of the

first factor, but may be due to the non-sensitiveness of the tissue

molecule to the second group. In testing the corpuscles of an animal, it is

found that very large doses of both complement and immune substance

are necessary if serum from the same species of animal is used, and
want of sensitiveness is especially noticeable in connection with the

zymotoxic group. In some cases there is also deficiency in the com-
bining power of the complement with the receptors of red corpuscles.

The differences of dosage of the immune-substance with different comple-

ments, and also of various complements, do not appear to be due to

multiplicity of immune- substances. W. D. H.

Plurality of Cytolysins in Snake Venom. Simon Flexner and
HiDEYo NoGUCHi (/. Patkol. BacterioL, 1905, 10, 111— 12-4).—Snake
venoms from different sources contain solvents for numerous cells other

than blootl corpuscles. This is due to a number of distinct solvents,

and depends on the interaction of amboceptors and complements.
The latter are containetl within the affected cell. W. D. H.

Chemistry of Vegetable Physiology and Agriculture-

New Method for the Purification of Water Supplies.
Geobge T. Moore {Amer. J. Pharm., 1904, 76, 563—564).—The
treatment consists in adding copper sulphate to the water in the

proportion of 1 to 5,000,000. By this means, the growth of algie is

prevented, sewage bacteria are destroyed, and the total number of

bacteria is reduced by at least 95 per cent. Over 50 public water
supplies in the United States are cow being treated with copper
sulphate, the reservoirs concerned holding from a few to hundreds of
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millions of gallons. The quantity of copper added to the water is con-

sidered to be too small to have the slightest effect on the health of the
consumers, even if copper itself be injurious, which is doubtful.

W. P. S.

The Copper Treatment of Water. Henry Kraemer {Amer. J.

Pharm., 19ii4, 76, 574—579).—The results are given of experiments
carried out for the pvirpose of testing the efficiency of copper in re-

ducing the number of micro-organisms in drinking-water. The con-

clusions arrived at are : (I) that intestinal bacteria, such as Bacillv^ coli

and B. typhosus, are completely destroyed by placing clean copper-foil

in the water containing them
; (2) that the effects of colloidal copper

and copper sulphate in the purification of drinking-water are, in a
quantitative sense, much like filtration, only the organisms are com-
pletely destroyed

; (3) that, pending the introduction of the copper

treatment on a large scale, drinking-water may be purified by the

use of strips of copper foil, 3"5 inches square to each quart
of water ; after being allowed to act for 8 hours at the ordinary tem-
perature, the water is then drawn off or the strips are removed.

W. P. S. .

Hydrogen Sulphide Microbes in Mineral Waters. N.
Goslings {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1904, ii, 13, 385—394).—Passugger
water was found to contain sulphate-reducing bacteria, perhaps

Beijerinck's Microspira desulfrmcans ; but attempts to obtain pure

cultures of the hydrogen sulphide microbe were unsuccessful.

K H. J. M.

Is Hydrogen Peroxide suitable for Sterilising Milk? P.

GoRDAN {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1904, ii, 13, 716—728).—Small amounts
of hydrogen peroxide, as employed by Budde {MUch-Zeit., 1903, No.

44), have practically no sterilising action on milk. Larger quantities,

which impart an unpleasant taste to the milk, have a temporarily

retarding effect on the growth of the bacteria. Complete sterilisation

is only effected by amounts three times as great as those employed by
Budde, and the milk is then useless for human consumption. The
process i.c, besides, troublesome and rather expensive. N. H. J. M.

Production of Fat from Proteid by Bacillus pyocyaneus.
S. P. Beebe and B. H. Buxton {Amer. J. Physiol, 1904, 12,

466— 470).—In growths of Bacillus pyocyaneus in proteid media,

a pellicle of fat is formed ; this is partly crystalline, and various

constants were determined. It is probable that the fat is formed in

part by oxidation of albumoses apart from any carbohydrate nucleus

they may contain. W. D. H.

Respiration and Fermentation of Mould Fungi in Rose
Cultures. T. Kuasnosselsky {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1904, ii, 13,

673— 687).

—

Mucor sp'inoaus and Aspergillus niger give in air, on

substrata capable or incapable of fermentation, similar curves of

elimination of carbon dioxide. In absence of oxygen they behave

I
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differently on fermentable substrata, the carbon dioxide curve showing

that fermentation takes place with Mticor spinosus, but not with

Asjyergilhcs.

Mucor spinosus, on non-fermenting substrata, and Aspergillus, on
both substrata, give off less cai-bon dioxide in hydrogen than in air.

Sometimes only traces of carbon dioxide are produced. Under these

conditions, they can live a long time (67 and 141 hours respectively),

and become capable of further development when air is admitted.

The amount of carbon dioxide then rapidly increases and may often

exceed the amount produced under normal conditions of aeration. This

vigorous production of carbon dioxide does not, however, last long.

The results are similar to those observed by Palladin with Chlor^
thecium saccharophilum. N. H. J. M.

Comparative Production of Alcohol and Carbon Dioxide
during Fermentation. Leox Lindet and P. INIarsais {Compt. rend.,

1904, 139, 1223—1225).—It has been established by Pasteur, by Gay-
Lussac,and by Buchner and Hahn that the ratio between the alcohol and
carbon dioxide in the final products of fermentation is sensibly equal to

unity ; the authors find, however, that if the alcohol and carbon dioxide

are estimated during the process of fermentation, the ratio, which is

greater than unity at the early stages of the process, diminishes

towards unity as the reaction proceeds. The experiments were con-

ducted on three equal quantities of sterilised grape extract containing
the same quantities of the same yeast, and the alcohol and carbon
dioxide estimated at three different stages of the reaction. Further
experiments showed that the ratio between the alcohol and carbon
dioxide is not appreciably influenced by changes in the temperature
or in the acidity of the sucrose extract. The initial preponderance of

the alcohol over the carbon dioxide is connected with tlie growth of

the yeast, which is more rapid at the early stages of the fermentation.

M. A. W.

The Alcoholic Ferment of Yeast Juice. Arthur Harden* and
\ViLLiA.M J. YoLNG {Froc. Fht/siol. Soc , Nov., 1904, 1—2 ; J. P/i)/siol.,3Q,).

—The alcoholic fermentation of dextrose by yeast juiceis greatly increased

(doubled) by the addition of boiled and filtered yeast juice, although
the latter fluid is itself incapable of causing the fermentation. This
may be due to an increase in the activity of the alcoholic ferment or to

a decrease in that of the proteolytic enzyme (endotryptase) ; the former,
however, is the more important action of the two. The substance in

the boiled juice re.sponsible for this action, or " co-ferment," is not
affected by boiling ; it is dialysablo and precipitated by 75 per cent,

alcohol. By filtration through a gelatin filter, the enzyme and its

co-ferment can be separated ; neither by itself produces fermentation

;

a mixture of the two is e(jual in power to the original juice. No
co-ferment of endotrypta.se was discovered. W. D. H.

Nitrification and Denitrification in Arable Soil. K. LOhnis
{Centr. Jkikt. Pur., 1904, ii, 13, 706—715).—Denitrification in soils

can only be inconsiderable owing to the amount of air present. Pro-
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duction of proteids is also inconsiderable owing to the absence, as a
rule, of sufficient readily assimilable organic matter. Nitrification

generally greatly exceeds the antagonistic processes, because the
conditions usually present in soils are more favourable to nitrifying

organisms than to the others. All three processes may, however*,

under certain conditions be going on simultaneously.

N. H. J. M.

Assimilation of Free Nitrogen by Bacteria. George S, Fkaps
{Rep. of Chemist, Agric. Exper. Stat. N.C., 1902—1903, 40—44).—The
results of preliminary experiments on soil bacteria which assimilate

free nitrogen without symbiosis indicated that the greatest activity is in

alkaline solutions containing glucose (2), potassium phosphate (0'2),

sodium chloride (0'2), magnesium sulphate (0'2), and ferric chloride

(O'Ol per cent.), calcium carbonate (0'5 per cent.) being present.

Less activity was observed when magnesium sulphate was omitted,

and much less in neutral solutions containing mannitol, potassium
sulphate, ferric chloride, and soil.

Bacteria may possibly exist which are more active in a neutral

medium. Substitution of glucose by starch did not increase the

assimilation of nitrogen. Nearly all the nitrogen was fixed in the

first week of the experiment, a small amount being fixed in the second
week. N. H. J. M.

Nitrification of Different Fertilisers. W. A. Withers and
George S. Fraps {Rep. of Chemist, Agric. Exper. Stat. N.C., 1902—1903,
3—8).—Four soils, a poor sandy soil, a rich loamy soil, a rich clay soil,

and a poor clay soil (500 grams of each), in jars, received calcium

carbonate (5'1 grams) and 03 gram of nitrogen in the form to be

tested. The jars were kept at a temperature of about 35° and water
was added twice a week so as to maintain an amount equal to about
one-third of the saturation capacity. After four weeks, the amount of

nitrogen as nitrates was determined. .

Nitrification varied somewhat in the different soils. Taking the

amount of cotton-seed niti-ified as 100 in each case, the variations were
as follows : ammonium sulphate, 13 to 127; dried blood, 70 to 120;
fish, 85 to 100; bone, 22 to 43.

In the case of farm-yard manure (16*1 grams to 500 grams of soil)

there was less nitrification in three of the soils than occurred without

manure, whilst in the fourth soil (the poor clay) 0*5 per cent, of the

nitrogen was nitrified. N. H. J. M.

Studies on Nitrification. George S. Fraps {Rep. of Chemist,

Agric. Exper. Stat. N.C., 1902—1903, 9—30).—The number of nitrify-

ing organisms in a soil varies according to conditions of moisture and
temperature, itc.,and their activity is periodic, rapid nitrification being

preceded and followed by periods of less activity.

Soils contain two groups of nitrifying organisms, one which nitrifies

cotton-seed meal, the other ammonium sulphate. The relative

numbers of one group may be increased by growing in a soil

containing the corresponding manure.
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There are probably four groups of organisms, three which

successively convert organic nitrogen into ammonium salts, nitrites

and nitrates, and one which directly produces nitrites or nitrates fx-om

organic nitrogen.

Ammonium sulphate is nitrified more quickly than the phosphate,

chloride, or citrate. N. H. J. M.

Nitrification of Ammonia fixed by Chabazite. W. A.
WiTHEKS and George S. Fraps {Rep. of Chemist, Agric. Exper. Stat.

N.C., 1902—1903, 31—32).—Chabazite (250 grams) was kept for two
days in a solution of ammonium chloride (40 grams in 1 litre). After

being washed, it contained r26 per cent, of nitrogen. An amount
containing 0*3 gram of nitrogen was added, with calcium carbonate

(5"1 grams), to 500 grams of soil which were kept for 3 weeks at 35°.

It was found that the ammonia absorbed by the chabazite was much
more readily nitrified than ammonium sulphate, or cotton-seed meal,

added directly to the soil. It is possible, therefore, that zeolitic

silicates in soils may assist the nitrification of ammonium sulphate by
fixing a portion of the salt. N. H. J. M.

Nitrifying Power of Typical North Carolina Soils. "W. A.
Withers and Geohge S. Fraps {Rep. of Chemist, Agric. Exper. Stat. N.C.,

1902—1903, 33—39).—The nitrifying power of fifteen soils varied

from 11 to 106, the lowest being sands with low water capacity, low
humus, low absorptive power for ammonia, low acidity, and those con-

taining a moderate amount of humus.
Acidity of the soil did not prevent the growth of nitrifying organ-

isms, and low water capacity and atmospheric power are not necessarily

coincident with low nitrifying power, N. H. J. M.

Fixation of Atmospheric Nitrogen by Dead Leaves. Ed.
Henry {Bied. Centr., 1904, 33, 795—798; hova. Ann. Sci. Agron.,

1903, 8, 313).—Dead leaves of various trees were found to fix con-

siderable amounts of atmospheric nitrogen. No fixation, or very little,

was observed when leaves were kept on very dry sand ; at the same
time, there was no loss of nitrogen. N. H. J. M.

Changes in the Dimensions and Volume of Vegetable
Organs and Tissues under the Influence of Desiccation.
Marcelli.n J3ERTHELOT {Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 625—834).—The
results of experiments with sterna of Festuca, wheat and maize, and
leaves of Gynerium argenteum showed that whilst the length was
hardly altered by variations in the amount of water present, the
diameter changed a good deal. Filter paper, free from ash, did not
vary in length and very slightly in width and thickness. Ordinary
filter paper varied slightly in width, more in length, whilst the
thickne.ss remained constant, N. H. J, M,

Vegetation in Atmospheres rich in Carbon Dioxide. Em.
Demoussy {Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 883—885).—Sixteen different

plants were grown in normal air and in air containing 0"15 per cent.
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of carbon dioxide. Fifteen of the plants gave much more dry matter
in presence of the larger amount of carbon dioxide than in ordinary-
air, the amounts being as 122 to 262:100. The sixteenth plant,

Fuchsia, produced 97 of dry matter with carbon dioxide against 100
in normal air, and this may have been due to other conditions of the
experiments. N. H. J. M.

Assimilation of Certain Ternary Substances by Vegetables.
PiEURE Mazk and A. Perrier {Ann. Inst. I'asteur, 1904, 18,
721—747).—Sugars, glycerol, and methyl and ethyl alcohols retard
for some days the germination of grains of maize, but do not inhibit

the growth of the small plants. Sugars are assimilated in the dark,
but light is essential for sugar synthesis. These substances added to

a mineral solution ai-e actively assimilated in the light, concurrently
with those which result in chlorophyllic function. The plants grow
more quickly than control specimens. These organic materials there-

fore contribute to plant anabolism. Glycerol is also absorbed in the
light, but it hinders development. Ethyl alcohol is harmful, and leads

to the production of aldehyde. Methyl alcohol activates vegetation
and is presumably absorbed. The tolerance of plants to alcohols

varies a good deal. Dextrin sometimes causes chlorosis ; in this

condition, produced by want of iron, the result is partly due to excess

of bases which fix the iron. W. D, H.

Decomposition of Fallen Leaves. Ed. Henry {Bied. Centr.,

1904, 33, 793—794; irom Ann. Sci. Agron., 1902—1903, 8, 328).—
Leaves of aspen, when kept over sand in wooden boxes, lost, in eleven

months, 52 per cent., and when chalk was employed instead of sand,

45 per cent. The much lower results obtained in earlier experi-

ments are now shown to be due to zinc boxes having been employed.

Leaves of Carpinus hetulus, which are much less leathery and contain

less tannin than oak leaves, do not decompose more quickly than the

latter. N. H. J. M.

Formation and Distribution of the Essential Oil of an
Annual Plant. Eugene Ciiarabot and G. Laloue (Compt. rend.,

1904, 139, 928—929).—The essential oil migrates from the leaves to

the ilower along with carbohydrates. After fructification, the migration

of nutritive matters to the fiower ceases, and the essential oil seems to

return to the leaves.

In the plant examined (basil), it was found that most of the

essential oil is in the leaves and flowers. The stems only contain a

little, and the roots none at all. N. H. J. M.

Occurrence of Ricinine in Young Ricinus Plants. Ernst
Schulze .and Ernst Winterstein {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1904, 43,

j

211—221).—The compound described as ricidine (Abstr., 1898, i, 42)|

is now shown to be identical with ricinine, CgHgOjN., (Maquonno and

Philippe, Abstr., 1904, i, 339). It gives a characteristic reaction very

similar to the murexido reaction, and also gives the Weidel reaction.

The amounts present in young etiolated, or even green, plants are some
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12—16-fold that contained in the same number of seeds. So far

tyrosine and lycine have not been obtained from these plants.

J. J. S.

A Substance which Inhibits the Pat-splitting Action of the
Seed of Abrus PrecatorJus. Karl Braux {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29,

34. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 748).—An aqueous extract of the seeds

of Abrus precaforius was injected subcutaoeously into rabbits, the

serum from which was then used in the experiments described. The
aqueous extract itself was added to castor oil and the slight amount of

hydrolysis of the latter estimated. The addition of the serum lessened

the extent of this hydrolysis when the latter was conducted at low
temperatures. A. McK.

Presence of Trahalase in Fungi. Emile Bourquelot and Henri
Herissey (Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 874—876).—Trehalase was found
in the tops of Boletus edulis, B. aurantiacus, and Corlinarius elatior,

but not in the tubes and lower parts. It also occurs in PaxiUus
involutus and Rrissula delica, and in smaller quantity in Boletus hadhis

and Amanita muscaria. K. H. J. M.

Medicinal and Useful Plants of Brazil. Theodor Peckolt
{Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1618—1619; from Ber. Deut. Pharm. Ges.,

14, 372—388. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 76-J).—Most of the following

Labiatae :

—

Ocimum basilicum, 0. carnosum, 0. micranthum AeolanlJnis

siiavis, Peltodon radicans, Heptis spicata, llyptis Salzmanni, lleptis

fasciculata, C'unila galioides, Salvia splendens, Leonurtis sibiricvs,

Leonitis nepet(p/olia, and Scutellaria uliginosa—contain considerable
quantities of ethereal oils and resins, often together with an amorphous
bitter principle

;
glucosides and alkaloids are, however, seldom present

in these plants. The abstract contains some account of these substances,
which are prepared in most cases from the leaves ; the yields and the
(juantitative composition of various parts of the plants are .also given.

E. W. W.

Proteids of Wheat Gluten and its Relations to the Baking
Properties of Wheat Flour. Josef Konk; and P. Hintelen
{Zeit. Nahr. Genussm , 1904, 8, 721—728. Compare Abstr., 1904, i,

1066).—The amounts of water, ash, total nitrogen, nitrogenin substances
soluble in 65—70 per cent, alcohol, niti-ogen as gluten,and the total gluten
were determined in seven samples of wheat flour and in three samples of
pelt wheat flour. The quality of the flour was also a.scertained by
making loaves, the actual volume of the loaves being determined by
Kreusler's and Maurizio's method. The results showed that one of the
spelt loaves was of bad quality, although the meal, as regards gluten
proteid soluble in alcohol, did not differ from ordinary wheat-meal.
The (juality, therefore, depends as little on the gluten alone as on the
relation of total gluten, or of the insoluble portion, to the portion
soluble in alcohol. N. H. J. M.
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Composition of Rice Refuse. George S. Feaps {Chem. Centr.,

1904, ii, 1430; from Bull. Texas Agr. Exper. Stat., 73, 3).—The
composition of rice hulls is similar to that of wheat straw. The bran,

consisting mainly of the seed-skin without much of the hulls, should

contain at least 10 per cent, of proteids and not more than 20 per cent,

of crude fibre. Addition of hulls lowers the value. The mixture of

bran, meal, and hulls, in the proportions present in the whole seed,

contains about 7*5 per cent, of proteids and 28 per cent, of crude fibre
;

its value is about half that of the pure bran. !N. H. J. M.

Volatile Patty Acids in Cheese. Biology of the Cheese
Ferment. Orla Jensen {Centr. Baht. Par., 1904, ii, 13, 161—170,
291—306, 428—439, 514—527, 604—615, 687—705, and 753—765).
—Acetic and formic acids were always found to be present, the latter,

however, frequently only in traces. Cheeses, the ripening of which
depends chiefly on mould fungi, contain only small amounts of acetic

and formic acids. All other cheeses contain some, and often con-

siderable amounts of, propionic acid.

Valeric acid was only found in Backstein cheese, made by the

Limburg method, but traces probably occur in all kinds of cheese.

Rennet cheeses do not contain appreciable amounts of butyric acid,

owing, probably, to the low temperature of cheese ripening and the

consequent luxuriance of the lactic ferment. Schabzeiger cheese, in

which the lactic ferments are killed, contains considerable amounts
(0'45 per cent.) of butyric acid.

Cheeses in which a considerable decomposition of fat has taken

place generally contain a good deal of ammonia, but in no case was
sufiicient ammonia found to show an alkaline reaction with phenol-

phthalein. Alkalinity, as indicated by litmus, often occurs with soft

cheeses.

As regards the aromas of diffex-ent cheeses, amino-acids are promi-

nent in Emmenthaler cheese, butyric esters in Roquefort, and products

of putrefaction in Limburger cheese.

Bacillus casei limburgensis alone produces only primary albumoses.

Micrococcus casei liquefaciens, Paraplectrwtn fcetidum, and B. nohilis

produce chiefly peptones, amino-acids, and ammonia. N, H. J. M.

Lime Requirements of Hessian Soils. Th. Dietrtcii {Bied.

Centr., 1904, 33, 814—818; from Ber. landw. Versuchs-Stat. Marhirg,

1903).—Application of lime (as burnt lime, lime marl, and dolomite

marl) was beneficial in the case of the lighter soils, from sand to sandy

loam. Well cultivated soils which contain little lime can do without

liming better than badly cultivated soils, possibly because of the

presence of calcium compounds other than carbonate, such as humate
and sulphate. Calcium silicate, which occurs in less cultivated soils, is

probably unable to take the place of calcium carbonate,

N. H. J. M.

Manurial Value of Human Excrement. John Sebelien {Bied

Centr., 1904, 33, 805—808 ; from Tidsskr. Norsk. Landbr., 1904,

45—55, and J. Landw., 1904).—The results of experiments with oats

I
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showed the value of faeces as a nitrogenous manure to be 75 as com-

pared with sodium nitrat« = 100. The value, however, when compared
with a mixture of sodium nitrate with phosphatic and potassium

manure, was 63 per cent. The nitrogen of urine is shown to be about

equal in value to that of sodium nitrate.

Notwithstanding the considerable manurial value of faeces, the

conclusion is drawn that, as regards the total excreta, the faeces are

only one-ninth the value of the urine, as the latter is produced in so

much larger quantity. N. H. J. M.

Analytical Chemistry.

Sodium Nitrate containing Perchlorate. Henbi Pellet and
G. Feibourg {Bied. Centr., 1904, 33, 798—803; from Ann. S'ci.

Agron., 1902—1903, 8, ii, 199).—The amounts of perchlorate vary from
traces to 15 per cent., but as much as 3"2 and even 6 per cent,

reckoned as potassium salt have been found. According to de

Caluwe, less than 1 per cent, of sodium perchloi-ate is injurious to

vegetation, whilst potassium perchlorate and chlorate are much less

injurious.

When sodium nitrate contains perchlorate, the chlorate is present

only in small quantity. Potassium is always present, but seems to

have no relation to the amount of perchlorate.

Vincente and Lafitte detect chlorates, in presence of chlorides,

perchlorates, and nitrates, by adding to the solution a few drops of a

solution of aniline in water (1:40) and an equal volume of hydro-

chloric acid of 22° B. A reddish-violet coloration, which turns to

an intense blue, is produced when traces of chlorate are present.

N. H. J. M.

Use of Chromates of Barium and of Silver in the Estima-
tion of Sulphates and Chlorides. Lauxcelot W. Andrews
(A}7ier. Chei)i. J., 1904, 32, 476—480).

—

Estiviaiion of Sulphates.—
The process published by the author in 1890 consisted in precipitat-

ing the alkali sulphate with a solution of barium chromate in dilute

hydrochloric acid ; after removing the excess of barium chromate by
neutralisation, the alkali chromate formed in the reaction was
estimated iodometrically. The author now states that in practice it

will be found more convenient to use a solution of barium chromate
in ^V-trichloroacetic acid, which, unlike the hydrochloric acid solution,

is perfectly stable.

Estimation of Chlorides.—Silver chromate is a valuable reagent for

the estimation of very small quantities of chlorine, say, in drinking-

waters. On agitating the water with this reagent, silver chloride is

formed, and the filtrate contains alkali chromate, which may then be
estimated colorimetrically. L. de K.
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Estimation of Tellurium. Alexander Gutbier (Chem. Centr.,

1904, ii, 1554—1555; from Sitzungsher. j)l^y^- '>ned. Soc, 1904,
130—133).—The tellurium is separated by reduction with hydrazine
hydrate, washed with lukewarm water, and dried, preferablj^ in a
current of hydrogen. L. de K.

lodomietric Estimation of Telluric Acid. Alexander
Gutbier and F. Resenscheck {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1555 ; from
Sitzungsher. 2)hys. med. Soc, 1904, 138—142).—Telluric acid cannot
be accurately estimated by distillation with hydrochloric acid and
subsequent iodometric estimation of the chloi-ine evolved.

L, DE K.

Estimation of Nitrogen in Organic Compounds. Henry C,

Sherman and M. J. Talk {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1469—1474).

—The authors state that even in the case of alkaloids the Kjeldahl
method, as modified by Dyer, may be successfully employed if thef

boiling be continued for at least two hours after the liquid has

become colourless (compare Dyer, Trans., 1895, 67, 812).

L. DE K.

Volumetric Estimation of Hydroxylamine by means of
Tervalent Titanium. Arthur Stabler (Ber., 1904, 37,
4732—4733).—Hydroxylamine is quantitatively reduced to ammonia
by titanium trichloride or trisulphate, and, since the excess of the

titanium salt can be easily estimated by titration with permanganate
or ferric chloride, a convenient method of estimating hydroxylamine,
especially in organic compounds, is obtained. Hydrazine sulphate is

not acted on by titanium salts under like conditions. E. F. A.

Estimation ofPhosphorus in Iron Ores. James S. Rowland and
Llewellyn J. Davies {J. Soc Chem. Ind., 1904, 23, (24), 1186—1187.
Compare Trans., 1866, 19, 148).—One to two grams of the finely

powdered ore are mixed with one gram of calcined magnesia and heated

in a muffle furnace at a bright red heat for about an hour. The
cooled mass is boiled with 50 per cent, nitric acid, when a solution

containing all the phosphorus is obtained. The phosphorus is then

precipitated by ammonium molybdate and the washed precipitate

dissolved in a definite volume of standard sodium hydroxide solution,

which is then titi"ated with nitric acid, using phenolphthalein as

indicator. Results are given to show the accuracy of the process.

H. M. D.

Estimation of Phosphoric Acid in Food-stuffs. Emile
Fleurent {Bull. Soc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33, 101—103).—The author
finds that Garola's process (Abstr., 1897, ii, 596) for the estimation of

phosphoric acid in wheat fiour is inconvenient. Larger quantities of

material maybe used and the operation carried out more rapidly if the

flour is destroyed with fuming nitric acidand the product from this opera-

tion treated with sulphuric acid, as in the Kjeldahl pi'ocess, for the final

destruction of the organic matter. The residue so obtained is diluted,

i
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neutralised with ammonia, some ammonium chloride added, and the

phosphoric acid estimated with " magnesia mixture." T. A. H.

Colorimetric Estimation of Phosphates. Oswald Schbeiner

and Bailey E. Brow.v {J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1904. 26, 1463—1468.
Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 8.5).—The process maybe briefly summarised
as follows. The solution, drinking water for instance, is mixed with a

drop of ammonia and a few drops of ammonium oxalate and evaporated

to dr\Tiess. The residue is moistened with magnesia mixture, and

after a few hours it is washed several times with small quantities of

ammonia water and finally once with plain water.

The precipitate, which now contains any phosphoric acid as triple

phosphate, is dissolved in nitric acid and tested colorimetrically by the

authors' improved molybdate process. L. de K.

Estimation of Arsenic. R. C. Cowley and J. P. Catford
(F/iarin. J., 1904, 73, 897).—The following manner of applying

Reinsch's test is described. A fine copper wire, coiled into

a helix, is immersed in 10 c.c. of the liquid to be tested, to

which 2 c.c. of hydrochloric acid have been added. The liquid is con-

tained in a test-tube and the copper helix should reach from the bottom
of the liquid to above its surface. The test-tube and its contents are

placed for 1 hour in a salt-water bath kept at a temperature just below
its boiling point. At the end of this time, the exposed length of wire

is pressed down below the surface and the heating continued for a

further 1.5 minutes. If all the arsenic has been removed from the

liquid, this upper portion of the wire will remain bright. The helix

is then removed, washed, and the arsenical deposit dissolved off by
1 c.c. of bromine water containing a little hydrobromic acid. Aft^r
washing the wire, the arsenical solution is treated with 1 c.c. of

potassium hydroxide solution and boiled until the light green copper
compounds are decomposed. The copper oxides are collected on a filter,

the ar.-enate in the filtrate reduced to arsenite and titrated with
y/lOO iodine solution. The latter should be standardised with an
irsenical .solution of known strength. It is asserted that the method
is capable of measuring 0'033 milligram of arsenic. W. P. S.

Examination of Drugs for Arsenic. Willia.m A. H. Naylor
.ad E. J. Chappel {Pharm. J., 1905, 74, 33, 34).—^The authors have

• xamined most of the drugs of the British Pharmacopoeia in order to

-ee whether they complied with the limits proposed in the recently

issued report pre.sented# to the Pharmacopoeia Committee of the
General Medical Council. The methods employed were those

recommended in this report. A large proportion of the drugs, <J:c.,

i-ame within the prescribed limits for arsenic, the exceptions being :

ntimony oxide, 1000 ; bismuth carbonate, 5
;
glycerol, 4 ; iron, 500

;

potassium carbonate, 4 ; i-educed iron, 100 ; sulphonal, 6 ; and tartar-

ated antimony, 500 parts of arsenic per million. The drugs were
purchased through the ordinary channels, the only stipulation made
being that they should answer the requirements of the Pharmacopceia.
rhe inference drawn from the results of the experiments is that the

VOL. LXXXVIIL ii. 9
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recommendations as to the arsenic limit are, except in the case of a
few drugs, capable of practical fulfilment, W. P. S.

Rapid Estimation of Silicon in Ferrosilicon. Louis
Lucch4;se (Ann. Chim. anal, 1904, 9, 452—453).—05—1 gram of

the finely powdered sample is treated in a weighed platinum crucible

with 1 c.c. of hydrofluoric acid, 1 c.c. of nitric acid is added, and the
whole evaporated to dryness. After adding another c.c. of hydro-

fluoric acid and evaporating, the mass is calcined. After another
treatment with hydrofluoric and nitric acids, the mass is finally ignited

to constant weight, and the resulting ferric oxide multiplied by 0*7

represents metallic iron, which, deducted from the original weight,

gives the silicon. The impurities present in commercial samples are

not sufliciently large to aifect the result. L. db K.

The Microscopic Examination of Metals. John H. B.

Jenkins and D. G. Riddick (Analyst, 1905, 30, 2— 15).—This paper

deals mainly with the microscopic examination of mild steel. The
methods of preparing the sections are fully described, and include the

polishing, etching, heat-tinting, and mounting of the specimens.

Forty-one photo-micrographs are given to illustrate the specimens

mentioned in the paper, comprising iron crystals, pig irons, mild

steels, cemented steels, manganiferous steels, pearlite, copper, " burnt
"

copper, annealed steel, flaws in steel, cast-steel, &c. W. P. S.

Precipitation of Barium Bromide by Hydrobromic Acid.
NoRxVAN C. Thorne (Amer. J. Sci., 1904, [iv], 18, 441—444).—If a

concentrated solution of barium bromide or chloride is treated with an
excess of a mixture of equal parts of hydrobromic acid and ether, the

barium is precipitated quantitatively as bromide. It is advisable to

saturate the mixture with hydrogen bromide, which is conveniently

made by dropping liquid bromine into a solution of naphthalene in

petroleum and passing the evolved gas through a purifying tower

charged with glass wool and red phosphorus. The precipitate is

collected on a weighed asbestos pad, washed with the acid ether

mixture, mixed with a little ammonium bromide, and finally heated at

250° to constant weight. The process may be used in the presence of

calcium and magnesium.
If, however, barium bromide is treated with hydrochloric acid and

ether, it is practically precipitated as chloride. If barium chloride is

partially precipitated with hydrochloric acid and then mixed with an
amount of hydrobromic acid which by itself would not have caused

any precipitate, a mixture of barium chloride and bromide is obtained.

L. DE K.

Estimation of Lead and Antimony as Sulphides. JosErii A.

MuLLER (Bull Soc. chim., 1904, [iii], 31, 1300—1303).—It is proposed

to precipitate the sulphides of these metals in warm, slightly acid solu-

tion and to wasli the precipitates, previously collected on tared filters,

successively with (1) a solution of hydrogen sulphide in water, (2)

alcohol (95 per cent.), (3) a mixture of equal volumes of alcohol, ether,

I
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and carbon disulphide, and (4) ether, and then to dry them under re-

duced pressure over sulphuric acid. The results of a number of trials

of this method quoted in the original indicate that it gives trustworthy

results. T. A. H.

Analysis of Lead Minerals. Joseph A. Mulleb {Bull. Soc. chim.,

1904, [iii], 31, 1303—1306).—The finely powdered mineral is warmed
with nitric acid for 12 hoiirs, and the residue, left after evaporation of

the excess of acid, treated first with warm water and then with hydro-

chloric acid at 80^. From the aqueous solution, the iron is precipitated

by the addition of sodium acetate and subsequent ebullition, and the

silver as the chloride. To the filtrate are added (a) the hydrochloric

acid solution prepared from the original residue, and (b) the precipitate

of basic ferric acetate previously dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and
the whole is largely diluted with water, then warmed, and saturated

with hydrogen sulphide. The precipitate is fixst washed with a solu-

tion of sodium or ammonium sulphide, arsenic being estimated as

magnesium ammonium arsenate, and antimony as the sulphide (com-

pare preceding abstract) in the washings ; next the residue is washed
with alcohol, &c,, as already described (loc. cit.), and weighed. If

copper is present, this is determined by treating an aliquot portion

of the precipitate with nitric acid followed by sulphuric acid, and
estimating the copper in the soluble portion by one of the usual

methods. The lead sulphide precipitate may also contain a small

quantity of silver sulphide ; this may be estimated by reduction and
cupellation. The remaining constituents of the mineral are determined
in the usual way. T. A, H.

Analysis of Ferrosilicons ; Use of Sodium Peroxide in
Platinum Crucibles. Louis Lucchese {Ann. Chim. anal., 1904, 9,
450— 451).—When copper or nickel crucibles are used for fusions with
sodium peroxide, the fused mass is always contaminated with copper or

nickel oxides, which complicates the analysis. No such inconvenience
is experienced when using a platinum crucible.

For the assay of ferroeilicon, 1 gram (or less) of the finely powdered
sample is mixed by means of a spatula with 2 grams of dry sodium
carbonate and 2 grams of sodium peroxide contained in a platinum
crucible. After heating for 5 minutes very gently over a small Buusen
tlame or a spirit lamp, the crucible is seized with a pair of nickel

tongues and, \vith constant rotary movement, heated to dull redness for

15 minutes, when the fused mass is at once turned out. The mass, which
contains the silicon as silicate, i» then analysed as usual. L. de K.

Estimation of Chromium in Steel. Fred Ibbotson and R,
Uowden {C/iem. Xeics, 1904, 90, 320—321).—The sample is dissolved

in a small amount of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1'20 and heated to expel
nitrous fumes'. After copious dilution, 2— 3 grams of ammonium per-

sulphate and about 001 gram of silver nitrate are added and the
>olution heated until the chromium and manganese are completely
oxidised. If the quantity of the latter metal be large, manganese
dioxide may separate, and must be removed by filtration. The solu-

tion is cooled, treated with excess of ammonium acetate, and lead

9—2
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acetate solution is added. The precipitated lead chromate is collected

on an asbestos filter, washed with dilute ammonium acetate solution,

and then dissolved off the filter with nitric acid. After diluting the
solution, an excess of standard ferrous sulphate solution is added, and
the estimation completed by titration with iV720 potassium perman-
ganate solution.

Steels containing large quantities of tungsten cannot be completely

decomposed by nitric acid alone. In this case, 0*5 gram of the
sample is heated with 10 c.c. of sulphuric acid (1 : 4) until nearly

dissolved, 2 c.c. of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1 -2 are then added, and, after

boiling, 100 c.c. of water. To this solution, containing much of the

tungsten as precipitated oxide, 20 c.c. of the nitric acid and 20 c.c. of

a 0'2 per cent, silver nitrate solution are added, together with 3 grams
of ammonium persulphate. The mixture is gradually brought to

boiling, then cooled, ferrous sulphate solution is added, and the titra-

tion completed as above described. W. P. S. *

Estimation of Chromium in Steel. Fred Ibbotson and R.

HowDEN {Cheni. News, 1905, 91, 3).—Chromium and manganese may
be estimated in one portion of a sample of steel according to the

following method. The manganese is oxidised in a cold nitric acid

solution of the steel by means of sodium bismuthate and titrated in

the usual manner. About 50 c.c. of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1*2 and
10 grams of sodium bismuthate are then added and the mixture boiled.

A small quantity of manganous sulphate is added and the boiling con-

tinued for a minute or so. The manganic oxide is then collected on a

filter and the chromic acid estimated in the filtrate. W. P. S.

Electrolytic Estimation and Separation of Antimony and
Iron. The Trisulphide Method for Estimating Antimony.
Arthur Fischer {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1904, 42, 363—417. Compare
Abstr., 1903, ii, 616).—The electrolytic reduction of tin from the

solution of the tin ammonium thio salt is easily accomplished by means
of a platinum cathode covered by a layer of tin, on the addition of

sodium sulphite to the ammonium sulphide used. The use of a platinum

iridium anode is recommended.
Antimony may be quantitatively separated from a solution of the

thioantimonite or from the thioantimonate in sodium sulphide

on the addition of potassium cyanide. The presence of polysulphides

in the solution prior to electrolysis is immaterial, since they are easily

reduced by the potassium cyanide present. A platinum iridium anode

is also preferable in this case to a platinum anode.

The electrochemical equivalent of antimony in thioantimonite

is 8b/3 and in thioantimonate Sb/5. The quinquevalency of anti-

mony favours the reversibility of the reaction, whilst the tervalency

does not.

The separation of antimony from tin may be effected from sodium

sulphide solution to which potassium cyanide is added. The separation

is accomplished both when tervalent and quinquevalent antimony com-

pounds are employed. The solution mu^t be saturated at 30" with

sodium sulphide and must contain from 2 to 4 grams of sodium bydr-
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oxide. The temperature must not exceed 30^ nor the tension 1-1

volts.

In the absence of potassium cyanide, only tervalent antimony can

be separated from tin with accuracy. The electrolyte must, in this

case, be saturated at 50^ with sodium sulphide, and the tension must
not exceed 09 volt.

Sodium hydrosulphide is unsuitable for the separation, since the

potentials of antimony and tin towards its solution are only very

slightly different.

The addition of sodium hydroxide to the electrolyte, as recommended
by Classen, is absolutely essential.

The trisulphide method for estimating antimony gives results lower

than those obtained by the electrolytic method. A. McK.

Estimation of Chloroform Vapour by a Tonometric Method.
B. J . Cohi.i:sGV,'ooD (Proc. phi/siol. Sac, Xov., 1904, ii—iii ; </. FhysioL,

32).—The principle of the method is as follows : one chamber contains

the mixture of air and chloroform, another air only ; the two are

connected by a manometer. An equal amount of chloroform is added
to both, and the difference in the levels of the water or mercury in the

two limbs of the manometer is proportional to the percentage of the

chloroform originally present. The method gives good results, and
these are not affected by the presence of carbon dioxide.

W. D. H.

Estimation of Chloroform Vapour in Air. Alfred G. Levy
(Proc. physiol. >S'oc., Nov., 1904, iii—iv ; J. Physiol, 32).—Waller's

densimetric method was compared with Vernon Harcourt's com-
bustion method. The results agree very closely, the former method
giving as a rule slightly higher results. W. D. H.

Estimation of Glycerol in its Solutions by means of the
Specific Gravity. C. Stiepel {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1626—1627

;

from Sei/ensiederzeit., 31, 818).—The amount of glycerol in a crude
sample which is reasonably free from other organic matters may be

determined by subtracting from the percentage, as deduced from the

sp gr., the percentage of ash multiplied by 3 33. This, however, only

holds good for small amounts of salts. If the sample is very concentrated,

the determination of the sp. gr. is somewhat troublesome. In this case,

it may be slightly diluted with a known weight of water. L. de K.

Assay of Glycerol. T.\urel {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1258; from
AIo7i. Sci, 18, 574—577).—When testing crude glycerol by means
of Hehner's dichromate process, it is necessary to first remove certain

objectionable matters by addition of basic lead acetate. The author
prepares this by dissolving 1 mol. of lead acetate and adding half a mol.

of sodium hydroxide. Any excess of lead in the filtrate must be care-

fully removed by sodium sulphate. Alkaline samples should be firbt

neutralised with acetic acid before clarifying with the lead. If there

is much sodium chloride pre.sent, there is a risk of chlorine escaping

during the heating with potassium dichromate and sulphuric acid.
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The author therefore recommends connecting the flask with a bulb
tube containing a standard solution of arsenious acid, and in this

way estimating the chlorine and allowing for it. When testing

glycerol for sulphides, acetic acid shovxld be used in the cold. When
testing for arsenic by Gutzeit's test, any sulphur compounds should be
first fully oxidised with potassivim permanganate before adding zinc

and hydrochloric acid. L. deK.

New Test for Cholesterol. Carl Neuberg and Dora Rauch-
WERGER iChem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1434—1435 ; from Festschr. fur Ernst
Salkowshi, 279—285).—A trace of cholesterol is heated with 1*5 c.c.

of absolute alcohol, and a minute particle of rhamnose or a drop of

solution of 8-methylfurfuraldehyde is added. When quite cold, an
equal bulk of sulphuric acid is allowed to run down the sides of the
test-tube, when a characteristic raspberry-red ring will at once be
noticed. If the tube is well cooled and shaken, the whole liquid

becomes red and shows, after being diluted with alcoholj a character-

istic dark absorption band between E and C. If the mixture becomes
overheated, the liquid assumes a brown colour, and then shows a
second absorption band in the neighbourhood of D. Phytosterol does

not give the reaction, or at most a rose colour which gives an absorp-

tion band in the yellowish-green.

The reaction is, however, shared by some hydroaromatic compounds,
such as biliary acids, also by camphor, borneol, menthol, and similar

substances. L. de K.

Corrections to be Applied in the Estimation of Lactose in
Cows' Milk and Human Milk. Gustave Patein {J. Pharm. Chim.,

1904, [vi], 20, 501—505).—Attention is drawn to the necessity of

correcting for the volume of the precipitated casein and fat in this

estimation, particularly when the analysis is made on the undiluted
milk. Lactose cannot be estimated polarimetrically in human milk on
account of the presence of a Isevorotatory substance which is not pre-

cipitated by mercuric nitrate or by picric acid. As this substance,

however, does not reduce Fehling's solution, the volumetric method may
be used. W. P. S.

New ',Reaction for Lactose (and Maltose). Alfred Wohlk
(Zeit. anal. Chem., 1904, 43, 670—679).—Lactose or maltose heated

with 10 per cent, ammonia for 15—20 minutes develops a bright

madder-red colour, of considerable permanence. Other carbohydrates

give either no colour or a yellow to yellowish-brown one, and do not

obscure the lactose reaction. The reaction is, however, inhibited by
various substances, such as tartrates, citrates, and ammonium salts.

M. J. S.

Composition and Analysis of Maple Syrup and Maple Sugar.
Julius Hortvet (/. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1523—1545).—

A

lengthy paper giving the results of the analysis of a large number of

pure and adulterated samples of maple sugar and syrup. For full

particulars of the analytical operations and results, the original paper
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should be consulted. Considerable importance is attached to the

volume occupied by the precipitate formed on adding basic lead

acetate. The amount of malic acid and the alkalinity of the ash

also give valuable indications as to the genuineness of the samples.

L. DE K.

Table for the Rapid Calculation of the Original Extractive
Matter of Beer Wort. Paul Lehmaxx and Hermann Stadlinger
{Zeit. anal. C/t^m., 1904, 43, 679—687).—The formula,

_ 100(E + 2-0665A) ^ ^
' 100 +1-0665A '

^^

the calculation of the original extractive matter, c, from the percentage

of alcohol, A, and the extractive matter of the beer, E, may be
expressed in the form

^ 100 , 206-65A

100 + 1-0665A IO0 + 1-0665A
€ = E.(Aa) + (Aj8). The table gives the values for Aa and A^ for

each 1/100 per cent, of alcohol from 1'5 to 4*99 per cent., and the cal-

culation is thereby resolved into the multiplication of the factor Aa
by E, and addition of the corresponding number A/?. M. J. S.

Estimation of Carbamates. John J. R. Macleod and H. D.
Haskins {Amer. J. rhysioL, 1904, 12, 444—456).—Carbamates are

present in the urine when urea formation is interfered with. Previous
methods for detecting these salts are lansuitable for quantitative work.
The present paper is limited to a description of a new method and
proofs of its accuracy. The principle of the method is to determine
the yield of carbon dioxide from the liquid by the Barcroft-Haldane
method, and again in the same liquid after precipitation of the carbon-
ates by barium hydroxide and ammonia. In liquids which contain
proteid, a slight modification is necessary. W. D. H.

Detection of Acetates, Cyanides, and Lithium. Stanley R.
Benedict {Amer. Chem. J., 1904. 32, 480—483).

—

Detection ofAcetates.
—The process is based on the fact that a solution of cobalt nitrate

containing a little free acetic acid gives practically no precipitate with
hydrogen sulphide, but does so at once when an alkali acetate is

added ; also on the fact that silver acetate is slightly soluble.

The solution is mixed with slight excess of sodium carbonate, and
then with slight excess of silver nitrate. After carefully removing
this by sodium chloride, the filtrate is saturated with hydrogen sul-

phide. On pouring the liquid into 2 c.c. of i\'-cobalt nitrate containing a
few drops of acetic acid and saturated with hydrogen sulphide, a more
or less heavy precipitate of cobalt sulphide will be formed should an
acetate be present.

Detection of Cyanides in the presence of Ferrocyanides.—The solution
is made alkaline with sodium hydroxide, and about 1 c.c. of

3725 mercurous nitrate is gently poured over it. A ring of black
mercurous oxide is thus formed, which, however, in the presence of a
trace of cyanide will on shaking partly dissolve, whilst the rest turns
a light grey.
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Detection of Lithium in the presence of Sodium.—To the solution is

added a little ammonia, and then one-tenth of the volume of iV/S sodium
phosphate, and finally enough alcohol to proiluce a fairly heavy per-

manent precipitate, which may be simply sodium phosphate or contain

admixed lithium phosphate. The solution is now heated to boiling,

when, should lithium be absent, it will become perfectly clear, but in

the presence of lithium its phosphate remains undissolved.

L. DE K.

Detection and Estimation of Citric Acid in Wines. Lucien
Robin {Ann. Chim. anal., 1904,9, 453—456).—The following reagents

are required : (1) a 40 per cent, solution of lead acetate, (2) a mixture
of 1 vol. of glacial acetic acid and 9 vols, of water, (3) a

strong solution of potassium hydroxide, (4) a mixture of 1 vol. of

glacial acetic acid and 9 vols, of alcohol, (5) a hot saturated alcoholic

solution of cadmium acetate.

Twenty-five c.c. of wine are heated to boiling, 3c.c. of (1) are added,

and, after boiling for a few minutes, the precipitate is collected,

washed, and then heated for 5 minutes at 90° with 10 c.c. of (2).

After washing the residue with the acid water, the filtrate is freed

from lead by means of hydrogen sulphide and evaporated to incipient

dryness. The residue is now dissolved in 5 c.c. of alcohol, and, after

being neutralised with (3), 0"5 c.c. of glacial acetic acid is added, and,

after stirring, the liquid is passed through a filter and the deposit

washed twice with 5 c.c. of (4). After the last traces of potassium

hydrogen tartrate have separated and been removed by filtration, the

citric acid is precipitated by adding 6 drops of (5), collected on a tared

filter, washed with alcohol, dried at 100°, and weighed. The weight
multiplied by 5378 = citric acid.

After weighing, it may be further identified as a citrate by Denigfes'

mercurial reagent. L. de K.

Estimation of Amino-acids in Urine. Fkanz Erben {Zeit.

phyaiol. Chem., 1904, 43, 320—324).—An adaptation of the method
already employed by E. Fi^cher and Bergell, and by Ignatowski, in

which naphthalene-^-sulphonic chloride is the reagent employed.

Normal urine contains a conjugated amino-acid, hippuric acid, which
does not give the reaction in question. In the investigation of urine,

it is first necessary to remove and estimate the hippuric acid. When
this is done, normal urine and many pathological urines give no further

evidence of amino-acids. From experiments with mixtures of urine

and amino-acids (glycine, alanine, leucine, tyrosine), the method is

shown not to be accurate quantitatively, from 57 to 80 per cent, only

of the added acid being recoverable. W. D. H.

The Reactions Concerned in the Estimation of the Iodine
Value. Frederik H. van Leent {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1904, 43,

06 1—670).—From a discussion of the work of von Hiibl, Waller,

Ephraim, Marshall, Wijs, and others, the author draws the following

conclusions : (1) the active constituents of the solutions of von Hiibl,

Epln-aim, and Wijs are iodine monochloride and hypoiodous acid
\
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both of these form additive products and are iodometrically equivalent,

(2) no combination or libei^ation of hydrochloric acid takes place

during the iodine absorption, (3) the hydrochloric acid which becomes

free during the reaction is a product of the hydrolytic decomposition

of iodine monochloride, (4) no substitution of hydrogen by halogens

takes place, (5) the iodine value is a measure of the unsaturated com-

pounds present in the fat, (6) the "Wijs solution of iodine monochloride

in 99 per cent, acetic acid is to be preferred for the reaction.

M. J. S.

A Simple Method for the Estimation of the Fat in Butter.

A. Hesse {Zeit. Xahr. Genussra., 190-4, 8, 673—675).—From 15 to

2 grams of the well-mixed sample are placed in a Gottlieb's cylinder

and treated with 8 c.c. of hot water. If necessary, the cylinder is

placed in warm water until the butter is melted. One c.c. of ammonia
and 10 c.c. of alcohol are then added, and the mixture shaken to dis-

solve the casein. After cooling, 25 c.c. of ether and 25 c.c. of light

petroleum are added, and the whole thoroughly mixed. When the

ethereal solution of the fat has separated, it is drawn off and the

residue again treated with 50 c.c. of ether, which is drawn off without

having been shaken up, and finally with 50 c.c. of the mixture of

ether and petroleum. The united ethereal solutions are evaporated

and the residue of fat weighed. "W. P. S.

The " Sinacid" Butyrometer. Du Roi and Koehler {Milch. Zeit.,

1904, 33, 787—790).—Thisinstrument, devisedby A. Sichler, is intended,

for the estimation of fat in milk, the method of procedure resembling that

of Gerber. Its name is derived from the fact that the sulphuric acid of

the latter process is dispensed with {sine acido), a salt solution being

used instead. The composition of this solution is not given, as the

patent rights have not yet been secured, but it has an alkaline

reaction. The amyl alcohol of the Gerber process is replaced by
another higher alcohol. The new method gives results closely agreeing

with those yielded by Gerber's process, but the authors consider that

the latter is to be preferred where many samples of milk have to be

examined, on account of its rapidity. W. P. S.

Colour Reaction of Cotton Seed Oil. Georges Halphen {Bull.

Soc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33, 108—110).— It is shown that, after cotton

seed oil has been fully brominated, it does not give Halphen's colour

reaction (Abstr., 1898, ii, 358), but that oil coloured by the reagent
retains its colour on subsequent bromination. The sub.stance to which
the production of the colour is due is not present in the " unsaponifi-

able matter," and is probably an unsaturated acid. When cotton

seed oil is treated with water, the "active principle" is not removed,
but wet oil gives an orange-brown colour instead of the normal red
colour with Ualphen's reagent. The passage of hydrogen sulphide

through cotton seed oil produces no coloration. These ob.servations do
not support Raikow's view (Abstr., 1900, ii, 698, and 1902, ii, 366)
that the production of the red colour is due to the formation of
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a thio-derivative, and its disappearance on exposure to sunlight

to the loss of sulphur and polymerisation of the product formed.

T. A. H.

Detection of Cotton-seed Oil in Olive Oil. E. Milliau
{Compt. rend., 1904, 139, 807—809. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 456).

—The chemical tests applied in the detection of cotton-seed oil, namely,

the reduction of warm alcoholic silver nitrate solution and the produc-

tion of a red colour on treatment with a solution of sulphur in carbon
disulphide, are both given by " capoc" oil and baobab oil. These oils are,

indeed, more sensitive towards both reagents than cotton-seed oil, and a

method of distinguishing the two former from cotton-seed oil is based

on the observation that the fatty acids from " capoc" oil and baobab
oil give an intense brown coloration with alcoholic silver nitrate in

the cold, whilst cotton-seed oil in similar circumstances has no re-

ducing action. The oils themselves, if chloroform is added to bring

them into solution, may be used instead of the free acids, but the

difference of behaviour is less marked. H. M. D.

Pat of the Fruits of the Dipterocarpus Species. Isidor
KliVont {Monatsh., 1904, 25, 929—932).—A specimen of Borneo
tallow, from the Austrian Ilandelsnmseum, melts at 345—34*7° and
has an acid number 15*8, an iodine number 30'1, and a hydrolysis

number 194"6. It contains tristearin, tripalmitin (?), oleodistearin

(Henriques and Kiinne, Abstr., 1899, i, 330), oleodipalmitin,

C3H5(C\6H3jO.,)o' OigHagO^,
jvhich melts, when freshly recrystallised, at 33—34°, when fused and
resolidified at 28—29*^, has an iodine number 30*2, a hydrolysis number
202-7, and other mixed glycerides of fatty acids with smaller carbon
nuclei, and with unsaturated fatty acids.

Oleodipalmitin is found also in cacao fat (compare Fritzweiler,

Abstr., 1902, ii, 470). G. Y.

Assay of Beeswax. Georg Buchner (Ckem. Zeit., 1905, 29,
32—33).—A slight modification of the author's process (Abstr., 1892,
ii, 665). After determining the acidity number of 3*6 grams of the

sample, 35 c.c. of iV/2 alcoholic potassium hydroxide are added, and,

after connecting the Erlenmeyer flask with a Soxhlet tube and
condenser, the contents are boiled briskly for one hour. In this way
the liquid in the flask gets temporarily concentrated and the saponifi-

cation is more complete ; a portion of the alcohol also can be recovered

from the Soxhlet tube. When very refractory samples have to be

tested, the author uses absolute alcohol or pure amyl alcohol (Werder's
process). L. de K.

Saponification Number and Dry Residue of Oil of
Lemon. Enrico Bertk {Ghem. Centr., 1904, ii, 1670; from Boll.

CIdin. Farm., 43, 709—713).—Adulteration of oil of lemon may be

detected by moans of the saponification number and by the amount of

residue left on evaporation on the water- bath. The saponification

number of the pure oil does not exceed 3 5, and the residue varies
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from 2—3
"5 ; it is therefore possible to detect the presence of

excessive quantities of fatty or resinous matters.

A table is also given showing the constants of a pure oil ; of a

mixture containing 25 per cent, of terpene and 2 per cent, of fatty

oil, and another mixture containing 50 per cent, of terpene and 4 per

cent, of oil. The data include the rotation at 20°, the rotation of the

distillate at 20° the rotation of the residue at 20°, sp. gr. at 15° dry

residue, and the citral. L, de K.

Detection of Saccharin. E. vox Mahler {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29,
32).—The ethei'eal solution containing the saccharin is evaporated to

diyness and the residue is transferred to a small reduction tube, in

which a small piece of metallic sodium or potassium has been placed.

The whole is heated, and, after the action is over the tube while still

hot is immersed in a freshly-prepared solution of sodium nitroprusside.

If saccharin was originally present, the mass now contains alkali

sulphide, which gives the characteristic violet colour. L. de K.

The Pyrrole Reaction. Carl Neuberg {CJoem. Ceiitr., 1904, ii,

1435—1437 ; from Festschr .fiir Ernst Salkovjski, 271—278).—A table

containing the names of 47 organic compounds which give the pyrrole

reaction either dii'ectly or after addition of zinc dust or zinc dust and
ammonia. L. de K.

Reactions of Cocaine and Morphine. C. Reichahd (Chem.

Centr.f 1904, ii, 1257 ; from Fharm. Zeit., 49, 855. Compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 374).—A 1 per cent, solution of uranium nitrate containing

a few drops of potassium thiocyanate gives an intensely yellow precipi-

tate with salts of cocaine. If a little of a mixture of 5*04 parts of

uranium nitrate and 6"58 parts of potassium ferricyanide is dissolved

in a few drops of water and added to a few crystals of a cocaine salt,

the latter assume a dark colour and gradually yield a dark brown
liquid. Morphine crystals at once turn brownish-black and yield a
dark red liquid which, on drying, gives an almost black residue. A
mixture of 2*5 parts of crystallised copper sulphate and 6 '6 parts of

potassium ferricyanide rubbed with a few drops of water and a little

solid or dissolved morphine at once turns dark brown. Cocaine gives

no reaction. A mixture of powdered copper sulphate and morphine
when heated with sulphuric acid yields a beautiful dark violet liquid.

L. de K.

Composition of Turmeric. Albert E. Leach (/. Amer.
Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1210— 1211).—The author has analysed three

varieties of turmeric, China, Pubna, and Alleppi. The average
composition is as follows :

Moisture, 8 73 ; total ash, 707 ; ash soluble in water, 536 ; total

nitrogen, 1-42, ecjual to 888 proteids ; total ethereal extract, 1117 ;

volatile ethereal extract, 3-19
; alcoholic extract, 696 ; crude fibre, 5 37

;

reducing matters by acid method calculated as starch, 49 73 ; starch by
diastase method, 34*21 per cent. L. de K.
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New Reagent for the Detection of the Colouring Matters
of Blood or their Products of Decomposition. E. Eiegler
{Zeit. anal. Chem., 1904, 43, 539— 544).—The two absorption bands
in the spectrum of an alkaline solution of Hoppe Seyler's haemo-

chromogen are exhibited with great intensity by an alcoholic solution,

and such a solution is very readily obtained by treating blood pig-

ments with an alkaline alcoholic solution of hydrazine. Sodium
hydroxide, 10 grams, and hydrazine sulphate, 5 grams, are dissolved in

100 c.c. of water and the solution is mixed with 100 c.c. of strong

alcohol and filtered. By shaking a little blood or haemoglobin with
this reagent, a rich purple solution of hsemochromogen is obtained.

When shaken with air, this solution becomes transiently green, and
in this condition shows the single band of an alkaline hsematin

solution. In testing urine for blood, a trace of white of egg is added
and coagulated by boiling after adding a drop of acetic acid. The
albumin carries down the hajmatin, and after collection on a filter and
washing, is shaken with the hydrazine reagent. Blood stains on linen

can be treated directly with the reagent and examined with a micro-

spectroscope, M. J. S.

Simulation of Traces of Albumin by Substances which
interfere with the Ferrocyanide Test, especially in Liquids re-

quiring Clarification. Bruno Bardach {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1904,

43, 554—557).—In cases where proteids have been precipitated by
ammonium sulphate, it is customary to confirm the completeness of the

precipitation by testing the filtrate with potassium fei-rocyanide.

In these circumstances, a trifling turbidity is always observed, and
this the author has traced to impurities in the ammonium sulphate,

which cannot be removed by any of the ordinary methods of purifica-

tion. It is necessary, therefore, to employ the purest ammonium
sulphate obtainable, and to test the specimen with ferrocyanide and
make allowance for the turbidity which is obtained in the absence of

albumin. A similar deceptive turbidity is produced by ferrocyanide

in liquids which have been clarified by infusorial earth, inconsequence

of traces of iron from the kieselguhr passing into solution. Neither

ignition nor treatment with hydrochloric acid improves the kieselguhr

in this respect. The only satisfactory method of clarification is to pass

the liquid through several thicknesses of filter-paper, which, however,

must be absolutely free from iron. M. J. S.
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Refractive Indices of the Elements. Clive Cuthbertsok {Proc.

Roy. Soc, 1904, 74, 283—284).—Attention has been previously drawn
to the fact that the refractivities of (1) helium, neon, argon, krypton,

and xenon, (2) chlorine, bromine, and iodine are in the ratio of small

integers. With a Jamin's refractometer, adapted for high tempera-

tures, the refractivities of mercury, phosphorus, and sulphur have
been determined, and it is shown that the simple relationship found in

the cases of the inert atmospheric gases and of the halogens holds also

in the case of (1) nitrogen and phosphorus, (2) oxygen and sulphur;

an atom of the second element in each case retards light four times as

much as an atom of the first. On these lines, one may regard the two
series N, O, F, Ne and P, S, 01, A as in some sense homologous. In

the latter series, the power to retard light increases with the

valency, in spite of the simultaneous decrease in atomic weight. The
same relationship is found for the series Ne, 0, N. J. 0. P.

Spectra of the Metals in the Electric Arc. VII,
Spectrum of Tungsten. Berxhard Hasselberg (K. Svensha Vet.

Akail. Ilandl. ,ldOi, 38, Xo. 5, 1—47. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 706).—
Although on the whole the same lines occur in the arc spectrum of

tungsten as appear in the spark spectrum recently recorded by Exner
and Haschek, there is very marked difference in the relative intensity

of the lines. The lines in the arc spectrum, which are apparently due
to iron, chromium, titanium, cobalt, nickel, manganese, vanadium, and
molybdenum, have been eliminated, and the lines regarded by the

author as characteristic of tungsten are fully recorded, the discussion

being ilhistrated by reproductions of the spectra. A number of

lines in the tungsten spectrum coincide with feeble lines in tlie solar

spectrum, and the author regards it as proved that tungsten is present

in the absorbing envelope of the sun, J. C. P.

The Group IV. Lines of Silicon. Sir J. Norman Lockyer and
F. E. Baxandall {Proc. Hoy. Soc, 1904, 74, 296—298).—In previous

papers (Abstr., 1900, ii, 181 ; Proc. Roy. Soc, 67, 403), it was
shown that the silicon lines might be divided into four distinctive

groups. The genuineness of the lines of the fourth group has been
questioned by de Gramont (Abstr., 1904, ii, 641), but the authors
adhere to the conclusion previously reached, and the photographic
evidence on which it was based is now reproduced. J. 0. P.

Infra-red Absorption Spectrum of Carbon Dioxide as
affected by Pressure. Clemens Schaefer (Ann. J'hysik., 1905,
[iv], 16, 93— 105).—Under high pressure, the bands are widened
and the maximum absorption is intensified. This result cannot be
attained merely by increasing the thickness of the absorbing layer,

VOL. LXXXVIIl. ii. 10
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hence the character of the absorption depends not on the number of

absorbing molecules, but on their density. J. C. P.

Rotation of Optically Active Substances. Paul Walden
{Ber., 1905, 38, 345—409).—A lecture delivered before the German
Chemical Society. C. H. D.

Dissociation of Strychnine Salts determined by their
Rotatory Power. Rotatory Power in Homologous Series.
Influence of the Double Linking. Jules INItnguin (Compt. rend.,

1905, 140, 243— 245).—The author has measured the rotation of a

number of strychnine salts, obtained by dissolving 0*334 gram of

strychnine and a molecular proportion of the acid in 25 c.c. of a
mixtui^e of parts of benzyl alcohol and ethyl alcohol (2 : 1), and the
change in the rotatory power caused by the addition of excess of acid

has also been studied. The results show (1) that the salts are

partially hydrolysed by the addition of excess of acid, and the
hydrolysis, as measured by the increase in the rotatory power, is

greater in the case of the weak than of the strong acids
; (2) that the

salts of a homologous series of acids have practically the same rotatory

power (compare Tschugaeff, Abstr., 1898, i, 274, 495 ; 1899, ii, 3
;

and Minguin and de Bollement, Abstr., 1903, i, 352) ; (3) that the

salts of the unsaturated acids have a higher rotatory power than those

of the saturated acids containing the same number of carbon atoms
(compare Haller, Abstr., 1903, i, 503, 563, 628; Zelinsky, Abstr.,

1902, i, 597 ; Rupe, Abstr., 1903, i, 565 ; Minguin, 1903, i, 428).

M. A. W.

Specific Rotatory Power of Nicotine dissolved in Mixtures
of Water and Ethyl Alcohol. T. Gnesotto and G. Crestani
[Nuovo Cim., 1904, [v], 8, 365—381).—The authors have measured
the specific rotation of nicotine in various mixtures of water and ethyl

alcohol, all the solutions having approximately the same concentration,

namely, 12'1 grams of nicotine per 100 c.c. of the solution. The
results, which are given in the form both of tables and of curves,

show that the values of the specific rotatory power of nicotine at 20°

in aqueous alcohol are all inferior to those of the specific rotatory

power of the substance itself, supposing that each component of the

mixture exercises on the active substance an influence proportional to

the quantity by weight in which it occurs in the mixture. The
differences. A, between the absolute values of the specific rotatory

power of nicotine determined experimentally and the absolute values

calculated on the above supposition, starting from an alcoholic solution

of nicotine, increase rapidly with the amount of water substituted for

alcohol, and reach a maximum for a mixture of water and alcohol con-

taining about 80 per cent, of the latter ; from this maximum point, the

differences vary practically rectilinearly with the proportion of water

present. From these and previous results, it is concluded that th«

action of mixtures of water and alcohol on alkaloids shows itself bj

producing an increase or a diminution in the specific rotatory powei(

of the active substance in solution (with reference to that obtained bj
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calculation from the additive formula), according as dilution of the

solution of the substance in the two separate solvents produces an
increase or a diminution in the specific rotatory power. T. H. P.

Fluorescence of Sodium Vapour. L. Pucciaxti (Atti B. Accad.

Lincei, 1904, [v], 13, ii, 433—440).—The author shows that the lines

Dj and D., exist in the fluorescence spectrum of sodium vapour. The
exciting fight from which they originate is that of these usually

broad lines themselves, but in the small spectral interval occupied

by each of them light of a given wave-length can excite the emission

of waves of different lengths. Indications are given of the construc-

tion of a model of the phenomenon on the basis of secondary waves,

taking into account the annulment or collision of the vibrations.

T. H. P.

Solvent and Fluorescence. Hugo Kauffmanx and Alfred
Beisswekger {Zf.it. j^hysikal. Chem., 1904, 50, 350—354. Compare
Abstr., 1904, ii, 528).—An example of the way in which fluorescent

amines exhibit a different fluorescence colour according to the solvent

in which they are dissolved has already been given {loc. cit.). The
same phenomenon is exhibited in an exceptional degree by dimethyl-

naphtheurhodine, also by o-aminocinnamic acid and its esters, dimethyl-

aminodiphenylquinoxaline, aminobenzoxazole, and ethyl succinylsuccin-

ate (compare also Kehrmann and Messinger, Abstr., 1892, 889).

It appears that dissociating solvents affect very slightly the

fluorescence colour of the solid substance, but the cause of the change
of fluorescence cannot be association in benzene and similar solvents,

lecause dimethylaminodipheuylquinoxaline, for example, has a normal
molecular weight in benzene. It is shown, however, that in general

the displacement of the fluorescence colour from that exhibited by the
solid increases as the dielectric constant of the solvent decreases.

The order of the solvents is, however, not always the same, so that

lie nature of the fluorescent substance is also a determining factor.

It is noted that the colour of the solutions of these fluorescent

ubstances changes with the solvent in a manner very similar to the

uorescence colour. J. C. P.

Action of Very Low Temperatures on the Phosphores-
cence of Certain Sulphides. P. Le Roux (Compt. rend., 1905,

140, 84—85, 239—241). -The diminution in the brightness of the

phosphorescence of certain sulphides at low temperatures has been
observed by Becquerel (Abstr., 1891, 776), Pictct {Compt. rend.,

1894, 119, 527). Dewar {Chem. News, 1894), YLenry {Compt. rend., 1896,

122, 662;, and A. and L. Lumi^re {ibid., 1899, 125, 549), and the

iithor finds that at the temperature of liquid air phosphorescent
ilcium sulphide becomes non-luminous, but recovers its original

iminosity when removed from the liquid air and allowed to regain

lie ordinary temperature. At the low temperature, the phosphores-
nce is in a potential state, for the light emitted by the cooled

ilphide on regaining the ordinary temj>erature is more intense than
liat of a similar .specimen which has not been cooled ; further, if a

10—2
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non-luminous specimen of calcium sulphide is placed in liquid air

and exposed to the light of burning magnesium, it becomes luminous
when heated to the ordinary temperature. M. A. W.

Triboluminescenoe. II. L. A. Tschugaeff (J. Buss. Phys.

Chem. Soc, 1904, 36, 1245—1253. Compare Abstr., 1901, ii, 489).—
The author has examined a number of crystalline compounds and
finds that, in addition to the six compounds already given {loc. cit.),

benzoyl-^-naphthylamine and benzoyl-»i-toluidine also exhibit tribo-

luminescence of the first order, "With the former of these two com-
pounds, this property can be observed in ordinary daylight, and,

under favourable conditions, the emission of light continues for some
six or eight seconds.

The results obtained with a number of amino-compounds show that

in many cases of two closely-related compounds, such as homologues
or isomerides, one exhibits triboluminescence whilst the other does

not. Similar observations have been made on other classes of

compounds.
Triphenylmethane is triboluminescent, but its compounds with

benzene or thiophen of crystallisation do not exhibit this property
;

on heating these compounds for a short time above their melting

points and recrystallising the residues from ether or toluene, tribo-

luminescent crystals are again obtained.

Aniline hydrochloride exhibits strong triboluminescence, but the

basic salt, 2NH2Ph,HCl, does not do so. Uranium nitrate completely

loses its power of triboluminescence if the crystals are recrystallised

from ethereal solution over phosphoric oxide.

A number of optically active compounds were examined, and it

was found that these exhibit triboluminescence, whilst the corresponding

racemic compounds do not. T. H. P.

Radioactivity of Underground Air. H. M. Dadourian {Amer. J.

Sci., 1905, [iv], 19, 16—22).—Bumstead has recently shown {Amer. J.

Sci., 1904, 18, 1) that the excited activity obtained by exposing a

negatively charged wire in the open air may be fairly accounted for

by assuming the presence of radium and thorium emanations in the

air. The author now finds that the slowly decaying activity obtained

by exposing a negatively charged wire to underground air (that is, air

which has passed through the soil) is attributable to thorium.

J. C. P.

Occurrence of Radium and of Radioactive Noble Earths in

Fango Mud and Soil from Capri. Friedrich Giesel {Ber., 1905,

38, 132—133).—The small amount of crude barium sulphate ob-

tained from Fango mud contains radium. As Capri soil contains no

sulphuric acid, it was fractionally extracted with hydrochloric acid ;

radium was found to be present chiefly in the fraction obtained by

extraction of the earth with a large excess of hydrochloric acid. N(i

uranium was found in either earth. G. Y.
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A New Radium Mineral. J. Danxe {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
241—243).—The pyromorphite in lead ores found at Issy-l'Eveque

contains radium in variable quantity, some specimens having a

radioactivity several times as great as that of uranium, and 1000 kilos,

of the mineral yield one centigram of radium bromide. As the mineral

contains no uranium (compare Boltwood, A.bstr., 1904, ii, 666), the

radium has probably been recently deposited by waters charged with

radium salts, for from the waters of springs in the neighbourhood a

radioactive gas containing radium emanation has been extracted, and
the barium sulphate precipitated by sulphuric acid from a solution of

barium chloride in the radioactive water has a permanent, although

feeble, radioactivity. M. A. W.

Potential of the Hydrogen-oxygen Cell. Francts Joseph
Bkislee {Trans. Faradaj Soc, 1905, 1, 65—74. Compare Wilsmore,

1901, ii, 2 ; Luther and Inglis, 1903, ii, 406).—The influence of small

quantities of hydrogen peroxide, persulphuric acid, and ozone on the

oxygen potential has been investigated. Two different methods of

operation were employed. In the fii-st, the electrodes were polarised

by electrolysis extending over two to three days, in the second they

were freed from gases as completely as possible to begin with, and the

respective gases were then passed through the solution (normal acid or

alkali), the potential, as in the first method, being measured at intervals

until a constant value was I'eached. This condition having been
attained, the effect of the addition of the various substances was tried.

The oxygen potential is lowered by the addition of small quantities

of hydrogen peroxide. The presence of persulphuric acid or ozone
raises the oxygen potential. In one experiment, in which the concen-

tration of the added persulphate was 1 gram-molecule in 5000 litres,

the E.M.F. rose from 1"081 to 1'122 volts, and remained constant at

this value for five days. Persulphuric acid and ozone appear further
t^ hinder the separation of oxygen from the supersaturated electrodes,

ud this perhaps accounts for the high potential observed and main-
lined for a compai-atively long period in electrolytically polarised

iectrodes. A very thin platiuxim electrode was prepared by coating a

- ivss tube with " Glanz Platin," heating in a muffle furnace, and
latiuising in the usual way. When this was polai-ised for 72 hours in

normal sodium hydroxide solution, the original E.M.F. of the cell was
1'366, but on passing a current of oxygen gas through the solution

this rapidly fell to 1*073 (the normal value). Under the same con-

ditions, but with the addition of potassium persulphate (1 gram-mol-
cule in 500 litres), after polarisation, the original E M.F. of 1-350 volts

only sank to 1 328 volts at the end of ten days.

The E.M.F. of cells provided with very thin platinised electrodes

repared in the manner described is in very good agreement with that
ilculated from the Helmholtz formula. H. M. D,

Reduction of Mercurous Chloride by Silver. l. N. Bronsted
[Zeit.physikal. C/iem., 1904,50, 481—486).—As t>howu by Ogg (Abscr.,

1899, ii, 14), the potential difference of the cell
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Ag AgNOg
iVVlO-HNOg

HgNOg
xV/lO-HNOg

HgiV710-HNO3

alters its sign with the concentration of the silver and mercurous
salts, and in the most dilute solutions studied by him the current
passed in the cell from silver to mercury. This must therefore

be the case also with the cell Ag ° KT'l ^S' ^^^ *^^

change going on in this cell may be represented by the equation
Ag + HgCl = Hg + AgCl. This, however, is an endothermic reaction,

for, according to the work of Thomson and of Nernst, the heat of

formation of mercurous chloride is greater than that of silver chloride.

With the help of Helmholtz's equation, Tid-rr/dT) = Tr -U, the heat

effect of the reaction may be calculated from the E.M.F. and the

temperature-coefficient of the E.M.F. of the corresponding cell. The
author has determined these quantities for the cell

AgCl HgCl
KCl

and is able to calculate the heat absorbed by the reaction Ag + HgCl
= Hg + AgCl in good agreement with the calorimeLric data.

J. C. P.

A< Hg,

The Measurement of the Potential of the Electrodes in
Stationary Liquids. The Determination of Changes of Con-
centration at the Cathode during Electrolysis. Henry J. S.

Sand {Trans. Faraday Soc, 1905, 1, 1—23. Compare Abstr., 1901, ii,

82).—In the cells used for the measurement of the electrode potentials,

arrangements were made to have the electrode not under examination
as non-polarisable as possible, to avoid the evolution of gases and
to permit of the continuous measurement of the difference of potential

between the electrode and the layer of solution in contact with it

during the passage of the current. The variation of the electrode

potential with the time of passage of the current is shown in a series of

curves.

With solutions of silver nitrate, copper sulphate, and zinc sulphate,

the removal of the dissolved substance from the immediate neighbour-

hood of the cathode is indicated by a sudden drop in the electrode

potential. In the case of copper sulphate, the fall amounts to one volt,

and the potential then becomes faii'ly constant at this lower value. In

the case of silver nitrate, the fall is only about 0*2 volt, and afterwards

the potential rises moi'e or less rapidly to its original value, the

cathode being then found to have become covered with minute silver

crystals which grow out into the solution. Zinc sulphate behaves iu

similar manner to copper sulphate. Diffusion coefficients for the first

two salts are calculated on the assumptiom that the brejiks in the

curves may be taken as measuring the time which elapses before the

concentration of the liquid bathing the electrode becomes zero, and the

numbers obtained agrte satisfactorily with the known data.

Curves obtained for alcoholic cuprous chloride solutions show two

breaks, one corresponding with the reduction of the small quantities

of contained cupric salt, the other to the deposition of copper from the

cuprous chloride; the latter process begins at 45 volt, the electrode
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potential rising, however, gradually to 0-65—0*70 volt, at which it

remains fairly constant.

The curves for the electrode potential when nitrobenzene is under-

going reduction in acid and alkaline solutions are also given. In acid

solution and with a platinum cathode, the potential rises at first, then

falls, and again rises, becoming finally stationary. The retrogression

appears to be due to temporary alteration in the nature of the

electrode as a consequence of the electrolysis. With a copper cathode,

similar phenomena are observable, but whilst the original electrode

potential has a lower value (corresponding with less absorption of

energy), the final stationary potential is higher than for the platinum

cathode on account of the higher "over-voltage" necessary to liberate

hydrogen.

According to calculations made by the author, the variations of

electrode potential with current density observed by Haber (compare

Abstr., 1900, i, 281 ; Russ, Abstr., 1903, ii, 631) cannot be explained

as the result of concentration changes at the cathode. H. M. D.

Anodic P.D.-Current Curve for Hydrochloric Acid at
Platinum Electrodes. Robeet Luther and Fraxcis J. Bbislee {Zeit.

physikal. Cheru., 1905, 50, 595—601. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 708).

—

A reply to Bose's criticism (Abstr., 1904, ii, 697). J. C. P.

Electrical Conductivity of Ethereal Solutions of Phosphoric
Acid. Wladimir A. Plotxikoff {J. Ruse. Phys. Chem. Soc., 1904, 37,
1282—1288).—Ethereal solutions of phosphoric acid possess consider-

able conductivity. An aqueous 87 per cent, solution of the acid has

only three times as great a conductivity as the ethereal solution of

corresponding concentration ; at higher concentrations, the difference

becomes still less. With diminution of the concentration, the con-

ductivity in ethereal solution falls much more rapidly than in aqueous
-olutions. A similar rapid fall in conductivity is observed on diluting

other non-aqueous solutions, and it remains an open question what
concentration should be employed in estimating the dissociating power
of a solvent. The molecular conductivity diminishes continuously as

the concentration diminishes. With rise of temperature, the specific

conductivity increases. The considerable development of heat occurring

on dissolving phosphoric acid in ether and transforming the 90 per cent,

-olution to the crystalline condition at 25^ may be an indirect indica-

tion of the existence of a chemical compound of ether with phosphoric

acid. T. H. P.

Electrical Conductivity and other Properties of Sodium
Hydroxide in Aqueous Solution, as elucidating the
Mechanism of Conduction. William Robert Bousfield and
Thomas M. Lowby {Proc. Hot/. Soc., 1904, 74, 280—283).—The
conductivity of godium hydroxide solutions, touched on in an earlier

l>:i['('r (Abstr., 1903, ii, 52), has been further studied. The con-

ducLivity-temperature curve exhibits an inflection (see/oc. cit) between
0-' and 100° only in the case of solutions which are moderately dilute.

The temperature of inflection varies regularly with the sodium
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hydroxide concentration, from 48° for a normal (4 per cent.) solution

to 100° for a 30 per cent, solution. When the sodium hydroxide
solutions are very dilute or concentrated, no inflection occurs in the

conductivity-temperature curve, and there is a marked parallelism

between the change of conductivity and the change of viscosity with
temperature. The inflected conductivity-temperature curves can be
represented by the equation Kt = Kq Va.t-\- y{t - TY, where T is the

temperature of inflection, but the more general formula Kt/Ko =
pv/poO- + bty^e~ "* is applicable to conductivity-temperature curves of

all kinds. With the help of this formula, it is possible to make some
approximation to resolving the two opposing influences (decay of

ionisation and increase of ionic mobility with rising temperature)
which determine the form of the conductivity-temperature curve.

The conductivity-concentration curve for sodium hydroxide solutions

at 18° is similar to that given by Kohlrausch. The maximum con-

ductivity at this temperature is 0'3490 (Kohlrausch's value = 0*3462)

in a 15 per cent, solution. At higher temperatures the maximum
conductivity is greater, rising to 1"4 at 100°, and occurs in more con-

centrated solutions.

The densities of sodium hydroxide solutions of different concentra-

tions have been very carefully determined, the plan being to start

from a large weighed quantity of sodium and to convert this quanti-

tatively into the hydroxide. Eleven determinations, made with six

different standard solutions, gave as the density of a 50 per cent,

solution the value 1"5268, with an average error of 0"OOUl. The
other solutions, the densities of which were to be determined, were
prepared by diluting the strong standard solution. Such a density-

concentration table having been drawn up, it is possible to deduce
the concentration of any given sodium hydroxide solution more
accurately from its density than from a titration of the solution. '1 he

variation of density with temperature becomes simpler in character

as the concentration of the solution studied increases. Thus, when
the equation pt = po + at + /3/" + yt^ is taken to represent the influence

of temperature on the density of water and aqueous sodium hydroxide
solutions, y vanishes when the concentration of 12 per cent, of alkali

is reached, and jS vanishes at 42 per cent, concentration.

The viscosity of a 50 per cent, sodium hydroxide solution is about
70 times that of water. The influence of this factor on the ionic

mobility may be to some extent eliminated by dealing with the ratio

of molecular conductivity to fluidity. The molecular conductivity of

sodium hydroxide solutions decreases with increasing concentiation,

but the foregoing ratio, termed the " intrinsic conductivity," falls to

a minimum at about 8 per cent, sodium hydroxide and then rises,

attaining at 50 per cent, concentration a value considerably greater

than that found for the most dilute solutions. This is associated

with the fact that liquid caustic soda is an electrolyte, and in con-

centrated solutions the caustic soda probably conveys the current

partly as such.

The molecular volume of sodium hydroxide in dilute aqueous

solution has a large negative value, a litre of water dissolving

140 grams at 0°, lUO grams at 18°, or 60 grams at 50°, without
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increasing in volume. The molecular volume does not increase con-

tinuously with rising temperature, but reaches a maximum at about

70°. In a 50 per cent, solution, however, the temperature has little

effect on the molecular volume. J. C. P.

Electrolysis with Alternating Currents. Passivity of
Metals. Max Le Blanc {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 8—10).—
Remarks on papers by Brochet and Petit (this vol., ii, 27) and by
Sackur (Abstr., 1904, ii, 802). T. E.

Electrolysis with Alternating Current. Carlo Rossi {Chem.

Cmtr., 1905, i, 61 ; from L'Indust. Chim., 1904, 6, 333—335. Com-
pare Le Blanc and Schick, Abstr., 1904, ii, 229).—Solutions of

potassium chlorate acidified with sulphuric acid exhibit complicated

phenomena when subjected to the action of an alternating current

between copper or iron electrodes. The copper electrodes become
coated with cuprous chloride, copper dissolves, and a bluish-green

basic chlorate, Cu(C103)2,3Cu(OH)o, separates from the solution.

When a direct current is used, cuprous chloride is formed at the

anode, together with smaller quantities of basic chlorate and chloride

;

the solution, from which a complex mixture of cupric hydroxide,

cupric oxide, copper, and cupric chloride separates out, does not contain

dissolved copper. It is supposed that the copper passes into solution

at the anode as cuprous ion, which reduces the chlorate, cupric copper

being then precipitated by the alkali formed at the cathode. The
non-reversibility of the change at the electrodes when alternating

currents are used is probably due to the rapid removal of the cuprous

ions in this manner. When, on the other hand, the potassium

chlorate is replaced by sodium chloride, the alternating current dis-

solves very little copper. With iron electrodes, similar phenomena
were observed. H. M. D.

Determination of the Electrochemical Equivalent of Silver.

G. Van DiJK{Arch. Neerland, 1904, ii, 9, 447—525. Compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 255).—The present paper gives detailed descriptions of the

methods and apparatus employed in the determination of this constant,

the substance of the results having been already published {loc. cit.).

An investigation into the influence of the form and manipulation of the

voltameter on the value of the equivalent has also been made, and the

author considers that the value of the equivalent is best represented

by 0-011180. T. A. H.

Electrolytic Solution of Platinum. Rudolf Ruer {Zeit.

Elektrochem., 1905, ii, 10—12).—The author considers that his theory

of the dissolution of platinum by alternating currents (Abstr., 1903, ii,

407) gives a much more satisfactory explanation of the phenomena
than that advanced by Brochet and Petit (this vol., ii, 27 and 28).

Several new experiments are described in which platinum anodes are

polarised for a few seconds and then left exposed to a solution of

sulphuric acid containing ferrous sulphate or sulphur dioxide for a few
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seconds. Considerable quantities of platinum are dissolved, which
would be quite inexplicable on the theoiy of Brochet and Petit, but is

quite in accordance with that of the author, T. E.

Theory of Amphoteric Electrolytes. II. James Walker (Proc.

Roy. Soc, 1904, 74, 271—280).—The correction of a slight error in

the calculations of the earlier paper (Abstr., 1904, ii, 309) leads to a
still better agreement between the theoretical and experimental values

of the conductivity for the aminobenzoic acids.

Formulse are deduced connecting the concentrations of the various

components in the solution of an amphoteric electrolyte which is largely

ionised. From a consideration of these formulfe, it appears that the

non-ionised proportion is unaffected by a simultaneous change of l/ka,

kb, and v in the same ratio [ka = dissociation constant of the electrolyte

as acid, k^ = dissociation constant of the electrolyte as base, v — dilution].

This result is of importance in dealing with any series of amphoteric
electrolytes for which the product ka-k^ is a constant. Here it may be
shown that as ka diminishes and kb increases, the total ionisation falls

off rapidly at first, then more slowly, until over a considerable range it

is practically constant at the minimum value actually reached when
ka = kij- The further increase of kb and decrease of ka is accompanied
by corresponding changes in the ionisation until finally the electrolyte

under consideration acts really as a simple base.

The author's theory has been further tested with satisfactory results

in the cases of cacodylic acid (see Johnston, Abstr., 1904, i, 984) and
asparagine. From Winkelblech's values of ka and kb for asparagine

(Abstr., 1901, ii, 370), the molecular conductivity at •y = 16 is calculated

in good agreement with an actual determination, for which specially

purified water and asparagine were employed.
The acidic or basic ionisation of an amphoteric electrolyte increases

the freezing point depression, whereas the " saline " ionisation does

not. In conjunction with the conductivity, the cryoscopic method
should give useful results with soluble electrolytes which are largely

ionised. J. C. P.

Contact Electrification and Colloidal Solutions. Jean Perrin
(/. Chim. jihys., 1904, 2, 601—651).—The phenomenon of electric

osmosis was first observed by Reuss, and subsequently investigated by
Wiedemann, who showed that in a given liquid the loss by electric osmosis

across a diaphragm varies with the current, is proportional to the cross

section of the diaphragm and independent of its thickness. In the case of

capillary tubes, Quincke showed that the transference is proportional

to the square of the diameter, and also showed that some substances

exhibit osmosis in the reverse sense, Quincke sought to explain the

phenomenon by the existence of a double electrified layer at the walls.

The tangential force of the field causes motion of the liquid layer and,

hence, by friction, of the inner mass of liquid also, and Helmholtz proved

that this explanation was in accord with the quantitative results. This

explanation also holds for the E.M.F. of filtration and leads to the

result that if a liquid filters under pressure across a given diaphragm
the E.M.F. is proportional to the pressure and that this ratio depends

1
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solely on the liquid, being independent of the thickness of the diaphi-agm

or of the diameter of its pores. From observations of either the electric

osmosis or the E.M.F. of filtration, determination may be made of the

difference of potential between the liquids and walls. Similar reason-

ing also explains the motion of small suspended solids in the opposite

sense. In the author's own experiments, although the diaphragm was
varied and the field taken to 90 volts per cm. , no osmosis was observed

for chloroform, ether, petroleum, benzene, turpentine, or carbon

disulphide, whilst with all diaphragms and in a field of 10 volts per

cm. osmosis was readily found for water, ethyl alcohol, methyl alcohol,

acetone, acetylacetone, and nitrobenzene. He hence concludes that

electric osmosis is only easy in the case of liquids of high specific in-

ductive capacity, that is, for ionising liquids, whilst low viscosity is

also necessary. The influence of traces of dissolved electrolytes was
then investigated, and it was found thrit powdered carbon becomes

positively charged in slightly acidified water, and negatively in water ren-

dered feebly alkaline. Similar results were obtained when anhydrous
chromium chloride and other insoluble solids were used in place of carbon.

The results are sometimes masked by a slight solubility of the compounds
employed, but the results indicate the following general rule. The
potential of any wall in an aqueous solution is always raised by the

addition of a univalent acid to the solution and lowered by the addition

of a univalent base. This influence is ascribed to the hydrogen and
hydroxyl ions, other univalent ions having comparatively little in-

fluence. The great effect of these ions may possibly be due to a small

diameter or sphere of molecular attraction. Polyvalent ions appear to

diminish the electrification, the addition of sulphuric acid lowering the

effect due to hydrochloric or nitric acids. The result is still more
marked with tervalent or quadrivalent acids. This action may occa-

sionally be of service in indicating the existence of polyvalent ions in

solution. It seems probable also that a study of the laws of contact

electrification may provide a means for evading or inducing the

dragging down of soluble matter by precipitates. L. M. J.

Recent Investigations bearing on the Theory of Electrolytic
Disaociation. Louis Kahlknbebg {Trans. Faraday Soc, 1905, 1,

42—53).—Experimental observations made by the author in connec-

tion with the properties of aqueous and non-aqueous solutions are

summarised. Their bearing on the theory of solution and of electro-

lytic dissociation is discussed, and the conclusion is drawn that these

theories are untenable.

No general agreement between the values of electrolytic dissociation

as calculated from the conductivity, and from the vapour pressm-e,

boiling point, or freezing point, has ever been established. Whereas
Arrhenius's theory recjuires that the molecular conductivity shall

always increase with dilution, cases are known where it diminishes or

remains practically constant. The Nernst-Thomson rule, which ascribes

the cause of dissociation to the high specific inductive capacity of the

solvent, is not confirmed by later experiment.s.

The additive properties of .solutions of electrolytes, which are
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frequently regarded as evidence in favour of the dissociation theory,

really form no argument, for in the case of pure liquids additive

relationships are known to exist, for example, in the case of molecular

volume and of molecular refractive power.

The theory refers the colours of solutions, say, of copper, nickel, and
cobalt salts, to the ions, but non-conducting benzene solutions of the

oleates of these metals are also blue, green, and red respectively, and the

red cobalt solution turns blue on heating, just like the aqueous solutions.

Instantaneous reactions cannot be ascribed to ions, for non-conduct-

ing benzene solutions of hydrochloric acid and of copper oleate

precipitate copper chloride practically instantaneously.

The behaviour of acids towards metals in non-aqueous solutions is

not in accord with the assumption that the substances owe their char-

acteristic properties to hydrogen ions, for non-conducting solutions

of trichloroacetic acid in allylthiocarbimide attack dry magnesium
rapidly and decompose the dry alkali carbonates.

Thermal data offer difficulties also, and the fact that Ostwald's

dilution law holds good for certain organic acids in aqueous solutions

is not of general significance. The essential electrolytes do not fit in

with the law of mass action in aqueous solution, and in non-aqueous
solvents it has yet to be shown that the mass action law is applicable.

These and other facts lead the author to conclude that Arrhenius's

dissociation theory is useless and misleading.

An acceptable theory of solution must not differentiate between the

processes of solution and chemical action. A careful consideration of

facts shows that these ai^e " identical in character, and chemical

compounds are merely the cleavage pieces of solutions placed under
special stress or duress represented by the so-called purifying pro-

cesses." The process of solution thus I'epresents the general case of

interaction of substances, union resulting when the specific attraction

between them is, under the existing conditions, sufficient to cause

a fusion or blending of their masses. In the further investigation of

solutions, the most concentrated should receive first consideration, the

dilute solutions only appearing as limiting cases. By means of vapour
pressure, freezing point, and conductivity measurements carried out

systematically on these lines, it should be possible to elaborate a

theory of solutions on the basis of chemical affinity acting between
solvent and solute. H. M. D.

lonisation in Flames. Pierre Massoulier {Compt. rend., 1905,

140, 234—236).—Using the flame of burning ether instead of coal

gas, the author has measured the conductivity of aflame by Townsend's
method (compare Abstr., 1901, ii, 221) at a lower temperature than

that employed by Wilson (Abstr., 1899, ii, 722) or Moreau (Abstr.,

1903, ii, 125, 196), and finds, contrary to the experience of these

investigators, that the electrodes play only a secondary part in the ex-

periment. Experiments are in progress to determine if the ionisation

which is the cause of the conductivity of the flame is of chemical origin

or merely due to the dissociation of the molecules at the high tempera-

ture. M. A. W.
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The Ions of the Atmosphere. P. Langevin {Compt. rend., 1905,

140, 232—234).—The author has extended his investigations on

ionised gases (compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 301 : 1903, ii, 263, 587) to the

ions in the atmosphere at the top of the Eiffel Tower and finds that in

addition to the ordinary ions having a mobility of 1 5 cm. for one volt

per centimetre there are others having a mobility several thousand

times smaller, and of the same order as those observed by Townsend in

freshly prepared gases (Abstr., 1901, ii, 221) and by Bloch in the

ions of phosphorus (Abstr., 1903, ii, 206 ; 1904, ii, 117 ; this vol., ii,

72) ; but the electric charge of the latter ions is fifty times as great as

that of the ordinary ions. M. A. W.

Registration of the Ions in the Atmosphere. P. Langevin

and M. Moulin {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 305—307).—An arrange-

ment for the automatic registration of the ionic condition of the

atmosphere is described. By means of a small water turbine or

electro-motor, a current- of air is made to pass through a cylindrical

condenser charged to constant potential, an electrode within the

cylinder being connected with one of the quadrant pairs of a Curie

electrometer. The air then passes through a meter, or anemometer,

which sets in action a clockwork mechanism at intervals correspond-

ing with the passage of a definite volume of air through the apparatus.

For a description of the mechanical arrangements, by means of which

this apparatus makes it possible to have the concentration of both

positive and negative ions recorded automatically two or three times

per hour, the original must be consulted. H. M. 1).

Cause of the lonisation of Air in Contact with Phosphorus.
Edgab Meyer and Eknst jMIjller (Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 61—62

;

from Verh. Deut. Phys. Ges., 1904, 2, 332—336).—The object of these

experiments was to determine whether the ionisation of the air in

contact with oxidising phosphorus is due to the light emitted in the

process or to the oxidation itself. In presence of substances such as

chlorine, ether, and turpentine, which inhibit the glowing of phosphorus,

there is no oxidation and no ionisation, so that these experiments

furnish no information. If phosphorus is allowed to oxidise in thin-

walled quartz vessels which are transparent to ultra-violet radiation, no

ionisation of the air can be detected. Examination of the spectrum

of the radiation emitted by phosphorus undergoing oxidation shows it

to be free from ultra-violet rays. The ozone produced in the oxidation

cannot be the cause of the enormous conductivity imparted to the

air ; after removal of the ozone, the air retains its conducting power.

H. M. D.

High Temperature Measurements. Thomas Gray {J. Soc.

Chem. Ind., 1904, 24, 1192— 1197).—The author gives a description

of his own experience with various types of pyrometer.

The calorimetric method, using an iron cylinder, gives results which

are usually within 10' of the truth at temperatures not excee«ling

about 1000°.

Several forms of direct reading and registering thermo-electric
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pyrometers are described ; calibration is most conveniently and accu-

rately effected by direct comparison with a standard conple, the
E.M.F. being measured by means of a potentiometer, but it may also

be carried out by means of the boiling point of sulphur, the melting
point of sodium carbonate (852°), and that of potassium sulphate

(1066°). Convenient methods of working are described together with
the precautions needed to ensure accuracy.

The platinum resistance thermometer is more sensitive and accurate
than the thermo-element, but it is more easily damaged by contact

with furnace gases if its protecting porcelain tube breaks, and it is

more difficult to repair and restandardise.

The Wanner optical pyrometer is described : the light from the hot
substance and the light from a small incandescent lamp pass through
the same train of prisms (only the red rays being used for comparison)
and then through a Nicol prism. By means of a double prism and
lens of special construction, the extraordinary ray corresponding with
the one source of light and the ordinary ray corresponding with the
other are focussed together on a slit in the eye-piece ; they are there-

fore polarised at right angles to each other, and the rotation

of a Nicol prism in the ]eye-piece makes it possible to] diminish the

brightness of one and increase that of the other until they appear of

equal brightness. The temperature is then obtained from the amount
of rotation required. The great advantage of a pyrometer of this

form is that no part of it is exposed to the high temperature, and
therefore the frequent repairs and restandardisations needed with other

pyrometers are avoided. T. E.

New Laboratory Burners and their Adaptation to the Pro-
duction of High Temperatures. Georges Merer {Bull. Soc. chim.,

1905, [iii], 33, 210—215).—The burners are of the usual air-gas type,

but the gas enters the chimney through an injector of special form,

and the chimney is capped by a network of partitions of square

section. This network presents a large cooling surface and so

diminishes the tendency to " strike back." At the same time, it breaks

up the air-gas stream, producing a large number of small jets which
unite above to form an intensely hot, homogeneous flame. A labora-

tory burner of this type in action is figured in the original, which also

gives particulars of the temj^eratures obtainable with these burners

working under different conditions. T. A. H.

New Regulator for Thermostats. Octave Dony-Henault
[Zeit. Elektrochein., 1905, 11, 3—5).—In the well-known Ostwald form
of regulator, toluene cannot be used in the bulb which is placed in

the thermostat because it creeps between mercury and glass and so

causes a constant lise of temperature. Tliis is avoided by making
the part of the regulator which is outside the bath in the form of a

double U-tube, connecting the toluene bulb to the top of the middle

bend, and placing a layer of salt solution between it and the mercury.

When the temi>erature of the air is constant, the temperature of the

thermostat varies less than 0001"
; the influence of fluctuations of the

external temperature is diminished by making the volume of the
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external tubes small in comparison with that of the immersed toluene

bulb. T. E.

Vaporisation of Solid Substances at the Ordinary Tempera-
ture. CoxsTAXTiN Zengelis (Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1904, 50,
219—224).—When silver leaf is suspended over a layer of a metallic

oxide in a closed vessel, the leaf, after a longer or shorter interval,

begins to assume a yellow colour, and traces of the metal originally

present in the oxide may be detected in the silver. In some cases,

the increase in weight of the silver can be determined. The oxides

found to act in this way were those of copper, zinc, iron, chromium,

manganese, lead, cobalt, uranium, molybdenum, arsenic, and antimony.

The action is favoured by partial exhaustion of the containing vessel,

by the presence of moisture and of a reducing substance such as

hydrogen or alcohol vapour. Comparative experiments with nickel,

copper, and aluminium foil led to negative results, but gold leaf

exposed to zinc oxide for six months was found to contain a trace of

zinc. Other substances which melt only at a high temperature may
be similarly shown to vaporise at the ordinary temperature; for

example, sulphur, selenium, lead, copper, red phosphorus, tin, anti-

mony and arsenic sulphides, iron, copper, and chromium hydroxides,

copper carbonate, zinc chloride, and lead iodide. That such substances

vaporise may be shown also by other methods : thus, if a watch-glass

containing potassium ferrocyanide solution is kept along with copper

or copper oxide in a closed vessel, the ferrocyanide gradually turns to

a brownish-red colour. J. C. P.

Moleciilar Weight Determination by the Rise of the Boiling
Point in Cathode Ray Vacuum. Friedrich Krafft and Paul
Lkhmann {Ber., 1905, 38, 242—253. Compare Abstr., 1896, ii, 89,

464, 635 ; 1899, ii, 464).—In previous papers, it was established that

the boiling point of high molecular liquids in the vacuum of the

cathode light depended on the height of the vapour column above the

liquid, and also on the molecular weight of the substance.

A number of improvements have been introduced into the apparatus,

for which the original should be consulted, among the most important

being an arrangement allowing the thermometer to be moved so

that the temperature at any position from immersion in the liquid to

the very top of the column of vapour can be read at will The work
performed by each layer of vapour in raising up that over it causes

an absorption of heat, so that in the case of mercury the temperature

falls from 174° in the liquid to 152° at the top of the column of

vapour 195 mm. high; a difference of 22°.

The difference of these two temperatures has been determined

for various substances : in the case of palmitic and lauric acids aud
mercury, the differences ob.servetl, namely, 28'4\ 22-2°, and 22°

respectively, are exactly proportional to the molecular weights. Tliis

relationship has been satisfactorily tested for a number of substances.

The method has been extended to the metals, the exj)eriinonts being

carried out in quartz vessels. Cadmium showed a fall of 5^ for a
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column of 80 mm. of vapour, zinc a fall of 3°, and lead one of 2—3°,

these figures being in agreement with their molecular weights.

E. F. A.

Lowest Temperature of Evaporation of Metals in the
Vacuum of the Cathode Light. Friedrich Krafft and Ludwig
Bergfeld {Ber., 1905, 38, 254—262. Compare Demargay, Compt. rend.,

1882, 95, 183).—Attention has been paid to the accurate detei'mina-

tion of the temperature at which metals heated in the vacuum of the

cathode light first begin to evaporate. The experiments were per-

formed in a horizontal tube 25 cm. long, connected at one end to the

pump and cooled receiver, whilst the other was surrounded by a mantle
in which the heating fluid was circulated ; in some cases, a quartz

tube was employed. In this way, the temperature of evaporation of

cadmium was determined to be at 156"5°, silver at 680°, and similarly

for a number of metals. For the details, the original should be con-

sulted. E. F. A.

Boiling Point in Vacuum ; a New Constant and its Mean-
ing. Friedrich Krafft {Ber., 1905, 38, 262—266. Compare pre-

ceding abstracts).—It is pointed out that mercury begins to evaporate

at about - 40°, boils in vacuum at 155°, and under the ordinary pressure

at 357°. The interval (195°) between the commencement of evaporation

and the point at which the substance boils in vacuum, during which work
is done in overcoming gravity, is approximately equal to that (202°)

between the boiling point in vacuum and at the ordinary pressure,

during which work is done in overcoming the pressure of the atmo-

sphere. The same relationship holds for all the metals experimented

with ; as a general rule, as much heat is required, starting from the

beginning of evaporation, to overcome the resistance of gravity as is

further required to overcome the pressure of the atmosphere, or, in

other words, gravity and atmospheric pressure are equivalent.

The results are summarised as follows, column I giving the tempera-

ture at which evaporation begins in the vacuum, column III the boil-

ing point in the vacuum, and column V the boiling point under 760

mm. pressure.

I. Diff. III. Diff. V.

Mercury -40° 195° 155° 202 357°

Cadmium 156 294 450 299 749

Zinc 184 366 550 370 920

Potas.sium 63 302 365 302 667

Sodium 98 320 418 324 742

Bismuth 270 723 993 707 1700

Silver 680 680 1360 680 2040

E. F. A.

Conductivity of Nitrogen Dioxide for Heat. C. Feliciani

{^Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 331 ; from Phyaikal. Zeit., 1905, 6, 20—22).—
The conductivity of nitrogen dioxide was examined by the method of

cooling at different pressures and tempei-atures (18° to 131°). Allow-

ance being made for convection, there is an increase in the con-
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ductivity at all pressures at 65°, followed by a decrease to a minimum
and a second increase between 120^ and 130^

The conductivity increases with the pressure, and the conductivity

and dissociation curves follow similar courses. Up to 90'' and for pres-

sures of not less than 60 mm., the conductivity of nitrogen dioxide is

larger than that of any non-dissociating gas examined previously.

Maguanini's numbers, used by Nernst {Boltzmann Festschrift,

1904), are not quite trustwoi'thy. The value for the conductivity of a

mixture of NOg and NjO^ cannot be taken as equal to that of COj, the

author obtaining somewhat higher values than those calculated by
Nernst. G. D. L.

Heats of Combustion of Atoms and Molecules. Lawrenche J.

Henderson' (./. Physical Chera., 1905,9,40—56).—From considera-

tion of the values of the heats of combustion of a number of substances,

the author shows that the same substitution affects the heat of com-

bustion to different extents. Thus, the substitution of 'OH for !!
diminishes the heat of combustion by 40 cals. when it converts a
paraffin hydrocarbon into a primary alcohol, but by 72 cals. when it

converts an aldehyde into an acid. These values ^are not, however,

absolutely constant, but the differences vary in a regular way, and the

author considers that every atom of a molecule, in a degree dependent

upon its position, influences the heat of combustion of every other

atom of the molecule, whether or not it is united to that atom.

L. M. J.

Depression of the Freezing Point in Dilute Solutions of
Highly Dissociated Electrolytes, Hans Jahx {Zeit. physikal.

Chem., 1904, 50, 129—168. Compare Abstr., 1900, ii, 707; 1901, ii,

491, 592).—With an apparatus similai* to that used by Hausrath
(Abstr., 1903, ii, 61), the author has very carefully determined the

freezing points of dilute solutions of lithium, sodium, potassium, and
ciesium chlorides, sodium and potassium bromides. Lithium chloride

is peculiar in that the molecular depression exhibits a minimum, whilst

in all the other cases the molecular depression increases regularly as

the concentration decreases. A, the freezing point depression, and X,
the number of gram equivalents of salt in 1000 grams of water, are

connected by the following equations, which give numbers in very good
agreement with experiment, .lV having values fromO'l downwards : (1)

for potassium chloride, A = 3-5605A^- 0-98196.V-
; (2) for sodium

chloride, A = 3-5582.V-0-87452^V2
; (3) for lithium chloride, A =

3 61 16iV- 08857A'2. The values for the ionic concentration (ji,),

deduced from the freezing }X)int depression, agree very well with those

deduced from the con<luctivity in the cases of sodium and potassium
chlorides ; for lithium chloride, the conductivity method gives smaller

values, for csesium chloride and j)otassium bromide, greater values of 7»j,

than the freezing point method. Even .sodium and potassium chlorides,

however, are very far from following the formula nj-/(A''— n,) = const.,

and the author concludes that the values of Wj, based on the validity

of the simple solution laws, are wrong. He further contends that the
accepted values of /a^ are probably too high on account of hydrolysis

VOL. LXXXVIII. ii, 11
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in very dilute solutions and the impurities of the water and the glass

of the containing vessel. If 106 "85 is taken as the value of /Iqq for

sodium chloride instead of the usual 108"1, the dissociation equation

given above is applicable in dilute solutions and the constant = about
160. A similar value is found, indeiDendent of the dilution, when

w, is deduced from the author's expanded formula for the freezing

point 'depression (see Abstr., 1902, ii, 597). The E.M.F. of sodium
chloride concentration cells may be calculated with the aid of the fore-

going constant, and the v^alues so found are in good agreement with
experiment. Similar remarks apply to the other electrolytes studied.

The attempt made in this paper to reconcile the dissociation theory
with the laws of thermodynamics in the case of highly dissociated

electrolytes leads, further, to the conclusion that the ionic mobility

must increase with increasing concentration of the solution. It is

necessary also to regard Arrhenius' formula a = fi/fj.^ as valid only in

very dilute solutions. J, C. P.

Specific Volume as the Determining Criterion of Chemical
Combination in Metal Alloys. II. E. Maey (Zeit. physikal.

Chem., 1904, 50, 200—218. Compare Abstr., 1901, ii, 655).—In the

case of alloys where there is no chemical combination, the specific

volume can be calculated by the mixture formula to within 1 per cent.

of its true value. A greater deviation than this is due generally to

the formation of a compound, or sometimes, if less marked, to that of

solid solutions only. The specific gravity of a large number of alloys

of different composition has been determined, and from the break in

the curve obtained by plotting specific volume against composition it

appears that in eight out of the thirteen binary alloys investigated

chemical combination of the component metals takes place. The
compounds thus indicated are SbgZug, Sb.^Cdg, SbAgg, SbCug, AgZn^,

AgCd.^ or AgCdg, CuCdg, AgHg. The existence of several of these

has been indicated by other methods (compare, for example, Hersch-

kowitsch, Abstr., 1898, ii, 582 ; Heycock and Neville, Abstr., 1897,

ii, 245), but the exact formula adopted diffei's in some cases. "With

the combinations Zn—Hg, Cd—Hg, Cd—Zn, Bi—Zn, and Pb—Zn,

there was no certain indication of the existence of a compound.

Stress is laid on the treatment of the specific volume, and not the

specific gravity, as an additive property. J. C. P.

Vapour Pressure by Air-bubbling. Edgar P. Perman {J.

Physical Ghem., 1905, 9, 36—39).—Doubts regarding the accuracy of

the method of air bubbling for the determination of vapour pressure

have been raised by Carveth and Fowler (Abstr., 1904, ii, 541). The
luthor defends the method and quotes results obtained previously by

himself to show that with sufficient care accuracy is obtainable, at any

rate, in the case of water as solvent. He further raises objections to

the methods employed by Carveth and Fowler in their experiments

(compare Trans., 1903, 83, 1168). L. M. J.

Dissociation of Nitro-derivatives in Certain Solvents. Ill-

GiusKi'PE Bruni and B. Sala {Gazzetta, 1904, 34, ii, 479—485. Com-
pare Bruni and Berti, Abstr., 1900, ii, 591 and 592).— Determinations of
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the elevations of the boiling points of solutions of naphthalene,

diphenyl, dibenzyl, and trichlorobenzene in acetonitrile give the mean
value 17 '3 for the molecular elevation of the boiling point of this

solvent. The number given by Kahlenberg (Abstr., 1902, ii, 310),

namely, 14 39, is hence low.

In boiling acetonitrile, picric acid, picryl chloride [1:3: 5-tri-

nitro-2-chlorobenzene], 2:4: 6 -trinitrotoluene, trinitro-^>xylene, and
dinitromesitylene all undergo a considerable amount of dissociation,

whilst bromodinitromesitylene * exhibits normal ebullioscopic

relations. The behaviour of the last-named compound, in which
the hydrogen atoms of the benzene nucleus are all substituted,

is in accord with that of trinitromesitylene in formic acid solution

(Bruni and Berti, loc. cit.).

In methyl-alcoholic solution, picryl chloride, trinitro-js-xylene, and
dinitromesitylene all undergo dissociation. In boiling ethyl alcohol or

acetone, however, picryl chloride gives perfectly normal molecular
weights.

The theory put forward by V. Meyer (Abstr., 1896, i, 419) to

explain the dissociation of nitro-compounds supposes that, under the

electro-negative action of the nitro-groups, one of the hydrogen atoms
of the aromatic nucleus becomes capable of dissociation without the

intermediate formation of wonitro-groups. To ascertain whether
other electro-negative groups exert a similar influence to that of the

nitro-group, the author has determined the molecular weight of

a-trichlorobenzene in boiling acetonitrile and methyl alcohol. The
numbers obtained are quite normal, showing that the power of exciting

dissociation is a specific property of the nitro-group, and not a general

one of all electro-negative groups. T. H. P.

Diffusion of Salts in Solution. J. C. Graham {Zeit. phydkal.

C/iem., 1904, 50, 257—272).—Vertical columns of salt solution and
pure water of the same section are brought together, so that there is

no initial mixing at the common surface. After some time, the salt

concentration at various levels both above and below the common
surface is determined. The author takes Fourier's series as the

groundwork of his computations, and concludes from his experiments

that the diffusion of salts follows the same laws as the conduction of

heat. The diffusion constant for each salt is independent of the

density of the solution and of the time during which diffusion has

taken place. The salts employed in the author's experiments were
the chlorides of sodium, potassium, ammonium, zinc, and manganese,

the nitrates and carbonates of sodium and potassium, and ammonium
^pbate. The results obtained indicate no evident connection between

the value of the diffusion constant and the molecular weight. When
sodium and potassium chlorides and sodium and potassium nitrates are

allowed to diffuse in dilute hydrochloric acid and dilute nitric acid

respectively instead of in pure water, slightly higher values are

obtained for the diffusion constant. J. C. P.

Diffusion of Electrolytes in Water. L. William C)holm (Zeit.

phyitikal. Ch&ni., 1904, 60, 309—349).—The electrolytes studied were

U—

2
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the chlorides of lithium, sodium, and potassium, the hydroxides of

sodium and potassium, potassium iodide, and hydrochloric and acetic

acids. In all cases there was found a certain concentration below which
the diffusion-coefficient increases as the solutions become more dilute.

From the same point, the coefficient increases also with increasing

concentration, and consequently exhibits a minimum, provided that

the formation of complex molecules at higher concentrations does not

mask the true variation of the diffusion-coefficient. The concentration

at which the minimum occurs is diifei'ent for different electrolytes.

The temperature-coefficient of the diffusion constant varies also with
the electrolyte studied, and is equal to the sum of the temperature-

coefficients of the osmotic pressure and the electric conductivity. The
author's experiments are in harmony with Nernst's theory dealing

with the calculation of diffusion-coefficients at infinite dilution (Zeit.

2)hysikcd. Chem., 1888, 2, 613) and with Arrhenius' views on the

variation of the diffusion-coefficient with the dilution (Abstr., 1892,

1265).

It is shown that the internal friction of the molecule is somewhat
less than the sum of the corresponding quantities for the ions.

J. C. P.

Verification of a Recent Equation of Van der Waals,
Johannes J. vanLaar {Arch. Neerland, 1904, [ii], 9, 389—417. Com-
pare Van der Waals, Abstr., 1901, ii, 644).— 1. Variation of b in tJie

Case of Hydrogen.—Van der "Waals has asserted {loc. cit.) that in the case

of a diatomic gas the relationship (5 -I- 6o)/('V - 6) = 1 - [(6 - b^j{b-^ - 6q)P
holds where h^ is the least value of h (reached when the atoms are in

contact) and 5j>its greatest value (obtained when the volume of the

gas is infinitely great). Comparing the values of h calculated from
this relationship with those deduced directly from Amagat'a results, it

is found that the two values only become concordant for pressures

above 300 atmospheres at 0°, above 400 atmospheres at 100°, and above
250 atmospheres at 200°. Further, the critical constants calculated

on the assumption that the values of 6q and h^^ are independent of the

temperature, as is implied by Van der Waals's hypothesis that the value

of a is directly proportional to the absolute temperature, are not in

good agreement with those determined experimentally, in particular

there is lack of concordance in the calculated and observed critical

volumes.

From his results the author draws the conclusion that {h^ - Jj)^ is

proportional to the absolute temperature, Jj being, constant and h^

variable, while a is independent of temperature.

II. Specific Heats of Liquids at Low Tevfvperatures.—It is shown
that specific heats at constant volume calculated from the relation

Cr, = BT[2jT-l/{v-b){db/dT)„ + ll(b-bQ){d{b-b^}/dT)v], on the as-

sumption that
^x
~ ^0 ~ Jy^ (^®® above), are in good agreement with

those determined experimentally. The concordance of the calculated

and observed results for liquids affords a further proof that the varia-

tion in value of {b^^ - b^) with temperature is due to change in b^, b^

remaining constant.
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It is pointed out that for many diatomic and for some more com-

plex substances the quotient of melting point by critical temperature,

both being expressed on the absolute scale, is approximately 0'5.

T. A. H.

Validity of the Law of Corresponding States for Mixtures of

Methyl Chloride and Carbon Dioxide. H. Kamerlingh Onnes
and C. Zakrzewski {Proc. K. Akad. Weteiisch. Amsterdam, 1904, 7,

285—290 and 377—382. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 807).—From a

study of the conditions of coexistence, it appears that for mixtures of

methyl chloride and carbon dioxide there are deviations from the law

of corresponding states which become very marked for liquid densities

and low temperatures. J. C. P.

More Exact Equation of Condition for Gases. III. J. B. Goebel
{Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1904, 50, 238—240).—A supplementary note to

earlier papers (see Abstr., 1904, ii, 311, 706). J. C. P.

Kinetics of the Nitration Reaction. Haavard Martinsen {Zeit.

physikal. Chem., 1904, 50, 385—435).—The niti-ation of nitrobenzene

to m-dinitrobenzene in concentrated sulphuric acid solution is shown
by experiments at 0° and 25^ to be a reaction of the second order,

although the velocity-coefficient at 0° falls off slightly with the time,

probably because part of the nitrobenzene undergoes sulphonation

during the long time required for the experiments at the lower tem-

perature. The velocity of nitration is more than trebled for a

rise of 10'^. The velocity varies also with the strength of the sulphuric

acid used as medium, and reaches a maximum when the molecular ratio

of sulphuric acid to water is about TO : 0"7. The course of the change
was followed by taking portions of the reaction mixture from time
to time, and either extracting the nitro-compound with ether and
determining the amount of stannous chloride oxidised by it, or estimat-

ing the amount of unconsumed nitric acid in a nitrometer.

The nitration of 2 : 4-dinitrotoluene or of o-, vi-, and 2>Ditrobenzoic

acids follows the course of a bimolecular reaction. The introduction

of a methyl group in the nitrobenzene molecule increases the velocity

of nitration. A carboxyl group has the opposite effect, but the extent

of its influence depends on its position, and is lessened by converting
the acid into ester. The introduction of a nitro-group diminishes the

rate of nitration to a greater extent than the introduction of a carboxyl
group. When /»-nitroaniline is nitrated, two nitro-groups are intro-

duced at nearly. the same i-ate, and the reaction results in the forma-

tion of picramide. The rate of nitration of a-nitronaphthalene is

greater than that of nitrobenzene.

The nitration of phenol in aqueous solution is a complicated auto-

catalytic reaction, the velocity increasing with increasing acid concen-

tration, but decreasing with increasing phenol concentration. The
velocity of nitration is increased markedly by the addition of potassium
nitrate or sulphuric acid, to a less extent by the addition of sodium
and strontium nitrates. Nitrous acid acts as a catalytic agent, and
the autocatalytic character of the reaction is to be attribut^'d to the

production of this substance during the nitration process ; the rate of
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nitration and the rate of production of nitrous acid run parallel, and
when the production of nitrous acid is prevented no nitration takes
place, at least when the nitric acid concentration is not too great.

Nitrosophenol increases the velocity of nitration, but its eifect is

almost independent of its concentration.

The nitration of j9-cx'esol is very similar to that of phenol.

J. C. P.

Chemical Kinetics of the Benzoin Synthesis (Catalysis by
Cyanide Ions). Ernst Stern (Zeit. physikal. Chein., 1905, 50,
513—559. Compare Lapworth, Trans., 1903, 83, 995).—The gradual
conversion of benzaldehyde into benzoin in aqueous alcoholic solution

under the influence of potassium cyanide may be followed by taking
samples of the reaction mixture from time to time and estimating

their reducing power with Fehling's solution. The change, for the

first half of its course at least, and within certain concentration limits,

is regular, and follows the course of a bimolecular reaction. The rate

of change is further proportional to the concentration of the potassium
cyanide, and a similar statement applies when other ionised cyanides

are used ; when, however, the -CN group is in a complex, it is without
influence. It thus appears that the reaction is one in which the

catalytic agent is the cyanide ion. Free hydrocyanic acid and free

alkali are without catalytic effect, although in certain circumstances

they may give rise to secondary reactions. When the percentage of

water in the aqueous alcohol is raised, the I'ate of change increases.

The variation of the reaction velocity with temperature is in accordance

with the usual law. The influence of benzaldehyde on the conductivity

of an aqueous alcoholic solution of potassium cyanide is inappreciable

at higher temperatures, but is considerable at 0°, and the experiments
made in this connection indicate a reversible interaction between
benzaldehyde and potassium cyanide. The various theories of the

benzoin synthesis that have been advanced are discussed, and those

which refer the synthesis solely or chiefly to the presence of alkali or

hydrocyanic acid are regarded as discounted by the author's ex-

periments. J. C. P.

Mechanism of Ether Formation from Alkyl Haloid (or

Halogen Dinitrobenzene) and Sodium Alkyloxide. C. A. Lobry
DE Bruyn and S. TiJMSTRA (.^ei^. j9A?/s?^a^. Chem., 1904, 50, 436—442.

Compare Hecht, Conrad, and Bruckner, Abstr., 1889, 931 ; 1890, 4,

327, 1046; de Bruyn and Steger, Abstr., 1899, i, 744, 745; Nef,

Abstr., 1900, i, 4; Luloffs, Abstr., 1902, i, 87; Burke and Donnan,
Trans., 1904, 85, 555).—To explain the peculiarities in the rate of

formation of ethers as observed and discussed by (he above-mentioned

investigators, the authors suppose that the alkyl haloid is dissociated

to a slight extent. This would account for the influence of added

sodium haloid in lessening the rate of change. The fact that a velocity

constant is obtained at all, in spite of the sodium haloid produced

during the change, might be attributed to the formation of a compound
between the ether and the sodium haloid, but some experiments made
by the authors are unfavourable to this explanation. The reaction
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mixture becomes more dilute with respect to alkyl haloid as the change

proceeds, and possibly the consequent increase of dissociation of the

alkyl haloid is exactly neutralised by the effect of the sodium haloid

produced. J- C. P.

Periodic Contact Catalysis. II. Georg Bredig and E. "Wilke

{Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 64 ; from Verh. Heidelberg Xatur-hist. med. Ver.,

1904,[N.F.],8, 165—181. Compare Bredig and Weinmayr,l 903, ii, 279).

—In strongly alkaline solution, hydrogen peroxide is rapidly and

continuously decomposed in contact with mercury which acts catalyti-

cally. In acid solution, the mercury is slowly oxidised, whilst in feebly

alkaline solution the action is of periodic character and oxygen is

intermittently evolved. The best results are obtained when the con-

centration of the alkali is 10~^tolO~* gram-mols. per litre. The
rate of intermittence increases during an experiment ; it diminishes

with fall of temperature, whilst rise of temperature beyond a certain

limit causes the action to become aperiodic. The periodicity is also

affected by pressure and by light.

When the mercury surface is made an anode or a cathode in contact

with alkaline hydrogen peroxide solution, the periodic phenomena are

still observable. The quantity of alkali necessary for the effect varies

with the potential of the mercury. The effect is diminished by
extremely small quantities of alkali chloride (1/25000—1/50000 mols.

per litre), probably in consequence of the formation of a thin layer of

mercurous chloride. Nitrates are without action ; sulphates diminish

the pulsation when added in larger quantity.

The character of the pulsations has been studied in a similar manner
to that adopted in Ostwald's experiments on the solution of chromium
in acids. The regular curves obtained indicate a slow continuous

change during the active period, and a rapid fall when the maximum
has been reached. The form of these curves is altered when any
foreign substance is added to the solution. The addition of colloids

causes the apices of the curves to assume a much more pointed

character. The action of the colloids probably consists in altering the

rate of formation and the stability of the oxide layer on which the

periodic phenomena depend. H. M. D.

Influence of Metals on the Hydrolysis of Sucrose. Rudolf
VoNDRACEK {Zeit. physikcU. Chem., 1905,60, 560—566).—The influence

of platinum in compact form on the rate of inversion of sucrose is very

alight (.see also Kayman and Sulc, Abstr., 1897, ii, 136; Lindet,

Abstr., 1904, i, 293 ; Plzdk and Husek, ibid., ii, 391). Fresh
platinum black, however, has a marked accelerating effect, but the

author has observed that a sample of platinum black once used to

induce inversion is without effect on a second sucrose solution. Dry-
ing at 150° restores its activity (compare Purgotti and Zanichelli,

Abstr., 1904, ii, 329), which is therefore probably due to the presence

of oxygen. When a sucrose solution is heated for a short time with
platinum black and then filtered, the inversion proceeds according to

the formula for a unimolecular reaction, the inverting agent being the

oxidation products of the sugar. In<leed, evidence of the prenonce of
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H* ions in a sucrose solution treated with platinum black can hh
deduced from measurements of the conductivity. 3. C. P.

Solubility of some Sparingly Soluble Salts in Water at 18°.

Friedeich Kohlrausch {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1904, 50, 355—356.
Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 528).—Values for the solubility deduced from
the conductivity of the saturated solutions are here recorded for a num-
ber of sparingly soluble salts. The list has been prepared for the new
edition of Landolt and Bornstein, and is almost complete, although
some points still remain to be examined, such as the influence of

temperature on the solubility. The temperature for which the present

numbers are valid is 18°, except in the cases of silver bromide and
iodide, where the temperature is 21°. In the following list, the first

number after the name of the substance is the specific conductivity of

the saturated solution, the second, in brackets, is the weight in milli-

grams of the substance per litre of the saturated solvition : barium
fluoride, 1530 (1630); strontium fluoride, 172 (117) j calcium

fluoride, 40 (16); magnesium fluoride, 224 (76); lead fluoride, 431

(640); silver chloride, 1-25 (1-6); silver bromide, 0-075 (0-107);

silver iodide, 0-002 (0-0035) ; thallium chloride, 1514 (3040) ; thal-

lium bromide, 192 (420); thallium iodide, 22-3 (56); mercurous
chloride, 1*2 (2); mercuric iodide, 0-2 (0-4); silver iodate, 11*9

(40) ; lead iodate, 6-2 (19) ; barium sulphate, 2-4 (2-3) ; strontium

sulphate, 127 (114); gypsum, 1885 (2040); lead sulphate, 324
(41); barium chromate, 3-2 (3*8) ; silver chromate, 18-5 (25) ; lead

chromate, 0-1 (0-2) ; barium oxalate (BaC204,2H20), 78-3 {9,Q) ;

strontium oxalate (SrCgO^), 54 (46) ; calcium oxalate (CaCgO^jH.^O),

9-6 (5-6); magnesium oxalate (MgC.,04,2H20), 200 (300); zinc

oxalate (ZnC204,2H.,0), 8 (6*4); cadmium oxalate (CdC20„3H20),

27(33); silver oxalate (Ag.,C204), 25-5 (35); lead oxalate (PbCgO^),
1-3 (1-5).

In some of the foregoing numbers, the last number is uncertain.

J. C. P.

Molecular Attraction (3). J. E. Mills {J. Physical Chein.,

1904, 8, 593—636).—In the two previous papers (Abstr., 1902, ii,

596 ; 1904, ii, 642), the equation L - E = k.{ i/d- ^JJ) was applied to

21 different substances employing values for L calculated from dpjdT,

the latter ratio being obtained not from vapour pressure observations

themselves, but from these results smoothed by Biot's formula. The
constant b of the equation /» = 6 Z'+«, proposed by Ramsay and Young,
is a dPjdT, and at the critical temperature is identical with the dPjdt

of the therraodynamical equation. It was found that by use of h

instead of the Biot dPJdl' heiiQv agreement was obtained at the critical

temperature in tho.se cases where the accord had previously been

unsatisfactory. It was also found that in the cases where divergencies

in the values of the constant occur, irregularities also occur in the

curve representing PV against temperature. The author gives a

number of curves for L-E against l]d - IJD, which indicate very

clearly the agreements of the constants. Three equations are now
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available for calculating latent heats, (1) The thermodynamical

L = Tl/.{r-v)dP/dT; (2) L = ft'{^/d- i/D) + E, and (3) Crompton's

equation, L = '2RT\ogdlD. The values of L for the different sub-

stances examined are calculated from these equations ; it is seen that as

a rule Crompton's equation at low temperatures gives high results,

but at high temperatures gives results in better accord with (2) than

those calculated by equation (1). For high temperatures, therefore,

Crompton's equation should prove of considerable value, as owing to

the uncertainty in the values of dPjdT the values obtained thermo-

dynamically are untrustworthy. Curves are given for the variation

of internal latent heat with temperature ; it is seen that all are

concave towards the temperature axis, but no simple empirical fonnula

could be obtained. From the equation previously given, the value of a

in Ramsay and Young's expression may be calculated. In the case of

wopentane, the value obtained is 159,400, the volume F being 4-266.

Young obtained the value 157,880 at F'=4"3 from the drawn isochors,

and 162,890 by calculation. It is shown also that at the critical tem-

perature the following relations hold : (1) P = dPfdT.T-lO,4:1lH-'l^^*^

i

(2) dP/dT=l2i,8e0lmr, and (3) nifi' ^djT = constant. L. M. J.

Theory of Colloids. Eduard Jordis {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii,

1683—1686 ; from Mon. Scl, [iv], 18, 797—818. Compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 714).—According to the theory propounded, colloidal solutions

do not differ essentially from ordinary solutions. A comparison

of the properties of colloids with those of crystalloids indicates that

no sharp line of demarcation can be drawn between the two classes.

As yet a pure hydrosol has not been prepared, and it is probable that

purification leads in all cases to the formation of a hydi'ogel. The
hydrosols, therefore, are not pure substances, but are to be regarded as

combinations which the author designates as " chemical colloids."

The process of neutralisation of acid and basic colloids, the precipi-

tation of albumin by alkali halogen salts in acid and alkaline solution,

the influence of concentration on the precipitation of colloids, the

causes of hydrogel formation, the electrolysis of hydrosols, the different

hypotheses relative to the structure of hydrogels, and many other

points are discussed, for which the original must be consulted.

Incidentally the author divides the colloids into six groups according

to their modes of formation. These are (1) precipitation by alkali, by
hydrolysis, or by acids

; (2) pi-ecipitation by hydrogen sulphide

;

(3) formation of halogen colloids from metallic hydrosols
; (4) forma-

tion of complex .substances such as Prussian blue
; (5) reduction of

salts of heavy metals
; (6) electrical disintegration of metals under

water. H. M. D.

Solid Solutions and Isomorphism. Giuseppe Bkuni and A.
TkovANELLi {(j'azzetta, 1904, 34, ii, 349—357).—Thioacetic acid gives

abnormally small freezing point depressions in acetic acid solution.

Thioacetamide, on the other hand, gives depressions greater than the

normal values in solution in acetjimide (the constant of which was doter-

inined to be 36'3). In formamide (the freezing point constant of
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which was found to be 38'5), thioacetamide gives normal depressions,

showing that here the thioacetamide is not appreciably dissociated

and that mixed crystals are not formed with acetamide. In urethane
solutions, ethyl thiocarbamate gives depressions smaller than the

normal values, whilst xanthamide or ethyl sulphocarbamate gives

depressions slightly greater than the normal ones. Compounds of the
aliphatic series containing the group :C*SH hence form solid solutions

with the corresponding compounds containing the complex :C*OH, but
those with the grouping .'CIS are not able to crystallise with the

corresponding oxygen compounds.
Thiophenol exhibits normal cryoscopic behaviour in phenol solutions.

p-Fluoronitrobenzene gives depressions somewhat higher than the

normal values when dissolved in jo-chloronitrobenzene, the molecular
freezing point depression for which is 108. This is the first observed
case of isomorphism between fluoro- and chloro-organic derivatives.

T. H. P.

Decomposition of Hydrated Mixed Crystals. II. Reinhard
HoLLMANN {Zeit. physikal. Cliem., 1905, 50, 567—594. Compare
Abstr., 1902, ii, 446).—A theoretical paper. J. C. P.

Mixed Crystals in Systems of Three Substances. Frans A. H.
ScHREiNEMAKERS {Zeit. physikal. Ghem., 1904, 50, 169—199).—

A

theoretical paper. J. C. P.

Method for the Determination of the Aflflnities of Acids
Colorimetrically by means of Certain Vegetable Colouring
Matters. Joseph H. Kastle {Amer. Chem. J., 1905, 33, 46—59).

—

It is shown that dilute solutions of certain vegetable colouring matters

can be used for determining the relative strengths of acids. The
following materials have been found to contain colouring matters

capable of employment for this purpose : the skin of the purple grape

and of the wild grape {Vitis vulpina), the flowers of the red geranium,

purple petunia, the scarlet sage {Salvia fulgens), and the red rose.

The reagent is prepared by macerating the grape skins (or other

material) with water, boiling, filtering, adding a small quantity of

solution of e^g albumin to clear the liquid, which is afterwards boiled

and filtered. A current of sulphur dioxide is then passed into the

liquid until the colour is almost discharged, and the excess of sulphur

dioxide is I'emoved by boiling, a little toluene being added as a pre-

servative. The effect of various acids on the reagent has been studied,

and it is found that the colouring matter is regenerated on the

addition of an acid, the intensity of the colour varying according to

the affinity of the acid.

On arranging the acids in order of their affinity as determined by
this process, it is found that this order agrees closely with that

obtained by Ostwald's methods.

It has not been found possible to exhibit the difference in strength

between the very weak acids, such as acetic, propionic, and butyric

acids, by this colorimetric method, but it is thought that possibly this

may be effected by varying the concentration. E. G.
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Sixth Report of the Committee [of the German Chemical
Society] for Fixing Atomic Weights. Hans Landolt, Wilhelm
OsTWALD, and Otto Wallach {Ber., 1905, 38, 13—22. Compare
Abstr., 1902, ii, 129; 1903, ii, 68; 1904, ii, 20).—This report deals

with the replies to a circular addressed to the members of the Inter-

national Committee relating to the basis of the atomic weights. Of

the fifty-nine members, thirty-nine recorded their votes, and of these

thirty-two were in favour of the exclusive publication of the table

based on = 16, two were in favour of the table in which H = l,

whilst five were in favour of both tables being given. The committee

therefore proposes the exclusive use of the values based on 0=16.
C. H. D.

Theory of Valency. Richard Abegg {Zeii. anorg. Chem., 1905,

43, 116—121. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 536; 1904, ii, 475).—
A theoretical paper in which the following problem is discussed.

If an uncombined polyvalent atom of an element is present in a

system containing an amount of another element insufiicient to form
the compound corresponding with the lowest stage of combination,

will one valency of the atom in question be concerned in the forma-

tion of the compound, or will all the valencies take a part ? Although
experience appears to favour the first alternative, the latter is con-

sidered to be the more correct, especially since the aflinities of the

different valencies of one atom have not all the same value.

A. McK.

Conception of Valency. Richard Abegg and F. Willy
HiXRiCHSE.v {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 43, 122— 124).—A criticism

of the views of Billitzer (Abstr., 1904, ii, 720), who considers that

the valency of an element is a function of the temperature. The
authors draw a sharp distinction between the valency of an element

audits "affinity." A. McK.

Hydration and Hardening. Eduard Jordis {Zeit. Elektrochem.,

1904, 10, 938—940).—^The views regarding the hardening of Port-

land cement and gypsum expressed by Rohland (this vol., li, 19) are

adversely criticised. The acceleration of the setting of cement by the

addition of salts is not a catalytic process, since the salts added react

with the cement and undergo permanent change. T. E.

Siphon with a Mercury Valve. Ferdikand Pjlz {Chem. Centr.,

1905, i, 133; from Zeit. Laiuiiv. Vers.-Wes. Oesterr., 7, 819).—The
delivery tube is bent in a U-foriu, and is connected by a tube from
the bottom of the Vjend with a pear-shaped glass bulb, which is

attached by a ground glass joint and is ovpable of rotation. The
bulb and U-tiibe contain mercury, and by rotating the bulb down-
wards the level of mercury is depressed, so that the liquid may pass

the bend of the delivery tulnj.

The valve is designed for use witli iilkjiline liquids, for which glass

or rubber is undesirable. Q. D. L.
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Inorganic Chemistry.

Hypochlorous Acid. III. Formation and Decomposition
of Chloric Acid. Julius Sand {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1904, 50,
4G5—480. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 612).—The slow liberation of

chlorine at 70° in a solution containing potassium chlorate and hydro-
chloric acid has been quantitatively followed. It appears that the
reaction is quinquemolecular, and that the rate of change at any
moment is given by the equation dxjdt = k[Q\0^\[Ii.']\G\.'J. The
velocity actually measured is probably that of the action ClOg' + 2H' +
2Cr = CIO' + 2H0Cl,'tlie hypochlorous acid then reacting instantaneously
with hydrochloric acid to produce chlorine. The absolute value of i^^

works out to 0-66 x 10~^
The action represented by the foregoing equation is reversible, as

shown by Foerster, who has also determined the velocity of the change
C10' + 2H0C1 = C103' + 2H* + 2C1' (see Abstr., 1901, ii, 309). The
author also has determined the velocity k' of this change and finds

^;q' = 53*1. From the values of k and k' it is possible to deduce the
equilibrium constant K of the reversible reaction, C103' + 6H* +
SCl'^i^SHgO + SClaJ the value thus obtained is /f^o = 0-995 x 10"".

From the known heat feffect of the reaction, the author then calculates

^20 = 54 X 10"^^. Further, it can be shown that an electrode im-
mersed in a solution containing the ions H', CI', and CIO,' in equilibrium

would assume the potential r434 volts against the normal hydrogen
electrode (compare Luther, Abstr., 1902, ii, 641). J. C. P.

Atomic Weight of Iodine. Paul Kothner and E. Aeuer
{Annalen, 1904, 337, 362—369. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 360—566,
and this vol., ii, 81).—Baxter's recent determination of the atomic

weight of iodine (this vol., ii, 81) is discussed. It is pointed out that

Stas' erroneous result cannot be attributed to an admixture of silver

nitrate in the silver iodide, since the same result was obtained with the

sulphate. The suggestion that the iodine is possibly admixed with a

small quantity of a new element is very doubtful. If the atomic

weight of iodine is calculated from Ladenburg's results, using the

new value found by Richards and Wells for chlorine, the number
126-985—126-991 (0=16) is obtained. Baxter'scalculation,I= 126-964,

is incorrect. The most probable value for the atomic weight of iodine

deduced from these two researches is 126-98. The mean of the 41

determinations made by Scott, Ladenburg, Baxter, and the authors is

126-97(0 = 16). K. J. P. O.

Polysulphides. I. Frikdrich W. KCster and Eduard Heber-
LEiN {Zeit. anorg. Ghem., 1905,43, 53—84).—The solubility of sulphur

in a solution of sodium sulphide is almost independent of the tempera-

ture between the limits of 0° and 50", its solubility diminishing very

slightly with increase of temperature. The solubility of sulphur in a

solution of sodium sulphide depends greatly on the dilution of the
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latter. It is greatest in a .V/'16 solution, where the constitution of

the solution approximates to the formula Na2S5.24. There is evidence

that in the solutions examined no uniform compounds are present, but

that various substances are in a condition of complex equilibrium with

one another. All sulphides and polysulphides undergo much hydrolysis

in aqueous solution. The extent of hydrolysis diminishes regularly

with increasing amount of sulphur in the solutions.

The representation of polysulphides as thio-salts of thio-oxy-acids is

untenable, as also is Geuther's representation of them as sulphides of

polyvalent metals. The formulae advanced by Spring are also

inadequate.'

Polysulphides are salts of complex thio-acids of the type HgSjS^,

which are analogous to the complex iodides, HI,Io and HI,l4.

A. McK.

Theory of the Lead Chamber Process. Georg Lunge {Zeit.

angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 60—71).—Polemical. A reply to Raschig

(this vol., ii, 23). A. McK.

Density and Expansion of Sulphuric Acid in Aqueous
Solution. J. DoMKE and W. Bein {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 43,
125—181).—The authors have investigated the relationships between
concentration, density, and expansion of aqueous solutions of sulphuric

acid and also the physico-chemical nature of sulphuric acid in various

concentrations.

The maximum density, 1*84:15 at 15°/4°, was attained with a
97*25 per cent, of acid.

The formation of hydrates in sulphuric acid solutions is discussed.

The existence of hydrates in solution cannot be deduced from density

determinations alone. Examination of freezing jx)int curves does not
prove the existence of hydrates containing 1, 2, 4, and 6H3O
respectively.

Hydrates containing 1 and 2HoO respectively certainly exist

(Lespieau, Jones).

Sulphuric acid (99*52 per cent.) has a sp. gr. 1-8377 at 1574°. The
density determinations of the authors are contrasted with those of

others, and extracts are given from the complete tables of the sp. gr.

of aqueous solutions of sulphuric acid at various temperatures. The
paper includes a very complete bibliography. A. McK.

Constitution of Hyposulphites. Maurice Prud'homme (^u//.

Soc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33, 129

—

I'M).—Baumann, Thesmar, and
Frossard prepare /orTnaWe/tyrfe sodium hydrogen hyposulphite,

H-CHO,NaHSO.,,2U20,
by the reduction of sodium hydrogen sulphite with zinc and sulphuric
acid and precipitation with sodium chloride after removal of the zinc.

The precipitate is dissolved in a 40 per cent, solution of formaldehyde,
when a mixture of the dpsire<l prodtict with fonnaldohydo .sodium

hydrogen sulpliite crystallises out. From this, tlie hyposulphite
additive product may be obtained in large, mouoclinic crystals by
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recrystallisation from dilute alcohol. It is, like all the additive pro-

ducts of formaldehyde with the hyposulphites, quite stable and is only
resolved into its generators by steam at 100°, and under these conditions

forms a powerful reducing agent {Rev. Gen. Mat. Col., 1904, 353).
The formulae ascribed to these compounds support Schiitzenberger's

view {Compt. rend., 1869, 69, 196) that the composition of sodium
hyposulphite is represented by the formula NaHSOa (compare
Bernthsen and Bazlen, Abstr., 1900, ii, 203). It is suggested that the
salt K.jSgO^, obtained by Moissan by the action of sulphur dioxide on
potassium hydride (Abstr., 1903, ii, 75), is derived from a new sulphur
acid and that it is hydrolysed by water according to the equation
K2S2O4 + HgO = KHSO2 + KHSO3. In support of this view, it is stated

that the product recrystallised from water contains both needles and
stellate groups of acicular crystals. T. A. H.

Colloidal Selenium. Carl Paal and Carl Koch {Ber., 1905, 38,
526—534. Compare Schultze, Abstr., 1886, 302; Gutbier, Abstr.,

1902, ii, 652).—The liquid hydrosol of selenium is obtained by reducing
selenious acid, dissolved in aqueous sodium protalbate or lysalbate,

with hydrazine hydrate and hydrochloric acid, or with hydroxylamine
hydrochloride, and dissolving the precipitate so obtained in 'aqueous

sodium carbonate. The liquid hydrosol, after purification by dialysis,

is blood-red by reflected light, or, when strongly diluted, red by trans-

mitted light. The solid hydrosol, obtained in dark red, glistening

flakes when the solution is evaporated by gentle heat and finally over

sulphuric acid, contains 32—50 per cent, of selenium, and is easily

soluble in cold water. This form is much more stable than the

hydrosols previously obtained ; in aqueous solution, it remains un-

changed on repeated alternate treatment with acetic acid and sodium
hydroxide, or when boiled with an excess of 10 per cent, sodium
chloride or phosphate solutions, but is gelatinised on addition of an
excess of calcium chloride solution in the cold. A specimen of this

solid hydrosol, after preservation for 2| years, dissolved almost com-
pletely in water.

Colloidal selenium, containing up to 90 per cent, of selenium, is

obtained by dissolving the solid hydrosol in water and adding acetic

acid as long as precipitation takes place. G. Y.

The Brown and Blue Modifications of Colloidal Tellurium.
Carl Paal and Carl Koch {Ber., 1905, 38, 534—546. Compare
Gutbier, Abstr., 1902, ii, 653; 1904, ii, 613).—The brown modification

of colloidal tellurium is easily obtained by warming an alkaline

aqueous solution of telluric acid, containing protalbic or lysalbic acid,

with hydrazine hydrate on the water-bath ; in neutral or alkaline

solution, containing sodium protalbate or lysalbate, telluric acid is

reduced by hydroxylamine only on boiling, as is tellurium dioxide

by hydrazine hydrate ; in these cases, the brown modification, at

first formed, changes into the blue as the boiling proceeds. Gutbier

and Resenscheck's brownish-violet tellurium hydrosol is probably a

mixture of the brown and blue modifications. As in the case of

colloidal selenium, the liquid hydrosols of tellurium, containing sodium
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protalbate or lysalbate, are very stable, and, on careful evaporation,

yield the solid hydrosols, which are soluble in water and remain
unchanged when heated to 100^ in a vacuum. On addition of acetic

acid to the liquid hydrosols, the solid hydrosols containing protalbic or

lysalbic acid are precipitated ; these contain upwards of 80 per cent.

of tellurium, and are very stable when protected from the atmos-

pheric oxygen, the brown modification retaining its solubility after

three years. G. Y.

Radiotellurium. IV. Willy Marckwald {Ber., 1905, 38,
591—594. Compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 508; 1903, ii, 81, 733).—

A

quantity of crude tellurium, obtained from 15 tons of pitchblende,

was treated as previously described. The product thus obtained was
purified as follows. It was dissolved in dilute nitric acid and the

filtered solution repeatedly evaporated with hydrochloric acid in order

that the nitric acid should be expelled. A current of sulphur dioxide

was then passed into the solution of the residue in dilute hydrochloric

acid. The resulting precipitate consisted of a mixture of selenium, tellur-

ium, and radiotellurium. It follows from this result that radiotellurium

chloride is reducible by sulphurous acid. Radiotellurium is precipi-

tated by sulphurous acid relatively with greater ditticulty than the other

8ubsta,nces. The precipitate (16 grams), obtained by means of sulphurous

acid, was dissolved in dilute nitric acid, the solution evaporated to

dryness, and the residue warmed with ammonia, a method of separation

of radiotellurium from selenium and tellurium which was based on
the supposition that radiotellurium oxide is not an acid anhydride, and
is quite insoluble in ammonia. Three milligrams of a very radio-

active product were thus obtained.

Measurements showed that the radioactivity of this product dim-
inished with time. The rate of decay accords with the formula for

unimolecular reactions, as is the case with all uniform radioactive

substances. After 139-8 days, the intensity of the radioactivity sunk to

one-half of the original.

Radiotellurium is a uniform i-adioactive substance, and is not

identical with polonium, which, without doubt, is a mixture of radio-

active substances. The rate of decay of Madame Curie's polonium, as

measured by her, does not accord with the formula for unimolecular

reactions.

Rutherford's Radium £ is altio not identical with radiotellurium.

A. McK.

Formation of Ammonia from its Elements. Fritz Haber and
G. VAN OoRDT {Zuit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 43, 111— 115).—The authors

have studied the equilibrium between nitrogen, hydrogen, and am-
monia. A ciurent of ammonia was pas.sed over finely-divided iron at

a high temperature, and the resulting gas, after having been freed

from ammonia, passed over a fresh quantity of iron, which was main-
tained at the same temperature as in the initial case. A fresh amount
of ammonia was produced by the latter treatment ; this was again

separated from the mixture, which was now found to l^ a mixture
of nitrogen (1 vol.) and hydrogen (3 vols.).
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The experiments were conducted with dry gases at pressures approxi-
mating to atmospheric. The temperature was about 1000°. Nickel
is not so active a catalyst as iron. A. McK.

Action of Hydrogen Fluoride on Nitrogen Sulphide, and
a New Method of Formation of Thionyl Fluoride. Otto Ruff
and Curt Thiel {Ber., 1905, 38, 549—553. Compare Abstr., 1904,
i, 396).—When heated at 120° in a closed platinum vessel, hydrogen
fluoride and nitrogen sulphide unite to form a red liquid, which easily

decomposes again into its components ; in presence of traces of moisture,

thionyl fluoride is formed. This may be prepared almost quantitatively

by heating nitrogen sulphide, hydrogen fluoride, and copper oxide

together at 100° in a copper bomb.
In presence of carbon or of sunlight, a mixture of chlorine and

thionyl fluoride in a sealed glass tube react with the silica of the
latter to form silicon tetrafluoride and» sulphury 1 fluoride. Thionyl
fluoride and nitrogen trioxide, in presence of traces of moisture, react

with silica to form nitrosulphonic acid and silicon tetrafluoride.

Thionyl chloride is not changed when repeatedly passed through a
white hot platinum tube filled with platinum sponge. G. Y.

New Experiments on the Preparation of Diamonds.
Henri Moissan [Compt. rend,, 1905, 140,277—283. Compare Abstr.,

1897, ii, 549),—The appearance of the cross-section of the block of

meteoritic iron from Canon Diablo (this vol., ii, 43) seemed to indicate

that the separation and crystallisation of the carbon had been influ-

enced by the sulphur, silicon, and phosphorus present in the meteorite.

The author's previous experiments have therefore been repeated with
a view of testing whether the presence of these metalloids affects the

crystallisation of the carbon under laboratory conditions. One hundred
and fifty grams of Swedish iron were melted in a crucible in the electric

furnace with excess of sugar charcoal, and at the end of two or three

minutes, when the molten iron had become saturated with carbon the

crucible was withdrawn, five grams of ferrous sulphide were added,

and the whole was then rapidly cooled by immersing the crucible in

cold water. Carbon separated in crystalline form from the central

portions of the molten mass, and the yield was increased as a con-

sequence of the presence of sulphur. No diamonds were obtained on
the addition of sulphide if the mass was not rapidly cooled. The pre-

sence of silicon also appears favourable to the crystallisation of the

carbon, whereas experiments in which phosphide of iron was added

gave no result.

The synthetical diamonds are always feebly doubly refracting, but the

amount is variable and bears no relation to the external form. This

observation is in agreement with the optical behaviour of most natural

diamonds. H. M. D.

Combustible Gaseous Carbon Compounds in the Air.

Heinrich Wolpert {Arch. Hygiene, 1905, 62, 151—178). — In the free

outer air, there exist certain incompletely oxidise<l carbon compounds.

The amount of these materials in the lierlin atmosphere averages at
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least 0-015 volume per 1000, that is, about 4-5 per cent, of the amount
of carbon dioxide. The air of rooms contains at least as much, but if

this is rendered still more impure by the burning of oils or gas or by
respiration, these gaseous compounds of carbon increase.

W. D. H.

The Action of Silicochloroform on some Fluorides and
the Preparation and Properties of Silicofluoroform. Otto
Ruff and Curt Albert {Ber., 1905, 38, 53— 64. Compare Ruff and
Plato, Abstr., 1904, ii, 265).—Silicochloroform does not react with

silver fluoride or lead fluoride even on prolonged heating.

Antimony trifluoride and silicochloroform react in a sealed tube

according to the equation SSiHClg + 4SbF3 = SSiF^ + 2Sb + 2SbCl3

+

3HC1. The same reaction occurs very vigorously in the case of

arsenic trifluoride. Tin and titanium tetrafluorides, however, react in

a different manner, for instance, 3SnF^ + 4SiHCl3 = 4SiHF3 + 3SnCl^.

To prepare silicofluoroform, molecular quantities of silicochloro-

form and titanium tetrafluoride are heated together in a closed copper

vessel or glass tube for 18 hours at 100—120°. The vessel is then
cooled in liquid air and allowed to become warm slowly, the gases

evolved being condensed by means of liquid air.

Silicofluoroform, SiHFg, boils at - 80'2° under 7585 mm. pressure

(corr.) and melts at about -110°. It slowly decomposes in a sealed

glass tube, even at the ordinary temperature, according to the equation

4SiHF3 = 2Ho + SSiF^ + Si, the decomposition being greatly accelerated

by heat. It burns in air with a very pale blue flame, the temperature
of ignition being higher than that of silicochloroform: 12SiHF3 +
60. = 3SiF, + SSiOa + 4H,SiF« + 2HoSi03.
Water and sodium hydroxide decompose it thus : 2SiHF3 + 411.0 =

Si(OH)^ + HgSiFg + 2H2. Alcohol forms ethyl orthosilicate, Si(0Et)4
;

ether JForms ethyl silico-orthoformate, SiH(0Et)3, and ethyl fluoride.

Toluene dissolves its own volume of silicofluoroform.

The properties of the silicohalogenoform series are tabulated and
compared. C. H. D.

Silicates. V. Eduard Jordis and E. H. Kanter {Zeit. anorg.

Chem., 1905, 43, 48—52. Compare this vol., ii, 88).—The influence

of the length of time during which boiling is continued in the action of

calcium hydroxide solution, either alone or in presence of calcium ion?,

on filicic acid has been examined. The analyses quoted show that at

first calcium from the hydroxide quickly combines with the silica, after-

wards it is partly removed from the compound formed, and then again
combined with it to a greater extent than before. The anion is in

.some way or other transformed. A. McK.

Potassium and Ammonium Nitrates and the Law of
Bravais. Fki::deric Wallerant {Compt.rend., 1905, 140, 264—266).
—Pota.«(sium nitrate, like ammonium nitrate, exhibits j)olymorphism
(Abstr., 1904, ii, 31), the normal orthorhombic form at 129° passing
into an a-rhombolio<Iral form, wliich on supcrfusion is convt>rte<l into a
/?-rhombohedral variety. M. A. \V.

VOL,. LXXXVIII. ii, 12
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Some Physical Characters of the Sodium Borates, with a
New and Rapid Method for the Determination of Melting
Points. Charles H. Bubgess and Alfred Holt, jun. (Proc. Roy.
Soc, 1904, 74, 285—295. Compare Proc, 1903, 221).—When pure
borax glass is kept for some hours at such a temperature that it has
the consistency of a viscid syrup, it gradually changes to a mass of

colourless crystals. The latter are about as soluble in water as borax
glass, are not hygroscopic, and melt at a higher temperature than the

glass, into which they are reconverted on melting and then cooling

quickly. The phenomenon of crystallisation on reheating, moreover,

is exhibited by all mixtures of boric anhydride and sodium carbonate
in which the ratio BgOg : Na^CO^ lies between 6 : 1 and 8:5. With the

idea that the change was probably due to the crystallisation of some
borate rich in sodium, the authors fused boric anhydride with a large

excess of sodium carbonate, and found that the greatest proportion in

wliich boric anhydride combined with sodium oxide is given ap-

proximately by BgOg : NagO : : 1 : 1"3, The product obtained is therefore

neither NaBOg nor NagBO^. The melting points of glasses and
crystals of varying composition were determined with the view of

discovering what compounds, if any, existed. A glass bead was used

to attach a vertical weighted wire to a horizontal platinum wire

suitably heated by a current. When the horizontal wire was raised

to a sufficiently high temperature (which could be deduced from its

resistance), the vertical wire dropped, and in this way the melting

point of the glass was determined. The melting points of the glasses

were well defined, but the melting point curve is irregular and difficult

of interpretation. The melting point curve for the crystals exhibits

a maximum about the composition 5Na20,4B._,03, which agrees with

the ratio referred to above. It would appear that borax (Na20,2B.^03)

is not a definite compound under these conditions, but approximately

a eutectic mixture of the compounds 5Na20,4B.203 and Na20,4B20g,

for the latter of which there is other evidence.

Experiments were also made in which, after powdering roughly, the

crystals were picked out from the accompanying glass and analysed.

With mixtures between Na20,4B203 and Na20,2B203, the crystals and

the glass have the same composition, and it is probable that in this

case formation of mixed crystals or a solid solution from a superfused

liquid has taken place. With mixtures containing more boric

anhydride than ]S'a20,4B.^03, only a part crystallises, and the crystals

have approximately the composition Na^jOjClBgOa. If the crystals

could be freed from glass, the composition would probably be

Na20,4B,03.
The glass must be regarded as a superfused and, therefore, meta-

stable form of the crystals, behaving in several respects as if it were

a liquid of enormous viscosity. J. C. P.

Pentasulphides of Rubidium and Caesium. Wilhelm Biltz

and Ernst Wilke-Dorfukt {Jkr., 1905, 38, 123— 130).—Rubidium
and cjesium pentasulphides are formed by warming the monosulphidos

with powdered sulphur and aqueous alkali hydroxide solution in an

atmosphere of hydrogen.
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Rvhidiuni penta^ulphide, RboS-, crystallises in dark red, rhombic

prisms, commences to blacken at 170—185°, melts at 223—224% and

has a sp. gr. 2 618 at 15% ^Yhen exposed to the air, it deliquesces to

a red liquid from which sulphur crystallises out; it remains unchanged

under cold alcohol, hot ethyl sulphide, or chloroform, but is decomposed

by hot nitrobenzene, or more energetically by a mixture of nitro-

benzene with ethyl or amyl alcohols ; in contact with carbon disulphide,

the red crystals slowly become yellow, the change being accompanied

by absorption of carbon disulphide.

Ccesium pentasulphide, CsoS-.H^O, forms red crystals, melts at 202°,

is not hygroscopic, and can be recrystallised without change from

70 per cent, alcohol. G. Y.

Some Physical Constants of Calcium and Calcium Amalgam.
Henri Moissan and Chavaxne (Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 122— 127.

Compare Abstr., 1900, ii, 76).—The authors have redetermined some
physical constants of calcium, using for the piu'pose the metal prepared

by the Bitterfeld electrolytic process, containing from 99-3 to 99*6

per cent, of calcium, the impurities consisting of calcium chloride,

silicon, aluminium, and traces of sodium and iron, and dissolving

slowly in pure wat^r, but rapidly in water containing a trace of iron,

gold, or platinic chloride. The electrical conductivity of calcium,

measured in wires of 0'51 and 0*77 mm. diameter, is 15'6 at 20% that

of silver being taken as 100% Calcium becomes pasty at 790—795°

and melts at 810° (compare Arndt, this vol., ii, 87), and has a sp. gr.

1'548. Calcium dissolves slowly in mercury to form a solid crystalline

mass, from which prismatic crystals of definite composition, HggCa,
are isolated by fractional crystallisation in a vacuum ; this amalgam is

stable in dry air at the ordinary temperature, and dissolves slowly in

water, thus forming a convenient reducing agent capable of reducing

alkali nitrates to ammonia and traces of nitrites, ammonium sulphate

to ammonium amalgam, and acetone to a mixture of pinacone and
Mopropyl alcohol. M. A. W.

Red Coloration of Bleaching Powder. Nazareko Taruoi
{Gazzetta, 1904, 34, ii, 466—468).—It is generally stated that the
red coloration sometimes produced in bleaching powder by subjecting

it to the action either of carbon dioxide or of gentle heat depends
on the presence of small quantities of manganese which become trans-

formed by the oxidising action of the bleaching powder into a calcium
salt of permanganic acid. The author shows, however, that this is

not the case, the red colour being due to the presence of a salt of

ferric acid. T. H. P.

Alkaline Reaction of Strontium and Calcium Carbonates.
L. Blum {Zeit. anal. Cfiem., 1905, 44, 12— 13).—The carbonates of

strontium and calcium wetted with water on red litmus paper change
the colour to blue. Marble behaves in the same way. M. J. S.

12-2
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Action of Barium Amalgam on. Solutions of Sodium and
Potassium Salts. George McP. Smith (/. Fhysical Chem., 1905, 9,

13—35).—A controversial paper in which the author replies to

Fernekes (this vol., ii, 33). The author's experiments show that barium
in barium amalgam may be replaced by potassium or sodium by the

action of solutions of the hydroxides of these metals on the amalgam.
The question of such replacement is briefly discussed at the end of the

paper, and it is pointed out in the case of the action of barium
amalgam on solutions of potassium salts that the separation of potassium

or of hydrogen depends on the relative values of the ratios yP^Jp-R^,

PkIPk ^^^ Pu/Pat where P and p are the electrolytic solution pressure

and the osmotic pressure of the indicated elements. L. M. J.

Metals found in the Archeological Excavations in Egypt.
Marcellin Berthelot (Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 183— 185).—Two
metallic specimens obtained from Egyptian tombs consist essentially

of an alloy of tin and copper. The first specimen, dating from the end

of the Ilnd or the beginning of the Ilird dynasty, was much corroded,

and largely converted into copper oxychloride and carbonate and con-

tained 56'7 per cent, of copper, 2 per cent, of tin, and traces of zinc.

The second specimen, also from the tombs of the Pharaohs, was well

preserved and contained 87*44 to 87'52 per cent, of copper, 11 '47 per

cent, of tin, and tx^aces of lead. Neither specimen contained arsenic,

silver, or iron, M. A. W.

Reduction of Metallic Oxides by means of the Cerite Metals.
L. Weiss and O. Aichel (Annalen, 1904, 337, 370—389).—The alloy

of the cerite and yttrium metals, the " Mischmetall," obtained from the

oxides in the residue of the manufacture of thorium nitrate, has all the

requirements of a good reducing agent, as it has a high heat of com-

bustion and forms easily fusible and stable oxides. It cannot be

obtained as a powder but in filings, which, however, cannot be kept. In

compact pieces, it can be kept unoxidised for months. Iron, nickel,

cobalt, manganese, and chromium can easily be obtained pure by its

means. Molybdenum was prepared in a pure state from molybdic

acid, and forms a silver-white metal with crystalline fracture ; it is

not magnetic. Tungsten and uranium could not be prepared pure.

Vanadium, niobium, and tantalum were easily prepared from the pent-

oxides. Vanadium forms a silver-white regulus, the surface of which

showed crystalline structure ; its hardness is 7, and it is brittle, but

not magnetic, insoluble in potassium hydroxide, bromine water, hydro-

chloric acid, or dilute sulphuric acid, but soluble in concentrated

sulphuric acid, hydrofluoric or nitric acid. It is oxidised to vanadates

by molten alkali hydroxides, carbonates, or saltpetre, and when heated

in the air is converted into the pentoxide, Columbium shows no sign

of crystalline structure, is brittle, of a silver-white fracture, insoluble

in hydrochloric or nitric acids, or aqua regia, but slowly soluble in

boiling sulphuric or hydrofluoric acids. It is converted by molten

alkali hydroxides into columbates, and is oxidised by the air into the

pentoxide. Tantalum could not be obtained free from dross. It is
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pure white and very hard, is completely insoluble in acids, but con-

verted by alkali hydroxides into tantalates. It burns in the air to the

pentoxide.

Pure metals could be obtained from the oxides of silicon, boron, tin,

lead, titanium, or zii'conium. Bismuth oxide reacts explosively with
the alloy. K. J. P. 0.

Combinations of Samarium Chloride with Gaseous Am-
monia. Camille Matigxox and R. Tra^soy (Compt.reiid., 1905, 140,
141—143).—When anhydrous samarium chloride (Abstr., 1902, ii,

505) is sealed in a tube with liquid ammonia, it is converted into a
white, bulky compound, SmCl3,ll'5NH3, which, on being progres-

sively heated, gives off its ammonia at eight different temperatures,

which are the dissociation temperatures of the eight compounds that

samarium chloride forms with ammonia ; the formulae of the com-
pounds, their dissociation temperatures (t), and heats of formation (Q)
are as follows : SmClg.NHg, (t) 375°, ((?) 207 Cal. ; SmCl3,2NH„ (t)

240°, (Q) 16-4 Cal.; SmClj.SNHg, (0 200°, ((?) 15-1 Cal; SmCl3,4XH3,
(t) 155°, (Q) 13-7 Cal.; SmCl„5NH3, (t) 105°, ((?) 12-1 Cal.;

SmCl3,8NH3, (t) 76°, (Q) 11-2 Cal. ; SmCl3,9-5NH3, (t) 40°, (Q) lO-Q

Cal. ;SmCl3,ll-5NH3, [t) 15°, (Q) 9'2 Cal. M. A. W.

Double Silicides of Aluminium. Wilhelm Manchot and
A. KiESEE (Annalen, 1904, 337, 353—361).—A chromiuvi aluminium
silicide, Cr2AISi3, is obtained by heating chromium, potassium
dichromate, or potassium chromifiuoride with a very large excess of

potassium silicotluoi'ide and aluminium in a Perrot's furnace to the

highest attainable temperature for half an hour and dissolving the
regulus in dilute hydi-ochloric acid. It forms greyish-white, hexa-

gonal crystals with a metallic lustre, which are conductors of elec-

tricity ; their hardness is 5 and sp. gr. 4'7. It is insoluble in sodium
hydroxide, boiling hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, aqua regia, or sulphuric

acid, but dissolves easily in hydrofluoric acid and molten alkaU
hydroxides. At a high temperature, chlorine, bromine, and iodine

attack the material ; hydrogen chloride has a feeble action and
oxygen none.

If the proportions are so chosen that the regulus contains from
34"4 to 50 per cent, of free silicon, then a second silicide, CrjAlSi^, is

formed. It forms small crystals, of a hardness somewhat greater

than 5, and a sp. gr. 4'8. It is portly dissociated at the tempei-ature

of formation. Tungaten aluminium silicide forms bla(;k, hexagonal
crystals, which are not attacked by acids, aqua regia, or sodium
hydroxide, and only by hydrofluoric acid on evaporation, but readily

by hydrofluoric and nitric acids and by molten alkali hydroxides.

K. J. P. O.

Indium and Rubidium Fluorides. Camille Chabrie and A.
BoucHONNET (Vompt. rend., 1905, 140, 90—91. Compare Abstr., 1901,
ii, 102, 242, 314, 600).—Indium jluoride, lu.^h\,\SK.,0, obtained by
slowly evaporating a heated solution of indium hydroxide in hydrogen
fluoride, forms white, crystalline needles, very slightly soluble in cold
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water, insoluble in alcohol or ether, soluble in cold hydrochloric

or nitric acid, and slowly decomposed by boiling with water or

exposure to the air ; it loses its water of crystallisation when heated, and
at a red heat is completely decomposed into indium sesquioxide and
hydrogen fluoride. Rubidium hydrogen fluoride, RbF,HF, obtained

by slowly evaporating an aqueous solution of rubidium carbonate and
hydrogen fluoride, forms small, deliquescent crystals, insoluble in

alcohol or ether, and partially converted into rubidium fluoride, RbF,
when heated with excess of ammonium hydrogen fluoride.

M. A. W.

Interaction of Hydrochloric Acid and Potassium Per-
manganate in the Presence of Ferric Chloride. James
Brown {Amer. J. Sci., 1905, [iv], 19, 31— 38).—Experiments have
been made in which known quantities of hydrochloric acid and of

standard potassium permanganate solutions have been kept at 50° for

a definite time. A known volume of standard oxalic acid was then
added, and standard permanganate run in until the coloration was
permanent. The amounts of permanganate apparently reduced during

digestion are found constant in different experiments only when the

chlorine produced during the digestion is expelled by a current of air

or carbon dioxide before the addition of the oxalic acid. Ferric

chloride was thought by Wagner (Abstr., 1899, ii, 275) to have a

catalytic influence on this reaction, but the author's experiments are

opposed to this view. J. C. P.

The Increase in Volume of Molten Cast Iron saturated
with Carbon in the Electric Furnace at the Moment of
Solidifying. Henri Moissan {Com])t. rend., 1905, 140, 185—192).

—Pure iron, or iron containing only a small quantity of carbon,

behaves normally on passing from the liquid to the solid state, that is,

its volume diminishes and its density increases ; iron saturated with

carbon in the electi'ic furnace behaves like water on solidifying, that

is, its volume increases and its density diminishes ; when, however,

fused cast iron of this type is rapidly cooled by immersion in water,

in fused lead, or in iron filings, a solid crust is formed, and the liquid

in the interior is subjected to increased pressure due (1) to the gas

evolved during the change from the liquid to the solid state, (2) to

the contraction of the solid crust on cooling, (3) to the increase in

volume of the interior portion on passing from the liquid to the solid

state, and in these circumstances microscopic diamonds are formed in

the interior of the mass due to the cooling of the fused iron saturated

with carbon under increased pressure (compare Abstr., 1894, ii, 189
j

1896, ii, 644). If, however, as sometimes happens, the interior pres-

sure is released by the escape of gas through a weak place in a solid

crust, no diamonds are formed. M. A. W.

A Colloidal Iron Hydroxide obtained by Electrodialysis,

and some of its Properties. J. Tkibot and H. Chretien
(Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 144—146).—The colloidal ferric hydroxide

obtained by dialysing a solution of ferric hydroxide on ferric chloride
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always contains a considerable quantity of chlorine, which can, how-

ever, be removed by an electrolytic process, the colloidal solution con-

taining the cathode being placed in the inner cell, the outer vessel

containing water which is frequently renewed. The colloidal ferric

hydroxide thus obtained possesses all the properties of Graham's
hydroxide ; each form behaves as a ferment towards proteid matter in

alkaline medium, breaking it down into albumoses, but the colloidal

ferric hydroxide, prepared as above, is more active in this respect than
that of Graham, as is shown in the following table :

Percentage

of

Albumose
formed.

50

Colloidal Solution.

electrodialytic hydroxide

Weight
of

Proteid.

50 c.c.

50 c.c. Graham's hydroxide

50 c.

5021 2 c.c. of

5 -014 2 c.c. of

5073 2 c.c. of

5 041 2 c.c. of

Alkali added.

1-5K0H
1000

1-2K0H
1000

1-5K0H
1000

1-2K0H
1000

27-02

24-62

816

6-23

M. A. W

Colloidal Ferric Oxide, Brovni Modification. Paul Nicolardot
(Cornpt. rend., 1905, 140, 310—312).—The fact that the majority of

the crystallised ferric salts are white, leads the author to conclude that
the normal sesquioxide should also exhibit this colour. It is, in fact,

obtained in this condition when a freshly prepai-ed and concentrated
ferric solution is added to a cooled solution of ammonia, but it rapidly

becomes coloured. To explain the differently coloured forms of the
oxide, it is suggested that the normal colourless oxide undergoes
molecular condensation. According to the author's statements, four
such modifications can be recosrnised. ' H. M. D.

Ferrous and Ferric Arsenates. William Dlxcax {Pharm. J.,

1905, [iv], 20, 71—72).—Ferrous arsenate, prepared by the B.P.
method, gradually undergoes oxidation. This change is due to the
action of moisture, air, and heat, which results in the formation of

ferric arsenate and oxide.

Ferric arsenate, when freshly precipitated, is a dull white, insoluble

substance, which becomes grey when dried at 100"^, and if heated
above this temperature gradually turns red. The air-dried salt has
the composition FeAsO^,H20, but becomes anhydrous if heated at
100°. When either the hydrated or anhydrous salt is treateil with
sodium hydrogen carbonate, effervescence takes place and a soluble

compound is produced. Hydrated ferric arsenate is therefore an
acid, and determinations of its basicity have shown that it may be
represented by the formula AsO./FeO)(OH)j.

A./errotLS ammonium arsenate has been prepared, but its stability ha^
not yet been investigated. E. G.
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Reduction of Molybdenum Compounds in Sulphuric Acid
Solution by Magnesium. Boris Glasmann {Ber., 1905, 38,
604—605).—Molybdic acid in sulphuric or hydrochloric acid solution,

is quantitatively reduced by magnesium to molybdenum trioxide.

A. McK.

Physico-chemical Researches on Tin. VI. Ernst Cohen and
E. GoLDSCHMiDT {Zeit. physikal. Chein., 1904, 50, 225— 237. Compare
Abstr., 1904, ii, 567).—Besides grey tin, the following modifications

are mentioned in older chemical literature : (1) rhombic tin
; (2) tetr-

agonal tin
; (3) recently fused tin.

Special determinations of the specific gravity show that no difference

can be detected between tin prepared electrolytically and tin obtained

in the usual way from the fused metal. In both cases, the tin crystal-

lises in the teti-agonal form. The specific gravity of recently fused tin

is 7 "287 at 15°, and it appears that the very low and irregular values

obtained by earlier observers for the specific gravity of electrolytic tin

were due to the enclosure of varying quantities of impurity such as

stannous chloride. At the ordinary temperature, rhombic tin appears to

be metastable, the transition temperature lying about 170°. No
indication of this is given by a dilatometer, but there is a marked
change in the rate of flow of compressed tin about that temperature

(compare Ann, Physik, 1903, [iv], 10, 647). The various stable forms of

tin and the temperature limits of their stability are indicated as

follows :

Grey tin i^ tetragonal tin.

Tetragonal tin ilf rhombic tin.

Rhombic tin ii^ fused tin. J. C. P.

Electrolytic Recovery of Tin. F. Gelsthabp (Trmis. Faraday
Soc, 1905, 1, 111—112).—When tin plates immersed in a solution of

sodium hydroxide of sp. gr, 1*05 and at 80° were connected up with a

battery, polarisation set in, and the anode surface was found to be

covered with a layer of some brown substance. On reversing the

direction of the current for a moment and again connecting up in the

original manner, the polarisation disappeared and the tin dissolved

regulai'ly from the anode. The same effect was obtained by placing

a piece of clean iron in contact with the anode for a short time.

Investigation of various pieces of tin plate showed that the

phenomenon was exhibited by all bright clean samples, but not by
old and tarnished (oxidised) pieces. The brown layer formed on the

anode is supposed to be an oxide insoluble in sodium hydroxide

solution ; the effect of reversing the current or making contact with

iron is to reduce this to finely divided metal, which, under the

influence of the current, oxidises to form a soluble oxide. H. M. D.

Tempering of Bronzes. L6on Guillet (Compt.rend., 1905, 140,

307—310).—Copper tin alloys, containing 5—21 per cent, of tin, have

been tempered at teini)eratures varying from 300—800°, and the effect

of the treatment on the mechanical properties determined. The
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breaking weight and the elongation are slightly increased in the case

of alloys containing more than 92 per cent, of copper by tempei-ing at

400—600°. For alloys containing less than 92 per cent, of copper, these

properties increase very distinctly when the temperature employed

reaches 500°. This behaviour agrees with the facts brought forward

by Heycock and Neville (Abstr., 1901, ii, 508; 1902, ii, 261). The
maximum breaking weight is reached by tempering at 600° ; the

temperature which gives the maximum elongation varies with the

composition of the alloy, being 800° for a bronze containing 91 per cent,

copper, and 600^ for one containing 79 per cent. H. M. D.

Copper, Tin, and Oxygen. E. Heyn and O. Bauer {Chem.

Centr., 1905, i, 76—77 ; from Mitt. Tech. Vers.-A. Berlin, 1904, 22,

137—147).—The investigations of Heyn (compare Abstr., 1904, ii,

406) on the equilibrium between copper and oxygen have been

extended to the system copper, tin, and oxygen. Oxygen is only met
with in copper tin alloys in the form of tin dioxide crystals, which are

insoluble in the alloy. Occasionally the crystals unite to form pellicles,

and as solidification proceeds the dioxide accumulates in the melted

portion of the system, increasing its viscosity considerably. The tin

dioxide pellicles resemble those of alumina in molten iron deoxidised

by aluminium.
Cuprous oxide and tin cannot exist together in the molten alloy,

reaction taking place according to the equation 2CuoO + Sn = 4Cu + SnOg.

Addition of phosphorus is recommended for the removal of tin dioxide.

For the analytical separation of the metallic tin from the dioxide, the

alloy is made the anode in dilute sulphuric acid, when the tin present

as metal passes into solution. Tin dioxide is insoluble in liquid tin.

The grey and yellow spots observable on tin bronze fractures are due
to the coarse structure consequent on slow cooling ; if cooled rapidly,

the colour of the fracture is quite uniform in consequence of the very

intimate mixing of the particles. H. M. D.

Electrolytic Preparation of Titanous Sulphate. W. H.
Evans {Mem. Manchester Phil. Soc, 1905, 40, Mem. II, 1— 3. Com-
pare Abstr., 1904, ii, 412).—The effect of current density, concentra-

tion of solution and temperature on the electrolytic reduction of

titanic sulphate was examined. Good yields of titanous sulphate

could be obtained without the use of a diaphragm. If the current

density at the anode is kept fairly high, oxygen is evolved without

effecting any marked oxidation of the titanous salt. The yield

diminishes rapidly with increase of current density. Rise of tempera-

ture increases the yield. A. McK.

Condition in which Chlorine exists in Colloidal Solutions
of Metallic Hydroxides. Hudolk Rleu {Zeit. anonj. Chem., 1905,

43, 85—93).—Colloidal solutions of zirconium hydroxide, prei)ared

by dialysis of a 3 per cent, aqueous solution of zirconium oxy-

chloride, contain chlorine. When silver nitrate is added to such

solutions, only a faint opalescence appears, the solution bixx>miDg
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gelatinous after a few minutes. When nitric acid is added along
with silver nitrate, a slight turbidity appears, which becomes
more marked when the solution is boiled, until finally all the silver

is deposited as chloride. From this and from the analogous
behaviour of ferric hydroxide, the conclusion is drawn that the

colloidal solutions in question contained chlorine in the form of

hydrochloric acid or metallic chloride or oxychloride, dissociation

having occurred partially. The behaviour of the solutions towards
silver nitrate is attributed to a specific action of the colloidal hydroxide
by which the silver chloride formed is retained in solution in

the colloidal form. The author's views are opposed to those

of Hantzsch and Desch (Abstr., 1902, i, 708), who suppose that

solutions of colloidal ferric hydroxychloride contain a complex chloro-

ferric acid. • A. McK.

Radioactivity of Thorium. Fritz Zerban {Ber., 1905, 38,
557—559. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 532; 1904, ii, 41 ; Winkler,
Abstr., 1904, ii, 462).—Uranium has been found in all monazite sands

which have been specially examined for that element. To ascertain

if the monazite itself contains uranium, a well-crystallised Norwegian
monazite was examined and found to contain uranium, and it yielded

radioactive thorium. Minerals free from uranium yield inactive

thorium (compare Baskerville and Zerban, this vol., ii, 95). G. Y.

The Spitting of Alkali Vanadates. Wilhelm Prandtl {Ber.,

1905, 38, 657—662).—When a mixture of vanadium pentoxide and
sodium carbonate along with a small quantity of phosphoric acid is

melted in the blow-pipe flame and allowed to cool slowly, a marked evolu-

tion of oxygen takes place, the whole mass spitting violently, much as

solidifying silver does. Sodium hypovanadovanadate, 5 V.,05,Vo04,Na^O, is

formed, crystallising in dark steel-blue, glistening, rhombic needles quite

insoluble in water
;
potassium hypovanadovanadate, 8Y2^^,Y.20^,K,fi,

has similar properties. This is an interesting case of dissociation of a

compound rich in oxygen into oxygen and a substance containing less

oxygen as the temperature falls. E. F. A.

So-called Explosive Antimony. II. Ernst Cohen, Edward
Collins, and Th. Strengebs {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1904,50, 291—308.

Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 345).—According to earlier work of Pfeifer

and Popper, the quantities of metallic antimony deposited by a current

from solutions of the trichloride are always proportional to the

quantities of silver deposited by the same current ; it was found also

that this ratio was independent of the concentration of the antimony
trichloride solution and of the varying quantities of the trichloride

enclosed in the antimony deposit.

The authors show that the influence of varying temperature and of

varying hydrochloric acid concentration on the electro-chemical

equivalent found for antimony is practically negligible. Their experi-

ments show, however, that the ratio Sb : Ag does increase with

the concentration of the trichloride in the solution which is electro-

lysed ; thus, as the said concentration rises from 2*3 to 83*3 per cent.
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the antimony equivalent increases from 4029 to 40'63. A similar

increase of the equivalent was found with solutions of antimony
trichloride in methyl alcohol, and of the tribromide and trifluoride in

water. It is noteworthy that in the last case the antimony deposited

is not explosive, nor does it enclose any appreciable quantity of the

trifluoride. On the other hand, all the samples of antimony obtained

by electrolysing the tribromide 'solutions (-t'S—68*4 per cent, con-

centration) were explosive, and were found to contain large quantities

of tribromide. J. C. P.

Alloys of Zinc and Antimony. K. Monkemeyer {Zett. anorg.

Chem., 1905, 43, 182— 196).—Since many of the results quoted in the

literature concerning the compounds formed by melting together zinc

and antimony are discordant, the author has studied the curve of

cooling of mixtures of these metals.

The temperatures were measured by a thermo-element, the wires of

which consisted of platinum and an alloy of platinum with rhodium
and were connected by means of copper wires with a voltmeter. The
temperatures were read every 10 seconds. Zinc melts at 410° and
antimony at 630' 6°.

From one series of experiments, the following are recorded : the

composition of the molten mixture, the temperature at which crystal-

lisation began (corresponding with the breaks in the curves of cooling),

and the temperatures of the eutectic crystallisation (the simultaneous
separation of two crystalline forms). The number of seconds is also noted
during which each eutectic crystallisation lasted. The curve shows
two maxima, three eutectic points, and the two melting points of the
pure metals. The evidence for the existence of the compound
ZogSb., is as follows. The curve exhibits a distinct maximum
corresponding with 45 per cent, of zinc. At 561°, the

temperature corresponding with this maximum, the solid which
separates is uniform. The crystallisation of the fused masses, con-

taining 50 and 40 per cent, of zinc respectively, ends at 411° and 539°

respectively. The presence of the compound ZugSb., is also deduced
from the btructure of the alloys, containing from 40 to 50 per cent, of

zinc.

The evidence for the existence of the compound ZnSb is as follows.

The curve exhibits a maximum, corresponding with 35 per cent, of

/.inc, whilst at 544°, the temperature corresponding with this maximum,
the solid which separates is uniform. The crystallisation of the fused
masses containing 40 and 30 per cent, of zinc respectively ends at
539° and 507° respectively. The structure of the alloys is also

evidence for the existence of this compound. A. >r<'K.

Gold Hydrosols. Ludwig Vamno {Ber., 1905, 38, 463—466.
Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 808),—Gold hydrosols may be prei)aied by
warming alcoholic solutions of gold chloride with water. Sodium
aurichloride is not reduced so readily. Hydrosols with different

characteristic colours may be obtained by working under varying
conditions of temi)eratuie and coiirfMitiMtioD. Mctliyl alcohol may be
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used in place of ethyl alcohol, and the reaction may be carried out at the
ordinary temperature, but proceeds very slowly under these conditions.

J. J. S.

Supposed Solubility of Aureus Oxide in Water. Ludwig
Yanino {Ber., 1905, 38, 462—463).—The so-called solution of aureus
oxide in water is in reality a colloidal suspension, as the oxide may
be precipitated together with barium sulphate or silicic acid (Vanino
and Hartl, Abstr., 1904, ii, 808), and cannot pass through a Puckall
filter. It may also be recognised as a suspension by means of gum
arable (Muthmann, Abstr., 1887, 636). J. J. S.

Comparative Absorption of Hydrogen by Rhodium and
Palladium. L. Quenessen [Bull. Soc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33,
191—193).—The author finds that Wilm's statements (Abstr., 1881,

514), (1) that rhodium absorbs hydrogen more readily than palladium,

(2) that the absorption capacity of rhodium for hydrogen varies with
the method of preparation of the metal, and (3) that rhodium exhibits

an affinity for hydrogen, are inaccurate.

Rhodium heated in a current of hydrogen absorbs a little of the

gas, and, on exposure to air, the metal so treated gives rise to a small

quantity of moisture, but no moisture is produced if, before the air is

admitted, a current of dry cold carbon dioxide is passed over rhodium
which has been heated in hydrogen. Further, rhodium previously

heated in hydrogen evolves none of this gas when subsequently heated

under reduced pressure. Palladium which has been heated in hydro-

gen and subsequently exposed to a current of cold dry carbon dioxide

still retains the property of forming moisture when brought into con-

tact with air. T. A. H.

Mineralogical Chemistry,

Gases Dissolved in Minerals. K. Hijttner {Zeit. anorg. Chem.,

1905, 43, 8—13).—The gases evolved on heating separately a large

number of different minerals in a porcelain tube at 800—850° in an

atmosphere of carbon dioxide were collected in a Schiff's nitrometer

containing a 50 per cent, solution of potassium hydroxide and analysed.

The percentages of oxygen, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and nitrogen

respectively in the various mixtures are tabulated. The rare gases

obtained in certain cases were not further investigated. The carbon

monoxide found was not formed, as Gautier supposes, by the reduction

of carbon dioxide by ferrous compounds, but by the reduction of

carbon dioxide by hydrogen, nor was it present in solution in the

original minerals. The hydrogen found was probably also not present

in the original minerals.

Hydrogen and carbon monoxide are formed when minerals which

contain water are heated in a current of carbon dioxide. Hydrogen

is produced by the action of reducing agents, such as ferrous and man-

ganous compounds, on water vapour. A. McK.
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[Graphite from Moravia. Nigrine (?) from Bohemia.]

Fraxtisek Kovab (Zeit. KrTjst. Min., 1904, 39, 399 ;
from Zeit. chem.

Lid. Prag., 1902, 6 pp.).— Graphite from Tresne, in Moravia : I, light

grey, scaly ; II, dark grey, finely scaly ; III, blackish-grey, compact.
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corresponding with the formula MgC03,i\Ig(OH)2,3H20 ; sp. gr. at
16° 2-028, hardness 2—3; it appears to be monoclinic. The name
artinite has been given to it. H. M. D.

Triplite from a New Swedish Locality. Ivar Nordenskjold
{Zeit. Kryst. Mm., 1904, 39, 390; from Geol. For. Fork., Stockholm,

1902, 24, 412—414).—Triplite occurs in the quartz of a pegmatite-
vein which is worked for felspar near the lake Lilla Elgsjon, in the
parish Krokek, Government of Linkoping. It is brown in colour and
has the usual characters of triplite ; analysis gave

:

P2O5. F. MnO. FeO. Fe^Os. MgO. CaO, AI2O3.

32-05 8-72 3523 18-43 2-38 4-46 2-10 0-37

Nap. SiOj. H2O. Total (less for F).

0-31 0-18 0-10 100-66

L. J. S.

Artificial Production of Hopeite. August B. de Schulten
(Bull. Soc. frcmg. Min., 1904, 27, 100—103).—Small crystals of

hopeite (Zn^P.^Og^HgO) are obtained by mixing solutions of zinc

sulphate and disodium hydrogen phosphate, and by other methods.

Larger crystals, suitable for the determination of the crystallographic

and optical constants, were obtained by the following method : zinc

phosphate, precipitated from solutions of zinc sulphate (45 grams
ZnSO^jTHgO in 0-5 litre) and disodium hydrogen phosphate (37 grams
HNa2P04,12H20 in 0-5 litre), is dissolved in a slight excess of

sulphuric acid, the solution heated on a water-bath, and ammonia
solutio«i (3 : 100) added drop by drop ; at the end of eight days,

brilliant and limpid crystals, 4 '4 mm. in length, were formed. The
crystals are orthorhombic and have the characters of the natural

mineral; sp. gr. 3-109. L. J S.

Artificial Production of Barium- and Strontium-haidinger-
ite. August B. de Schulten [Bull. Soc. fran^. Min., 1904, 27,
104—109).—Crystals of the compounds HBaAs04,H20 and
HSrAs04,H20 were obtained by a method similar to that described in

the preceding abstract. The crystals of both are orthorhombic and
isomorphous with the mineral haidingerite (HCaAsO^.H^O) (compare

Ab.str., 1904, ii, 492).
' L. J. S.

Artificial Production of Barium-, Lead-, and Strontium-
monetite, and of Arsenated Monetites. August B. de Schulten
{Bull. Soc. franf. Min., 1904, 27, 109—123).—By the methods
described in the preceding abstracts, crystals of the following com-

pounds, isomorphous with the triclinic monetite (HCaPO^), were

obtained, each of which is described crystallographiaiUy : HBaPO^
(orthorhombic), HPbP04 (monoclinic), HSrPO^ (orthorhombic),

HSrAsO^ (triclinic), and HPbAsO^ (monoclinic). L. J. S.
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Artificial Production of Hureaulite and Cadmium-hureau-
lite. August B. de Schulten {Bull. Soc. /ran<;. Min., 1904, 27,

123—129).—Monoclinic crystals of hureaulite {B^.-,^ln^T.20^AB..^0)

and of the corresponding cadmium compound were obtained by the

method described in the preceding abstracts. L. J. S.

Artificial Production by a Wet Method of Anhydrous
Chromates of Barium. Lead, and Strontium. August B. de
Schulten {Bidl. Soc. franc;. Min., 1904, 27, 129—137).—Crystals,
1-2 mm. in length, of crocoite (PbCrO^) were obtained by adding a

solution of potassium dichromate drop by drop to a warm solution of

lead nitrate with concentrated nitric acid. Crystals of barium
chromate (BaCrO^), which are orthorhombic and isomorphous with

barytes, were obtained in a similar manner. Strontium chromate,

being more soluble than the corresponding lead and barium chromates,

is more difficult to obtain in measui-tible crystals, which are monoclinic

and isomorphous with crocoite ; the following method was successful

:

ammonia was added drop by drop for a period of thirty days to a

warm solution of strontium nitrate and potassium dichromate.

L. J. S.

Formation of Oceanic Salt Deposits. XXXIX. Tempera-
tures of Transformation belo'w 25^. Jacobus H. vax't Hoff and
"Wilhelm Meyerhoffer {Sitzu7igsber. K. Ahul. Wiss. Berlin, 1904,

1418—1421. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 492).—The temperature at

which Glauber's salt is transformed into thenardite is normally 32'4°

but in presence of other salts the temperature is lower. Thus in

presence of sodium chloride the transformation occurs at 17 "9^, in

presence of sodium chloride + glaserite at 1 6*3°, in presence of sodium
chloride + blodite at 15'3°, in presence of sodium chloride + glaserite

+ blodite at 13-7°. Other components besides thenardite that dis-

appear as the temperature falls are magnesium sulphate hexahydrate
at 13°, kieserite at 18°, leonite at 18°, and blodite at 4-5°.

J. C. P.

Origin of Sodalite in Syenites. Stanislaus J. Thugutt (Centr.

^fin., 190.5, 86—89).—The sodalite of sodalite-syenit«s has been con-

sidered by some authors to be of primary, and by others of secondary

origin. It is pointed out that both so<lalite and ultramarine (which is

proved to be present in both blue and white sodalite) have been
artificially prepared only by fusion, aud that various attempts to

obtain them by a wet method have been unsuccessful ; further,

sodalite is readily decomposed by water and aqueous solutions

(Abstr., 1895, ii, 358). These facts are taken to prove that sodalite

is always an original mineral of igneous origin. L. J. S.

[Meerschaum and Jarosite.] Fraxtisek Kovar {Zeit. Kryst.

Min., 1904, 30, 400; from Progr. d. ctchosl. Ilandels. akad. Prag.y

1903, 13 pp.).—A finely fibrous to compact, pale yellow mineral,

occurring in crevices in a felsimr-hornbiende-rock in western Moravia,
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was shown on analysis to have the composition of meerschaum
(H^Mg^Si^O.o) :

H2O
SiOo. MgO. CaO. MnO. AUOj. Fe203. (comb.).* CO2. Total.

57-77 25 03 0-87 0-64 274 1-24 1174 trace 100*00

* 8 '49 per cent, of hygroscopic water deducted.

Jarosite, as an ochre-yellow encrustation on haematite from Sichotfn,

in Moravia, gave :

Fe^Oa.
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from the Murchison district. Although of a brilliant colour like

turquoise, the mineral is shown by the following analysis to be

chrysocolla, and not turquoise :

HjO H2O (ig-

SiOj, CuO. FeO, MgO. AI2O3. PA- at 100°. nition). Total.

39-90 4.3 -36 0-65 trace nil nil 9-36 7 42 100-69

The report includes various other mineralogical notes, and analyses

of gypsum, diatomite, clay, and chalk, L. J. S.

[Alteration Product of Topaz.] A. KREj6f {Zeit. Kryst. Min.,

1904, 39, 399; from Sitz.-her. k. bohm. Ges. Wiss., 1902, No. xxxv,

7 pp).—The minerals beryl, tourmaline, andalusite, and topaz from

Pisek, in Bohemia, are described. The alteration product of the topaz

is proved by the following analysis, by F. Kovdf, to be compact
muscovite.

SiOj.
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and octahedral or rhombic-dodecahedral crystals, which measure up to

^ cm. across, resemble pyrochlore in general appearance and physical

characters, but have a cubic instead of an octahedral cleavage.

Sp. gr. 4'15 ; hardness 5. The mineral is readily decomposed by
acids with separation of silica. Chemically, it is quite distinct from
pyrochlore, containing no niobium, titanium, or fluorine. Analysis

gave :

SiOg. AI2O3. FeaO.,. ZrOg. YoOs,ET.fis. CcjOa. La203. DiaOg.

17-13 0-30 trace 2-50 2-80 28-10 13-60 18 00

Loss on

MnjOs. CaO. MgO. KgO. NajO. ignition. Total.

0-07 15-46 trace 0-39 0-78 0-99 100-13

The formula is Ca3(Ce,La,Di,Y)4(Si,Zr)30i5, which, -written as

Ca3R2Si30i23203, shows a relation to garnet, with rare earths in

place of alumina, and an analogy to calcium alumino-silicate.

L. J. S.

Orbicular Gabbro from California. Andrew C. Lawson (Hull.

Dept. Geol. Univ. California, 1904, 3, 383—396).—A petrological

description is given of the various facies of an outcrop of gabbro at

Dehesa, San Diego Co. The normal type is a coarse-grained horn-

blende-gabbro with olivine and hypersthene. The spheroids of the

orbicular type measure about 6 cm. across, and consist of a core of

felspar surrounded by concentric shells of radially crystallised olivine

and felspar. Analysis of the spheroids gave the results under I (by

J, W. Howson), and of the felspar (anorthite) isolated from them
the results under II (by W*T. Schaller) :

SiOj. AI2O3. FeO. MgO. CaO. NajO. KgO. Total.

40-08 22-86 11-96 12-40 11-41 1-26 0-38 100-35

44-39 36-55 trace nil 18-67 0-83 — 100-44

L. J. S.

Physiological Chemistry.

The Po-wer of Human Blood to Decompose Hydrogen
Peroxide. Hermann Siluergleit and Max Mosse (Chem. Centr.,

1905, i, 268—269; from Beitr. klin. Med. Festachrift, 1904).—The same
amount of hydrogen peroxide is decomposed in the same time b\

the same amount of blood from healthy people with the normal amouni
of lucmoglobin and corpuscles. The catalytic power of the blood runs

parallel with the number of corpuscles. W. 1). H.

Peptic and Tryptic Digestion of Proteids. II. D. Lawuof
{Zeit. physiol. Cliem., 1905, 43, 447—463).

—

The prolonged action

I
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5 per cent, hydrochloric acid leads to the formation, only more

slowly, of the same products as those formed during peptic digestion.

The experiments were mainly performed with gelatin and haemoglobin.

W. D. H.

Pancreas and Glycolysis. Richard Claus and Gustav Embden
{Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 6, 214—231. Compare Cohnheim,

Abstr., 190.3, ii, 738; 1904, ii, 675).—Polemical, mainly against

Cohnheim's view that the pancreas exercises power in promoting

glycolysis in muscle, Cohnheim's results are not confirmed.

W. D. H.

Physiology of MoUusca. I. Lafayette B. Mendel and Harold C.

Bradley {Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 13, 17—29).—Digestion in

Sycoiypus is effected by the salivaiy glands and the hepato-pancreas.

The former histologically resemble those of higher animals ; their

secretion contains mucin and a proteolytic enzyme which normally

acts in the cold and in solutions which are neutral or amphoteric ; it

closely resembles trypsin. The liver or hepato-pancreas contains an
amylase, invertase, and lipase. Digestion occurs in the stomach and in

the hepatic ducts ; absorption occurs in the same situations.

W. D. H.

Movements of the Alimentary Canal after Section of
Nerves. W. B. Caxxox {Proc. Amer. Physiol. Soc, 1904, xxii ; Ainer.

J. Physiol., 13).—X-Ray observations were made on the movements of

the food mixed with bismuth subnitrate. After vagu ssection, there is

stasis in the oesophagus, and the advance from the stomach is a little

slowed, but almost normal. Stomach and intestinal movements also

continue after cutting the splanchnics. The stomach movements are

inhibited by distress in both conditions. The difference in the rate of

discharge of carbohydrates and proteids was also preserved in both con-

ditions. W. D. H.

Carbohydrate Combustion in the Animal Organism. Julius
Stoklasa {Ber., 1905, 38, 664—670. Compare Stoklasa and Czerny,
Abstr., 1903, ii, 320, and 1904, i, 275).—It is shown that the crude
enzymes obtained from previously frozen muscles possess practically no
activity as compared with the enzymes separated from the same parts
when fresh and unfrozen. Special experiments were made to show that
the fermentative action is not due to bacteria as suggested by Cohnheim
(this vol., ii, 675). Experiments, which will be described later in detail,

iiave shown that in the decomposition in presence of air of ciirbohydrates
by the enzymes of muscle extract, in addition to lactic acid, alcohol,
and carbon dioxide, there are formed acetic acid, a little formic acid,

ind hydrogen. A hypothetical scheme of the degradation of dextrose
by the enzymes in question is appended. W. A. D.

Physiological Economy in Nutrition. Russell H. Chittenden
(publi.shed in book form, 1904, 1— 478, New York).—A full account
of experiments carried out on the author's own j>orson, on that of his

13—2
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colleagues and students, and on soldiers and athletes. Each experi-

ment lasted for many months. The diet taken, the excreta, the body
weight, the general health, tests of strength, and of mental sharpness
are the points mainly considered. The general conclusion reached is

that the proteid intake may be reduced to one-half or one- third of the
usually accepted standard, not only without harm, but with great

advantage ; equilibrium is maintained, health improves, bodily and
mental vigour increase. Modern diet is condemned as not merely uselessly

excessive, but positively harmful. The importance of the question,

and of the results attained, can hardly be exaggerated. W. D. H.

Gelatin as a Substitute for Proteid in Food. J. R. Murlin
{Proc. Avier. Physiol. Soc, 1904, xxix—xxx ; Amer. J. Physiol., 13).

—

In dogs, it is a matter of indifference how much of the proteid-nitrogen

is replaced by gelatin-nitrogen up to one-half of the starvation require-

ment. Even if two-thirds is replaced, equilibrium is maintained
provided the carbohydrate amounts to one-half to two-thirds of the

calorific requirement. Corresponding results were obtained in man.
W. D. H.

Proteid Synthesis in the Animal Body. Valdemar Henriques
and C. Hansen {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 43, 417—446).—From
experiments on rats, it was found that the products of decomposition

of casein formed by acids will not maintain the body in nitrogenous

equilibrium, even if given in large quantities, but that if the products

are obtained by means of proteolysis by trypsin and erepsin, nitro-

genous equilibrium is maintained, or nitrogen may even increase.

The same is true for the products of tryptic digestion, which are not

precipitable by phosphotungstic acid (monoamino-acids), and for those

products which are soluble in warm 96 per cent, alcohol. The products

which are insoluble in alcohol do not possess this property.

W. D. H.

Influence of Carbohydrate Diet on the Composition of
the Child. Franz Steinitz and Richard Weigert [Beitr. chem.

Physiol. Path., 1905, 6, 206—213).—An opportunity arose of making
analyses of four infants who had died from malnutrition, due to an

excess of carbohydrate in the food. The analyses bring out a low

percentage of water and salts, and a high percentage of fat.

W. D. H.

Effect of Blood on the Kidney. Torald Sollmann {Proc. Amer.

Physiol. Soc, 1904, xxxi ; Amer. J. Physiol., 13).—Viscid solutions of

egg-white and gum acacia markedly decrease vein and ureter flow and

kidney volume. Dilute defibrinated blood produces the same effect

several days after excision. If freshly excised kidneys are used, the

vein-flow is increased ; the dilator effect is also produced by blood

saturated with carbon monoxide, by blood laked at 6.3", and by .<:crum
^

it is destroyed by coagulating the proteids. The effects, howeve;

vary with different kidneys and different samples of blood. Hydr
veverflll
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cyanic acid is also a dilator ; so also is adrenaline under certain con-

ditions. W. D. H.

Bflfects of Isotonic Solutions on the Kidney. Toeald Sollmann

{Proc. Amer. Physiol. Soc., 1904, xxx ; Amer. J. Physiol, 13).—Excised

kidneys were perfused with solutions isotonic with 1 per cent, sodium

chloride solution. Cane sugar and dextrose cause very slight changes.

Alcohol and urea diminish the vein and ureter flow and the kidney

volume ; they penetrate the cells. In regard to cations, barium,

calcium, and hydrogen produce the same effect ; magnesium increases

both flows
;
potassium and ammonium have little or no effect. In

regard to anions, sulphate and citrate increase, and hydroxide, carbon-

ate, and hydrogen carbonate lessen the flow. All these effects are

removable by subsequent perfusion with sodium chloride. Locke's

solution (minus the sugar) causes a slight increase of ureter flow,

without changes in the venous flow or kidney volume. These effects

can be produced several days after excision. W. D. H.

Rate of Absorption from Intra-muscular Tissue. S. J. Meltzer
and JoHX Auer [Proc. Amer. Physiol. Soc, 1904, xxxii—xxxiii ; Amer.

J. Physiol., 13).—Absorption from the intra-muscular tissue is incom-

parably more rapid and eflicient than from the subcutaneous tissue.

W. D. H.

Alcohol in Animal Organs. Maurice Nicloux [Zeit. physiol.

WJien., 1905, 43, 476. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 595).—Landsberg
|(Abstr., 1904, ii, 499) has confirmed in the main the author's previous

results by his method. The present communication relates to some
[details in technique. W. D. H.

Physiology of Glycogen. Wera Adamoff {Zeit. Biol., 1905, 46,

1
281—301).—Chickens just out of the shell contain little or no glyco-

[gen. Four days later, the glycogen begins to increase. New-born
[rabbits yield 436 gi-ams of sugar from glycogen per kilo, of body
weight ; this amount is small compared to that in well-fed adult

dogs. The human liver from later foetal periods contains glycogen,
but not more than is obtainable from an adult animal in a state of

inanition. Abundance of glycogen is therefore not a characteristic of

embryonic tissue.'!. The energy of growth and amount of glycogen
are not related. W. D. H.

Lactic Acids in the Animal Organism. G. Moriya {Zeit.

jJiysiol. Chein., 1905, 43, 397—401).—The statement is generally
made on the authority of W. Muller {Annalen, 1857, 103, 152) and
of Gscheidlen {PJliiger's Archiv, 1874, 8, 178) that the lactic acid ob-
tained from the brain is not sarcolactic acid, but fermentation lactic

acid. This, however, is incorrect ; the acid present is sarcolactic or
rf-lactic acid as in other organs. It was iclentified not only in the
brain of .several kinds of animals, hut also in lymph glands, kidneys,
thymus, .spleen, pancreas, and thyroid. W. D. H.
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Para-lactic Acid. Arthur R. Mandel (l^roc. Amer. Physiol. Soc,
1904, xvi; Amer. J". Physiol. ,13).—After producing phloridzin diabetes
in a fasting dog poisoned with phosphorus, the urine reaction changes
from ammoniacal to acid (Lusk). It seemed possible that lactic acid,

which is produced in phosphorus poisoning, and is probably the cause
of the excess of ammonia in the urine, might be derived as a cleavage
product of sugar which originates from proteid. If this is so, no
lactic acid should be formed in diabetes, even although phosphorus
poisoning is present. This is the case ; the blood and urine of a fast-

ing dog poisoned with phosphorus contained lactic acid ; this disappears
when diabetes is induced by phloridzin.

Ingestion of fermentation lactic acid in diabetes leads to a slight

reduction of proteid metabolism, and therefore of sugar output. A
synthesis of a small quantity of lactic acid into sugar also seems to

occur. W. D. H.

Origin of Creatinine. Waldemar Koch (Proc. Amer. Physiol.

Soc, 1901, xix ; Amer. J. Physiol., 13).—The relation of the methyl
groups of lecithin to that of creatinine suggested feeding experiments

with lecithin added to a creatine-free diet ; the amount of lecithin given

varied from 0"5 to 7 grams a day, but the amount of creatinine only

varied slightly. Excess of lecithin is probably stored, for it does not

appear in the fseces. Another factor (proteid katabolism) is involved

in supplying most of the nitrogen of the creatinine molecule,

W. D. H,

The Source of Substances containing Sulphur in Animals,
Julius Wohlgemuth {Zeit. ]jhysiol. Chem., 1905, 43, 469^475).

—

Cystin is regarded as a source of the gaseous products hydrogen sul-

phide, methyl mercaptan, and ethyl sulphide, as it is also of taurine

and of sulphates, non-oxidised sulphur, and sulphites. The seat of

formation is probably the intestine. W. D. H.

Histological Changes in Wool-fibre by the Prolonged
Action of Water. Chemical Nature of the Wax of Corpses.

Nazareno Tarugi {Gazzetta, 1904, 34, ii, 469— 474).—The author has

examined the woollen sock of a drowned man who had remained under

water for more than 22 months. The boot had prevented the swell-

ing of the foot, which had taken up the shape of the boot. The total

absence of any part of the sock outside the boot showed that the con-

tinuous action of the water had completely destroyed the woollen tissue

by slow oxidation processes and mechanical action. The part of the

sock inside the boot had been kept intact by a substance which had

filtered into the wool, and which the author finds to consist mainly of

palmitic acid. This acid is formed by the slow oxidation of the fatty

substance of the foot. T. H. P.

Staining Reactions of Animal Cells. Max Mosse {Chem. Centr.,

1905, i, 386 ; from Salkowski's Festschrift, 1904).—The paper mainly^™,
treats of histological methods, and especially of the different solu-^HI

bilities and staining reactions of nuclein and paranuclein (nucleoli). •
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Acid dyes are stated to colour the nuclein, and ammoniacal dyes the

paranuclein, best. Absolute alcohol and then mercuric chloride are the

best indifferent fixatives. W. D. H.

Reversal of Ciliary Movement in Metazoa. G. H. Parker
(Ay/ier. J. Physiol., 1905, 13, 1— 16).—The reversal of the effective

stroke in the cilia of protozoa is well known. It is rarer in metazoa.

The present experiments were made in the labial cilia of the anemone
Metridium marginatum. The majority of the substances tried produce

no effect. Reversal is not produced by changes in osmotic pressure, nor

by anions, but by potassium-ions. The reversal observed with crab meat
juice depends on organic compounds of potassium ; if the extractives

are removed, crab meat has no effect.

Irreversible cilia are probably not symmetrical, in that they consist

of a supporting elastic element, on one side of which is contractile

material. W. D. H.

Eck's Fistula in Dogs. Philip B. Hawk {Proc. Amer. Physiol.

Soc, 1901, xiv ; Amer. J. Physiol., 13).—This operation was success-

fully performed in two dogs, who lived for 59 and 30 days respectively.

The liver function was much impaired. The dogs lost greatly in body
weight, and exhibited ataxy and cataleptic attacks while they lived.

Feeding with sodium carbamate, or injection of this salt into the blood

stream of normal dogs, did not produce these symptoms.
\Y. D. H.

Iron in Mother's Milk. William Camerer {Zeit. Biol., 1905, 46,
371).—As an addition to former data, fresh analyses are given of a

specimen of human milk from the third to the twelfth days of lactation.

In one analysis, 100 c.c. of milk contained 21 mg. of Fe203, and 100
grams of ash contained 66"4 mg. In a second analysis, the numbers
were 013 and 50*2 respectively. W. D. H.

Formation of Acids by Enzymes. J. E. Hinkixs {Amer.

Chem. J., 1905, 33, 164—167).—A series of experiments has been
made to determine the action of diastase and pancreatin on solutions

of triacetyldextrose in presence of peptone. The results show that in

each case the solutions gradually become acid. A study was also made
of the combined effect of bacteria and enzymes on the solution. It was
found that when the liquids containing diastase or pancreatin were
treated with cultures of bacteria taken from the mouths of persons
having severe tooth erosion and were kept at 37^, a larger amount of

acid was produced than in the absence of the bacteria. It is shown
that solutions rendered acid by the action of enzymes readily dissolve

cements employed for tooth fillings. It is concluded that the abnormal
increase in the acidity of the saliva of persons suffering from tooth
erosion is probably due to the action of enzymes on certain constituents
of the saliva. E. G.

Normal Urine. Otto Fouk {Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 13,
45-65, 66— 115).—The tables giving the composition of normal
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urine in most text-books are derived from the old analyses of Parkes,
and thus date from a time before the introduction of the Kjeldahl
method, and before the importance of the estimation of total nitrogen

was recognised. Bunge calls attention to the fact that in the voluminous
literature on the urine there is still no record of the complete analysis

of any one concrete sample of a normal 24 hours' urine. Hopkins
points out the importance of the urinary analysis being considered in

relation to the diet. The first of the present papers aims at re-

pairing this gap in statistics, the second deals with the laws governing
the composition of normal urine. Complete analyses are presented of

thirty urines from six normal persons, all kept for seven days on a

uniform diet ; the urine in each case was analysed for the last five

days only of the period. The diet contained 119 grams of proteid,

148 of fat, and 225 of carbohydrate, that is, it approximates to the

old Voit standard. The estimations made were of total nitrogen,

urea, ammonia, creatinine, uric acid, chlorides, phosphates, total

sulphur, sulphates of both kinds, "neutral sulphur," indican, total

acidity, and mineral acidity.

The final averages for the 24 hours' urine are as follows :

Volume of urine ... ... ... 1430 c.c.

Total nitrogen ... ... ... 16 grams.

Urea 29'8 „
Urea nitrogen ... ... ... 13*9 „
Ammonia nitrogen ... ... ... 0*7 „
Creatinine ... ... ... ... 1'55 „
Creatinine nitrogen ... ... ... 0"58

,,

Uric acid ... ... ... ... 0-37
,,

Uric acid nitrogen ... ... ... 0-12
,,

Undetermined nitrogen ... ... 0'60 „

The following are the results in percentages of total nitrogen :

Urea, 87'5; ammonia, 4*3; urea and ammonia, 91*8; creatinine, 3'6
;

uric acid, 0*8; undetermined, 3'75.

The results regarding non-nitrogenous constituents are

:

Total sulphur as SOg ... ... 3 '31 grams.

Inorganic SOg 2-92 „

Ethereal SOg 0-22 „

"Neutral" SOg 0-17 „

Acidity ... ... ... ... 617 c.c. of .AY^^ so^^^'i*'^^-

Mineral acidity ... ... ... 304 „
Organic acidity ... ... ... 313 „

Total phosphates ..

.

... ... 3 87 grams PjO^
Chlorine ... ... .. ... 6*1 grams
Indican (Fehling's solution = 100) 77

The average weight of the people investigated was 63 '4 kilcs.

The numbers correspond very well to what has hitherto been con-

sidered normal.

The question next arises, what should be considered normal 1 The

foregoing can only be considered normal on the basis of Voit's normal

diet.
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But there are races of mankind who take a very different diet, and

yet are normal. There are individuals like vegetarians, and those who
for various reasons have reduced their diet, particularly so far as

proteid is concerned, much below the Yoit standard ; they remain

normal, but their urine has a very different composition. The urine

of one such person gave total nitrogen 4 to 8 grams ; urea nitrogen,

62 to 80 ] ammonia nitrogen, 42 to 11*7 ; creatinine nitrogen, 5*5 to

111 ; viric acid nitrogen, 1*2 to 24; undetermined, 4"8 to 14"6 per

cent, of total nitrogen. The wide variations were due to temporary

changes in the diet, but the low urea value and the higher values of

the other nitrogenous constituents would more accurately represent

the usual condition on the subject's usual diet.

What is particularly noticeable in such persons is the compai-atively

low value of the urea nitrogen, and the first law laid down is that the

distribution of the nitrogen depends on the absolute amount of total

nitrogen present. There are similar differences in the distribution of

the sulphur, and a similar rule is laid down. The amount of creatinine

is specially interesting ; on a nitrogen-rich diet, it only accounts for 3 "6

per cent, of the nitrogen, whereas on a diet poor in nitrogen the urea

nitrogen may sink to 62 per cent, and the creatinine nitrogen rise to 11

per cent, of the total The absolute quantity of creatinine excreted in

the same person on both diets is the same; there are individual differences

between different people ; corpulent people excrete less than thin people.

Creatinine excretion is an index of one kind of proteid metabolism, and
demands further study. Burian and Schur reached a very similar con-

clusion regarding endogenous purine. The conclusion drawn from the

present work regarding uric acid is that the excretion of this substance

in reduced proteid metabolism is diminished, but not nearly in pro-

portion to the total nitrogen, hence the percentage of uric acid

nitrogen is increased. A clear line of division between endogenous
and exogenous purine, as postulated by Biu-ian and Schur, was not
wholly confirmed in the present work. With regard to ammonia, the
following general conclusion is di*awn : a pronounced reduction of tliC

total nitrogen is accompanied by a relative rise in ammonia nitrogen,

provided the food is not such as to yield an alkaline ash ; and further,

the absolute quantity of undetermined nitrogen increases under the
influence of a diet poor in nitrogen, but there is a relative increase.

The only nitrogenous substance which suffers a relative as well as
an absolute decrease with nitrogen-poor food is urea ; the percentage
of urea-nitrogen in normal human urine, as well as in nearly all

pathological urine, is often reduced to 60 per cent, of the total. A
further reduction is probably abnormal, although that is still unsettled.

Urinary indican is an approximate measure of intestinal putrefac-
tion

; the ethereal sulphates are not so, being only partly produced in
thLs way ; they represent a form of sulphur metabolism which becomes
more prominent when the food contains but little proteid ; the neutral
sulphur is not at all due to processes similar to those which give rise

to indican, but is in the main independent of the total sulphur and
of katabolised proteid. Accurate sulphur determinations are, how-
ever, at present beset with errors of technique.
The volume of mine depends directly on the amount of water taken
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in ; variations not due to variations of intake are related to the reci-

procal action of the skin. Provided the chloride intake is constant,

the chlorine elimination varies with the volume of the urine.

The phosphates in clear acid urine are all monobasic ; the acidity is

ordinarily greater than the acidity of all the phosphates, the excess

being due to free organic acids ; the mineral acidity decreases, and
often is a minus quantity on a proteid-poor diet. The organic acids

do not diminish so much. "VV. D. H.

Urine of the Coyote. Robert E. Swain (Amer. J. Physiol.,

1905, 13, 30—34).—Kynurenic acid has hitherto been found only in

dog's urine ; it is absent even iu the fox and wolf. It is, however,

present in the urine of the coyote, an animal closely related to the dog
and inhabiting the arid districts of N.W. America. The total

nitrogen is 36*4 grams per litre, most of which is present as urea.

The amount of kynurenic acid is 04 gram per litre. A crystalline

deposit found in the urine was analysed, and the formula
C,,HgO,N4,4fl20

assigned to it. JafPe's urocanic acid has the formula Cj2Hi904]S'4,4H20.

Further investigation of this new material is promised. W. D. H.

Acidity of Urine. Heinrich Dreser {Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path.,

1905, 6, 178—190).—What is termed the intensity of acidity is

regarded as an important factor in the therapeutic action of urinary

disinfectants, such as camphoric and salicylic acids. In acid human
urine, the acidity obtained by titration with alkali is often twice or

thrice as great as that reckoned from the amount of acid phosphate.

The urinary acidity cannot therefore depend on a mixture of primary
and secondary alkali phosphates. W. D. H.

Elimination of Creatinine. Lafayette B. Mendel and
Oliver E. Closson {Proc. Amer. Physiol. Soc, 1904, xix—xx ; Amer.

J. Physiol., 13).—Data on this question are meagre and conflicting.

There is a noteworthy excretion of this substance in vegetarians and
those on a low proteid diet. On a creatine-free diet, there is a tendency

to parallelism between total nitrogen output and the excretion of

creatinine. W. D. H.

Urea in Human Urine. William Camerer {Zeit. Biol., 1905,

46, 322—370. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 688).—A critical analysis

of methods and results. W. D. H.

Bence-Jones Proteid. Lugwig Lindemann (Chem. Centr., 1905,

i, 269—270; from Arch. klin. Med., 81, 114—118).—A case in which

this proteid occurred in the urine is described. Its characters resemble

those described by others in the main. It is regarded as an albumose.

W. D. H.

Behaviour of 7;-Dimethylaminobenzaldehyde in Animal
Metabolism. Max jAKFii {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 43, 374—396).

—/;-Dimethylaminobenzaldehyde, dissolved in hydrochloric acid, is a

I
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reagent which gives a red colour with normal urine ; this reaction is

increased in certain pathological cases, mainly of abdominal disease.

What substance in urine gives the colour is uncertain. If the drug

itself is given to rabbits, it is excreted mainly in combination with

glycuronic acid, but among other substances found also in the urine

are «-dimethylaminobenzoic acid and p-methylaminobenzoic acid.

W. D. H.

Pigments originating from Scatole and the Scatoxyl
Question. Ch. Porcher and Ch. Hervieux {J. Pharm. Chhn., 1905,

[vi], 21, 55—65. Compare Abstr., 1904, [ii], 577).—The chromogen
appearing in the urine, after administration of scatole, on a milk diet,

is, in the authors' opinion, a derivative of a scatoxyl, probably
CTTAIe

CgH^<^^_^CO. It is not, as supposed by Maillard, indirubin.

The colour due to scatole differs from those due to indole in its

insolubility in chloroform, and, further, it is withdrawn by dilute

alkali from the amyl alcohol solution, being reproduced on acidification.

G. D. L.

Diabetes Mellitus. Graham Lusk and Arthur R. Mandel (/.

Amer. Med. Assoc, July, 1904 ; Deut. Archiv. klin. Med., 1904, 81,
472—492).—A rapidly fatal case of diabetes is recorded. There was
low acidosis, and a trace of albumin in the xirine ; on a meat diet, the

dextrose : nitrogen ratio was 365 : 1. This is the same as in

phloridzin diabetes in dogs, and was unaltered by fat digestion or

fat metabolism. The sugar was derived from proteid alone. There
was complete intolerance for carbohydrates ; 85 per cent, of starch and
80 per cent, of Isevulose given being excreted as sugar in the urine.

Withdrawal of carbohydrate food had no effect on urinary nitrogen.

Urea elimination was normal. The significance of the 3-65 : 1 ratio

in a meat diet is very great. It indicates a rapidly fatal result.

W. D. H.

Experimental Diabetes. Frank P. Underhill {Proc. Amei:
Physiol. Soc, 1904, xxxvi ; Amer. J. Physiol., 13).—Piperidine causes

diabetes and hyperglycjemia if painted on the pancreas, intraperito-

neally or intravascularly injected. This substance and a number of

others, including narcotics, various alkaloids, and possibly adrenaline,

appear to have no particular intiuence on the pancreas, but probably
act en the respiratory centre, producing dyspnoea and thus a diabetic

condition secondarily. W. D. H.

Soaps in Certain Pathological Conditions. Oskar Klotz
{Proc. Amer. Physiol. Soc, 1904, xxi—xxii ; Amer. J. Physiol., 13).

—

In certain calcareous deposits, the centre is composed of calcium
salts ; the periphei*y contains potassium, sodium, and ammonium
soap.s. As degeneration continues, these are converted into calcium
soaps, and finally into calcium phosphate and carbonate. Soaps may
al.so 1)6 demonstrated in pus, and a calcium soap is formed during fat

necrosis. W. D. H.
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Behaviour of Guanine in the Rabbit. Alfred Schittenhelm
and Ernst Bendix {Zeit. j^hysiol. Chem., 1905, 43, 365—373).—Intra-

venous or subcutaneous injection of guanine dissolved in sodium
hydroxide leads, in rabbits, to a great increase of purine substances,

especially uric acid, in the urine. W. D. H.

Action of Urotropin and Allied Compounds. Arthur
NicoLAiER (CAe?«. Centr., 1905, i, 283^—284 ; from A7xh. klin. Med., 81,
181—223).—The use of urotropin and a number of similar compounds
in the treatment of bacterial invasion of the urinary passages is

attributed to the fact that in decomposition these substances yield

formaldehyde. Uroti'opin methylenecitrate yields by heating much
more formaldehyde than urotropin, but has no stronger eftect on the

urine than urotropin itself. This compound owes its therapeutic effect

only to the urotropin it contains. Formaldehyde is also a solvent of

uric acid. W. D. H.

Ricin. Thomas B. Osborne and Lafayette B. Mendel (Proc.

Amer. Physiol. Soc, 1904, xxxii ; Amer. J. Physiol., 13).—The castor-

bean proteids were fractionated by neutral salts into portions with

great and slight toxicity, and ricin was prepared in a pure form. The
toxic preparations sediment red corpuscles ; this property is lost when
the proteid is heated to coagulation point. Pure ricin can be kept for

months without deterioration. After administration, toxic symptoms
do not occur until after a latent period of 15 hours. The toxicity is

enormously diminished if ricin is given by the alimentary canal.

W. D. H.

Chemistry of Vegetable Physiology and Agriculture-

Influence of Calcium Sulphate on the Decomposition of
Starch and Albumin in the Mashing Process. Wilhelm
WiNDiscH and H. Boden {CJiem. Centr., 1905, i, 305; from Woch.

Brauerei, 21, 775).—Calcium sulphate diminishes the diastatic power
of malt, especially if previously weakened by high temperature or in

mashing or kiln-drying, but does not act on yeast. Unfermentable
decomposition products of starch are formed, but are converted into

fermentable forms by Mucor amylomyces Rouxii, whilst with yeasts of

high fermenting power such as iSchizosaccharoinyces Pombe no decrease

is caused by calcium sulphate.

The nitrogen content of the wort is increased to an extent depend-

ing on the proportion of calcium sulphate and the temperature,

commencing at 20° and attaining a maximum at 60°. The increase

in nitrogen is about one-fifth, and is duo to degradation products of

albumin, particularly to a.mino-acids. Calcium sulphate facilitates the

action of peptase, and also the coagulation of the proteids.

G. D. L.
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Contribution to Cell Chemistry. Victor C. Vaughan {Proc.

Amer. Fhysiol»t£oc., 1904, xi—-xii ; Amer. J. Physiol., 13).—Bacteria

are washed with dilute alcohol and extracted with alcohol and then

with ether. They are powdered and heated with sodinm ethoxide.

This splits the cells into two portions, A. and B. A constitutes about

a third of the cell substance ; it is freely soluble in water and in

alcohol, gives the proteid reactions, and contains the intracellular toxin

of the bacillus. Animals treated with it yield an antitoxic serum.

B is insoluble in alcohol, and animals treated with it furnish a

bacteriolytic, but not an antitoxic serum. W. D. H.

Action of Different Lactic Ferments on Cheese-ripening.
Ed. von Freudenreich and J, Thoxi {Centr. Baht. Par., 1905, ii,

14, 34—43).—The lactic acid bacteria have the chief role in cheese-

ripening, but it is still uncertain which of them are the most favour-

able. As a rule, the best cheeses were those which contained the

most decomposition products, and those which most resembled

Emmenthaler cheese were found to contain Bacilhis e, although Bac. a

also gave good results. Bacterium lactis acidi seems to be necessary.

When artificial rennet alone is employed, ripening does not go on
so satisfactorily. The ripening is, however, normal when suitable

bacteria are employed in conjunction with artificial rennet, and it is

probable that in time this method will be found to be as beneficial as

in the case of butter. N. H. J. M.

Sensitiveness of Putrefactive and Lactic Acid Bacteria
tow^ards Poisons. Otto Eahx {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905, ii, 14,
21—25).—Putrefactive bacteria and mould fungi resist the action of

poisons much more than lactic acid bacteria, except in the cases of

menthol and sodium benzoate. Mercuric chloride, formalin, boric

acid, and salicylic acid acted more strongly in boiled milk, whilst

copper sulphate, sodium benzoate, phenol, and menthol were more
active in pasteurised milk. Formalin had very little effect on mould
fungi and yeast. N. H. J. M.

Nitrogen-fixing Bacteria. Hugo Fischer {J. Landw., 1905, 53,
61—66).—Out of six .soil samples from differently manured plots, only
two from the plots which had received lime were found to contain

Azotobactei'. The original soil is a heavy loam, with only 0"145 per
cent, of lime. N. H. J. M.

Presence and Distribution of Nitrogen-fixing Bacteria in
the Sea. Keutner (Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 395 ; from Wiss. Meeres-
unterss. Abt. Kiel, 8).—The nitrogen-fixing bacteria Azotobacter

chroococcum and Clostridium Pasteurianum are widely distributed in

the ocean. The former still shows the power of fixing nitrogen in an
8 per cent, solution of sodium chloride. The bacteria are found on
algte and on plankton organisms, and also occur in many fresh waters.

G. D. L.
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Biochemical Mechanism of the Fermentation of Uric Acid.
Celso TJlpiani and M. Cingolani {Gazzetta, 1904, 34| ii, 377—404,

Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 138 and 139).—The authors' experiments
show that the uric acid bacterium only attacks and ferments sub-

stances the molecules of which consist of a three-carbon atom chain, of

which the two outer carbon atoms are in the form of carboxyl, whilst

the middle carbon atom can be more or less completely oxidised.

Fermentation also occurs with compounds in which this molecular
grouping is combined with the carbamide nucleus, but in this case the
oxidation of the three-carbon atom chain is preceded by the detach-

ment of the carbamide group, which undergoes no further change.

The three acids derivable from the central axis of the uric acid mole-

cule, namely, malonic, tartronic, and mesoxalic acids, undergo ferment-

ation by the uric acid bacterium with different degrees of rapidity,

malonic acid being least readily destroyed, and mesoxalic acid most
readily. T. H. P.

Hydrogen Peroxide in the Nascent State. Bactericidal
Action on Microbes in Water. Edmond Bonjean {Compt. rend.,

1905, 140, 50—52, Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 319).—The amount of

hydrogen peroxide required to sterilise a litre of Seine water was found
to be 291 gram, the time being 6 hours. A much smaller amount
(0'060 gram) of nascent hydrogen peroxide, from calcium peroxide,

sterilised the water in 4 hours.
,

N. H. J. M,

Action of Magnesium and of Magnesia on Microbes.
F. DiENERT (Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 273—275, Compare Abstr,,

1903, ii, 447).—The addition of magnesium to water containing micro-

organisms (Eberth's bacillus and Bacillus coli communis) kills the

bacteria after two or three days, whilst pure magnesia under similar

conditions has no destructive action on the organisms, although its

presence in a culture of the bacilli retards their growth ; if, however,

the oxygen of the air be displaced by hydrogen or a vacuum be made
over water containing micro-organisms, it is rendered sterile in two or

three days. M. A. W.

Chemotaxis of Isoetes Spermatozoids. K. Shibata (Chem.

Centr., 1905, i, 266—267 ; from Ber. Deut. hot. Ges., 22, 478).—The
normal salts of malic acid and its optical isomerides at concentrations

of iV720000 and upwards exercise a powerful attraction on the sperm-

atozoids of Isoetes. Normal succinates, fumarates, and tartrates act

similarly, but less powerfully, whilst maleic and aminosuccinic acids,

ethyl malate, and succinimide are without action. The f-ensibility is

diminished by prior excitement. Free malic acid acts like the salts in

very dilute solution, but repulsive effect increases with increasing

concentration. The " critical concentration " at which the attractive

force of a A/IOOO solution of sodium malate is just overcome is equi-

valent for mineral acids, organic acids also actiug in proportion to the

number of hydrogen ions. The negative chemotaxis of these ions is

thus shown, hydroxy! ions behaving similarly. There is an optimum
concentration for the malic ions, as also for other di- and tri-basic
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organic acids, above which the attraction begins to change to a re-

pulsion. The ions of various heavy metals cause a negative action.

Since the critical concentrations of alkali and alkaline-earth nitrates

and sulphates are not isotonic, and since all substances, which do not

act in a negative sense, produce no repulsion in any concentration, it

would appear that there is no osmotaxic excitability.

The sensibility towards sodium malate is destroyed by ether, chloro-

form, or chloral hydrate, and is destroyed or diminished by some

electrolytes.

There appears with the Isoetes spermatozoids to be phototaxis along

with a typical topotaxis. G. D. L.

Acidity of Plant Roots. Carlo Montanabi {Chem. Centr., 1905,

i, 35 ; from Staz. sper. agrar. ital., 37, 806—809. Compare Kohn,
Abstr., 1899, ii, 791).—The coloration observed by Kohn is only

apparent, and similar results are obtained without roots. The redden-

ing of litmus paper in contact with sugar beet roots is attributed to

diffusion of the root acid. N. H. J. M.

Chlorophyllic Assimilation in Absence of Oxygen. Jean
Feiedel {Compt. reiid., 1905, 140, 169—170. Compare Abstr., 1903,

ii, 171).—Chlorophyllic assimilation was found to be not appreciably

altered by decreasing the amount of oxygen to 2 per cent. It is now
shown that assimilation takes place when the atmosphere does not

contain any oxygen at all. When a leaf of Euonymus japonicus was
exposed to light in a tube containing carbon dioxide (17"89) and
nitrogen (8211 per cent.), oxygen was liberated and carbon dioxide

was absorbed. After about 6 hours, the atmosphere of the tube con-

tained 048 per cent, of carbon dioxide, 18*70 per cent, of oxygen, and
8081 per cent, of nitrogen. N. H. J. M.

Assimilation of Carbon by Plants. I. Supposed Formation
of Formaldehyde. Giuseppe Planciier and C. Ravexxa {Atti R.
Accad. Lincei, 1904, [v], 13, ii, 459—465).—The authors discuss the
evidence which has been brought forward in favour of the preliminary
formation of formaldehyde in the manufacture of starch by chloro-

phyll-containing plants. Experiments made on the distillation of

extracts of leaves give no indication of the presence of either free or

combined formaldehyde in the green tissues during the assimilation.

T. H. P.

Forcing Experiments with Shrubs by means of Ether or
Chloroform. O. Drude, A. Neumann, and Franz Ledien (Bied.
Centr., 1905,34, 33—35 ; from Zeit. Obsf. (Jartenbau K. Sachsen., 1904).
—Experiments with two varieties of ^Si/ringa kept for 3 days at - 4°

showed that no accelerating action had taken place.

As regards the effect of ether, it was found that with a high tem-
perature less ether need be employed. A second application of ether
was found to be injurious. The favoui-able effect of ether ceases as
the end of the year approaches, and by the end of November it may
even be injurious. Plants etherised in the spring and kept in the
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cold developed very few or no flowers, owing to the absence of the
necessary reserve substances which would have accumulated during
the period of rest of which the plants had been deprived.

The best amount of ether is 50 grams per hectolitre of air ; 75 grams
are injurious, and 100 grams fatal. Chloroform is uncertain in its

action, but gives good results if carefully employed. N. H. J. M.

Psidium Guayava (Djamboe) Leaves. A. Altan {Chem. Centr.,

1905, i, 265 ; from Pharm. Post, 37, 713).—The leaves have the per-

centage composition: resin, 3-15; fat, 5 99; volatile oil, 0*365;
chlorophyll, 0-395

; tannin, 9-15
; mineral salts, 3-95; cellulose, 77.

The citron-yellow aromatic resin dissolves easily in chloroform,
ether, or alcohol, melts at 189% and has the iodine number 115, acid

number 89, and saponification number 131. Alkalis colour it yellow-
ish-red, and strong sulphuric acid produces a brown mass. The fat is

yellowish-green, has a pleasant aromatic odour, and dissolves completely
in chloroform, partially in ether or alcohol ; it melts at 235° and has
an iodine number 199, acid number 95, and saponification number
137.

The greenish-yellow volatile oil contains eugenol and dissolves in

chloroform, ether, or alcohol ; it boils at 237° and has a sp. gr, 1069.
Sulphuric acid colours it dark green, and bromine vapour orange-

yellow. The tannin forms a brown, amorjihous powder, soluble in

water and alcohol, giving a black precipitate with iron salts and
reducing alkaline copper solution after boiling with dilute sulphuric

acid. Calcium and manganese are present in the plant in combination
with phosphoric, oxalic, and malic acids. G. D. L.

Lactolase, an Enzyme causing the Formation of Lactic
Acid in Plant Cells. Julius Stoklasa {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 265;
from Ber. Deut. hot. Ges., 22, 460).—The crude enzyme from the sap

of the beet-root, potato, or pea causes vigorous alcoholic fermentation

and the formation of lactic acid in dextrose solutions in the presence

of 1 to 2 per cent, of toluene. This enzyme causes the formation of

lactic acid during the respiration of the above plants and of the

cucumber in the absence of micro-organisms.

When air has free access, and when the fermentation of the dextrose

lasts more than 24 hours, hydrogen is evolved. The alcohol is oxidised

by an enzyme to acetic acid, and at the same time formic acid is pro-

duced, and gives hydrogen and carbon dioxide. This hydrogen in the

nascent state probably plays an important r6le in carbon dioxide

assimilation by the chlorophyll-containing cells. G. D. L.

Chemical Examination of Cascara Bark. Hooper A. D.

JovfETT (Repri7itfrom Avier. Pharm. Assoc, 1904, 1—24).—An examina-

tion has been made of two samples of the bark of lihamnus purshianus,

one of which was comparatively fresh whilst the other was a com-

mercial specimen which had been i ollected not less than three years

previously. A specimen of the bark of Ji. cali/ornicus was also

investigated. Each sample of bark gave practically the same

results, which are summarised below.

The bark contains emodin together with a small quantity of an
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isomeiide whicli melts at 183^ but differs froin emodin in being soluble

in ammonia, and is possibly identical with /soemodin obtained from the

bark of Rhamnus frangula (Thorpe and Miller, Trans., 1892, 61, 6)

;

its acetyl derivative melts at 168^. Dextrose was found in the bark,

and a substance which on hydrolysis with dilute sulphuric acid yields

syringic acid, but no evidence could be obtained of the presence of

chrysophanic acid, chrysarobin, or of glucosides yielding, on hydrolysis^

emodin, chrysophanic acid, orrhamnetin, Schwabe's conclusions (Abstr.,

1889, 68) being thus confirmed. Neither the '" cascarine " of Le Prince

(Compt. rend., 1892, 115, 286) nor the " purshianiu '"'

of Dohme and
Engelhardt (Abstr., 1898, ii, 629) could be isolated, and there can be

no doubt that these substances were impure products. Xo substance

corresponding with the crystalline material described by Prescott

{Anier. J. Pharin., 1879, 51, 165) could be obtained from the bark.

Cascara bark contains about 2 per cent, of a fat consisting of

rhamnol arachidate, arachidic acid, and certain substances, probably

glycerides, which on hydrolysis furnish linolic and myi'istic acids.

Rhamnol, CgyllojO, is identical with the alcohol obtained by Power and
Lees (Abstr., 1903, i, 773) from the seeds of Brucea sumatrana ; it

crystallises in white needles, melts at 135—136°, has [aJo-31^ in

chloroform at 22^, and is readily soluble in ether, chloroform, benzene,

or hot alcohol, and sparingly so in cold alcohol, acetone, water, or

glacial acetic acid; its acetyl derivative melts at 117°.

An enzyme was isolated from the bark which is capable of effect-

ing the hydrolysis of amygdalin.

A series of physiological experiments was carried out, the results of

which indicated that the active principle of the drug was contained
in the product obtained by adding basic lead acetate to an aqueous
solution of the alcoholic extract, which had been previously treated

with lead acetate and filtered, submitting the precipitate to the
action of hydrogen sulphide and extracting the product with ethyl

acetate. On evaporation, the ethyl acetate solution yielded a dark red
residue, readily soluble in alcohol or water, but no crystalline substance
could be isolated. E. G.

Pigments of the Purple Pitcher Plant. Gustave M. Meyer
and AV^iLLiA.M J. GiES {Proc. Amer. Physiol. Soc, 1904, xxxiii—xxxiv

;

Ainer. J. Physiol., 13).—Alcohol extracts three colouring mattei-sfrom
the macerated pitchers of Sarracenia purjmrea, namely, chlorophyll,

:ilkuverdin (a purplish-red), and a brownish-black pigment. The
solubilities of these substances are described, but their chemical
relationships are not yet determined. W. D. H.

Action of Sulphur Dioxide, Zinc Oxide, and Zinc Sulphate
on Soils and Plants. Emil Haselhukf (Pied. Cenlr., 1905, 34,
•)1—33 ; from Jahresb. Inudw. Versiudts-^i'tat. Marburg, 1903— 1904,4).

—

Sulphur dioxide does not injiure soils and is rapidly converted into
ulj.huric acid. Zinc oxide (0'2 per cent.) has a slight effect on the

I'lO'luction of wheat when applied alone. In conjunction with lime,
'ill 10 is a greater reduction in the yield. Zinf •^nli.hate in similar

VOL. LXXXVIH. ii. U
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amounts is found to be extremely injurious and its action is not
diminished by the application of calcium carbonate. N. H. J. M.

Proteids of Wheat. I. The Proteid Soluble in Alcohol.
Thomas B. Osborne and Isaac F. Harris (yimer. J. Physiol., 1905, 13,
35—44).—Kutscher's determinations of glutamic acid are considered

to afford no evidence that the proteid soluble in alcohol, obtained

from the wheat kernel, consists of two distinct proteids. This proteid

is probably a single substance ; it should be called gliadin, and it is

remarkable for the large amount of glutamic acid it yields. The
amount is far in excess of that obtained from any other known
proteid, and this fact deserves further study in view of the importance
of wheat as a food. "SY. D. H.

Increase in the Weights of the Organic and Mineral Sub-
stances of Oats as a Function of the Age. Mlle. M.
Stefanowska {Comj)t. rend., 1905, 140, 58—60).—-It was previously

shown (ibid., 1904, 138) that the curve of increase in weight of the

fresh substance of several plants is a hyperbola. In the present

paper, curves are given for the increase of fresh substance, dry matter,

and nitrogen in oats, and calculations have been made for construct-

ing the curves for nitrogen, lime, phosphoric acid, potash, and iron.

Comparing fresh substance, dry substance, and ash, it is seen that

the curves have the same general character in the first period of

growth. Later on, the fresh substance becomes lower owing to loss of

water, but the dry matter continues as before. N. H. J. M.

Movement of Nitrogenous Compounds and Pentoses in

Beet Products during Fabrication. O. Kopetzki (JJied. C'enlr.,

1905, 34, 56—65).—Determinations were made of the nitrogen in

different forms, the sugar, and furfuroids in the various sugar-beet

products. The furfuroids remain for the most part in the extracted

sections and the amounts diminish at each stage to the last saturation.

N. H. J. M.

Influence of Soil Moisture on the Amounts of Total and
Proteid Nitrogen in Oat Straw. Coxrad von Seelhorst and

Fresenius (/. Landic, 1905, 53, "27—28).—The results of pot experi-

ments in which the moisture of the soil was 55, 70, and 85 per cent,

showed that, as the moisture increases, the proteid nitrogen diminishes

less than the total nitrogen, and that the digestible proteid nitrogen

diminishes more than the total proteid nitrogen.

In a dry season, the food value of straw will be higher than in a wet

season. N. H. J. M.

Denitrification of Soil. III. Gaspare Ampoi.a [Gazzetta, 1904.

34, ii, 301— 315. Compare Abstr., 1901, ii, 524; 1904, ii, 139).—

The author's results lead to the following conclusions : manuring with

nitrates of calcium and sodium gives a better result than without

nitrate, whilst with calcium nitrate a larger yield is obtained

than with sodium nitrato. Green material gives better results

as manure than ripe stable manure, the latter better than fresh

.stable manure, and this again bettor than straw. The general con
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elusion, which confirms the results formerly arrived at (loc. cit.), is that

calcium nitx'ate, the aatural product of nitrification, is a better

manure than sodium niti-ate ; further, the calcium salt offers a gi-eater

resistance to the action of denitrifying organisms than the sodium one,

and this denitrification depends on the organic substances of the

manure.
The author is in agreement with the view expressed by other

investigators that the dangers of denitrification in the soil may be

wholly or partially obviated by applying the nitrates only when the

organic substances have been decomposed, that is, when the

denitrifying bacteria have been reduced to inaction. T. H. P.

Emplo3rment of Dyes in Soil Investigation. B. Sjollema
{J. Landw., 1905, 53, 67—69).—The amount of colloids in soils may
be approximately estimated by treatment with a solution of methyl-

violet (0*1—02 gram in 500 c.c), which dyes the colloids but not the

quartz, and examining with a microscope.

Experiments with different dyes and various colloids gave the

following results : amorphous silica is coloured by methyl-violet, but

not by naphthol-yellow, Congo-red, or alizarin. Aluminium silicate is

coloured by methyl-violet and alizarin, not by Congo-red or naphthol-

yellow. Alumina is coloured by all four dyes. Kaolin remained
almost entirely colourless, only a very small portion of it fixing the

different dyes. ]N^. H. J. M.

Isolation of the Colloid Substances of Soils. B. Sjolle-M-\

(./. Landw., 1905, 53, 70—76).—The soil is rubbed in a mortar with

water several times, the water being poured off each time, evaporated

nearly to dryness on a water-bath, and finally dried in a desiccator.

The residue from the water is then centrifugalised in a mixture of

bromoform and chloroform of sp. gr. 2*5 for two or three minutes.

The liquid is poured off, filtered, and the residue on the filter washed
with ether and dried. The whole process is repeated, a mixture of

bromoform and chloroform having a lower sp. gr. (about 2 32) being
employed. Treatment of the residue with methyl-violet and examina-
tion with a microscope (see preceding abstract) will give an idea as to

the amount of sand still present.

A sample obtained in the manner de.scribed was treated successively

with hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1'05 for 1 hour at 60^, with lx>iling

25 per cent, hydrochloric acid for 1 hour, and with sulphuric acid (2

parts to 1 part water) to decompose the kaolin. The undissolved

portion consisted chiefly of quartz. The results show that the sample
contained about 20 per cent, of ksiolin and about 60 per cent, of

silicates soluble in hydrochloric acid. Altogether about 95 per cent, of

the constituents could be accounted for, and the remaining 5 per cent,

consisted partly of phosphoric acid which was not determined.

N. H. J. M.

Manuring as based on Ten Yeais' Experiments. Co.nrai>

VON Seelhuk-st (.;. Landw., 1904, 53, 29—60).—The results of

U—

2
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ten years' experiments on the same land with different cereals, man-
gels, potatoes, peas, and beans, are summarised. The large number
of results are, however, insufficient to explain the manner in which the

different climatic factors influence the crop. In the case of cereals

and peas, the results show certain relations between weather and yields,

but exceptions occur which cannot be accounted for with certainty.

N. H. J. M.

Employment of Calcium Cyanamide as Manure. Renato
Perotti {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 117; from Staz. sper. agrar. Hal., 37,
787—805).—In order to avoid injury to seed, the manure should be

applied some time beforehand, according to the character of the soil.

The manure is favourable to early ripening. N. H. J, M,

Manurial Experiments with Calcium Cyanamide and
Garden Plants. Richard Otto {Chem. Cenlr., 1905, ii, 117 ; from
Gartenjlora, 1904).—Calcium cyanamide was found to be equal to

nitrates and ammonium salts in the case of spinach, although at first

growth was somewhat retarded. Equally satisfactory results were
obtained with lettuce when planted twelve days after manuring.
The results of pot experiments showed that calcium cyanamide gave

better results with white cabbage and maize than sodium nitrate. The
manure seems to be suitable for garden plants provided that it is

applied a week or two before planting, or else dug in to a depth of

13—26 cm.
'

N. H. J. M.

Injurious Action of Ammonium Thiocyanate [on Seeds
and Plants]. Emil Haselhoff {Bled. Centr., 1905, 34, 24—25 ; from
Jahresh. landw. Versuchs-Stat. Marhurg, 1903—1904, 3).—The crude
manure, gas phosphate, obtained by purifying coal gas with super-

phosphate, contains large amounts (14'6 per cent.) of ammonium
thiocyanate, most of which can be removed by washing with a con-

centrated solution of ammonium sulphate. The purified manure, how-
ever, still contains some thiocyanate (0'76 per cent.).

The residts of germination experiments with red clover and mustard
showed that even 0'0025 per cent, of ammonium thiocyanate retards

germination, whilst with O'l per cent, germination was almost com-

pletely checked.

In pot experiments with oats, wheat, and mustard, it was found that

0*1 gram of ammonium thiocyanate (in 8*5 kilos, of soil) reduced the

yield to 148 per cent., or in presence of calcium carbonate to 33 per

cent. With 0'2 gram, there was scarcely any yield, and this amount
is injurious even when applied twelve weeks before sowing. The
purified substance is thex'efore useless as manure. N. H. J. M.

The Agricultural Value of Humus Matter. J. Dumont
{Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 256—258. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 637).—
Comparative experiments on the relative agricultural values of humic
manure, mineral phosphates, and ordinary manure show that in tlie

cases of sugar-beet, jwtatoes, maize, and lucerne a larger yield was

obtained with the humic manure than with either of the other two,

,
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the superiority being due to the humo-phosphates, which yield phos-

phoric acid more readily than do the mineral superphosphates.

M. A. W.

Action of Crude and Pure Potassium Salts with Calcium in

Different Forms. Wilhelm Schneidewind and O. Ringlebhn (Bied.

Centr., 1905, 34, 12—18 ; from Landw. Jirt/^rS., 1904,33, 353. Compare
Abstr., 1904, ii, 765 and 769).—Cereals and beet are benefited by the

sodium chloride and other salts present in kainite, which should be

employed unless the formation of crusts is likely to occur. For
potatoes, 40 per cent, potassium salts are preferable. N. H. J. M.

[Manurial] Action of Different Forms of Calcium and
Magnesium. Diedrich Meyer {Bied. Centr., 1905, 34, 18—24;
from LaTidio. Jahrh., 1904, 33, 371. Compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 44).

—When a soil is deficient in lime, both lime and magnesia are bene-

ficial. When suflicieut lime is present and the amounts of magnesia
vary, no effect is produced by adding lime or magnesia unless the

amounts applied are large. The lime requirements of soils must be

judged by the amount of calcium present, except in the very rare

cases in which the soil contains large amounts of magnesium.
N. H. J. M.

Analytical Chemistry.

Report from Committee on Uniformity in Analysis. I.

[William F. Hillebr.\n'd, Charles B. Dudley, Henry N. Stokes,
CuFFORD 1\ichardson] {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1644—1653),
—A statement of the objects of the Committee on Uniformity in

Chemical Analysis and of the policy it has adopted for the guidance
of its work. L. de K.

Statement of Analytical Results. Wilhelm Fbesenius
{Zeit. aiud. Chem., 1905, 44, 32—36).—At the 5th International
Congress for Applied Chemistry, held at Berlin, the first three of the
following proposals were unanimously adopted, the fourth being
referred back to the Analytical Committee for further consideration of

the expression " ionand." This expression, suggested by the author,
is intended as a sub.stitute for "ion" in cases where ionisation does
not occur (for example, in a solid substance).

1. In all ca.ses of statement of analytical results, the name should
be followed by the formula.

2. By the name of an acid, the acid itself and neither its anhydride
nor its ion is to be understood.

3. When results are calculated in the form of metal oxide and acid
anhydride, the latter should be written thus :
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Sulphuric acid ( - anhydride) SO3, or

Sulphuric acid (calculated as anhydride) SO3.

4. When stated as ions or ionands, the metals should be cited by
their names, distinguishing degrees of oxidation thus : mercuro-ion
(or ionand), mercuri-ion (or ionand), and the anions or anionands as

sulphate-ion (or sulphate-ionand) (SO^), &c, M. J. S.

Use of the Micro-balance in Analysis. O. Brill [Ber., 1905,

38, 140—146. Compare Nernst and Eiesenfeld, Abstr., 1903, ii,

571 ; Jiinecke, this vol., ii, 66).—In order to obtain accurate

results with the micro-balance, attention to the following points is

necessary. Where cement is used in its construction, celluloid or

sealing wax is better than water-glass, which is hygroscopic ; to

avoid errors due to adhesion or to parallax, the indicator must be
2—3 mm. from the scale ; the weights and pans must hang freely on
the hooks ; the balance must not stand on wood ; the swing should

extend to 80—100 scale divisions; with a greater swing, the balance

is less sensitive. The micro-balance is to be recommended when
simple analytical processes have to be accomplished rapidly, when only

a small quantity of a substance is available, when a hygroscopic sub-

stance is analysed, and when the weighings must be carried out at a

certain temperature.

Various estimations are quoted to show that accordant results

can be obtained by it, although the quantities employed are only

1—2 mg. G. Y.

Use of the Rotating Anode in Electro-analysis. Edgar F.

Smith [with George H. West and Lily G. Kollock] {J. Amer.

Ghem. iSoc, 1904, 26, 1595— 1615).—A number of experiments

in which a rotating anode has been successfully employed in the

electric precipitation of nickel and cobalt in the presence of various

electrolytes such as ammonium acetate, sodium acetate, ammonia and
ammonium sulphate, sodium formate, ammonium lactate, sodium
lactate, and ammonium succinate. The results are illustrated by curves.

Favourable results are anticipated from the joint use of a rotating

anode with a mercury cathode. L. de K,

Testing Glass Vessels as to Neutrality. E. Baroni (Chem.

Cenir., 1905, i, 43; from Giorn. Farm. Ghim., 1904, 53, 481—482).—
The vessels are filled respectively with a 1 per cent, solution of

morphine hydrochloride, a 05 per cent, solution of strychnine hydro-

chloride, and a 1 per cent, solution of mercuric chloride, and heated

for half-an-hour in an autoclave at 112°. If after that time no
change has taken place, the glass may be said to yield no alkali to

water. If it does so, the morphine solution gives a brown, alkaloidal

deposit, the strychnine solution also deposits free .alkaloid, whilst the

mercury solution deposits yellow, red, or brown oxides. L. ue K.

Table for the Preparation of Normal Solutions of Hydro-
chloric Acid according to the Density. Friedricii W. KCster
and SiEG.MAR MiJNCii {JJer., 1905, 38, 150—152. Compare Abstr.,

1903, ii, 98).—The authors give directions for the determination, to
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within ±00001, of the sp. gr. of solutions of hydrochloric acid by

means of the 100 c.c. pipette and the analytical balance. A table is

triven, for the dilution to normal, of solutions of hydrochloric acid of

sp. gr. 1 0500—1-1400 at 18^
"

G. Y.

The Mechanism of the Guaiacum Reaction. Xeumaxx-
Wexdeb {Chem. Centr., lUOo, i, 122; from Oiterr. Chein, Zeit., 7,

533—536).—The blue coloration is due to the oxidation by active oxy-

gen of guaiaconic acid, with formation of an ozonide. The active oxygen

is generated by the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide or an organic

peroxide. This may be formed by the auto-oxidation of a component

of the resin, or through the agency of an enzyme or enzyme compound

(peroxydase, oxygenase). L. de K.

Colorimetric Estimation of Hydrogen Peroxide. Paul
Planes (./. Fharm. Chlm., 1904. [vi], 20, 538—541).—In acid solution,

hydrogen peroxide reacts on potassium iodide, iodine being set free,

according to the equation : 2KI + H^.O^ -1- H.SO^ = K^SO^ + 2H.0 + I^.

Therefore, 022857 gi-am of iodine corresponds with 1 c.c. of oxygen,

or 1 gram of iodine with 43-75 c.c. of oxygen. The Cjuantity of

iodine liberated may be estimated by treating a 10 per cent, solution

of the hydrogen peroxide with 12 c.c. of a 10 per cent, solution of

potassium iodide and 4 c.c. of an 8 per cent, solution of sulphuric

acid, and comparing the coloration produced with that yielded by
known quantities of a T/IO solution of iodine. W. P. S.

Some SDurces of Error in Sulphur Estimations. John Pat-
TiKsoN and John T. Dunn {J. Soc. Chem. hid., 1905, 24, 10—11).

—

Red india-rubber bungs, such as are used for wash-bottles, sometimes
yield up sulphuric acid to water, especially when acted on by boiling

water or steam. This sulphuric acid is probably due to the oxidation

of the sulphur used for vulcanising or of metallic su'phides which
have been added to the india-rubber. The authors have also found
apprecia]>le quantities of sidphur compounds in commei'cial samples of

barium chloride. W. P. S.

Estimation of Sulphur in Pyrites by Lunge's Method. (The
late) H. Salvix Pattixsox {J. Soc. (Jhem. lad., 1905, 24, 7— 10).

—

In this method, the presence or absence of ammonium chloride, within
the limits usually obtaining, ha.s apparently no influence on the reten-

tion of chlorides by the barium sulphate or on the character of the
precipitate of the latter. The degi-ee of acidity, however, has an im-
portant effect. With less than 017 c.c. of hydrochloric acid per 100 c.c.

of liquid, the precipitate retains barium chloride and is very fine.

About 0-3 c.c. of hydrochloric acid per 100 c.c. gives the best results.

With regard to the excess of ammonia necessary to be added to precipi-

tate the ferric hydroxide and to prevent the formation of basic ferric

sulphate, it is advisable to add an excess of at least 5 c.c. of ammonia
of 8p. gr. 0*88 at whatever temperature the precipitation and filtration

be carried out. The most accurate results are obtained by precipitating
the ferric hydroxide at a temperature of 70° and keeping the mixture
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at this temperature for 15 minutes before filtering. The presence of
ammonium chloride in considerable amount has but little effect on the
solubility of barium sulphate. W. P. S.

lodometric Estimation of Sulphurous Acid in Alkaline
Solution. Otto Ruff and Willi Jeroch {Ber., 1905, 38, 409—419).—
In the estimation of sulphurous acid by addition of sodium hydrogen
carbonate and an excess of iodine solution and titration with sodium
thiosulphate (Rupp, Abstr., 1903, ii, 40), an error is caused by the
partial oxidation of the thiosulphate to sulphate, owing to the presence
of sodium hypoiodite (compare FiJrster and Gyr, Abstr., 1903, ii, 209).
The low values obtained on direct titration with iodine are shown to

be due to the oxidising action of air, the iodine ions acting as an
accelerator. This action may be hindered by taking precautions to

prevent the access of air to the solutions, and also by adding a negative
catalytic agent, such as mannitol (Bigelow, Abstr., 1898, ii, 506). In
the method finally recommended, a measured volume of the sulphite

solution, made up with air-free water, is saturated with sodium hydro-
gen carbonate, 10—20 per cent, of mannitol is added, and the solution

is titrated with iodine in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide. The results

are independent of the concentration of the sulphite. C. H. D.

Analysis of Solutions of Hyposulphites. Analysis of
Formalin. E. I. Orloff [J. Buss. Phys. Chem. Soc, 1904, 36,
1311—1317).—The method proposed by the author for the estimation

of hyposulphites in solution is based on the fact that when such a
solution is mixed with an alkaline solution of mercury potassium iodide,

metallic mercury is deposited as a grey powder, Hgl2,2IvI-f

]S"a2S204 + 4NaOH = Hg + 2NaI + 2KI + 2Na2S03 + 2H20. The mer-
cury deposited is filtered by means of an asbestos filter and well

washed with water on the filter. The plug of asbestos, together

with the mercury, is then placed in a solution of sodium hydroxide,

which is subsequently mixed with a known volume of ^^10 iodine

solution. After the mercury has dissolved, the solution is acidified

with hydrochloric acid and the excess of iodine which has not combined
with the mercury is estimated by titration with Nj\Q sodium thio-

sulphate solution. From the quantity of iodine taken up by the

mercury, the amount of hyposulphite can be calculated, since

21:Hg:Na2S204 ; every c.c. of Nj\0 iodine corresponds with 0'0087

gram NagSoO^.

When a dilute solution of formaldehyde is mixed with an alkaline

solution of mercury and potassium iodide, metallic mercury is deposited

as an amorphous, grey powder, the reaction being Hgl2,2KI-f
3KOH-t-H-CHO = Hg-|-2KI-FH-C02K-f2H20. The mercury is

filtered on to an asbestos filter and its amount estimated in the manner
just described. Each c.c. of iV^/10 iodine solution combining with the

mercury corresponds with 000 15 gram of formaldehyde.

The solid " hyposulphite NF," put on the market about two years

ago, consists of a mixture of the two compounds, CH2(S02Na)2 and

NajSO^iZnSOg. The first of these two compounds possesses the same

reducing properties as sodium hyposulphite and its quantity may be

estimated by the mercury method described above. The reaction in
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this case is i-epresented by the equation CH2(S02Xa), + 3HgI.2 +
9KOH = 3Hg + H-C02K + 2NaKS03 + 6KI+ 5H20. "T. H. P.

French's Estimation of Tellurium. Alexander Gutbier and
"\V. ^YAGEXK^"ECHT {J. jyr. Ghem., 1905, [ii], 71, 54—56. Compare
Abstr., 1902, ii, 134, 254, 558, 653; 1903, ii, 100; Frerich, Abstr.,

1903, ii, 41).—The reduction of the oxides of tellurium by means of

sulphur dioxide in presence of potassium iodide cannot be used as a

means of estimating tellurium, as a varying proportion of tellurium

tetraiodide is always formed. G. Y.

Detection of Nitrogen in Organic Substances. Y. Castellaxa
(Gazzetta, 1904, 34, ii, 357—360).—The substance to be tested is

intimately mixed with sodium or potassium carbonate and powdered
magnesium, and the mixture heated in a test tube or porcelain crucible

or on platinum foil. The mass is tested for cyanide in the ordinary
way. If the substance is a liquid, a few drops of it may be allowed
to fall on to the mixture of carbonate and magne:>ium when these two
substances are reacting vigorously. T. H. P.

Influence of Various Kinds of Glass on the Accuracy
of Kjeldahl's Nitrogen Process. Hans Schoxewald and K.
Bartlett {Ghem. Gentr., 1905, i, 47; from Woch. Brauerei, 21,
793—794).—Experiments showing that the only trustworthy con-

densers are those made of Jena glass, which yield practically no
alkali to the distillate. L. de K.

Analysis of Compounds containing Nitrogen in Union
•with Nitrogen by means of Kjeldahl's Method. Cl. Flamand
and Bernhardt Prager {Ber., 1905, 38, 559—560, Compare Dafert,

Abstr., 1888, 85; Kruger, Abstr., 1894, ii, 258, 397).—Kjeldahl's
method is applicable to azo-, azoxy-, and hydrazo-compounds which
have been subjected to the following preliminary treatment.

0'15—02 gram of the substance to be analysed is mixed with 10
c.c. of alcohol, 0*5— 1 gram of zinc dust, and 2—5 c.c. of concentrated
hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1*19, and heated until decolorisation takes
place. Ten c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid and 05 gram of crystal-

line copper sulphate are then added and the mixture heated until

white fumes are evolved. After addition of 6 grams of powdered
potassium sulphate, the liquid is heated until it becomes clear and light

green.

This method does not give accurate results with phenylhydrazine,

benzylidenephenylhydrazine, and formazyl compounds. G. Y.

Estimation of Nitrogen in Barley. E. Glimm {Ghem. Centr.,

1905, i, 46 ; from IVorh. Brauerei, 21, 723—724).—1-5—1-8 grams of
whole barley are introduced into a large Kjeldahl flask, 1 drop of mer-
cury is added, and then 18—20 c.c. of sulphuric acid, which is allowed
to moisten the sides of the neck and the flask. Fifteen to twenty
grams of potassium sulphate are added in such a manner that a con-
siderable portion will adhere to the neck. The whole is then heated
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in the usual manner for about an hour. The frothing which takes

place at first is harmless, as the crystals of potassium sulphate which

are constantly dropping down break up the lather. The ammonia
formed is estimated as usual. L. de K.

Estimation of Nitrogen in Barley. Neumann {Chem. Centr.,

1905, i, 46; from ]Voch. Brauerei, 21, 724— 725).— A. criticism of

Glimm's process (see preceding absti-act). The boiling should be con-

tinued for at least 10—15 minutes after the mixture has become colour-

less. The author also thinks that the quantity of barley operated on
<!annot always represent a fair sample. L. de K.

Simplified Elementary Analysis. A Quick Method. Maxi-
MiLiANO Denxstedt {Cliem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 52—54. Compare,
Abstr., 1903, ii, 103).—Details are given of a quick method for per-

forming combustions in a rapid current of oxygen with the apparatus

previously described. A. McK.

Elementary Analysis by Dennstedt's Method. Hugo Weil
(Ber., 1905, 38, 282—283).—A case is recorded in which the "active"
platinum used in Dennstedt's method of combustion (Abstr., 1897, ii,

432 ; 1898, ii, 146) had its activity destroyed by the jiresence of tin in

the substance analysed. W. A. D.

Estimation of "Coke" and "Volatile Matter" in Coal.
Oeorges Ahth {Bull. Soc. Chim , 1905, [iii], 33, 127—129).—The
author employs for this purpose a platinum crucible with a capsular

lid from 5—6 mm. deep, carrying on its upper surface a platinum tube
4—5 mm. in diameter and 15 mm. long, which can be closed at its

upper extremity by a platinum cap. The crucible is heated by a flame
28—30 cm. high, produced by a blowpipe worked by a pump, and is

placed at a height of 10 cm. above the aperture of the blowpipe. At
the commencement of the operation, the cap is placed on the tube, but
iis soon as a bright flame appears at the mouth of the tube the cap is

removed and is replaced when the flame begins to die down. The
heating is continued for about 1 minute after the flame has disappeared.

The results obtained in this way are more uniform than those given by
Muck's method and the " coke " more nearly approaches in composition

that obtained on the large scale (compare Constam and Rougeot, Zeit.

angew. Chem., 1904, 17, 737). T. A. H.

Estimation of Organic Carbon in Soils. J. H. Pettit and
T. O. SciiAUB {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1640—1642).—Two
grams of the soil are mixed with 1 gram of magnesium powder and 10

grams of sodium peroxide and ignited in a Parr bomb. The residue

then contains all the carbon as carbonate and the carbon dioxide

is estimated as usual in a Hempel apparatus. As part of the

magnesium is left in the metallic state, the gas evolved on acidifying

will contain an admixture of hydrogen. Allowance is, of course,-

made for the presence of carbonates in tlio soils and reagents,

L. DE K.
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Apparatus for the Estimation „
of Carbon in Iron by Eggertz's ^—,,

Method. Haxs Schumacher {Chem. ^
Zeit, 1905, 29, 35).—The apparatus

(Fig. 1) consists of a doubly-graduated

cylinder divided vertically by means
of an opaline glass wall into two com-

partments of 20 c.c. capacity. The
funnel-shaped spouts a and h admit
the two liquids to be compared. The
solution of the sample is introduced

into a, which dui'ing the shaking is

closed with the finger, whilst h con-

tains the standard liquid and is closed

with a cork. When using this appa-

ratus, the difference in shade of colour

is more easily noticed than with the

ordinary apparatus used for this pur-

jx)se.

Fig. 2 represents a similar arrange-

ment suitable in case of a large num-
ber of analyses. The tube a, which
contains the comparison liquid, has a

flat opaline wall. The other tubes

(6), which are made of plain glass,

are filled with the liquids to be

tested and then placed alongside a.

e
Fig. 1.

L. DE K.

Estimation of Carbon Monoxide in Confined Atmospheres.
Albert Levy and A. Pecoul {Compt. rend., 1905, i, 98— 99).—The
authors have devised a portable apparatus for estimating directly the

carbon monoxide in the atmosphere of confined spaces ; the method
employed is due to Gautier and consists in collecting in chloroform the

iodine lil>erated from iodine pentoxide by the reducing action of the

carbon monoxide at 80°, and comparing the colour of the

solution with those of a .series oi standard tubes containing

solutions of iodine of known strengths. The reaction is suflaciently

delicate to admit of the estimating of Trj^VcnT ^^ ^^^ volume of carbon
monoxide in four litres of air. M. A. W.

Indirect Estimation of Carbon Dioxide in Salts. O. Lutz
and A. Tchischikokf {J. liuss. Phys. Ch^.m. Soc, 1904, 36,
1274—1281).—In the indirect estimation of carbon dioxide in salts by
determining the loss of weight on fusion with potassium dichromate,

<kc., the authors recommend the use of sodium metaphosphate. This
substance fuses at a low temperature, yields a thin liquid, and only
requires about 20 minutes' fusion to expel all the carbon dioxide.

The nitrogen pentoxide in nitrates may also be similarly determined
by fusion with sodium metaphosphate. This method cannot be
employed (1) when the ba.se combined with the carbon dioxide is

readily transformed, during the melting, into a higher state of oxida-

tion by absorbing oxygen from the air (in some ca.ses it may, however,
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be used if the fusion is carried out in a stream of an indifferent gaa), or (2)
when the substance to be analysed contains other compounds volatile

under the conditions of the experiment, such as the chlorides of the
alkali metals ; it may be used in such cases, however, to obtain the
total volatile matter. T. H. P.

Estimation of Potassium. Friedrich Klixkerpues {Chem.
Zeit., 1905, 29, 77— 78).—Without troubling about the presence of
sulphates or phosphates, a sufficiency of the solution is evaporated to

dryness with addition of platinic chloride. The residue is slightly

moistened with water and the excess of platinic chloride removed by
repeated extraction with alcohol. The residue is then dissolved in

boiling water and the filtered solution evaporated to dryness in a

platinum dish with addition of a little formic acid. The reduced
platinum adheres so firmly to the sides of the dish that it may be
washed without the least loss with boiling water ; in some cases, a

further washing with 5 per cent, nitric acid is advisable. After gentle

ignition, the crucible is cooled in a vacuum desiccator and weighed and
the weight calculated, say, to potassium oxide. L. de K,

Estimation of Potassium in Soils, Plants, and Fertilisers.

Fletcher P.Veitch {J.Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27,56— 61).—Attention

is called to the apparently forgotten, though excellent, process proposed

by Moore, the main feature of which is the removal of any iron

or aluminium chlorides by means of acidified alcohol (Abstr.,.

1898, ii, 539). L. de K.

Separation of Silver from Lead Hj. Lidholm (Ser., 1905,38,
566—568).—The mixture containing lead and silver is dissolved, the

filtered solution neutralised, and sodium acetate added. If a pre-

cipitate of basic lead acetate is formed, it is dissolved by the addition

of acetic acid and the solution boiled. On addition of a solution of

quinol, the silver is immediately and quantitatively precipitated.

The presence of cadmium does not affect the separation. Copper,

however, is partially reduced and partially precipitated as phenoxide.

Bismuth is partially reduced. A modification of the method in those

cases where copper or bismuth is present is described. A. McK.

Estimation of Calcium and Magnesium Carbonates. Carlo
Montanari {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 48 ; Staz. sperim. agrar. ital., 37,

810—814).—The estimation of calcium and magnesium carbonates in

soils by heating with solution of ammonium nitrate (Friihling's process)

is untrustworthy, as not only calcium sulphate but also calcium

phosphate and calcium ortho- and di-silicates are moi-e or less attacked.

L. de K.

Technical Analysis of Cements. Stepiikx F. Peckiiam {J.

Avutr. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1636—1640).—Largely polemical in

reference to papers by Hillebrand (iJtd., 25, 1180) and Blount (Abstr,,

1904, ii, 681). L. dk K.

Detection of Small Quantities of Barium and Strontium.

L. liLUM {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 9— 10).—In consequence of

the tendeocy of ammonium sulphide to oxidation, barium and

strontium may be entirely precipitated as sulphates together with the
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sulphides of groups III and IV. It is therefore advisable to employ-

freshly prepared ammonium sulphide and to examine the nickel and
cobalt sulphides for the alkaline earths. M. J. S.

Accuracy of the Dry Assay of Galena in an Iron Crucible.
AYiLLiAM F. Lowe {J. Soc. Chem. Lid., 1905, 24, 6—7).—The dry

assay of galena is much more accurate than is generally supposed and
for rich ores will give very good results. It is not suitable for poor

ores, and for such a wet method should be used, but it can be used for

most samples of dressed ore. Worked as follows, the method is stated

to give results differing by only about 03 per cent, from the amount
of lead actually present in the ore : 32-666 grams of ore (1 assay ton),

3 grams of potassium hydrogen tarti-ate, and 30 grams of sodium
carbonate are mixed and placed in the fi'ont part of a bright copper

.scoop, 10 grams of crystallised borax being placed in the scoop behind
the mixture. The whole charge is then shot into a red-hot Avrought-iron

crucible and placed in the furnace until the charge has run down and
the surface is clear. The crucible is now shaken and its contents

poured into a conical iron mould. Any particles of lead i-emaining in

the crucible are collected by tapping it, run into another mould, and
weighed with the large button. As soon as the flux has solidified, the

button is separated, hammered, washed, dried, and weighed. The chief

precaution is to remove the crucible from the fux-nace as soon as the

reduction has taken place, usually in about 10 minutes; the tempera-

ture, also, must not be too high. W, P, S.

Aluminium as a Preventive of Acute and Chronic Mercury
Poisoning. ^STazareno Tarugi {Gazzetta, 1904, 34, ii, 486—492).

—

Contrary to the generally accepted opinion, the efflorescence of

aluminium amalgam does not require the presence of water, as it is

produced when tbe amalgam is formed from mercury vapour and
aluminium in dry air. The appearance of this efflorescence may be
used as a means for detecting very minute quantities of mercury. On
heating a mixture of a small quantity of a mercury salt with calcium
oxide in a tube, to the open end of which is applied a thin sheet of

aluminium, the latter becomes immediately coated with the amalgam.
When a spii-al of fairly stout aluminium wire is immersed for about
ten minutes in a boiling dilute solution of mercuric chloride rendered
slightly acid with sulphuric acid and is subsequently removed from the
liquid, well dried by means of filter paper, and exposed to the air, in a
few minutes the part which was immer.sed exhibits the fluorescence

characteristic of aluminium amalgam. In this way, one-t«n-millionth

part of a milligram of mercury may be rendered apparent. Xo other
metal exhibits such great capacity for fixing vapours of mercury or
mercury compounds.
The author has constructed and patented a mask of fine aluminium

gauze for the use of persons working in an atmosphere containing
mercury vapour. Even though the air is saturated with mercury
vapour, the latter is all absorbed by the aluminium and no symptoms
of mercurial {)oisoning ensue. T. H. P.

Use of Tannic Acid in the Estimation of Alumina.
RoiiEUT E. Divine {J. .Soc. Lfiem. Ind., 19U5, 24, 11).— If to a solution
containing approximately 0*1 gram of alumina 2 c.c. of a 2*5 per
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cent, solution of tannic acid are added, then ammonia in slight excess,

and the solution boiled until the odour has almost disappeared, the
aluminium hydroxide is precipitated in a form which filters readily.

This precipitate is also easily washed free from chlorides. The
presence of tannic acid does not interfere with the subsequent
separation of calcium and magnesivim in the filtrate from the aluminium
hydroxide should these be present, as in the analysis of clays, <tc.

Pure fei'ric hydroxide does not, however, filter satisfactorily in the
presence of tannic acid. W. P. S.

Estimation of Manganese as Green Sulphide. Johx 0. Olsen,
E. S. Clowes, and William O. Weidmanx {J. Amer. Chem. Soe., 1904,

26, 1622—1627. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 372).—Ten c.c. of the
solution supposed to contain about 0'15 gram of manganese are poured
into 90 c.c. of boiling water containing 2*75 grams of ammonium
chloride and five times the theoretical amount of ammonium sulphide,,

which should be free from polysulphide. After further heating for

half-an-hour, the precipitation is complete, the green manganous
sulphide is collected, washed with dilute ammonium sulphide, and
dried. It is then converted into anhydrous sulphide by ignition

with sulphur in a current of hydrogen, as usual. L. de K.

Estimation of Manganese as Sulphide in Ores containing
Barium. L. Blum {Zeif. anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 7—9).—In conse-

quence of the liability of ammonium sulphide to oxidation, the

manganese sulphide is always contaminated with barium sulphate and
thiosulphate unless the barium has fii'st been removed by adding a

little sulphixric acid whilst separating iron and alumina as basic

acetates. The same source of error exists in the separation of

manganese and iron by the barium carbonate method, M. J. S.

Detection of Ferrous Oxide in Presence of Ferric Oxide.
L. Blum {Zeit. anal. Cliera., 1905, 44, 10—11).—The formation of the

brown compound of nitric oxide and ferrous salts can be utilised in

cases where the feri'icyanide reaction is obscured by the presence of

other metals. The solution to be tested is mixed with an equal

volume of concentrated sulphuric acid, the mixture cooled, and a large

fragment of potassium nitrate thrown in. The crystal becomes

surrounded with characteristic reddish-brown streaks. If much
chloride is present, this should be mainly converted into sulphate

by boiling the mixture after adding the sulphuric acid. M. J. S.

Estimation of Iron in Blood by the Ferrometer. Adolf
Jolles {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 6—7).—A series of estimations

of iron in blood, in which the results obtained by a volumetric

process from 20 c.c. of blood were compared with those yielded by the

author's " ferrometric " method (this vol., ii, 67), showed only insignifi-

cant differences. The necessity for employing the mean of several

readings is insisted on. M. J. S.

Electrolytic Deposition of the more Important Metals from
Moving Solutions. Aktiiur Fischkk and R. J. Bodpaekt {Zeit.

Elektrocheiii., 1904, 10, 945—953).—Tlie ordinary electrolytic methods

of estimation of several metals are compared experimentally with the
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methods using rapidly rotating electrodes, in order to discover how fa v

the estimation can be shortened without sacrifice of accuracy. Except

where otherwise noted, a matt platinum dish was used as cathode and

a disc of platinum making up to 800 revolutions per minute as anode.

The best conditions observed are as follows :

Nickel.—Cold saturated solution of ammonium oxalate, 6—7 volts,

8 amperes. Time for complete precipitation. 40 minutes, temperature
20—60-.

Zinc.—Good results are obtained with a solution containing sodium
acetate and acetic acid, but the most satisfactory deposit was obtained

from a strongly alkaline solution containing a little potassium cyanide.

Five amperes and 5 to 5"4: volts were used, temperature 95°, time
required 20 minutes.

Copper.—Good results are obtained with any of the usual solutions ;

with a current of 5 amperes and working at 95°, the precipitation i.?

complete in from 10 to 30 minutes according to the quantity of metal

present. It is advisable to add ammonia when most of the copper

is deposited and stop the current when the blue colour has dis-

appeared.

Bismvth.—The metal is always deposited in a spongy condition, and
trustworthy results cannot be obtained.

Cadmium.—Fairly good results were obtained by using a solution

acidified with sulphuric acid; with 5 amperes, 15—16 volts, and a

temperature of 95=, the metal is deposited in 10—15 minutes, only the

last part of it being spongy.

Lead.—The deposition of lead at the anode in the form of the

peroxide is complete in 15 minutes at 95=, using 10 amperes and
3'5 volts. The precipitation is perfect.

Silver.—This metal is deposited from the solution in potassium

cyanide with a current of 2 amperes and 4*5 volts at 95° in 10 to

15 minutes. The results are about 0*2 per cent. low.

Mercury is deposited from a solution in nitric acid ; the temperature
must not be allowed to rise above 45^, otherwise mercury is volatil-

ised. Using 4 amperes and 5*4—6 volts, the deposition is complete
in 15 to 20 minutes.

Antimoiijf.—The metal was used in the form of thioantimonate,

polysulphides being removed by adding potassium cyanide. The
results were, however, always low, especially with quinquevalent
metal, probably owing to some of the antimony going to the anode in

the form of a complex anion.

Tin.—The results were similar to those obtained with antimony,
probably for the .same reason.

In conclusion, the construction of a stand which jjermits the anode
to be rotated and which has suitable el"V'fii(:il connections is

described. T. E.

Electrolytic Analysis of Cobalt and Nickel. F. Mollwo
Perkin and W. C. Prebhle {Trans. Faraday Soc, 1905, 1, 103—109).
—Cobalt is quantitatively separated as a bright metallic deposit by
electrolysing a solution containing alkali phosphate and a small
quantity of phosphoric acid, temperature 55—60°, current density
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0*2—1'2 amperes, 2—4 volts. The addition of phosphoric acid is

necessary to prevent the separation of alkali cobalt phosphate, but if

present in too large quantity it retards very greatly the separation of

the cobalt. Addition of hydroxylamiue removes any deposited cobalt

oxide from the anode during the early stages of the electrolysis. The
cobalt deposits from solutions containing ammonium tartrate and
oxalate were invariably too heavy ; solutions containing ammonia and
ammonium borate gave good results, but the deposit was brown.
The acid phosphate solutions were found unsatisfactory in the

separation of nickel ; excellent results were, however, obtained from
solutions containing ammonia and ammonium borate. H. ]\I. D.

Electrolysis of Cobalt and Nickel Tartrates. Jay E. Rggt
(J. Pliysical Cheat., 1905, 9, 1— 12).—The decomposition voltage for

cobalt in alkaline tartrate solution is about 1'75 volts, that for nickel

about 2 8 volts. It seems possible, therefore, that a quantitative

separation would be possible electrolytically. It was found, however,
that although, if the voltage be kept below 2*1 volts, the cobalt is

deposited in a pure state, yet at higher voltages the cobalt deposited

always contains nickel. At these lower voltages, complete separation

is possible, but it is exceedingly slow, partly owing to the oxidation

of cobaltous salts, and the addition of various reducing agents was not

found to make the process satisfactory. It was found that cobalt

alone in solution could be accurately determined by electrolysis. In
one experiment, it was found that with 0"0870 gram metallic cobalt

in solution 00802 gram was deposited on the cathode and 0'0122

gram of cobaltic oxide at the anode, the solution being free from
cobalt. This weight of oxide corresponds very closely with the

foi-mula Coo03,3H.,0, and confirms Coelin's results (Abstr., 1903, ii,

80).
' "

L. M. J.

Combined Oxidimetric Method for the Estimation of
Molybdenum Trioxide and Vanadium Pentoxide in Presence
of One Another. Boris Glasmann (Ber., 1905, 38, 600—603).
—The separation described is based on the fact that vanadic acid

in sulphuric acid solution is quantitatively reduced by zinc to

vanadium dioxide, and by magnesium to vanadium trioxide, whilst

molybdic acid in sulphuric acid solution is reduced by zinc or

magnesium to molybdenum sesquioxide. The amounts of vanadic

acid and molybdic acid in a mixture may be estimated by titrating

the reduction product with potassium permanganate, when the changes

involved are i-cpresented by the equations: (1) 5VoOj + SMo^Og

+

1502{ = 12KMnO,) = 5V„0. + 10MoOy and (2) 5VgOg + OMoiiOg

+

250( - lOKMnOJ = OVgO, + IOM0O3.
Equal volumes of a titrated solution of both acids were introduced

into separate Hasks, and the reduction conducted in one case with

zinc and hydrochloric acid, and in the other with magnesium and

hydroililoric acid. The resulting solutions were then separately

mixed with a solution of manganese sulphate^ and each solution

titrated with standai'd permanganate. A. McK.
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New lodometric Estimation of Alkali Heptamolybdates.
Boris Glasmann (Ber., 1905, 38, 193—194).—A warm aqueous solution

of an alkali heptamolybdate readily precipitates iodine from the usual

iodide-iodate mixture (Abstr., 1904, ii, 214) owing to its hydrolysis

into normal alkali molybdate and free molybdic acid, as represented

by the equation 3(]SrHj3Mo7024+ 12H20= 9(NH^)2MoO^ + 12H,MoO^.
The free molybdic acid reacts with the iodide-iodate mixture accord-

ing to the equation 2OKI + 4KIO3 + 12H2MoO^ = 12K2MoO^+12l2

+

12H.,0. One gram of the crystallised ammonium heptamolybdate is

thus equivalent to 0"822 gram of iodine. J. J. S.

Detection of Stannous Tin. L. Blum {Zeit. anal. Chetn., 1905,

44, 11—12).—In the absence of other reducing agents, stannous com-
pounds can be detected by causing them to reduce ferric chloride and
then proving the presence of ferrous iron by adding sulphuric acid

and potassium nitrate (see this vol., ii, 206). A precipitate containing

arsenic, antimony, and tin as sulphides may be examined for tin by
boiling it with fuming hydrochloric acid until hydrogen sulphide is

completely expelled, and then applying the test to the solution.

M. J. S.

Estimation of Methyl Alcohol in Formaldehyde. Robert
Gneiim and Felix Kaufler {Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 93).

—

The authors' process (Abstr., 1904, ii, 520) having been adversely

criticised by Bamberger, it is now stated that by raising the quantity
of crystallised sodium sulphanilate from 90 to 110 grams, the process

may also be used for very concentrated solutions of formaldehyde.

L. DE K.

Colour Reactions for Alcohols (excepting Methyl and
Ethyl) and for Compounds of Alcoholic Function or Hydr-
oxylic Compounds. Gabriel Gu^rin (/. Flmnn. Chlm., 1905,
[vi], 14—17).—The colorations are produced by mixing 1 c.c. of

the alcohol with 5 or 6 drops of a saturated aqueous solution of

furfuraldehyde, and then adding the same amount of concentrated
sulphuric acid. With solids, a solution in ethyl alcohol may be used,

or the substance may be first dissolved in the acid. A considerable
number of mono- and poly-hydric alcohols and phenols, sugars, and
hydroxy-acids were examined and the colours obtained are described, the
latter being for the most part violet and red or brownish-violet. With
cholesterol and anthesterol, the reaction (blue) is characteristic, being
produced by a trace of substance in alcoholic solution. G. D. L.

Estimation of Phenol. S. J. Lloyd {J. Amer. Ch^m. Soc., 1905,
27, 16— 24).—A modification of Kopj>eschaar's bromine process, so
as to avoid several sources of error. The phenol solution is put
into a stoppered flask, and a volume of hydrochloric acid is

added equal to about one-fourth of the bulk of the liquid after
adding the bromine solution. The bromine solution (9 c.c. bromine,
28 grams potassium hydroxide, water up to 2 litres) is added from a
burette until the liquid turns yellow, when another tenth or fifth part
of that already used is added. Excees of solution of potassium iodide

VOL. LXXXVIII. ii. 15
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(17 grams in 100 c.c.) is added, the liquid is diluted with water (10 c.c.

for each c.c. of acid added), and after adding 10 c.c. of chloroform the
liberated iodine is titrated as usual, using Nj^O sodium thiosulphate
and starch as final indicator. The bromine solution is checked as usual
with the thiosulphate, and from the difference in the two titrations the
amount of phenol is calculated. L. de K.

Presence of Dextrose in Tannin Solutions. H. Nove {Chem.
Centr., 1904, ii, 1765 ; from Bull. Assoc. Chim.Sucr. Z>w«.,22,325—326).—Even a concentrated alcoholic solution of tannin gradually undergoes
a kind of fermentation with formation of dextrose, and is therefore
not to be recommended in sugar analysis. L. de K.

Potassium Oxalate as a Lead Precipitant in Sugar Analysis.
Harris E. Sawyer {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1631—1635).

—

Potassium oxalate is recommended for the removal of the excess of

lead added for the purpose of classifying sugar solutions intended for

polarimetric or chemical tests. L, de K.

Direct Estimation of Sugar in Beet by Pellet's Water
Process : Influence of Air on the Results. Henri Pellet and
L. Pellett (CAem, Centr., 1904, ii, 1765; from Bull. Assoc. Chim.
Sucr. Dist., 22, 312—317).—A reply to Loga, who states that

Pellett's process jdelds too high results unless care is taken to work
in a vacuum. The authors find that the quantity of air left in the

mass is too small to affect the results, particularly if care is taken to

remove any froth by adding a few drops of ether and alcohol.

L. DE K.

Estimation of Methylpentosan in Presence of Pentosans.
W. B. Ellett and Bernhard Tollens {J. Landw., 1905,53, 13—25).

—Rhamnose can be determined by the method employed for pento-sans.

The aniline acetate test, is, however, unsuitable for methylfurfur-

aldehyde. A few drops of the distillate produce a yellowish-red

coloration when a drop of phloroglucinol solution (in hydrochloric

acid of sp. gr. 1'06) is added if methylfurfuraldehyde is present.

With small amounts of rhamnose (to 0'15 gram), the distillation may
be stopped after 300 or 350 c.c. have been distilled ; with larger

amounts, the distillate should amount to 400 c.c. or more.

The amount of rhamnose is calculated from the weight of phloro-

glucide (Pg) as follows :

Rhamnose = Pg, l-65-Pg2, 1-84 + 0010.
When pentosans and methylpentosans occur together, the dried

mixture of phloroglucides is weighed and extracted in the Goocli

crucible for 10 minutes with 15—20 c.c. of alcohol of 95° Tr. at

about 60°. It is again dried and weighed. The second weight is

that of the furfuraldehyde-phloroglucide, and tho differencjB between

the two weights the methylfurfuraldehyde-phloroglucide.

Results of actual determinations with mixtures of rhamnose and

arabinose were not entirely satisfactory. They were, however, more
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correct than would be the case if the whole of the phloroglucide were

calculated as arabinose (or pentose).

Determinations of pentosans and of methylpentosan (as rhamnose)

were made with a variety of substances. N. H. J. M.

Commercial Analysis of Formaldehyde. ^\"ilhelm Fresenius

and Leo Geunhut {Zeit. anal. Cliem., 1905, 44, 13—24).—Of
the numerous methods which have been proposed for the estimation

of formaldehyde, four are in practical use, namely, Legler's ammonia
and sodium hydroxide methods (Abstr., 1883, 1035), Blank and Finken-

beiner's hydrogen peroxide method (Abstr., 1899, ii, 188), and Komijn's

iodimetric method (Abstr., 1897, ii, 166). The ammonia method is

known to give results about 1— 1*5 per cent, too low (compare Abstr.,

1904:, ii, 98, 299). The sodium hydroxide process is open to the

objection that polymerisation of the aldehyde frequently occui-s and
impaii's the accuracy of the results. The other two methods are free

from inherent sources of error, but require certain modifications of

the original form to ensure accuracy. In both methods, it is essential

that the contact of the formaldehyde with sodium hydroxide should

be as brief as possible before the addition of the oxidising reagent,

since otherwise formic acid would result from the direct action of the

alkali. It is even advisable (in Blank's method) to add a little

hydrogen peroxide (5 c.c.) to the soda before bringing it in contact

with the formalin, but the time prescribed for adding the whole quan-

tity (50 c.c. in the course of 3 minutes) must not be shortened, nor

must the mixture be cooled during the reaction. In Romijn's process,

it is advisable to work on much larger quantities than originally pre-

scribed, and in consequence of the smallness of the volume operated

on (5 c.c.) it is absolutely necessary that the measurements should
l<e made with great accui^acy. The absence of iodate from the iodide

and of nitrites from the sodium hydroxide must be ensiured, and
>ince the formalin may contain various impurities capable of ab-

sorbing iodine, no result should be accepted without the concordance
of two distinct methods. M. J. S.

Quantitative Analysis of some New Surgical Dressings.
WiLHELM Fresenius and Leo Grlnhut {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44,
'-io—31).

—

Vioform and Vio/orm Gauze.—Chloroiodohydroxyquinoline,

C'gNH^ClI'OH, introduced into commerce as a substitute for iodoform,
is a light powder readily soluble in cold alcoholic potash. The solution

may be boiled for several hours without material alteration. It

remains clear when considerably diluted with water, and the vioform
is reprecipitated quantitatively when the alkali is exactly neutralised
with nitric acid. The gauze may therefore be analysed by soaking
'5—8 grams of it with 2i'/'2 alcoholic potash for 2 hours in a Soxhlet
extractor, washing out with boiling alcohol, diluting the solution with
10 vols, of water, neutralising with niti*ic acid, collecting the
jtrt'cipitate, washing, and weighing. An estimation of the halogens
bhould be made to confirm the identity of the weighed precipitate.

Kktogan.—This substance consists essentially of zinc dioxide with
-uiue zinc oxide and carbonate. It dissolves without evolution of

15—2
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oxygen in dilute mineral acids, and the amount of peroxide either in

the substance itself or in gauze prepared with it may be estimated
gasometrically by treating the solution (in sulphuric acid) with
potassium permanganate and measuring the oxygen evolved.

M. J. S.

Estimation of the Volatile Acids in Wine. Karl Windisch
and Theodor Roettgen [Zeit. Nahr. Genussm., 1905, 9, 70—81).

—

The total acidity is estimated on 25 c.c. of the wine ; 25 c.c. of the

wine are then evaporated in a china basin to a volume of 2—3 c.c,

25 c.c. of hot water are added, and again evaporated down to 3 c.c.

;

25 c.c. of water are again added, and a third time evaporated. The
residue is then dissolved in hot water and the solution titrated. The
result, calculated into tartaric acid, is the non-volatile acidity. The
difference between this and the total acidity, multiplied by 0*8, gives

the volatile acidity expressed as acetic acid.

As in many wines lactic acid is often the principal acid present, the

direct estimation of the volatile acids by distillation is rendered un-

satisfactory owing to the partial volatility of the lactic acid. On
distilling 50 c.c. of wine with steam, an acid distillate is still obtained

after 200 c.c. of distillate have been collected. Carbon dioxide in the

steam also introduces an error in the direct estimation, as does the

tendency of lactic acid to form a neutral anhydride when subjected to

heat. W. P. S.

The Mean Molecular Weight of the Non-volatile Fatty
Acids of Dutch Butter. A. Olig and J. Tillmans {Zeit. Nahr.
Genussm., 1904, 8, 728—730).—The authors find that the molecular

weight of the non-volatile fatty acids of Dutch butter frequently

exceeds 261 in summer, and is almost always higher than this figure

in the autumn. Yalues were obtained in the months of August,
September, and October varying from 257'8 to 271'6, the butters

examined being pi'epared from the milk by the authors themselves.

The molecular weight of the non-volatile fatty acids affords, there-

fore, little evidence of the presence of foreign fats in butter.

W. P. S.

Colour Reaction of Uric Acid with Phosphotungstic Acid

;

Preliminary Treatment of Urine before Estimating Urea.
Henui Moreigne {Ann. Chim. anal., 1905, 1, 15).—A claim for

priority, and also a reply to Frabot (Abstr., 1904, ii, 844). The
author still thinks that phosphotungstic acid is the best precipitant

for uric acid iu urines although the precipitation is not quite complete.

L. DE K.

Acidimetry of Animal Liquids. Hans FRiEDENTnAL {Chein.

Centr., 1904, ii, 1668—1669; from Verh. Ges. Ueut. Ntf. Aerzte,

1903, ii, 441—442).—Acidimetric estimations by means of gas

elements with platinum or palladium electrodes are not trustworthy.

A colorimetric method with an indicator or indicators is made use of.

Seventeen solutions of hydrions, varying from 2iV to 5 x 10~^^ gram
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hydrions per litre are prepared, and each solution gives a characteristic

colour with different indicators. The preparation of the standard

solutions is accomplished by means of electrical conductivity deter-

minations. When this indicator method is employed, the solutions

must be such that other colorations are not present. The method is

of use for homogeneous liquids only and not for cell protoplasm.

Blood serum, blood plasma, saliva, kidney, urine with a fruit and
vegetable diet, sea and spring water, and the fluids of various lower

organisms have an acidity of from 2—5 x 10"^ gram hydrions per

litre. Stomatic juice, urine from carnivora, and the pancreatic

excretion are more acidic, and many vegetable juices have a strong

acidic reaction. H and OH in concentrated solution act as a poison

of living organisms. J. J. S.

Halphen's Reaction. Karl Fischer and H. Peyau (Zeit. NaJir.

Genussm., 1905, 9, 81—90).—Experiments are described in which

cotton-seed oils were subjected to various treatments with the object

of ascertaining whether they could be made to give a negative

reaction with Halphen's test. Heating the oil for 6 hours at

temperatures up to 150° had little effect on the sensitiveness of

the reaction. When heated for 6 hours at 250^, the oil ceased to

give any coloration, but at the same time was rendered quite

unedible. Ko change in the intensity of the coloration was
observed when the oil tested had previously been treated with zinc

and sulphuric acid or with 4 per cent, potassium hydroxide, either

cold or at 100°. On the other hand, oils subjected to the action of

sulphurous acid and afterwards washed with alcohol, to remove the

free acids formed, ceased to give a coloration, whilst the refraction,

iodine and saponification values of the oils remained practically

unchanged. W. P. S.

Estimation of Butter-fat and Cocoa-nut Oil in Margarine.
Aage Kiksciixeu {Zeit. Xahr. Genussm., 1905, 9, 65—70).—The
followiug method is a modification of the process previously published

by K. Jensen {Fami. Tid., 1903, 385). It is based on the precipita-

tion of octoic acid by means of silver sulphate and is a continuation

of the Keichert-Meissl process. The distillate obtained in the latter is

filtered as usual, and 100 c.c. of the filtrate titrated with Nj\0 barium
hydroxide solution. To the neuti-al solution, 0"5 gram of silver

sulphate is added, the mixture shaken from time to time for 1 hour,

and then filtered. One hundred c.c. of the filtrate are placed in a fiask,

35 c.c. of water and 10 c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid are added, and the
whole distilled until 110 c.c. of distillate have been collected.

The Latter is filtered, 100 c.c. of the filtrate are titrated with iV/lO

barium hydroxide, and the result calculated for 5 grams of fat. The
number obtained is termed the " new value " or the second titration

value. From the results of the analyses of a number of test-samples,

the author shows that the amounts of butter-fat and cocoa-nut oil in

margarine can bo calculated from the two formula) : percentage of

butter-fat -= 4-319, N. V. - 0456, A' - 2'15,and percentage of cocoa-nut oil
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= 7-42ie-8-116iV^.F. -3-57, in which N.V. is the "new value" and
R the Reichert-Meissl value of the sample. W. P. S.

Tobacco Oil. Chemical and Physical Properties and Com-
position. Gaspare Ampola and Francesco Scurti {Gazzelta, 1904,

34, ii, 315—321).—The yellow oil obtained by pressing (9—10 per
cent.) or extracting (30—32 per cent.) the seeds of Nicotiana tahacum
has a pleasant odour, and a sp. gr. 0'9232 at 15°; it thickens at - 15°,

solidifies to a yellow mass at - 25°, dissolves in 31 parts of absolute

alcohol, and mixes in all proportions with ether, carbon disulphide,

chloroform, or oil of turpentine. It begins to boil at about 150° and
inflames at 320—375°. With sulphuric acid (Heydenreich's reaction),

it gives, if not shaken, a bright yellow coloration changing to reddish-

brown ; after shaking, the liquid becomes dark brown. With nitric

acid (Bach's inaction), it gives a dirty-white coloration, which changes

to yellowish-red after five minutes' heating ; when left for 12—18

hours, the liqviid assumes a buttery consistency. With Hauchecorne's

reagent (3 parts of pure nitric acid of 40° B. and 1 part of water), it

gives an intense red coloration after 20 minutes' heating on a water-

bath. When subjected to Archbutt's modification of Poutet's elaidic

test, the oil remains liquid but gives a white deposit. The thermal

index, as determined in Tortelli's thermo-oleometer, is 100. The per-

centages of oxygen absorbed (Livache's method) after 2, 3, 4, and 14

days are 5*01, 561, 584, and 6'84 respectively. The acidity of the oil

is 3"49 per cent, (as oleic acid), the saponification index 190, the

saponification index of the fixed fatty acids 203, the mean molecular

weight of the latter 275-8, the Hehner number 94*73, and the iodine

number 118'6. The fatty acids present in the oil consist mainly of

oleic acid (about 25 per cent.), linoleic acid (about 15 per cent.), and
palmitic acid (about 32 per cent.), with small quantities of stearic acid.

T. H. P.

Estimation of Rosin in Shellac. Arthur C. Langmuir
{J. Soc. Chem. Incl, 1905, 24, 12—17).—The author considers that

the iodine absorption of a sample of shellac aifords good evidence as

i-egards the purity of the sample. From the values obtained with

the best grades of commercial shellacs, it must be taken that shellacs

free from rosin have an average iodine value of 18. Rosin, on the

other hand, has an iodine value well above 200, with an average of

228. Wij's solution should be used for the estimation, and the

absorption allowed to proceed for 1 hour. The following modification

of the Storch-Morawski reaction is recommended as a qualitative

test : 1 gram of the sample is gently heated with 15 c.c. of acetic

anhydride and then cooled. Rosin remains in solution, whilst the

greater part of the shellac separates as a gelatinous mass which is

filtered off. The filtrate is collected in a test-tube and a few drops

of sulphuric acid carefully introduced, agitating the filtrate a little as

the acid meets it. An evanescent coloration is obtained with as little

as 2 or 3 per cent, of rosin. A pure shellac gives no coloration if

care be taken to avoid charring. W. P. S.

Estimation of Urea. O. Wentzki {Chem. Centr., 1904, ii,

1520—1521 ; from I'harta. Zeit., 49, 898).—The apj^aratus consists of
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a 30 CO. flask with a short neck into which is ground a 10 c.c. stop-

cock-pipette, the upper end of which may be connected by an india-

rubber tube with a gas-burette. The apparatus, when filled, weighs

about 50 grams. When testing urine, 2 c.c. of the sample and 5 c.c.

of a 28 per cent, sodium hydroxide solution are introduced into the

flask, the pipette filled with hypobromite solution is fixed on, and after

connecting it with the burette the tap is turned and the liberated

nitrogen collected.

If a gravimetric estimation is preferred, 5 c.c. of urine are used, and
the apparatus is weighed before and after the reaction. L. de K.

Detection of Archil, Cudbear, and other Lichen Colours.
Lucius M. Tolman {J. Amer. CJiem. Soc, 1905, 27, 25—26).—These
colours may be mistaken for coal-tar dyes, as they also pass into amyl
ilcohol from an ammoniacal solution, and on evaporation of the

alcohol leave a purple residue. This is, however, distinguished from
coal-tar dyes by the fact that its aqueous solution is reduced by tin and
hydrochloric acid, and then reoxidised by ferric chloride.

L. DE K.

Action of Various Physical and Chemical Agents on the
Gluten of Wheat Flour. Estimation of Gluten. Emile
Fleurent {Bull. Soc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33, 81—101. Compare
Abstr., 1898, ii, 627 ; 1902, ii, 102 ; and Balland, Abstr., 1897, ii,

296).—A detailed study has been made of the various factors

influencing the estimation of gluten in wheat flour by washing away
the starch and soluble matters with water. It is shown that a portion

of the gluten (probably the globulin) is lost when distilled water or

natural waters containing calcium chloride or sulphate or sodium
chloride are employed, and that the best results are secured by the use
of water containing calcium hydrogen carbonate. The time occupied

in the isolation of the gluten should not exceed 16 minutes, the
temperature of the water employed should be about 16^, and there is

no advantage in allowing the dougli to stand for some time before

washing (compare Balland, loc. cit.). The gluten should be dried at
105° before weighing (comjxire Arpin, Abstr., 1903, ii, 119). The
difficulty of satisfactorily isolating the gluten is gi-eater with sour
flours, and it is advantageous in such cases to mix sodium hydrogen
carbonate with the flour in order to neutralise the free acid. When
the estimation is cairied out with due observance of these precautions,

concordant results are obtained, which are in close agreement with
those given by more elaborate chemical methods (compare Arpin,
loc. cit.). T. A. H.

Estimation of Catalases in Blood. Adolf Jolles {Zeit. anal.
CUtn., 1905, 44, 1—5).—By adopting standard conditions for the
action of catalase on hydrogen peroxide, the amounts of the enzyme
in different samples of blood can be compared, although the quantity
of peroxide decomposed is not strictly proportional to that of catalase
present. The blood (005 c.c), immediately after it is drawn, is

diluted to 50 c.c. with 0*9 per cent, sodium chloride solution. Of
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this, 10 c.c. (0 01 c.c. of blood) are mixed with 30 c.c. of a 1 per cent,

solution of hydrogen peroxide (which, if acid, must first be accurately

neutralised since traces of free acid inhibit the reaction), the value of

which is ascertained iodimetrically. The reaction is allowed to proceed
for 2 hours at 15°, and is then arrested by the addition of 10 c.c. of

hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1'19. Small variations of temperature
do not influence the result materially. Potassium iodide (20—25 c.c.

of 10 per cent, solution) is then gradually added, the mixture allowed

to remain for 1 hour, and the iodine titrated. The expression
" catalase value" is suggested for the number of grams of hydrogen
peroxide decomposed by 1 c.c. of blood. In normal blood, this value

varies from 18 to 30, but generally lies between 20 and 26. No
difference can be observed between the sexes, or between venous and
artei-ial blood, but in various pathological conditions, as tuberculose,

nephritis, or carcinoma, a marked diminution is observed. M. J. S.

Apparatus for determining the Differences shown by-

Tobaccos when Burnt [Smoked]. J. Toth {Rev. internat. Falsi..

1904, 17, 142—145).—By means of the apparatus described, the

author is enabled to numerically express the "combustibility" of a

tobacco, that is to say, whether it smokes slowly or quickly as com-
pared with other tobaccos. The tobacco is previously cut as usual, and
then made into cigarettes, at least fifteen of the latter being prepared

from each sample of tobacco under examination. The cigarettes should

be 90 mm. in length and 8 mm. in diameter, and made as nearly as

possible of the same compactness. Each lot of cigarettes is dried at

50° and kept in a stoppered bottle. One of the cigarettes is then

weighed and fixed by means of an india-rubber tube to a glass tube

which passes to the bottom of a Woulff's bottle containing a dilute

alcoholic solution of sodium hydroxide. This bottle is connected with

a second containing dilute acid, which in turn is connected with a

large aspirator filled with water. The exit tube of the aspirator is

fitted with a graduated tap. At the moment the cigarette is lighted,

the tap is turned on, so that from 45 to 110 grams of water run out

per minute, producing a pressure of 2—3 mm. of water on a mano-
meter fixed to a side-tube on the mouth-piece. All water leaving the

aspirator is collected and weighed at the end of the experiment, it

being assumed that the weight in grams is equivalent to the volume

in cubic centimetres of air used. The volume of air multiplied by the

time (seconds) of smoking and the result divided by the weight of

tobacco (less paper) taken multiplied by 1000 gives a number which

is termed the "combustion value" of the tobacco. This value for

Turkish tobaccos may range from 400 to 800 or more, but for one

sample will not vary more than 15 to 25 if the average of 10 cigarettes

is taken. W. P. S.
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Spectra of the Fluorides of the Alkaline Earths in the
Electric Arc. Charles Fabry {Compt. read., 1905, 140, 578—581).

—The band spectra of the fluorides of the alkaline earths (compare

Abstr., 1904, ii, 601) are a series of heads of bands and the fi'equency

N oi any particular head m is given by the equation N=A — (Bm +
C')-, whei"e £ and C are constants depending on the origin and direc-

tion of numbering, the most brilliant head being called 0, and the

succeeding ones 1,2, 3, tfec, in decx-easing order of intensity. The
values of A, B, and C for corresponding series of calcium and stron-

tium fluorides are given in the original, and the following conclusions

are drawn: (1) the constant A is greater in the case of calcium

than of strontium, that is, the series is displaced towards the greatest

wave-length as the atomic weight of the metal increases; (2) the con-

stant C has the same value for analogous series of the two salts
;

(3) the constant B diminishes on passing from a calcium series to the

analogous series of strontium. In the case of barium fluoride, B<0.
M. A. W.

Emission Spectra of Metals in the Electric Furnace.
Arthur S. King {Ann. Physik, 1905, [iv], 16, 360—381).—The
metals or their salts were placed in an electric furnace similar to that

previously used by Liveing and Dewar for the same purpose (see Proc.

Roy. Soc, 1882, 34, 119), and raised to a temperature estimated as

2500° abs. The spectra observed are free from the influence of electri-

cal conditions under which arc and spark spectra have been obtained,

for the arc used by the author serves only to raise the furnace to

a high temperature. The method is especially suited for the produc-

tion of band spectra. Numerous lines also have been observed, the

intensities of which differ markedly from those of the arc spectrum
lines. The metals investigated were csesiuni, calcium, strontium,

barium, iron, copper, magnesium, mercury, and zinc. The two last

metals, however, gave no lines. For details of the spectra of the other

metals, the oi'iginal must be consulted. J. C. P.

Relations existing between Constitution and Absorption
Spectra of the Thiazines and Thiazones. Julius FormAnek
{Zeit. Farb. Text. Chein., 1905, 4, 33—38, 61—67).—Measurements
are given of the absorption spectra of thionine chloride and of a large

number of its methyl and ethyl derivatives in aqueous, ethyl-
ulcoholic, and amy 1 -alcoholic .solution. [Similar considerations to those
already brought forward in a previous paper (Abstr., 1904, ii, 106) are
developed with regard to the influence of alkyl groups on the dis-

placement of the absorption lines. W. A. D.

VOL. LXXXVIII. ii. 16
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Kehrmann's Explanation of Change of Fluorescence. Hugo
Kauffiviann and Alfred Beisswenger {Ber., 1905, 38, 793—794.
Compare Abstr., 1903, i, 700 ; 1904, ii, 528 ; and Kehrmann, ibid., 797).

—The fluorescence of 1 : 4-dimethoxyacetophenone and a-methylvinyl-
quinol dimethyl ether (this voL, i, 280) cannot be due to the change
in position of ortho-quinonoid linkings, as assumed in other cases by
Kehrmann. J. J. S.

Present Problems of Radioactivity. Ernest Rutherford
{Arch. Sci. phys. Nat., 1905, [iv], 19, 31 — 59).—A memoir in which
the most important problems connected with radioactivity are dis-

cussed, and wherein are indicated the subjects which, in the author's

opinion, require further research. Theoretically, the apparent mass of

an electron rapidly increases when its velocity approaches that of light,

becoming infinitely great when equal to this. Hence it may be

concluded that it is not possible for a charged substance to move with
a velocity greater than that of light ; on this account, a deeper study

of the high-speed electrons is desirable. Further researches on the

a-rays are also required in order to decide whether the a-particles,

which are of the same order of magnitude as the hydrogen atom, are

positively charged when expelled, or whether these particles are

not charged at the instant of expulsion, but acquire a positive charge

by reason of impacts with particles of matter, whereby they lose

a negative electron. The apparent non-existence of a positive electron

has also to find a satisfactory explanation. The penetrating power of

the a-polonium rays is less than that of the a-radiuin rays, hence

probably their velocity is less. This indicates that the value ejm
is different for these, and hence the determination of the velocities is

important. The curves for calorific effect for the radium transforma-

tions agree with those for the activity measured in a-rays, and the

question naturally arises whether the bombardment by these particles

is suflicient to account for the calorific effect. The number of

a-particles emitted per second per gram of radium has been calculated

as about 3 x 10^^, that necessary to account for the calorific effect

is from 2 x 10^^ (Rutherford) to 5 x 10^^ (Des Coudres), an accord which

is sufficiently close to allow it to be supposed that the heat is solely

due to the a-particles, the energy due to /S- and y-rays being small by

comparison. Radiation of energy due to rearrangement of the com-

ponents after the expulsion of the a-particle might be expected, and
experiments on this point are desirable. The source of the energy

is discussed and the two hypotheses of internal and external sources

are considered, the former being regarded as the more satisfactory.

The cause of the explosive disintegration of the atom has, however,

yet to be explained (compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 223, 799). L. M. J.

Electrical Radiography. V. Gauuitschew.ski (C/ievi. CetUr.,

1905, i, 493 ; from rhysikaJ. Zeit., 6, 33—34).—If a radium preparation

and any fiat object are brought for a few minutes into the iuunediatc

neighbourhood of an electrified ebonite plate, then on dusting the

latter with a finely divided mixture of sulphur and red lead, a sharply^

outlined dust-figure of the object is formed on the ebonite plate.

I
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The object does not need to be in contact with the ebonite plate

nor with the radium preparation ; if the latter is placed on the

opposite side of the plate, the figures make their appearance. The
author assumes the existence of a special force which attracts the

electrical charge of the plate towards the object in its vicinity.

H. M. D.

Action of Radium Bromide on the Electrical Resistance of

Metals. Broxislas Sabat {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 611—616).

—

The metals (iron, platinum, copper, bismuth) or alloys (brass, German
silver) in the form of wires of 0-1 mm. diameter were wound on a

paper cylinder and subjected to the action of 0-2 gram of radium
bromide contained in a thin glass tube, which was placed in the interior

of the cylinder. In all cases, a small increase in the electrical resistance

was observed, and this increase was greater than can be attributed

to the heating effect of the radium. The total effect is not instan-

taneous, but a gradual increase to an almost constant maximum is

observable.

The observed maximum increase in the resistance of the iron wire

examined would correspond with a rise of temperature of 1"6°, whereas
the rise of tempei'ature due to the heating effect of the radium is

computed to be less than O'.S—0"1^. On removing the radium, the

resistance sinks slowly to its original value. The author supposes that

the metals absorb the j3-ra,ys, and that the energy of these rays is

transformed into heat energy. H. M. D.

lonisation due to Radium Emanation. William Duane
' 'o7>ipt. rend., 11)05, 140, 581—583).—The saturation electric current

,at can be passed acro.ss the gas contained in a vessel into which
radium emanation is introduced increases rapidly during the first ten

minutes, then more slowly, attaining a maximum in about three hours.

'le initial current is represented by the equation d = b- k.SjV, where b

-'. the current that would be produced by unit quantity of emanation if

all its radiation were absorbed by the air, and k.SjV in the correction

'\y\e to the radiation absorbed by the walls of the vessel of surfaco S
iid volume V. M. A. W.

Action of Radium Rays on Mixtures of Hydrogen and
Chlorine. William P. Jorissex and Wiluelm E. Rix(;er {Ber., 1905,

38, 8'J9—904).—A summary of the observed cases of chemical action
under the influence of radium rays is given. Previous experiments
nith mixtures of hydrogen and chlorine have given a negative result.

! iie ga.s mixture was obtained by electrolysis of 25 per cent, hydrochloric
id, and was subjected to the influence of radium bromide in an
['paratus resembling a Bunseii ice calorimeter. The radium salt

' mg.) was placed in the inner thin-walled tube, the gas mixture
•ing containetl in the outer larger vessel, into which was sealed a
"""^iry tube, on which any alteration in volume of the gas mixture

1 to the action of the radium was indicated. Disturbances result-

.;; Horn alteration in the atmospheric pressure were eliminated by a
i-ecial contrivance. The apparatus wa.>5 immersed in a thermostat

16—2
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maintained at 25°and the gas mixture exposed to the radium in the dai'k.

The meniscus of the liquid confining the gas was observed slowly to

alter its position in the capillary tube. The same effect was observed

when the radium tube was coated with a layer of black varnish in

order to cut off the phosphorescent light of the radium. H. M, D.

Molecular Weights of Radium and Thorium Emanations.
Walter Makower {Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 9, 56—77).—The molecular

weights of the emanations were determined from comparison of the

I'ate of diffusion with that of gases of known molecular weight,

namely, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and sulphur dioxide. Some interest-

ing results were obtained in the preliminary experiments. The
diffusion constant with the same plug was found to vary with

pressure, a result the author considers to be due lo the pores of the plug

being comparable in size with the mean free path of gas molecules.

The values for hydrogen and cai'bon dioxide were not in the inverse

ratios of the squares of the densities, the I'esult being explicable by

differences due to gravitational causes. As the values for X JM were

not constant, a curve for X JM against X was drawn for the known
gases, from which from the value of X for the radium emanation, the value

of M is obtained. The results lead to the values 85*5, 97, and 99,

so that, if monatomic, it probably occupies the vacancy in the periodic

table between Mo = 96 and Ru= 102. The determination of the rate

of dift'usion of the thorium emanation was rendered more difficult

owing to its rapifl rate of decay, but full accounts of the methods
employed for this and the previous determination are given. The
ratio of X (thorium) to X (radium) was found to be 1 : 0"931.

L. M. J.

Emanium. Friedricii Giesel {Ber., 1905, 38. 775—778. Com-
pare Abstr., 1904, ii, 800).—A product much richer in emanium is

obtained when the rare earths are carried down with barium sulphate

;

by this method, considerable amounts of lanthanum are removed.

Fractional precipitation with magnesia may also be used for purifying

the emanium ; this and lanthanum are least readily precipitated.

The active substances which can be separated from emanium by

means of airmonia are termed Emanium X or EX, and are also

removed by precipitated barium sulphate or other precipitates.

The three lines previously described as characteristic of emanium
have been found to be due to didymium—lines X 590 and 530 to neo-

dymium, and lines X 530 and 488 to praseodidymium. J. J. S.

Radioactivity of Certain Fresh-water Springs of the

Taunus. A. Scilmidt (Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 492 ; from rh/sikal.

Zeit., 6, 34—37).—By means of a piston, 600 c.c. of air were forced

through 600 c.c. of the water under examination and introduced into

a closed cylinder of metal containing an Exner's electroscope. The

rate of fall of potential was then measured. Of nice samples which

were examined, three were found to be active. The activity is present

in the waters in the form of emanation, which is removed by the

forced through them.

the uu^i
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In examining a spring-water for radioactivity, the method adopted

is to determine the rate of fall of potential in the air forced through

the water immediately after the sample has been taken, the measure-

ment being repeated with air forced through the water four days later.

If the ratio of the rates of fall of potential is 2 : 1, the authors conclude

that the water is radioactive. The fresh-water springs of Wiesbaden

are more active than the hot springs, the evolution of gas from the

latter removing the emanation. Apart from the emanation, however,

the hot springs appear to contain a radioactive element.

H. M. D.

Radioactivity of Mineral Springs. G. A. Blanc {Phil. Mag.,

1905, [vi], 9, 148— 154).—The author examined the radioactive pro-

perties of the deposits from a number of mineral and thermal waters

of the Alpine regions, a list of the sources being given. It was found

that most produced a certain amount of emanation, the rate of decay of

which was approximately equal to that of the radium emanation. Some
very active deposits, however, produced very little emanation, or else a

very rapidly decaying emanation. Further experiments showed the

latter to be present, the emanation losing half its activity in about

one minute, and producing secondary activity which decays to half its

value in about eleven hours ; this is hence probably a thorium emanation.

L. M. J.

The Wiesbaden Thermal Springs and their Radioactivity.
FfiRDiXAiiD Hexrich {Monatsh., 1905, 28, 149—184. Compare this

vol., ii, 6 ; Fresenius, Abstr., 1887, 647).—The gas obtained from the

Kochbrunnen, Wiesbaden, was found to consist of 84*5 per cent, of

carbon dioxide, including traces of hydrogen sulphide, 0-1 per cent, of

oxygen, and 15 4 per cent, of nitrogen and argon ; the gas from the

Adler spring contained 75" 4 per cent, of carbon dioxide with traces of

hydrogen sulphide, 1 per cent, of oxygen, and 23 '6 per cent of nitrogen

and argon ; the gas from the Schiitzenhof spring contained 632 per cent.

of carbon dioxide with traces of hydrogen sulphide, 0"2 per cent, of

oxygen, and 67'2 per cent, of nitrogen and argon. The composition of

the gas from the same spring is not always the same, and the gases

from different jets in the same spring basin vary in their composition.

The gas from the Kochbrunnen was found to affect a photographic
plate. The electrometrical examination of the gases from these three
springs showed that in each case the radioactivity of the gas was
increased by removal of the carbon dioxide, and to a still greater
extent by removal of the nitrogen ; the residual gases exhibited the
spectrum of argon, but neither of helium nor of radium emanation.
The gases obtained by boiling the water of these three springs and
'>f the Faulbrunnen were also found to be radioactive. The solid

• posited by the water close to the spring consists principally of ferric

xide and its salts, whilst further from the spring the water deposits
ilcium carbonate in the form of aragonite ; these deposits are
rongly radioactive. The residue obtained on evaporation of the
ater consists principally of sodium chloride, and is only .slightly

idioactive. G. Y.
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Influence of Temperature on the Electrical Conductivity of
Lithium. Ahciero Bernixl {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 496; from
Fhyslkal. Zeit., Q, 74—78).^—The molten lithium was pressed into a

glass tube, the walls of which were coated with a thin layer of oil ; by
this means, the formation of cavities in the solidified metal could be
avoided. In the measurement of the electrical conductivity, a correc-

tion was applied for this layer of oil. The electrical resistance of

lithium alters considerably more than that of sodium and potassium
when change in the state of aggregation takes place. From the

electrical resistance curves, the melting point of lithium is 177*84°

(Bunsen, 180°). The specific resistance of solid lithium at 0° is

0-089285, of molten lithium at 230°, 0-452484. The temperature-

coefficient for solid lithium between 0° and its melting point is

0-004568, for molten lithium between the melting point and 230°,

0002729. In opposition to previous statements, lithium melts quite

sharply as indicated by the electrical measurements. The ratio of

the specific i-esistances at the melting point is equal to 2-51.

H. M. D.

Halogen Hydrides as Conducting Solvents. III. Transport
Numbers. Bertram D. Steele {Proc. Roij. Soc, 1905, 74, 320.

Compare Mcintosh and Steele, Abstr., 1904, ii, 533 ; Archibald and
Mcintosh, ibicL, 534).—As a preliminary step, Faraday's law was
shown to be valid for solutions in liquefied hydrogen bromide within

the limits of the experimental error of the method employed. Trans-

port numbers were then determined at - 81° for ether, acetone, methyl
hexyl ketone, and triethylamine hydrobromide in hydrogen bromide
solution. These substances, the first two of which have been shown
to form compounds with hydrogen bromide, are found to travel towards

the cathode, and the cation transport number increases with increasing

concentration. J. C. P.

Halogen Hydrides as Conducting Solvents. IV. Bertram D.

Steele, Douglas McIntosh, and Ebexezer H. Archibald (Proc.

Poj/. Soc, 1905, 74, 321—322. Compare preceding abstract).

—

T<

explain the abnormal variation of the molecular conductivity with

dilution for solutions in which the halogen hydiudes act as solvents

(see Abstr., 1904, ii, 534), it may be assumed that the dissolved sub-

stance combines with the solvent, and that the resulting compound
undergoes ionic dissociation. This view is supported by experiment.'^

on solutions of hydrogen cyanide and triethylamine hydrochloride in

hydrogen chloride, and of acetone in hydrogen bromide. In the latter

case, 3 molecules of solute, in the former cases, 2 molecules of solute,

combine with the solvent to form the dissociating substance. The
association of solute and solvent in such cases is indicated also by the

high values obtained for the molecular weight. J. C. P.

Electromotive Behaviour of Bromine and the Anodic
Potential in the Electrolysisof Neutral Solutions of Potassium
Bromide. F. Boericke {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 57—88).— Tin

solubility of liquid bromine in water is 0-2595 gram-molecule pci

litre at 0" and 0*2125 gram-molecule per litre at 25°. Bromine
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hydrate is less soluble, the saturated solution containing 01 52 gram-

molecule of bromine at 0^.

The following table gives the solubility of bromine and bromine

hydrate in solutions of potassium bromide ; the concentrations are

expressed in gram-molecules .of potassium bromide or bromine per

litre :

Concentration of Bi'o.

Concentration
KBr.

•033

•17

•82

•725

•00

•501

•330

•199

•100

•033

HBr.

100
0-10

Bromine,
0".

•606

•200

•650

515
•520

8666
•6510

•4945

•3770

•2935

1690
0^3770

Bromine
hydrate,

0^

3^200

2645
2^475
1-360

700

03575
0-250

1^565

0^262

Concentration Concenti-ation of

of KBr.
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platinum anode was used in ail cases, dilute sulphuric acid was the
electrolyte, and the cathode consisted of mercury, cadmium, lead,

silver, copper, nickel, bismuth, tin, gold, or platinum. The polarisa-

tion was determined while electrolysis was proceeding, as evidenced by
the distinct liberation of hydrogen. The cathode potential, €, and the
cathode current density, /, are related by the equation c = a + blogi,

where a and b are constants for a given temperature (compare Jahn
and Schbnrock, Abstr., 1895, ii, 178 ; Jahn, Abstr., 1898, ii, 496

;

Haber, Abstr., 1900, ii, 257 ; Russ, Abstr., 1903, ii, 631 ; Haber and
Russ, Abstr., 1904, ii, 309). The potentials for all the metals decrease

as the temperature rises, but in the case of mercury it was found that

b increases with rising temperature. The foregoing formula is

especially accurate for a mex'cury cathode over a wide range of current

density, but its applicability is masked in the case of the other metals
(except perhaps lead) by secondary causes. In studying these second-

ary causes, it is therefore necessary to compare values of the cathode

polarisation which have been obtained with a given current density.

The primary influence of the cathode surface, so far as its mechanical
properties are concerned, appears to be comparatively slight ; for

example, polished and prepared lead electrodes have approximately the

same polarisation values. But the cathode process itself effects

mechanical and chemical changes at the surface of the cathode, and
these changes influence the potential values so that the latter are more
or less dependent on the previous history of the cathode. Some metals

(lead, cadmium, silver, and copper) exhibit two distinct polarisation

states when the anode liquid has access to the cathode, a state of
" elevation " and a state of " depression." The change from the one
to the other takes place during electrolysis, and often occurs suddenly.

Cathode process and anode liquid are opposed to each other, and what
leads to the state of depression is some change in the cathode surface

induced by an unknown product of the anode process.

The potential at all the cathodes (those of platinised platinum and
mercury excepted) changes slowly during electrolysis. When the

cathode is protected from the anode liquid, lead, cadmium, tin, and bis-

muth all reach a polarisation maximvim within a short time, up to

half an hour in the last two cases. With copper, nickel, gold, and
bright platinum, the cathode potential for a given current density goes on
increasing for hours, and with platinum no maximum value can be

reached at all. The author considers that the experimental data are

rather opposed to the view of varying polarisation as due to the vary-

ing thickness of a gaseous layer on the electrode. He himself regard.s

the cathode surface as having in different cases a different catalytic

effect on the process of formation of hydrogen gas. J. C. P.

Relation between Cathode Potential and Electrolytic Re-
ducing Action. Julius Tafel and Kurt Naumann (Zeii. 2^ltyaikal.

Chem., 1905, 50, 713—752. Compare preceding abstract).—The
electrolytic reduction of caffeine and succinimide in sulphuric acid can

be effected only with cathodes of cadmium, lead, and mercury. In the

case of lead, however, the reduction cannot be effected if the cathode

potential is by any method reduced below about 1'65 volts. Caffeine
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is reduced more rapidly at a mercury cathode than at a lead cathode,

but the behaviour of succinimide is exactly the reverse, although the

cathode potentials of the two metals in pure acid are the same. In

the electrolysis of sulphuric acid with mercury cathode, the addition of

caffeine leads to depolarisation. With a lead cathode, small quantities

of caffeine effect a rise of the cathode potential, larger quantities lower

the potential. Succinimide raises the potential at both mercury and
lead cathodes. Addition of caffeine at a tin cathode leads to depolari-

sation, although no reduction of the caffeine can be detected. When
caffeine is reduced at a mercury cathode, then for a given current

strength the relation c = a-|-51og(lOO - X) holds, where € is the cathode

potential during the reduction andX is the reduction efficiency (" Nutz-
effekt "). When caffeine is reduced at a lead cathode, the potential of

which in pure acid is varied by the precipitation of foreign metals,

then for a given current strength and caffeine concentration the rela-

tion i = a.^ + bylogy holds. These results are in harmony with the

observations of Haber and his pupils on the reduction of nitrobenzene

without evolution of hydrogen. They can be interpreted by supposing

that the formation of hydrogen gas and the reduction at the cathode

are completely co-ordinated non-reversible processes, and that the

cathode potential is due to the forced accumulation of hydrogen in

some form or other in the surface layer of the cathode. J. C. P.

Theory of Blectrocapillary Phenomena. III. Jeax Billitzeb
Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905, 51, 167— 192).—Recent work has shown
ihat the capillary constant of mercury not only depends on the density

of the electrical double layer, but is a function also of the potential

lifference. In the present paper, the author deduces and discusses a
: orm of this function. J. C. P.

The Aluminium Rectifier. S. Barclay Charters {J. Physical
<'hem., 1905, 9, 110—148).—The behaviour of an aluminium rectifier

is best explained by the assumption that the electrode becomes coated
with a film of aluminium hydroxide which is impermeable to certain

ions, for example, SO^" and Al"* , but permeable to others, such as

H', Cr, Br' (Abstr., 1903, ii, 260). When a low voltage is applied and
>^lowly increased with clean aluminium electrodes, a considerable
' urrent is first produced, which gradually sinks as the film increases,

intil a steady low value is reached—the leakage current, which in-

' leases slowly with the voltage until a certain critical value of the
voltage is obtained above which the current increases rapidly, the film

being ultimately ruptured at what is termed the " break-down point."

Kxperiments were first made to determine the critical values with
various electroljiies, and the method employed is described, table.s and
curves of the results being given. Sulphuric acid and solutions of
di.sodium phosphate and citric acid were employed ; the critical value
of sulphuric acid was lowest, about 55 volts, that of dilute citric acid
was highest, but in this case, owing to steady rise of the leakage current,
he solution cannot be worked above about 325 volts. The other two
solutions yielded a critical value of about 300 volts, the same value
l)eing obtained with phosphoric acid at a concentration of maximum
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conductivity, and this solution was employed in the 4-cell i-ectifier

descx^ibed. The rectifier was arranged to secure all the current, and
lead gi-aphite was employed as the second electrode. Numerous ex-

periments on the efficiency of the rectifier were made, and curves are

given. A current efficiency of about 75—80 per cent, was readily

obtained ; the voltage efficiency, however, is only about 30 to 35 per
cent., and the energy efficiency about 20 to 30 per cent. The loss of

voltage is best explained by assumption of a counter E.M.F.
L. M. J.

Behaviour of Anodes of Iridium, Platinum, and Rhodium in
the Electrolysis of Dilute Sulphuric Acid. J. B. Westhaver
[Zeit. jyliysikal. Chem., 1905, 61, 65—94).—Anodes of iridium, platinum,
and rhodium in iY/lO sulphuric acid behave differently. When the
current density is high, iridium is the least polarisable, followed by
rhodium ; at low values of the current density, platinum is less easily

polarised than iridium. A considerable interval elapses before the

stationary condition of affairs is reached ; at low current densities, the

most rapid electrodes in this respect are those obtained by covering a
glass surface with a liquid containing iridium salt, and then evap-

orating and igniting. With such burnt electrodes, coated with iridium

black, the E.M.F. of the hydrogen-oxygen cell with AY 10 sulphuric

acid is found to be 1"06 volts at the ordinary temperature, this final

value being reached both from above and from below. With platinised

electrodes a temporary rise of the E.M.F. to 1*1 volts is observed.

Oxygen electrodes completely immersed in the liquid exhibit an E.M.F.
of only 0'9 volt, even after prolonged passage of oxygen. The curves

showing the relation between potential and current density exhibit

marked hysteresis in the case of platinum and platinum black. The
mere occurrence of discontinuities or points of marked curvature on
the potential current curves is not sufficient to warrant conclusions as

to the electrode j^rocesses, for the electrode potentials corresponding

with these jsoints depend on the scale of the curves and the accuracy

of the method used to determine the current. The author shows that

when the logarithm of the cvirrent is plotted against the electrode

potential, curves are obtained for the various kinds of platinum and
iridium electrodes, which all exhibit a break at 1'45 volts. Electrodes

of iridium black, on account of their small polarisation, are suitable

for determinations of conductivity with alternating current and a

telephone. J. C. P.

Dissociation of Ternary Electrolytes. Gottfried Kummel
{Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 94—99).—The author has extended the

work previously described (Abstr., 1904, ii. 111). Solutions of magne-

sium chloride are examined at six temperatures between 15° and 30^.

The concentrations of the MgCl' ions calculated by means of the trans-

ference numbers are often smaller than the minimum values calculated

by the method of isohydric solutions. This discrepancy is attributed

to the inaccuracy of two assumptions on which the calculations are

based ; these assumptions are : (a) the concentration of the Gl' ions in a

solution of potassium chloride can be calculated from its conductivity

J
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(b) the transference numbers are independent of the concentration.

On the whole, however, it appears that the concentration of the MgCl'

ions increases rapidly as the temperature rises. Similar expei-iments

are described with calcium chloride and nitrate, barium chloride,

potassium oxalate, and lithium sulphate. The results obtained with

the calcium and barium salts are very similar to those obtained with

magnesium chloride
;
potassium oxalate also gives similar resvdts. The

ti-5\nsference number for K in potassium oxalate is found to be 0*76

in 2X- and Ow-i in X-soluti6ns at 25^. The transference number for

Li in LiSO^ at 25° is found to be OSo in 2^-, 0-37 in N-, and 039 in

0-5X-solutions. The values of the concentrations of the ion LiSO/
found by the two methods agree much better in this case than in

any other ; at 25^' they are :

Litres per gram equivalent Li<>S04 ... 0'5 0-571 0'667 1 2 10

Concent! ation of Li" ions.....". 0-9:30 0-847 0752 0546 0-303 00692
/Maximum 0930 0-789 0654 0404 0-157 00089

Concentration of I
Minimum 0-530 0-454 0376 0-233 0-090 00051

LiSO.' ions. I From transference

I munber 717 0597 0-499 0301 0106 00028

T. E.

Electrolysis with Alternating Current. Axdre Brochet and
Joseph Petit {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 102).—Reply to Le Blanc

(this vol., 137) and Ruer {ibid.). T. E.

Electrolysis of Organic Acids by means of an Alternating
Current. Andre Brochet and Joseph Petit {Compt. rend., 1905,

140, 442—444. Compare this vol., ii, 7, 27, 28).—Solutions of formic

acid, formates, or oxalic acid are electrolytically decomposed by means
of an alternating current, yielding the same products as are obtained

when a continuous current is employed, but the yields, which vary with
the current density, are much higher ; in the case of formic acid with a
current density of one ampere per sq. centimetre, the yield is 46 per
cent, of the theoretical, with 0*5 ampere it is 10—12 per cent., and
with 0-25 ampere it is 5 per cent. ; the corresponding values for

potassium formate are 80—90 per cent., 30—40 per cent., and 10—15
per cent., whilst the yield of ga«eous products from oxalic acid is 80
per cent, for a current density of 1 ampere per .sq. centimetre. The
alternating current has no definite action on acetic acid solutions.

M. A. W.

Registration of Atmospheric lonisation by means of Palling
Water. Charles Nordm.\n-\ {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 430—433).

—

A description and diagram of an arrangement for obtaining a continuous
record of the ionisition of the atmosphere (compare Compt. reml., 1904,
138, 1418. 1596); the air circulates l>etween the plates of a cylin-

drical condenser and the charge introduced by the ions is carried off

by drops of water falling i-egularly from a Marriotte bottle ; the
deviations of the electrometer connected with the condenser are pro-
portional to the number of ions per unit volume of the gas, and a
photographic record of the deviations is obtained on a mechanically
rotating cylinder. M. A. W.
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Magnetic Hysteresis at High Frequencies. Ch. Eug. Guye
and A. Schidlof {Arch. Sci. j^hys. Nat., 1905, [iv], 10, 60—79).—The
authors have compared by a Solometric method the energy lost per

second by hysteresis in coils of iron, nickel, and nickel steel in fields

of varying intensity and at fi-equencies varying from 125 to 1200. It

is found that the energy lost per second is proportional to the frequency,

and hence that the energy lost in each cycle of magnetism is indepen-

dent of the time of the cycle within the limits of 100 to 1200 cycles

per second. L. M. J.

Magnetisation and Resistance of Nickel Wire at High Tem-
peratures. C. G. Knott {Trans. Roy. Soc. Ed'm., 1904, 41, 39—52).—
The experiments deal with the effect of longitudinal magnetisation on
the electrical resistance of nickel wire up to 400°, the temperature
about which nickel loses its pronounced magnetic properties. The
results are summarised in two sets of graphs, namely, (1) isothermals,

showing the relation between magnetising force and resistance change
at various temperatures, and (2) isodynamics, showing the relation

between resistance change and temperature in the various fields. In
the higher fields, the resistance change diminishes as the temperature

rises and is practically non-existent above 350°. Hence it appears

that the change in question is a function not of the magnetising force

but of the magnetisation or induction in the nickel. The isodynamic

curves further indicate a peculiarity at or near 180°. This is probably

connected with the abnormal thermoelectric behaviour of nickel at

180— 200°, and with the abnormal temperature-coefficient of the re-

sistance of nickel at the same temperature. J. C. P.

Coefficient of Magnetisation of Bismuth : Some Points of
Reference in the Diamagnetic Scale. Georges Meslin {Compt.

rend., 1905, 140, 499—502).—The author has redetermined the value

of the coefficient of magnetisation of crystalline bismuth and finds

-1-42x10-^'; Faraday found - 1-64 x 10"^; Becquerel, -r75xl0-6;
Curie, - 1*35 x 10~*>; and Ettingshausen, - 1-44 x lO"*^. For potassium

sulphate or nitrate, the value of the coefficient is - 042 x lO"^ or

0'32 X 10~^ respectively, and these agree closely with the values found

by Curie, namely, - 0'43 x 10~^ for potassium sulphate and -0"33 x 10"*^

for potassium nitrate. M. A. W.

Specific Heat ofGases at High Temperatures. Ludwig Holborn
and L. Austin {Sitzungsher. K. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1905, 175— 178).—
The mean specific heats at constant pressure of nitrogen, air, oxygen
containing 9 "5 per cent, of nitrogen, and carbon dioxide have been deter-

mined by Regnault's method over the temperature ranges 20—440°,

20—630°, 20—800°. From the specific heat of the impure oxygen
just referred to, the specific heat of pure oxygen has been calculated.

The values found for the mean specific heats are given in the follow-

ing table

:

Temp, range. Nitrogen. Oxygen. Air. Carbon dioxide.

20—440° 0-2419 02240 02366 0'2306

20—630 0-2464 02300 0'242<J 02423
20—800 0-2497 — 02430 0-2486
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It is not possible from these results to say -with certainty that the

specific heat of the simple gases increases with rising temperature.

When the specific heat of carbon dioxide at a definite temperature is

calculated from the mean speci6c heats, the following numbers are

obtained

:

Temperature.
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were determined. Many of the melting points determined by the
authors are widely at variance with values previously obtained by
Braun, Cai-nelley, Le Chatelier, and others. A. McK.

Vapour Tension of Solid Solutions. II. Alexander W.
Speeansky (Zelt. -phi/sikal. Chem., 1905, 51, 45—58. Compare Abstr.,
1904, ii, 237).—With the apparatus previously desci-ibed, the author has
determined the vapour tensions at various temperatures of p-dibromo-
benzene (solid), j!>-chlorobromobenzene (m. p. 64-7° ; solid and liquid),

^>dichlorobenzene (solid and liquid), and of isomorphous mix-
tures of ^>dibromobenzene with j9-chlorobromobenzene, and of jo-di-

bromobenzene with ;;-dichlorobenzene. From the vapour pres-

sure curves for solid and liquid ^;-dichlorobenzene and j^-chloro-

bromobenzene, it is possible to calculate the freezing point (that is,

the intersection of the curves) in good agreement with experiment.
From the vapour tensions of the isomorphous mixtures, it appears that
in a solid solution of /(-dibromobenzene in ^j-chlorobromobenzene the
molecules of the former substance are simple, while in a solid solution

of ^>dibromobenzene in p-dichlorobenzene the molecules of the former
substance at high concentx'ations are doub'e. The result is the same
as has been deduced from the study of the liquid solutions. Since
the solution laws are thus applicable in the case of these isomorphous
mixtures, it may be concluded that the surface of the solid does not
play an important part. J. C. P.

Determination of Molecular "Weight in Solid Solutions.
IV. Vaporisation of Isomorphous Mixtures of p-Dichloro-
benzene and ^-Dibromobenzene. Fkiedrich W. Kuster [with

Geokg Dahmer] {Zeit. physikcd. Chem., 1905,51, 222—242. Compare
this vol., ii, 80 ; also Speransky, preceding abstract).—An elaborate

apparatus has been devised for determining the vapour pressures of

^>dichlorobenzene, ^;-dibromobenzene, and isomorphous mixtures of the

two substances. The vaporisation took place in a large bell jar im-

mersed in a thermostat, and provision was made for the stirring of the

vaporising substance and for the circulation of the air and vapour in

the bell jar. When the air in the bell jar had become saturated with

the vaporising substance, it was aspirated over a column of hot lime.

The amount of halogen in the lime was subsequently determined by

Volhard's method. The vapour pressure of the bromine compound
has been determined at various temperatures between 19*3° and 69'1°,

the vapour pressures of the chlorine compound and of the isomorphous

mixtures at 49*1°, at which temperature the vapour pressures of

^>-dichlorobenzene and ^>dibromobenzene are 5*23 and 0'31 mm. mer-

cury respectively. The curve exhibiting the variation of vapour

pressure of the isomorphous mixtures with their composition does not

deviate much from a straight line, although the mixtures with —60

per cent, chlorobenzene have a slightly greater vapour pressure, those

with GO— 100 per cent, chlorobenzene a slightly lower vapour pressure

than that given by the straight line. The pariial i)ressure curve for

the chlorobenzene is regular, but that for the bromol)enzcue is peculiar,

in that the vapour })ressure of the bromobeiizene in mixtures contain-

ing 57—100 per cent, of that compound is greater than that of the
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pure bromobenzene. Mixtures of any composition between those

limits should therefore separate gradually into pure dibromobanzene

and the mixture with 57 per cent. This is a case of supersaturated

solid solutions (compare Abstr., 1895, ii, 439), and these results are

not in harmony with the earlier work (Kiister and Wiirfel, this vol.,

ii, 80). Accordingly, fresh experiments have been made on the solu-

bility of the isomorphous mixtures in aqueous alcohol at 49 1°, and it

is found that the solubility of ^>dibromobenzene from a 59 per cent,

mixture is as great as that of the pure bromine compound itself,

whilst the solubility of ^j-dibromobenzene from mixtures containing

80—90 per cent, of that compound is greater than that of the pure

dibromobenzene. The consequent separation of a 9 2 "5 per cent, mix-

ture into pure 7>dibromobenzene and the mixture with 57 per cent, of

the bromine compound has been directly observed, at least in its initial

stages. J. C. P.

Boiling Points of Homologous Compounds. Sybxey Young
{Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 9, 1— 19).—Since the time of Kopp, various

expressions have been proposed for the boiling points of homologous

series, notably (1) the formula T=aM^ due to Walker, in which T is

the absolute boiling point, M the molecular weight, and a and h are

constants
; (2) that due to Ramage, 2'=o[J/(l—2~")p, where u is the

number of carbon atoms in the molecule. The author considers that

the rise of boiling point for an increment of CH., may be usefully

regarded as being mainly a function of the absolute temperature, and

adopts provisionally the formula A = 144-86/ 7''^<'i-*'^^^^, which was
derived for the homologous paraffins. It is shown that for these com-

pounds the agreement between calculated and observed values is

better than that obtained by Eamage's formula. The formula M'as

applied also to halogen compounds, ethers, amines, aldehydes, esters,

alcohols, acids, cyanides, ketones, and nitro-compounds, care being

taken only to accept the values for the boiling points for which accuracy

ould be expected. From the data as a whole, he considers the formula
jives errors rarely exceeding 15% and generally less than 1° if the

impounds contain one or more C—CH.,—C groups and are not asso-

iated. The accord is better for iso-compounds than for normal, and
olds fairly well in associated compounds if their molecular weight is

sufficiently high. The values are too high for associated compounds
and for the lowest members of the series (Trans., 1903, 83, 68).

L. M. J.

Theory of the Heat of Combustion and the Heat of Forma-
tion of Hydrocarbons in the Gaseous State. Julius Thomson
(./. pr. Chem., 19U5, [ii], 71, 164—181).—A reply to LagerlOf (Abstr.,

1904, ii, 382, 605 ; this vol., ii, 76). G. Y.

Certain Heats of Dilution. Joseph E. Tkenou {J. Pht/sical

'/ipiii., 1905, 9, 90— 109),—A mathematical paper in which the author
iivetrtigates by the method of the thermodynamic jKjtontial the heats
"i irrevei-sible dilution of a two component one phase svstem.

L. M. J.
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Pycnometer for Small Quantities (01—05 gram) of Solid
Substances. Jules Jacobsen (CAem. Centr., 1905, i, 489; from Bull.

Soc. chim. Belg., 1904, 18, 198—200).—The pycnometer has the form
of a small bottle of 2—3 c.c. capacity, and is provided with two necks.
One of these, 12 cm. long and 1 —1*5 mm. in diameter, is divided into

100 parts of a total volume of 01 c.c. The second neck, about 5 mm. in

diameter, is provided at its extremity with a copper tube, through which
a well-fitting screw-stopper works ; by means of this, the level of the
liquid in the wider neck is always brought to a definite point.

The apparatus is filled with a suitable liquid and the level read off

in the capillary neck ; a weighed quantity of the svibstance is then
introduced through the wider tube, and after adjustment of the end of

the liquid column to the mark by means of the screw stopper, the

level in the capillai-y is again read off. The difference in the two
readings represents the volume of the solid substance introduced (com-

pare MacKenna, Abstr., 1899, ii, 467). H. M. D.

Density Determinations with a Pipette. Adjustment of
Titrimetric Solutions by Volume Weight. Friedrich W. Kuster
and Siegmau Munch {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 43, 373—383).—The
estimation of the weight of a given volume of an aqueous solution by
means of a float of 10 c.c. is accurate to the extent of at least ±0*0001
without any special precautions being taken and where only one

determination is made. The same extent of accuracy may be attained

by comparison of the weights of water and of solution respectively

which an ordinary 100 c.c. pipette delivers at a given temperature.

The accuracy of the measurement of volume by a 100 c.c. pipette may
be ± 0*00005, if the neck of the pipette be chosen sufliciently narrow.

Density determinations with a pipette are sufficient for the prepara-

tion of normal solutions. Figures are quoted where the accuracy of

the method is indicated in the case of the preparation of standard

solutions of hydrochloric acid. A. McK.

Compressibility of Gases between One Atmosphere and
Half an Atmosphere of Pressure. Lord Eayleigh {Proc. Roy.

Soc, 1905, 74, 446. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 313).—The quotient of

the value of />« at half an atmosphere by the value at one atmosphere

is given for various gases at specified temperatures. The numbers
differ slightly from those given in the preliminary communication.

Carbon
Oxygon. Hydrogen. Nitrogen, monoxide.

Tcuii.. .. 11-2'' 10-7'' U-Q" 13-8°

1-00038 0-99974 100015 1-00026

The compi-essibilities at QP are calculated, and from those the ratios

of the densities as they would be observed at 0° and under very low

pressures are deduced.

From the densities of oxygen and nitrogen, the atomic weight of

nitrogen = 14-008(0 = 16). From the densities of oxygen and nitrous

oxide, N = 13-998. H. M. D.
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Surface Tensions of some Organic Liquids. Jules Bolle
and Philippe A. Guye {J. Chim. phys., 1905, 38—49).—The values

for the surface tension contained in the paper were obtained in

the course of experiments on the -weights of drops and the surface

tension (Abstr., 1901, ii, 374). The temperatures range from the

ordinary tempei-ature to about 150^, and the compounds for which

the values are given are phenol, o-cresol, m-cresol, quinoline, butylthio-

carbimide, and phenylthiocarbimide. The results indicate association

in quinoline at the lower temperatures, whilst abnormal changes of

complexity with temperature were observed in the case of 7«-cresol.

During the course of the work, a number of densities at various tem-

peratures were determined, the compounds being cymene, amyl acetate,

ethvl oxalate, o-cresol, 7?i-cresol, benzophenone, anethole, methylpropyi-

ketoxime, quinoline, butylthiocarbimide, and phenylthiocarbimide.

L. M. J.

DiffusionofHydrogenthroughPalladium. Owen W.Richardson
{Proc. Camb. Phil. >iOC., 1905, 13, 27—32).—The experimental data

obtained by Schmidt (Abstr., 1904, ii, 312) for the rate of diffusion of

hydrogen through palladium, are applied to the author's formula

for the rate of diffusion with the view of testing whether the diffusion

takes place through the metal by means of hydrogen atoms or

whether the assumption of molecular dissociation into atoms of hydro-

gen is unnecessary. The calculated results are not decisive, and the

author shows that the differences of pressure employed in the

diffusion experiments are not large enough to settle the question.

On the assumption of dissociation and by making use of the tempera-
ture variation of the rate of diffusion, the heat absorbed in the dis-

sociation of one gram-molecule of hydrogen within the metal is calcu-

lated to be 10"88 X 10*^ cal. More accurate experiments are required

before the question of the condition of the diffusing hydrogen can be
definitely settled. H. M. D.

Role of Diffusion during Catalysis by Colloidal Metals and
Similar Substances. Henry J. S. Sand {Proc. Roy. Hoc, 1905, 74,
356—369).—A critical discussion of Nernst's theory of reaction

velocity in heterogeneous systems (see Nernst, Abstr., 1904, ii, 315
;

also Bodenstein, ibid., 245; Bmnner, ibid., Z\5) in the light of the
experimental data supplied by Bredig and others (see Bredig and von
Berneck, Abstr., 1900, ii, 213; Bredig and Ikeda, Abstr., 1901, ii,

441 ; Bredig and Reinders, ibid., 442 ; Senter, this vol., i, 107). The
author contends that the variation of the reaction velocity (1) with
the concentration of the catalyser, (2) with the temperature, cannot be
reconciled with Nernst's conception of a heterogeneous reaction unless
the part played by convection is taken into account. On the basis of
Nernst's hyjKjthesis, a formula is deduced for the reaction velocity
corresponding with a minimum amount of convection, and it is shown
that the velocity constant thus calculated is greater than the experi-
mental values found by Bredig, whereas the reverse ought to be the case
In other words, Bredig's reaction proceeds far too slowly to be recon-
ciled with Nernst's hypothesis. If, however, the assumption that

Voi^ LXXXViii. ii. 17
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equilibrium is permanently maintained on the boundary between the
particles and the solution is abandoned, and it is assumed instead that
the reaction velocity at the surface of the particles is proportional to

the concentration of the solution in immediate contact with them, it is

possible to deduce a formula which coiTesponds with the experimentally
determined course of the reaction. J. C. P.

Some Phenomena which can occur in the case of Partial
Miscibility of Two Liquids, one of them being Anomalous,
Especially Water. Johannes J. van Laar {Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch.

Amsterdam, 1905, 7, 517—531).—A theoretical paper. J. 0. P.

Contribution to the Theory of Solution. Geoffrey Martin
(/. Physical Chem., 1905, 9, 149—155).—As the molecules of a liquid

are in motion, the sphere of molecular aotivity may be taken as the

distance beyond which one molecule does not cause appreciable

curvative of the path of a second molecule. Owing to increase of

velocity, this decreases with temperature, inasmuch as the force one

molecule must exert on the other is increased. If a molecule of a

second substance is present in solution, then, if the attraction of the

liquid molecjles on each other is greater than on this, the liquid will

be drawn away from around it and it will possess greater freedom of

movement. If, on the contrary, this attraction is less, the molecule

will unite with liquid molecules until a new molecule is formed for

which the previous case obtains. Owing to the same drawing away
of the water molecules from around the solute molecules, if the

distance between the latter is sufficiently small, they will draw
together and separate from the solution, that is, solubility is limited,

but increases with temperature. Miscibility of two liquids is due to

equality of the attractive force.", and the dissociation of many sub-

stances in solution is explained by the reduction of the pressure

around the molecule as seen above. L. M. J.

Concentrated Solutions. Johannes J. van Laar {Chem. Centr.,

1905, i, 491 ; from Chem. Weekblad, 2, 1—16).—The author

gives a warning against the danger of carrying the analogy between

gases and dilute solutions too far. He considers that the osmotic;

prc;;r.ure in the case of an isolated solution is purely a mathematical

ficJt^u. For the theoretical treatment of concentrated solutions, the

introduction of osmotic pressure correction terms analogous to van der

Waals' gas correction factors is not practicable ; it is, however,

poijsible to subject such solutions to mathematical treatment by making
use of the conception of thermodynamic potential.

The conclusion drawn by Jones and Getman that the deviations

from van't Hoft's theory of solutions exhibited by concentrated

aqueous solutions are due to the formation of hydrates is severely

criticised, H. M. D.

Phenomena Observed when the Plait Curve meets the

Solubility Curve. Andreas bJins {Zeit. j/hydkal. Chem., 1905,

51, 193—221).—Largely theoretical. The exi^erimental work
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recorded in the paper has been already described (see Abstr., 1904, ii,

15). J. C. P.

Rate of Solution of Zinc. Erich Bruxneb [Zeit. jihysikal.

Chevi., 1905, 51, 95—105. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 315 ; also

Ericson-Aurfin and Paln.aer, Abstr., 1902, ii, 64 ; 1903, ii, 718).—Zinc

containing lead as impurity dissolves too slowly in hydrochloric acid

to admit of the view that the acid is always exhausted at the surface of

the metal. When pure electrolytic zinc dissolves in an iodine solution,

the iodine concentration is practically zero at the surface of the metal,

that is, the velocity of solution is determined by the rate of difPusion

of the iodine ; when the zinc contains lead as impurity, the rate of

solution is lower, and falls off rapidly with the time. The author has

studied also the rate of anodic solution of zinc in a millinormal

solution of zinc salt, and finds that the concentration of the zinc ions

at the anode is related to the polarisation in accordance with Nei'nst's

formula ; when, however, the zinc salt solution is stronger (up to

centinormal), the concentration of the zinc ions is smaller than the

formula requires. It has not been found possible to give a theory

which interprets all the three solution processes referred to above.

J. C. P.

Proof of the Formation of Complexes between Acids with
the Help of the Laws of Isohydric Solutions. Robert
HoFMANN {Zeit. physikal. Cliem., 1905, 51,59—64. Compai-e Abstr.,

1904, ii, 10).—Iodic and sulphuric acids obey the laws of isohydric

-olutions exactly, and therefore do not form complexes in aqueous
<)lution. Evidence, however, has been obtained of the formation of

•omplexes between iodic and chromic acids, and also, altliough less

lefinitely, between (1)" sulphuric and phosphoric acids, and (2) hydro-

bromic and phosphoric acids. J. C. P.

Formation of Salts in Solution, especially in the Case of
Substances Exhibiting Tautomerism (Pseudo-acids, Pseudo-
bases). II. Julius W. BrLhl and Heinuich Schroder {Zeit.

phjsikal. Cheni., 1905, 51, 1— 18. Compare Abstr., 1904, i, 646,

969 ; this vol., ii, 70).—Ethyl acetoacetate has been mixed with the

eijuivalent quantity of sodium ethoxide in alcoholic solution, aud the

-pectrochemical constants of the various constituents have been deter-

mined before aud after mixture. The compari.<on of these, with the
:iid of Biot and Arago's mixture law, shows that immediate and
complete enolisation takes place on mixing. Further, the alteration

of the spectrochemical constants, which is the evidence of enolisation,

cannot be atlrilmied to the formation merely of any additive compound
of the ester and the sodium ethoxide. J. C. P.

Condition of a Chemical Reaction forming a Monovariant
System. Camille Matignon (Vompt. rend., 1905, 140, 512—515).
—A monovariant system of n-\-n'—\ components, one ga.seous, the
rest solid, is capable of ^foiming a reversible reaction if Q>L + 1S,

where Q is the htat develope»i during the direct reaction at the
teiuperature T when the disbociation pressure is 760 mm. and L and IS

17—2
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the molecular heats of fusion and volatilisation respectively of the
gaseous substance. Thus^ the reaction 2BaO sol. +0., gas ^ 26x0.^

sol. + 24'1 Cal. is reversible at 480°, becau-e for oxygen Z + aS'= 27 Cai.,

and the temperature at which the dissociation pressure is 760 ram, is

24100/32 = 753° abs. or 480° C. ; similarly, the reaction N"a2S04 sol. +
HCl gas Z=l NaHSO^ sol. +NaCl .sol. + 16-9 Cal. is reversible at 255°,

because for HCl L -{ S=5'7 Cal., and the temperature at which the

dissociation pressure is atmospheric is 16900/30 = 528° abs. or 255° C.

M. A. W.
Cause of the Period of Chemical Induction in the Union of

Hydrogen and Chlorine. David L. Chap.man and Charles H. Burgess
{Proc. Boy. Soc, 1905, 74, 400. Compare Bevan, Abstr., 1904, ii,

21 ; 1902, ii, 237 ; Mellor, Trans., 1902, 82, 1280 and 1292 ; 1901, 79,
216).—The view that the period of induction is due to the preliminary

formation of an unstable intermediate compound is not in accord with

the experimental observations recorded by the authors. The pheno-

menon is due to the presence in the gas (or in the aqueous solution in

contact with it) of substances capable of reacting with chlorine. The
retardation of chemical action does not depend on the condition of the

hydrogen. Water and aqueous solutions possess the power of render-

ing active chlorine inactive towards hydrogen. On long contact with

chlorine in the presence of light or on boiling with chlorine, these

solutions lose this property. The only way in which the solutions

recover the power of rendering active chlorine inactive is by the intro-

duction of substances which react with chlorine. Of such substances,

ammonia is very effective even in minute quantities, and sulphur

dioxide acts in a similar Avay. An active mixture of hydrogen and

chlorine does not become inactive when kept for several hours in the

dark. Such a mixture, after keeping for several days in the dark,

showed no signs of an induction period. H. M. 1).

Union of Hydrogen and Oxygen at Low Pressures through
the Passage of Electricity. P. J. Kirkby {Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi],

9, 171—185).—The author has previously shown that when a lumin-

ous discharge passes through hydrogen and oxygen in equivalent pro-

portions at low pressures, partial union occurs {Phil. Mag., Feb. 1904).

If Ap mm. is fall of pressure associated with the passage of A^ cou-

lombs at pressure f mm. and potential difference X, then 1/^.A^j/A(2

is a function of Xlp. The experiments are continued, and it is seen

that ^fl^Q is independent of the distance between the plates and that

the function is approximately linear, the curve being a straight line,

A;?//>/>.AQ = l/10-f3A7800;>Z>, where D is the di.stance between the

plates. If W is the number of molecules of water vapour connected

with the passage to the electrode of each pair of ions, it is shown that

Tr=4A;>/AC>, and hence ir= 4(;>Z;/100 -f- 3A7800), and the probable

physical interpretation of this result is given. L. M. J.

Reaction Velocity and Free Energy. Erich Brunnkr {Zeit.

physikal. Chem., 1905,51, 106— 107).—There is no ground for suppos-

ing that, if it were i)ossible to remove entirely the products of a

reaction in a homogeneous system, the initial velocity of such a

reaction would hd infinitely great. J. C. P.
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Decomposition of Ammonium Nitrite. Arthur A. Blanchard
{Zeit. phrjsikal. Chem., 1905, 51, 117—122. Compare Abstr., 1903,

ii, 18).—A reply to Arndt's criticism (Abstr., 1904, ii, 16).

J. C. P.

Velocity of Change in Catalytic Reactions. Carl Kullgrex
{Zeit. jjhijsikal. Chem., 1905, 51, 108—116).—A reply to Euler's

criticism (Abstr., 1904, ii, 318) of the author's work (Abstr., 1903, ii,

535). J. C. p.

The System Pyridine and Methyl Iodide. A. H. W. Atex
{Proc. K.AkaJ. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1904, 7, 468—470).—Pyridine
methiodide is rapidly formed at temperatures higher than 60^ from

mixtures of pyridine and methyl iodide. The formation of pyridine

methiodide at low temperatures has been examined ; the results are

represented by curves. The solid compound exists in a metastable

form. It' is shown that the two liquids, pyridine and methyl iodide,

which are miscible in all propoi-tions, may yield two sets of co-existing

liquids owing to the formation of a chemical compound. The sharp

intersection of the melting point lines at 117° and the elevation of the

boiling point after the combination, pyridine boiling at 116^^, methyl

iodide at 42^, and the mixture at 270°, show that even in the liquid

state the compound is certainly for the greater part undissociated.

A. McK.

Action of Enzymes, Toxins, Antitoxins, and Agglutinins.
Victor Hexri {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905, 51, 19—32).—An un-

favourable criticism of the work of Barendrecht (Abstr., 19(>4, ii, 551,

719), Herzog (Abstr, 1904, ii, 164, 506), and Visser. The author
outlines the basis on which he considers any theory of enzyme action

must be founded. Solutions of enzymes, toxins, tfec, are regarded as

two phase systems, the colloidal phase consisting of ultramici oscopic

particles and holding a lai-ge quantity of water. When a dissolved

substance is distributed between the water phase and the colloid phase,

it is necessary to distinguish between the part which is irreversibly

absorbed by the colloid and the part which is reversibly distributed

l)etween the two phases. In someca.ses, as, for example, with invertase,

emulsin, and maltase, the amount of dissolveil substance irreversibly

ab.'oi bed by the colloid appears to be negligibly small. As the con-
centration of the dissolved substance (for example, sucro.«e) in the
water phase increases, the concentration in the colloidal phase increases
also, but more slowly, and from a certain point onwards is practically

constant. This inOuecce of concentration on the adsorption is very
Mmilar to the influence of concentiation on the rate of inveision of
sucrose by invertase, so that the law of partition of a dissolved
substance between a colloid and water and the rate at whi< h the
partition takes place have an important bearing on tie velocity of any
reaction induct d by the colloid. J. C. P.

Isodimorphiem. Frkhkric Wai.leb.\xt (Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
447—449).—Two substance?, which are not isomorphous in their
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stable, crystalline forms, are capable of forming mixed crystals in

which the stable form of one compound preponderates, the other being

present in an unstable, isomorphous form ; thus, if Ah represent the

biaxial modification of one component and Cu the uniaxial modifica-

tion of the other, then a certain number of cases of isodimorphism are

known in which mixed crystals of the type Ab,Cb or Cu,Aua,re formed
;

up to the present, however, the series has not been extended to include

mixed crystals of the type Ab,Cu or Au,Cb. In the present paper,

the author describes three types of mixed crystals formed by potassium

and rubidium nitrates ; the first two, namely, Ab,Ch and Ab,Cu are

obtained by crystallising from water the salts mixed in vai'ying pro-

portions, whilst the third type, Au,Cu, is obtained by fusing a mixture
of the salts in which rubidium nitrate preponderates. M. A. W.

Calculation of Atomic Weights. Julius Meyer (Zeit. anorg.

Chem., 1905, 43, 242—250).—The various errors introduced during

the calculation of atomic weights are considered. A: McK.

Molecular Weight Determinations by means of Platinum
Thermometers. Howard T. Barnes, Ebenezer H. Archibald, and
Douglas McIntosh {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 47—49).—

A

description is jiiven of apparatus involving the use of platinum
theriiiometers which h-is been devised for ehullioscopic determinations,

a diffeieutial method of temperature mi asuremeut being employed.

The appi-ratus is said to be superior to that in which mercury
thermometers are used, since there is no newssity either for adjustment
for liquids havii g different boiling points or for any tapping device.

No error cau be introduced by changes iu the atmospheric pressure and
the thermometer can be made of any degree ot" sensitiveness. A
diagram of the apparatus is given.

The re-ults of some determinations of the molecular weights of

potassium chloride, nitrate and sulphite in aqueous solutions are

appended. E, G.

Eflaciency of Centrifugal Purification. Theodore "W. Eichards
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, lU4—111).—Quantitative experiments

are des- ribed which show that the purifitation of crystals can be

effected with a considerable saving of time, labour, and material

by means of centrifugal draining and washing. It is shown, for

example, in the case of sodium nitrate containing free nitric acid as an
impurity that with two crystallisaions the salt obtained with the aid

of centiifugal draining and washing is 2000 times as pure as that

obtaini-ii by ordinary gr-ivitational draining, and that for the attain-

ment of an equal degree of puriiy the yield is about 1((0 times as great

by the centrifugal process as by the ordinary method of diainmg.

Special forms of apparatus have been (levised for the manipulation

of small quantities of material. For an account of these, the descrip-

tion and diagrams in the original must be consulted. E. G.

Electric Furnaces for Laboratory Use. Bertram Blount
{Analyst, 1905, 30, 29—35).—The first combustion fuinace described
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is one in which a porcelain tube of f inch diameter is placed inside a

shorter and wider fireclay tube of about 1 inch internal diameter,

so that ab^ut 3 inches of the inner tube project at each end.

The space between the two tubes is filled with resistance material,

consisting of retort carbon mixed with varying quantities of siloxicon

or carborundum. Two ."-hort copper tubes fitting closely into the space

between the tubes at both ends serve to conduct the current to the

resistance material.

In the second furnace, two concentric fireclay tubes surround, but do

not touch, that part of the porcelain tube to be hea'ed. The resistance

material is packed between these fireclay tubes and the current led in

by means of an annular copper disc at each end. If the space between

the tubes be very narrow, retort carbon maybe used alone; othei*-

wise, the resistance must be increased by adding varying amounts
of siloxicon. The two tubes are surrounded by two other

wider fireclay tubes, which in turn are wrapped with asbestos to retain

the htat. The ends of tbe furnace are made of uralite discs, whfchalso
support the porcelain tube.

For ultimate organic analyses, the furnxce can be made in sections,

to allow for progi-essive heating. W. P. S.

Apparatus for Preparing Hydrogen or Carbon Dioxide.

Max iJBEL [CJiem. Zeit., 1905,29, 141).— A.n apparatus constructed on
the Debray principle, for the details of which the original must be

consulted. L. de K.

Inorganic Chemistry.

Action of Persulphates on Haloids. Max Dittricii and
IE. BoLLENBACii {Ber., 1905, 38, 747—751. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii,

80; Marshall, Abstr., 1901, ii, 156).—Silver chloride, bromide, and
iodide, are not acted on by ammonium persulphate in warm dilute

nitric acid solution, but, if a smxU quantity of silver nitrate is present,

the silver haloid is partly oxidised to chlorate, bromate, or iodato

respectively. The oxidation takes place most easily with the iodide,

and, if the warming is continued, may be in that case complete.

G. Y.

Chemical and Geological History of the Atmosphere.
John Stevenson {Phil May., 1905, [vi], 9, 88—102).—A continuation
of previous papers {ibid., 1900, [v], 60, 312, 399 ; 1902, [vi], 4, 435),
in which the conclusion was arrived at that in earlier geological history
the aimosphere was far more extensive, contained no free oxygen, but
contiiined very much more cirbon dioxide as well as, probably, hydrogen
and hjdrocarbon.s. The quantity of carbon dioxide diminished in
early geological epochs by vegetation and weathering of rc5ks, and
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the author considers that, after a certain point in this abstracting

process was reached, the quantity of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
probably became variable, that is, alternately increased or diminished
according to the relative activity of the forces or reactions which pro-

duced it and the counteracting forces or reactions. The various pro-

ductive and removing agencies are considered and the author shows
how slight variations in volcanic activity and other telluric phenomena
may affect the quantity of carbon dioxide. Lecher considered that

carbon dioxide and not aqueous vapour is the chief cause of the

absorption of solar radiation in our atmosphere (Abstr., 1881, 489),

and from this the author elaborates the idea that the variations in the

quantity of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere are sufficient to account

for, and were probably the cause of, the gieat differences of climatic

conditions during geological history. L. M. J.

Formula of Hyposulphurous Acid. August Bernthsen (Ber.,

1905, 38, 1048—1056).—The formula of hyposulphurous acid is dis-

cussed in connection with the recent work of Baumann, Thesmar, and
Frossard on formaldehyde sodium hyposulphite (this vol., i, 260),

who claim that the constitution 112820^ was not established by the

controversy between Bernthsen and Schiitzenberger (Abstr., 1882,

461).

It is here claimed that sodium hyposulphite is a chemical individual,

Na2S204,2H20, and not a double salt, NaHS03,N"aHS02,H20 ; that

the terms hyposulphite and hyposulphurous acid are already in use

for compounds of the type R.^'SgO^, and, therefore, not available

for naming other compounds, and, lastly, that compounds of the type

R'HSOg or E2^C)o, are best termed salts of sulphoxylic acid, the

formaldehydesulphoxylates being already known. E. F. A.

Hyposulphurous Acid. Max Bazlen {Ber., 1905, 38, 1057—1068.
Compare preceding abstract).—Hyposulphite solutions are technically

prepared by the action of zinc on aqueous sodium hydrogen sulphite

solutions and subsequent removal of the zinc with milk of lime or

sodium hydroxide. Sodium hyposulphite is precipitated from this

either by sodium chloride or hydrogen sulphite or by alcohol ; it

crystallines in glistening prisms of the formula Na2S20^,2H20. The
potassium salt, K^S204,3H.,0, prepared in the same way from potassium

hydrogen sulphite, sulphurous acid, and zinc^ forms sulphur-yellow

needles. The calcium salt, CaSgO^.l^HgO, is best prepared by the

interaction of sodium hyposulphite and calcium chloride under the

exclusion of air ; it separates in minute, sparingly soluble needles.

The zinc salt is easily soluble ; zinc double salts, as for example,

ZnNao(S204)2, are readily formed but not very characteristic. To
dehydrate the foregoing salts, the well-stirred suspension in dry alcohol

is heated at from 65—70°; technically an alcoholic paste of the .salt

is extracted in a Soxhiet apparatus with boiling alcohol, which is con-

tinually dried by quicklime.

Very stable sodium, potassium, calcium, and zinc salts of the type

Rg'SgO^ are thus obtained.

Sodium fornialdehi/desul^hoxylaie, NaSC03H3,2H20, obtained by the
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interaction of sodium hyposulphite, formaldehyde and sodium hydroxide,

crystallises from water in prisms or from hot alcohol in silver, glisten-

ing leaflets. With barium hydroxide, it forms a precipitate of a harium

salt, BaSCO^H^,H.,0, crystallising in needles grouped in stellar aggre-

gates. Sodium henzaldehydesulphoxykite, NaSOjC-H-, forms large,

glistening crystals sparingly soluble in water. E. F. A.

Time Interval before Precipitation is observed in Thio-

solphate Solutions. Gastox Gaillard (Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
652—655. Compare von Oettingen, Abstr., 1900, ii, 400).—Curves

are given showing the influence of the concentration of the sodium

thiosulphate and of the added acid on the time which elapses before

the separation of sulphur is observed. Various acids and thiosulphates

have been examined. The presence of salts (chlorides, bromides,

iodides, sulphites) in the thiosulphate solutions retards the appearance

of the opalescence. On addition of equal volumes of water, glycerol,

and alcohol to the same volume of 5 per cent, sodium thiosulphate

solution, the observed retardations are different, the greatest effect

being produced by the alcohol, the least by the water. H. M. D.

Action of Hydrogen Sulphide on Selenious Acid. II.

Selenium Sulphide. Alexander Gutbier and Johaxn Lohmann
{Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 43, 384—109. Compare this vol., ii, 84).

—

The authors have investigated the question as to whether the pro-

lucts obtained by the action of hydrogen sulphide on selenious acid

ir by the action of hydrogen selenide on sulphurous acid are mixtures
or compounds of selenium and sulphur.

The orange-red product prepared by the action of hydrogen sulphide

on an aqueous solution of selenious acid in the absence of air and of

light contained 58*1 per cent, of selenium and 41 '8 per cent, of

.sulphur, whilst the product obtained under pressure contained
17"63 percent, of selenium and 82*27 per cent, of sulphur, whereas
SeSo requires Se = 55-23 and S = 44'77 per cent. At the ordinary tem-
perature, in the presence of air, a product is obtained which, when
heated, becomes red and has the formula SeS., ; at higher temperatures,
:i product richer in selenium is obtained and at lower temperatures the
product contains more sulphur than selenium. These results indicate
that a compound is not formed. At the ordinary temperature,
hydrogen sulphide acts as a reducing agent according to the equation
H,Se03 + 2H.^S = Se + S^, + SHjO. At higher temperatures, the liberated
-ulphur is oxidised to sulphur trioxide.

From the mixture obtained by the action of hydrogen sulphide on
-elenious acid, the sulphur can be mechanically separated by ex-
traction with a mixture of benzene and carbon disulphide.
The results are comparable with those of Gutbier and Flury on

the reduction of tellurous acid by hydrogen sulphide (Abstr., 1903,

The authors have not been able to isolate the sulphide, SeS,
described by Ditt^.

The hydrosol obtaine<l by passing hydrogen sulphide into an
aqueous solution of selenium dioxide ahso does not contain selenium
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and sulphur chemically combined, since, when the solution is repeatedly
agitated with carbon disulphide, the total amount of sulphur present
can be separated. A. McK.

Electrochemical Equivalent of Tellurium. Gino Gallo (Atti

B. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, i, 23—28 and 104—109. Compare
Abstr., 1904, ii, 639).—The voltameter employed by the author was
tested by electrolysing copper sulphate solution in series with a silver

voltameter, the values obtained for the atomic weight of copper varying
from 63'50—63"66, the mean being 63'58. The electrolytic deposition

of tellurium was carried out in series with two silver voltameters ; as

a mean of 12 determinations, the number 127 "61 was obtained for the

atomic weight of tellurium (Ag = 107-93). T. H. P.

Electrolytic Oxidation of Ammonia to Nitrites. Erich
MOller and Fritz Spitzer (Ber., 1905, 38, 778—782. Compare
Traube and Biltz, Abstr., 1904, ii, 727).—In the presence of a small

amount of sodium hydroxide, ammonia may be oxidised electrolytically

to nitrite even in the absence of copper compounds.
In the presence of copper hydroxide and sufficient alkali, the oxida-

tion of ammonia to nitrite does not cease suddenly when the nitrite

concentration has reached a certain value, but appears to proceed quite

independently of the nitrite concentration. In these experiments, the

oxidation was allowed to proceed for a comparatively short time only,

so that the amount of alkali present was not greatly reduced. The
formation of nitrite is intimately connected with the amount of

alkali present, and when no sodium t hydroxide is present, but only

ammonia, nitrite, and copper hydroxide, it is found that the nitrite is

transformed into nitrate more rapidly than the ammonia into nitrite,

and thus the concentration of the nitrite tends to decrease.

Nitrogen is also formed during the oxidation. J. J. S.

Electrolytic Oxidation of Ammonia. Wilhelm Traube and
A. ScnoNEWALD {Ber., 1905, 38, 828—831. Compare Abstr., 1904,

ii, 727).—In continuation of the previous experiments, the influence

of changing the concentration of the free alkali or ammonia on the

rate of the electrolytic oxidation of ammonia has been investigated.

In presence of much ammonia, the amount of nitrite can be increased

to about 11 per cent, before oxidation to nitrate begins, whilst from
an 11 per cent, niti'ite solution to which ammonia, sodium hydroxide,

and copper hydroxide had been added a solution containing as much
as 17 per cent, nitrite was obtained on hydrolysis. The paper includes

a claim for priority (compare Miiller and Spitzer, pi-eceding abstract).

E. F. A.

Action of Potassium Permanganate on the Salts of

Hydroxylamine (Nitrate, Phosphate, Arsenate). Louis J. Simon

{Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 659 — 66 1).—When decinormal potassium

permanganate is added to a neutral solution of hydroxylamine nitrate

until the solution assumes a yellow tint, it is found tiiat 0*4 mole-

cules of the permanganate are required for each molecule of hydroizyl-fljj
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amine in accordance with the equation 2KMnO^ + 5(yH.,'OH,B[yO.,) =
2Mn(yO3)., + 2KNO^ + 2X2O+10H.,O. If the solution is aciditied at

this stage, the nitrite is oxidised and a further quantity of perman-
ganate equil to 0"16 molecule for each molecule of hydroxylamine can

be added to the solution before the latter assumes the pink colour of

the permanganate. When hydroxylamine chloride or sulphate is em-

ployed instead of the nitrate, only one-half of the above quantity of

peni.anganate is used up in the second stage.

When the phosphate or arsenate is employed, the oxidation in the

first stage takes place according to the equation

12KMnO^ + 16(3NH2-OH.H3POJ = 4Mn3(PO,)2 -I- GKHoPO^ +
2X3?©^ + 2Ky02 + 20N, -i- SNjO + 89H.p.

Each molecule of hydroxylamine requires 025 molecule of perman-
ganate. If the s lution is acidified at this stage, a further 0*166

molecule of permanganate is reduced per molecule of hydroxylamine.
If the hydroxylamine solutions are acidified at the outset, the

reducing power is increised. The molecular ratio permanganate
|

hydrox\ lamine is not quite constant, but oscillates around the value
0'8. If the acidity is too feeble or too strong, the maximum reducing

power is not attained. The value of the reducing power depends

also to some extent on the temperature and on the rapidity

of titration. It is evident, therefore, that hydroxylamine cannot be

accurately estimated by direct titration with permanganate in acid

•lution. H. M. D.

Nitroxyl Chloride. Alexander Gutbier and Julius Lohmanx
[J.pr. Chem., 1905, [ii], 71, 182—195).—The authors confirm the

statements of Williams (Trans., 1886, 49, 222) that nitroxyl chloride

is not formed by the action of chlorine on nitrogen peroxide, and of

Geuther (Abstr., 1888, 785) that the product of the action of nitrogen

peroxide on phosphoric oxide is nitrosyl chloride. As no chlorinated

product could be obtained by acting on silver nitrate with chlorine

^Odet and Vignon, Cor/j/;<. rend., 1869, 69. 1142), nitroxyl chloride

is not yet been prepared. G. Y.

Attempts to Prepare Absolute Nitric Acid. Friedrich W.
KusTER and Siegmah MCxch {Zeh. anorg. Chem., 1905,43,350—355).
—Nitric acid containing 985 per cent, of HNO3 ^^^^'^ partially frozen,

the liquid removed, and the almost, pure nitric acid thus obtained
fractionated by crystallisation in an apparatus described. By con-

tinued fractionation, products were soon obtained of constant freezing
point, that is, the temperatures at which successive fractions began to
erystalli.xe were con.stant. As solidification, however, proceeded, the
temperature fell appreciably, and this indicated that an impurity was
pre8«nt which could not be removed by fractional crystallisation.

The acid obtained in this manner contained 99 4 ±01 per cent, of

Ab.solute nitric acid exists only in the form of snow-white crystals
f a temperature below -41^ Nitric acid crystals melt to a yellow
i|nid, which is a solution of nitrogen pentoxide and water in nitric
id. Whilst solid nitrogen pentoxide is colourless, the liquid has not
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yet been obtained coloui'less. This liquid, in presence of dry air,

becomes colourless, the pentoxide being removed and the water

remaining. The liquid obtained after removal of the pentoxide con-

tained 98-67 per cent, of HNO3.
When dry air was passed into an acid containing 99'4 per cent, of

HNO3, the yellow colour of the acid disappeared exactly at the point

when the percentage of HNO.^ was 98'67. A. McK,

The Phosphorescence of Phosphorus. Emile Jungfleisch
{Com-pt. rend., 1905, 140, 444—447).—The phosphorescence of

phosphorus is commonly attributed to the combustion of phosphorus
vapour ; the author, however, finds (1) that the tension of phosphorus
vapour at the ordinary temperature is too 4ow to account by its com-
bustion for the relatively intense luminosity of the phosphorescence,

(2) that phosphorus in contact with even small quantities of oxygen is

converted into an oxide much more volatile than phosphorus, which
by its spontaneous combustion gives rise to the luminous phenomenon
of phosphorescence. The investigation on the nature of the lower oxide

is not yet complete, and the present paper contains a description of

experiments which establish the two points stated above. A current of

dry carbon dioxide freed from traces of oxygen by contact with heated

copper, and then saturated with phosphorus vapour at 15° by pissing

over pure dry phosphorus, becomes only very faintly luminous when it

comes in contact with the air, and the amount of phosphorus present

as vapour in one litre of the gas at 15°, and under normal pre^^sure is

0*000535 gram ; if, however, a very small quantity of air be mixed
with the carbon dioxide before it passes over the phosphorus, the issuing

gas becomes intensely luminous in contact with the air, than which
also it is specifically heavier ; the phosphorescent oxide is partly

condensed when cooled at - 10°, the condensing tube containing in

addition a small quantity of phosphoric oxide and of the oxide P^O
(compare, however, Burgess and Chapman, Trans., 1901, 79, 1235).

M. A. W.

Red Phosphorus. Rudolf Schenck {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11,

1 17— 118).—The name " red phosphorus " includes a large number of

products the properties of which differ considerably from eacli other

and depend on the temperature at which the substance has been pre-

pared. Hittorf's red phosphorus, crystallised from lead, stands at one

end of the series and is the only well defiued member of it. When
yellow phosphorus is heated, its vapour pressure remains constant until

all the yellow phosphorus has disappeared ; the vapour pressure does not

then fall at once to that of red phosphorus, but diminishes quite

gradually. This points to the product first obtained being a solution

of yellow in red phosphorus. This view is supported by the behaviour

of solutions of phosphorus. A solution of yellow phosphorus in

phosphorus iodide deposits red phosphorus at 100°, a solution in

P^S., at about 300°, and a solution in phosphorus tribromide at its

boiling point. The red phosphorus so obtained is bright scarlet in

colour, and it contains large quantities of the solvent. That deposited

from phosphorus tribromide at 30' (by the action of light) contains
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47 6 per cent, of the solvent, at 140^, 36-3 per cent., at 185°, 27- 1 per

cent., and at 218' 23 6 per cent. It is amorphous. The red phosphorus
first deposited from yellow phosphorus by heat alone closely resembles
that obtained from solvents. Scarlet phosphorus is very readily

oxidised ; it phosphoresces in ozone, although not in air. It is turned
deep black by ammonia, piperidine, and other primary and secoodary
amines, a solution of potassium hydroxide in aqueous alcohol dissolves it,

yielding a deep red solution. From this solution, acids precipitate a
yellow, solid hydride of phosphorus mixed with bright red, finely

divided phosphorus. The yellow, solid hydride behaves in much tlie

same way as scai-let phosphorus itself towards piperidine and alcoholic

potash. Determinations of the depression of the freezing point of

yellow phosphorus by dissolving the hydride in it showed that the
molecule of the latter is PjoHg.

When scarlet phosphorus is heated for a long time, it becomes more
and more like the red phosphorus of commerce, its colour becomes
deeper and its reactivity less. Scarlet phosphorus is therefore only
very finely divided amoi'phous red phosphorus, related to ordinary red

phosphorus in much the same way that precipitated silica is related to

quartz glass. T. E.

YeUow and Red Arsenic Trisulphides. Heikrich Winter {Zeit.

anorg. Chem., 1905, 43, 228—235).—A contribution to the study of

colloids. To a colloidal solution of arsenic trisulphide in water,
prepared by passing an excess of hydrogen sulphide into an aqueous
-olution of arsenic trioxide and then removing the hydrogen sulphide,

ammonium chloride, sulphate, nitrate, acetate and carbonate were
added respectively. After the precipitate obtained in each case had
subsided, the supernatant liquid was free from arsenic. Analysis of

each deposit showed that the arsenic trisulphide had been quantita-
tively separated from the colloidal solution. The rate of coagulation
was most rapid with ammonium chloride and slowest with ammonium
carbonate.

The red modification of arsenic trisulphide was obtained by freezing
the yellow colloidal solution, when the solid red form .sepirated along
with ice. It may also be conveniently obtainei by evaporating the
colloidal solution on the WAter-bath. When yellow arsenic trisulphide,

obtained by the addition of electrolytes to the c -lloidal solution, was
heated in an air oven at 100°, it was transformed into a red, vitreous
mass ; the yellow arsenic trisulphide obtained by passing hydrogen
sulphide into a solution of arsenic trioxide in hydrochloric acid does
not, however, undergo a similar change at 100^ unless it is completely
freed from h) drochloric acid. The red form is gradually transformed
into the yellow on exposure to the atmosphere for 5—6 weeks at the
ordinary temijemture, or by being heated for some time at
150—160°.

Golden-yellow leaflets of arsenic trisulphide are formed in small
amount when hydrogen sulphide is passed into an Xjb solution of
arsenic trioxide in water. The formation of this modification
increases in amount with increase of concentration of arsenious acid
up to 3/lO.V; a.s tiie couceutration is still fuither increased, the
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amount diminishes. Traces only are formed with iV720 solutions of

arsenious acid. A. McK.

The Perborates. Pete G. Melikoff {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
502).—A claim for prioi-ity (compare Jaubert, this vol., ii, 26,

Melikoff and Pissarjewsky, Abstr., 1898, ii, 332, 374 ; 1899, ii, 298).

M. A. W.

Perborates. J. Bruhat and H. Dubois {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
506—509).—The perborates stable in the solid state are readily

decomposed in aqueous or acid solution, liberating oxygen which, in the

nascent state, combines with the water present to form hydrogen
peroxide, hence the salts act as strong oxidising agents, liberating

iodine from potassium iodide, oxidising chromic to perchromic or

molybdic to permolybdic acid, ferrous to ferric salts, mercurous salts

to yellow mercuric oxide, lead hydroxide to lead plumbate, and
manganous salts to manganese dioxide ; they also give an intense

blood-red coloration with sulphuric acid solutions of titanic acid or

sodium vanadate. Uranyl perborate, UBO^, is a yellow, stable compound
obtained by the action of a perb )r.ite solution on uranium dioxide.

Potossmm (ii-/)er6orafe, K 8205,21120, is precipitated by alcohol fn m a

solution of potassium diborate in hydrogen peroxide, contains 18'06

per cent, of active oxygen, and loses IHgO in a vacuum over phos-

phoric anhydride. Ammoniuvi 2->^^'iorate, NH^BOgiHgO, contains

16'84 per cent, of active oxygen. Sodium perborate, NaB03,4H.20,
obtained by the electrolysis of a solution of sodium orthoborate or by

adding hydrogen peroxide to the solution (compare, however, Melikoff,

preceding abstract, and Jaubert, this vol., ii, 26) or by saturating a

solution of boric acid with sodium peroxide, contains 10"38 per

cent, of active oxygen, and on careful dehydration lo>es gradually

4H2O, the anhydrous salt, NaBOg, containing 1951 per cent, of active

oxygen. M. A. W,

Evolution of Carbon in Fuels. Isidore Bay and Just Alix
{CovijJt. rend., 1905, 140, 377—378).—The authors find that the

carbon content of fossil fuels increases with the age of the fuel, whilst

the hydrogen and oxygen diminish, and the results obtained by
analysing fuels in the various stages of formation between cellulose

and graphite show that the percentage of carbon rises rapidly from
44*44 in cellulose to 74"46 in pit coal, 89 29 in anthracite, and 93"86

in graphite; the percentage of oxygen falls from 4439 in cellulose to

28*03 in lignite and 9 03 in pit coal, and the percentage of hydrogen
drops rapidly from 482 in pit coal to 3"28 in anthracite and O'l in

graphite, whilst the amount of nitrogen which is absent in cellulose

reaches a maximum in peat and then diminishes normally. The
analytical numbers c^uoted in the paper are the mean results of

three hundred analyses of each fuel obtained from different S'ources.

M. A. W.

Atomic Weight of Silicon. \V, Becker and Jui.ius Meykb
[Zeit. anory. Chem., 1905, 43, 251— 266).—An historical account of the
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methods used in the determination of the atomic weight of silicon is

given.

The authors employed silicon tetrachloride for their determinations.

This boiled at 569° under 760 mm. pressure; its vapour pressure at

various temperatures was determined, the results obtained being con-

siderably lower than those of Thorpe (Trans., 1880, 37, 327). In the

purification of silicon teti-achloride, special precautions were taken to

exclude water; silicon tetrachloride, finally purified by means of liquid

air, melts at -89°. Glass bulbs filled with the tetrachloiide were
broken in a platinum crucible containing ice-cold water, the silicon

being estimated as the dioxide. Asa mean of eight experiments, the

value Si= 28-21 (0 = 16) was found. A. McK.

The Carbon Silicide of the Canon Diablo Meteorite. Henri
MoissAX {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 405—406. Compare this vol., ii,

43).—From the residue obtained by extracting with hydrochloric acid

53 kilograms of the meteoric iron, a sufiicient quantity of caibon sili-

cide was separated to identify it with the synthetical compound CSi
already described (compare Abstr., 1894, ii, 43). The meteroric com-
pound forms hexagonal crystals of a gi-een colour, the sp. gr., deter-

mined in a mixture of bromoform and methylene iodide, is between
3 and 3 "2, and it behaves towards such reagents as fused potassium
nitrate, chlorate, or hydroxide, fused lead chromate, or the acids

exactly in the same way as the synthetical compound. M. A. "W.

Solubility of Lithium Carbonate in Solutions of Salts of the
Alkali Metals. Gustav Geffckex {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 43,
197—201).—The solubility of lithium carbonate in aqueous solutions
f)f potassium nitiate, potassium chloride, sodium chloride, potassium
-uiphate, potassium chlorate, sodium sulphate, ammonium chloride,

;iud ammonium sulphate respectively in varying dilutions was deter-
mined. The solubility of lithium carbonate in the sodium and
potassium salts examined is greater than in water, whilst the solubility
is still further increased by ammonium salts. A. McK.

Solubility of Gypsum as affected by Size of Particles and
by Different Crystallographic Surfaces. George A. Hulett
{J. A liter. Chem. »Soc., 1905, 27, 49—56).—An account of the influence
of the size of particles of calcium sulphate on its solubility has been
given previously (Abstr., 1901, ii, 493). Experiments have now been
made for the purpose of ascertaining whether the different planes of a
gypsum crystal vary in solubility. The results show that if thei-e is

any difference it is too small to be detected by the method employed,
and that the values obtained for the solubility of gypsum by Hulett
md Allen (Abstr., 1902, ii, 656) in exijeriments in which the cleavage
I>lane largely predominated are also the values for any plane of
gypsum.

If powdered gypsum is shaken with water for three minutes, a
supersaturated solution is produced, which requires seventeen days
to reach a state of final equilibrium ; if, however, plates of gypsum
are used, the bolution requires half a day or more to become saturated.
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whereas most substances, under similar conditions, would form a
saturated solution in about an hour. These facts explain the diver-

gences in the solubility values of gypsum as given by different

observers, E. G.

Bologna Phosphorus [Phosphorescent Sulphides]. Ludwig
Vanino and J. Gans (/. pr. Chem.. 1905, [ii], 71, 196—200. Compare
Forster, Ann. Phys. C/mn., 1868, [ii], 133, 236; Klatt and Lenard,
Abstr., 1890, 201 ; Mourelo, Abstr., 1899, ii, 484; 1900, ii, 141).—
Barium sulphide, prepared by heating barium thiosulphate, is only

slightly fluorescent, but if a mixture of 60 grams of barium thiosul-

phate, 6 c.c. of a 0'5 per cent, alcoholic uranium nitrate solution, and
12 c.c. of a similar bismuth nitrate solution isheatedat 1300° for three-

quarters of an hour, the product exhibits a strong yellowish-green phos-

phorescence, which is best seen in the largest fragments ; a similar effect

is produced by thorium nitrate. The presence of bismuth and uranium
increases still more the phosphorescence of strontium sulphide obtained

from the thiosulphate. Strontium sulphide containing lead and
thorium exhibits a whitish-blue phosphorescence, but with lead only

the effect is very slight. The golden phosphorescence of Klatt and
Lenard's strontium sulphide is intensified by the addition of calcium

fluoride.

The compositions of several of the best mixtures for the production

of phosphorescent sulphides are given. In the absence of sunlight,

the phosphorescence is most rapidly excited by Heraeus' mercury lamp,

more slowly by a powerful Auer lamp. G. Y.

Solubility of Barium Sulphate. Fkiedrich W. Kuster and
Georg Dahmer (Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 43, 348—349).—When
barium sulphate is boiled with a concentrated aqueous solution of

chromic chloride for 5 days, or with a solution of chromic chloride

acidified with hydrochloric acid for 10 days, it is found that in the

former case the solution has dissolved from 40—120 times as much
barium sulphate as does water, and in the latter case 450 times

as much. A. M(;K.

Silicates. VI. Eduard Jordis and E. H. Kanter {Zeit. anwg.
Chem., 1905, 43, 314—319. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 475, 542, 595

;

this vol., ii, 88).—The study of the action of alkali earths on silica

has been continued, pure powdered quartz being used. The analyt-

ical figures are quoted. In the barium and strontium series the

preparations first made exhibit a high percentage of water in com-
parison with those made later. Uniform substances were not obtained.

A. McK.

Silicates of the Alkaline Earths. Eduard Jordis {Zeit. anoi-g.

Chem., 1905, 43, 410—415).—Historical. In the course of his

researches, the author had overlooked the work of Le Chatelier {Ann.

dea mines, 1887, [8], 11, 345—464). A. McK.
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Fluorides of the Heavy Metals. Egon Bohm (Zeit. anorg. Chem.,

1905, 43, 326—340).

—

Mercurous fluoride, Hg2Fo,4HoO,4HF, prepared

by the action of concentrated hydrofluoric acid on mercurous oxide,

forms moncclinic crystals [a:h:c = 0-5673 : 1 : 1 060
; p = 105°10'].

When carefully heated, it yields water, hydrogen fluoride, and mercuric

oxide. Copper fluoride, CuF.^.SH^OjSHF, prepared from hydrofluoric

acid and cupric oxide, forms blue, monoclinic crystals \a\h -.c —
0-7513:1 : 0-557; ^=105=10'].

Nickzlous flv,oride, NiF2,6H20,5HF, and cohaltous fluo^ride,

CoF2,6H20,5HF,
are isomorphous. The compound NHo'HgF, prepared by the action of

an excess of ammonia on mercurous fluoride, is a yellow, amorphous
powder. The compound CuF2,4Xfl.^,5Il20, prepared by the action of

an excess of ammonia on cupric fluoride, forms rhombic crystals. The
comjxmnd 5XiF.„6NH3,8H.,0, prepared by the action of an excess of

ammonia on nickel fluoride, forms bright green crystals. The following

compounds are also described : CoF.„2NH^F,2HoO ; Co(NH3)6(N03),F ;

Co(NH3)^OHFX03.
The compound [Co(NIl3)^Fj]Cl, prepared by the action of hydro-

fluoric acid on tetramminecarbonatocobalt chloride, forms dark red,

rhombic crystals. The compound Co(NH3)gCloF, prepared by the

action of hydrofluoric acid on luteocobalt chloride, forms yellow prisms,

whilst the compound Qoi^H^^V.^, obtained as a by-product, forms
yellow crystals. A. McK.

Formation of Complex Compounds -with Mercury Thio-
cyanate. Hermann Grossmann {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 43,
356—369. Compare Abstr., 1904, i, 983 ; ii, 406).—Mercurous
thiocyanate, like the mercurous haloids, dissolves in potassium thic-

cyanate to form the complex K2Hg(CN8)^, whilst mercury separates ;

the action is represented as follows : Hg2(CNS)2 + 2KCNS z^
Iv2Hg(CNS)^ + Hg. Mercuric thiocyanate dissolves in an aqueous
ilution of potassium thiocyanate more readily than does mercurous

thiocyanate. Measurements of concentration cells according to

I'odlander's method showed that the tetrathiocyanate, K.,Hg(CNS)^,
in solution ; in very dilute solutions, some trithiocyanate also

The complex constant of the tetrathiocyanate is 2-5 x 10--, which is

-reater at the ordinary temperature than that of the bromide; it

creases with rise of temperature and at 52^ is identical with that of

Ihe bromide.

The solubility product of mercuric oxide may be calculated from
IJersch's results.

The close relationships existing between the bromine and the thio-

cyanate ions are indicated by the author's results. A. McK.

Bibliography of the Rare Earths. Richard J. Meyer {Zeit.

/. C/iem., 1905, 43, 416—492).—This bibliography is arranged
i<)logically, references being given to 777 papers, extending over

the years 1751—1905. A. McK.
VOL. lAwviil. ii. 18
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Electrolytic Preparation of Ceric Ammonium Nitrate.
Giuseppe Plancher and G. Barbieri {Atti E. Accad. Lincei, 1904,
[v], 14, i, 119—120).—The preparation of ceric ammonium nitrate

either from ceric salts or by the action of oxidising agents on cerous

ammonium nitrate is not easy to carry out and does not give good
yields. Its electrolytic preparation, which has been unsuccessfully

attempted by various authors, may, however, be readily effected

as follows. As anode is used a large sheet of platinum which is

wrapped round a thin porous pot. The anodic space is filled with
a concentrated solution of cerous ammonium nitrate {50 grams of

cerous nitrate and 25 grams of ammonium nitrate in 200 c.c of

solution), whilst the porous pot contains nitric acid into which dips the
platinum wire cathode. Using a current of O'l—0"2 ampere per sq.

dm. of anode surface, tlie oxidation is almost quantitative, part of the
ceric ammonium nitrate being deposited from the liquid and the

remainder being separated by evaporation. T. H. P,

Purification of Gadolinium, Atomic Weight of Gadolinium.
Georges Urbain (Coynpt. rend., 1905, 140, 583—585).—From 1

kilogram of crude gadolinium earth containing only traces of europium
and the element Z8 (compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 340, and this vol., ii, 35),

the gadolinium was isolated by repeated fractional crystallisation of the

double nitrate of nickel and gadolinium, 2Gd(N03)3,3Ni(Isr03)2,24H20.

The atomic weight of gadolinium was determined by converting the

sulphate Gd2(SO^)3,8H20 into the oxide Gd203, and the mean value

thus obtained from 10 determinations on the first six fractions is

157"23, the limiting values being 15704 and 157"35
; the corresponding

values obtained from the last five fractions is 157*25 with the limiting

values 157-04 and 157"45 (compare Benedicks, Abstr., 1900, ii, 209).

M. A. AY.

Ultra-violet Spectrum of Gadolinium. Sir William Crookes
{Proc. Roy. ,Soc., 1905, 74, 420—422).— The gadolinium used in the

experiments was purified by fractional crystallisation of the double

nitrates of bismuth and magnesium with the rare earth nitrates.

The phosphorescent spectrum of different specimens of gadolinium,

purified in this manner, contains bands which the author has

previously ascribed to a new element, victorium (Abstr., 1899, ii,

751). The new observations confirm the supposition that victorium

is present in the gadolinium as an impurity. II. M. D.

Monazite Earths. Wilhelm Feit and Carl Przibylla (Zeit.

anorg. Chern., 1905,43, 202—214. Compare Muthmann and Weiss,

Abstr., 1904, ii, 406).—The oxides of the cerium group of metals were
separated from the crude product by the Demaryay-Drossbach
method. The preliminary separation of cerium was not, however,

effected, except when the crude material was particularly rich in it,

and in such cases permanganate was used for its partial removal.

The separation yielded five fractions: (1) a large quantity of

lanthanum, much cerium, a trace of praseodymium
; (2) much

lanthanum, much cerium, little praseodymium, a trace of neody-
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mium
; (3) little lanthanum, much cerium, much praseodymium, little

neodymium
; (4) a trace of cerium, little praseodymium, much neo-

dymium, little samarium, traces of other earths : (5) a small amount

of neodymium, much samarium, much gadolinium, and other earths.

From the first fraction, praseodj-mium was removed by continued

crystallisation, whilst the cerium was removed by permanganate;

the residual lanthanum was then completely separated as oxalate.

From the third fraction, praseodymium was separated from

lanthanum by aid of the sparing solubility of its nitrate, as con-

trasted with lanthanum nitrate.

Praseodymium oxalate forms a black superoxide.

Samarium was separated from the fourth fraction by repeatedly

crystallising the latter.

The praseodymium was more difiicult to remove ; its separation

was finally effected by crystallising the solution, to which a fresh

amount of cerium magnesium nitrate hid been added. The neo-

dymium oxide obtained was blue with a violet lustre.

The fifth fraction was repeatedly crystallised until the neodymium
was completely removed. The separation of samarium from neo-

dymium by the magnesium double nitrate method in the presence

of considerable amounts of more easily soluble earths is easily per-

formed. By continued fractionation, the yellow earths were completely

removed, since terbium does not form a magnesium double nitrate.

Samarium magnesium nitrate crystallises with difficulty. The obter-

vation of Demarcay that the separation of the double nitrates takes

place in the following sequence, neodymium, samarium (europium),

gadolinium, is confirmed by the authors. From the mixture contain-

ing samarium (europium) and gadolinium, the former was separated

- the double nitrate.

The separation of a mixture of oxides which was completely free

from lanthanum, cerium, and praseodymium, but contained much
oodymium, samarium, and gadolinium, and the total amount of

rbium, holmium, erbium, ytterbium, and yttrium present in the
iiginal crude material is described. Lanthanum, cerium, praseody-

ium, neodymium, and samarium were separated in the pure form.

Atomic weight determinations of neodymium gave the value 14:-t*5

nd of samarium 151-2, where 0=16 and lanthanum = 139'0 (3 deter-

iiinations in each case). The authors do not claim, however, that
nese figures are accurate, although the value for neodymium is almost
Ifjntical with Auer von Welsbach's value, and the value for samarium
<,'rees closely with that of Muthmann and Weiss. A. McK.

Terbium. Wilhelm Feit {Zeit. anorg. Cliem., 1905,43, 267—281).
—A resume of the literature on terbium is first given and the impuri-
; 08 mentioned to which the divergent values for the atomic weight

t this element may be ascribed.
Thirty kilograms of monazite aarths were freed from thorium

'irpoeding abstract), the residue fractionated as magnesium double
-.the uncry.stallisable fractions fractionated as nitrate in order
•irate yttrium and erbium, and the more sparingly soluble nitmte

^'ain fractionated as the magnesium double nitrate. The mother

18—2
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liquors from the latter crystallisation contained terbium together
with samarium, holmium, erbium, yttrium, gadolinium, and ytter-

bium, the presence of the latter elements having been indicated

spectroscopically. After 111 crystallisations, the greater portion of

the terbium had accumulated in the more sparingly soluble fractions

together with holmium, erbium, and yttrium. A further purifica-

tion was effected owing to the varying solubility of the oxides of

the different metals in their normal nitrates. Finally, crystallisa-

tion of the mixed oxalates was carried out. The preparation

finally obtained gave the value for its atomic weight 158'6 ; it was
a mixture of gadolinium oxide and terbium peroxide, and contained

traces of holmium and yttrium. The amount of terbium pi'esent is

more than 12 per cent. A. McK.

Special Constituent obtained in the Tempering of an
Aluminium Bronze. Pierre Breuil {Cornj}t. rend., 1905, 140,
687—590).—A copper aluminium alloy called Fortior, manufactured
by Agesilas et Cie., contains traces of other elements, melts at

1010—1030°, has a singular point at 690—730°, and prt-sents under
the microscope a heterogeneous structure of white patches of copper

or a compound of copper and aluminium embedded in a black matrix,

probably the eutectic mixture. When tempered at 550°, much below
the singular point, it becomes more homogeneous and granular ; if the

tempering be effected near the singular point, namely, between 650° and
750°, the structure of the metal changes, and a new constituent in the

form of thin needles, similar to the martensite of tempered steels, ap-

pears embedded in the granular substance, and this change of structure

is accompanied by a change in physical properties, namely, an increase

in the elastic limit and breaking charge of the metal. As the

temperature of tempering increases, the quantity of the mariensitic

constituent also increases, until at 950° it is the only constituent, and
at the same time the elastic limit and the breaking charge are almost

doubled. The effect of temper therefore on fortior is analogous to its

effect on steels (compare Osmond, Abstr., 1896, ii, 172); above the

singular point, the fortior forms a solid solution, the crystalline form of

which is not yet determined ; the crystals bieak down at the singular

point, giving rise to the constituents of the natural metal, and theeflet

of temper is to check this transfoi'mation. M. A. W.

Blue Aluminium Compounds deposited on the Aluminium
Anode. Franz Fischer {Zeit. anonj. CJcem., 1905, 43, 341—347.

Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 534).—-When sulphuric acid of sp. gr. ri75
is electrolysed with aluminium electrodes, layers of a bluish-green

tint are deposited on the anode, especially when the electrolyte is kep

cool ; the portions of the deposit next to the electrode are, howevei

,

intensely blue. Microscopic examination indicated that this blue

deposit is not a uniform substance. It is not acted on by distilled

water. Dilute hydrochloric acid of such a strength as to act

vigorously on aluminium at the ordinary temperature hus scarcely a:

action on it. When warmed with hydrochloric acid, hydrogen

evolved, traces of silicic acid remaining : the filtrate gives a preci

1
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t<ate with barium chloride and also contains aluminium. The product

is free from sulphide and contains a basic aluminium sulphate, a little

-ilicic acid, and traces oi iron. When heated, it becomes white.

A. McK.

A New Process for making Electrolytic Iron. Sergius
Maximowitsch {Zeit. Eleklrochem., 1905, 11, 52—53).—None of the

processes described up to the present gives technically satisfactory

results, the resulting iron being so brittle that it cannot be bent at all.

A bath is made up to contain 20 per cent. FeS04,7H.,0 and 5 per

cent, of MgS04,7H20; to 6 litres of this solution, 25 grams -of sodium
hydrogen carbonate arc added ; the skin of ferric hydroxide which
forms on the surface protects the bath from oxidation ; the precipitate

is allowed to settle to the bottom and to remain undisturbed ; a
wrought iron anode and a copper cathode (thinly silvered and iodised)

are used. The bath is kept continuously at work and 20 to 25 grams
of sodium hydrogen carbonate added about twice a week. The iron

"ormed improves in quality as time goes on, finally reaching a
trength of 5180 kilos, per sq. cm., and being so soft that it can

be bent at a sharp angle without breaking. The best current density

is 0-3 ampere [per sq. decimetre ?], and the current efficiency is 97—99
per cent. The author attributes the good results to the small concen-

tration of the hydrogen ions in the bath, which prevents the deposited

iron from containing occluded hydrogen. T. E.

Action of Dilute Acids on Ferrous Sulphide. Alfred
J-ipscHiTZ and Rudolf vox Hasslixger {Monatsh., 1905, 26, 217—225).

—Pure ferrou.s sulphide reacts only extremely slowly with cold, dilute

acids. "Active" ferrous sulphide, which evolves hydrogen sulphide

with cold dilute acids, contains metallic iron ; the hydrogen formed
by the action of the acid on the free iron reduces the ferrous sulphide

to hydrogen sulphide and iron, so that a small amount of free iron

cts as an accelerator of the reaction.

When measured against a normal calomel electrode in a solution of

ferrous sulphate and hydrogen sulphide in sulphuric acid, active

ferrous sulphide has an E.M.F. - 003, which is identical with that of

iron ; in a solution of ferrous sulphate in sulphuric acid, inactive

forrous sulphide has an E.M.F. +0'90, which i.s similar to the E.M.F.
f pyrites, + 089, of marcasite, +0-89, andof magnetic pyrites, + 071,
whilst in the same solution iron has an E.M.F. - 003. G. Y.

Roussin's Salts [Nitrosulphides of Iron]. Italo Bellucci and
1). Ve.nditori {Atti It. Accad. Liiicei, 1905, [v], 14, i, 28—36).—An
historical pa^er. T. H. P.

Nitrosulphides of Iron. Italo Bellucci and D. Vexditori {Atti
II. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, i, 98—104).—The authors show that
ill the methods employed by various investigators for the preparation
f s.ilts similar to that first descriljed by Roussin (Ann. Chim. Phi/s.,

l<"Os, [iii], 52, 285), to which he ascribed the formula Fe3(N0)^S.k,,
yield compounds of the constitution Fe^(N0)7SsX'. These s\lts con-
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tain at least one molecule of water, which the authors consider may possi-

bly be Vater of constitution and not of crystallisation. T. H. P.

Physical Properties of Pure Cobalt and Pure Nickel.
H. CoPAUx {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 657—659).—The cobalt was
purified and freed from nickel by converting the chloride into pent-

amminccobaltic chloride, recrystallising, and converting this into

cobalt oxalate, which was reduced to metal by heating in an atmos-
phere of hydrogen. It was then melted in a crucible in a current of

hydrogen, the current being interrupted as soon as fusion was
complete. By this method of operating, oxidation of the metal and
absorption of hydrogen were reduced to a minimum.

The nickel was freed from cobalt by precipitating the latter from
hydrochloric acid solution with excess of potassium nitrite, the solu-

tion being saturated with a current of nitrogen trioxide. The nickel

was separated from the mother liquor in the form of the ammonia
compound, NiCl2,6NHg, which was converted into the oxalate, and
the latter reduced in a current of hydrogen. In fusing the metal,

similar precautions were taken to those described in the case of cobalt.

It was found difficult to prevent change during the operation, for the

metal oxidises very readily and absoi-bs considerable quantities of

hydrogen. On this account, the nickel samples used in the determina-

tion of the electrical resistance and the breaking weight were prepared

by subjecting the reduced nickel to hydraulic pressure, forging,

turning, and annealing in a current of hydrogen.

The two metals prepared as described differ appreciably in appear-

ance ; the cobalt is brilliant and silver-white in colour, the nickel is

comparatively dull.

The following numbers are the measures of the physical properties

examined :

Cobalt. Nickel.

Sp. gr. at 15°(water 4°=1) 8-8 8-8

Hardness 5 5 3 5

Melting point 1530° 1470°

Specific heat (20—100°) 0104 0-108

Electric resistivity (micro-ohms cm.) ... 5*5 6'4

Temperature-coefficient of resistivity ... 0*0055 O'OOBl

Breaking weight (kilograms per «(}. mui.) 50 42

H. M. D.

Cobalt Chloride Tetrahydrate. William Oeciisner de Conincin

{Bull. Acad. roy. JJelg., 1904, 1170—1171).—When anhydrous cobali

chloride is exposed to moist air, a* tetrahydrate is formed ; on further

exposure, this is converted into the normal hexahydrate. T. A. H.

Synthesis of Sodium Uranyl Sulphate by Spring's Process.

William Oeciisner de Coninck [Jkdl. Acad. roy. Jklg.y 1904,

1171—1172).—When uranic hydrate, VO^,\lf> (1 'mol.), is mi.xeil

with sodiuni hydrogen sulphate (2 mols.) and the mixture compressed

by Spring's mc'.hod (Abstr., 1904, ii, 472), the s;»lt

Na2S04,(U02)S0„3H20
is formed. T. AJ
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Cryoscopy of the Sulphates. Albert CoLSoy {Gompt. rend.,

1905, 140, 372—374:. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 377, 532; this vol.,

ii, 34, 94).—A cryoscopic examination of aqueous solutions of

Recoura's violet chromium sulphate (compare Abstr., 1892, 411 ;

1894, ii, 382) shows that it is truly isomeric with the green sulphate

described by the author (this vol., ii, 94), the molecular complexity

of the dissolved molecules being represented by 0^2(80^)3, and, further,

the change to a green pentasulphate which occurs on boiling the

violet solution is not accompanied by any change in the number of

molecules, the freezing point of the solution aft^r boiling remaining
the same as before. M. A. W.

Crystalline Chromic Phosphate. Hugo Schiff {Zeit. anorg.

Chem., 1905, 43, 304—307).—When sodium phosphate is added to an
excess of a moderately concentrat-ed aqueous solution of chrome alum,

a reddish-grey gelatinous precipitate is first formed, which after

48 hours is transformed into dark violet, glistening crystals of

chromium phosphate, CrPO^,6HoO, which lose part of their water of

crystallisation below 100^. The action is represented by the equation

2KCrS,,0s + 2XaoHP0^ = 2CrP0^ + K.SO^ + H.SO^.
At 100^, three molecules of water of crystallisation are lost.

If an excess of sodium phosphate is added, the violet, non-crystal-

line compound previously described by Rammelsberg, and also con-

taining 6H0O, is formed. The green compound, CrP0^,2fl.,0, is

prepared by the action of acetic anhydride on the crystalline phosphate.

The latter has the sp. gr. 2*121. Crystenographic measurements are
appended. A. McK.

Tungsten Hexafluoride. Otto Ruff and Fritz Eisxer {Ber.,

1905, 38, 742—747).—The action of anhydrous hydrogen fluoride on
tungsten hexachloride, in a copper-lined bomb, at the ordinary tempera-
ture leads to the formation of tungsten hexafluoride, WF^ ; the product
is passed over titanium tetrachloride to absorb the excess of hydrogen
fluoride and then into a parafiin-lined glass vessel, cooled to — 70", at

which temperature the product is solid. It vaporises without melting at
- 20° under half an atmosphere, or at slightly over 0° under 1 atmo-
sphere pressure, to a gas which fumes in uioi.st air, is easily soluble in

afjueous alkalis, attacks most metals, especially when containing traces

of hydrofluoric acid, and forms tungstic acid when acted on by water.

It forms double salts with alkali fluorides and attacks glass, and, even
after a short time, paraflined glass, with formation of silicon tetra-

fluoride and tungsten oxyfluoride.

Molybdenum {^entachlorido reacts with anhydrous hydrogen fluoride,

forming a g9&eo\xs fluoride resembling tungsten hexafluoride.

G. Y.

Oxyfluoride of Uranium. Fed^rico Giolitti and G. Aoamentjone
{Atti Ii. Acc(ui. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, i, 114—119).—The authors
find that the action of hydrofluoric acid on the saline oxide of uranium,
' />,. to the pro<luct9 of which various compositions have been
;i Lribe<l by different authors (compare Smithells, Ti-ans., 1883, 43,
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125), proceeds according to the equation TJgOg + 6HF = TJOFg

+

2UO2F2 + SH^O. The uranous oxyfluoride, UOFg, separates as a fine,

green powder, whilst the oxyfluoride of sexavalent uranium, UOoFg,
is obtained as a yellow mass on evaporating the solution. A heavy
green powder is also deposited, and this contains a larger proportion

of fluorine than uranous oxyfluoride, and is possibly uranium tetra-

fluoride. T. H. P.

Action of Silicon on Hydrated Metatitanic Acid. Gustav
Tammann {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 43, 370—372).—When hydrated
metatitanic acid is heated with powdered, crystallised silicon, the

mixture begins to glow vigorously before the temperature of the

mixture has lisen to a red heat. Water and hydrogen are formed.

Anhydrous titanic acid does not behave in this manner when heated

with silicon. I'he action probably proceeds according to the equation

2TiO(OH)2 + Si = Si02 + Ti203 + H20 + H2. Amorphous silicon does

not behave like the ci'ystalline variety in this action. Silicon has no
action on hydrated silicic acid, zirconic acid, or aluminium hydroxide.

Hydrogen is evolved when titanium is heated with hydrated

metatitanic acid. When a mixture of zirconium and hydrated
titanic acid is heated in the absence of air, little gas is evolved,

whilst the titanic acid is strongly reduced.

The behaviour of tungsten towards hydrated metatitanic acid is

similar to that of silicon.

Metatitanic acid in the dry state acts as a carrier of oxygen in these

experiments, the oxygen of the h^droxyl group being conveyed to

silicon, tungsten, and titanium respectively and the hydrogen liberated.

The latter burns in the air, whilst the mixture glows and the titanium

oxide is oxidised. A. McK.

Zirconium Salts. AirrnuR Hoseniieim and Paul Fuank \Ber.,

1905, 38, 812—816).—Zirconium hydroxide was heated with a

saturated solution of hydrogen chloride in alcohol, the solution filtered

from the excess of zirconium hydroxide, and hydrogen chloride passed

into the filtrate. On addition of pyridiuium chloride to the latter

solution, the crystalline compound, {Q^]^13.^.,,Y{^7ivC\f,, separated.

With quinoline, the analogous compound, (fiQ^}l>j).^,'\i^ZivQ\^, was
formed. The compound {G^li.^.^,M.^Ziv^VQ is very unstable.

The comjjound Zr203(KS04)2,bH20, prepared by the addition of

normal potassium sulphate to a cold aqueous solution of zirconium

sulphate, crystallises in small plates. The following comjiounds were
prepared : Zr203(RbS04)2,15H20 and Zr203(CsSOj2,llH20.
When an excess of freshly precipitated zirconium hydroxide is added

to a hot concentrated solution of hydrogen potassium sulphate, the

compound Zr(KSO^)4,3H20 is precipitated as needles. A. McK.

Metazirconic Acid. Rudolf Ruer {Zeit. a7iorg. CJiem., 1905, 43,
282—303).—The changes undergone by an aqueous solution of

zirconium oxychloride at the ordinary temperature and when boiled

have been examined by the author. A new zirconium hydroxide is

described, the relationship of which to the zirconium hydroxide already
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known is the same as that of metastannic acid to ordinary stannic

acid.

Zirconium oxychloride is suitable for the purification of zirconium

earths. At the ordinary temperature, it undergoes hydrolysis in

aqueous solution ; this was proved by determinations of its electrical

conductivity, which at first increases rapidly and attains to a constant

value after 3 days. The behaviour of the aqueous solutions towards
oxalic acid and ammonium oxalate in the presence of acids and
sulphates also indicated that a hydrolytic change had occurred. When
an aqueous solution of zirconium oxychloride is boiled for a short time,

the hydrolysis undergone and the alteration of the analytical behaviour

of the solution are marked. Such solutions form, for instance, with
sodium sulphate and ammonium sulphate respectively, precipitates

which are redissolved by an excess of precipitant ; the precipitate,

formed on the addition of dilute sulphuric acid, is slowly dissolved by
an excess of the latter.

When a solution of zirconium oxychloride is boiled, the hydroxide
formed by hydrol3'sis is transformed into another hydroxide,
metazirconic acid. This transformation proceeds slowly, is perceptible

after 2 hours, and is detected by a comparison of the colloidal hydroxide
obtained from the cold and boiled solutions of the oxychloride
respectively.

Metazirconic acid is best prepared by repeatedly boiling and sub-

sequently diluting a 1 per cent, solution of zirconium oxychloride. Its

reactions are analogous to those of meta.stannic acid. By concen-
trated hydrochloric acid, it is transformed very slowly into ordinary
zirconium chloride. By the action of sulphuric acid on it, zirconium
sulphate is produced.

Metazirconic ^acid, dried at 100°, has the formula 3ZtO.„2H._jO,
whereas ordinary zirconium hydroxide, dried at 100°, has the formula
Zi-0.,H20.

Colloidal solutions are formed by metazirconic acid and by its

compounds with acids.

The two forms of zii-conium hydroxide probably correspond with
two different oxides. The oxide corresponding with ordinary
zirconium hydroxide could not be obtained anhydrous ; the oxide
corresponding with metazirconic acid is probably the ordinary
zirconium o.xide.

The isomerism of the hydroxides of zirconium and of tin is also
observed with the hydroxides of titanium and thorium. A. McK.

Uniform Nature of Thorium. Richard J. Meyer and A.
GU.MPERZ (i^er., 1905, 38, 817—825).—Baskerville (Abstr., 1902, ii,

85 ; 1904, ii, 663) claims that thorium is a mixture of at least three
elements. The experiments quoted by the authors are at variance with
this view.

Baskerville does not quote sufficient detail as to the source of the
thorium oxide used in his work. He determines the equivalent of
thorium by converting a weighed quantity of the oxide into the
anhydrous sulphate ] his description is again inadequate and the method
is faulty.
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The authors dehydrated thorium sulphate octohydrate at 400° and
determined the ratio Th(S04)2 • ThOa by converting a weighed quantity
of the anhydrous salt into the dioxide. The method was applied to

the determination of the atomic weight of thorium in several of the
chromate fractions obtained from thorium nitrate by Muthmann and
Baur's method; the results do not indicate that thorium was not
uniform.

When thorium chloride was sublimed in a current of chlorine in

three fractions, the determinations of the atomic weight of the metal
in these reactions yielded practically identical figures, corresponding
with the recognised atomic weight of thorium. This result is at

variance with Baskerville's. A. McK.

Spectrographical Investigation of Some Thorium Pre-
parations. G. Eberhakd [Ber., 1905, 38, 826—828. Compare
preceding abstract).—Examination of the spectrum of thorium
preparations from various sources did not indicate that in any of these

preparations thorium had been resolved into any new elements. Any
observed variations from the spectrum of pure thorium could be
accounted for by the ordinary impurities. A. McK.

Halogen Double Salts of Quadrivalent Antimony. Rudolf F.

Weinland and Hans Schmid {Ber., 1905, 38, 1080—1087).—In the

solution in hydrochloric acid an equilibrium exists between antimony
tetrachloride and antimony tri- and penta-chlorides, according with the

scheme SbClg + SbCl^ :fz;:2SbCi^. The amount of tetrachlorideuincreases

as the temperature is raised or the concentration of the hydrochloric

acid inci^eased. A salt, llbgSbClg, is formed on adding rubidium
chloride to such an equilibrium mixture, along with hot concentrated

hydrochloric acid ; it forms a black, microcrystalline powder composed

of glitteriug octahedra and is at once decomposed by water. A salt,

Rb.,SbClg,2Rb3SbClg, crystallising in brown, glistening, transparent,

hexagonal plates, is formed if the equilibrium mixture is merely mixed
with rubidium chloride at the ordinary temperature. With ammonium
chloride, a series of salts has been obtained. From solutions con-

taining quadrivalent antimony, ammonium chloride, and platinic

chloride in hydrochloric acid, transparent brownish-violet to opaque black

crystals, (NH4)2(Sb,Pt)Cl^;, are obtained, according to the amount of

platinum salt present. With tin tetrachloride, light to dark violet

salts, (NH4)2(Sb,Sn)Clg, are formed. A salt, (NHj2SbCl(.,(NH4)3SbClg,

is obtained in brown, glistening, hexagonal plates. The potassium

salt, K,(Sb,Pt)Cl,., forms a dark violet powder. The pyridine salt,

4(SbCl,.H2,2aH.N),(SbCl,.H3,3C5H.N), is obtained as a blackish-brown,

crystalline powder, whilst 2(SbClgH2,2C.H5N),(SbClgH,C5H5N) crys-

tallises in characteristic glistening, rhombic plates. E. F. A.

Tantalum, its Preparation and Properties. Werner von

Bolton {Zeit. Elektrochcm., 1905, 11, 45—51).—Vanadium pentoxide,

in the form of compressed powder, conducts electricity well at tlio

ordinary temperature. Small rods of vanadium trioxide were made

by heating rods of a plastic mixture of the pentoxide and paraffin i.n ii^HJlJ
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powdered charcoal at 1700° for some hours. These rods were then

attached to platinum wires and heated electrically in a glass vessel,

which was continually exhausted by a mei'cury pump, when pure oxygen
was evolved and a rod of metallic vanadium left. The melting point of

the metal, determined photometrically, was 1680°.

Rods of columbium tetroxide were made and treated in the same
way. The metal obtained was more ductile than vanadium and melted
at 1950°.

Tantalum is prepared from the tetroxide in the same way,
the white-hot oxide is decomposed electrolytically into oxygen and
metal, which recombine sufficiently slowly to allow the oxygen to be
removed. Larger quantities of the metal are prepared by a modification

of BerzeHus' method, which yielded a product containing 98 5 to 99 per

cent, of the metal. This powder is compressed and heated in an electric

arc in a vacuum, the oxides of tantalum fuse, and are dissipated in the

form of dust much more readily than the metal, and it is possible to

free the latter from them completely and thus obtain ingots of the

j>erfectly pure metal. For commercial reasons, details of the methods
employed are not given. The following physical constants of pure
tantalum have been determined : specific heat, 0"0365 ; atomic heat,

6-64; sp. gr., fused metal, 1664; wire, 0-05 mm. diameter, 16-5.

When the wire is heated to whiteness in a vacuum, it becomes denser
and crystalline, its sp. gi-. finally reaching that of the fused metal.

Coefficient of linear expansion from 0^ to 50° = 00000079. Specific

resistance 0'165 ohm for a wire 1 metre long and 1 sq. mm. cross

section. The resistance increases 0"3 per cent, per degree between
0° and 100°, and 026 per cent. i>er degree between 0^ and 350^.- In
dilute nitric acid, tantalum stands between platinum and silver in its

electrochemical properties. The modulus of elasticity of the wire
(O'OS mm. dia.) was found to be 19,000 kilograms per sq. mm., its

breaking stress, 93 kilograms per sq. mm. ; this increases, however, as
the diameter of the wire diminishes, reaching 150 to 160 kilograms per
sq. mm. for wire 0"05 mm. thick. The extension of the wire before
breaking is small, being only 1 to 2 per cent., notwithstanding which
wires of 0*03 mm. diameter can be drawn. An ingot of the metal beaten
out under the steam hammer to a sheet 1 mm. thick was drilled with a
diamond drill making 5000 revolutions per minute for 72 hours con-
tinuously, after which a depression of about \ mm. was found, the diamond
drill being much worn ; the metal theretore combines extraordinary
hardness with great ductility. Immersed in dilute sulphuric acid, tan-
talum only allows currents to pass when it is the cathode, when it is the
anode no current passes even with 220 volts, owing to the formation of a
;ilm of oxide. Compact tantalum may be etched with hydrofluoric acid

;

the appearance of the surface is a good gxiide to the pui-ity of the metal.
Phe melting point of the pure metal is about 2250° ; its electrical dissipa-

t ion as dust when xu*ed in avacuum is extremely small. Manyexperiments
with incandescent electric lamps made with a tantalum wire filament
-bowed that their useful life is about the same jvs with a carbon
tilament, whilst the electrical energy consumed is less than half.

In making tantalum by the action of sodium on pot;i.s.siuui tantalum
lluoride, much hydrogen is evolved, part of which is absorbed by the
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metal ; it may be driven out by heating in a vacuum. Red-hot tantalum

powder decomposes water, giving off hydrogen. When the powder is

placed in a platinum dish containing dilute acid and is made the cathode,

it takes up very large quantities of hydrogen, which is not driven off

completely even by fusion, the fused metal being hard and brittle.

Traces of hydrogen, however, do not affect its ductility. Compact
tantalum, when heated in the air, becomes yellow at 400°, blue at a

dull red heat, and is finally covered with a layer of the white pentoxide

Avhich protects the metal below it. Thin wire however, burns with a

white light without flame. Metallic tantalum heated to whiteness

does not combine with oxygen if its pressure is less than 20 mm.
;

this explains the possibility of preparing the metal by heating the

oxide in a vacuum.
When heated in nitrogen, it becomes dull grey and brittle, the

powdered metal combines readily with sulphur, selenium and tellurium.

Iron alloys containing from 5 to 10 per cent, of tantalum are very

hard and ductile. Silver does not alloy with tantalum at all, and
the same is true of mercury. Molybdenum and tungsten alloy readily

with it ; the alloys containing less than 5 per cent, of these metals

are ductile. More than 1 per cent, of carbon renders tantalum too

brittle to be drawn into wire, but metal containing 0'5 per cent, of carbon

can still be drawn intowiie 0*1 mm. thick. Traces of carbon, boron, or

silicon add to its hardness without diminishing its ductility. Boiling

sulphuric, nitric, or hydrochloric acid or mixtures of these are

without action on compact tantalum. Hydrofluoric acid acts on it

very slowly unless the metal is in contact with platinum. Aqueous
solutions of alkalis are also without action, but fused alkalis cause it

to disintegrate. T, E,

Supposed Allotropy of Gold. Willem J. van Heteuen (Chem.
Centr., 1905, i, 503; from Chem. Weekblad, 2, 47—53).—It has been
stated by Julius Thomson that different allotropic modifications of gold

are obtained by the reducing action of sulphurous acid on various

solutions of gold compounds. The supposed allotropic forpas obtained

by the reduction of (a) neutral auric chloride, (b) auric bromide, (c)

aureus chloride, bromide, or iodide have been designated respectively

as gold, golda, and gold^. The author finds, that, when galvanic cells

are constructed with gold and gold^ or gold and gold^s as reversible

electrodes, the observed potential differences at 25° (0-4—0"6 millivolt)

are not greater than when two samples of the first allotropic form are

employed as electrodes.

From the values given by Thomsen for the heat changes accom-
panying the transformation of - gold^ and gold^ into gold, a large

temperature-coeflicient of the E.M.F. of such cells would be expected.

Measurements at 0°, however, gave the same result as at 25°.

H. M. D.

Electrolytic Solution of Platinum in Sulphuric Acid. Andr6
Bhochet and Joseph Petit {Compt. rend., 11105, 140, 655—657).

—

When a direct current of rapidly varying intensity is passed through
a solution of sulphuric acid containing an anode of platinum, the latter
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dissolves and platinum separates at the cathode. The addition of an
oxidising agent diminishes the rate of solution of the platinuhi and
also prevents its separation at the cathode. The electrolytic solution

of the anode is not therefore due to a specific action of the alternating

current, but is attributable to the rapidly alternating current density

at the anode. The authors consider that Kuer's conclusions (Abstr.,

1903, ii, 407) are untenable.

The phenomenon is quite dijEEerent from that observed when an
alternating current is passed through a cyanide solution between
platinum electrodes. In this case, the electrolytic solution is due to

pulverisation of the cathode in consequence of the primary formation
of an alloy, which is attacked by water, the platinum being left in an
altered physical condition in which it dissolves spontaneously in the

cyanide solution (compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 414 ; 1905, ii, 27, 28).

H. M. D.

Some Osminitrites and an Osmixim Nitrite. L. Wintrebekt
{Conipt. rend., 1905, 140, 585—587).—Potassium osminitrite crystal-

lises in canary-yellow, flattened parallelopipeds, very soluble in water
(compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 221). Sodium osminitrite,

]S'a20s(NO..).,2H.O,

more soluble than the potassium salt, crystallises in flattened parallele-

pipeds of an orange-yellow colour. Ammonium osminitrite,

(NHj,Os(N02)„2H,a
prepared by the action of ammonium sulphate on the barium salt,

forms beautiful, orange-yellow crystals, stable in dry air and decom-
\K>sed at 160*^ in an atmo.=;phere of hydrogen, forming osmium peroxide.
'<Uver osminitrite, Ag^.Os(N0.2)5,2H20, forms golden-yellow crystal.';,

stable in dry air. Bai-ium osminitrite, BaOs(NO.,)5,H.,0 and
Ba0s(N0o)=„4R,0,

are obtained by the action of barium chloride on a hot solution of potass-
ium osminitrite, the monohydrate being obtained in the form of yellow
plates above 15°, and the tetrahydrate in the form of amber-yellow
needles at a lower temperature. Strontium osminitrite,

SrOs(N02)5,2H.p,
forms orange crystals ; calcium osminitrite, CaOs(N0.3)5,4H.,0, orange-
yellow plates ; magnesium osminitrite, Mg0s(N0.,)5,4H.,O, sulphur-
yellow crystals, and zinc osminitrite, ZnOs(NO.^)5,irfoO, orange-yellow
crystals. When a solution of barium osminitrite is precipitated by an
equivalent quantity of sulphuric acid, a solution of osminitrous acid,
HoOs(NO.,)5, is obtained, from whith, on complete evaporation, osmium
nitrite, Os(NO.,).j, is obtained in the form of a deep brown powder.

M. A. W.
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Miueralogical Chemistry

lodobromite in Arizona. William P. Blake (Aoner. J. Set.,

1905, [iv], 19, 230).—A soft, yellow mineral occurring as thin seams
and crusts in a quartz and calcite vein near Globe, Pinal Co., A-rizona,

was found by its blowpipe reactions to contain silver, iodine, bromine,
and chlorine ; its identity with iodobromite is, however, not proved
(compare iodembolite, Abstr., 1902, ii, 403). L. J. S.

Formation of Oceanic Salt Deposits. XL. Limits of
Existence of Tachyhydrite. Jacobus H, van't Hoff and
L. LicHTENSTEiN {Sitzungsher. K. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1905, 232—235).

—The experiments were made at 25° and consisted in determining the

composition of solutions which were saturated with sodium chloride

and also with one of the following systems : (1) calcium chloride, (2)

magnesium chloride, (3) magnesium . chloride and tachyhydrite, (4)

potassium chloride, (5) potassium chloride and calcium chloride, (6)

magnesium chloride and carnallite, (7) magnesium chloride, carnallite,

and tachyhydrite, (8) carnallite and potassium chloride, (9) carnallite,

potassium chloride, and calcium chloride, (10) tachyhydrite and calcium

chloride, (11) tachyhydrite, calcium chloride, and carnallite. The results

are represented in the usual graphical manner. J. C. P.

Action of Barium and Strontium Chlorides on Kaolin at
High Temperatures. Z. Weyberg (Centr. Min., 1905, 138—142).

—Kaolin, when fused for some time with an excess of barium chloride,

gave a crystallised product having the composition 7SiOo,4Alo03,4BaO ;

the crystals are hexagonal and hemimorphic, and are optically uniaxial

and negative, thus agreeing with nephelite in physical characters. The
corresponding strontium compound was obtained by a similar method.

In both cases, the crystallised product contained also isotropic irregular

gi-ains with the composition 30SiO2,4Al2O3. L. J. S.

Dumortierite. Waldemar T. Sciialler [Amer. J. Sci., 1905, [iv],

19, 211—224).—A dyke in granite at Dehesa, San Diego Co., Cali-

fornia, consists in the upper part of a fine-grained rock composed of

quartz and sillimanite, whilst the lower part is a coarse rock consisting

of quartz and diimortierite with small amounts of sillimanite and
muscovite, &c. The dumortierite is lavender in colour, instead of the

usual blue colour of this mineral, and forms irregular masses with

ragged outlines or fan-shaped radiating masses several centimetres

across. The pleochroism is marked, being colourless to deep reddish-

purple. There is a prismatic cleavage parallel to (210). Measurement
of imperfectly developed crystals from this and from two other

American localities proves the mineral to bo orthorhombic with the

axial ratios [a : i : c = 0-8897 : 1 : 0-6871]. The chemical analysis of

the mineral presents f-ome difficulties ; the mean of two analyses made
on pure material gave the results under I. Regarding the titanium to
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Ije present as Ti^Og replacing alumina, the formula is deduced as

^ALPg^aOgJIoO^eSiOo. which maybe written as (SiO^)3Al(A10)-(BO)H.

This formula is similar to that of the closely allied mineral andalusite,

[(Si04)3Al3(A10)3], and it explains the alteration of dumortierite to

muscovite, [(SiOj)3Al3KH.,]. The recent analyses by Ford (Abstr.,

1903, ii, 158) are shown to agree with the new formula, except for a

slight difference in the water, which was not determined directly in

Ford's analyses.

SiO.,.
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conductivity of serum is approximately the same as that of plasma. A
small apparatus is described which can be used with only a small error
for determining conductivity in a few drops of blood for clinical pur-
poses. In thirteen healthy men, the conductivity of the blood varied
from 35-.3 to 52-6, and of serum from 84 to 111. In one healthy person
over a period of five weeks the same numbers varied from 40'2 to 46'7

and 86 '5 to 111 respectively. A few observations were also made in

pathological cases. W. D. H.

Action of Chloroform on the Blood-vessels of Bowel and
Kidney. E. H. Embley and Charles J. Martin (J. Physiol, 1905,

32, 147—158).—The action of chloroform in the blood in such quan-
tities as may occur with the inhalation of 1 to 3 per cent, of vapour in

the air paralyses the neuro-muscular mechanism of the blood-vessels

of the kidney and bowel, and this partly accounts for the fall of blood-

pressure which occurs. Such results are not contradictory to those of

Schafer and Scharlieb (this vol., ii, 105), but supplementary; vessels

in different parts may react in different ways to the same poison in

different doses. The dilatation is mainly confined to the splanchnic

area. The paper also contains a description of a new perfusion

apparatus. W. D. H.

Effect of Salts of Potassium and Ammonium and of Bile

Salts on Blood Pressure. Arthur Edmunds {Proc. Physiol. Soc,

1904—1905,xx; J.Physiol., 32; ^W<.J/erZ./., 1905,1,57—59).—A mere
inspection of the crystals of choline platinichloride is insufiicient to distin-

guish it from those of the potassium, ammonium and bile salts. A more
detailed examination of its composition, solubilities, (fee, is necessaiy.

The present paper virges that combined Avith chemical testing, the

investigation of the physiological action of the substance should be

carried out. The fall of arterial blood pressure produced by choline is

abolished if the animal has been previously poisoned with atropine.

The other substances named above also produce a fall of arterial

pressure if employed in solutions of sufiicient strength, bvit in several

points this differs from that produced by choline, notably in the

circumstance that it is not abolished by atropine. W. D. H.

Effect on Blood-pressure of Proteolytic Products.

Charles G. L. Wolf (/. Physiol., 1905, 32, 171—174).—Glycine,
leucine, tyrosine, uracil, cytosine, indole, scatole, tryptophan,

xanthine, hypoxanthine, guanine, thymine, glycine ethyl ester,

pyrrolidine-2-carboxylic acid, a-methylpyrrolidinecarboxylic acid, ar-

ginine, or glutamic acid produces no fall of blood pressure when
injected intravenously. These simple products of proteolysis do not

produce the " peptone " effect ; the latter is the result of a combination

of groups. Nolf (Abstr., 1904, ii, 425) states that a product of

pnncreatic autolysis which no longer gives the biuret reaction lowers

the blood pressure. It is probable, however, that this is due to choline,

a substance found in autolysed pancreas and yeast as a result of

lecithin decomposition (Kutscher and Lohmann, Absti'., 1903, ii.

670, 737). Levene's glucothionic acid produces a rise of blood pressure.

W. D. H.
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Effect on Blood Pressure of Polypeptides. William D. Halli-

burton (/. Fhjsiul, 1905, 32, 174).—W. H. Thompson showed that

the blood pressure lowering effect of " peptone " is mainly due to

primary proteoses ; the further proteolysis is continued, the less is the

effect manifested. Similar results were obtained with prot^amines and

protones. Crystalline cleavage products have not the power (see Wolf,

preceding extract). Negative results were also obtained with four of

Fischer's polypeptides (leucyl-leucine, leucyl-glycine, glycyl-asparagine,

and alanyl-leucyl-glycine). The combinations of moleculai" groups

necessary to produce the eft'ect must therefore be more complex than

the polypeptides. W. D. H.

Blood Ferments! Adolf Jolles and Oppexheisi {Cfiem. Ceiitr.,

1905, i, 546 ; from 3Iunch. med. Woch., 51, 2083—2085).—The catalasts

of the blood eliminate oxygen from oxyhaemoglobin ; this is transferx-ed

to the tissues by oxydases. The catalase is destroyed by boiling and
by acids. Various reagents differ in their effect on the ferments.

The catalase is contained exclusively in the formed elements, its amount
l^ing roughly proportional to that of the haemoglobin. No difference

in this respect obtains in venous and arterial blood, or in that of

men and women. The amount falls in tuberculosis, nephritis, and
cancer. In a series of animals, the amount of catalase and the in-

tensity of oxidation processes appear to go together. W. D. H.

Physico-chemical Researches on Haemolysis. Victor Hexki
{Compt. reiuL, 1905, 140, 101— 104).—The exjieriments presented

relate to the htemolysis produced in fowls by the serum of dog's blood,

.ind have led to the following conclusions. The rapidity of haemolysis

IS independent of the quantity of red corpuscles placed in contact with
given amounts of serum, but a given amount of serum is only capable

uf haemolysing a limited number of corpuscles. The velocity of

action increases with increasing amounts of serum, but more rapidly

than the increase of serum. It is only slow in the tirst 5 or 10
uiinutes, then increases rapidly, and diminishes again towai-ds the end.
If the total quantity of corpuscles haemolysed at the end is represented
by a, and the quantity hsemolysed at the end of t minutes is x, the

fraction -log is a constant. W. D. H.
t a -X

Hydrolysis of Hepatic Glycogen produced by Injection
of Amylase into the Portal Vein. Pariset {Compt. rend., 1905,
140, 534—537).—The quantity of sugar in the blood of the hepatic
vein is increased by injecting a solution of amylase into the porttil

vein. This is considered to support the view that the normal change
of glycogen is produced by an amylolytic ferment in the portal blood.

W. D. H.

Assimilation of Calcium and Phosphoric Acid from Various
Calcium Phosphates by Growing Animals. Alui.v Kohleu,
Kr. Honcamp, M. Just, Justus Voluard, M. Popp, and Otto Zaun
{Landw. Ver«udu-i3UU., 1905, 61, 451—479).—With the exception of

vol- Lxxxviu. ii. ly
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pure precipitated tricalcium phosphate, which is much more readily
assimilated than degelatinised bone-meal, calcium phosphates which
are only slightly soluble in Petermann's citrate solution are of slight

feeding value. The highest results were obtained (in an experiment
with only one lamb) when calcium diphosphate was given together
with calcium lactate. N. H. J. M.

The Gastric Mucous Membrane and Gastric Juice of the
Pig. F. Bengen and Gunnau Haane {Pjliigers Archiv, 1905, 106,
267—285, 286—312).—The cardiac region of the pig's stomach con-

tains only an amylolytic ferment ; the fundus region contains a peptic,

an amylolytic, a rennetic, and a weak lipolytic ferment. In the
pyloric region, the three first named are also present, but in smaller
amount and not so active. The pepsin is most abundant in the
fundus glands during the first hour of digestion ; at the seventh hour,

it falls, and rises again at the ninth or tenth, In the pyloiic glands, it

is at its maximum one or two hours later, and then falls until the end of

digestion (12th hour). The fundus glands secrete more acid and more
mucin than those in other regions. The other ferments vary'in amount
and activity at various times, so also does the acid. W. D. H.

Chemico-physiology of Betaine. II. Alois Velich and

Vladimir Stanek {Zeit. Zuckerind. B'dhm., 1905, 29, 205—219).

—

The breaking-down of betaine in the digestive organs of a sheep

increases as the time during which it is administered is increased,

and as the nitrogen-content of the other food is diminished. The pro-

ducts of its dei?omposition are substances which yield ammonia and
dimethylamine on hydrolysis, and are presumably urea and a methylated

virea. The secretion of amino-acids in the urine undergoes no change

during the period in which betaine is administered, but there is a con-

tinuous increase in the amount of nitrogen present as compounds which

cannot be identified. In the first few days, betaine acts as a mild diuretic

and produces an increase of nitrogen in the fjeces, but does not itself occur

in the latter. The authors conclude that betaine plays a definite part in

the animal organism. Small proportions of betaine may be detected

in sheep's urine, but no trace of betaine could be found in the urine of

a cow fed daily with molasses. T. H. P.

Nuclein Bases produced during the Autofermentation c
Pancreas. Martin Schenck {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 43,

406—409. Compare Schittenhelm, Abstr., 1904, ii, 752, and this vol.,

i, 108; Jones and Partridge, Abstr., 1904, ii, 838; Levene, Abstr.,

1904, ii, 828).—Finely-divided fresh pancreatic glands were allowed to

undergo autofermentatioa in the presence of chloroform water, and

after removal of tyrosine, histidine, and arginine the purine bases weri'

isolated by Krliger and Salomon's method. The only bases obtained

were gumine and hypoxanthine ; xanthine and adenine could not be

isolated, and if formed at all were only present in minute quantitie.'^.

These results can be explained on the supposition that adenase and

guanase are two distinct ferments, and that in the extracts examined

guanase was not present. J. J- S.
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The Kinetics of Tryptic Action. William M. Bayliss {Arch.

Sci. Biol St. Petersburg, 1904, 11, Suppl. 281—297).—The electrical

conductivity method wa.s the one mainly employed. The typical curve

of the velocity of trypsin action differs from a logarithmic curve in

that it gradually falls away from such a curve, owing to the retarding

action of the products of cleavage, especially amino-acids. The chief

cause of increase of conductivity during digestion is probably tbe

splitting off of inorganic constituents, and in the case of caseinogen

the formation of inorganic phosphates. Amino-acids also have a

slight action in this direction. The existence of a weak proteolytic

enzyme in unactivated juice and of anti-trypsin in serum and egg-

white is confirmed. There is some evidence of reversible action on the

part of trypsin. W. D. H.

Autolysis. II. The Influence of the Thyroid. Samuel B.

SciiRYVER (/. Physiol, 1905, 32, 150-170).—The livers of thyroid-

fed animals show a greater autolysis after 24 hours than those of non-

thyroid-fed control animals. But if the preliminary thyroid feeding

lasts more than eight days, the reverse occurs. Thyroid feeding leads

to exces^ive oxidation and burning up of fat, and so contrasts with
phosphorus poisoning, where oxidation is lessened and fat accumulates.

A full explanation of the action of the tbjToid, whether on the tissues

or on the autolytic enzymes or on substances which inhibit the enzyme
action, is still wanting. W. D. H.

Inactive Arginine. E. Provan Cathcart {Proc. Physiol. Sac.,

Ilt04— 1905, XV ; J. Physiol, 32).—In " urotryptic " digestion of

brin, the arginine fraction wa-s obtained in crystalline form and was
lound to be inactive. There is no sharp melting point, but decomposi-

' tion begins at 210^. The melting point of the active form is 175^^.

Kutscher obtained the inactive form from a digestion of fibrin with
pancreas, or by the treatment of the active form with sulphuric acid.

W. D. H.

Carbohydrate Combustion. III. Otto Cohnheim {Zeit. physiol
'heui., 1905,43, 547).—Polemical against Ciausand Embden (this vol.,

:, 179). This failure to contirm the authoi''s results is attributed to
• ne use of physiological salt solution, which is stated not to be an
indifferent reagent like water, but to inhibit ferment action.

W. D. H.

Relation of Cystin to Sulphur Metabolism. C. H. Rothera
f. FhyaioL, 1905, 32, 175— 182).—Cystin prepared both from hair
'"1 from calculi, when given by the mouth in man, is completely

fd to sulphate, and appears quantitatively as such in the urine.
Muuc acid does not diminish this excretion of sulphates in the urine,

IS it might if cystin were converted into taurocholate. The two form.s
of cystin used are believed to be identical. Attempt.s to get the liver
to oxidise cystin to sulphate failed. During the preparation of cystin,
V purple coloration was observed with ferric chloride and ammonia

;

It J8 attributed to cysteiu, in which, therefore, an a-thiol-lactic acid
uucleus is present. W. D. li.

19—2
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Metabolism of Arginine. William H. Thompson {J. Physiol.,

1905, 32, 137—146).—From three experiments oa dogs, the following
conclusions are drawn. Feeding with arginine chloride or carbonate
increases the nitrogen of the urine ; of the nitrogen so given, from
73 to 96 per cent, reappears as urea. In the body, therefore, ornithine
is either not formed or is largely converted iuto urea. If the arginine
is given hypodermically, more nitrogen is excreted than is contained
in the arginine ; consequently arginine increases nitrogenous meta-
bolism. In one experiment, glycosuria occuri-ed ; the cause of this is not
clear. W. D. H.

A Theory of Proteinrnetabolism. Otto Folin {Amer. J.

Physiol, 1905, 13, 117—138. Compare this vol., ii, 183).—This
is a continuation of the line of argument started by the examina-
tion of the urine. The laws governing the composition of the ux'ine

are the effects of more fundamental laws governing proteid-kata-

bolism. Voit's theory states that katabolism occurs only in the
" circulating proteid." The small amount of living protoplasm
which dies is at first dissolved and is so added to the circulating

proteid. Pflliger, on the other hand, believes that all proteid

is first transformed into living material before katabolism occurs,

Schondorff's experiments in support of this view are inconclusive

and can be otherwise interpreted. The chief evidence in favour

of Voit's theory is the fact that large quantities of food proteid

are katabolised in so short a time. The view taken in this paper i

that neither of the two extreme views is correct. Nitrogenoi

katabolism is of two kinds. One is inconstant and immediate, varit

with the food, and leads to the formation of urea, inorganic sulphate^,

but not of creatinine or " neuti'al sulphur," The other is smaller in

amount, constant in quantity, and is largely represented by creatinine,

neutral sulphur, and, to a less extent, by uric acid and ethereal

sulphates, and possibly a certain amount of urea. The latter form of

metabolism may be termed tissue or endogenous metabolism, whilst

the other is exogenous. Endogenous metabolism sets a limit to the

lowest level of nitrogenous equilibrium attainable. Toe proteid

sulficient to maintain endogenous katabolism is indispensable ; wliether

the amount exogenouf-ly katabolised can be entirely dispensed with is

at present questionable, but there is evidence to show that it c;i:

largely be replaced by non-nitrogenous food ; the nitrogen is easii;

split off by hydrolysis without oxidation, and thus a non-uitrogeuo-.i

residue remains available for calorific pi-ocesses. Urea is absent fron

the muscles, and its representative creatine is eliminated, not as urt^i

but as creatinine. The katabolism that terminates in iirea formatioii

is not of such fundamental importance as that which leads to the

elimination of creatinine. The formation of ammonia and amino-aci<i

which occurs so largely in the intestine, owing to tryptic and crept

i

activity, is probably a preliminary means of getting rid of the exce>

of nitrogen taken in. The evidence that those simple materials ai •

synthesised into tissue-proteids is certainly inconclusive and largt-l)

teleological ; the formation of urea direct from them by the liver i

more probable. The hypothesis that the organism uses proteid if i
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can get it, even when fats and carbohydrates are abundant, is also con-

sidered to be an unproved assumption. The well-established fact

that the organism tends to maintain nitrogenous equilibrium within

tremendously wide limits is inconsistent with the teleological argument

of albumin formation. An extensive formation of Voit's circulating

proteid to be followed immediately by decompos-ition into urea is quite

as improbable as the corresponding formation and decomposition of

Pfliiger's organised protoplasm.

The organism requires in its food only the small amount of nitrogen

necessary for endogenous metabolism ; the nitrogen of the extra

proteid is unnecessary, and the organism has at hand an active

mechanism for immediately casting it out.

In carnivorous animals, the uncertainty of the food supply has led

to the development of a capacity to store a proteid reserve in the form
of increased muscle substance, but in man this does not exist. Still,

that does not mean that the human organism can only replace lost

muscle tissue slowly and with diflBculty, for in convalescence from
disease, recovery of weight is astonishingly rapid. The 118 grams per

diem of proteid in standard diets is most excessive, and should largely

be replaced by carbohydrates. The argument that most people take as

much is of no real value, and might be equally well applied to the daily

use of wine. The argument that nitrogenous equilibrium cannot be

maintained for long periods on less has been disproved, notably by the

recent work of Chittenden (this vol., ii, 179). In disease, where the

presence of excess of waste is likely to be more harmful than in health,

it is recommended that the intake of nitrogen should be limited to the
Ifvel of the endogenous requirement (3 to 4 grams daily). The fact

lat muscular work does not increase proteid katabolism is remark-
t>le if current views on the nature of that katabolism are correct,

• 'it it becomes intelligible if proteid katabolism, in so far as its

itrogen is concerned, is independent of the oxidations which give rise

' heat or to the energy that is converted into work. Whether severe

work will have an effect on the endogenous metabolism cannot be shown
by investigating urea excretion ; determinations of creatinine and
' "utral sulphur are necessary for a study of that question. W. D. H,

Gastric Digestion. Paul GrCtzner {Pfliiger's ArcJiiv, 190D, 106,
''3—522).

—

A hriei resume oi the work done on the mechanism of

gastric digestion from the time of Beaumont to the work of Cannon
18 followed by an account of numerous experiments on animals fi'om

the frog upwards. Some attention is directed to the amount of pepsin
and acid in the two principal districts of the stomach at varying in-

tervals after digestion has started, but the paper in the main deals
with the mechanical aspect of the problem. The pyloric region is the
great jwrtion for active digestion and peristalsis ; the cardiac half is at
first, at any rate, in a resting condition when little or no admixture
With gastric juice occurs, but when salivary digestion is unimpeded.
TIu' fuo regions are frequently separated by a band of contraction.

W. D. H.

Effect of Salt Solutions on Cilia. Samuel S. Maxwell (Amtr.
'. J'hjsioL, IGO.""), 13, 154— 170).—One-eighth mol s<^liifi<.ns of tlie
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chlorides of lithium, ammonium, sodium, potassium, magnesium, cal-

cium, strontium, and barium wer6 employed on the ciliated epithe-

lium of the frog's gullet. Sodium chloride is the most favourable to the

prolonged life of the cells and the working power of the cilia. The
action of the salts bears no direct relation to valency of the cations or

to molecular weight. In general, salts of higher solution-tension

are more favourable than those of lower, but the agreement is not
exact. W. D. H.

Distribution of Potassium in Animal and Vegetable Cells.

Archibald B. Macallum (J". Physiol., 1905, 32, 95—128).—For the

microchemical detection of potassium, the following solution is recom-

mended : cobalt nitrite 20 grams, sodium nitrite 35 grams, 10 c.c. glacial

acetic acid, and 100 c.c. water. If potassium is abundant the hexa-

nitrite of cobalt and potassium is precipitated as yellow crystals.

If the amount of potassium is small, there is only a yellow colour

;

this is turned black (cobalt sulphide) on the addition of ammonium
sulphide. The black coloration forms a very delicate test. The results

of the examination of various animal and vegetable cells are described

with coloured illustrations. Among these, the following may be men-
tioned : potassium is found in cell protoplasm, but more abundantly in

intercellular material ; in striped muscle it is limited to the dim
bands, and in pancreatic cells to the granular zone. It is absent from
all nuclei and from nerve cells. In nerve fibres, it occurs in curious

patches external to the axis, especially at the nodes. W. D. H.

Influence of Salts on the Resting Current of Frog's Muscle.
Rudolf Hober {PJlilger's Archiv, 1905, 106, 599—635).—The mem-
brane of muscle fibres, unlike that of blood corpuscles, is in the main
impermeable to either anions or cations, even in the presence of

carbon dioxide. But a special permeability to potassium ions exists.

The cations of the alkalis are arranged in order according to their

capability of exciting the ordinary current of rest ; the anions may bi'

arranged according to their power to excite a current in the opposite

direction. The heavy metals and hydrogen ions excite the restin-

current ; the chlorides of the alkaline earths do not, but produce a sort

of coagulation of the membrane. All .salts that call forth a resting

current stimulate muscle to action. W. D. H,

Action of Potassium and Sodium on the Indirect Excita-

bility of Muscle. Frank S. Locke {Proc. Physiol. Soc, 1904— 1905.

xxii ; J. Physiol., 32).—Overton's statement that the addition of potass

ium salts to sodium chloride solution hastens the disappearance of indirect

excitability is confirmed. This, however, is different from a curare

action, which consists in the replacement of tetanus on faradisation by

weaker and weaker initial contractions. W. D. H.

Muscle of Octopods. Martin Henze {Zeit. physiol. Chevi., 1905,

43^ 477—493).— Octopus miiscle contains 77-3 per cent, of water and

13-13 per cent, of nitrogen. It is characterised by its richne.ss in

taurine. Creatine, creatinine, urea, hexon bases, amino-acids, and

glycogen are all ab.=;ent. Small (jnantities of hypoxanthino are present,
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and another base not yet identified. Sarcolactic acid is often absent,

and small quantities of feimentation lactic acid are found. The amount
of inorganic s ilts is greater than in vertebrate muscle, and salts of

potassium are more abundant than those of sodium. W. D. H.

Influence of Meat Diet on the Thyroid and Parathyroids
Chalmers Watson (Proc. Physiol. Soc, 1904—1905, xvi—xvii ; J.

Physiol, 32; Brit. Med. J., 1905, Jan. 21; Lancet, 1905, Feb. 11.

Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 426).—In fowls, excessive meat diet leads to

hypertrophy of the thyroid and parathyroid glands. In rats, the

effect is usually also fatal ; the parathyroids are not affected, but the

thyroid generally shows histological changes, which indicate exhaustion

of its functions. The question is related to that of gout, and thyroid

medication frequently tends to permanent relief. The theory that

uric acid is the cause of gout needs revision ; the disease is probably
infectivre via the alimentary tract ; uric acid merely gives the inflam-

mation its specific character. W. D. H.

Oxidation of Nucleic Acid with Calcium Permanganate.
Oxidation and Synthetic Formation of Uric Acid in Extracts
of Ox Liver. The Source of Endogenous Purine in Man and
Mammals. Richard Burian {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 43,
494—496, 497—531, 532—546. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 313,

317 ; 1904, i, 354, 358, 956).—Kutscher and Seemann wex'e unable to

obtain uric acid by oxidising nucleic acid ; they therefore doubt its

origin from purine bases. This is because calcium permanganate
destroys uric acid.

The presence of oxygen is necessary to obtain in liver extract uric

tcid from the purine bases it contains, or that are added to it. The uric

acid found comes almost exclusively from xanthine, and is due to a fer-

ment, xanthine-oxydase. Liver exti'acts also destroy to some extent uric

acid when formed. No evidence of a synthetical formation of uric acid

was discoverable.

An analogy is drawn between endogenous and exogenous purine and
creatinine in the urine. The formation of creatine and hypoxanthine
in mu.'«cle is similar, but nuclein- or nucleo-proteid play no part in the
origin of either. Muscular hypoxanthine is the main source of

endogenous })urine in the urine, and its transformation into uric acid
is the work of an oxyda.se. W. D. H.

Interrelationship of Calcium and Magnesium Excretion.
.loHN Mam'olm {J. Physiol, 1905, 32, 183— 190).— Evidence is adduced
'o show that the ingestion of .soluble magnesium sjilts causes a lo.ss of
alcium in adult animals, and hinder.s its deposition in young growing
mimaKs. Soluble calcium salts do not affect the excretion of magne.sium
111 a similar way. W. D. H.

Scatoxyl and the Origin of Scatolic Pigments. rx)uis C.
Maii.laku {.r. Pharm. Chini., 1905, 21, 187—190)._Largely polemical.
\ n-[.Iv t.. |>,.,vli.>r ;u).| ll.-ivieux (this vol., ii, 187). L. UK K.
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Analysis of an Intestinal Gravel. Chapus {J. Phm^m. Chim.,
1905, 21, 191—192).—The matter contained 23-5 per cent, of mineral
matter, mainly consisting of calcium triphosphate and magnesium-
ammonium phosphate ; carbonates were absent. The organic and
volatile portion contained proteids 8 15, fatty matter 3 5 7, free sterco-

bilin 3*37, stercobilin combined with calcium 11 -GS, cellulose, ammonium
salts, (fee. Biliary colouring matter could not be detected.

L. DE K.

Excretion of Water in Typhoid Fever. Torald Sollmann
and J. A. Hofmann {Amer. J. Med. Sci., February, 1905).—The
free administration of water to typhoid patients causes a large polyuria

(3 to 9 litres daily). The percentage of chlorides and the total mole-

cular concentration are much below the normal, but the total excretion

of dissolved molecules exceeds that in ordinary typhoid cases. The
excretion of water and chlorides is nearly parallel to the income, the

kidney function being unimpaired. The amount of urine is influenced

by the perspiration, and to a less extent by catharsis. Tempera-
ture does not directly infl.uence the diuresis. Diuretics, slight

nephritis, and calcium chloride have no effect. The excretion

of Avater and chlorides in typhoid fever appears to obey the same laws

as in health ; there is, however, a greater tendency to chloride reten-

tion in the fever, but this is greatly diminished by polyuria. Prolonged
restriction of the chloride income produces no deleterious effect ; the

patients do not develop '' salt hunger." W. D, H,

The Composition of Caseous Deposits in Tubercle, E.

ScHMOLL {Chein. Centr., 1905, i, 280—281 ; from Arch. klin. Med., 81,
163—180).—The chief material in tubercular caseous deposits is a

coagulated proteid which in composition approaches albumin, globulin,

and also fibrin. Any characteristic constituents of cell-nuclei are not

detectable. Cholesterol and lecithin are also present. W. D. H.

Treatment of Trypanosomiasis by Arsenious Acid an<
" Trypanroth," A, Laveran {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 287—291).
Infections with Trypanosoma gambiense are in certain species of animall

curable by successive treatment with ar.«enious acid and " trypanroth, *J

The efficacious do.ses border on the toxic, so the dose advisable fo|

cases in man is difficult to determine, W, D. H.

Toxicity of Sea Water on Fresh-water Animals. Wot.fgan<

OsTWALD {PJliiger's Arcldv, 1905, 106, 568—598).—Experiments wit^'

sea water in various degrees of dilution on Gammarus jnilex ar|

represented by curves of toxicity ; the males are more resistant thai

the females. A large number of observations are also recorded in

regard to the individual salts, and conclusions similar to those of

Ringer, van't Hoff, and Loeb are arrived at. W. D. H.

Physical Chemistry of Anaesthesia. Benjamin Moore and

Herbert E. Koaf i^Tkompson, Yates, and Johnston Lah. lieport.

Liverpool, 1905, 6, 151—194).—A full account of researches pre

viousiy published (Abstr., 1904, ii, 501). VV, D. H.

I
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Bflfect of Chloroform and Ether on Renal Activity.

William H. Thompson (/Voc. Physiol. A'oe.,1904—1905, xxi; J. Phi/siol.,

32).—On the quantity of urine and of nitrogen, the effects of both

anae-sthetics are very variable. An increase in excretion of chlorides

always occurred, especially with chloroform. W. D. H.

Relation of Enterokinase to Trypsin. William M. Bayliss

and Ernest H. Starling {J. Physiol., 1905, 32, 129—136).—Normal
rabbit's serum, besides its known antitryptic qualities, sometimes has

the power of neutralising or destroying enterokina.se. If this power

is absent, it may be evoked by repeated injection of enterokinase.

The production of antikina-^e does not increa.se the antitryptic power

of the serum. Injection of trypsinogen does not produce any anti-

trypsinogen in the serum. The antitryptic power of serum is there-

fore not due, as stated by Delezenne, to the presence of antikinase.

There is also no evidence that a solution of trypsin is equivalent to a

combination of kina.se and trypsinogen. TrYpsin is a new substance

produced from trypsinogen by the ferment-like action of enterokinase.

The enterokinase does not appear to be essential to, or take any part

in, the proteolytic activities of trypsin, W. D. H,

Chemistry of Vegetable Physiology and Agriculture-

Biological and Biochemical Studies on Milk. C. J. Koning
Milchio. Zen/r , 1905, i, 49— 68).— A. series of experiments is described
II the number of bacteria present in fresh milk and in the .same milk
liter 6, 18, 30, 42 or more hours. The results generally show a fall

11 the numl)er in the early periods, followed l>v a rapid rise.

X. H. J. M.

Formation of Volatile Alkaloids in Sterilised Milk by
Bacillus Nobilis. Occurrence of such Compounds in Emmen-
thaler Cheese. Leopold Adametz and T. CiLsz.\szEz(J///c//rr. Zentr.,

1905, i, 78—80).—Cultures of liacillus nobilis in milk which had been
kept 22 months yielded, when distilled, a basic substance U/rothri.nn,

which was obtained from the distillate by extraction with ether. It
is a white, cry.staliine substance having a sharp, characteristic odour,

I iiiiigly soluble in water, insoluble in .sodium and pota.s.sium

liV'iro.xides, readilv soluble in ether, alcohol, or dilute acids. When
reated with ammonia, it forms needles 1—2 mm. long. Phospho-
molybdic acid produces a canary-coloured precipitate

;
phosphotungstic

acid a white precipitate readily soluble in an excess. Potassium-
nieroiry iodide yields a precipitate of long, canary-coloured needles.
(»old chloride gives a lemon -colon red precipitiite which, however, soon
decompo.ses with liberation of gold. Concentrated solutions of picric
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acid yield an abundant yellow precipitate. The substance is volatile

at the ordinary temperature ; a few milligrams kept under a large
glass shade almost completely disappear in 36 hours.

The same compound occurs in Emmenthaler cheese.

N. H. J. M.

Fusel Oil. Hans H. Pringsheim {Ber., 1905, 38, 486-487.
Compare Emmerling, Abstr., 1904, ii, 834).—A red bacillus has been
isolated from American potatoes, a pure culture of which ferments
potatoes yielding hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and an oil with a strong
odour of amyl alcohol and boiling at 1 12—130°. Distinct spore forma-
tion has been observed, and these spores are not destroyed when
heated for 10 minutes at 80°. Ten per cent, gelatin at 22° is readily
liquefied by the organism. It is not at all certain that the fusel oil

obtained in alcoholic fermentation is due to this organism, since its

growth and fermentative action are prevented by the addition of

10 per cent, of ethyl alcohol, whilst the formation of fusel oil takes
place chiefly towards the close of the alcoholic fermentation, when
more than 10 per cent of alcohol is already present. J. J. S.

Resting Yeast in Moist and Pressed Conditions. Action
of Foreign Organisms on the Behaviour and Duration of Life
of Yeast Cells. Wilhelm Hennererg (C'Ae??*. Centr , 1905, i, 688;
from Zeits. ,Spiritusind. , 28, 1—2, 12, 23, 30, 39, and 48. Compare
Abstr., 1903, ii, 168).—The duration of life of yeast is shown to depend
on race, temperature, moisture, aeration, and the nature of the infection.

Acetic bacteria are the most injurious, and some lactic acid bacteria

and Penicillium are also injurious. Oidium Jactis is beneficial, whilst

Pediococcus, wild yeast, and putrefactive bacteria have no particular

effect. Slow drying is favourable, quick drying injurious.

To avoid a considerable infection of yeast, the mash is heated to at

least 68°. Mucor, Penicillium, Oidium, putiefactive bacteria, and
hay bacilli grow spontaneously in yeast. N. H. J. M.

Chemical Reactions occurring during Alcoholic Fermenta-
tion. Eduard BuoiiNER and Jacob Meiseniieimer [Per., 1905, 38.

620—630, Compare Abstr,, 1904, ii, 199),—The work of other authors

bearing on the formation of lactic acid from dextrose and of alcohol

from lactic acid is fully discussed. Small quantities of alcohol are

conveniently detected by means of ;j-nitrobenzoyl chloride, and this

has been made use of to prove that small quantities of alcohol are

formed by boiling invert sugar with sodium hydroxide.

Ilanriot has shown (Abstr., 1886, 224) that calcium lactate when dis-

tilled with lime forms large quantities of alcohol
;
part of this is now

proved to be t'sopropyl alcohol. moPropyl p-nitrobemoate crystallises

in light yellow prisms melting at 111°. A further series of experi-

ments is adduced to prove that lactic acid is a product of the fermen-

tation of dextrose by pressed yeasts ; in the main, however, as much
lactic acid is formed in the absence as in the presence of tlie dextrose.

E. F. A.
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Zymase and Alcoholic Fermentation. Arthur Harden
(J. Inst. Brewing, 1905, 11, 2— 13).—A resume of tlie properties of

yeast juice. The paper also includes an account of some of the work

carried out by the author (Harden, Abstr., 1903, ii, 319 ; Harden and

Young, Abstr., 1904, i, 543 ; this vol., ii, 109). A McK.

Lecithin in Wine. Axgiolo Funaro and I. Barboni {Chem.

Centr., 1905, i, 552 ; from Staz. sperim. agrar. ital., 1904, 37,

881—897).—Seventeen different samples of wine have been examined

for lecithin, and the conclusion is drawn that this is a normal con-

stituent. On the average, 260 mg. of lecithin per litre are present in

Tuscany wines. Red wines appear to contain more than white wines.

The source of the lecithin is not only the grape seeds, but also the

fleshy part of the fruit. There is no connection between the amounts
of phosphorus and of lecithin or of alcohol present in a wine. The
lecithin is not destroyed when the wine is heated (compare Rosen-

stiehl, Abstr., 1904, ii, 688 ; Weirich and Ortlieb, 1904, ii, 304).

H. M. D.

Composition of Wine Brandies. Xavier Rocque.s {Coitipt. rend.,

1905, 140, 511—512).—The brandies of the Charente district contain

all the higher alcohols, a large proportion of the aldehydes and esters,

and only a very small proportion of the acids of the wines from which
they are distilled. The furfuraldehyde, of which traces only exist in

the wine, is formed during the process of distillation when the heating

is prolonged ; thus, a wine which on rapid distillation from a glass

vessel gave only 0*3 gram of furfuraldehyde per 100 litres of pure
alcohol, gave 4*4 grams when distilled slowly from a copper retort. A
-ummary of the results of analyses of twenty-two s[>ecimens of brandy
is given in the following table (the results are expressed in grams per
100 litres of alcohol) :

.Maximum. Miiiiiiiiiin. Mean.

A.i.ls ,37-7 10-0 18-6

Aldehydes 33-5 38 14-6

Esters 2130 6.5-9 121-0
Higher alcohols 29-2-t 115-0 211-4

Furliualdehyde 4-4 0-2 2*4

Total, or non-alcoholic coeflicient 475-0 280-1 367"5
Higher alcohols and esters 429-0 2352 333-9

,, ,. hiiiher alcoliols . _ , ^
Kiti".

.
'.-l "•, 1-9

M. A. W.

Assimilation outside the Organism. Cii. Bernard {Compl.
rend., 1905, 140, 509—511).— The opinion has been expres-sed that
the decomposition of carbon dioxide by plants is the result of ferment
action. Whilst not denying the possibility, the author has found in

repeating and extending former experiments that no evolution of
oxvoen occurs in sunlight as the result of mixing chlorophyll and
'•

. r;vcls of plant tissues. If bacterial decomposition sets in, gaseous
('lotlurts are naturally obtained, but not o.xvgen. W H. 11.
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Nutrition of Green Plants with Nitrogen. O. Treboux
{Chem. Cmtr., 1905, i, 619; from Ber. deut. hot. Ges., 22, 570—572).
—Nitrogen as nitrites is generally satisfactory as a source of nitrogen

in alkaline solutions, but poisonous in acid solutions. The poisonous

action of nitrites is only observed when a certain concentration is

reached ; this concentration is only slightly lower than in the case of

ammonium salts. Nitrates have the same, or a greater, nutritive

value, whilst ammonium salts are still better. Amino-acids and
amides are suitable for lower green plants, but for higher plants the

value of amino-acids is much less. Ammonium salts of the coi're-

sponding organic acids are generally better than the amino-acids. It

is more probable that asparagine and other amino-compounds are

decomposed by enzymes with liberation of ammonia than that

they are directly employed in the production of proteids. Nitrogen
assimilation is independent of chlorophyll. All the plants grew better

with heterotrophic than with autotrophic carbon. Mosses can grow
without calcium.

Nitrogen as ammonium salts seems to be the best form of nitrogen

for chlorophyllous plants, and the intervention of niti-ite and nitrate

bacteria is unnecessary. N. H, J. M.

Leucine and Tyrosine as Sources of Nitrogen for Plants.
L. LuTZ {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 380—382).—Both leucine and
tyrosioe were assimilated by Gucumis vulgaris and by Aspergillus niger,

Aspergillus repens, and Penicillium glaucum. N. H. J. M.

Consumption of Odoriferous Substances in Etiolated
Plants. Eugene Charabot and Alexandre Hebert {Gompt. rend.,

1905, 140, 455—457. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 172, 607).—When
kept in the dark, plants are able to utilise the essicntial oil, and
especially terpene compounds. It had previously been observed that

etiolated plants contained less essential oil than normal plants.

N. H. J. M.

Composition and Signification of Aleurone Grains. Swigrl
PosTEHNAK {Gompt. rend., 1905, 140, 322—324).—The presence of

anhydro-oxymethylenediphosphoric acid (phytine) in aleurone grains

has already been observed (Abstr., 1903, ii, 607). An organic acid

was also found in the grains of the spruce-fir. The following amounts
of total nitrogen and mineral substances were found in the aleurone

grains of (1) spruce fir, (2) sunflower, (3) hemp, and (4) white lupin :

N.
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per cent, of oil soluble in light petroleum, which, when kept for

24 hours in a closed vessel with water, yielded 0'92 per cent, of its

weight of hydrogen cyanide. The fresh seeds probably contain more

than 1 per cent, of hydrogen cyanide (compare Power and Gornall,

Proc, 1904, 20, 135).

'

N. H. J. M.

Oil from the Seeds of Calophyllum Inophyllum. Gkorg
Fkndlek (fihem. Centr., 1005, i, 463 ; from Apoth. Zeit., 20, 6—8).

—The seeds contained 22-8— 31*5 H^O and 50-5—55 oil per cent.

The oil has a yellowish-green colour, an odour resembling fenugreek,

a bitter taste, and, on keeping, fatty glycerides are deposited. It

solidifies at 3°, melts again at 8°, and has a sp. gr. 0'9428 at 15°,

Reichert-Meissl number 0'13, saponification number I960, acid

number 28'45, iodine number 92*8, refractometer number 76 at 40°;

it contains 0'25 per cent, of unsaponifiable matter. The increase in

weight due to oxygen absorption, wheu measured by Livache's method,

amounted to 0-25, 071, 1-32, and 1*84 per cent, after 18, 40, 64, and
136 hours. Treatment with 5 per cent, soda solution removes the

resinous constituents. The purified oil solidities at 4°, melts again at

8°, and has Reichert-Meissl number 0"18, saponification number 191,

iodine number 86. The fatty acids of the oil are chiefly palmitic,

stearic, and oleic. H. M. D.

Urea [in Fungi]. Rudolf Gaze {Arch. Pfuii-m., 1905, 243,
78—79).—Urea (carbamide) was isolated from the fungus Lycojjerdon

Bovista (M. Bamberger and Landsiedl, Abstr., 1903, ii, 567), growing
in the neighbourhood of Gersfeld (Rhon), in about equal amount from
matuie and from immature specimens.

From Lycop&)'don cervinum, much mannitol could be isolated, but
no urea. C. F. B.

Barley. Eugen Prior {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 682 ; irom. AUgem.
Zeit. Brauerei Malzfabr., 1904. Compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 479).—The
amount of water in 49 barleys varied from 10 to 13 per cent., the pro-

teids from 9 to 14 per cent. The nitrogen question can only be
settled wheu the nature as well as the amount of the nitrogenous
matters in barley and malt is made clear, and when it is known which
substances are useful or injurious for malting. N. H. J. M.

Pot Experiments [on the Action of Lime and Magnesia]
on Barley. Rich.\kl> Uluricut (Laiulw. Verauchn-^'tat., 1905, 61,
357—369, Compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 581).—Appliciition of much
dolomite in the spring rai.sed the yield of grain, whilst application in
the winter diminished the yield. With a mixture of burnt lime and
burnt magnesite, the effect is reversed. N. H. J. M.

Injurious Action of Crude Potassium Salts on Potatoes.
11. SiJCHTiNO {Landw. VersuchsStat., 1905, 61, 397—449).—Imodium
carbonate does not injure [wtatoes wheu the amount is 3 4 grams (of
NajjO) in 19 kilos, of soil. Potatoes which contained the most sodium
at the most active period of vegetation gave the highest yields. The
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injurious effect of sodium chloride is therefore due to the chlorine.

Manuiing with sodium salts results in a diminished assimilation of

potassium.

During the vegetative period, sodium is distributed equally through
the plants ; towards the end of the vegetative period, it accumulates
in the leaves. When sodium chloride is employed, the excess of

chlorine in the leaves during growth migrates later on, in part, to the

tubers. Sodium chloride was not found to give rise to a greater reten-

tion of potassium in the leaves. N. H. J. M.

Estimation of the Fertility and Manurial Requirements
of Soils. Josef Konig {Laudw. Versuchs-Stat., 1905,61,371—396).
—-Determinations of the potassium and phosphoric acid of ten different

soils, soluble in cold hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1"15 and in 1 and 2

per cent, citric acid solutions, gave irregular results, from which the

conclusion is drawn that the nutritive constituents occur in very

different forms. Further experiments, in which dift'erent soils were
treated with increasing amounts of soluble manures (potassium and
phosphoric acid) and then extracted with 2 per cent, citric acid, showed
that some of the manure was retained by the soil.

Comparing the results of pot experiments (with barley) with the

amounts of soil constituents dissolved by 2 per cent, citric acid, it was
found that the citric acid dissolved far more potassium and phosphoric

acid than was taken up by the plants. N. H. J, M.

Use of Peat for the Transformation of Calcium Cyanamide
into Ammoniacal Compounds. R. Perotti (Aiti R. Accad.

Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, i, 174—177).—When calcium cyanamide
(Kalkstickstoff) is applied as a manure, the vegetation is first of all

injuriously affected, but after a time it recovers and grows with

increased vigour. The author shows that this is due to hydrolysis of

the calcium cyanamide by the soil with the formation of ammonium
salts. This hydrolysis is readily effected if the calcium cyanamide is

mixed with peat and water. It is suggested that the solution of

ammonium salts thus obtained should be used for the hydrolysis of a

fresh quantity of calcium cyanamide and that this process be repeated,

the final mixture then being very rich in nitrogen. T. H. P.

Analytical Chemistry.

Apparatus for Testing Gases. Rudolf Fiebek {Chem. Zeit.,

1905, 29, 80).—A compact apparatus, consisting of a gas-burette and

four absorption vessels, for the details of which reference must be

made to the original paper, L. de K.
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Apparatus for Gas Analysis. V. KARLiK (Zeit. ZuckeHnd.

Bohm., 1905, 29. 233—235).—The flask, L, contains the absorbent

liquid, and ground into its neck is the burette, B, which has a content

of about 50 c.c. and is divided into 100 parts, the lowest 40 of which

are numbered when the apparatus is to be used for the examination of

the saturation gases of sugar factories. The cock, A'^ allows the

burette to be count ct^d with the space containing the gas to be

analysed, whilst the three-way tap, K.^,

permits of connection being made be-

tween burette and flask {vid the bent

tube, R), burette and air or flask and air.

K^ is first opened, K.y put in position /,

and the absorbent solution poured down
the funnel, C (with gi-oundtube), through

the b:irette into L, and finally passes

out by the tube, r. The latter is then

bent upwards so that the space ab is

filled With the liquid. K^ is now turned

into position // and the burette rinsed

out with water, which also passes out

thi'ough r. The gas under investigation

is now passed through the adapting tube,

A, into the burette and is allowed to

flow through for some time before the

tap is shut. Where the gas is not

under pressure or small in quantity,

it is drawn into the burette by suction.

K^ being closed, K^ is brought into

position /// and the apparatus arranged
horizontally, so that the bent end of the

tube R points downwards. Part of

the liquid now passes into the burette

and the amount of this may be in-

creased by careful blowing down the

tube r. As absorption of the gas takes

place, more and more of the liquid

enters the burette, and this goes on
nntil absorption ceases ; the end of R
uust always be kept underneath the
iirface of the liquid so that air cannot pass into the burette. When
ibsorption is complete, the apparatus is so inclined that the surfaces of

tlie licjuid in the burette and in the flask are in the same plane, and the
cock K.^ brought into position ///, and then into po.sition IV. The

' riitus is then placed vertically and the burette read off. A'j is th'

n

' 'I and A'j put as in /, the liquid then flowing from the burette into
t lie tlask L ; in ca«-e ab is not filled with the liquid, this is effected
by inclining the apparatus. A'^, is placed in position // and the
'iiu-ette Wiushed out with water, after which the apparatus is ready for
I new estimation. The apjMiratus is made entirely of glass and contains
no india-rubber or brass connections. T. H. P.
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Apparatus for estimating Volatile Substances by Loss of
Weight. J. Lehn Kreider (Amer. J. Sci., 1905, 19, 188—190).—
The apparatus is made from three test-tubes. One retains its oi dinary
shape ; the second is perforated in the bottom with a hole about
1 centimetre in diameter, and fits tightly in the first tube, so that
about one-third its length is in the latter. The third test-tube,

which fits loosely into the second, is drawn out at the bottom to

a capillary tube and closed at the top by a cork, through which
passes a tube provided with an india-rubber cap. The hole in the
second tube is lightly packed with cotton-wool and the capillary

tube pasrsed through it. This second tube is about half-filled with
calcium chloride, which surrounds the capillary tube above the hole.

The substance to be examined is weighed out into the first test-tube,

whilst the reagent employed to liberate the volatile product is drawn
up into the third test-tube, as in a pipette, and held there by i eplacing
the india-rubber cap. After fitting the tubes together, the apparatus
is weighed. The cap is then removed, when the reagent flows down
the capillary tube on to the substance in the lower tube. The volatile

product passes through the cotton-wool and calcium chloride and
escapes by the narrow space between the sides of the second and third

test-tubes. At the end of the operation, a current of dry air is forced

through the apparatus before i^e-weighing. If necessary, the joint

between the first and second test-tubes may be made air-tight by means
of a little melted wax. The apparatus is suitable for estimating

carbon dioxide in carbonates, nitrogen in ammonium salts and urea,

&c. W. P. S.

Preparation of Volumetric Solutions. Edward C. Wordex
and John Motion (/. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1905, 24, 178—182).—Tables
are given showing the specific gravities and corresponding percentage

bti-engths of solutions of sulphuric, hydrochloric, and oxalic acids. The
tables show differences of O'OOOl in the specific gravities (or 0*005 per

cent, of acid), and the fifth decimal place can be readily interpolated.

To prepare a normal solution, 27 c.c. of sulphuric acid of sp. gr. 1 "84,

95 c.c. of hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1'19, or 63 grams of crystalli.^ed

oxalic acid are dissolved in water to 1 litre. The specific gravity is

carefully taken and the exact strength of solution obtained from the

tables. A normal factor may then be calculated for the solution.

W. P. S.

Benzene as Indicator for lodimetry. 13. Sciiwezoff {Zeit. aiuil.

Chem., 1905, 44, 85—88).—The red colour of a solution of iodine in

benzene is visible with quantities of iodine too small to produce

a distinct blue with starch paste. Benzene may therefore be

substituted for starch in iodimetric titrations. The first appeai-anceof

the colour when titrating with iodine is more easily observed than it-^

disappearance when titrating with thiosiilpliate. The titration mu.s>

be performed in a well-stoppered bottle and with vigorous shaking. ^
M. J. S.
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Estimation of Perchlorates. Max Dittrich and H. Bollenbach
{Ber., 1905, 38, 751—752. Compare Lemaitre, Abstr., 1904, ii, 587).

—To reduce perchlorates to chlorides, the bottom of a crucible is

covered with a layer of .sodium nitrite, the .sample to be analysed placed

on the centre, and a further layer of nitrite added ; the mass is then

fused and kept so for half an hour at as low a temperature as possible.

The perchlorate must not touch the side of the crucible, as otherwise

explosions are apt to occur.

The reduction of perchlorates, present in potassium nitrate, on fusion

is preceded by the decomposition of the nitrate to nitrite ; by adding

sodium nitrite, the reduction temperature is lowered, and the risk of

loss of chloride is avoided. G. Y.

Estimation of Small Proportions of Bromine and Chlorine in

Iodine. Robert R. Tatlock and Robert T. Tuomson [J. Soc. Chem.
Ind., 1905, 24, 187—188).—For estimating small quantities of

bromine and chlorine in commercial iodine, the following method is

given : 10 grams of the sample are treated with 100 c.c. of water and
zinc dust is added in small quantities at a time until all the iodine is

converted into zinc iodide. Care must be taken that the temperature
loe.s not rise appreciably. The solution is now filtered and 7 grams of

pure sodium nitrite are added to the filtrate. By carefully acidifying

the solution with dilute sulphuric acid, all the iodine is liberated and
almoat completely precipitated, but no bromine is set free. The iodine

is collected on a filter, washed with water, and the last traces removed
fi'om the filtrate by shaking the latter with benzene, this being repeated

after adding a little more sodium nitrite and sulphuric acid. The
bromine and chlorine are then precipitated as silver salts in the

presence of nitric acid, collected on a filter, and washed. The silver

chloride is extracted from the precipitate by washing the latter on the

filter with a solution of 2 grams of silver nitrate and 10 c.c. of

ammonia of sp. gr. 088 in 90 c.c. of water. The silver bromide
remains insoluble and the silver chloride may be reprecipitated from
the ammoniacal solution by the addition of nitric acid. The silver

bromide precipitate should always be tested qualitatively for bromine.

W. P. S.

New Process for Titrating Iodine. H. Hennecke {Chem. Centr.,

1905, i, 294; from Pharm. Zeit., 1904, 49, 1095—1096).—A reply to a
criticism by Jiinger {Pharm. Zeit., 49, 1040—1041). The author
U|>holds the validity of his process {ibid., 957), and states that iodine

chloride, although liberating iodine from any added sodium iodide,

docs not act ou the iodide formed in the reaction. L. DE K.

Volumetric Estimation of Iodine. H. FREHicns {Chem. Centr.,

1905, i, 561 ; from .ipolh. Zeit., 20, 13— 14).—An adverse criticism of

the method proposed by Hennecke {ibid., 1904, ii, 1623).

L. DE K.

Estimation of Sulphur in Coal by Eschka's Process. Carl
Hemjek {Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 293).—In order to avoid the

V(JL. Lxxxviii. ii, 20
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influence of the products of combustion of coal gas on the Eschka soda-

magnesia mixture, the heating is conducted in a combustion tube open
at one end only. L. de K.

Apparatus for Absorption of Hydrogen Sulphide in Iron
and Steel Analysis. N. Jenner (Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 292).

—A vertical five-bulb apparatus, each bulb holding 10 c.c, supported
by a glass foot. The upper bulb is connected with a funnel-shaped

glass vessel holding 50 c.c. and provided with a spout. L. de K.

Evaluation of Sodium Hyposulphite. Arthur Binz and H.
Bertram {Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 168—170).—Ekker's process,

titration with potassium ferricyanide with ferrous sulphate as indicator,

is i-ecommended (compare Abstr., 1895, ii, 500). L. de K.

New Process for detecting Ammonia ; Application for

characterising the Purity of Waters. Auguste Trillat and
TuRCHET {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 374—376).—When solutions of

potassium iodide and an alkali hypochlorite are added to a liquid con-

taining ammonia, ah intense black coloration is produced due to the

formation of nitrogen iodide, and as the same result is obtained when
the iodine mono- or tri-chloride and an alkali are used instead of the

above reagents, the reaction may be represented by the followiug

equation: 3011 -I- NH3 -h 3NaOH = 3NaCl -h NI, + SHgO. The authors

find that no compounds of nitrogen other than ammonium salts

form nitrogen iodide under these conditions, and as the reaction is not

affected by the presence of proteid matter or alkali sulphides, it forms

a more convenient colorimetric test for traces of ammonia in potable

waters than the ordinary Nessler test. In applying the test, 3 drops

of a 10 per cent, solution of potassium iodide and 2 drops of a con-

centrated solution of alkali hypochlorite (Eau de Javel) are added to

20 or 30 c.c. of the suspected water ; the use of excess of the reagents

must be avoided, as nitrogen iodide dissolves under these conditions.

M. A. W.

Detection of Nitric Acid by the Diphenylaniine Reaction.
GusTAV Frerichs (ylrc/t. 7Viarw., 1905, 243, 80).—This reaction can

be applied in the following manner, even in the presence of substances

such as ferric salts, chromates, &c., which themselves produce a blue

coloration.

About 10 c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid are poured,' over the substance

in a test-tube, 20 c.c. of ether added, and the whole shaken. Of the

ethereal layer, 2—3 c.c. are filtered into a test-tube, and a grain or

two of diphenylamine is added, followed by 5—10 c.c. of concentrated

sulphuric acid, when a blue coloration appeal's if the original substance

contains a nitrate.

If the ethereal layer is coloured yellow (iodine, bromine, or chromic

acid), it is decolorised by shaking it with a little sulphurous acid, ami

then a portion is filtered and tested as just described. C F. i;.

Gravimetric Estimation of Nitric Acid. Max Buscn (/>'</..

1905, 38, 861—866).—The very slight solubility of dijjhenylendo&uiio-J
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dihydroti-iazole nitrate in water (this vol., i, 307) makes it possible to

precipitate a nitrate quantitatively by means of the base dissolved in

5 per cent, acetic acid ; diphenyle«fZoanilodihydrotriazole is sold by

Merck under the name " nitron." To precipitate the nitrate to be

estimated, 10— 12 c.c. of a 10 per cent, acetic acid solution of " niti-on
"

are added to the hot solution (containing about 0*1 gram HNO3 per

100 c.c), to -which 10 drops of dilute sulphuric acid have been added
;

the liquid is cooled for Ih—2 hours at 0^ and the precipitate collected

on a Neubauer crucible, washed with 10— 12 c.c. of ice-cold water, and

dried at 110°. The precipitate has the composition C.^oHjgN^jHNOg.

The presence of small quantities of chlorides and sulphates does not

interfere with the accuracy of the method, but bromides (1 in SUO),

iodides (1 in 20,000), nitrites (1 in -tOOO), chromates (1 in 6000), chlor-

ates (1 in 4000), and perchlorates (1 in 50,000) are also precipitated

by '•'nitron." Hydrobromic acid t-hould be pi-eviously eliminated by
m'eans of chlorine, hydriodic acid by means of an iodate, nitrous acid

or chi'omic acid by hydrazine sulphate. *' Nitron " may be used as a

qualitative test for nitrates in a dilution of 1 : 60,000.

In order to estimate a nitrate in presence of a nitrite, the solution of

the salts (0'2 gram of substance in 5—6 c.c. of water) is added to finely

powdered hydrazine sulphate, which completely destroys the nitrite ; the

nitrate is then precipitated by means of " nitron." Very good results

are obtained b^- this method. W. A. D.

Estimation of Nitric Acid in Waters. Franz Utz {Chem.
Zeit., 1905, 29, 177— 178).— French's process (Abstr., 1903, ii, 328),

evaporation with hydrochloric acid in order to convert the nitrates

into chlorides and estimation of the chloride formed, is lecommended.
L. DE K.

Detection of Nitrous and Nitric Acids when occurring
together and their Approximate Estimation by means of
Diphenylamine. Pall N. Kaikow {Chem. CeiUr., 1905, 1,402—403;
from Oe^terr. Chem. Zeit., 7, 557—561).—Nitrites act instantaneously
on diphenylamine dissolved in sulphuric acid, yielding a violet-blue

colour which changes to blue and finally fades. Nitrates act much
more slowly, but yield in the end a blue solution. Therefore, by
suitably diluting a solution, both acids may be detected by their
'different behaviour.

If a solution of diphenylamine in phosphoric acid is used, the
liquid turns blue, due to the nitrite ; in the presence of nitrates,

characteristic black spots are also noticed.

An approximate estimation of either acid may be made as follows :

- gram of diphenylamine is di.s.solved in 100 c.c. of pure sulphuric
d or syrupy pliosphoric acid of sp. gr. 1*7, and 5 c.c. is put into a
|>orcelain dish. One drop of the .solution to be tested is allowed
run into the acid and tlie colour is then noticed. By diluting
un and again until the reaction is .scarcely obtained, an idea nmy be
lied as to the sti-ength of the nitrite or nitrate by the fact that

1 the ^ulphuric acid solution the reaction limit is 00003 mg. of

20—2
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potassium nitrate and 0*00005 mg. of putassium nitrite ; in phosphoric

acid sokition, 2 '5 mg. of potassium nitrate, bvit only 0"00006 mg. of

potassium nitrite. L. de K.

[Volumetric] Estimation of Phosphoric Acid. Fuitz Raschig
{Zeit. ang&w. Cheni., 1905, 18, 374—376).—The solution, which should

contiin about 0*15 gram of phosphoric oxide, is precipitated with
magnesium mixture. The precipitate is collected at the pump on a small

filter and then washed first with 10 and then again with 5 c.c. of plain

water. The error due to the solubility of the triple phosphate in

plain water may be neglected. The filter with the precipitate upwards
is then put into a beaker, 20 c.c. of water are added, and the phosphate
is titrated with NjXO hydrochloric acid, using methyl-orange as

indicator. A slight excess of acid may be titrated back with iV/10

sodium hydroxide. Foi'ty c.c. of NjX^ acid = 0'142 gram of P2O5.

L. DE K.

Electrolytic Estimation of Small Quantities of Arsenic.
Carl Mai and H. Hurt {Zeit. Nahr. Genussm., 1905, 9, 193—199).—
The apparatus employed by the authors consists of a wide U-tube in

which the decomposition is carried out and a six bulb absorbing tube.

Between these two parts, and connecting them, is placed a tube filled

with pumice-stone soaked in alkaline lead solution. The electrodes

consist of puie sheet lead. The ends of the U-tube are closed with

caoutchouc stoppers, through which pass glass tubes, elongations on

the lead plates being cemented in these tubes, so that a plate is sus-

pended in each limb of the U-tube. A safety-tube passes through the

cork of the anode limb, whilst the cork of the cathode limb is pierced

by the capillary stem of a tapped funnel and the delivery tube of the

apparatus. The U-tube is about two thirds filled with a 12 per cent,

sulphuric acid solution, and 10 c.c. of 3^100 silver nitrate solution are

placed in the bulbs of the absorption tube. The current may be

obtained direct from the main and should be controlled by a suitable

resistance. The solution to be examined is introduced drop by drop

from the tapped funnel. Should arsenic be present, the silver solution

is darkened, and at the end of 2, or at the most 3 hours, the reduction

is completed. The reduced silver is collected on an asbestos filter,

washed with a little water, and the excess of silver in the filtrate

titrated with ^/lOO thiocyanate solution. One c.c. of JVJIOO silver

nitrate solution is equivalent to 0125 mg. of metallic arsenic. For

quantities of less than 0*02 mg., the titration method fails and a

colorimetric one must be employed, when 0-001 mg. of arsenic may be

estimated and 0*0005 mg. detected. For the detection of minute

traces, the absorption tube may be replaced by the combustion tube of

a Marsh apparatus and a mirror obtained in the usual way.

The authors state that all organic matter must be destroyed befoi

estimating arsenic in such articles as beer, urine, ifec. W. P. S.

Evaluation of Sodium Peroxide. Hkhmann Grossmann (Cfiein.

Zeit., 1905, 29, 137—138).—A slight modification of the method

recommended by Archbutt, namely, decomposition in the presence ol

a little cobalt nitrate (Abstr., 1895, ii, 185). L. DE K.
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Employment of Persulphate for Quantitative Separations.

Georg von Knorre {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44,88—96).—A reply to

Ditlrich and Hassel (Abstr., 1004, ii, 679; see also ii, 213). In

answer to the objection that the author's failure to separate copper

completely from manganese was due to the production of precipitates

too large for complete washing, it is shown that these quantities were

not larger than are commonly obtained in separations ; that the man-
ganese precipitate could easily be collected and washed in filters of

9— 11 cm. diameter ; that the method employed by Dittrich and Hassel

to detect copper in the manganese precipitate was not sufficiently

sensitive ; that even when working with the small quantity (O'l gram
of MuyO^) prescribed by Dittrich and Hassel, the manganese precipi-

tate still contained weighable quantities (about 2 "6 mg.) of cupric oxide
;

that repeated dissolution and reprecipitation fail to remove the copper

completely, and that even when the precipitate had been repeatedly

boiled with 2 per cent, nitric acid until the washings were free from
copper, it nevertheless retained about 2 per cent, of copper oxide.

M. J. S.

Solubility of Copper Sulphide in Alkali Polysulphides.
V. Hassreidter {Zeit. angevj. Chem., 1905, 18, 292).—Eecent investi-

gations have shown that Avhen copper compounds are fused with

sulphur and sodium carbonate, the copper sulphide formed in the

reaction is not altogether insoluble in the polysulphide solution. Even
copper sulphide formed in the wet way is somewhat soluble in sodium
sulphide in the presence of free sulphur.

In order to recover these traces of copper sulphide, the author

recommends boiling the solution with cautious addition of sodium
sulphite until colourless, sodium monosulphide and thiosulphate being

formed which have no solvent action on copper sulphide. L. de K.

Estimation of Mercury in Organic Mercury Compounds.
Ebwfn RupPandPn. Noll (Arch. Pharyn., 1905, 243, \—5).—Hijdrar-
'nrntm salicylatum, to which Dimroth a.s.signs the formula

[CO : OH : Hg =1:2:6], is analysed by boiling it gently for one-
quarter to half an hour, until the liquid has become colourless, witli

5 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid and 4 grams of potassium sulphate
(free from chloride) in a flask of 150 c.c. capacity, fitted with a cork and
g!a8.s tube 40—50 cm. long and supported in an inclined position on

ire gauze. The tube is then rinsed down into the flask with 5—10 c.c.

: concentrated sulphuric acid and removed ;
0*1 to 0-2 gram of potas.s-

iin permanganate is added to the flask, which is then heated for a few
conds until the colour of the permanganate has di.sappeared. The
luid is allowe<l to cool, diluted with water to 100 c.c, and allowed to
ol completely

; 2 c.c. of iron alum solution are added, and the whole
titiat^d, with continual and vigorous shaking, with A7IO thiocyanate
lution, 1 c.c. of which = 0010015 gram Hg, until the brownish-red
iloration appears. The conden.ser tube is to prevent loss of mercuric
ilphate by volatilisation; the permanganate to oxidise the mercuroua
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sulphate formed. Error in these estimations: -0*15 to —0*2 per
cent, of the total amount as estimated gravimetrically.

Hydrargyrum succinimidatum, ( CgH^^C^p^^^N j^Hg, can be esti-

mated in the same way. Error : + 0*3 to + 0*4 per cent. No reactions

being known at present for the detection of this substance, the follow-

ing are suggested :— (1) Heat O'l gram in a dry test-tube with 5 times
its weight of zinc dust, and dip into the vapours a deal splint moist-

ened with concentrated hydrochloric acid ; the splint is coloured red

(pyrrole reaction). (2) Dilute some 1 per cent, solution of the sub-

stance with twice its volume of baryta or lime water ; a white precipitate

is jiradually formed, which turns greyish-black when heated or kept
(mercuramino-compound). C. F. B.

Estimation of Mercury in Organs. O. Schumm [Zeit. anal.

Cli&m., 1905, 44, 73—85).—The organ is minced, mixed with an equal

quantity of water and 1 per cent, of chloroform, and in some cases

with pepsin and hydrochloric acid, and maintained at 37° until aiito-

digestion has taken place. The organic matter is then oxidised by
heating with hydrochloric acid and potassium chlorate, and the liquid

may then at once be electrolysed without expulsion of the last traces

of chlorine. The cathode employed is a piece of electi-olytic gold foil,

3x1 cm. in area, rolled into a hollow cylinder, to which a fine platinum
wire is fused. Electrolysis for 24 hours with an E.M.F. of 4 volts

precipitates the mercury quantitatively even from 200 c.c. of solution.

The cathode is then washed with water, alcohol and ether, dried in a

desiccator, and thrust into a tube of hard glass closed at one end. Tlu

open end of the tube is drawn out to a capillary, into which tlu

mercury is then distilled. The portion of tube containing the mercury
is now cut out with a diamond and weighed. The mercury is then

driven off by heat and the tare of the tube ascertained. Should the

quantity of mercury be too small for weighing, it may be dissolved

from the tube with nitric acid and estimated colorimetrically by addin^r

hydrogen sulphide. Test experiments with 0*3 mg. of mercury gavr

good results. A trace of sulphur is generally found in the capillary,

but the quantity is, as a rule, unweighable, M. J. S.

Estimation of Oxide of Iron in Pyrolusites. H. Cormimrceui'

{Ann. Chim. anal., 1905, 10, 51—52).— The powdered ore is ignited

in a platinum crucible and then dis.solved in hydrochloric acid. Tli'

filtrate is partially neutralised with sodium hydroxide and then

completely neutralised with pure zinc oxide, an additional 5 grams of

which are added. The precipitate is well washed, dissolved in dilute

sulphuric acid, and after reducing the iron to the ferrous state witli

zinc the liquid is titrated with a very weak standard solution of

potassium permanganate. L. t>k K.

Estimation of Tungsten. Groro von Knorre (/yer., 1905,31

783—789. Compare C/iem. hid., 1905, 28, 2).—When an excess ^

benzidine hydrochloride is added to an aqueous solution of sodiu
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tnngstate, a flocculent, amorphous precipitate of benzidine tungstate is

deposited. The precipitation is quantitative and the precipitate can be

readily filtered if it is thrown down fi-oin hot solutions and allowed

to cool, or if deposited from cold solutions in the presence of

alkali sulphates.

It is advisable to wash the precipitate with dilute benzidine

hydrochloride solution and not with water. The precipitating solution

contains 20 grams of benzidine and 25 c.c. of concentrated hydrochloric

acid per litre, and the .solution for washing is made by diluting this

with 30—40 times its volume of water. In all precipitations, an excess

of some 20—40 per cent, of the hydrochloride solution is employed.

The moist precipitate is ignited in a platinum crucible and the tungsten

weighed as trioxide.

In many cases, it is necessary to fuse the tungsten compound with
sodium carbonate ; the fused mass is then dissolved in water, de-

composed by the gradual addition of hydrochloric acid until acid to

methyl-orange, 10 c.c. of 0•l^^^-sulphuric acid are then added, and the
precipitation completed as before.

Ferrous salts do not interfere with the precipitation, but ferric salts

must not be present as they oxidise the benzidine ; a considerable

excess of free acid should also be avoided, as under these conditions

the results are low.

When tungsten-steel is dissolved in hydrochloric or dilute sulphuric

acid in the absence of atmospheric oxygen, the whole of the tungsten
is left undissolved in the metallic .state ; this is then ignited, first alone,

then with sodium carbonate, and precipitated as described previously.

Tt is not advisable to ignite the metallic residue and weigh directly as

rioxide, as small amounts of iron are always present. J. J. S.

Tin Analysis. Ernst Victor {Chem. Zeit, 1905, 29, 179—181).—
Proce.s.ses are given for the estimation of the impurities generally

fcurring in commercial tin.

The direct estimation of tin is* effected as follows : the sample i.s

lissolved in hydrochloric acid with addition of potassium chlorate and
m aliquot part of the solution is heated with a slight excess of

reduced iron or aluminium. The filtrate then contains stannous
chloride, which is titrated with standard ferric chloride, using as
indicator starch and a solution prepared as follows : 10 gi*ams of

{Hitassium iodide are di.ssolved in 10 c.c. of water and 10 grams of

hydriodic acid of sp. gr. 1*5, and 3 3 grams of cuprous iodide are
I'Mod. This solution should be kept a few days before using it ; a few

I
urcs of metallic copper may be added to it, and it should be kept in

tbe dark. L. de K.

Estimation of Zirconium in Presence of Titanium, especially
in Rocks. Max Dittrich and R. Voni.'{Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905,
43, 236—241).—The methods generally used for estimating zirconium
in presence of titanium are inaccurate when a small amount of one of
tho'^p olpnients i'' pre.sent in a mixture containing a relatively large
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amount of the other, or when other metals are present in the
mixture.

Ammonia was added to a mixture of ferrous ammonium sulphate,

titanium nitrate, and zirconium nitrate to which hydrochloric acid

and hydrogen peroxide had been added. The resulting precipitate

was fused with potassium hydrogen sulphate and the solution of

soluble sulphates thus obtained reduced by hydrogen sulphide. To the
filtered solution, tartaric acid, ammonia, and ammonium sulphide were
added in order to remove the iron completely. After the tartaric

acid had been removed, the zii'conium and titanium were precipitated

together, heated to redness, and weighed. Tliis mixture was then dis-

solved in potassium persulphate solution and the titanium estimated

colorimetrically after the addition of sulphuric acid and hydrogen
peroxide.

A mixture of titanium and zirconium salts may also be separated

from iron and manganese salts by means of sodium acetate.

A. McK.

Use of Organic Acids for the Precipitation and Separation
of Thorium Dioxide from Cerium, Lanthanum, and Didymium
Oxides. A. Kolb and H. Ahrle {Zeit. angetv. Chem., 1905, 18,
92—93).—Cinnamic, benzoic, and salicylic acids, and especially ?«-nitro-

benzoic acid, are suitable for the precipitation of thorium salts. When
an aqueous solution of «i-nitrobenzoic acid is added to a neutral solu-

tion of a thorium salt, a pi'ecipitate, presumably thorium ?«-nitrobenzo-

ate, is formed, the precipitation being complete when aniline is present.

Salts of lanthanum and didymium and cerous salts are not precipi-

tated by m-nitrobenzoic acid, whilst eerie salts give a yellow precipi-

tate. In order to separate thorium from these other metals, it is

accordingly necessary to reduce completely, by means of hydrogen

sulphide, any eerie salt present before precipitating the thorium.

A. McK.

Estimation of Vanadium. B^ard {Ann. Chim. anal., 1905, 10,

41—45).—A criticism of the various gravimetric and volumetric pi-o-

cesses for the estimation of vanadium.

Berzelius' process (precipitation with ammonium chloride) may be

rendered more acciarate by adding to the mixture one-third of its

volume of alcohol. A new method communicated to the author is as

follows : the concentrated alkaline solution containing vanadic or

hypovanadic acid is mixed with a large excess of acetic acid and
precipitated with excess of nitroso-/3-naphthol. The precipitate is

washed with dilute acetic acid and cautiously ignited. The
residue is then dissolved in ammonium carbonate, the filtrate is

evaporated to dryness, and the residue calcined. It then consists of

pure y.pb- ^- ^^ ^^'

Estimation of Alcohol in Aqueous Solutions by the Freezing
Point. RuFus Gaunt {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 106—108).

—

Below 7 per cent, of alcohol, the depression of the freezing point is pro-

portional to the percentage of alcohol, being on the average 425° for
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each 1 per cent. The estimation can be made with a Beckmann's
apparatus in less time than is x*equired for tinding the specific gravity.

M. J. S.

Direct Estimation of Glycerol. Alexis A. Shukoff and Peter J.

ScHESTAKOFF [Zeit. awjew. Cheiii., 1905, 18, 2ii4— 295).—The solu-

tion, which should contain about 1 gram of glycerol, is concentrated on
a water-bath to a syrupy consistence, and then mixed with 20 grams
of powdered anhydrous sodium sulphate. This absorbs all the moist-

ure, and the glycerol may then be extracted by means of anhydrous
acetone in a Soxhlet apparatus. After evaporating the acetone, the

residual glycerol is dried at 75—80^ to constant weight with the

usual precautions.

If the sample should be alkaline, it must be slightly acidified with
dilute sulphuric acid and filtered if necessary ; the filtrate is then again

rendered slightly alkaline with potassium carbonate. Acid samples
should also be neutralised. Samples which contain more than 40 per

cent, of glycerol need not be concenti-ated. L. de K.

Tribromopheaol Brjmide. Its Detection and Estimation.
S. J. Lloyd {J. Anier. Ghem. Soc, 1905, 27, 7— 15. See this vol., i,

277).

Tollens' Phloroglucinol and Hydrochloric Acid Reaction for
Pentoses. Erw. Pinoff {IJer., 1905, 38, 766—771. Compare
Tollens, Abstr., 1896, ii, 504).—If Tollens' reaction for pentoses is

carried out in alcoholic solution and the liquid I hen diluted with ether,

the absorption band is sharper and the colour is stable in diffused light

for some weeks. If less tban 1 mol. of phloroglucinol is added for each
mol. of pentose, the reaction solution exhibits absorption bands in the
red iuid blue, in addition to that in the yellow parts of the spectrum. As
solutions exhibiting any one or two or all three of these absorption
bands can be obt lined, under certain conditions, it is probable that
each absorption band is due to the formation of a specific compound.
When a .solution exhibiting all three bands is boiled, the band in

the red, and on addition of hydrochloric acid and further boiling, the
baud in the blue, disappears, the absorption band in the yellow gaining
in intensity. G. Y.

Estimation of Sugar in Urine. Josef Bilinski {Mouatsh.,

1905, 26, 133— 141).—A 4 per cent, solution of uranium nitrate is

added to 50 c.c. of the urine to be examined until a drop of the
mixture colours powdered |X)tai;sium ferrocyanide brownish-red ; the
solution is then made up to 100 c.c. with distilled water and filtered

;

with a part of this solution, preliuiiuary experiments are performed to

determine the approximate amount of sugar present in the urine, and
if this i.s found to be less than 0-0 per cent., 0-3 gram of dexti-ose is

adde<l. The solution is then diluted to 5— 10 times its volume, and a
.series of poilions, differing from each other by 01 c.c., are each heated
with 6 c.c. of Fehling's solution and 2—3 drops of the ui-auium nitrate

solution. When the amount of sugar piesent is equivaleut to the
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Fehling's solution, the upper layer of the liquid after heating is

yellow, and the precipitate is yellow or red, whilst the experiment
with 1 c.c. more of the urine solution shows a green liquid over a
green or dark red precipitate. G. Y.

Detection and Estimation of Small Quantities of Maltose
in the Presence of Dextrose. Julian L. Baker and William D.
Dick {Analyst, 1905, 30, 79—83).—The authors find that Grim-
bert's method (Abstr., 1903, ii, 338) for removing the subsidiary

products of the osazone reaction by benzene fails to give satisfactory

results owing to the solubility of impure maltosazone. Cold 5 per cent,

aqueous acetone removes most of the impurities without dissolving the

maltosazone, but by depending on the osazone reaction alone, it is

impossible to detect less than 15 per cent, of maltose in mixtures of

this sugar and dextrose. Untrustworthy results are also obtained
Avhen 20 per cent, acetone is employed.

Small quantities of maltose may, however, be estimated with a fair

degree of accuracy by taking the reducing power before and after

inversion under standard conditions, which are given. The difference

in reducing power may be due to maltose, and to confirm this the

solution of the mixed sugars is fermented with Saccharomyces
Marxianus, which ferments the dextrose but not the maltose. A fall

in the specific rotatory power and a rise in the reducing power give

additional evidence of the presence of maltose. The fermented solu-

tion may also be treated with phenylhydrazine acetate in the usual

way and the osazone formed identified as maltosazone by its micro-

scopical appearance and melting point. Dextrinous substances, if

present, must be removed by repeated precipitations with alcohol, or

mixtures of alcohol and acetone, before the inversion and fermenta-

tion. W. P. S.

Analysis of Refined Molasses containing Reducing Sugars.
Henri Pellet (Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 300 ; from Bull, /issoc. Chim.

ISucr. et Dist., 22, 373—374).—The process given by the author for

the estimation of crystallisable sugar, reducing sugars, and dry

residue is also suitable for the analysis of molasses from sugar

refineries and for mixtures of cane-sugar and beet-sugar molasses.

In all cases, the polarisation should be taken both before and after

inversion. L. de K.

Estimation of Reducing Substances in Beet Juice. Henui
Pellet and L. Pellet {Chem. Ceritr., 1905, i, 300—301 ; from

Bull. Ansoc. Chim. Sucr. et Dist., 22, 374—378).—From 20 to 50 c.c.

of the solution, which should not contain more than 3 grams of

reducing sugar per litre, are mixed with an equal volume of Fehling's

solution and heated in the water-batli to 87^
; after heating for another

3 minutes, the liquid is diluted with half its volume of cold water, and

the cuprous oxide is collected on a lilter, washed with boiling water

until free from alkalinity, heated in a mutlle, and weighed as oxide.

This, multiplied l)y 0-453, = reducing sugars. J.argc amounts of

cupric oxide are better estimated by titration with stannous chloride
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instead of by weighing. If possible, the use of lead acetate in oi-der

to clarify the solution should be avoided. If much calcium is present

in the liquid, this may be removed by the judicious addition of sodium

carbonate. L. de K.

Determination of the Decomposition-Velocity of Nitro-

cellulose. Paul Obermuller [CJiem. Centr., 1905, i, 472—473;
from Mitt. Berl. Bezirksver. Vere'ni Deutscher Chemiker, 11/10, 1904).

—

About 2 grams of the sample, from which the greater portion of the

moisture has been removed by pi'essure, are heated in a small weighed
tube placed in a calcium chloride bath, heated at 140°, and connected

with a mercury manometer and a special vacuum apparatus. After
alx)ut 10 minutes, when the remaining water has evaporated, the con-

nection with the pump is broken otf and every 15 minutes the

pressure is recorded of the gases given off owing to decomposition.

Finally, the tube is reweighed and the results are calculated on one
gram of the heated substance.

A specimen of good gun-cotton caused a pressure of 19, 41, 6G, and
95 mm. in 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes respectively. In the case of a

sample of collodion wool, the pressures amounted to 15, 31, 51, and
75 mm. respectively. L. de K.

Source of Error in the Estimation of Acetone by the Iodo-
form Process. Wilhelm Vaubel and 0. Scueuer {Zeit. angetc.

Chem., 1905, 18, 214—215).—Messinger estimates the amount of

acetone by adding potassium hydroxide and then an excess of standard
iodine solution, which causes its conversion into iodoform. The excess
of iodine is then titrated by acidifying with dilute sulphuric acid and
titration with thiosulphate.

The authors state that the process gives satisfactory results provided
the iodine is not titrated with thiosulphate, but with standard
arsenious acid in the presence of an alkali hydrogen carbonate.

L. DE K,

Formic Acid and its Volumetric Estimation. Erwin Rupp
{Arch. I'hai-m., 1905, 243, 69—73).—The officinal formic acid of the
German pharmacopoiia can be prepared from the commercial acid,

which is now manufactured in a state of considerable purity by the
action of carbon monoxide under pressure on powdered sodium hydr-
oxide, ikc. This is allowed to remain for a day with a little litharge

(1 gram per litre), being shaken frequently ; it is then distilled : this
is to remove hydrochloric acid. The distillate is diluted to the sp. gr.

1063, allowed to remain 1 to li days, and then filtered from the
slight deposit (of sulphur 1).

For the volumetric estimation, a hypobromite solution is prepared
by dissolving 15 gmms of sodium hydroxide (pure by alcohol) in about
450 c.c. of water in a 500 c.c. llask, allowing to cool, adding 5 o.c. of
bromine, .shaking until this has dis.solved, and diluting to tlie mark.
This .solution is standardised by diluting 5 v.v. in a stoppered bottle
with 50—75 c.f. of water, adding 20 c.c. of 10 per cent, hydrochloric
acid, and, immediately after this, 1 gram of iodine ; after I—2 minutes,
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the iodine liberated is titrated with JVj 10 thiosulphate. The hypo-
bromite solution keeps well in a closely-stoppered bottle in the dark

;

after three months, no appreciable change in strength occurred. For the
actual estimation, a suitable volume of this solution is diluted in a
stoppered bottle to 70—100 c.c. ; a measured quantity of the formic acid

is added, sufficient to reduce about half of the hy[)obromite ; dilute hydro-
chloric acid is added drop by drop until the yellow colour of bromine is

just permanent where the diop falls in, and the whole is allowed to

remain half an hour in the dark. Then 1 gram of potassium iodide and
10—20 c.c. of dilute hydrochloric acid are added, and the iodine

liberated is titrated with JVj 10 thiosulphate. The difference between
the volume of thiosulphate solution now used and that equivalent

to the amount of hypobromite solution taken measures the amount
of formic acid; 1 c.c. =0-0023 gram H-CO.^H. Error -0-2 to -hO-2

per cent, of the whole, when 1 1 c.c. is the measure of the formic acid.

C. F. B,

Detection of Foreign Oils in Nut Oil. J. Bellier (Ann.
Chim. anal., 1905, 10, 52—59).—Into two test-tubes are introduced

respectively 1 c.c. of pure nut oil and 1 c.c. of the suspected sample.

Five c.c. of alcoholic potassium hydroxide (16 grams in 100 c.c.) are

added, and the tubes are heated nearly to boiling until the fat has

dissolved. After closing the tubes, they are placed for half an hour
in water at 70° and then mixed with a previously ascertained quantity

of acid (1 vol. glacial acetic acid, 3 vols, of water) sufficient to

neutralise the alkali. The tubes are then again corked and placed in

water at 17—19° and shaken frequently.

Pure nut oil hardly gives a precipitate, but poppy-seed oil, if not

present in too small amount, causes an abundant deposit. Other oils,

such as olive, sesame, cotton, pea-nut, linseed, colza, and rape seed,

often cause such a deposit that the whole mass appears solid.

L. DE K.

Detection of Saccharin in Wine. Ed. MacKay Chace {J.

Amer. Chem. Soc, 1904, 26, 1627—1630).—Fifty c.c. of the wine are

extracted in the usual manner with ether and with light petroleum of

low boiling point, and the extracted matter, after evaporation of the

ether, is again extracted with light petroleum. This extract is re-

turned to the dish containing the residue from the extraction with

light petroleum, and, after diluting to 10 c.c, 1 c.c. of dilute sulphuric

acid (1 : 2) is added and thu mixture heated to boiling. If salicylic

acid should he present, an excess of a 5 per cent, solution of potassium

permanganate is added and tLe boiling continued for one minute,

but in the absence of this acid there is no need for further boiling.

A small piece of sodium hydroxide is now added, the filtrate is

evaporated to dryness in a silver dish, and the residue heated for 20

minutes at 210—215°. This converts any saccharin into salicylic acid,

which is then tested for as u.sual. L. de K.
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General and Physical Chemistry.

Refractive Indices of the Elements. Cliye Cuthbertsox {Phil.

Trans., 1905, A. 204, 323—349).—Details are given of work already-

described (this vol., ii, 129). J. C P.

Ultra-violet Absorption of Organic Dyes. Paul KhUss {Zeit.

physikal. Chem., 1905, 51, 257—296).—The main classes of substances

investigated by the author are the azo-compounds, the derivatives of

triphenylmethane, and the components of the azo-dyes. Details are

given of the absorption spectra, and the paper is illustrated by a

number of plates. The solvents used were water and ethyl alcohol

;

in some cases, strong sulphuric eicid also was employed. The colourless

bases and components of the dyes are all characterised by marked
ultra-violet absorption bands. The intensity and breadth of the

absorption bands of the various dyes are, in general, less in the ultra-

violet than in the visible part of the spectrum. The ultra-violet

absorption of one group of dyes is characteristically different from that

of another group ; within a given group, the general character of the

absorption remains the same, constitutional differences being revealed

by a greater or smaller displacement of the absorption bands. It is

thus possible in many cases to settle the group to which a dye belongs

by examining a photograph of its absorption spectrum. In the case

of the azo-dyes, introduction of methyl groups in the aniline part of

the molecule has but slight influence on the position of the absorption

bands ; substitution, however, in the naphthalene part of the molecule

has a much greater effect on the character of the ulti-a-violet absorption,

and the magnitude of the effect depends on the position of the sub-

stituent group. It is not permissible to study the absorption of azo-

dyes in concentrated sulphuric acid solution, for the latter exerts more
than a merely solvent action except when the dyes are already sul-

phonated. The author's work confirms the view that ultra-violet

absorption increases with the number of double bonds in the molecule.

The fastness to light of the dyes is no doubt intimately connected with
the ulti-a-violet absorption, but to deduce the relative fastness from the

amount of absorption is permissible only with dyes of similar consti-

tution ; it is not always the dye showing the strongest ultra-violet

absorption which bleaches most rapidly in sunlight, as may be shown
especially in the case of the azo-dyes.

The paper contains a review of the work previously done on the
absorption spectra of organic dyes. J. C. P.

Phosphorescence caused by the Beta and Gamma Rays of
Radium. Parts I and II. Geokge T. Beilijy {Pi-oc. Roij. Soc, 1905,

74, 506—510, 511—518).—When canary-yellow crystals of barium
platinocyanide are placed on the mica cover of a cell containing radium
bromide, the colour changes from yellow to red, and the pho«;phorescence

falls rapidly to about 1/I2th of its original value; further, the phos-

voL. Lxxxviii. ii. 21
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phorescence of the i^eddened crystals ceases immediately on their removal
from the action of the rays. The original yellow colour and phos-

phorescent value are restored completely by recrystallisation of the
red crystals ; the restoration is not effected by exposure to sunlight, as

stated by some observers. It is shown that the reduction of the phos-

phorescent value accompanying the change from yellow to red is not

due to chemical decomposition or to loss of water of crystallisation,

and the author propounds the view that it is associated with a change
from the crystalline to the amorphous condition (compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 647), a view supported by his experiments. Thus the
colour change and the reduction of phosphorescent value may be

brought about simply by bruising and flowing the yellow crystals on a

glass plate. The amorphous product obtained in this way and the red-

dened crystals obtained by the action of the j8-rays are both reconverted

on heating into the yellow state, and the phosphorescent value is raised

in both cases.

Very often, as with barium platinocyanide, phosphorescent phenomena
may be attributed to physical changes. The molecular movement
required to bring about these changes may be produced by heat, by
mechanically applied stress, or by radiant energy. Other types of

phosphorescence are distinguished by their appearance in three stages :

primary, secondary, and revived phosphorescence : primary phos-

phorescence is the luminescence produced under the direct influence

of a stimulus ; secondary phosphorescence is the luminescence which
continues after the direct stimulation has ceased ; revived phosphor-

escence is the luminescence revived by heat after the secondary phos-

phorescence has diminished or ceased altogether. In cases where
secondary or revived phosphorescence is observed, the effects must be

referred to the play of chemical affinity. The author has studied the

action of the /3- and y-rays on rock crystal, calcspar, potash glass,

flint glass, potassium iodide, bromide, and chloride, specially in refer-

ence to the colour changes produced, and the secondary and revived

phosphorescence. The observed phenomena support the view that

when solids are exposed to the y8- or cathode-rays a sort of electrolysis

takes place, that the products of electrolytic dissociation are insulated

or partly insulated from each other by the neutral molecules, as in a

viscous electrolyte, and that it is the breaking down of this insulation

and the recombination of the ions which causes revived phosphorescence.

Additional experiments at —100° confirm the view that a low tempera-

ture increases the insulating power of the molecules, enabling some sub-

stances (for example, barium platinocyanide) to store chemical energy

which are unable to do so at all at higher temperatures, and increasing

the storage capacity of others (for example, potassium chloride and
bromide). J. C. P.

Theory of Photographic Processes. Chemical Dynamics of
Development. S. E. Sheppard and C. E. Kenneth Mees {Proc. Roy.

aS'oc, 1905, 74, 447—473).—The authors' results are summarised as

follows : if ^' is the^optical transparency of the silver deposited in photo-

graphic processes, then the density D (which = - log2') is accurately

proportional to the mass of silver. From considerations of the growth
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of the density during development and of the theory of heterogeneous re-

actions, the equation Ijt.logD^ l{D^ -D) = K is deduced, and the

experimental results are in harmony with this formula. The velocity of

development, as measured by the constant K, is directly proportional

to the concentration of the reducer, is affected by the age and condition

of the plate, and is reduced by the addition of soluble bromides, not,

however, in the proportion which would occur if the velocity of the

chemical reaction Ag + R = Ag(met.) + R alone were measured. It

thus appears that the velocity of development depends mainly on the

rate of diffusion to the affected haloid. The law of constant density-

ratios due to varying exposures, deduced from the above theory, is

experimentally confirmed. The development-factor y in the sensito-

metry equation D — yilogEji) is governed by the same laws as a single

density. Methods for calculating and controlling y are given, by means
of the equation l/t-^ogy^ /(y^ —y) — K. By means of t bis expression,

the velocities with ferrous oxalate, fluoride, and citrate were compared,
the relative values of iTbeing in X/ 10 concentration 0"0487, 0003, and
0-001. J. C. P.

Photographic Activity of Ozone. Kabl Schaum {Chem.
Centr., 1905, i, 580; from Physikcd. Zeit, 6, 73—74).—The variable

sensitiveness of gelatin plates to ozonised oxygen, when hydrogen
peroxide is absent, is due to differences in the quality of the gelatin.

G. D. L.

Spontaneous Action of Metals on Sensitive Films of Photo-
graphic Plates without Direct Contact. Georg W. A. Kahlbaum
and Max Steffens {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 579; from Physikal. Zeit.,

6, 53—60).—Metallic plates, whether submitted or not to radium or

X-rays, act on photographic plates. Zinc and aluminium plates, acting
on a plate placed above them, lose this power after exposure to X-rays,
but act on a plate placed below as before ; moisture and heat modify
the intensity of the action. Actinoautography appears to result from
heavy emanations. Zinc and seemingly aluminium and the radioactive
uranium give images on plates placed both above and below, the
other metals giving images only on those placed below them.

G. D. L.

Origin of Radium. Bertram B. Boltwood {Phil. Mag., 1905,
[vi], 9, 599—613. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 666).—The general
method of investigation previously employed {loc. cit.) has been ex-
tended to twenty-two different samples, comprising twelve distinct
mineral species. It is found, in harmony with the earlier work,
that the quantities of uranium and radium occurring together
are directly proportional. The only possible conclusion is that
uranium is the parent of radium. The participation of thorium
in the production of radium is excluded by the fact that the
radium-uianium ratio is independent of the percentage of thorium in
the minerals. It h highly probable, as suggested by Rutherford,
that intermediate stages exist between the uranium atom and the

21—2
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radium atom. The persistent appearance of lead as a constituent of

uranium-radium minerals may indicate that this element is one of the
final disintegration products of uranium. The only mineral examined
by the author which was found practically free from lead was a sample
of uranophacc from North Carolina. This is geologically the youngest
of the minerals examined, and it would naturally contain very little

lead if this element was a final disintegration product.

The author's experiments show that monazite from various sources

contains 0'3—0*4 per cent, of uranium. The presence of notable
quantities of uranium and radium in monazite explains the accumula-
tion of helium in this mineral, for monazite is geologically very old,

and the production of helium through radium from uranium has
doubtless been going on for countless ages. J. C P.

Radiation from Hydrogen Peroxide. J. Precht and
C. Otsuki {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 653; from Ber. Deut. phys. Ges., 3,
53—56).—The permeability of various substances for the radiations

from hydrogen peroxide was tested photographically and chemically

by means of gelatin plates containing titanium dioxide in sulphuric

acid. Gelatin, celluloid, paper, and Canada balsam are penetrated,

parafiin, ebonite, glass, and metals (including aluminium) are not.

A strong cui rent of air does not prevent some hydrogen pei'oxide from
reaching the plate, and the effect of varying the concentration of the

peroxide is in accordance with the law of vaporisation of binary

liquid mixtures. The phenomena are due to volatilisation of the

peroxide, and not to radiation as supposed by Graetz {Physikal. Zeit.,

5, 698). G. D. L.

Radiation from Ordinary Materials. Norman R, Campbell
{Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 9, 531—544).—The author has measured the

spontaneous saturation current (or " leak ") through vessels of various

forms and materials. It appears that the influence which the walls of

a containing vessel exert on the spontaneous ionisation of the enclosed

air is due to a radiation proceeding from the walls. Part of this

radiation from certain materials, such as tin, zinc, graphite, and
platinum, is analogous to the secondary radiation excited by Rontgen
and other rays. The absorption-coefficient of air for the I'adiation is

comparable with that of air for the a-radium rays, and is different for

different materials. Hence the radiation is not likely to be due to radio-

active impurities, but is probably an inherent property of the material.

There is no evidence of rays from ordinary materials of a penetrating

power considerably greater than that of the a-rays from radioactive

elements. J. C. P.

Radioactivity and Chemical Change. Norman R. Campbell
{Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 9, 045—549).—When a chemical reaction

takes place in contact with the outside of a vessel, there is, in general,

a change in the spontaneous leak within the vessel. This has been

regarded by some investigators as evidence that chemical change is

accompanied by radioactivity, but the author shows that the pheno-

menon is due to the heating of the walls of the vessel. Chemical
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actions which develop heat sometimes cause au increase and sometimes

a decrease in the leak, but the sign of the change is the same as that

of the change due to heat. Chemical I'eactions which are accompanied

by the evolution of gases cause an increase in the leak, but this in-

crease is more readily explained by the ionisation of the gases than by
a process of ray-emission. J. C. P.

Heat Actions of Radium Bromide, Naphthalene, and
Camphor. N. A. Hesehus [J. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc, 1905, 37,

ii, 1—9).—The actions of naphthalene and camphor on both ordinary

and electric thermometers are similar to that of radium, but only

about one-third as strong. These observ^ations confirm the conclusion

already drawn from previous experiments made by the author and by
Georgiewsky (/. Buss. Phys. Chem. Soc, 1903), namely, that the rise

of temperature indicated is due mainly to the absorption of the

radium emanations by the thermometers themselves. T. H. P.

Ionisation produced between Parallel Plates by Eadium
Emanation. William Dvase {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 786—788).

—

Air containing radium emanation was introduced into a chamber con-

taining two parallel plates and the ionisation current between the

plates for a considerable difference of potential was determined: (1)
immediately after the introduction of the emanation, (2) three hours

later, and (3) half an hour after the emanation had been removed by
a current of air. In the first case, the observed current is due to the

emanation, in the second, to the sum of the effects of the emanation
and of the imparted activity, and in the third case to the third sub-

stance C of the imparted activity. Formulaj are given showing the
dependence of the curi'ent on the distance between the electrode plates

in each of the three cases.

Assuming that the charge on an ion is 3 x 10~^^ electrostatic units,

the maximum number of ions of each sign produced by unit quantity
of the emanation per second is 2'1 x 10^. It is also calculated that the
energy involved in the production of the emanation from radium
bromide corresponds with about one-twentieth of the total heat dis-

engaged by the radium salt, and further that 14,500 ions of each sign
are produced in the destruction of a molecule of emanation.

H. M. D.

Photoelectric Phenomena exhibited by Moist Silver Iodide.
Hermann Scholl {Ann. Physik, 1905, [iv], 16, 193—237, 417—463).
—Silver iodide which is immersed in aqueous salt solutions and exposed
to light undergoes, especially in presence of free iodine, a process of
dissociation which produces the ions of silver iodide and probably also
negative electrons. The latter are much more mobile in the solid

silver iodide than electrol^^tic ions, and impart metallic conductivity
to the silver iodide. The dissociation process referred to is induced
by light of all wave-lengths, but the extent to which it takes place
runs parallel with the absorptive power of the silver iodide. The
author's experiments indicate also that the action of light results in
the production of a new substance from silver iodide, the production,
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however, being unaccompanied by the liberation or absorption of free

iodine. This substance also is photoelectrically sensitive, is unstable,
and is therefore formed only up to a certain equilibrium concentration,

which depends on the intensity and colour of the illumination.

J. C. P.

Electrical Conductivity and other Properties of Sodium
Hydroxide in Aqueous Solution as elucidating the Mechan-
ism of Conduction. "William R. Bousfield and Thomas M. Lowry
{Phil. Trans., 1905, A, 204, 253—322).—A full account of work that

has been described previously (this vol., ii, 135). J. C. P.

Electrical Conductivity of Liquid Ammonia Solutions. II.

Edward C. Franklin and Charles A. Kraus (/. Amer. Chem. Soc,

1905, 27, 191—222. Compare Abstr., 1900, ii, 382).—In continua-

tion of the work on this subject, the investigation has been extended

to the following substances : formamide, chloroacetamide, cyanoacet-

amide, phenylacetamide, benzamide, thiobenzamide, phthalimide,

cyanamide, sulphamide, nitroamide, methylnitroamine, nitroguanidine,

urethane, ammonium nitrourethane, mercury succinimide, sodium
nitromethane, tetranitromethane, trinitrobenzene, trinitroaniline,

aurous cyanide and the cyanides of potassium, mercury, silver, and
zinc, nitrates of lithium, sodium, potassium, thallium, silver, and
barium, chlorides of sodium and ammonium, bromides of sodium and
ammonium, iodides of sodium, ammonium, and silver, hydrochlorides

of ethylamine and diethylamine, and water.

The results of the experiments are tabulated and are also plotted as

curves. The specific conductivity of liquid ammonia at its boiling

point is below 0"01 x 10~^ Kohlrausch units. The amides are, in

most cases, readily soluble in liquid ammonia, and whilst those of the

weaker acids have a low conductivity, those of the stronger acids are

good conductors ; thus a solution of carbamide is scai'cely capable of

conducting the current at all, that of formamide conducts much better,

and those of the amides of the strong sulphonic acids and of nitric

and sulphuric acids are excellent conductors. As stated in the previous

paper, the nitro-compounds of both aliphatic and aromatic hydro-

carbons are generally readily soluble in liquid ammonia, forming

solutions which conduct well. Nitromethane unites with ammonia at

— 33" to form two crystalline additive compounds, CH3*NOo,2NH3
and CHg-NOojNHg, both of which lose their ammonia at the ordinary

temperature and pressure. Tetranitromethane yields an additive

co7npound, C(N02)4,NH3, but is decomposed by excess of ammonia
with formation of ammonium trinitromethane, CH(N02)3,NH3, which

dissolves very easily in liquid ammonia to form a solution of good

conductivity. The stronger solutions of cyanoacetamide and the

cyanides of the heavy metals in liquid ammonia exhibit a decrease of

molecular conductivity with increasing dilution ; as the dilution is

further increased, the conductivity passes through a minimum and

then gradually vises. The salts of univalent metals with univalent

acid radicles show a great variation in conductivity and degrte of
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ionisation with the dilution. The behaviour of solutions of these salts

in liquid ammonia is compared with the behaviour of their aqueoiLS

solutions. E. G.

Anodic Decomposition during the Electrolysis of Certain
Thallium, Bismuth, and Silver Salts. Margrete Bose {Zeit.

anorg. Chem., 1905, 44, 237—266).—The products of decomposition at

the anode during the electrolysis of aqueous solutions of certain

thallium, bismuth, and silver salts have been investigated The electro-

lysis was conducted in each case at the ordinary temperature, and with

electrodes which were not attacked.

The anodic decomposition curves for thallium nitrate exhibit two
decomposition points, of which the higher, corresponding with 1"428

volts, indicates the formation of the oxide Tl.^Og, whilst the lower,

corresponding with 1'08 volts, also indicates the formation of another

oxide, which was formed in small amount only. The curves for

thallium sulphate exhibit the higher decomposition point only, thus

indicating the formation of the oxide TL^Og. A characteristic, momen-
tary separation of hydroxide was observed in the liquid whenever a

definite tension had been exceeded. The anodic curves for bismuth
nitrate solutions exhibit a decomposition point tiorresponding with
1*86 volts, whilst a bright yellow oxide, probably Bi^Og, is produced.

At higher tensions, ozonised oxygen is evolved in considerable amount
from the surface of the bismuth oxide. The curves for silver nitrate

and for silver sulphate show a very sharp decomposition point, corre-

sponding with 1*573 and 1'53 volts respectively. The difference

between the positions of these two points is interpreted as with the

thallium salts. The oxide precipitated in each case is identical, and
is probably AgoOq. The interpretation of other authors, that the

products which are separated at the anode from solutions of

silver nitrate and of silver sulphate are compounds of one or several

silver oxides with the corresponding acids, is not correct. The assump-
tion of such compounds is not necessary if the analytical diflBculties

are considered, and especially since compounds which are electro-

lytically separated readily retain mechanically small amounts of the
liquid from which they are deposited.

The thallium oxide and bismuth oxide which separate appear to

be non-conductors, while the silver oxide is a conductor. A. McK.

Electrostenolysis and Faraday's Law. Thbodobb W. Richards
and BuRBiTT S. Lacy (J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1905, 27, 232—233.
Compare Richards and Stull, Ab.str., 1903, ii, 259).—Electrostenoly.sis,

or the deposition of certain metals in capillary tubes during the
passage of a current, was first observed by Braun, and an explanation
of the phenomenon has been put forward by Coehn (Abstr., 1898,
ii, 365)

Experiments are described, the results of which are in accord with
CJoehn's hypothesis, and prove that the complication of electrostenolytic
deposition does not affect the weight of the true cathode deposit or
the exact application of Faraday's law. E. G.
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Modifications of the Thermometer used in the Determin-
ation of Molecular Weights and for the Measurement of Small
Differences of Temperature. Ernst Beckmann {Zeit. physikal.

Chem., 1905, 51, 329—343).—A desci'iption of the various modifica-

tions, chiefly of the reservoir, that have been tried in the course of

evolution of the Beckmann thermometer. The paper is profusely-

illustrated. J. C. P.

Atomic Heat of Solid Elements. Rudolf Laemmel {Ann.

Physik, 1905, [iv], 16, 551—557).—In depreciating Dulong and
Petit's " Law," the author emphasises the variation with temperature

of the specific heats of the solid elements. It is suggested, however,

that the elements are comparable at their melting points, and it is

shown that the atomic heats calculated for these temperatures lie

between 9 and 10 calories for a number of elements ; there are on the

other hand a good many exceptions.

The specific heats of aluminium, chromium, manganese, and lithium

have been determined for various temperatures by the author and other

workers in the same laboratory. The formulae expressing the variation

of specific heat (s) with temperature {t) are as follows : aluminium, s =
0-208897 + 1-61868^.10-* - 2-94246^2. 10"' + 4-6183eMO-io ; chromium,
s = 0-103944 + 1-0591«.10-* - 2-9694^2.10-7 + 5-4088«MO-io ; man-
ganese, s = 0-10722 + 7-8012<.10-5 _ M085«2.10-7 + 3-8l78«='.10-io

;

lithium, 5 = 0-7951 + 2-0632<.10-3 + 2-5083«2.10*6 + i-4207«'.10-«.

J. C. P.

Heat of Formation of the Hydride and Nitride of Calcium.
Antoine Guntz and Henry Basset, jun. (Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
863—864).—Electrolytic calcium was purified by distilling in a
vacuum, the metal being condensed in a tube of polished iron cooled by
a current of water. In these circumstances, the metal was readily

obtained in crystalline fragments. The hydride and nitride were
prepared by heating in a current of hydrogen or nitrogen, and the

following heats of solution were determined :

Ca (solid) + jiHCl (dilute) = CaCl2(aq.)+ Hg + 129-0 Cal.

CaHj (solid) + 7iHCl (dilute) = CaCla (aq.) + 2H2 + 82-8 Cal.

CagNg (solid) + wHCl (dilute) = 3CaCl2 (aq.) + 2NH4CI (aq.) + 342-7 Cal.

On the basis of Berthelot's determination,

CaO (solid) + 2HC1 (dil.) = CaClg (aq.) + 46-1 Cal,

the heats of formation,

Ca (solid) + H2 (gas) = C&U^ (solid) + 46-2 Cal.,

3Ca (solid) + Ng (gas) = CagNg (solid) + 112-2 Cal.,

Ca (solid) + O (gas) = CaO (solid) + 151-9 Cal.,

are calculated.

The value given by Thomsen for the heat of formation of calcium
oxide is 131-5 Cal. This is 20 4 Cal. smaller than the value calculated by
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the authox's. Since the heats of formation of the calcium compounds

all rest upon this value given by Thomsen, it follows that these heats of

formation are very far from being correct. Instead of the heat of

formation of calcium carbide being - 7'25 Cal., the correct value

according to the authors' measurements is + 13'15 Cal. H. M. D.

Heat of Formation of the Oximes. Ph. Lakdrieu {Compt.

rend., 1905, 140, 867—870).—The heats of formation of acetoxime

and acetaldoxime were determined in the first instance by experiments

carried out in aqueous solution, the reaction taking place with

sufficient rapidity in alkaline solution :

Acetone (aq.) + hydroxylamine (aq. ) = acetoxime (aq.) + 1273 Cal.

Acetaldehyde (aq.) + hydroxylamine (aq.) = acetaldoxime (aq.) + 1278 CaL

A larger number of data were obtained by measurement of the

heats of combustion of the crystalline oximes in the calorimetric bomb,
these in some cases being combined with measurements of the heats of

solution. The following numbers were obtained in this way :

Acetone (aq.) + hydroxylamine (aq. ) = acetoxime (aq.) + 12 "5 Cal
Acetaldehyde (aq.) + hydroxylamine (aq. ) = acetaldoxime (aq.) +12
Methyl ethyl ketone (solid) + hydroxylamine (solid) =

methylethylketoxime (solid) + water (solid) + 12
Benzaldehyde (solid) + hydroxylamine (solid) =

benzaldoxime (solid) + water (solid) + 11

Phenyl methyl ketone (solid) + hydroxylamine (soUd) =
phenylmethylketoxime (solid) + water (solid) + 10

Camphor (solid) + hydroxylamine (solid) =
camphoroxime (solid) + water (solid) + 10

Diphenyl ketone (solid) + hydroxj^lamine (solid) =
diphenylketoxime (solid) + water (solid) + 11

9 Cal.

2 Cal.

4 CaL

Cal.

6 Cal.

1 CaL

H. M. D.

Thermochemical Investigation of Strychnine and Brucine.
Maecellin Beethelot and G.\udechon {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
753—761).

—

Strychnine.—Heat of formation from the elements
+ 53'6 Cal. Freshly precipitated strychnine is hydrated and in its

transformation into anhydrous strychnine 3—3 5 Cal. are developed.

Anhydrous strychnine + HCl (aq.) = +7*03 Cal.

Freshly precipitated strychnine + HCl (aq.) = +4*6 Cal.

Crystalline strychnine hydrochloride has the composition

C2iH220oN2,HCl,l-5H20.
It readily loses water atll20^." When dissolved in 75 parts of water,
the hydrated salt absorbs - 5'b Cal., whilst the anhydrous salt absorbs
- 1*2 Cal. The heat of formation of the anhydrous salt is CjjHooOjjNj
(anhydrous) + HCl (gas) = C2iH,,02N2,HCl (solid) + 256 Cal. Normal
strychnine sulphate, (C2iH2202N2)i^H2SO^, forms a hexahydrate and a
dihydrate. The acid sulphate, C2ili2202N2'^2S04' ^^ obtained an-
hydrous, or as a dihydrate. The heats of disc^olution in about 120 parts
of water are -6-42, + 312, + 129, and 5'33 Cal. respectively. Theheat
of formation of the acid sulphate is Cj^HjjOp^g (anhydrous) + HjSO^
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(cryst.) = C2iH2202N2,H2S04 (anhydrous) +23-05 Cal. Crystallised

strychnine acetate, 02iH2202lSr2,C2H402,l 5H2O, does not dissolve com-
pletely in water unless excess of acetic acid is present. The heat of

solution of the crystalline salt in 120 parts of water is +3"9 Cal., the

heat of solution of precipitated strychnine in dilute acetic acid being

+ 3-5 Cal.

Bmcine.—Carefully purified and fractionally precipitated brucine

gave numbers on analysis corresponding with the formula CjgHggO^Ng.
On bringing the anhydrous substance into contact with water, an ap-

preciable amount of heat is developed. Brucine precipitated by ammonia
from solutions of its salts contains 4H2O; 2 mols. are lost on exposure to

air at the ordinary temperature, and the remainder is given off at 110"^ or

over sulphuric acid. Brucine is monobasic, but only dissolves in water
completely when excess of acid is present. Heat of solution in dilute

hydrochloric acid : Anhydrous brucine + 11'2 Cal., Brucine, 2H2O +
6-8 Cal., Brucine, 4H20= +4-36 Cal.

From an aqueous alcoholic solution of brucine, crystals of the
composition Co3HoQ04N'2,C2HgO,2H20 are obtained. The heat of

solution of this compound in dilute hydrochloric acid is +542 Cal.

Crystalline brucine hydrochloride, C23H2604^2'-^^^^^2^' loses 3H2O
on exposure to the air at the ordinary tempei'ature. On heating at

130°, the anhydrous salt is obtained. The heats of dissolution in dilute

hydrochloric acid are for the tetrahydrate — 6'96 Cal., for the anhydr-

ous salt +436 Cal. Heat of formation of brucine hydrochloride:

Brucine (solid) + HC1 (gas) = Brucine, HCl (anhydrous) + 23*9 Cal.

Anhydrous brucine hydrochloride absorbs more than four molecules

of hydrogen chloride. The quantities of heat developed in the com-
bination of the first, second, third, and fourth molecules are respectively

+ 23-5, 14-5, 10-5, and 10-4 Cal.

Crystalline brucine sulphate, C24H2g04N2,H2SO^,6'5H20, dissolves in

dilute sulphuric acid with absorption of - 7*26 Cal. H. M. D.

Thermal Study of the Acid Function of Pyruvic Acid.
Influence of Ketonic Oxygen. Gustave Massol (Bidl. Soc. chim.,

1905, [iii], 33, 335—337).—The solution of a gram-mol. of liquid

pyruvic acid in 2 litres of water develops 4"28 Cal. The solid,

crystalline polymeride, obtained by exposure of syrupy pyruvic acid

under reduced pressure over sulphuric acid and subsequent stirring

with a platinum rod, melts at 92° (pyruvic acid solidified by refrigera-

tion melts at 13"6°), has the mol. weight 275 (determined cryoscopically

in acetic acid solution, in which it is slowly depolymerised), and on
solution of a gram. mol. in 2 litres of water absorbs O'OS Cal., whence
the molecular latent heat of fusion = 4"36 Cal., neglecting the small

heat of condensation.

"When 1 mol. of sodium hydroxide is added to a gram-mol. solution

of pyruvic acid in 2 litres of water, 11 "SO Cal., and, on the addition

of a second gram-mol. of the hydroxide, r87 Cal., are developed. The
beat of solution of sodium pyruvate is 2'56 Cal., whence the heat of

formation of the solid sodium salt from the solid acid is 25*6 Cal. and
from the liquid acid 21*24 Cal.

The heat of neutralisation of pyruvic acid is smaller than that of
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acetic or propionic acid, whilst the heats of formation of the solid

sodium salts of the latter are larger than that of sodium pyruvate.

T. A. H.

Determination of Some Heats of Mixture. B. May
Clabke {Chem. Ceiitr., 1905, i, 916; from Physikal. Zeit., 6,

154—159).—The heats of mixture of alcohol and water, aniline and
xylene, propyl alcohol and water, chloroform and water, xylene and
amyl alcohol, chloroform and xylene, and of alcohol and amyl ether

have been determined by means of a Bunsen ice calorimeter protected

by a Dewar vessel, cotton-wool packing, and a thick layer of ice. In
the cases of mixtures of water and alcohol, aniline and xylene, and
propyl alcohol and water, the heat toning was found to vary with the

change of volume, the maxima on the corresponding curves lying

practically at identical positions. This coincidence appears, however,

to be accidental, for in other cases, as, for example, that of chloroform

and ether, a large heat toning may correspond with a small change of

volume. E. W. W.

Cryoscopic Measurements with Hydrogen Cyanide. . Robert
Lespieau {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 855—857).—The lowering of the

freezing point of liquid hydrogen cyanide on addition of ethyl alcohol,

chloroform, benzene, water, trichloroacetic acid, and sulphuric acid

has been measured. The molecular lowering decreases somewhat as

the concentration increases, and this decrease is very considerable

when the dissolved substance is water or benzene. Extrapolated to

zero concentration of the dissolved substance, the value of the mole-

cular lowering is almost the same (19—20) for each of the sub>tances

enumerated. In the case of potassium iodide and potassium nitrate,

the molecular lowering is almost twice as large (39—40). The observa-

tions are compared with the electrical conductivity measurements of

Kahlenberg for hydrogen cyanide solutions. Solutions of trichloro-

acetic acid and sulphuric acid in this solvent are feeble conductors,

whereas potassium salts are good conductors, and the author considers-

that these facts are in accord with the cryoscopic measurements.

H. M. D.

Joule-Thomson Effect in Carbon Dioxide. F. E. Kester
{Cliem. Centr., 1905, i, 596; from PJnjsikal. Zeit., 6, 44—50).—The
results^btained by allowing the gas to pass under pressure through
a plug of cotton-wool in an ebonite cylinder are expressible at 22° by
the equation e?^/rf;j= 1187° + 0-0015 ;?. The variation of dO/dp with

p is greater than would follow from Van der Waals' equation.

G. D. L.

Apparatus for determining the Specific Gravity of Solid
Fats and Waxes. M. A. R.\kusin {J. Uttss. Phys. Chem. Soc.,

1905, 37, 83— 85).—This apparatus consists of a light, graduated,
stoppered test-tube fitted on a foot and containing from 7 to 15 c.c.

From 5 to 10 c.c. of 70 to 90 per cent, alcohol is carefully run into the
tube from a pipette or burette, the volume of the liquid accurately
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determined, and the whole apparatus weighed. From 1'5 to 2 c.c. of

the fat or wax are added in small pieces and the increase of weight and
volume measured. The specific gravity of the fat or wax can then

be readily calculated. Water may be used in place of alcohol for

substances heavier than, and insoluble in, water,

"With this apparatus, the specific gravity of cocoanut oil is found

to be 0-9702 at 20°, T. H. P.

Application of Watt's Principle to the Dissociation of
the Carbonates of Lead and Silver. Albert Colson {Compt.

rend., 1905, 140, 865—867).—According to Debray's experiments,

the reaction PbCOg = PbO + COg is not a reversible change. Ac-
cording to the author, white oxide of lead absorbs carbon dioxide

readily, but the oxide which results from the decomposition of lead

carbonate at 350° has not this property ; it has, moreover, a yellow

colour and is probably polymerised. When a small quantity of

water vapour is introduced into the dissociation apparatus containing

the yellow oxide in contact with an atmosphere of carbon dioxide at

180°, the gas is slowly absorbed, especially if the surface of the oxide

exposed to the gas is renewed. It is concluded that the decomposition

of lead carbonate becomes reversible if the disturbances due to poly-

merisation of the oxide are eliminated ; this appears to be possible in

the presence of water vapour. Water vapour is also found to greatly

accelerate the establishment of the equilibrium which is ultimately set

up when lead carbonate is heated at different temperatures. In a

moist atmosphere, the equilibrium condition is reached in 6—7 hours,

whereas if the lead carbonate is completely dried by means of phos-

phoric oxide, this time interval is increased ten to twelve times. The
values obtained for the tension of dissociation of lead carbonate (1)

in a perfectly dry atmosphere, (2) in an atmosphere saturated with
water vapour at a pressure corresponding with 0°, the pressure of the

water vapour being corrected for, are as follows

:

Temperature

:
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toluene, and the three xylenes, of acetic, chloroacetic, and picric acids,

trimethylamine, acetone, and phenol. As acetic and chloroacetic acids

form double molecules when dissolved in aromatic hydrocarbons, a

constant value was found for the ratio : Jconcentration in hydrocarbonj

concentration in water. This ratio gives a constant value only for

concentrated solutions, as the acids tend to become unimolecular in

dilute solutions. "With picric acid, when allowance has been made for

its degi-ee of dissociation in water, the above ratio approaches a con-

stant value with increasing concentration. With phenol, which at

first is bimolecular, the constant value above a certain concentration

is for the ratio : \lconcentration in hydrocarbonjconcentration in water
;

in highly concentrated solutions, in aromatic hydrocarbons, phenol

must be therefore trimolecular. The simple ratio, concentration in

hydrocarbonIconcentration in water, gives constant values for acetone

and trimethylamine, these substances not forming or forming but few
double molecules. G. Y.

Molecular Weight of Salts in Indifferent Solvents. Arthur
Hantzsch {Ber., 1905, 38, 1045—1048).—A solution of dimethyl-

ammonium chloride in chloroform is a non-electrolyte : molecular

weight determinations were made with difficulty on account of its

hygroscopic nature.

By the ebullioscopic method, dimethylammonium chloride was shown
never to be unimolecular ; in very dilute solution, it is trimolecular,

and, with increasing concentration, tends to become quadrimolecular.

A. McK.

Theory of Colloids. II. Jean Billitzer {Zeit. physikal. Chem.,

1905, 51, 129— 166).—The principles enunciated in the previous paper
(Abstr., 1904, ii, 18; see also ibid., 19) are extended, and their

application is tested by a large number of experiments. The relative

charges of the colloids may be calculated from the amount of positive

or negative ion carried down with each colloid from its solution, and
the proportions of two colloids of opposite sign most favourable for

their mutual precipitation should then be inversely as their charges
(compare Biltz, Abstr., 1904, ii, 324). This is confirmed quanti-
tatively for ferric hydroxide (electropositive) and arsenious sulphide
or antimonious sulphide (both electronegative). "When the relative

quantities of the two oppositely charged colloids are not those referred to,

precipitation is incomplete and electrical transport experiments show
that the liquid phase contains the colloid added in excess together with
a small quantity of the other. Thus, with two colloids, as in the
action of electrolytes on hydrosols, a certain minimum concentration
must be reached before precipitation will take place. When a trace of
gelatin is added to a solution of an electronegative colloid, precipita-
tion by electrolytes is facilitated, that is, a smaller quantity of
electrolyte effects precipitation ; at the same time, it must be noted
that gelatin in larger quantities hinders the precipitation even of an
electronegative colloid (compare Neisser and Friedemann, Abstr.,
1904, ii, 546). The precipitation of an electropositive colloid in
neutral or acid .«;olution is in all cases hindered by gelatin.
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With these observations is closely connected the fact that gelatin

in neutral or acid solution is electropositive, -whilst in alkaline solutions

it is electronegative. It appears also that colloidal silicic acid is

electronegative in alkaline and faintly acid solutions, but becomes
electropositive with increasing acidity. When colloidal silicic acid

has been precipitated by barium chloride and a trace of ammonia, the
hydrogel is redissolved by hydrochloric acid ; when the precipitation

has been effected by potassium sulphate and hydrochloric acid, the

hydrogel is redissolved by ammonia. Both these observations are

associated with the amphoteric character of the silicic acid, which is

electropositive or electronegative according to the electrolyte with
which it is in contact. Similar observations may be made with such

substances as methyl-orange, bismarck-brown, and eosin, which are

weak electrolytes with large ions, and behave similarly to colloids in

many respects. In all these cases, the hydrogel redissolves when its

constituents (the colloid and the accompanying ion), which have
originally had charges of opposite sign, become the same in sign

through the influence of the added electrolyte.

The author deals on similar lines with the reversible and non-

reversible precipitation of egg albumin, and with the phenomenon of

agglutination. J. C, P.

Pyridine as a Solvent and Ionising Medium for Inorganic
Metallic Salts. Johannes Schroeder (Zeit. anorg. Ghem., 1905,

44, 1— 36).—The behaviour of pyridine solutions of mercuric

chloride, bromide, iodide, and cyanide, of silver nitrate, sulphate,

cyanide, and thiocyanate, of cupric chloride, of ferrous chloride, and
of ferric chloride respectively towards various reagents in the

absence of water, and towards solutions of metallic salts in pyridine

was examined. Mercuric salts combine with pyridine to form

double salts of the type HgX2,2C5HgN. The solubility of mercuric

salts in pyridine increases in the sequence chloride, bromide,

iodide, and cyanide. Molecular weight determinations of mercuric

salts in pyridine, with the exception of mercuric chloride, give

values which are too high. The tendency to form complex com-

pounds increases in the sequence chloride, bromide, iodide, and cyanide.

Red mercuric sulphide is precipitated when hydrogen sulphide is

passed into solutions of mercuric salts in pyridine. Mercury is

deposited when stannous chloride is added to solutions of mercuric

salts in pyridine. Mercuric chloride forms a double compound with

ammonia and is completely precipitated from its pyridine solution

by ammonia. Mercuric bromide undergoes a similar change, whilst

the iodide is not entirely precipitated. Mercuric cyanide in pyridine

solution does not form a double compound with ammonia.
Molecular weight determinations of silver salts dissolved in

pyridine give values which are too high. Silver sulphide is formed

when sulphur is added to solutions of silver salts in pyridine.

Ammonia forms the compound CuCl2,4NH8 with cupric chloride

in pyridine.

Ferrous chloride in pyridine solution is oxidised to ferric chloride

by chlorine, bromine, or iodine. The molecular rise of the boiling
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point for pyi'idine is 28*4. Molecular weight determinations of

ferrous chloride in pyridine gave values which were too high.

In many eases, the reactions between dissolved salts and certain

reagents took place in pyridine solution just as in water.

A. McK.

Kinetics of Reactions in Mixtures of Water and Alcohol.
Robert Kremanx {Monatsh., 1905, 26, 279—313. Compare Skraup,

Abstr., 1894, i, 15; Gennari, Abstr., 1896, ii, 413).—Contrary to

Gennari's statement, the hydrolysis of alkyl acetates by sodium
hydroxide, in absolute methyl or ethyl alcohol, is a bimolecular

reaction and takes place completely. The rate of hydrolysis in methyl
alcohol is about one-third of that in ethyl alcohol : the constant for the

hydrolysis of ethyl acetate with sodium hydroxide in methyl alcohol,

/5; = 000199; in ethyl alcohol, A; = 000540; in propyl alcohol, k =
00213; in isoamyl alcohol, A = 0-1153. The presence of small

quantities of water affects the rate of hydrolysis in methyl alcohol

comparatively slightly ; for ethyl acetate in 95 per cent, methyl
alcohol, A = 0"0284, whereas in ethyl, and still more in propyl, alcohol

solution, the hydrolysis is greatly accelerated : in ethyl alcohol,

A: = 0-137; in propyl alcohol, ;!; = 0-439.

As it is difficult to obtain perfectly anhydrous alcohol, it is possible

that the greater rate of hydrolysis in the so-called absolute ethyl

alcohol over that in absolute methyl alcohol is due to the presence of

ti*aces of water, and that in the perfectly anhydrous alcohols the

contrary would be the case. It is to be considered also that in

solutions of sodium hydroxide in alcohols there is an equilibrium

between sodium, hydroxy!, and alkoxyl ions ; the differences observed
in the rates of hydrolysis in different alcohols may be due to

differences in the concentrations of the alkoxyl ions.

In agreement with this, the constant of hydrolysis for ethyl acetate^

with sodium methoxide in methyl alcohol, A = 0-00165; with sodium
ethoxide in ethyl alcohol, ^ = 0-00221; with sodium propoxide in

propyl alcohol, A; = 0-00422; with sodium tsoamyloxide in tsoamyl
alcohol, ^• = 0-0333. On the other hand, the constant of hydrolysis

with sodium alkoxides is, in proportion to the rate of hydrolysis with
sodium hydroxide, much smaller with ainyl than with methyl alcohol

as solvent ; this was to be expected from the decrease in the electro-

negative character of the alkoxyl ion with the increase in the
molecular weight of the alcohol. When the concentration of the
alkoxyl ions becomes extremely small in proportion to that of the

hydroxyl ions, as in 50 per cent, or more dilute alcohols, the rates of

hydrolysis of the .same ester in different alcohols become approximately
the eame. G. Y.

Kinetics of Reactions in Heterogeneous Systems. Hydro-
lysis in Non-homogeneous Systems. Robert KREMAN.v(J/o;m<«/«.,

1905, 28, 315—326. Compare Nernst, Abstr., 1904, ii, 315).—The
hydrolysis of ethyl benzoate by sodium hydroxide in absolute methyl
alcohol and of amyl acetate by sodium hydroxide in absolute ethyl

alcohol are bimolecular reactions. If the hydrolysis takes place in
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aqueous solution, k, for ethyl benzoate, if calculated for a unimolecular
reaction, remains constant throughout, whilst with amyl acetate the
reaction is at first unimolecular, but towards the end becomes bi-

molecular. This change in the nature of the reaction, which is due to

the mixture becoming homogeneous consequent on the high solubility

of amyl acetate, is accompanied by the clearance of the solution.

G. Y.

Use of the Hot and Cold Tube in the Study of Chemical
Reactions. Marcellin Berthelot {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
905—914).—The author has extended the investigation, initiated by
Sainte-Claire Deville, on the detection of reversible chemical reactions

which occur only at high temperatures, by using tubes of fused silica,

whicli can be cooled instantaneously from 1400° to the ordinary tem-
perature by plunging them into cold water (compare this vol., ii, 316).

The quantity of material used in each experiment was small, as the

tubes had a mean capacity of 4 c.c, and wei*e filled with gases under
diminished pressure, about 40 mm. ; the products of the reaction were
therefore analysed eudiometrically (compare Abstr., 1889, 301), using

reagents capable of detecting 1/500 mg. of a substance. Seventeen

experiments are described in the original, nine relating to chemical

combination and eight to chemical dissociation ; with one exception,

namely, the union of diamond and oxygen at 1325° to form carbon

monoxide and a little carbon dioxide, negative results were obtained

in the first series of experiments ; oxygen does not condense to ozone

at high temperatures, oxygen, nitrogen, and water vapour do not form
nitric acid, nor do carbon, graphite, or diamond combine directly with

nitrogen orhydrogen. The second series of experiments included the effect

of high temperatures on hydrocarbons, cyanogen, and the oxides of

carbon : acetylene, methane, and naphthalene are decomposed into

carbon and hydrogen (compare this vol., ii, 316), cyanogen is decom-

posed almost completely into graphite and nitrogen at 1425°, at 1400°

the decomposition is slow, whilst at 1000° there is hardly any decom-

position ; carbon monoxide yields a small quantity of carbon and

carbon dioxide at 1300—1325° (compare Abstr., 1891, 801), whilst

carbon dioxide is quite stable at 1300—1325°. M. A. W.

Addendum to the Sixth Report of the Committee [of the
German Chemical Society] for Fixing Atomic Weights.
Hugo Erdmann (Ber., 1905, 38, 978—979), Hans Landolt {ibid., 1194).

—In this Report, Erdmann was erroneously stated to have voted for

the exclusive use of the table in which H = 1 . He did not give a vote in

favour of any course. Only one vote therefore was given in favour

of the H = 1 table (compare this vol., ii, 155). A. McK.

Construction of the Periodic System. Alfred Werner (5er.,

1905, 38, 914—921).—The difficulty hitherto experienced of fitting the

iron group and the metals of the rare earths into a periodic table of ele-

ments is attributed to undue compression of the table and to the

attempt to multiply unimportant analogies. Taking into account only

the leading characters of the elements, the author deduces a scheme iu
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which provisioB is made for eight periods. To the first and second

periods, three elements each are allotted ; the third and fourth periods

have each eight elements (that is, 3 4 5); the fifth and sixth periods

have each eighteen elements (that is, 3 + 5 + 2x5); whilst to the

seventh and eighth periods thirty-three elements each (that is,

3 + 5 + 2x5 + 3x5) are allotted. It is shown that the mean difference

between the atomic weights of two consecutive elements increases from

the third period to the sixth, and on this basis the number of elements

to be allotted to the other groups is estimated by extrapolation. The

first period is so far hypothetical ; the second, beginning with hydrogen

and ending with helium, contains in all probability a third element

not yet discovered. The third period begins with lithium and ends

with neon; the fourth begins with sodium and ends with argon ; the

tifth begins with potassium and ends with krypton ; the sixth begins

with rubidium and ends with xenon ; the seventh and eighth periods

have many blanks, but the fir^t member of the former is cessiuin, and

the second member of the latter is radium. The extra elements in-

serted in the fifth and sixth periods as compared with the third and

fourth, or in the seventh and eighth periods as compared with the fifth

and sixth, are regarded as representing a sort of transition series for

the elements between which they are inserted. Thus the metals of the

rare earths are inserted in the seventh period between barium and the

higher homologue of yttrium, and as the characters of these two
elements do not markedly differ, the metals of the rare earths are

necessarily very similar.

In arranging the elements according to the periodicity of their

chemical properties, the author finds it necessary in four cases to

invert the order of the atomic weights; thus, (1) argon comes before

potassium, (2) cobalt comes before nickel, (3) tellurium comes before

iodine, and (4) neodymium comes before praseodymium. It is note-

worthy, however, that case (1) falls at the end of the fourth period,

whilst case (3) occurs about the end of the sixth period ; further, cases

(2) and (4) occur 6—7 places later than cases (1) and (3) respectively.

There is also considerable analogy between cobalt and nickel salts on
the one hand, and neodymium and praseodymium salts on the other.

J. C. P.

Extraction Apparatus for Large Quantities of Vegetable
Powders. C. E. Julius Loiimanx {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 365).—The
apparatus consists of a slightly conical cylinder A, placed vertically,

and provided at the top with a tubulure to which a condenser can be
attached ; at the bottom, it opens into a small bulb, a, and to this again
is attached below a tap which terminates in a narrow tube, b ; surround-
ing this tube is a wider tube, the side arm of which is connected with the

shoulder of the cylinder A. A little dry cotton-wool is placed in a,

the cylinder A is filled with 250—500 grams of the powder, and the
apparatus attached by the lower tube to a 1500 c.c. flask. After opening
the tap, the solvent is poured in from the top until the mass is quite

saturated and the liquid begins to run through to the small, slightly

drawn-out tube 6. More solvent is then poured in until the flask is

about one-third filled, the tap is closed, and, after connecling the

VOL. Lxxxviii. ii. 22
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cylinder with a large condenser, the liquid is heated to boiling on a

water-bath or sand-bath. The tap is easily regulated in such a

manner that as much liquid runs through h as collects on the top ; at

all events, the mass in A must be permanently covered with a layer of

solvent. The colour of the liquid as it runs from h will generally

show the progress of the extraction. L. de K.

Gas Holder with Constant Outflow. Mario Betti {Chem. Zeit.,

1905, 29, 219).—An arrangement is described whereby the outflow of

gas from the ordinary gas holder is kept constant. The tube, which in

the ordinary gas holder dips to the bottom, is replaced by two concentric

tubes, soldered together in such a manner that they form a hydraulic

valve, which regulates the flow of water into the gas holder, so that

the pressure of the gas corresponds with a defi.nite head of water.

A. McK.

Inorganic Chemistry.

Valency of Hydrogen. Robert de Forcrand {Compt. rend., 1905,

140, 764—767).—The assumption that hydrogen is univalent is said

to be difficult to harmonise with known facts. These can be more
readily explained if hydrogen is assumed to be bivalent, in which case

the valencies of all the elements will be doubled. The existence of

subhaloid salts and suboxides (AggF-f- Ag^O), of compounds such as

iodine trichloride and sulphur hexafluoride, of double salts such as

those formed by the alkali haloids, and, in general, of the so-called

molecular compounds, is referred to in support of the author's conten-

tion, and it is shown that simple graphic formulae can be ascribed to

a number of these compounds on the assumption of the bivalency of

hydrogen. H. M. D.

Precision attained in the Determination of the Atomic
Weights of Hydrogen and Nitrogen. Anatole Leduc {Compt.

rend., 1905, 140, 717—718).—The values obtained by the author for

the atomic weights of hydrogen (compare Abstr., 1899, ii, 354) and
nitrogen (compare Abstr., 1897, ii, 549) are in close agreement with

the recent determinations of Guye, Mallet, Bogdan, Jaquerod, and
Pintza (compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 392, 475, 557, 812). M. A. W.

Atomic Weight of Iodine. Albert Ladenburg (^n«a^en, 1905,

338, 259—262).—A I'eply to Kbthner's criticisms (compare following

abstract, Abstr., 1903, ii, 360 ; 1904, ii, 556, and this vol., ii, 81).

K. J. P. 0.

Atomic Weight of Iodine. Paul Kothner {Annalen, 1905, 338,
262—265).—A reply to Ladenburg (preceding abstract).

K. J. P. 0.
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1

Normal Basicity of Alkali Periodates. Fj^derico Giolitti

{Atti R. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, i, 217—220).—Periodic acid

is monobasic towards sodium hydroxide when helianthin is used as

indicator. By means of the electrometi-ic method of Bottger (Abstr.,

1898, ii, 89), periodic acid is found to be dibasic. T. H. P.

Hydrogen Fluoride. I and II. Erxst Deussen {Zeit. anorg.

Chem., 1905, 44, 300—340, 4<i8—430).—Determinations of the

'•trength of hydrogen fluoride by the action of its aqueous solutions in

lie inversion of cane-sugar showed that hydrofluoric acid is a weak
acid. In concentrated solutions, it is somewhat stronger than chloro-

acetic acid; in the dilution of 1 mol. to 4 litres, both these acids are

equally dissociated, whilst in more dilute solutions the dissociation of

hydrogen fluoride increases more slowly than does the dissociation of

chloroacetic acid. In the dilution of 1 mol. of hydrogen fluoride to 1000

litres, the acid is about half dissociated. Those results were also con-

firmed by determinations of electrical conductivity. Hydrogen fluoride

has about the same strength as phosphoric acid ; it is neither a definite

monobasic nor a dibasic acid. The amount of hydrogen fluoride in an
aqueous solution can be estimated by means of sodium or potassium

hydroxides with phenol phthalein as indicator and with the use of con-

ductivity water. Traces of sulphuric acid or of hydrofluosilicic acid

are readily detected in solutions of hydrogen fluoride. By aid of the

results quoted, the purity of any given sample of hydrofluoric acid may
readily be determined.

Spohr's results on the inversion of sucrose by hydrofluosilicic acid

are inaccurate. Polarimetric determinations of solutions containing

hydrogen fluoride are readily made if the glass discs in the polari-

metric tube are replaced by discs of fluorspar. At high temperatures,

determinations may be made with tubes of platinum, fluorspar, or

copper, although it is observed that platinum at elevated tempera-
tures inverts a solution of sucrose to a slight extent.

According to the author's experience, the introduction of hydro-
fluoric acid into the sugar industry is likely to meet with little success.

An aqueous iV/l solution of commercial ammonium fluoride contained
at 25° no measurable amount of hydrogen ions.

Hydrofluoric acid is recommended for freeing iron materials from
rust.

By the action of concentrated hydrofluoric acid on an excess of copper
oxide, a sparingly soluble oxyfluoi-ide is produced.

For the separation of much aluminium oxide from little ferric

oxide, fusion with hydrogen potassium fluoride is recommended.
The titration of ferrous iron by permanganate is inexact in the

presence of hydrofluoric acid. A. McK.

Preparation of Oxygen. George F. Jaubert (D.R.-P. 157171).
--Oxygen may be obtained from bleaching powder in the cold by the
simultaneous action of a ferrous or manganous salt and a copper,
nickel, or cobalt salt. No decomposition of the hypochlorite is eftected
by iron, manganese, or copper salts alone. The bleaching powder is
best mixed to a cream with water, and the most favourable results

22—2
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are then obtained by adding ferrous and copper sulphates. The
reaction may be carried out under pressure if required. The oxygen
obtained is pure and free from chlorine. C. H. D.

Solubility of Sulphur in Benzyl Chloride and some Pro-
perties of these Solutions. Jossif Juki von Boguski {J. Buss.

Phys. Cheni. Soc, 1905, 37, 92—99).—Sulphur dissolves in benzyl

chloride, and on cooling a hot saturated solution the sulphur separates

in rhombic crystals. The solubility of the sulphur increases from
1 per cent, at 0° to 55' 8 per cent, at 134°. In benzyl chloride, sulphur

melts at 106 "2—106 '8° and does not mix with the excess of solvent,

but above 136° sulphur and benzyl chloride mix in all proportions.

Solubility curves and tables are given. T. H, P.

Composition of the Lime, Sulphur, and Salt Wash. John K.
Haywood {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 28, 244—255).—Chiefly an in-

vestigation of the reactions taking place when a mixture of sulphur and
calcium hydroxide is boiled for different periods with water and salt.

The sulphur in its various combinations was estimated by the usual

methods. The free sulphur extracted by carbon disulphide was con-

verted into potassium sulphate by boiling with potassium hydroxide
with addition of hydrogen peroxide (Avery's process). Sodium chloride

has no influence on the reaction between sulphur and calcium hydroxide.

For the technical details, the original article should be consulted.

L. DE K.

Apparatus for preparing Liquid Sulphur Dioxide. Bela
Krecsey (Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 310).—An elongated glass vessel

holding about 100—150 c.c. is furnished with a gas delivei-y tube

reaching to the bottom of the reservoir and an exit tube ; each tube is

provided with a tap. The vessel is surrounded by a freezing mixture

composed of salt and snow and a current of sulphur dioxide is admitted.

As soon as a convenient quantity of this has condensed, both taps are

closed and the apparatus is put into a cold place. If a current of

sulphur dioxide is wanted at the lecture table, the exit tube is opened,

but if some of the liquid is required, the tap of the inlet tube is

turned. L. de K.

New Products from the Action of Ammonia on Sulphuryl
Chloride. Arthur Hantzsch and Bernhard C. Stuer {Ber., 1905, 38,
1022— 1043. Compare this vol., i, 317).—Trisulphimide is not known
in the solid form. Indications of its transient formation in anhydrous
solvents, such as ethyl acetate, were noted. The product previously

described by Hantzsch and HoU (Abstr., 1902, ii, 14) as trisulphide

is iminosulphonamide, NH2'S0.2*NH'SO./NH2, produced by the action

of water on trisulphimide, thus :

NH<g^2;NHv^gQ^ ^ 2H2O = NHo-SOa-NH-SOa'NHa -h HoSO,.

In the preparation of iminosulphonamide, silver trisulphimide is

decomposed by anhydrous hydrogen cyanide and not by hydrogen

sulphide, as formerly effected by Hantzsch and Holl (loc. cit.), whilst
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ethyl acetate is used as the crystallising agent. Iminosulphonamide

is readily decomposed at 0° by water, thus, NH.,*S0.2*NH'S02'NHo +
HjO==SO.^(NH2)., + OH-S02*NH.2, sulphonamide and aminosulphonic

acid being formed. The electric conductivity of aqueous solutions of

iminosulphonamide gives values corresponding with those for amino-

sulphonic acid, the sulphonamide also produced by the action of water

on iminosiilphonamide not being an tlectrolyte. Iminosulphonamide
is moderately stable towards alkalis ; it acts as a monobasic acid,

forming salts of the type SgH^O^NgM. The ammonium salt,

was prepared. When iminosulphonamide is gradually added to an
excess of an aqueous solution of alkali, the salt first formed gradu-

ally decomposes, ooe-third of the total nitrogen being evolved as

ammonia and an amioosulphonate being formed, thus,

NK(S02-NHo)o ^20K-SO2-NH2 + NH3.
It is not certain, however, whether the metal is attached to nitrogen

in the formula of such alkali salts.

Silver iminosulphonamide, NAg(S02'NHo)2,l2^2^» P^^P^^®*^ ^y ^^®

addition of iminosulphonamide to an excess of silver carbonate or of

-ilver oxide suspended in water, is not acted on by cold concentrated

iqueous potassium hydroxide with the formation of ammonia ; it

-eparates from a mixture of ether and pyridine in stellate crystals.

When acted on by acids, it forms molecular amounts of aminosulphonic
acid and sulphonamide. It is formed in small amount during the

preparation of silver trisulphimide. It is sometimes formed in

rhombohedra (possibly a second modification of the salt).

The gelatinous product obtained by Haritzsch and Holl (loc. cit.)

by the action of ammonia on sulphuryl chloride in solution in light

petroleum is difiicult to free completely from ammonium chloride, and
is probably ammonium 3.ci-sulphomelide, S303N3(ONH^)3.
Barium ^ci-sulphomelide, (SgOgNgjgBagjSHjO, is easily soluble in

>trong acids, sulphomelide being formed.

Cyamelide is formed when dry ammonia is passed into a solution

of carbonyl chloride in light petroleuin at 0°, no melanurenic acid

being produced.

Whilst cyamelide does not form salts, sulphomelide has been
•btained only in the form of its salts. The constitution of sulpho-
melide is discussed in comparison with that of cyamelide (compare

this vol., i, 331). The formula ^'H:SO<^;g2{|^j>0 is as-

signed to sulphomelide, whilst ctci-sulphomelide has the formula

ua.
^»\0'NS(OH)><^'

the former being the pseudo-acid and the latter the true acid.

Just as trisulphimide is more ea>ily decomposed than cyanuric
acid, sulphomelide is more readily decomposed than cyamelide.

A. McK.

Constitution of some Nitrogen Sulphonic Acids. Arthur
Hantzscm (Ber., 1905,38, 1043— 10-14).—The author does not agree
with certain comlusions of Haga and of Divers respecting the con-
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stitution of several sulpbonic acids containing nitrogen (compare
Hantzsch and Sample, Abstr., 1896, ii, 95 ; Haga, Proc, 1903, 19, 281

;

Divers, Proc, 1903, 19, 283; Trans., 1895, 67, 1098). A. McK.

Pure Nitrogen from Nitrous and Nitric Oxides and
Ammonia. Gregory Paul Baxter and Charles H. Hickey {Amer.

Chem. J., 1905, 33, 300—304).—Pure nitrogen can be readily obtained

in large quantities by the interaction of nitric or nitrous oxide and
ammonia at a high temperature. In the case of nitric oxide, the

following method is employed. The gas, generated by the action of

nitric acid of sp. gr. 1*2 on copper turnings, is led through a wash-
bottle containing strong ammonia solution, and afterwards over hot

copper gauze or thoroughly platinised asbestos. The nitrogen thus

obtained is passed through dilute sulphuric acid, and afterwards over

fused potassium hydroxide, through a tower containing glass beads

moistened with strong sulphuric acid, and finally through a small tube

containing a roll of red-hot copper gauze. It is found that the

sp. gr, of ammonia solution used for this purpose must not be higher

than 0-92.

In the case of nitrous oxide, the gas obtained by heating ammonium
nitrate is passed over red-hot platinised asbestos, then into a wash-

bottle containing strong ammonia solution, and again over heated

platinised asbestos. The purification of the nitrogen is effected as in

the former case. E. G.

Synthetical Preparation ot Ammonia. Westdeutsche
Thomasphosphat-Werke, G.m.b.H. (D.R.-P. 157287).—The synthetical

preparation of ammonia from nitric oxide and hydrogen in the pre-

sence of platinum black according to the equation 2NO-|-5H2 =
2NH3-H2H2O has not hitherto been possible on a technical scale, the

presence of carbon monoxide in the Dowson gas or water-gas used

leading to the production of ammonium formate. When, however, the

temperature is kept below 80° by artificial cooling, ammonia is ob-

tained. The reaction is greatly accelerated by the influence of the

dark electric discharge, and a suitable apparatus for the purpose is

described. C. H. D.

Electrolytic Oxidation of Ammonia. Eeich Muller and
Fritz Spitzer (Der., 1905, 38, 1188—1190).—Polemical, A reply to

Traube (this vol., ii, 242), A, McK.

Electrolytic Reduction of Nitrates to Nitrites. Erich MCller
and Fritz Spitzer {Ber., 1905, 38, 1190—1194. Compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 116).—In the electrolytic reduction of nitrates to nitrites, it

is convenient to use cathodes coated with spongy copjjer, and for this

purpose the copper ammonium salt is addtd to the alkaline solution
;

small amounts of copper are accordingly precipitated in tlie course of

the electrolytic reduction.

The authors hive examined the question as to the concentiation of

t;he nitrite when the l^tt^r is reduced to amqaguia to such an extent
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as to render the production of nitrite from nitrate of no commercial

value.

In the experiments quoted, varying amounts of sodium nitrite were

added to solutions of sodium nitrate, and, after the current had passed

for a certain time, the alteration of tbe amount of nitrite in the solu-

tion estimated. The irregular results obtained indicated that small

amounts of some compound influenced tbe reduction. In certain case?,

the nitrite used contained lead.

Iq order to ensure that the nitrite is not oxidised to nitrate, the

concentration of hydroxyl ions in the solution is maintained at a

definite value, no diaphragm being used. A. McK.

Preparation of YeUow Arsenic by means of the Electric

Arc. Alfred Stock and Werner Siebert {Ber., 1905, 38, 966—968).

—A solution of the yellow variety of arsenic (compare this vol., ii, 25,

and Erdmannand Unruh, Abstr., 1903, ii, 73) is most readily prepared

by passiDg a current of about 12 amperes between a carbon anode and

a cathode consisting of an alloy of equal parts of arsenic and antimony,

both electrodes being immersed in carbon disulphide contained in a

vessel surrounded and covered by water and ice, the ai-senic under these

conditions dissolving in the carbon disulphide in the form of the yellow

modification, whilst the antimony is disintegrated but does not enter

into solution. After a sufiicient quantity has dissolved, the carbon di-

sulphide is separated from the water and filtered, and may be concen-

trated by distillation. W. A. D.

Use of Arsenic Oxide in the Catalysis of Sulphur Tri-

oxide. Ernst Berl {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 44, 267—299).—
The author has investigated the velocity of the reaction 2S0o-f
Oj ^z^ 2SO3, where arsenic oxide was used as the catalyst.

At temperatures ranging from 300° to 500°, glass is attacked by
sulphur trioxide. The observation of Lunge and Reinhardt (Abstr.,

1904, ii, 724) that arsenic oxide is as good a catalyst as ferric

oxide is confirmed ; its catalytic power at first diminishes and then
attains to a constant value. Mixtures of sulphur dioxide and oxygen
were partially dried by sulphuric acid and the amount of moisture best

suitable for the action was estimated. When the gases were dried by
phosphoric oxide, the velocity of the reaction was diminished and
became less the longer the drying was conducted. The presence of too
much water in the mixture of gases dried by sulphuric acid is more
harmful than prolonged drying with phosphoric oxide. The reaction
proceeds in two stages, the first a process of diffusion and the second the
process of chemical union (Nernst and Brunner). The determination
of the temperature-coefficients gave within the temperatures examined,
namely, 310° to 5 10°, the value 1-4 to 11 for every 10° rise of tempera-
ture, whereby the process of diffusion appears to proceed more slowly
than the process of union. Sulphur trioxide exerts a strong inhibiting
effect on the velocity of the action. Carbon dioxide has a similar
effect. The pre.sence of an excess of either of the reacting gases
increases the rate of combination. A. McK.
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Preparation of Silicides, Borides, Aluminides, &c. Edward
JOngst and Rudolf Mewes (D.R.-P. 157615).—Difficultly fusible

metallic haloids, such as calcium or barium chloride or fluoride,

magnesium chloride, or potassium chloride, are fused in an electric

furnace with such metals or non-metallic elements as form volatile

haloid compounds with development of heat. Silicon, boron,
aluminium, iron, phosphorus, chromium, and tin are available for this

purpose ; carbon cannot be employed, its chloride being endothermic.
Thus calcium chloride and silicon yield calcium silicide and silicon

tetrachloride ; calcium chloride and iron yield calcium ferride and
ferrous chloride. C. H. D.

Use of Quartz Vessels in the Laboratory. Franz Mylius and
Adolf Meusser {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 44, 221—224).—Quartz
vessels are not acted on by water at temperatures up to 100°; the
electrical conductivity remaining unaltered. The action of various

alkalis was examined. Barium silicate was formed by the action

of baryta water in the absence of air on a quartz vessel, main-
tained at 18° for six months. Dilute acids, with the exception of

hydrofluoric acid, do not appreciably attack quartz vessels at tem-
peratures up to 100°. Concentrated sulphuric acid at 18° and at

100° has no appreciable action. Phosphoric acid at 400° has a strong

corroding action. The quartz vessels absorb certain dyes from their

solutions.

The use of quartz vessels is recommended for physical or analytical

work where neutral or aqueous acid solutions are dealt with.

A. McK.

Vessels of Fused Silica—their Use in Chemistry. Per-
meability of Vessels of Fused Silica. Marcellin Berthelot
{Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 817—820, 821—825).—Details of the

methods of manipulation of fused silica tubes are communicated in

the first paper. In the second, experiments are described which show
that fused silica is permeable to oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen at a

temperature of 1300°. In one such experiment, a tube of 4 c.c.

capacity was filled with pure oxygen at a pressure of half au atmos-

phere, the tube being then sealed and heated at 1300° for an hour and

a half. After cooling, the tube was found to contain 3 c.c. of nitrogen.

Another tube of 5 c.c. internal volume was filled with hydrogen at a

pressure of one-fifth of an atmosphere and heated at 1300° for one

hour. The gas extracted from the tube after the experiment consisted of

068 c.c. of hydrogen and 0"12 c.c. of nitrogen, measured at atmos-

pheric pressure. A considerable amount of hydrogen has thus escaped

from the tube, the original volume measured at atmospheric pressure

being equal to 1"0 c.c. When naphthalene was heated in an exhausted

fused silica tube at 1300°, carbon was deposited, and the hydrogen

escaped almost completely through the walls of the tube. The volume

of gas contained in the tube after heating for one hour at 1300° was
only 18 c.c. (instead of 14 c.c. if all the hydrogen in the naphthalene

had been liberated and retained), and analysis showed this to consist

of 0'15 c.c. of hydrogen and 003 c o. of nitrogen. Phenomena of the
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same nature were observed when methane was heated in a fused sflica

tube. H. M. D.

Silicic Acid. III. Eduard Jordis {Zeit. anorg. CJiem., 1905,

44, 200—208. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 364, 475).—It is impossible

to obtain pure silicic acid in the hydrosol form. The only silicic acid

which can be obtained pure is the solid. Attempts to prepare a pure

hydrogel of silicic acid are described. A. MoK.

Solubility of Potassium Chloride, Bromide, and Iodide in

Water. Adolf Meusser {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 44, 79—80).

—

The solubility of potassium chloride, bromide, and iodide respectively

in water was determined from temperatures about 1 0^ to the eutectic

point. A. McK.

Composition of an Ancient English Gunpowder. Loys
Desvergxes {Ann. Chim. anal., 1905, 10, 102— 103).—A bomb found

among debris in Saint Martin de R6 (France), and probably used by
the English besieging army in 1627, contained a moist powder which,

after drying and allowing for the 17 2 per cent, of rust it contained,

consisted of nitre 38'5, sulphur 23'5, and charcoal 38 parts. A former

English gunpowder consisted of nitre 75 parts, sulphur 10 parts, and
charcoal 15 parts. If, like the above specimen, such a sample has

been subjected to leaching until only 38*5 of nitre remains,, the

sulphur and charcoal would then have become respectively 24 5 and
37, which are practically the figures found. L. de K.

Sodamide. Fritz Ephraim {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 44,
185—199).—A study of the action of sodamide on inorganic sub-

stances. When sodamide is added to a solution of sulphur in xylene

and the mixture heated, ammonia, nitrogen, sodium, and ammonium
polysulphides and a substance rich in nitrogen are formed. When
bromine is added to benzene containing sodamide in suspension, the

action is represented by the equation 4NaNH2 + 3Br2 = 4NaBr + Nj +
2NH^Br. The reaction proceeds less vigorously when iodine is sub-

stituted for bromine. Sodamide acts vigorously on magnesium,
hydrogen being evolved and a mixture of magnesium nitride and
sodium being produced. Sodamide has no action on iron, tin, copper,

and silver.

A number of oxides were heated with sodamide. Lead monoxide
was reduced to lead ; copper oxide and cadmium oxide were also

reduced. With mercuric oxide, an amalgam was formed. Antimony
trioxide gave sodium antimonite and antimony. Reduction also took

place with arsenic trioxide, chromic anhydride, chromium trioxide, ferric

oxide, manganese sesquioxide, manganous oxide, zinc oxide, tungstic

acid, and vanadium pentoxide.

Lead sulphide was reduced to lead and copper sulphide to copper.

Bismuth sulphide yielded an alloy of bismuth and sodium. The action

on antimony sulphide, arsenic sulphide, copper sulphate, lead sulphate,

and sodium sulphate was also examined.
The chlorides of lead, mercury, silver, tin, zinc, and barium were

also reduced to the corresponding metals. Calcium chloride and
potastium chluride did not act on sodamide.
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Copper phosphate was reduced to copper and ferric phosphate to

iron.

When lead nitrate and sodamide were rubbed together in a mortar,

the mixture deflagrated ; the action with silver nitrate was similar.

Bismuth nitrate, when heated with sodamide, formed an alloy.

A mixture of potassium chlorate and sodamide exploded when
heated. Lead borate yielded lead. Ferric hydroxide, cadmium
hydroxide, and other metallic hydroxides were converted into the

corresponding oxides. A.. McK.

Sodium Hyposulphite. Arthur Binz {Zeit. Farb. Text. Ind.,

1905, 4, 161— 162).—When turmeric paper, moistened with a
slightly alkaline solution of sodium hyposulphite, is exposed to the

air, it loses the brown colour due to the alkali without bleaching

taking place. It appears that an acid salt is formed, a fact which
is more readily explained by assuming Bernthsen's equations : (1)

l^a^8.fl^ + = 'i^a.28.20^; (2) NagS.^Og + HgO = 2]S'aHS03, than by
accepting Schiitzenberger's formula for sodium hyposulphite. The
structure of the latter substance is discussed at some length (compare
Bernthsen, this vol., ii, 240 ; Bazlen, ibid., ii, 240 ; Reinking, Dehnel,

and Labhardt, ibid., i, 261). W. A. D.

Preparation of Hyposulphites. M. Billy {Compt. rend., 1905,

140, 936—937).—The author finds that sodium hyposulphite cannot

be prepared by the action of sulphur dioxide on sodium in the presence

of a neutral solvent such as ether or light petroleum (compare
Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik, Abstr., 1904, ii, 250); in the pre-

sence of absolute alcohol, however, both sodium and magnesium
are readily converted into the corresponding hyposulphite by the

action of sulphur dioxide ; it is probable that traces of the metallic

ethoxide and hydride are first formed ; the latter reacts with the

sulphur dioxide to form the hyposulphite regenerating hydrogen,

which converts a fresh portion of the metal into the hydride (compare

Moissan, Abstr., 1903, ii, 75). The formation of Nabl's zinc hyposul-

phite is similarly explained (compare Abstr., 1900, ii, 13).

M. A. W.

Normal Sodium Thiophosphate, containing Water of
Crystallisation. Emanuel Glatzel {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 44,
65—78).—Normal sodium thiophospJmte, Na3PS4,8H20, prepared from
sodium monosulphide, phosphorus pentasulphide, and water, forms

transparent, monoclinic crystals, which are decomposed at the ordinary

temperature by water, hydrogen sulphide being evolved. When the

dry salt is heated, hydrogen sulphide is also evolved and a yellow mass

remains. A, McK,

Absorption Compounds of Colloidal Silver and Other
Inorganic Colloids with Organic Colloids. Alfred Lotter-

MOSER {J. pr. Chem., 1905, [ii], 71, 296—304).—For the preparation of

colloidal silver, tlie isolation of prolalbic or lysalbic acid is unneces-

sary, as the liquid hydrosol is formed by reduction of ammoniacal
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silver nitrate solutions containing egg-albumin, serum-albumin, or

casein. A colloidal silver, similar to Paal's preparation (Abstr., 1902,

ii, 500), is formed by boiling an ammoniacal solution of silver nitrate

and egg-albumin with sodium hydroxide. On addition of silver nitrate

to a solution of starch in dilute sodium hydroxide, the hydrosol of silver

oxide is formed; this is reduced to colloidal silver on prolonged boiling,

or quickly on treatment with formaldehyde. The hydrosol so obtained

is very stable and does not give a precipitate with nitric, sulphuric, or

acetic acid ; on addition of hydrochloric acid, a precipitate of silver and
silver chloride is formed. The brown, solid hydrosol, precipitated by
alcohol or by a large excess of glacial acetic acid, dissolves slowly in

water. Liquid hydrosols are formed from aqueous silver nitrate, also

by the action of alkaline dextrin, gelatin, agar-agar solutions, or

powdered hide. Liquid and solid hydrosols of silver haloids are formed
by the same reagents.

The liquid hydrosol, formed by heating starch with aqueous sodium
hydroxide, reacts, after neutralisation with acetic acid, towards iodine

in the same manner as does ordinary starch solution. The deep blue
solid hydrosol, which is precipitated on addition of alcohol, loses iodine

slowly when washed with alcohol or ether, and changes into a brown,
granular substance, which contains iodine, as it dissolves in water to a
blue solution. The blue colloid loses its colour when heated, and
becomes blue again, not on cooling, but on solution in water.

G. Y.

Relationships between the Solubility of Calcium Sulphate
and the Hydration of GypsTim and of Portland Cement. Paul
RoHLAND {Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 327—330).—The results

obtained by Jones and Getman (Abstr., 1904, ii, 386) on the existence
of hydrates in concentrated solutions of electrolytes throw light on the
solubility of calcium sulphate at varying temperatures.

In determinations of the solubility of calcium sulphate in water, the
size of the calcium sulphate particles is an important factor on which
the rate of hydration of calcium sulphate is also dependent. The
substance undergoing hydration must first pass into solution before
hydration takes place. From the fact that both calcium sulphate
semihydrate and anhydrous calcium sulphate first pass into solution
before hydration occurs, the conclusion is drawn that, before the
solubility product is exceeded, hydrated molecules are present in
solution. Calcium sulphate exhibits even in dilute salt solutions
a maximum which corresponds with a maximum of the rate of
hydration. A. McK.

Formation of Oceanic Salt Deposits. XLI. Temperature
of Formation of Potassium Pentacalcium Sulphate. Jacobus H.
van't Hoff, Geuardus L. Voekman, and Walter C. Blasdale
{iSiizungsber. K. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1905, 12, 305—310).—The forma-
tion of potassium pentacalcium sulphate according to the equation
K2Ca(SO,)2.H20 + 4CaSO,,2H20z^K2Caj(SO,)<5.H20-l-8H.p has been
previously descril)ed (Ab-tr., 1901, ii, 561), and the equilibrium tempera-
ture was found to Ii? between 83° apd the ordinary temperature. Tensi-
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metric observations gave the value 318° for the equilibrium temperature
and 34'7 mm. for the equilibrium pressure. By the addition of tartaric

acid, the temperature is lowered to - 22° and the pressure to 2"87 mm.,
from which the pressure at other temperatures is calculable. A diagram
illustrating the field of the pentasulphide is given ; the field is small at
25°, but increases with rise of temperature. L. M. J.

Action of Ultra-violet Light on Glass. Franz Fischer {Her.,

1905, 38, 946—947).—Various kinds of glass have been exposed to

ultra-violet rays from a quartz-mercury lamp, the short space between
the quartz and glass being filled with hydrogen. Jena combustion
glass, durax glass (Schott), German lead glass, and English lead glass

were not affected, whereas ordinary Thuringian glass, apparatus glass

from Greiner, apparatus glass from Bock and Fischer, and normal
thermometer glass (Schott) were coloured strongly violet within 12

hours. All the latter contained manganese, whereas the glasses

whicli were not discoloured were free from manganese.
The violet colour is readily destroyed by heating the glass until it

softens. J. J. S.

Complexity of Glucinum. Charles L. Parsons {J. Amer.
Chevi. Soc, 1905, 27, 233—237).—Pollok (Trans., 1904, 85, 1630)
has stated that the beryl of Limoges contains a new element which
resembles glucinum in its chemical properties but has a much higher

equivalent.

The results of Pollok's experiments are discussed and it is suggested

that they may have been produced by the presence of moisture, which
causes a rapid decomposition of glucinum chloride with loss of

chlorine. For this reason, the opinion is expressed that Pollok's

results cannot be regarded as proving the existence of a new element
in the beryl until it is shown that moisture was carefully excluded from
the chloride used in his experiments, E. G.

Alloys of Magnesium and Lead. G. Grube {Zeit. anorg. Chein.,

1905, 44, 117— 130).—The author has examined the curve of cooling

of mixtures of magnesium and lead to see whether a compound is formed.

The temperatures were determined by a thermo-element, of which the

one wire consisted of platinum and the other of an alloy of platinum

and rhodium.
Antimony melts at 620°, zinc at 412°, lead at 327°, and magnesium

at 651°.

When varying weights of lead and magnesium are melted together,

only one compound, PbMgj, is formed, provided that the temperature

does not exceed 750°. This compound separates at551"3°. The curve

shows two eutectic points, where the percentage of lead is 67 and 97
respectively, corresponding with the temperatures 459'2° and 246-9°.

The compound is brittle, steel-blue in colour, and stable in dry air.

In moist air, it is quickly decomposed to form a black powder, from

which a hydrate corresponding with the formula PbO,2MgO,3H20 is

produced. A. McK.
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Zinc Chloride. Solubility of Salts. XIV. Fbanz Mylius and

EuDOLF DiETZ {Ber., 1905, 33, 921—923. Compare Dietz, Abstr.,

1899, ii, 221).—Zinc chloride has been obtained in the anhydrous and

in five hydrated modifications, containing 1, 1|, 2|, 3, and 4 HjO
respectively. The existence of a hydrate containing 2HoO is not con-

firmed. The solubility curve consists of seven branches, the progres-

sive conversion of the anhydrous salt into its hydrates is reversible.

A 52 per cent, solution of zinc chloride does not solidify at - 62°,

whilst at 75 -S"^ the solution yields a eutectic mixture which melts at 0°
;

concentrated solutions form a brittle, glassy mass when strongly

cooled. Seven different systems, in which the saturated solutions con-

tain 67 5—81 per cent, of zinc chloride, are capable of existence at 0°;

at this temperature, a transition from one form to another containing

more water of crystallisation is accompanied by a diminution in the

concentration of the saturated solution, by an increase in the solubility

of the crystalline substance, and by a diminution of the excess of the

solvent over the water of crystallisation of the solute. G. Y.

Revision of the Atomic "Weight of Cadmium. Analysis of
Cadmium Chloride. Gregory P. Baxter and Murray A. Hixes

(/. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 222—231).—The cadmium chloride

used in these experiments was prepared in the following manner.

Cadmium sulphide, prepared by fractional precipitation, was converted

into the nitrate, and the nitrate into the sulphate. The sulphate was
submitted to electrolysis, the cadmium thus obtained was dissolved in

pure hydrochloric acid, and the chloride was converted into the double

ammonium salt. The cadmium ammonium chloride was purified by
fractional crystallisation, two fractions of pure material being thus

obtained. A third sample of material used in the analyses was a

portion of that employed in the determination of the sp. gr. of

cadmium chloride (Abstr., 1904, ii, 257). Each of these specimens
was converted into cadmium chloride by ignition in a current of dry
hydrogen chloride.

In the first series of analyses, the ratio of cadmium chloride to silver

chloride was determined by the addition of a slight excess of sOver

nitrate to a solution of the cadmium salt, the precipitated silver

chloride being collected, washed, dried, and weighed ; the silver chloride

dissolved in the washings was estimated by precipitating it with excess

of silver nitrate, the precipitate produced being compared by means of

the nephelometer (Richard and Wells, Abstr,, 1904, ii, 287) with that

yielded by standard solutions of hydrochloric acid.

In a second series of experiments, the weight of pure silver required
to combine exactly with the chlorine in cadmium chloride was
determined by dissolving a weighed quantity of pure silver in nitric

acid and adding the diluted solution to that of the cadmium chloride.

Portions of the solution were tested from time to time in the nephelo-
meter for excess of chlorine or silver and, if necessary, standard silver

nitrate or hydrochloric acid was added until the amounts of chlorine
and silver in the solution were equivalent.

The value for the atomic weight of cadmium obtained as the average
result of the first series, con.sisting of three experiments, was 11 2*476,
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whilst the average of the six determinations of the second series was
112-462, the average of the whole of the results being 112'469 (Ag =
107 93; Cl = 35-473). E. G.

Preparation and Properties of Manganese Boride. Edgar
Wedekind [and K. Fetzer] {Ber., 1905, 38, 1228—1232).—A cry.stal-

line regulus containing about 82 per cent, of manganese is formed
when boron and manganese thermite are brought together and the

mixture ignited with magnesium powder (Goldschmidt process). The
small excess of manganese and boron is removed as chloride by heat-

ing the powdered mass in a stream of chlorine and washing quickly

with ice-cold water. The greyish-black, glistening, crystalline man-
ganese boride, MnBj, contains 71*7 per cent, of manganese ; it is slowly

decomposed by water and dilute acids and has a sp. gr. 6-04 at 19°.

A manganese boride, MnB, containing 82-2 per cent, of manganese,
very similar to the above in appearance and properties, is obtained on
heating manganese suboxide and boron in the electric furnace (com-

pare Binet du Jassoneix, this vol., ii, 90). E. F, A.

Oxidation of Metals in the Cold in presence of Ammonia.
Camille Matignon and G. Desplantes {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
853—855).—The metals in finely divided condition were shaken up at

the ordinary temperature in large flasks containing 10 c.c. of ammonia
solution (255 grams per litre) for periods varying from 24 to 60 hours.

In the majority of cases, blank experiments were made in which the

metals were similarly shaken with distilled water.

In the presence of ammonia, nickel, cobalt, silver, cadmium, zinc,

molybdenum, tungsten, and mercury are oxidised ; with tin and
chromium, no action takes place. H. M. D.

Dibromotetra-amminecobalt Salts. Alfred Werner and A.

WoLBERG {Ber., 1905, 38, 992—998).—Dibromotetra-amminecobalt
bromide, prepared by the action of fuming hydrobromic acid on
carbonatotetra-amminecobalt bromide according to the equation

[C03:Co(NH3)jBr + 2HBr = H2O -I- CO2 + [Br2Co(NH3)J Br, is a green,

amorphous solid.

Bibromotetra-amminecobalt chloride, [Br2Co(NHg)4]Cl,Il20, prepared

by the action of concentrated hydrochloric acid on the bromide, forms

glistening, green, prismatic needles, the aqueous solution of which

quickly changes at the ordinary temperature into the coi'responding

aquo-salt, thus, [Br2Co(NH3)jCl -h HgO = [Br(H20)Co(NH3)jClBr,
the aqueous solution of which is reddish-violet. The iodide,

[Br2Co(NH3),]I,

prepared by the action of pota.^sium iodide on the preceding salt, forms

greenish-brown needles ; the formation of the corresponding aquo-salt

proceeds slowly. The platinichloride, [^r^Qo{^Yi.^^^tG[f^, and the

aurichloride, [Br„Co(NH3)4]CI,AuCl3, were prepared.

The sulphate, [^v^Qo{£iA^^^O^, prepared by the action of dilute

sulphuric acid on the dibromochloride, forms light green crystals,

which are readily acted on by water to form the aquo-salt. Whilst

in the dichloro-series a hydrogen sulphate only has been isolated
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having the formula [Cl2Co(NH3)4]S04H, in the dibromo-series the

normal salt is formed.

The nitrate, [Bv.^Col^^^^^O^, forms bright green prisms. The
dichromate, [Br2Co(NH3)^].,Cr20-, forms yellowish-green plates. The
thiocyajiate

,
[Br2Co(NHg)^ CNS, forms green crystals.

The dibromo-salts described form green solutions with water, which
are rapidly changed, first into bromoaquotetra-amminecobalt salts,

and then into diaquo-salt^, thus, [BroCo(NH3)^]Br + H20 =
[BrCo{H,0)(NH3)JBr2

and [BrCo(H20)(NH3),]Br2 + H2O = [Co(H20)2(NH3),]Br3.

These transformations may be studied by determinations of the

variation of the electrical conductivity of the solutions. A. McK.

Saturated Series of Dicobaltammine Compounds. Alfred
Werner and R. Feexstba {Ber., 1905, 38, 923—925).—The cobalt-

ammines richest in ammonia have the formula [Co(NH3)g]X3. In
addition to these simple compounds, other saturated derivatives con-

taining more than one atom of cobalt and of the general type

X2[Co(NH3)5'NH-Co(NH3)5]X2 have been prepared.

Im inodipyridineoctam 771 inedicohalt chloride,

Clj[CoPy(NH3),-NH-CoPy(NH3)jCl2,
is obtained by warming dichloroaquotriamminecobalt chloride with
water and pyridine. The yield is small and appears to vary consider-

ably ; on treatment with concentrated hydrobromic acid, the corre-

sponding bro77iide is obtained ; this forms large, glistening, brownish-

yellow needles containing 2H2O. J. J. S.

Hexahydroxylaminecobalt Salts. Alfred Werner and E. Berl
{Ber., 1905, 38, 893—899. Compare Feldt, Abstr., 1894, ii, 187).—
Hexahydroxylaminecobalt chloride, [Co(NH2*OH)g]Cl3, formed by the

action of hydroxylamine hydrochloride on dichlorodiethylenediamine-

cobalt chloride or on chlorohydroxylaminediethylenediaminecobalt
chloride in aqueous potassium hydroxide solution, crystallises in large,

golden leaflets, darkens on exposure to light, and yields cobalt chloride

when boiled with acetic anhydride. With potassium ferrocyanide in

aqueous solution, the chloride forms a reddish-brown, crystalline

precipitate, which decomposes on exposure to light ; with sodium
acetate a yellow, crystalline precipitate, with potassium ferricyanide a
brown, amorphous precipitate, and with sodium carbonate and with
hydriodic acid yellow, unstable precipitates are formed. With hydro-
bromic acid in aqueous solution, hexahydroxylaminecobalt chloride

forms the yellow, crystalline bromide ; with ammonium oxalate the
yellow, crystalline oxalate, with nitric acid the nitrate which crystal-

lises in long, yellow needles, with sulphuric acid the yellow sulp/uite,

[Co(NHj-OH)g]2(SO^)3,2H20, which decomposes at 90—100°, and
with potassium cyanide a yellow, unstable cyanide are formed.

G. Y.

Chlorinated and Brominated Molybdates, Brominated
Molybdites, and their Corresponding Acids. Rudolf F. Wein-
LAND and W. Knoll {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 44, 81—116. Compare
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Abstr., 1904, ii, 263 ; this vol., ii, 326).—Since oxygen in molyb-

dates can be replaced by sulphur, it can also be replaced by chlorine or

by bromine.

Trichloromolybdic acid, MoOClg'OH.THgO, prepared by the action

of fuming hydrochloric acid on the hydroxychloride,

MoOCl2(OH)2,
forms green prisms, from the solution of which in water molybdic
acid does not separate. Uiccesium tetrachloromolyhdate, MoCl4(OCs)2,

prepared from the hydroxychloride, MoOClo(OH)2, and caesium chloride,

forms green, hygroscopic crystals, from the aqueous solution of which
molybdic acid separates. Monoccesium trichloromolyhdate,

MoOClg-OCs.Hp,
forms greenish-yellow, hygroscopic crystils. Ccesium hydrogen cJilwo-

trimolyhdate, Mo,,OjjClj4,C.-*20,22H20, forms hygroscopic prisms.

Diruhidium tetrachloromolyhdate, MoCl4(ORb)2, forms tetragonal

plates. Monoruhidium trichloromolyhdate, MoOOlg'ORbjHoO, forms

hard crystals.

Dipotassium tetrachloromolyhdate, MoCl4(OK)2,2H20, forms greenish-

yellow, hexagonal plates. Monopotassiuvi trichloromolyhdate,

MoOCl3-OK,H20,
forms hexagonal plates. Potassium hydrogen chlorotrimolyhdate,

MogOjjCl^^,K2(),6H20, crystallises in prisms.

Diammonium tetrachloromolyhdate, MoCl4(ONH4)2,2H20, forms

hexagonal plates.

Diquinoline tetrachloromolyhdate, M.oG\^{Qi¥{.).2,{C^'j^)2,^^^0, forms

rhombic plates Monoquinoline trichloromolyhdate,

MoOCl3-OH,C9H.N,2H20,
separates from strong hydrochloric acid in colourless needles.

Dipyridine tetrachloi'omolyhdate, MoCl4(OH)2,(C5H5N)2,2H20, crys-

tallises in white leaflets. Monopyridine trichloromolyhdate,

MoOCl3-OH,C5H5N,2H20,
separates from hydrochloric acid in needles. Hydrogen pyridine chloro-

trimolyhdate, Mo3O5Cl7*OH,C^H5N,10H2O, forms hygroscopic prisms,

which on exposure gradually become blue. Hydrogen pyridine chloro-

nonomolyhdate, M.o^OyjQ\^{0^)^,{C^^)^,blA.^O, forms tetragonal or

hexagonal prisms.

Monoquinoline trihromomolyhdate,M.oO'BY^'Qii'L,Q^'jl:^,'l^<f),-^veT^a.vedL

from the mixture of bromides containing quinquevalent and sexavalent

molybdenum (obtained from the action of anhydrous hydrogen bromide

on heated molybdic acid) by treating it with bromine and then adding

quinoline hydrobromide, forms yellowish-white leaflets.

Dipyridine tetrahromomolyhdate, MoBr4(OH)2,(C5H5N)2,2H20, forms

yellow prisms.

Dihromomolyhdon^ acid, MoBr20"OH,l|H20, forms dark brown,

hygroscopic prisms Tetrahromomolyhdous acid, ]MoBr4*0H,2H2O,
forms hygroscopic needles.

DiccBsium pentahromomolyhdite, MoBrjOCsg, forms glistening

octahedra.

Diruhidium pentahromomolyhdite, MoBrgORbj, forms rhombic
pyramids, which are sometimes dark red and sometimes yellowish-

green.
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Dipotassium pentabramomolybdite, MoBr-OK.3, forms dark red

pyramids. Monopotassiunt Utrahromomolybdite, MoBr^*OK,2H20,
forms olive-green pyramids.

Diammonium pentabromomolyhdite, ^loEv^O{JsU.^.2, forms reddish-

brown octahedra.

Monolithuim tetrabromomolyhdite, MoBr40Li,4H20, forms dark red,

hygroscopic needles.

Magnesium pentabromomolyhdite, MoBr^OMgjTHgO, forms olive-

green octahedra or hexagonal pyramids,

Calchim tetrabromomolybdite, Ca(MoBr40)2,7H20, forms tetragonal

plates.

Diquinoline pentabromomolyhdite, MoBr.OIl2,(C9H7N)2,2H20, forms

olive-green needles. Monoquinoline tetrabromomolyhdite,

MoBr,-OH,C9H7]Sr,2H20,
forms red needles.

Dipyridine pentabromomolyhdite, MoBr.OH2,(C5H5N)2, forms green

needles.

Monopyridine tetrabromomolyhdite, MoBr4*OH,C5H-'N', forms red

needles.

When attempts were made to prepare a copper salt containing

quinquevalent molybdenum, glistening, black needles of the compoiind,

CuBrgH.lOHaO were obtained. A. McK.

Properties of Tungsten Trioxide as a Ceramic Colouring
Matter. Albert Granger {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 935—936).

—

The u.se of tungsten trioxide as a yellow colouring matter in enamels
and glazes is limited by the fact that the colour is destroyed at high
temperatures, the glaze becoming opaque. The author finds, however,
that permanent yellow glazes can be obtained by fusing tungsten
trioxide at 800° with lead silicate, with a mixture of zinc borate and
silicate, or with bismuth oxide; whilst a glaze having the general
formula MO,l-4SiO2,0-lAl2O3,0-5B2O3,0-lWO3, where M represents
Xaj, Ca, or Pb, is readily fusible, transparent, and yellow in colour.

M. A. W.

Sodium Hexatungstate. A. W. Leontowitsch (J. Btiss. Phys.
t'hem. Soc, 1905, 37, 130—141).—The author has been unable to

prepare the sodium ortotungstate described by '[J\\\k{Sitzungsher. Wien.

Akad., 56, [ii], 157), but has obtained a sodium hexatungstate,
Xa2WgO,g,15H20, which forms long crystals and may be recrystal-

lised without decomposition. T, H, P,

Perstannic Acids and Perstannates. Sebastian TANATAR(5er.,
1905, 38, 1184—1186).— Stannic acid, which had been precipitated
from a solution of stannous chloride by sodium carbonate, was tri-

turated with an excess of a 30 per cent, solution of hydrogen peroxide
and the mixture heated at about 70°. After remaining for some days
in a desiccator, a white, amorphous powder, lISnO^,2H20, was ob-
tained. On further exposure in a desiccator, this acid slowly loses
water and oxygen. It undergoes with water partial decomposition
into stannic acid and hydrogen peroxide. When dried at 100° it is

VOL. Lxxxviii. ii. 23
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converted into the acid, HgSngOy.SHgO. This is a more convenient
method for prepai-ing the latter than Spring's method is.

Potassium perstannate, KSn04,2H20, prepared by the action of

hydrogen peroxide on potassium stannate, is a white, amorphous
powder, which, when heated, parts with oxygen and water. Its

aqueous solution has an alkaline reaction ; on the addition of sulphuric
acid, it decolorises permanganate. When heated, it is converted into

the salt, KgSugO^.SHaO.
Sodium perstannate, NaSn04,2H20, prepared in a similar manner, is

sparingly soluble in water, by which it is readily decomposed ; it is a
white, amorphous powder. A. McK.

Separation of Thorium from the Cerite Earths by means
of Normal Sodium Sulphite. Hermann Grossmann {Zeit. anorg.

Chem., 1905, 44, 229—236).—Normal sodium sulphite effects a quan-
titative precipitation of the tervalent cerite earths as normal sulphites,

whilst thorium and" zirconium salts, in the presence of an excess of the
precipitant, form basic sulphites which are gelatinous and readily soluble.

In the solution of the thorium salt, the existence of complex alkali

thorium sulphites is assumed ; the salt, Th2(OH)2(S03)3,2!N'a2S03,22H20,
was isolated as a solid, practically insoluble in water and readily soluble

in dilute hydrochloric acid. The salt, Th(OH)2SO3,2K2SO3,10H2O,
is a white, amorphous powder.

Chavastelon's method of separation cannot be applied when the
amount of thorium present is small.

Normal ammonium sulphite precipitates dilute solutions of thorium
nitrate as basic sulphite, whilst zirconium nitrate with an excess of

sulphite gives a clear solution, from which gelatinous ammonium
zirconium sulphite separates after 12 hours.

The more strongly basic cerite earths do not tend to form alkali

double sulphites. The solubility of the hydroxides in sulphurous acid

decreases in the sequence cerium, didymium, lanthanum, thorium.

A. McK.

Chlorinated Antimonates. Metachloroantimonic Acid.
Rudolf F. Weinland and Hans Schmid {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 44,
37—64. Compare Weinland and Feige, Abstr., 1903, ii, 2\^).—Meta-
chloroantimonic acid, HSbC]g,4|H20, prepared by passing chlorine into

a solution of antimony trioxide in concentrated hydrochloric acid until

the solution becomes greenish-yellow and then passing hydrogen
chloride into it, forms greenish-yellow, hygroscopic prisms. When its

aqueous solution is kept, or when it is boiled, antimonic acid separates.

Determinations of the lowering of the freezing point of aqueous solu-

tions of metachloroantimonic acid indicated that two different ions

were present. The authors were unable to obtain the compound,
SbCl5,5HCl,10H2O, described by Engel. The chlorine in metachloro-

antimonic acid is only partially precipitated by the addition of silver

nitrate.

Anwionio-silver metachloroantimonate, AgSbClg,2NH8, forms golden-

yellow, hexagonal plates, which gradually become white and finally

violet. It is decomposed by water forming silver chloride and anti-
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filonic acid. Ammonio-copper metachloroantimonate, Cu(SbCIg)2,5NH3,

forms blue, glistening prisms. The cadmium salt, Cd(SbClg)9,7NH5,

forms yellowish-white, dendritic crystals. Thezinc salt,Zn(SbClg)o,4NH3,

forms white prisms. The nickel salt, Ni(SbClg)2,6NH3, forms green,

glistening prisms.

Pyridine silver metachloroantiinonate, AgSbClg,2C5H5N, forms golden-

yellow crystals.

Pyridine copper jnetachloroantirnoyiate, CuSbClg,5C-H5N, forms prisms

of an ultramarine-blue tint.

The basic salt, HSbClg,2XH3, formed by the addition of a large

excess of ammonia to metachloroantimonic acid, crystallises in white,

tetragonal pyramids.

The pyridine salt, HSbClg,2C5H5N, forms microscopic needles. The
quinoline salt, HSbClg,2C9HyN, forms golden-yellow, silky, tetragonal

plates.

Pyridine metachloroantimonate, HSbClgjCgHjX, forms colourless

needles ; it is stable and not hygroscopic. The pyridine salt,

H3Sb2Cl,3,3C5H5N, forms colourless needles. Quinolinemetachloroanti'

monate, HSbClg.CgH-N, separates from alcohol in glistening, yellow

needles. Quinoline pyrochloroantimonate, H2SbCl7,2C>jIIyN,H20, forms

nacreous leaflets. A. McK.

Alloys of Antimony and Bismuth. K. HCttnee and Gustav
Tammanx {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 44, 131—144).—The curve of

cooling of mixtures of antimony and bismuth has been studied by the

authors. From molten masses rich in antimony, crystals rich in

antimony first separate ; the main amount of this molten mass
solidifies about 50° below the temperature at which crystallisation

begins. Molten masses which contain less than 70 per cent, of

antimony do not crystallise until the melting point of bismuth is

reached, and finally bismuth itself separates in almost a pure state.

When alloys of antimony and bismuth are allowed to cool very slowly,

the structure of the solid which separates is homogeneous ; it is very
probable that the two metals are misciblo in aU proportions. In
molten masses containing antimony up to 60 per cent., the tempera-
ture at the beginning of the crystallisation remains constant for a
time. The relationship between the temperatures at which crystal-

lisation begins and the percentage of antimony is expressed by the

tabulated results. A. McK.

Inorganic Colloids. Alexander Gutbier and Gustav Hofmeier
{Zeit. anorg. C/usm., 1905, 44, 225—228).—An unstable colloidal form
of bismuth was obtained by the action of hypophosphorous acid on
bismuth oxychloride. When a dilute solution of hydrazine hydrate is

added to a hot dilute solution of ammoniacal copper sulphate, a copper
hydrosol is obtained from which copper gradually separates. In the
presence of gum arable, this hydrosol is more stable. Attempts
to prepare mercury hydrosol were unsuccessful. A. McK.

Hexahydroxyplatinic Acid. Italo Bellucci {Zeit. anorg. Chem.,
I'JOD, 44, 168— 184).—A detailed account of work already published

23—2
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(Abstr., 1904, ii, 180). In addition, the author has determined the
electrical conductivity of the salt, 'Pt(pH.)f^K^, which undergoes normal
dissociation in dilute aqueous solutions and is regarded as a salt of a
dibasic acid ; it undergoes no hydrolysis at 25° and is analogous to

potassium platinichloride. The transport numbers of its ions are

calculated.

The crystalline form of the salt was measured. A. McK.

Mineralogical Chemistry.

Souesite, a Native Iron-nickel Alloy from British Columbia.
G. Christian Hoffmann {Amer. J. Sci., 1905, [iv], 19, 319—320).—
A grey, metallic sand forming the heavy residue from the gold

washings on the Eraser Kiver, near Lillooet, in British Columbia,

consists of an iron-nickel alloy (47 per cent, of the whole sand) and
scales of platinum (43 per cent.), together with flattened grains of

iridosmine and gold, and grains of magnetite, ilmenite, quartz, and
garnet. The iron-nickel alloy is in the form of small (the largest

\^ mm. diameter), very irregularly-shaped, rounded grains of a faint

yellowish-steel-grey colour, with sub-metallic lustre ; it is strongly

magnetic and is malleable. Analysis by F. G. Wait gave

:

Ni. Co. Fe. Cu. Siliceous matter. Total. Sp. gr.

75-50 nil 22-02 1-20 1-16 99-88 8-215

This mineral, to which the name souesite is given, is thus very

similar to the awaruite of New Zealand, the josephinite of Oregon,

and to an iron-nickel alloy from Piedmont. L. J. S.

Synthesis of Naphtha and its Origin. M. A. Rakusin {J. Buss.

Phys. Chem. Soc, 1905, 37, 79—83).—Since dextrorotatory naphtha

derivatives have been obtained from several sources in the Caucasian

district, and since the naphthene acids from kerosene are also optically

active, the author considers that naphtha cannot be of exclusively

inorganic origin. Optically active naphtha must be regarded as

derived from plants or animals or both of these together, whilst in-

active naphtha may be either inorganic or organic in its origin.

T. H. P.

Chrysoberyl from Canada. Nevil Norton Evans {Amer. J. Sci.,

1905, [iv], 19, 316—318).—Chrysoberyl, a mineral not previously

recorded from Canada, has been found with tourmaline in a pegmatite-

vein traversing gneiss in Maskinonge Co., Quebec. The crystal ex-

amined is twinned and has the form of a hexagonal prism ; it measures

1^ inches across. Analysis gave :

GIO. AlA- ^^208- Total. Sp. gr.

17-78 76-76 6-07 10061 3-52

L. J. S.
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Absence of Helium from Carnotite. E. P. Adams {Amer. J.

Sci., 1905, [iv], 19, 321—322).—The formation of helium from
radium suggests that radioactive minerals should contain helium.

The gases given off when pitchblende, monazit« sand, and thorianite

are heated exhibit the spectrum of helium, but the same result was
not obtained with carnotite. Three hundred grams of carnotite, of

activity 0"8 that of metallic uranium, were heated to redness in a

vacuum for 3 hours; after absorbing carbon dioxide, 10 c.c. of gas

remained, which, on removing nitrogen, was reduced to O'l c.c.
;

this small amount gave the characteristic red spectrum of argon.

The absence of helium may be explained by the state of aggregation

of the mineral, which forms a very fine powder dissem nated through
sandstone ; this is extremely permeable to gases, whilst minerals

known to contain helium are massive and impervious. L. J. S.

Physiological Chemistry.

Influence of Ozone on the Lungs. Christian Bohe and Vilh.
Maar (Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 945; from Skand. Arch. Physiol., 16,
41—66).—Ozone causes injury to the lung tissue, increases the oxygen
intake and lessens the carbon dioxide output. W. D. H.

Output of Carbon Dioxide after the Administration of
Various Sugars. Johax F. Johanssox, J. Billstkom, and C. Heijl
{Cfi^m. Centr., 1905, i, 944 ; from Skand. Arch. Physiol., 16, 263—272).
—Sucrose and Isevulose have the same action on carbon dioxide

excretion. Dextrose produces a greater output. Excretion of the

gas and of sugar (in the urine) are not parallel. Sucro.-e is in the
blood stream mainly an indifferent substance without influence on
metabolism. The rapidity of combustion and of conversion into

glycogen is less for Isevulose than for dextrose. W. D. H.

Carbon Dioxide Production in Muscular Work. Gunxar
KoRAEN (Cliem. Centr., 1905, i, 945 ; from Skand. Arch. Physiol., 16,
381— 389).—During hunger and great muscular work, the carbon
dioxide in the blood is lessened, as well as during rest. This is not
influenced by an exclusively fat diet, but the administration of sugar
raises the amount to the normal level. In the first-named
circumstances, the glycogen of the body is reduced to a minimum, and
the decomposition of the body fat is increased by muscular work ; but
if the body has the opportunity to renew its store of glycogen, this

substance participates in the process. W. 1). H.

Physico-chemical Theory of Fertilisation. Martin H. Fischer
and Wolfgang Ostwald (PjHiyer's Archiv, 1905, 106, 229—266).—
The paper contains an account of colloidal solutions, including the
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observations of Hardy, Biitschli, Quincke and others, and also of the

methods by means of which such solutions (hydrosols) may be coagulated

or transformed into hydrogels. A summary of the different methods of

fertilisation is also given, including natural fertilisation by means of

egg and spermatozoon, natural parthenogenesis, and artificial partheno-

genesis, together with the different means by which the latter may be

accomplished.

Fertilisation from the physiological point of view is regarded

merely as the impetus to development of eggs, and from the morpho-
logical point of view consists in granulation, a phenomenon which
is characteristic of all types of fertilisation.

All the artificial processes which can produce granulation of the

ovule (fertilisation), for example, osmosis, specific action of salts,

alteration of temperature, and mechanical methods, are the factors

which can transform a hydrosol into a hydrogel, and the two processes

are thus regarded as being similar if the egg-plasma is considered as a

mixture of colloidal solutions.

The chief difference, morphologically, between natural fertilisa-

tion and ordinary coagulation is in the regular orientation according

to which the granulation proceeds in fertilisation. This is attributed

to the fact that in ordinary hydrogel formation granulation proceeds

from numerous points, whereas in natural fertilisation it proceeds

from one point only. In artificial parthenogenesis, granulation usually

starts from several distinct points, and from this results the irregular

nucleic and cell division often met with in such cases. J. J. S,

Ions and Cardiac Rhythm. Stanley R. Benedict (Amer. J.

Physiol., 1905, 13, 192—204).—The experiments here recoi-ded were
performed with strips of tortoise heart muscle in various saline

mixtures, and the results obtained do not bear out the views of

Howell and other observers. The principal main conclusion drawn is

that it is the anion, not the cation, which stimulates. W. D. H.

Alkalinity of Blood. Anastazy Landau (Chem. Centr., 1905, i,

619—620; from Arch. exp. Path. Pharm., 52, 271—288).—Blood was
removed from the rabbit's carotid, coagulation prevented by sodium oxal-

ate, and the alkalinity determined by the Zuntz-Loewy titration method.

In another specimen, the proteids were first removed and the alkalinity

(mineral alkalinity) then determined. The latter values agree well

with Abderhalden's ash analyses. The total alkalinity of the plasma varies

between 134 and 166 mg. sodium hydroxide per 100 c.c. The average

value of the mineral alkalinity is 120*5, and of the proteid-alkalinity

25. The alkalinity of the red corpuscles is 852 (284 mineral, 568
proteid alkalinity). Poisoning by hydrochloric acid affects the proteid

alkalinity most. Phosphorus poisoning has the same effect, but there

are in this case other poisonous effects in addition to acid intoxication.

W. D. H.

Blood-coagulation. VI. Leo Loeb (5ei<r. cAem. Physiol. Pa<A.,1905,

6, 260—286. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 496).—In the blood of the crab,

two coagulations occur : the first, leadipg to the formation of *' cell-
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fibrin," is due to an agglutination of the corpuscles ; on filtering this

off, the second coagulation of the plasma takes place. The second

coagulation is much accelerated by the addition of muscle extract

;

the power of muscle extract in this direction is weakened by heating

it to 42^, and destroyed at 45°. Extract of cell fibrin acts similarly.

The rate of coagulation of crab plasma is lessened by dilution with

water, and still more so by dilution with sodium chloride solutions.

There is also evidence of inhibitory substances in muscle extract.

Calcium chloride has little or no influence on the formation of *' cell

fibrin," but it considerably hastens the coagulation of the plasma,

produced by the addition of muscle and " cell fibrin " extracts.

Potassium oxalate and to a less extent sodium fluoride hinder or pre-

vent the coagulation of the plasma. Crab's fibrinogen was prepared

by Halliburton's method, and the phenomena of coagulation observed

in solutions of this are on the whole the same as in the intact plasma.

In the majority of cases, a mixture of " cell fibrin " extract and muscle

extract has a stronger coagulating action than either component.
This opens up the question of -'activating" substances, among which
lecithin and serum must be reckoned. Leech extract has no inhibitory

action on crab's blood.

In the blood of the king-crab (LimiUus), it is not easy to distinguish

the two coagulations, possibly because the second occurs so quickly.

The coagulation of the blood of vertebrates and invertebrates is

very similar. In both, two substances are important, namely, the

tissue ccKigulins and substances present in the blood itself. The
coagulins ai-e within certain limits specific. The substances in the

blood itself are only specific in so far that those from vertebrate

animals have no influence on invertebrate blood. It is probable that

the materials extracted both from the cellular elements of the blood
and from tissues like muscle act directly on the fibrinogen of the
blood-plasma, but the conditions for their action are different, for

instance, the acceleration by calcium salts is more marked with the
coagulins than with the material from the blood-corpuscles. In
certain circumstances, a combination of the two substances is more
active than the sum of their individual activities ; that this is due to

the influence of the coagulin in converting prothrombin into thrombin
is only one of several possibilities. W. D. H.

Laking of Red Corpuscles. Estimation of the "Volume of
the Blood-corpuscles. Hans Koeppe (Pjlugers Archiv, 1905, 107,
183— 186, 187—192).—All experiments hitherto have led to the con-
clusion that the red corpuscles become laked when their semi-perme-
able membrane is destroyed or injured. Laking is thus regarded as
the criterion of the destruction of the corpuscle, and is therefore
irreversible. But observations some years ago on blood mixed with
solutions of ammonium salts and subjected to centrifugalisation
showed that under certain conditions the layer of corpuscles beneath
the colourless, supernatant fluid was laked, but on being poured out
into a watch-glass and kept, the corpuscles were soon indistinguishable
from normal ones, and had suffered no injury. The repetition of these
experiments with a very perfect centrifuge, making 6000 turns per
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minute, led to the discovery of the explanation. This centrifuge is so
rapid in action that a separation of plasma and corpuscle can be accom-
plished before coagulation sets in, and mixture of the blood with
foreign agents is unnecessary. After centrifugalising, the corpuscles
are laked, but on standing subsequently their normal opaque appear-
ance returns. The explanation is as follows : ordinary blood is opaque
in the same way as an emulsion is, because of the different refraction

of the corpuscles and the intervening fluid. The force of the centri-

fuge, however, is sufficient to press the corpuscles together, and they
are placed wall to wall without any intervening fluid ; the walls are
composed of a fat-like material and are transparent, and so the whole
mass of corpuscles is transparent. After the centrifugal force is

stopped, and the blood is poured out into a watch glass, the usual
condition of things is re-established. The invention of a centrifuge

so perfect should render the determination of the volume of corpuscles

by its means much more frequently employed than it is at present.

The results have been regarded as doubtful in the past, different

observers with different centrifuges obtaining inconstant figures.

There need be no fear of an alteration in their volume, for, in order to

press water through a semi-permeable uninjured membrane, a pressure

of seven atmospheres is required, and such a pressure does not occur

in the centrifuge. W. D. H.

Union of Carbon Dioxide with Amphoteric Amino-sub-
stances. Max Siegfkied {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 44, 85—96).

—

Amino-acids like asparagine, peptone, and the body proteids unite

organically with carbon dioxide. The occurrence of such compounds
in the blood and in muscle is a factor in respiratory exchange, and
Bohr's compound of carbon dioxide with haemoglobin thus appears in a

new light. The same is true in vegetable physiology in reference to

the question of carbon dioxide reduction. W. D. H.

Behaviour of Sodium Fluoride towards Blood. Masato
ToYONAGA {Bull. Coll. Agric. Tokyo, 1905, 6, 361—363).—Sodium
fluoride (0"3 per cent.), like normal oxalates, checks coagulation.

When larger amounts are employed (4 per cent, at 25° and 1 per

cent, at the ordinary temperature), the serum becomes viscous, or

almost gelatinous, due probably to its combining with the proteid of

the blood. This would account for the stiffening of the muscles of a

dead rabbit observed by von Furth after injection of a 3 per cent,

solution of sodium fluoride (Abstr., 1903, ii, 440). This can, at any

rate, have nothing to do with the lime present in the tissues, since it

is now shown that injection of a 10 per cent, solution of potassium

oxalate left the muscles of a dead rabbit soft and flexible even after

15 minutes.

Arthus {Jahresh. Txercliem.^ 1901—1902) found that 0-3 per cent, of

sodium fluoride had no effect on blood and that 0'5 per cent, gave a

precipitate. N. H. J. M.

Phosphorus Metabolism in Man. Carl Tigerstedt {CJiem-

Centr., 1905, i, 946; from Skand. Arch. Physiol, 16, 67—68).
—On an almost phosphorus-free diet, the experimenter passed 0-134
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gram of phosphorus in the faeces. How the phosphorus metabolism

behaves with increase in supply of phosphorus is not decided. " Animal

phosphorus" is, on the whole, better used than "vegetable phos-

phorus." W. D. H.

Absorption and Excretion of Iron in the Alimentary Canal
of Dogs and Cats. Hubert Sattler {C/iem. Centr., 1905, i,

621—622: from Arch. exp. Path. Phami., 52, 326—332).—By
microchemical methods, it is shown that dogs and cats differ from

herbivora in regard to the absorption and excretion of iron. Iron

could not be demonstrated in the duodenal epithelium, and little or

none in the lymph paths. In the large intestine, the results are also

often negative. It is possible that iron is absorbed in a form not

recognisable by the methods used. W. D. H.

Behaviour of Various Polypeptides towards the Pancreas
Ferment. Emil Fischer and Emil Abderhalden (Sitzungsber. K.

Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1905, 290—300. Compare Abstr., 1903, i, 694,

800; 1904, i, 867, 890, 917; 1905, i, 121, 122).—The behaviour of a

number of synthetical polypeptides towards the pancreas ferment at

36^ has been investigated. The ferment solution was obtained by
means of a Pawloff fistula, and rendered active by a 5 per cent, solu-

tion of intestinal fluid. The results are contained in the following

table:

Hydrolysed. Not hydrolysed.

Glycyl-^-tyrosine Leucylproline

Leucyl-^-tyrosine Glycylphenylalanine

Dialanylcystine Glycylglycine

Dileucylcystine Diglycylglycine

Alanyl-leucylglycine Triglycylglycine

Tetraglycylglycine

Ethyl triglycylglycine

In the case of r-alanyl-leucylglycine, hydrolysis proceeds selectively,

the products of change being (i-alanine, optically active leucylglycine,

and probably an optically active alanyl-leucylglycine. E. F. A.

Assimilation Limits of Sugars. Franz Blumenthal (Beitr.

chern. Physiol. Path., 1905, 6, 329—341).—In both men and animals
the assimilation limit for sugar is low ; the ability of the organism to

destroy sugar or store it as glycogen is thus limited, and the sugar
appears in the urine. The majority of the experiments here recorded
were performed by injecting different quantities of different sugars into

rabbits and examining the urine. The limit for galacose is especially

low ; that for dextrose and Isevulose is about equal. The numerical
results are given in tables. W. D. H.

Adenase. Walter Jones and M. C. Winternitz {Zeit. physiol.

Chevi., 1905, 44, 1— 10).— In the autolysis of organs, attention is

drawn to three ferments concerned in the changes which occur in
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purine derivatives. These are guanase, which converts guanine into

xanthine, adenase, which converts adenine into hypoxanthine, and
oxydase, which oxydises hypoxanthine into xanthine. These are

independent of each other and are all present in thymus and supra-

renal glands. In the pancreas, oxydase is absent or nearly so. In
the spleen, guanase is almost entirely absent, adenase is present in

abundance, and oxydase in small quantity. In the liver, the same is

true except that oxydase is more abundant. These results are arrived

at by examining the products of autolysis in each case, with and with-

out the addition of one or other of the purine bases. W. D. H.

Proteolysis and Proteid Synthesis in the Animal Organism.
Emil Abderhalden [Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 44, 17—52).—A dis-

cussion of the views of Kiihne, Kutscher, and Fischer on the action of

proteolytic ferments and on the question whether or not proteids are

resynthesised in the body from simple cleavage products. Experiments
on dogs are described in which the cleavage products were estimated

in the contents of the alimentary canal and in which the urine was
also examined. These are compared with the products of proteolysis

obtained in vitro by Fischer's method. Some analyses of pathological

urine are also given. The general conclusion drawn is that the break-

down of proteid into simple crystalline products is incomplete in the

body. W. D. H.

The Importance of the Digestion of Proteids for their
Assimilation. Emil Abderhalden {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 890—891

;

from Centr. Stoffwechsel.u. Verdauungshrankh., 1904,5, 649— 651).—

A

paper on similar lines to the preceding one. W. D. H.

Glycogen. Karl Grube {PJiuger's Archiv, 1905, 107, 483—489,
490—496).—The glycogen in the liver is uniformly distributed ; this is

by no means an unimportant point when a small piece of liver only is

analysed as a sample of the whole organ. This statement has been
questioned in the past, but by Pfltiger's method it is shown to be true.

Any small variations are due to the relative admixture of connective

tissue. By artificially perfusing the liver with defibrinated blood

from the same animal (dog), to which various carbohydrates are added,

it is shown that glycogen is formed from dextrose, dextrin, and
Isevulose, and the carbohydrate added to the blood becomes lessened.

The liver should be kept in situ, and the artificial perfusion begun
without any pause after the cessation of the natural circulation. The
operative procedure by which this is done is described. W. D. H.

Twitchings of Skeletal Muscles produced by Salt Solutions.
Walter E. Garrey {Amer. J. Physiol, 1905, 13, 186—191).—An
examination of various salts in the production of twitchings in the

skeletal muscles of frogs and mammals. In the latter animals, the

contractions are feeble and not so rhythmic as in the frog.

W. D. H,
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Influence of Alcohol, Sugar, and Tea on the Contractility

of Muscle, A. F. Hellstex {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 945 ; from

Skand. Arch. Physiol., 16, 139—221).— The contractility of muscle is

first increased by alcohol, and then diminished ; it is increased by sugar

and by tea. Practical considerations are pointed out. W. D. H.

Chemistry of Invertebrate Muscle. Arthur B. Griffiths

(filiem. News, 1905, 91, 146— 147).—The muscles of various inverte-

brates were examined. They yielded myosin, musculin, myosinogen,

myoglobulin, and myoalbumose. Analytical numbers obtained in each

case are given for gases (COj liberated at 60°, COj liberated by acid,

nitrogen), water, solids, coagulated albumins, soluble albumins, fat,

gelatin, creatine, ash, and individual ash constituents. D. A. L.

Amount of Lime in Different Animal Organs. Masato
ToYONAGA {BvZ. Coll. Agr. Tokyo, 1905, 6,357—360. Compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 751 ; and Aloy, Jahresh. Tierchem., 32, 700).—The amounts of

dry matter, ash, calcium, and magnesium dissolved from different

livers by water, 1 per cent, acetic acid, and alcohol, and the amounts in

the undissolved residues were determined. The results relating to

calcium and magnesium are as follows: horse liver, Ca 0*1479,

Mg 0-1681; bullock's liver, Ca 0-1918, Mg 0-1977; pig's Uver,

Ca 0-1779, Mg 0-1853 per thousand of fresh substance.

Human liver contains, according to Oidtmann, Ca 0*2842 and
Mg 001 25 ; whilst dog's liver (Aloy, /oc. cit.) contains Ca 0-175— 0-259

and Mg 0048—0066 per thousand. N. H. J. M.

Catalytic Decomposition of Hydrogen Peroxide. Arthur S.

LoEVENHART {Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 13, 171—185. Compare Abstr.,

1903, ii, 415).—Recent work by Cohnheim and others on co-ferments

suggested the study of the effects of mixing various extracts on some
well understood chemical process. The catalysis of hydrogen peroxide
was selected for this purpose. Using the un-neutralised commercial
material, it was found that the extract both of pancreas and muscle
enormously accelerates its decomposition by liver extract, and this power
is not destroyed by boiling. But it was further found that both boiled

and fresh liver extract have the same influence on liver extract, and that
when neutralised hydrogen peroxide is employed, no such acceleration
occurs in any case ; the accelerating action is simply due to the neu-
tralisation of the retarding effect of the acid in the commercial
preparation. It would therefore have been simple from the first

experiments to have concluded that the pancreas and muscle contain
a catalo- kinase or co-ferment. The whole kinase conception rests on
equally flimsy foundations. W. D. H.

Uric Acid. "Richard Burian {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 686 ; from
^fed. Klinik, i, 131— 134).—A statement of the author's views on the
origin of uric acid in man. An article on its destruction and excre-
tion is to follow. W. D. H.
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Forraation of Allantoin in the Animal Body. Hans Eppinger
(Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 6, 287—295).

—

Ilydantoamide,
C3H7.O0N3, prepared by the action of aqueous ammonia on ethyl

hydantoate, crystallises in rhombic prisms, melts at 180°, and is readily

soluble in water, sparingly so in alcohol.

Glycolyldicarhamide, NHjj-CO-NH-CH./CO-NH-CO-NHg, obtained

by the interaction of molecular quantities of potassium cyanate,

hydantoamide, and sulphuric acid, forms long prisms, melts at 158°,

and is readily soluble in water, sparingly so in alcohol or ether.

In order to exclude the possibility that the reaction had taken the

alternative course and so led to the formation of the isomeric hiuret-

acetamide, NH^'CO-NH-CO-NH-CHg-CO-NHj, this substance was
synthesised by first treating ethyl hydantoate with potassium

cyanate and sulphuric acid, when ethyl biuret-acetate, CgH^iO^Ng, was
obtained, crystallising in thin, prismatic needles melting at 127°, and
on treatment with ammonia yielding biuret-acetamide, which forms
quadratic tablets and melts at 170°.

By feeding experiments on dogs and by perfusion of the liver, it is

shown that allantoin originates from glycolyl-dicarbamide.

The formation of a closed ring by a vital oxidation process is

interesting and may throw light on uric acid formation in birds.

Oxidation of glycolyl-dicarbamide with calcium permanganate leads

to a similar result. W. D. H.

Lecithin in Heart and Kidneys in the Normal Condition,
during Starvation, and in Patty Degeneration. V. Rubow
(Chem. Cent?'., 1905, i, 620 ; from Arch. ex]). Path. P/uirm., 52,
173—204).—The lecithin of heart muscle constitutes 60—70 per

cent, of the fatty extract after removal of all visible fatty tissue. This

is much higher than in skeletal muscle. In inanition this alters but

little, and in fatty degeneration produced by phosphorus or protracted

chloroform poisoning the amount of lecithin may increase or remain
normal. Experiments on the kidneys are incomplete ; in the healthy

state, the two kidneys contain an equal amount of lecithin.

W. D. H.

Anti-ferments. Beitzke and Carl Neuberg (Chem. Centr., 1905,

i, 943_944; from Verh. d. deutsch. Pathol. Ges., 1905, 160—161).—
Anti-emulsin was first prepared by rectal immunisation byHildebrandt's

method ; it can also be obtained from rabbits after subcutaneous injec-

tions of emulsin. It is contained in the globulin fraction of the serum.

Added to dextrose or galactose, after 8 days at 38°, thei'e is an increase

in optical activity, which thenceforth for 4J weeks remains unaltered.

Lactosazone is then obtainable. Neither normal rabbit's serum nor

that obtained after immunisation with emulsin leads in this way to

disaccharide formation. The question as to whether other anti-sub-

stances, have a synthetic function was investigated. W. D. H.
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The Catalase of Milk. Emil Reiss {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 684;

from Zeit. Klin. Med., 66, 1—12) —Cream decomposes hydrogen

peroxide more vigorously than milk ; this confirms Faitelowitz (Diss.

Heidelberg, 1904). The'catalase is associated with the fat globules in

a physical way, and is insoluble in the presence of colloids.

W. D. H.

Human Bile. H. P. T. Oeum {Cfusm. Centr., 1905, i, 942—943 ;

from Skand. Arch. Physiol, 16, 273—333).—In addition to glycocholic

acid, human bile contains a variable amount of glycocholeic acid.

W. D. H.

Perfusion Experiments on Excised Kidneys. Torald Soll-

MAXN {Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 13, 241—303).—A full account of ex-

periments previously published (this vol., ii, 181). W. D. H.

Effects of Ligature of One Ureter. Miss B. Sheldon Amos
(/. Path. Bad., 1905, 10, 265—286).—Ligature of one ureter in

rabbits and guinea-pigs leads after some weeks or months to death.

This may be preceded by Cheyne-Stokes breathing and wasting, but

only occasionally by slight albuminuria, and never by oedema. There

are obvious changes in the affected kidney, and very slight ones in the

other and in the liver; the heart is normal. Death cannot be due to

the inability of one kidney to perform the work of the two, or to the

internal secretion of one kidney being insufficient to sustain life, since

extirpation of one kidney is not fatal. The poison is probably not

due to absorption of the products of disintegration of the kidney cells,

for these when injected are not toxic. Death is probably the result of

absorption of the products of the secretion of the ligatured kidney.

W. D. H.

Precipitation of Lsevulose from Urine by Lead Acetate.
Rudolf Adler and Oscar Adler {£er., 1905, 38, 1164—1165).

—

Contrary to Kiilz's statement {Zeit. Biol., 1890, 27, 235), lsevulose is

precipitated, often in considerable amount, from urine by the addition

of lead acetate. W. A. D.

Statistical Tables of the Amount of Nitrogenous Substances
in Human Faeces. Felix Oefele {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 776—777

;

from Bei: deut. phann. Ges., 15, 17—29. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 102).
—The average percentages in dry substances are as follows : nitrogen
in substances soluble in water, 2 ; in the ammonia group, 0*5

; in the
indole group, 0-8

; in the urobilin group, 0*7
; in the purine group,

0-1
; in mucin, 0*2

; in micro-organisms, r7 : total nitrogen, 5 5. The
proteid in the micro-organisms consists to a large extent of mucin.

W. D. H.

Composition of Blood and Exudations in Disease. Kasimib
VON Rzentkowski {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 942 ; from Virchow's Archiv,
179, 405—450).—Hydremia occurs in various acute and chronic
infectious and aniemic condition.s, in kidney disease, and in pneumonia.
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Transudations are believed at first to be mere aqueous solutions of

salts ; the proteid in them is a secondary addition. Some details of

total and residual nitrogen are also given. W. D. H.

Chemistry of Cancer. II, Abnormal Fermentative Oc-
currences. Carl Neuberg {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 760 ; from Berlin.

Klin. Woch., 1905, 118—119).—The action of radium emanations on
carcinomatous tissue is to influence the ferment action in the cancer

cells. By autolysis of liver-cancer, a characteristic product appears,

namely, free pentose ; this is not formed from normal liver. This was
confirmed in a case where the liver metastases originated from cancer
of the stomach ; the latter yielded no pentose. The high percentage of

pentose in cancerous tissues is due to richness in nuclei. Normal liver

juice does not influence the rate of autolysis in the lungs, but leads to

the formation of albumoses (Jacoby, Beitr. Chem. Physiol. Path., 3, 446)

;

the juice of liver cancer leads to the opposite result, namely, an increase

in simple cleavage products. W. D. H.

Blood Changes in Plague. Leonard Rogers {J. Path. Bact., 1905,

10, 291—295).—In plague, the haemoglobin and red corpuscles are not
usually affected. Slight leucocytosis occurs during the first three days
of the disease and usually disappears later. The leucocytosis mainly
affects the lymphocytes. W. D. H.

Leucocytosis of Typhus Fever. Andrew Love (/. Path. Bad.,

1905, 10, 296—327).—In typhus fever there is no evidence of destruc-

tion of red corpuscles ; they may even be increased. This is evidence

against Gotschlich's parasite being the cause of the disease. The
leucocytosis resembles that in diplococcal infections, W. D. H.

Poisons applied to the Outer Surface of the Mammalian
Heart. Alexander Baldoni {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 621 ; from Arch,

exp. Path. Pluxrm., 52, 205—219).—The observations of Jacobj and
Wybauw on the result of the application of helleborein to the outer

surface of the frog's heart are here extended to mammals. Allylthio-

carbimide and camphor have no important effect
;
physiological saline

solution is wholly indifferent. A 9 per cent, solution of potassium

chloride depresses the blood pressure, and stronger solutions stop the

heart. Concentrated sodium chloride solution depresses blood-

pressure also. Helleborein, digitalin, and bufotalin have the same
effect and finally bring about diastatic stoppage of the heart.

W. D. H.

The Urine in Phosphorus Poisoning. Julius Wohlgemuth
{Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 44, 74—84).—In the urine in cases of

phosphorus poisoning (rabbit and man), tyrosine, leucine, glycine,

phenylalanine, alanine, and arginine are present. This is the first

time a diamino-acid has been found in urine, but in a case of acute

yellow atrophy of the liver Neuberg and Richter (Deut. vied. Woch.,

1904, 30, 499) found lysine in the blood, W, D, H,
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Antidote to Nicotine. C. Zalackas {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
741—742).—Experiments conducted on guinea-pigs and rabbits show
that strychnine is not an effective antidote to nicotine poisoning

;

eserine is more effective, but the best antidote to nicotine is the alka-

loid of Nasturtium officinale, two injections of the expressed juice of

the plant completely counteracting the effect of a fatal dose of

nicotine (0'025 gram) in the ease of a rabbit, and similar results were

obtained with dogs. M. A. AY.

Influence of Radium Emanations on the Toxicity of Venoms.
C. Phisalix {Compt rend., 1905, 140, 600—602).—Exposure of the

venom of the cobra and viper to radium emanations for 50 to 60 hours

causes it to lose its toxic characters. The solution at the same time

becomes opalescent owing to an agglutination of fine particles. The
poison of the salamander or common toad is not affected.

W. D. H.

Hirudin. Andreas Bodong (Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 620—621 ; from

Arch. exp. Path. Fkurm.,52, 242—261).—The substance named hirudin

separated from leech extract has a very variable activity ; the amount
obtained diminishes on starvation ; it is largest in amount in the

autumn. The horse-leech forms none. Its power to inhibit fibrin forma-

tion is quantitative ; excess remains free and active in the serum and
passes into the urine in small amount. It produces no interference with

circulation, respiration, or other bodily functions. W. D. H.

Action of Cresol in comparison with Phenol. Karl Tolless
{Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 622—623; from Arch. exp. Path. Fkarm.,

52, 220—241).—The poisonous effects of phenol and of o-, m-, and
p-cresols and their sodium compounds were investigated in frogs, mice,

and cats. The differences noted are those of degree, ^-cresol being

decidedly more poisonous, o-cresol about equally poisonous, and
m-cresol less poisonous, than phenol ; the fatal doses exhibit a difference,

but nothing very marked. The numbers obtained are given.

W. D. H.

Action of Morphine and its Derivatives. Alexander Babel
{Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 623 ; from Arch. exp. Path. Pharm., 52,
262— 270).—Dionine, codeine, and heroine in comparison with mor-
phine show pharmacodynamic differences. Mixed with brain substance,

heroine is the one of which most is absorbed ; heroine also is most
soluble in fatty materials. Morphine is the least and dionine the
most rapidly absorbed from the alimentary canal. W. D. H.
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Chemistry of Vegetable Physiology and Agriculture.

Influence of Metals on Fermenting Liquids. Leopold Nathan,
Arthur Schmid, and Willy Fuchs {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905, ii, 14,
289—296. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 505).—Fruit musts, notwith-
standing their greater acidity and consequently greater power of dis-

solving metals, are less injured than beer worts. Only gold, silver,

and glass ai'e quite indifferent. Copper and nickel are slightly

injurious ; iron, zinc, lead, brass, tin, and aluminium are very
injurious. N. H. J. M.

Origin of Fusel Oil. Oskar Emmerling {Ber., 1905, 38, 953—956.
Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 834).—The fermentation of molasses by
means of the organisms present on potato skins gives a mixture of

ethyl, propyl, and ?i-butyl alcohols with lactic acid ; amyl alcohol is

not formed in this case. The principal organism causing the fermen-

tation was isolated, but its nature is not yet definitely decided ; con-

trary to the previous statement {loc. cit.), it is not strictly anaerobic.

In presence of calcium carbonate, it ferments maltose, dextrose, and
glycerol. "With cane sugar, it gives rise to the foregoing alcohols, but

the principal product is butyric acid with some acetic acid ; carbon

dioxide and hydrogen are evolved. W. A. D.

Can Nitrite provide Oxygen in Anaerobic Culture of
Bacteria? T. Takahashi (^W. Co^^. Agr. Tokyo, 1905, 6, 403).—
The oxygen of nitrites cannot replace atmospheric oxygen in the case

of Bacillus pyocyaneus, B. subtilis, B. mesentericus vulg. and fuscus,

B. acidi lacti, Proteus mirabilis, and the typhoid bacillus of mice.

K H. J. M.

Chemical Changes attending the Aerobic Bacterial Fer-

mentation of Simple Organic Substances. I. Carbamide,
Asparagine, Album ose, and Rochelle Salt. Walter E. Adeney
(Proc. Boy. Irish Acad., 1905, 25, 6—24).—The author has studied the

fermentation of carbamide, asparagine, albumose, and Rochelle salt by
means of organisms which are not specified and which were present

in the distilled water used or in other substances employed in making
up the solutions. The fermentation in each case was conducted under

aerobic conditions and the products were estimated at intervals.

The organisms capable of initiating and effecting the hydrolysis of

carbamide appear to exert that change entirely by enzyme action.

When the conditions of fermentation are such that carbamide is

subject to the physiological process of respiration, that is, when carb-

amide is the sole nutrient organic substance present, it undergoes

only partial hydrolysis, the greater portion of it being oxidi.sed to

carbon dioxide, nitrogen trioxide, and ammonia.
Asparagine, when fermented by water organisms under aerobic con-

ditions, may undergo complete enzyme change into aspartic acid and

ammonia during the earlier stages of the bacterial growth, and the

aspartic acid subsequently undergoes respiratory changes. In the
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case of albumose, the oxygen absorbed and the carbonic dioxide and
ammonia formed were the result of respiratory changes. Rochelle salt

is quickly fermented when mixed with carbamide. In the absence of

any other source of nitrogen except atmospheric air, it ferments to a

less extent ; it is converted first into potassium sodium malate, carbon

dioxide, and water, and then the malate is oxidised to carbon dioxide

and water. A. McK.

Action of Bacteria on Sugars. Adalbert Segix {Centr. Bakt.

Par., 1904, ii, 12, 397—400).—a-Glucoheptose and quercitol were not

attacked by any of the eight bacteria employed ; both xylose and
arabinose were decomposed by Bacillus coli and B. enteris.

The results accord with previous observations that aldehydic and
ketonic sugars are much more readily attacked by bacteria than the

corresponding alcohols. N. H. J. M,

Bacteriological Examination of Tidal Mud. William G.

Savage (./. Hygiene, 1905, 5, 146— 174).—Mud samples yield more
trustworthy bacteriological evidence of the degree of contamination of

a tidal river than either water or oyster samples. The two latter only

indicate immediate contamination; mud samples show evidence of part

contamination for at least several weeks. Muds with high relative

purity are safe for oysters. No evidence was obtained that either

Bacillibs typhosus or B. coli alter their characters in tidal mud.
Typhoid bacilli readily survive for two weeks in tidal mud, and after

that time their numbers as a rule rapidly decline. W. D. H.

Relationship of the Pseudo-diphtheria and the Diphtheria
Bacillus. G. F. Petrie (/. Hygiene, 1905, 5, 131—145).—No
substance capable of neutralising diphtheria antitoxin is present in

filtrates of pseudo-diphtheria bacilli. Immunisation of horses with
these filtrates does not produce an antitoxin to diphtheria toxin.

The two bacilli, therefore, do not stand in any close relationship to

each other. W. D. H.

Modification of the Method for Isolating Nitrifying Micro-
organisms. K. Perotti {Atti R. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14,
i, 228— 231).—This method is a modification of that given by
Omelian.sky (Abstr., 1900, ii, 232) and makes use of blocks of

ordinary commercial magnesium carbonate, which may be fashioned
either as flat plates to fit into Petri dishes or as parallelepipeds for

employment in test-tubes. In the former case, the plate used is about
1 cm. in thickness, and the upper surface is rendered smooth by
rubbing with a piece of unpolished glass and th^n with the fleshy part
of the finger, whilst the under surface is hollowed out so as to allow
more of the nutrient solution to be used. The latter consists of 50 c.c.

of a solution containing 2 grams of ammonium sulphate, 1 gram of

potassium phosphate, and 0*5 gram of magnesium sulphate per litre

of water, this being mixed just before using with a drop of a 2 per
cent, solution of ferrous sulphate and a drop of a saturated solution
of sodium chloride. The parallelopipeds are smoothed as above.

VOL. LXXXVIIL ii. 24
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After the sterilisation of the magnesium carbonate and nutrient

solution in the test-tube or Petri dish, the liquid containing the micro-

organisms is poured over the surface of the block and the whole kept

at 28—30° in a thermostat. After a time, the surface of the block

exhibits small, regular excavations in which the magnesium carbonate

has assumed a dirty-yellow coloration. Microscopic examination

reveals the presence of numerous bacteria resembling Winogradsky's

Nitrosomonas europcea. T. H. P.

Influence of Different Carbohydrates and Organic Acids on
the Decomposition of Nitrates by Bacteria. Julius Stoklasa
and EuGEN Vitek {Cejitr. Baht. Par., 1905, ii, 14, 102—118 and
183—205).^—^The reduction of nitrates is due to the hydrogen, produced
along with carbon dioxide, as the last products in the breaking down
of carbohydrates and organic acids, and is similar to the reduction of

arsenates, chlorates, and ferricyanides. Dextrose, Isevulose, galactose,

xylose, arabinose, and lactic, valeric, and succinic acids are all suitable

as sources of carbon for the various bacteria which produce organic

nitrogen from nitrates.

Xylan and araban and the corresponding pentoses are not very

suitable for denitrification bacteria which liberate nitrogen, but seem
to be available for the slow conversion of nitric and nitrous acids into

ammonia. Bacillus Hartlehi, when cultivated in presence of ai-abinose,

assimilated 33 62 per cent, of the total nitric nitrogen, converting it

into proteids.

The widely distributed (in Bohemia) soil oi-ganism, Cloatridium

gelatinosum, together with Bacillus mycoides, B. subtilis, B. mesentericics

vulgaius, &c., are of importance in the conversion of nitrates into

ammonia (compare Laxa and Velich, Ber. Versicchs-Stat. liiihen-

zuckerind, k. k. bohm. techn. Ilochschule in Prag, 1902, 7). Clostridium,

in arabinose, converted nearly 46 per cent, of nitric nitrogen into

ammonia, whilst nearly 6 per cent, was utilised for proteid production.

N. H. J. M.

Fermentation-coefficient of Dead Yeast (Zymin) on Various
Substrata. L. Telesnin {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1904, ii, 12, 205—216).
—The coefficient, CO2/O.2, of zymin on sterilised water is higher than

1. Similar results were obtained with glycerol, mannitol, lactose,

and ethyl alcohol. Quinine hydrochloride produced a decrease in

the carbon dioxide and consequently a lower coefficient. Dextrose,

fructose, maltose, and sucrose gave uniformly high coefficients which

decreased after 48 hours ; raffinose gave lower coefficients.

The disappearance of oxygen indicates the presence of an oxidising

ferment (compare following abstract). N. H. J. M.

Respiration and Fermentation of the Different Varieties of
Dead Yeast. J. Warschawsky {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1904, ii, 12,

400—407).—Zymase is produced in varieties of yeast which induce

alcoholic fermentation {Saccharomyces cerevisioi 1 Hansen, aS'. Pombe) and

are cultivated on substrata capable of fermenting, but not when they

are cultivated on non-fermenting substrata. In the case of aS'. Pombe,
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however, no zymase was produced when ammonium phosphate was

present.

S. Membranobfaciens, which has no power of fermentation, does not

contain zymase. The coefficients, which varied between 0"35 and 0*49,

indicate the presence of an oxydase. N. H. J. M.

Is Germination Possible in Absence of Air ? T. Takahashi

{Bull. Coll. Agr. Tokyo, 1905, 6, 439—442. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii,

170).—Former experiments with peas showed that germination did

not take place in absence of air (compare Godlewski, Abstr., 1901, ii,

618, and 1904, ii, 507).

It is now shown that rice, which is accustomed to grow in swampy
soils, will germinate in water alone, without addition of sugar and in

absence of air. Alcohol was produced and there was a loss of 4354
gram of starch (in 2'3966 grams of seeds), which was consumed by
intramolecular respiration after conversion into dextrose.

The normal respiration process is ascribed to the living protoplasm

rather than to zymase (Godlewski), the amounts of which are generally

very small (compare Maze, Abstr., 1904, ii, 634, and Maximoff, Ber.

deut. hot. Ges., 1904, 22). N. H. J. M.

Processes of Assimilation. I. Hans Ecler {Chem. Centr., 1905,

i, 941 ; from Ai-hiv Kem. Min. Geol., 1, 329—345. Compare Abstr.,

1 904, ii, 761).—The pressed juice of Boletits scaber decomposes hydrogen
peroxide with great vigour owing to the presence of an enzyme Boletus

catalase. The action remains practically constant for several days
and is increased by the addition of weak solutions of bases, but is

inhibited by small quantities of weak acido. The enzyme thus re-

sembles 0. Low's /3-catalase and Senter's hsemase except that its action

is more affected by the presence of acids. The decomposition of

hydrogen peroxide by this catalase takes place within certain limits

in strict conformity with the equation for reactions of the first order.

According -to an approximate calculation, the decomposing action of

Boletus catalase on hydrogen peroxide is much greater than that of

colloidal platinum. E. W. W.

Processes of Assimilation. II. Condensation Products of
Formaldehyde. Hans Eulek and Astrid Euler {Chem. Centr., 1905,
i, 941 ; from Arkiv Kem. Min. Geol., 1, 347— 355. Compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 761).—The compound, CHjIN-CgH^-COjH.HjO, prepared by
shaking a solution of /)-aminobenzoic acid with a 40 per cent, solution
of formaldehyde, loses \ll.p at 85° and decomposes at 207° with
evolution of gas ; it is soluble in cold alkalis or acids, but insoluble in
water. Trimethyleneaaparagine, CyHj^O^Nj, obtained by saturating
a 40 per cent, solution of formaldehyde with asparagine, swells up and
decomposes at 203°

; when dried at 85°, it becomes yellowish-brown.
The actual molecular weight of this compound appears to be at least
six times as great as that corresponding with the simplest formula.
The stability of methyleneasparagine and other methylene-amines has
been examined by the freezing point method. It was found that in

5 to O'l normal solutions no action takes place between formaldehyde

•24 2
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and glycollic acid, carbamide or asparagine, the corresponding.methyl-
ene-amines being resolved into their components. Similar results

have been obtained in the case of alanine and tyrosine. It may be
assumed, therefore, that the formaldehyde foi-med by the assimilation
of carbon dioxide by the green plant does not combine with amino-
derivatives of this kind. E. W. W.

Can Aluminium Salts enhance Plant Growth ? Y. Yamano
{Bull Coll. Agr. Tokyo, 1905, 6, 429—432).—Pot experiments with
barley and flax in which ammonium alum (0"2, 1 and 2 grams per
kilo, of soil) was compared with ammonium sulphate, to which mono-
sodium sulphate was added to make the amounts of sulphuric acid

correspond, showed that moderate amounts of aluiuinium have a
stimulating effect on plant development. In water cultures, 0"2 per

cent, of alum acted injuriously after 3 weeks, and 0*8 per cent, killed

the plants in a few days.

G. Smith {Cliein. News, 1903, 88, 135) found 36—43 per cent, and
even 79*66 per cent, of alumina in the ash of the peripheral parts of

Orites excelsa ; acd Radlkofer (Ber. deut. hot. Ges., 1904, 22, 216) found
in various kinds of Symjdocos a colourless substance consisting chiefly

of aluminum salts. These plants were named Arbor aluminosus by
Rumphius in 1690. N. H. J. M.

Production and Utilisation of Glycogen by Lower Veget-
able Organisms. Berthold Heinze {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1904, ii,

177—191, 355—371 ; 1905, ii, 9—21, 75—87, and 168—183. Com-
pare Abstr., 1904, ii, 504).—Cultivations of Aspergillus niger

utilised glycogen with production of sugar and acids, probably acetic

and formic acids, but not oxalic acid. Similar results were obtained

with other organisms. In the case of Mucor, however, no sugar

could be detected among the products
;
probably it is at once converted

into alcohol and acids.

Attention is called to the importance of glycogen in connection with

yeast fermentation and in the processes of assimilation of free nitrogen

by azotobacter and by leguminous bacteria.

In experiments with nitrogen-assimilating organisms, it was found

that satisfactory results could only be obtained with certainty when
considerable amounts of soil were employed (1—10 grams per 100

c.c). Pectin substances may be used with advantage in cultivations

of azotobacter, and potassium phosphate is verv beneficial.

N. H. J. M.

Flowering of Bamboo. Oscar Loew (Bull. Coll. Agr. Tokyo,

1905, 6, 365— 369).—A barley plant grown in water-cultures was

transferred when 29 cm. high to a fresh solution containing much more
calcium nitrate and very much less magnesium sulphate. The change

in the composition of the solution resulted in a very marked increase

in the size of the leaves, but did not accelerate leaf formation. The
plant died early owing, perhaps, to the precipitation of the soluble

phosphates of the protoplasm as calcium phosphate.

Prolonged experiments with bamboo itself will be necessary to
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ascertain the best means of checking the formation of buds. The
results of observations made with annual grasses indicate that large

applications of gypsum and sodium nitrate in conjunction with irriga-

tion may be of use.

It is suggested that an application of dipotassium phosphate might

prolong the lives of the leaves of the flowering Graminece, since it is

probably this salt which is chiefly withdrawn from the leaves for seed

production. Wolff and Ritthausen state that one role of silica is to

hasten the death of the leaves in favour of the seed (compare also

Kreuzhage and Wolff, Abstr., 1884, 1211). N. H. J. M.

Source and Composition of the Essential Oil of Herb
Bennett Root : A New Glucoside and Enzyme. Emile Bour-
QUELOT and Hexri Herissey (Cornpt. rend., 1905, 140, 870—872).

—

The dried root of Herb Bennett {Geum urbanum) has a feeble odour

resembling that of cloves. If the plant be carefully plucked so as to

leave the root intact, there is no manifestation of the characteristic

odour, but this is at once detectable when the root is crushed between
the fingers. The explanation of this phenomenon was established by
the following experiments.

By extraction of the fresh root with boiling alcohol of 95°, dis-

tillation of the extract under reduced pressure, extraction of the

residue with alcohol, and precipitation of the solution by excess of

ether, a substance is obtained which is odourless, but, however, con-

tains the substance which gives rise to the odoriferous principle.

This proves to be eugenol.

Another portion of the root was macerated with sand and extracted

with cold alcohol of 90°. The residual powder, which contains an
enzyme, was dried at 30°. On adding to an aqueous solution of the
first substance a little of the ferment powder, a distinct odour of cloves

is at once evident. If the ferment powder is previously heated in

boiling water, the efi"ect is not observable. It is concluded from these

observations that the odoriferous principle does not exist free in the
Herb Bennett root, but is produced from some other substance present
by the action of an enzyme. The substance is a glucoside ; on addition
of the enzyme to its aqueous solution, the reducing power and the
rotary power both gradually increase.

The active enzyme is characteristic ; the resolution of the glucoside is

not effected by emulsin, invertase, nor by the enzyme of Aspergillus
niger. It cannot be extracted by treatment of the roots with water.
The glucoside can be isolated in globular crystals by addition of

•ther to the alcoholic solution. The term gein is proposed for the
-Uicoside, and gease for the enzyme. H. M. T).

Fertilising Principles required by the Tobacco Plant.
|_'HABLEs^ GiRARD and E. RoussEAUX {Compt. rend., 1905, 140.
'
33—735).—The authors have determined the impoverishment effected
n the soil by the growth of the tobacco plant by estimating the
quantity of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potassium and calcium in the
leaves, stems, roots, cuttings, and prunings of the plant. The results
ire tabulated in the original, and show that the efliciency of the
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tobacco plant regarded as a vegetable machine is very low, only about
one-half of the energy of the plant being expended in the production

of the marketable product, namely, the leaves ; on the other hand, the

waste products form valuable manures. M. A. W.

Further Observations on Oxydases. Keijiro Aso {Bull. Coll.

Agr. Tokyo, 1905, 6, 371—374).—Guaiacol is less sensitive towards
peroxides than potassium iodide-starch, and its reaction with nitrites

much weaker than the iodine reaction. The loss of the power of

liberating iodine which certain plant juices undergo when heated is

attributed to the acidity of the juice and the presence of traces of amino-
compounds, which together bring about the destruction of nitrites.

Tlie substance which gives the guaiacol reaction is not the same as

the one which liberates iodine (compare Bach and Chodalt, Abstr., 1904,

i, 359). N. H. J. M.

Ammoniacal Nitrogen as Plant Food. Max Gerlach and
Ignaz Vogel {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905, ii, 14, 124—128. Compare
Maze, Abstr., 1900, ii, 499).—Experiments in which maize was grown
in sterilised soil (5 '5 kilos.) without nitrogenous manure and with

nitrogen (0"5 gram) in the form of ammonia and nitrate respectively

showed that practically the whole of the ammoniacal nitrogen was
assimilated, the production of dry matter being considerably increased.

Both manures, especially ammonium sulphate, retarded the growth

at the commencement. The final increase in dry matter above ground

was 31 per cent, with ammonium sulphate and 46 per cent, with

nitrate (compare Takabayashi, Abstr., 1897, ii, 585). N. H. J. M.

Comparison of the Organic Matter in Different Soil Types.
Frank K. Cameron {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 17, 256—258. Com-
pare Abstr., 1904, ii, 286).—Analyses of a large number of soils and
subsoils shows that the average amounts of organic matter are re-

spectively 2*06 and 0'83 per cent. In individual cases, the subsoil

contains more organic matter than the surface soil. As a rule the

colour of a soil varies with the amount of organic matter present,,

provided that the soils examined belong to the same type ; but soils ofl

different types cannot be compared in this manner owing to dif-1

ferences in colour due to mineral constituents and to differences in the!

character of the organic matter itself. The variations in the amounts

of organic matter in the soils of one type are as great as between soils

of different types. N. H. J. M.

Influence of Sodium Salts in the Soil on the Composition of

Sugar Cane. H. C. Prinsen-Geerligs {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 897
;

from Med. Proefstat. Suikerriet West Java, No. 76).—Most of the

chlorine in sugar cane is in combination with potassium, very little

sodium being present. Sodium salts cannot take the place of

potassium salts in sugar cane, and plants manured with sodium

chloride soon fail if there is a deficiency of potassium in the soil.

N. H. J. M.
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Different Degrees of Availability of Plant Nutrients. Oscar
LoEW and Keijiru Aso {Bull. Coll. Agr. Tokyo, 1905, 6, 336—346).

—

The ratios CaO MgO which were found to be 1, 2 or 3, and 4

for cereals, for more leafy crops, and for tobacco respectively, are only

correct when the two substances are present in the soil in equally

available forms, as, for instance, when they are both present as

carbonates. When calcium is present as carbonate and magnesium
as sulphate, the ratio is 30 : 1 for rice in sand-cultures, and 7 :

1

in a soil containing much calcium zeolites and a little magnesium
sulphate.

Experiments with barley manured with calcium carbonate (5 per

cent.) and with gypsum (5 and 20 per cent.) in addition to double

superphosphate, potassium sulphate, and ammonium nitrate showed
that calcium carbonate increased the percentage of calcium in the

plant ash much more than the larger amount of calcium sulphate.

This is attributed to the low degree of availability of gypsum, the

solubility of which is not increased by dilute acids.

Lower yields after liming certain soils are not always due to

diminished solubility of phosphoric acid, but may sometimes be the

result of an unfavourable lime-magnesia ratio. N. H. J. M.

Injurious Effect of an Excess of Lime applied to the Soil.

S, Suzuki {Bull. Coll. Agr. Tokyo, 1905, 6, 347—351).—Pot experi-

ments with rice grown in soil showed that an excess of calcium
carbonate greatly reduced the yield, even when the phosphoric acid

was applied in the form of disodium phosphate. An equivalent

amount of calcium sulphate greatly increased not only the total yield,

but especially the amount of grain. Liming did not, therefore,

diminish the availability of the phosphoric acid, but its assimilability

in the cells themselves. The difference in the action of the two
calcium salts is due to the low solubility of calcium sulphate and the
greater solubility of the carbonate due to root acidity. Moderate
amounts of calcium carbonate had no injurious effect, owing to the
presence of 1 1 per cent, of humus in the soil.

Powdered magnesite added in such quantity that the ratio

CaO/MgO was 1 :3 greatly reduced the yield.

When bone-dust and disodium phosphate were applied alone, the
production of seed was practically the same. N. H. J. M.

Is the Availability of Phosphoric Acid in Bone-dust Modi-
fled by the presence of Gypsum ? Tomio Katayama {Bull. Coll.

Agr. 2dky6, 1905, 6, 353—356).—Sand culture experiments are
described in which rice received, in addition to bone-dust, nitrogen and
pota.><h, calcium and magnesium carbonates in different proportions,
and calcium sulphate with different amounts of magnesium carbonate.
The gypsum plants grew much better than those which received
carbonate, and had a much better colour. An excess of magnesia was
unfavourable.

Results of experiments in which the phosphoric acid was applied as
dicalcium phosphate also showed that an excess of lime over magnesia
h.-is no injurious effect when present as gypsum.
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The depression in the availability of bone-dust by moderate amounts
of calcium carbonates is not opposed to Suzuki's results (preceding

abstract), being due to the absence of humus. N. H. J. M.

Influence of Various Ratios of Phosphoric Acid to Nitr-

ogen on the Growth of Barley. Rana Bahadur {Bull. Coll.

Agr. Tokyo, 1905, 6, 421—428).—Barley was grown in pots con-

taining 8 kilos, of soil to which 5 grams of double superphosphate
and 1995, 5985, 11*970, and 17*955 grams of ammonium nitrate were
added. The ratios P2O5 : N were, therefore, 3:1, 3, 6, and 9 re-

spectively.

The greatest numbers of stems and ears and the greatest weights of

ears and grain were obtained when the ratio ^2^5 • ^ ^^^ 3:3; the

greatest weight of straw when the ratio was 3 : 6. The lowest results,

both grain and straw, were with the ratio 3 : 9. An analysis of the

grain of the best plants (No. 2) showed that the ratio N : P2O5 was
100 : 373 (compare Stahl-Schroder, J. Landw., 52, 80).

Further experiments were made in which a constant amount of

ammonium nitrate (18 grams) was applied along with varying amounts
of double superphosphate (5, 7'3, and 10 grams). The results of the

experiment (which had to be discontinued before the flowering period)

showed that the ratio Pg^s • ^ = 1 '-^ '^^s less favourable than the

ratio 1 : 2 and that the considerable amount of ammonium nitrate

applied was not injurious. N. H. J. M.

Manuring with Kainite. S. Suzuki {Bull. Coll. Agr. Tokyo, 1905,

6, 505—519).—Pot experiments with peas, buckwheat, rice, and beans
showed that the application of kainite was favourable in every case.

The conclus'on is drawn that kainite can only act injuriously when
the soil contains excessive amounts of chlorides or magnesium.

N. H. J. M.

Analyses of some Animal Excrements. John McCeae {Chem.
Zeit, 1905, 29, 364).—Analyses of some guano-like deposits found in

the Transvaal and possessed of more or le>s manurial value.

L. DE K.

Analytical Chemistry.

An Improved Gas Apparatus. J. E. Babb {J. Anur. Chem. Sac,
1905,27, 156— 158).—A modification of theOrsit apparatus, fully

illustrated.

The apparatus has been constructed with a view to making a larger

number of determinations. Its principal feature is an arrangement
for bubbling the gases through the solutioas, L. de K.
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New Automatic Pipettes. Geeiner and Friedbichs {Zeit.

angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 465).—A modification of the authors' well-

known automatic pipette, enabling the overflow liquid to be returned

readily to the pipette.

A doubly-acting pipette is also described, the tap of which is so

constructed that one pipette is filled as the other is emptied.

L. DE K.

New Burette for Volumetric Analyses. W. N. Iwanoff {J.

Buss. Phys. Chem. Soc, 1905, 37, 91—92).—This apparatus consists

virtually of two burettes fixed side by side and having a common tap

with two borings at right angles to one another, one for each burette,

and also two separate nozzles. Two liquids may thus be titrated

without removing the titration vessel from under the burette, so that

time is saved. Besides this, the new arrangement only requires one

stand and is hence more stable and occupies less space than two

separate burettes and is cheaper to construct than the latter.

T. H. P.

Crucible Refrigerator. Rudolf L. Steixlek {Chem. Zeit., 1905,

29, 364—365).—When heating a mixture of a silicate with calcium

carbonate and ammonium chloride over a blast (Lawrence Smith's

method), in order to prevent volatilisation of alkali chlorides it is

important that the lid shall not get overheated. For this purpose the

author uses a small bottle-shaped vessel through which a current of

water flows ; this is suspended at half a mm. distance from the lid.

L. DE K.

A New Filter. Porter W. Shimer {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905,

27, 287—292).—A convenient amount of Swedish filter-paper is crushed

into a ball and placed in a ceresin-coated vessel and covered with
hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1'12— 1'18. A little hydrofluoric acid is

added and the whole is stirred with a paraffin-coated wooden stirrer

until the paper has turned into a mass of fine soft pulp, when
distilled water is added. When a filter is required, some of this pulp
is poured into a filter-tube of ordinary shape in the bottom of which is

a rubber stopper fitted with a glass tube for attachment to the suction

flask. On the stopper, when inserted into the tube, is a disc of piano-

felt, 3/10 inch thick, fitting closely into the tube. The filter,

if found to be of the desired thickness, is washed a few times with
water and is then ready for use. When dealing with precipitates of

barium sulphate and the like, the filter should be well compacted by
hard stamping. L. de K.

Estimation of Water in Foods and Physiological Pre-
parations. Francis G. Benedict and Charlotte R. Manning
{Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 13, 309—329).—The errors entering into
the determination of water by the usual methods are : (1) volat-

ilisation of material other than water, (2) absorption of oxygen, and
(3) abstraction of moisture from the air during the process of
weighing. A description of various matters of technique to obviate
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these errors is given ; for instance, the use of vacuum desiccators

and of a low temperature to minimise the loss first mentioned.

W. D. H.

Estimation of the Halogens in Mercury Compounds.
Theophile Fischer {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 361—362).—About 0*5

gram of the bromide or chloride is heated in a Bunsen flask with
5 CO. of 10 per cent, sodium hydroxide for 20 minutes. When
cold, 3 c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid (1 : 1) is gradually added, and,
after cooling, 0*4 gram of potassium permanganate suspended in

10 c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid. Without delay, the flask is con-

nected with a suitable condensing arrangement and the halogen is

boiled off and collected in a solution of potassium iodide. The
liberated iodine is then titrated as usual.

The iodine contained in mercuric iodide may be conveniently
estimated by treating the compound with magnesium powder in the

presence of 10—20 cc. of water. The filtrate contains magnesium
iodide which is then precipitated with silver nitrate, &c. L. de K.

Estimation of Chlorine in Urine. William M. Dehn {Zeit.

physiol. Chem., 1905, 44, 11— 16).—A modification of Volhard's

method is recommended as rapid, accurate, and specially suitable for

clinical work. A small quantity of sodium peroxide is added to 10 c.c.

of ui'ine, and the mixture evaporated on the water-bath ; 10 c.c. of

water and dilute nitric acid are successively added, until the reaction

is distinctly acid. A little ferric nitrate is added as indicator, and
then titration with potassium thiocyanate and silver nitrate is per-

formed. The operation can be completed in two minutes.

W. D. H.

Alkalimetric Estimation of Iodine. Giuseppe Barbieri {Chem.

Centr., 1905, i, 693; from Boll. Chim. Farm., 44, 6—7).—Thirty c.c.

of iV/10 soda are mixed with 30—40 c.c. of a perfectly pure and neutral

1 per cent, hydrogen peroxide solution and 25 c.c. of the iodine

solution to be tested. The colourless liquid is then heated for some
minutes at 100° in order to decompose the excess of peroxide and the

liquid titrated with iVyiO sulphuric acid, using methyl-orange as

indicator. The amount of alkali which has entered into combination

with the iodine, multiplied by 3*1 665, gives the free iodine in the 25 c.c.

taken. L. de K.

Estimation of Sulphur in Burnt Pyrites. K. Jene {Chem.

Zeit., 1905, 29, 362).—The usual method still practised in many works

is the wet process including precipitation with barium chloride without

previous elimination of the iron.

The author states that a large proportion of the sulphur is retained

in the insoluble residue and advocates the fusion with the oxidising

mixture recommended by Fresenius, or treatment with sodium per-

oxide. L. de K.

Estimation of Combined Sulphuric Acid by the Processes

of Lunge and of Silberberger. Georg Lunge {Zeit. angew. Chem.,

1905, 18, 449— 460).—As the result of an analysis of a sample of iron
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pyrites by twelve different analysts in various parts of Europe, it has

been shown that the process devised by Lunge gives correct results in

the assay of pyrites, and that Silberberger's strontium process should

not be used. The following details should be attended to : the solu-

tion should be mixed with an excess of 5 c.c. of ammonia ; after warm-
ing at 70° for 10—15 minutes, the ferric hydroxide is collected and
washed with boiling water until the filti-ate measures 500 c.c. After

acidifying this with hydrochloric acid and then adding 1 c.c. in excess,

the liquid is precipitated with barium chloride, as usual. L. pe K.

Estimation of Sulphuric Acid by means of Benzidine
Hydrochloride, and the Estimation of Sulphur in Pyrites.

Geobg von Kxoree {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 628; from Chem. Ind.,

28, 2—13). —The benzidine method gives good results in the

presence of ferrous, copper, cobalt, zinc, nickel, manganese, and
aluminium compounds. Ferric salts, particularly ferric chloride, seem
prejudicial, owing to oxidation of the benzidine. Reduction of the

ferric compounds may be effected by means of hydrazine or hydrogen
sulphide, and, when sufficient ammonium hydroxide is added to form a

small permanent precipitate, by means of hydroxylamine hydrochloride.

In the estimation of sulphur in pyrites, the addition of a small quantity

of hydroxylamine hydrochloride to the benzidine solution eliminates

the errors due to ferric iron. An excess of ammonium nitrate must
be avoided. G. D. L.

Oxidation of Sulphites by Iodine in Alkaline Solution.
R. Harman Ashley {Amer. J. ScL, 1905, [iv], 19, 237—239).—Rupp has
recently proposed to titrate sulphurous acid with iodine solution in the
presence of sodium hydrogen carbonate. It is necessary to add an
e.xcess of iodine, which is then, in turn, titrated with sodium thio-

sulphat-e.

The author shows that the process gives results approximating to

the truth, but that this is merely due to a balancing of errors. If the
excess of iodine is titrated by means of arsenious acid, it will be found
that the sulphite has been but incompletely oxidised. On the other
hand, when titrating iodine with thiosulphate in an alkaline instead of

an acid solution, less iodine will be found than is really present, and
consequently the amount of iodine consumed by the sulphur dioxide
will appear greater than it really is. L. de K.

Estimation of Ammonia in Milk. W. N. Berg and Henry C.
Sherman (J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 124—136).—A slight modifica-
tion of the Boussingault-SchafFer method originally devised for the
estimation of ammonia in urine.

Fifty c.c. of the sample of milk are introduced into a 2-litre fljisk

and, after adding 50 c.c. of methyl alcohol, mixed with 10 grams of
salt and 5 gram of sodium carbonate. Should the milk be very
acid, a suitable additional amount of alkjili should be added. After
connecting with the suction pump, the mixture is heated at 60—65°,
and from 30—60 c.c. (usually between 45 and 55 c.c.) are distilled
and collected in two receivers containing together 25 c.c. of
^N720 sulphuric acid diluted with water to 40 c.c. The excess of
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acid is then titrated by means of Nj20 sodium hydroxide, using
congo-red as indicator. As the presence of methyl alcohol afEects the
titration, the liquid should be measured before the final titration ; the
volume, less 40 c.c, gives the amount actually distilled over. The
corresponding correction to be applied is 05 c.c. alkali for 30—39 c.c,

06 c.c. for 50—60 c.c. of distillate. Using this process, the distillate

is practically free from albuminoid or cleavage ammonia.
There seems to be no fixed relation between the ammonia and the

acidity. L. de K.

Volumetric Method of Estimating Hydroxylamine.- Louis J.

Simon {Comjn. rend., 1905, 140, 724—727).—Hydroxylamine salts

cannot generally be titrated directly with potassium permanganate,
owing to the varying reducing effects of the acid with which the

hydroxylamine is combined ; if, however, an equivalent, quantity of

sodium oxalate is added to a solution of the hydrochloride, sulphate,

or nitrate of hydroxylamine, the mixture behaves as if it were pure
hydroxylamine oxalate and can be titrated exactly with potassium
permanganate (compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 239). The result is not

affected by the addition of excess of sodium oxalate, whilst a mixture
of hydroxylamine nitrate and less than the equivalent quantity of

sodium oxalate behaves like a mixture of the oxalate and nitrate of

hydroxylamine, each independently reducing the permanganate.
Slightly abnormal results are obtained (i) when the quantity of sodium
oxalate in excess of the theoretical is very small ; this is due to the

action of the dilute solution of sodium oxalate on the reducing power
of the hydroxylamine oxalate

;
(ii) when the total quantity of sodium

oxalate added is small ; this is due to the action of the hydrogen
potassium oxalate on the reducing power of the hydroxylamine
oxalate. M. A. W.

[Colorimetric] Estimation of Nitrogen as Nitrites in Waters.
Robert Spurr Weston (J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 281—287).

—

The author approves of Ilosvay's modification of the Griess-Warring-
ton method, in which the reagents are dissolved in acetic instead of

hydrochloric acid. He thinks, however, that the process may still be

further improved by making the solutions more concentrated, and sug-

gests the following proportions : 8 grams of sulphanilic acid in 1 litre

of acetic acid of sp. gr. 1*044 and 8 grams of a-naphthylamine in

1 litre of acetic acid. Two c.c, of each of these reagents are to be

added to 100 c.c. of the sample to be tested. L. de K.

Diphenylamine as Reagent for Nitrites, Nitrates, Chlorates,

and its use when mixed with Resorcinol and ^-Naphthol.
Eugenic P. Alvarez {Chem. News, 1905, 91, 155).—The colorations

observed with diphenylamine are noted, but when 5 or 6 drops of a

solution containing a decigram each of diphenylamine and resorcinol

dissolved in 10 c.c. of sulphuric acid are poured on a milligram of

nitrate, the liquid turns a yellowish-green with blue edges, becoming

orange when alcohol is added. Nitrites give a deep bluish-violet with

red margin, becoming red with alcohol. With chlorates, this mixture
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is not satisfactory ; when, however, the resorcinol is replaced by an

equal weight of /3-naphtho], a dull green coloration is obtained,

which changes to grey or black when kept or when alcohol is added

to it. D. A. L.

Estimation of Phosphorus in Phosphor-bronze. Dikan {Chein.

Cmtr., 1905, i, 769 ; from Mon. Sex., [iv], 19, 94).—Three to five grams

of the alloy are dis.*olved in dilute nitric acid (1 : 1), and the insoluble

tin oxide which retains the phosphoric acid is boiled with a solution of

7 grams of oxalic acid and 7 grams of ammonium oxalate until com-

pletely dissolved. The tin is deposited by electrolysis and in the

liquid the phosphorus is estimated by the molybdate process, cr, if

preferred, by precipitation with magnesium citrate solution.

L. DE K.

Colorimetric Estimation of Phosphorus [in Iron]. Thomas E.

Hewitt {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 121—124).—The phospho-

molybdate precipitate, obtained in the usual manner from 2 grams
of pig-iron or steel, is washed with a 2 per cent, nitric acid and
then dissolved in the smallest quantity of -iV/lO sodium hydroxide. A
further quantity of soda, one-half of that already used, is added,

and the whole diluted to 100 c.c. An aliquot part is introduced

into a 50 c.c. Nesslerising tube, and after passing a current of

hydrogen sulphide for 5 minutes the tube is put into boiling water for

another five minutes. After cooling and diluting to the mark, the

colour is, as usual, compared with a standard solution treated with

hydrogen sulphide in the same manner. This standard solution is

made by dissolving 02737 gram of yellow precipitate in alkali, as

directed, and diluting to 500 c.c. ; 10 c.c. = 0"009122 mg. of phosphorus.

L. DE K.

Estimation of Phosphoric Acid by the Method of Ignition
with Magnesium Nitrate and by that of Digestion with
Acids. Burt L. Hartwell, A. W. Bosworth, and J. W. Kellogg
{J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 240—244).—Before the molybdate
process is applied, any organic matter should be completely destroyed,

and this is effectually done by ignition with magnesium nitrate or iu

the wet way by heating in a Kjeldabl flask with sulphuric and nitric

acids. The authors think that the most accurate estimations can be
made by the ignition method, as the magnesium pyrophosphate obtained
finally in the acid process is somewhat impure ; this may, however, be
partly remedied by ledissolving the precipitate in nitric acid and
reprecipitating with ammonia. L. de K.

Estimation of Phosphoric Acid in Food-stuflfe. Henri
Pellet {Ann. Chim. anal., 1905, 10, 93—95).—A reply to the
tnticiism of Fleurent {ibid., 12, 1904). L. de K.

Detection of Arsenic by means of the Marsh Apparatus.
Georg Lockemann {Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 416—429).—An
historical review of the various forms of the Marsh apparatus and
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of the treatment of the substance to be examined therein. An
illustration is given of an improved form as used by the author.

The best results are obtained with zinc which has been dipped for a

minute in a 0*5 per cent, solution of pure copper sulphate and then
washed. The author recommends drying the hydrogen evolved over
crystallised calcium chloride. L. de K.

Estimation of Arsenic in Fuels. George McGowan and
E. B. Floris {J. Soc. Chein. hid., 1905, 24, 265—266).—The sample is

ignited with lime to obtain the total arsenic and without lime to deter-

mine the non-volatile arsenic. The residues are dissolved in dilute

hydrochloric acid, the arsenic is reduced by the addition of sulphurous
acid and precipitated with hydrogen sulphide. The arsenic trisulphide

is then collected on an asbestos filter and subsequently boiled out with

water according to the method first described by F. Flatten, who found
that when arsenic trisulphide is boiled with water it is converted quan-

titatively into oxide, which remains in solution. The aqueous solution

obtained is examined in a Marsh apparatus. W. P. S,

Interference of Mercuric Chloride with the Formation of
Arsenic, Antimony, and Phosphorus Hydrides. Dioscoride
ViTALi {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 769 ; from Boll. Chim. Farm., 44,
49—55).—Attention is called to the fact that owing to the formation

of an arsenical mercury compound the presence of mercury, particularly

in the form of mercuric chloi'ide, may seriously interfere with the

formation of arsenic hydride in the Marsh apparatus, most probably

owing to the formation of Franceschi's compound, AsHgjClgjSHgO.
The reaction may conversely be utilised for the detection of traces of

mercuric chloride with which, on addition of zinc, hydrochloric acid,

and arsenious acid, a yellow to brown coloration or a brown pi-ecipitate

is obtained. The formation of antimony hydride or phosphorus

hydride is also interfered with by the presence of mercury chloride.

L. DE K.

Destruction of Organic Matters in Toxicological Investi-

gations. A. Grigoreeff {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 771—772; from

Viertelschr. ger. Med. offent. Sanitdtswesen, QQ, 74—78).—Ten grams (or

more) of the dried substance are heated with 10 times the bulk of

sulphuric acid until dissolved. It is then again heated with occasional

addition of 10 c.c. of fuming nitric acid until fully oxidised. If much
fat is present, 20 or 30 c.c. of nitric acid should be added from the

commencement.
The nitric acid and the bulk of the sulphuric acid are then expelled

by concentration to about 30 or 40 c.c, and the residue is finally

diluted with 30 times its volume of water. The liquid is then ready

for treatment with hydrogen sulphide, tkc, or it may bo at once

introduced into the Marsh apparatus. L. de K.

Detection and Estimation of Boric Acid in Butter. M.
MoNHAUPT {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 362—363).—The usual plan is to

saponify the butter with alcoholic potassium hydroxide and then to
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test for boric acid in the ash as visual. For quantitative purposes, this

process is, however, extremely inconvenient. The author recommends

the following method.
A large quantity of the sample is shaken in a separating funnel, or

in a wash-bottle, with water at 60°. The aqueous liquid is then removed,

rendered alkaline with potassium hydroxide, and evaporated to dryness.

The residue is ignited to destroy the organic matters and the ash is

extracted with hot water. "When cold, the solution is made up to a

definite bulk, and in an aliquot part the boric acid is titrated by the

glycerol method. L. de K.

Estimation of Carbon in Ferrosilicon. K. Jexe {Chem. Zeit.,

1905, 29, 309).—The finely-powdered sample spread out in a thin

layer is burnt with the usual precautions in a current of oxygen and
the carbon dioxide formed is absorbed in a weighed potash-apparatus.

L. DE K.

Estimation of Carbon Dioxide in Air. "W. Mackie [J. Hygiene,

1905, 5, 201—222).—A handy method is described which gives better

results than was anticipated. It depends on the view that equal quan-

tities of alkali hydroxide in solution, of equal depth and surface area,

will be neutralised by the carbon dioxide in a given atmosphere in equal

times, and the times necessary for neutralisation will be inversely as

the amounts of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere to which they are

exposed. A number of equal spots of an alkaline solution coloured

with phenolphthalein are exposed to the atmosphere under investigation,

and the time required for decolorisation noted. If s is the strength of

the solution, x the time in minutes of the discharge of colour, sfjx =
vols, of carbon dioxide in 10,000 parts : /being a constant factor.

W. D. H.

New Reagent for Potassium. Eugenic P. Alvarez {Chevi.

\'etv8, 1905, 91, 146).—When sodium l-amino-y8-naphthol-6-sul-

phonate in saturated aqueous solution is shaken with solutions of

potassium salts, brilliant, white, orthorhombic plates of the potassium
salt separate—rapidly with 10 or 5 per cent, solutions of potassium
chloride, but slowly with weaker ones, whilst more dilute solutions

require .some hours. Ammonium salts are not precipitated by the
reagent, neither are magnesium salts in presence of excess of
immonium chloride. D. A. L.

Testing Effervescing Sodium Tartrate, so-called " Effervesc-
ing Citrate of Magnesia." E. Baroni and G. B. Guidi {Chem.
(Jentr., 1905, ii, 902-903 ; from Giorn. Farm. Chim., 54, 49— 52).—Ten
grams of the sample introduced into a 4 cm.-wide 250 c.c. cylinder
containing 90 c.c. of water at 15° should cause a lather reaching up to
the 240 mark within 10 minutes. When treated with acids, 9 per cent,
of carbon dioxide should be evolved. The sample should be free from
reducing sugars, sulphates, borates, and [abroad] even from magnesium
compounds. L. UE K.
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Behaviour of Carbonates and Hydroxides towards Saturated
Solutions of Potassium and Ammonium Carbonates. Carl
Arnold {Ber., 1905, 38, 1173—1170).—On account of the varying
statements in most analytical text-books, the author tabulates the
solubility of the freshly precipitated carbonates and hydroxides of

most of the common metals in saturated solutions of potassium and
ammonium carbonates. A source of error has been the employment of

solutions of ammonium carbonate containing too large a proportion of

ammonium hydroxide. W. A. D.

Estimation of Zinc in Blendes and other Natural and
Artificial Products. (The late) H. Salvin Pattinson and George C.

Kedpath {J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1905, 24, 228—230).—Results
obtained by three separate methods for the estimation of zinc in blendes,

&c., are given, the object of the investigation being to show that the

discrepancies which sometimes occur when the same sample is analysed

by diiferent analysts are mostly due to imperfect separation of the
zinc, rather than to errors in the estimation itself. The authors
prefer a moditication of Yon Schulz and Low's method, according to

which the ore is treated with hydrochloric acid and evaporated to

dryness after adding nitric acid. The residue is heated, cooled, and
extracted with a solution containing 1 gram of ammonium chloride and
3 to 5 c.c. of ammonia for each gram of ore. The extracted residue is

redissolved in hydrochl'oric acid, evaporated, and extracted a second

time. If manganese is present, it is precipitated by adding bromine
to the ammoniacal solution, collected on a filter, and redissolved in

hydrochloric acid. Any zinc carried down with the manganese is pre-

cipitated from this acid solution by hydrogen sulphide in the presence

of ammonium acetate. The zinc sulphide is then redissolved and
added to the main solution, which is titrated with potassium ferro-

cyanide solution, using uranium acetate as indicator. Lewis's method
(Abstr., 1903, ii, 454) gives results agreeing with those obtained by
the above process, as does also Von Berg's method, in which the ore is,

dissolved in hydrochloric and nitric acids, evaporated with sulphuric]

acid, and filtered. The filtrate is nearly neutralised with ammonia and^

ammonium carbonate is added until a permanent precipitate is obtained.

;

The latter is just redissolved by sulphuric acid, ammonium chloro-i

acetate and chloroacetic acid are added, and the zinc is precipitated
j

with hydrogen sulphide. W. P. S.

Lead in Pharmacopoeial Chemicals. Charles A. Hill {Chemist

and Druggist, 1905, QQ, 388—391).—The following quantities of

lead were found in samples of "purest" chemicals, the results being

expressed in parts per million : phosphoric acid of sp. gr. 175, 1 to 14

;

hydrochloric acid, 1 to 6 ; nitric acid, 1 to 75 ; sulphuric acid, usually

less than 15 but occasionally more; acetic acid, to 3; potassium

acetate, traces ; sodium acetate, heavy traces ; ammonium carbonate,

up to 120 ; borax, 1 to 12 ; boric acid, 2 to 50 ; tartaric acid, 4 to 10

;

citric acid, usually less than 5
;

potassium hydrogen tartrate, mere

traces to 4; potassium sodium tartrate, 5 to 10; magnesium oxide

(light), 10 to 30; magnesium oxide (heavy), 30 to 300; magnesium
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carbonate (light), 8 to 20 ; magnesium carbonate (heavy), 20 to 200 ;

magnesium sulphate, 2 to 6 ; other sodium and potassium salts, to 15 ;

glycerol and lactic acid, none. W. P. S.

Detection and Estimation of Lead in Cream of Tartar. L. and

J. Gadais (Ann. Chim. anal, 1905, 10, 98—101).—Five hundred grams

of the sample are dissolved in 400 c.c. of water and 300 c.c. of pure

hydrochloric acid and, after adding 015 gram of copper in the form of

nitrate, the metals are precipitated by a current of hydrogen sulphide.

The sulphides are collected and washed and then dissolved in 8 c.c. of

nitric acid. The whole is diluted with water, boiled, filtered, and

evaporated to about 25 c.c. After transferring to a suitable apparatus

and diluting with another 25 c.c. of water, the liquid is submitted to

electrolysis.

The lead deposits as peroxide on the anode and may be weighed as

such. It may be identified by the fine blue colour generated on

moistening with an acetic acid solution of tetramethyldiamiuodiphenyl-

methane. For a mere qualitative test, it is sufficient to operate on only

100 grams of the sample. L. de K,

Assay of White Metal. Dixan (Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 770 ; Mo)i.

"<ci., [iv], 19, 92—94).—One gram of the alloy is oxidised with nitric

icid, the dry residue is moistened with nitric acid and boiled with water.

The insoluble residue is boiled with 150 c.c. of water, 7 grams of oxalic

acid, and 7 grams of ammonium oxalate for 45 minutes. The turbid

liquid is then diluted to 250 c.c. and treated at 90—95° for 2—3 hours

with a current of hydrogen sulphide. The tin which remains in

solution is recovered by electrolysis after expelling the hydrogen
sulpliide and adding another 10 grams of oxalic acid.

The sulphides are boiled with 15 c.c. of water and 2 grams of

potassium hydroxide ; the antimony dissolves and is recovered electro-

lytically after adding 50 c.c. of a saturated solution of sodium mono-
sulphide.

The undissolved sulphides of copper and lead are treated as usual,

the lead being separated as sulphate and the copper being recovered
from the filtrate by electrolysis after addition of nitric acid.

L. DE K.

Estimation of Acids combined with Aluminium. Otto
Sciimatolla {Ber., 1905, 38, 985—989).—It is shown that slightly

different results are obtained by titrating a solution of aluminium
sulphate with sodium carbonate and with sodium hydroxide
resjjectively

; in the latter ca.se, a small proportion of the sulphuric
acid is retained by the precipitated aluminium hydroxide in the
form of a basic sulphate. The influence of neutral salts on the
titration is also discussed. The best procedure seems to be to titrate

the aluminium sulphate solution with sodium carbonate, maintaining
the solution at the boiling point throughout, phenolphthalein being
employed as indicator ; allowance has to be made for the small
cjuantity of sulphuric acid retained by the precipitate, which is a
constant quantity. In the case of the acetate, uiti-ate, and chloride, on

VuL. LXXXMIL ii. 25
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account of the volatility of the acid, an excess of the alkali is added,
the excess being then estimated. W. A. D.

Qualitative Reactions for Columbium and Tantalum. Petr G.
Melikoff and Eugen Eltschaninoff {J. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc, 1 905, 37,
99—103).—The potassium salt of fluoropeicolumbic acid, in presence of

a small quantity of hydrogen peroxide, is coloured yellow by sulphuric

acid. A concentrated aqueous solution of potassium percolumbate is

coloured yellow by 60—70 per cent, sulphuric acid. These reactions

render it possible to detect traces of columbium in tantalum prepara-

tions. T. H. P.

Estimation of Bismuth by Precipitation as Molybdate.
Edmund H. Miller and Frederick Van Dyke Cruser {J. Amer. Chem.
Soc, 1905, 27, 116—121).—The nitric acid solution of the bismuth is

mixed with a lui-ge excess of the ordinary ammonium molybdate
reigent and the liquid is neutralised with dilute ammonia, using

congo-red as indicator; a drop or two of dilute nitric acid is then
added until the colour is lilac. The whole is diluted to about 200'%ftc.

and slowly heated to 50—60°. The precipitated bismuth ammonium
molybdate is collected on a platinum Gooch crucible and thoroughly
washed with a 3 per cent, solution of ammonium nitrate. After
drying in an air-bath at 160°, the precipitate is moistened with
a few drops of strong nitric acid and ignited over a bunsen flame,

taking care the temperature does not exceed a dull red heat. The
treatment with acid and subsequent ignition being repeated a few
times, the mass will be of a light yellow colour, and have the composi-

tion Bi20,4Mo03. L. DE K.

Optical Examination of Naphtha and of its Distillation

Products. II. M. A. Eakusin (/. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc, 1905, 37,
85—91).—The rotatory power may be used as a means of distinguish-

ing different naphthas from one another, and also from vegetable and
animal oils. The rotation of naphtha products increases with the sp.

gr., and all fractions up to machine oil can be read in a 200 mm. tube

if they are pure. This method of examination hence possesses the

character of a colorimetric method. The rotation of naphtha products

represents a well-defined physico-chemical constant, and is unaffected

by the action of heat or time. Purification diminishes to some extent

the rotation of crude naphtha distillates. The rotations of a number
of light and dark naphthas both of Baku and Grosny origin have been*

measured and the numbers tabulated. T. H. P.

Detection and Estimation of Fusel Oil. T. Takahashi {Bui.

Coll. Agr. Tokyo, 1905,6, 436—438).—The liquid (4—6 c.c.) is treated

with 5— 10 drops of a 1—2 per cent, alcoholic solution of benzaldehyde,

anisaldehyde, or o-hydroxybenzaldehyde, and then with an equal

volume of sulphuric acid. In presence of fusel oil, benzaldehyde gives

a red colour above a yellow layer ; anisaldehyde, brownish-yellow

under green and yellow layers, the former changing to red, the latter
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to blue and brownish-purple ; o-hydroxybenzaldehyde gives a red layer

with a purple layer above.

For estimating the amount of fusel oil, the liquid (10 c.c.) is poured

into a small cylinder and treated with 2 c.c. of 1 per cent, anisaldehyde

in alcohol and 20 c.c. of sulphuric acid. A solution of fusel oil of

known strength in 15 per cent, alcohol is similarly treated. The
colours produced at intervals of 20 seconds, 1, 3, and 10 minutes are

observed. A table is given showing the differences when 0"0001,

0-001, 0-01, and 01 per cent, of fusel oil are present (compare

Komarowski, Abstr., 1903, ii, 700). N. H. J. M.

Colorimetric Estimation of Higher Alcohols in Brandies.
Xavier Rocques (Ayin. Chim. anal., 1905, 10, 103—108. Compare
Compt. rend., 140, 511).—In this method, which depends on the colour

developed by the higher alcohols when heated in alcoholic solution

with sulphuric acid, the mixture should be heated at 130^, as at this

temperature identical colorations are obtained with t^obutyl and amyl
alcohols, whilst considerable divergences occur at lower temperatures.

L. DE K.

New General Colour Reagent of the Polyphenols, their Iso-

merides, and Higher Organic Compounds. Eugenic P. Alvarez
{Chem. News, 1905, 91, 125).—0'4— 05 gram of the polyphenol is

added to 0*2 gram of yellow, granulated, perfectly dry sodium peroxide

in a porcelain dish and treated with 5 c.c. of absolute alcohol ; the dish

is gently agitated, the colour effects noted, and after 5 or 6 minutes
15 c.c. of cold water are added. Catechol gives a fugitive pale pink,

changing into green and finally brown, and with water the liquid be-

comes permanently reddish-brown. Resorcinol assumes a very pale

yellow, turning green, which becomes more decided and permanent with
water. Quinol produces an intense reddish-yellow which the water
changes to a persistent orange. Pyrogallol shows a reddish-brown or dull

red, becoming intense red with a yellow margin when water is added,

and changing to orange in 24 hours. Hydroxyquinol gives a reddish-

violet which deepens and turns brown, whilst the pei-oxide blackens;
with water, the liquid becomes yellow. Phloroglucinol develops a
bluish-violet, which increases in intensity with water, but subsequently
fades. Orcinol yields pink, becoming persistent rose-red with water.

Homocatechol colours the alcohol bluish-violet which changes at once
to red, and with water, to reddish-brown with a yellow margin. With
thymoquinol, the alcohol assumes an orange colour which with water
turns red and slowly fades. Some incidental effects are also noted.

D. A. L.

Estimation of Dextrose in Urine. H. L. Visser {Chem. Centr.,

1905, i, 776; from I'harin. WeekUad., 42, 121—124).—The urine is

first clarified by means of basic lead nitrate and 10 c.c. of the filtrate

are then boiled with 2 c.c. of Fehling's solution. The cuprous oxide
is collected on a cotton-wool filter and weighed as such.

L. DE K.
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Reactions of Carbohydrates. Rudolf Adler and Oskar Abler
{PjJugers ArcMv, 1905, 106, 323—328).—The characteristic red
coloration due to furfurylaniline acetate is obtained when a small
amount of a pentose is added to a boiling mixture of equal parts of

aniline and glacial acetic acid. This serves as a simple qualitative

test for pentoses, as other carbohydrates do not give this coloration

in the course of a short time. The heptoses are exceptional in their

behaviour as they also yield furfuraldehyde and therefore give a red
coloration.

Seliwanoff's red coloration (Abstr., 1887, 459) is also obtained when
IjBvvilose or any ketose is warmed for a short time with resorcinol

and acetic acid containing a few drops of hydrochloric acid. The
reaction is much more trustworthy than the original test, as aldoses do
not give a coloration under these conditions.

Similarly Tollens' reactions with orcinol or phloroglucinol may be
carried out with hot acetic acid solutions containing a few drops of

hydrochloric acid.

When dextrose is heated with aniline and acetic acid, a reddish-

brown coloration is developed, and this on further heating changes to

an intense green. A similar reaction appears to be given by all

hexoses or polysaccharides, which readily yield hexoses.

Other bases may be substituted for aniline, and different colorations

are thus obtained. J. J. S.

Detection of Sawdust in Flour and Bread. Pietro Paganini
{Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 695—696 ; from Giorn. Farm. Chim., 64, 5—1 1).

—The flour is .spread out in a thin layer and moistened first with a 0*2

per cent, aqueous solution of jo-phenylenediamine and then with acetic

acid. The woody fragments at once assume an orange-red colour,

whilst the bran fragments remain colourless. The test is also applic-

able to adulterated maize flour and to thin slices of bread. L. de K.

Estimation of Acetone by the Iodoform Process. Gustav
Keppeler {Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 464— 465).—In reference

to an article by Vaubel and Scheurer (this vol., ii, 291), the author

states that Messinger's process is quite satisfactory if the following

points are observed. The iodine solution should be added slowly

with constant stirring and in decided excess, and some 5 minutes
should elapse before titrating with thiosulphate. L. de K.

Analysis of Wine Vinegar. A. Froehner {Zeit. Nahr. Genussm.,

1905, 9, 361—363).—Analyses of three samples of wine vinegar are

given, the results on the whole agreeing with those previously pub-

lished by Farnsteiner (Abstr., 1899, ii, 705). Lactic acid is generally

a constituent of this class of vinegar, and its detection and determi-

nation serve as criteria in ascertaining whether or not a vinegar is

wine vinegar. The amounts of lactic acid found in the above-

mentioned samples were 0221, 0247, and 0215 gram per 100 c.c,

whilst the total acidities (as acetic acid) were 8-47, 9*03, and 7"83

respectively. W. P. S.
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Estimation of Volatile Acids in Wine. Karl "Wixdisch

and Theodor Roettgen (Zeit. Sah,-. Genussm., 1905, 9, 278—279).
—Methods whicli depend on the prolonged evaporation of the wine,

or in which the residue is heated to a high temperature (Abstr., 1879,

290 ; 1882, 999, 1235), the volatile acids being obtained by difference,

give untrustworthy results. Direct distillation in a current of steam

pelds better results (Abstr., 1884, 641), but the process is tedious

owing to the slow volatility of certain of the acids present in wine.

Attention is again drawn to the indirect method recently published

(Abstr., 1905, ii, 212) for estimating these acids. W. P. S.

Volatility of Lactic Acid with Water Vapours. Fraxz
Utz {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 363—364).—The author has proved

experimentally that lactic acid is volatilised with aqueous vapours,

particularly when the solutions become more concentrated, but this

volatility is not sufficient to admit of a quantitative estimation of

the acid. L. de K.

The Composition of Lombardy Milk. G. Billitz {MUchw.
Zmtr., 1905, 1, 113—122).—A regulation having recently (1902)
been made at Milan that all milk sold shall contain at least 12 per

cent, of dry solids, consisting of 3 per cent, of fat and 9 per cent, of

non-fatty solids, or else be described as '' watered " milk, the author

gives the results of analyses of 187,610 samples of Lombardy milk,

the investigation extending over the years 1892— 1902 inclusive.

The average results for the whole period were: sp. gr., 1*0315; fat,

3*55 per cent. ; non-fatty solids, 881 per cent. The poorest milk was
yielded by a herd of 50 cows in March, 1899, the results being :

sp. gr., 1-0306 : fat, 2*70 per cent. ; non-fatty solids, 8*45 per cent.
;

whilst the richest milk was obtained in December, 1 902, from a
herd of 80 cows : sp. gr. , 10326 ; fat, 4-10 per cent. ; non-fatty solids,

9-23 per cent. From this it will be seen that the limits laid down
by the Milan authorities are too stringent. W. P. S.

Amount of Water in Butters of Various Origin, and
their Reichert-Meissl Numbers. Hermann Theodor {Chem.
Zeit., 19(5, 29, 309).—A table giving the percentage of water con-

tained in butters of various origin. As regards their Reichert-Meissl

number, the lowest of which (25) is given by a Dutch butter, it must
be remembered that the English method gives results which are about
one degree below those obtained by the German process. L. de K.

Sinacid-Butyrometry. Molkereitechn. Inst. Sichler <t Richter,
Leipzig {Milchw. Zentr., 1905, 1, 71—78. Compare Du Roi and
KuhltT, this vol., ii, 125).—A reply to various criticisms of the
method, which is stated to be trustworthy and rapid. N. H. J. M.

Influence of the Duration of Boiling on the Saponifica-
tion Value of Beeswax. Schwarz {Zeit. iiffentl. Chem., 1905, 11,

''—8).—The results of the experiments de.scribed show that, by boiling

; grams of beeswax with 25 c.c. of Xj^ alcoholic potassium hydroxide
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solution for 1 hour, complete saponification is effected, and that no
advantage is gained by prolonging the time of boiling to 2 or 3 hours.
Boiling for 1 hour is sufficient even when the wax is adulterated with
solid paraffin. A further quantity of neutral alcohol should be added
before titration to prevent dissociation by the standard acid employed.
This addition of alcohol is also necessary when the saponification value
is determined by Henrique's cold saponification process. W. P. S.

Bromine Absorption of Fats. Fernand Telle {J. Pharm. Chim.,

1905, 21, 183—187).—Bx'omine absorption of fats and oils is

recommended instead of iodine absorption, as the former is not only
more easy of execution, but gives constant and trustworthy results. A
table is given containing the bromine figures of 25 oils and fats.

L. DE K.

Detection of Palm Oil when used as a Colouring Matter
in Oils and Fats. Charles A. Crampton and Frank D. Simons
{J. Amer. Chera. Soc, 1905,27, 270—274).—The authors communicate
two methods for the detection of palm oil, or rather of its colouring

matter, in fats and oils.

First Method.—One hundred c.c. of the fat (melted at 70° and
filtered) are dissolved in 300 c.c. of light petroleum and shaken with
50 c.c. of 0"5 per cent, potassium hydroxide. The aqueous solution is

drawn off, acidified with hydrochloric acid, and shaken with 10 c.c. of

carbon tetrachloride. A portion of this is then tested as follows :

two c.c. of 1 part of crystallised phenol dissolved in 2 parts of carbon
tetrachloride are added to it in a porcelain crucible and 5 drops of

hydrobromic acid of 1*19 sp. gr. are stirred in. The almost immediate
development of a bluish-green colour is indicative of palm oil.

Second Method.—Ten c.c. of the melted and filtered fat are shaken
with an equal volume of acetic anhydride ; a drop of sulphuric acid of

sp. gr. 1*53 is added, and the whole shaken for a few seconds. If

palm oil is present, the lower layers will be found to be coloured blue

with a tinge of green. L. de K.

Analysis of India-rubber Wares. Werner Esch and ABRAHAMi
Chwolles {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 190; from Gummi Zeit., 19,|
125—126).—A criticism of Pontio's method (.4wn. Chim. anal., 1902,

7, 13). It is not advisable to substitute alcohol for acetone, as it'

dissolves but little of the unsaponifiable fats. In order to dissolve any
asphalt. Henriques and Weber use nitrobenzene, whilst Pontio uses a

i

mixture of 60 parts of oil of spike and 40 parts of acetone ; the authors

;

cannot approve of this solvent. They also call attention to an error

in the literature and state that Pontic's solvent used for the extraction
:

of vulcanised india-rubber consists of 85 per cent, of sulphur-free]

petroleum and 15 per cent, of benzene. L. de K.

Detection and Estimation of Bitumen in Qutta Percha.
Maurice Pontic {Ann. Chim. anal, 1905, 10, 57—58).—After

digesting the sample of gutta percha in absolute alcohol to ascertain

the amount of resins, it is extracted in a suitable apparatus
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for 12 hours with boiling ether and the residue is then collected,

dried, and weighed. If the sample contains bitumen, the residue

contains the natural impurities of the gutta plris 62/100th3 of

the added bitumen. To see whether this is really present, the mass is

further extracted with carbon disulphide or boiling toluene and by
reweighing the undissolved matter the bitumen is found by difference.

Its weight multiplied by 100/62 represents the total bitumen.

L. DE K.

Estimation of Quinine in Cinchona Barks. Vigneron {J.

Fharm. Chim., 1905, 21, 180—183).—The mixed alkaloids, obtained as

usual from 25 grams of bark, are treated with twenty times their

weight of ether, about six small pieces of pumice soaked in alcohol are

added, and the whole is kept for 6 hours with occasional shaking. The
ether is decanted on to a filter and the residue extracted again with the

same volume of fresh ether for 12 hours. The mixed ethereal solutions

are allowed to evaporate, and the residue is dissolved in 5 c.c. of alcohol

and 100 c.c. of water previously saturated with quinine sulphate. The
whole is heated on the water-bath to expel the alcohol and ether, and
during this time the alkaloids are converted into normal sulphates by
neutralisation with normal sulphuric acid, using tincture of logwood as

indicator.

When cold, the separated quinine sulphate which, however, generally

contains some cinchonidine sulphate, is collected, washed with solution

of quinine sulphate, dried at lUO^, and weighed as anhydrous sulphate.

To ascertain the true amount of quinine, an aliquot portion is dissolved

in hot water previously saturated in the cold with quinine chromate,
and precipitated according to De Vrij's method with potassium
chromate. Seventy-six parts of quinine chromate dried at 100° = 75
parts of the dried sulphate. The filtrate should be tested with
sodium hydroxide to ascertain whether cinchonidine is really present.

X. DE K.

Estimation of the Active Principles of Alder Bark. Jules
Warix {J. Fharm. Chim., 1905, 21, 253—263).—The principle of the
method is as follows : when treating the powder of alder bark with a
half |)er cent, solution of sodium hydroxide, a red solution is obtained,

which may then be compared colorimetrically with an alkaline solution

of emodin of known strength. Better results are, however, obtained
by diluting a measured portion of the alkaline solution to such an
extent that its colour is no longer visible when viewed through a solu-

tion of nickel chloride placed in another tube of the same size. This
nickel solution contains exactly 1 gram of metallic nickel in 100 c.c,
and neutralises the colour of 0001 gram of emodin dissolved in

100 c.c. of alkaline water. For minute particulars necessary to ensure
success, the original article should be consulted. The result gives
the valuable constituents expressed as emodin. L. de K.

Analysis of Tanning Materials with Exfoliated Alumina.
Hans WisLicENUs {Zeit. anal. CAem., 1905, 44, 96— 106).—The
voluminous alumina obtained by the atmospheric oxidation of amal-
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gamated aluminium possesses the property of rem "tving from solution

25 —45 per cent, of its weight of tannin, ani may therefore be used
with advantage in place of hide powder. The tannin precijjitate is

not decomposed by washing with hot water, alcohol, or ether ; on the

other hand, the sugars and other non-tanning constituents of an
extract are easily washed out. The alumina can be regenerated by
incinerating the precipitate, and its adsorptive power is not impaired

by ignition. The amount of tannin precipitated cannot be ascertained

by weighing the precipitate, but is obtained by difference from the dry

residues of the solution before and after precipitation. Duplicate

estimations with this precipitant show greater concordance than is

attainable with hide powder. In preparing the alumina, the presence

of water should be avoided as far as possible, and the oxide should

finally be separated from unoxidised metal by elufcriation with ether.

It is ignited before use. M. J. S.

Preparation and Estimation of Lecithin. Herbert E. Roaf
and E. 8. Edie {Thompson, Yates, and Johnston Lah. Rep., Liver-

pool, 1905, 6, 201—205).—Egg yolks are repeatedly extracted with al-

cohol; the alcohol from the united extracts is distilled oft' under reduced

pressure. To the syrupy mass so obtained, a little ether is added

and the liquid precipitated with acetone. The i)recipitate is heated

on a steam-bath to remove ether and acetone and weighed, or the

lecithin in it determined by phosphorus estimation. W. D. H.

Estimation of Albumin in Barley. E Heerde and E. Busch
{Ghem. Centr., 1905, i, 299—300, 300; from Woch. Brauerei,

21, 779—780, 830—832).—Using the whole grains for Kjeldahl's

method leads to serious discrepancies. The barley should tbere-

fore be ground to a fine flour, of which 2 grams are taken for

analysis. After heating with 30 c.c. of sulphuric acid and 1 gram
of mercury for 10 minutes, 15 grams of potassium sulphate are

added. The mixture requires boiling for 35 minutes. When disti'ling

off the ammonia, the receiver should be kept very cool, so as to pre-

vent loss of ammonia.
Neumann states that there is no loss of ammonia even if the con-

tents of the receiver should get overheated. On using a large Jena
glass flask, there is no need for transferring the acid liquid to another

distill ng flask.

In the later papers, the respective authors reaffirm the antagonistic

views put foith in the first. L. de K.

1
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General and Physical Chemistry.

Chemistry of Phosphorescing Sulphides of the Alkaline
Earths. Percy Waentig (^ei<. physikal. Chem., 1905,51,435—472.

Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 625).—The author's experiments confirm

the view that the marked phosphorescence exhibited by the sulphides

of the alkaline earths is conditioned by the presence in solid solution of

a small quantity of certain heavy metal?. A purified sample of

strontium sulphide has been obtained exhibiting only a very faint blue

phosphorescence, and this residual phosphorescence was traced to the

presence of iron. Platinum, even in traces, also appears to have the

power of causing phosphorescence in the sulphides of the alkaline

earths. The intensity of the phosphorescence increases with the con-

centration of heavy metal present so long as the latter is dissolved to a

homogeneous solid solution. The solubility of these heavy metals

increases with rising temperature, and is very small at the ordinary

temperature ; all phosphorescing sulphides, therefore, which have been

obtained by heating an alkaline earth carbonate and sulphur with the

nitrate or sulphate of the heavy metal are to be regarded at the ordinary

temperature as supersaturated solutions. Hence many factors are to

be considered in the preparation of a highly phosphorescent sulphide,

such as the temperature at which the sulphide is to be prepared, the

duration of the heating, and the rate of cooling. Allowing for the

influence of these various factors, the author has prepared sulphides,

the phosphorescent efliciency of which is greater than that of the
products obtained by the usual methoJs. The presence of a small
quantity of a fusible salt is favourable for the production of a highly
phosphorescent sulphide, because (1) it promotes the solution of the
heavy metal in the sulphide, (2) it hinders the separation of the heavy
metal during the process of cooling.

When the sulphides of the alkaline earths are ground in a mortar,
they become coloured and lose, to a large extent at least, their

phosphorescent power. The colour assumed varies with the sulphide
used, and depends neither on the heavy metal present nor on the
original phosphorescence colour. The coloured powder is unstable
compared with the original white phosphorescent material. The change
can be effected in either direction at one and the same temperature.

Intermittent illumination over a period of several months does not
apparently lead to any diminution of phosphorescent power : so far,

therefore, there is no indication that a chemical change is involved.

J. C. P.

The Light emitted by Crystals of Arsenious Oxide. Desirk
Gernez {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1 134—1136).—The luminous effect
which accompanies the formation of octahedi-al crystals of arsenious
oxide from hydrochloric acid solutions of the vitreous variety is due to
the rupture of the crystals induced by contact with one another, and

VOL. Lxxxviii. ii 26
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can be produced artificially by crushing the crystals against the
walls of the vessel with a metal rod ; the phenomenon is therefore
one of triboluminescence. The author finds that triboluminescent
crystals are deposited from hydrochloric acid solutions of vitreous
arsenious oxide made at the ordinary temperature or from hydro-
chloric acid solutions of the ordinary powdered octahedral arsenious
oxide made at boiling point (compare Guinchant, following abstracts),

and, provided they remain unbroken, the crystals retain this property
for a period of over four months. M, A. W.

Luminescence of Arsenious Oxide. Joseph Guinchant {Compt.

rend.^ 1905, 140, 1101).—The luminescence of arsenious oxide de-

pends solely on the concentration of hydrogen chloride in the liquid, and
is to be attributed to the reversible chemical change, AsoOg-f- 6HC1 =
2AsCl3-h3H20. "H. M. D.

Triboluminescence of Arsenious Oxide. Joseph Guinchant
{Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1170— 1171. Compare preceding abstracts).

—The luminescence of arsenious oxide crystals is due to the rupture

attending their transformation into the cubic modification, and has no
action on an electroscope. The light thus produced gives a continuous

visible spectrum in which the yellow and green radiations predominate
;

these radiations are photochemicaliy active, producing in four minutes,

at a distance of a few centimetres, the same photographic effect as the

blue flame of a Bunsen burner at a distance of one metre.

The rest of the paper is occupied with a description of the luminous
phenomena which are produced when hypobromites or hypochlorites

are reduced by carbamide, oxamide, ammonium thiocyanate, asparagine,

uric acid, or ammonia under suitable conditions of concentration.

The light emitted has feeble photochemical properties and arises from
the explosive decomposition of the nitrogen chloride which is formed
during the first phase of the reaction between carbamide and a hypo-

chlorite. If concentrated solutions of hypochlorous acidand carbamide are

mixed, there is no immediate action, but after a few minutes oily drops

of nitrogen chloride are formed, which in the presence of oil of

turpentine explode with an evolution of light, and the decomposition

is also brought about by alkalis.

The bubbles of hydi-ogen evolved when sodium amalgam is thrown
into a concentrated solution of sodium hypobromite are surrounded by
a luminous zone. M. A. W.

Radioactivity as an Atomic Property. Herbert N. McCoy
(J". Amer. CUem. Soc, 1905, 27, 391—403).—A number of experiments

are described in which measurements of radioactivity of uranium com-

pounds were carried out by means of the electroscope. The compounds
examined were the oxide, UgOg, the oxalate, \]0^,Cf)^,'Sll.,0, and

ammonium uranate, (NH^)2U20-. The results are plotted as curves,

and show that the effective activity of layers of uranium compounds

of sufficient thickness to show the maximum a-ray activity depend.s

not only on the uranium content, but al.so on the coefiicient of

absorption of the rays by the radioactive substance itself. A method
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has been worked out for the determination of such absorption

coefficients. It is shown that, when absorption is taken into account,

the total a ray activity of any uranium compound is strictly pro-

portional to the percentage of uranium which it contains, and the

theorv that radioactivity is an atomic property is thus confirmed.

E. G.

Properties of Radium in Minute Quantities. A. S. E\-e

{Phil Mag., 1905, [vi], 9, 708—711).—VoUer found recently (see

Fhysikal. Zeit., 1904) that radium distributed on a plate in minute
quantities and exposed to the air disappeared and decayed in a few
days or weeks, and that the activity of radium thinly distributed over

a small surface was not proportional to the mass present, but was
relatively greater for small quantities. The author shows that when
similar experiments are made in a closed vessel, no disappearance can

be detected, and the activity is at least approximately, and probably

accurately, proportional to the mass present.

A supplementary note by Eknest Rutherford {ibid., 711—712)
emphasises these points, and suggests that the decrease of activity ob-

served by Yoller has nothing to do with any actual change in the rate

of disintegration of the radium, but is due to the escape of the radium
from the plate into the suiTOunding gas. A similar loss would pro-

bably be observed even with inactive matter if it were deposited

in such minute amount. J. C. P.

The Constant for the Rate of Decay of Radium Emanation.
Otto Sackur {Ber., 1905, 38, 1753— 1756. Compare Curie, Abstr.,

1903, ii, 50 ; Rutherford, ibid., 3-47).—Curie finds that the constant

for the rate of decay of the radium emanation is 2*02 x 10"^, whereas
Rutherford gives 2"16 X 10"""^. The author has measured the rate of

decay by the method of Rutherford and Soddy, and finds the value
2*08 X lO"''. The activity of the emanation diminishes in 92'6 hours

to one-half of its original value. A. McK.

Radioactivity of the Gastein Thermal Springs. Heixrich
Macue {Monatsh., 1005, 26, 349—372. Compare Curie and Laborde,
Abstr., 1904, ii, 461 ; Elster and Geitel, Abstr., 1904, ii, 695).—The
radioactive emanation obtained in varying, but mostly considerable,

amount from the gases and water of the Gastein thermal springs, a
list of which is given, has a rate of decay which is approximately
equal to that of the radium emanation, as is also that of the induced
radioactivity to the activity induced by radium emanation. The
radioactive substance which produces the emanation obtained from
the fr;i<e.s and water is found in the rei.ssacherite of the deposits from
tlie tlicrmal springs. This mineral, which has a radioactivity approxi-

mately eijual to that of uranyl nitrate, contains manganese dioxide,

ferric oxide, calcium carbonate, barium, and strontium, but neither
sulphuric acid nor uranium ; on separation, the radioactive substance is

obtained along with the barium and is presumably radium. G. Y.

26-

2
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Radioactivity of some Deep Well and Mineral Waters.
Hermann Schlundt and Richard B. Moore [J. Physical Chem., 1905,

9, 320—332).—The authors have tested the radioactivity of a number
of deep well waters and expressed the values by means of the standard
suggested by Boltwood (Abstr., 1904, ii, 666), that is, in terms of the

unit representing the amount of radium emanation associated with
1 X 10" "^ grams of uranium in a natural mineral. The emanation
dissolved in the water was obtained by boiling the water and collecting

the dissolved gas. The values for the radioactivity obtained varied

from 17 to 4 45 units per litre of water. It was found from the

rate of decay that the radioactive properties were due to radium
emanation. It was also found that a little less than one-half the total

emanation was liberated before boiling, this being also the case for

water rendered active by radium emanation. L. M. J.

Excited Activity of Thorium. Miss J. M. W. Slater {Phil. Ifag.,

1905, [vi], 9, 628—644).—The results of the investigation are sum-
marised as follows. The two stages in the disintegration of thorium-

excited activity, the existence of which has been already indicated by
theoretical considerations, are both present on any surface exposed to

thorium emanation. The constituent with the slower rate of decay

(half value in 11 hours) is first formed, and may be referred to as

thorium A. The thorium £ formed from it is responsible for the

radiation emitted, and has a more rapid rate of decay (half value in 55

minutes). Both substances ai-e partly volatilised on exposure to the

cathode ray discharge, thorium B being more volatile than thorium A
in these circumstances. The cause of the volatilisation is partly

a dii'ect action of the cathode rays, and partly a sputtering of the

active matter, analogous to that observed with metallic cathodes.

Under the influence of heat, thorium A is more volatile than thorium

B ; when an active wire is kept for a few minutes at a dull red heat,

the former constituent is removed and nearly pure thorium B is then

left on the wire. J. C P.

Radioactivity of Thorium. Otto Sackue {Ber., 1905, 38,
1756— 1761).—The author has measured the rate of decay of the

emanation of the product obtained by Hahn by the fractionation of

radium barium bromide, and from the values obtained concludes that

thorium emanation was evolved from a new radioactive element

present in Hahn's product.

The possibility of thorium itself being inactive, whilst its radio-

activity is due to the presence of some other substance, is discussed.

The oxalate obtained from thorianite was converted into oxide

and then into chloride, which, when submitted to fractional sublima-

tion, did not indicate any separation of the radioactive component.

Barium hydroxide solution was gradually aJded to a solution of the

sulphate obtained from the oxalate and the precipitated barium sul-

phate was found to be strongly radioactive, a result due to the presence

of thorium X.
Attempts were also made to prove the presence of a new element by

electrolytic methods, which did not lead to the separation of an
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element of constant radioactivity, but indicated that solutions of

thorium from thorianite and other minerals behave on electrolysis like

dilute solutions of a new element which is strongly radioactive.

A. McK.

Ionic Sizes in Relation to the Conductivity of Electrolytes.

William R. Bousfield {Proc. Roy. Soc, 1905, 74, 563—564).— Start-

ing with the hypothesis that the ions of an electrolyte consist of

molecular aggi-egates largely composed of water molecules, the size of

an ion depending on the amount of combined water and being a func-

tion of temperature and concentration, the author deduces the following

expression for the true coefficient of ionisation in the case of potassium

chloride, a = A/A^o •l//'-l/(l + 3-33A-s), where/ is the fluidity of the

solution and h is the ''hydration," that is, the ratio of the molecules

of water present to the molecules of the solvent. AVith this coefficient

of ionisation, van't Hoff's dilution law, modified by substituting the
" hydration " of the solute for its concentration, gives accurate agree-

ment with experimental results over a wide range.

The water entering into combination with the ion is probably

abstracted from the solvent largely as " trihydrol " or " hydrol,"

according to the temperature, and enters into combination with the

ion as " dihydrol," thus causing contraction. The ionic volumes cal-

culated from the conductivities on the above hypothesis are in agree-

ment with the solution volumes calculated fx'om the densities. For
isothermal concentration changes, the ionic volume decreases as the

solution volume increases, that is, with increasing water combination
there is increasing contraction, a result which was to be anticipated.

But in the case of temperature changes at constant concentration there is

increasing wat.er combination with diminishing contraction. This result,

however, may be explained by reference to the variation with tempera-
ture of the proportions of trihydrol and dihydrol. On the assumption
that the attack of the ions on trihydrol and dihydrol is in proportion

to their concentrations at the temperatures considered, the volume
changes deduced from the conductivities are shown to agree with the
volume changes deduced from the densities.

A new variety of viscosity apparatus is described, and measurements
of the viscosities and densities of potassium chloride solutions from
—2 1 per cent, concentration are recorded. J. C. P.

ElectroaflBnity Differences between Valency Stages and
their Oxidation Equilibria. II. Mutual Relationships of the
Valency Stages of Thallium and the Oxidation Power of
Oxygen. James F. Spexcer and Richard Abegg {Zeit. anorg. Chem.,

. 44, 379—407. Compare Abegg, this vol., ii, 155).—Potential
urements of solutions of thallous and thallic salts with platinum

lectrodes were made against a 1/10 N calomel electrode (€a= -0-336
volt)' at 25^ by the compensation method. At fii-st the same result
ould not be attained by the use of two different electrodes, although

1 lie result after some time was identical. Thallic salts tend to pass
nto thallous .«-alt3, according to the equation Tl"' — Tl' =
ll99 + 0029logTl'7Tr.
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The dilution of a mixture of thallous and thai lie salts has, in the

case of the sulphate and nitrate, no influence of the E.M.F., that is,

the ratio of the concentration of thallous to thallic salt is constant, and
both stages are strongly ionised.

The tendency of an ion {€) to undergo transformation into another
ion (o), exhibiting a valency n times less than the former, is expressed

in volts by the equation c , n = P + 0'059Mlogr7o. where P is a

constant expressing the tendency for the transition of the i into the o

valency stage, 'where the concentrations of the ions are identical. For
the transition of thallic into thallous chloride, this constant lies nearer

the reduction end of the series of electromotive forces than for the

nitrate and sulphate, and this is changed on dilution in the direction

of the greater tendency to oxidation.

The tendency of the thallic ion to form complexes with the following

anions increases in the sequence, CI', tartrate, acetate, CNO', (002)2",

Br', no;, I', CNS', SO3", ON', S2O3".

The hydrolytic reaction, Tl(N63)3 + 3H20 = Tl(OH)2 + 3HJSr03, is

reversible, and gives the constant for the law of mass action,

(HN03)VTl(N03)3=_13-6.
The solubility product for thallic hydroxide is L= 10 '-®^.

The solubility of thallic hydroxide is 10""^'" molar.

Oxygen oxidises thallous nitrate to the extent of about 2 per cent,

until equilibrium is attained, platinum being the catalyst.

The oxidation potential of oxygen is 1*1385 ±0'001 volt.

Thallic and thallous salts are in equilibrium with thallium, when the

ratio of the concentrations Tr'YTi* is 10" ^'^".

A resume of the potentials measured is quoted. A. McK.

Electromotive Force between Metals and Solutions of
their Salts in Water and Methyl Alcohol. Giacomo Carrara
and L. D'Agostini {Gazzetta, 1905, 35, i, 132—144).—The authors

have measured, by Poggendorff's method, the E.M.F. of a number of

elements of the type Hg - HgCl - ?iKCl - 7iKN03 - AgNOg - Ag, using

the metals copper, silver, cadmium, and zinc, and from the results

obtained have calculated the absolute potentials between the metals

and their salt solutions, and also the solution tensions of the metals.

In methyl alcohol, the potential difEerences between the metals and
their solutions are, if they are positive, smaller than, and, if they are

negative, greater than, the corresponding values for aqueous solutions.

Assuming that the electrolytic pressure of solutions of metals is

independent of the solvent, it follows that the organic solvent gives

solutions of electrolytes in which the osmotic pressure of the metallic

ions is smaller than that of the corresponding aqueous solutions. The
difference must, to a great extent, be attributed to the less dissociation

of the substance dissolved in the solvent with a less ionising power,

and, indeed, the contact potentials of the methyl alcohol solutions

tend, in some measure, to approximate to those of aqueous solution.s

as the dilution is increased. The tensions of the metals in the two

.solvents are in the same order, but their absolute values are very

different in the two cases ; the ratio between the values in aqueous
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and methyl-alcoholic solution is I'S for zinc, 2-2 for cadmium, 0-85 for

copper, and 1 for silver.

For cadmium nitrate in methyl-alcoholic solution, the potential

differences are small, whilst measurements of the elevation of boiling

point show that this salt has a degree of dissociation in methyl alcohol

of the same order of magnitude as in water. The electrolytic solution

pressure must hence vary with the solvent. The authors explain this

by supposing that the electro-striction, and therefore the alteration of

the solvent by the ions, is different in different solvents. T. H. P.

Dissociation of Ternary Electroljrtes. Karl Druckeb {Zeit.

Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 211—215).—The determination of the con-

centration of a single ion in the solution of a ternary salt by means of

an isohydric solution of a suitable binary salt (Kiimmel, this vol., ii,

226) is only applicable when no complex ions are formed from the

binary and ternary salts. It also assumes that the law of mass action

applies to the solutions used. The author prefers a method which he

described some years ago (Abstr., 1902, ii, 3). By means of it, he

calculates the concentration of the single ion B in solutions of salts of

the type AB^, and compares the numbers so obtained with those

calculated from the electrical conductivity on the assumption that only

the simple ions A and B are formed. The result is that when the

transference numbers are independent of the concentration the agree-

ment is good, which would indicate that the assumption of simple

dissociation is warranted, whereas in cases in which the transference

number changes with the concentration, the agreement is bad, especially

in stronger solutions, which would point to the formation of complex
ions. T. E.

Dissociation of Cadmium Iodide. James W. McBaix {Zeit.

Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 215—223).—A compilation of results of

previous observers relating to the electrical conductivity, freezing

point, and transference numbers of solutions of cadmium iodide, from
which it is shown that very dilute solutions of this salt contain the
ions Cd** and I', whereas very concentrated solutions contain Cd" and
Cdig'. The details of the calculations cannot be abstracted briefly.

T. E.

Diamagnetism of Bismuth. Anatole Leduc (Compt. rend.,

1905, 140, 1022—1023)—Although bismuth forms cubic crystals

belonging to the regular system, there are reasons for supposing that a
spliere cut from a crystal of the metal would take up a definite

orii'ntatiou when l)rought into a magnetic field. The question has
been subjected to experiment in the following way. Small spherical
;.'Ia-<.s bulbs of 2 cm. diameter were filled with molten bismuth, and
ilif iiietul allowed to solidify whilst the bulbs were under the influence
of a strong magnetic field. If the crystalline spheres of bismuth are
then suspended freely in the same magnetic field, they take up the
same orientation as that which they had at the monjent of solidification
of the metal. If the magnetic field is cut off and the bulbs are made
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to rotate about the axis of suspension, the motion is at once stopped I

when the magnetic field is established, and the bulbs are found to be
]

orientated as at the time of crystallisation. H. M. D.

Comparison of the Platinum Scale of Temperature with the
Normal Scale at Temperatures between 444° and - 190°, with
Notes on Constant Temperatures below the Melting Point of
Ice. Morris W. Travers and Alfred G. C. Gwyer {Proc. Rotj. Soc,
1905, 528—538).—The authors have compared the platinum and
hydrogen thermometers at -190° (liquid air), -78-2° (solid carbon
dioxide and alcohol), and 32-38° (transition temperature of sodium
sulphate). For points between 30° and - 190°, Callendar and Griffiths'

parabolic formula may be used to calculate the difference (A) between
the platinum scale of temperature and the scale of the gas ther-

mometer, 8 being taken as 1 90 ; the maximum error in the calculation

of A is then probably not greater than 0-2° at about - 100°, but the
formula cannot be employed except for interpolation. A standard
scale of temperature, based on Callendar's three fixed points, would,
supposing standard wire to be used and S taken =1*5, lead to absurd
results at low temperatures, and the converse may be said of the
authors' observations. J. C. P.

Dependence of Free Energy on Temperature. Joseph E.

Trevor (/. Physical Chem., 1905, 9, 299—310).—A mathematical
paper dealing chiefly with a hypothesis of Richards in a paper on
atomic volumes (Abstr., 1903, ii, 132). This hypothesis, as stated by
Richards, is that " the change of free energy with temperature has a
fundamental connection with the change of total energy with tem-
perat\ire," the connection being expressed dAf/dO = - M.dAe/d$.
The author shows that this is equivalent to the hypothesis that iso-

thermal changes of specific heat are proportional to the 1/J/th power
of the temperature, that is, ACg = A.6^1^^. The principles of thermo-
dynamics, however, do not appear to bear upon the possibility of this

relationship. L. M. J.

Heat of Vaporisation of Liquefied Gases. Emile Mathias
{Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1174—1176. Compare Abstr., 1888, 773).

—A theoretical paper. M. A. W.

Heat of Formation of Sodium Hydride ; Acidity of the
Hydrogen Molecule. Robert de Forcrand (Compt. rend., 1905,

140, 990—992. Compare Abstr., 1900, ii, 528).—Sodium hydride

was prepared by heating the metal in pure hydrogen at 375—380°.

The heat of solution of the hydride in water, measured with quantities

varying from 7 to 38 mg., was found equal to 25 "80 Cal. (mean of four

experiments). Combining this result with the heat of solution of

metallic sodium in water (42*40 Cal.), the heat of formation of sodium

hydride is obtained :

Na (solid) + H, (gas) = NaH (solid) + H (gas) + 16-60 Cal.

^s^, „ +H.; (solid) = NaH „ 4-H „ -I- 16-00 „
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The latter number represents the value of the acidity of the mole-

cule of solid hydrogen.

The coefficient of acidity of the atom of hydrogen has been previously

given iloc. cit.) as 18*43 Cal. The difference between 18"43 and 16 00

is supposed by the author to be due to the influence exerted by the

second atom of hydrogen on the neutralisation of the first by sodium.

The acidity of the first atom is on this account diminished, and the

heat disengagement is smaller. H. M. D.

An Empirical Relationship between the Densities of Two
Liquids. K. Schaposchxikoff {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905. 51,
542—546).—If dj. and d.,., are the densities of two liquids under the

pressure of their own vapour at two temperatures T and T, such that

T-T'=^Tg—T'g (Tj. and T'^ being the respective critical tempera-

tures), then the relation between the densities is given by the

equation di. = n.dj^ + b, where ?i and b are constants for each pair

of substances. With the help of already available data, the formula is

tested and found satisfactory for the following pairs of liquids :

(1) benzene and st^annic chloride
; (2) heptane and fluorobenzene

;

(3) pentane and heptane
; (4) pentane and ethyl alcohol; (5) pentane

and carbon dioxide. The same formula is applicable to the densities

of the saturated vapours as shown in the two cases : (1) pentane and
carbon dioxide

; (2) pentane and heptane. The densities of liquids

under the pressure of their own vapour and the densities of saturated

vapours are purely functions of the temperature; that is, d=/[T).
Combining this with the empirical relationship given above, the author
deduces the equation (d' + a)/{d'g + a) = (l>[{T' + c)j{T'^ + c)], in which the

function ^ is the same for all substances. This is a generalised form
of van der Waals' equation. J. C. P.

Determination of Volume Change on Liquefaction.
A. Hess {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1071 ; from Physikal. Zeit., 6,
186—188).—The substance under investigation is placed in a beaker
which is suspended by means of a Jolly spring balance in an electri-

cally-heated thermostat, arranged in such a manner that convection

currents are avoided. Thermocouples immersed in the beaker and in

the surrounding bath indicate the temperature. The readings of the
balance, as the temperature changes, are continuously recorded by
means of a mirror rotating about a vertical axis. The liquid in the

thermostat must be freed from dissolved gases, and the substance,

which should almost fill the beaker, must be sufficiently small to ensure
homogeneity and uniformity if temper. For solid, yellow phosphorus
at its melting point (44"5°), the specific volume 0-55399 was obtained :

for the liquid at the same temperature, 0'057305. The increase in

volume on liquefaction is 344 per cent. H. M. D.

Compressibility of Gases between One Atmosphere and
Half an Atmosphere of Pressure. Lord Rayleigh [rhil. Tmus.,
'••05,^1 204, 351—372. Compare Abstr., 1901, ii, 542).—Details

H given of the method-s used in the work already described (Abstr.,
1 '04, ii, 313), and some fresh results are recorded. The coyrectioq
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factors at about 13° (see loc. cH.) for carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide
are 0-99518 and 0-99422 respectively. For ammonia at about 10° the
ratio of ^;v. at 05 atmosphere to the corresponding value at 10
atmosphere is 1-00632. J. C. P.

Fundamental Functions of One-component Ideal-con-
stituent Gases. James M. Bell and Joseph E. Trevor [J. Phjsical
Chem., 1905, 9, 179—209).—A mathematical paper in which the
authors first recapitulate the Gibbsian theory as applied to dissociation

equilibrium between unimolecular and bimolecular gaseous forms of a
one-component substance. The authors extend the Gibbsian equation
and derive characteristic equations for the pressure, molecular volume,
the thermodynamic potential and free energy and their derived
functions. A large number of equations are deduced, from which the
following may be noted. The increase of dissociation per degree at

constant pressure is proportional to QpjO'^ where Qp is the molecular
heat of dissociation at constant pressure and 6 is the absolute
temperature. A similar proportionality obtained also at constant
volume. The heat capacity at constant pressure or volume is

investigated and the work and heat integrals for isothermal paths or

paths of constant dissociation are determined. These allow of

comparison with the experimental results of Berthelot and Ogier for

the heat of cooling of given masses of nitrogen peroxide. The agree-

ment is quite satisfactory. L. M. J.

Abstract and Concrete Conceptions (Osmotic Pressure
and Thermodynamic Potential). Johannes J. van Laar {Chem.

Centr., 1905, i, 1067 ; from Chem. Weehhlad, 2, 143— 156. Compare this,

vol., ii, 234).—Mainly polemical. The agreement of the osmotic]

pressure with the simple gas laws is only apparent. The equations fori

the osmotic pressure, 7r = 7^2'[c-f (J
- a)c2], and for the pressure of aj

gas, p = RT{c — Xc^), are quite different except when the limiting con-j

dition c = (infinite dilution) is reached.

In the theoretical treatment of chemical systems, the employment of]

osmotic pressure instead of thermodynamic potential on account of thoi

abstract nature of the latter conception is unjustifiable. Other con-i

ceptions in general use are equally abstract, A comparison is made
^

between thermodynamic potential and and electric potential. Both]

determine an internal condition which is only recognisable by itSj

consequences. Osmotic pressure, lowering of freezing point, anda

lowering of vapour pressure are secondary consequences of a conditioaj

determined primarily by the thermodynamic potential. H. M. 1).

Influence of One Substance on the Solubility of Another
Substance. Friedrich Hoffmann and K. Langheck {Zeit. jyhijsikal.

Chem., 1905, 51, 385—434).—The authors have determined the^

solubilities of benzoic, salicylic, and o-nitrobenzoic acids as these are I

affected by various electrolytes and non-electrolytes.

At 25°, dextrose is practically without effect on the solubility of
|

benzoic acid, but at 45° the solubility of the acid increases slightly aa
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the dextrose concentration increases. In solutions of sodium and

potassium chlorides and nitrates^ benzoic acid becomes less soluble as

the salt concentration increases, and the effect of the salts is more

marked at 45^ than at 25°. The relative influence of the various salts

is in accordance with Rothmund's rules (Abstr., 1900, ii, 467).

The solubility of salicylic acid in dextrose solutions increases

regul irly with the concentration of the latter, and the increase at 35°

is the same as at 25°. Ethyl and isobutyl alcohols, especially the latter,

raise the solubility of salicylic acid to a marked extent, and the

increase in both cases is more marked at 35° than at 25°. With the

electrolytes, on the other hand, the solubility of salicylic acid is first

raised and then lowered as the salt concentration increases—a peculiar

characteristic that is still more definite in the case of the stronger

o-nitrobenzoic acid. When the percentage change of solubility of the

acid is plotted against the salt concentration, maxima are observed for

each curve, and the curve for 35° invariably lies below the curve for

25°. Dextrose lowers the solubility of o-nitrobanzoic acid, the per-

centage diminution being approximately proportional to the dextrose

concentration ; the temperatm-e-coefficient, however, for dextrose is the

opposite of that for the electrolytes.

On the basis of Jahn's theory (Abstr., 1902, ii, 597), formulae are

established from which the solubilities of the three acids in the

various solutions can be calculated from the solubilities in pui'e water.

The agreement between the calculated and the observed values is very

good for the non-electrolytic solutions, but is incomplete in the other

case, owing probably to insufiicient data regarding the dissociation of

the electrolytes involved.

The solubilities of the acids in water are as follows, the numbers
indicating grams of acid per 1000 grams of saturated solution : benzoic

acid, 3-4009 at 25°, 66702 at 45°; salicylic acid, 2-2062 at 25°, 3-197

at 35°; o-nitrobenzoic acid, 7-3156 at 25° 10-537 at 35°. J. C. P.

Solubility and Dissociation of Double Salts in Water.
IV and V. Eberhard Rimbach and A. Gkewe {Ber., 1905, 38,
1553—1564, 1564—1572. Compare Abstr., 1898, ii, 158 ; 1902, ii,

306; 1904, ii, 264).—The double salt, CdBr,,KBr,H20 (|H.,0

;

Hauer, Wien. Akad. Ber., 15, 23), forms rhombic prisms [a:6:c =
0-4592 : 1 :1] ; the solubility determinations give values agreeing with
/'{1 12-570-4°) = 55-108 -f0•218^ and show that the salt is not

decomposed by water within that interval of temperature. Contrary
to Eder's {Dingier's Joui-n., 1876, 189) and Tassilly's statement (Abstr.,

1899, ii, 747), the double salt, CdBrgiNil^Br, is anhydrous; it is not
dissociated on solution in water at 1—110-1°, and has the solubility

P{110°/1°) = 54-47 -f-0-197<.

The double salt, CdBrj,RbBr, forms anhydrous crystals and has
/'(107°/0°) = 35-34-|-0-393^

Solubility determinations with rubidium bromide give the value
P(lU70-5") = 48-63 -f-0-1751f. The following values were calculated
from solubility determinations by other authors : for K Br, /'(lOOyO") =
36192 + 0-1543<; for NH^Br, /'(I00°/10°) = 38 958 -»-01768< ; for
' nw

, /'(100°/36°) = 59-583 -»-00183<; (36°/0°)« 37-803 -l-0-6319<.
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These results agree with the rule that the value dPjdt is greater for

double salts than for their constituents.

The double salt, CdBr2,4NH4Br, formed from a solution of its

components containing excess of cadmium bromide, separates in

hexagonal plates [a : c= 1 : 06269] ; when shaken with water at from
0*8° to 123*5°, it partly decomposes, the solution containing an excess

of cadmium bromide, the solid, the unchanged salt and ammonium
bromide ; the transformation point is passed by 160°.

The double salt, CdBr2,4KBr (Eder, loc. cit. ; Hauer, loc. cit.),

cannot be formed from a solution of its components at temperatures up
to 160°

The double salt, CdBrg.iRbBr, crystallises in hexagonal plates

[a : c = 1 : 0'6231] ; the salt is isomorphous with the corresponding

ammonium salt ; the solubility determinations give the value

P(11570°) = 50-88 + 0-2637t.

With alkali iodides, cadmium iodide forms the two series of salts,

CdlgjM'I and Cdl2,2M'I,2H20 ; the latter forms large, transparent,

hygroscopic crystals.

It has been shown that double salts which, when shaken with water,

form incongruent saturated solutions containing an excess of one
component are not decomposed by a solution of that component. It is

now found that the excess of the one component necessary to form the

double salt may be replaced by other substances having the same anion.

Thus the dissociation of CdCl2,4K01 by water is diminished by the

presence of hydrochloric acid or lithium, calcium or magnesium chloride,

and when these salts are present in certain concentrations no dissociation

of the double salt takes place ; the effective molecular percentage con-

centration at 16° for CaClg is 0-1887, for LiCl 0-4483, for HCl 0-8828.

Similarly with the double salt, CdCl2,4RbCl, the incongruent saturated

solution of which contains an excess of 12-83 mols. of RbCl over each

mol. CdCl2,4RbCl, the minimum effective molecular percentage concen-

tration for CaClg is over 4-59, for LiCl over 194, for HCl over 29-8.

The double salt, CdCl2,4NH^Cl, is obtained from solutions of its com-

ponents containing hydrochloric acid, lithium, calcium, or magnesium
chloride. The dissociation of the double salt, CdBr2,4NH4Br, which

forms a saturated solution containing an excess of cadmium bromide, is

not affected by the presence of hydrobromic acid or lithium, calcium,

magnesium, nickel, or cobalt bromides, but the pure double salt is

obtained by mixing solutions of its components and zinc bromide.

The double salt, 1X02,804,2X280^, 2H2O, is completely dissociated on

reci-ystallisation from dilute sulphuric acid, the solution depositing

U02S04,K2S04. G. Y.

Mixed Crystals in Systems of Three Substances. II. Frans

A. H. ScnuEiNEMAKERS {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905, 51, 547—576.

Compare this vol., iij 154).—A theoretical paper. J. C. P.

A Rule in Chemical Dynamics. Joh. Plotnikoff (Zet<. physikal.

Chem., 19C5, 51, 603— 608).—The curves obtained by plotting reaction

velocity-coefficients against temperature are similar to those repre-

senting the course of the reaction, The latter are logarithmic curves,
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and similarity between the two sets of curves would mean that the

change of the velocity-coefficient with temperature is proportional to

the velocity-coefficient itself : that is, dkjdt = o^-. The integration of

this leads to a = (log^'i - ^ogk.^lit^ - t.^, a formula which is tested with

satisfactory results in some thix-ty cases. Since the equilibrium

constant is the quotient of two velocity-coefficients, an analogous

formula may be deduced for the equilibrium constant, namely,

/8=(logir^ -log^2)/(^i "^2)- '^^^ applicability of the latter formula

is tested in a few cases with satisfactory results. J. C. P.

Equilibrium between a Nitrogen Base and Organic Acids in

Various Solvents. Herbert F. Sill i^Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905,

51, 577—602).—The equilibrium constant kg for the reaction (cin-

chonine salt)^ (cinchonine cation) -f- (acid anion) and the equilibrium

constant ka for the reaction (cinchonine salt) ^^ (free cinchonine) + (free

acid) have both been determined for a series of organic acids (benzoic,

ji>-hydroxybenzoic, and butyric acids, trichlorophenol, 0- and /)-nitro-

phenol) in methyl- and ethyl-alcoholic solution. The total base (free

and combined) in solution was determined by titration, and as the

solutions were kept saturated with cinchonine the amount of free base

was known. The molecular conductivity of the solutions was detei'-

mined, and X^q was calculated from the corresponding value for

water (see Vollmer, Abstr., 1894, ii, 339) ; thus the degree of

dissociation of the cinchonine salt could be ascertained. The values

obtained for ke in each CAse are satisfactorily constant, that is,

Ostwald's dilution law is fulfilled in the case of these cinchonine salts,

although it should be noted that the author's experiments do not cover

a wide range of concentration. The values of ka for different con-

centrations are also satisfactorily constant. The affinity constants of

the various acids in alcoholic solution are proportional to the product

ka-kg, and run approximately pai'allel to the affinity constants of the

same acids in water
;
p-nitrophenol, however, is a marked exception to

this rule, a fact in harmony with Hantzsch's view that this substance
is a pseudo-acid (see Abstr., 1900, i, 94). The value of kg for the

methyl-alcoholic solutions stands in a constant ratio to the corre-

sponding value for the ethyl-alcoholic solutions, to which rule j5-nitro-

phenol is again an exception.

For a given solvent, the values of kg vary but slightly with the acid

used, so that the value of ka aloue is really a measure of the strength
of the acid. This is confirmed not only for the methyl- and ethyl-

alcoholic solutions, but also for some solutions in isoamyl alcohol and
acetone. J. C. P.

Reaction-velocities in Heterogeneous Systems : with Par-
ticular Reference to Enzyme Actions. George Senter {J.

I'hysical C/iem., 1905, 9, 311—320).—The view has been put forward
"y Nernst that at the surface of separation of two phases, equilibrium
is very rapidly established, and that what is actually measured as the
rate of reaction is, in reality, the rate of subsequent diffusion (Abstr.,
i'J04, ii, 315). Consequently doubts were cast on the van't Hoff
method of determining the order of a reaction. The results of Brxinner
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{ibid.) in the case of velocities of dissolution were in agreement with
these views, whilst experiments of Heber (Abstr., 1904, ii, 309)
showed that, although in some cases electrical reduction proceeds with
measurable velocity towards equilibrium, yet in other cases diffusion

velocities are obtained. It is probable, therefore, that the relative

parts played by diffusion and the actual chemical change must be
determined in each particular case. The author suggests the three

following criteria: (1) relation between diffusive power and reaction-

velocity
; (2) effects of substances which alter viscosity

; (3) tempera-
ture-coefficient ; and applies these in an investigation on the velocity

of enzyme reactions, based rn the results of previous observers.

Although the data are insufficient for definite conclusions, they tend to

show that in these cases the velocities are true reaction-velocities, and
that the formula and theory suggested by Herzog are not valid

(Abstr., 1904, ii, 506). L. M. J.

Enzymatic Fermentation from the Point of View of
Chemical Dynamics. Hans Euler (Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 44,
53—73. Compare Aberson, Abstr., 1903, ii, 445; Herzog, ibid., ii,

230).—The enzyme used was zjmase, prepared by Biichner's method
from a bottom yeast, rendered poor in glycogen by drying for

3—4 hours at 40° in thin layers. The yeast extract, which was only

very slightly optically active, was mixed with solutions of pure
dextrose and 0*2 c.c. of toluene and the amounts of carbon dioxide

evolved after given times determined gravimetrically or gaso-

metrically.

The results have been used for calculating the velocity constant,

K= l/tlogaja - X, where a = the amount of carbon dioxide in grams or

c.c. evolved during time t, and a - x the amount of carbon dioxide

which would be evolved supposing the whole of the remaining
dextrose became transformed into alcohol and carbon dioxide. The
valvie for K is fairly constant for any set of experiments, but shows a

tendency to diminish as t increases.

The results of numerous experiments show :

(1) That the constant becomes smaller when the concentration of

the original sugar solution is increased, but the relationship is not

one of inverse proportionality.

(2) That the velocity is not directly proportional to the zymase
concentration, but increases more quickly. The exponent n in the

equation n = (log/iTj - logZ2)/(logc^ - logc.^) becomes smaller and approxi-

mates closer to 1 as the concentration of the zymase is increased.

(3) That when the amount of extract and of sugar are kept

constant and the amount of water varied^ the constant is almost

directly proportional to the concentration. J. J. S.

Chemical Combination. Marcellin Berthelot {Compt. rend.,

1905, 140, 1153—1159. Compare this vol., ii, 308).—Nitrogen and

hydrogen do not combine to form ammonia when heated in sealed

silica tubes at 1300° for an hour and cooled either rapidly or

gradually, and similarly negative results are obtained when the gases

are heated in the presence of hydrogen chloride at temperatures above
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800° ; both the hydrogen and nitrogen escape by diffusion through the

walls of the tube, the hydrogen more rapidly than the nitrogen, but

the hydrogen chloride does not begin to diffuse until a temperatui-e of

1400—1500° is reached. Ammonia is completely dissociated into

hydrogen and nitrogen when heated at 1300^; at 600° 5 '5 per cent.,

and at 800° 10 per cent, of the gas is dissociated ; ammonium chloride

is dissociated into hydrogen, nitrogen, and hydrogen chloride at 1300°,

the hydrogen chloride uodergoing no dissocidtion even at 1400— 1500°.

When hydrogen sulphide is heated at 13U0° in sealed silica tubes and
cooled gradually, the contents of the tube are completely absorbed by

a solution of potassium hydroxide, but if the tube be cooled rapidly about

5 per cent, of the residual gas consists of hydrogen, showing that

hydrogen sulphide is dissociated at a high temperature. M. A. W.

Anti-oxidation of Solutions of Sodium Sulphite and Anti-
oxidising Agents. Auguste Lumiere, Louis LuMii;RE, and
Alphonse Seyewetz {Bull. Soc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33, 444—454).

—

Anti -oxidation is the term applied to the phenomenon of the retarda-

tion of the rate of oxidation of aqueous solutions of sodium sulphite

by air, induced by the addition of minute quantities of reducing

(anti-oxidising) agents. The following substances are arranged in

order of decreasing activity : quinol, ji^-aminophenol hydrochloride,

glycine, j^-phenylenediamine, catechol, " metol," " metoc^uinone," di-

aminophenol hydrochloride, " adurol," " edinol," and " eikonogen."

Acetone behaves in the reverse way. The effect is independent of

time, temperature, light, and the concentration both of the sulphite

and the anti-oxidising agent, but is diminished by the addition of

alkaline substances, acetone or formaldehyde. The action appears to

be catalytic in character. It is pointed out that a solution of sodium
sulphite may be preserved for a prolonged period by the addition of a
small quantity of one of the more active anti-oxidising agents.

T. A. H.

Contact Phenomena in the Flame under the Influence of
Solids. A. A. 13.\iK0FF (/. Russ. Phys. C/iem. Soc, 1905, 37,
156— 169).—The author finds that solid substances, such as platinum,
quartz, and porcelain, when heated in one and the same flame, assume
various temperatures differing from the temperature of the flame
itself ; the difference may amount to several hundreds of degrees.

The temperature to which a solid becomes heated in a flame depends
on the contact properties of the solid and on the relation between its

surface and its volume. The method of determining the temperatm-e
of a flame by the temperature to which a solid body is heated in it is

hence quite inaccurate, and the true temperature of a flame is at-

present an unknown quantity. The differences in the luminosities of
different solids when heated in one and the same flame are dependent
on the fact that the substances assume different temperatures.

T. H. P.

Role of Diffusion in the Catalysis of Hydrogen Peroxide
hy Colloidal Platinum. George Senter (J'roc. Roy. Soc., 1905, 74,
''>6—574).—A discussion of the points raised by Sand (this vol., ii,
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233). The deviations from the simple logarithmic formula in the
catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide by colloidal platinum
are probably due to disturbances caused by convection currents. It is

also shown that when the velocity constant, calculated on Nernst's
diffusion hypothesis, is great compared with the chemical velocity

constant, increased convection can produce no appreciable effect on
the observed reaction-velocity. Since, in the case under considera-

tion, increased convection does modify the observed reaction-velocity,

there must be some error in the assumptions leading to the conclusion

that the diffusion velocity constant is great compared with the

chemical velocity constant. The error probably lies in the assumption
that the whole platinum surface is, under ordinary conditions, active

towards hydrogen peroxide.

The considerations which favovir Nernst's diffusion hypothesis as

applied to the platinum catalysis are the small value of the tempera-
ture-coefficient and the fact that the deviations from the simple loga-

rithmic law in catalysis by platinum have their exact analogy in the

hiemase catalysis. J. C. P.

Isodimorphism. Frederic Wallerant {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
1045—1046).—Thallous nitrate and ammonium nitrate are both poly-

morphous, the former crystallising in cubic, rhombohedric, or ortho-

rhombic forms, whilst the latter forms cubic, quadratic, or ortho-

rhombic crystals. The mixed crystals which separate on cooling fused

mixtures of the two nitrates have been examined. If the percentage

of ammonium nitrate in the fused mass does not exceed 3*2, the mixed
crystals which separate resemble thallous nitrate, and assume
successively cubic, rhombohedric, aud orthorhombic forms on cooling.

If the percentage of ammonium nitrate in the fused mass lies between
3"2 and 5 '8, then on solidification there seem to be formed two
varieties of cubic crystals, one form containing 3 2 per cent., the other

5*8 per cent, of ammonium nitrate. On cooling to 104°, the cubic

crystals of the first kind become rhombohedric, whilst those of the

second kind are transformed into quadratic crystals. On further

cooling, the rhombohedric crystals become orthorhombic at 68°. When
the proportion of ammonium nitrate in the fused mixture exceeds 5*8

per cent., the cubic crystals which first separate are transformed into

quadratic crystals, but as the proportion of ammonium nitrate in-

creases these are transformed into crystals belonging to the ortho-

rhombic system. Three series of mixed crystals are thus obtained at

the ordinary temperature. H. M. D.

The Eighth Group of the Periodic System. Richard Abegc

{Ber., 1905, 38, 1386—1388. Compare Werner, this vol., ii, 308).—
Helium, neon, argon, krypton, and xenon, and iron, cobalt, nickel, and

the platinum metals are arranged respectively as sub-groups in the

eighth group of the periodic system ; it is pointed out that from

theoretical considei-ations the two sub-groups of this group must differ

greatly from one another, just as the sodium metals differ from copper,

silver, and gold. Further, the inert elements of the argon group form

a link between the strongly electronegative elements of the seventh
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and the electropositive elements of the first gi-oups : the existence of

such a group was forecast by Lothar Meyer. E. F. A.

Lecture Experiments [Decomposition of Carbon Dioxide by
Magnesium]. Karl Brunxer {Ber., 1905, 33, 1432).—Magnesium
powder is scattered over a flat dish containing solid carbon dioxide, a

small amount of burning magnesium is dropped into this ; the metal

continues to burn and forms a grey cake, which, on treatment with

water and hydrochloric acid, leaves a residue of black, flocculent carbon.

Aluminium powder burns under the same conditions, some aluminium
carbide and oxide being formed. J. J. S.

Quantity of Moisture left in a Gas after its Passage over
Phosphoric Oxide. Edavard W. Morley {J. Chim. Phi/s., 1905,

3, 241—244).—The total quantity of moisture and phosphoric oxide

vapour left in 4300 litres of gas dried by the dehydrator was only
0"1 mg. ; further experiments to determine the quantities of each, indi-

cated that the whole was phosphoric oxide, but the author does not

consider them trustworthy owing to the magnitude of the relative

errors. His res'olts show, however, that for any gravimetric work
the moisture contained in a gas dried by this dehydrator is quite

negligible. L. M. J.

New Filter Tube. H. P. Mason {CJmm. News, 1905, 91, 180—181).
—In this arrangement, the stem is separate from the body of the tube,

and is shaped to remain in position at the constricted lower end of the
tube body, and to form a ledge upon which a porcelain disc for support-
ing the filtering material can rest. The stem is slightly longer than the
body, and can be used to eject the filter, D. A. L.

Inorganic Chemistry.

Acceleration of the Evolution of Chlorine from Potassium
Chlorate and Hydrochloric Acid by the presence of Platinum.
H. SiRK {Zeit. Eleklrochem., 1905, 11, 2G1—263).—Sand (this vol., ii,

156) has shown that the reaction between a chlorate and hydro-
chloric acid takes place slowly, and is represented by the equation
ClOg' -J- 2H* + 2C1' = CIO' + 2H0C1. The hypochlorous acid and hydro-
chloric acid then react, rapidly producing chlorine. It is shown that
this reaction is accelerated by platinum ; the acceleration observed
depends on the surface of platinum in contact with the solution. The
acceleration of the reverse reaction is of importance in the electrolytic
production of chlorates with platinum electrodes. T. E.

Action of the Silent Electric Discharge on Chlorine. Franz
Kuss {Ikr., 1905, 38, 1310—1318. Compare Mellor, Proc., 1904, 20,
140, 196).—The "activation" of chlorine, measured by its action on

VOL. Lxxxviii. ii. 27
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benzene, is greatest when moist chlorine is exposed to the simultaneous
action of light and of a silent electric discharge. The " activation

"

decreases as the chlorine is dried, and is much less if the action of light

or of the silent discharge is omitted. As the action of light is due to

the ultra-violet rays, the rate of " activation " is greater in a quartz
than in a glass vessel. "Active " chlorine retains its activity for long
periods at the ordinary temperature, but is rendered inactive by heat-

ing, by the passage of electric sparks, or by treatment with water.

G. Y.

Apparatus to show the Production of Ozone during the
Combustion of Coal Gas. Leon Maquenne {Bull. Soc. chim., 1905,
[iii], 33, 510—511).—A frame is used carrying four air-gas burners,

producing Hames from 15 to 20 mm. high. On the edj^es of each
of these flames are placed two small horizontal tubes, and the

whole eight tubes ai'e connected to a central " blower." The current
of air so produced blows away the ozone and nitrous fumes as soon as

they are formed, and the presence of these gases can be detected by the

usual tests at a distance of several metres from the apparatus.

T. A. H.

Two Liquid States of Sulphur, S^ and S^, and their Transi-
tion Point. Alexander Smith (Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., 1905, 25,
588— 589).^—It is shown that there are two liquid states of sulphur,

which are only partially miscible ; these are yellow, mobile sulphur (.S\),

predominating from the melting point to 160°, and brown, viscous

sulphur ('S'^), prevailing above 160°. The facts demonstrating the

existence of these two states are, firstly, the sudden change of viscosity

at 160° and the simultaneous marked absorption of heat. Further, it

is shown that the curves of solubility of S)^ and S^ in triphenyl-

methane and other solvents are quite distinct, the solubility of *Sa

increasing, that of S^^ decreasing, with rise of temperature. The
coefiicient of expansion of /S'a diminishes rapidly from 154° to 160°,

that of Sfj. increases rapidly from 160° upwards. The point of

minimum dilatation is displaced upwards when triphenylmethane is

dissolved in the sulphur. The dilatometric method gives no evidence

of the existence of iVankenheim's transition point at 250—260°.
J. C. P.

Nature of Amorphous Sulphur, and Influence of Foreign
Substances on the Phenomena of Supercooling observed when
Melted Sulphur is suddenly chilled. Alexander S.mitii {Proc. Uo>j.

Soc. Edin., 1905, 25, 590—592. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 139, 28i,

also preceding abstract).—A study of the hardening of plastic sulphur

shows that the whole of the amorphous sulphur present cannot be ob-

tained in quasi-solid form because of partial reversion to the soluble form.

The sulphur, however, precipitated in presence of concentrated acids

yields 100 per cent, of insoluble sulphur. The amouut.s of insoluble

sulphur obtained on chilling common sulphur from various temperatures

vary from 4 2 per cent, at 130° to 34 per cent, at 448°. These amounts
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are greatly reduced when the sulphur has been heated for a long time at

448°, or for a shorter time in a vacuum, or has been used immediately

after i-ecrystallisation, or has been washed with water before being

heated ; such treatment probably removes the trace of sulphuric acid

acquired by the sulphur on exposure to air. To the substances

previously mentioned (Abstr., 1903, ii, 139) as favouring the forma-

tion of insoluble sulphur, iodine should be added. Sulphur which gives

the insoluble form on chilling has the same constitution near the

boiling point as sulphur which does not give the insoluble form on
chilling. This was deduced from the identity in boiling point under
ordinary and reduced pressures, and fiom the identity of specific

gravity. Solubility experiments between 120^ and 160^ show further

that the constitution of the two kinds of sulphur just mentioned is the

same also below the transition point 160°. The conclusion is reached

that amorphous sulphur is supercooled aS'^ (see preceding abstract), and
the part played by carbon dioxide, ammonia, hydrogen sulphide,

sulphur dioxide, iodine, ttc, in influencing the amount of insoluble

sulphur produced by chilling is probably just a hindering or promoting
of the supercooling. J. C. P.

Improved Hydrogen Sulphide Apparatus. August Schrimpff
(Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 195).—A modified Kipp apparatus, in

which the solid reagent is placed in the uppermost bulb and the acid

is supplied from an independent elevated tubulated bottle by tubing
which passes to the bottom of the lower bulb. M. J. S.

Solubility of Sulphur Dioxide in Water. August Harpf
{Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1208 ; from Chem. Zeitschr., 4, 136—137).—The
strength of the liquor which runs from the ordinary Schroder tower
and the percentage of sulphur dioxide contained in it may vary within

very wide limits. These qiiantities depend on the concentration of the

gas, its temperature (<), and the quantity of water (A) with which the
gas comes in contact. If 5r = volume of the gas absorbed, then for 100
parts and at atmospheric pressure, g = (rt./t.t;.)/100.

From a gas containing 10 per cent, by volume of sulphur dioxide at
10*^, 1-63 per cent, by weight is dissolved by a litre of water. When
the prassure in the tower is increased to five atmospheres, 8' 14 per cent,

by weight is dissolved. E. W. W.

Explanation of the Action of Strong Sulphuric Acid on
Metals. Charles M. van Deventeu {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 992

;

from Chem. Weekhlad, 2, 137— 140).—When concentrated sulphuric
acid acts on metals, it is probable that the initial action consists rather
in the formation of oxide, sulphur dioxide, and water, than in the
formation of sulphate and hydrogen. According to both theories, the
acid acts .as an oxidising agent, but no direct proof of the formation of
hydrogen has Ijeen adduced. Dilute j-ulphuiic acid acts on zinc, but
not on copper, silver, or mercury, which are all readily attacked, how-
ever, by the concentrated acid. The analogy between the action of
carbon or sulphur on concentrated sulphuric acid with that of these
elements on nitric acid, and the decomposition of sulphuric acid at

27—2
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high temperatures into oxygen, water, and sulphur dioxide, lend support
to the oxide theory. E. W. W.

Reduction of Tetrathionates to Sulphites by Arsenite and
Stannite. August Gutmann {Ber., 1905, 38, 1728—1734).—

A

solution of sodium arsenite in sodium hydroxide acts on sodium
tetrathionate according to the equation Na^S^Og + SNagAsOg + 2NaOH
= 2Na3AsS03 + NagAsO^ + 2Na2S03 + HgO. Sodium monothioarsenate,
Na3AsS03,12H20 (A.bstr., 1897, ii, 257), is identified by heating its

aqueous solution with acids, when sulphur separates and arsenious acid

is formed. Sodium monothioarsenate is not formed in an aqueous
solution of sodium hydroxide, sodium tetrathionate, and sodium
arsenite until the solution is warmed. The amount of arsenate
formed was estimated.

Sodium stannite reduces sodium tetrathionate in alkaline solution to

sulphite, tliiostannate and stannate being also formed. A. McK.

Formation of Ammonia from its Elements. Fritz Haber
and Gabriel van Oordt {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 44, 341— 378).

—

The determination of the equilibrium between nitrogen, hydrogen, and
ammonia at 1020° has been studied more accurately than in the
preliminary communication by the same authors (this vol., ii, 159).

The free energy of formation of ammonia was calculated ; the per-

centage of ammonia in mixtures of ammonia, nitrogen, and hydrogen
in equilibrium under a pressure of 1 atmosphere was, for the tempera-
tures 27°, 327°, 627°, 927°, 1020° respectively, 98-51, 8-72, 0-21,

0-024, 0-012 respectively.

The reversible action, Ca3N2 -f SHg ^=^ SCaHg -H Ng, takes place at a

red heat, whilst ammonia is also formed. Traces of ammonia are

formed during the action of hydrogen on calcium nitride, but not by
the action of nitrogen on calcium hydride. The range of temperature
within which the intermediate formation of a calcium compound takes

place lies too high to enable a convenient synthesis of ammonia to be
attained by its aid.

Manganese can be ti*ansformed into a nitrogen compound, and then
again obtained from the latter by reduction, by the alternate action of

nitrogen and hydrogen. The use of manganese as a catalyser in the

synthesis of ammonia is suggested.

Experiments to demonstrate the synthesis of ammonia are described.

A. McK.

Decomposition ofAmmonia at High Temperatures. Alfred H.
White and Wm. Melville {J. Amer. Chem. tSoc, 1905, 27,
873—386).—The experiments described were undertaken in order to

ascertain the influence of change of temperature on the decomposition

of ammonia and the effect of diluting the ammonia with one of the

products of its decomposition, and with other gases which are generally

present in the manufacture of coal gas. The apparatus consisted

essentially of a glass combustion tube, through the wide end of which

a Le Chatelier pyrometer tube of glazed porcelain was inserted. The
gas was passed through the annular space between the pyrometer and
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the combustion tube, and its temperature was measured just as it was
about to be withdrawn and cooled. In this apparatus, experiments

were made at temperatures between 450^ and 730° with pui-e ammonia
and with ammonia diluted with hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon monoxide,

and water vapour. The results are tabulated and are also plotted as

curves.

It is shown that the temperature of initial decomposition of

ammonia is about 450^. The proportion of ammonia decomposed does

not appear to be affected by dilution with hydrogen or nitrogen so

long as the time that each ammonia molecule remains in the tube is

not changed ; there is therefore no tendency for the nitrogen and
hydrogen to recombine. The rate of decomposition is somewhat
increased by the presence of carbon monoxide or water vapour. In
the presence of carbon monoxide, a small quantity of cyanogen is

produced, a larger amount being formed with the dry gases than in

the presence of aqueous vapour, but the highest yield obtained in any
experiment only amounted to about 4 per cent, of the ammonia
decomposed. The decomposition seems to take place almost en-

tirely on the impact of the ammonia molecules on the hot solid

surface, a larger proportion being decomposed on a rough than on a

smooth surface ; thus it has been found that ammonia gas may
undergo but slight decomposition when passed through a hot glass

tube, whilst in contact with porcelain at the same temperature the

decomposition may be 50 times as gi'eat.

It is concluded that in the destructive distillation of coal the

decomposition of the ammonia may be prevented by keeping the

temperature low, and by reducing the time in which the gases remain
in contact with hot, rough siu'faces like those of coke or fire-clay.

E. G.

New Reactions of Nitroxyl (Dihydroxyamtnonia). Akgelo
AxGELi and Fraxcesco Axgelico {Gazzetta, 1905, 35, i, 152—159.

Compare Abstr., 1904, i, 172).—Further study of the reactions of

nitroxyl renders it probable that it has the constitution of dihydroxy-
ammonia, 2nH{OH)2, or the corresponding anhydride, NHO. Thus, it

is formed by the oxidation of hydroxylamine by means of Caro's

acid, and hence forms a term in the series of oxidation products of

ammonia : ammonia, hydroxylamine, dihydroxyammonia, nitrous acid.

Its behaviour resembles in some respects that of hydroxylamine, and
in others that of nitrous acid. Thus with aldehydes it gives hydr-
oxamic acids, ju.st as hydroxylamine givesoximes, and dihydroxyammonia
and hydroxylamine both act on true nitroso-compounds, giving nitroso-

hydroxylamines and diazo-compounds respectively. Further, nitrous
acid acts on secondary amines, yielding nitrosoamines, whilst dihydroxy-
ammonia and secondary amines give compounds of the type
NRR'-NH'OH, which lose water and polymerise, forming teti-azones.

Also, with mono-substituted hydroxylamines, dihydroxyammonia gives
diazo-hydroxides

; for instance, with phenylhydroxylamine in presence
of a-naphthol, it yields benzeneazo-a-naphthol. This probably com-
pletes the number of methods by which diazo compounds can be pre-
pared. Thus, CgH^-NIN-OH can be obtained from CoH5-NH2 +
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HNO2, CaF^-NH-OH + NOH, C6H5-NO + NH2-OH, or C6H5-N02 +
NH3. So also can phenylnitrosohydroxylamine be obtained from
CgHj-NHg + HNO3, CgHg-NH-OH + HNOa, C6H5-NO + NH(OH)2, or

CgH^-NOg + NH2-0H. T. H. P.

New Method for preparing Oxides of Nitrogen and hence
Nitric Acid from Compressed Air by Electric Means. Emilio
Eossi (Gazzetta, 1905, 35, i, 89—110).—An incandescent substance,

such as a Nernst lamp, causes the formation of oxides of nitrogen in

the air, and if it is placed in an enclosed vessel containing air under
pressure and also sulphuric acid, the amount of nitric oxide sub-

sequently obtainable from the acid is large enough to be of importance
for the manufacture of nitric or sulphuric acid. Two ampere-hours
acting on 1*25 litres of air under 50 atmospheres pressure in a closed

vessel containing 8 c.c. of sulphuric acid yields as much as 200 c.c. of

nitric oxide. T. H. P.

Catalytic Decomposition of Arsenic Hydride. Georg
LocKEMANN [Zeit. ungew. Chem., 1905, 18, 491—494).—The decom-
position of arsenic hydride is accelerated by the presence of moist

cotton or quartz wool. Alcohol has a similar effect. It is shown that

cotton wool (or glass wool) is vinsuitable for drying purposes in the

Marsh test ; the progress of the decomposition of arsenic hydride by
these catalytic agents was measured. From the figures quoted, it

appears that, as the unimolecular reaction represented by the equation

2AsH3 = 2As-H SHg proceeds, the oxidation of the arsenic hydride
gradually diminishes. A. McK.

Theory of the Velocity of Solution of Arsenious Oxide.
Erich Brunner {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905, 51, 494—499. Com-
pare Drucker, Abstr., 1901, ii, 376; Brunner, Abstr., 1904, ii, 315).

—The author considers that the velocity of solution of arsenious

oxide is not governed exclusively either by the rate of diffusion or

by the rate of hydration in the solution, but that both factors are

involved. On this basis, it is possible to interpret all the observations

hitherto made on the velocity of solution of arsenious oxide.

J. C. P.

Permeability of Fused Silica Tubes. jNIarcelltn Berthelot
{Compt. reMcL., 1905, 140, 1159—1162. Compare this vol., ii, 316).

—Fused silica tubes with walls 0"7 mm. thick are not permeable to

hydrogen at the ordinary temperature, but become so at 800°, whilst

at 1300° the diffusion is very marked ; hydrogen chloride does not

begin to diffuse through the walls of a silica tube below 1400°, neither

does carbon dioxide below 1300°; the diffusion of nitrogen is feeble at

1000°, but becomes appreciable at 1300° to 1400°, whilst oxygen

diffuses more readily ; relative experiments on the rates of diffusion

of these two gases show that at 1400° under a pressure of 1'2 atmo-

spheres one-sixth of the initial volume of nitrogen or one-third of the

initial volume of oxygen diffuses during one hour. The silica tubes

suffer a permanent distension from the effect of the increased internal

pressure at the high temperature. M. A. W.
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Coagnlation of Colloidal Silicic Acid. II. Nicola Pappada
(Gazzefta, 1905, 35, i, 78—86. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 120).—
Decinormal, normal, or even stronger solutions of methyl, ethyl, or

propyl alcohol, ethylene glycol, glycerol, mannitol, dextrose, Isvulose,

or sucrose have no coagulating action on a 06 per cent, solution of

colloidal silica, and have no retarding influence on substances which

cause coagulation. The action of the latter substances is due not

to the integral molecule or to the anion, but only to the cation. The
coagulating action of salts is intimately connected with the positions of

the metals in the periodic system : thus caesium is more energetic than

rubidium, rubidium than potassium, potassium than sodium, and sodium
than lithium ; ammonium salts stand very near to those of potassium

as regards their coagulating action. The positive ions of salts act

catalytically in coagulating colloidal solutions of silica, their action

being closely analogous with those of organic ferments. The coagulants

are rendered inactive by the presence of traces of acids, whilst the

coagulation is favoured by small quantities of substances hiving a

basic reaction. T. H. P.

Behaviour of Hydrofluosilicic Acid with Various Reagents.
A. Gawalowski {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 191—194),—An aqueous
solution of hydrofluosilicic acid gives precipitates with sulphuric acid,

normal and acid potassium chromates, chromic acid, dilute hydrochloric

acid, and pota'^sium chlorochromate. Most of these precipitates are

soluble in alkalis, but insoluble in acids ; that obtained with potassium
dichromate is, however, not attacked by cold potassium hydroxide, and
as it has a deep yellow colour it might prove serviceable as a pigment.

M. J. S.

Liberation of Hydrogen during the Action of Sodium on
Mercury. Louis Kahlenberg and Hermann Schllndt (J. rhysical

Chem., 1905,9, 257—259).—It was found that when sodium amalgam
is formed by the action of sodium on mercury, hydrogen is liberated,

and the authors obtained on an average 3'24 c.c. of hydrogen (at 20^

and 750 mm. pressure) per gram of sodium. It was found by Lockyer
that, when heated, carefully distilled sodium gives off about 20 times its

volume of hydrogen. The difference in the amount of hydrogen obtained
in the two methods necessitates further inquiry. L. M. J.

Polysulphides, II, Friedrich W. KOster {Zeit. anorg. Chem.,
1905,44,431—452, Compare Kuster and Hel)erlein, this vol,, ii,

156),—The process of solution of sulphur in sodium sulphide can bo
followed by potential measurements until the solution is saturate<l.
Between the potential of the platinum electrodes in the solutions of
odium polysulphides, saturated with sulphur, and the dilution of those
olutions, simple relationships obtain, which find expression in the
Nemst formula. The ease is similar when silver electrodes are used.

Tlie potential differences between platinum and silver electrodes were
measured in solutions of sodium sulphide, to which sulphur was added
in gradually increasing amounts. From the latter measurements, the
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concentrations of the sulphur ions (S") and of free sulphur were
calculated.

The hydrolysis and ionisation of such solutions were diminished by
the addition of potassium hydroxide and of sodium chloride. Measure-
ments of potential, made after the addition of these substances,
afforded a means of calculating the concentration of the sulphur ions,

and the results thus obtained were in satisfactory accordance with those
calculated by the aid of the law of mass action.

In accordance with the results obtained by purely chemical methods,
these electrical measurements show that in the formation of poly-

sulphides by the solution of sulphur in sodium sulphide the sulphur is

more firmly combined as far as the formation of the compound
NagS^ ; after that stage, the sulphur is not so firmly combined.

A. McK.

Csesamide. Etienne Eengade {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
1183—1185. Compare this vol., ii, 174).—Caesium ammonium
(compare Moissan, Abstr., 1903, ii, 477) decomposes spontaneously into

csesamide and hydrogen ; at the ordinary temperature, the decomposi-

tion is gradual, but becomes rapid and complete at 120° ; the ccesamide

thus formed is a white solid, crystallising from liquid ammonia in

small prisms or plates ; it melts in a vacuum at about 260°, is readily

oxidised with the formation of caesium nitrite, caesium hydroxide, and
ammonia, and reacts violently with water to form caesium hydroxide
and ammonia. Potassamide behaves similarly to the caesium com-
pound towards oxygen, whilst sodamide is not attacked by a solution

of oxygen in liquid ammonia. M. A. W.

Position of the Alkali and Alkaline-earth Metals in the
Electrochemical Series at High Temperatures. H. Danneel
and Lorenz Stockem (Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 209—211).—

•

Calcium is not reduced from the chloride or iodide by metallic sodium
at temperatures above 800°, the reverse reaction occurring ; near the

melting point of the iodide, calcium is displaced by sodium. Hence
sodium is more electropositive than calcium at low temperatures, but

less so at high ones. At 800°, potassium is still more positive than

calcium, but it is less positive than strontium, whilst at low tempera-

tures it is almost certainly more so. T. E.

Solubility of Calcium Sulphate in Solutions of Other Salts.

Frank K. Cameron and B. E. Brown (J. Physical Chem., 1905, 9,

210—215).—The solubility of calcium sulphate in solutions of

ammonium chloride and of ammonium nitrate was determined. In the

first case, the solubility rises with increasing concenti'ation of the

ammonium chloride until a maximum is reached at about 210 grams

of ammonium chloride per litre, when the calcium sulphate dissolved

is 10*9 grams per litre, the temperature being 25°. With a further

increase in the ammonium chloride, the solubility of the calcium

sulphate decreases. In the case of ammonium nitrate solutions, a

maximum solubility of about 12 '2 grams per litre is reached for a solu-

tion containing about 750 grams of ammonium nitrate per litre. The
solubility at 25° in saturated solutions of sodium chloride, sodium
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nitrate, sodium sulphate, magnesium chloride, and magnesium nitrate

was also determined, the values, in grams per litre, being respectively

5*52, 7*16, 2-58, 1-09, 15-26. The great difference between the concen-

trations in the saturated solution of the two magnesium salts is very-

remarkable (see Abstr., 1904, ii, 544). L. M. J.

Hydration and Hardening. Paul Rohland {Zeit. Flektrochem.y

1905, 11, 129—130).—A reply to Jordis (this vol., ii, 155). The
author insists that the hardening of cement cannot be explained by
the hydration and other chemical changes alone, since these changes

are sometimes not accompanied by hardening. T. E.

Boiler Deposits. J. M. Rothstein (Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18,

540—545).—The paper includes a number of analyses of boiler deposits

and of the waters from which they were derived. A. McK.

Spectrum of Magnesium. James Barnes {Chem. Centr., 1905,

i, 994-995; from Physikal. ZeiL, 6, 148—151).—The temperature of

certain stars has been deduced from the fact that magnesium lines

have been found in their spectra. The presence of these lines is,

however, not only dependent on temperature, but also on electrical

conditions. Photographs of the magnesium spectrum, formed by means
of the arc in hydrogen and air under different pressures, show that

when the current is decreased the lines become fainter. Whilst the

intensity of the lines of the arc-spectrum is found to be less in hydro-

gen than in air, the lines of the spark-spectrum have a greater intensity

in hydrogen. The intensity of the line 4481 of the spark-spectrum
becomes greater as the current is decreased. In the spectrum obtained
by means of an arc in a vacuum, this line appears at the cathode and
its intensity is constant. E. W. W.

Electrolytic Refining of Lead in Hydrofluosilicic Acid Solu-
tions. Hans Senn {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 229—245).—Coherent
deposits of lead or cadmium can be obtained from acid solutions of the
silicofluorides, using anodes of lead or cadmium. A small addition of

gelatin to the solution diminishes the tendency to form dendritic crys-

tals at the cathode. The quality of the deposit is unfavourably affected
by high cun-ent density or by dilution of the electrolyte ; the best
results are obtained with a solution containing about 11 per cent, of
free hydrofluorosilicic acid and 4—8 per cent, of lead (or 2*5 per cent,
of cadmium) and 01 gram of gelatin per litre for lead, or 03 gram per
litre for cadmium. The best current density at the cathode is from
0*005 to 001 ampere per sq. cm. The temperature is of little impoi-t-
ance. Copper, bismuth, or antimony, when present in the anode lead,
even in large quantities, remain undissolved so long as the anodic
current density does not exceed about O'Ol ampere per sq. cm.
The separation of load and platinum is impossible, a crystalline com-

I)Ound of lead and platinum having approximately the composition
^^tPbj remaining undissolved. In all cases, the anode mud contains
silita anl lead fluoride, which are produced by hydrolysis of lead
silicofluoride. The current yield at the cathode is about 98 per cent,
of the theoretical. T. E.
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Isomorphism of Potassium and Thallous Salts. Willem
Stortenbeker {Rec. Trav. chim., 1905, 24, 53— 65. Compare Abstr.,

1903, ii, 470).—The author has, in continuation of previous work,
compared the sulphates, thionates, perchlorates, chlorates, chlorides,

and nitrates of potassium and of thallium. The results of optical

measurements and of analyses of series of mixed crystals, which are

tabulated in the original, show that the perchlorates and neutral

sulphates are isomorphous ; the acid sulphates of the type
3(K,T1)2S04,H2S04

and possibly also those of the type 5(K,T1)2S04,3H2S04 are isodimor-

phous, and the simple salts KHSO^ and TIHSO4 probably isotrimor-

phous (compare Gossner, Zeit. Kryst. Min., 1904, 39, 381). The
chlorates, nitrates, and thionates are regarded as isodimorphous (com-

pare Abstr., 1903, ii, 470 ; and Roozeboom, Abstr., 1892, 266). Crystals

of potassium chloride containing about 2 per cent, of thallium chloride

were prepared by Lehmann's method [Zeit. Kryst. Min., 1885, 10, 335).

It is pointed out that both the analogy of crystalline form and the

property of forming mixed salts increase with the degree of oxidation

of the salts of the two metals and seem to exist in higher degrees in

the salts containing chlorine than in those containing sulphur.

T. A. H.

Electrolytic Behaviour of Copper Sulphide. Guido Bod-
lander and Kasimir S. Idaszewski {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11,

161—182).—The experiments described were made in porcelain tubes

or crucibles heated in an electrical muffle fvirnace of special design.

The melting point of cuprous sulphide is 1091° When the fused sul-

phide is electrolysed with carbon electrodes, the current is proportional

to the applied E.M.F. ; there is no decomposition point and no polar-

isation, and after the electrolysis no copper is found at the cathode.

By fusing cuprous sulphide and copper together, it is found that

copper dissolves in the fused sulphide and crystallises out on cooling,

the separation beginning at a point a little above the melting point of

the sulphide ; in the solid state, they do not mix at all. The conduc-

tivity of solid cuprous sulphide is also studied, and Hittorf's state-

ments {Ann. Phys. Chem., 1851, 84) confirmed. Cuprous sulphide, when
fused and cast in sticks, has a comparatively small resistance in the

cold ; when remelted with metallic copper several times, its resistance

increases enormously. When a sample of the substance having a

high resistance is electrolysed at 113°, a polarisation is observed, and

metallic copper was found at the cathode ; at the ordinary tem{)era-

ture, there is no polarisation and no decomposition. The phenomena
may be explained thus : pure cuprous sulphide, at the ordinary tem-

peratui-e, is pi*actically a non-conductor ; the conductivity observed is

due to the presence of varying quantities of cupric sulphide, which is a

very good conductor. At about 110°, some change occurs in cuprous

sulphide (accompanied by heat absorption), owing to which it becomes an

electrolyte. The electrolysis, however, produces cupric sulphide at the

anode, and so the electrolytic conductivity of the cuprous sulphide

soon becomes insignificant compared with the metallic conductivity of

cupric sulphide. The resistance of solid cuprous sulphide diminishes
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very rapidly as the temperature rises ; electrolysis was observed up to

1000°. The partial decomposition of fused cuprous sulphide into

copper and cupric sulphide explains the negative result of the electro-

lysis of the fused substance.

Potassium sulphide (previously fused in a carbon crucible in order

to eliminate oxygen compounds) was electrolysed at about 300^, and
sodium sulphide at about 650^. A decomposition point, at which

potassium or . sodium is formed, was found in both cases at about

1-6 volts, but considerable currents pass at lower E.M.F.sovring to the

presence of potassium or sodium hydrogen sulphide. Fused sodium

and cuprous sulphides are mutually soluble to a limited extent. They
combine partially to form the compound XaCuS, which remains in the

form of steel-blue needles when the solid mass is treated with water.

When a fused mixture of sodium sulphide and cuprous sulphide

is electrolysed, copper migrates to the anode in the form of a complex
anion, whilst a little copper is reduced at the cathode owing to the

secondary action of the sodium formed there. T. E.

Action of Mercuric Iodide on Sulphuric Acid and Mercury
Sulphates. Alfred Ditte (Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1162—1167.

Compare Abstr., 1879,299; 1880, 12).—The compound Hgl^.SHgSO^
is readily obtained in the form of white, silky needles by heating

mercuric iodide with Nordhausen sulphuric acid, or less readily when
pure sulphuric acid is used ; it can be recrystallised from sulphuric

acid, melts to a yellow liquid which solidifies on cooling to a white,

fibrous mass, and is decomposed by water, forming mercuric iodide and
the tribasic mercury sulphate, 3HgO,2S03.
By the prolonged action of saturated solutions of mercuric sulphate

in sulphuric acid of different strengths on mercuric iodide, five differ-

ent double salts of mercuric sulphate and iodide can be obtained, the
compound HgI,,4HgS0^ crystallising with 15 or ISH^O from a

41 "1 per cent, solution of sulphuric acid ; the compound
HgI.3,(2SO3,3HgO),(SO.,HgO),10H,O

in brilliant, white needles from a 37 5 per cent, solution of sulphuric
acid; the compound Hgl2,2(2SO3,3HgO),10H2O in white, nodular,

crystalline masses from a 285 per cent, solution of sulphuric acid
;

the compound 2HgI„,3(2SO3,3HgO),10HoO in rose-coloured crystals

from a 16 6 per cent, solution of sulphuric acid ; and the comjxmnd
HgIj,(2S03,3HgO) in white crystals from a 9 per cent, solution
f sulphuric acid. M. A. W.

Preparation of Anhydrous Chlorides of the Rare Metals.
AMii.LK Mati(;non (Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1181—1183. Compare

Abstr., 1901, ii, 602 ; 1902, ii, 263, 505, 556 ; 1904, ii, 132, 340, 341
;

Muthmann and StUtzel, Abstr., 1900, ii, 142; Moissan, Abstr., 1900,
»i, 726).—The anhydrous chlorides of the rare metals can be obtained
readily, and in large quantity, by the action of a mixture of chlorine,
tnlphur chloride, and hydrogen chloride on the solid obtained by
evaporating at 134—140° the hydrochloric acid solution of the corre-
sponding oxide, and the following compounds have been prepared :

lanthanum chloride in colourless, transparent crystals ; neodymium
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chloride in clear, rose-coloured crystals
;
praseodymium chloride in

green, transparent crystals ; samarium chloride in pale yellow, trans-

parent ciystals ; and yttrium chloride in colourless, transparent

plates. M. A. W.

Arc Spectrum of Scandium and its Relation to Celestial

Spectra. Sir J. Norman Lockyer and F. E. Baxandall (Proc. Roy.
Soc, 1905, 538—545).—A complete list is given of the spandium lines

observed, those due to impurities (chiefly cerium, thorium, and
ytterbium) being eliminated by comparison with the spectra of all the

chemical elements available at Kensington. The number of lines in

the solar spectrum which undoubtedly correspond with scandium lines

is greater than the number ascribed to scandium by Rowland. The
authors find that of the 23 scandium lines of intensity 6 or above, 18

occur in the solar spectrum, 3 ax"e doubtfully present, and 2 appear to

be absent. The scandium lines which occur in the chromospheric

spectrum, although not so numerous as those in the solar spectrum,

are of considerably greater prominence. It is quite probable that the

stronger scandium lines occur also in the spectra of stars resembling

the sun. J. C. P.

Europium and its Ultra-violet Spectrum. Sir William
Orookes {Proc. Roy. Soc, 1905, 74, 550—551).—The author has

photographed the spectrum of europium from the oxide prepared by

Urbain (see Abstr., 1904, ii, 340). The photographs show that this

europia contains gadolinium, yttrium, lanthanum, and calcium.

J. C. P.

Manganese Chromates. Max Groger [Zeit. anorg. Cliein., 1905,

44, 453—468).—The author has examined the precipitates obtained

by the action of sodium chromate on manganous chloride under different

conditions of concentration and temperature. The composition of these

precipitates vai'ies, owing to the change undergone by the manganous
chromate first formed, which probably decomposes according to the

equation 3MnCr04 ^ Cr2(Mn03)3 + OrOg.

Potassium manganous chromate, 'K^QvO^,^hi.QvO^,^T1^0, prepared

by the gradual addition of an Njl solution of manganous chloride to a

4iV solution of potassium chromate, sepai\ates in reddish-brown prisms.

When more dilute potassium chromate is used, the precipitate obtained

is not uniform. Chromic manganite, CrgOgjSMnOg, appeared to be

formed in certain cases.

Different products are obtained by the action of ammonium
chromate on manganous chloride according to the conditions employed.

A. McK.

Structure of Hardened Steel. W. A. Kurbatoff (/. Rma,
Rhys. Chem. Soc, 1904, 36, 1524—1539, and 1905, 37, 169—180).—
The usual reagent employed for etching polished steel surfaces to show

their structure is a 5 per cent, alcoholic solution of either picric or

nitric acid, by which the sorbite constituents are rendered dark, while

the martensite and austenite remain pale. The author has

1
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experiments to discover reagents which will distinguish between
martensite and austenite and bring out other details of structure.

The results obtained show that the rapidity of the action on steel of

solutions of nitric or picric acid in different solvents is proportional

to the degree of association of the molecule of the solvent, or the

degree of electrolytic dissociation of the dissolved substance. Nitro-

compounds take part in the formation of the layer conditioning the

colouring, which has a complex structure. The most sensitive reagents

for distinguishing the constituents of complex steels are : (1) a 4 per

'^*^nt. solution of nitric acid of sp. gr. about 1-3 in zsoamyl alcohol, and

- ; a 20 per cent, solution of concentrated hydrochloric acid in isoamyl

licohol mixed with one-third of its volume of a saturated solution of

nitroaniline in alcohol. With troostite-sorbite mixtures, the best

results are obtained with either (1) a mixture in equal volumes of a

4 per cent, solution of nitric acid in acetic anhydride, methyl alcohol,

ethyl alcohol, and woamyl alcohol, or (2) 3 volumes of a saturated

solution of nitrophenol mixed with 1 volume of a 4 per cent, solution

of nitric acid in alcohol.

The hardness of austenite is not the same in all specimens and does

not remain constant in any one specimen. During annealing, marten-
site and austenite are transformed into plates of cementite containing

troostite within them, whilst above 350° troostite and cementite

change into ferrite and cementite, the quantity of the last-named
increasing. Austenite, martensite, troostite, and troostite-sorbite may
occur in the form of identical pseudo-crystals. All possible forms of

transition between troostite, sorbite, troostite-sorbite, martensite,

austenite, ic, have been found to exist.

The paper is accompanied by micro-photographs. T. H. P.

Colloidal Ferric Hydroxide. II. Influence of Ammonium
Chloride. A. V. Dumansky {J. Russ. Phys. Chein. Soc, 1905, 37,
213— 220. Compare this vol., ii, 37).—Conductivity measurements
of mixtures in various proportions of colloidal ferric hydroxide
solution and ammonium chloride solution show that in these mixed
solutions the ammonium chloride distributes itself between two
solvents, namely, water and the molecules of the colloid. T. H. P.

Cobalt Chloride. William Oechsner de Coninck (Bull. Acad.
toy. Bely., 1905, 7, 51. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 741 and 821).—
The violet-coloured liquid produced by the exposure of a solution of

eobalt chloride in ethylene glycol to sunlight absorbs less light than
the initial red solution, the diminution being in the ratio 1 : 0'6.

The violet solution regains its original red colour when removed
from the light or when the solvent is distilled off. T. A. H.

Cobaltic [Fluoride]. Giuseppe Barbieri and Filippo Calzolari
llti Ii. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, i, 464—465).—When a satur-
ted solution of cobaltous fluoride in fuming hydrofluoric acid (40 per
ent.) is subjected to electrolysis in a platinum dish which serves as
tio anode, and using a platinum wire cathode and an anode current

J'-nsity of about 1 ampere per sq. dm., cobaltic Jluoride, C0F3, is
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deposited as a green powder which does not redissolve when the
current is stopped. The salt remains unchanged for several days in

a desiccator, but in the air it gradually becomes grey and then
red in colour. It is soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid,

giving a brown solution which becomes green on dilution, whilst the
addition of a few drops of water to the salt blackens it owing to the

separation of cobaltic hydroxide. Its solution in sulphuric acid turns
red when gently heated, or on the addition of a reducing agent such as

alcohol, a nitrite, or a salt of hydroxylamine or hydrazine ; hydrogen
peroxide reduces the solution instantaneously.

Electrolysis of the corresponding nickel fluoride under similar

conditions does not yield a nickelic fluoride. T. H. P.

Electrolytic Chromium. I. Hector R. Carveth and W. Roy
MoTT {J. Physical Chem., 1905, 9, 231—256).—The work of previous
observers is briefly reviewed and the possible reactions during
electrolysis are considered. It was found that in a solution con-

taining 100 grams of metal per litre at a temperature of about 21°,

with a current density of about 50 amperes per square decimetre, the

efficiency slowly increased until a constant value of about 30 per

cent, was reached. The author considers this to be due to the
formation of chromous chloride and that this is necessary for the

efficient elecLrolysis. Subsequent experiments showed that the

bubbling of air caused a groat decrease in the efficiency. Rise of

temperature may also cause a marked decrease of efficiency owing
probably to the increased rate of oxidation of the chromous salt.

Variation of the anode liquid was also found to cause considerable

alteration in the electrolysis, and high efficiencies were obtained with
ammonium hydroxide as anolyte ; this effect of the anolyte is most
probably due to diffusion into the cathode chamber. L. M. J.

Solid Solutions of Indifferent Gases in Uranium Oxide.
VoLKMAR KoHLSCHUTTER and K. VoGDT (Her., 1905, 38, 1419— 1430).

—Hydroxylamine uranate, U04H2(NH30)2,H20, prepared by the

addition of hydroxylamine hydrochloride to the orange precipitate

produced by alkalis in sokitions of uranyl salts, forms well character-

ised, yellowish-green crystals. When slowly heated at 125°, it

decomposes into water and ammonia, which pass away, and into

nitrogen and nitrous oxide, which remain practically entirely dissolved

in the uranic acid, and escape on dissolving the residue in dilute

acids. Uranium oxide only exercises this power of retaining in-

different gases so long as it contains traces of water, the real solvents

being hydrates of uranium trioxide. It is suggested that the water

present plays an important part in the letention of such gases as

helium in uranium minerals. E. E. A.

Two Double Sulphates of Uranyl. William Oechsner de
CoNiNC'K and Ciiauvenkt {Ikdl. Acad. roy. Bdg., 1905, 7, 50. Compare
Abstr., 1904, ii, 821, and this vol., ii, 254).—When a mixture of

uranic hydrate with potassium hydi'ogen sulphate is compressed by

Spring's process (Abstr., 1904, ii, 472), Ebelmen's salt,

K2SO„UOjS04,2H,0,
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is obtained, and this, on recrystallisation, furnishes the more hydrated

salt, K2SO^,U0.2SO^,3H20. The corresponding trihydrat^d form of

ammonium uranyl sulphate was also obtained by crystallisation from a

solution of ammonium and uranyl sulphates. T. A. H.

Caesium Uranyl Sulphate. William Oechsxer de Coninck
{Bull. Acad. roy. Belg., 1905, 7, 94. Compare preceding abstract).

—

This salt was prepared by crystallisation from an aqueous solution

containing molecular proportions of cjesium and uranyl sulphates. It

has the formula Cs^SO^,U02SO^,2H20. T. A. H.

Crystallisation of Tin and Zinc by the Electrolysis of their

Salts. A. V. Saposchxikoff {J. Buss. Phys. Cheni. Soc, 1905, 37,
153—156).—Crystallised tin may be obtained in a compact form, in

which it can be readily removed from the bath and examined, in the

following manner. A clean sheet of glass, resting on two pieces of

glass rod in a flat photographic dish, is covered with stannous chloride

solution, a piece of copper wire serving as anode and a piece of tin, at

a distance of 10—15 cm., as cathode. On passing through the solution

the current from a couple of accumulators, crystallised tin Ijegins to

deposit at the point of contact of the copper wire with the glass, and
forms long, straight rods from which numerous branches jut out at

right angles.

Crystalline zinc may be obtained in a similar way fi'om its chloride

or sulphate, the ciystals obtained being, like those of tin, convenient
for examination under the microscope. Photographs of the crystals of

the two metals are given. T. H, P.

New Series of Isomorphous Salts. Italo Bellucci and
Nicola Pabravano {Atti B. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, i, 457—463.
Compare Miolati and Bellucci, Abstr., 1900, ii, 732, and 1901, ii, 246

;

Bellucci, Abstr., 1902, ii, 267 ; 1903, ii, 155, and 1904, ii, 180 ; Bellucci

and Parravano, Abstr., 1904, ii, 822 and 823, and this vol.-, ii, 40).—
That the stannates, plumbates, and platinates are isomorphous is shown
by the following crystallographic measurements of the potassium salts

made Ijy Zambonini : These potassium salts all crystallise in the
rhomVjohedral svstem. For potassium stannate, Sn(0H)^K2 [a : c =
1:1-9588; a='70°0'44"] ; for i>otassium plumbate, Pb(0H)^K2
[a :c= 1 : 1-9514 ; a = 70'n0'26"] ; for potas.sium platinate, Pt(OH)rtK.,

La:c=l : 1-9952; a = 69°ll'4"]. T. H. P.

Thorium. Ciiables Baskerville {Ber., 1905, 38, 1444).—In con-
nection with Meyer and Gumperz' criticisms (this vol., ii, 257) of

the author'.s work (A.bstr., 1902, ii, 85 ; 1904, ii, 663), attention
is drawn to the need for carefully following the original directions.

J. J. S.

Complex Compounds of Quinquevalent Vanadium with
Quadrivalent Elements. Wiliiklm Prandtl [with Fkitz Listig]
{Jin:, 1 'J05, 38, 1 :{U5— 1 3

1

0).—VaH(tdiseleniou8 acid, 3V20.,4Se02,4HjO,
is formed by boiling vanadium pentoxitle with selenious acid in aqueous
solution

; on cooling, it separates as a yellowish-red, crystalline, doubly
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refracting powder, consisting of small, golden leaflets, containing
6H0O, if obtained from a solution containing an excess of selenious

acid or if evaporated with hydrochloric acid, or IOH.,0 if prepared
from equal weights of vanadium pentoxide and selenium dioxide ; the
water of crystallisation is driven off at 100°.

Two series of vanadiselenites are obtained : red salts, by boiling

equal weights of vanadium pentoxide and selenium dioxide together in

water, adding sufficient aqueous alkali hydroxide to form a clear,

slightly alkaline solution, and acidifying with acetic acid
;
yellow salts,

formed in the same manner from 1 part by weight of vanadium pent-

oxide with 10 parts by weight of selenium dioxide.

Red ammonium vanadiselenite, 6V205,5SeO<„4(NH^)20,13H20,
crystallises in large, glistening, daik red, almost opaque, doubly
refracting cubes, is slightly soluble in water, and decomposes when
boiled with water. Red potassium vanadiselenite,

6V205,5Se02,4K20,13H20,
forms spherical aggregates of dark red crystals, or, when air-dried, a red

powder consisting of doubly refracting needles.

Yellow ammonium vanadiselenite, 3V205,6Se02,3(NH4)20,2H20,
forms small, yellow, doubly refracting needles with parallel extinction.

Yellow potassium vanadiselenite, 3V205,6Se02,3K20, forms a yellow,

crystalline powder. G. Y.

Precipitation of Gold in the Crystalline Form. Robert Dykes
{Chem. Neivs, 1905, 91, 180).—Crystals of gold have been obtained

from a combined solution of uranium nitrate and auric chloride in

ether by concentrating, then adding water, and again concentrating, but

sometimes amorphous gold forms and then the crystals are only

obtained after the further addition of auric chloride to the filtered solu-

tion, followed by evaporation. Crystals of gold have also been deposited

from a solution of auric chloride kept in the dark for some days in a

sealed tube. The crystals are isometric and exhibit the usual properties

of gold. I>. A. L.

Colloidal Metals of the Platinum Series. I. Alexander
GuTBiER and G. Hofmeier {J. pn\ Chem., 1905, [ii], 71, 358—365.

Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 81 ; 1904, ii, 414; this vol., ii, 24, 327).—
Stable liquid hydrosols of platinum, palladium, and iridium are

obtained by reduction with hydrazine hydrate of very dilute solutions

of salts of these metals in presence of gum arable. These hydrosols,

after dialysis, can be filtered and concentrated to a certain extent by

warming ; they are stable towards light, but are decomposed when
shaken with barium sulphate or animal charcoal. The solid hydrosols

obtained by evaporation over sulphuric acid in a vacuum are com-

pletely soluble in warm water. G. Y.

Absorption of Oxygen by Platinum. Richard Lucas {Zeit.

Elektrocliem., 1905, 11, 182—185).—A tube of quartz was filled with

platinum gauze, exhausted, and filled with pure oxygen. When tlie

tube is heated to a constant temperature, the pressure of the oxygen

diminishes. The absorption begins at 615° and increases in rapidity up
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to 1000°, after which it again diminishes. . The platinum gaiize used

contained about 5 per cent, of iridium. It was found that perfectly

pure platinum does not absorb oxygen at all ; the action is therefore

due to the iridium. T. E.

Palladium. Carl Paal and Coxrad Amberger [Ber., 1905, 38,
1388—1394).—According to Jannasch and Bettges (Abstr., 1904, ii,

519, 594), the product obtained by the reduction of palladium salts with

hydrazine sulphate and subsequent ignition is a mixture of oxides. It

is here shown that palladium salts are reduced to metallic palladium

by hydrazine either in alkaHue or in acid solution (compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 180), the product obtained being entirely soluble in aqua regia.

The oxide found in Jannasch's experiments is formed during the ignition

of the precipitate in the air. E. F. A.

Palladium Hydride. Carl Paal and Conrad Amberger {Ber.,

1905, 38, 1394— 1397).—The behavioiu- towards hydrogen of palladium
black, prepared either by reducing the chloride with hydrogen or

with hydrazine sulphate in acid or alkaline solution, was studied by
heating the metal at 110° in a stream of hydrogen and subsequently

keeping it at - 10° in an atmosphere of hydrogen. The palladium
hydride was then heated in a stream of carbon dioxide, a specially

devised apparatus being employed to prevent the access of air, and the

amount of hydrogen eliminated was measured. The results show that

the amount of hydrogen occluded is greatly increased by cooling to

- 10°. Palladium hydride preparations rich in hydrogen are pyro-

phoric. E. F. A.

Colloidal Metals of the Platinumi Group. II. Carl Paal and
Conrad Amberger {Ber., 1905, 38, 1398—1405. Compare Abstr., 1904,
ii, 180).—Colloidal palladium is prepared by passing a current of hydro-
gen through a solution of sodium protalbate and palladium chloride

at 60°. After dialysis, the solution i.s evaporated on the water-bath
and the residue dried in a vacuum. Colloidal palladium hydride may
be prepared by heating the solid palladium hydrosol in a stream of

liydrogen at either 60° or 110°, preferably at the higher temperature.

The product lo.ses its hydrogen when heated in carbon dioxide at
130— 140% at which temperature the sodium protalbate present in the

preparation is still uudecomposed. The residue of palladium still

forms a colloidal solution with water. E. F. A.

Rendering Active of Hydrogen by Colloidal Palladium.
Carl Paal and Conrad Amberger {Her., 1905,38, 1400— 1409).

—

Colloidal platinum, dissolved in water, brings about the conversion into

aniline of nitrobenzene in alcoholic solution, through which hydrogea
is passed. The amount of aniline formed varies greatly with the
temjjerature and the amount and age of the palladium preparation
useti. In presence of palladium hydrogel, or of palladium black, aniline

is not formed. E. F. A.

Influence of Temperature and Pressure on the Absorption
and Diffusion of Hydrogen in Palladium. Adolf Winkelmann
(Ann. Blujsik, 1905, [iv], 16, 773—783).—A critical examination of

VOL. Lxxxviii. ii. 28
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Schmidt's work (Abstr., 1904, ii, 312). The author considers that his

earlier experiments, which led him to the assumption of the dissocia-

tion of the hydrogen molecules (Abstr., 1902, ii, 552), cannot be inter-

preted merely by reference to adsorption, as suggested by Schmidt.

J. C. P.

Mineralogical Chemistry.

Behaviour of Pennsylvanian Naphtha and its Products
towards Polarised Light. M. A. Rakusin {J. Jiuss. Phys. Chem.
Soc, 1905, 37, 221—223. Compare Abstr., 1904, i, 641, and this

vol., ii, 328).—Pennsylvanian naphtha and its distillation products

exhibit slight optical activity, a fact which points to the organic origin

of the naphtha. The residue, non-volatile at 250° under the ordinary

pressure, has a rotation three times as great as that of the oi'iginal

naphtha. T. H. P.

[Martite from Mexico.] Oliveu C. Farrington [Field Columbian
Museum, Chicago, Geol. Ser., 1904, 2, 197—228).—In a paper on the

geology and geography of the State of Durango is given a description

of the Cerro Mercado, a mountain of iron-ore situated close to the city

of Durango. The ore consists mainly of haematite, which varies con-

siderably in character, being hard or soft, red or black, specular or

earthy ; cavities in the ore are usually lined with crystals of martite.

These crystals are unmodified octahedra of an iron-black colour ; the

colour of the streak is cherry-red, and none of the powder is attracted

by a magnet. A polished surface shows that the crystals are not

homogeneous, there being enclosures in the form of red, triangular

patches or irregular spots. The following analysis of crystals, by
H. W. Nichols, shows that they consist of hcematite, 90*12, limonite,

8*35, and pyrites, 1'29 per cent.

FegOs.
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agrees with the iisual formula, (Ca,Na2,Fe,Mn).,Sb.,0-. The mineral

contains more manganese and less iron than the Swedish atopite.

Sb,05.
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laths shred from the mass ; as shown by analyses Til and IV, this
material is not uniform in composition, and it consists largely of a
mixture of schreibersite and rhabdite together with kamacite.
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centage varies inversely as the atmospheric pressure, so that the carbon

dioxide pressure remains constant, whilst the oxygen pressure varies

widely ; this no longer holds when the oxygen pressure in the air falls

below 13 per cent, of an atmosphere.

The respiratory centre is very sensitive to any rise in the alveolar

carbon dioxide pressure, a rise of 0'2 per cent, being sufficient to

double the amount of alveolar ventilation during rest. When the

oxygen pressure in the inspired air falls below about 1 3 per cent, of an
atmosphere, the respiratory centre begins to be excited by want of

oxygen, and the alveolar carbon dioxide pressure begins to fall ; but

in more ordinary circumstances it is the carbon dioxide pressure in

the arterial blood (which will vary with that in the alveolar air) which
determines the activity of the respiratory centre. During work, for

instance, the alveolar carbon dioxide pressure goes up slightly, and the

lung ventilation is consequently much increased. Determinations of

the tidal air in a number of people by a method in which the whole

body except the head is placed in a plethysmograph gave numbers
much in excess of those found by Hutchinson, and liter by Marcet,

being 500 c.c. or more. The respiratory " dead space " is about

30 per cent, of this. The amount of air breathed per minute and
per unit of body weight during rest varies widely in the same
individual, and still more widely in different individuals.

Apncea depends on a fall of the carbon dioxide pressure in the

respiratory centre to below the threshold exciting value, the oxygen
pressure being at the same time sufficiently high not to excite the

centre. If the inspired air contains enough carbon dioxide to prevent
the fall below this threshold, even a short apnoea cannot be produced.

In man under normal conditions it is therefore unnecessary to assume
the existence of a true vagus apncea. "VV. D. H.

Investigations on the Circulation in Man. Adolf Loewy and
H. VON ScHRuTTER {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1172— 1173; from Zeit. exp.

Path. Ther., 1, 197—311).—The following conclusions relate to man.
The elasticity of the lung tissue is so complete that withdrawal of the

air from closed portions does not alter their volume. Such closure does

not alter the amount of oxygen in the blood ; in the closed alveoli, the

tension of the gases approaches that in venous blood (oxygen 5 '3,

carbon dioxide 6, and nitrogen 89 per cent.). The venous blood is

60—65 per cent, saturated with oxygen ; about 34 per cent, of the
arterial oxygen is used by the tissues, that is, 6*5 c.c. per 100 litres of

blood. A number of interesting figures relating to the amount of

blood are given, and to the work of the heart. The duration of a
complete circulation is given as 72 seconds ; the output of each heart
beat 55 c.c, or 1/84 of the total blood volume ; the daily work of the
heart 10,000 metre-kilograms, or 3'6 per cent, of the day's energy.
At least 139 c.c. of blood pass the coronary circulation per minute, or
about 7 times as much as in the rest of the resting parts of the body.

W. D. H.

Contractility of Intracranial Vessels. Wimielm WiEcnowsKi
(C7**m. Centr., 1905, i, 1040 ; Arch. exp. Path. Pharm., 52, 389—428).—
In aniemic, but not in normal animals, antipyrin increases the tone of
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the intracranial blood-vessels. Certain analgesics appear to act on the
heat- regulatory centre as well as on the vasomotor centre which
controls the intvacrani^il vessels ; both centres are placed in the corpus
striatum. W. D. H.

Spectroscopy of Normal Blood and of Crystalline Oxy-
haemoglobin. A. Yila and M. Piettre {Bull. Soc. chim., 1905, [iii],

33, 505—510. Compare this vol., i, 399).—By using tubes from 10
to 50 cm. long in place of the glass dishes of small dimensions usually
employed in spectroscopic observations of blood, the authors have ob-

served, in addition to the two well-known bands in the green, the exist-

ence of an absorption band (\ = 634) in the red, with solutions of fresh

blood in distilled water, and also with dilute aqueous solutions of

various specimens of oxyhsemoglobin prepared from the blood of

different animals. In the case of oxyhsemoglobin from the blood of

the guinea-pig, the same absorption band was also shown by a
preparation of the crystals. This absorption band appears to be iden-

tical with that generally associated with the presence of metbiemo-
globin, which has so far been supposed to occur only in blood which
has undergone change. With preparations of blood suspended in

isotonic solutions, only the two bands in the green were observed. It

is possible, therefore, that the red absorption band becomes associated

with the colouring matter only when it has escaped from the corpuscle.

T. A. H.

Effect of Acids upon Blood. C. E. Ham and Hermann Baleau
(/. Physiol., 1905, 32, 312—318).—In the conversion of oxyhtemo-
globin into acid hsematin by the action of acids, half the amount of re-

placeable oxygen, as obtained by the ferricyanide method, is liberated.

Methajmoglobin is not an intermediate stage in the conversion. Other

proteids can replace globin in the oxyha;moglobin molecule. If

ammonium sulphide is added to hpemin prepared by Schalfeeff's method,

hfemochromogen is formed; if globin or egg-white is added, hjemo-

globin is regenerated. The action of acid is to resolve the combination

between oxygen and globin, and to combine with the globin, forming

acid albumin and liberating free oxygen. On this hypothesis, oxy-

hajmoglobin has the formula 01Fe(CjgH,50N2).,*0*G, where G represents

the globin group. The two oxygen atoms are linked to iron, but not

in the same way, one being more firmly united. This is what one

would expect from its chemical behaviour towards strong and weak
acids. W. D. H.

Effect of Phosphorus on the Coagulation of Blood. Origin

of Fibrinogen. Mauhice Doyon, Albert Morel, and N, Kareff
{Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 800—801).—Poisoning by phosphorised oil

produces in dogs fatty degeneration of the liver, the disappearance of

fibrinogen from the blood-plasma, and incoagulability of the blood.

In the cock, these effects do not occur. The lo.->s in fibrinogen varies

with the intensity of the fatty degeneration ; the changes in the blood

are secondary to those in the liver. W. D. H.
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Reduction of Oxyhsemoglobin. Kaphael Lupine and Boulud
(Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 993—995).—Anaemia, anesthetics, and
microbial infections, especially with Staphylococcus, increase the time

required for the reduction of the oxyhfemoglobin of the blood with

ferrous sulphate to twice or thrice the normal. The observations were
made on dogs and men. W. D. H.

Natural Nourishment of Infants. Max Eubxee and Otto
Heubner {Chem. Cent/'., 1905, i, 1172 ; from Zeit. exp. Path. Ther., 1,

1—25).—A metabolism research on a boy 5| months old. On mother's

milk (1-99 grams nitrogen, of which 1"63 was of proteid origin,

37'7 grams fat, and 80"5 lactose per diem), it put on daily, on the

average, 0"4:6 gram of nitrogen. The carbon intake was insuffi-

cient, but in spite of this the child increased in weight at the rate of

83 grams a day, of which the nitrogen only accounted for 10 grams,
allowing for the loss of carbon ; water in the main accounted for the

remainder. Of the total energy, the proteid in the diet accounted for

5 per cent. The small amount of proteid necessary is noteworthy.
The child was extraordinarily active and cried much. Important
conclusions are deduced concerning infants' diet, and nutrition in

general. In different children, from 91 to 94 per cent, of mothers'

milk is utilised. W. D. H.

Behaviour of Salt Solutions in the Stomach. Erkst Otto
{Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1037 ; from Arch. exp. Path. Pharm., 52,
370—388).—Whether the stomach plays the part of a protective organ
against the introduction of saline solutions of varying strength into

the intestine, was investigated on dogs with duodenal fistula. Its

action in this direction is quite unimportant. In fact hypotonic or

hypertonic solutions are never rendered isotonic, the solutions passing

far too rapidly through the stomach. W. D. H,

Concentration of Hydrogen Ions in Pure Gastric Juice, and
its Relation to Electrical Conductivity and Acidity. The
Influence of the Alkaline Earths on the Reaction of Animal
Fluids. Paul Fraenckel {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1171; from Zeit.

exp. Path. Ther., 1, 431—438, 439—445).—The concentration of

hydrogen ions in the gastric juice obtained from dogs by Pawloff's

metho<l is measured by the electrical method. It varies within com-
paratively narrow limits around 0'\N. It is raised by injection of

pilocarpine. The amount of hydrochloric acid approaches that obtained
by titi-ation with Congo red as indicator. The juice always contains

proteid. Examination of gasti'ic juice from children led to the same
results.

A small increase in hydrogen ions is produced by neutral salts of

the alkaline earths. W, D. II.

Influence of Different Proteids, Asparag^ne, and Lecithin
in Nitrogenous Metabolism. W. Voltz {I'jliigers Archiv, 1905,

107, 360—415, 415—425).—The nitrogen of paranuclein is better

absorbed than that of serum albumin, but the latter substance leads

to a greater putting on of nitrogen in the body. Asparagine is not
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entirely absorbed, but some is found in the feces ; it is of little value

in itself in producing an increase of proteid in the body. If it is

given with paranuclein, the proteid metabolism is much increased ; in

the case of casein and asparagine, this is markedly so ; the increase is

less when asparagine is given with serum albumin. Proteid metabolism
is favoured by the administration of lecithin ; this is attributed to the

phosphorised constituent of the molecule. In the same individual on
the same diet, considerable variations in proteid metabolism are

noticeable. W. D. H.

The Pancreas and Glycolysis. Richakd Olaus and Gustav
Embden {Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 6, 343—348. Compare
Abstr., 1904, ii, 179).—A second polemical paper against Cohnheim.

W. D. H.

Spleen and Pancreas. II. Oscar Prym {PJliiger's Archiv, 1905,

107, 599—620).—The theory originated by Schitf and supported,

among others, by Herzen and Bellamy, that the spleen forms some
substance necessary for the transformation of the pancreatic

trypsinogen into trypsin, receives no support from the present

experiments carried out with infusions of the two organs. A favour-

able result on pancreatic activity does often follow admixture with

spleen infusion, but this is no specific influence of the spleen ; it is

due to dilution and to bacterial activity, the boric acid used by
Herzen as an antiseptic not being an efficient one. W. D. H.

Proteolytic Products of the Splenic Enzyme acting in an
Alkaline Medium. E. Provan Cathcart (,/. P/njsiol., 1905, 32,
299—304).—The proteolytic enzyme in the spleen {lieno-fi-jyrotease),

which acts in an acid medium, has been investigated by Leathes

(Abstr., 1902, ii, 615). The present research relates to lieno-a-protease,

the enzyme active in an alkaline medium. The following products

were isolated : histidine, inactive arginine, lysine, tyrosine, leucine,

alanine, aminovaleric acid, pyrrolidine-2-carboxylic acid, glutamic

acid, phenylalanine, and ammonia, Aspartic acid was probably also

present. Tryptophan was not isolated, although there was a well-

marked glyoxylic reaction. The main differences from what Leathes

found are (1) the nature of the arginine (Leathes found the optically

active variety)
; (2) the proportion of aspartic and glutamic acids

(Leathes found more of the former). W. D. H.

Proteid Decomposition and Acidosis in Extreme Hunger.
TiiEODOR Brugscii {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1173— 1174; from ^eit. exp.

Paili. Ther., 1, 419—430).—The observations were made on Succi, the

fasting man. The fast lasted 31 days; during the last 10 days there

were signs of acidosis. The urea output was lessened, that of ammonia
increased ; the urine contained considerable quantities of ^-hydroxy-

butyric acid ; this, with acetoacetic acid and acetone, is considered to

originate from the fat of the body, for in a woman in a reduced con-

dition owing to an oesophageal tumour, there was no ti-ace of acidosis.
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The purine substances tend to fall to a value below that found during a

purine-free diet. The phosphoric acid excretion indicates that more

muscular proteid and less bone substance disintegrate than in earlier

researches and in other fasting men. W. D. H.

Differences in Staining Reaction of Living and Dead
Protoplasm. Vladislav Ruzicka [FJliigers Archiv, 1905, 107,

497—534).—Mosso has introduced a diffei-ential stain for dead and

living protoplasm, and Rhumbler uses the same reagent, methyl-green.

In the present research, a mixture of neutral-red and methyl ene-blue

is recommended, and full histological insti'uctions are given for its use.

As a result of numerous observations on various kinds of cells, animal

and vegetable, it is proved that the staining with red is a sign of life,

with the blue a sign of death. Some theoretical deductions concerning

the nature of the reaction are entered into, the main outcome of

which is that two different i-educing groups exist in the protoplasm,

but it is admitted that no complete explanation can be forthcoming

until more is known of the chemistry of protoplasm. W. D. H.

Basophil Granules in Nerve. J. S. Macdonald (Proc. Physiol.

Soc, 1905, xxxvii—xxxviii ; J. Physiol., 32).—In nerve fibres stained

l)y " neutral red," minute, stained granules are thickly deposited in the

vicinity of an injury, and coarse granules develop in the neighbouring

portion of the axis cylinder at irregular intervals of its length, but at

intervals of time proportional to the distances between the granules.

In cooled frogs, these granules are yellow, and some disappear. In
warmed frogs, they are red and more permanent. The cooled nerve

fibre thus appears to be alkaline, the warmed acid. This may be

interpreted as (1) distinction between active and resting nerve ; but
attempts to change the reaction by stimulation have failed

; (2) as due
to the different reaction of the muscles from among which the nerve was
removed ; or (3) as due to a change in the partition of acids and bases

owing to the difference in temperature. The granules are either a
precipitation of the dye, stained coagula of proteid, or a combination
of the two. The appearances are similar to those depicted by
Macallum in his microchemical test for potas.sium salts (this vol.,

ii, 270). By his method, potassium salts may be detected wherever the

axis cylinder is injured, which otherwise esciipe detection. At an
injured spot, the axis cylinder seems to separate into a central coagu-
lated albuminous core, and an outer solution of salts. The injury

current can only be explained as a consequence of diffusion at the site

of injury ; this could be reduced, balanced, or reversed by alterations

in the medium into which diffusion occurs ; but the solutions necessary
to balance the injury were found to be so extraordinarily concentrated
as to diminish the trust to be placed on the significance of the fact.

The microscopical evidence now adduced shows that a salt solution of
great concentration is found at the injured .spot. Should such evidence
bear critical examination, importjvnt conclu.sions may be drawn a.s to
the chemical constitution of the axis cylinder. W. D. H.
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Alcohol and Acetone in the Tissues and Fluids of the
Body. F. Maignon {ComjJt. rend., 1905, 140, 1063—1065,
1124—1126).—Small quantities of alcohol and acetone Avere found in

all the tissues and in the blood and urine. These are produced during
life. They are oxidised with the formation first of acetic acid, and
finally carbon dioxide and water. They are considered to originate

from dextrose. W. D. H.

Acetone-formation in the Body. II. Giuseppe Satta {Beitr.

chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 6, 376—391).—The research relates to sub-

stances which act inhibitively on acetone formation ; they were found
to be galactose, laevulose, glycerol, tartaric acid, lactic acid, and citric

acid ; malonic acid does not act in this way. A discuj^sion on the

explanation of these results follows. Acetone-formation is believed to

occur in the organs not in the alimentary tract. W. D. H.

Variations in Dextrose, Glycogen, Fat, and Albumin in

the Course of the Metamorphoses in the Silk-worm.
C. Yaney and F. Maignon {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1192—1195).
—The variations in sugar, glycogen, fat, and albumin in the course of

the metamorphoses of the silk-worm are given ; for instance, during

silk formation there is a great increase in albumin and glycogen.

W. D. H.

Animal Lactase. H. Bierry {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1122.

Compare Abstr., 1904, i, 840).—Negative attempts to confirm the

conclusions of Weinland (Abstr., 1900, ii, 93; 1901, ii, 30) and of

Bainbridge (Abstr., 1904, ii, 424). W. D. H.

Philo-catalase and Anti-catalase in Animal Tissues. Fr.

Battelli and Mlle. L. Stern {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1197— 1198.

Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 499).—Anti-catalase is the name given to a

"ferment" capable of destroying catalase in the presence of oxygen.

It occurs in many tissues, such as spleen, liver, and lung. In several

tissues and in the blood serum there exists still another substance

having the properties of a ferment and possessing the power of destroy-

ing anti-catalase, thus protecting catalase ; it is named philo-catalase.

W. D. H.

Acid Dyscrasia. Alexandre Desgrez and Mtj.e. Bl. Guende
{Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 882—884. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 193).—

From experiments on guinea-pigs, in which the urine was examined after

administration of various aromatic acids, the following conclusions are

drawn. The elaboration of proteid matter is diminished under the

influence of the dyscrasia produced by phenylpropionic acid and its

analogues. This occurs under the influence both of the saturated acids

and of acids containing an acetylenic linking. The amount of phosphoric

acid in the urine indicates a preponderating destruction of the phos-

phorised proteids in cellular nuclei. When the molecule has not all

its carbon atoms saturated, the result differs according as one uses an

ethyleuic or acetylenic union. The double uniou i" ginnai^iic acid,
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exercises a favourable influence, hindering the destruction produced by

the carboxylic compound, probably by giving origin to ethylenic oxide

in the metabolic process. The cells of the organism preserve for a

considerable time the new vital modality impressed on them by acid

dyscrasia. W. D. H.

The Distribution of Nitrogen in the Urine. Giuseppe Satta

{Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 6, 358—375).—In normal indi-

viduals taking no carbohydrate, the ammonia and purine nitrogen is

increased at the expense of the other substances which are precipitable

by phosphotungstic acid. In diabetes, there is always an increase in

the monoamino-acid fraction ; ammonia is increased, whilst the urea

is correspondingly diminished. In a dog without a pancreas, the urea

excretion remains normal, but the monoamino-acids increase.

W. D. H.

Precipitins and Anti-precipitins. P. Bermbach {PJluger's

Archiv, 1905, 107, 621—625, 626—629).—A number of observa-

tions are given regarding the amount of serum containing precipitin

which is necessary to cause precipitation in various normal sera, but

it is admitted that the observations are too scanty for the drawing of

general conclusions, except that evidence exists for the presence in

some circumstances of inhibitory materials or anti-precipitins.

W. D. H.

Toxins and Anti-toxins. I. Thouvald Madsen and L. Walbum.
II and III. Thorvald Madsex and Hideyo NoGUcni. IV. Thorvald
Madsen {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1264—1266; from Bull. Acad. Sci.

Lettres Damnmrk, 1904, 425—446, 447—456, 457—464; 1905,
1— 10).—I and II. Influence of Temjyerature on the Reaction Velocity.

—Arrhenius' formula for the influence of temperature on reaction

velocity does not hold for the haemolysis produced by alkalis ; the con-

stant diminishes with time, and at low temperatures =0. The law,

however, holds for various forms of agglutination, in certain cases with
some Variations for the action of acids on red corpuscles, but not for

the action of lecithin.

III. Saponiii-cliolesterol.—The action of saponin on the corpuscles is

believed to depend on the combination it forms with cholesterol ; this

is borne out by an examination of the dissociation curve of the com-
pound.

IV. TJie Poison of Botulism and its Antitoxin.—As in some other
cases where there is no direct relation l)etween quantity and action,

the neutralisjition point is difficult to determine. W. D. H.

Action of Calcium Permanganate on Tetanic and
Diphtheritic Toxins and on Tuberculin. J. Baui>kan [Compt.
rend., 1905, 140,884— 886).—Calcium permanganate not only destroys
the toxicity of alkaloids such as strychnine, but also that of t^tiinus

toxin, diphtheria toxin, and tuberculin. The products obtained all

contain calcium and manganese. W. D. H.
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Absorption of Chloroform in Later Stages of Anaesthesia.
Bertram J. Collingwood {Po-oc. Physiol. Soc, 1905, xxviii—xxx; J.

Physiol , 32).—In the early stages of ansesthesia, large amounts of
chloroform are absorbed. After a long period of anjesthesia, the
dosage of the drug being kept constant, the amount absorbed is nob
great. When the organism is fully saturated with the narcotic, a
very low percentage is necessary to maintain ansesthesia. The
numbers given relate to cats. An improved form of tonometer for

the estimation of chloroform is figured and described. W. D. H.

Poisonous Symptoms in Dogs with Eck's Fistula. C. J.

KoTHBERGER and Heinrich Winterberg {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1175
;

from Zeit. exp. Path. Ther., 1, 312— 359).—The workers of the St.

Peter:<burg school state that dogs with an Eck's fistula exhibit toxic

signs when meat, carbamic acid, ammonia, and glycine are given. In
the present research, no such results were obtained ; the dogs stand a
meat diet well. They are easily poisoned by strychnine given by the
mouth or subcutaneously, but are more resistant to tolylenediamine
than normal dogs, thus resembling dogs in which the spleen has been
extirpated. W. D. H.

Chemistry of Malignant Growths. III. Nucleo-histon as
a Constituent of Tumours. S. P. Beebe {Amer. J. Physiol., 1905,

13, 341—349).—A good method of separating nucleo-histon from
nucleo-proteid is that of Huiskamp and Bang, who precipitate the
former in neutral solutions by calcium chloride, , Bang obtained no
nucleo-histon from five fibro-sarcomas, but in a sixth case obtained a
substance from a sarcoma of the testis with the characters of lymph-
gland nucleo-histon. Nucleo-histon was not found in normal testis.

In the present research, fourteen tumours were examined, but the only
undoubted cases in which nucleo-hi,>ton was found were in the lymph-
glands. A difl&culty of the investigation is the occurrence of degenera-
tions in tumours, and nucleo-histon is easily changed by autolysis into

a condition which gives no precipitate with calcium chloride. The
general conclusion drawn is that nucleo-histon is not a common con-

stituent of tumours. Neuberg's work on the occuri-ence of pentose in

cancer is regarded as important and suggestive. W. D. H.

Action of Formic Acid on Tremors. E. Cli^ment {Coinpt.

rend., 1905, 140, 1198—1199. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 430).—The
increa.se of muscular tonus said to be the result of the administration

of formic acid led to its being given for tremors. It was given to a

woman aged sixty-five who had trembled for ten years, and to a man
aged seventy-two who had trembled for eighteen years. The result was
amelioration of the condition. W. D. H.

Treatment of Trypanosomiasis. A. I.averan (Compt. rend.,

1905, 140, 1081—1084. Compare this vol., ii, 272).—Fu. ther details

are given of the treatment of Trypanosoma ganibietise infections by
arseiiioiis acid and trypaii-red. The pre.sent research gives an account

of two monkeys cured liy this method. They had been infected with
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the parasite from a case of sleeping sickness. Three or four alternate

doses, with 8 or 10 days' intervals, of arsenious acid injected subcutane-

ously or intravenously, and trypan-red given in sufficient quantity to

redden the skin and the excretions, are sufficient. W. D. H.

Behaviour of Iodoform in the Body. Paul Mulzer {Chem.

Ceatr., 1905, i, 11 74:—1175 ; from Zeit. exp. Path. Ther., 1, 446—479).
—Iodoform was given by an oesophageal sound to rabbits. The iodine

mainly reappears in the urine as alkali iodide and iodate ; this excre-

tion lasts for 6 or 7 days ; the faeces contain only traces. About 60

per cent, of the iodine is thus found. Iodoform as such pas-ses neither

into the urine nor the expired air. Iodine is found also in the sweat and
hair. The lethal dose is 1—2 grams per rabbit. It acts as a narcotic

in dogs but not in rabbits. The toxic symptoms are respiratory with

convulsions and paralysis ; the reflexes are diminished, i^nd towards the

end the temperature sinks rapidly. Fatty degeneration is the most
marked post-mortem sign. W. D. H.

Pharmacology of Ethyl Salicylate. Elijah M. Houghton
(Amer. J. F/ii/sioL, 1905, 13, 331—340).—Ethyl salicylate is a colour-

less, volatile, slightly soluble, oily liquid with a pleasant characteristic

odour and taste. It is not an antiseptic. It has little or no local

iri-itant action. It is quickly absorbed from the stomach or subcu-

taneously and is rapidly excreted by the kidneys. It stimulates certain

nerve centres, producing in large doses frequent respiration and a

lowering of blood-pressure and cardiac activity. If pushed, the animal
dies from paralysis of the respiratory centre and diastolic standstill of

the heart ; this is due to the direct action of the drug on the muscular
tissue. Compared to the methyl compound, it is less toxic and pro-

duces less intestinal irritation. W. D. H.

Sense of Taste in Pharmacy and Pharmacology. Wilhelm
Sternberg {Chem. Centr, 1905, i, 1042; from Ber. deut. Pluirm. Ges.,

16, 36—45).—The effect of chemical composition on taste has been
investigated in the case of several drugs, but more especially for
" dulcin " and its homologues. ^p-Phenetolecarbamide,

0Et-CcH,-NH'C0-NH2,
//-anisolecarbamide, OMe*C^H^'NH*CO*NHo, the compound,

CoH,Me-NH-CO-NHj,
and a«-dimethylcarbamide, NMe.,*C0*NH2, have a sweet taste ; but
«-dimethylcarbamide, C0(NHMe)2, and «-/)-diphenetolecarbamide,

CO(NH'CgH^'OEt)o, are ta.steless. Similarly, carbamido-/^-phenosy-
acetic acid, COjH-UHj-O-C^H^-NH-CO-NHj, is without ta-ste, but the

ammonium salt of tolylenedioxamic acid, CgH^Me(NH*CO'CO.jH).^, is

intensely sweet. E. \V. W.

Action of Camphor on the Circulation. E. Seligmann {Chem.
Centr., 1905, i, 1039 ; from Arch. ejcp. Path. Pharm., 52, 333—345).
—Camphor in certain circumstances strengthens the heart-beat,

and induces regular beats in a surviving heart which exhibits fibril-

lary contractions. No certain action on the vaao-motor iue<-hanism

could be determined. W. D. H.
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Action of Camphor on the Frog's Heart poisoned with
Chloral Hydrate. A. Bohme {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1039—1040

;

from Arch. exp. Path. Fharm., 52, 346—369),—A frog's heart,

rendered slow-beating or even quiescent with chloral hydrate, is

rendered more active with camphor. Its use as a cardiac stimulant
is recommended. W. D. H.

Physiological Action of Synthetical Substances allied
to Adrenaline. Henry D. Dakin {Proc. Physiol. Soc, 1905,
xxxiv—xxxvi; J. Physiol., 32. Compare Proc, 1905, 21, 154).

—

Starting from catechol, it is possible to prepare a base with properties

similar to those of adrenaline. The stages are given in the following
formulae, the details being reserved for a later communication :

OH OH OH OH
/\0H CH,C1'C0,H /\0H ^H2Me /\oH I^V^
'

' P0CI3 L J '
'

' '

CO CO CH-OH
CH2CI CHa'NHMe CH,-NHMe

The foimula of the final product, which is Jowett's for adrenaline,

is given provisionally, for there are certain differences between the

new base and adienaline; for instance, the synthetical base is optically

inactive ; its salts, however, show all the reactions of those of

adrenaline, and its physiological activity is as great ; less than a

millionth of a gram will raise the blood-pressure. The intermediate

ketone (Friedmann's adrenalone) is not much more powerful physio-

logically than the chloroacetyl catechol from which it is prepared.

A number of allied substances have been prepared which may be
grouped chemically as follows :

I. The simplest member of the series C^Hg(OH)2*CO"CH2*NH.^.
II. Derivatives of the type C6H3(OH)2-CO-CH2'NHR.

(a) Where K is an aliphatic group.

(h) Where R is a mixed group, like benzyl.

(c) Where li is aromatic, like phenyl.

III. Derivatives of the type C«H3(OH)./CO-CH2-NR.,.
IV. Derivatives of the type C,.H3(OH)2"CO-CH,-NR3"OH.
Substances in classes I and lla produce a marked rise of blood-

pressure in doses of about 1 mg. per kilo, of body-weight, and on

reduction yield bases with the activity approximately of adrenaline.

Class 116 stands both chemicully and physiologically between these

and those in class lie. The latter cause fall of pressure, which may
be followed by a slight rise. The di-alkyl bases (Class III) have a

smaller action tlian those in class Ila ; their reduction products,

however, are very active. Only two members of class IV have been

examined, the trimothyl compound, which is very active, and the

phenyldimethyl compound, which is inactive.

Catechol itself, in doses of 2 mg. per kilo., causes a distinct rise in

blood-pressure ; the same is true for many of its simple derivatives

and homologues, for instance, protocatechuic acid, pyrogallol, kc.
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Substances in which the hydrogen of the phenol groups is replaced

are inactive. W. D. H.

Corydalis Alkaloids. Johannes Gadamer {Arch. Pharm., 1905,

243, 147—154).—The physiological action of these alkaloids has been

studied by Hans Meyer and Peters (Peters, Inaug. Diss., Marbui-g,

1904). With the exception of corytuberine, they all produce, in

frogs, a narcosis like that brought about by morphine, and have a

prejudicial effect on the action of the heart. It is possible that bulbo-

capnine may find an application as a narcotic in vivisection and in

veterinary practice, in the case of animals which are stimulated by
morphine. In other respects, the alkaloids in question fall into three

groups corresponding with their chemical differences (Abstr., 1902, i,

307) 3 those of the corydaline group produce paralysis of the spinal

cord ; those of the corycavine group stimulate the motor centres ; and
those of the bulbocapnine group cause an increased reflex action, at

any rate in frogs. C. F. B.

Fibrin Ferments in Snake Venom. Charles J. Martin
{/. Physiol., 1905, 32, 207—215).—The venom of various snakes
produces clotting in oxalate plasma, citrate plasma, fluoride plasma,

magnesium sulphate plasma, hydrocele fluid, and solutions of fibrinogen.

Hence the venom contains actual fibrin ferment ; the ferment is not

used up in the process, but the serum after clotting is still active in

promoting coagulation ; the ferment, however, if this is repeated often,

gradually disappears from adsorption by the successive crops of fibrin.

The small quantity of venom necessary to cause clotting is remarkable
;

the figures given show that this varies in different snake-venoms.
The ferment is destroyed at 75°, and dialyses slightly. The ferments,

however, are not identical. The serum of a horse immunised against
one venom contains an anti-ferment against the clotting ferment in

that venom, but not necessarily in other venoms. A very simple
time-relationship was found in investigating the velocity of reaction,

namely, that amount of ferment and coagulation tissue are inversely

proportional. W. D. H.

Spear Poison of the Cameroons. Ludwig Brieger and
M. Krause {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1171—1172; from Zeit. e.rp. Path.
Thir., 1, 93—97).—The spears used in elephant hunting are covered
with a poison obtained from the wood of a Strophanthus-like tree by
trituration. Fifty grams of the raw material yielded about 4 grams
of a pure crystalline poison. This is a heart poison, resembling
digitalin, and appears to be identical with strophantin.

W. D. H.

The Munchi-arrow Poison. Alfred Frohlk h {J. Physid., 1905,
32, 319—326).—The poi.sou was obtained from arrows from Northern
Nigeria. The toxic principle belongs probably to the cl.oss of resinous
acids. No alkaloid reaction could be obtained, no crystals formed, and
the poLson, unlike nearly all alkaloids, was in.solublo in water. The
symptoms are mainly j>aralytic, the heart being affected before the
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skeletal muscles. Rigor mortis sets in early. This points to an action

of the poison on the muscle proteids, but the attempts made to

determine the nature of the alteration gave no positive results.

W. D. H.

Chemistry of Vegetable Physiology and Agriculture.

Decomposition of Calcium Cyanamide. F. Lohnis {Centr.

Bakt. Far., 1905, ii, 14, 389— 400).—Experiments with twelve micro-

organisms showed that nearlyall of them, especially Bacterium Kirchneri,

B. lipsiense, Bacillus megatherium, and B. vulgare var. Zopjii, liberate

ammonia from calcium cyanamide at the ordinary temperature.

Aeration had no essential effect on the process. Of the various

organisms employed, only B. Kirchneri has the power of producing

ammonia from urea.

Urobacillus Leubei and Planosarcina urecB both liberate ammonia from
calcium cyanamide ; Urobacillus Pasteuri had very little effect.

N. H. J. M.

Influence of Different Sugar Solutions on the Temperatures
at which Various Yeasts are killed. F. W. Tullo {Chem. Centr.,

1905, i, 1176—1177 3 from JVocL Brauerei, 22, 155—160).—The
temperature at which yeast is killed was found to be 55° (for 5 minutes)

in solutions of dextrose, Isevulose, galactose, rhamnose, maltose, lactose,

and sucrose, and in water alone. In experiments made somewhat
below the maximum temperature, it was found that when heated for a

long time, fermentable sugars are on the whole more unfavourable than

non-fermentable sugars and water alone. N, H. J. M.

Heliotropism indirectly caused by Radium, Hans Molisch
{Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1033—1034 ; from Ber. deut. bat. Ges., 23, 2—8.
Compare Dixon and Wigham, S'cL Proc. Roy. Dublin Sac, 10, ii,

No. 19, and Koernicke, Ber. deut. bot. Ges., 22, 155).—Experiments on
various plants have shown that although a i-adium preparation alone

does not cause heliotropism, a mixture of a radium salt with zinc blende

is very active in this respect. The effect must therefore be due to the

light emitted by the phosphorescent blende and not to the radium rays.

The seedlings require to be placed within 2—3 cm. of the tube con-

taining the blende. The fact that whilst the experiments with lentils,

peas, and vetches succeeded in the laboratory, similar experiments in a

forcing house failed, is attributed to the presence of traces of coal gas

and other impurities in the air of the former. These traces of poison

affect the sensitiveness of the plant in such a way that the effect of

gravity is modified or counteracted whilst the sensitiveness of the plant

to liL'ht is not affected. E. W. W.
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Desiccation of Plants and Vegetable Tissues. Maecellin
Berthelot {Ann. Chim. Phjs., 1905, [viii], 4, 488—490, 490—505,
506—519, 520—538, 538—552).—This series of papers gives in greatei'

detail results already published (this vol., ii, 50—51, 111).

T. A. H.

Influence of Different Amounts of Soil on the Development
of Plants. Otto Lemmekmaxn {J. Landw., 1905, 53, 173— 177.

Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 76).—The conclusion is drawn that it is not

the space at the disposal of plants grown in pots which causes diminished

growth, but the nutritive conditions due to the volume of soil, the

amount of water being frequently the most important factor.

N. H. J. M.

Effects of Ammonium Salts on the Assimilation of Phos-
phoric Acid by Higher Plants. Dmitri N. Prianischxikoff (Chem.

Centr., 1905, i, 1045; from Ber. deut. hot. Ges., 22, 8—17. Compare
Abstr., 1902, ii, 169).—Substitution of sodium nitrate for calcium

nitrate increased the alkalinity at the end of the experiment and in

some cases (buckwheat) diminished the yield. With ammonium nitiate,

the reaction was neutral; with ammonium sulphate, distinctly acid. The
action of crude phosphates is increased by ammonium nitrate, but

diminished by ammonium sulphate. N. H. J. M.

Composition of Lemon Juice. Adolf Beythiev and Paul
BuHRiscH {Zeit. Nahr. Gemissin., 1905, 9, 449—464).—The results of

the analyses of about 70 samples of lemon juice are given in tabular

form, the quantities of extract, citric acid, invei-t sugar, ash, alkalinity

of ash, nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and alcohol in the various juices

being recorded. W. P. S.

The Exudation of Resins. Alexaxder Tschirch (xirch. r/iarm.,

1905, 243, 81—98. Compare Moeller, Zeit. (dig. osierr. Apoth.-Ver.,

1896, 34).—By wounding a number of trees, both gymnosperms and
angiosperms, it has been shown that the primary exudation of resin

from secretory vessels, when such are present, is never large in

amount ; to this source, mastic, sandarac, and Strasburg turpentine
are due. After a while, a much more copious secondary exudation sets

in, and lasts for .some time, until the wound is closed over. Under
the stimulus of the wound, a formation of pathological new wood takes

place, and it is in this that the resin canals are formed. C. F. IV

Arrow Poison of the Lukarets. A. Sapin {J. I'liarvi. Chim.,

1905, [vi], 397—398).—The dried poison contains 47 percent, of a
pure resin, 41 per cent, of vegetable debris, and 12 per cent, of ash.

It appears to be the sap of Euphorbium. G. D. L.

Seedhng Diseases of Sugar-beet and Mangolds. 1x)resz
Hiltnkr and Ij. Peters {('hem. Centr., 1905, i, 1043— 1044 ; from Arb.
hiol. Abt. k. Ges. Ami., iv, 3; and Zeit. Ver. liiibenzuckerind, 1905,
165— 169).—In pot experiments, it was found that treatment with

VOL LXXXVIIL ii. 29
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copper, calcium, and mercuric chloride preparations was suitable in the
case of unhealthy soils, but not much effect was observed in field

experiments. In view of the importance of oxalates and similar

compounds in connection with the occurrence of disease, it seems
probable that treatment of the seed with calcium carbonate may be of

use. N. H. J. M.

Deli Tobacco. D. J. Hissink {J. Landw., 1905,53, 135—172).
—Results of manurial experiments with tobacco made at Deli
(Sumatra). Analyses of the ash and determinations of the nitrogen
in different forms are given. N. H. J. M.

Feeding with Calcium Phosphate. Max Passon {J. Landw.,
1905, 63, 115—134. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 240, and this vol.,

ii, 265).—Addition of calcium phosphate to food is desirable in the
case of potatoes and other foods poor in calcium phosphate and acid

foods, or foods having an acid ash.

Feeding cows with calcium phosphate results in milk somewhat
richer in phosphoric acid, and therefore better for calves. When
given to cows about to calve, it has no effect on the bone development
of the calf.

Deficiency of calcivim phosphate in fodder may occur in dry summers
when the plants may be unable to take up sufficient phosphoric acid

from the soil. In such cases, calcium phosphate should be added in

good time to the food. Precipitated calcium phosphate is the most
suitable preparation. Other earthy phosphates are unsuitable.

N. H. J. M.

Analytical Chemistry.

The Question of Uniform Standardising Substances for

Volumetric Solutions. S. P. L. Sorensen {Zeit. anal. Chem.,

1905, 44, 141— 155).—Tbis question has been the subject of discus-

sion at the last three International Congresses for Applied Chemistry,

with the special object of establi.shing normal methods to be adopted

in disputable cases. The opinions expressed on this matter have been

extremely discordant. The author directs attention to the difference

between the selection of an appropriate substance for a standard,

which choice has only to be made once for all, and the examination of

the particular specimen of that substance, as regards its purity, and

especially its freedom from adventitious moisture, which has to be

undertaken every time it is employed. He rejects entirely the view

put forward by Wagner that the attainment of concordant result

when using two or more standardising .substances for the same solution

is a proof of the correctness of those results, and depends rather on

the careful (jualitiitive examination of tlie selected substance in cir-

cumstances which ensure a certainty as to the quantitative limit to
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the sensitiveness of the tests, and he insists on the necessity of these

t^sts being of sufficient delicacy to render negligible any errors which

might result from their failure to detect impurities. M. J. S.

Use of Sodium Carbonate and Sodium Oxalate as the
Standard Substances in Acidimetry. S. P. L. Soeexsex and
A. C. Andersex {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 156—184).—In the

course of researches undertaken for the 5th International Congress

for Applied Chemistry, Lunge concluded that sodium carbonate is to

be preferred to all other substances for standardising an acid. Whilst
placing second in order of merit the author's special anhydrous
sodium oxalate (Abstr., 1903, ii, 68 i, 750), which he found to give

results 1 per mille higher than those with the carbonate, he rejects

it on account of the greater skill requisite for its use. The authors

show that, provided the oxalate is decomposed by the heat of a spirit

flame (to exclude sulphur), no special care is necessary to obtain

absolutely concordant results. They find that at no temperature is it

possible to dry sodium carbonate completely without a loss of carbon

dioxide, but that provided the amount of sodium hydroxide in a

sample is estimated, and the corresponding loss of weight allowed for,

the results agree with those given by the oxalate much more closely than
was found by Lunge. Since Lunge preferred methyl-orange to phenol-

phthalein, the author has instituted a special comparison of the results

yielded by the two indicators, and finds that in a solution feebly acid

to phenolphthalein and free from carbonic acid, methyl-orange gives a
yellow colour, and that a noteworthy addition of acid is necessary to

obtain the transition tint, but that if, instead of adding acid, the yellow

solution is saturated with carbon dioxide, the colour changes to a bright

red, and an addition of alkali is required to produce the transition

tint. Methyl-orange, therefore, does not in any case give the same
result as phenolphthalein, and since it is not indifferent to carbonic

acid its use presents no advantages where accurate work is wanted.

M. J. S.

Sodium Hydrogen Carbonate in lodometry. William A.
PucKXER {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1186—1187; from Amer. Pharvi.

Gesell., 1905, 1—9).—The author calls attention to the fact that under
certain conditions iodine acts on sodium hydrogen carbonate and that
in consequence an error may be introduced into iodometric analyses.

If, however, the solution contains less than 1 gram of sodium
hydrogen carbonate in 100 c.c. and is also charged with carbon dioxide,

no iodine will be absorbed. L. de K.

Detection of Hydrogen Peroxide in Milk. Franz Utz
{Milchw. Zeiitr., 1905, 1, 175— 178).—Hydrogen peroxide can be
detected in milk which has been boiled before being preserved for a
much longer time than in raw milk, the enzymes in the latter quickly
destroying the peroxide. Temjierature also Las a considerable influence
on the rapidity of the disappearance of the hydrogen peroxida Milk
containing 2 per cent, of a 3 per cent, hjdrogen peroxide solution, after
being kept at a temperature of 12— 15^ for 4 hour.-*, still gives a strong

29—2
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reaction with the titanic and vanadic acid tests (Abstr., 1903, ii, 449),
whilst milk containing the same quantity of peroxide, when kept at a
temperature of 37 "5°, ceases to give a reaction after 3 hours.

W. P. S.

Neumann's Method of estimating Chlorides. W. Legge
Symes (/. Physiol., 1905, 32, 221—224).—With some modifications,

Neumann's method is found to be convenient and accurate when direct

titration is difficult, as in the blood. With appropriate adjustment of

the acid mixture, neither hydrocyanic nor nitrous acid is found in the
distillate. The distillate, being colourless, can be titrated directly.

W^ D. H.

Estimation of Perchlorates and Chlorates in Salpetre.
D. TscHERNOBEEFF {Chetii. Zeit., 1905, 29, 442—443).—A favourable
criticism of Lemaitre's process for the estimation of perchlorates

in nitre (Abstr., 1904, ii, 587) and also of Hendrixson's process for

the estimation of chlorates in the presence of perchlorates (Abstr.,

1904, ii, 679). L. de K.

Reduction of Chlorates, Bromates, and lodates with a view
to the Estimation of the Halogens. Paul Jannasch and A. Jahn
(5er., 1905, 38, 1576—1589. Compare Schlotter, Abstr., 1904, ii,

146, 167; Roberto and Roncali, Abstr., 1904, ii, 773).—Details are

given of the estimation of chlorine, bromine, and iodine in chlorates,

bromates, and iodates by reduction with various reagents and
precipitation with silver nitrate. Potas^ium chlorate and bromate are

reduced quantitatively by concentrated nitric acid at 275° under
pressure, by fuming nitric acid at the laboratory temperature or

under cooling, or by hydrogen peroxide in dilute nitric acid solution.

The iodate must be heated with fuming nitric acid and silver nitrate

under pressure at 340°. Potassium bromate and iodate are reduced by
formic acid or by hydrazine sulphate in alkaline solution ; in acid

solution, the latter reagent forms azoimide. Potassium chlorate is

reduced when heated with dextrose and acetic acid at 200° under
pressure, but only incompletely by acetaldehyde. Hydroxylamine
sulphate or acetate is the most convenient reagent for the quantitative

reduction of chlorates in dilute nitric acid, or of bromates or iodates in

alkaline solution. G. Y.

Detection of Bromine in the presence of much Iodine.
H. CoRMiMBCEUF {Ami. Chim. anal., 1905, 10, 145— 146).— Soluble

iodides, after having been neutralised if necessary, are mixed with

excess of ferric chloride, which precipitates the iodine as a black powder,
which is then removed by filtration. The little iodine still in solution

is boiled off and the iron is i)recipitated by aqueous sodium hydroxide.

The filtrate is carefully neutralised with dilute sulphuric acid, a
crystal of potassium chlorate and a little chloroform are added, and
then a few drops of strong sulphuric acid. This liberates any bromine,

which dissolves with its characteristic colour in the chloroform.

Free iodine is first converted into an iodide by digestion with water and
an excess of reduced iron. L. de K.
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Free Iodine in Alkaline Solutions. Charles M. A^\n

Deventer (Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 990 ; from Chem. Weekblad, 2,

135—137. Compare Pechard, Abstr., 1899, ii, 593).—The quantity of

free iodine in alkaline liquors has been determined by comparing the

colour imparted to chloroform with that similarly obtained from a

known quantity of iodine dissolved in a solution of potassium iodide.

When a solution of 0'32 mg. of iodine and 1 gram of potassium iodide

is shaken with 12 c.c. of chloroform, the latter is just perceptibly

coloured. Pochard's minimum has been found to be much too high
;

0"5 gram of iodine dissolved in a solution of 0'4 of potassium hydroxide

in 12 c.c. contained about 1 mg. of free iodine. E. W. W.

Iodic Acid as an Oxidising Reagent. Erwijj Rupp {Arch.

Pharm., 1905, 243, [ii], 98—104).—The author has attempted to

utilise the energetic oxidising power of iodic acid for the volumetric

estimation of arsenious acid and potassium thiocyanate. The iodine

liberated on adding a mixture of potassium iodate and sulphuric acid

was expelled by warming, and the amount of unaltered iodic acid

estimated as usual. Owing, however, to secondary reactions, the

results were a failure.

In the case of formic acid, no secondary reactions occur. The action

is, however, very .«low, and must be assisted by heating for some time

on the water-bath in a closed flask. L. DE K.

Separation of Hydrofluoric and Sulphuric Acids. Richard
Ehrenfeld {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 440— 442).—The method is briefly

as follows. The two acids are converted as usual into barium salts

and weighed. The mixture is then treated for an hour with a

standard solution of calcium dichromate and some hydrochloric acid
;

this dissolves the fluoride and leaves the sulphate, which may then 1)6

weighed by way of control. The filtrate is rendered ammoniacal,
which causes a separation of barium chromate, and the excess of

chromate is then estimated iodometiically. The difference in chromate
represents the barium fluoride. L. de K.

Preparation of Standard Solutions of Sulphuric Acid.
Barker North and W. Blakey {J. Soc. Chem. Iml., 1905, 24,
395—397).— For standardising solutions of sulphuric acid, the authors
use pure sodium hydrogen carbonate. The latter is prepared by wash-
ing ordinary sodium hydrogen carbonate with water until free from
chlorides. It is then dried on porous plates at the ordinary tempera-
ture, and afterwards powdered and placed in a moist atmosphere of

carbon dioxide for several hours. When free from normal carlK)nate,

the salt is dried over sulphuric acid or in a vacuum over phosphoric
oxide. Normal carbonate cannot be detected in the dry proilijct. The
use of sodium hydrogen carbonate thus prepared gives results closely

agi-eeing with those obtained by the gravimetric (barium sulphate)
method, but about 2 per cent, higher than the results yielded by
Marshall's method of determining the strength of the acid from its

Bpecific gravity. W. P. S.
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Volumetric Estimation of Amm.onium Salts with Sodium
Hypobromite. Erwin Rupp and E, Rossler (Arch. Pharm., 1905,

243, 104—114).—According to Mohr, the indirect titration of ammo-
nium salts with sodium hypobromite gives untrustworthy results.

The authors state that it is quite possible to obtain correct results by
avoiding excess of alkali. They operate as follows : about 0'05 gram
of the ammonium salt, dissolved in 10 c.c. of water, is slowly poured
into a hypobromite solution diluted to 50—70 c.c. The amount
of hypobromite should be such that about one-half or one-third should
remain undecomposed. After 5— 10 minutes, another 50 c.c. of water
are added, then a sufficiency of dilute hydrochloric acid, and then
at once potassium iodide. After two minutes, the liberated iodine is

titrated with starch as indicator. In a successful test, the titrated

liquid should not turn blue again for a few minutes. When dealing

with free ammonia, this should be carefully neutralised.

The bromine solution must be made by dissolving 10 grams of

sodium hydroxide in 500 c.c. of water and adding 1 7 grams of bromine.

It must be standardised in the usual way with potassium iodide and is

fairly permanent. L. de K.

Gravimetric Estimation of Nitric Acid by means of Nitron
[1 :4-Diphenyl-3 :5-e?icZoanilodihydrotriazole]. Alexander Gut-
bier (Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 494—499).—An investigation of

But^ch's " nitron " process (this vol., i, 307 ; ii, 282). Eighty c.c. of

the nitrate solution containing about 0*15 gram of the nitrate are

mixed with 12 drops of dilute sulphuric acid and heated to boiling,

when 12—15 c.c. of a 10 per cent, solution of nitron in 5 per cent,

acetic acid are added. When cold, the beaker is placed in iced water,

and after an hour the precipitate is collected at the pump on a weighed
Neubauer platinum crucible, and then washed with 10 c.c. of water,

using 1 c.c. at a time. After drying at 105—110°, the precipitate is

weighed. One part of nitron-nitrate = 0'1653 part of NOg. The
process is recommended for the assay of commercial nitrates.

L, DE K.

Estimation of Nitric Acid in Water. Max Busch {Zeit. Nahr.

Genussm., 1905, 9, 464—468).—One hundred c.c. of the water are

heated nearly to boiling, and 10 drops of dilute sulphuric acid and
10—12 c.c. of 10 per cent, "nitron" acetate (Abstr., 1905, ii, 282)

solution are added. The mixture is then placed in ice-water for

2 hours, and the crystals which form are afterwards collected on a

tared asbestos filter. Any crystals remaining in the precipitation

vessel are rinsed on to the filter with a portion of the filtrate. The filter

and crystals are washed with 3 or 4 small quantities of ice-water,

using not more than 10 c.c. altogether, dried at 105° for 1 hour, and

weighed. The weight of the crystals multiplied by 0*1 68 gives the

quantity of nitric acid (HNO3) present.

A preliminary test may be made by treating 5 c.c. of the water with

1 drop of dilute sulphuric acid and 6 drops of the " nitron " solution.

Should no crystals be obtained within 1 hour, the water contains less

than 025 gram of nitric acid per litre. The reagent is best prepared
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by dissolving the base in 5 per cent, acetic acid, warming the solution,

and filtering off any insoluble matter. W. P. S.

Titration of Phosphoric Acid. Ottokar J. Hlavnicka {Zeit.

angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 655—656).—A reply to Easchig (this vol., ii,

284). The author uses a slightly different process originated by
Hundeshagen. The magnesium precipitate obtained in due course is

washed on a hardened filter with a 2 5 per cent, solution of ammonia,

and then with alcohol until free from alkali. It is removed from

the filter by means of a wash-bottle, using about 200 c.c. of water, and
titrated in a porcelain dish by first adding an excess of 3/TO.V hydro-

chloric acid, and then working back with 3/103'' sodium hydroxide.

Five drops of a solution of methyl-orange (1 : 1000) serve as indicator.

One c.c. of the acid = 0-01065 gram of Vf>y or 00060 gram of MgO.
L. DE K.

Pemberton's Method for the Estimation of Phosphoric Acid.
D. J. HIS3I^K and H. van' der "NVaerdex {Chem. Ceatr., 1905, i,

1188—1189; from Chem. Weekhl., 1905, 2, 179—184).—This method
is applied by the authors to the estimation of phosphoric acid soluble

in water in manures as follows : 20 grams of the sample are shaken
with 900 c.c. of water for 30 minutes and diluted to 1 litre. To 5 c.c.

of the filtrate are added 10 c.c. of nitric acid, 15 c.c. of ammonium
nitrate solution, and 25 c.c. of water containing 25 mg. of sulphiu-ic

acid. The precipitate obtained on treating this solution with

Pemberton's molybdate reagent (10 + 5) has the composition

(NH^)3PO^,12 65M0O3, and is neutralised by 243 mols. of sodium
hydroxide. L. de K.

Estimation of Phosphoric Acid in Thomas Slag. F. "West-
iiAussER {Zeit. anal. CJiem., 1905, 44, 187— 191).—Certain varieties of

basic slag give too high a result for the citrate-soluble phosphoric acid

in consequence of the solution containing silicic acid, which passes into

the magnesia precipitate. Several methods have been proposed for

overcoming this difficulty (compare Bottcher, Abstr., 1 904, ii, 148). The
author has made comparative estimations with four of these methods,
namely, Bottcher's, Wagner's, Ilallenser's, and one adopted by the
(Germap) Association of Agricultural Experimental Stations, which
con?ist3 in evaporating the citric acid extract with hydrochloric acid to

a syrupy consistence for the removal of the silica. All four methods
gave results agreeing passably, although Wagner's gave slightly higher
numbers than the other three. M. J. S.

Maercker-Buhring's Solution, Wagner's Magnesium Citrate
Mixture, and Ferrous Citrate Magnesium Mixture, Hanno
SvoBODA {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 453—456).—A study of the solvent
action of these three solutions on the glass vessels in which they are
"tored. The amount of silica dissolved by the two Wagner solutions
- not, however, large enough to seriously affect the estimation of
citrate-soluble phosphoric acid in basic slags (compare also Abstr.,
1904, ii, 147). L. deK.
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Detection of Certain Acids [Boric and Volatile Organic].
V. Castellana {AUi E. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, i, 465—467).

—

The author reviews the methods given for the detection of boric acid,

and gives the following new method, which is based on a reaction

characteristic of boric acid alone, and is able to reveal mere traces of

the acid. A little of the substance, mixed with excess of potassium

ethyl sulphate, is heated in a small tube closed at one end, and the

first vapours which escape are ignited ; if boric acid is present, the

flame produced is edged with green. In the application of this method
to food materials, for example, milk, the latter is first shaken to

distribute any calcium borate which may have settled to the bottom,

and from 5 to 10 c.c. of the liquid then evaporated to diyness ; the

residue is calcined with potassium nitrate and the ash tested as

above.

Potassium ethyl sulphate may also be used to detect certain oi'ganic

acids, such as formic, acetic, bvityric, valeric, pelargonic, oxalic,

benzoic, salicylic, and cinnamic acids, and also ^-naphthol. The acid

or, better, one of its salts is gently heated with potassium ethyl

sulphate, when the characteristic odour of the ethyl ester of the acid

is emitted. T. H. P.

Estimation of Carbon and Hydrogen in Organic Compounds.
Fritz Pregl {Ber., 1905, 38, 1434—1444).—The combustion furnace

is so arranged as to carry two tubes side by side. The front part of

each tube is placed in an air-jacket kept at 150—180°, the following

part is heated by means of stationary burners, and the back portion

of each by means of a burner working on a rail, along which it is

moved automatically by means of clockwork. This clockwork can

be so arranged that the movement of the burner under the portion of

the tube where the substance to be analysed is placed occupies 15, 50,

100, or 200 minutes.

The tube is partially tilled with copper-oxide-asbestos obtained by
very gently heating copper-asbestos in air. This is kept in place by means
of small pieces of copper gauze, 5 cm. long, placed alternately at right

angles to one another. Coils of copper gauze are placed in front and

behind the asbestos. Then follow a length of 6 cm. of granular lead

peroxide, a plug of glass wool, the boat, and lastly the diffusion plug

of hard glass. The tube should be dried before each combustion.

Compounds containing nitrogen, sulphur, chlorine, and bromine can be

analysed in this way, but not those containing iodine ; if this element

is present, silver-asbestos should be introduced into the tube.

Wenzel's modification of the Geissler potash bulbs is recommended.

There is no need to watch the experiment when the clockwork is

once set in motion, provided the oxygen supply is properly regulated.

J. J. S.

Estimation of Silicon in 50 per cent. Perro-silicon. K.

{Chem. C'enlr., 1905, i, 1190; from Stahl u. Eisen, 25, 334).—
0"5 gram of the impalpable powder is gently fused with 6 grams of

coarsely powdered potassium hydroxide for half an hour in a closed

nickel crucible supported by wire gauze. The heat is then increased,
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and after 20 minutes the crucible is allowed to cool and the fused mass
is dissolved in hot water. The silica is then separated as usual by-

evaporation with hydrochloric acid, ifec. L. de K.

Estimation of Alkalis in Silicates by L. Smith's Method.
Benjamin' M. Margosches {Cliem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 385).—A reply to

Steinlen (this vol., ii, 349). L. PE K.

Detection of Sodium Salts [by means of Potassium Pyro-
antimioniate]. J. Bougault {J. Phai-vi. C'him., 1905, 21, 437—442).

—The most favourable conditions for carrjnng out this well-known

test are given. The reagent is prepared by heating 1 gram of anti-

mony trichloride with a mixture consisting of 10 c.c. of 33 per cent,

potassium hydroxide solution and 45 c.c. of hydrogen peroxide

(10 vols.). After about 5 minutes' heating, the solution is cooled and
filtered. On adding 0*5 c.c. of the filtrate to a small quantity of a

solution containing a sodium salt, a precipitate is obtained. The
precipitation is favoured by gently heating the mixture and then

cooling it. .With 4 mg. of sodium chloride, a precipitate is obtained

at once. If potassium or lithium salts are present in the sodium salt

to be tested, they must be removed previously. Sulphuric acid must
be removed, as must also chlorine, bromine, and iodine. The solution

of the sodium salt must be neutral or alkaline in reaction and the

sodium should preferably be present as tartrate. W. P. S.

Reactions for distinguishing Calcite and Dolomite. Stanis-

laus J. TiiUGUTT {Centr. Min., 1905, 265—266).—Following on the

work of Meigen (Abstr., 1901, ii, 692), F. Hinden {Verh. Naturforsch.

Ges. Basel , 1904, 15, 201) has tried the effects of solutions of ferric

chloride, copper sulphate, lead acetate, and mercuric chloride on
calcite and dolomite. A fragment of calcite, when placed in a 10 per

cent, solution of ferric chloride, l^ecomes coated in 1— 2 minutes with a
dark reddish-brown deposit of iron hydroxide, whilst dolomite remains
unaltered. In the present note, it is pointed out that this reaction was
used in 1887 by J. Lemberg, who also, in 1888 and 1892, devised

several other micro-chemical colour reactions for distinguishing l>etween

calcite and dolomite. L. J. S.

New Method of estimating Magnesium Carbonate in Lime-
stone. W. F. Koi>i'E.sciiaar {Zt'it. anal. Cheui., 1905, 44, 184— 187).

—A large quantity (50 grams) of the limestone is dissolved in the

smallest {wssible excess of hydrochloric acid, and the greater part of

the calcium is precipitated by the addition of concentrated sulphuric

acid. The whole of the magne.sium then remains in solution with
comparatively little calcium. These are separated in the filtrate by
the ordinary methotl, but the quantity of magnesia carried do^vn by
the calcium oxalate is too small to require notice. M. J. S.

Analysis of Bar Copper (Reply to Hampe's Criticism).
Ernst Murmann {Zeit. aiud. Chem., 1905, 44, 269—286. Compare
Abstr., 1897, ii, 346 ; 1898, ii, 353).—For the estimation of oxygen,
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the author objects to the use of filings of the metal. Owing to the
compressive action of the file, it is impossible to free the surface from
organic matter (often unsaponifiable) by the short boiling with alkali

which alone is permissible. The sample used must be in solid frag-

ments, taken either by sawing or cutting, and must be freed from
grease, &c., by chloroform. With regard to the electrolytic estimation
of copper the avithor argues that the method does not possess the
degree of accuracy claimed for it by Hampe, since the copper deposited

electrolytically and the platinum on which it is deposited undoubtedly
condense weighable but uncertain amounts of air and moisture. Rose's
method, if the temperature of ignition is restricted to the neighbour-
hood of 650°, is of at least equal accuracy, but when a mixture of

hydrogen sulphide with hydrogen is used, it is necessary to replace this

by carbon dioxide before cooling, since at about 200—250° there is a
tendency to the formation of some cupric sulphide. The sublimation

of arsenic and antimony from copper by heating in hydrogen is com-
plete at a temperature below the melting point, but not when the

copper is fused, as was the case in Hampe's experiments, since the

diminution of the surface more than compensates for the higher tem-
perature. Only a small fraction of the lead present sublimes out.

M. J. S.

Titration of Copper by Potassium Iodide in presence of
Arsenic : a Correction. L. Mosbr (Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44,
196. See this vol., ii, 64).—The precipitate which the author obtained

on adding sodium pyrophosphate to sodium arsenate is found to have
been produced by an impurity (calcium) in the specimen of arsenate

used. Pure arsenate gives no precipitate with pyrophosphate. This cor-

rection, however, in no way modifies the author's method. M. J. S.

Estimation of Small Quantities of Iron. J. Walter Leather
(J. 8oc. Chem. hid., 1905, 24, 385—387).—Quantities of iron too

small to admit of the use of the ordinary methods may be determined

by means of Lovibond's tintometer. The two colour reactions, the

ferrocyanide and the thiocyanate, are both applicable to the purpose,

but the colorations must, within certain limits, be produced in the

presence of a constant relation of reagent to iron In the case of the

ferrocyanide reaction, 1 drop of concentrated hydrochloric acid and
1 drop of 10 per cent, potassium ferrocyanide solution were added to

20 c.c. of the iron solution, when 0001 gram of ferric oxide gave a

coloration e(piivalent to 9 blue -f- 1 yellow -H 3 red units of the tinto-

meter in a ^-inch cell. The use of the red units was necessary as the

blue glasses were not so blue as the ferrocyanide coloration. The thio-

cyanate reaction appears to be more delicate than the ferrocyanide with

minute traces of iron, as little as 000001 gram being determined with

very considerable accuracy. With this coloration, only 2 sets of glasses

are required, red and yellow, 001 gram of iron in 20 c.c. being found

equivalent to 21 red -f- 18 yellow units in a ^-inch cell. The quantity

of thiocyanate to be added is 90 times the amount of iron present, or

009 gram of potassium thiocyanate for 0-001 gram of iron. Two
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drops of saturated potassium thiocyanate solution will contain this

amount. A drop of hydrochloric acid must also be added.

W. P. S.

Separation of Iron and Aluminium from Manganese, Cal-

cium, and Magnesium in Ash Analysis. Paul Kaschinsky {J.

Landxc, 1905, 53, 179—185).—Determinations by the methods of

Konig and ToUens of calcium and phosphoric acid in solutions of

hydrogen disodium phosphate to which known amounts of calcium

chloride were added showed that calcium phosphate may be precipitated

with the ferric phosphate in considerable quantity according to the

amounts of free acetic acid and of calcium and phosphoric acid present.

N. H. J. M.

New Characteristic Reaction of Cobalt. M. Emmanuel Pozzi-

EscoT {Ann. Chim. anal., 1905, 10, 147).—The strongly-diluted cobalt

solution is mixed with a few drops of an alcoholic solution of phenyl- or

^-naphthyl-thiohydantoic acid, and then with a drop of ammonia. A
crimson-red coloration is at once formed. With stronger solutions, a

reddish-brown precipitate is formed. If nickel id present, a little more

ammonia should be added, which dissolves the grey nickel precipitate to

a colourless liquid. L. de K.

New Iodised Compound of Osmium. Eugexio P. Alvarez
{Chem. News, 1905, 91, 172—174).—When a solution of potassium

iodide strongly acidified with hydrochloric or phosphoric acid is shaken

with a drop of an aqueous solution of osmium peroxide, in the

course of a minute or two a green osmium hydriodide, Osl2,2HI,

forms. In the presence of ether, the reaction becomes exceedingly

delicate, and a few millionths of a gram of osmium may be detected

by the green tint in the ethereal layer. It is also produced when
the osmium solution in presence of ether and iodine, dissolved either in

water, potassium iodide, or hydriodic acid, is treated with sulphurous

acid. It is foluble in water and ether, but insoluble in benzene and
chloroform ; it turns red in the air or when treated with nitric acid,

but in solution is rendered more stable by the presence of calcium or

other such chloride ; nitrites precipitate osmium hydroxide from the

acid solution, and permanganate and dichromate solutions are reduced

by it. D. A. L.

Variations in the Rotatory Power of Oil of Turpentine.
L. Raby {Ann. Chim. anal, 1905, 10, 146—147).—The author sub-

mitted a sample of oil of turpentine to fractional distillation, and
noticed that each of the five fractions had a rotatory power less

intense than that of the original .sample ; it must, however, be re-

marked that this particular sample was acid and moist.

After a lapse of four months, the rotatory power of the first four
fractions had, however, .sensibly in rea.sed. It was noticed that this

increase may be induced at once by addition of an equal bulk of olive

oil. L. DE K.
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Estimation of Inspired and Expired Chloroform. Augustus D.
Walleh and Bertram J. Collingwood {Proc. Physiol. Soc , 1905,
xxiv—xxviii ; J. Physiol, 32),—The estimation of chloroform in the
expired air by the densimetric method is a more diflficult thing than
in atmospheric air. The principal corrections to be made are for carbon
dioxide, respiratory quotient, aqueous vapour, temperature, and pres-

sure. The method of dealing with each is described. In high values

of chloroform absorption, the corrections are less influential than in

low values. W. D. H.

Detection of Iodoform. Willem Stortenbeker {Rec. Trav. chim.,

1905, 24, 66—68).—It is pointed out that the toxicological detection

of iodoform is difficult pwing to the rapidity with which this substance

is transformed, probably into an iodate, in the animal economy. For
its isolation, the author recommends distillation of the material with
steam, care being taken that the mixture is slightly acid. If the iodo-

form does not crystallise out of the distillate, it is extracted with
ether and the solvent allowed to evaporate spontaneously in the dark

;

the residue is then recrystallised from acetic acid, since the latter does

not dissolve readily the fatty acids and similar matters which are

usually found with the iodoform in the distillate, and examined micro-

scopically. The red coloration given by iodoform with sodium
phenoxide is unsatisfactory for the detection of the former, since

chloroform and bromoform pi^oduce the same colour. T. A. H.

Estimation of Sodium Ethoxide with Menthone. Carl
Tubandt {Annalen, 1905, 339, 41—93).—Vorlander's method (Abstr.,

1903, i, 230) of estimating sodium ethoxide in the presence of the

sodium salts of weak acids has been investigated more fully. Sodium
ethoxide effects the inversion of ^-menthone into c?-menthone or vice

versA ; the velocity of the inversion of ^-menthone was found to be

proportional to the concentration of the sodium ethoxide except in

very dilute solutions. The velocity is independent of the presence of

neutral sodium salts, such as sodium acetate, bromide and iodide, and
potassium iodide and the sodium derivative of dihydroresorcinol

;

neutral esters are also without influence. The presence of menthone
or menthol has no effect. Addition of water or of benzene diminishes

the velocity of inversion.

(Z-Menthone behaves in an exactly similar manner.

Vorlander and Tubandt's observations (loc. cit.) on the use of the

inversion of menthone as a means of estimating the acid character of

organic compounds and of determining the relative strength of weak
acids have been extended ; the alcoholysis of salts in absolute

alcoholic solution has also been followed quantitatively. The relations

holding for hydrolysis are found to apply to alcoholysis, the amount
of the decomposed salt being proportional to the square root of the

concentration of the undecomposed salt, thus K=x^/(l - x)V.

The inverting action of amines and acids on ^menthone has also

been investigated. K. J. P. 0.
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The Inversion of Cane Sugar in the presence of Milk
Constituents. Francis Watts and H. A. Tempany {Analyst, 1905,

30, 119— 123).—In the analysis of condensed milk, the authors find

that the presence of some constituent of the milk exerts a marked
retarding influence on the inversion of cane sugar by citric acid.

Boiling for 10 minutes is insufficient, and to obtain complete inversion

the boiling should be continued for at least 40 minutes. It is shown

that lactose is not the retarding constituent, and also that citric acid

is entirely without inverting action on lactose even after heating for 2

hours. W. P. S.

Laboratory Notes [Chloroacetic Acids and their Estimation
and Separation]. Johan F. A. Pool {Chem. Centr., 1905, i,

1005—1006; from Pharm. Weekhlad, 42, 165—168).—The gas

obtained by heating trichloroacetic acid with a solution of potassium

hydroxide contains carbon monoxide.

The quantities of acetic, chloroacetic, dicliloroacetic, and trichloro-

acetic acids in a mixture of these acids may be estimated by the

following method. The solution is titrated with a normal solution of

potassium hydroxide. If a = c.c. of alkali required, Ma, J/m> ^^ih and

Mt the molecular weights, and p, q, r, and s the weights of acetic,

chloroacetic, dichloroacetic, and trichloroacetic acids respectively in

a given volume of the solution, then

a = lOOOyVJ/a + 1000y/J/,„ + lOOOr/J/,; + 1000s/ J/j.

An equal volume of the solution is boiled with an excess of

potassium hydroxide solution, and the potassium carbonate, which is

formed by the action of the alkali on the trichloroacetic acid, is then

estimated by precipitating as barium carbonate and titrating with
a normal solution of acid. If 6 = c.c. of acid required, then

h = 2000«/J/(.

An equal volume of the solution of the acids is boiled with an
excess of lime water. Dichloroacetic acid (4 mols.) yields calcium

oxalate (2 mols.) and calcium glycollate (2 mols.). The calcium salts

are separated by means of acetic acid and the calcium carbonate

obtained from the oxalate is weighed. If c = weight of calcium

carbonate, then c = 100(1000r/2J/./).

Finally an equal volume of the mixtui-e of acids is boiled with

potassium hydroxide solution in a reflux apparatus and the chlorides

ai-e precipitated by silver nitrate. If d = weight of silver chloride,

then (i= 143-38(10009/J/,„ + 200077' J/,, + 3000«/il/r)
; p, q, r, and s may

be calculated from the four equations thus obtained.

Potassinin nitrite reacts with chloroacetic acid to form potass-

ium chloroacetate and nitrous acid. The chloroacetates, however,
do not behave in the same way in hot aqueous solution. The
non-dissociated molecules of potassium chloroacetate react with a
solution of potassium nitrite, forming methyl nitrite, potassium
chloride, and {x)tas.sium hydrogen carbonate, whilst in the dissociated

portion the ionic reaction, CH./Cl-UOj- -I- -Oil = 01I-CH2*C0/ + C1-,

occurs. The quantity of nitrite cannot therefore l)e estimated by
•leteriiiining the (juantity of chlorine ions formed. The .second

reaction may be prevented, however, by atlding a concentrated
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solution of a salt with a similar ion, such as potassium sulphate or
potassium nitrate. E. W. W.

Estimation of Condensed Glycuronic Acids. IX. Cakl
Neuberg and Wilhelm Neimann {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 44,
127—134. Compare Abstr., 1899, i, 933 ; this vol., i, 412).—Phenol-
glycuronic acid and its homologues are most readily estimated by
heating with 1—3 per cent, solution of hydrobromic acid in presence
of bromine at 100° in sealed tubes and determining the amount of

saccharic acid thus formed. This is effected by converting into the
basic barium salt and precipitating as normal silver salt.

Good results are not obtained with euxanthic or urochloric acid.

Phenolglycuronic acid may be estimated in urine by a similar

method if the urine is precipitated with saturated barium hydroxide
solution, filtered, freed from excess of baryta by means of carbon
dioxide, and the clear solution evaporated to 5—8 c.c. Alkyl hydro-
gen sulphates do not interfere with the estimation. J. J. S.

Colorimetric Estimation of Salicylic Acid in Foodstuffs.
Fred. T. Harry and W. K Mummery {Analyst, 1905, 30, 124—127).
—The method described is particularly applicable to the estimation of

salicylic acid in foods and beverages containing tannin, and is based on
the solubility of lead salicylate in alkaline solutions, lead tannate

being insoluble. Fifty grams of the crushed sample (jam, fruit pulp,

&c.) are placed in a 300 c.c. flask, together with a little water, and 15

to 20 c.c, of a saturated basic lead acetate solution are added. The
mixture is then rendered alkaline by adding 25 c.c. of approximately
Nj\ sodium hydroxide solution, after which 15 to 20 c.c. of NjY hydro-

chloric acid are added and the whole diluted to 300 c.c. The contents

of the flask are now mixed, poured on to a filter, and 200 c.c. of the filtrate

collected. The filtrate is acidified with hydrochloric acid, filtered again

if necessary, and extracted three times with ether. After distilling off

the ether, the residue is dissolved in alcohol, made up to 100 c.c, and
the salicylic acid in it estimated colorimetrically with ferric chloride as

usual. Samples containing alcohol, such as beer or wine, must be

rendered slightly alkaline, the alcohol evaporated off, and then

neutralised, before proceeding with the separation. W. P. S.

Solubility of Glycerides in Acetic Acid and its Application
to the Analysis of Butter. L. Hoton {Rev. intern. Falsi/., 1905,

18, 20— 23).— Five grams of the butter or fat under examination are

placed in a tube 1 6 mm. in diameter and provided with a tap. Ten c.c.

of acetic acid of .sp. gr. 1057 are added and the whole placed in a

water-bath until the contents of the tube are heated to a temperature

of 60°, as shown by a thermometer inserted in the tube. The latter is

then withdrawn fi-om the water-bath and, when its contents have

cooled to 35°, the lower layer is drawn oft" into a basin, evaporated at

70°, and weighed. The portion remaining in the tube is treated once

more with 10 c.c. of acetic acid and a second residue obtained. The
fatty layer is finally it.self evaporated. In this way, three fractions

are obtained which yield certain constants for one and the same kind
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of fat. The following results were given by the three fractions

—

A, B, and C—obtained from various fats :

Margarine. Lard. Cotton oil. Earthnut oil.

W. C. R. W. C. R. W. C. R. W. C. R.

Fraction A" 30 72 49-8 31 63 505 65 52 63 42 57 59

„ B 48 74 49-5 50 67 497 70 54 63-2 68 67 58-8

„ C 423 80 49 420 78 49-3 360 70 592 395 78 56

"W = weight of fraction in centigrams; C = Crismer value (Abstr.,

1896, ii, 506) ; R = refraction at 40°.

A sample of butter having a Eeicheit-Meissl value of 25-3,

Crismer value 51, and refraction 42 8, gave the following results :
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real, and is due to supersaturation. Solutions containing 10 and
32 5 per cent, of ammonia were saturated with quinine, and after

four months the amount of quinine in solution was determined. The
solubility in 10 per cent, ammonia was found to be 1 in 2286, and in
32*5 per cent, ammonia 1 in 2505. Pure water dissolves (XJ.S.P.)

1 in 1960, Loss of quinine frequently takes place when, in estimat-

ing the alkaloid, ammonia is used to precipitate it. This is partly

due to supersaturation, and also to hydrolysis of the ammonium salt

when the precipitated alkaloid is being washed. The author, there-

fore, prefers calcium hydroxide solution as a precipitant. The quinine
is at once precipitated and contains no calcium sulphate. W. P. S.

Estimation of Extract in Barleys. Albert Reichard and
Georg Purucker {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 904 ; fi-om Zeit. ges. Brauw.,

28, 37—38).—Twenty-five grams of barley-flour are heated for

25 minutes on the water-bath with 100 c.c. of water, cooled to 45°,

and mixed with 8 c.c. of a malt infusion made by treating 1 part of

malt with 4 parts of water for 6 or 8 hours. After heating for half

an hour at 45°, the solution is boiled on a sand-bath for half an hour,

the evaporate! water being constantly replaced by boiling water.

After cooling to 45—50°, another 2 c.c. of malt infusion are added,

and the whole is again gradually heated to 70°, at which temperatui-e

it is kept for an hour. When cold, the solution is diluted to 400 c.c,

and the extract calculated from the sp. gr, as usual. Allowance is, of

course, made for the solids (less the coagulable pi'oteids) introduced

by the malt solution. L, de K,

Identification of Lecithin. Riedel {Chem. Centr., 1905, i,

772—773 ; from Ajwth. Zeit., 20, 92—93),—An alcoholic solution of

lecithin gives characteristic precipitates with cadmium and platinic

chlorides. On heating with excess of baryta water, lecithin is gradu-

ally converted into fatty acids, glycerophosphoric acid, and choline.

On removing the excess of barium oxide with carbon dioxide, the

bai-ium salts of the fatty acids remain undissolved, whilst the other

products pass into solution. On evaporating to dryness and extract-

ing with alcohol, the choline dissolves, and may be identified by its

platinichloride. The glycerophosphate may be oxidised with nitric

acid and the phosphoric acid identified by ammonium molybdate.

The barium salts of the fatty acids may be decomposed by heating

with dilute hydrochloric acid and the fatty acids extracted with ether.

On agitating with dilute sodium hydroxide, the acids may be removed,

and any cholesterol or phytosterol recovered from the solution. The
amount of lecithin may be calculated from the quantity of phosphorus

found, as 100 jiarts of lecithin = 3*94 parts of phosphorus (compare

also this vol., i. 164), L. de K.
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General and Physical Chemistry.

Increase in the Rotatory Power of Aliphatic Compounds on
Transformation into Cyclic Compounds. Albix Hallee and

Marcel Desfoxtaines (Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1205—1208. Compare

Abstr., 1903, i, 503, 563).—Esters of 4:-methyl-2-cycfopentanonecarb-

oxylic acid were prepared by condensation from /?-methyladipic esters

and by treatment of the former compounds with metallic sodium and

alkyl iodides a series of 4-methyl-l-alkyl-2-c?/ci^opentaneonecarboxylic

esters was prepared. From these, y-methyl-a-alkyladipic acids were

obtained by saponification. The boiling point (or freezing point),

density, and rotatory power of the esters are given.

Esters of ^-Methyladifnc Acid.

mm.
Ester Boiling point, pressure. Sp. gr. [a]^.

Methyl 126° 16 1-008 at 18° 3°49'

Ethyl 138 15 1-04 „18 2 24

Propyl 166—167 16 0-964 „ 20 2 10

wyButyl 178—180 20 0947 ,, 18 2 9

EsUt's of 4:-Methi/l-2-cyc\opentaneonecarbox!/lic Acid.

Methyl 110° 16 1-07 at 15° +91° 7'

Ethyl 118 18 1-05 ,,15 78 24

Propyl 123—124 15 1029,, 15 64 45

woButyl :.. 145 25 0-956 ,, 15 66 9

Esters of i-Methi/l-l-alki/l-2-cyc\openta7ieonecarboxi/lic Acids.

Ester. Alkyl radicle. Boiling jKiint. mm.
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The numbers show the great influence of ring formation on the
rotatory power, the values for the esters of 4-methyl-2-c?/c?opentane-

onecarboxylic acid being about thirty times as great as those for the
corresponding esters of ^-methyladipic acid. With increasing

molecular weight, the specific rotatory power diminishes. The intro-

duction of alcohol groups in the 1 -position in the 4-methylc2/c^o-

pentane-2-carboxylic esters diminishes the rotatory power. The allyl

derivatives have a greater rotatory power than the propyl derivatives.

H. M. D.

Cathode Luminescence of Crystals. Alfredo Pochettino
{Nuovo Cimento, 1904, [v], 8, 438—445).—Every mineral capable of

becoming luminous under the influence of the cathode rays emits light

of a characteristic colour, which, for minerals belonging to the same
group, is independent of the natural colour of the crystal. In some
minerals, for example, calcite and apatite, the colour of the cathode
luminescence is identical with that of the fluorescence excited in it by
ordinary light ; in others, for instance, phosgenite and cerussite, it is

similar ; whilst in aragonite and certain others it is totally different.

The duration of this luminescence after the cathode rays have ceased

to act varies in different minerals, and is marked in calcite and ortho-

clase. The excitation of cathode luminescence is not equally easy

with all minerals, and takes place very readily with scheelite, apatite,

and anatase. The luminescence is not completely polarised in any
of the minerals examined by the author, and with some, for example,

anglesite and calcite, it exhibits no trace of polarisation. Inclination

of the face to the cathodic pencil does not alter the qualitative

relations of the phenomenon. The orientation of the plane of polarisa-

tion is not the same in crystals of the tetragonal and hexagonal

systems. Anisotropy, artificially produced in an amorphous substance,

produces a greater or less partial polarisation of its cathode lumin-

escence, and to extinguish the polarised portion of the latter the

short diagonal of the analyser must be placed parallel to the direction

of tension and normal to the direction of compression. T. H. P.

Triboluminescence of Potassium Sulphate. Desire Gernez
{Comj^t. rend., 1905, 140, 1234—1236).—It has been previously

observed by H. Rose and by Bandrowski (Abstr,, 1895, ii, 66 and

429) that when potassium and sodium sulphates are fused together in

molecular proportion, the product dissolved in water and left to

crystallise, the separation of the potassium sulphate crystals is accom-

panied by the emission of flashes of light. The author shows that if

the hot solution of the fused sulphates is allowed to crystallise without

being disturbed by external influences there is no emission of light,

but flashes of light are at once observed if a crystal is touched with a

piece of iron, silver, or platinum. The phenomenon appears, therefore,

to bo due to the disintegration of crystals already formed, and this

disintegration can be readily brought about by the agitation of the

containing vessels. The admixed sodium sulphate can be replaced by

other substances without interfering with the phenomenon, and it
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has been finally shown that crystals of potassium sulphate separating

from pure aqueous solution also exhibit triboluminescence.

H. M. D.

Triboluminescence of Metallic Compounds. Desire Gerkez
{Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1337— 1339. Compare this vol., ii, 365).

—

The author has examined crystals of 100 different substances, of

which 74 were inorganic salts and the remainder metallic

Raits of organic acids, and finds that all emit light when rubbed

in a glass vessel with a platinum rod. This property is not therefore

manifested especially by organic substances (compare Tschugaeff,

Abstr., 1901, ii, 489). T. A. H.

Some New Efiects produced by Radium Bromide on a
Photographic Plate. Josef Petri {Ana. Physik, 1905, [iv], 16,
951—957).—Coins are placed on a covered photographic plate and
exposed in a magnetic field to the action of radium bromide. The
images of the coins on the developed plate exhibit outgrowths at their

nearest points, and these are attributed to joint magnetic and thermo-
electric action, in virtue of which the separate rays are crowded so

much as to leave an impression on the plate. J. C. P.

Influence of Radium on the Respiratory Energy of Ger-
minating Grains. H. Micueels and P. de Heen {Acad. Roy. Belg.,

1905, 29— 34).—The experiments of the authors indicate that the

radiations emitted by radioactive com{X)unds diminish the quantity of

carbon dioxide evolved by germinating grains, that is, diminish the

respiratory activity. L. M. J.

Radioactivity of the Common Metals. Algusto Righi {Njaovo

Cimento, 1905, [v], 9, 53—64).—By placing an electrometer in a
closed vessel containing carbon dioxide together with a disc of metal,
cleaned immediately beforehand by means of gla^-s paper, the author
obtains the following values for the velocity of discharge of the electro-

meter in volts per hour :

Aluminium
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Radioactive Properties of Air, Soil, and Water in and
around Halle. Richard Schenk {Jahrh. Radioakt. Eleclronik, 1905,

2, 19—42).

A New Radioactive Element which emits Thorium Radia-
tion. OsKAR Haiin {Zeit. j)hysihd. Chem., 1905, 51, 717—720).—In
fi-actionating a mixture of bromides obtained from thorianite, it was
found that whilst the radium accumulated in the least soluble fractions,

the radioactivity of the most soluble portions also increased. Finally,

a strongly active oxalate precipitate of about 10 mg. was obtained,

which glows faintly in th^ dark and excites the platinocyanide and
zinc sulphide screens in a marked fashion. If a current of air is

blown through a solution of the substance and directed against a zinc

sulphide screen, the illumination of the latter is somewhat similar to

that observed in a parallel experiment with emanium. It is shown,
however, that the substance cannot be actinium or emanium. The
emanation from the substance is almost identical with that of thorium,

but the sub.-tance itself is 100,000—200,000 times as active as thorium,

.and is supposed to contain a new radioactive element. J. C. P.

The Degradation Constant ofthe Emanations from Emanium
and Actinium. Oskau Hahn and Otto Sackur {Ber., 1905, 38,
1943—1946. Compare Sackur, this vol., ii, 367).—The rates of decay
of the activities of emanations from emanium and actinium have been
determined. The activity of emanium emanation is reduced to one-

half of its maximum value in 3"6 seconds, and the actinium emanation
in 3"9 seconds.

The time taken for the degradation of the induced activity produced
from emanium and actinium is the same, and the two elements are

therefore probably identical. J. J. S.

Application of the Wehnelt Interrupter in the Measure-
ment of Dielectric Constants by Nernst's Method. Friedrich

Krugkr [Zeit. phi/sikal. Chevi., 1905, 51, 739—740).—Hints as to the

most favourable working conditions. J. C. P.

Temperature-coeflQcient of the Resistance of Tantalum.
Franz Streintz {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 273—274).—The teui-

peratui-e-coefficients of the electrical resistances of tantalum, platinum,

and bismuth, with the atomic weights 183, 195, and 208, are 0-3,

0-37, and 0*45 per cent, respectively, in agreement Avith a rule

previously noticed (Abstr., 1902, ii, 595).

The atomic heat of tantalum probably varies with the tempera-

ture and cannot therefore follow the law of Dulong and Petit.

T. E.

Conductivity of Colloidal Solutions. Jacques Duclaux (Compt.

rend., 1905, 140, 1468—1470).—Contrary to the experience of Mal-

fitano (compare this vol., ii, 72), the author finds that the electrolytic

conductivity of colloidal solutions, although small, is not negligible ; a

solution of Graham's ferric hydroxide containing 0032 atom of iron per
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litre and having a conductivity ofllSxlO"^ was separated by diffusion

through a collodion membrane into a colourless filtrate having a con-

ductivity of 82x10"^ and a residue containing all the colloidal

granules and having a conductivity of 280 x 10~'\ thus the granules

themselves have a conductivity value of 200 x 10"'', and the con-

ductivity of a colloidal solution is 1/500 of that of a crystalloid

solution of the same concentration. The corresponding ratios for

solutions of copper ferrocyanide and arsenic sulphide are 1/800 and

1/3500 re.spectively. M. A. W.

Electrical Conductivity of Solutions in Ethyl Bromide.
Compounds of Dimethylpyrone with Acids. Wladimir A.

Plotxikoff (/. Buss. Phys. Chera. Soc, 1905, 37, 318—337. Compare
Abstr., 1904, ii, 156).—Solutions in ethyl bromide of the compounds
formed by dimethylpyrone with trichloroacetic acid (this vol., i,

77) exhibit a marked capability for conducting an electric current.

The specific conductivity of the acid salt increases continuously with

the concenti-ation, a saturated solution (containing about 30 per cent,

of the compound) possessing the maximum conductivity, the magnitude
of which (0'001321) coincides approximately with the specific con-

ductivity of centinormal potassium chloride solution (0'001225).

Strong solutions of the acid dimethylpyrone compound must hence be

placed in the class of feeble electrolytes. The specific conductivity of

the normal dimethylpyrone compound in ethyl bromide reaches a

maximum at a concentration of about 56 per cent., which corresponds

with the composition represented by C-HgOo,CClg-C02H,2EtBr. With
both these compounds, the conductivity is diminished by the addition

of dimethylpyrone, and with solutions of the acid compound the

conductivity is increased by the addition of ti-ichloroacetic acid,

provided too great an excess of the acid is not present.

The author discusses the relation of these results to the constitution

of dimethylpyrone and to the ionising capacity of ethyl bromide.

T. H. P.

lonisation and the CoeflScient of Magnetisation of Aqueous
Solutions. Geobges Meslin {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
1329— 1331).—When the specific coefficients of magnetisation of copper

sulpliate, potassium ferrocyanide, and ferrous sulphate are calculated

from observations of this constant, made with aqueous solutions of the

salts, allowance being made for the water, the results are lower than
those obtained by direct observation on the solid salts (Compt. rend.,

1905, 140, 782) and the values decrease as the solutions Iwcome more
dilute. Such differences are only shown by strongly magnetic .salts,

and seem to be due to a progressive decomposition (ionisation) with the
formation of less magnetic substances. Similarly, the coetllcient of

magnetisation of mixtures of ethyl alcohol and water is not always
intermediate between those of the two components ; it reaches a
maximum (TO-tH compared with water as unity) when 4 per cent, of

water has been added and then decreases, reaching the normal value
for alcohol (1030) when eight per cent, of water has been a<lded.
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Young has shown that the vapour tension of mixtures of alcohol and
water shows a similar variation. T. A. H.

Free Energy and Heat Capacity. James M. Bell (/. Physical

Chem., 1905, 9, 381—391).—Richards has suggested the existence of a

linear relation between the temperature-coefficients of total energy and of

free energy which may be be written d^E/dO = k.d^FjdO (Abstr., 1903,

ii, 132). This has also formed the subject of a paper by Trevor (this

vol., ii, 372). In a mathematical paper, the author comes to the

conclusion that the inferences of Richards are based on insufficient

experimental data, and that the existence of the linear relation just

stated does not accord with experimental data and is, moreover, at

variance with certain tacit assumptions in Richards' own papers.

L. M. J.

Exact Expression for the So-called Molecular Change of
Critical Temperature. Johannes J. van Laar {Chem. Centr., 1905,

i, 1355 ; from Chem. Weekblad, 2, 223—229. Compare Centnerszwer,

Abstr., 1904, ii, 158).—The equation l/7\.{dTa:ldx)f^ = 2 J®^' - (1 -f <^),

in which ©= 1\IT^ or the relationship of the critical temperatures of

the components and ^ = h.jjb-^, is an exact expression for the change of

temperature Tx at the lowest critical temperature of the components.

Only when © is less than (1 - ^)- does the change of Tx become
negative. When x=\, that is, on the side of the highest critical

temperature, then the change of Tx is always positive and is expressed

by the equation \/T2{dTx/dx)x^i = {l +<f>') -2 J®'(f)', in which
©1 = TJT^ and <^' = bjb.^.

Centnerszwer' s results for sulphur dioxide agree with these

equations when it is assumed that the liquefied gas has the molecular

formula (S0.,)2. E. W. W.

Experimental Demonstrations of Thermal Phenomena
developed in Phosphorescent Substances ; Validity of
Physical Theories. P. de Heen {Acad. Roy. Belg., 1905, 22—28).
— If one of the bulbs of a Leslie's thermoscope is covered with lamp-

black and the other with chalk, the former absorbs more heat than

the latter, and when expo.sed to either solar radiation or radiation from

an incandescent lamp, the liquid on the lamp-black side sinks and this

condition remains permanent. If, however, the lamp-black be replaced

by a phosphorescent substance of about the .same absorptive power as

chalk and exposed to solar radiation, then, although at first tlie same
phenomenon takes place, yet the condition is not permanent, and after

about a quarter of an hour the levels again attain equality. If then

exposed to radiation of great wave-length, the reverse effect takes

place, but again eventually zero is attained. The author explains

these facts by the suppoi^ition that for small wave-lengths a number^
of ions are emitted from the atom and constitute around it a sort of

phosphore^cent atmosphere, whilst greater wave-lengths determine the

re-entrance of the })hosphorescent ions into the atom. The author

discusses the impo.ssibility of finality in physical theories and

hypotheses, and, briefly, the bearing of these facts on his previous
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atomic conceptions (Abstr., 1904, ii, 553). The most important idea

in the new conception of molecular dynamics appears to be that which

attributes the energy to the gyrational and not the translational

velocity (Abstr., 1904, ii, 553). L. M. J.

Fusibility of Mixtures of Antimony Sulphide with Cuprous
Sulphide and Mercuric Sulphide. Henri Pelabox {Compt. rend.,

1905, 140, 1389—1392. Compare Abstr. , 1904, ii, 42).—The freezing

point of fused antimony sulphide (555°) is uniformly lowered on
addition of increasing quantities of cuprous sulphide, until at 498° a

eutectic point is reached, the fused mass at this temperature con-

taining irO per cent, of cuprous sulphide. On further addition of

cuprous sulphide, the freezing point rises regularly at first, but the

phenomena of solidification assume a somewhat complicated character

when the proportion of cuprous sulphide is considerable. The process

of solidification in the case of mixtures containing more than two
molecules of cuprous sulphide per molecule of antimony sulphide

begins at a temperature which is higher the greater the proportion of

cuprous sulphide present, but in all cases the temperature at which
solidi6cation is complete is 570°, provitled the molecular ratio of

cuprous sulphide to antimony sulphide does not exceed ten. The
observations are rendered difficult in conseciuence of supercooling

phenomena.
The freezing point curve for mixtures of antimony and mercuric

sulphides consists of two simple branches melting at a eutectic point

at 455°. The eutectic mixture contains 34 per cent, of mercuric
sulphide. On account of the volatilisation of the mercuric sulphide, it

was not possible to study the behaviour of mixtures containing more
than 68 per cent, of it. The molecular lowering of the freezing point

is calculated from the data. Extrapolating to zero concentration, the
data for cuprous sulphide give 797, those for mercuric sulphide give
788 (compare Guinchant and Chretien, Abstr., 1904, ii, 538).

H. M. D.

Relative Value of the Calorimetric Methods used in the
Determination of the Heat of Combustion of Volatile Organic
Substances. Jllus Thomsex {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905, 51,
657—672).—The methods used in determining the heat of combustion
of organic substances are pi-actically two in number. One of these is

the author's, in which provision is made for the normal and regular
combustion of the substance (as gas or vapour) in oxygen under the
ordinary pressure ; the other is Berthelot's methotl, which involves
the rapid, often explosive, combustion of the substance with highly
compressed oxygen in the so-c.illed calorimetric bomb. Stress is laid

on the regular character of the combustion in the first case, and on
the irregular character of the combustion in the second. It is

not matter for surprise, therefore, that the results obtained by the
two methods exhibit considerable differences, and according to the
author it is the faultiness of Herthelol's metho<l which is re-ponsible
for this. In order to study the relation of heats of combustion to
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constitution, the experimen'al data throughout must be of the
same degree of accuracy, since the change in the heat of combustion
corresponding with a change in the molecular structure is simply the

difference of two experimental values. When this is recognised, less

dependence will be placed on the data quoted by Berthelot, for these

have been obtained partly by himself, partly by his pupils and other
workers; there is therefore no guarantee for the equal level of

accuracy of these data. All the data used by the author, on the

other hand, are the lesult of his own jers mal observations and
measurements.

Apart from these general considerations, a comparative study of

the numerical data obtained by the two methods shows clearly the

inferiority of Berthelot's method. This comparison is made (1) on
hydrocarbons, which always form the starting point in the study of

heats of combustion as related to constitution, and present no experi-

mental difficulties; (2) on halogen compounds, which do present

certain difficulties, and are therefore specially suitable for determining

the relative value of the two methods. The author's data all refer

to the gaseous condition of the substance ; only the comparatively

few, therefore, of Berthelot's data which refer to the same condition

are comparable with the author's numbers.

I. Hydrocarbons. It may be shown that the heat of combustion
of methane is increased by the same amount for each successive

replacement of hydrogen by the methyl group, as will be seen from
the following table :

Molecular Heat of combustion
Hydrocarbon. formula. at constant volume. Difference.

Methane CH4 21077 Cal. —
Ethane CHs'CHa 368-99 ,, 158-22

Propane CHo(CH.,)2 527-47 „ 158-35

Trimetliylmethane CHfOHs)^ 685-16 „ 15813
Tetramethylniethane... ClCHa)^ 844-79 „ 158 50

It follows from the fox*egoing that the four valencies of the carbon

atom are of equal value, and hence the relation between the heat

of combustion of the molecule C„H2j, and its constitution may be

expressed by the formula

fGJi.^ = a.x + 2by-^v (1),

in which x is the heat of combustion of each carbon atom of a gaseous

compound, y is the heat of combustion of each hydrogen atom linked

to carbon, and 2u is the influence of all carbon linkings on the

magnitude of the heat of combustion. Further, if p^, jhy, and p^ repre-

sent the numbers of single, double, and triple linkin^^s respectively, and
-y v,„ v.^ represent the heat effects corresponding with single, double,

and triple linkings, then

2v=;>iVi+;^t;.^+;V'3 (2)-

Evidently also

:

2a-b=p^ + 2p^ + 3p^ (3),
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whence, combining equations (1), (2), and (3), it follows that

fCaH.,,, = a(x - 2v,) + h{2rj + v^) +p.pv^ - v.^ + p.,{iv^ -v.,) ... (4).

Since the quantities within bi*ackets ai*e constants, this equation may
be written also :

fCaR^b^a.A + b.B+2).2.P2+j}3.^3 (5)-

The exact values of A, B, P^, and P^ can be deduced from the

experimental data. Thus, from the foregoing table it is found that

^ = 105'92 Cal. and 5 = 52-tO Cal., and, from the heats of combus-

tion of hydrocarbons with double and ti iple bonds, it is similarly found

that ^2= 16-15 Cal. and ^3 = 44-37 Gal. The following table gives the

heats of combustion of a number of hydx'ocarbons calculated by the

formula (5), and alongside of these the experimental values obtained

by the author and by Berthelot respectively, with the corresponding

differences between calculated and observed values :

Heat of Combustion of Gaseous Uydrocarhons at Constant Volume.

Hydrocarbon. C„Ho6.

Methane CH4
Etliane CjHg
Proi»ane Cgllg

Triinethylmetliane ... C4H,o
Tetramethylniethane . CjHj.,

P'tli3lene ^i^i
Propylene CjHfl
iwHutylene C4H8
Diallyl CoH,o

Acetylene CjHj
Allylene C,H4
Dipropargyl CeHg

The table .shows clearly the high relative accuracy of the author's

datii and the great irregularity of the data communicated by Berthelot.

It is impossible to bring the latter's values for the heats of combustion
of diallyl and dipropargyl into harmony with those for other hydro-

carbons with double or triple linkings. Again, Berthelot's values for

the heats of combustion of diallyl and dipro[)ai-gyl are about 3 per cent,

le.ss than the author's valuo.s, whilst Berthelot's values for ethylene,

propylene, acetylene, and allylene are 1—2 per cent, higher than the
author's values. The great relative accuracy of the latter is further

demonstrated in the following table, in which are compared the heats
of combustion of carbon compounds differing from each other only by
one atom of carbon :

Calcnlated.

Cal.
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Substance

Ethylene
Methane ...

Propylene
Ethane
isoButylene

Propane
Chloroethylene
Methyl chloride

Allyl chloride

Ethyl chloride

Allyl bromide
Ethyl bromide
Allyl methyl ether .

Ethyl methyl ether.

Molecular
formula.

C2H4
CH4
CsHg
C2H6
C4H8

C2H3CI
CHsCl
C3H5CI
C2H5CI
CatlgBr

CaHgBr
CgHg-O-CHs
C,H.-0-CH.,

Heat of

combustion. Difference.

332-2 Cal.l ,„, ., ^ ,

210-8 „ 1
121-4 Cal
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there is no guarantee that the process of combustion has been a normal

one. The following table gives an idea of the differences in the results

obtained. The values given in the table are the heats of formation

at constant volume from amorphous carbon and gaseous chlorine,

bromine, or iodine. The direct experimental data given by Berthelot

refer to carbon as diamond and to constant pressure : these original

values have therefore been suitably corrected to make them strictly

comparable with the author's :

Heats of Formation of Halogen Compounds (in Fm'm of Gas or Vapour)

at Constant Volume.

Substance.

Methyl chloride

Ethyl ,,

ProDvl . .
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chloride) which agrees with the calculated value was not the result of

a determination in the calorimetric bomb.
According to the author's data, there is a constant difference between

the heats of formation of corresponding chlorides, bromides, and
iodides. The unequal accuracy of Berthelot's data is evidenced by the
fact that his values exhibit no such regularity, as may be seen from
the following :

Methyl. Ethyl. Propyl. Allyl.

Chloride-Bromide {
^''^ 771 6-91 7-44 Cal.... Thomsen

Bromide-Iodide

11-7

11-37
1-4

7-4

11-91

7-6

Berthelot

Thoinscn
Berthelot

The difference between the heats of formation of neighbouring
members of homologous series should be approximately a constant, but
this is the case only with the author's data :

Ethyl-Methyl
|

Chloride.
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378 Cal. Similar irregularities are found in Berthelot's figures for

the heats of formation (1) of ethane and its chlorine derivatives, (2) of

ethylene and its chlorine derivatives. Thus, according to his figures,

the introduction of the first chlorine atom in ethane raises the heat of

formation by 16 Cal.; the introduction of the second chlorine atom
gives a value 4*2 Cal. helow that for ethyl chloride. In these cases, as

also for benzene (heat of formation = - 13-7 Cal.) and chlorobenzene

(heat of formation = —12-4 Cal.), the author's data all support the

view that chlorine and hydrogen exert an approximately equal influence

on the heat of formation of the molecule.

Summing up, the author insists again on the high relative accuracy

of his own data and their suitability for the development of relation-

ships between heat of combustion and constitution, Berthelot's data,

on the other hand, are so irregular and of such low relative accuracy

that they are quite useless for any such purpose, and theoretical investiga-

tions (Lemoult, Abstr., 1904, ii, 310 ; Lagerlof, ibid., 382, 605 ; this vol.,

ii, 76) ba.sed on these data lead to entirely wrong conclusions.

J. C. P.

General Relations between the Heats of Combustion of
Organic Compounds and their Constitutional Formulse. Cal-

culation of the Heats of Combustion. Part II. Paul Lemoult
{Ann. Chim. Phys., 1905, [viii]. 4, 5—70).—The application of the

author's methods of calculating the heats of combustion of organic sub-

stances (Abstr., 1903, ii, 410 ; 1904, ii, 12, 310) to the various classes of

nitrogen, halogen, and sulphur compounds is considered. The results

recorded have already been published (Abstr., 1904, ii, 382 : amines,

amides, imides, nitriles, and heterocyclic compounds with nitrogen in

the ring; Abstr., 1904, ii, 605: sulphur and halogen compounds;
Abstr,, 1904, ii, 805: miscellaneous). The "calculated" and "ex-
perimental " heats of combustion for a very large number of compounds
of these classes are tabulated in the original, and these tables show
the general agreement existing between the two sets of numbers.

T, A, II.

Thermochemical Investigation of Strychnine and Brucine,
Marcellin BKUTnELoT and Gaudeciion {Ann. Chim. Phys., 1905,
[viii], 5, 145—165),

—

A. resume of work already published (compxro
this vol., ii, 301). M. A. W.

Determination of Vapour Densities at High Temperatures,
II, Vapour Density of Carbon Dioxide at 2000\ Fhikduich
Emich {Monatsh., 1905, 28, 505—523, Compare Abstr., 1904, ii,

14).—By means of the apparatus described in the previous paper, the
author has compared the rate of flow of carbon dioxide with that of
nitrogen at the ordinary temperature and at 2000°. The results show
that at 2000^ carbon dioxide is not, or is only slightly, dissociated
(compare Ijq Chatelier, ibid., 188U, 205; llahn, ibid.y 1903,
ii, 711 ; Juptner, ibid., 1904, ii, 382).

The crumbling of the edges and consequent enlargement of the
opening of the iridium tvibes is diminished by coating the tubes with
a thin layer of zirconium and yttrium oxides. The temperature of
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such glazed tubes, equally with that of the unglazed iridium, can be

determined with sufficient accuracy by the optical pyrometer.

G. Y.

New Apparatus for the Determination of Vapour Density.
E. Grimsehl {Zeit. angew. Ghem., 1905, 18, 734—735).—The author
describes a form of apparatus for the rapid determination of vapour
densities. The substance is vaporised in a tube about 130 cm. long,

surrounded by a vapour jacket. Towards the upper end, this tube is

open to the atmosphere, below it communicates by a 3-way stopcock

with a delicate manometer consisting of two wide tubes connected with
one another by a narrow bore tube, the whole containing coloured

water with an air bubble as index in the horizontal tube. By this

means, the difference of level is magnified about 50 times. When the

tube is full of vapt)ur, it is placed in communication with the manometer,
the reading of which gives the difference between the weight of the

column of vapour and that of a column of air of equal height, from
which the vapour density is readily obtained. L. M. J.

Calculation of the Exact Molecular Weights of the Easily
Liqueflable Gases from their Densities ; Atomic Weights of
Hydrogen, Nitrogen, Argon, Chlorine, Sulphur, and Carbon.
Philippe A. Guye {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1241—1243. Compare
Abstr., 1904, ii, 475).—The relationship M/L.(l +«)(!- 6) = 22-412, in

which M is the molecular weight, L the weight of a litre of the gas in the

normal state, and a and h the constants calculated from the critical data,

is not satisfied by the more easily condensible gases. The deviations are

due to the fact that the values of a and b for the critical state differ

from the values for the normal condition. The coriect values for the

normal condition of the gas have been deduced, and the following

molecular weights, referred to 02 = 32 '000 as basis, have been calcu-

culated : COg, 44003 ; N2O, 44000 ; SO2, 64-065 ; HCl, 36-484 ; C^Hj,

26 01 8. From these, the atomic weights of the contained elements are

deduced. The numbers given are : hydrogen, 1-0077 ; carbon, 12-002
;

nitrogen, 14-007 ; chlorine, 35-476
; sulphur, 32-065 ; and argon, 39866.

Except in the case of nitrogen, these values agree well with the numbers
in the international table, H. M. D.

Atomic Weight of Nitrogen deduced from the Ratio of the
Densities of Nitrogen and Oxygen. Philippe A. Guye (Comjyt.

rend., 1905, 140, 1386—1388. Compare preceding abstract).—If d^

and d^ are the densities of two gases measured at corresponding tem-

peratures 2\ and 2\, and under corresponding pressures />j^ and p^, and
if the molecular weights of tlie gases are Af^ and Af^, then, according to

the theory of corresponding states, djd.^ = M^p/fjAf^p.^T-^, or MJAf.,=
{d^'-l\lp-^)l{d,,l\lp^. The ratio of the densities of the two gases,

measured at corresponding temperatures and pressures, when re-

duced to the normal state (0° and 760 mm.) should therefore give the

r.atio of the molecular or atomic weights.

When the corresponding temperatures and pressures are so chosen

that the interpolation involved in the reduction is a minimum (oxygen,
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100^ and 760 mm., nitrogen, 37^ and 505 mm.), the number deduced

for the atomic weight of nitrogen is 14 "01 4.

According to Berthelot, the two gases satisfy the simple laws with

greatest exactitude at a temperature equal to 2-45 x critical tempera-

ture. If these (oxygen 105^^, nitrogen 40°) are taken as the corre-

sponding temperatures, and the pressure in each case is taken as

760 mm., the atomic weight deduced is 14'011.

These numbers are compared with others obtained from density

measurements by using other reduction methods, and 14"009 is con-

sidered to be the most probable value of the atomic weight of nitrogen

according to density determinations. H. M. D.

Molecular Attraction. IV. Blot's Formula for Vapour
Pressure and Some Relations at the Critical Temperature.
James E. Mills (/. Physical Chem., 1905, 9, 402—417. See this vol.,

ii, 152).—The combination of Crompton's equation for the latent heat

of vaporit-ation with the ordinary thermolynamical equations leads to

the expression dPjdT= 21x1v ^^ ^^^ critical temperature, where v is the

critical volume, that is, at the critical temperature the value of dPjdT
is exactly double what it would be for the perfect gas occupying the

same volume. As Crompton's equation had been shown previously to

give good results for the heat of vaporisation at temperatures ap-

proaching the critical temperature, the critical values for dPjdT are

taken from the above expression, and shown to be in good accord with

the observed values where comparison is possible—the agreement in

the case of tsopentane, normal pentane, and ether being within ex-

perimental errors. It is shown that in the neighbourhood of the

critical temperature the Biot curve must lie below the true curve, and
that no alteration of the constants will cause concordance. Employing

the above relation, the values for ft! [ = (Zi - E)!{ \Jd - ^/D] at the

critical temperature agree well with the mean values found previ-

ou.sly. From the previous results, the author is further able to deduce
the well-known relation Z^c/t/c = constant, where Uc is the theoretical,

and dc the actual critical density. L. M. J.

Osmosis through Silica Tubes. G. Belloc {Compt. rend., 1905,

140, 1253—1254. Compare Berthelot, this vol., ii, 316).—After
exposure to high temperatures, the surface of fused silica h;\s a milky
appearance. Microscopic examination shows that the surface is con-

siderably altered, and crystalline particles are recognisable in reflected

light. The phenomenon of osmosis is perhaps connected with this

process of devitrification. H. M. D.

Permeability of Glass Vessels. Maucklli.n Bektiielot {Compt.
rend., 1905, 140, 1286— 1292).—The author finds that tul)e.s of

"ordinary" white glass or of Jena glass are permeable to hydrogen,
oxygen, and carbon monoxide under the conditions observeil for fused
.silica ve.ssels (tliis vol., ii, 316), but at lower tem|)erature8. No loss

was observed when wood charcoal or graphite was heated in either

"ordinary" or Jena glass vessels, otherwise vacuou.s.

The permeability of the walls of glass or fused silica vessels to
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gases is regarded as similar in character to the interchange of gases
which takes place through caoutchouc or animal membranes.

T. A. H.

Employment of Thermal Analysis in Abnormal Cases.
GusTAV Tammann (Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 45, 24—30).—In 1903
(Abstr., 1904, 113), the author showed how the composition of

crystallised chemical compounds occurring in alloys could be established

by thermal analysis. There are two chief ca.ses, namely, (1) the com-
pound melts to a homogeneous liquid, (2) the compound splits up at a

definite temperature into another crystalline substance and a fused

mass. Under the second head, certain complications may occur during
the cooling of the fused alloy ; it is shown in detail that the com-
plications do not invalidate the method. D. H. J.

Determination of Chemical Equilibrium from Explosion
Processes. I. K. Finckh (Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 45, 116—126).

—When electrolytic gas mixed with air is exploded under different

conditions, it is found that the proportion of nitric oxide (NO) present

after the explosion depends on the temperature and pressure (con-

centration) of the admixed electrolytic gas. It is clear then that the

equilibrium which exists at the n.oment of the explosion cannot be

deduced from the final equilibrium after cooling, and that the law of

mass action cannot be applied directly. An experimental attempt was
made to arrive at the same conclusion in the case of the formation of

hydrogen peroxide by the explosion of hydrogen with an excess of

oxygen ; here the amount of peroxide obtained is much smaller than

that corresponding with chemical equilibrium. D. H. J.

Determination of Chemical Equilibrium from Explosion
Processes. II. Waltiieb Nernst {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 45,
126—131).—With reference to Finckh's work (preceding abstract), the

author points out that it would be difficult to calculate in general the

displacement of the chemical equilibrium in explosion processes, but

suggests that it would be possible to give a mathematical treatment in

the case where (as in the formation of nitric oxide by the explosion of

electrolytic gas mixed with air) the velocity of the reaction is not

sufficiently great to allow of the establishment of equilibrium at the

moment of the explosion. When ajjplied to Finckh's experimental

data, this suggestion gives satisfactory results. Another method of

ascertaining chemical equilibrium depends on the measurement of the

maximum pressure of the explosion ; some applications of this method

were given by Mallard and Le Chatelier (Ann. Mines, 1883, 8, 4).

D. H. J.

Equilibria in the Systems: TINO,—KNO3, TINO3—AgNOg,
and TlNOy—NaNO,^. Coknei-is van Euk {Zeit. j^hysikal. Chem.,

1905, 51, 721—73i).— (1) TINO^—KNO3.—By way of supplement

and correction to the previous paper on this subject (Abstr., 1900, ii,

133), it is stated that thallium nitrate solidities in regular crystals,

which are stable down to 142-5": between 142-5" and 72-8'', the
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rhombohedric modification is the stable cue ; below 72'8^, the rhoiubic

modification. The latter transition point can easily be overlooked, siuce

the transition process is very sluggish. The transition of the rhombo-
hedric mixed crystals containing from 100—81 moIecuUr pef cent, of

thallium nitrate takes place at temperatures rising gradually from
72-8° to 78°.

(2) TlNOg—AgNOg.—The substance of this communication has

been already reported (Abstr., 1900, ii, 403).

(.3) TINO3—KaNOg.—The freezing point of thallium nitrate is

206'1°, that of sodium nitrate is 308°; the freezing point curve for

mixtures of the two salts is of the simplest type, with a eutectic point

at 162°. There is no evidence of the formation of a double salt.

Further, the transition temperatures of thallium nitrate are not

altered by the addition of sodium nitrate, hence no mixed crystals are

formed. J. C. P.

Equilibrium between Acetone and Hydroxylamine Hydro-
chloride. Philippe Landrieu {Compt. read., 1905, 140, 1392—1393.

Compare Francesconi and Milesi, Abstr., 1902, i, 660).—When acetone

and hydroxylamine hydrochloride are brought together in aqueous
solution in molecular proportions, a state of equilibrium is established,

which can be i-epresented by
(l-x)COMe2 + (l-a;)NH20H,HCl ':=!: .rGMe2:N-0H,HCl + H.,0.

The value of x has been determined for a series of concentrations

by measuring the heat developed on addition of excess of sodium
hydroxide to the solution. If this be denoled by Q, and if Q^ and Q^
are the quantities of heat developed when excess of the alkali is added
respectively to acetone and hydroxylamine hydrochloride and to

acetoxime hydrochloride, then x — ((^^ - Q)l{Qi - Qo)- The following

numbers were obtained :

Litres jwr

giaiii-moL i 6 8 12 24 48

Q^ — — 23 13 2519 2606 2852
Q.^ 18-21 20-77 2115 22-20 2452 —
(^> 19-0-1 21-66 22-25 23-30 2599 —
X 0-84 0-8U 0-75 0-72 0-63 —
The values of x thus found are in agreement with the requiiementd

of the law of masti action. H. M. D.

Approximate Composition of the Hydrates formed by
Certain Electrolytes in Aqueous Solutions at Different Concen-
trations. X. JIakuv C Jones and II. P. Uassett {Ajiiei: Chem. /.,

1905, 33, 534—586. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 386, 710, and previous

abstracts).—A series of curves based on data published in earlier

papers has been con.structod in order to exhibit the relation between
the water of crystallisalion of certain electrolytes and the depression
of the freezing i)oint of their aqueous solutions. The relations thus
shown aflford conclusive evidence of the existence of hydrates in thH
Holutious.

VOL. LXXXVIII. ii. 31
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Experiments have been carried out with the object of obtaining the

data required for calculating the approximate composition of the

hydrates formed at various concentrations. The depression of the

freezing point, the conductivity at 0°, and the sp. gr. have been

determined of solutions of different concentrations of calcium chloride

and bromide, strontium bromide, barium bromide, magnesium chloride

and bromide, manganese chloride and nitrate, cobalt chloride and
nitrate, nickel chloride and nitrate, copper chloride and nitrate, and
sulphuric acid. The results are tabulated and are also plotted as

curves.

From an examination of these results, it is evident that the amount
of water combined with the dissolved substance increases regularly as

the concentration of the solution increases. In some cases, the number
of mols. of water combined with 1 mol. of the dissolved substance

increases from the most concentrated to the most dilute solution,

whilst in other cases it either passes through a maximum or attains

a maximum value which remains practically constant as the dilution

is further increased. E. G.

Liquid Hydrogen Sulphide as a Solvent. Ubaldo Antony
and G. Magri {Gazzetta, 1905, 35, i, 206—226).—The characters

exhibited by liquid hydrogen sulphide differ ^ndely from those of the

gas. When quite pure, the liquid can be kept in Dewar's vacuum
vesse's isolated from external moisture ; it undergoes slow evaporation,

which is accelerated by the addition of pieces of pumice, &c. It has a

neutral reaction to litmus paper, owing either to the non-dissociation

of the hydrogen sulphide or to the inactivity of the litmus at the low
temperature of the liquid. Electrically, liquefied hydrogen sulphide

acts as an insulator, and in the neighbourhood of its boiling point it

does not exhibit in its chemical behaviour that analogy with water
which would be expected from its chemical composition. As a solvent,

it behaves to some extent similarly to carbon disulphide, alcohol, ether,

or benzene, but although its solvent powers are relatively extended, its

ability to cause dissociation is far less marked than that of water and
other strongly dissociating solvents. The salts of energetic bases are

not soluble in it, but non-metallic compounds are dissolved by it, giving

conducting solutions. Iodine, when dissolved in liquid hydrogen
sulphide, bestows on it very considerable conductivity

;
phosphorus

iodide has the same effect to a less degree, and the haloid compounds of

the other non-metals, although they dissolve in very small pi-oportions,

give solutions of moderate conductivity. Solutions of certain organic

su})stances, for example, iodoform and tetramethylammonium iodide,

yield solutions having conductivities which indicate that organic

compounds may become ionised in liquid hydrogen sulphide.

The nitro-derivatives of benzene, nitronaphthalene, and naphthyl-

amine dissolve moderately well in this solvent, but the solutions are

non-conducting ; there is a marked difference between the solubility of

picric acid and that of potassium picrate.

Most of the above-mentioned compounds dissolve in liquid hydrogen
sulphide with absorption of heat, but exceptions to this rule are met
with in phosphorus trichloride and tribromide.
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Hydrocarbons, alcohols, ethers, *kc., also dissolve in liquid hydrogen

sulphide.

The marked chemical activity of hydrogen sulphide in the state of

gas or in aqueous solution vanishes almost entirely when the gas is

liquefied. Thus, iodine reacts but very slightly with liquid hydrogen

sulphide, but gives a dark i*ed solution ; also, liquid sulphur dioxide

and liquid hydrogen sulphide mix, but only react readily in presence of

an ionising liquid. Salts of coppei', lead, itc, are unchanged by liquid

hydrogen sulphide, and the same is the case with powerful oxidising

agents such as chromium trioxide, chromates, dichromates, per-

manganates, &c. Concentrated sulphuric acid and Nordhausen acid

are both solidified in liquid hydrogen sulphide, but do not react with

it. Sodium and potassium remain unchanged in the liquid, and
mercury solidifies in it without exhibiting any superficial alteration.

Bromine, even in the solid condition, reacts energetically with liquid

hydrogen sulphide, forming sulphur bromide.

Iodine and liquid hydrogen sulphide do not I'eact when dissolved in

ordinary solvents, such as the lower aliphatic hydrocarbons, carbon

disulphide, or chloroform. Nor does the presence of thiophen

determine any reaction, but decane, carvene, amylene, and benzene do
so, various products being obtained. More marked in their power to

cause interaction between iodine and liquid hydrogen sulphide are

hydroxylated compounds, and the same is the case with aldehydes and
ketones ; indeed, benzaldehyde alone reacts with the liquid sulphide.

Attention is called to the papers by Mcintosh and Steele (Abstr.,

1904, ii, 533) and Archibald and Mcintosh (Abstr., 1901, ii, 534) on
this subject.

Descriptions, with illustrations, are given of the apparatus used for

the preparation, purification, and liquefaction of the hydrogen sulphide

and for the conductivity measurements. T, H. P.

Influence of Alkaloids and Alkaloidal Salts on Catalysis.
Orvillk H. Browx and C. IIucii Neilson (Amer. J. Physiol., 1905,

13, 427—435).—The action of strychnine, caffeine, and their salts on
the hydrolysis of hydrogen peroxide by platinum bl ick and by aqueous
extracts of kidney or pancreas has been examined. The results are

given in tabular form, and show that the action exhibited is almost
always inhibitory, gome salts being more active in this direction than
others. The salts of hydrochloric, hydrobromic, and nitric acids in-

variably retard the catalysis whether the base is an alkaloid or a

metal. In the case of other salts, the result is either less marked, or

occasionally a slight stimulating effect is noticeable with certain con-

centrations. W. D. II.

Theory of Colloids. Karl Landsteiner {Zeit. physihd. Cliem., 1905,

51, 741— 742).—The author draws attention to earlier work by him-
self and Jagic, to which Billitzer (this vol., ii, 305) has made inadecjuate

reference. J. C. P.

Theory of Colloids. Eduard Joruis {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11,
288—290).—Mainly a claim for priority. T. E.

31—2
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The Unit of CombiniDg Weights. Robert Luiher {Zeit.

Eleklrochem., 1905, 11, 273).—The chemical combining weights might
b^ brought into harmony with the C.G.S. system of physical units

(by means of Faraday's law) by defining the combining weight of

a univalent element as the quantity cori^esponding with 10* electro-

magnetic units of electricity. This quantity of electricity is very
nearly 100,000 coulombs, and the combining weights so defined would
therefore be about 3"5 percent, larger than those at present in use.

T. E.

The Conception of Valency. Jean Billitzer [Zeit. anorg. Chem.,

1905, 45, 81—82).—In answer to Abegg and Hinrichsen, the

author emphasises the distinction between total affinity and valence

affinity (A.bstr., 1904, ii, 32, 475, 720 ; this vol., ii, 155).

D. H. J.

A Simple Gas Pressure Regulator. J. Marek (/. })r. Chem.,

1905, [ii], 71, 431—432).—Two forms of a simple gas pressure regu-

lator, which can be set up with ordinary laboratory apparatus, are

described and illustrated. G. Y.

Inorganic Chemistry.

Chemical Combination of Oxygen and Hydrogen under
the Action of Radium Rays. Berger Davis and C. W. Edwards
{J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1905, 24, 266—267).—When a radium salt is

dissolved in water, hydrogen is continuously liberated ; the authors

have now been able to obtain the reverse effect, that is, the synthesis

of water, by exposing a mixture of hydi'ogen and oxygen to the action

of radium bromide. By determining the contraction in volume of the

mixed gases on removing the water by means of phosphoric oxide, and
the amount of ionisation as measired by an electrometer, 13,100

molecules of water are found to be formed for each free ion produced
;

the ratio increases with increase of temperature. P. H.

The Mechanics of Fire. Henry E. Armstrong (J. iSoc. Chun. Ind.,

1905, 24, 473—480).—The paper contains a comprehensive summaiy
of the author's views on the mechanism of the process of oxidation,

most of which have been already published elsewhere (compare Trans.,

1903,83, 1088).

The subject is treated under the fo' lowing heads :—Combustion of

Hydrogen. Hydr.icarbons. Carbon monoxide and carbon. The Retar-

dation of combustion by oxygen. A'.toxidation. It is illustrated with

numerous diagrams and tables, for details of which the original paper

should be contulted. P. fl.
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Action of the Silent Discharge on Chlorine. G. W. A.

Foster {Ber., 1905, 38, 1781—1784. Compare Euss, this vol., ii,

381).—Chlorine, after being subjected to a silent discharge, does not

carry an electrical charge, nor can any change in the density of the gas

be detected. The author considers that the use by Russ of benzene as

a test sub>tance for " active " chlorine is open to criticism.

W. A. D.

Action of Oxidising Agents on Hydriodic Acid. Reactions
of Hypoiodous Acid. Axton Skrabal {Chem. Zeit., 19 >5, 29,

550—554).—By the action of an excess of an oxidising agent on dilute

solutions of hydriodic acid, hypoiodous and iodic acids are formed.

The colour of solutions of hypoiodous acid varies from greenish-

yellow to brown according to the concentration. Dilute solutions of

hypoiodous acid have the odour of iodoform, whilst more concentrated

sol'itions, owing to their decomposition, have the odour of iodine. In

acid solution, hypoiodous acid decomposes into iodine and iodic acid, a

change which is accelerated by the removal of one of the products of

the action by the addition of iodides, by diminishing the concentration

of the hydrogen ions, or by the addition of certain reducing agents.

Hypoiodous acid is probably the primary px'oduct of the oxidation of

hydriodic acid. A. McK.

Constitution of Fremy's Sulphazilate and of Pelouze's
Nitrosulphate. Edward Divkrs {Ber., 1905, 38, 1874—1878).—

A

reply to Hantzsch's criticisms (this vol., ii, 313). The conclusions

of Haga (Trans., 1904, 85, 78) and of Divers (Pr >c., 1903, 19, 283;
Trans., 1895, 67, 1098) are upheld. E. F. A.

Synthesis of Hydronitric Acid [Azoimide]. Arthur Wesley
Browne (7. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 551—555; Ber., 1905, 38,
1825—1829).—When a .solution of hydrazine sulphate in dilute sul-

phuric acid is treated with hydrogen per.>xide, azoimide is produced,

the yield under cert^iin conditions amounting to more than 28 jH^r cent.

of that required by the equation SN^H, -f- SH.p., = 2N3H + lOH^O.
It has Ijeeu found that small quantities of azoimide can be also

obtained by the action of other oxidising agents on hydrazine sulphate.

E. G.

Solubility of Phosphoius in Ether and Benzene. Anastasios
CnHisTOMANOS {Zeit. anorg. Chem., Hi05, 46, 132-141).—The .solu-

bilities of phosphorus in ethyl ether and in benzene at various tem-
perattires are tabulate<l in the original. For 100 parts of solvent, it

varies in the ca.se of ethyl pther from 04335 part at 0" to 19984 parts at
oS''. In benzene, it is 1513 parts at 0^ and increases to 10027 at 81°.

A .saturate<l solution of phosphorus in ether lias the .sp. gr. 0-7257
at 13% 0-7187 at 19", 07283 at 25°, and n„ 13565462 at 19', an.l
1-35435 at 25°. A saturated solution in benzene has nj, 1-5129453
at 11-9°, 1-5107379 at 19°, and 1-50638 at 25°, and the sp. gr.
0^9.-)9 at 13°, 8912 at 19°, 0-8875 at 22°, 8861 at 25°. The
solutions of phosphorus in etlier and l^enzene respectively differ in
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appearance and in the phenomena observed on keeping or on evaporating
the solutions on pieces of paper in the air or on watch-glasses.

D. H. J.

Preparation of Diamonds. Henri Moissan (Ann. Chim. Phys.,

1905, |viii], 5, 174—208).—A resume of work already published
(compare this vol., ii, 43, 160, 16G, 247). M. A. W.

Preparation and Purification of Carbon Tetrabromide.
A. VON Bautal {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 377—378).—The yield of

carbon tetrabromide by Wallach's method (Abstr., 1893, i, 596) may
be increased from 39 per cent, to 63 per cent, by adding 1 c.c. of

acetone and 8 c.c. of bromine to a solution of 150 c.c. of 25 per cent,

sodium hydroxide, shaking the mixture, filtering off the precipitate,

and repeating the addition of acetone and bromine to the filtrate four

times in succession, the weight of tetrabromide obtained being 19 '3

grams. The product is recrystallised from methyl alcohol, from which
it separates in small, colourle--s or slightly yellow plates, which, after

washing with water and drying, may be kept for several months with-

out decomposition if not exposed to direct sunlight. P. H.

Reciprocal Replacement of Metals in Aqueous Solutions.
Geougu McPhail Smith (/. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 540—551.
Compare Abstr., this vol., ii, 164).—The experiments described in this

paper show that the following pairs of metiils are reciprocally replace-

able in aqueous solution, the first metal of each pair being more readily

replaceable by the second than the second is by the first. K, Na

;

K, Ba ; Na, Ba ; Zn, Cu ; Cd, Ou ; Fo, Hg ; Fo, Ag ; Hg, Ag ; Hg, Pt

;

Hg, Au ; Ag, Au. The conditions necessary for the reverse replace-

ments, that is, the replacement of the second metal by the fii'st of each

pair, are described. For details of the experiments, the original must
be consulted. E. G.

Action of Potassammonium on Barium Bromide. Alexandiie
Joannis {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1243—1245).—When dry barium
bromide is treated with pure dry ammonia, the compound BaBr„,8NH^
is formed. Its dissociation tension is equal to 760 mm. at 35*4'\

Potassium bromide dissolves readily in liquid ammonia, and on cooling

the compound KBr,4NH3 separates in crystals which melt at about
- 45°. The vapour pressure of the crystals near the melting point is

less than the atmospheric pressure. When the compound BaBr.„8Nlf3
is brought into contact with potassammonium, a reaction takes

place which extends over 2—3 days. Hydrogen is evolved and barium
amideand potassium bromideare formed, BaBr^, -f- 2NH3K = Ba(NlI.,)., +
2 K Br -f Hg. The potassium bromide can bo removed from the reaction

products by repeated washing with liquid ammonia. H. M. D.

Revision of the Atomic Weights of Sodium and Chlorine.
Tiri:oi)OHK W. Richauds and KociEKULAUK Wells {J. Amer. Chem. Soc,

1905, 27, 459— 529).—Accurate determinations have been made of

the values of the ratios AgCl : NaCl, Ag : NaCl, and Ag : AgCl.
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The sodium chloride employed was obtained from various sources

and purified in several different ways, but the equivalent weight from
all the samples was practically identical. It is evident from these

experiments that pui'e sodium chloride can be easily prepared and that

water can be expelled from the salt by fusion without loss of chlorine.

Moreover, since it was found that the equivalent weight does not vary

whether the salt is fused in a vacuum or in air, it is clear that the

substance does not contain appreciable amounts of occluded oxygen or

nitrogen.

The silver used in this investigation was precipitated by ammonium
formate and ignited in a boat of pure lime. It was found that silver

fused in hydrogen yielded exactly the same proportion of silver

chloride as that which had been fused in a vacuum, a result which
supports Stas' conclusion that silver does not dissolve more than
00004 per cent, of hydrogen. The purification of silver is best

effected by fusion on pure lime in an atmosphere of pure hydrogen
and subsequent fusion in a vacuum.

In precipitating silver chloride from aqueous solutions, it is neces-

sary to use very dilute solutions, as otherwise the precipitate is liable

to occlude traces of other substances which cannot always be removed.
A study was made of the conditions under which such impurities are

occluded and eliminated ; it was found that in Stas* method of adding
solid sodium chloride to a solution of a silver salt some salt is always
occluded in the silver chloride. Attention is directed to various points

which must be taken into consideration in accurate work of this kind.

The variable solubility of silver chloride has been investigated and
the precautions to be observed in estimating tracas of chlorine and
silver by means of the nephelometer (Abstr., 1904, ii, 287) have ])een

ascertained. Fused silver chloride appears to contain traces of dis-

solved air, but the amount is extremely small, since no appreciable loss

in weight occurs on subsequent fusion in a vacuum.
The results of ten experiments for determining the value of the

ratio NaCl : AgCl with nine samples of sodium chloride prepared in

different ways gave an average of 40780 : 100, whence the atomic
weight of sodium is 2:5 01 7 (Ag= 107 930 ; CI = 35-455).

In twelve other experiments made with seven different preparations

of soilium chloride and three of silver, it was found that NaCl : Ag =
54"185 : 100, whence the atomic weight of soilium is 23*027.

In another series of ten experiments, it was found that the ratio

Ag : AgCl = 100 : 132867. Two different methotl.s of synthesis of the
silver chloride were used, ami the silver employed was obtained from
various sources, but the results were practically identical. From these

results, it is found th;it if the atomic weight of silver is taken as

107"920, a value which is probably more accurate than 107'930. the
atomic weight of soilium is 23006 and that of chlorine 35470 ; if the
atomic weight of silver is taken as 107930, that of sodium becomes
23 008 and that of chlorine 35-473.

These new values affect considerably the figures in the second decimal
place of all the atomic weights depending on those of chlorine, sodium,
or silver, and render necessary a recalculation of all the atomic
weights.
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The paper contains a very full discussion of the sources of error in

Stas' experiments, E. G,

Reactions with Sodium Thiosulphate. Franz Faktor (C/iem.

Centr., 1905, i, 1524; from Pharm. Post., 38, 219. Compare Abstr.,

1902, ii, 256).
—

"When sodium thiosulphate is boiled with magnesium
ribbon, magnesium hydroxide and hydrosulphide are formed. When
iron powder (ferrum limatwm), sheet silver, copper shavings, or lead

foil is heated with sodium thiosulphate, the black metallic sulphides are

formed, whilst bismuth yields the brown sulphide and cadmium forms
a yellow solution. Rose's metal on warming with the thiosulphate

forms black flakes of lead and bismuth sulphides ; on boiling with

sodium hydroxide, the solution becomes yellow and a sulphide is

formed. Alkaline solutions of thallium salts give a white precipitate

with sodivim thiosulphate which dissolves on boiling, forming a brown
solution ; brownish-black thallous sulphide, TlgS, separates out on the

addition of hydrochloric, sulphuric, or acetic acid. When hot solutions

of sodivxm thiosulphate and thallium salts are mixed, the liquid becomes
brown. Thallotis chloride, TlCl, is readily soluble in a solution of

sodium thiosulphate, thallous bromide less so, and the iodide is

insoluble.

Thallous dichromate, TlgCrgO-, is an orange-yellow precipitate,

which is somewhat soluble in water and dissolves in a solution of

sodium thiosulphate forming the yellow chromate, Tl.^CrO^. When
the solution of dichromate in sodium thiosulphate is warmed with

ammonium chloride, chromium hydroxide, Cr2(0H)g, is precipitated.

Mercurous chloride dissolves in sodium thiosulphate, and the solution

forms a black precipitate on heating ; when the solution is boiled with

gold chloride, mercury and gold sulphide, AugSg, separate and mercuric

chloride may be estimated in the filtrate. When mercuric oxide is

heated with sodium thiosulphate, the red sulphide is formed, and the

red sulphide under .similar conditions becomes of a more brilliant tint.

E. W. W.

Electrolytic Deposition of Silver. Eat.pii C. Snowdon {J.

Physical Chem., 1905, 9, 392—398).—The experiments were per-

formed chiefly with a view to ascertaining the possibility of obtaining

a plating deposit of silver from the solution of the nitrate. It was
found that a good, coherent, finely-crystalline deposit can be obtained

by rapid rotation of the cathode and separation of the anodic and
cathodic liquids, and the author considers that if means for a higher

speed of rotation were available, burnished deposits would result.

The addition of small quantities of glue to the solution had remark-

able effects, smooth, bright purple or yellow deposits with no visible

crystalline structure being obtained, which resemble some of Carey
Lea's de}K)sits from organic salts. L. M. J.

Colloidal Silver. Alexander Gutbier and Gustav Hofmeirr
{Zeit. anorg. ('hem., 1905, 45, 77—80).—The authors describe colour

phenomena seen on forming colloidal silver in pre.scnce of gum arabic,

which bear on Blake's suggestion (Abstr., 1904, ii, 31) of the

existence of throe (or four) allotropic coloured forms of silver.

Fifty c.c. of.'gum* arabic solution (1 : 100) were mixed with (1) 100 c.c.
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of silver nitrate solution (1 : 1000) and 50 c.c. of water; (2) 25 c.c. of

silver niti^ate and 125 c.c. of water; (3) 10 c.c. of silver nitrate and

140 c c. of water; (4) 5 c.c. of silver nitrate and 145 c.c. of water;

(5) H c.c. of silver nitrate and 148-5 c.c of water; the solutions (each

200 c.c.) thus prepared were reduced by hydrazine hydrate (1 : 2000)

and the hydrosols of silver obtained were purified by dialysis. The
colours of the hydrosols varied with the concentration, and were for

the five oases dark olive-green, olive-green, brownish, grey, and

gi-eyish respectively by reflected light ; brownish-red, red, dark violet,

violet, faint violet respectively by transmitted light.

Hydrosols obtained by reduction of ammoniacal silver nitrate with

phenylhydrazine hydrate are black by reflected light, gi'een by
transmitted light.

With hypophosphorous acid as. reducing agent in presence of gum
arable, a light brown solution is obtained, which becomes dark bi-own

and then deep red. If this liquid is now heated slowly to boiling,

it becomes deep brown, then olive-gi'een ; the olive-green colour

continues even after dialysis. D. H. J.

Action of Carbon Monoxide on Silver Oxide, Detection of
Traces of the Gas in the Atmosphere. Henri Dejust (Compt.

rend. 1905, 140, 1250—1252. Compare Gautier, Abstr., 1898, ii,

535).—When carbon monoxide acts on dry silver oxide at the ordinary

temperature, a considerable amount of heat is developed and metallic

silver is formed: Ag.^O-f C0= Ag^-l-CO., 4- 61*2 Cal, It is sometimes
necessary to raise the temperatuie of the oxide to 40—50° before the

reaction sets in. The gas also acts slowly on the oxide suspended in

water; metallic silver is deposited and a yellowish-brown solution is

formed which also deposits silver. The reaction takes place much
more rapidly in ammoniacal .solution ; the cnlourlf^ss solution turns
brown, then black, and deposits silver. A simple means of utilising

this reaction for the approximate estimation of carbonic oxide in the

air is described. H. M. D.

Metallic Calcium. II. Kurt AR\DT(/?er., 1905, 38, 1972— 1974.
Compare Ah.str., 1903, ii, 76; this vol., ii, 87).—The author de.scril)es

three alloys of aluminium and calcium, containing 23*4, 41-79— 4544,
and 80-55—83-32 per cent, of calcium respectively. They had the

8[.. gr. 218, 2-26—2-38, and 1-74—1-81 respectively, and melted at
765" (corr.), 1050°, and 600'^ respectively. Wiien the percentage of

aluminium in the alloy is high, calcium may be .separated from
ahuninium by distillation under diminished pre.ssure.

Alloys of calcium and aluminium may be prepaied by electrolysing
fused calcium chloride with fused aluminium as the cathode.

A. McK.

Calcium Sulphate in Ammonium Sulphate Solution. Eugene C.
Sullivan {J. Amer. ('hem. Sue, 1905, 27, 529—539).— Determina-
tions of the solubility of calcium sulphate in water and in solutions of
ammonium sulphate at 25" have given the following results. The
solubility in water is 0-2083 gram per 100 c.c. On the first addition
of ammonium sulphate to the aqueous solution, a notable decrease in
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the solubility of the calcium sulphate is observed. As the coucen-
tration of the ammonium sulphate inci'eases, the fall becomes more
gradual, and the solubility passes through a minimum equal to about
two-thirds of its original value when the concentration is about
09 mol. per litre. From this point, the solubility gradually increases

until the concentration of the ammonium sulphate is 0-6 mol. per litre,

when the solubility of the calcium sulphate has the same value as in

pure water. With 3 mols, of ammonium sulphate per litre, the

solubility of calcium sulphate is twice as great as in water. The
curve expressing the results is similar to that obtained by Seidell and
Cameron (Abstr., 1902, ii, 207) for solutions of calcium sulphate and
sodium sulphate.

The specific conductivity of concentrated ammonium sulphate

solutions is decreased by saturation with calcium sulphate. On the

assumption that ammonium sulphate is dissociated into 2NH^' and
SO4", and calcium sulphate into Ca" and SO^", and that the con-

ductivity is a measure of such dissociation, the solubility of calcium

sulphate in dilute ammonium sulphate is greater than that required by
the mass law.

The I'esults are in accordance with the isohydric principle of

Arrhenius (Abstr., 1899, ii, 201). The calculations show that the con-

centration of the non-dissociated calcium sulphate decreases as the

amount of ammonium sulphate is increased. E. G.

Calcium Carbonate. II. Precipitation. Wilhelm Meigen
{Cheni. Centr., 1905, i, 1363—1364 ; from Ber. naturfor. Ges. Freiburg

i. Br., 15, 38—54, 55—74. Compare ibid., 13, 40).—From the results

of 36 experiments in which calcium carbonate was precipitated from the

nitrate, Ca(N03),„4H20, in various ways by means of normal sodium
carbonate, sodium hydrogen carbonate, ammonium carbonate, and potas-

sium carbonate, the following conclusions have been drawn. Calcium

carbonate always separates from a mixture of cold solutions of the

nitrate and alkali carbonate in an amorphous state and may remain in

this condition for several days. When the solutions are hot, the

precipitate probably also separates in an aniorphous form, but cannot

be isolated in this condition owing to the rapidity with which it changes

into the crystalline form. The amorphous carbonate may become
crystalline in either the calcite or aragonite form. The aragonito

form always separates from cold solutions as spherical or globular

aggregations, and from hot solutions in needles ; the latter is a much
less stable form. Normal sodium carbonate precipitates cakiutu

carbonate from cold concentrated solutions, principally in the form of

globular aragonite. Dilute solutions do not so roailily yield aragonite,

and the change of this form to calcite takes place more rapidly in such

solutions. In hot solution.s, calcite is readily precipit;itod ;
when

aragonito is formed, it .separates in needles and is more stable when
precipitated from dilute solutions. In cold solutions, sodium hydrogen

carbonate yields principally calcite, and when the solutions are dilute

no trace of aragonite is formed ; from hot solutions, however, aragonite

separates in the form of very .stable needles. The precipitate obtained

by adding ammonium carbonate to cold concentrated solutions
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consists of aragonite globules, but in dilute solutions aragonite is not

formed ; both kinds separate together from hot solutions. The addition

of ammonia aids the formation of aragonite. Sodium carbonate and
potassium carbonate throw down amorphous calcium carbonate from
cold concentrated solutions. On the whole, calcium nitrate behaves

like calcium chloride, but in the former case, when aragonite is formed,

it is more stable than in the latter, since the presence of excess of

nitrate has less effect on the precipitation. The calcite form is pre-

cipitated from solutions of calcium sulphate by all carbonates except

normal sodium carbonate, which gives aragonite. From zinc solutions,

aragonite effects more complete precipitation than calcite, but in the

case of copper the inverse is true. Copper is completely precipitated

by calcite from a solution of the nitrate in 8 hours, but aragonite

requires a much longer time. Lead is also precipitated by both forms,

but more quickly by aragonite. The precipitation of silver from con-

centrated solutions is similar to that of lead or copper,

III, Behaviour of Calcium Carbonate towards Cobalt Salts

(compare Centr. Min., 1901, 577).— By the action of finely divided

aragonite on concentrated solutions of cobalt nitrate, a lilac-coloured

precipitate, 2CoCO„3Co(OH).2,H.iO, is formed ; it may be heated at

80—85° without decomposing, but loses IHjO at 95^. The blue

precipitate formed by calcite under similar conditions has probably the

composition CoC03,3Co(OH).,. The lilac-coloured precipitate, pre-

pared by adding aragonite to more dilute solutions of the nitrate, has

the composition, CoC03,2Co(OH)., ; finely divided calcite gives a

precipitate of the same composition and colour under similar conditions,

but in other cases the precipitate is probably a mixture of the blue

ba.><ic carbonate with more or less hydroxide. The precipitates formed
by aragonite resist the action of oxidising agents much more than
those formed by calcite. Solutions of cobalt chloride behave, on the

whole, in a similar way, but the precipitates always contain chlorine,

and the longer the duration of the action the greater the (juantity of

chlorine in the precipitate ; a basic cobalt chloride, CoClo,Co(OH).„5 H.A>,

is probably formed. By the action of calcite and aragonite on solutions

of cobalt sulphate, blue- and lilac-coloured precipitates are formed
respectively, but the latter on boiling also becomes blue ; both pre-

cipitates contain considerable quantities of sulphuric acid,

E. W. W.

Strontium-ammonium, Roederer {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
1252—1253).—By the action of pure dry ammonia on strontium at
— 60'', reddish-brown crystals of strontium-ammonium are formed
which di.ssolve in excess of ammonia to a deep blue .solution.

The dissociation tension of the crystals Is about 10 mm. at - 40'' and
760 mm. at -i- 46'\ Analysis of the crystals which remain when the
ammonia solution is evaporated at different temperatures gave
Sr.e-.-JBNHg at -60^ Sr,6-15NH3 at -23^ and Sr,rr01NH3 at O''.

The probable formula is Sr.eNHj, analogous to that of the barium
compound, H. M. I),

Some Reaotions with Magnesium. Franz Faktor (Chem.
Centr., 1905, i, 1305 ; from r/utrin. I'osl., 38, 153),— By the action of
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magnesinm ribbon on sodium thiosulphate, magnesinm hydroxide and
hydrogen are formed, whilst magnesium powder under similar con-

ditions becomes greyish-black, and on the addition of hydrochloric

acid gives off hydrogen sulphide. With a solution of iodine,

magnesium iodide is formed and the liquid becomes green. Potassium
dichromate and potassium permanganate are reduced by magnesinm,
the former to chromate. By the action of the metal on salts of

antimony (antimony trichloride or potassium antimony tartrate),

hydrogen and antimony hydride are liberated, whilst antimony
separates in the form of black flakes. Bismuth is deposited as a black

powder from solutions of the chloride or nitrate, and solutions of gold

and platinum salts are reduced to the metal with liberation of

hydrogen. Salts of silver are also reduced, but hydrogen is not

formed. By the action of magnesium on zinc, cadmium, stannous, or

bismuth salts, the metallic hydroxide and hydrogen are formed. Grey
metallic thallium separates from thallium salts, and hydrogen is

liberated, whilst thallium alum first yields the metal and then the

hydroxide. Yellow uranyl oxide and blue molybdenum oxide are

formed by the action of magnesium on uranyl salts and ammonium
molybdate respectively.

In order to test for aldehydes, a solution of magenta is heated with

a few pieces of magnesium ribbon until the colour disappears. An
intense violet-red coloration is formed on the addition of an aldehyde.

When magnesium povderis used, the solution should be filtered be foi-e

adding the aldehyde. A solution of quinone becomes brown when
warmed with magnesium

;
potassium ferricyanide is converted into

ferrocyanide, and a solution of indigo is rapidly decolorised.

E. W. W.

Eqtiilibrium between Magnesium and Sodium Sulphates.
R. Beckett Df.nison {Trans. Faraday Soc, 1905, i, 136—139).—At
25°, only one double salt of these components has been obtained,

namely, blodite, Na.,Mg(S04)9,4H„0, whilst at somewhat higher

temperatures two others appear : loewite, ISra,jMg2(SOJj,5H20, and

vanthoflite, Na^Mg(S04)^. The author's experimr-nts were made with

a view to ascertaining whether a double salt analogous to langbeinite,

KoMg.,(SO^)3, was not capable of existence. Dilatometric experiments

as well as tcnsimetric measurements with a Bromer-Frowein tensimeter

indicated that a sodium-langbeinite cannot exist in contact with

.solution, at least up to 90", and that at about 59" blodite in presence

of MgSO^ changes into loewite. L. M. J.

New Oxyhaloids of Mercury. TirEOPiiiLE Fisoiier and H. von

WARTKNHKRa {C'/iem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 308).—Mercurous oxychlorido,

HgCl.IIgO, forms small, red prisms, mercurous oxybromide, HgCr,Hg(),

dark red, slender, rhombic plates (crystal angles 89" and 91"), and mer-

curous oxyiodide, HgI,3HgO, brownish-red, rhombic plates. The com-

pounds were obtained by heating the corresponding niercurou.s haloids

with mercuric oxide and water in sealed tubes for 48— 80 hours

at 160—180°. P. H.
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Action of Sodium Nitrate on Native Sulphides. Joh.

Matusciiek {Cliem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 510—511).—The author staLe.s that

under certain conditioas galena yields a considerable quantity ot"

meUillic lead when heated in a crucible with sodium nitrate. A
portion of the metal m ly be similarly obtained from black antimony,

copper glance, and silver glance.

Lead introduced into melted nitre to which some potassium chlorate

has been added yields red lead in a somewhat gi-anular form,

L. DE K.

Existence of a Definite Lead Potassium Sulphate. Frank G.

Bklton {Chein. Xeivs, 1905, 91, 191).—When a 10 per cent,

solution of le.id nitrata is digested at 75"^ with a saturated solution of

potassium sulphate, white, amorphous lead potassium sulphate,

PbKo(SU4)^, is obtained. It is decomposed readily by water.

When potassium skills are present in excess, lead salts should be pre-

cipitated in the presence of excess of sulphuric acid and at the boiling

point. D. A. L.

Salts of Cerium. Her.viann Wolff {Zeit. anoi-g. Cliem.^ 1905, 46,
89—115).—In the following, V denotes the percentage of anhydrous
salt dissolved in the saturated aqueous solution.

C&riG ammonium nitrate, Ce(NO.^)^,2NH^N03. The values of P found
were : at 25°, 5849 ; at 35 2°, 6l'79 ; at 45-3°, 64-51

; at 6-1 5°, 6684
;

85-6°, 69-4
; at 122°, 88-03. For the interval from 25^ to 85'^ the inter-

polation formula, /' = 52 07 + 0'314f -00013^-, expresses the results.

xvbove 60^, there is a partial reduction of the ceiic salt in solution to

cerous salt ; towards the boiling point of the saturated solution, say

122°, the proportion of cerous salt present is considerable (9'8 per cent.

in one case after 3 hours' boiling).

Cerous ammonium nitrate, Ce(N03)3,2NH.^N03,4HjjO. This salt is

stable in aqueous solutions at temperatures from 9—35°. The ex|>eri-

meutal values of r were : at 875°, 70-2 ; at 25-0°, 74*8 ; at 45°, 804
;

at 60°, 87-2
; at 65-06^ 891. The solubilities from 25—65° are

expressed by the formula 7' = 687 + 0172< -t- 0002^-. Solubilities at

higher tenqjcraturos cannot be determined, as the salt melts in its water
of cry.slalli.sation at 74°.

Cerous ammonium sulphate, Ce.^(S0^)3,(NII^).,S0^ and
t>'e.^(«^\)3.(NH4).,«0^.811.;o.

The experime.tal values of P were : at 22-3°, 5061 ; at 2235°, 5()58
;

at 351, 4-928, at 45 :i°, 4'755 ; at 45-0°, 2-907; at 552°, 2-140
; at

55-3^ 2191 ; at 754°, 1-46 ; at 852°, 1-17. A graphic representation

of the results shows a curve with two branches corresponding with the

hydrated and anhydrous salts; j at 45°, it is poss.ble to obtain two
saturation coi.ceutiations, corresponding with the hydrated and non-
hydiated salts. In the solid .state, the hydrated salt loses eil^Oat
100, the remaiuiig 2Il.^() not until 150°. IJy the action of cerium
carbonate on propionic, butyric, and i«obutyric acid.s, cerium salts

similar to the known fonuate and acetate liave l)eeu prepared.

Cerous formate, Ce(CHOj)g. Values of P found were : at 13°,
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0"398 ; at 75"3°, 0*374
; the solubility is therefore intermediate between

the solubilities of lanthanvim and didymium formates.

Cerous acetate, Ce(C2H30o)3,liH20, is also less soluble in hot water
than in cold. Solubilities found : P at 15°, 19-61 ; at 76 '2°, 12-97.

Cerous 2^'''ojy^o7iate, 06(0321502)3,112^ (from warm solutions),

Oe(03H502)3,3HoO (from cold solutions). r at 15°, 18-99
3 at

76-4°, 15-93.

Cerous hutyrate, 06(0^11702)3, crystallises in the anhydrous condi-

tion from hot alcohol (in which it is sparingly soluble) and with SHgO
from cold aqueous solutions. P at 11°, 3-544; at 15°, 3-406

3 at
76-9°, l-98i.

Cerous isobutyrate, Oe(04H.02)3,3H^O. Values of P: at 20-4°,

6-603; at 75-8°, 3-39.

Cerous chloi'oacetate, Oe(O^H20102)3,l2"H20, is obtained by dissolving

cerium carbonate in chloroacetic acid and evaporating 3 it forms
long needles.

Cerous trichloroacetate, 06(0301302)3,3H2O, is obtained by dissolving

cerium in the acid and evaporating in a vacuum ; it foriTis long needles.

If an aqueous solution of the salt is boiled, the whole of the cerium
separates as carbonate. The trichloroacetate is not oxidised by
hydrogen dioxide, and thus differs from the cerium salts of the other

organic acids mentioned previously. D. H. J.

Ne-w Spectrum of Gadolinium. Georges Ukbain {Compt. rend.,

1905, 140, 1233—1234).—New lines in the ultraviolet absorption

spectrum of gadolinium are recorded. The same results were obtained

for gadolinium extracted from monazite,xenotime, and pitchblende. The
metal showed the phosphorescence spectrum which has been attributed

by Crookes to victorium. The author does not consider that this element
and gadolinium have been definitely shown to be distinct from one
another. H. M. D.

Purification of Praseodymium. Oharles Baskerville {Zeit.

anorg. Chem., 1905, 46, 86).—In reply to Meyer (Abstr., 1904, ii, 734),

the author insists on the efficiency of Baskerville and Turrentine's

method of obtaining pure praseodymium compounds (Abstr., 1904, ii,

261). D. H. J.

Properties of some Anhydrous Chlorides of Rare Metals.
Oamille Matignon {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1339—1341. Compare
Abstr., 1904, ii, 340, 341 ; this vol., ii, 391, and Muthmann and
StUtzol, Abstr., 1900, ii, 142).—The liquids produced by melting the

chlorides of lanthanum, praseodymium, neodymium, or samarium solidify

to masses of deliquescent needles closely resembling iv ' u-m the ciystals

of bacillary aragonite. Lanthanum chloride is colourless at all

temperatures, has a sp. gr. 3-947 at 18°/4°, and melts at 907°. On
solution in water, it develops 31-3 Oal. at 17°, and the heat of formation

from the oxide and hydrogen chloride is 80-3 Oal. Praseodymium
chloride has a sp. gr. 4-017 at 18°/4° and melts at 818°. The heat of

formation Irom the oxide and hydrogen chloride is 73-9 Oal. (compare

Abstr., 1902, ii, 263). Neodymium chloride is pink with a violet
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tinge, and becomes green at its melting point ; it has a sp. gr. 4- 195 at

1874°, melts at 785°, and on solution in water develops 35 4 Cal. at 17^.

The heat of formation from the oxide and hydrogen chloride is 7r6 Cal.

(compare Abstr., 1901, ii, 602). Samarium chloi-ide is straw-yellow,

and the tint deepens with increase of temperature. It has a sp. gr.

4465 at 18°/4°, melts at 686^ and on solution in water develops 37'4 Cal.

at 17°. The heat of formation is 64*2 Cal. (compare Abstr., 1902, ii,

505). T. A. H.

Transformation of Oxides and Oxygenated Metallic Salts

into Anhydrous Chlorides. Application to Analysis, Camille

Matignon and F. BouRiox {A7in. Chim. Phys., 1905, [viii], 4,

127— 136).—A resume of work already published (Abstr., 1904, ii,

340, 341). Aluminium chloride was prepared by the general method
{loc. cit.) from alumina, and samarium chloride from samarium sulphat<j.

T. A. H.

Colloidal Ferric Chlorides. G. Malfitano {Compt. rend., 1905,

140, 1245—1247).—Solutions containing 5 grams of ferric chloride

per litre were maintained at 40^ and the hydrolysis followed by
measurement of the electrical conductivity. This having become
nearly constant, the solutions were filtered through a collodion

membrane and the precipitated colloid analysed. Similar experiments

were made with solutions heated at 100—130^. The percentage of

( hlorine in the precipitated residues is very variable. The formula
l"e.,Cl6,nFe2(OH)g(n = l-5—7-2) and HCl«Fe.^(OH)^ (?i =M—6-7) are

mployed to express the composition of the precipitates from the cold

;iud the hot solutions. H. M. D.

Solubility of Ferric Oxide in Hydrofluoric Acid. Ernst
Dkussex (Zei7. cm^ew. Chein., 1905, 18, 813—815).—The author has

determined the solubility of ferric oxide in hydrolluoric acid, hydro-

chloric acid, and oxalic acid respectively at 25°. Hydi-oiluoric acid

dissolves rust more quickly than does hydrochloric acid, and may with
advantage be used for the removal of rust from laboratory apparatus.

A. McK.

Electrolytic Precipitation of Nickel on Nickel. Kalpii C.

Snowdon (/. J'/ii/sical Chem., 1905, 9, 399—401).—When nickeled

work has to be replated, it must be entirely freed from the pi-evious

deposit of nickel, as otherwise the deposit does not adhei-e, but readily

peels off. The author's experiments show that if the nickel bo made
the cathode in an acid solution and a fairly large current be passed for

a short time, it will, if (juickly washed and transferred to the plating

solution, take a smooth, adherent deposit capable of burnishing. The
author considers this behaviour to be due to the presence in the nickel

of a thin film of oxide which cannot be removed except by vigorous
reduction. L. M. J.

Nickelic Salts. Carl Tubandt {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 46,
73— 76).— Up to the present, the sesquioxide is the only tervalent
compound of nickel known.
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By the electrolysis of a strong solution of either (1) potassium
hydrogen carbonate, in presence of a nickel anode and with employ-
ment of a current of 1 to 2 amperes per sq. dcm., or (2) of nickel

carbonate in strong potassium hydrogen carbonate solution in presence
of platinum electrodes and with employment of a current of O'l to

1 ampere per sq. dcm., an unstable red solution of a nickelic salt is

obtained, which becomes quite colourless an hour after the interrup-

tion of the current, and (from the stronger solutions) deposits black

nickel oxide. The solution may be filtered through glass wool, but is

partly decomposed by paper filters ; the colour is discharged by
hydrogen peroxide, any percarbonate or persulphate, clilorine or

bromine. The red liquid liberates iodine from potassium iodide, and
thus a quantitative estimation of the oxygen combined with one atom
of nickel may be made, with the result that the nickel is found to be

in the tervalent form. The new nickelic salt has not been isolated.

D. H. J.

Electrolytic Chromium. Hectou R. Cauvetii and B. E. Curry

( /. Physical Chem., 1905, 9, 353—380. See this vol., ii, 394).—The
authors first review previous work on the electrolysis of chromic acid, and
find that amongst other points this still leaves doubtful the question

whether or not metallic chromium may be deposited in the electrolysis

of chromic acid solution, and if so what are the conditions. Their own
lesults showed that with an impure acid, chromium was deposited, this

occurring instantaneously at 18° for a current density of about 80
amperes per sq. decimetre. With pure acid, the deposition was also

obtained, but not so readily as with the impute acid ; the decomposition

voltage was found to be 2'31 volts. The effect of sulphuric acid was
marked in increasing the deposition of metal, and in some cases more
than one-half the total chromium was removed as metal. In all cases,

the solution was coloured brown, and chromic salts were produced ; a

brown precii)itate was also formed at the cathode, this being probably

CrCrO^. The authors consider it probable tliat sexavalent chromium
cations are present in the solutions of chiomic acid, and that the

increase of deposition caused by sulphuric acid is due to the increase

of concentration of these cations, owing to a reaction of CrOg witli tbt

acid. It was found that the electrolytically deposited chromium can

occlude about 250 times its volume of hydrogen, 246 c.c. being ob-

tained from 0*698 gram of metal. L. M. J.

A Variable Velocity Reaction Ox Green Cbromic Sulphate.

AiJiEKT CoLsoN {Cmnpt.rend., 1905, 140, 1451— 1454. Compare thi.s

Vol., ii, 94).—Further evidence in favour of the constitutional formula

Cr!SO
S04<^ '

'.r^r^i suggested for the green chromic sulphate, is afforded by

the behaviour of the salt towards barium chloride; in boiling solutions,

the decomposition of the mixture Cr._,(!S04)3 -1- 3BaCl.^ is complete in a

few minutes, but at the ordinary temperature there is adiscoutinui.y in

the reaction ; the addition of 1 mol. BaCl,^ to 1 mol. Cr.^(S0j3 cai.se.s

an immediate precipitation of BaSO^ with a heat development of 715
Cal., whilst the addition of 2 to 3 mols. BaCl^ to 1 mol. Cr2(^^0^)3 is
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followed by an immediate precipitate, but the liquid remains tuibid for

an indefinite period, and the heat developed does not exceed 7 "6 Cal.

M. A. W.

Higher Oxidation Products of Chromium. E. H. Riesenfeld,
H. E. WouLERS, and W. A. Kutsch {Ber., 1905, 38, 1885—1898).—
By the direct oxidation of chromate solutions with hydrogen peroxide

in alkaline solution below 0°, salts of the hypothetical acid HgCrOg
have been obtained. The ammonium salt, (NH^)3CrOy, crystallises in

small, reddish-brown, doubly refractive octahedia, with a red

reflex ; the sodium salt forms reddish-yellow, doubly refractive, glisten-

ing plates, and decomposes with evolution of oxygen to an amorphous,
bright yellow powder ; the potassium salt is somewhat darker in colour

than the ammonium, but in other re?pects resembles it. In acid solution,

blue salts such as KHgCiK); and (NH^^)H.,CrOy are formed on oxidation

with hydrogen peroxide. The red salts decompose in neutral or alkaline

solution into chromate, whilst in acid solution perchromic acid is formed,
and is instantly reduced to a chromic salt. For the analysis of these

salts, a special method based on the gasometric estimation of the oxygen
evolved is described in detail. The red salts described by Hofmann
and Hiendlmaier (Abstr., 1904, ii, 410) have also been prepared and
carefully analysed, and proved to have the formula (NH^),CrOg, and
not (NH^)2CrO^, as assumed by these authors. E. F. A,

Metastannic and Metazirconic Acids. Jakob M. van Bemmelen
{Zeit. anwg. C/iem., 1905, 45, 83—85).—Ruer (this vol., ii, 256) gave
to metazirconic acid dried at 100*^ the formula 3Zi02,2HjjO ; the
author suggests that the proportion of water found by Ruer in his ex-

I)eriments was accidental, and emphasises in this connection the analogy
between metastannic and metazirconic acids. D. H. J.

Separation of Thorium and the Cerite Earths by Normal
Sodium Sulphite. Alexander Batek {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905,

46, 87—88).—The method of separation used by Grossmann (this

vol., ii, 326) had been already described by the author {Bohemian
Acad. Sci. Prag, 1902). For the separation, the basic sulphates are
susjiended in water (Bunsen-Brauner method) and treated for 2 hours
witli a rapid stream of sulphur dioxide ; from the filtrate, basic sulphate
is again prepared and treated with sulphur dioxide ; after four
o|>enitious, a sulphate is obtained practically free from didymium.
By continued fractional treatment with sulphur dioxide, the basic

neodymium and pi-aseodymium sulphates may be separated from the
less basic cerium sulphate, as the former are more easily converted by
sulphur dioxide into soluble normal sulphates. D. H. J.

Alloys of Copper and Bismuth. Aktiilk H. IIiorns {Traiis.

Faraday Sac., 1905, 1, 179— 186).—An account of the appearance and
micro-structure of alloys of copi>er and bismuth is given, and the freezing

lK)int curve is described. The latter consists of four branches ; from
the freezing jxjint of bismuth, the curve falls to a freezing point 245"
at 97 per cent, bismuth ; it then rises rapidly, reaching 600^ at 95 per

VOL. Lxxxviii. ii. 32
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cent., after which it rises more slowly, so that with from 70 to 57 per

cent, of bismuth it is almost horizontal. At 57 per cent, a break occurs

and the curve rises to a maximum at 1 039° for 95 per cent, copper, whence
it falls to the eutectic point for pure copper in contact with a solution

of bismuth in copper. A number of reproductions of photographs of

polished and etched surfaces of the alloys are given in the paper.

L. M. J.

Red Colloidal Solution of Gold obtained by means of Carbon
Monoxide. Julius Donau (i/o?m^s/i., 1905,26, 525—530. Compare
Zsigmondy, Abstr., 1898, ii, 522; 1900, ii, 397; 1902, ii, 188).—
Bright red to purple liquid hydrosols of gold are obtained by passing

a current of carbon monoxide or carbon monoxide, diluted with carbon
dioxide, through solutions of auric chloride in conductivity water
containing 0"002—0*05 per cent, of gold. If ordinary distilled water

or tap-water is used, or if the solution is dialysed through a porous

cell, the presence of a protecting agent such as gelatin or gum arabic

is necessary to the stability of the hydrosol. A liquid hydrosol

containing 0005 per cent, of gold can be concentrated to 1/30 of its

volume l)y boiling in a vacuum before precipitation takes place.

The liquid hydrosol is decolorised when shaken with animal charcoal,

barium sulphate, powdered porcelain, amorphous silica, tibres of filter

paper, and electrolytes. These precipitations are diminished or

prevented by the presence of gum arabic or gelatin. The conversion

of auric chloride into colloidal gold by carbon monoxide is complete,

as a liquid hydrosol, after precipitation with hydrochloric acid and
filtration, yields a filtrate containing no gold. On electrolysis of the

colloidal gold solution, phenomena are observed resembling those

described by Blake (Abstr., 1904, ii, 130).

The formation of the red liquid hydrosol of gold is observed on
shaking a dilute solution of auric chloride with a litre of air containing

1 c c. of carbon monoxide. G. Y.

Gold-lead Alloys. Rudolf Vogel {Zeit. anorg. Cliem., 1905, 45,
11—23).—With the aid of cooling curves derived experimentally, the

author has drawn up a complete equilibrium diagram for gold-lead

alloys. In this diagi-am, the freezing point curve consists of four

branches showing three eutectic points at 215°, 254°, and 418'

respectively, A consideration of the time required for eutectic

crystallisation shows, according to Tammann's method (Abstr., 1904,

113), that there are two definite compounds of gold and lead, namely,
AuPbg and AugPb ; the occurrence of these compounds was confirmed

by a microscopic examination of the alloys. At 211° there is a poly-

morphous transformation of the alloy AuPbj. This alloy forms brittle,

long, white, net'dle-shaped crystals with rounded contours, and is

easily distinguished in appearance from the large, well formed crystals

of the alloy AUjPb ; the Litter is even more brittle than AuPb.^.

D. H. J.

Gold-thallium Alloys. Max Levin {Zeit. anorg. Chevi., 1905,

45, 31— 38).—Gold and thallium alloys have been studied by the
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thermal methods of Tammann with a view to determine the chemical

behaviour oF the two metals. Cooling curves were made, and an
equilibrium diagram constructed ; the freezing points of both gold and
thallium are lowered by addition of the other metal ; the two branches

of the freezing point curve intersect at a eutectic point corresponding

with a temperature of 131° and with 27 per cent, of gold; there is no
evidence of the existence of a definite compound of gold and thallium

;

this was confirmed by a microscopic examination of the alloys. On
the cooling curve of pure thallium, a transformation-point was observed

at 225°. From experiments on the velocity of efflux of thallium,

Werigin, Lewkoeeff, and Tammann {Ann. Fhysik., 1903, [iv], 10, 647)
drew the conclusion that there is a transformation from one crystalline

form to another at 180°, hence the possibility of three crystalline

modifications of thallium. D. H. J.

Halogen Compounds of Ruthenium. Alexander Gutbier and
C. Tren-kner {Zeit. anorg. Cliem., 1905, 45, 166—184).—To obtain

the pure metal, the powdered material is heated at a red-heat in oxygen
to remove o.smium, and the residue (I part), after reduction with hydro-
-cn, is fused for half an hour with its own weight of potassium nitrate

iid 83 parts of potassium hydroxide ; a rapid stream of chlorine is led

tt fii-st in the cold, later at 80—90°) through an aqueous solution of

ihe product of fusion ; the ruthenium tetroxido thus formed is con-

densed by a freezing mixture of ice and salt and reduced with alcohol

;

the metal is finally heated in hydrogen.
All attempts to prepare the ruthenious chloride, RuClg, or the

rvithenium tetrachloride, RuCI^, described by Glaus were unsucce.ssful,

nor could a ruthenious bromide be obtained. Ruthenium sesquichloride,

Ku.^Clg, is obtained either by Glaus' method or by evaporating the
totroxide with strong hydrochloric acid; the aqueous solution of the
uloride decomposes easily on heating, even at 50°, into a hydrated
xide and hydrogen chloride. Thedouble f-alts,Ru.^Glg,4RbCl(dark brown

crystals) and Ku^Gl^.iCsCl (reddish-brown crystals), were prepared.

RiUhenium sesquihromide, RujBr^^, is best obtained in .a similar way to

the chloride ; it forms dark scales. The following double salts were
prepared: Ru2Rrg,4KBr, Ru.,Brfi,4NH^Br, Ru2Br6,4RbBr,

Ru2Bre,4CsBr.
Rut/ieniujH sesqui- iodide, RujI^, is obtained as an amorphous, dark-
coloured precipitate by heating a .solution of ruthenium chloride with
I'otassium iodide solution. 1'he ammonia compound.'*, RuoBr(j,7NIl3
nd Hu.^T^.TNIIj, corrc-ponding with Joly's compound, RugGI^.TNII,,

are obtaiiiod l)y the action of dry ammonia on the haloid .«alt8 ; they
ire insoluble in alcohol. D. H. J.

32—2
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Mineralogical Chemistry.

s.
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Zeophyllite from Radzein, Bohemia. F. Cornu {Tsch. Min.

Mitth., 1905, 24, 127—134).—The recently described mineral zeophyl-

lite (Abstr., 1904, ii, 349) is recorded from a new locality, namely,

Radzein, situated between Aussig and Teplitz in Bohemia. It occurs

here in an exceptionally fresh leucite-tephrite, associated with

apophyllite, calcite, and hyalite, and forms hemispherical aggre<;ates

of radially arranged plates with perfect basal cleavage. In its charac-

ters, the mineral agrees with the zeophyllite from the original locality

(Gross-Priesen) ; sp. gr. 2-748. L. J. S.

Physiological Chemistry.

Physicochemical Study of Haemolysis. Mile. P. Ceuxovodeaxu
and Victor Henri (Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1394— 1396) —It is

fouad that the rate of hsemolysis of red blood corpuscles in presence of

hajmolytic serum varies with the origin of the corpuscles and of the

."^erura. Experiments have been made with corpuscles from the hor.-e,

the dog, and the fowl, and with serum extracts from the same anima!s.

The velocity is conditioned by the rate at which the active constituent

of the serum is absorbed by the corpuscles, and any change which
influences this r.ite of absorption brings about an alteration in the

velocity of hiemolysis. When two different kinds of corpuscles are

simultaneously subjected to the action of an active serum, the

hsemolysis which takes place in a given time is less than the sum of

the effects produced when each kind of corpuscle is sepjvrately acted on
by the serum under otherwise similar conditions. If two active sera

of different origin act simultaneously on one species of corpuscle, the
obf^erved effect is much greater than the sum of the effects produced
when the two active sera act alone under otherwise similar

conditions. H. M. D.

Hsemolytic Action of Photodynamic Substances. G.
Saciiauow and Hans Sachs (C/iem. Centr., 1905, i, 1420— 1421 ; from
Munich, vied. ]Voch., 52, 297—299). Action of Light on Mixtures
of Blood and Eosin. Action of Fluorescent Substances
(Eosin) on Normal Serum and Red Blood Corpuscles. Hermann
Pfeifkeb {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1421 ; from Wien. klin. Woch., 18,
221—222, 328—330).—In agreement with Sacharow an.l H. Sachs,
who have worked at the hjemolytic action of various phototlynamic
materials, but esjKK'ially with eosin, Pfeiffer finds that light, esj)ecially

sunlight, causes eo.sin to act liajmolytically. Eosin «loes not inci-ea.se

the action of radium bromide. The hsemolysis occurs more readily at
elevated temperatures.

Quite minimal additions of eosin (1 : 2,500,000) to ox-serum luid

exposure to light destroy the complement and ambo<^ptor ; with higher
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concentrations, this is more i-apid and complete. Agglutinins are more
resistant, and precipitogens are unaffected. The photodynamic action

is an oxidation process. W. D. H.

Action of Pepsin. Percy W. Cobb (Ame^'. J. Physiol., 1905, 13,
448— 463).—Using Metts' tubes as a measure of peptic action, it is

found that with a tube of 2*5 to 3 mm. bore, digestion is not retarded
by the depth of the tube ^^«r se at depths of less than 7 mm. If 10 c.c.

of te.-.t solution are employed containing 0-2 per cent, of hydrochloric acid

and the tubes are 2 cm. long, a definite decrease in the column digested

results from increasing the number of tubes placed in the solution.

Making due allowances for these and other errors, pepsin solutions

strong enough to digest 4 mm. or more of the columns in twenty-four
hours give results far below those anticipated by Schutz' law of square

roots. Below this concentration, numbers are obtained in some experi-

ments which approximate to the rule, Avhilst in other experiments the

figux*es given show no adherence to the law. The divergence is

explained by the admixture of inhibitory substances usually present in

preparations of pepsin, and often evident in solutions of 1/64 per cent,

strength. The "albumin-froth" method of Bettman and Schroeder

(Med. Record, New York, Oct. 31, 1903) is still less capable of quantita-

tive exactness. W. D. H.

Starch Digestion in Infants. Cyril E. Coklette [Aiistrcdasian

Med. Gazette, 1905, 24, 1— 8).—The clinical dictum that starch is an
unsuitable food for infants is usually accompanied with instructions

for the use of barley water, rice water, arrowroot, itc. Such prepara-

tions are starch-containing, and some analyses of the amount present

are given. Their administration is not followed by any marked untoward
results. A review of pi-evious researches relating to the subject shows

that the old idea that infants have no amylolytic ferments is incorrect,

and recent work shows the adaptability of the digestive glands to

varying forms of diet. At the same time, it should be recognised that

there is only one projier and physiologically correct diet for the young
infant, namely, its mother's milk. W. D. H.

End-products of Pancreatic Autolysis. IV. Friedrich

KuTSCHER and Loumann {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 44, 381— 387.

Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 670, 737 ; 1904, ii, 425).—Further particulars

as to the methods of dealing with the lysine and choline fractions are

given. Thymine and uracil were not found. W. D. II.

The Surviving Intestine. Rudolf Magnus {PJliiger's Archiv,

1905, 108, 1— 71).—An isolated piece of intestine suspended in

oxygenated Ringer's solution continues to show its movements for

many hours, and graphic reconls can be obtained of these by various

methods which are described. Tlio action of various drugs can then be

studied. Atropine stinuilates the movements by acting on Auerbach's

plexus, and in large do.ses stops them in a condition of tonus.

Nicotine acts in the contrary way. Muscarine stimula'es Auerbach's

plexus. Pilocarpine and physostigraine stimulate contniction in the
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intestine whether the plexus is present or destroyed. The action of

various other agents is also described. W. D. H.

Influence of Sex on the Nutrition of Bombix niori in the
Last Periods of its Metamorphosis. Localisation of Glycogen,
Fat, and Soluble Albumin in the Course of N5rmphosis.
C. Vaney and F. jNIaigson {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1280—1283).—
A paper similar in its scope to one already published (this vol., ii, 406).

W. D. H.

Distribution of Pat, and the Total Pat in a Pat Dog.
K. MoECKEL (PJIugers Archiv, 1905, 108, 189—191).—In a fattened

dog, the total fat equalled 25'9 per cent, of its weight. The skin

contained 17'9, the subcutaneous tissues 30'1, the muscles 29-9, the

viscera minus the liver 13-2, the liver ri,the bones 7 2, and the brain

0-37 per cent, of the total fat of the body. W. D. H.

Creatine and Creatinine in the Organism. ^YI^x•EN^v

CzEKNECKi {Zeit. p/ii/siol. Chein., 1905, 44, 294—308).—Instances of

methylation in the body are given, and the present research is directed

to determining whether guanidine is the parent substance of creatine

and creatinine. The experiments consisted in giving glycocyaraine

(guanidine acetic acid) to rabbits. This led to an increase of nitrogen

in the urine corresponding with 62 per cent, of that in the glyco-

cyaraine, and a certain fraction of this increase is in the form of

crejitinine. Some reappears as glycoc^yamine. If ci'eatine is given, po.s-

sibly part is excreted unchanged, but this is difficult to prove with the

present means of estimation; a very small part appears as creatinine,

and about half as urea. Creatinine itself does not appear to be well

absorbed ; about half appears as such in the urine, and the amount of

urea also rises. Glycocyamidiuo stimulates proteid katabolism ; there

is no increase in creatinine. W. D. H.

The Value of the Cleavage Products of Casein in the Animal
Organism. E.mil Abdeuhalden and Peter Rona {Zeit. physiol.

Clieni., 1905, 44, 198—205. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 749 ; 1905, ii,

334).— Further experiments in favour of the view that proteid

synthesis from simple cleavage products of proteoly.^is occurs in the

body. Free amino-acida when administered do not reappear in the

urine. W. IV H.

Formation of Protamines in the Animal Body. Albueoiit
Ko38El {Zeit. physiol. Cliem., 1905, 44, 347— 352).—A contrast is

drawn between the different groupings present in various protamines,

and this is followed by theoretical deductions as to the way in which
the linking may be brought about within the protoplasmic molecules.

W. 1>. II.

Nitrogen Distribution in the Liver of the Sturgeon. Alfred J.

Wakkman {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 44, 341).—The following
tigures compare the livers of dog and sturgeon ;
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Dog. Sturgeon.

Dry substance ppr cent 27*07 2884
Nitrogen per cent, in dry substance ... 11 '77 7*07

Nitrogen per cent, of total nitrogen :

In arginine ... .. ... ... 9*32 6'77

In bistidine 2-29 1*75

In lysine ... ... ... ... 475 4-05

Quantity of these ba-^es in 100 parts of dry
.substance :

Arginine 3-40 1-49

Histidine 0*99 0-46

Lysine... 290 149

W D. H.

Chemical Changes in Bone Marrow after Intraperi-
toneal Injection of Bacteria. Paul Th. Muller {Beitr. chem.
Physiol. Path , 1905, 6, 454—480).—The composition of blood-plasma
in normal rabbits is moderately constant ; the average proteid-quotient
(globulin : albumin) is 1 : 1-42. The injection of different virulent but
dead cultures increases the fibrinogen and the total proteid of the
blood-plasma ; the serum globulin was not much affected. In the
bone marrow, the total proteid and the fibrinogen were also much
increased, es23ecially by cultures of Staphylococcus. The fibrinogen in

this situation is so great that mei'e admixture with blood and lymph
will not account for it all ; its origin is believed to be in the marrow.

W. D. H.

Action of Acids and Alkalis on the Staining Reactions
of Animal Tissues. Albrecht Betiie (Pntr. chem. Physiol. Path.,

1905,6, 399—425).—A description, mainly histological, of the action of

various dyes such as toluidine-blueon different tissues, and the varying
intensity of the coloration when measured amounts of acid and alkali

are added. The main results are represented by curres, and no
general rule for different tissues appears possible. NvTclei and Nissl's

granules are stainable in the presence of excess of hydrogen ions

;

nerve fibres only in neutral solutions of such a dye as thiazine zinco-

chloride ; that is, in the absence of free hydrogen ion.s, they can
liberate the l)ase from the compound. Cilia tissue among others is not
able to do so even in neutral solutions. A discussion on the theories

of staining concludes the paper, W. D. II.

Fat in Human Milk. Eodolphe Engel {Zeit. physiol. Chem.,
1905, 44, 353—365).—The iodine number differs greatly in the milk
of different women, and in individual women is subject to daily

variation.s. W. D. H.

Oxidation by the Urine. K. Bertram (Pfliiger's Archiv, 1905,

108, 109— 114).—If a little indigo is added to urine, and then ferrous
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sulphate, the indigo is destroyed. If distilled water is used instead of

urine, this does not occur. The oxidising action of the urine can also

be demonstrated on arsenious acid and other substances, and can be

determined quantitatively. It is attributed to the presence of

hydrogen peroxide. W. D. H.

Iron in Diabetic Urine. S. Zucchi (Zeit. j-ihysiol. Chem., 1905,

44, 171—172).—Neumann and Mayer have described four cases of

diabetes in which there was a constant relation between the sugar and
the iron in the urine. This is important in view of the possible origin

of sugar from nucleic acid. Three cases are, however, now recorded

in which the proportion varied from 1'7 to 3"4 mg. iron per 100 grams
of sugar. W. D. H.

Sugar in the Blood during Parturition in the Goat deprived
of its Mammary Glands. Ch. Porcher {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
1279—1280).—Glycosuria and glycaimia occur in the pregnant goat

if the operation of ablation of the mamma? has been performed. In

ordinary circumstances, the sugar would no doubt have been secreted

IS lactose in the milk. The glycosuria, however, is not detected until

ilelivery takes place, and disappears a few days later. W. D. H.

Ether-glycosuria, and the Effect of Intravenous Oxygen In-

fusion on it. Alhert Seemg {Chem. Cenlr., 1905, i, 1330—1331;
from Arch. txp. Path. P/iarm., 52, 481—494).—Ether inhalations in

dogs produce transient glycosuiia, which is hindered by carbohydrate
feeding. The glyeosuiia is accompanied by glycajnnia and a diminution

of the hepitic glycogen. Simultaneous administration of oxygen
intravenously prevents the glycosuria. W. D. H.

Origin of the Sugar excreted in Pancreatic Diabetes.
Eduari) PflCger {PJluyer's Archiv, 1905, 108, 115—188) —As an
exclusively proteid diet for dogs, codfish was chosen ; when boiled, it is

free in winter and spring from glycogen ami glucosides, and contains

only traces of fat. Dogs without a pancreas so fed secrete in a month
30 per cent, of their body weight of sugar, or a weight grftitor than all

the proteid of their body. The sugar must originate either from the
f-tt or proteid of the body or of the food. In spite of the food,

the body wastes " to a skeleton," only heart and brain remaining
unaffected. The liver enlarges enormou.sly to 5 per cent, of the body
weight, or five tim&s more than in ordinary starvation ; it is normal in

composition. In diabetics the liver is always richest in f.it. There
is no con.stant proportion between the sugar and nitrogen of the urine,

and so tlie origin of sugar from proteid is doubted. The sugar is

believed to originate in the liver cells, which are ciipable of turning
fat as well as glycogen into sugar. The liver overgrows owing to the
large amount of work it has to do in relation to proteid ingested ; its

sugar-forming function is .simultaneously increaseil. Any .stimulus of

the liver such as ammonium carbonate or neutral soaps increases the
sugar formed. \V. D. 11.
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Urine in Phosphorus Poisoning. Julius Wohlgemuth {Zeit.

2)hysiol. Chem., 1905, 44, 428. Compare Abstr., this vol., ii, 338).

—

A supplementary note discussing the composition of arginine picro-
lonate, the form in which arginine was separated from the urine.

W. D. H.

Chemical Changes in the Liver in Phosphorus Poisoning,
Alfred J. Wakeman {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 44, 335—340).—In
phosphorus poisoning, the percentage of nitrogen in the liver substance
diminishes. The amount of ai'ginine, histidine, and lysine obtained is

lessened, and is small in proportion to the total nitrogen, W. D. H,

The Liver in Phosphorus Poisoning. J, Meinertz {Zeit.

physiol. Chem., 1905, 44, 371—379).—According to Waldvogel {Centr.

Stoffwechsel- u. Verdauungskrankheit, 1903, 405), protagon is present in

large amounts among the fats in the livers of cases of phosphorus
poisoning. In the present research on dogs, this was not confirmed

;

similarly, doubt is cast on estimations of jecorin. W. D, H.

Excretion of /8-Naphthol in the Urine after the Administra-
tion of Small Doses of Naphthalene, Benzo-naphthol, and
j8-Naphthol, G. Edlefsen {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1341 ; from Arch,

exp. Path. Pharm., 52, 429—458).—The yS-naphthol which appears in

the urine after the administration of naphthalene is mainly combined
with glycuronic acid, and to a less degree as an ethereal sulphate.

After the administration of benzo-naphthol [? /?-naphthyl benzoate], it

is wholly excreted as ethereal sulphate ; after the administration of

y3-naphthol mainly as ethereal sulphate, ^-Naphtholglycuronic acid is

detected (1) by the red colour given by glacial acetic acid and sodium
nitrite, (2) by the occurrence of y8-naphthaquinone after treatment

of the urine with hydrochloric acid and calcium chloride, and (3) by
the blue fluorescence produced by adding ammonia or potassium

hydroxide. W. D, H,

Indole and Scatole in the Organism, Paul Grosser {Zeit.

j)hysiol. Chem., 1905, 44, 320—334).—In dogs, Wang found that after

administration of indole it reappears in the urine within 24 hours, partly

as ethereal sulphates, partly as an indigo-forming substance. The
present research relates to rabbits ; normally their urine dees not contaii

an indigo-forming substance ; if indole is given, it is completely excretec

within 48 hours ; less ethereal sulphate appears than corresponds witl

the indole given ; after feeding, about 1 6 per cent, reappears as indigo-j

forming substance ; this rises to 30 per cent, after subcutaneoua

injection. After scatole, there is a rise in the ethereal sulphate excretionJ

but the general quantitative results are not so satisfactory. Some
work was done in regard to the scatole pigments in the urine ; one ifl

soluble only in alcohol, another in both alcohol and acetone ; the forme

shows the same absorption bands as urorosoin, W, D. II,

Toxicity of Urinary Alkaloids. H. Guillemard and
Vranceano {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1277—1279).—Under norma

conditions, the alkaloidal toxicity varies between 18 and 25 per cent, ol
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the " globale " toxicity of the iirine. It is not proportional to the

quantity of alkaloids, but depends on their nature. Creatinine is only

slightly poisonous. Silico-tungstic acid is recommended as a suitable

reagent for precipitating some of the urinary alkaloids. W. D. H.

Selective Action of Chloroform on the Liver. Maurice Doyon
and J. Billet {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1276—1277).—In certain

circumstances, chloroform causes uncoagulability of the blood and dis-

appearance of fibrinogen ; this is attributed to injury of the liver.

The present paper deals with the liver lesions, which are principally

haemorrhages, accumulation of polynuclear leucocytes, and hyaline de-

generation of the cells. No other organ is affected except the kidney,

which exhibits acute inflammation. The chloroform was administered

by the stomach sound to dogs in doses of 2 grams daily per kilo, of

body weight. Death usually occurs on the third day. W. D. H.

Action of Alcohol on the Heart of Warm-blooded Animals.
Oswald Loeb {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1331 ; from Arch. exp. Path.

J'harm., 52, 459—480).—In weak concentration, alcohol causes some-

times a slight stimulating action on the heart ; in a concenti-ation

of more than 1 per cent, its action is the reverse, culminating in

-toppage. W. D. H.

Physiological Behaviour of Methylene-blue and Methylene-
azure. Frank P. Underhill and Oliver E. Closson {Amer. J.

I'liysiol., 1905, 13, 358— 371).—The evidence is insufticient that a

injugate .substance is formed in the organism after the introduction

' f methylene-blue. The facts can be explained by the presence of two
l.'uco-compounds or chromogens corresponding with methylene-blue

and methylene azure respectively. If pure methylene blue is intro-

duced intravenou.sly, intraperitoneally, or by the mouth, the following

-nbstances appear in urine and fajces : methylene-blue, methylene-
i/.ure (an oxidation product of methylene-blue), and the two chromo-
genic subst4nce3. If pure methjlene-azuro is injected, only a portion

i.s regained, partly as such, partly as its leuco-compound. Small doses

of either the blue or the azure fail to appear in the urine ; it is

only when oxidation is inadecjuate in the organism that they are

inanife.sted. The experiments were made on dogs and rabbit.*?, .and

dtMiionstrate the .simultaneous action of both oxidation and reduction

ill the organism. W. D. H.
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Chemistry of Vegetable Physiology and Agriculture.

Physiological Action of Ozone. Wilhelm Sigmund (Centr.

Bakt. Par., 1905, 14, 400—415).—Two essential points in the method
adopted are : (1) the ozone was prepared free from impurities

; (2) the
percentage of ozone mixed with air or oxygen was quantitatively

determined. Quite small admixtures with ozone weaken or destroy the
action of various enzymes and micro-organisms. W. D. H.

Decomposition of Fodder and Poods by Micro-organisms.
V. Composition of the Products formed by the Bacteria.
Josef Konig, Alb. Spieckermann, and Fr. Seiler {Zeit. Nahr.
Genussm., 1905, 9, 513—528. Abstr., 1903, ii, 169, 447).—The decom-
position products (slimes) examined were found to be produced by
many species of bacteria not only from foods containing sugar, but

also from those containing nitrogenous substances such as peptone,

asparagine, and glycine. The products formed from both liquid and
solid media always consisted largely, if not entirely, of anhydrides of

carbohydrates. These anhydrides belonged to the Isevulose and dextrose

groups, and also to the galactose group. Dextran could not be detected.

W. P. S.

Bacteriological and Chemical Study of the Fermentation of
Red Beet, known as " Barszcz." Kazimierz Panek {Bull. Acad.

Sci. Cracow, 1905, 5—49).—"Barszcz" is a fermentation caused

by Bacterium betce viscosum in red beet at a temperature of 18—20°. It

goes on at the expense of the sucrose present in the roots, and results

in the production of dextran, mannitol, acetic and lactic acids. Ester-

producing bacteria have a share in the process at the commencement
of the fermentation. N, H. J. M.

The Large Bacillus observed in Flacherie. S. Sawamura
{Bui. Coll. Agr. Tokyo, 1905, 6, 375—386).—A large bacillus. Bacillus

megatherium homhycis, was obtained from newly-hatched silkworms

and from the excreta of a young larva. The bacillus is very widely

distributed, and occurs in the digestive canal of healthy insects without

injuring them. When cultivated on solid media and given to silkworms,

death of the latter soon follows.

Flacherie is caused by several bacteria which occur commonly on
mulberry leaves. N. H. J. M.

Eflfect of Various Carbohydrates and Organic Acids on the
Metamorphosis of Nitrates by Bacteria. Julius Stoklasa and
p]. ViTKK {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905, ii, 14, 493. Compare this vol., ii,

342).—Cultures of Bacillus Hartlehi yielded the enzyme which gives

rise to a lactic acid and alcoholic fermentation in dextrose, la'vulose,

sucrose, and maltose. Tlie process goes on in presence of oxygen, as

previously indicated, acetic and formic acids being produced. In

absence of .sodium nitrate, carbon dioxide and hydrogeii are evolved,

wljilst when nitrate is present the hydrogen is partially oxidised to

water, so that the mixture of gases consists of nitrogen, carbon

dioxide, and hydrogen. N. 11. J. M.
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A Case of Bacterial Deposition of Iron in a Water Supply.
Adolf Beythien {Zeit. Nahr. Gemissm., 1905, 9, 529—531).—The
water supply of a small town in Saxony after passing through two
kilometres of iron mains was found to contain a considerable quantity

of ferruginous suspended matter, although, when drawn from the

spring, the water contained no iron. A microscopical examination

showed that the suspended matter consisted of a mass of threads,

similar to Crenotlirix, which were incrusted with iron oxide. These

threads were in all probability Gallionela feiTuginea, and the con-

tamination of the supply was due to their presence, and also to the large

amount of free carbon dioxide dissolved in the water. W. P. S.

The Decomposition Phases of Milk. C. J. Koning [MilcJno

.

Zentr., 1905, 1, 215—229).—The spontaneous decomposition of milk
may be divided into eight phases or periods, in each of which one or

more species of bacteria have their maximum activity. In each
locality, the decomposition is governed by the bacterial flora there

present. The acidity of the milk stands in relation to the activity of

s{)ecific bacteria. The fungi, strictly speaking, alter the reaction of the

decomposed milk, and give to certain bacteria, the functions of which
have ceased, a further period of activity. In Holland, where this

investigation was carried out, the lactic acid fermentation was found
to be due to the growth of Streptococcus acidi lactici G)-oten/elt,

B. acidi lactici JItieppe, I>. acidi paralactici Kozai, and B. acidi lactici

Grotenfelt, and the butyric acid fermantation to Granvlobacillus sac-

cliarobutyricus immobilis liqtte/aciens Sc/tattenfroh and Grassberger.

W. P. S.

Some New Varieties of Mycoderma Yeast. T. Takahashi
(Bui. Coll. Agric. Tokyo, 1905, 6, 387—401).—Four varieties were
obtained which have the property of assimilating some nitrogen from
nitrites when glycerol is supplied as the source of carbon. This has
not been previously observed, Beijerinck's Saccharomycetes acetaethylicus

only assimilating nitrogen as nitrates. Six varieties (including two of

the above) grew in sake containing 10'77 or 13'32 per cent, of alcohol.

Most of i\x'i varieties isolated produced a distinct trace of methyl
alcohol, in addition to ethyl alcohol, from koji extract. All produced
acetic acid from alcohol, and some also from glycerol. Some formed
butyric acid as well as acetic acid, and a few formic acid in saccharine

solutions. N. H. J. M.

Plaamolysis and Turgor-regulation of Pressed Yeast.
N. H. SwELLENcaiEBEL {Centr. Bakl. Bar., 1905, ii, 14, 374—388 and
481— 492^.—The loss of glycogen, during anatouose, in cells rich in

glycogen and the dying off of cells which retain glycogen support the
view that yeast can regulate its turgor by decomposition of glycogen.
On the other hand, cells deficient in glycogen regulate their turgor
ju.st as quickly as those containing .an abundance of glycogen.

N. II. J. M.

Further Researches on Cell-free Fermentation. Eduakd
BucuNER and Wilhelm Antoni (Zeit. physiol. C/iem., 1905, 44,
206—228).—Expressed yeast juice loses its fermentative action by
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exposure to the air. This was attributed to the destruction of zymase
by atmospheric oxygen before it was found to be produced by the
proteolytic enzyme of the juice. Certainly the presence of hydrogen
instead of oxygen makes no difference in the result. Attempts to

separate the zymase from the invertase of the juice by dialysis and by
fractional precipitation with alcohol failed. In highly concentrated
solutions of sucrose (70 per cent.), both ferments are effective. The
inhibitory influence of formaldehyde, sodium fluoride, alcohol, and
acetone is described with quantitative tables. Acetone is more
harmful than alcohol. The favourable influence of extremely small

quantities of quinine hydrochloride (described by Grigorieff) is very
slight, and is perhaps due to its harmful influence on the proteolytic

ferment, W. D. H.

Contribution to the Biochemistry of Sewage Purification
;

the Bacteriolysis of Peptones and Nitrates. Stephen de
M. Gage {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 327—363).— Bacteria com-
monly occur in sewage puriflcaiion, which produce ammonia and free

nitrogen from organic matter, reduce nitrates, and fix free nitrogen.

Probably there are also bacteria present which produce lower oxides

of nitrogen. The amount of ammonia produced may be as much
as 180 per million. The rate of the different actions may vary very

considerably. Some cultures reduce nitrates to nitrites, ammonia,
and free nitrogen continuously from the commencement ; in others,

the reductions occur consecutively. In some instances, the production

of nitrites is greater than the amount of nitrates, indicating that

oxidation is going on at the same time.

Most of the cultures reduce nitrates and produce ammonia from
peptone. Many non-liquefying bacteria reduce nitrates and produce

ammonia from peptone ; and many liquefying bacteria exist which do

not possess these functions. N. H. J. M.

Influence of Radium on the Respiratory Energy of Germ-
inating Grains. H. Miciieels and P. de Heen {Acad. Hoy. Bdg.,

1905, 29—34).—See this vol., ii, 431.

Peptone in Seeds. Wilhelm Robeut Mack {Bied. Centr., 1905,

34, 226—229 ; from Inaug. Diss. Leipzig, 1903. Compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 762).—Resting seeds of lupins cont.ain considerable amounts
of peptone. The vegetable peptone resembles Siegfried's peptonic acids.

It is a dibasic acid having a characteristic barium salt. N. II. J. M.

Action of Ethyl Ether and Chloroform on Dry Seeds.

Paul Becqueuel {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1049—1052).—Entire
seeds which were kept a year in chloroform or ethyl ether retained

their germinating power, whilst seeds the tegument of which had

been perforated or partially removed were destroyed. Both sub.-tances

dissolved the fatty substances of the cell, but chloroform produced

further changes extending to the proteids. N. 11. J. M.

Chemotropism of the Root. Maurice Lh-ienfeld {Chem. Centr.,

1905, i, 1328—1329; from Ber. deut. hot. Ges., 23, 90—96).—The
rootlets of lupin seedlings wore allowed to grow into gelatin, to which

various substances were added
;
positive curvatures were produced by
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disodium hydrogen phosphate, ammonium phosphate, potassium

carbonate, and potassium dihydrogen phospliate ; negative curvatures

by sodium chloride, magnesium sulphate, ferric nitrate, aluminium

nitrate, copper sulphate, copper chloride, zinc sulphate, lead nitrate,

mercuric nitrate, and mercuric chloride. Potassium carbonate and

nitrate are either indifferent or partly positive. W. D. H.

Chlorophyllous Assimilation in Young Shoots of Plants.

Application to the Vine. Ed. Griffon (Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
1148—1151).—E.xperiments \yitli young leaves attached to stems

showed that assimilation may be very feeble, and is easily masked
by respiration.

Young leaves, especially of vine, were found to be free from starch.

The parasitism of the tops of vines is very feeble when it exists

at all, which is not the case when one or two well-developed leaves are

present. N. H. J. M.

Composition of Solid Fats of Plants. Isidor Klimont
{Moiiatsh., 1905, 26, 563—569. Compare Abstr., 1901, i, 663;
1902, i, 340; 1903, i, 731 ; this vol., ii, 126).—Oleodistearin
(Henriques and Kiinne, Abstr., 1899, i, 330) has now been found
in oleum stillingice and in cacao fat, which melts at 32 5° and has an
acid number 1*7, an iodine number 35*4, and a saponification number
196-5.

Oleodipalmitin, obtained from cacao fat, from oleum stillinfjice, or

from Borneo tallow, melts at 38° (m. p. 33—34°
; this vol., ii, 126).

All the glycerides found in vegetable fats are hydrolysed with

relative diflBculty, and are stable towards atmospheric action.

G. Y.

Formation and R61e of Fatty Substances in Fungi. A.
Perrier {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1052—1054).—E.xperiments with
different fungi showed that the fatty substances increase from the

commencement and may amount to 30 per cent, or more of the dry
matter. The amount remains about constant in presence of an excess

of nutritive substances, but diminishes when these are deficient.

N. H. J. M.

Chrysanthemums. II. Alexandre Hebert and Georges
Truffaut {JJull. Soc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33, 661—664. Compare
Abstr., 1903, ii, 608; 1904, ii, 140).—From analyses of the mineral
constituents of chrysanthemums made when the flower-buds first appear,
towards the end of July, and when the first flowers ojien, eaily in

October, it is found that far more mineral matter is absorbed by the
plant during the last 64 days of growth than during the first 178
days. During the first period, chr} santhemums absorl) from the soil

142 units of potash and 028 units of phosphoric acid for each unit of
nitrogen, and during the .second period 123 units of potash and 047
units of phosphoric acid for each unit of nitrogen. This indicates that
manures should be applied at the end of August, and that they should
contain the three essential constituents in the above proportions.

T. A. H.
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Chlorosis of Plants. A. Domenteeff {Bled. Ceutr., I'oOo, 34,
185—186 ; from J. exper. Landw., 1903, 4, 733).—Chlorose is attri-

buted to an excess of salts in the leaves caused by injury to the roots

by parasites or by digging the surrounding soil. The accumulated
mineral matter closes the pores of the leaves and hinders the produc-
tion of chlorophyll, whiJst the chlorophyll already formed is destroyed
by the action of light. N, H. J. M.

Physiological Effects of Ozone. Wiliielm Sigmund (C'entr.

Bakt. Par., 1905, ii, 14, 494—502).—Ozone retards the curdling of

milk, but not sufficiently to be of use as a preservative. The employ-
ment of larger amounts of ozone would cause alterations in the

composition of the milk. The rapid curdling of milk during thunder-

storms cannot be due to ozone, and is undoubtedly due in part to the

higher temperature which prevails. It is suggested that the nitrous

acid and oxides of nitrogen produced in storms may have something to

do with it,

Mycoides and nodule-bacteria, when ozonised for an hour (with
1*2 mg. Og), were not killed, but their development was retarded.

Hmall amounts of ozone were found to be beneficial to the ger-

mination of peas, whilst larger amounts were injurious.

N. H. J. M.

The Reactions of Living Cells to Very Dilute Solutions of
Various Substances. Thomas Bokorny {PJliigers Archiv, 1905,

108, 216—236).—Solutions of various substances were made of O'l per

cent, strength ; this was diluted down 10, 100, 1000, ifec, fold, and one of

the remarkable points brought out is the intensely poisonous action of

the materials used on animal and vegetable cells ; the more dilute the

solution, the longer is the time required for this to manifest itself. In

some cases (mercui ic chloride, copper sulphate, and other salts of heavy

metals), this is attributed to compounds which are formed between the

poisons and the proteid matter of the protoplasm. In others (ammonia,

caffeine, and other organic bases), the poisons act as stimuli, the

histological sign of which is "aggregation" of particles in the proto-

plasm, w. D. n.

Effect of Rust on the Straw and Grain of Wheat. Fuank T.

SiiUTT {J. Avier. Chevi. Soc, 1905, 27, 366—369).—Rusted straw con-

tains increased jiercentages of crude proteid and fat. In rusted grain,

the proteids are 3-19 per ceut. higher than in normal grain ; the fibre

and ash are also higher, whilst water, carbohydrates, and fat are

lower.

Whilst rust results in the production of a more nitrogenous grain, it

also considerably reduces the total yield. In the present case, the yield

was reduced by about 50 per cent. The proportion of flour to bran is

also reduced, presumably. N. H. J. M.

Influence of Stimulants on the Consumption of Food.

Digestibility and Secretion of Milk with Non-stimulating and
Normal Food. Gustav Fincjeumncj {Landw. Versuchs-iStat., 1905,

62, 11—180).—When added to a food entirely free from stimulant,
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tlie effect of stimulants is to increase the consumption of food and the

yield of milk and milk constituents. When, however, stimulants are

added to a normal food (which contains stimulating substances), no

effect is produced.

In practice, the use of stimulants is only of use in exceptional cases,

such as, for instance, when cattle are fed with hay damaged by rain. In

such cases, addition of fenugreek, anise, or caraway seed is recommended
(compare J. B. Lawes, Edinb. Vet. Rev., 1862 ; Kothamsted Memoirs, 2,

^o. 16). N. H. J. M.

Composition of Milan Milk. C. Bertocchi {Milchw. Zentr.,

1905, 1, 211—215).—Further results are given showing the com-
position of the milk of Milan and surrounding di-stricts (Abstr., 1905,

ii, 361). The milks contained frequently less than 12 per cent, of

total solids, the minimum quantity found being 11 6 per cent. The
lowest percentage of non-fatty solids observed was 8"08. W. P. S.

Experiments on the Accumulation and Utilisation of
Atmospheric Nitrogen in the Soil. Edwakd B. Vookhees and
Jacob G. Lipman {J. Amer. C'hem. Soc, 1905, 27, 556—589).—Experi-

ments were made in boxes with cow-peas without nitrogen and with
different nitrogenous manures. The cow-peas were followed by two
crops of millet.

The results showed that the soils gained nitrogen during the growth
of cow-peas, and there are indications that fixation of nitrogen in the
soil continued after the removal of the cow-peas. In soils supplied

with organic matter, there was considei-able fixation of nitrogen ; soils,

however, with which large amounts of a leguminous crop were in-

corporated did not show a gain of nitrogen. The conclusion is drawn
that non-symbiotic fixation of nitrogen is most active in open soils

with fairly large amounts of organic matter having a low percentage of

nitrogen. N. H. J. M.

Preservation and Action of the Nitrogen of Urine. E. Boiime
{Bkd. Centr., 1905, 34, 300—304 ; from Illust. landw. Zeit., 1904, 24).—Gypsum (10 per cent.) reduced the loss of nitrogen to 7 per cent, iu

250 day.s, urine alone losing 56 per cent, of its nitrogen in tlie same
time. Sulphuric acid (1 per cent.) reduced the loss to 5-5 per cent.,

whilst with 2 per cent, of sulphuric acid the whole of the nitrogen was
retained.

The results of manurial experiments showed that addition of lime
*^^ gypsum increased the action of urine, and that in presence of these
substances and sulphuric acid the nitrogen of urine had better eft'ects

when applied before the seed than as toj)-dressing,

The nitrogen of urine is almost equal in value to that of sodium
"titrate. N. H. J. M.

Action of Calcium Cyanamide. Willy Ziklstohkf {lUed. Centr.,

1905,34,217—218; from Jlliist. landw. Zeit., 1904, 24, 1103).—The
results of pot experiments with m'lstard showed that when calcium cyan-
amide was applied at the same time as the seed its value was 884 |)er cent.

VOL. Lxxxvin. ii. 33
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of that of sodium nitrate. When the seed was sown 10 days after the
application of the manure, the value of the latter increased to 92 "8

per cent. Ammonium salts give less favourable results.

Results obtained with a second crop showed that calcium cyanamide
had no appreciable after effect. The manure should not be applied as

a top-dressing. N. H. J. M.

Fruit Tree Manures. H. Clausen {Bied. Centr., 1905, 34,
219—221 ; from Landw. Jahrb., 33, 939—960).—Kainite and basic

slag (1 kilo, per tree) applied in April injured apple trees, the injurious

effects lasting for three years. Marl had a beneficial effect and in

many cases diminished injury due to kainite and basic slag. Nitro-

genous manures promote the formation of wood, whilst the exclusive

use of mineral manures restricts wood-production. Ammonium
sulphate proved to be beneficial and much preferable to sodium
nitrate. N. H. J. M.

Calcium Nitrate in Agriculture. E. S. Bellenoux (Compt. rend.,

1905, 140, 1199).—Potatoes manured with calcium nitrate produced
tubers containing 1*8 per cent, more starch than those manured
with sodium nitrate. Similar experiments with sugar-beet showed an
increase of 1'37 per cent, of sugar with calcium as compared with
sodium nitrate.

The calcium nitrate was prepared by the action of sodium nitrate

on calcium chloride, the sodium chloride produced separating during
the concentration. N. H. J. M.

Analytical Chemistry,

New Apparatus for Gas Analysis. Gino Pollacci [Ann. CMm.
a?ia/., 1905, 10, 1G9— 1 70).—Arather complex apparatus for gas analysis,

suitable for the analysis of the gases obtained in experiments on

vegetation ; for the details, the original must be consulted.

L. DE K.

New Method for the Estimation of Mixtures of Chlorides,

Iodides, and Bromides. 0, Wentzki {Zeit. angew. Chem,, 1905, 18,

696—698).—A modification of the well-known indirect silver process

based on the fact noticed by the author that iodides and bromides are

converted into chlorides by adding excess of mercurous chloride and

also that an iodide is converted into bromide by means of mercurous

bromide.

In the case of a mixed chloride and iodide, a portion of the liquid is

precij)itated with silver nitrate and the })recipitate is collected and

weighed as usual (AgCl-hAgI). An ocjual volume of the Vu\\iu\ which

has been shaken with a largo excess of precipitated mercurous chloride
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is then also precipitated (AgCl). From the two weights obtained, the

result may be calculated iu the well-known manner. Chlorides and
bromides are treated in the same manner, the respective precipitates

being AgBr + AgCl and AgCl. In the case of a bromide and iodide,

mercurous bromide is employed, the respective precipitates being

AgBr-i- Agl and AgBr. In case all three halogens are present, one

portion is precipitated dii'ectly, a second portion after treatment with

mex'curous chloride, and a third after treatment with mercurous
bromide, the results being respectively AgCl + AgBr + Agl, AgCl +
AgBr, and x^gCl. L. de K.

Estimation of Oxygen in Copper. S. Dickson (Analyst, 1905,

30, 145—147).—Ten grams of the copper, in one piece, and 20 grama
of tin (previously fused in an atmosphere of hydrogen) are placed in a

boat and heated in a porcelain tube until complete fusion has taken
place, dry hydrogen being passed through the apparatus. The water
formed is caught in an ordinary sulphuric acid U-tube. The results

obtained are usually slightly higher than those yielded when the

copper itself is fused without the addition of tin. W. P. S.

lodometric Estimation of Sulphurous Acid. Eewix PiUPP

{Ber., 1905, 38, 1903—1905. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 40).—In reply

to RufE and Jeroch's criticisms (this vol., ii, 200), it is pointed out that

whereas these authors added the iodine solution to the sulphurous acid

solution containing sodium hydrogen carbonate, Rupp added the sulphite

solution to the iodine solution containing sodium hydrogen carbonate.

Under the later conditions, neither the oxidising influence of the air

nor the formation of sodium hypoiodite introduces an error, and the

method gives satisfactory results. B. F. A.

Detection of Free Yellow Phosphorus in Phosphorus Sul-
phide. Leo ViGNo.v {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1449— 1451).—The
presence of fiee yellow phosphorus in commercial phosphorus sulphide

cannot be readily detected by tlie ordinary methods ; Mitscherlich's

test fails because the pure sulphide P^Sg is partially decomposed when
distilled with water ; also the pure sulphide and the commercial com-
pound each boil at 250—254° under 30 mm. pressure, whilst mixtures
of the pure sulphide with 264 or 180 per cent, of yellow phosphorus
boil at 160—260^ and 250^ respectively ; if, however, a current of pure
hydrogen is passed over the suspected compound, the issuing gas is

luminous and burns with a green flame in the presence of free yellow
phosphorus. M. A. W.

Estimation of Phosphoric Acid by the Citrate Method ; a
Source of Error hitherto overlooked and a Modification for
avoiding it. Vincent ?<cuenke {Laudw. Vereuchs-^Stat., 1905, 62,
3— 10).—In the usual citrate method, 50 c.c. of the acid phosphate
solution ( = 05 gram of substance) are treated with 100 c.c. of citrate

solution and 25 c.c. of magnesia mixture. The following modification
is proposed. The solution (50 c.c.) is nearly neutralised with ammonia,
quickly cooled, and treated with 50 c.c. of citrate solution and 25 c.c.

33—2
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of magnesia mixture. It is then stirred for half an hour and filtered

after several hours. A number of results are given showing close

agreement with the molybdate method (Maercker), whilst the method
of the German Association gave, in every case, lower results, owing to

the greater solubility of the magnesium ammonium phosphate in the

citrate solution, which had been altered from that originally proposed
by the addition of a considerable amount of acid. N. H. J. M.

Separation of Arsenic. H. Cantoni and J. Chautems {Arch. Sci.

phys. nat., 1905, [iv], 19, (4), 364—366).—When a current of air is

passed through a hydrochloric acid solution of arsenic trioxide contain-

ing methyl alcohol, the arsenic is completely removed at the ordinary

temperature in the form of its methyl ester, whilst antimony com-
pounds are not volatile under these conditions. M, A. W.

Detection of Boric Acid [in Foods]. 0. von Spindler {Chem.

Zeit., 1905, 29, 566—567).—Boric acid may be detected by the

turmeric reaction if care is taken to use properly prepared tui*meric

paper. The flame reaction as usually applied is less trustworthy, even

if methyl alcohol is substituted for ethyl alcohol. The following

modification of the flame test gives satisfactory results.

Five to ten grams of the comminuted substance are rubbed in a mortar
with 5 drops of dilute sulphuric acid (1:4) and introduced into a flask

containing 30—40 c.c. of strong methyl alcohol. The flask is heated in

a water-bath at 70— 75° and a current of coal 'gas is passed through.

If this should now burn with a green flame, boric acid is undoubtedly

present. L. DE K.

Electrical Method for the Combustion of Organic Com-
pounds. Harmon N. [Morse and L. S. Taylor {Amer. Chem. J.,

1905, 33, 591—603).—An electrical method is described for the

estimation of carbon and hydrogen in organic compounds which is

said to have the following advantages. The apparatus is small and

compact, the waste of heat energy is much smaller than that of the

ordinary method, and the time required in preparing for and carrying

out a combustion is considerably reduced.

Two forms of apparatus are described. The first of these consists of

a thin glass combustion tube, 350 mm. long, 15 mm. in internal

diameter, and closed at one end. The open end is fitted with a

caoutchouc stopper through which pass a porcelain tube, 250 mm. long

and 6 mm. in diameter, a glass tube conveying the products of com-

bustion to the absorption apparatus, and a thick platinum wire. The
platinum wire is connected inside the combustion tube to a finer

platinum wire which surrounds the porcelain tube in a spiral coil and

finally passes down tluough the porcelain tube to the exterior, the

lower part being composed of thicker wire. 'J'he oxygen or air is led

into the combustion tube through a glass side-tube, which is attached to

the porcelain tube outside the stopper by means of india-rubber tubing.

In carrying out a combustion, the boat containing the substance is

placed at the closed end of the tube, a roll of copper gauze about
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60 mm. long is placed next, the india-rubber stopper carrying the

tubes and platinum wire is inserted, and the glass delivery tube is

attached to the absorption apparatus. Pure dry oxygen is passed

slowly through the tube and the electric circuit is closed through a

regulating rheostat. The current is increased until the wire becomes

red-hot, and the roll of copper gauze and the boat containing the

substance are then heated by means of a gas flame. The time required

for a combustion is usually about half an hour. The amount of

electrical energy consumed is about 3'6 amperes at 54 volts during the

time when the highest temperature is maintained.

The second form of apparatus described differs in being composed of

a somewhat longer combustion tube which is open at both ends. Both
forms of apparatus are fully described with the aid of diagrams.

The results of a series of combustions are quoted for the purpose of

illustrating the applicability and accuracy of the method, and an
account is given of the precautions which must be observed in the

combustion of substances containing nitrogen, halogens, or sulphur.

E. G.

A Qmck-acting Potash Apparatus. Gustav Scholee (Chem. Zeit.,

1905, 29, 5G9—570).—The pear-

shaped inner vessel, /, is partly filled

with a solution prepared by dissolv-

ing 5 grams of curd soap in 150 c.c.

of hot water and 50 grams of

potassium hydroxide. The carbon
dioxide generated in the combus-
tion is very rapidly absorbed, and
may be passed at a much more
rapid rate than usual, as the absorp-
tion is accelerated by the lather

formed. The unabsorbed gases now
pass into the outer vessel, //, con-
taining a little of a solution of 100
grams of potassium hydroxide in

100 c.c. of very hard water, to

which, if necessary, a little calcium
chloride may be added. Tbey finally escape through the calcium
chloride tube. L. de K.

Assay of Salpetre. R. Bensemann {Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18,
816).— A. weighed portion of the sample is dis.«5olved in water, mixed
with at least twice itf? weight of oxalic acid, and evapoi-ated to dryness
on the water-bath. The dry mass is then moistened with water and
again evaporated, and this operation is repeated several times.

In this way, the nitrate is completely converted into oxalate; any
chlorides are similarly decomposed, but perchlorates and sulphjites are
not afFocted. If now the mixture is gradually heated to redness, the
ma.s8 will contain potassium (or sodium) carbonate derived from the
nitrate and any chloride, and also potassium chloride due to the
j.prrlilorate.
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The alkali carbonate is now estimated in an aliquot part of the
solution by titration with standard acid and, after allowing for the
chloride, estimated in another portion of the sample, the nitrate is

calculated. The chlorine which is estimated in another portion of the
solution represents the perchlorate. A third portion may be used for

estimating any sulphate. L. de K.

Rapid Estimation of Calcium, Potassium, and Phosphoric
Acid. Ernst H. Schultze {Ghem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 508—509).—
Estimation of Calcium in Limestones, Mortars, d-c.—The substance is

dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid with addition of a little nitric

acid. After boiling with a slight excess of ammonia, the cold liquid is

diluted to a definite volume, and an aliquot part, after acidifying with
acetic acid, is precipitated with a known weight of ammonium oxalate.

The excess of oxalate is then determined in an aliquot part of the
filtrate. In the presence of decided quantities of phosphoric acid,

the ammoniacal precipitate is redissolved by means of hydrochloric

acid, and, after adding a little ferric chloride, the j^hosphoric acid and
the excess of iron are precipitated by boiling with sodium acetate.

After again boiling with a little ammonia, the filtrate is treated as

already directed.

Estimation of Potassium in Kainites, dc.—The sample is boiled with
dilute hydrochloric acid (1:25) and carefully precipitated with barium
chloride. An aliquot part of the filtrate ( = about 4 gram of the
sample) is then treated with 0*5 c.c. of platinic chloride (1 : 10) and then
gradually with 120 c.c. of hot 96 per cent, alcohol. Mechanical stirring

is resorted to for about 20 minutes, when the precipitate is collected on
a Gooch filtei', washed with alcohol, finally with ether, and dried

at 120°.

Volumetric Estimation of Phosphoric Acid.—Pemberton's process is

recommended. The aqueous or sulphuric acid solution of the phosphate

is neutralised with potassium hydroxide, acidified with nitric acid,

mixed with ammonium nitrate, and heated to 80''. The phosphoric

acid is then precipitated with ammonium molybdate, and the yellow

precipitate is collected and washed first with 1 per cent, nitric acid, and
then twice with cold water. The precipitate is then dissolved in a

known volume of standard potassium hydroxide, the excess of which is

titrated with standard hydrochloric acid, using phenolphthalein as

indicator. L. de K.

Solubility of Lime and Magnesia in Solutions of Sodium
Chloride with or without Sodium Hydroxide. Application to
the Separation and Estimation of the Two Substances. E.

Maigket (Bull. *S'oc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33, 631—63-i).—The author

finds that whilst lime is fairly soluble, magnesia is insoluble in

solutions containing up to 160 grams per litre of sodium chloride

in presence of 8 gram per litre of sodium hydroxide. This difference

has been utilised in extending and rendering more accurate D'Ansolme's

method of estimating lime and magnesia (Abstr., 1903, ii, 695). One
hundred c.c. of the liquid are placed in a 200 c.c. flask, and 20 c.c. of a

solution containing sodi»m carbonate (100 grams per litre) and sodium
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hydroxide (20 grams per litre), the equivalent of which in 2iV-hydro-

chloric acid is known, are added. The mixture is heated to boiling,

then cooled and made up to 200 c.c. with a solution of sodium chloride

(160 grams per litre). The mixture is shaken and filtered and 100 c.c,

of the filtrate titrated with 2^\-hydrochloric, acid using tropeolin as

indicator. The difference between twice the burette reading and the
equivalent of the alkaline solution added is equal to the total magnesia
and lime present in terms of 2xV-hydrochloric acid.

For the estimation of the magnesia alone, 100 c.c. of the solution are

mixed with 10 c.c. of a solution of sodium hydroxide (80 grams per
litre), diluted to a litre with a solution of sodium chloride (160 grams
per litre), and, after shaking, filtered and 500 c.c. of the filtrate titrated

with 2i.V-hydrochloric acid, using phenolphthalein as indicator. The
difference between the burette reading multiplied by 2 and the titre of

the sodium hydroxide solution added is equivalent to the magnesia
present. The difference between this and the first estimation gives the
equivalent of the lime present. T. A. H.

Estimation of Lead by Persulphate in Acid Solution.
Max Dittrich and A. Reise {Ber., 1905,38, 1829—1831).—When
ammonium persulphate solution is added to a solution of a lead salt,

the lead is quantitatively precipitated as white crystals, which darken
when the liquid is heated at 80° for 3 hours in presence of a little

silver nitrate, the precipitate then consisting of a mixture of lead
oxide and peroxide together with a small quantity of lead sulphate.
The precipitate is washed with a 3 per cent, solution of ammonium
sulphate and is converted into lead sulphate by igniting with a drop of
sulphuric acid. The best precipitant consists of a 2 per cent, ammo-
nium persulphate solution containing a trace of silver nitrate ; this

should be heated to 80" and the lead solution added to it drop by
<lrop. T. H. P.

Estimation of Copper and Free Matte in Dross. Vallety
' Ann. Chim. anal., 1905, 10, 193).—Five grams of the dross are
teated with 100 c.c. of a 5 per cent, solution of silver nitrate and
c.c. of nitric acid are added. After 24 hours, the solution is filtered

and the copper estimated by the usual process. L. de K.

Mass Analyses of Muntz Metal by Electrolysis. Electro-
lytic Properties of the Alloy. John G. A. Khodin {Trans.
Fnroflay Soc., 1905, 1, 119—135).—The paper contains the results of
xperiments to find a method for the accurate estimation of tlie copper

III Muntz metal of sufticient rapidity to give about 100 determinations
daily within 12 hours of thd time of casting. The method adopted
was an electrolytic method, for which the author claims an accuracy
of 07 per cent, and the necessary speed and ease of working. The
experimental details are given. For Muntz metal to be a successful
ship sheathing it is neces.sary that it should dissolve electrolytically
n sea-wiiter to a sufficient extent to render the surface poisonous, but
uflictently slowly to make its use economical, and the best result will
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be obtained when the two components of the alloy dissolve at equal
rates. Assuming the rate of dissolution to be directly proportional to

the heat of formation of the ultimate compounds and to the electrical

conductivity of the dissolving metal, the author obtains theoretically

the proportion 60*8 Cu, 30'2 Zn as that of the best alloy, a result in

accord with practical experience. The results of experiments on the

rate of dissolution are appended, and it is seen that barometric pressure

has a considerable effect on the velocity of dissolution. L. M. J.

Titrimetric Method of Estimating Mercury. Erwin Rupp
(Arch. Pharm., 1905, 243, 300—302).—A few c.c. of formaldehyde
solution (about 35 per cent.) are made alkaline with dilute aqueous
alkali hydroxide, a suitable quantity of the mercury solution is added,
and the mixture is shaken and warmed for 10— 15 minutes on the

water-bath. The liquid is then acidified with plenty of acetic acid, a

suitable volume of ^/lO iodine solution is added, the flask is corked
and shaken gently for 5 minutes or so (until the precipitate of

metallic mercury has all gone into solution as potassium mercuri-
iodide), and the excess of iodine is titrated with iV/10 thiosulphate in

the presence of starch solution. Each 1 c.c. of the iV^lO iodine

solution used = 0"01002 gram of mercury or 0"01355 of mercuric
chloride. The method is applicable in the presence of chlorides, unlike

the titration with thiocyanate solution. C. F. B.

Standardisation of Potassium Permanganate Solutions by
means of Silver. Karl Hopfgartneu [Monatsh., 1905, 26,
469—482).^—A weighed amount of silver is dissolved in a solution of

ferric ammonium sulphate acidified with sulphuric acid, and the

ferrous salt so formed titrated with the potassium permanganate solu-

tion to be standardised. G. Y.

Estimation of Ferric Oxide in presence of much Alumina.
Ernst Deussen (Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 815—816).—The usual

plan is to fuse the strongly ignited and weighed mixed oxides with

potassium pyrosulpliate. The mass is then dissolved, the iron is

reduced to the ferrous state and titrated with permanganate. In

order to save time and prevent damage to the platinum crucibles,

which are attacked by potassium pyrosulpliate, the author prefers

fusing with about 1 gram of potassium hydrogen fluoride instead.

After fusing for a few minutes over a small Bunsen flame, the mass
turns solid. The bulk of the hydrogen fluoride is now expelled by
heating with dilute sulphuric acid, and the resulting solution is treated

as usual. L. de K.

Electrolytic Estimation of Molybdenum. Alberto Chilesotti

and A. llozzi {Gazzetta, 1905, 35, i, 228—236).—For the electrolytic

estimation of molybdenum in solutions of molybdates (compare

Kollock and Suiith, Ab.str., 1901, ii, 694), the concentration of the

sulphuric acid in the solution should not be less than A'/lOO nor more

than A'/IO, the percentage of molybdenum trioxide in the form of

ammonium molybdate being about 01. The presence of salts of the
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alkali metals, such as potassium sulphate or nitrate or sodium

sulphate, leads in some cases to high results, the alkali being to some
extent precipitated with the molybdenum. In presence of small

quantities of salts of the alkali metals (less than 0'75 per cent, of

KgSO^), this inaccuracy may be avoided by acidifying the solution

with 0-4—0-5 per cent, of sulphuric acid. With larger quantities of

salts of alkali metals, it is necessary to convert the precipitated

molybdenum trioxide into ammonium molybdate, acidify the solution

of the latter with 0*4—05 per cent, of sulphuric acid, and repre-

cipitate the molybdenum electroljiiically. When the alkali metals

have also to be estimated, this must be done in the combined residual

liquors from the two electrolyses. The precipitate of molybdenum
trioxide is more easily dealt with when it is deposited . in a matt
platinum vessel. T. H. P.

Estimation of Gold and Platinum by means of Magnesium.
Franz Faktor {Chem. C'enfr., 1905, i, 1305— 1306 ; from Pharm. Post,

38, 175. Compare this vol., ii, 455).—When a solution of gold chloride

is lx)iled with magnesium ribbon until the solution is colourless and a

fresh piece of ribbon is no longer tarnished, the gold separates com-
pletely in the form of brownish-yellow flakes, and may be weighed in

a pure form after dissolving the excess of magnesium in hydrochloric

acid. In the case of gold alloys, the excess of acid must be removed
before adding the magnesium, and the metals which are precipitated

with the gold must be removed by the action of a suitable acid. The
same method may be used for the separation of platinum from the

brownish-yellow solution of the chloride. E. W. W.

Reaction of Rhodium. Eugenic P. Alvarez (Compt. rend., 1905,

140. 1341—1343; Chein. ^ews, 1905, 91, 216).—Excess of sodium
hydroxide is added to an aqueous solution of a rhodium salt to produce
an alkaline solution of rhodium sesquihydroxide, Rh(OH)3,H20. Into
this is passed the gas evolved l)y the action of hydrochloric acid on
potassium chlorate. The liquid becomes yellowish-red, then red, and
finally a slight green precipitate forms and redissolves in the liquid

yielding a blue solution (Glaus' blue), due to the production of sodium
pen-hodate, NaoKhO^. The colour is insoluble in ether or benzene,
and is destroyed by sulphur dioxide, sodium peroxide, or sodium
persulphate. T. A. H.

Mineralogical Analysis of Soils. J. Dumont (Compt. rend.,

1905, 140, 1111— 1113).—Soils which contain much vegetable matter
are triturated in a 60 per cent, solution of calcium nitrate which has
a pp. gr. greater than that of humus. The soil is then boiled with
oxalic acid in such quantity that 10 per cent, (of the weight of the soil)

remains after all the calcium carbonate is decomposed. (Or the
calcium carbonate may be decomjiosed by mineral acids before treat-
ment with oxalic acid.) The heating in a salt-bath is continued for
an hour. It is then filtered, washed first with water containing
nitric acid to remove the calcium oxalate, and then with distilled
water, after which it is digested for a day or two with an ammoniacal
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solution which dissolves the humus. Sand and silicates are removed
centrifugally, the clay remaining in suspension whilst the sand
settles. Half an hour, at the rate of 1 000 rotations, generally suffices.

The liquid is poured off, fresh ammoniacal water added, and the
process repeated. This is continued until a clear liquid remains.

The sand is then collected and may be sepai-ated into fractions of

different degrees of fineness by sieves.

Different mineral constituents—mica, felspar, and quartz, &c.—
are separated by means of liquids of different densities (mercuric
iodide dissolved in potassium iodide, methylene iodide with varying
amounts of xylene, &c.) in conjunction with centrifugalising.

N. H. J. M.

A Filter Funnel for the Estimation of Paraffin in Mineral
Oil Distillates. Julius Fleischeb {Ghern. Zeit., 1905, 29, 489).—The
apparatus consists of a cylindrical porcelain funnel, destined to

contain a Soxhlet extraction capsule, which is surrounded by a larger

funnel containing a freezing mixture at — 18° to — 20°, thus enabling the

liquid to be filtered at a low temperature. It is claimed for the
apparatus, which is in one piece, that by its use 8 to 10 estimations

can be performed in the time usually required for one. P. H.

Refractometric Analysis of Beer. Edwiv Ackeemann {Ann.
Chim. anal., 1905, 10, 171—178).—The beer is well shaken to

deprive it of its carbon dioxide and is passed through a filter. The
sp. gr. is then very carefully taken at 15° and also its refraction

at 17 "5°, using a Zeiss immersion refractometer.

By means of a disc-shaped calculating machine, fully described and
illustrated in the original article, both the percentage of alcohol and
extract may be readily ascertained. L. de K.

Some Conditions affecting the Ester Value of Brandy.
Philip Sciiidrowitz and Frederick Kayb {Analyst, 1905, 30,
149— 152).—The authors found that ordinary taji-water, such as the

New Eiver supply, when used for " breaking down " brandy, cau.sed a

decrea.se of 15 per cent, or more in the ester value other than that due

to the dilution. This water also appreciably affected the acid value

of the brandy. An examination of new brandy bottles showed that in

some cases the bottles yielded a distinct quantity of alkali to distilled

water. The total acid in a blended brandy was found to l)e by no
means necessarily equivalent to the theoretical mean of the constituents.

Blending also affected the ester value, the deviations from the mean
being, in a few instances, quite appreciable. W. P. S.

Estimation ofHigher Alcohols in Spirits. I. PhilipSchidrowitz
and Frederick Kaye {Analyst, 1905, 39, 190—197).—The Beckraann
process (Abstr., 1902, ii, 178) was found to give untrustworthy results,

the fault lying in the actual extraction and not in the nitration part of

the process. In the Allen-Marquardt method, a certain quantity of

ethyl alcohol remained in the carbon tetrachloride extract, but for

some unexplained reason disappeared during the oxidation with the
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chromic acid mixture. It was not converted into acetic acid, and the

authors suggest that it was either oxidised into carbon dioxide and

water or formed a neutral ester with the mineral acid present.

W. P. S.

Colour Reactions of Pyruvic Acid with a- and /S-Naphthols in

Sulphuric Acid Solution. Eugenic P. Alvarez (Chem. News, 1905,

91, 209).—When pyruvic acid is added to /3-naphthol dissolved in

strong sulphiu'ic acid, a red coloration is produced, which, when gently

warmed, becomes deep blue ; on addition of water or alcohol a fugitive

yellow colour is obtained. With a-naphthol under similar conditions,

the first solution is yellow, changing to a deep orange varnish when
warmed and spread over the capsule employed ; the colour is not

changed by water. D. A. L.

Volumetric Estimation of Reducing Sugars. Akthuu R.

LixVG and Theodore Rendle {Analyst, 1905, 30, 182—190).—To
ascertain the exact end-point when a sugar solution is titrated with

Fehling's solution, the use of ferrous thiocyanate as an indicxitor is

recommended. This is prepared by dissolving 1 gram each of ferrous

ammonium sulphate and ammonium thiocyanate in 10 c.c. of water at

a temperature of 45—50^, cooling immediately, and adding 50 c.c. of

concentrated hydrochloric acid. If the solution has a reddish-brown
colour, due to the presence of ferric salt, the latter is reduced by the

addition of a little zinc-dust. When a drop of the titration liquid is

brought into contract with a drop of the indicator, a red coloration is

produced as long as cupric salt is present. Examples are given of

estimations of invert sugar, dextrose, maltose, molasses, kc, showing
that the method is capable of a high degree of accuracy. W. P. S.

Use of the Orcinol Reaction for the Detection of Sugar
in Urine. Guido Mann {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1438 ; from Berl. klin.

Woc/i., 42, 231—232).—Neumann {Jierl. klin. n''och., 41, No. 41) has
used a modification of the orcinol reaction to distingui.sh between the
hexoses. This may be used with great advantage in the investigation

of urine. In slight ca.ses of diabetes, the dextrose colour test with
orcinol is successful whore other tests fail; 0"1 per cent, can be
"I'Hected easily. The reaction for Irevulose is sharp, and the detection

I laevulosuria ea.sy. Albumin, if present in the urine, should be
.vmoved before applying the test. W. D. H.

Estimation of Maltose or Dextrose in presence of Starch
Paste. Jui.Es Wolff {Ann. Chim. anal, 1905, 1 , 193—195).—Tlie
estimation of maltose in the presence of non-licjuofied starch presents
some physical ditficulties. The author has succeeded in overcoming
these by liquefying this starch by heating for 7 or 8 minutes at 72^^

with a small (juantity of infusion of malt. As this, liowevor, pro-
duces an additional amount of maltose, a check experiment must bo
carefully made, using the same amount of malt for the same volume
of starch solution of approximately the same strength, and heating
for exactly the same time at the same temperature, 'i'he further
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action of the malt is stopped by plunging the flasks for a few minutes
into boiling Avater. L. de K.

Apparatus for Heating Substances in a Vacuum at Constant
Temperatures. William R. Hodgkinson and Arthur H. Coote
{Chein. News, 1905, 91, 194).—An appai*atus suitable for carrying out
the '' stability test " for gun-cotton and similar purposes is described
and figured. The substance is held in a tube which is suspended in a
heating vessel, and is suitably connected with an exhaust pump, and,
if required, with a measuring tube in which the gases evolved may
be collected. D. A. L.

Methods for Estimating Formaldehyde. R. H. Williams
{J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 596—601).— After having tried the

standard methods, the author arrives at the following conclusions.

Romijn's iodometric method (Abstr., 1897, ii, 166) is very accurate

for pure dilute solutions of formaldehyde, whilst Romijn's cyanide

process (ibid., 167) may be recommended for dilute impure solutions;

the results are lower than those obtained by the oxidation methods.
Blank and Finkenbeiner's method (Abstr., 1899, ii, 188, 820), based

on oxidising the formaldehyde with hydrogen peroxide in an alkaline

solution and titrating the excess of alkali with litmus as indicator, is

the most satisfactory for strong impure solutions. Legler's ammonia
process (Abstr., 1883, 1035) is not so satisfactory, as the end-point in

the titration is not defined very sharply. Paraformaldehyde, when
present, counts as formaldehyde. L. de K.

Colorimetric Method for the Detection and Estimation of
Formaldehyde. Frederic Bonnet, jun. (J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905,

27, 601—605).—Sixty c.c. of the liquid (milk, for instance) are placed

in a 3-inch evaporating dish, and a 1-inch watch-glass containing 1 c.c.

of morphine solution is allowed to float on it. The whole is then

immediately covered with a 4 x 5-inch glass plate, and heated, prefer-

ably, at 25°.

The morphine solution is prepared by dissolving, just before use,

0-35 gram of pure morphine sulphate in 100 c.c. of chemically pure

sulphuric acid. If formaldehyde should be present in the milk, the

morphine becomes more or less coloui'ed, and a ring is formed varying

from pink to blue. By operating under exactly similar conditions

with milks to which a known amount of formaldehyde has been added,

and by noticing particularly the time required for the formation of the

ring, a fair idea may be obtained as to the amount of formalin in an

given sample. As a qualitative process, the method is also applical>l

to solid foods, such as butter. L. de K.

Detection of Formaldehyde in Milk. E. Nicolas (Compt.^

rend., 1905, 140, 1123—1124).—The author employs a modification

Mangct and Marion's reaction (Abstr., 1903, ii, 1 15). The milk to^

tested is curdled by the addition of a little acetic or lactic aci

After filtration, a quantity (an excess) of "amidol" is added to the

filtrate, when, in a short time, the solution is coloured yellow or

pi.

iion
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orange and becomes strongly fluorescent s^jould formaldehyde be

present. In the absence of formaldehyde, the coloration rapidly

becomes red, then brown, but without fluorescence. The test will

detect 1 part of formaldehyde in 500,000. W. P. S.

The Vanillin-hydrochloric Acid Reaction. Leopold
RosEXTHALER {Zeit. cinul. Chem., 1*J05, 44, 292—301).—Various

ketones, such as acetone, diethyl ketone, dipropyl ketone, methyl ethyl

ketone, methyl propyl ketone, methyl butyl ketone, pinacoline, acetyl-

acetone, acetonylacetone, benzylideneacetone, laevulose, and in general

all aliphatic ketones yield characteristic colour reactions with

the vanillin-hydrochloric acid reagent. It is merely necessary

to expose filter paper wetted with the reagent to the vapour of

the ketone. On the other hand, phenyl ethyl ketone, benzoylacetone,

acetophenone, benzylideneacetophenone, benzophenone, tetramethyl-

diaminobenzophenone, benzoin, benzil, anthraquinone, and most of the

aromatic ketones give a negative result. The reaction is in some
cases extremely sensitive. If the reagent is mixed with an equal

volume of concentrated sulphuric acid, one or two drops of a 01 per

cent, solution of acetone will produce a violet colour on wai-ming.

Similar reactions are obtained with a large number of essential

oils and some balsams, but with these it is necessary to shake the

cooled mixture with ether to remove from the aqueous solution other

colouring matters which would obscure the reaction. In some cases

small amounts of adulterants can be detected by this means.
M. J. S.

Phenolphthalin as Reagent for Hydrogen Cyanide. F.

Weehuizen {C/tem. Centr., 1905, i, 1191; from Pkarm. Weekbl., 42,
271—272).—On addition of a solution of phenophthalin rendered
alkaline with sodiimi hydroxide and about 1/2000 of a copper sulphate
solution to a solution containing hydrogen cyanide, the phenoljjhthalin
is oxidised in the cold to phenolphthalein and the liquid turns red.

One part of hydrogen cyanide in 500,000 parts of a liquid still

gives the reaction. L. de K.

Estimation of Cyanogen Iodide in presence of Iodine.
Jar. Milbauer and K. Hac {Zeil. anal. Chem., 19U5, 44, 286—292).

—

It has Ijeen frequently stated that commercial iodine is liable to
contain cyanogen iodide, but the metliods of estimating that impurity
have been very unsatisfactory. It can, however, be effected by
Kjehlahl's process. The substance is triturated with concentratetl
sulphuric aci<l and transferred to the Kjeldahl flask with an equal
volume of water. The mixture is cautiously heated to expel the free
iodine with the a<iueou3 vapour, and when this is complete the
teini)eraturo is raised and the oi)eration complete«l in the usual
manner. Test experiments gave good residts, but the impurity was
not found in any of the specimens of commercial iodine examined.

M. J. S.
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Estimation of Oxalic Acid by Permanganate in presence of
Hydrochloric Acid. Gregory P. Baxter and Joaquin E. Zanetti
(Amer. Chem. J., 1905, 33, [v], 500—506).—It is a well-known fact

that a hydrochloric acid solution of an oxalate cannot be accurately

titrated with permanganate unless a certain quantity of manganous
sulphate is added. According to the author's investigation, this is due
to the formation of hypochlorous acid. This may, however, be pre-

vented by operating under well-defined conditions, when the results

will be quite trustworthy.

The oxalic acid, which should amount to about 0'3 gram, is dissolved

in 20 c.c, of hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1'04, diluted with water to

150 c.c. After heating to a little above 70°, a standardised solution

of potassium permanganate (4 grams per litre) is run in very slowly

and with constant stirring vxntil the liquid turns pink. No oxalic acid

is decomposed or volatilised, even at 90°. L. de K.

Improved Apparatus for Use in the Gottlieb-Rose Method
of Estimating Pat in Milk. Armin Kohrig {Zeit. Nahr. Genussm.,

1905, 9, 531—538).^—^To avoid pipetting off a portion of the ethereal

layer obtained in this method, the milk is treated with ammonia,
alcohol, ether, and light petroleum as usual in a stoppered, graduated
cylinder provided with a side-tube and tap at about the 25 c.c. mark
on the graduations. By means of this tap, an aliquot part of the

ethereal solution may be drawn off into a weighed flask. The
percentage of fat in butter may also be estimated by this method and
apparatus. W. P. S.

Rapid Method for the Analysis of Milk. Fred. Bordas and
ToupLAiN (6Wi/j<. rend., 1905, 140, 1099—1100).—Ten c.c. of the

milk are added drop by drop to a mixture of 65 per cent, alcohol and
acetic acid contained in a weighed tube. After a few mioutes, the

tube and its contents are subjected to centrifugal action and the clear

solution decanted. The residue is washed with 30 c.c. of 50 per cent,

alcohol, separated, and decanted. The lactose in the united alcoholic

solutions is then estimated according to Fehling's method. To dissolve

the butter-fat from the residue remaining in the tube, the latter is

twice treated with 2 c.c. of 96 per cent, alcohol and 30 c.c. of ether.

Separation is effected each time in the centrifugal machine, and the

ethereal solutions are evaporated in a tared flask. The casein remain-

ing in the tube is then dried and weighed. An estimation of the ash on

a separate 10 c.c. of the milk completes the analysis. In applpng
the method to sour milk, the total volume of the latter is noted,

and the sample then separated by centrifugal action into two layers

which are analysed separately. W. P. S.

[Occurrence of Ammonia in Contaminated Milk.] Auqusi
TuiLLAT and Sauton {Coiai)t. vend., 1905, 140, 1266—1268).—It is

shown that milk inoculated with urine or other animal matter almost

always contains appi-eciable quantities of ammonia. The authors

consider that, whilst the absence of ammonia is not a positive proof of

the purity of the milk, its presence affords an assumption that the milk

is contaminated with animal excreta. The method of detecting ammonify
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in milk is a modification of the one previously described by Trillat

(Abstr., 1905, ii, 282). Tenc.c. of the milk are treated with lOc.c. of a 10

per cent, solution of iodine trichloride. The precipitate, consisting of the

proteids and fat, is collected on a filter. To the filtrate is added, little

by little, milk of lime until a dense black coloration, due to the forma-

tion of nitrogen iodide, is obtained. W. P. S.

Cachalot Oil. Georg Fendler {Chem. Zeit., 1905,29, 555—556).

—

The author describes the examination of a sample of cachalot oil. It

deposited crystals of spermaceti melting at 42^, Glycerol was
detected in the oil, and an examination of the fatty acids was made.

A. McK.

Influence of Atmospheric Oxidation on the Constants of
Oils. II. Henry C. Sherman and M. J, Falk {J. Amer. Chem.
Soc, 1905, 27, 603—608. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 703).—The
authors state that an oil with a low iodine number and specific re-

fractive power, high sp. gr., index of refraction, and Maumene number
may be considered to be partly oxidised by exposure or " blowing."

The original iodine number of a partly oxidised oil may be obtained

with a fair degree of accuracy by adding to the iodine number found
0*8 for every O^OOl increase in the sp. gr. 15-5°/15-5°. This correction,

however, only applies to non-drying and semi-drying oils.

If the original sp. gr. of the sample cannot be obtained, the calcula-

tion may be based on the average sp. gr. of the species iinder

examination. L. de K.

Stovaine. F. Zernik {Chem. Cmtr., 1905, i, 1028; from Ajyoth. Zeit.,

20, 17-1— 175).—Stovaine, the hydrochloride of a-dimethvlamino-ter^-
amyl benzoate, OBz-CMeEt-CH2-NMe2,HCl (Fourneau, Abstr., 1904,
i, 377), gives precipitates with the ordinary alkaloidal reagents in a
1 per cent, solution. The following test is characteristic. When
0-05 gram of stovaine is evaporated with 1 c.c. of a mixture of eti[ual

parts of hydrochloric acid and nitric acid on the water-bath, a colour-
less compound which has a pungent odour is obtained. If 1 c.c. of a
solution of potassium hydroxide in alcohol is added and the mixture
evaporated, the residue has a fruity odour, and oily drops separate on
addition of water. Stovaine may be used as a substitute for cocaine
(compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 501). E. W. W.

New Reagent for Aconitine. « Eugenic P. Alvarez {Chem.
N'ews, 1905, 91, 179—180).—When a minute quantity of aconitine is

-lightly heated with bromine in a i)orcelain crucible, evaporated to dry-
nes.s with nitric acid, again treated wifch bromine, and evaporated to
• Iryness with alcoholic potash, a red or l)rown residue is obtained,
wliich becomes a deep green when treated with a 10 per cent, solution
of copper sulphate. D. A. L.

Assay of Opium and its Preparations. Walter Henry
Lenton {Pharm. J., 1905, 74, 652—653).—In tho method described,
the British Pharmacopa-iu process is followed up to tho filtration of the
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alkaline solution. Fifty c.c. of the latter are placed in a separating
funnel, a plug of cotton-wool covered with a thin layer of disintegrated

filter-paper or asbestos having been previously placed in the constric-

tion above the tap. The requisite quantities of ether, alcohol, and
ammoniuQi chloride are added, the mixture is thoroughly shaken, care
being taken not to dislodge the plug, and set aside for the specified

time. The liquid is theu forced through the plug by air-pressure

applied by means of an ordinary bellows, and the residue washed
twice with 20 c.c. of a mixture of equal volumes of ether and
morphinated water. Finally, the contents of the funnel are washed
with morphinated water until free from chlorides, and then quickly
with 2 c.c. of water. Twenty-five c.c, of iV^/10 acid are now added to

the funnel, the latter is shaken violently to dislodge the plug, and the
excess of acid titrated back with Xj'lO sodium hydroxide, using methyl-
orange as indicator. W. P. S.

Analysis of Tanning Materials. Johannes Paessler {Zeit.

anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 301—304).—The author is not prepared to

accept the opinion of Wislicenus (compare this vol., ii, 363) that

exfoliated alumina should be substituted for hide-powder in the esti-

mation of tannin. Its behaviour under varied conditions must first be
thoroughly investigated and a consensus of opinion obtained with
regard to the mode of preparing it and the uniformity of the results

which it yields. M. J. S.

Mustard Seed. C. Hartwich and A. Viullemin {Chem. Centr.,

1905, i, 1032—1033; ivom Apoth. Zeit., 20, 162—164).—Myrosin is

best detected by heating filtered aqueous extracts with a few drops of

freshly prepared Millon's reagent. In the case of seeds of Jirassica

nigra, a reddish-brown precipitate is obtained, whilst with Sinapis alba

the solution itself acquires an intense red colour. Sinapis dissecla

and S. arvensi^ behave similarly to >S'. alba, so that an addition of

S. alba and /S. arvensis to black mustard is easily detected. In detect-

ing myrosin microscopically in mustard seeds, the sections are washed
with ether and chloroform, and treated successively with dilute acetic

acid and cold concentrated hydrochloric acid (which produces a violet

coloration) or with Millon's reagent. The ethereal oil is determined

by Dieterich's method. The finely powdered seed (5 gx*auis) is fre-

quently agitated with water (100 c.c.) at 25—30°. Alcohol (20 c.c.)

is then added and about half distilled off into ammonia (30 c.c.) and
alcohol (20 c.c), the first receivqj^ being connected with a second, also

containing ammonia and alcohol, to prevent loss. The contents of the

receivers are united and heated on a water-bath with 3—4 c.c. of 10

per cent, silver nitrate and filtered. The s'lver sulphide is dried at

80° and weighed. The result, multiplied by 8'602, gives the percentage

amount of ethereal oil. Seeds of Brassica nigra were found to contain

from 0-825 to 1191 per cent, N, H. J, M.
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Relation of Electrolytic Dissociation to Refractive Power

:

Non-electrolytes in Solution. Ivo Zoppellari {Gazzetta, 1905,

35, i, 355—368).—Refractometric measurements of solutions of

naphthalene, thymol, camphor, carbamide, and suctose in benzene,

methyl alcohol, acetone, and water show that the refi-active powers
vary with the concentrations of the solutions, the variations being of

the same order as those shown by solutions of electrolytes. These
variations depend either on a specific action of the solvent, which is,

however, different for different substances, and may be related to the

changes of volume occurring during solution, or on the inexactitude of

the formulae used to express refractive power, or on the fact that the

law of mixtures is not rigorously applicable in all cases. Since the

variations here observed are similar to those exhibited by electrolytes,

the conclusions drawn with regard to tjie latter from the theory of

electrolytic dissociation must be regarded as insecure. T. H. P.

Photographs of: Spark Spectra. III. Ultraviolet Spark
Spectra of Platinum and Chromium. Walter E. Abkxey
{Sci. Proc. Roy. Duhl. Soc, 1904, lO, 235—249. Compare Abstr.,

1902, ii, 57).—A full list is given of the wave-lengths of the lines

observed. J. C. P.

Absorption Spectra of Solutions of Chrome Alum. Efisio

Ferrero and M. Nozari {Atti R. Accad. Sci. Toi-ino, 1904—1905, 40,
453— 462. Compare Abstr., 1901, ii, 203).—The absorption spectrum
of a solution of chrome alum exhibits increasing absoi-ption from the red

to the jellow, where it has a maximum value; the absorption then
diminishes to the gi'een, after which it increases again and becomes
very great in the violet portion of the spectrum.

Like the internal friction [loc. cit.), the absorption spectrum of

solutions of chrome alum shows a distinct change when the tempera-
ture is raised until the blue colour changes to green. The absorption

spectrum of the blue solution presents a black band, the least deviated
edge of which gradually fades away, whilst the end which is most
deviated is .sharp ; the former edge approaches tlie red when the solu-

ion becomes green. The absorption curves for different temperatures
liow that the slope of the diminution of the absorption, which takes
lace as far as \ = 580, is very slight for temperatures below 67^ but

at the latter temperature the slope becomes very distinct and remains
the same at all higher temperatures. The maximum absorption for

temperatures below 67^ occurs at A. = about 489, whilst at or above
67° the maximum is at \ = about 497.

Curves and tables of the results are given. T. II. P.

Rotation of Optically Active Substances. Cnu. Wi.stiier
{Zeit. phjsihd. Chem., 1905, 52, 200—208. Compare Abstr., 1902,
ii, 689 ; 1904, ii, 4).—A discussion, suggested by Walden's recent lecture

vou Lxxxviii. ii. 34»
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(this vol., ii, 130), of the most advantageous lines of future research on
optical activity. The author insists on the necessity of determining
rotation at different temperatures, and for light of different wave-
lengths, otherwise characteristic maxima remain undetected. As a
measure of the rotation dispersion, the author advocates the use of dis-

persion coefficients in preference to that of specific and molecular rota-

tion dispersion, and urges that whilst the five Landolt colours should
be taken into account, yellow should be chosen as the standard to which
the others are referred. The author argues against the form of tem-
perature coefficient suggested by Walden, and considers that the varia-

tion of rotation with temperature should be represented by an equation
of the type [a]t = ci'±bt±ct^. Fur-ther, the bearing of time, variety of

light, and temperature on the behaviour of each solvent should be

investigated in detail. The value of this sort of work is seen to a
certain extent in the " solution dispersion coefficients " previously

determined (Winther, loc. cit.). J. C. P.

Limits of Visibility of Fluorescence and the Higher Limit
of the Absolute Weight of Atoms. "VValthere Spring {liec.

Trav. chim., 1905, 24, 297—304. Compare de Bruyn and Wolff,

Abstr., 1904, ii, 470).—The fluorescence of a solution of fluorescein or

of eosin in optically transparent water (Abstr., 1899, ii, 537) becomes
invisible in daylight when the amount of the fluorescent substance

present falls to 0*000,000,0 1 gram per c.c, and is just visible at the

apex of a powerful beam of electric light when the concenti'ation is

0-000,000,000,000,001 gram per c.c. It is found that the area of

liquid illuminated by the apex of the cone of light must be at least

1 sq. mm. in order to render the fluorescence visible, and conse-

quently, assuming that 1 cubic millimetre of the liquid contains at

least one molecule of fluorescein (mol. wt. 408) for example, then the

weight of an atom of hydrogen would be 2*5 x 10~2i grams. This

value, which represents only the higher limit among possible values, is

much smaller than those arrived at from other considerations by Clerk

Maxwell, Kelvin, de Heen, Annaheim, and others. T. A. H.

Orystalloluminescence and Triboluminescence. Max Trautz
and P. SciiORiGiN {Zeit. Ehkirochem., 1905, 11, 306—307).—Many
substances exhibit temporary triboluminescence consisting in bluish-

white spaiks produced in the crystals when they are broken. Among
these are crystals of ai'senic trioxide (from acid solution) and of

sodium bromate. The following substances show feeble permanent
triboluminescence in addition to the temporary phenomenon (which

disappears in some days or weeks after the crystals are made) : Barium
chlorate, barium, strontium, calcium and magnesium bromates,

potassium sodium suljjhate (2K2SO^,Na2S04), and potassium sulpliate

crystallised from a solution containing potassium hydrogen sulphate

and sodium fluoride.

Crystalloluminescence was observed with all sul^stances possessing

triboluminescence ; it is probably the same phenomenon caused by

imjwicts of the crystals on each other as they are formed in tlio

solution. T. E.
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Sensitiveness of Photographic Action due to Hydrogen
Peroxide. J. Precht and C. Otsuki {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905,

62, 236—238. Compare this vol., ii, 296).—By means cf its action

on a photographic plate it is possible to detect hydrogen peroxide in

the concentration 3 x 10"^ grams per c.c. of space. J. C. P.

Some Properties of the a-Rays from Radium. Ernest
Rutherford (Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 10, 163—176).—The paper

contains preliminary results of an attempt to determine the velocity

and the ratio e/m, of the a-particle emitted from radium. It Las been
shown by Bragg and Kleeman (this vol., ii, 5) that four sets of a-rays

are emitted from radium, each capable of producing ionisation through
a definite and different distance in air (that is, probably, each set is

of a definite velocity), and that the ionisation power ceases abruptly

at the limiting distance. The source of the a-rays employed by the

author was the deposit on the thin wire which had been negatively

charged in the presence of radium bromide, and under the conditions

of the experiment the rays examined would be almost entirely those

from radium C. The deflection of the path by a strong magnetic field

showed no widening of the cone of rays, so that all the particles were
travelling with the same velocity. The value of mVje obtained from
the deflection was 3"98 x 10\ The deflection by an electric field

has not been determined, but on the assumption that the heating

effect of radium C is entirely due to the a- particles, the value for

mV^/e is obtained at 1-03 x lO^'^. These lead to r=2-6 x lO^ cms. per

second, and e/m = 6-5 xlO^ electromagnetic units; a result in good
accord with previous estimates. The effect of sheets of thin aluminium
foil on the velocity was also investigated, and it was found that

although a clear photographic impression was obtained after passage
through 12 sheets (0-00031 cm. each), no eft'ect was obtained after pas-

sage through 13 sheets, and the relative velocities after passing through
various thicknesses ate given, thus : To = TOO; 5 sheets, 0-85 To; 10
sheets, •73^0 ; 12 sheets, 0"64Fo. The energy after passage through
12 sheets is 041 of the original value, and the results indicate that the
-:ime proportion of the total energy is abstracted from the a-particles

in passing through successive layers. The abrupt falling-off of the
photographic activity was found to correspond with the abrupt ceasing
"f the ionization activity, and also with the phosphorescent action,
lud hence indicates that most probably photographic and phosphor-

t effects are due to ionisation. The velocity of the a-particles on
ion is only about 30 per cent, more than that at which ionisation

tlects cease, and this It ads the author to make the interesting sugges-
'ion that probably similar disintegration of matter and emission of

particles is taking place in many other kinds of matter, but that the
velocity of the particles is too small to produce those electrical or
photographic effects by which this emission has been detected.

L. M. J.

Secondary Rtidiation. John A. McClelland {Sci. Tnins. Roy,
huU. Aoc, 1905, [ii], 8, 169—182).—When the /8 and y rays of
radium are allowed to penetrate a substance, the latter emits a
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secondary radiation of negatively charged particles. Comparison of

the deflections in a magnetic field shows that the primary and secondary
j8-rays are similar in character. As a general rule, the substances of

greater density produce the greater secondary radiation, but there are
many exceptions to this rule. If elementary substances alone are con-

sidered, it is found that the intensity of the secondary radiation

increases in all cases with the atomic weight of the substance.

J. C. P.

Secondary Radiation (Part II) and Atomic Structure. John
A. McClelland (Sci. Tratis. Roy. Duhl. 6'oc., 1905, [ii],9, 1—8).—The
atomic weight appears to be the chief factor in determining the

intensity of the secondary radiation exhibited by elementary substances

(see preceding abstract). This point has been further tested, and the

foregoing result confirmed for a large number of elements. It is

further found that the secondary radiation increases less rapidly than
the atomic weight. When the intensity of secondary radiation is

plotted against atomic weight, a curve is obtained which shows the

elements falling into well-marked divisions corresponding with
Mendeleeff's pei-iods. The curve flattens at the end of each period,

and there is little increase of secondary radiation in passing from one
period to the next. The view is adopted that the manner in which
additional electrons are added on to form elements of greater atomic

weight is different in passing from one period to the next from what it

is in passing through elements not near the ends of a period.

J. C. P.

Properties of Radium in Minute Quantities. W. A. Douglas
RuDGE {Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 10, 183).—A thin film produced on
glass by the evaporation of a small quantity of solution of a radimn
preparation, in December 1903, is still as active as a week after

preparation, although the quantity of radium present could not have

been more than 0-000005 mg. (See Eve, this vol., ii, 367.)

L. M. J.

Simple Recognition of Helium from Radium Bromide.
FiUEmucH GiESEL {Ber., 1905, 38, 2299—2300. Compare Abstr., 1903,

ii, 20).—Two Geissler tubes of 5 and 15 c.c. capacity respectively, with

aluminium electrodes, were chai-ged each with 50 mg. of anhydrous

radium bromide and evacuated as completely as possible, when the

hydrogen and mercury lines were still prominent in the smaller but

only faint in the larger tube. After two months the smaller tube

exhibited the helium lino D.^ =X587"6, and after six mouths the lines

A502, A495, A470, and A446, the last three only faintly. So far the

larger tube has exhibited only the line D.^

The helium spectrum was not diminished by prolonged pissage of

the induction current, and no alteration of the pressure in the tubes,

as judged from the illumination, could bo observed. As the activity of

the gases in the tubes is much less than that of the gases obtained

from radium solutions, the emanation must be retained by the

anhydrous radium bromide. > G. Y.
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Actinium and Bmanium. Willy Marckwald {Ber., 1905, 38,
2264—2266. Compare Debierne, Abstr., 1904, ii, 223, 729; Giesel,

Abstr., 1904, ii, 462, 800; Hahn and Sackur, this vol., ii, 432).—The
thorium (0"7 gram) precipitated from the chlorides of the noble earths

(40 grams), obtained from the radium mother liquors, was strongly

radioactive, the emanation exhibiting the rapid decay characteristic of

actinium. The radioactive substance was not sepai-ated from the

thorium on purification of this by solution in hydrochloric acid,

precipitation as the oxalate, and conversion by heat into the oxide, but
after some months the emanation ceases, the actinium losing its radio-

activity. The cerium oxide and the mixture of didymium and
lanthanum oxides obtained from the filtrate from the thorium are only
slightly radioactive ; the cerium oxide remains so, but the radioactivity

of the didymium lanthanum oxide mixture increases as that of the
thorium decreases. On dissolving the didymium lanthanum oxide

mixture (18 grams) with 5 gram of inactive thorium oxide in hydro-
chloric acid and precipitating the thorium with sodium thiosulphate,

the precipitate contains actinium whilst the didymium lanthanum
oxides regained from the solution are only slightly radioactive.

Emanium and actinium are therefore not identical, Imt are genetic-

ally related : lanthanvim —* emanium —* actinium. The names emanium
and actinium would be more suitable if reversed, as it is the latter

substance which yields an emanation. The author protests against the

naming of such substances before they are thoroughly investigated.

G. Y.

Actiniiun and its Successive Products. T. Godlewski {Bull.

Acad. Sci. Cracow, 1905, 265—276; Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 10,
35—45).—Actinium behaves very similarly to thorium in its radio-

active properties, producing an emanation which is transformed into

an active depo-it ; this undergoes (1) a slow, i-ayless change, and (2) a
rapid change. The author h is aj)plied to these actinium products the

methods employed by Rutherford and Soddy in the case of the thorium
products. The actinium compound was dissolved in hydrochloric acid

and precipitated by ammonia : the precipitate was almost inactive ; the
residue from the filtrate was intensely active, but the activity decreased

according to the exponential law, whilst the recovery curve for the

precipitate was almost complementary. The active substance, termed
AcX, does not immediately decrease, however, but first increases

slightly, then afterwards falling to the half value in 10"2 days, this

resembling ThX. It was found that AcX gave out a-, /?-, and -y-rays,

and the author considers that the /3-i"ays are in this cuse due to the

actinium X itself and not solely to incited activity ; in this respect it

would differ from thorium X. The actinium X gives rise to an
emanation with an exceptionally rapid rate of decay. This, as in the
case of thorium, gives rise to three products, AcA, AcD. and AcC The
/S-rays emitted by actinium are remarkable in being j)erfectly

homogeneous and have less than half the penetrating power of those

emitted by any other radio-element (compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 223, 799).

L. M. J.
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Radioactivity of the Bohemian Mineral Springs : Karlsbad,
Marienbad, Teplitz-Schonau-Dux, and Franzensbad, and of
St. Joachimsthal. Heinrich Mache and Stefan Meyek (Monatsh.,

1905, 26, 595—625. Compare Mache, this vol., ii, 367).—The radio-

active emanation obtained from the gases and waters of the springs in

Karlsbad, Marienbad, Teplitz-Schonau-Dux, Franzensbad, and Sfc.

Joachimsthal is found to vary in amount between different springs in

the same locality. Its rate of decay, as also that of the induced radio-

activity, is the same as the rate of decay of radium emanation and of

the activity induced by radium emanation. The presence of thorium
could not be detected.

In Kai'lsbad, the cold ferruginous spring situated within the

thermal sphere contains a greater proportion of radium emanation
than the thei'mal springs, amongst which the radioactivity decreases

with increasing temperature. In Teplitz-Schonau and in Franzensbad,

the variation in amounts of emanation in the different springs is

connected probably with the geological formation.

The waters from the St. Joachimsthal mines are highly radioactive,

the amount of emanation increasing with the depth at which the

spring is found. The lowest spring contains a larger proportion of

radioactive emanation than has been found in any water previously

examined.
In the springs evolving small amounts of gas, the ratio : emanation

in water, emanation in gas : falls with the rise of temperature. As
this ratio is much greater in the springs which give off large amounts
of gas, the emanation in the gas must be derived from the water, an
equilibrium being reached only in the former class of springs. G. Y.

" Thorium Activity " of Monazite. Friedrtch Giesel (Ber.,

1905, 38, 2334—2336. Compare Sackur, this vol., ii, 367).—The
" thorium activity " of monazite is not to be ascribed to the presence

of thorium itself. The author has proved this by an examination of

the radioactivity of the rare earths from monazite sand, when
fractions which contained practically no thorium were found to be

strongly radioactive. A. McK.

Some Radioactive Properties of Uranium. T. Godlewski
(Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 10, 45—60).—It was shown by Kutherford
(Abstr., 1904, ii, 347), that if uranium is deprived of uranium X, the

curves for increase of activity of the former and decay of activity of

the latter are complementary, the half-value being reached in about

22 days. Meyer and Schweidler have found, however, that if uranium
nitrate solution is shaken with ether, the ethereal solution contains

no UrX, and the /3-activity of this increases to half the total value in

22 days, but the crystals of uranium nitrate obtained from the aqueous

solution lost ^-activity at a different rate, decaying to half-value in 2

days. The cause of this behaviour has been investigated by the

author, who shows it to be due to the fact that the UrX tends to

remain in the mother liquor, and not to separate out with the crystals

of the nitrate. One con-^equence of this is, that when any large crystals

separate out from below in a solution, the u})pcr surface of the crystal
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is richer in TJrX than the lower and exhibits a higher activity, but

that the upper and lower activities tend to a constant value indicating

a diffusion of the UrX through the crystals, even when the latter seem
to be completely dry. L. M. J.

Galvanic Cells produced by the Action of Light. Meyer
"WiLDEEMAN (/"roc. ^oy. *S'oc., 1905, 74, 369—378. Compare Abstr.,

1902, ii, 545).—A preliminary communication, dealing largely with the

physico-mathematical theory of light cells, that is, cells in which one
electrode is in the dark whilst the other is illuminated. The author

has succeeded in elucidating the reactions and chemical equilibrium in

light cells, including the phenomena of induction and deduction. It

has been found that the total E.M.F. in a light cell is due partly to

increase of chemical potential and of solution pressure of the exposed

electrode, and partly to a thermo-i?. J/. /^. caused by the one electrode

being heated by the light. Both these E.M.F.s are directly propor-

tional to the int>ensity of the light and both give currents in the same
direction. Hence it appears that light acts on the chemical potential

and the solution pressure of the electrode in the same way as heat

does. J. C. P.

Ionic Velocities. S. Tijmstra (Z?i<. ElektrocJiem.,\^05, 11, 2i^
;

Heinrich Danneel, ibid., 249—252).—DempwolfE (this vol., ii, 9) has
found that the methoxyl ion in methyl alcohol has a velocity equal to

that of the halogen ions. Tijmstra (Abstr., 1904, ii, G99) has shown that
its velocity is greater than that of the hydroxyl ion. Danneel considers

that the increase of the velocity of an ion in presence of undissociated

molecules containing it is merely apparent. When an anion, for

example, collides with the cation side of its parent molecule, it is

supposed to remain combined, the displaced anion carrying on the
electric charge. In this way the path which the ion has to traverse is

shortened, and the transport of electricity apparently accelerated. It

is shown that the apparent increase of the mobility of the ions of

sodium and potassium chloride (Jahn, this vol., ii, 145) are possibly

capable of explanation in this way. T. E.

Dissociation of Electrolytes. Carl Liebenoff {Zeit. Elektro-

cliem., 1905, 11, 301—306).—An equation connecting the concentra-
tions of the dissociated and non-dissociated parts of an electrolyte is

deduced, jiartly from theoretical considerations which cannot be briefly

abstracted. By means of it, the conductivity of dilute solutions of

some salts are calculated with considerable accuracy. T. E.

Blectroafflnity of Anions. I. The Oxalate Ion. Hans
Schafer {Zeit. anorg. Chein., 1905, 45, 293—323).—According to
Abegg and Bodlander's method, the electi-oaflinity of the oxalate anion
is ascertained from a study of the formation of double oxalates and
from mea-surements of the ionic concentrations of the oxalates. The
oxalate anion has a small electroaffinity as shown by the formation of
numerous stable double oxalates and confirmed by the difficult solu-

bility of most of the oxalates of the heavy metals. The paper contains
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the following sections: (1) a review of the solubilities of oxalates

and an account of the known double oxalates
; (2) the double oxalates

of copper
; (3) the solubility of silver oxalate ; its equilibrium with

silver chromate ; the dissociation of oxalic acid and its salts
; (4) iron

oxalates. D. H. J.

Connection between Electrolytic Changes and the Tempera-
ture of the Electrodes. Wilhelm Moldeniiauer {Zeit. Elektro-

cJiem., 1905, 11, 307—330).—The quantity of heat developed at an
electrode is, according to Ostwald, the sum of the quantity of heat

liberated by the chemical change at the electrode and the quantity of

heat due to the passage of the electricity from the potential of the

electrode to that of the electrolyte. These quantities are calculated

for a number of typical cases from existing data. Expei'iments are

then described in which the temperature of a tubular electrode is

measured and also the temperature of the electrolyte, which is cooled

by circulation of water in a coil. When the conditions of the experi-

ment are kept constant, the difference of temperature between the

electrode and the electrolyte is nearly proportional to the quantity of

heat developed at the electrode. With sulphuric acid, the quantity of

heat developed at the anode diminishes as the temperature of the elec-

trode rises ; at the same electrode temperature, it is nearly propor-

tional to the current ; it is least for acids containing from 2 '4 to 9 per

cent, of sulphuric acid. Less heat is developed with a platinised than

with a smooth anode owing to the smaller potential difference. With
strong acid the development of heat is sometimes very large for a short

time owing to the formation of a layer of very concentrated acid of

high resistance at the surface of the electrode. The observations are

in qualitative agreement with the theory. At the cathode, a small

absorption of heat is to be expected, and with platinised electrodes

this was observed. Similar experiments are described with solutions

of phosphoric and hydrochloric aci'.ls, potassium hydroxide, ammonium
sulphate, and potassium chloride. With the latter, regular periodic

vaiiations in the heat developed at the anode were observed which are

explained by changes in the nature of the electrolyte in contact with

it, and corresponding changes in the chemical process going on there.

Further experiments deal with the influence of the anode tempera-

ture on the nature of the products formed. A hollow, suitably cooled

platinum anode was used.

With sulphuric acid of sp. gr. ^ 1*45, the yield of persulphuric acid

is improved by cooling the anode to - 2°, whilst with more concen-

trated acids it is diminished ; these results seem to depend on the

concentration of the HSO^ ions present. In the preparation of ammo-
nium persulphate or of potassium percarbonate, a small improvement
in yield is obtained by cooling the anode to - 2°, When a solution

containing 20 per cent, of potassium chloride and 1 per cent, of

potassium hydroxide is used, the yield of hyi)ochlorite increases to a

maximum as the anode temperature rises from to 15°, falling off at

higher temperatures, whilst the quantity of chlorate simultaneously

formed increases steadily. T. E.
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Chemical Transfer of Metallic Potentials and the Chemical
Solution Pressure of Metals. Fra.n'z Fischer [Zeit. physikal.

Chem., 1905, 62, 55— 88).—When external influences are excluded, the

E.M.F. of certain open cells of the type metal
j
metallic salt solution

|

Pt slowly falls to zero, the same change taking place in a few hours if

the contents of the cell are shaken. The metals for which this change

has been observed are copper, mercury, and silver. Metals, on the

other hand, such as zinc, at the other end of the electromotive scale,

behave differently ; the E.M.F. of a cell of the foregoing type falls

off in this case until it assumes the value for the cell metal
j
metallic

8alt solution
|
hydrogen. Special examination of the cell Cu

|
copper

sulphate
|
Pt shows that the change takes place at the platinum elec-

trode only, and the view is adopted that cuprous sulphate is formed

from the metallic copper and the copper sulphate, this in turn involving

a tendency throughout the electrolyte to the separation of copper.

The copper potential is thus transferred to the platinum electrode.

The part played by the cuprous sulphate is illustrated by the fact that

by the use of various solutions all saturated with cuprous sulphate the

platinum can be made to assume any potential between that of oxygen
and that of copper. That the E.M.F. of the cell Cu

|
copper sul-

phate
I

Pt falls off gradually is attributed to the formation of alloys

of the two metals, these alloys becoming gradually richer in copper as

the distribution of the cuprous sulphate through the electrolyte

proceeds.

The observations I'ecorded in the paper are connected with what is

called the " chemical solution pressure " of the metals ; by this term
is meant, in contrast to " electrolytic solution pressure," a solution

pressure in virtue of which a metal dissolves but without an accom-
panying electrical charge. A case in point is the reaction Cu + Cu" =
2Cu'. J. C. P.

Electromotive Behaviour of Copper and Zinc in their
Solutions in AlkaU Cyanides. Fritz Spitzer {Zeit. Elektrochem.,

1905, 11, 345—368).—The differences of potential between copper
and solutions of cuprous potassium cyanide, KCu(CN)^, containing

various quantities of potassium cyanide and between zinc and solu-

tions of zinc potassium cyanide, K2Zn(CN)^, and potassium cyanide
are measured. Considerable diflBculty is experienced in obtaining constant
valuer, e.sjjecially in the case of copper. The solutions are all positive

to the metals. Increise of the concentration of the copper or zinc

salt or increase of the excess of potassium cyanide increases the
potential difference, or, in other words, decreases the concentration of
the metallic ions in the solution, Compai'ing solutions containing
the same qtiantity of potassium cyanide, it is seen that the I'.D.

between zinc and a zinc solution is greater than that between copper
and a copper .solution, but the difference becomes smaller as the con-
centration of the cyanide increases ; the influence of the concentration
of the copper or zinc also diminishes so that in solutions containing
about 2-5 gram mols. of potassium cyanide per litre, zinc and copper
have about the same potential. In more concentrated cyanide solu-

tions, copper has the higher potential.
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Copper precipitates zinc from a solution of zinc potassium cyanide
containing any excess of potassium cyanide, whilst zinc precipit-

ates copper from solutions of potassium cuprous cyanide containing

less than about 5 mols. of potassium cyanide solution per litre.

The explanation of this apparently anomalous behaviour is that

when zinc is precipitated by copper it combines with the copper, the

compound having a very much smaller solution pressure than pure
zinc.

This is proved by a number of experiments on the electrolysis of

solutions of copper and zinc, cyanides dissolved in potassium cyanide

solution. From such solutions, brass (with about 30 per cent, of zinc)

is deposited at cathode potentials much below the potential of zinc in

the solution.

The deposition of both copper and zinc from these solutions takes

place with difficulty, so that when the current den8ity is increased the

potential of the cathode increases quickly and the value required for

the liberation of hydrogen is soon reached. For this reason, no
metal is deposited from solutions containing a large excess of potas-

sium cyanide.

The numerical results of the experiments are given in the form of

tables, T. E.

Dissociation of Ternary Electrolytes, Gottfried KOmmell
(Zeit. Mektrochem., 1905, 11, 341—343. Compare this vol., ii, 226),—
Replying to the criticisms of Drucker (this vol., ii, 371), the author
shows that the depression of freezing point produced by a mixture of

magnesium and potassium chlorides is almost equal to the sum of the

depressions of the separate salts. Hence it is probable that complex
ions are not formed from these salts. The E.M.F.s of cells consisting

of two calomel electrodes, one with potassium or sodium chloride, the

other with magnesium chloride solution, are shown to be 004 and
0"002 volt respectively when the solutions are isohydric. This con-

firms the view that the concentrations of the chlorine ions in these

wohydric solutions are the same, the small E.M.F.s observed

being due to the different mobilities of the Na* or K* ions and the

MgCl* ions,

Drucker's method, based on the depression of freezing point, is

only exact when applied to very dilute solutions. It has also the disad-

vantage of giving the ionic concentrations only at the freezing point,

and is therefore unsuitable for electrolytes the dissociation of which
is much affected by temperature, T. E.

Hall Bflfect of Bismuth at High Temperatures. Heinbich
Frhr. Hauscii von Traubenbeug (Ami. Physik, 1905, 17, 78—103).

—The Hall effect was investigated with three plates of bismuth, and
the variation with temperature determined from ordinary temperatures

to the melting point. The Hall rotation coefficient was found to decrease

with temperature, the value falling at first rapidly but at a decreasing

rate until about 260'', after which the fall is rapid to the melting

point. L, M. J.
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Influence of Concentration on the Magnetic Properties of
Solutions of Cobalt. P. Yaillant {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,

1632—1634).—Measurements were made with solutions of the

chloride, sulphate and nitrate of cobalt, using Becquerel's torsion

method of observation. The results show that the specific coefficient

(h) varies little with the nature and concentration of the acid

group, and that it diminishes as the concentration of the salt in the

solution increases. This variation in the value of k appears to be due

to ionisatiou. The values of c and c, the specific coefficients of

dissociated and undissociated molecules of the salt respectively, are

discordant in the cases of solutions of the sulphate and the chloride.

These irregularities are probably due to the formation of different

hydrates (compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 254), since the values become more
concordant as the solutions become more dilute and, pari passu, the

hydration becomes stationary. T. A. H.

Physical Properties of an Extensive Series of Alloys of
Iron. IV. Thermal Conductivity. V. Micro-structure.
W. Fletcher Barrett, W. Browx, and Robert A. Hadfield
{Sci. Trails. Roy. Duhl. Soc, 1904, [ii], 8, 109—126. Compare
Barrett, Abstr., 1902, ii, 377).—Uniform rods made of the alloys

were covered with a thin coating of paraffin wax ; the length of wax
melted in each case, after one end of the rod had been kept for a long

time at a high, steady temperature, was measured. The thermal con-

ductivities of any two rods are then proportional to the squares of the

lengths of wax melted in each case. The results obtained in this

way were confirmed generally by another and more accurate method in

which the temperature gradient in each rod was determined by means
of thermocouples lashed on to the rod.

The thermal conductivity (as also the electrical conductivity) of iron

is lowered by carbon and manganese, the drop being most marked for

the first small additions. Nickel also lowers the thei'mal and electri-

cal conductivities of iron, but to a much smaller extent than the same
percentage of carbon or manganese. So far, tungsten has the least

effect of any single element in reducing the thermal conductivity

of iron ; aluminium has the greatest effect. The highest thermal and
electrical resistivity has been found in the case of an alloy containing
69"36 per cent, of iron, 25 per cent, of nickel, and 5 04 per cent, of

manganese. It is noteworthy that of a series of steel alloys contain-

ing copper, none had a higher thermal or electrical conductivity than
the iron taken as standard. These alloys, however, contained impurity
in the shape of carbon or manganese, both of which tend to lower
the conductivity. At the same time, it is considereil probable that

copper would have very little effect on the conductivity of pure iron.

Thermal conductivity, like electrical conductivity, is increased by
annealing.

Compared with copper, the electrical conductivity of iron and its

alloys is throughout lower than their thermal conductivity. When
the conductivity is plotted against the percentage of the added
element, the general trend of the curves for any one series of alloys is

the same thermally and electrically. The curve obtained by taking
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thermal conductivities as ordinates and electrical conductivities as
abscissae is fairly smooth and of parabolic form, except when the con-

ductivities are very low, in which case the curve becomes much
steeper.

It has been shown previously by the authors that a small percentage
of silicon or aluminium alloyed with iron raises the magnetic permea-
bility beyond that of the purest commercial iron, whilst a sufficient

addition of manganese, itself feebly magnetic, renders iron practically

non-magnetic. It was suggested that silicon or aluminium, combining
with oxygen or dissociated gas, may free the iron from oxide or give it

a closer texture, and thus raise its magnetic permeability. A study
of the microstructure of some alloys has accordingly been made at the

National Physical Laboratory, and the results of this study are

in harmony with the foregoing suggestion. J. C. P.

Calorimetric Methods, especially referring to the Determina-
tion of the Heat of Combustion of Organic Compounds.
Maecellin Berthelot {ComjJt. rend., 1905, 140, 1497—1504).—An
historical resume of the work done by the author and others on heats

of combustion
;
polemical in reply to Thomsen (compare this vol., ii,

231 and 435). M. A. W.

Determination of Specific Heats of Solutions. Molecular
Heats of Good and Bad Electrolytes. Paul Th. Muller and
C. FucHS (Gompt. rend., 1905, 140, 1639—1641).—A constant electric

current is passed for a definite length of time through a hollow glass

spiral filled with mercury and wholly immersed in the solution the

specific heat of which is to be measured. The resultant change

of temperature of the solution is observed, and from this and the

usual data its specific heat (c) is calculated. The molecular heat of

the solution is equal to (J/-!-18m)c, where M \& the molecular weight

of the salt, n the number of molecules of water in which M is dissolved,

and c the specific heat of the solution.

The molecular heat of the solution diminishes as the concentration

of the solute decreases, and may even become negative in the case of

good electrolytes, but with poor electrolytes change of concentration

produces little or no variation in the value of this constant. This

difference is explained by the assumption that the variation in the

value of the molecular heat is due to change in the state of hydration,

and that ionised substances exhibit a greater facility for undergoing

hydration than un-ionised substances (compare Berthelot, Mecanique

chiniique, 1879, i, 508; Puschl, Abstr., 1901, ii, 224; and Jones and

Getman, Abstr., 1904, ii, 386). T. A. H.

Mercury Formates. Haoul Varet {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
1641—1643).—By observing the heat changes involved in reactions

between mercurous formate and potassium iodide alone and in

presence of iodine, the value 175*1 Cal. was obtained for the heat of

formation of solid mercurous formate. The heat of formation of solid

mercuric formate was found to be 161*5 Cal. by means of measure-

ments of the heat developed by the solution of mercuric oxide in
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formic acid. The decomposition of mercuric formate into mercurous

formate, formic acid, and carbon dioxide develop.s 53'2 Cal. ; and into

liquid mercury, liquid formic acid, and carbon dioxide, 20 7 Cal. The
solution of mercuric formate in formic acid develops 1"8 Cal.

T. A. H.

Thermochemistry of Neodymium. Camille Matignox (Compt.

rend., 1905, 141, 53—-55).—The heat of formation of the reddish-

brown form of neodymium sulphide, XdgSg, is 285 '9 Cal., that of the

anhydrous chloride 249*5 Cal., of the hydrated chloride, NdClg.GHjO,
268'9 Cal., of the anhydrous iodide 157*7 Cal., of the anhydrous
sulphate 928*2 Cal., and of the hydrated salt, Nd.p3,3S03,8Hp,
946"8 Cal. These values indicate that neodymium and the related

elements, so far as chemical affinity is concerned, occupy a place

between the alkali metals and magnesium. T. A. H.

Combustion of Sulphur in the Calorimetric Bomb. H. Giran
(Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1704—1707).—The fact that the heat

developed by the combustion of sulphur in the calorimetric bomb
increases with the pressure has been previously supposed by the author
to be due to the formation of increasing quantities of persulphuric

anhydride (compare this vol., ii, 76). This hypothesis is now shown to

be untenable, for, according to calorimetric measurements, heat is

absorbed when persulphuric anhydride is formed from sulphur trioxide

and oxygen. The following data were obtained :

S2O7 (solid) + aq. = S.,0- (diss.) + 56*71 Cal.

2SO3 (solid) + O = S'gOl (solid) - 9-71 „
After the combustion of sulphur in the bomb, a viscous liquid of light-

brown colour remained which evolved nitrous fumes on contact with
water. This was found to be pyrosulphuric acid containing acid

nitroxyl sulphate in solution, the formation of which was due to the
presence of nitrogen in the oxygen used in the experiments. When the
liquid was heated, it evolved sulphur trioxide, and the acid nitroxyl
sulphate separated in crystalline form. It is calculated that the small
proportion of hydrogen present in the oxygen used was sufficient to
convert all the sulphur trioxide formed into pyrosulphuric acid, the heat
of formation of which from sulphur trioxide is positive :

28U3 (solid) -I- H2 + O = HjS^O- (liquid) + 89*3 Cal.

2SO3 (solid) + U,.<->(gas) = H.^S.,07 (liquid) + 31*0 „
These exothermic changes are now regarded as the cause of the

increase of the heat of combustion of sulphur with inci-easintj pressure.

11. M. D.

Heats of Solution and of Dilution. Kudolk Weosciikider
(.\fo7iat8h., 1905, 26, 647—662. Compare Stackelberg, Abstr., 1898,
ii, 498).—Efjuations are given for the relationships between the
various heats of solution and of dilution, which permit of these being
calculate*! from the total heat of .solution ; this being represented as
a function of the volume of water, and to be derived from the heat
of dissolution in a solution with the aid of the heat of dilution. The
method of calculation and the accuracy obtainable, especially for the
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infinitesimal heat of solution, are exemplified in the case of sodium
carbonate and nitrate and potassium chlorate. G. Y.

Apparatus for the Determination of the Specific Gravity of
Solid Substances in Powder or in a Granular Form. J. von
Wrochem {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1577—1578; from Ilitt. Techn.

Vers.-A. Berlin, 22, 217—220).—The original paper contains a critical

account of the apparatus of Schumann, Suchier, Beck and Erdmenger,
and Mann, with reference to their use for cement. A modification of

the last-named apparatus is sketched and described in the abstract.

The measuring tube is connected with a flask by means of an india-

rubber bung with two holes. The lower portion of the tube passes

through one hole and reaches to the bottom of the vessel. In the

second hole a T piece is fitted, one limb of which is attached to

a rubber pressure ball, whilst by means of the other the apparatus

may be filled or any excess of pressure relieved. A glass tap in the

lower portion of the measuring tube just above the bung of the flask

serves to connect or separate the two vessels, and between this and
the cooling jacket which surrounds the measuring tube a side tube with

a tap is attached through which the measuring flask is filled. In a

newer form, an automatic adjusting arrangement similar to that of a

Zahn burette is attached in place of the side tube. The measuring

tube has a capacity of 50 c.c. and is graduated below the bulb from
to 15 c.c. in 1/20 c.c. The whole apparatus is mounted on suitable

stands. E. W. W.

Densities of Carbon Dioxide, Ammonia, and Nitrous Oxide.
Philippe A. Guye and Alexandre Pintza {Comj^t. rend., 1905, 141,

51—53. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 812).—The carbon dioxide was
prepared by heating sodium hydrogen carbonate. It was weighed by
absorption in a strong solution of potassium hydroxide. The ammonia
was obtained from commercial liquid ammonia and was freed from
amines by passing it over red-hot lime and then converting it into the

chloride, recrystallising this and regenerating the ammonia, which was

dried over potassium hydroxide contained in soda-glass vessels. It was
weighed by absorption in charcoal.

The mass of 1 litre of carbon dioxide was found to be 1*9768 grams,

of ammonia 0*7708 gram, and of nitrous oxide 1*9774 grams. These

values for carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide agree within the limits of

experimental error with those found by Rayleigh, but the value found

for ammonia is considerably lower than that (077 19) observed by

Leduc. Comparison of the values found for nitrous oxide and carbon

dioxide by the method recently described (this vol., ii, 442) leads to the

figure 14*007 for the atomic weight of nitrogen, and the application of

the same method to those found for nitrogen and carbon monoxide to

the value 14*006 for this constant. T. A. H.

Expansion and Density of some Gases at High Tempera-
tures : Application to the Determination of their Molecular

Weights. Aduien Jaqueiiod and P. Louis Pekiiot {Compt. rend.,

1905, 140, 1542—1544).—Using a nitrogen thermometer (compare
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this vol., ii, 10), the authors have measured the coefficient of expansion

between 0° and 1067° of some of the common gases, and the results

are appended :

Coefficient of expansion
Initial pressure at constant volume

Gas. at 0". between 0" and 1067°.

Air 230mm. 0003,6643
Oxygen 180—230 „ 0-003,6652

Carbon monoxide... 230 „ 0003,6648

^ , ,. ., [240 „ 0-003,6756
Carbon dioxide

| ^^^ ^^ 003,6713

The corresponding value for nitrogen, calculated from the experi-

mental value between 0^ and 100° (0-003,6650), is the same as that of

air. The molecular weights of the gases at 1067°, calculated from
their densities at that temperature, are—nitrogen 28-0155, carbon
monoxide 28-009, and carbon dioxide 43-992 (0.2 = 32). M. A. W.

Osmotic Experiments on Mixtures of Alcohol and Water.
P. S. Barlow {Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 10, 1—12).—Pickering has

described an experiment which he considered a conclusive proof of

the existence of hydrates in solution. A mixture of propyl alcohol

and water is separated from water by a semi-permeable membrane and
exhibits an increase of o.«motic pressure, but a similar increase is

obtained if the cell containing the mixture is placed in propyl alcohol.

The contention of Pickering, therefore, was that the membrane is

permeable to either the alcohol or water, but not to the complex
hydrated molecules. The author has repeated the experiment with
methyl, ethyl, and propyl alcohols, and find;!, as stated, that an
increase of osmotic pressure results, but that this is only temporary,
and that after a maximum value has been obtained the pressure falls

steadily and permanently. His experiments indicate that this f^ll is

due to the liquid present in the walls of the porous pot which does not
become displaced and does not reach a new equilibrium until a short

time after being placed in a new liquid. L. M. J.

DiflPerent Forms and Transformations of the Boundary
Curves in the case of Partial Miscibility " of Two Liquids.
Johannes J. van Laar {Proc. K. Akad. Weiemch. Amsterdam, 1905,

7, 636—646).—A continuation of the earlier paper (this vol., ii, 234).

J. C. P.

Exact Expression for the Course of the Spinodal Curves
and of their Plait Points for all Temperatures, in the case of
Mixtures of Normal Substances. Johannes J. van Laar {Proc.
K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1905, 7, 646—657).—A theoretical
paper. J. C. P.

Shape of the Plait-point Curve for Mixtures of Normal Sub-
stances. Johannes J. van Laar {Proc. K. Akad. Weloisch. Amsterdam,
1905, 8, 33—48).—A continuation of the earlier communication (pre-
ceding abstract). J. V. P.
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Phase Rule. Rudolf Wegscheideb [Zeit. physihal. Chem., 1905,62,
171—184. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 356; 1904, ii, 112, 389).—

A

theoretical paper. J. C. P.

Some Determinations in the Systems : KlOg—HlOg—HgO,
NalOg-HlOg-HoO, and NHJOg—HIO3—H2O. Pieter A. Meer-
BURG {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 45, 324—344).—In order to determine
the exact conditions under which potassium di-iodate is formed
at a definite temperature from aqueous solutions of its components
KIO3 and HlOg, the ternary system KIO3—HIO3—-HoO has been in-

vestigated at 30°, and for comparison the isotherms for the same
temperature in the case of the systems NalOg— HIO3—HgO and
NH^IOg—HlOg—H2O have been determined ; the "residue method "

of the previous communication (Abstr., 1904, ii, 112) was employed.
For the system KIO3—HIO3—H^O, the original paper gives the

exact conditions for the formation of the known binary compounds,
KIOg.HIOg (di-iodate) and KI03,2H[03 (tri-iodate), from their

components. It is possible to crystallise potassium di-iodate from
pure water at 30°

; hence, when the tri-iodate is crystallised at this

temperature, the product may contain the labile form of the di-iodate.

In the system NalOg—HIO3—HgO, it is found that, contrary

to Blomstrand's statement (Abstr., 1890, 107), the tri-iodate

NaI03,2IH03 is anhydrous, and that, contrary to Penny's statement,

the salt NaI03,HI03 does not exist, but instead the pyro-compound
Na20,2r205. This pyro-salt is slowly formed from certain definite

proportions of the three components.
In the system NH^IOa—^^^^s—HqO, only the known ammonium

tri-iodate is obtained. The di-iodate is not capable of existence at 30°*

D. H. J.

Chemical and Electrical Examination of the Equilibria

:

HIO3-I-5HI ^ 3l2-h3H20 and HBrOg-fSHBr^ SBro-fSHoO.
Robert Luther and G. V. Sammet {Zeit. Eleklrochem., 1905, 11,
293—295).—In acid solutions the equilibtium HIOg-fSHIi^^
3I2 + 3H2O leads to the formation of the substances on the right hand,

those on the left being formed in alkaline solutions. In a solution satur-

ated with sodium borate and boracic acid, which contains 6"5 x 10"^

mols. H* at 25°, the concentrations of all the substances are measur-
able analytically, but equilibria between iodine and water and hydr-

iodic acid and oxygen, the constants of which are unknown, interfei"e

with the measurement. Tlie concentrations of the I' and IO3' ions

may, however, be made constant by shaking a solution of iodine with

solid silver iodide and iodate. Equilibrium is attained in about

7 weeks at 25° or in 4 days at 60°. The values of the equilibrium

constant K = [irj'^IOg'XrjVCIJ' are 2-8 x lO-i^ at 25° and 5-2 x lO'^^

at 60°. From these values the heat of the reaction Iir03-|-5HI +
aq=i3l2(dis.solved)-f aq is calculated to be 68"3 Cals. ; thermochemi-

cal experiments give 64- 2 Cals. The E.M.F. of the cell

Pt([03', If, r2)-(i,, I')Pt

is 0549 volt at 25° the value calculated from the equilibrium constant

above given being 0*5493 volt.
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The E.M.F. of the iodate-iodine electrode was measured against the

calomel electrode and found to vary with the concentrations of

H'jIOg' and 1.^ in the way required by the theoretical equation

^'(electrode) - £'(drop electrode) = Eo + (i?r/10i^;log([H']i-^[IO3'P/[l2])-

This is the first case in which the theoretical connection between the

E.M.F. and the concentrations of three different substances has been

found to hold good quantitatively. The value of Eo at 25° is

1-454 volts.

In connection with the above measurements, the solubility of iodine

in water was found to be 0*001 341 gram mol. per litre at 25"^ and
000416 gram mol. per litre at 60°, from which its molecular heat of

solution is —6-37 Cals. The solubility of silver iodide at 60° is

1*08 X 10~" gram raols. per litre.

The solubility of silver iodate at 25° and 60° is 2-16 x lO-* and
6*54 X lO"* gram mols. per litre, and its heat of precipitation 12*5 Cals.

The electrical conductivities of sodium iodate, nitric and iodic acids at

25° and 60° are also given.

The equilibrium HBr03 + 5HBr :^ 3Br2 + 3H20 could not be deter-

mined chemically, but the E.M.F. of the cell

Pt(H',Br03',Br2) - (Br,,Br')Pt

was found to be 0'393 volt at 25°. From this figure the equilibrium

constant at 25° [H'p[Br03'][Br']V[Br,p = 7-3 x lO^H
The E.M.F. of the bi-omic acid - bromine electrode follows a formula

similar to that above given for iodine, the constant ii'o=l'764 volt

it 25°. T. E.

Hydration in Solution. Gilbert N, Lewis {Zeit. physikal. Chem.,
1905, 52, 224—230).—The author critici-ses adversely Jones and
Getman's method of estimating quantitatively the degree of

hydration in a salt .solution (Abstr., 1904, ii, 710), mainly because it

leads in many cases to the result that the degree of hydration
increases with the concentration of the solute (see also Biltz, Abstr.,

1904, ii, 710). At the same time Jones and Getman's experimental
work is considered to be valuable because it indicates the probable
relative hydration for different salts.

The author has made some exi)eriments on the colour changes
shown by solutions of cobalt chloride, copper chloride and bromide,
and considers that those colour changes are associated with the varying
degree of hydration of these salts.

[A^oie by Abstractor.—The author makes no reference to the recent
paper by Donnan and Bassett (Trans., 1902, 81, 939) dealing with the
colour changes shown by the chlorides of cobalt and other metals.]

J. C. P.

Influence of Temperature on the Amount of Water of
Crystalliaation as Evidence supporting the Theory of the
Existence of Hydrates in Solution. Hakrv C. Jones and
H. P. Bassett {Zeit. physihd. Chem., 1905, 62, 231—235).—The
earlier work (Jones and Getinan, Akstr., 1904, ii, 235, 386, 710) hiis

indicated the existence of hydrates in salt solutions, the stability

VOL. LXXXVlii. ii. 1^5
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of these hydrates diminishing as the temperature rises. The latter

phenomenon is now correlated with the well-known general fact that

the number of molecules of water with which a salt crystallises

from water diminishes as the temperature rises.

The fact that a concentrated solution of cobalt chloride turns

blue when shaken with crystallised calcium chloride is attributed

to the dehydration of the cobalt chloride. The conclusion is drawn
that a salt (calcium chloride in the foregoing special case) can combine
in solution with more molecules of water than it can carry with it out
of the solution in the form of water of crystallisation (see, however,

Donnan and Bassett, Trans., 1902, 81, 939). J. C. P.

Solubilities in Mixtures of Solvents. II. Walter Herz and
M. Knoch {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 45, 262—269. Compare
Abstr., 1904, ii, 709).—The solubilities were determined at 25° as

described in the former paper.

(I.) Determinations of Solubility in Mixtures of Acetone and Water.
—Potassium bromide is almost insoluble in pure acetone ; in aqvieous

acetone its solubility varies in a similar manner to that of potassium
chloride.

Ammonium chloride behaves like sodium chloride. With mixtures
of acetone varying from 46 5 pts. of acetone (by volume) and 53 "5 pts.

of water to 85 7 pts. of acetone and 14*3 pts. of water, the addition of

ammonium chloride causes the formation of two layers.

Sulphur is slightly soluble in acetone ; its solubility is less in

presence of water at 25°. Bodlander suggested that the quotient

Wj XJSis a constant for solutions in aqueous alcohol ( ITbeing the number
of grams of water and *S' the number of grams of the dissolved substance

in 100 c.c. of the mixed solution). The results of the present paper

show that Bodliinder's formula is applicable to sugar, ammonium
chloride, or sulphur, but not to barium chloride or potassium bromide
in solution in aqueous acetone.

(II.) Solubilities in Aqueous Alcohol.—Mercuric iodide was chosen as

a substance sparingly soluble in water but easily soluble (1'754 pts. at

25°) in alcohol. Bodlander's formula (which is here of the form

alcohol / ;^aS', since the alcohol and not the water is the constituent

which promotes solution) appears to be applicable.

(III.) Solubilities in Aqueous Glycerol.—In the case of succinic acid,

potassium bromide, potassium chloride, sodium chloride, and ammonium
chloride, the solubility diminishes as the percentage of glycerol

increases. The conditions for the application of Bodlander's formula

are not obtained, as the solubility of the above substances in pure

glycerol is not inconsiderable.

The solubility of boric acid in aqueous glycerol changes little up to

7 per cent, of glycerol or more, but as the percentage of glycerol is

still further increased the solubility rapidly becomes greater, probably

owing to the formation of a complex of boric acid and glycerol.

I'he solubility of iodine in glycerol is small, but much more con-

siderable than in water. iTodliinder's formula is approximately

applicable. I). H. J.
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Reactions which take place in Several Stages. Erich
Brunner {Zeit. pliysikal. Chem., 1905, 52, 89—96. Compare Jungias,

Abstr., 1904, ii, 716).—A theoretical paper in which is considered the

application of the law of mass action to chemical changes involving the

formation, or the possible formation, of an intermediate compound.

For a chemical change which can be analysed into two partial processes

or stages, it is impossible to deduce an^-thing as to the relative velocity

of the two component reactions from the two corresponding equilibria.

J. C. P.

Nuclear Synthetical Equilibrium between Phenols, Bicar-

bonatee, and Phenolcarboxylic Acids in Aqueous Solution.

JoH. A. AF Hallsthom {Ber., 1905, 38, 2288—2290. Compare
Skraup, Abstr., 1890, 136).—If phloroglucinol and potassium hydrogen

carbonate or phloroglucinol and potassium phloroglucinolcarboxylate

are dissolved in water through which a current of oxygen-free carbon

dioxide is passed, after some days at 50^ a stat« of equilibrium

is reached between phloroglucinol, potjissium phloroglucinolcarb-

oxylate, and potassium hydrogen carbonate. The equilibrium is

represented by the formula

Phl-HxHCO' Phl'H X a'KHCO, ^ ^— = ^ = constant,
Phl-CO,' a'Phl-CO.K

where Phi = Qj^^{OW)^, and a and a" are the degree of dissociation of

the pota.ssium salts. In eight experiments, assuming a and a" to be

approximately the same, the constant was found =0'115 ±0"015.

G. Y.

Hydration and Hardening. Paul Rohland {Zeit. Elektrochem.,

1005, 11, 338).—A reply to Jordis (this vol., ii, 155). T. E.

Autocatalysis and the Transformation of y-Hydroxy Acids,
with and without Addition of other Acids, conceived as an
Ionic Reaction. Arie W. Vissee (Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch.

hnsterday/t, 1905, 7, 760—769).—If it is supposed that the change in

ntensity of the catalyst with the change in concentration of the re-

nting substance is constant, then — c?//(/6' = i*,, whence I^k^—k^C.
I he equation for uniraolecular reaction, when the intensity of the

italyst is taken into account, is —dC/dt = kCI, which for the

particular case referred to becomes — dC/dt = k{ki - k.^C)C.

Using the experimental data obtained by Henry (Abstr., 1892, 1303),
the author shows that the transformation of y-hydroxy-acids into

their lactones may be satisf.ictorily represented as being a reaction

between the positive and negative ions. J. C. P.

Theory of Colloids. IlEixurcn Beciiuuld {Zeit. Eleklrodiem., 1905,
11, 339—340).—A reply to Jordis (this vol., ii, 417). T. E.

Osmotic Pressure of Colloidal Solutions. Jacques Duclau.v
{Compt. rcTul, 1905, 140, 1544—1547).—The granules of a colloidal

solution may be regarded as ions of a large size in that they are
conductors of electricity (compare this vol., ii, 432), and exert a
specific osmotic pressure which can l)e measured by placing the

35—2
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solution in a vertical cylinder with collodion walls and measuring
the difference between the levels of the internal and external
liquid after diffusion has occurred. The ratio between the osmotic
pressure and the electrolytic conductivity of colloidal solutions of

different concentratioos is not constant, because the properties of

the granules of such solutions vary with their concentration.

M. A. W.

Equilibrium between Proteids and Electrolytes. I. Equili-
brium in the System Egg-albumin, Ammonium Sulphate, and
Water. Gino Galeotti (Zeit. physioL Chem., 1905, 44, 461—471.

Compare Abstr., 1904, i, 355).—The precipitation of egg-albumin by
ammonium sulphate is a completely reversible process. The precipita-

tion begins when the concentration of the salt has reached a certain

limit, and the addition of more saturated sulphate solution produces
further precipitation until with a completely saturated solution no
albumin remains in solution. The addition of water causes the

albumin to redissolve. The various precipitates obtained by fractional

precipitation have the same composition. The crystalline needles and
globulites obtained by evaporating a clear solution of albumin and
ammonium sulphate consist of pure albumin.

The points of equilibrium are represented by means of isothermals

in a triangle.

When an albumin solution is mixed with a certain quantity of

saturated ammonium sulphate solution a precipitate appears only after

some time, and thus a system in labile equilibrium is formed which
exists for some time as a clear solution and then separates into two
phases. This system has also been represented by isotherms.

J. J. S.

Solid Peptone Membranes on a Water-surface, and the
Cause of their Formation. Wilmot V. Metcalf {-Zeit. physikal.

Chem., 1905, 52, 1—54. Compare Kamsden, Abstr., 1904, ii, 323).—
When a drop of a peptdne solution is allowed to fall on water, it

spreads itself completely over the free water-surface and over the

moistened walls of the containing vessel, forming a fine membrane
which is stronger at 0° than at 18° and increases in strength up to a

certain point as time goes on. A drop of the peptone solution cannot,

however, spread itself over dry glass. A membrane obtained in the

aforementioned manner has the same propeities whether it is formed

in an atmosphere of oxygen or of hydrogen, and it allows the free

evaporation of the water below. An already-formed membrane which

is fairly strong does not expand noticeably when brought into contact

with a fresh water-surface, although an expansion may be detected

when the membrane is weak. The minimum quantity of peptone

required for the formation of a solid membrane is about 4 x 10 "'^ grams

per square centimetre. It has been shown that a well-defined solid

membrane can be formed also from a pure peptone compound. The

surface tension of peptone solutions diminishes as the concentration

increases. "Various hypothesos relating to the observed phenomena are

discussed, and the view is ado])tod that the peptone membranes are a

I
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experimental realisation of Gibbs' thermodynamical principle, according

to which a chemical change may be caused by surface tension.

J. C. P.

Formation of Structures in Jellies. Heinrich Bechhold
{Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905, 52, iHo— 199).—The paper deals with the

phenomena of intermittent precipitation studied by Liesegang, Morse
and Pierce (Abstr., 1904, ii, 14), and Hausmann (ibid., 547). The re-

action specially considered is the precipitation of 'silver nitrate by
ammonium chromate or dichromate, and it is shown that silver

chromate is slightly soluble in ammonium chromate and in the

ammonium nitrate formed. If then silver nitrate is allowed to diffuse

into a jelly containing ammonium chromate, the ammonium nitrate

produced in the first precipitation zone will have an effect in preventing

the precipit-ation of more silver chromate in its immediate neighbour-

hood. Only in a region in which the concentration of ammonium
nitrate has sufiiciently fallen off will fresh precipitation of silver

chromate take place. Other factors also may be concerned in the

observed intermittent precipitation, as, for example, the power of ions

to promote or hinder the precipitation of suspensions' or colloidal

solutions, the manner in which the setting point of the gelatin is affected

by the diffusion into it of the various salts, and the ability of colloids

to precipitate each other only when mixed in certain proportions.

J. C. P.

Influence of Electrolytes on the Mutual Precipitation of
Colloids of Opposite Electrical Sign. Laeguier des Bancels
{Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1647— 1649).—By means of a series of

experiments with such " couples " of colloids as colloidal ferric

hydroxide (positive) with aniline-blue (negative), and colloidal arsenic

sulphide (negative) with methyl-violet (positive), the author has found
that the mutual precipitation of colloids of opposite sign is partially

inhibited by the previous addition of an electrolyte, that the precipitate

formed by the mixture of solutions of two such colloids is dissociated

by the addition of jin electrolyte capable it>elf of pre -ipitating one of

the reacting colloids, and finally, that when an electrolyte is added to a

solution of a colloid (a) which it does not precipitate, and to the mixture
a second colloid (h) of opposite sign is added, precipitation always
takes place. With small quantities of electrolyte present, the pre-

cipitate is a mixture of a and b ; with larger quantities of electrolyte,

it consists of b alone ; and if the quantity of electrolyte is again
increased, both a and b are again precipitated. T. A. H.

Miscibility in the Solid State, and Isomorphism, in the case
of Carbon Compounds. F. M. Jaecjer {Proc. K. Akad. Weleiisch.

AvisUrrlam, 1905, 7, 658—666).—In recent years it has been shown
that many organic sub.stances yield mixed crystals and solid solutions,

but it is not jjermissiblo to draw conclusions as to existing isomorphism
solely from the course of the melting or solubility curves for two
comjwnents. It is accordingly thought desirable to investigate
thoroughly the miscibility and crystallographic relationship of pairs
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of organic substances, and in this communication the author deals with
p-nitrodiethylaniline and ^-nitrosodiethylaniline (compare Bruni and
Callegari, Abstr., 1904, ii, 545). It is found that these two com-
pounds are completely isomorphous and also completely miscible in the

solid state. J. C. P.

Fundamental La^ws of Stoichiometryand the Atomic Theory.
The Faraday Lecture by W. Ostwald. E,AFFAELLoNASiNi(3/e7«o?-.

R. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 5, 119—153).—This memoir contains a

criticism of the views of Ostwald expressed in his Faraday Lecture

(Trans., 1904, 85, 506—522), and is unsuitable for abstraction.

T. H. P.

Periodic Classification of the Elements. Alfred Werner
{Jier., 1905, 38, 2022—2027).—A reply to Abegg (this vol., ii, 380).

In the periodic classification of the elements, Abegg's conception of

choosing the periods to be double or several times eight cannot be
accepted. The system must be based on the periods as differentiated

by the atomic volume curve. A. McK.

Periodic Classification of the Elements. Richard Abegg
{Ber., 1905, 38, 2330—2334).—A reply to Werner (preceding

abstract). A. McK.

New Forms of Lecture and Laboratory Apparatus. George B.

FiiANKFORTER and Francis 0. Frary (J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905,

27, 744—747).—Certain forms of apparatus suitable for lecture and
laboratory purposes are described for (a) the determination of the

hydrogen equivalent of zinc, (b) the preparation of sulphuric acid, and
(c) the demonstration of Charles' law. For details, the description and
diagrams in the original must be consulted. E. G.

New Apparatus. S. P. Beebe and B. H. Buxton {Anm-. J.

Physiol., 1905, 14, 7— 11).—Some pieces of laboratory apparatus (an

automatic compressed air and vacuum apparatus, a centrifuge, a drying

apparatus, and an electric water-bath) are described and figured.

W. D. H.

A New Form of Test-tube. Eduard Schaer {Zeit. anal Chem.,

1905, 44, 396—397).—The tube described is of Jena glass, and is

17 mm. in diameter and 120 mm. in height. The lower end is widened

out to a diameter of 28 mm. and the bottom is flat, so that the tube

will stand iipright. The tube will bear heating, and is suitable for a

variety of operations. W. P. S.

Two Modifications of the Topler Mercury Air Pump.
Alfred Stock {JJer., 1905, 38, 2182—2185).—Two new modifications

of the Topler pump are described and figured ; they have the advantage

of being small and easily transported, they work (piickly and easily,

the mercury does not come into contact with india-rubber or fat. and so

keeps clean ; whilst, lastly, they are easily manipulated and can even

,

be arranged to work automatically. E. F. A.
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Inorganic Chemistry.

Purification and Sterilisation of Drinking-water by means
of Calcium Peroxide. L. Freyssinge and Raoul Eoche (Rev.

intern. Falsi/., 1905, 18, 49—51).—The addition of about O--! gram of

calcium peroxide ptr litre to water completely sterilises the latter. The

action is not instantaneous, but in most cases takes about 2 hours. After

3 hours, no living bacteria were found in a water which originally

contained 355,000 Bacilli coli communis and 171,000 B. typhosus per

c.c. The peroxide is more rapidly decomposed when a little sodium

hydrogen carbonate is added to the water, and the sterilisation is then

completed in about 15—20 minutes. The hydrogen peroxide resulting

from the decomposition of the calcium peroxide may be removed,

together with the precipitate of calcium carbonate, by filtration

through manganese dioxide. The hardness of the water is generally

liminished by this treatment. If stored in closed bottles, the

-terilised but unfiltered water can be kept for a long time before

using for drinking. W. P. S.

Use of Barium Carbonate for the Purification of "Water.

E. E. Basch {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 721).—Experiments on a small

scale on the softening of water by means of barium carbonate gave

good results when an excess of the precipitant was used, and when it

was thoroughly mixed with the water. A- McK.

Function of the Catalyst in the Deacon Process for the
Manufacture of Chlorine. Mario G. Levi and V. Bettoxi

(Jazzelta, 1905, 35, i, 320—342).—From experiments on the inter-

iction of hydrogen chloride and dry air in presence of pumice
inpiegnated with copper salts as catalysts, the authors conclude that

the reaction is slowly initiated by the joint action of the high

temperature and the pumice and is accelerated by the copper salt, the

function of which is to absorb the water formed during the i-eaction.

An account is given of the different views previously published as

to the mechanism of the process. T. H. P.

Apparatus for the production of Chlorine, Carbon Dioxide,
Hydrogen Sulphide, &c. Carl Ec^kabt {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905,

44, 398—399).—The evolution part of the apparatus consists of a
three-necked Woulfe's bottle. The stem of a tapped funnel is ground
into the middle neck, a tube leads from one of the other necks to the
top of the funnel, and the third neck carries the deliverj^tube. The
latter passes to a wash bottle containing a little water, from which
the gas is led to the bottom of a large flask nearly tilled with water
and surrounded by a ves-sel containing ice-water. A side-tube, leatling

from the top of this flask, passes into a wash-lx)ttle contaiDing water
to the height of about 15 cm. By the slight pressure thus produced,
a concentrated solution of the gas is obtained in the flask, and scarcely
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any of the gas escapes into the room. The gas is produced by
allowing hydrochloric acid to fall drop by drop from the tapped funnel

on to marble, bleaching powder, &c., contained in the Woulfe's bottle.

India-rubber connections and screw-cocks are provided between the

various parts of the apparatus, W. P. S.

Ozonising of Oxygen and Atmospheric Air by the Discharge
from Metallic Points. E. Waeburg (Ann. Physik, 1905, 17,
1—29).—A continuation of the author's previous paper (Abstr., 1904,

ii, 24). The arsenious acid and potassium iodide methods for the

estimation of ozone are compared, the latter being considered prefer-

able. The influence of pressure on the ozonisation has been in-

vestigated, and the yield per ampere-minute is found to increase with
increasing pressure. This the author considers to be due solely to the

greater number of molecules encountered by the ions, and not to

increase in the ozonising power. At constant pressure, the yield

decreases with rise of temperature, but at constant concentration the

effect of temperature is slight, a rise from the ordinary temperatiire to

80° causing a small increase for small currents and a small decrease

for higher currents. It has been shown previously that with a

negative potential the yield is greatest for very small currents, and it is

further found that with increasing current a minimum is reached,

after which the yield again rises. With positive potential, the yield

increases with the current, so that the potential should be near the

sparking point ; it increases also with increasing distance between
point and plate, but this distance cannot be too great owing to the

decreasing current. The ozonisation of atmospheric air has also been
investigated : with a negative point the yield is about one-fifth of that

obtained with pure oxygen, but with a positive point the value

increases to about one-half. The author considers his work furtlier

confirms his previous opinion that the ozone pi'oduction is due to

photo- and cathodo-chemical action, L. M. J.

Reduction of Sulphates. Camillo BrOckner {Monatsh., 1905,

26, 675—682).-—The author has studied the reduction of anhydrous
sulphates by heating with magnesium powder in an atmosphei'e of

nitrogen in a test-tube. If more than one atom of magnesium be

mixed with each raol. of sulphate, the reaction increases in violence

without any change in the final products. The reduction is ac-

companied, except in the case of the alkali sulphates, by an evolution

of sulphur dioxide, which takes place with explosive violence if more
than 0'3 gram of the reaction mixture is heated at once.

The reduction of the alkali sulphates is accompanied by intense

luminosity of the mixture ; the reaction products, which become red on

cooling or ^een on exposure to air, contain polysulphides and thio-

sulphates, and yield alkaline solutions when extracted with water

;

the products are not altered if the reaction is carried out in an open
tube or in a crucible.

The reduction of the sulphates of magnesium, calcium, barium,

zinc, aluminium, or nickel by magnesium powder results in the

formation of sulphur dioxide, sulphur, magnesium oxide, and thg
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oxide, sulphide, and thiosulphate of the metal ; owing to the ease with

which cupric oxide is reduced, the residue from the reduction of copper

sulphate contains also cuprous oxide and copper, whilst manganese

and ferric sulphates, which possess strong tendencies to auto oxidation,

yield the higher oxides of the metals along with the sulphides and

thiosulphates.

Reduction of these sulphates with formation of the sulphides takes

place also when the anhydrous salts are ground with magnesium
powder in a mortar.

The formation of the thiosulphate may be due to the action of

liberated sulphur on intermediately formed sulphite, or to the inter-

action of sulphur, magnesium oxide, and sulphur dioxide, as when
these are heated together and the product extracted with water the

aqueous solution contains the thiosulphate.

As sulphur trioxide appears as an intermediate product in the

reduction of some unstable sulphates, it was passed over healed

magnesium powder, when sulphur dioxide was evolved, and the residue

contained magnesium oxide and sulphide. G. Y.

Selenic Acid. William Oechsner de Coninck {BuU. Acad. roy.

Bdg., 1905, 150—151).—The sp. gr. of three commercial samples of

selenic acid were: No. 1, 1-4669 at 15-5°, No. 2, 1-4386 at 18°, and
No. 3, 1-4698 at 15-8°. The sp. gr. of several mixtures of selenic

acid and water at different temperatures are tabulated in the original.

T. A. H.

The True Atomic Weight of Nitrogen. Gustav D. Hinbichs
{Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1590— 1591).—The author draws attention

to the fact that the values recently obtained by Guye for the atomic
weight of nitrogen (compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 475, 557, 812) closely

approach the value 14-00, which he maintains is the true atomic weight
of nitrogen (compare Abstr., 1893, ii, 163, 277, 316, 317; 1894, ii, 39,

87, 276 ; 1900, ii, 534, 539). M. A. W.

Oxidation of Atmospheric Nitrogen in the High Tension
Arc. Alfred Stavenhagen {Ber., 1905,38, 2171—2177).—Air wa.s

forced at known rates through a cooled porcelain tube containing two
iron electrodes ; the tension was about 20,000 volts and the current
0*07 ampere, the discbarge being a continuous greenish-yellow flame.

Large quantities of oxides of nitrogen were formed, the yield being a
maximum when air was forced through at a velocity of 180 litres per
hour It is impossible to completely condense all the oxides of nitrogen
formed in this manner even by means of liquid air. E. F. A

.

Constitution of Premy's Sulphazilate and Pelouze's Nitre-
sulphate. Edward Divers {Ber., 1905, 38, 2252).—A correction
(compare this vol., ii, 449). W. A. D.

Action of Fluorine on Oxygenated Compounds of Nitrogen.
Henki Moissan and Paul Leheau {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
1573—1577).—The authors have examined the behaviour of fluorine
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with the oxides of nitrogen, it having been previously observed that it

i-eacts violently with nitric acid (compare Moissan, Ann. Chim. Fhys.,

1891, [vi], 24, 251). Fluorine has no action on nitrogen pei'oxide or

nitrous oxide at the ordinary temperature.

When a mixture of nitrous oxide and fluorine is heated electrically

by means of a platinum spiral, platinum fluoride is formed at 400°, or if

the two gases are heated to redness in a glass vessel, silicon fluoride

and oxygen are formed, whilst the nitrous oxide remains unaltered.

"When a mixture of nitrous oxide and fluorine is submitted to the action

of an induction spark in the presence of mercury, there is a complex
reaction, the mercury is attacked, and the final gaseous mixtui'e contains

oxygen, nitrogen, and nitrous oxide, but no compound of nitrogen and
fluorine. Fluorine combines with nitric oxide with production of a

pale yellow flame, and when the nitric oxide is in excess no volatile

compound of fluorine is obtained, but the heat developed by the reaction

decomposes the nitric oxide into nitrogen and oxygen, the oxygen
reacting with the excess of nitric oxide to form nitrogen peroxide. By
the action of nitric oxide on excess of fluorine at the temperature of

liquid oxygen, a white solid is obtained, which yields on vaporisation

fluorine and a colourless liquid boiling above - 80°, and containing

nitrogen, fluorine, and oxygen. M. A. W.

Preparation and Properties of Nitroxyl Fluoride (Nitryl

Fluoride). Henri Moissan and Paul Lebeau (Goynpt. rcTuL, 1905,

140, 1621—1626. Compare preceding abstract).—By repeated frac-

tional distillation of the white solid obtained by the action of excess

of fluorine on nitric oxide at the temperature of liquid oxygen, all

the dissolved fluorine is removed and the residue, which is liquid at

-80°, is nitroxylJluoinde {nitryl fluoride), NOgF, its preparation from
nitric oxide and fluorine being represented by the equation 4N0 + Fg ~
2NO2F + Ng. Nitroxyl fluoride is a colourless gas which attacks the

mucous membrane, producing a painful and persistent irritation ; it

melts at -139°, boils at -63-5°, has a density 217—2-31 at 0°, the

theoretical value being 2-26 ; it does not combine Avith hydrogen,

sulphur, or carbon in the cold, but reacts at the oi-dinary temperature

with boron, silicon, phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, iodine, the alkali

metals, and the metals of the alkaline earths, thorium, aluminium,

iron, or mercury ; it decomposes cold water, producing hydrofluoric

acid and nitric acid ; the i-eaction is quantitative and has served in

the analysis of the compound ; it also reacts with a large number of

organic compounds, yielding, with benzene, nitrobenzene and a volatile

product which attacks the eyes. M. A. W.

Silicochloroform. Otto Ruff and Kurt Albert [and, in part,

Emil Geisel] {Ber., 1905, 38, 2222—2243).—Silicochloroform is

bfst prepared according to Combe's method by the action of dry

hydrogen chloride on commercial 20 per cent, copper silicide ; the

gaseous product is condensed by passing it through a worm surrounded

by a freezing mixture, the receiver being kept in liquid air. The pure

substance obtained after very careful fractionation boils at 33° under

758 mm, pressure, molts and solidifies at - 134° (air thermometer),

and has a sp.gr. 1-3438 at 15°; from the latter value, the atomic
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volume of silicon in silicochloroform is 58"33. Silicocliloroform is

completely miscible with carbon disulphide, carbon tetrachloride,

chloroform, silicon tetrachloride, stannic chloride, titanic chloride, and
arsenic trichloride. It decomposes at 800° according to the equation

4SiHCl3 ^^ Si + 3SiCl4 + 2H2, the action being reversible; it is, how-

ever, not attacked at 150° by sodium, sodium amalgam, mercury,

copper, tin, sulphur, or aluminium chloride. Chromic anhydride de-

composes it at 160° apparently according to the equation SSiHClg-f
5Cr03 = Cr203 + 3Si02 + 3Cr20.,Cl2 + 3HCl; with sulphur trioxide at

the same temperature, the following action occurs: 2SiHCl3 + 4SO3 =
S02Cl2 + HCl + Si02 + 2S02 + SiOCl2 + S03HCl. Dry sulphur dioxide

leaves a large proportion of the silicochloroform unchanged, but the

following action also occurs: SO2 + 2SiHCl3 = S + Si02 + SiCl^-f 2HC1.
With arsenious oxide moistened with sodium hydroxide solution,

the action AS2O34- 18NaOH + 3H20 + 6SiHCl3= 18NaCl + 6Si(OH)4 +
ASg appears to take place ; with antimony oxide, a similar change
occurs, antimony being liberated. Arsenic trichloride, stannic

chloride, boron trichloride, and titanium tetrachloride are not changed
by silicochloroform at 150°, but bring about a catalytic decom-
position of the latter, hydrogen being formed.

On passing dry gaseous ammonia mixed with hydrogen into a
Woulfe's bottle, cooled at 15°, into which silicochloroform diluted

with hydrogen is simultaneously led, a white powder having the com-
position N:SiH,3NH4Cl,0"2NH3 is obtained ; the ammonium chloride

may be almost completely removed by washing the product with lique-

fied ammonia in an apparatus from which moisture is excluded ; but
attempts to remove the ammonia completely, either at the ordinary
temperature in a vacuum, or at 100°, cause partial decomposition
according to the equation SiNH + NHg = Si(NH)2 + H2.

Siliconitrogen hydride, SiH:N, is a white powder with a caustic

taste, which is decomposed by water or sodium hydroxide solution

giving hydrogen, thus : SiHN + 4NaOH = Si(0Na)4 + NII3 + H., ; the
action is quantitative. It has all the reducing properties of tsilico-

formic anhydride, and is converted by dry hydrogen chloride at 300°

into silicochloroform and ammonium chloride. W, A. D.

New Allotropic Form of Carbon and its Heat of Combustion.
William G. Mixter {Amer. J. Hci., 1905, 10, 434—444).—The heat of

combustion of 1 gram of carbon obtained by the decomposition of acetyl-

ene is found to be 7894 cals., the corresponding values for sugar charcoal
and graphite being respectively 8057 and 7831. The value is henoe
very different from that for amorphous carbon and approaches that for

graphite. Moissan has, however, shown that this carbon is not graphite.
It has a sp, gr. 19 19 at the ordinary tem{>erature. It is found that it

does not exert the catalytic actions of charcoal, and that it only
absorbs 01 ]>er cent, of its weight of moisture from the atmosphere.
When lu-ated with sulphuric acid, there is no odour of sulphur dioxide.

L. M. J.

Mutual Relationships of the Different Modifications of
Carbon. Rudolf .Sciiexck and W. Hellkr {Ihr., 1905, 38,
2139—2143).—Starting with the equation i' =^ ^. 1 + 'J/jjS where P is the
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total gas pressure, ^ is the equilibrium constant for the system C, CO,
COg, and rj the f-iinilar constant for the system Fe, FeO, CO, CO, ; since

77 does not vary with different varieties of carbon, it follows that at

constant temperature the value of ^ for the various modifications of

carbon is proportional to the total gaseous pressure. The pressures

have been determined at temperatures between 400° and 800°, when
the various varieties of carbon are in equilibrium with metallic iron,

ferrous oxide, and the oxides of carbon. The apparatus employed was
the same as for the experiments already described (this vol., ii, 526),

The ferrous oxide was obtained by heating dry ferrous oxalate at 300°

under reduced pressure in a quartz tube and in the presence of

powdered carbon. The mixture was then heated to a higher tempera-

ture, when part of the carbon reduced the ferrous oxide, all gases were

removed, and the pressure determined when equilibrium was attained.

The results show that at the same temperature the highest pressures

are given by amorphous carbon and the lowest by graphite. Powdered
diamond is intermediate between the two, but the values approximate
closely to those of amorphous sugar carbon. The powdered carbon

obtained by decomposing carbon monoxide gives values identical with

those for graphite. Within the temperature limits examined, the

temperature-pressure curves do not cut one another, and within these

temperatures graphite is the most stable modification.

It follows that for any given temperature in a blast furnace worked
with wood charcoal the composition of the gaseous mixture will be

different (richer in carbon monoxide) from the gaseous mixture

of a furnace worked with coke (which is allied to graphite).

J. J. S.

State in which Helium exists in Pitchblende. Richard J.

Moss {Sci. Trans. Roy. Dull. Soc, 1904, [ii], 8, 153—160).—Pitch-
blende was first ground in a vacuum and then decomposed by fusion

with potassium hydrogen sulphate. The helium liberated by grinding

in a vacuum was 1"17 per cent, of the total quantity present in one

specimen, 1*11 per cent, of the total quantity in another specimen.

The total quantity of helium obtained per gram of mineral was 107

c.c. in the first case, 0"082 c.c. in the second case. The first specimen

yielded also in all 4'686 c.c. of carbon dioxide per gram, but of this

only 0'0085 per cent, was obtained by grinding in a vacuum. Water
vapour is by far the most a])undant of the substances liberated by
grinding pitchblende in a vacuum.

There is a strong presumption that, although no cavities can be

detected in pitchblende by microscopic examination, they nevertheless

exist, and it is probable that the helium is contained in such cavities.

The most minute subdivision that can be effected by mechanical

means would open only a small proportion of these cavities.

J. C. P.

Transformation of Potassium Chlorate into lodate by Iodine
in presence of Nitric Acid. INIax SchlOtteu [Zeit. anoi-g. Chem.,

1905, 45, 270—274).—The transformation of potassium chlorate into

the iodate by heating with iodine in presence of pitriq acid is dependent
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(1) on the concentration of the acid. With dilute acid the reaction is :

10KClO, + 6l2 = 10KIO3 + 2HIO3+10HCl; with more concentrated

acid: 2E:C103 + l2 = 2Ki03 + CI.,. (2) On the proportions of iodine to

perchlorate. With KCIO3 : Ig = 2 : 1 the reaction is: 2KC103 + l2 =
2KTO3 + OL ; with KCIO, : I, = 1 : 1, the reaction is : KCIO3 + 1^ = KIO3
+ IC1. D.H.J.

Specific Gravities of Sodium Carbonate and Sodium Hydr-
oxide Solutions. EuDOLF Wegscheidee and Heinrich Walter
{Monatsh., 1905, 26, 685— 725).—-Sp. gr, determinations are given for

solutions of sodium carbonate and of sodium hydroxide, as well as of

mixtures of these at temperatures between 60° and 80°. The sp. gr.

of pure solutions of these salts of a strength not greater than 8xV,

at temperatures between —100° or 15—80° respectively, are repre-

sented by the equation dt = dl, + (a + bt + ct^)X+ (a + b't + c't-)X^, where
d!^ is the sp. gr. of pure water at the given temperature, A' is the

normality or the percentage composition of the solution, and a, b, c, a,

b', and c are constants. The error is usually under 0-002. The
sp. gr. of mixed solutions of sodium carbonate and hydroxide may be

calculated approximately according to the law of mixtures. By apply-

ing a small correction which is a linear function of the temperature,

formuljE are obtained from which the sp. gr. of either simple or mixed
.solutions of sodium carbonate and hydroxide, of not more than SA'^and

at temperatures between 10° and 80° may be calculated with an error

of a few units in the third decimal place. G. Y.

Action of Sodium Polysulphide on Sodium Hyposulphite.
Arthur Bixz {Ber., 1905, 38, 2051—2056. Compare Abstr., 1901, i,

964).—When sodium hyposulphite acts on sodium polysulphide in the

presence of sodium hydroxide, sulphite and sulphate are formed,

whilst thiosulphite is possibly produced as an intermediate product,

thus : J^A-P^O^ + NajS., + 2NaOH = NaoS.^., + NaoS03 + Na.,S -I- HgO and
Na.SgOg -h 2NaOH = Na2S + Nao^Og -1- ilpO." The action of sodium
thiosulphate on sodium hyposulphite is analogous to that of sodium
polysulphide, l)ut takes place more slowly. A. McK.

Action of Oxygen on Caesium-ammonium. Etienne Renoade
{Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1536—-1538).—Cajsium-ammonium dissolved

in 1 (|uid ammonia at - 6U'' rapiJly absorbs oxygen, forming the mon-
oxide, Cs.^02, as a pale red, crystalline powder which melts to a yellow

liquid and solidiOes on cooling to a white, cry.stalline mass. The oxide,

CsjOg, is ol>taiuod in the form of small, deep brown, lozenge-shaped

crystals by the direct oxidation of the monoxide suspended in liquid

ammonia, and is converted into the peroxide, Cs.,0^, by the prolonged
action of oxygon in the same medium ; the peroxide forms small, yellow
needles. When the oxidation of cjesium-ammonium in liquid

ammonia is carried out very slowly, the ctesium monoxide reacts with
the caesium-anmionium to form cassiuni hydroxide and cse.sjimide

(compare this vol., ii, 388), and if the mixture be heated rcjiction
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occui's between the c?esamide and cse.sium oxide with the formation of

caesium and nitrogen according to the equation Cs202 + CsNH2 =
2CsOH + Cs + N. M. A. W.

Influence of Silver Nitrate on the Solubility of Silver Nitrite.

Alex. Naumann and Adolf RUcker {Ber., 1905, 38, 2292—2295).—
Tiie experiments of Nernst (Abstr., 1890, 3) on the influence of

sodium acetate on the solubility of silver acetate have been repeated,

and that author's results confirmed. Similar results are obtained on
adding silver nitrate to a saturated aqueous solution of silver nitrite.

At 18°, saturated solution contains 3-1823 grams = 0*02067 mol. of

silver nitrite per litre ; the following table gives the solubility of

silver nitrite per litre in presence of silver nitrate :
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with the calcium and strontium carbonates respectively ; the residue

will be unchanged barium carbonate. For control, the carbon dioxide

corresponding with the barium carbonate may be determined by
igniting the residue with a definite weight of borax and ascertaining

the loss of weight. D. H. J.

Monocalcium Silicate. Rudolf Benzian {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29,

737—738).—Calcium silicate, prepared by heating sand and chalk in a

graphite crucible, forms hexagonal crystals, which are decomposed by
water slowly at the ordinary temperature and more quickly when
lx)iled. When calcium silicate was left in contact with water and an
aqueous solution of calcium hydroxide for several weeks, it was
unchanged in crystalline appearance when the crystals examined were
dried at 100"^. Hydration had, however, taken place, as an examina-

tion of the moist crystals showed ; these underwent dehydration when
dried at 100^. A. McK.

Magnesium Aluminium Alloys. G. Grube (^Zeit. anorg. Chem.,

1905, 45, 225—237).—A complete fusion diagram has Ijeen worked
out by the method already described (this vol., ii, 320). The melting

point curve consists of four branches, intersecting at the eutectic points

corresponding with a temperature of 451-6^
( ± 1'1°) and 35 per cent, of

magnesium and a temperature of 439*9° (± W) and 68 per cent, of

magnesium respectively. The second and third branches intersect at a
well-defined maximum point at 462*7°, indicating the existence of a

compound AlgMg^ ; this compound forms silver-white, very brittle

crystals. The allojs of magnesium, used technically under the name
magnalium, contain from 5 to 30 per cent, of magnesium ; their hard-

ness increases with the percentage of magnesium. The last alloy of

his gi-oup is seen from the diagram to contain 35 per cent, of

magnesium. The alloys on the second branch of the curve form
homogeneous conglomerates of mixed crystals which are hard and brittle

but are susceptible of a very high polish and may he used for

the manufacture of mirrors. Alloys with 55 to 68 per cent, of

magnesium consist of crystals of the hard compound AlgMg^ and the
soft eutectic mixture. Alloys with 68 to 100 per cent, of magnesium
oxidise easily in the air. D. H. J.

Solubility of Lead Sulphate in Ammonium Acetate
Solutions. Artiu H A. Noyes and William H. Wiutcomb (J. Anier.

C'/tem. 8oc., 1905, 27, 747—759).—This investigation was undertaken
with the object of ascertaining the cause of the solubility of lead

sulphate in ammonium acetate solutions.

Determinations of the conductivity at 25° of lead acetate solutions
of concentrations between iV/2 and iV/192 have shown that lead acetate
18 much less ionised than are the acetates of barium, manganese, nickel,

cobalt, zinc, and cadmium, and that, assuming that lead acetate dis-

sociates into three ions, its degree of ionisation amounts to only about
22 per cent, at a concentration of NjlO.

Qualitative migration exj)eriments with saturated solutions of load
sulphate in ^V ammonium acetate solution are de.scribe«l, which lead to
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the conclusion that the lead is present in the acetate solution almost
entirely in the un-ionised state.

Lead sulphate is soluble to the extent of 0'636 gram per litre in

0*104iV ammonium acetate solution at 25°, 1*38 grams per litre in

0-207^, and 3-06 grams per litre in 0414^ solution, the solubility

being roughly proportional to the concentration of the ammonium
acetate. Rough experiments have shown that lead sulphate has
approximately the same solubility in sodium acetate solution as in an
ammonium acetate solution of equivalent strength.

From the results of these experiments, it is concluded that the

increased solubility of lead sulphate in acetate solutions is due
)a)ainly to the formation of un-ionised lead acetate by metathesis.

E. G.

Colloidal Copper Oxide. Heinricii Ley {Ber., 1905, 38,
2199—2203).

—

Copjier succinimide, {Qifi^'^^^w,^)^^, obtained by
decomposing mercury succinimide suspended in vrater with copper
amalgam, forms blue leaflets or needles and melts and loses water at

160—165°. The conductivity of its aqueous solutions is small, showing
that the salt is only slightly dissociated. It is, however, easily

hydrolysed ; its aqueous solution after a few days changes its colour

from blue to dark green and brown. A precipitate of hydroxide or

oxide does not, however, separate even after several weeks, but the

hydrolysis is showu to be nearly complete by cryoscopic measurements.
The succinimide may be removed by dialysis, but the dialysed solutions

containing colloidal copper oxide are less stable than when in pi"esence

of succinimide. Electrolytes, such as chlorides or nitrates, rapidly

cause a separation of gelatinous copper hydroxide from either the

original or dialysed solutions. W. A. D.

Copper-Zinc Alloys. Otto Sackur [with P. Mauz and
A. Siemens] {Ber., 1905, 38, 2186—2196).—Curves have been plotted

for various propei'ties of all possible alloys of zinc and copper in order

to ascertain at which compositions breaks occur denoting the formation

of definite compoimds. Thus the curve portraying the velocity of

precipitation of copper from its salts shows well-marked breaks corre-

sponding with alloys containing 41—45 per cent, and 60—62 per cent.

of copper. Similarly, curves giving the rate of dissolution of alloys in

acids indicate breaks at the same points. The melting-point curve

shows breaks con-esponding with 32*6 per cent., 49 5 per cent., and
54*6 per cent, of copper. The first of these corresponds with the alloy

CuZug, the second with CuZn, the third with mixed crystals of CuZn
and Cu.

The breaks in the curves occur with alloys containing more copper

than the simple compounds CuZnj and CuZn require. It is suggested

that a dissociation equilibrium exists in the fused alloy between the

compound and its components Cu^Zuj, n; .rCu-t-v/'^n, and that the free

zinc only disapjiears when copper is present in a certain excess.

E. F. A.
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Anhydrous Neodymium Chloride. Camille Matignon {Compt.

rend., 1905, 140, 1637—1639. Compare Abstr., 1901, ii, 602, and

this vol., ii, 3^1).—Neodymium chloride, unlike samarium chloride,

is not attacked by hydrogen even at 1000°. Chlorine, phosphine, and

aluminium phosphide have also no action on the salt. Oxygen converts

it into neodymium oxychloride, NdOCl, which crystallises in brilliant,

mauve-tinted lamellse which have no action on polarised light and
probably belong to the cubic system. The oxychloride is infusible at

1000°. Hydrogen iodide, when heated with neodymium chloride,

slowly transforms it into the iodide, Ndlg. This is black and fuses to a
black liquid, which at a higher temperature suddenly becomes trans-

parent, apparently owing to the formation of an allotropic modification.

Neodymium bromide, prepared by the action of hydrogen bromide on
the chloride at high temperatures, closely resembles the latter in tint

and crystalline form, but melts to a dark coloured liquid. Ammonia
has no action on neodymium chloride at the atmospheric temperature,

but forms additive compounds when heated with it. When acetylene

is heated with neodymium chloride, the latter is unattacked, but the

acetylene polymerises, and carbon is deposited in a form having a

brilliant reflecting surface ; this carbon is not graphitic. T. A. H.

Compounds of Aluminium Chloride with Carbonyl Chloride.
E. Baud {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1688—1689).—Aluminium chloride

dissolves in liquid carbonyl chloride, and on evaporation of the solution

at the ordinary temperature a colourless liquid remains which solidifies

at - 2° and has the composition 2AlCl3,5C0Cl2. Its dissociation

tension is equal to 760 mm. at 30^. By removal of carbonyl chloride,

the compound 2AlCl3,3C0Cl2 is formed; this has a dissociation

tension of 760 mm. at 55°. On further removal of carbonyl chloride,

the compound 4AlCl3,COCl2 is obtained in the form of silky needles

which do not decompose to an appreciable extent below 750°. The last

two compounds are formed when aluminium chloride is distilled in a
current of dry carbonyl chloride, and also when the vapour of

aluminium chloride is led by means of a current of carbonic oxide
through a red-hot tube. These two compounds are present in com-
mercial aluminium chloride. To purify this, it should be sublimed
fractionally in a current of hydrogen or nitrogen. H. M. D.

Preparation of Binary Metallic Compounds by means of
Aluminium Powder. A. Colani {Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 33—35.

Compare Matigiion, Abstr., 1900, ii, 482, and Fonzes-Diacon, ibid.,

405).—An intimate mixture of the oxide of the metal with the non-
metallic element or its oxide and finely powdered aluminium is placed
in a crucible lined with magnesia and the mixture is inflamed by means
of a magnesium cartridge. Where diflicultly fusible products are
expected, it is advantageous to add to the contents a mixture of cupric
oxide or stannic oxide with aluminium powder, as these, when inflamed,
produce intense heat. '

Sulphides separate with diflSculty from the alumina simultaneously
formed. Impure specimens of manganese and iron phosphides were
obtained, as also specimens of uranium arsenide and antiuionide, each

VOL. LXXXVIII. ii. 30
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containing some alumina, and of iron silicide and a mixture of iron

borides. T. A. H.

Properties of Tin-Aluminium, Bismuth-Aluminium, and
Magnesium-Aluminium Alloys. Hector P^cheux {Compt. rend.,

1905, 140, 1535—1536).—The gas evolved by the thermochemical
action of recently filed alloys of aluminium with tin, bismuth, or
magnesium on water (compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 487, 564, 618) consists

of hydrogen only, the oxygen of the water oxidising the aluminium
j

2 c.c, of the alloy SnAlg produce 5—6 c.c, of hydrogen in 20 minutes.
A solution of copper sulphate of sp. gr. 1*1 is readily decomposed by the
alloys ; the alloy SnAlg evolves 5 c.c. of hydrogen in 20 minutes, the alloy

BiAl three times that quantity, whilst the alloy MgAl causes a very
rapid decomposition. The alloys ZnAl or PbAl, which have no action

on water, decompose copper sulphate solution and slowly decompose
zinc sulphate solution. M. A. W.

Constitution and Properties of Aluminium Steels. Leon
GuiLLET {Covipt. rend., 1995, 141, 35—36).—Aluminium has but
little influence on the mechanical properties of steel so long as the
amount present is less than 2 per cent. Up to 15 per cent., the
aluminium dissolves in the iron and this solution does not dissolve

carbon. The perlite in these steels is compact and granular (to this is

due the brittleness of some specimens) and is not converted into

martensite by tempering. When much aluminium is present, free

martensite may occur even in steels containing less than 85 per cent,

of carbon. T. A, H.

Reactions in the Reduction of Iron. Rudolf Schenck and
W. Heller {Ber., 1905, 38, 2132—3139. Compare Schenck and
Zimmermann, Abstr., 1903, ii, 423, and Baur and Qlaessner, ibid.,

423).—When carbon monoxide is heated with metallic iron, the pressure

observed after equilibrium is attained is extremely small and it appears

that practically all the gas is removed. This is due to the oxidation

of the iron and the deposition of the carbon in the solid form. As
pure carbon monoxide cannot oxidise iron, it is assumed that the iron

reacts in two distinct ways : (1) catalytically, decomposing the monoxide
into carbon and the dioxide, (2) as a i-educing agent on the dioxide, pro-

ducing ferrous oxide and carbon monoxide. Those two reactions proceed

until equilibrium is established between iron, ferrous oxide, carbon, and
the two oxides of carbon.

It is shown that the partial pressures of the two oxides of carbon

and also the sum of these is dependent on the temperature only or that

for each temperature there is a definite partial pressure for each oxide

and a definite total pressure. It thus follows that in the blast furnace

ferrous oxide will only be reduced by carbon monoxide in the presence

of carbon if the total pressure of the monoxide and dioxide is less than

the pressure of the total equilibrium. If, on the other hand, the

pressure of the gas mixture at the given temperature is greater, then

reoxidation of the iron occurs and deposition of carbon.

The pressures for the total equilibrium for temperatures between
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400^^ and 800^ have been determined by two methods. (1) Heating

carbon monoxide with finely divided iron and measuring the pressure

when equilibrium is attained. (2) Heating ferrous oxide and carbon

in a vacuum and determining the pressure at fixed temperatures. The
two methods give concordant results. Some of the numbers are : 468°,

10-3 mm. ;
620=^, 81-5 mm. ; 728=, 438 mm. ; and 780^ 780 mm.

Similar experiments have been conducted with manganese, and as this

is much more readily oxidised than iron the pressures are smaller : at

1200°,P=10mra.; atl229'^, P = 15-3. The application of theseprinciples

to the metallurgy of iron in the blast furnace is discussed. J. J. S.

Basic Ferric Sulphate. Albert Eecouba {Compt.rend., 1905, 140,
1634—1637. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 599, 600).—When ferric

sulphate is dissolved in its own weight of water and the solution is

shaken up with four or five times its volume of acetone and the two
liquids are then allowed to remain in contact during two days, the lower

aqueous layer gradually solidifies, forming a whitish-brown, voluminous,

spongy mass of basic ferric sidphate. This is very soluble in water and
when allowed to dry in the air has the composition

6[Fe.,(OH)„3H2SOj,Fe.,(OH)e,
and when dried at 120°, 6[Fe.p.^,3HoSOJ,Fe203. The author considers

that the sulphuric acid shown in these formulae really exists in the salt

(compare Wyrouboff, Abstr., 1902, ii, 565, 609). T. A. H.

Hydrolysis of Concentrated Solutions of Ferric Sulphate.
Albert Recoura {Compt. rend., 1904, 140, 1685—1688)—When the

solution obtained by dissolving anhydrous ferric sulphate in its own
weight of water, which corresponds with the composition

is left in a closed vessel at the ordinary temperature for several days,

a yellowish-white basic salt of the composition 6Fe2(SO^)3,Feo03aq

begins to .separate after about ten days. The quantity of the deposited

salt gradually increases, but separation is not complete until after the

expiration of several weeks. A freshly prepared solution begins to

deposit the basic salt at once if a little of this is brought iu contact with

the solution. From a solution corresponding with the composition

Fe.^(SO_,)3,15HjO, the bisic salt begins to separate at the end of

24 hours, whereas a solution corresponding with Fe.,(SO^)3,28HjO can
be kept for years without any basic salt being deposited. The deposi-

tion IS also found to be more rapid at 20^^ than at 0°. The author
supposes that the solutions originally contain basic salt in a soluble

form and that the slow deposition is largely conditioned by the gradual
transformation of this into a le.ss soluble modification. H. M. D.

Constitution and Properties of Tin, Titanium, and Cobalt
Steels. Leon Guii.let {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1689—1691).—
Steels containing 5 per cent, of tin exhiint the .same structure as
ordinary carlx)n steels. When the percentage of tin is Ijetween 5 and
10, white patches are observed surrounding the perlite. The tin

apparently dissolves in the iron and separates in the form of a definite

compound. The carl»on is always present in the form of carbide and

30—

2
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there is no trace of graphite. A laminated structure is observable

if more than 1 per cent, of tin is present, and such steels are

extremely hard and brittle. Annealing has the same influence as on
ordinary steels, and tempering only gives rise to martensite at those

points where perlite previously existed.

The micrographic examination of steels containing up to 9 per cent,

of titanium shows that these have the same structure as ordinary

steels and the titanium appears to dissolve in the iron. The mechanical

properties are in general but slightly altered, although the breaking
weight of steels containing 0*7 per cent, of carbon is considerably in-

creased by the presence of titanium. The effect of annealing and
tempering is similar to that on ordinary steels.

Steels containing up to 60 per cent, of cobalt show perlitic structure,

and the mechanical properties are only slightly influenced by the cobalt

present. H. M. D.

Bromoaquotetra-ammine Cobalt Salts. Alfred Werner and
A. WoLBEKG {Ber., 1905, 38, 2009—2013. Compare this vol., ii,

322).—When 2H2O is replaced in hexa-amminecobalt salts by 2NH3,
diaquotetra-ammine cobalt salts are formed (Jorgensen). The bromo-
aquotetra-ammine cobalt salts now described by the authors are inter-

mediate in structure between diaquotetra-ammine salts and dibromo-

tetra-ammine salts, one molecule of water and one atom of bromine
being directly attached to the cobalt atom. The relationship between
those salts is indicated by the types [(H^,0)2Co(NH3)4]Br3,

[Br(H20)Co(NH;)JBr2,
and [Br2Co(NH3)JBr.

Bromoaquotetra-ammine cobalt bromide, [Br(H20)Co(NH3)^]Br2, pre-

pared by warming dibromotetra-ammine cobalt bromide with water and
a little hydrobromic acid, forms brownish-violet prisms, the solution of

which in cold water is violet and in warm water pink. The corre-

sponding chloride forms violet prisms, the solution of which in water is

violet. It crystallises with ^H^i ). The nitrate, [Br(H20)Co(NH3)JNO3,
prepared by digesting the bromide with a mixture of nitric acid and
water, forms reddish-violet crystals; in aqueous solution, it is quickly

transformed into the diaquonitrate. The sulphate,

[Br(H20)Co(NH3)jSO„
separates as violet ci^ystals from a solution of dibromoteti'a-ammine

cobalt sulphate in warm water on the addition of a mixture of alcohol

and ether. It may also be prepared by the addition of a mixture of

sulphuric acid and alcohol to an aqueous solution of the bromoaquotetra-

ammine bromide. A. McK.

Alloys of Nickel and of Cobalt with Iron. W. Guertler and
GusTAV Tammann {2^eit. avorg. Chem., 1905, 45, 205—224).—The
freezing point curves for both nickel and cobalt steels and the curves

of magnetic transformation for cobalt steels have been determined and

complete equilibrium diagrams constructed. The cobalt and nickel

steels have also been examined microscopically. A risunie of the

properties of the alloys of the iron group is given.

The freezing point curve of nickel-iron alloys consists of two

branches, of which one, extending from 100 to 35 {)er cent, of nickel,
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exhibits a well-marked minimum. The freezing point curve of cobalt-

iron mixtures also consists of two bi*anches, of which one, extend-

ing from 100 to 5 per cent, of cobalt, is at the same level as the

melting point of cobalt ; an addition of iron has no appreciable

influence on the melting point of cobalt. During the crystallisation of

all these alloys, the crystals have the same composition as the mother

liquor.

The mixed crystals of Co—Ni, Co—Fe, and Xi—Fe, which separate

from fused masses, are non-magnetic. On cooling, they are transformed

into other magnetic varieties of crystals. The curves which express

the dependence of the transformation temperature on the composition

of the mixed crystals are discontinuous except in the case of the

Co—Ni crystals ; on the transformation curve for the Ni—Fe
crystals there is one break, and on the curve for the Co— Fe crystals

three breaks. Hence nickel and cobalt must be considered as iso-

morphous at temperatures both above and below the transformation

curves ; two series (magnetic and non-magnetic) of nickel-iron mixtures

exist, namely, from 100 to 35 per cent, and from 35 to per cent, of

nickel. Two series of non-magnetic Co—Fe crystals and four series

of magnetic crystals may be prepared. During the transformation of

non-magnetic mixed crystals there does not appear to be any change in

the compo.sifciou of the crystals, except in the case of cobalt-iron

crystals containing 8'J to 60 per cent, of cobalt. D. H. J.

Constitution of Complex Salts. I. Derivatives of the
Sesquioxides. Alexander T. Cameron {Proc. Koy. Soc. Edin., 1905,

26, 722—737).—The formulje assigned to the chromoxalates by
previous investigators is discussed. It has been stated by Werner
(Trins., 1887, 51, 383 ; 1888, 53, 404) that definite compounds exist

corresponding with the formulte K5NH^Cr.,(C20^)g,6H20 and
KNH^Cr2(C204)^,l()H20, and on this ground doubled formulae were
assigned by him to the alkali chromoxalates.

In order to determine whether the blue complex salt corresponding
with the first type is a definite compound or an isomorphous mixture
of the potassium and ammonium salts, the author prepared a series of

blue chromoxalates by crystallisation of solutions containing jxjtassium

dichromate, potassium and ammonium hy^lrogen oxalates, and oxalic

acid in different proportions. The percentage of ammonia and the
sp. gr. of the crystals was determined. On plotting the specific volume
against the percentage of ammonia, a straight line is obtained, which
result supports the view that the potassium ammonium chrom-
oxalates are isomorphous mixtures. For some unexplained reason, the
specific volume of the pure potassium salt does not fall on the straight
line passing through the specific volumes of the mixtures.

In the second part of the paper, the constitution of complex salts of

dibasic acids of the type HjX and of metals forming oxides of the type
MjOj is considered. The complex chromoxalates are taken as examples,
these being regarded as derivatives of chromic hydro.xide in which
the hydroxyl groups are substituted by half- saturated oxalate groups.
Three chief types, A, /?, and C, are distinguished according as three,
two, or one hydroxyl group is replaced.
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Al, Cr(CAK)3 ; A2, CA[Cr(CAK),]2

;

B\, OH-Cr(C204K)2, or by loss of water 0[Gr{GfiJL),]^;
B2, UO'Gr{Cp^K}'Cp^U, or by loss of water C204:Cr'C20^K

;

£3, C20,[Cr(OH)-Co04K],

;

C, Cr(OH)2-C204K, or by loss of water OICr-CgO^K.
The types A2 and £3 result by elimination of one molecule of

potassium oxalate from two molecules of Al and JJl respectively.

The author shows that nearly all the complex derivatives of the

sesquioxides can be referred to one or other of these types, and that

monobasic acids can replace the dibasic acids without alteration of the

type. A table is given in which the complex compounds yielded by
the sesquioxide-forming elements, vanadium, chromium, manganese,
iron, cobalt, aluminium, thallium, arsenic, antimony, and bismuth, with
hydrochloric, hydrofluoric, hydrocyanic, thiocyanic, nitrous, sulphuric,

oxalic, and tartaric acids, are represented according to the above types.

In a similar manner, it is shown^that the complex chlorides, fluorides,

sulphates, and oxalates of the quadrivalent metals tin, thorium,

titanimu, and uranium can be represented as derived from the metallic

hydroxides according to types in which four, three, and two hydroxyl

groups respectively are substituted.

Certain compounds cannot be represented according to the types

enumerated. Such are the aluminium oxalates prepared by Rosenheim
and Cohn (Abstr., 1896, i, 278), which correspond with the formula

OH'Al2(C204M)5, and the amorphous sulphochromosulphates of Recoura
(Abstr., 1899, ii, 226). H. M. D.

So-called Solid Solutions of Indifferent Gases in Uranium
Oxides. Carl Fkiedheim {Ber., 1905, 38, 2352—2359. Com-
pare Kohlschiitter and Yogdt, this vol., ii, 394).—It is sug-

gested that the product obtained by heating hydroxylamine uranate

at 125° is not a solid solution of nitrogen and nitrous oxide

in uranic acid, but that the decomposition proceeds as follows

:

[J02(0-NH3-OH)2 —> U02<^o-NH^^^- Hydroxylamine uranate is

known to behave as an acid, and the compound obtained by the action

of heat may be regarded as an anhydride, so that the residue after

heating consists of this anhydride mixed with a certaiix amount of

uranic acid. The action of acids (HgSO^) on the anhydride is to yield

uranyl sulphate and {H0*NH,J20. This latter loses water, yielding

the anhydride of hydroxylamine, (NHo)^^)} which immediately de-

composes into nitrogen, nitrous oxide, ammonia, hydrogen, and water.

Kohlschiitter and Vogdt state that hydrogen is not evolved ; it is

probably used up in reducing the uranium trioxide. The amounts of

nitrogen, nitrous oxide, and ammonia agree roughly with those

required by above reactions. J. J. S,

Lithium Uranyl Sulphate and Magnesium Uranyl Sulphate.
William Okciisner de Coninck and Chauvenet (Bull. Acad.roy.Belg.,

1905, 151—152, 182).—Lithium uranyl sulphate, prepared by crys-

tallisation from aqueous solutions containing molecular proportions

pf the two sulphates, has the foiiaula Li^SO^.UO^SO^.lHjO, and closely
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resembles the analogous salts already described (this vol., ii, 254, 394,

398).

By an analogous method, a magnesium uranyl aulpluite of the

formula MgSO^UOaSO^.oH^O was prepared. T. A. H. .

Zirconium Sulphates. Otto Hauser {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905,

45, 185—204).—Xormal anhydrous zirconium sulphate, Zr(SOJo. is

dissolved in large quantity by water ; the solution is accompanied by
great development of heat, due chiefly to the formation of the hydrated

salt, Zr(SO^)2,4HoO. Sufficiently concentrated solutions can be pre-

served unchanged, but at a certain degree of dilution there is a

sepai-ation of the basic salt, 4ZiO.,,3803,14HoO. The dilution

required to produce precipitation of the basic salt increases with rising

temperature. The velocity of the reaction is very small, and
diminishes rapidly with fall of temperature. Temperatures in the

neighbourhood of 40^ are best suited to the study of the reaction.

D. H. J.

Preparation and Properties of Thorium Chloride and
Bromide. Henri Moissan and Martinsex {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
1510— 1515, Compare Berzelius, Ann. Phys. Cherti., 1829, 16, 385

;

Chydenius, Annalen, 1863, 127, 33; Troost, Abstr., 1885, 1113;
Kriiss and Nilson, Abstr., 1887, 704; Moissan and Etard, Abstr.,

1896, ii, 422; Matignon and Delepine, Abstr., 1902, ii, 106),—The
authors have prepared thorium chloride, ThCl^, in the form of

colourless crystals by the action of chlorine on thorium carbide at a
high temperature, but although the reaction was conducted in a
special apparatus free from air and moisture, the product contained
traces of the oxychloride due to the action of the thorium chloride on
the porcelain tubes. Thorium chloride is only feebly radioactive,

dissolves I'eadily in water, and from the saturated solution crystals of

the hydrate, ThCl^,8II.jO, are obtained (compare Cleve, Abstr., 1874,

234) ; it is soluble also in alcohol or aqueous ether, but insoluble in

benzene, toluene, turpentine, chloroform, or carbon di.-^ulphide, has a
sp, gr, 4-59, sublimes at 720—750=, and melts at 820=, Thorium
chloride is readily decomposed by fluorine, yields the oxide when
heated to redness in a current of oxygen, a mixture of the sulphide
and oxysulphide when heated in a current of sulphur vapour and
hydrogen, the selenide and phosphide being similarly obtained. By
the action of liquid ammonia (Matthews, Abstr., 1890, 295), it is

converted into a sparingly soluble ammoniacal thorium chloride.

Thorium bromide (Troost and Ouvrard, Ann. diim. phys., 1889, [vi],

17, 227), prepared in the form of transparent crystals by the action of
bromine vapour on the flux obtained by fusing a mixture of thoria and
carbon in the electric furnace, is unstable in the light, has a sp. gr.

6-62, that of the fused .salt being 567, sublimes at 710=, and boils at
725=; it dissolves in water to form the hydrate, ThBr^,8H20, from which
the oxybroniide, ThOBrj, is obtained by Ijoiling with water in the
presence of air, and 8ub.se<iuently drying at 160=; it behaves similarly
to the chloride towards oxygen, sulphur, selenium, phosphorus, or
li<juid ammonia. M. A. W.
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So-called Explosive Antimony. III. Ernst Cohen and Th.
Strengers {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1.05, 52, 129— 170. Compare
Abstr., 1904, ii, 345 ; this vol., ii, 170).—The authors have determined
the heat produced by acting on a known weight of (1) ordinary
antimony, (2) non-explosive electrolytic antimony, (3) explosive

antimony, or (4) exploded antimony, with a carbon disulphide solution

of bromine. The results show that explosive antimony is to be
regarded as a solid solution of antimony trichloride, tribromide, or

tri-iodide in a metastable form of the metal, referred to as a-antimony.
The explosion is the transformation of this a-antimony into ordinary
antimony, and the heat of transformation amounts to about 20 cal.

per gram. Exploded antimony and non-explosive electrolytic antimony
are simply solid solutions of the trichloride, tribromide, or tri-iodide

in ordinary antimony. The a-antimony is to be regarded as a mono-
tropic form, for it has been observed that a solution which ordinarily

deposits explosive- antimony on electrolysis will deposit the stable

form if the latter acts as cathode in the solution.

The foregoing interpretation furnishes an adequate explanation of

the observations of earlier workers. J. C. P.

Gold in Sea Water. P. de Wilde (Arch. Sci. phys. nat., 1905,

[iv], 19, 559—580).—The presence of gold in sea water, observed from
time to time by various authors (for example, M. E. Sonstadt, Chem. News,

1872, 26, 159, and A. Liversidge, J. Roy. Soc. New South Wales, 1895,

29, 335; also J. Soc. Chem. hid., 1897, 242), is attributed to the

denudation of auriferous rocks, the gold in a very fine state of division

being carried by the rivers down to the sea, where it goes into solution

probably as bromide or iodide. After describing the methods employed
by Sonstadt and Liversidge for the extraction of gold from sea water,

the author gives an account of his own process (Belgian Patent

No. 156,558), which consists in treating one ton of sea water with

4 or 5 c.c, of a concentrated acid solution of stannous chloride, where-

by the gold is converted into "Purple of Cassius." On the addition

of half a kilo, of slaked lime, any excess of tin as well as the

magnesium salts present in the water are precipitated as hydroxides,

and in sinking to the bottom of the vessel carry with them all the

purple of Cassius. The gold may be obtained from these hydroxides

by extraction with very dilute potassium cyanide (i per mil.), and
then treating the solution so obtained by one of the known methods,

such as metallic zinc, &c. Sea water from the Channel and Mediter-

ranean treated in this way was found to contain no gold, whereas

water from the Atlantic and from the mother liquors of the Salin de

Passuen, near Marseilles, yielded traces of that metal. P. H.

Alloys of Gold and Nickel. M. Levin [Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905,

45, 238—242).—By Tammann's methods, a fusion diagram has been

worked out for gold-nickel alloys ; it gives no evidence of the existence

of a definite compound. The cooling curves of alloys containing from
5—20 per cent, and from 50—70 per cent, of nickel show clearly the

existence of a crystallisation interval, antl with alloys containing 40 j^or

cent, of nickel there is a eutectic horizon at a temperature of 950°.
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The fact that the eutectic horizon i^ well marked only with alloys con-

taining 40 per cent, of nickel, whilst the cooling curves of other alloys

of the series show only a " break " at the same temperature, makes it

probable that we have to do with the solidification of two series of

mixed crystals rather than with a simple eutectic crystallisation of the

pure metals. This is confirmed by the microscopic examination of the

alloys. Alloys with from 20—90 per cent, of nickel show clearly two
contiguous structural elements, of which one is easily, the other slowly,

attacked by nitric acid. Alloys with from 5—10 per cent, of nickel

are mostly homogeneous.

The transformation point of the nickel-gold alloys lies very near the

transformation temperature (323°) of pure nickel, that is, the trans-

formation temperature of nickel is independent of the percentage of

gold alloyed with the nickel. D. H. J.

Colloidal Metals of the Platinum Series. II. Alexander
GuTBiEE and Gustav Hofmeier (y. jn: Chem., 1905, [ii], 71, 452—458.

Compare this vol., ii, 396).—Colloidal rhodium can be prepared only

from pure rhodium salts, as the presence of even traces of impurity

prevents the formation of the hydrosol. An unstable liquid hydrosol

is formed by reducing rhodium chloride in dilute solution (1 : 1000 aq.)

by addition of a few drops of a very dilute solution of hydrazine

hydrate (1 : 2000 aq.). In the presence of 1 per cent, of gum arable

the hydrosol is stable, can be concentrated to a certain extent over the

water-bath, and on evaporation over sulphuric acid in a vacuum yields

the dark brown, solid hydrosol, which contains 994 per cent, of

rhodium and is almost completely soluble in warm water.

A stable liquid hydrosol of I'uthenium hydroxide is obtained by
reduction of the double salt, Ilu2Clg,41vCl, by hydrazine hydrate in

presence of gum arabic, whilst reduction of potassium ruthenate leads

to the formation of a mixed liquid hydrosol of ruthenium and ruthenium
hydroxide. The precipitate obtained from this on addition of ammonium
chloride contained in one case 89*92 and in another 99'84 per cent, of

ruthenium.

The liquid hydrosol of osmium, obtained by reduction of potassium

osmate by hydrazine hydrate in gum arabic solution, cannot be
obtained free from oxygen (compare Piviil and Amberger, Abstr., 1904,

ii, 180); on warming with a few drops of concentrated hydrochloric

acid, a metallic precipitation is obtained, but the mother liquor contains

osmium chloride ; the precipitate obtained on addition of ammonium
chloride contained 95*44 per cent, of osmium. The solid hydrosol of

osmium, obtained by evaporation over the water-bath and finally over
sulphuric acid in a vacuum, is almost completely soluble in warm
water.

The liquid hydrosols of rhodium, ruthenium, and osmium are decom-
posed when shaken with barium sulphate or with animal charcoal.

G. Y.

Rendering Active of Hydrogen by Colloidal Palladium.
Carl Paal and Conbad Amberger {Ber., 1905, 38, 2414).—In the
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previous experiments (this vol., ii, 397), the hydrogen was passed
through the aqueous alcoholic solution of nitrobenzene for three hours.

J. J. S.

Halogen Derivatives of Palladium. Alexander Gutbier and
A. Krell {Ber., 1905, 38, 2385—2389. Compare Wilm, Abstr., 1880,

854 ; Kane, Phil. Trans., 1842, i, 276).—Ammonium palladichloride

has the formula (]SrH4)2PdCl6. The following new compounds have
been prepared : ammonium palladochloride, Q^i\^)^([G\^, yellowii^h-

green needles dissolving in water to a dark red solution ; ccesium

jKclladochloride, pale brown needles ; ccesium 2)o,lladic/doride, CsgPdClg
;

rubidiumj)cdladochloride, RbgPdCl^ ; rubidium palladichloride, RbgPdClfi

;

ammonium palladobromide, reddish-brown needles ; ammonium palladi-

bromide, black octahedra ; ccesium pa^ZacZo6romtc^e, reddish-brown
needles ; ccBsium pcdladibromide, black octahedra ; rubidium pallado-

bromide, brownish-red needles ; rubidium palladibromide and potassium
palladibromide, black octahedra.

The palladous compounds crystallise from aqueous solutions, and on
treatment with bromine vapour give the palladic compounds, which
are sparingly soluble. All the compounds when carefully heated in a

current of hydrogen yield metallic palladium. J. J, S.

Compounds of Ruthenium •with Oxygen. Alexander Gutbier
and F. Ransohofp {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 45, 243—261).—The
tetroxide, RuO^, is easily obtained, but efforts to obtain by Glaus'

method ruthenium monoxide, RuO, or his sesquioxide, RugOg, in a

pure condition failed, as did likewise attempts to prepare Joly's

hydroxide, Ru(OH)4,3H.20, and Debray and Joly's oxides, RugOs
and Ru^Og. Finely divided ruthenium when heated in the air

takes up about 27 per cent, of oxygen and yields apparently a

mixtui*e of ruthenium dioxide and ruthenium. By adding potass-

ium hydroxide to a solution of ruthenium sesquichloride, ruthen-

ium sesquihydroxide, Ru2(0H)g, is thrown down as a finely

divided, dark brown, amorphous precipitate which can be dried over

sulphuric acid, and when heated gives ruthenium sesquioxide, RugOg,

as an intermediate product. The precipitate formed by neutralising

an alkali ruthenate with nitric acid is neither pure Ru2(0H)g, as

assumed by Ciaus, nor Ru205,2HoO, as assumed by Debray and Joly,

but a mixture of ruthenium sesquihydroxide with another anhydrous

oxide. A mixed product is also obtained by reducing an alkali

ruthenate with alcohol. Ruthenium dioxide, RuO^, sublimes in small

quantity on heating ruthenium in a stream of oxygen and is obtained

quantitatively in the form of blue plates easily leducible by hydrogen

by igniting ruthenium sulphate till the weight is constant.

P. H. J.
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Mineralogical Chemistry.

The Natural Iron-nickel Alloy, Awaruite. George S.

Jamiesox (Aiyier. J. Sci., 1905, [iv], 19, -413—415).—Thin sections of

water-worn pebbles of " josephinite," from Josephine Co., Oregon,

showed that the alloy is of a spongy nature, binding together and
enclosing particles of serpentine. Deducting 24 15 per cent, of in-

soluble silicate, the composition of the alloy is given under T. Analysis

II is of a sioailar alloy from Smith River, Del Norte Co., California

;

this is a metallic sand with the grains of very uniform size (015 mm.
diam.), obtained from gold-washings ; mixed with it are magnetite and
a very little chromite (9*45 per cent, deducted from the analysis).

Fe. Ni. Co. Cu. P. S. Sp. gr.

I. 25-24 74-17 0-46 — 0-04 0-09 —
II. 21-45 76-60 1-19 0-66 0*04 0-06 7-85

111.31-02 67-63 0-70 nil ("Awaruite," New Zealand ; W. Skey, 1885.)

IV. 26-60 75-20 nil (Piedmont ; A. Sella, 1891.)

V. 27-41 71-35 0-65 0-59 (" Josephinite," Oregon ; W. H. Melville, 1892.)

VI. 22-30 76-48 nil 1-22 ('= Souesite," British Columbia ; G. C. Hoffman,
this vol., ii, 328.)

Previous analyses of terrestrial iron-nickel alloys are quoted

above under III—VI ; these are seen to have a certain uniformity in

composition, though there seems to be no definite compound of iron

and nickel (FeNi3 corresponds with Fe 24-0, Ni 76-0, and FeNi2 with

Fe 32-2, Ni 67-8 per cent.). The use of several distinct names is thus

superfluous, and it is suggested that the earliest name, awaruite,

should alone be used. The occurrence of the alloy with serpentine

and chromite suggests that it has sepai-ated from a basic peridotite

magma, and the fact that it is found as a heavy constituent in river

sands shows that it is little liable to alteration by oxidation.

L. J. S.

Presence of Chromium and Vanadium in Coal from Liege.
Abmand JoKissEN (Bull. Acad. roy. Bely., 1905, 178— 181).—In
addition to the elements already observed in the soot produced by the
oombuBtion of coal from the deposits in the neighbourhood of Liege
(Abstr., 1897, ii, 265, and 1903, ii, 149), the author has now found
chromium and vanadium. Theie elements also occur in the shales

associated with this coal, and may be detected by the same methods
in the red ash left on complete combustion of these. T. A. H.

Minerals [Tengerite? &c.] from Llano County, Texas.
William K. Hidden {Amer. J. Sci., 1905, [iv], 19, 425—433).-^
The quarry at the noted gadolinite locality on " Barringer Hill," in
Llano Co., has recently been opened up again for the purpose of
obtaining a supply of minerals rich in yttrium and erbium, which are
nsed iu the construction of the Nernst lamp. Masses of gadolinite
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and allanite of over 300 pounds weight and an eighteen-pound mass
of yttrialite were found, also enormous crystals, over four feet across,
of quartz, felspar, and mica. Other minerals containing rare elements
found at the locality include nivenite, mackintoshite, thoro-gummite,
fergusonite, cyrtolite, and rowlandite ; a preliminary account of the
radioactive properties of these is given. A white mineral occurring
in small amount as semiglobular or flattened concretions in ci-acks and
fissures in the gadolinite was analysed by W. F. Hillebrand with the
following results, from which it appears that the substance may be
tengerite, or possibly tengerite mixed with a new beryllium mineral

;

the occurrence of beryllium as carbonate is new.

Y203
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Epidote from Inverness-shire. Herbert Henry Thomas (Min.

Mag., 1905, 14, 109— 114).—A band composed largely of epidote,

together with garnet, quartz, and actinolite, occurs in gneiss near

Barrisdale. The crystals of epidote are dark grey to greyish-brown in

colour, and measure up to six inches in length. Complete crystallo-

graphic and optical determinations were made, together with the

following analysis by W. Pollard :

SiOj. AI2O3. le^O.y FeO. CaO. HaO. Total.* Sp. gr.

39-02 28-64 S'Sl 0-34 23-73 1-76 10030 3-37

• Also traces of TiOj, MnO, MgO.

In its low percentage of ferric iron, this epidote closely resembles

that from Huntington, in Massachusetts, described by E. H. Forbes

(Abstr., 1896, ii, 371) ; and, as there pointed out, the refractive indices

of the mineral vary with the amount of ferric iron, as shown in the

following table :

FpjOj. o. B- y- 7 - a. over a.

Untersulzbachthal 14-0 1-7305 1-7540 1-7677 0-0372 73'39'

Zillerthal 697 1-720 1-7245 1-7344 00144 87 46

Inverness shire ... 6-81 1-714 1-7196 1-725 0-011 89 35

Huntington 5-67 1-714 1-716 1724 0010 90 32

L. J. S.

Occurrence of Tantalum and Niobium. Johannes Schilling
{Zeit. angew. Cfiem., 1905, 18, 883—901).— All analyses previously

published of minerals containing tantalum have been collected. The
sp. gr. percentage of tantalum and niobium, the localities in which the

minerals occur, and references to the literature are tabulated. Ac-
cording to the author, large deposits of tantalum minerals are widely

distributed, and as regards the extent of its occurrence in nature,

there is nothing to prevent the commercial application of the metal.

H. M. D.

Meteorites of Hvittis and Marjalahti. Leonard H. Borgstrom
{Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1667 ; from Jitdl. Com. Geol. Finlande, 1903,
No. 14, 1— 80).— Hvittis.—This meteoric stone was observed to fall

at Hvittis, in Finland, on October 21, 1901 ; it weighed 1405 kilos.,

and buried itself 50—60 cm. in the ground. The mineralogical com-
position is calculated from analysis I as: enstatite, 5901 ; oligoclase,

9"86
; nickel-iron, 21-50; oldhamite, 086 ; daubreelite, 057 ; troilite,

7-31
; nickel-iron phosphide, 0*50 ; chromite, 0-32. The enstatite has

tlie composition given under II ; the oligoclase (Ab^An) gave III.

Graphite, glas.s, and an undetermined mineral are also present in small
amounts. Under the microscope, the stone is seen to consist of a
ground mass of crystallised silicates, embedded in which are irregularly

bounded ma.s.-es of sulphides and metals, as well as a few chondrules.
Marjalahti. —This was seen to fall at Marjalahti, in Finland, on

June 1, 1902. The total weight is 448 kilos., and the largest mass
weighs 227 kilos. It belongs to the pallasite type, consisting
mainly of nirkel-iron and olivine, together with a little troilite and
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schreibersite. The nickel-iron contains : Fe, 92-28 ; M, 7-13
; Co, 0*42

per cent. The olivine, which fornas about 20 per cent, of the mass, has
the composition given under IV ; the non-magnetic troilite contains :

Fe, 63-6; S, 36*4 per cent. The composition of the schreibersite is

given under V. It is pointed out that the phosphide, FcgNiP, is of

the most frequent occurrence, although there may be isomorphous
mixtures of Fe.^P and NigP, with small amount of CogP.

SiOj. Fe. . FeO. Ki. Co Al2O3.Cr2O3.CaO.MgO. K2O. NagO. P. Sp.gr.

T. 41-53 24-66 0-34 1-96 0-07 1-55 0-57 1-41 23-28 0-32 1-26 0-08* —
II. 59-05 — 0-90 — — 1-09 — 0-98 37-10 0-47 0-68 — 3-217

III. 63-5 _ _ _ _ 22-2 — 4-0 — Tl 9-2 — 2-60—2-65
IV. 40-26 — 11-86 — — — 0-12 — 47-26 0-05 0-21 — 3-38

V. — 55-15 — 29-15 0-21 — _ _ _ _ _ H-93 7-278

• Also S, 3-30.

Separation of Ironfrom Nickel and Cobalt hy means of Formic Acid.

—This separation is necessary in every meteorite analysis, but there is

no really good method. Ammonium formate solution is prepared by
adding ammonia to formic acid solution until it is neutral or only
slightly acid. This is added to the neutralised iron solution and the

mixture quickly brought up to boiling ; it is then transferred to a dish

with hot water and kept up to the boiling point ; in a few minutes the

precipitation is complete ; the precipitate is washed with hot water

and is then filtered, the filtration taking place much more readily than
in other methods. In the first precipitation, the iron precipitate con-

tains only 4-35 per cent, of the nickel and cobalt, and in the second it

is quite free from these elements. L. J. S.

Italian Terrestrial Emanations. II. Gases from Vesuvius,
the Flegrei Plains, the Albule Waters of Tivoli, and the
Springs of Viterbo, Pergine, and Salsomaggiore. Raffaelo
Nasini, Francesco Anderlini, and Roberto Salvadori {Memor. R.

Accad. Lincei, 1904, [v], 5, 25—82. Compare Ahstr., 1896, ii, 366
;

1898, ii, 527; 1899, ii, 482; 1900, ii, 415).—The authors give an
account of their chemical and spectroscopical investigations of these

various gases and describe the apparatus employed, which comprises

mercury pumps automatically charging the gases into Geissler tubes, a

pump for extracting and transporting the gas, arrangements for

absorbing the nitrogen and burning the hydrocarbons present in the

gas, and a device for distilling mercury in a vacuum. Photographs

of the various spectra are given and diagrams of the different pieces

of apparatus. T. H. P.
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Physiological Chemistry.

Normal Alveolar Carbon Dioxide Pressure in Man. Mabel
PuREFOY Fitzgerald and John S. Haldane {J. Physiol., 1905, 32,

486—494. Compare Haldane and Priestley, this vol., ii, 400).—It

was shown previously that whilst the normal alveolar pressure of

carbon dioxide remained constant in the same person, it varied in the

two individuals experimented on. It being of interest to ascertain

the limits in different people, a large number of observations were

made, and the results are given in tables. These are then classified and
averages given for men, women, boys, and girls. The mean pressure

is about 8 per cent, higher in men than in the other three groups

;

this may be related to the hremoglobin, which is about 1 2 per cent,

higher in men than in the others. There is no relationship to weight,

height, respiratory capacity, or muscular work. There are slight

variations occasionally seen in the same person, but no definite diurnal

variations. W. D. H.

Specificity of Precipitins. Andrew Hunter {J. Physiol., 1905,

32, 327—342. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 663).—The albumin, euglob-

ulin and pseudoglobulin of ox-serum are each capable of leading to the

formation of precipitins, and these are in a limited degree specific. The
precipitins thus obtained are mixtures of at least four distinct anti-

substances, of which albumin yields one only, whilst euglobulin and
pseudoglobulin each yield three. The production of precipitins follows a
wave-like course, and is accompanied by an intermittent leucocytosis,

the number of leucocytes at any moment bearing an inverse relat'on

to the amount of precipitin, W. D. H.

Precipitins for Snake Venoms and Snake Sera. Andrew
Hunter {Proc. Physiol. Soc, 1905, Ixi— Ixii ; J. Physiol., 32).—Injec-

tion of various venoms causes the appearance in the serum of specific

precipitins. The haptophore groups of cobra venom and daboia

venom are thus shown to be very different. The precipitin reaction

-cannot be used to standardise venoms and antivenoms, for the preci-

pitability of any venom by its antivenom is quite independent of its

toxicity. W. D. H.

Pigmentation and Intravascular Coagulation. George P.

MuDGE {/'roc. Physiol. Soc, 1905, Ixviii ; J. Physiol., 32).—Nucleo-
proteid was prepared from rabbits' testes. A larger dose is required to

kill albino rabbits than pigmented animals, whether tlie nucleo-proteid

was obtained from albino or pigmented animals. In a certain pro{X)r-

tion of cases, intravascular coagulation failed to occur in albinos when
injected with a nucleo-proteid derived from pigmented animals, although
the injection produce<l deatli from some other cause (confirmatory of

Halliburton and IJroiUe,/. Physiol., 1894, 17, 135— 173 ; Abstr., 1894,
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ii, 463; Pickering, J. Physiol., 1896, 20, 310—315; Abstr , 1896,

ii, 664). W. D. H.

Changes in Viscosity of Blood during Narcosis. Russell
Burton-Opitz {J. Physiol, 1905, 32, 385—389. Compare this vol.,

ii, 98).—Dogs were anaesthetised with morphine in conjunction with
either ether or chloroform. The viscosity of the blood is increased by
deep and lessened by light narcosis. The differences found with

moderate narcosis are too slight to be of any practical importance.

With ether, the specific gravity varies with the viscosity ; with chloro-

form, an inverse relationship exists. W. D. H.

Gaseous Metabolism of Rabbits' Small Intestine. A. E.

Boycott (/. Physiol., 1905, 32, 343—357).—Oxygen disappears from
the intestine partly by diffusion, but mainly by being used up by the

mucous membrane. There is very little direct exchange with the

blood. It is usually present in the small intestine. The intestinal wall

is very permeable to carbon dioxide. In the rabbit the permeability

is so great that the tension of the gas within the intestine is nearly

the same as that outside. The nitrogen of air introduced into the

intestine undergoes very little change in five hours ; there is a small,

but doubtful, loss by diffusion. The combustible constituents of the

intestinal gas are of a complex and partly unknown nature ; they may
enter the lumen of the gut from the blood. An appendix gives some
analyses made of the gases found naturally in the intestine of cats and
dogs ; carbon dioxide, oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, and methane were
present. W. D. H.

Carbohydrate Metabolism in Partially Depancreated Dogs.
Percy W. Cobb {Aimr. J. Physiol, 1905, 14, 12—15).—The experi-

ments were in some cases followed by glycosuria ; in some cases,

duodenal abscesses were found post mortein. The dextrose-nitrogen

ratio was high. The sugar from endogenous proteids appears to be

more readily oxidised by the tissues than is that derived from exogenous

proteids. Liithje {MUnch. med. Woch., 1903, 50, 1539) takes the same
view. W. D. H.

Animal Lactase. Ch. Porcher {Compt. reiid., 1905, 140,
1406—1408).—A good agent for extracting lactase from the intestinal

mucous membrane of freshly killed kids was found to be ether saturated

with water. W. D. H.

Amylolytic Action of Urine. George H. Clark {Glasgow Med.
J., 1905, June).—^The amylolytic enzyme in urine, which has been

described by several previous observers, is precipital)le by alcohol and
is soluble in glycerol. It was not found in live cases of diabetic urine.

W. D. H.

The Specificity of Certain Digestive Ferments. K. Kiksel

{PJliiyers Archiv, 1905, 108, 343— 3G8).—The proteolytic and reunetic

ferments of the dog and cow show some specificity in relation to the
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caseinogen yielded by the two animals respectively. Trypsin and

pancreatic rennet are exceptions to this rule, and show a constant greater

affinity for the caseinogen of the cow. Differences between the casein-

ogen of various animals have long been known. It now appears that

there are molecular differences in the ferments which attack it. The
specificity of the gastric feiments emphasises the importance of feeding

young animals on the milk of their mothers. Cow caseinogen by heat-

ing to 90° becomes partly insoluble in alkalis ; this does not occur in

the case of dog's milk, but the caseinogen of this animal after such

treatment unites with more alkali. The time law for pancreatic rennet

is the same as that described by Segelcke and Storch for gastric rennin.

W. D. H.

Action of Trypsin. Sven G. Hedix {J. Ph/sioL, 1905, 32,

465—485).—The time of digestion varies inversely with the amount of

trypsin, px-ovided the substrate (various proteids were tried) is present

in sufficient quantity. W. D. H.

Antitryptic Action of Serum Albumin. S%-ex G. Hedin
(J. Physiol, 1905, 32, 390—394).—The antitryptic action of serum has

been shown to be connected with the albumin fraction. If trypsin

and antitrypsin are added separately to the substrate (casein), the order

in which they are added is a matter of indifference. If they are mixed
before they are added, then the neutralising effect of the antitrypsin

is greater than if they are added separately. The longer the

mixture is kept before it is added to the substrate, the greater up to a

certain point is the amount of trypsin neutralised, especially at high

temperatures (37°). Trypsin neutralised at such a temperature is not

even partly activated on lowering the temperature. \V. D. H.

Glycolytic Principle in Blood-Fibrin. Nadine Sieber (Zeit.

physiol. Chem., 1905, 44, 560—579).—The occurrence of glycolysis

depends on a high relative proportion between the active principle and
the sugar acted on. Bacterial action can be excluded. W. D. H.

Localisation of Ferments in the Hen's Egg. Julius
Wohlgemuth {Zeit. j)hi/8iol. Chem., 1905, 44, 540—545).—By the

autolytic method, feiments were found to be absent in the white ; but
in the yolk, ferments able to dteompose proteid, lecithin, and fat are

present. W. D. H.

Hours of Sleep in Public Schools. Theodore Dyke Aclanh
{Lancet, 1905, ii, 136— 142).—A plea on physiological grounds for

longer hours of sleep than are allowed by traditional rules in English
public schools. Metal)oh'sm is relatively more active in growing
persons, and so more rest is necessary. Growing chiefly occurs during
sleeping hoin*s. In some schools in America the necessity for about
ten hours of sleep for boys seems to have been already recognised.

VV. D. H.

VOL. Lxxxviii. ii. 37
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Chemistry of Flesh. II. Harry S. Grindley and A. T). Emmett
{J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 658—678. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii,

829).^—The paper treats mainly of methods. The examination of cold-

water extracts (in raw meat, from a fourth to a third of the total solids

is soluble in this reagent) gives a truer notion of the composition of

flesh than the older methods do. The proteids differ in character and
quantity in different meats ; among them albumose is present. A point
is made of the high percentage of extractives : in beef this is from
1 to 1*7 for nitrogenous, and from 1'4 to 2 '2 for non-nitrogenous
extractives. The differences between raw and cooked meats are

emphasised. The paper contains numerous analytical tables.

W. D. H.

Heat Value of Nervous and Muscular Tissues in Guinea
Pigs of Different Age. J. Tribot {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
1565— 1566).—The amount of fatty matter reaches its maximum in

the guinea pig on the 120th day after birth in the nervous tissues, and
on the 180th day in the muscles ; the proteid matter reaches a minimum
on the same dates. The net result is an increased calorific value of the

material at the same times. W. D. H.

So-called Normal Arsenic. Adam J. Kunkel {Zeit. physiol.

Cliem., 1905, 44, 511—529).—Gautier's statement that arsenic must
be regarded as a normal constituent of animal tissues and organs is

questioned. In the present research it was never found in any organs,

even in the thyroid, to which Gautier attaches special importance.

Much of the present paper relates to methods of analysis.

W. D. H.

An Instrument for recording Ciliary Activity. Walter E.

Dixon and O. Inciiley {J. Physiol, 1905, 32, 395—400).—The
instrument, which is described and figured, is called the cilioscribe.

The ciliary activity ultimately rotates a drum on which a time tracing

is taken ; the comparative rate of ciliary action is thus known.
Details of the best saline fluids to use to moisten the ciliated surface

are given. The instrument can be used to study the effect of tempera-

ture, drugs, &c., on ciliary movement. W. D. H.

Reversal of the Effective Stroke of Cilia. G. H. Parker
{Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 1— 6. Compare this vol., ii, 183).

—

Revision of previous conclusions is rendered necessary by the following

new observations : reversal of the effective stroke in the labial cilia of

sea anemones is produced by creatine, but not by creatinine or uric

acid. It is probable that creatine is an eff'ective element when iish

meat is applied to the lips of these animals. No reversal is ol)tained

with suci'ose, dextrose, lactose, or maltose, l)ut it is produced by
Witte's peptone, deutero-albumose, and aspartic acid. In all instances

reversal is not accompanied by discharge of nettle capsules or slime,

and 80 resembles what occurs in normal feeding. The reversal in

normal feeding is now held to be duo to organic molecules, and not to

ion action, although potassium ions in sufficient concentration will

cau,S(^ reversal. W. D. II.
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The Behaviour of Stereoisomerides in the Animal
Organism. II. Inactive Anaino-acids. Julius Wohlgemuth
{Ber., 1905, 38, 2064—2065. Compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 336).—If an
externally compen-sated amino-acid is given to rabbits by the mouth,
subcutaneously, or intravenously, the component which occurs in the

animal is digested to its assimilation limit, whilst the other is excreted

completely or almost completely in the urine. The excreted tyrosine

from 8 grams of i-tyrosine given by the mouth consisted of 75 per

cent, of the d- and 25 of the /-amino-acid ; of 10 grams of t-leucine

and of 6 grams of z-asparagine, only the <i-amino-acids, and from 5 "5

grams of i glutamic acid only the Component, reappeared in the urine.

G. Y.

Fate of Glyoxylic Acid in the Animal Organism. Hans
Eppinger {Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 6, 492—501).
—Although glyoxylic acid is an important factor in plant

physiology (Brunner and Chuard, Ber., 1886, 19, 595 ; Konigs,

Abstr., 1892, 695 ; Dobner, 1901, i, 188), little is known of its

behaviour in the animal system. A delicate test for glyoxylic acid is

Hopkins' indole reaction in the presence of concentrated sulphuric

acid, when a red ring is obtained which gradually spreads upwards
through the liquid. The red compound can be extracted with amyl
alcohol.

No ordinary compounds give this reaction except condensation

products of glyoxylic acid when hydrolysed. If indole is replaced by
scatole, a green ring is formed.

The following products when oxidised and distilled give the test for

glyoxylic acid : ethyl alcohol, lactic, tartaric, and glycoUic acids, glycol,

glycerol, betaine, and sarcosine. Methyl alcohol, acetone, carbamide,

and formic and oxalic acids do not appear to yield glyoxylic acid.

In testing for glyoxylic acid in urine, it is advisable to acidify the
urine with phosphoric acid, to distil, and to test the distillate by
means of the indole or scatole reaction. Crude urine does not give
the latter reaction.

The urine of many animals gives the indole test, but occasionally

negative results are obtained ; the differences are probably due to

divergencies in feeding, although the introduction of calcium glyoxylate
into the food does not increase the amount of glyoxylic acid in the
urine. The administration of considerable amounts of alcohol

(10— 15 c.c.) increases the glyoxylic acid to a large extent, and to a
less extent the administration of glycine, glycollic acid, betaine, and
sarcosine.

When glyoxylic acid is given to dogs, a considerable increase in the
oxalic acid and allantoin contained in the urine is observed.

J. J. S.

Influence of Fruit on the Precipitation of the Uric Acid
of the Urine. William J. Smith Jerome {Lancet, 1905, ii,

142—147).— Pears, grapes, figs, oranges, and dates may be tAken not
only with impunity l>ut with advantage by those who suffer from calculus
and gravel. The good effect i.s dtie to the lessened acidity of the urine.

W. D. H.

37—2
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Experimental Glycosuria. John J. R. Macleod and J. Dolley
{Proc. Physiol. Soc, 1905, Ixiii—Ixiv ; J. Physiol, 32).—Eckhard
found that puncture of the medulla oblongata did not cause glycosuria
when the splanchnic nerves were cut, and so argued that the impulses
reached the liver by these nerves. Glycosuria does not follow stimula-
tion of the peripheral end of the cut nerves, but it does occur if the
cervical part of the spinal cord is stimulated ; hence the impulse is con-
sidered to undergo some change as it passes through the upper sym-
pathetic ganglia. In the present research, nicotine was injected to block
the ganglia

;
puncture then produces little or no glycosuria, and glycogen

did not disappear from the liver. Stimulation of the central end of

the vagus produces glycosuria, whether nicotine has been injected or
not. Application of nicotine locally to the stellate ganglia during
excitation of the vagus renders the ui'ine sugar-free. It also causes
a lowering of blood pressure, and that in itself causes the sugar to

disappear. W. D. H.

Metabolism in Cystinuria. Carl Alsberg and Otto Folin
{Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 54—72).—The experiments recorded in

connection with a case of cystinuria do not corroborate the views of

Loewi and Neuberg (this vol., ii, 103) on this subject. With a
standard (Yoit) diet of milk and eg^, the neutral sulphur, including

the cystine sulphur of the urine, was about hve times as great as the

normal ; this is produced chiefly or wholly by the presence of cystine,

and occurs at the expense of the inorganic sulphates ; the ethereal

sulphates occur in normal proportions. This is accompanied by a fall

in ammonia to about half the normal quantity, and a reduction of

about 4 per cent, in the urea nitrogen. The elimination of uric acid

and o'eatinine is normal. The " undetermined " nitrogen is increased.

It appeared probable, therefore, that amino-acids might account for

this, and that Loewi and Neuberg's generalisations on the nature of

the disease were correct. This interpretation was shattered by the

results obtained when a fat and starch diet was substituted for the one

first used, for the undetermined nitrogen remained stationary. If

aspartic acid was added to the nitrogen-free diet, the nitrogen excreted

rose to an amount beyond that which the aspartic acid would account

for, and the increase is due to urea and not to undetermined nitrogen

;

the patient was therefore able to convert the nitrogen of aspartic acid

into urea. If pure cystine prepared from hair was added instead, the

neutral sulphur elimination was not increased ; that is to say, in so far

as cystine is absorbed it is not excreted as such, but as ordinary

sulphates. There is thus no inability to kataboliso normally the

usual products of proteolysis. There is less neutral sulphur excreted

when the diet contains little or no protcid
;
patients suffering from

cystinuria .should therefore keep their proteid intake at a minimum.
The cystine which is eliminated is not absoi-bed as such from the

alimentary tract ; that comes from other or larger sulphur complexes
;

it is this and the sulphur from the tissues which the cystinuric person

is unable to convert into sulphates. No supi>ort is given to the view

that calculus-cystine diifers structurally from proteid-cystine (compare

Rothera, this vol., ii, 267). W. D. H.
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Migration of Potassium and the Injury Current. J. S.

Macdonald {Proc. Physiol. Soc, 1905, Ixvi—Ixvii ; /. PJnjsiol., 32).

—

At an injured spot of the axis cylinder there is a granular appearance,

the granules being stainable with neutral-red ; Macallum's reagent
shows a dense precipitate of potassium salts at the same spot.

Injury probably causes a precipitation of proteid matter and a
liberation of potassium salts in a state of simple aqueous solution. A
new theory of nerve-conduction is founded on this and related facts.

W. D. H.

Photo-electrical Eflfects in Frog's Eyeball. Augustus D.
Waller (Proc. Physiol. Soc, 1905, Ixv^i ; J. Physiol., 32).—Certain

facts show that the photo-electrical effects are more probably pigmentary
than retino-motor. The response is increased by tetanisation up to a
certain strength, and even very strong tetanisation does not abolish

the photo-electrical response, though it abolishes the "blaze-reaction."'

\V. D. H.

Action of Salts on Skeletal and Heart Muscle. A. E.

GuESTHER {Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 73— 104).—A supply of

sodium, calcium, and potassium ions in definite proportions is nece-sary

to the best maintenance of tho activity of skeletal and heart muscle.

Sodium and potassium produce relaxation and calcium contraction

when all three are present together
;
given alone, their effects are a

little different ; the order of application makes a difference also. To
explain some of the complex I'esults obtained, which are described in

full, the assumption has to be made that there are two contractile

substances in the sartorius, and three in the heart. W. D. H.

Action of Optical Isomerides. II. Hyoacines. Arthur R.

CusHNY and A. Roy Peeblks {J. Physiol., 1905, 32, 501—510.
Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 564).—Hyoscine and ?'-hyoscine have the

same effect on the central nervous system in man and mammals, and
on the motor terminations in the frog. In the latter animal, they do
not affect the central nervous system. On salivary glands and cardio-

inhibitory fibres, i-hyoscine acts twice as strongly as the racemic base.

From this it is inferred that (f-hyoscine acts equally strongly on the

central nervous system, but has no action on secretory or on cardio-

inhibitory nerve fibres. (/-Hyoscine differs from c/hyoscyamine in not

stimulating the frog's spinal cord ; this may bo due to its being so

rapidly excreted. Hyoscyamine is devoid of hypnotic action in man
when given in doses which do not affect the peripheral oi*gans.

w. D. n.

Action of Adrenaline. T. R. Elliott (./. Physiol., 1905, 32,
401—467). -A full account of experiments previously published

(Abstr., 1904, ii, 577. Compare also ibid., 832). W. D. H.

Physiological Action of Chrysotoxio. H. H. Dale {Proc.

Physiol. Soc, 1905, Iviii—Ix ; J. Physiol., 32).—Chry.sotoxin, the active

substance of ergot, was injected intravenously in cats. Small doses

pause effects similar to those produced by stimulation of sympathetic
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nerves (including cranial and sacral autonomic nerves) ; the seat of

stimulation is either the ganglion cells or the endings on them of

preganglionic fibres. Larger doses paralyse motor nerve-endings except

those of the cranial and sacral autonomic groups ; there is no
paralysis of inhibitory endings. Whether the same substance is

responsible for both classes of effects is doubtful. The paralytic

effects permit a new method of discrimination in cases where an organ
receives both motor and inhibitory impulses from the sympathetic.

W. D. H.

Action of Drugs on the Paralysed Iris. Hugh K. Anderson
{Proc. Physiol. Soc, 1905, xlix—1; J. Physiol., 32).—After excision of

the ciliary and accessory ciliary ganglia, eserine has no effect on the

pupil, but pilocarpine causes constriction ; the latter effect is annulled

by atropine as in the normal eye. Atropine and pilocarpine probably
combine with some substance in the sphincter, but atropine has the

greater affinity for it. This material is not in the conti-actile sub-

stance, because atropine does not prevent pupillary contraction after

death or during asphyxiation. It is not in the nerve fibres as the effect

is observed after nerve-degeneration. It must therefore be in the nerve-

ending. This connecting link must be composed of two parts, a
nervous part excited by eserine, which degenerates after cutting the

ciliary nerves, and a muscular portion containing the substance on
which atropine and pilocarpine act. W. D. H.

Detection of Morphine in Cases of Poisoning. H. Wefees
Bettink {Citem. Gentr., 1905, i, 1421—1422; from Pliarm.

Weekhlad, 42, 302— 307).—In a case of morphine poisoning, death

occurred after two days notwithstanding the speedy application of the

stomach-pump. Morphine hydrochloride ci-ystals were isolated from
the contents of the stomach and intestines. No such crystals could be
isolated from the blood, spleen, or kidneys, but satisfactory colour

reactions were obtained. No morphine could be detected in the brain

and liver. The body contained no urine, so this could not be examined.

The author thinks that the decided quantity of morphine still present

in the stomach, notwithstanding the defaecation, must have deposited

from the blood. L. de K.

Chemistry of Vegetable Physiology and Agriculture.

Action of Some Soil Micro-organisms on Ammonium
Sulphate and Sodium Nitrate. Ai.hekt Stutzek and W. Kotiie
{Bied. Cenir., 1905, 34, 433—434; from Fiihlinys landw. XeiL, 1905,

53, G29).—Experiments with eight varieties of soil micro-organisms

showed that ammonium sulphate is a better food than sodium nitrate,

and that the production of organic nitrogen compounds by various soil

microbes is especially promoted by the presence of calcium carbonate
and ammonia.
As regards the solubility of the niti'ogenous matter produced, it was

found in the case of Asjjery illus (/laucus that 13 5 per cent, dissolved in
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water, 44-3 dissolved in pepsin and hydrochloric acid, whilst 42'2 per

cent, was insoluble (nucleiu). When asparagine was employed, the

proteids produced by Aspergillus glaucus contained 81 per cent, of

insoluble substance (nuclein). In the case of Streptothrix odorifera,

the proteids produced from asparagine contained 70 per cent, of

insoluble matter. Is . H. J. M.

Action of Ammonium Salts on the Nitrification of Sodium
Nitrite by the Nitric Ferment. E. Boullaxgeb and L. Massol
{Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 687—689. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 361).—
One per thousand of sodium carbonate is not necessary to the nitric

ferment and may be reduced to 02 per thousand in Winogradsky and
Omeliansky's medium. When the amount does not exceed 0"25 gram
per litre, the duration of the conversion of nitrite is not affected by
the presence or absence of ammonium sulphate. The injurious action

observed by Winogradsky and Omeliansky is attributed to free

ammonia liberated by the 0*1 per cent, sodium carbonate ; with less

sodium carbonate, the ammonia liberated is insufficient to have an
injurious action. N. H. J. M.

Yeast Catalase. W. Issaew {Zeit. 2>hi/siol. Cheni., 1905, 44,
546—559).—Salts and alkalis act catalyticaily in the reaction ; they
have an optimum concentration. Potassium compounds act more
favourably than sodium compounds. Weak alkalis extract more
citalase from yeast than water. Acids and iodine destroy catalase.

The action of catalase increases with the amount present, but not in

ex ict proportion ; the increase in action is shown. W. D. H.

Non-inverting Yeasts. Henri Van Laer {Centr. Bakt. Par.,

1905, ii, 14, 550—556).—Non-inverting aerobic yeasts, in which the

life of the " vegetating yeast " dominates, may become inverting. The
sucrose utilised for their nutrition undergoes inversion before it is

consumed. In the case of Mycodenna cerevesue this does not manifest
itself owing to the oxidising power, which is independent of the
inversion, predominating. N. H. J. M.

Autodigestion of some Varieties of Yeast. Mabtix Schenck
(Chem. Cen&r., 1905, i, 1570—1571 ; from Woch. Brau., 22, 221—227).—
The products of the autodigestion of brewerb' yeast and spirit yeast
are similar, but in the latter CAse arginino does not occur, being
probably decomposed into tetramethylenediamine, if it pre exists at all

in the proteid bubstances. Extracted yeast cells become brown or
black when exposed to air ; only those of spirit yeast seem to remain
colourless. N. H. J. M.

Production of Hydrogen Sulphide by Yeast. Herman.^ Will
and F. Schollhors {C/iem. Centr., 1905, i, 1570 ; from Zeit. ijes. Brauw.,
23, 285—287).—The production of hydrogen sulphide was observed in
a "special Pilsen beer" and is attributed to weakening of the Pilsen
yeast, resulting in an alteration of its character, the power of pro-
ducing hydrogen sulphide being induced by addition of gypsum.

K. U. J. M.
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Production of Acetic Acid in Alcoholic Fermentation.
Rudolf Reisch {Centr. Baht. Par., 1905,11, 14, 572—581).—The pro-
duction of acetic acid In alcoholic fermentation Is directly connectt d
with the biological activity of the yeast and only takes place during
fermentation. Addition of alcohol is without effect, whilst a small
amount of acetic acid entirely checks the production of acetic acid and
may even result in a loss of acetic acid possibly owing to some of it

forming ethyl acetate. N. H. J. M.

Occurrence in Soil of Fungi causing Alcohol Fermentation.
Emil Chr. Hansen {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905, 11, 14, 545—550. Com-
pare ibid., 10, 1).—It is shown that the soil is the most Important
resort in the winter, and that it is the chief source of the micro-
organisms at all times of the year. N. H. J. M.

Action of the Radiations from Radium Bromide on some
Organisms. Henry H. Dixon and J. T. Wigham {Sci. Proc. Roy.
Duhl. Soc. 1904, 10, 178—192).—The experiments indicate that the
radiations from radium bromide do not Interfere to any marked extent

with the metabolism of cells of Lepidium sativum and Volvox glohator.

On the other hand, the bacteria Bacillus pyocyaneus, B. prodigiosus,

B. typhosus, and B. anthracis, when exposed to the radiations at no
great distance from the tube, were found to be inhibited in their

development, and in some cases perhaps killed. It is possible that the

negative electrons from the radium bromide attach themselves to the

positive hydrogen ions of the cultures, thus setting free hydroxyl ions.

The consequent alkalinity would check the action of the enzymes on
which the metabolism of the cells depends, for the action of all

enzymes, trypsin excepted, is inhibited in an alkaline solution.

J. C. P.

Comparative Assimilability of Ammonium Salts, Amides,
Amines, and Nitriles. L. Lutz {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 665—667.

Compare Abstr., 1898, 11, 530, and 1900, li, 233).—Results obtained

with As])ergillu8 niger, Aspergillus repens, and Penicillium glaucum
showed that amides are the most readily assimilable nitrogenous

compounds, giving higher results than Raulin's solution containing

ammonium salts. Amines are somewhat less assimilable and nitriles

much less.

The assimilability of amines is in inverse relation to their molecular

weight. N. H. J. M.

Mutual Action of Salts in the Mineral Nutrition of

Plants. P. KossowiTscn {Bied. Centr., 1905, 34, 378—384 ; from

Jowrn. exper. Landw., 1904, 5, 598).—Plants are able to utilise nitrogen

both in the form of ammonium salts and as nitrates. When nitrates

are employed, the plant takes up more acid than base, leaving an

alkaline substratum which, if not neutralised by some other constituent

of the substratum, may cause injury to the development of the plant.

In the case of ammonium salts, the plaut utilises more base than acid.
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so that an acid substratum results unless calcium carbonate, for

instance, is present. The acidity thus produced will, if it reaches

a certain point, be injurious to the plant ; at the same time, however,

it acts as a solvent and thus supplies an increased amount of mineral

matter. "When both forms of nitrogen are supplied (in ammonium
nitrate), the reaction of the substratum is not essentially affected

and the conditions are favoui'able for normal growth.

N. H. J. M.

Estimation of the Carbon Dioxide given off by Roots
during their Development. P. Kossowitsch {Bied. C'entr., 1905,

34, 367—372 ; from Journ. exper. Landic, 1904, 5, 493).—The amount
of carbon dioxide given off by mustard roots is very considerable in

relation to the amount of ash constituents in the plant. It is doubtful

whether the carbon dioxide only acts on the soil or whether it has other

functions. N. H. J. M.

Action ofVegetable Acids on Phosphates. Antonio Quabtaroli
{Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1609—1610; from Staz. s})er. ctgrar. UaL, 38,
83— 113).—The organic acids which usually occur in plants first render

insoluble phosphates soluble and then convert them into dihydrogen
phosphates. Any free phosphoric acid which may be produced is con-

verted, in the plants, into a dihydrogen salt. This is explained by
the lower acidity of organic acids as compared with phosphoric acid,

and by their greater aflB^nity as compared with acid phosphates.

N. H. J. M.

Proteid Formation in Ripening Seeds. W. Zaleski (C^iem.

Centr., 1905, i, 1605—1606 ; from £er. deut. hot. Ges., 23, 126—133).
—The increase in proteids in ripening peas is coincident with a
decrease in the amounts of amino-acids, amides, and organic bases.

Albumoses are formed from amino-substances as an intermediate

product.

The chemical process in ripening is the reverse of that which
occurs in germination. N. H. J. M.

Proteolytic Enzyme of Ripening Seeds. W. Zaleski {Chem.
Centr., 1905, i, 1606—1607; from Ber. deut. hot. Ges., 23, 133—142).
—The proteolytic enzymes of pea seeds act in acid, but Ijetter in

slightly alkaline solutions, and are very sensitive towards further

additions of alkaline carbonates. In the auto-digestion of unripe pea
seeds, the decomposition of proteids is accompanied by the production

of amino-acids wliich were not identified. Albumoses and peptones are

not formed, or do not accumulate, being very readily digested by the pea-

preparation. It is uncertain whether the ripening seeds contain only one
ferment of a tryptic nature or whether they contain several, including

trypsin. N. H, J. M.

Successive Distributions of Estragole and Terpenic Com-
pounds among the Different Organs of an Annual Plant.
EuofcxE Charabot and U. Laloue {Coinpt. rcTut., 1905, 140, 667—669.

Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 365).—During the period preceding the
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appearance of the first flowers there is an accumulation in the green
leaves of an essential oil poor in estragole and rich in terpenic com-
pounds. The first flowers contain a less soluble essence containing
more estragole. When the flowering period is advanced, the amount of

essential oil diminishes in the green parts and increases in the flowers

;

at the same time the solubility of the oil in the green parts of the
plant diminishes. By the time that the seed has ripened there is loss

of essential oil in the flowers and a gain in the leaves ; the oil

becomes richer in terpenic compounds and more soluble. There is,

however, no decrease in the solubility of the essential oil of the
flowers. N. H. J. M.

Fly Agaric (Amanita Muscaria). II. Julius Zellner (i/o?iaisA.,

1905, 26, 727—747. Compare Heinisch and Zellner, Abstr., 1904, ii,

678).—The acid number of this fungus increases from 38'22 for freshly

gathered material to ISO'OO for dried twelvemonth-old material; this

increase, which is practically complete in four months, during which time

about 78 per cent, of the fat present is hydrolysed, is due to the action

of a ferment. This is insoluble in water, is not affected by removal
of the fat by extraction with light petroleum, and brings about a slow

but far-reaching hydrolysis of foreign fats (rape-seed, olive, or castor

oils, cocoa butter, or tallow) with which it is mixed. The ferment is

best used in the form of the freshly dried and ground fungus ; its action

is not affected by the addition of small quantities of dilute sulphuric

acid or of ammonia.
In addition to the substances previously mentioned, propionic and

fumaric acids and amanitole have now been obtained from the

fungus.

Amanitole is obtained in small quantity on distilling the fungus with

steam ; it forms colourless, oily drops which solidify to Avhite, flocculent

crystals, melts at 40°, has a neutral reaction, is soluble in ether or light

petroleum, but is insoluble in aqueous alkali hydroxides.

Ergosterin, which occurs in the fungus to the extent of 0"1—0"2 per

cent., crystallises from alcohol in rhombic leaflets which occasionally

appear monoclinic, or from benzene, light petroleum, acetone, or carbon

disulphide in slender needles. It is soluble in methyl alcohol or

chloroform. When shaken with chloroform and sulphuric acid, it gives

with the latter a red coloration, which, on dilution with water, becomes

green and finally blue, the chlorofoi'm remaining colourless (compare

Tanret, Abstr., 1889, 407); with acetic anhydride and concentrated

sulphuric acid, ei'gosterin gives a purple coloration which becomes blue

and, on addition of water, emerald-green.

The supposed lichensteric acid found in fly agaric by Bolley {Annahn,
1853, 86, 44) was probably impure palmitic acid. Two substances

from fungus have been named agaricin ; Gobley's substance obtained

from mushrooms {J. Pharm. Chim., 1856, [iii], 29, 81) was probably

ergosterin, whilst Schoonbrodt's (Jahresber., 1864, 613) was mannitol.

G. Y.

Comparative Bxperiraents on the Manuring of Beet. Karl
Andulik, Vl. Stanek, and B. Mysi'k {Zeil. Zuckerind. Jiuhm., 1905,

29, 261—285 and 323—349).—The authors have carried out experi-
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nients on the manuring of beet with Chili saltpetre, potassium chloride,

potassium sulphate, superphosphate, mineral phosphate, and Thomas
slag. The roots, leaves, and leaf-stalks of each crop were separated

and examined, and the influence determined of the manm-es separately

and of their various combinations on the ash and its composition, the
" harmful ash " (that part which is not eliminated in the extraction of

sugar), the quantity and nature of the nitrogenous substances, the

sugar-content of the beet, and the purity of the expressed juice. For

the detailed results, reference must be made to the original.

In general, large additions of any of the above manures by itself

injure the quality of the beet, and cause the beet to take larger

quantities of the remaining nutrient materials from the soil. Where
the manuring mixture contains all the food-materials required, those

administered in excess do not accumulate to any great extent in the

roots ; the plants, and esi^ecially the roots, endeavour to maintain

certain relations between the different manure constituents absorbed.

T. H. P.

Potaasium Manuring. Paul Wagner, R. DoRScn, H. Ruths,
and G. Hamann {Bied. Centr., 1 905, 34, 435—446 ; from Arh. deiU.

landw. Ges., 1904, Heft 96).—Potassium salts containing much chlorine

considerably increased the amounts of chlorine in barley, beet, and
e.«5pecially in the leaves of mangolds and potatoes. Rye grain, which
contains only a little chlorine, is not influenced.

The results of numerous field experiments on the relative values of

kainite and 40 per cent, potassium salts were in favour of kainite

both in the case of arable and meadow land. if. H. J. M.

Analytical Chemistry.

Tube Apparatus for Drying in a Current of Carbon Dioxide.
Kakl VoiGT {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 691—692).—A modification of the

apparatus described by Ulsch {ibid., 1895, 19, 1183) so as to render it

more suitable for drying the substance in a current of carbon dioxide.

Full illusti-ations are given. L. DE K.

Modification of Bohr's Gas Receiver. Juseih Barcboft {Proc.

I'hysiol. Soc., 1905, 1—li ; J. Physiol., 32).—A simplified and efficient

form of receiver for use in analysis of blood gases is de8cril)ed and
figured. W. D. H.

Standardising of Normal Acids. John Sebelien {C/iem. Zeit.,

1905, 29, 638—642).—The substance best suited for standardising
acids is pure dry sodium oxalate, a weighed quantity of which is con-
verted into carbonate by heating over a spirit lamp (Sorensen's
process).
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For the details of precautions needful and of the experiments made
to determine the various sources of error, the original must be

consulted. L. de K.

Use of Benzene or Toluene as Indicator in lodometry.
Benjamin M. Margosches {Zeit. anal. Cheni., 1905, 44, 392—395).

—

With regard to the use of benzene for this purpose (this vol., ii, 280),

the author points out that Moride recommended benzene as an
indicator as long ago as the year 1852 (Compt. rend., 1852, 35, 789).

W. P. S.

Estimation of Fluorine. Julius Schuch {GJiem. Centr., 1905, i,

1617; from Zeit. landw. Vers. Wes. 6st., 9, 531—549).—A critical

investigation of the various recognised processes for the estimation of

fluorine. The processes most suitable are the volumetric process of

Offermann (Abstr., 1891, 615) and the gasometric method of Hempel
and Scheffler (Abstr., 1899, ii, 380). L. de K.

Estimation of Sulphur in Iron Ores, Slags, and Lime.
H. Hartwigsson [Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1616; from Stahl u. Eisen,

25, 542—543).—The sample is ignited in a current of pure hydrogen,

and any hydrogen sulphide formed is absorbed in two Erlenmeyer

flasks containing a solution of cadmium acetate in dilute acetic acid.

The reduced mass is then dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid in a

flask from which the air has been expelled previously by a current of

carbon dioxide, and the resulting hydrogen sulphide is then passed

into the same cadmium solution. The cadmium sulphide formed is

estimated iodometrically as usual. L. de K.

Estimation of Sulphur in Roasted Pyrites. B. N. Gottlieb
{Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 688—689).—A reply to Jene (this vol., ii,

350). The accuracy of the acid process may be interfered with by the

presence of barium or lead compounds. If any free sulphur should

separate on treating the sample with nitro-hydrochloric acid, a little

bromine should be added. If it is desired to ascertain the total

amount of sulphur, including that existing as earthy sulphates, the

fusion method should be resorted to. The operation may be conducted

in an iron crucible. L. de K.

Estimation of Combined Sulphuric Acid[in Waters]. C.Blacher
and U. Koerber {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 722—723).—One hundred to two
hundred c.c. of the sample are boiled down to about 25 c.c. and
20—40 c.c. of i\^/10 alkali (containing equal parts of sodium hydi'oxide

and sodium carbonate) are added. After boiling, the liquid is filtered

and the precipitate washed with a mixture of 10 c.c. of water and

10 c.c. of the alkaline solution. The filtrate is mixed with phenol-

phthalein, boiled, decolorised with hydrochloric acid, and concentrated to

25 c.c. Seventy to ninety c.c. of alcohol are added, the mixture is heated

to boiling, neutralised with potassium hydroxide, and then exactly

decolorised with iVVlO hydrochloric acid. After adding 05 c.c. of

iV/10 sodium carbonate, the liquid is titrated with iVj 10 barivm
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chloride until it has become nearly colourless. Another 0*5 c.c. of

XjlO sodium carbonate is added, the liquid is again heated to boiling,

and the titration with barium chloride is continued to the end.

One c.c. is then deducted, being due to sodium carbonate. L. de K.

Nitrogen Estimations in Lysine and Analogous Substances
by Kjeldahl's Method. S. P. L. Sorensex and A. C. Andersex
(Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 44, 429—447. Compare Kutscher and

Steudel, Abstr., 1903, ii, 687; Sorensen and Pedersen, ibid., 1904, ii,

83).—The low results obtained in estimating nitrogen in lysine by the

Kjeldahl method are not due, as stated by Henderson, Kiitscher, and

others, to the evolution of hydrogen cyanide during the heating with

concentrated sulphuric acid, but rather to the formation of piperidine-

2-carboxylic acid.

Good results have been obtained by the ordinary Kjeldahl method
with pyrrolidine-2-carbosylic acid, a-amino-S-hydroxyvaleric acid,

aS-diaminovaleric acid, a8-diaminoadipic acid, all such compounds
as can yield a cyclic compound containing four carbon and one nitrogen

atom.

Pyridine, piperidine, lysuric acid, dibenzoyl-lysine, and ethyl tri-

methylenediphthaliminomalonate all give low results by the ordinary

method, but yield good results when Gunning's (Abstr., 1889, 796)
or Arnold and Wedermeyer's modification {ibid., 1892, 1517) is

employed (compare Bredig and Brown, Abstr., 1904, ii, 247).

Compounds which contain a CO group in place of a CH2 group in

the piperidine ring give theoretical yields by the ordinary Kjeldahl
method ; examples are Gabriel's ethyl y-phthaliminopropylmalonate
(Abstr., 1890, 1129; 1891, 948), piperidone, and also y-aminopropyl-

malonic acid.

a-Aminoadipic acid can be analysed by the ordinary Kjeldahl
method with good results. J. J. S.

Assay of High-grade Nitric Acid. F. Winteler (Chem. Zeit.,

1905, 29, 689).—An improved table showing the percentage of real

nitric acid (HNO3) corresponding with the sp. gr. (or degree Beaume)
of the sample. The sp, gr. ranges from 1*485 to 1520. L. de K.

Titration of Nitrous Acid with Quadrivalent Cerium.
Giuseppe Baruieri {Vliem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 668—669).—The author has
noticed that a solution of eerie sulphate is reduced quantitatively to

the cerous condition by an alkali nitrite. The reduction proceeds
rapidly in the cold, and the end reaction is indicated by the dis-

appearance of the yellow colour. Still better results might be
obtained by adding an excess of eerie sulphate and titrating the
undecomposed portion with potassium iodide. The cerium solution
need not be perfectly free from other metals of the cerium group, but
should bo checked iodometrically or by von Knorre's method.

L.DKK.

Estimation of Phosphoric Acid. Fritz Raschio {Zeit. angew,
Chem., 1905, 18, 953).—A reply to Hlavnicka (this vol., ii, 419), in
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which the author upholds the accuracy and suitability of his process

(this vol., ii, 284). According to Schucht, the titration with methyl-
orange as indicator may be rendered more delicate by the use of a
blue glass ; the moment acidity is reached the liquid, when viewed
through the glass, turns green suddenly. L. de K.

Estimation of the Citrate-soluble Phosphoric Acid in Super-
phosphates. Otto Seib {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 397—398).

—

2 "5 grams of the superphosphate are triturated in a mortar with
10 c.c. of a warm mixture of 20 c.c. of sulphuric acid and 80 c.c. of

water. The solution is decanted into a 250 c.c. flask, and the

trituration repeated three times, the superphosphate being then rinsed

into the flask with the remainder of the acid mixture. The flask and
its contents are shaken in a shaking-apparatus for 30 minutes, after

which the volume is made up to 250 c.c. with water. The solution is

filtered and the phosphoric acid estimated in 50 c.c. of the filtrate, as

usual, by means of magnesia mixture. The results obtained agree

well with those yielded by Petermann's method, the latter being the

official method in Belgium. W. P. S.

Estimation of Boric Acid. Karl Windisch [Zeit. Nahr. Genussm.,

1905, 9, 641—660).—An interesting and most complete review of the

processes recommended in recent times for the estimation of boric acid.

As regards the volumetric estimations, it appears that mannitol is

preferable to glycerol when titrating with phenolphthalein as indicator,

as it is always free from acidity, and does not sensibly increase the

bulk of the liquid. L. de K.

Estimation of Boric Acid. Wilhelm Vaubel and E. Bartelt
{Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 629—630).—The well-known glycerol method
is recommended. Attention is called to the necessity of titrating

with standard potassium hydroxide free from carbon dioxide. If the

liquid should contain the latter, it must be expelled by boiling, the

flask being covered with a funnel or attached to a reflux condenser.

Phosphoric acid should be absent ; other mineral acids are first

neutralised, using dimethylanilino-orange as indicator. Sulphurous

acid must be expelled by boiling with dilute sulphuric acid. After

the final titration with phenolphthaleiu as indicator, more glycerol

should be added to see whether the colour is permanent.

No estimation should be made without a satisfactory reaction

being obtained with turmeric paper. The reaction should then

be further confirmed by moistening the paper with soda solution,

which cau.ses a coloration varying from greenish-blue to greenish-

brown, changing to a pure brown on drying. The presence of

phosphoric acid somewhat aifects the delicacy of the test.

L. DE K.

Detection of Boric Acid in Foods. C}. Sef-i.tku {Ann. Chim.

anal., 1905, 10, 235—236).—The process is more particularly devised

for the detection of borates in substances which it is diflicult to reduce
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to a white ash, such as white of egg, meat products, &c. Ten grams
of the sample are heated in a Kjeldahl flask with 12 c.c. of sulphuric

acid until it has dissolved to a dark brown liquid. When partially

cooled, 10 c.c. of methyl alcohol are added, the mass is again gently

heated, and the escaping vapours are ignited, when the least trace of

boric acid will be revealed by the green colour of the flame.

L, DE K.

Estimation and Separation of Silica and Fluorine.
Ferdinand Seemann {Zeit. anal. C/iem., 1905, 44, 343—387).—In the

course of a critical study of the various methods employed for the

estimation and separation of silica and fluorine, particularly in cases

where they occur together, as in minerals, the author finds that silica

is best separated by precipitation with mercuric ammonium carbonate.

The latter may be prepared by adding ammonium carbonate to a

mercuric chloride solution until the precipitate which forms re-

dissolves, or by digesting freshly precipitated mercuric oxide with an
excess of ammonium carbonate solution. The silicate solution, if

alkaline, should l>e nearly neutralised with hydrochloric acid before

adding the reagent, and the mixture must be twice evaporated to

dryness with the reagent in order to obtain a precipitate which is

readily filtered and washed. On ignition, anhydrous silica is ob-

tained. Precipitation of silica by. means of ammoniacal zinc

solution is not quite trustworthy. The filtrate from the silica-mercury

precipitate may be used for the estimation of the fluorine, and for this

purpose the methods described by Fresenius, Brandl, Oettel, Carnot, or

Offermann are all suitable. The estimation of fluorine as calcium
fluoride is not recommended. W. P. S.

Analysis of Saltpetre. R. Bensemann {Zeit. angeto. Chem., 1905,

18, 939).—Further minute details as to the assay of Chili saltpetre by
means of the oxalic acid proces.s already described (this vol., ii, 481).

If a chlorate should be present, it will also be converted into an
oxalate, and must be allowed for. L. de K.

Estimation of Magnesium and Phosphoric Acid as Mag-
nesium Pyrophosphate. K. K. J.vkvinen {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905,

44, 333—342. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 515). -For the estimation
of magnesia, the following method gives correct results, no excess of

phosphate being included in the precipitate. The .solution, which
should not contain an excessive quantity of ammonium salts, is exactly
neutralised, using lacmoid as indicator. A slightly ammoniacal di-

aramonium phosphate solution is then adde<l drop by drop. After
a time, when the greater part of the precipitate has separated,

1 per cent, ammonia is adde<l, and then 10 {)er cent, ammonia in

quantity equal to one-third the volume of the whole. The precipitate
is collected on a filter at the end of two hours, dried, and ignited over a
Hansen flame, but not over a blast flame. The presence of ammonium
oxalate in mo<lcrate quantity has no influence on the precipitation.

W. P. S.
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A Method in Qualitative Analysis for determining the
Presence of certain Metallic Oxides. Charles R. 0, Tichborne
(Sci. Proc. Boy. Duhl Soc, 1904, 10, 331—334).—When certain

oxides are either shaken for some time or ground up with a 10 per cent,

solution of sodium hydrogen carbonate, the filtered extract gives a deep

crimson coloration with phenolphthalein, whereas sodium hydrogen

carbonate solution alone gives no colour or only a faint pink. The
oxide acting on the acid carbonate produces some of the normal

carbonate according to the equation :

MO + 2NaHC03 = Na2C03 + MCO3 + HgO.
The reaction is given readily by litharge, silver oxide, yellow pre-

cipitated mercuric oxide, bismuth oxide, stannic oxide, antimony
oxide, moist ferrous oxide, precipitated magnetic oxide of iron, pre-

cipitated manganous oxide, and zinc oxide (either flowers of zinc, or

that obtained by ignition of the carbonate). The reaction is not given

by red lead, precipitated mercurous oxide, cupric oxide, alumina, pre-

cipitated ferric oxide, or manganese dioxide, whilst with red, crystalline

mercuric oxide and cuprous oxide it is not very satisfactory. In

general, hydroxides and oxides formed in the moist way bring about

the decomposition : those that have been ignited do not act so well.

J. C. P.

Estimation of Acetic Acid in White Lead. Gustave W.
Thompson (./. Soc. Chevi. hid., 1905, 24, 487—488).—The author

states that the acetic acid often contained in white leads cannot be

completely liberated by treatment with dilute sulphuric acid (Lunge's

process), and proposes the following method. Eighteen grams of the

sample are placed in a 500 c.c. flask arranged for connection with a

steam supply and attached to a Liebig's condenser. Forty c.c. of syrupy

phosphoric acid, 50 c.c. of water, and 18 grams of zinc dust are added
and the whole is distilled to a small bulk. Steam is now admitted

until the flask is half filled with condensed water, when the steam is

shut off and the contents again boiled down to a small bulk ; this

operation is conducted twice. The distillate is then mixed with 1 c.c.

of phosphoric acid, and, if necessary, with a little silver phosphate to

retain traces of hydrochloric acid, and redistilled. When about 20 c.c.

are left in the distilling flask, steam is passed until about 200 c.c. of

water has condensed, which is then again boiled down to a small bulk.

The operation is repeated until finally 10 c.c. of the distillate requires

for neutralisation not more than 0-1 c.c. iV^/10 alkali, using phenol-

phthalein as indicator. In the titration it will be found convenient

to titrate the distillate when it reaches 200 c.c, and then to titrate

each subsequent portion of 200 c.c. L. pe K.

Analysis of Copper Ferrocyanide. Augusts Leuba {Ann. Chim.

anal, 1905, 10, 218— 219).—About 05 gram of the material is boiled

in a reflux apparatus for two hours with a 5 per cent, solution of oxalic

acid. The golden-yellow Ii(|uid is passed through a filter and the

washed [(recijntate is dissolved in dilute nitric acid, the solution being

then added to the main filtrate. After concentrating the liquid on the
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water-bath, the iron and copper are separated by the ordinary process.

Other metallic ferrocyanides cannot be analysed by the oxalic acid

process. L. de K,

Separation of Iron from Nickel and Cobalt by Aid of
Formic Acid. Leonard H. Boegstrom {Chem. Centr., 1905, i,

1667; from Bull. Com. Geol. Finlande, 1903, No. 14, 1—80.
See this vol., ii, 538).

Quantitative Separation of Gold from other Metals by
Hydrazine or Hydroxylamine Salts. Paul Jaxxasch and O. von
Mayer {Ber., 1905, 38, 2129—2130).—Gold is precipitated quantita-

tively from solutions of its salts, whether neutral, acid, or alkaline,

by the addition of hydrazine salts. The state of aggregation and the

colour of the metal depend largely on the temperature and on the

other substances which are present. Hydroxylamine produces a similar

effect when used in hydrochloric acid solution at a temperature of 80°
;

the precipitation, however, proceeds more slowly and for quantitative

purposes the mixture must be heated for some time on the water-bath.

Gold may be separated from potassium, sodium, barium, strontium,

calcium, magnesium, aluminium, chromium, zinc, manganese, iron,

uranium, nickel, cobalt, cadmium, mercury, lead, and copper, but not

from tin, by these methods. J. J. S.

Reaction of Hydrazine and Hydroxylamine Salts "with

Salts of the Platinum Metals and Separation of these from
Gold. Paul Jannasch and O. von Mayer {Ber., 1905, 38,
2130—2131).—Gold may be separated from palladium by precipitat-

ing the gold with hydroxylamine hydrochloride in hydrochloric acid

solution, and then the palladium by means of hydrazine hydrochloride.

In a similar manner, gold may be separated quantitatively from
platinum, iridium, rhodium, or osmium. Osmium, however, is not

completely precipitated by hydrazine in alkaline solution and in acid

solution yields no trace of precipitate. J. J. S.

Physico-chemical Analysis of Soils. H. Lagatu {Compt.
rend., 1905, 140, 669—672).—A geometrical method is suggested for

interpreting the results of the physical and chemical analyses of soils,

a single value being obtained from three variable numbers (as, for

instance, clay, fine .sand, and coarse sand, or calcium carbonate, clay,

and silica) having a constant sum, N. H. J. M.

Estimation of Alcohol in Beers by means of the Zeiss Im-
mersion Refractometer. Edw/n Aokehmann and Albert Steinmann
{Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1672; irom Ze it. yea. Brauw., 20, 259—260).
—The authors state that the estimation of the alcohol in beers may be
effected with advantage by means of the refractometer, and have for

this purpose constructed a special table.

The method does not, however, seem suitable for wine distillates.

L, DE K.

VOL. Lxxxviii. ii. 38
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Estimation of Glycerol by the Extraction Method. Willy
Landsbergee {Cheni. Rev. Fett Harz Ind., 1905, 12, 150—152).

—

Compared with estimations by the acetin-method, the extraction
method of Shukolf and Schestakoff (this vol., ii, 289) gives closely-

concordant results, especially in the estimation of glycerol in the
solutions obtained by the decomposition of fats and oils by ferments.
The solutions experimented with contained from 8*5 to 22 per cent, of

glycerol, but good results were also obtained in the case of crude
glycerols containing upwards of 80 per cent, of glycerol.

W. P. S.

Estimation of Sugar with Fehling's Solution. F. P. Lavalle
{£er., 1905, 38, 2170).—To overcome the difficulty of recognising the
end-point when Fehling's solution is used to estimate sugar i in

solutions containing other impurities, excess of an alkali is added.
The separation of cuprous oxide is prevented and the end-point
sharply characterised by the disappearance of the blue colour. Five
to ten c.c. of Fehling's solution are placed in a porcelain dish, 30 c.c. of

aqueous sodium hydroxide (1 : 3) and 50—60 c.c. of distilled water
added, the mixture heated to boiling, and the sugar solution then run
in. E. F. A.

[Approximate] Estimation of Reducing Sugars and Dex-
trins in presence of Starch and Soluble Starch. Jules Wolff
{Ann. Chim. anal, 1905, 10, 233—235).—The liquid resulting from
the maceration of 25 c.c. of a 4*5 per cent, starch paste and 5—10 c.c.

of barley extract is diluted to 50 c.c, and in 10 c.c. of this the reducing
sugar (maltose) is estimated as usual by the copper process. Twenty-
five c.c. of the solution are then diluted to 50 c.c. with saturated

barium hydroxide, which precipitates the starch whether dissolved or

still in the state of paste. Twenty-five c.c. of the filtrate are then
mixed with 25 c.c. of sulphuric acid and heated in an autoclave for

20 minutes at 120° in order to convert the dextrins and the maltose
into dextrose. The liquid is diluted to 50 c.c, filtered, and treated

with copper solution as usual. The total dextrose thus found represents

the starch actually acted on by the barley extract in a certain time. The
figures obtained also enable the amount of dextrin to be calculated.

In this process, due allowance must, of course, also be made for the

reducing matters contained in the barley extract. L. de K.

Estimation of Saccharose in presence of Leevulose and
Dextrose. Henri Pellet and L. Pellet {Chem. Centr., 1905,

i, 1572—1573 ; from Bull. Assoc. Chim. Sucr. et DisL, 22, 744—752).
—In reply to Dupont, the authors state that the Clerget formula
with suitable modification may be safely applied in the polarimetric

estimation of saccharose in cane-sugar molasses. The estimation is

not affected by a slight excess of acetic or sulphurous acid.

L. DB K.

Estimation of Saccharose in presence of Dextrose and
Laevulose. Francois Dupont {CJiem. Centr., 1905, i, 1573; from
Bull. Assoc. Chim. Sxior. et Dist., 22, 753).—The author, in i-eply to
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Pellet and Pellet (see preceding abstract), now states that he agrees

with their views. L. de K.

Formation of Lactosazone. W. C. de Gbaaff {Chem. Centr.,

1905, i, 1573 ; from Pharm. Weekhlad, 42, 346—349).—1-5 mg. of the

supposed lactose is boiled for two minutes with 1 drop of phenyl-

hydrazine and 2 drops of acetic acid. Water is added until the

mixture becomes turbid and it is then examined under the microscope

after adding some more water to the slide. In the presence of lactose,

typical globular aggregates of small, sharp, bright yellow needles of

lactosazone are formed. "When dealing with very small traces of

lactose, the solution may be agitated with benzene and the latter

allowed to evaporate. Sometimes it is necessary to recrystallise the

osazone. L. de K.

Estimation of jS-Hydroxybutyric Acid in Urine. John H.
Ryfyel (Proc. Physiol. Soc, 1905, Ivi—Iviii ; J. Physiol, 32).—The
method consists in heating the urine with sodium hydroxide and am-
monia to prevent frothing, adding sulphuric acid, distilling with steam,

and determining the crotonic acid which passes over by saturating

with bromine and estimating the excess of bromine iodometrically.

W. D. H.

[Detection of] Glyoxylic Acid. Hans Eppinger {Beitr. chem.

Physiol Path., 1905, 6, 492—501. See this vol., ii, 543).

Estimation of Glycuronic Acid. Bernhard Tollexs {Zeit.

physiol Chem., 1905, 44, 388—390. Compare Neuberg and Neimann,
this vol., ii, 426; ToUens and Chalmot, Abstr., 1891, 768; Mann
and Tollens, 1895, ii, 335).—It is pointed out that the method pre-

viously described gives approximate results, J. J. S.

Chemical Analysis and Cryoscopy of Milk. Hekri Lajoux
{J. Pharm. Chim., 1905, [vi], 21, 577—591).—The freezing point of

pure milk was found to lie between - 0*54° and - 0'58°. For the

mixed milk of many cows, the freezing point is practically constant at

- 0'55°, but the milk of any individual cow may give a figure as low

as - 0*54^. The freezing jwint is not affected by the feeding or breed

of the animal, or by the season of the year. The addition of water

to milk raises the freezing point of the latter, and the percentage quantity

of added water may be calculated from the reading obtained. The
amount of fat in the milk is without influence. W. P. S.

Saponification of Fat by Ammonia in the ROse-Qottlieb
Method of estimating Fat in Milk. Anton Burr {Milchw. Zentr.,

1905, 1, 248—250).—The results of the experiments described in this

paper show that none of the fat is saponified by the excess of ammonia
used in the Rose-Gottlieb method. Emulsions of butter fat and
water, when analysed by this process, yielded the amounts of fat

originally weighed out. showing that no loss of fat, due to possible

38—2
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saponification, had taken place. In the case of milk, the risk of

saponification is, moreover, still less, as a considerable portion of the

ammonia combines with the casein. W. P. S.

New Test for Formalin in Milk. Franz Utz {Chem. Zeit., 1905,

29, 669).—Equal parts of milk and hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1'19

are heated with a few granules of vanillin. If formalin is not present,

the liquid turns a beautiful violet or raspberry colour, but if traces of

formalin are present the liquid turns yellow. The reaction is stated to

be very delicate. L. de K.

The Sichler "Sinacid Butyrometry." Wilhelm Schneider
{Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 690).—The author having made comparative
experiments with the methods of Gerber and of Sichler for the

estimation of fat in milks, pronounces in favour of the former. The
experiments were made both with cow's and goat's milk. L. de K.

Oxidising Action of Impure Ether containing Peroxide, and
its Influence on Kreis's Reaction. Hugo Ditz {Cliem. Zeit., 1905,

29, 705—710).—When a rancid specimen of cocoa-nut oil is agitated

with an equal volume of concentrated hydrochloric acid and a freshly

prepared solution of phloroglucinol in ether is added, Kreis's colour

reaction does not take place. The reaction does take place, however,

when special precaution is taken to free the ether used from any
peroxide contained in it. The ethyl peroxide present in impure ether

exerts a much stronger oxidising action than does the hydrogen
peroxide present.

Kreis's reaction also takes place when phenols containing two
hydroxyl groups in the meta-position are substituted for phloro-

glucinol. . A. McK.

Detection of Linseed Oil in Nut Oil. Georges Halphen {Bull.

Soc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33, 571—572).—The test used is a special form

of that already described (Abstr., 1902, ii, 293). Sufficient bromine
is added to 10 c.c. of carbon tetrachloride to make 15 c c. of liquid, of

which 1 c.c. is added to 0-5 c.c. of the oil, pi-eviously dissolved in 10 c.c.

of ether. This mixture is then warmed at 25°, when, if linseed oil is

present, a precipitate is formed in less than two minutes. A precipi-

tate is eventually formed under these conditions with nut oil alone,

but only after the lapse of at least seven minutes. The presence of

poppy oil, which is sometimes added as an adulterant, does not interfere

with the test. T. A. H.

Estimation of Certain Hydrazides. Concetto Maselli
{Gazzetta, 1905, 35, i, 267—273).—When aqueous solutions of salts of

semicarbazide or semioxamazide are boiled with dilute acids, decom-

position occurs with quantitative separation of ammonia and hydrazine,

according to the equations : NH/CO-NH-NHj -I- 2H2O = NH3 -I- COg +
H2O + NjH.and JJHo-CO-CO-NH-NHj + 211f> = NHj + CC^H-COaH +
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The quantity of semicarbazide in a solution can hence be estimated

either (1) by determining the amount of hydrazine set free by adding

a known volume in excess of a standard solution of potassium iodate,

boiling until all the iodine separated is removed, and titrating the

liquid with standard sodium thiosulphate solution to determine the

excess of potassium iodate remaining in the solution, or (2) by deter-

mining the amount of ammonia set free by rendering the liquid alkaline

with sodium hydroxide and distilling the ammonia into a known
volume of standard acid solution. Both these methods give excel-

lent results. With the semioxamazide, oxalic acid is formed on boiling

with dilute sulphuric acid, so that in this case only the ammonia method
can be used for the estimation ; here also very good results are

obtained. T. H. P.

Detection of Antipyrine in Dimethylaminoantipyrine
[Amidopyrine]. Paul Bourcet [BvM. Soc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33,
572—573).—An admixture of 2 per cent, or more of antipyrine with

the more expensive substance amidopyrine may be detected by adding

a few drops of sulphuric acid and then a small quantity of a saturated

solution of sodium nitrite to a solution of from 0"01 to 02 gram of

the suspected material in 4 to 5 c.c. of water. If antipyrine is

present, a comparatively stable, intense bluish-green coloration is

obtained, whereas with amidopyrine alone a fugitive bluish-violet

colour is produced. The amount of antipyrine present may be
approximately determined by the depth and character of the

coloration. T. A. H.

Use of Potassium Bismuth Iodide for the Estimation of
Alkaloids. Hermann Thoms {Ckem. Centr., 1905, i, 1341—1342;
from £er. Deut. pJiann. Ges., 15, 85—91).—The sulphuric acid

solution of the alkaloid is precipitAted with 10 c.c. of the ordinary
potassium bismuth iodide reagent, and the precipitate is washed with
10 c.c. of 5 per cent, sulphuric acid. The precipitate and filter are
now transferred to a wide-mouthed 200 c.c. stoppered cylinder and well

shaken with a mixture of 10 grams of powdered crystallised sodium
carbonate and 10 c.c. of 10 per cent, sodium hydi'oxide. Fifty c.c. of
ether (added in 2 portions of 25 c.c.) are added, and the whole is

gently shaken for 20 minutes, the cylinder being held vertically.

Twenty-five c.c. of the etherctal layer are then pipetted off and titrated

with NjlOQ hydrochloric acid, with iodeosin as indicator. L. de K.

Alkaloid Reactions. Quinine and Cinchonine. C. Reichard
{Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1438—1439 ; from Pharm. Zeit., 50, 314—315).
— If a few drops of a strong solution of mercurous nitrate are
evaporated on a porcelain lid and the residue mixed with a trace of
quinine or cinchonine sulphate and a drop of water, reduction of
mercury takes place, particularly with cinchonine. Mercuric chloride
is but slightly reduced. A mixture of copper oxychlorido with
quinine and a little hydrochloric acid turns yellowish-red ; cinchonine
acts a little more slowly. A hydrochloric acid solution of basic
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bismuth nitrate causes a slight yellow coloration. If a drop of strong
ferric chloride is allowed to dry on a porcelain lid and the spot is

covered with a little quinine or cinchonine sulphate, the addition of a
drop of water will cause a dark brown mass, which turns green on
adding a drop of strong sulphuric acid. When treated with ammonium
persulphate and a drop of sulphuric acid, quinine gives a passing
yellow colour, whilst cinchonine remains perfectly colourless. With
potassium dichromate and sulphuric acid, both alkaloids give a dark,
blue colour passing into bluish-green. The following reactions dis-

tinguish quinine from cinchonine. With sulphuric acid and ammonium
molybdate, quinine gives a pale blue colour, gradually darkening,
whilst cinchonine gives at once a dark blue colour. If these blue
mixtures are warmed with a little ammonium persulphate, they both
effervesce and turn deep yellow. If now to the mixture is added a
little 40 per cent, formaldehyde, and then a drop of strong potassium
thiocyanate, the cinchonine mixture turns a dark reddish-brown,

whilst the quinine mixture is not affected. L. de K.

Estimation of Betaine in the Products of Sugar Factories.
Vladimir Stanek {Zeit. Zuckerind. Bohii., 1905, 29, 410—417, Com-
pare Abstr., 1904, ii, 790).—The author has applied the method for

estimating betaine previously described by him [loc. cit.) to the pro-

ducts of sugar factories. These products contain purine substances,

peptones, and proteids, which are all precipitated by a solution of

iodine in potassium iodide solution. The betaine may, however, be

separated from these by means of cupric or cuprous salts, the pro-

cedure being as follows : the material (raw sugar, syrup, molasses,

&c.) is dissolved in 10 per cent, sulphuric acid solution saturated with

sodium chloride, after which the potassium tri-iodide solution is added
drop by drop as long as a precipitate is formed. A few grams of

moist powdered iodine, obtained by precipitation of an acidified solu-

tion of iodine in potassium iodide by means of sodium nitrite, is then

added and the whole thoroughly mixed. After six hours, the liquid

is decanted on to a Gooch filter, the precipitate being then broken up
with a glass rod and also transferred to the filter, where it is washed
with saturated sodium chloride solution. The precipitate is mixed
with water, and finely divided copper (precipitated from a solution

containing zinc and copper sulphates by means of zinc) is added until

the precipitate becomes light in colour and the odour of iodine disap-

pears, the liquid being heated and stirred meanwhile. The solution is

then boiled and sufiicient cupric hydroxide (precipitated from an
aqueous glycerol solution of copper sulphate by sodium hydroxide)

added to give the yellow precipitate a green colour. The cooled liquid

is filtered through a Gooch crucible and the residue washed ten times

with cold water. The nitrogen in the precipitate, which consists

mainly of cuprous iodide, is then determined by Kjeldahl's method.

The nitrogen in the total filtrate, which contains the betaine, is also

determined by Kjeldahl's method and is calculated as betaine ; 1 c.c.

of iVyiO sulphuric acid corresponds with 0-013156 gram of crystallised

betaine. This method gives good and concordant results for all the

important products of the sugar factory. The betaine separated in this
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manner contains small quantities of another nitrogenous substance,

probably choline, and traces of an apparently nitrogen-free compound.
T. H. P.

Alkaloid Reactions. Nicotine and Coniine. II. C. Reichabd
{Chem. Centr., 1905, i, I486; from Pharm. Centr.-H., 46, 309—313.
Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 792 and 847).—When a drop of nicotine and
then a drop of hydrochloric acid are added to finely powdered dry copper

oxychloride, the mass becomes violet-blue, whilst coniine under similar

conditions forms a bright green solution which gradually becomes

colourless. The residue left by allowing a drop of a concentrated

aqueous solution of mercurous nitrate to evaporate on a porcelain plate,

when treated with coniine or nicotine, gives a deep black coloration at

once in the first case, but only gradually in the second. If mercuric

chloride is used instead of mercurous nitrate, both alkaloids give a

very slight yellow coloration, which, on the addition of a drop of

sulphuric acid, becomes faintly red when nicotine is present, but

colourless when coniine is present. When coniine is added to an equal

quantity of cobalt nitrate, the mixture becomes violet, whilst nicotine

forms a violet-blue coloration. The residue left by allowing an aqueous

solution of a-nitro30-;8-naphthol to evaporate, when treated with coniine

or nicotine, gives a green or a yellowish-brown coloration respectively. A
solution of a-naphthol added to a drop of coniine or nicotine is colourless,

but on addition of hydrochloric acid the nicotine solution turns yellow,

whilst the coniine remains unchanged. An intense yellow coloration

is gradually formed when hydrochloric acid is added to a mixture of

bismuth subnitrate with nicotine, but coniine under similar conditions

remains white. A trace of nicotine, when added to a 40 per cent,

solution of formaldehyde, immediately produces a yellow coloration,

and on adding a drop of concentrated sulphuric acid the colour becomes
similar to that of a dilute solution of cobalt nitrate; coniine and
sparteine do not give these reactions. Nicotine may also be dis-

tinguished from coniine or sparteine by the yellow coloration which is

formed when the alkaloid is mixed with a few crystals of ammonium
persulphate and concentrated sulphuric acid added. E. W. W.

Alkaloid Reactions (Sparteine, Coniine, Nicotine).
C. Reiciiard {Chem. Ceiitr., 1905, ii, 171—172 ; from Pharm. Centr.,

48, 385— 388).—A series of new tests are given for sjxirteiiie, the

most characteristic of which are as follows : sodium picrate gives a

yellow with sparteine and coniine but a reddish-yellow witli nicotine.

On adding sulphuric acid, the nicotine mixture turns yellow. If to the

three mixtures is now added a little ammonium persulphate and a drop
of strong potassium thiocyanate, the sparteine assumes a fine orange-
red colour, while the others are not affected. On evaporating a mix-
ture of ferric chloride and potassium thiocyanate and then moistening
the spot with water containing sparteine, the mixture turns a beautiful

bluish-violet ; nicotine and coniine give a green colour.

New tests are also given for coniine and nicotine, of which the follow-

ing are the most characteristic. Nicotine gives a yellowish-green with
ammonium molybdate ; coniine and sparteine are not affected. If
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nicotine is added to a mixture of ammonium molybdate and sulphuric
acid the mixture also turns a yellowish-green which, on adding ammo-
nium persulphate, becomes a beautiful purplish-violet, gradually chang-
ing to dark yellow. Coniine and sparteine give a faint blue colour
which turns dark yellow with persulphate.

When nicotine is added to powdered potassium ethyl sulphate
moistened with sulphuric acid, the mass turns first yellow and then
red ; coniine and sparteine give no reaction. L. de K.

Estimation of Lecithin in Grape Stones and in Wine.
F. MuEARO {Gazzetta, 1905, 35, i, 314—319).—-The author's experi-

ments show that absolute alcohol extracts lecithin from grape stones

more completely at 80° than at 50°, but that with wines the maximum
amount of lecithin is extracted at 50°, the quantity obtained at 80°

being, however, greater than that yielded by neutralised wine at the

same temperature.

It is probable that the conclusions of Weirich and Ortlieb (Abstr.,

1904, ii, 304) are incorrect and that pasteurised wines still contain

lecithin. T. H. P.

Malt Analysis. II. Estimation of Moisture and Extract.
John Simpson Ford and John M. Guthrie (Journ. Inst. Brewing, 1905,

11, 326—344).—The ordinary method of estimating the moisture of

malt, by drying in a steam-oven or in an air-oven at 105°, gives results

which are both erroneous and inconsistent, since many malts gain in

weight owing to oxidation by the air. Perhaps the most satisfactory

results are arrived at by drying the malt at 110° in a current of

hydrogen, absorbing the expelled water by means of sulphuric acid or

phosphoric oxide, and checking the result by noting the loss in weight
of the malt ; the figures are in general identical. The use of vacuum
drying appliances at 105—110° would undoubtedly yield results

approximate to the truth, but such appliances are expensive and
troublesome ; where, however, a correct value is required, as in the

determination of extract by the "proportionality" or "known weight"
method, they should be employed. For uniformity of result, all that

is required is the use of an inert gas, preferably carbon dioxide, in

conjunction with the ordinary water-oven, the values thus obtained

being concordant, although probably lower than the real values. The
authors describe a suitable carbon dioxide generator and reservoir con-

nected with a steam-oven.

The authors discuss the different methods in use for the estimation

of the " extract " of malts, and conclude that the most convenient is

that given by Heron. They find, however, that 10 c.c. is a more exact

average volume of the grains obtained from 50 grams of malt than

15 c.c, as stated by Heron. T. H. P.
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Emission of Light from the Vapours of Alkali Metals and
their Salts, and the Centres of this Emission. Philipp Lexard
[Ann. Phi/sik, 1905, [iv], 17, 197—2-47).—The experimental part of this

paper deals with the coloured glow exhibited by fused salts of the

alkali metals. The glow in the case of cjesium and rubidium is

yellowish-green, in the case of potassium green, in the case of sodium
bright blue, in the case of lithium duller blue. These glow colours

are attributed to the metallic cation. The continuous ground visible

in flame spectra of salts of the alkali metals is probably emitted also by
the metallic cations.

The paper contains many other detailed observations and theoretical

propositions, for which the original must be consulted. J. C. P.

Limits of Visibility of Fluorescence and the Maximum
Value of the Absolute Weight of the Atom of Hydrogen.
WALTHfcBE Sprixg {BuU. Accul. I'oy. Belg., 1905, 201—211).—

A

solution of fluorescein in optically pure water was subjected to the

action of a powerful beam of electric light, and the limit of dilution was
observed at which a visible green fluorescence was produced. Assuming
under these conditions tliat one cubic millimetre of the solution con-

tained one molecule of fluorescein (C^HjqO-K2 = 408), the value
2-5 X 10 ~-^ grams is obtained for the superior limit of the weight of

the atom of hydrogen, which is one-twenty-thousand-millionth part of

the value 5 x 10~^^ calculated by Anuaheim (this Journal, 1877, i, 31),

but is about seven thousand times as great as the value 3*45 x 10 ~-^

calculated from the kinetic theory of gases. P. H.

Photochemical Action of Mercuric Oxalate (Eder's Solution)
in Absence of Oxygen and in Presence of Fluorescent Com-
pounds. A. JoDLBAUEK and Hermann von Tappeiner (Z?cr., 1905, 38,
2602—2609. Compare Abstr., 1904, i, 131 ; Gros, ibid, 1901, ii,

433).—Numerous investigators have shown previously that processes

of oxidation, for example, of hydriodic acid, fluoi-escein, potassium

iodide, silver, arsenious acid, benzyl alcohol, and sjilicylaldehyde are

tccelerated by the presence of a fluorescent substance such as acridine,

<juinine, erythrosin, &c.

Experiments are now described which prove that processes other

than oxidations, for example, the photochemical decomjwsition of Ivder's

solution (Roloff, Abstr., 1894, ii, 221), are accelerated by the presence
of fluorescent substjinces such as fluorescein, its chloro-, bromo-, and
iodo-derivatives, dichloro-anthracene- and anthraquinone-disulphonic
acids, acridine, benzoflavine, phenyl-2-methylquinoline, quinine, and
probably aesculin. The following, however, had no accelerating effect

:

pheno.'«ifranine, Quorindindisulphonic acid, methylene-blue, harmalin,
and also the following : tetranitrofluorescein, alizarin-blue hydrogen
sulphite, and ethyl-re<l, which are without appreciable fluorescence.

vol* Lxxxviii. ii. 39
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It is also shown that the photochemical decomposition of Eder's

solution proceeds more readily in a vacuum or in the presence of

carbon dioxide or hydrogen than in the presence of oxygen.

J. J. S.

Relations between Power of Absorption of Radiant Energy
and Chemical Character. Alfred Byk {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 6— 7 ;

from Physikal. Zeit., 6, 349—353).—The original paper contains a
comprehensive account of the relationship between the power of

absorption of radiant energy and chemical and physical properties.

In organic compounds, the OH and NHo groups appear even in the

ultra-violet spectrum to play the part of an auxochrome, and the

ehromophoric character of double linkings is also apparent in this

portion of the spectrum. The constitution of inorganic compounds is

of less importance in optical phenomena. Increase of molecular
weight of either organic or inorganic compounds has usually a batho-

chromic effect. The relations between atomic weight and spectra,

and between electrical conductivity and non-selective absorption are

also discussed. E. W. W.

Fundamental Principles of Three-colour Photography.
S. Pbecht and Euicn Stengeu {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1 ; from
Physikal. Zeit, 6, 329—331).—The abstract contains a description

of the theory of the three-colour photographic process which is

mainly of a physical character. The energy required for the decom-

position of silver bromide is conveyed by means of the dye, the

chemical process being the same in the case of all the three colours,

the dyes merely affecting the time of exposure. The eye can dis-

tinguish differences of shade up to G60/x,/x, but the sensitiveness of the

silver bromide plate decreases with enormous rapidity beyond 660/i/i.

A dye is therefore required which has a maximum of sensitiveness at

about 650ya/A. E. W. W.

Energy of Chemical Radiation through Three-colour Filters.

J. PuKCHT and Euicu Stkncier {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 7—8; from

Physikal. Zeit. 6, 332—334. Compare preceding abstract).—The
density of a plate is proportional to the quantity of reduced silver,

which is again proportional to the energy used in chemical action.

The proportion of the latter to the whole energy radiated to the plate

has been measured for the three-colour filters by physical methods

which ai'e desciibed. E. W. W.

Radiation-sensitiveness of Silver Bromide Gelatin for White,
Green, and Orange Light. J. Puecht and Euicji Stengeu {Chem.

Centr., 1905, ii, 8 ; from Physikal. Zeit., 6, 334—336. Compare

preceding abstracts).—The relation between the energy received by

i-adiation and the density of silver precipitates in ordinary silver

bromide plates has been determined for white, green, and orange light.

For the same density, the energy is about 250 times as great in green

light as in white. For green and orange light, tlie relation is

nearly the same for normal densities. When a quantity of energy
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sufficient to produce a certain density is first imparted to the layer,

then the gradation in the case of ordinary undyed silver bromide is

very nearly the ?-ame for the same -quantity of energy when white,

green, or red light is employed for illumination. E. W. W.

Effect of High Temperatures on the Rate of Decay of
the Active Deposit from Radium. Howabd L. Broxson (Atner. J.

Sci, 1905, [iv], 20, 60—64. Compare Curie and Danne, Abstr., 1904,

ii, 306).—Temperatures between 700° and 1100^ have very little, if

any, effect on the rate of decay of the active deposit from radium. It

may be assumed that radium C has the shorter rather than the longer

of the two periods, and that i-adium B is the more volatile. The
author's experiments indicate that 28 minutes and 21 minutes are too

long for the decay periods of radium B and radium C, and that 26
minutes and 19 minutes are more nearly correct. J. C. P.

New Radiation produced in Atmospheric Air by the Rays
from Radiotellurium. B. Walter {Ann. Physik, 1905, [iv], 17,

367—374).—The author's experiments indicate the production in

atmospheric air in contact with radiotellurium of a radiation with
properties resembling those of ultra-violet light. The constituent of

the atmosphere which is thus affected is pre-eminently the nitrogen.

When other gases, such as carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, coal gas,

oxygen, and hydrogen, are in contact with the radiotellurium, the

effect in question is very small. J. C. P.

R€idioactivation by means of Uranium. Hknbi Becque&el
{Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 87—90).—As htis been shown previously,

uranium X is precipitated, along with barium sulphate, from a solution

of uranium chloride on addition of barium chloride and sulphuric acid.

In the same manner, if water which has been exposed to radium
emanation is treated with barium chloride and sulphuric acid, the
barium sulphate obtained is radioactive, the rate of decay of the
activity approximating to that of radium emanation, and the solution

from which the emanation has been removed is inactive. It has been
found possible to precipitate uranium X together with radium emana-
tion : one-half of a solution of uranium chloride was exposed to radium
emanation for some days, and both halves of the solution treated in the
same manner with barium chloride and sulphuric acid. The barium
sulphate from the solution which had been exposed to radium emana-
tion was found 80 minutes after precipitation to be seven times as active

as the sulphate from the unexposed solution. The excess of activity

diminished at the rate of decay of radium emanation, and at the end
of one day the activity of the barium sulphate from the exposed solu-

tion had diminished to slightly less than the activity of the sulphate
from the standard. Aftijr the tirst day, the rate of decay, being due to

uranium X, was the same for both sulphates.

The activity of uranium A' which has been precipitated together with
barium sulphate is not diminished when the sulphate is heated to
bright redness in the oxyhydrogen blowpipe flame.

Uranium X is removed from uranium chloride solutions by boiling

39—2
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with lampblack which has been washed with alcohol and ether. The
precipitate from 5 grams of uranium chloride had an activity 1/9 of

that of 1"32 grams of the black oxide of uranium. On igniting the

active lampblack in a current of oxygen in a platinum crucible, a

residue of inappreciable weight was obtained consisting of small fused

grains which contained uranium, and had an activity six times

that of the uncalcined lampblack. In eight days, the activity of the

residue had increased to that of 1"32 grams of the black oxide of

uranium.
In a similar experiment with 4 grams of lampblack and 150 grams

of uranium chloride, the lampblack acquired an activity equal to half

that of the standard black oxide. After ignition, the residue was
treated with hydrochloric acid, and the undissolved substance, as well

as the residue obtained on evaporation of the acid solution, was found

to have an activity equal to that of the uncalcined lampblack.

Uranium chloride which has been boiled with lampblack is not

capable of rendering a second sample active. If the active lampblack

is thoroughly washed with cold dilute hydrochloric acid, the residue is

only very slightly active. The inactive lampblack leaves no residue on

ignition, the activity is therefore due to the precipitation of a solid,

highly radioactive substance. G. Y.

Relative Proportion of Radium and Uranium in Radio-
active Minerals. Ernest Rutherford and Bertram B. Boltvvood

(Amer. J. Sci., 1905, [iv], 20,55—56. Compare Boltwood, this vol., ii,

295).—Comparative experiments on the activity of radium bromide

and of a very pure sample of uraninite containing 74—75 per cent, of

uranium lead to the conclusion that the quantity of radium associated

with one gram of uranium in a radioactive mineral is approximately
7-4 X 10-7 gram. J. C. P.

Radioactive Constituents of Wiesbaden Thermal Springs.
Ferdinand Henrich and Gunther Bugge {Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905,

18, 1011—1014. Compare this vol., ii, 6).—-The deposit from the pipes

of the Wiesbaden thermal springs, formerly examined, consisted mainly

of aragonite and was i-adioactive, remaining so when heated at 110'' for

several hours. The gas evolved on the addition of hydrochloric acid was
also radioactive. The deposit was separated into several fractions, and
the radioactivity of each fraction examined. The radioactivity of the

gas evolved from the Adler spring and of the water itself is due to

radium emanation. A. McK.

Mercury Arc Lamp with Quartz Jacket suitable for

Chemical Purposes. Franz Fischer {Ber., 1905, 38, 2630—2633).
—This lamp consists of an exhausted double-walled quartz cylinder

fixed with sealing-wax into the neck of a surrounding cylindrical glass

vessel, which is connected with an air-pump. The anode consists of

an iron ring, which surrounds the quartz cylinder and is suspended

by means of two platinum wires fused into the walls of the glass

vessel. Mercury is placed in the bottom of the latter to serve as

cathode. Near the bottom of the glass vessel is an outer ring of tin

foil connected with a copper wire so that an induction coil may be used
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for lighting. The glass vessel dips into a' small mercury trough into

which the current is led.

Arrangements are made to cool the lamp both internally and
externally, so that the temperature in the interior of the lamp is

kept down, thus maintaining a low density of the mercury vapour,

and favouring the formation of ultra-violet light. Figures of the

lamp and accessory apparatus are given in the original. T. H. P.

Concentration Cells in Liquid Ammonia. Hamilton P,

Cady {J. Physical Chem., 1905, 9, 477—503).—Concentration cells of

the type sodium amalgam
|
sodium nitrate solution (Cj)

|
sodium

nitrate solution (c.,)
|
sodium amalgam were constructed with liquid

ammonia as solvent, the method of preparation being fully described.

For this cell and a similar cell with sodium chloride, the E.M.F.
was determined and compared with that given by the expression

^=0'000198TlogCj/c.,. The observed values are in most cases

about 80 to 90 per cent, of those calculated, this difference being

ascribable to the incomplete dissociation. Better agreement was
obtained by the use of the formula ^= 0-000198 7'log /?.,//?!, the

ionic concentrations being inversely proportional to the re.'^istances.

Although the agreement is only approximate, it shows clearly the

validity of a logarithmic expression, and that the laws for aijueous

solution apply also to ammonia solution. Some cells with bivalent

ions and sodium chloride cells without diffusion were also examined,
accord with the estimated values being in these cases also fairly approxi-

mate. The E.M.F. of a cell having different amalgams as electrodes

was also determined and found to be 1 "42 times the calculated value
;

the similar ratio for a cell with pyridine as solvent is 1'41. The
E.M.F. of three oxidation and reduction cells was also determined.

L. M. J.

Iodine Titration Voltameter. David A. Kreider {Amer. J,

Set., 1905, [iv], 20, 1— 10).—A new voltameter containing a strong
solution of potassium iodide covered with a layer of dilute hydrochloric

acid. On passing the current, iodine is liberated, the amount of

which may be titi-ated, this being dependent on the strength of the
current.

For further particulars the original article and illustrations should
be consulted. ^ L. de K.

Cause of the Spontaneous Depression of the Cathode
Potential in the Electrolysis of Dilute Sulphuric Acid.
Julius Tafel and Bruno Emmert {Zeit. physihd. C/iem., 1905, 52,
349— 373).—In continuation of previous work (Tafel, this vol., ii,

223) it is shown that when dilute sulphuric acid is electroly.sed with
a platinum anode, the current density at that electrode being com-
paratively low, chemically recognisable quantities of platinum are

(ii.ssolved. These .small quantities of plfitinum suttice to account for

the depressions of the cathode potential previously observed, the

sensitiveness of different cathode metals varying considerably. In
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the case of a silver cathode, 00001 mg. of platinum is able to produce
the depression of the potential for a cathode surface of 10 sq. cm.
The effect is produced by the precipitation of the platinum on the
cathode, but even then it may remain latent. The action of the
platinum is apparently not to convert the cathode into a platinum
cathode, but to assist catalytically some chemical change of the

cathode surface. The action of gold on the cathode potential of other

metals is insignificant compared with that of platinum. J. C P.

Electrolytic Potential of Ohromous Salts (Electrochemical
Equilibrium between Various Degrees of Oxidation). II.

Abrigo Mazzucchelli {Gazzetta, 1905, 35, i, 417—448. Compare
Abstr., 1902, ii, 119).—In investigating the conversion of chromic
into chromous ions and vice versd, the author uses tin electrodes in

mixtures of chromic and chromou.^ chlorides, sulphates, fluorides, and
acetates. Copper and mercury electrodes give varying results, and
with these metals and also with tin higher potentials are obtained
than with platinum. All the determinations were made in a stream
of carbon dioxide. With two similar tin electrodes, differences up to

0"06 volt were obtained. On adding fresh chromic or chromous salt,

the E.M.F. sometimes changes in the wrong direction at first, but
afterwards assumes the normal value determined by the equation

£!=K- Alog{C"^jC^^). Similar irregularities are observed with

platinum in hydrogen peroxide solution, but in this case the platinum

acts catalytically, whilst tin has only a very small catalytic influence

on chromous salts. For a mixture of chromic and chromous chlorides

or acetates at 17—18°, with a normal Hg2S0.j electrode, the constant

K of the electrochemical equilibrium is 1'04—1*06 volts, whilst for the

fluorides it has the value 1*17—1"19 volts. With the sulphates, less

concordant values are obtained for the different solutions and
electrodes, but the most probable value for K is 0*98—1"03 volts.

The following table gives the oxidation potentials of chromous-

chromic salts and also those of ferrous-ferric salts, the values all being

referred to the normal hydrogen electrode :

Chlorides. Sulphates. Fhioridcs. Acetates.

Iron -0-705 -0-657 about -0-270 —
Chromium ... +0-38 about +0-33 +0-51 +0-38

T. H. P.

Boiling Points of Ammonia, Methylamine, Methyl Chloride,
and Sulphur Dioxide. Harkv D. Ginns (J. Amer. Chem. Soc,

1905, 27, 851—865).—A resume is given of previous work on this

subject, together with a criticism of the methods employed and the

results obtained. An improved apparatus has been devised for the

determination of these boiling points, and is described with the aid of

a diagram. Special methods were employed for piirifying the liquids.

The boiling points of ammonia, methyl chloride, and sulphur dioxide

were found to be -33*46°, - 24"09°, and -1009° respectively under
760 mm., whiLst that of methylamine was found to be -67° under

75567 mm. pressure. E. G.
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Determination of Molecular Weight by Use of Solvents

with High Boiling Points. Leopold Rugheimer [with S. Toeche

MiTTLEK and E. Kudolfi] {Aymalen, 1905, 339, 297—310).—Instead
of using the Beckmann method of determining molecular weights

by the raising of the boiling point, it is found advisable to employ

the lowering of vapour pressure, a method which can be adapted to

solvents with boiling points above that of mercury. At the same time,

the measurements can be made at any chosen pressures, and also at

different temperatures. An exact description of the apparatus, the

air-thermometers, and manometers, and of the method of using them

is given in the paper. ^- J. P. O.

Relation between the Logarithmic Temperature Constant
and Heat Evolution. Joh. Plotnikoff {Zeit. Elektrochevi., 1905,

11, 389—390. Compare this vol., ii, 376).—Since dlogKldT =
qjRT' = p, it follows that q^jSRl^. Examples of the calculation of

g are given, but tlie results are not compared with experimental

values.

Fbiedbich Auerbach {Zeit. Elekirochem., 1905, 11, 433—434) points

out sevei-al errors in the above paper which are admitted by Joh.

Plotnikoff in a later communication (ibid., 1905, 11, 434) ; the latter

therefore withdraws the paper, with the exception of the above result.

T. E.

Numerical Results of a Systematic Investigation of the
Heats of Combustion and Formation of Volatile Organic
Compounds. Julius Thomsf.x (Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905, 52,
343—348).—In the following list the heats of combustion given are

subject to the condition that the products of combustion are gaseous

carbon dioxide, nitrogen, sulphur dioxide, and chlorine, bromine, and
iodine in the form of vapour and liquid water. The numbers given
under p are heats of formation from amorphous carbon, rhombic
sulphur, molecular gaseous hydrogen, nitrogen, chlorine, bromine, and
iodine ; the method of calculation and the fundamental figures used
will bo evident from the example of ethane, for which j9 = 2 x 96 96 +
3 X 67-49 - (370 44 - 5 x 0-29) = 2740 Cal. The numbers given under
p are referred to by the author as " empirical " heats of formation,
Ijecau.se they refer to a special condition of carbon. In the column
marked P, the values given are heats of formation from carbon atoms,
itc. ; these values are termed "absolute" heats of formation, and the
relation between the values in the two columns is given by the
equation P'^p + a.^S'SS, where a is the number of carbon atoms in a
molecule of the compound. Relationships between heat of formation
and constitution are much more easily recognised from the "absolute"
heats of formation than from the '* empirical " heats of formation.
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Substance. Formula.

Heat of ormation

at constant

Heat of volume,

combustion at ^
"— •

constant pressure, p.
"•

Hydrocarbons.

CH. 211 -93
Methane ^

37044
Ethane ^^JJe ^29-21
Propane • pil^PH \ 68719
Trhnethylmethane 0,0^^' 847-11
Tetramethylmethane fr-») 999 20
Dmopropyl ^^|P7>-; 799.35
Benzene 6^6 ^55Q8
Toluene ? s

1282-31
Mesitylene ^flfji^ ^^srSl
Pseudo-cumene V,9"i2 333-35
Ethylene ^-^^^ 492-74
Propylene 3 6 ^^^.^3
Trimethylene ^3"6 g,Q.g.2

fsoButylene W s
g^^.g.,

woAmylene ^s 'o
932-82

Diallyl
^6Hio

3^Q.05
Acetylene 2^ 467-55
Allylene » -i

88288
Dipropargyl ^6 e

Halogen Compounds.

, . , nu PI 176-95
Methyl chloride

^"|^i
33^ .^

^

Ethyl chloride CUCI 492-33
Propyl chloride ^sHv^J g^^ .^9

isoButyl chlonde
n*yC'c\ 298-34

Monochloroethylene p-ir'ni 453-37
Monochloropropylene ^3«5^ ^^^.gg
AUyl chloride J^s^a^i 763-88
Chlorobenzenc pirVl 296-36
Ethylene chloride ^2^4^ 2

^96-41
Ethylidene chloride p'h CI 453-88
Chloroacetol p'npi 41-82
Carbonyl chloride

^JJ^'2 ^^^.^3
Chloroform v; •

•

-.-r
' *

' p h Cl 262-48
Monochloroethylene chloride... ^.2113^13 .^.^3
Tetrachloromethane ^^4 ^^,^.^7
Tetrachloroethylene pIiV 184-71
Methyl bromide inu^j. 341-82
Ethylbromide p'h-Bv 499-29
Propyl bromide rRBv 462-12
AUyl bromide PHT 196-08
Methyl iodide ^"s^

353.73
Ethyl iodide

^2"»i

Eiliers, <kc.

/pti ^ o 312-55
Ethylene oxide phS O 349-36
Methyl ether

Plf^O-^J,!!, 505-87
Methyl ethyl ether

rr\n 65960
Eth J 1 ether piV -o'G IT

,

627 -20

Methyl allyl ether
, ,- >^ O SH'IO

AUyl ether l«-3"8i2^

21 17
27-40

33-37
40-13

44-95

57-60
-13-67
-5-26
-2-41
-1-59
-3-29

+ 2-06

-4-63

+ 8-92

+ 16-65
-11-58
- 47-77
-40-53
-97-20

21-97

29-55

36 02
43-05
-2-46

+ 7-25

+ 5-94

-12-38

+ 33-12

33-07

40-34

54-85

23-53
32-82

20-45
-1-73

+ 14-21

21-84
29-11
-1-50
2-84

9-93

17-22
48-19
56-42

67-43
32-05
9-85

.59-55

104-16

148 51
193-65

236-85
287-88
216-61

263-40
343-01

343-83

73 47

117-20
110-51
162-44

208-55
218 -70

28-99

74-61

133 08

60-35

106-31

151-16
196-57
74-30

122-89

121-03
217-90
109-88
109-83

1.55-48

93-23

61-91

109-58

5883
7503
52-59

98-60

144-25
113-64
41-22
86-69

93-98

124-95
171-56

220 it.'.

185-57

240-13
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Substance. Formula.

Heat of

combustion at ^
constant pressure, p.

Heat of formation
at constant
volume.

Ethers, d-c. (continued).

Methyl propargyl ether CHs-O-CaHj 603-83

Auisole CHj-O-CsHs 93630
Methylal CHo(0-CH3i, 47608
Trimethyl methenyl ether CH(0-CH3)3 599-18

-12-36
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Substance. Formula.

Heat of formation
at constant

Heat of volume,
combustion at ^ ^

^
constant pressure, p, P.

Sulphur Compounds.

Hydrogen sulphide H.2S

Methyl mercaptan CHs'SH
Ethyl mercaptan C.2H5*SH
Dimethyl sulphide {CH3)._jS

Diethyl .sulphide (C.^lij^oS

Methyl thiocyanatc CHj-S-'NC
diethyl thiocarbimide CH.,'N*CS
Allyl thiocarbimide CsHj'N'CS
Thiophen C4H4S
Carbon disulphide C.S.,

Carbon oxysulphide COS

Hydrogen Cyanide and Nitriles

Cyanogen f'0^2
Hydrogen cyanide HCN
Acetonitrile CHj'CN
Propionitrile C.^Hs-CN

Amines.

Ammonia NH3
Methylamine CHs'XHo
Dimethylamine (CH3)2NH
Trimethylamine (CH3)gN
Ethj'lamine CH^'iSiH.^
Diethylamine (CaHs^oNH
Triethylamine (C2Hg)3X
Propylamine CgH-'NH.T
isoButylamine C4H9'NH.2
Arnylaminc Cr,H,j*XH.,

Allvlamine CsHs-NH^"
Aniline CcHj-NH.,
Pyridine CsH,^
Piperidinc CgHg'NH.^

Nitrocompounds and Nitrites

•NO2
NO.,

H'itroniethane CH3
Nitroethano CIIb
Ethvlnitrito CUL/O-NO
Amyl nitrite C\n„*0'NO
Ethyl nitrate CJIs'O'NO.,

136-71
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more rapidly the temperature is raised the more marked is the con-

traction, although when the final temperature is very high the rate at

which the temperature is raised is without effect. The contraction

increases rapidly with the temperature to which the rods are exposed,

and approaches an end value asymptotically. The relation between the

extent of contraction and the time of ignition at a given temperature

is expressible by a logarithmic formula, but for very high temperatures

the influence of the time vanishes. For a rod placed in the furnace

in a horizontal position, the linear contraction is greater in the

vertical than in the horizontal dii-ection, and the difference increases

with rising temperature of ignition. The foregoing behaviour indi-

cates the amorphous character of the substances used. The strength

of the ignited rods rises rapidly with the temperature to which they

ha,ve been exposed, and approaches an end value asymptotically.

Contraction and porosity are intimately connected, and the result of

heating is to diminish the volume of the hollow spaces within the

porous substance ; the contraction is brought about probably by
capillary forces, heat diminishing the viscosity of the substances,

and thereby diminishing their resistance to these forces. J. C. P.

Osmotic Pressure and Freezing Points of Solutions of
Sucrose. Habmox N, Morse and Joseph C. "W. Feazeb {Amer.

Chtm. J., 1905, 34, 1—99. Compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 553).—In
continuing the work on the direct determination of osmotic pressure,

it was found that suitable porous cells could not be obtained from the

potteries, and it was therefore necessary to prepare them in the

laboratory. A microscopic study has been made of thin sections of

the walls of cells which had been tested previously with membranes
in order to discover the peculiarities of texture which determine the
suitability of a porous wall for this work. The essential qualities

having been thus discovered, methods have been devised for the
production of satisfactory cells.

A detailed account is given of the construction and calibration of

the manometer used in determinations of osmotic pressure, and the
various steps in the process of preparing the cell for use, including the
deposition of the membrane. For particulars, the description and
diagrams in the original must be consulted.

Considerable difficulty has been experienced owing to the temporary
fluctuations of pressure resulting from changes of temperature, caused
by the expansion or contraction of the liquids in the cell. In order to
reduce these so-called " thermometer effects " as far as possible, the
cell was placed in a specially devised box with double walls, the space
between which was packed with hair felt.

A second source of error was encountered in the uncertainty regard-
ing the true volume of that portion of the manometer, the form of
which is affected by the sealing of the instrument ; although this does
not seriously affect the measurement of the pressure of dilute solu-

tions, it becomes of considerable importance in the case of concentrated
solutions.

A third difficulty is caused by the inversion of some of the sucrose
in the cell. The amount of this inversion was determined by means
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of Fehling's solution, but it is considered that the results thus obtained
were below the actual quantity inverted, and it has therefore been
decided to measure the inversion by means of the polariscope in future
experiments.

Determinations have been made of the osmotic pressure of solutions

of sucrose of various concentrations between 0'05 and I'OO weight-
normal, and from the results the molecular weight has been calculated

by means of the formula M= TF(22-488 + 0-0824<)/P, where P is the
osmotic pressure at the temperature ^ of a weight W of the substance
dissolved in 1000 grams of water. The molecular weights thus found
vary between 327*9 and 347*7 and have an average value 341*2.

The results obtained in these experiments lead to the conclusion

that sucrose dissolved in water exerts an osmotic pressure equal to

that which it would exert if it were in the gaseous state at the same
temperature and the volume of the gas were reduced to that of the

solvent in the pure state.

Since the volume relations of solvent and solution play such an
important part in the osmotic pressure of sucrose solutions, it was
considered probable that the so-called abnormal freezing points at the

higher concentrations may be dependent on, or related to, the degree of

the distension of the solvent by the dissolved substance. The freezing

points and density at 0°, or slightly below, at the various concentra-

tions were therefore determined. From the results of these determina-

tions certain relations have been deduced between the osmotic pressure

and the depression of the freezing point.

In an earlier paper (Abstr., 1903, ii, 272), a list is given of a
number of electrolytically deposited substances which exhibit consider-

able osmotic activity. The following compounds are also foixnd to

possess this property : ferric phosphate, stannous and nickel ferro-

cyanides, and the cobalticyanides of cobalt, nickel, iron, copper, zinc,

cadmium, and manganese. E. G.

Molecular Weights of Metallic Chlorides. Leopold Rugheimer
and E. Rudolfi (Annalen, 1905, 339, 311—349).—The use of bismuth

chloride as a solvent in determining the molecular weights of metallic

chlorides has previously been described in a preliminary account

(Abstr., 1903, ii, 725), The method now employed is that given in

this vol., ii, 571. In addition to the earlier results, it has been found

that molecules of salts in which two metallic atoms are linked together

are of very rare occurrence. Only in the case of tin triethyl, which has

the molecular formula Sn<,Ety, is the double formula beyond doubt.

K. J. P. O.

Molecular Weight of Bismuth Phosphate. Leopold ROghkimer
{Annalen, 1905, 339, 349—350. Compare preceding abstract).

—

Since the determination of the molecular weights of salts in solvents

possessing a common anion gave good results, attempts were made to

ascertain the molecular weight of bi.smuth phosphate in bismuth

chloride, that is, the solvent and the solute having a common cation.

The values found were 261*5 and 326*5, whereas BiPO^ requires 303*5.

The phosphate is only sparingly soluble in the chloride.
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Explosion Waves. Harold B. Dixon {Ber., 1905, 38,

2419—244:6).—A lectxire delivered before the German Chemical

Society. G. Y.

ReactionVelocity and Chemical Equilibrium in Homogeneous
Systems and their Bearing on Cases of Enzyme Action. Arie W.
VissER {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905, 52, 257^309. Conipare this

vol., ii, 511).—Formulie are deduced for the velocities of mouo-, di-,

and tri-molecular reactions in cases where a point of equilibrium is

reached short of complete change. The formula in the case of a uni-

molecular reaction is a= l/i.logt.((7o - ^)I{C - (3) ; C\ is the initial con-

centration of the substance undergoing change, its concentration

after time t ; a = ki + h and P^k.2Col{k^+k.,), where k^^ and k.^ are the

velocity-coefficients for the opposing reactions. The constant ft is

shown to be equal to the concentration at the equilibrium point of the

substance which is undergoing change. The applicability of the

author's formulae is tested with satisfactory results by comparison with

Schoorl's data on the formation of dextrose and galactose ureides (see

Abstr., 1901, i, 258 ; 1902, i, 83). The velocity-coefficient in the case

of mannose ureide (Schoorl, loc. cit.) has constant values whether

determined from the dimoleeular or the trimolecular formula.

The hydrolysis of sucrose by invertase and that of salicin by
emulsin are regarded as reactions which proceed to an equilibrium

point short of complete change, and the author accordingly applies the

above-mentioned formula to these two cases. It is found that the

velocity-coefficient increases in the tirst case, but diminishes in the

second ca.se, with the time ; that is, the " intensity " of the catalyser

varies with the concentration of the reacting substances, and the

differential equation for the rate of hydrolysis of sucrose by invertase

becomes, accordingly, -dCjdt — I\k^C -kJ(jQ-GY\ where / is the

intensity of the enzyme and a function of 6'. The actual variation of

the intensity is obtained by dividing the course of the reaction into

small stages, which are taken separately, and over which the velocity-

coefficient may be regarded as constant ; the value of the velocity-

constant for such a short interval is then a maisure of the enzyme
intensity during that interval. In this empirical way, the author has

traced the dependence of the enzyme intensity on the concentration of

the reacting substances, and he tind.s for the hydrolysis of .sucrose by
invertase I= kj{^C^ + 20(fJ + C'-), and for the hydrolysis of salicin by
ein\x\s,in I = k^j{^C^-'iC\G -C^). When these expressions are com-
bined with the above differential equation it is possible to represent

satisfactorily the course of change in each case.

From the reaction -coefficients it is jwssible to calculate the
ecjuilibrium constants, and the values of the latter so obtained agree
with those deduced directly from the e(iuilibrium conditions. The
po.=?ition of the equilibrium point i.s not affected by changing the
concentration of the enzyme, but the velocity with which the point of

equilibrium is approached is proportional to the concentration of the
enzyme. The intensity of invertase falls off with increasing amounts
of either sucrose or invert sugar. Over the temperature interval
—25°, the reaction-coefficient for the hydrolysis of sucrose by invertase
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is twice as great at T+ 10° as at T. The displacement of the
equilibrium by a rise of temperature from —25° is very small, in

harmony with the fact that the heat effect of the reaction is very
small.

The author has found that the activity of invertase and emulsin kept
in sterilised solution remains quantitatively the same for several

weeks. ' J. C. P.

Hydrolysis of Esters in Heterogeneous Systems. Heinrich
GoLDSCHMiDT {Zeit. Elektrochevi., 1905, 11, 430—433).—Kremann
(this vol., ii, 307) has investigated the hydrolysis of ethyl benzoate and
of amyl acetate by sodium hydroxide in aqueous solution, and has
drawn the conclusion that the reaction velocity observed is the velocity

of solution of the ester. The author points out that this is not the
case ; the velocity of hydrolysis is comparatively small, so that the
aqueous solution is always saturated with the ester. He shows in the
case of ethyl benzoate that the velocity observed in the heterogeneous
system may be calculated from the solubility of the ester and the
velocity of hydrolysis obtained in a homogeneous solution. In the case

of amyl acetate, the velocity constant changes gradually as hydrolysis

progresses, but this is probably due to the amyl salt being a mixture
of isomeric substances having different properties. T. E.

Autocatalytic Decomposition of Silver Oxide. Gilbert N.
Lewis {Zeit. i)hijsxkal. Chem., 1905, 52, 310—326).—When silver

oxide is kept at a steady temperature above 300°, the rate of

decomposition is negligibly small at the start, but gradually increases

to a maximum, falling off subsequently until the final disappearance of

the oxide. When the oxide is previously mixed with metallic silver

prepared from another portion of the same oxide, decomposition at the

high temperatux'e is at once appreciable, and the rate of decomposition

reaches its maximum much sooner than when the oxide alone is taken.

It appeal's, therefore, that the decomposition is catalytically accelerated

by the silver which is formed. The rates of decomposition, however,

of different samples of silver oxide differ markedly according to their

source. Comparison of experiments made at 327°, 3325°, 352-2°, and
3533° with different portions of the same sample of oxide shows that

the higher the temperature the greater is the maximum velocity of

decomposition, and the shorter the period within which complete

decomposition takes place, Eor a given temperature, it may be

supposed that the reaction velocity at any moment is proportional to

the quantity of oxide and also to the quantity of silver, that is,

dx/dt = Kx{l — x) ; this may bo transformed to rfa;/<^< = AV/(1 +e*')^

and the curve involved in the last equation corresponds very closely

with the experimental curves in which velocity of decomposition is

plotted against time. The rate of decomposition increases by about

50 per cent, for a rise of 10°.

It is suggested that the reaction which is catalytically accelerated is

20 = 0,^, and it is possibly this also which determines the rate of change

in ,BUch re.actions as the decomposition of potassium chlorate in

presence of manganese dioxide and that of hydrogen peroxide in
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presence of platinum. It is shown that the initial addition of platinum

black to silver oxide has somewhat the same effect as the initial

addition of silver ; manganese dioxide also is found to accelei-ate the

decomposition of silver oxide.

The thermostat used in these experiments, and recommended by the

author, consisted of an enamelled bath filled with a mixture of

potassium and sodium nitrates and surrounded by an asbestos shield.

The regulator contained mercury, and the supply of gas to the heating

burners was regulated by an electrical device. J. C. P.

Inorganic Chemistry.

Revision of the Atomic Weight of Iodine. Gregory P.

Baxter {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 876—887. Compare Abstr.,

this vol., ii, 81).—The ratio of silver iodide to silver bromide and
silver chloride has been determined by converting a weighed quantity

of pure silver iodide into silver bromide by heating it in a quartz

crucible in a current of air and bromine vapour and afterwards

converting the silver bromide into the chloride by heating it in a

stream of pure dry chlorine. From the ratio Agl : AgBr, obtained

from the results of eight experiments made with four different samples

of bromine, the atomic weight of iodine was found to be 126 "1)85

(Ag=107"93; Br = 79-955). A series of five determinations of the

ratio Agl : AgCl gave the atomic weight of iodine 126*982, whilst

from a second series of five determinations the value 126*984 was
obtained (CI = 35*473. Compare Richards and Wells, Abstr., this vol.,

ii, 451).

In the earlier paper {loc. cit.), determinations were made of the
ratios of silver to silver iodide and iodine. The ratio of iodine to

-ilver iodide has now been determined by dissolving a weighed
jiiantity of carefully purified iodine in sulphurous acid and adding as

nearly as possible the exact amount of pure silver dissolved in nitric

acid. The li<{uid was tested for an excess of iodine or silver by means
of the nephelometer, and the deficiency in either was adjusted until

the faint opalescence produced both by hydriodic acid and silver nitrate
was equal in both nephelometer tubes. It was found that, as ah-eady
okserved by Kiithnor and Aeuer (Abstr., this vol., ii, 81), if the silver

nitrate is in excess it is liable to be occluded by the precipitated
silver io<lide, and in order to obviate this, very dilute solutions were
employed and no excess of silver. From the ratio Ag : I, obtained
from tlie results of tight determinations made with several different

samples of iodine and three samples of silver, the atomic weight of

iodine was found to be 126 987. Five determinations of the ratio

I: Agl gave the atomic weight 126*983. In order to determine the
ratio Ag : Agl, the filtrate and washiogs were evapoi*ated to a small
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bulk and the silver in the residue estimated by means of the nephelo-
meter. The quantity of silver found was deducted from the original

weight of silver and no correction was applied to the silver iodide for
the amount dissolved in the washings. The results of four determina-
tions with two samples of silver gave I = 126"989.

The average of the six series of experiments gave 126 "985 for the
atomic weight, and it is therefore probable that the results obtained in

the earlier paper (loc. cit.) were slightly too low, owing to the occlusion
of silver nitrate by the silver iodide.

The agreement of the results from silver bromide with those of the
other series indicates that the value 79'955 obtained by Stas for the
atomic weight of bromine is very nearly correct.

The results obtained by Kbthner and Aeuer (loc. cit.) are discussed,

and it is suggested that the value 126'936 for iodine (Cl = 35"45;
Ag=l 07*93) is probably too low and that this is due to the
occlusion of traces of silver nitrate by the iodide and to an
increase of weight in the apparatus during the experiment owing
to the action of the hot halogens on the glass. A reply is given to

the criticisms of Kothner and Aeuer (this vol., ii, 156) on the author's

previous paper on this subject. E. G.

Formation of Ozone by Ultra-Violet Light. Franz Fischer
and Fritz Braehmkr [Ber., 1905, 38, 2633—2639).—Carefully dried

and purified oxygen was subjected to the action of ultra-violet light

from the mercury arc lamp described by Fischer (this vol., ii, 568).

No ozone is formed at temperatures above 270° and the proportion of

ozone in the issuing stream of gas is increased by augmenting the

amount, or lowering the temperature, of the cooling water employed.
Increase of the intensity of the light causes the proportion of ozone

obtained to rise to a maximum and then fall somewhat, probably
owing to appreciable decomposition of the ozone by a rise in tempera-

ture. By doubling the rate of flow of the oxygen, the absolute

amount of ozone formed by the lamp is nearly doubled, although the

percentage of ozone in the issuing gas is reduced to about 8 of its

initial value. The fact that the odour of ozone emitted by Heraeus'

quartz-mercury lamp diminishes considerably in intensity soon after

the lighting of the lamp is due to the rise in temperature. T. H. P.

Amorphous Sulphur. II. Two Liquid States of Aggrega-
tion of Sulphur, SA and Sfx, and their Transition Point.
Alexander Smith, Willis B. Holmes, and Elliot S. Hall (/. Amer.
Chem. 6'oc., 1905, 27, 797—820. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 139, 284

;

this vol., ii, 382).—Most of the results of the work described in this

paper have been published previously.

When melted rhombic sul{)hur is heated, viscosity first appears at

159*5°. The absorption of heat connected with the transition occurs

at 162"5° and upwards, the liquid becoming viscous at the same
moment. Distilled sulphur behaves somewhat differently from
crystalline sulphur and appears to be much more liable to become
superheated; the viscosity is first apparent at 161 "5—162° and even

thein asserts itself rather gradually. These phenomena take place in

the .same way and at the same temperature whether the sulphur
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employed is such as by chilling gives insoluble sulphur, or whether it

does not do so owing to its having been treated with ammonia.
The coefficients of expansion of sulphur for short intervals of

temperature from 154^ to 170° have been determined. An experiment

is described in which the separation of the two phases, yel'ow and
brown liquid sulphur, may be observed. E. G.

Measurements of Equilibrium in the Contact Process of
preparing Sulphur Trioxide. ^Iax Bodessteix and Wilhelm
PoHL {Zeit. Eleklrochem., 1905, 11,373—384).—The mixture of air or

oxygen and sulphur dioxide was passed over platinum sponge contained

in quartz glass tubes and heated in an electric tube furnace. Two tubes

were employed, in the first of which the greater part of the reaction

occurred ; the second was jacketed by a thick silver vessel which served

to equalise the temperature and contained a thermo-element ; in it

e<^iuilibrium was completely attained at a definitely known temperatui'e.

By keeping the temperature of the fij-st tube higher or lower than that

of the second, equilibrium could be attained from both directions.

The constant K = [S02]'.[O.J/[S03]- was determined at 727° for mix-
tures in which the ratio 230^ : O.2 varied from 021 to 3"97 ; its value

was found to be independent of this ratio and also of the quantity of

nitrogen present. The following are the most important numerical
results obtained :

Q(cals.).

21,300

22,500

21,800

21,500

21,700

21,700

21,100

The values of Q are calculated from those of K ; they agree well

with Berthelot's thermochemical result, SOj gas + O = SO3 gas +
22,600 cals. at the ordinary temperature. T. E.

Oxidation of Atmospheric Nitrogen by the Aid of the Elec-
tric Arc. Fkanz von Lepel {Ber., I'.KJy, 38, 2524—2533).—A continua-

tion of work previously published (Abstr., 1903, ii, 420; 1904, ii, 251,

725). 1 he apparatus used by the author for the oxidation of atmospheric
nitrogen by the electric arc is described in detail. The iufluence of

metallic salts distributed ou the cathode in small amount on the yield

was examined. The influence of the amount of air admitted into the
oven and of the shape of the oven were examined and the results

quoted in tabular form, A. AIcK.

Reactions in Liquid Ammonia. Edward C. Franklin {J.

Ainer. CUm. >Soc., 1905, 27, 820—851. Compare Franklin and Kraus,
Abstr., 1900, ii, 382; Franklin and Stafford, 1902, i, 748).—Attention
is drawii to the striking resemblance between the physical properties
of water and liquid ammonia. Emphasis is laid on the analogy between

VOL. Lxxxviii. ii. 40

Temperature.
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the relations of the acid amides, the metallic amides, and the metallic

derivatives of the acid amides to ammonia, and the relations of the

ordinary oxygen acids, bases, and salts to water, and a system of

nomenclature for the former class of derivatives is suggested. It is

proposed that ammonia derivatives which bear to ammonia the re-

lation which ordinary salts, bases, and acids bear to water should be
termed ammono-salts (for example, potassium acetamide), ammono-
bases (metallic amides, imides, and nitrides), and ammono-acids (acid

amides, imides, and nitrides). The term "ammonolysis " is suggested

for the designation of a class of reactions in which ammonia plays

a part analogous with that of water in hydrolysis. The so-called

mercuri-ammonium compounds are classified as (1) compounds related

to ammonia as ordinary basic compounds are related to water, such as

the infusible white precipitate, NHgHgCl
; (2) salts with ammonia of

crystallisation, such as the fusible white precipitate, HgCl2,2NHg ; and

(3) mixed compounds containing residues basic to both ammonia and
water, such as the compound 2HgO,NHg, prepared by the action of

ammonia on mercuric oxide.

Experiments are described which were undertaken to ascertain if

new metallic amides, imides, or nitrides could be obtained by metathetic

reactions between potassamide and salts of other metals in solution in

liquid ammonia. Silver amide, AgNHj, obtained as a white precipitate

when a solution of potassamide is added to an excess of silver nitrate

solution, is soluble in solutions of ammonium salts, darkens on exposure

to light, and when dry forms dark masses which readily explode with

great violence. Mercuric nitride, HggN^, obtained as a chocolate^

coloured precipitate on adding a solution of mercuric iodide or bromide

to an excess of potassamide solution, is readily soluble in solutions of

ammonium salts in liquid ammonia or in aqueous acids and is very

explosive.

Ammono-hasic mercuric iodide (mercuric iodonitride, dimercuri-

ammonium iodide), NHggl, prepared by adding potassamide solution

to excess of mercuric iodide dissolved in liquid ammonia, forms a

reddish-yellow precipitate which is soluble in ammonia solutions of

ammonium salts, and by the further action of potassamide is converted

into mercuric nitride ; when heated in a closed tube, it decomposes

without exploding into mercury and mercuric iodide.

Ammono-basic mercuric bromide (mercuric bromonitride, dimercuri-

ammonium bromide), NHg.^Br, obtained as a yellow precipitate by
treating a solution of mercuric bromide with a solution of potas.samide,

is soluble in ammonia solutions of ammonium salts or in aqueous acids,

and is converted by potassamide into mercuric nitride.

When mercuric chloride is brought into contact with liquid ammonia,
the compound HgCl2,12NH3 (Franklin and Kraus, loc. cit.) is ob-

tained, which is but slightly .soluble in liquid ammonia ; at the ordinary

temperature, it loses ammonia and becomes converted into the fusible

white precipitate, HgCl2,2NHg. By the action of ammonia on mercuric

chloride, a small quantity of ammono-basic mercuric chloride (the

infusible white precipitate), NH.^HgCl, is also formed ; this compound
is also i)roduced by the action of sodamido on an excess of mercuric

chloride.
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When potassamide is added to a solution of lead nitrate in liquid

ammonia, a white basic salt is first precipitated, but on increasing the

quantity of potassamide, the precipitate becomes orange-red, and

dissolves if an excess of potassamide is added ; similar re-

actions occur between potassamide and lead iodide. Lead imide,

PbNH, may be prepared by adding lead iodide solution gradually to a

solution of potassamide until a considerable quantity of the orange-

red precipitate has been produced, and leaving the precipitate in con-

tact mth the liquid for 24 hours. The product thus obtained, when
dry, forms a reddish-brown, dense, amorphous mass and is very ex-

plosive.

Ammono-hasic lead iodide, NPboIjNHg, obtained by adding potass-

amide solution to a solution of lead iodide and shaking the mixture as

long as the lead iodide is in excess, forms a white precipitate which, on
heating, loses ammonia and gradually darkens in colour and is not

explosive.

When a solution of bismuth iodide or bromide in liquid ammonia is

added to a solution of potassamide, bismuth nitride, BiN, is obtained

as a brown precipitate.

On the addition of excess of aluminium iodide to a potassamide solu-

tion, a white precipitate of an ammono-basic product is formed. By
the action of potassamide solution on the product formed by treating

antimony iodide with ammonia, a substance is obtained which prob-

ably consists of impure antimony nitride. E. G.

Properties of Mixtures of Nitric and Sulphuric Acids. IV.
A. V, Saposchnikoff {J. Buss. Phye. Chem. aS'oc, 1905, 37,
374—381. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 614).—The author has examined
mixtures of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1*40 and sulphuric acid by the
methods previously described (Abstr., 1904, ii, 2ol). The vapour
pressure of the nitric acid alone is 1*9 mm. of mercury, and it rises to

a maximum of 23"43 mm. for a mixture containing 60*16 per cent, of

sulphuric acid, falling to 0*66 mm. when the percentage of sulphuric

acid present is 89'94. The proportion of nitrogen in the vapour is

19'3 per cent, for nitric acid of sp. gr. 1 40, this corresponding with
the composition 2HN03,H20 ; when 5 per cent, of sulphuric acid is

present, the amount of nitrogen in the vapour rises to 22*45 per cent.,

corresponding with the composition IINO3, and this number is

practically unchangeil by subsequent additions of sulphuric acid.

The sp. gr, of the acid mixtures increases regularly with the propor-
tion of sulphuric acid present until the latter reaches 90 per cent.

;

more sulphuric acid than this conditions a slight fall in the sp. gr.

The specific conductivity falls regularly as the percentage of sulphuric
acid rises from to 70 ; beyond this a slight rise occurs, followed by a
rapid fall to zero.

The properties of nitric acids of different concentrations were exam-
ined with the followiiiir rt'«iilts :

40—2
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Sp. gr.

at 1574°.

1-5100

1-4970

1-487

1 462
1-453

1-400

Percentage composition

HNO3.

98
92-93

88-65

82-10

78-10

65-30

lIoO.

2

7-07

11-35

17-90

21-90

34-70

Vapour pressure

of the nitric

acid at 25°.

46-2 mm.
42-6 „

29-7 „

16-64 „
9 40 „
1-90 ..

Percentage
nitrogen in

tlie vapour.

23-75

23-5

23-05

22-62

22-52

19-32

T. H. P.

Supposed Volatility of Silicon Dioxide at the Moment of
its Liberation by Strong Acids. Carl Friedheim and Alfred
PiNAGEL {Zek. anorg. Chem., 1905, 45, 410—411).—The deficiency of

silicon dioxide in the analyses of silicates noticed by Kehrmann {Zeit.

anorg. CJiem., 39, 48) and FlUrscheim {Zeit. anwg. Chem., 39, 106) is

attributed to experimental error. D. H. J.

The Decomposition of Potassium Chlorate by Hydro-
chloric Acid ; a Reaction of the First Order. E, Davidson
{Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 1047—1054).—In the absence of

oxygen, the reaction between potassium chlorate and hydrochloric acid

is unimolecular. The I'eaction-coeificient is independent of the con-

centration of the potassium chlorate.

An increase of temperature accelerates the action, as also does the

presence of potassium iodide. The rate of decomposition of the chlor-

ate can be measured only when the hydrochloric acid is in consider-

able excess, and increases when the amount of hydrochloric acid

present is increased. A. McK.

Causticising Potassium Sulphate. Ignaz Herold {Zeit.

Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 417^—430).—The reaction between potassium

sulphate and calcium hydroxide is studied. The equilibrium constant

/fc = [OH'P/[SO/] is easily shown to be the same as the ratio between

four times the cube of the solubility of calcium hydroxide and the

square of the solubility of calcium sulphate, provided that both salts

are present in the solid condition and that they are supposed to be

completely dissociated in their saturated solutions. The solubility of

calcium hydroxide at high temperatiues is determined by heating

water with excess of lime in a steel tube, across the middle of which

a partition of several layers of very fine platinum gauze is stretched.

By inverting the tube, the saturated solution can be filtered under

pressure. The following results are obtained expressed in grams of

CaO per litre of saturated solution :

Tenij>erature.
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diminution of the dissociation of calcium hydroxide at high tempera-

tures. The compositions of the solutions in equilibrium with calcium

hydroxide and calcium sulphate are determined at five temperatures

from U° to 190°. At any one temperature, the values of the ratio

[OH]2/[S04] diminish as the concentrations of the dissolved salts

increase, whilst the effect of increase of temperature is first to diminish

the ratio and then to increase it, the minimum being found at about
100°. The ratio of the concentrations of the ions cannot be calculated

for lack of data.

Below 100^, potassium calcium sulphate is formed when the concen-

tration of the dissolved salts is increased ; the third solid phase thus

introduced causes the composition of the solution to become constant.

The bearing of the results on the manufacture of potassium hydr-

oxide is then considered. T. E.

Sodium Perborate. Hydrogen Peroxide in Statu Naacendi.
Geobge F. Jaubert {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 99—100; from Rev. gen.

Chim. pure appl., [vii], 8, 163—167).—The original paper contains a
description of the therapeutic application of hydrogen peroxide. The
preparation of pure solutions of hydrogen peroxide appears to be most
readily effected by means of sodium perborate (Abstr , 1905, ii, 26).

[With Gastox Lion.]—Sodium perborate may be obtained from its

solution in water in the form of rather voluminous, lustrous prisms.

One litre of water dissolves about 25'5 grams at 15°, 26*9 at 21°,

28-5 at 26°, and 37-8 at 32°. The aqueous solution is distinctly

alkaline, and with potassium permanganate behaves like hydrogen
peroxide. At temperatures above 40°, the solution decomposes and
oxygen is liberated, but the loss is not great if the temperature does
not rise a}x)ve 60°. Small quantities of magnesium sulphate or
ammonium sulphate increase the solubility of the salt, and by adding
acids still more concentrated solutions of hydrogen peroxide may be
obtained. For technical purposes, sulphuric acid is used, and solutions

containing 30 or more vols, are produced. E. W. \V.

Preparation of Rubidium and Caesium. L. Hackspill {Compt.
rend., 1905, 141, 106—107).—Rubidium and csesium are prepared by
heating a mixture of 3 grams of calcium, broken in small pieces, with
12 grams of fused anhydrous rubidium or csesium chloride respectively
in a wide, V-shaped glass tube at the bend of which is fused a vertical

tube connected with a Sprengel pump. The reduction commences at
400—500°, and takes place with sufficient development of heat to

volatilise the alkali metal, which is collected and .sealed off in the
vertical tube. This metho<l is more rapid and gives better yields

(10 grams) than the reduction of the alkali hydroxide by means of
aluminium or magne.sium filings. Lithium chloride is reduced by
calcium at a slightly higher temperature ; so far, there has been
obtained only an alloy of calcium and lithium, from which the latter

could not be i.solated. G. Y.

Decomposition of Ammonium Nitrite in Aqueous Solution
and Analogous Changes. Wilhelm Biltz and Willy Gahl
(^Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 409—413).—Previous investigators have
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employed solutions of ammonium nitrite containing other salts ; in
order to avoid possible complications due to these salts, solutions of

pure ammonium nitrite were heated and the rate of evolution of

nitrogen measured. The velocity of the reaction is represented about
equally well by the equations of the reactions of the first and second
order. By means of van't HofE's method of comparing the velocities

at two different concentrations, it is shown that the reaction is really

of the second order. The authors take the view that the change
takes place between ammonium nitrite and nitrous acid produced by
hydrolysis.

The decomposition of ammonium percarbonate is also investigated.

It may be represented by the equation of the unimolecular reaction,

although van't Hoff's method shows it to be bimolecular. T. E.

Colloidal Salts. I. Silver Salts. Alfred Lottermoser (J.

pr. Cliem., 1905, [ii], 72, 39—56. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 31).—
Colloidal silver chloride, bromide, iodide, thiocyanate, cyanide, hydr-
oxide, carbonate, chromate, sulphide, phosphate, arsenate, ferrocyanide,

and ferricyanide may be formed by adding a silver nitrate solution to

the solution of the alkali or hydrogen salt, keeping the hydrosol-form-

ing anion in excess, or reversely keeping the silver ion in excess. No
hydrosol formation could be observed by the interaction of silver

nitrate and hydrocyanic acid. For each case there is a definite

maximum limit of concentration, which is greater for the first than
for the second method of formation. The silver salt is precipitated in

the "molecular " state if the limit of concentration is exceeded or in

presence of an excess of the added solution ; this precipitation* takes

place most sharply with the silver haloids. G. Y.

Effect of Silver Nitrate on the Solubility of Silver Nitrite.

Richard Abegg and H. Pick {Ber., 1905, 38, 2571—2574).—The
numbers obtained by Naumann and Riicker (this vol., ii, 522) for the

solubility product Ag' x NO^' in the presence of silver nitrate are not

constant owing to the fact that the authors have assumed that in a

saturated solution of the nitrite all the molecules are ionised. It is

now shown that at 25° only 55 per cent, of the nitrite is ionised, and if

this is taken into consideration the solubility product for the pure

nitrite = 2'1 x 10"*, and it retains the same value in the presence of

varying amounts of silver nitrate. At 18°, a value 1'8 x 10~^ has

been obtained for the product. J. J. S.

Decomposition of Zinc Carbonate by Solutions of Alkali

Chlorides. II. Cantoni and J. Passamanik {Ann. Chiin. anal., 1905,

10, 258—262. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 334 ; 1905, ii, 87, 115).—
Tables are given showing the action of ammonium, potassium, and

sodium chlorides in aqueous solutions on zinc carbonate at different

temperatures and periods of action. Experiments with Gvdraium

carbonate are also communicated.
The action of ammonium chloride differs essentially from the other

chlorides as it increases very notably with the temperature.

L. DE K.
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Co-ordinates of the Melting-point Curve, Change of Volume
and Heat of Crystallisation of Cd(N03)2,4H._,0 in Relation to

Pressure. Nicolai A. Puschin {J. Rus$. Phys. Chem. Soc, 1905,

37, 382—392).—The author has determined the melting point of

Cd(N03).,,4HoO at various pressures by the method given by Tammann
{Kristallisieren und Schmelzen, 1903, 251—263), the results obtained

being expressed by the formula: < = 58-7° + 00081 3jo -0-OO0O0O5;/2.

This expression indicates that the maximum of the melting-point curve

lies at about 8000 kilos, pressure and 91^ ; the value of dTjdp (or Au)

will there pass through zero and subsequently become negative, so

that solidification will be accompanied by increase of volume.

The heat of crystallisation of Cd(N03)2,4H.,0 is found calori-

metrically to have the mean value 26*3 Cals. at the ordinary pressure.

The author's results satisfy the formula of Clausius, namely, dTjdp =
TAv/R. T. H. P.

Spectrographic Investigations of the Urbain-Lacombe
Method for the Separation of Samarium, Europium, and
Gadolinium. G. Eberhard {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905,45, 374—-384).

—A spectrographic test of the efiiciency of the Urbain-Lacombe
method (Abstr., 1904, ii, 37, 173, 340 ; this vol., ii, 250) was made
with specimens furnished by Urbain himself. The results obtained

show that (1) a quantitative separation of europium from samaiuum is

possible by the method, and it forms a good means of preparing pure

europium, samarium free from europium, and gadolinium free from
samarium. (2) There is no evidence of a fractionation of samarium
into simpler constituents. (3) Urbain's value of the atomic weight of

samarium (150"34 with = 16) is to be regarded as correct since his

material was spectroscopically pure. (4) The atomic weight alone

cannot serve as a test of the purity of a samarium preparation

;

Bettendorff found an atomic weight of 150"1, although his preparation
was contaminated with a large proportion of gadolinium and with
small proportions of neodymium, europium, and yttrium. (6) Gado-
linium, even when it yields a white oxide, may still contain small

quantities of coloured earths which can be detected gpectroscopically.

The conclusions arrived at differ in essential particulars from those

obtained by Crookes (this vol., ii, 250, 392). It is suggested that the
experimental error in his experiments, due to optical errors of the
spectrometer, is greater than Crookes supposes. D. H. J.

Tensile Strength of Copper-Tin Alloys. E. S. Shepherd and
G. B. Upton {J. Physical Chem., 1905, 9, 441—476).—The freezing-

point curve of alloys containing more than 50 per cent, copper is given.

This shows equilibria fields for the following crystals : a and liquid, ^
and liquid, y and liquid. At lower temperatures below the line at
which solid alone exists, fields of equilibrium of a, a + fi,^, P + y, y,
a + B, 8, S-t-CugSn, Cu^Sn-f-c, are plotted. The only compound
existent is CugSn, the other cry.stals being solid solutions. The effect

of heat treatment of various kinds on the tensile strength and ductility

of the alloys has been investigated, and a full account of the method of
testing and of the preparation of test pieces is given. Curves of
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tensile strength are given. Until 87 per cent, copper is reached there
is practically no effect due to heat treatment, as at all temperatures
the stable form is the a-crystal. From 87 to 76 per cent, heat treat-

ment has a marked effect ; thus alloys annealed at 400° consist of a- and
S-crystals, whilst those annealed at 540° and quenched at a red heat
consist of a- and /8-crystals and possess a much greater tensile strength.

This is very marked at 78 per cent, copper, which when water-
quenched at a red heat possesses double the strength of that kept for

a week at 400°. In alloys possessing no a-crystals, the tensile strength
is very small, and the strongest bronzes are those containing 78 to 81
per cent, copper and consisting of mixtures of a- and ^-crystals.

When tested as cast, the ductility decreases with decreasing copper
content, and heat treatment may increase the ductility very greatly

even when it has no effect on the tensile strength; this is especially

marked in alloys of 88—90 per cent, copper, for which the ductility

may be increased almost four-fold. L. M. J.

Preparation of Binary Compounds of Metals by the
Alumino-thermic Method. Camille Matignon and R. Teannoy
{C(ynipt. rend., 1905, 141, 190. Compare Colani, this vol., ii, 525).

—

The authors have prepared phosphides, arsenides, silicides, and borides

by means of reduction with aluminium and are able to confirm Colani's

results {loc. cit.).

The phosphides of copper, manganese, iron, and nickel are prepared
from the phosphates mixed with the corresponding oxide. The
arsenides are obtained similarly from the arsenates. Silicides of

manganese, chromium, copper, nickel, cobalt, and iron are formed by
inducing the reaction in the strongly heated mixture of metallic oxide,

silica, and aluminium.
Manganese boride, formed from boric anhydride and manganese

oxide mixed in the proportion Mn : B, is obtained as a mass of needles.

Boride of iron prepared in the same manner consists of prismatic

needles and is extremely difficult to fracture.

In these preparations, in order to obtain the product well separated
from the gangue, the initial temperature of the reaction must be

about 1000°. G. y.

Aluminium-Zinc Alloys. E. S. Shepherd {J. Phi/sical Chein.,

1905, 9, 504—512).—The specific volume curve for alloys ofaluminium
and zinc, although it does not diverge greatly from the straight line,

consists of two branches which meet at about the composition 50 per

cent, aluminium. This indicates the probability that the composition

of the phases is approximately pure zinc and a solid solution of

zinc in aluminium witli a limiting concentration of about. 50 per cent.

(Care was taken to ensure that the specimens employed had actually

reached equilibrium.) Microscopic examination of the alloys confirms

the view of the existence of this solution, so that from these results

and those of Heycock and Neville on the freezing point the author

considers it established that in this series of alloys there are no definite

compounds but that two series of solid solutions occur: (1) zinc in

aluminium with a limiting concentration of about 50 per cent, zinc,

i
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and (2) aluminium in zinc with a limiting concentration of about

4 per cent, aluminium, these limits being for the temperature 217°.

An equilibrium diagram illustrative of these views is given.

L. M. J.

Ultramarine. Karl A. Hofmaxn and W. Metzexer {Ber., 1905,

38, 2482—2486).—Ultramarine is not altered by digestion at the

laboratory temperature with 98 '5 per cent, sulphuric acid, or with

fuming sulphuric acid, or with a mixture of nitrosylsulphuric and

fuming sulphuric acids. On digestion with 93 per cent, sulphuric

acid, a change in the colour of ultramarine is observable in twelve hours,

with 89 per cent, acid in three hours, and with 65 per cent, acid in five

seconds, the ultramarine being completely decolorised on digestion with

the last acid for one hour.

The composition of ultramarine is not altered on digestion at the

laboratory temperature with (a) a mixture of glacial acetic acid

and acetic anhydride, (b) glacial acetic acid and acetic anhydride

saturated with hydrogen chloride or bromide, (c) a solution of

bromine in glacial acetic acid and acetic anhydride, or (d) aqueous

sodium hydroxide. With acetic acid containing water, decolorisation

takes place more quickly than with sulphuric acid containing the

same percentage of water. After repeated washing with a solution of

hydrogen bromide in acetic acid, the ultramarine residue is found to

contain a diminislied proportion of sodium and aluminium oxides.

Alkali polysulphides and thiosulphates are decomposed immediately
by acetic acid, acetic anhydride, concentrated or fuming sulphuric acid,

or a mixture of fuming sulphuric acid and fuming nitric acid, which
has no action on ultramarine.

The authors consider ultramarine to be an analogue of Weber's
sulphur se.squioxide, S.^03. G. Y.

Changes of Colour caused by the Action of Certain Rays on
Glass. Samuel Avery (./. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 909—910).—
It has been observed by Crookes {Chem. News, 1905, 91, 73) that
certain glass from South America containing man^ianese becomes
violet on exposure to the sun's rays. The author has obtained samples
of glass from New Mexico which were intensely coloured, a bottle

partly buried .showing the greatest change of colour where most
exposed to sunlight. Different samples which had been probably
exposed for several years showed a depth of colour approximately pro-

portional to tlje amount of manganese present. The sand from New
Mexico was not radioactive and the change was therefore not due to

radium. Similar phenomena have l)eeii observed by Fischer (this vol.,

ii, 320) with ultra-violet rays from a mercury vapour lamp. E. G.

The Action of Slightly Alkaline Waters on Iron. Cecil
H. Cribb and Fkanci.s W. F. Ahnaud {Analynt, 1905, 30,
225—237).—The authors find that when the alkalinity of a softened
water exceeds a certain limit, the water has no action whatever on
bright iron surfaces. With an alkalinity not exceeding a certain amount
(dependent on the nature of the alkali present, and, to a less extent,
on the temperature), the corrosive action may be equal in intensity to
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that which would occur in the absence of any alkah'. The hydrogen
peroxide theory (Dunstan, Proc, 1903, 19, 150) and the carbon
dioxide theory (Moody, Proc, 1903, 19, 157 and 239) are not con-

sidered by the authors to explain the corrosive action of these waters

on iron. That " pitting " of boilers is not universal where alkaline

waters are used is due to the fact that corrosion is less energetic in

the dark, and that the boiler plates soon become covered with a more
or less protective coating.

L. Archbutt, in an addendum [ibid., 241—242) to the above
paper, considers that the chief corrosive agent may be carbon

dioxide, the action of which ceases when sufficient alkali is present.

To prove the contrary, it is necessary to show that distilled water,

free from every trace of carbon dioxide, is more corrosive to iron when
slightly alkaline than when no alkali has been added. W. P. S.

Properties, Analysis, and Classification of Ternary Steels.

Leon Guillet (Gompt. rend., 1905, 141, 107—108. Compare Abstr.,

1903, ii, 297, 483, 650, 730 ; 1904, ii, 128, 266, 619, 664, 739).—The
author's micrographical investigations of special steels have shown that

these ternary steels may be grouped in the following classes : (1)

perlitic
; (2) martensitic, including troostitic

; (3) y-iron
; (4) carbide

;

and (5) graphitic steels.

Important conclusions as to the constitution of the steels, and as

to such of their properties as are of interest from an industrial point

of view, have been drawn from the microstructure, the inferences being

uncertain only in the case of the perlitic group. G. Y.

Transformations of Hydrated Ferric Sulphate. Albert
Recoura {Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 108— 110. Compare this vol.,

ii, 527).—When exposed to the air for some days, a concentrated

solution of ferric sulphate deposits a spongy, nodular, saffron-yellow

mass consisting of the basic sulphate, 6Fe2(S04)3,Fe20g,H20, impreg-

nated with an acid sulphate of variable constitution which can be

removed by extraction with absolute alcohol. Of a specimen of the

yellow mass having the composition re2(SO^)3,llH20, 89 per cent,

of the iron remained in the form of the basic sulphate after treatment

with alcohol. If the yellow mass is allowed to dry in air until it has

reached the composition Fe2(S04)3,9H20, the basic and acid sulphates

recombine, and can no longer be separated by alcohol. The solidifica-

tion of ferric sulphate on evaporation of its solutions takes place there-

fore in two stages. In consequence of this the yellow mass is not

homogeneous, but contains in some parts an excess of the basic, in

others of the acid salt. If this is made into a paste with a little water

and spread on a plate, at the end of 24 hours the ferric sulphate,

Fe2(>^04)3,9Il20, is obtained as a white, homogeneous layer.

The white and yellow hydrated ferric sulphate?^ must differ in

con.stitution. The yellow sulphate dissolves immediately in water,

but the white modification does so only slowly. Whilst both

sulphates are soluble in absolute alcohol without decomposition,

the yellow modification is decomposed to the insoluble basic sulphate
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and the soluble acid sulphate, Feo03,4S03, on treatment with alcohol

(96 per cent.), or with a little water, or on exposure to moist air, under
which conditions the white modification is stable.

The yellow and white hydrated sulphates, as well as the anhydrous
sulphate, yield identical solutions when dissolved in water.

G. Y.

Alkaline Cobaltous Solutions. Carl Tubandt (Zeit. anorg.

Chem., 1905, 45, 368—373).—Metallic cobalt is not attacked either

when hot or when cold by potassium or sodium hydroxide ; if it is

exposed, however, as anode to an electric current, it dissolves in the

alkaline liquid. The most favourable conditions for this .solution are low
current density (0'2 ampere per sq. dm.), high temperature, and great

concentration of the alkali hydroxide solution. By inserting a copper

voltameter into the circuit and comparing the separated copper with
the dissolved cobalt, it is shown that the cobalt dissolves as cobaltous

salt.

The cobaltous solution is blue, and in absence of air is stable for

months. When electrolysed between insoluble electrodes, it precipi-

tates part of the cobalt at the cathode as spongy metal, part at the

anode as oxide ; the chief part is oxidised by the oxygen giv^en off at

the anode, and the oxidation product remains suspended in the form
of brown flocks in the electrolyte. An experiment in which the blue

liquid is placed in a U-tube, covered with a layer of alkali hydroxide,

and electrolysed with a current of 0"1 ampere shows that the cobaltous

oxide migrates towards the cathode.

The cobaltous oxide is thrown down completely by shaking with
barium sulphate, but is not appreciably affected by the addition of

electrolytes. It does not dialyse, and is believed by the author to be
present in the colloidal form.

As regards dialysis, electrolysis, and behaviour with barium sulphate,

the blue alkaline cobaltous solutions containing glycerol and the
green cobaltic solutions formed from them by oxidi\tion with air or

hydrogen peroxide behave similarly to these alkaline cobaltous solutions,

and they also are believed to be of a colloidal character. D. H. J.

Passivity of Nickel. Mario G. Levi (Gazzetta, 1905, 35, i,

391—405. Compare llittorf, Abstr., 1900, ii, 705 ; Le Blanc and
Schick, Abstr., 1904, ii, 229 ; Le Blanc and Bindschedler, Abstr.,

1902, ii, 442 ; Just, Abstr., 1903, ii, 629).—The author has measured
the loss in weight of a nickel anode and the voltiige at the electrodes

in 1"5 per cent, solutions of a number of salts at the ordinary tempera-
ture, and with an anodic current density of 05 ampere per sq. dm.
The results show that ordinary nickel dissolves quantitatively according
to Faraday's law in solutions containing halogen salts, potassium
cyanide, or sulphuric acid, whilst in sodium chlorate or nitrate, barium
or cupric nitrate, sodium, ammonium, magno-sium, or nickel sulphate,
sodium carbonate, potassium hydroxide, or ammonium oxalate, it

remains practically iindi.s.solved. In sodium acetate solution, about
50 per cent, of the theoretical quantity of nickel dissolves ; the gi'eater

or less activity of the nickel in this solution depends on the treatment
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to which the electrode has been subjected before electrolysis and on
the physical condition of its surface.

Experiments with nickel electrodes which have undergone various

preliminary treatments show that this metal tends to become passive

when left for some time to itself. This phenomenon has been pre-

viously noticed in the case of chromium.
For the salt solutions examined, the activity or inactivity of the

nickel depends only on the nature of the anion, and not on that of the

cation, with the sole exception of the hydrogen ion.

As with other metals, rise of temperature favours the pissage

of nickel from the passive to the active state, and only in potassium

hydroxide solution is nickel completely passive at 80°. In solutions

of sodium acetate or ammonium sulphate, it retains at 80° the partial

activity it shows at the ordinary temperature.

By increasing the current density, nickel is rendered more passive,

but change of concentration of the electrolyte is without influence in

this respect.

If the passivity of a metal depends on the formation of an insoluble

coating, it should be removed by the addition of the solution of

another salt, the anion of which forms with the metal a readily

soluble salt. The behaviour of nickel in such mixtures of electrolytes

indicates that the passivity of the metal in sodium carbonate or

potassium hydroxide solution may be due to the formation of a pro-

tective layer. This could, however, not be observed in the other

solutions examined, so that here the passivity appears to be due to

the smallness of the reaction velocity. A small addition of sodium
chloride to a solution causing passivity brings the velocity of ion-forma-

tion up to the value required for the quantitative solution of the metal.

Sulphuric acid also acts in this way, but to a less extent than sodium
chloride. Addition of sugar or acetone is without influence, but carb-

amide destroys the passivity, although it is uncertain whether its action is

a direct one or whether it is due to its decomposition products. T. H. P.

A Chromium Sulphate in which the Acid is in Two States of
Combination. Albert Colson {Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 119— 122.

Compare this vol., ii, 94, 460).—The green chromium sulphate solution,

formed by shaking chromium hydroxide with a limited quantity of

cold dilute sulphuric acid, has the composition Cr^(S04)5{OH)2 ; wlien

evapoi-ated in a vacuum it yields an amorphous substance which
dissolves in alcohol (90 per cent.) to a solution containing cliromium

and sulphuric acid in unchanged proportion. Of the five SO^
groups present, only three are iuimediately precipitated by barium

chloride ; the addition of 1 mol. or 3 mols. of barium chloride to 1 mol.

of the sulphate causes immediate precipitation of barium sulphate,

with a heat development of 5 and 15 2 Cal. respectively ; the addition

of 4 mols. of barium chloride to 1 mol. of the sulphate Cr,(Sl\)5(OH)2

causes a heat development of only 15*5 Cal.; the solution clears only

slowly and contains the elements of barium sulphate at the end of fifteen

days or after .some minutes' boiling.

The difference in the states of combination of the SO^ groups can

be- only slight, as the heat of formation of the sulphate Cr^(804)5(011)2
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is 12—16 Cal. for each mol. of sulphuric acid entering into the reaction,

as the salt is completely hydrolysed by potassium hydroxide, and as the

resistance to precipitation with barium chloride is not constant,

diminishing with rise of temperature, increase of concentration, or

addition of an excess of barium chloride.

The constitution S0^( Cr<^p.£>Cr'SO^H j., is suggested for the penta-

sulphate ; in agreement with this, measurements of the depression of

the freezing points of the solutions show that on total precipitation

with barium chloride, 1 uiol. of the sulphate Cr^(S0^)5(0H)., yields

4 mols. of chloride. G. Y.

The Preparation of Metallic Vanadium and some Vanadium
Compounds. Iwan Koppel and A. Kaufmaxn [Zeit. anorg. Chem.,

1905,45, 352—358).—Vanadium prepared by the action of aluminium
(Goldschmidt's process) is not pure (from 78"2—81 "1 per cent, of

vanadium), but serves admirably for the preparation of a mixture of

vanadium tetrachloride and oxytrichloride by treatment with chlorine.

The two chlorides are easily separated by fractional distillation.

Vanadium oxytrichloride, VOCI3, is soluble in ether or glacial acetic

acid, but insoluble in chloroform. It may be prepare! in solution by
shaking vanadium pentoxide with glacial acetic acid into which
hydrogen chloride has been passed. Ether or alcohol may take the

place of the acetic acid, but the temperature must be kept down in

this case to prevent the formation of VOCl.^ by reduction. On adding
pyridine hydrochloride to the alcoholic solution of vanadium oxytri-

chloride, brown, shimmering, hygroscopic needles of the compound
VOCl3,C.XH^Cl,a2H,p are obtained.

Vanadium Thiotrichlorkle.—When chlorine is passed first in the cold,

then at a higher temperature, over vanadium sesquisulphide, a reddish-

brown liquid of the composition -tVSClg.SjClo passes over. The liquid

solidifies in a freezing-mixture to a mass of shimmering crystals which
decompose in the air with separation of sulphur chloride. From a
solution in ether, large, brown tablets of the composition

4VSCl3,S,Clj,C4HioO
^.-radually separate. All attempts to obtain the simple thiotrichloride,

VSCig, have so far failed. D. H. J.

Compounds of Quadrivalent Vanadium. III. Iwan Koppel,
Reszo Goldmaxn, and A. Kaufmann {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 45,
345—351).—From vanadyl chloride, two series of double salts are

obtained with pyridine or quinoline hydrochloride, namely :

(rt) Green salts : V0Clo,4(R,HCl),xH.,0.
{h) Blue salts : VOCl5,2(K,HCl),xH.p.
The green compounds are formed in presence of excess of pyridine

or quinoline hydrochloride with solvents which show very little

ionization (absolute alcohol, glacial acetic acid, or mixtures of alcohol
and ether). As soon as the power of dissociation of the alcohol is

slightly increased by addition of water, the blue comjHjunds are formed.
The differences in the dissociation of vanadyl chloride in different

solvents nre marked by differences in the colour of the solutions.
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Solutions of vanadyl chloride (or of vanadium tetrachloride) in

absolute alcohol or glacial acetic acid are brown ; by the addition of a
little water they become green, and finally blue like the aqueous
solutions.

Vaimdyl chloride-teirajjyridine hydrochloride, YOCloiiCgNHgCljSHgO,
forms green, hygroscopic needles. It cannot be recrystallised un-
changed, as small quantities of water or alcohol change it into the blue
compound.

Vanadyl chloride-dipyridine hydrochlonde, yOCl2,2C5NHgCl,3H20.-^
The blue vanadyl chloride solution necessary for preparing this

compound is obtained by evaporating a solution of vanadium pent-

oxide in hydrochloric acid and dissolving the residue in absolute

alcohol or by heating vanadium pentoxide with alcoholic hydrogen
chloride and some water in presence of sulphur dioxide or hydroxyl-
amine hydrochloride as reducing agent. On adding pyridine hydro-

chloride to the blue alcoholic solution and evaporating over sulphuric

acid or precipitating with ether, blue hygroscopic needles are obtained.

It is more stable than the green compound.
Vanadyl chloride-tetraquinoline hydrochloride,

YOCl2,4C9NH8Cl,2|H20,
forms green, silky needles, and is more stable and less hygroscopic

than the corresponding pyridine salt. From its alcoholic solution, the

blue chloride {vanadyl chloride-diquinoline hydrochloride),

VOOl2,2C9NHsCl,4iH20,
crystallises.

Vanadyl ammonium carbonate, 7V02,5C02,3(NH4)20,16H20, is

obtained by dissolving ammonium metavanadate in the minimum
quantity of sulphuric acid and reducing with sulphur dioxide,

neutralising with ammonia, and, after evaporating to a small bulk,

dropping slowly into a cold saturated solution of ammonium carbonate

until the precipitate formed redissolves only slowly. The liquid is

then filtered and concentrated over sulphuric acid. It forms violet

crystals somewhat sparingly soluble in water, soluble in alkalis to a

brown solution, and in acids to a blue solution ; even in closed vessels

it decomposes slowly with evolution of ammonia. D. H. J.

Hydrolysis of Stannic Chloride and Stannic Bromide. Paul
Pfeikfeu (Bei-., 1905,38, 2466—2470. Compare Werner and Pfeiffer,

Abstr., 1898, i, 464).—If a 50 per cent, solution of stannic chloride,

fi-eshly prepared by dissolving the salt in water externally cooled by
ice, is shaken with ether and the ethereal solution dried and
evaporated, 29 per cent, of the salt is obtained as tlie hydroxytricldoride,

SnClg*0II,H2O,Et2O. Only traces of this are obtained from stannic

chloride solutions which have been prepared some hours before ex-

traction. On solution in ether and precipitation with light petroleum,

it forms colourless, deliquescent crystals melting and decomposing at

160", and decomposing when dissolved in water. The hydroxytribromide,

SnBr8'OH,H20,Et20, obtained in the same manner from stannic bromide,

forms compact, transparent, colourless, deliquescent crystals melting

and decomposing at about 110'. Tliese hydroxyhaloids are the first

J
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intermediate products in the hydrolysis of stannic haloids to stannic

acid.

The action of absolute alcohol on stannic bromide leads to the forma-

tion of the ethoxytribromide, SnBr3'OEt,EtOH, previously described
3

it crystallises in glistening, caloui-less leaflets and melts and decomposes

at about 160^. G. Y.

Titanium. II. Arthur Stabler and, in part, Heinz Wirthwein
{Ber., 1905, 38, 2619—2629. Compare this vol., ii, 40).—For the

preparation of pure titanium compounds, the author makes use of

rutile (TiO^Ti), titanium iron ore (FeTiOg), and yttrotitanite, the finely-

powdered mineral being mixed with charcoal and fused in an electric

furnace to form the carbide, which is then treated with chlorine at an
incipient red heat. The crude titanium chloride is then freed from
chlorine by distillation and from vanadium by shaking with a little

sodium amalgam for forty-eight hours, after which it becomes quite

colourless. After further distillation in a vacuum, it boils at 136^

(uncorr.). "When rutile is heated with sulphur monochloride, the iron

and vanadium are first given off as chlorides, almost pure titanium

oxide remaining. The latter then becomes converted slowly into

titanium chloride, which cannot, however, be separated from the excess

of sulphur monochloride owing to the slight difference between the

boiling points of the two compounds.

It is generally stated that solutions of quadrivalent titanium give a
yellow colour with ether in presence of alcohol. The author finds,

however, that this is only the case when the ether contains hydrogen
peroxide j the presence of alcohol is unnecessary.

Dilute aqueous solutions of titanium sesquichloride have a pale

wine-red colour, which is changed to dark violet or blue by the

addition of an acid ; this behaviour can be made use of to control the

purity of the titanium sesquichloride. If a quadrivalent titanium

compound is present, it is decomposed on boiling into colloidal titanic

acid and free acid, which then produces the above blue coloration.

The green titanium sesquichloride, TiCl3,6H.20, cannot be obtained by
Glatzel's method (Abstr., 1877, i, 688), which yields a hydrate of

titanium dichloride. If, however, a concentrated aqueous solution of

the violet hydrate of the sesquichloride is covered with a layer of

absolute ether and then saturated with hydrogen chloride and kept

cool meanwhile, the green, unstable hydi-ate separates out in crystals
;

when the hydrogen chloride is washed out with ether, the violet com-
pound is again formed. Green vanadium sesquichloride does not

change in colour when treated with ethereal hydrogen chloride.

Solution of titanium in sulphuric acid and evaporation of the liquid

does not yield the violet sulphate, Ti.^(S0^)^,8H._,0, as was stated by Glatzel

{loc. cit.), but titanous sulphate (compare Wohler and St. Claire Deville,

Annalen, 1857, 103, 230). By repeatedly evaporating a concentrated
solution of titanium sesquichloride with dilute sulphuric acid in a

vacuum, a crystalline precipitate is obtained which, after shaking with
acetic acid and washing with ether, is found to be titanium sesqui-

sulphate sulphuric acid, 3Ti.^(SO^)3,HjSO^,25Il20. This acid may be
quantitatively separated by beating titanium tetraclUoride gently with
'"ilphuric acid until fuming ceases, dissolving the resulting syrupy
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titanium sulphate in 50 per cent, sulphuric acid, and electrolytically

reducing the solution for five to six hours. The acid is obtained as a
violet; finely crystalline, silky powder, which slowly dissolves in water
giving a violet solution. When heated, water is first evolved, then
sulphuric acid, the residue becoming green in colour; at a low red heat,

sulphur dioxide is evolved and titanium dioxide remains. The
ammonium salt, 3Ti2(S04)3,(NH4)2S04,18H20, forms stable, pale blue,

microscopic crystals and is insoluble in water or sulphuric acid, but
soluble iu hydrochloric acid. The rubidium salt,

3Ti2(S04)3,Rb2SO^,24H20,
was also isolated. Titanium sesquisulphate, Ti.2(SO^)3, deposited after

protracted evaporation of the violet solution of titanium sesquisulphate

sulphuric acid with dilute sulphuric acid in absence of air, is a green,

crystalline powder insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, or concentrated

sulphuric acid, but soluble in dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acid

giving a violet solution.

Tervalent titanium forms a series of oxalates which differ from
those of chromium and vanadium in being sparingly soluble in water.

The sesquioxulate, Ti2(C2O4)3,10H2O, forms yellow, oblique-ended prisms

and is soluble in water. Titanium ammonium oxalate,

Ti(NH,KC.p,)2,2H20,
titanium potassium oxalate, TiK(C20^)2,2H20, and titanium rubidium
oxalate, TiRb(C204)2,2H20, wei*e also prepared.

On repeating the experiments of Rosenheim and Schiitte (Abstr.,

1901, ii, 244) on the action of dry ammonia on titanium chloride

suspended in absolute ether, the author obtained a yellow powder
which has approximately the composition TiCl^,8NH3, but gives up
ammonia very readily. The action of ammonia on gaseous titanium

tetrachloride yields the compound TiCl^jGNHg (compare Rosenheim
and Schiitte, loc. cit.), which remains unaltered over freshly ignited

calcium chloride in absence of air, but changes to titanic acid,

ammonium chloride, and ammonia over ordinary calcium chloride or

in presence of air. When titanium tetrachloride is shaken for twelve

hours with liquid ammonia, the compound TiCl4,8NHg is obtained as

a pale yellow powder. When either TiCl^.GNHg or TiCl4,8NH3 is

extracted with liquid ammonia, it gives up ammonium chloride and
yields dark yellow titanamide, Ti(NH2)4. T. H. P.

The Reduction of Zirconium Oxide and the Spontaneous
Formation of Zirconium Nitride. Eucjab Wedekind {Zeit. anorg.

Chern., 11)05, 45, 385—395).—It was not found possible to obtain

zirconium by the action of aluminium on the oxide ; the reaction is diffi-

cult and incomplete. When the oxide is heated with magnesium in a

loosely covered crucible, the product is chietly zirconium nitride, Zr.,Ng,

together with a substance which forms a blue colloidal solution with

water. After purification, the zirconium nitride forms a brownish-green,

crystalline powder which, even on slight heating in the air, oxidises with

incandescence, but is very stable towards both acids (except hydro-

fluoric acid) and alkalis. It is easily attacked at a low red heat by

chlorine, and zirconium chloride is readily prepared in this way,

although the yield is not good. It is acted on still more readily by
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bromine, and zirconium tetrabromide may very advantageously be

prepared by tbis method. In the form of a compressed powder, the

nitride does not conduct an electric current. D. H. J.

Zirconium Halogen Compounds. Arthur Stabler and Bruno
Denk {Ber., 1905, 38, 2611—2618. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 345 ;

Matthews, Abstr., 1899, 295, 296).—When dry ammonia gas is passed

over anhydrous zirconium chloi-ide at the ordinary temperature,

the compound ZrCl^,8NH3 is obtained as a loose, white powder,

extremely hygroscopic and readily decomposed by water. At higher

temperatures (232^). a compound ZrCl^,3NH3 appears to be formed.

The bromide yields a compound ZrBr^jlONHg. The iodide yields with

gaseous ammonia the following compounds : at 22^, Zrl^jSNHg ; at 100°,

Zrl^.TNHg, and at 150°, Zrl^.eNHg. With liquid ammonia, the com-

pound with 8NH3 is obtained, but when this is washed with liquid

ammonia, a considerable amount of ammonium iodide is removed and

the percentage of zirconium in the residue increases ; it would thus

appear that the additive compound is probably a mixture of zircon-

amide and ammonium iodide, Zrl^,8NH.^ = Zr(NH.2)4 -f- 4NH^I (compare

Joannis, Abstr., 1903, ii, 140 ; Blix and Wirbelauer, ibid., 1904, ii, 120).

The iodide also forms an additive compound ^vith ethylamine,

ZrI^,6NHoEt('?), and with ether a compound ZrIj,4EtoO. J. J. S.

Reduction of Thorium Oxide by Amorphous Boron and
Preparation of Two Thorium Borides. Bixet du Jassoxneix
(Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 191— 193).—If a mixture of thorium oxide

and boron is heated for three minutes in a carbon boat in an electric

furnace, with a current of 500 amperes and an E.M.F. of 100
volts, the mixture becomes metallic in appearance ; fusion takes

place only after .some minutes with a current of 700 amperes.

The bronze-yellow to red product is hard, contains masses of needles,

and is only slightly carbonised in the parts next to the boat. With
dilute hydrochloric acid, it evolves a mixture of hydrogen, which burns
with gL green flame, and small quantities of hydrocarbons, leaving a
residue consisting of thorium tetraboride or a mixture of this with the

hexaboride. Even if the amount of boron in the mixture is exactly

sufficient for the reduction, the product contains about 10 per cent, of

boron, and on solution iu nitric acid it leaves a large residue of

the unreduced oxide. If the proportion of boron is increased, the fusion

becomes more difticult, but owing to volatilisation the amount of boron
in the product does not exceed about 17 per cent.

Thorium tetraboride, ThB^, obtained from the product containing not

more than 10— 12 per cent, of boron, is a yellow, metallic powder,
consi.sting of fragments of prismatic crystals and having a sp. gr.

7'5 at 15° It is dis.solved by cold concentrated hydrochloric acid, by
cold nitric acid with formation of boric acid, or by hot sulphuric acid.

Below a red heat, it is attiicked by hydrogen chloride, by chlorine, or

by sulphur with formation of boron and thorium sulphides, and it

burns when slightly heated in contact with fluorine.

The bronze-yellow to red product, containing over 12 per cent, of

boron, contains a mixtui-e of the borides from which the tetraboride is

removed by extraction with concentrated hydrochloric acid. T/u>rium

VOL. LXXXViii. ii. 41
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hexahoride, ThBg, is an amorphous, reddish-violet, metallic substance

which has a sp. gr. 6*4 at 15°, is not dissolved by concentrated

hydrochloric, hydrofluoric, or sulphuric acids, or by aqueous alkali

hydroxides, but dissolves easily in hot nitric acid and burns when
slightly heated in fluorine. It is attacked by chlorine and oxygen
below a red heat, by hydrogen chloride at a red heat, and forms boron

and thorium sulphides when heated in sulphur vapour. G. Y.

Occurrence of Palladium and Platinum in Brazil. Eugen
HussAK (Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 107 ; from Oesterr. Zeit. Berg.-Hiitt., 53,
278—279).—The natural occurrence of pure palladium has not been

definitely proved. It is generally found as palladium-gold in Seifen

and in the Jacutinga of the Itabirite, where the material is rich in

gold and occurs without pyrites in the schistose quartz haematite

layers. The composition of the palladium-gold alloy is very

variable, the richest being found in Itabiro do Malto dentro.

Pure platinum is often associated with the alloy. The occurrence

of palladium-gold at Candonga in a contact limestone renders it

probable that the Jacutinga has been formed from limestone by meta-

morphosis.

For the last 100 years, the most important sources of platinum in

Brazil have been the river sands on the eastern slope of the Serra da

Espinhaco (Corrego das Lagens, Fazenda Condado) and the diamond
sands of the Eio Abaete in the State of Minas. Platinum is very seldom

found with palladium-gold in the Jacutinga (Gongo Socco), but it more
frequently occurs in the gold-quartz ores of the crystalline schists

(Pernambuco). At Corrego das Lagens, platinum occurs in clusters of

thin-sided, fibrous, and scaly masses which resemble deposits from
solutions. Since the specific gravity is 20-2—20-48, this deposit

probably contains iridium. The platinum at Condado may be derived

in a similar manner from pyrites containing platinum or from sperry-

lite ; its specific gravity is 15—16, and it probably, therefore, contains

palladium. In the diamond sands of the Rio Abaete, the magnetic

platinum must be derived from a neighbouring mineral which contains

olivine. E. W. W.

Mineralogical Chemistry.

Gravimetric and Spectroscopic Analysis of Zinc Blendes from
Sardinia. Carlo Rimatori {Atti R. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, i,

688—696).—Results are given of analyses of fifteen samples of zinc

blende found in Sardinia. Cadmium is found in all of them, whilst

copper is often present. Eight of them contain more than 10 per cent,

of iron, and hence consist of the variety marinatito ; one of these

contains 581 per cent, of manganese, which is a larger proportion

than has been hitherto found in zinc blende. Two of them contain
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small quantities of bismuth, which has previously been meb with only

in the blendes of Joachimsthal. Two of the samples contain indium
and gallium at the same time, but more frequently indium only is

found. T. H. P.

Copper-pitch-ore from Amzalar, Roumania. Th. Nicolau
(Ann. Sci. Univ. Jassi/, 1905, 3, 103—105).—The minei-al described

occurs with chalcopyrite, azurite, malachite, chrjsocolla, and veins of

quartz in a dyke of quartz-porphyry traversing phyllite at Amzalar
near Balancea in Dobruja. It is dark brown and has the appearance

of pitch. Under the microscope, thin splinters are brown and trans-

parent ; the material is optically isotropic and apparently homogeneous,

there being nothing suggestive of a mixture. The sp. gr. is 3'r24,

and does not vary in different fragments. After deducting 117 per

cent, of intimately intermixed chalcopyrite, the composition is given

as follows :

SiO.^
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adopted, but the identity of sbimulins is not regarded as established
;

they are thermostable and not to be confused with opsonins. The
amount of agglutinins developed affords a good general indication of

the development of other protective substances. W. D. H.

Blood-ferments. Adolf Jolles and Moritz Oppenheim {Chem.
Centr., 1905, i, 1659; from Virchow's Arch., 1905,180, 185—225.
Compare this vol., ii, 265).—Experiments have been conducted in order

to determine the influence of various factors on the decomposition of

hydrogen peroxide by blood. It is stated that the relative amounts of

the catalase present in specimens of blood can be determined by esti-

mating the amount of peroxide decomposed in a given time at a given

concentration. The simplest method of estimation is to determine by
the thiosulphate or permanganate method the amount of peroxide left

undecomposed.
Normal human blood usually decomposes 23 grams of peroxide per

1 c.c. of blood, and the decomposition is retarded both by increase and
decrease of temperature and also by the usual enzyme poisons. The
amount decomposed appeal's to be independent of the condition of the
hsemoglobin, and the formation of oxyhtemoglobin is independent
of the enzyme. The blood of amphibious animals often shows a very
low decomposing value, and the blood of fishes gives the lowest of all.

J. J. S.

Origin of Lactose. Removal of the Mammary Glands
during Lactation. Ch. Porcher (Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 73— 75.

Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 424).— Soon after the operation, especially

about the fourth and fifth hours, the urine contained much glucose

(30—45 grams per litre). After 48 hours, howevtr (sometimes after

12—15 hours), the urine lost its reducing power.

Under normal conditions, the blood transports glucose to the mam-
mary glands, where, in the regular course of lactation, it is converted

into disaccharide and is excreted in the milk. The removal of the

glands results in an accumulation of glucose in the blood, fi'om which

it pasties to the urine. The rapid cessation of the transportation of

glucose to the urine is attributed to a diminution of the activity of the

liver.

The glucose found in the urine is not accompanied by galactose.

N. H. J. M.

Physiological Significance of the Urate Cells in Melliferous

Insects. L. Semichon {Comjyt. rend., 1905, 140, 1715—1717).—The
urate cells appear early in Anihophora personata, Osniia cornuta,

Megachile argentata, Dasypoda plumipes, and Ilalictus quadricinctus,

as in the case of carnivorous J/i/vienopterce. They seem to be inactive

during the whole period of relaxed life. Their formation and increase

occur chiefly during the active larval life. N. H. J. M.

Affinity of Colouring Matters for Conjunctive Tissue. Curtis

and Paul Licmoult {Comj)t. rend., 1905, 140, 1606—1608).—In order

to develop the selective attraction of conjunctive tissue for certain dyes

in . preparations stainetl with picric aciil, it is nece>sary to use dyes
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having at least three sulpho-groups symmetrically distributed ia the

molecule. Satisfactory results are obtained with acid magenta, red-

violets 4RS and 5RS, and with diamine-blue 2B and naphthol-black B.

X. H. J. M.

Oxyhaemoglobin of Guinea-pigs. Action of Fluorides.

M. PiETTBE and A. Vila (Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1707—1708.
Compare this vol., i, 622).—Oxyhaemoglobin is only spectroscopically

sensitive to fluorides in solution. Crystals produced in media containing

fluorine do not possess the spectrum characteristic of fluorine.

The sensitiveness of the reaction is so great that it is obtained, in

dilute acetic acid solution, with very sparingly soluble fluorides. The
reaction was observed in water which had been employed for levigating

powdered fluorine minerals, such as cryolite and topaz.

N. H. J. M.

Toxicology of Mercury Diphenyl. Emile Louise and F.

MouTiER {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1703— 1704).—Experiments with

dogs showed that mercury diphenyl is less toxic than organo-metallic

compounds with fatty groups. The mercury becomes rapidly dis-

tributed when injected hypodermically, and continues to be eliminated

long after injections have ceased. The toxicity of the mercury is

partly masked, whilst its therapeutic properties are maintained.

X. H. J. M.

Pilocarpine and other Reagents in Relation to Precipitin
Immunity. Orlando Inchley (J. Ilygiene, 1905, 5, 285—303).

—

The elaboration of specific anti-substances is not appreciably affected

by the drugs examined (pilocarpine, sodium cinnamate, nuclein, blood

sera, kc). If a temporary increase is the result, tbis can be explained
in other ways. For instance, in the case of pilocarpine, the concen-
tration of the blood due to general glandular activity will account for

the apparent increase in the precipitin reaction. W. D. H.

Chemistry of Vegetable Physiology and Agriculture.

Lactose Fermenting Bacteria in Faeces. A. MacConkey
(./. Hi/yieim, 1905, 5, 333—379).—A large number of lactose ferment-
ing bacilli were found in the faeces both of men and animals. Some of

these decompose dulcitol, some do not. Some decompose sucrose,

others do not. As the Bacillits coli communis is more clo.sely associated

with faeces than the other grou{>8, further research on the same lines

will probably help to place the value of this organism as an index of

pollution on a sound basis. W. D. H.

Nitrogen Bacteria. F. LOiinis (Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905, ii,

14, 582—604 and 713—723).—The various nitrogen-assimilating
bacteria [Bacteriuvi jmenmonia:, B. lactis viacosuviy B. radiobacter,
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B.radicicola, B. prodigiosum, and B. turcosum) b\&o assimilate nitrates,

but in different degrees. B. agreste does not fix nitrogen, but assimi-

lates nitrates vigorously, whilst B. fluoreacens causes nitrates to dis-

appear, chiefly by denitrification. It is probable that nitrogen in the

form of ammonium salts and asparagine, &c., is more readily assimi-

lated than nitrates.

It was found that the soil sample iitilised for the above experiments
rapidly converted carbamide into ammonium carbonate, owing probably

to the presence of Urohacillus Pasteurii. Attempts to isolate this microbe

were, however, unsuccessful. N. H. J. M.

Life Conditions of Nitrogen-collecting Bacteria. Hugo
FisCHEE (/. Landio., 1905, 53, 289—297. Compare this vol., ii,

189),—The conclusion is drawn that the bacterial flora depends chiefly

on the nature of the soil, and that the flora can only be influenced by
alterations in the character of the soil. N. H. J. M.

Autofermentation of Beer Yeast. Jean Effront (BuU. Soc.

Chim., 1905, [iii], 33, 847—850).—Yeast has been kept in aqueous
and also in an aqueous-alcoholic solution containing hydrofluoric acid

;

in the former case, carbon dioxide, alcohol, and sugar are formed
during the first 24 hours, but with the mixtui-e these products are not

formed. Considerable differences are also met with in the amounts of

nitrogenous substances left in the cells after remaining for ten days in

contact with the two liquids. With pure water, the percentage of

nitrogenous matter increases, but that of the carbohydrate decreases,

and with the aqueous-alcoholic liquid the reverse is true. On the

other hand, after ten days' maceration with water, the cells can no

longer be distinguished, but after 30 months in the alcoholic liquid

the cells keep their shape, the cell-wall becomes transparent, and
granulations are visible in the interior.

Formaldehyde and amyl alcohol have been found among the

products of autofermentation. The amounts are 38 milligrams of

formaldehyde per 500 grams of yeast and 2 grams of amyl alcohol per

kilogram of yeast. J. J. S.

Photodynamic and Optical Behaviour of Anthraquinones.
Hermann von Tappeiner [Ckem. Centr., 1905, ii, 60—61 ; from
Arch. Min. Med., 82, 217—222).—[With A. Jodlbauer.]—The sulphonic

acids of anthracene derivatives are very strongly fluorescent, and have

been found also to have a very marked photodynamic action on Para-

moecia, enzymes, and toxins. Experiments have now been made with

derivatives of the anthraquinone series which do not show any visible

fluorescence. In the experiments on Paramoecia, solutions of potassium

anthraquinone-a-sulphonate, sodium anthraquinone -2 : 7-disulphonate,

and sodium chrysophanatecontaining respectively 1 part in 500—20,000,

1 in 200—30,000, and 1 in 100,000—10,000,000, were used,whilst in the

experiments on iuvertin, in addition to tho salts of the above sulphonic

acids, 0-05, 0'005, 001, and 01 per cent, solutions of sodium dichloro-

anthracenedisulphonate were also eniployed. lioth anthraquinone-

dii^ulphonic acids were found to have a distinct photodynamic action,
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and resembled the coiTesponding anthracene acids in this respect.

The action of chrysophanic acid was still more marked, and was
similar to that of dichloroanthracenedisulphonic acid.

The anthraquinonesulphonic acids had no effect on invertin in glass

flasks, but a more concentrated solution of sodium anthraquinone-

disulphonate, when exposed in uncovered dishes by an open window,
was found to destroy entirely the activity of invertin.

[With Haxs Lehmanx.]—Since it has been shown by measure-

ments that members of the anthraquinone series do possess a distinct

although a very faint fluorescence, the rule connecting fluorescence

with photodynamic action still appears to hold. E. W. W.

Participation of Oxygen in the Action of Fluorescent
Substances. A. Jodlbaueb and Hermann von Tappeinee {Cliem.

Centr., 1905, ii, 61—62; from Arch. Uin. Med., 82, 520—546.
Compare Sacharow and Sachs, Miinch. Tned. J^oc/^., 52, 297, and
Pfeiffer, Wien. klin. Woch., 18, 221 and 328).—Experiments on the

action of sodium tetrabromotetraiodofluorescein (Rose-bengale), pheno-

safranine, and methylene-blue on Proteus vulgaris, and of erythrosine

on enzymes and toxins (invertin, diastase, ricin), have shown that the

effect of these fluorescent substances when exposed to light is

dependent on the presence of oxygen. The compounds ai'e inactive in

the dark or in an atmosphere of hydrogen. The quantity of oxygen
required is very small, and oxygen under pressure appears to have the

same influence on photodynamic action. The fluorescent compounds,
which had previously been found to have no action on invertin, were
again tested in an atmosphere of oxygen. Quinine and harmaline
almost entirely destroyed the activity of invertin in four days, whilst

fluorescein had only about half the effect in the same time, and phenyl-

2-methylquinoline had still less influence. Tolylene-red, Nile-blue,

fluorenedisulphonic acid, and sesculin had no appreciable action in

diffused daylight in four days or in sunlight in two days.

The photodynamic action on diastase in presence of oxygen did not

cause the foi'mation of more than an extremely small quantity of carbon
dioxide, which was not detected with certainty, even when large

quantities of the ferment were employed. The results of experiments
in which so-called ozone reagents or readily oxidisable substances were
used showed that oxidation did not take place, or was only very slight,

even under the most favourable conditions. The change can only,

therefore, be of a very limited extent, and must be due to a selective

action on certain labile groups on which the specific action depends.

The decomposition of potassium iodide in diffused daylight is

dependent on the presence of fluorescent compounds. Phonosafranino,

azocarmine, and 4:-phenyl-2-methylquinoline, and to a less extent

a-naphtholtrisulphonic acid, /3-naphthylaminedisulphonic acid, and
naphthionic acid, which have a strong action on cells and enzymes, do
not attack potassium iodide, or only very slightly, whilst on the other

hand, in the case of fluorenedisulphonic acid or nesculin the reverse is

true. The potassium iodide test is liable to error, and should only be
used in conjunction with quantitative experiments on Farcnnoeda or

enzymes. Straub's results (Abstr., 1904, i, 896) are ascribed to the
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decomposition of the fluorescent substance in consequence of a bleaching

action.

Eder's reaction between mercuric chloride and ammonium oxalate,

which results in the formation of mercurous chloride, ammonium
chloride, and carbon dioxide, is retarded by the presence of oxygen,

but accelerated by the presence of fluorescent substances. The com-
pounds of the fluorescein series, 4-phenyl-2-methylquinoline, quinine,

acridine, anthraquinonedisulphonic acid, and dichloroanthracenedisul-

phonic acid, have been found to behave in this way, but methylene-

blue, which is precipitated by Eder's solution, proved an exception.

Non-fluorescent substances did not show this action. The inhibitive

effect of oxygen is proportional to its partial pressure, and the action of

light or of a fluorescent substance is greater in a vacuum or in an
atmosphere which does not contain oxygen.

No explanation of these phenomena on the peroxide theory is

feasible, but the formation of ions caused by the absorption of energy

in the form of light is probably the cause of the action of fluorescent

substances. E. W. W.

Action of Liquid Air on the Life of Seeds. Paul Becquerel
(Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1652—1654).—The power of resistance

of seeds towards low temperatures depends only on the amounts of water
and gas present in their tissues. When a certain quantity of gas

and water is present, the cold disorganises the protoplasm and the

nucleus. If, however, the protoplasm has reached its maximum of

concentration by drying, it completely escapes the action of low
temperatures and does not freeze. The seed then retains its germinat-

ing power (compare Pictet and de Candolle, Arch. Set. phys. oiat., 1895
;

Brown and Escombe, P7'oc. Roy. Soc, 1895, 72, 161 ; and Dyer,
Abstr., 1900, ii, 300). K. H. J. M.

Transformations of Nitrogenous Substances in Seeds
during Maturation. Gustave Andre {Compt. rend., 1905, 140,
1417—1419. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 634).—Vegetable albumin
was not found in white lupin seeds at the commencement of their

formation ; when mature, the amount of nitrogen in this form was
2"5 per cent, of the total. Nitrogen in the form of leguniin, also

absent at the commencement, amounted to about 10 per cent, of the

total at the same period. The nitrogen as soluble amides increased

during maturation, and amounted at four different periods to 72, 81,

56, and 40 per cent, of the total nitrogen.

The transformations of nitrogen compounds during maturation of

the seed are the reverse of those which take place during germination.

N. H. J, M.

Compound which yields Hydrogen Cyanide in Sambucus
Nigra. Guignard {Coiajit. rend., 1905, 141, 16—20).—The greatest

amount of hydrogen cyanide is obtained from the leaves, and there is

no accumulation in the reserve organs. In this respect, Samlmctia

resembles Lotus arabicus and Sorghum vvlgare. In the case of

Phobseolus lunatue, the seed contains much glucoside. N. H. J. M.
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Presence of a Cyanogenetic Glucoside in the Leaves of

Sambucus Nigra. Emile Bourquelot and Emile Danjon {Com'pt.

rend., 1905, 141, 59— 61).—Leaves of Samhucus nigra contain a gluco-

side which, under the influence of emiilsin, yields dextrose, hydrogen

cyanide, and an aldehyde. The yield of hydrogen cyanide amounts to

0*126 gram from 1 kilogram of fresh leaves. N. H. J. M.

Simultaneous Variations of Organic Acids in some
Oleaginous Plants. Gustave Andre {Comjjt. rend., 1905, 140,
1708— 1711).—The amounts of soluble and insoluble oxalates in

Mesemhryanthemum crystallinuin diminish as the age of the plant

increases, whilst the malic acid increases. The sum of the oxalic

and malic acids remains about the same (one-sixth of the dry matter).

The ash of M. crystallinum contains a high percentage of

potassium.

Sedum azureum, which contains more calcium than potassium, pos-

sesses very little total oxalate, and the soluble oxalates disappear com-
pletely before the plant dies. Malic acid is present at the commence-
ment in considerable quantity and its amount does not change much
during growth. N. H. J. M.

Carbohydrate Reserves of Evergreen Trees. Leclerc du
Sablon {Compt. rend., 1905, 140, 1608— 1610).—The maximum of

reserve substances, which occurs in the autumn in the case of caducous

leaves, is reached at the beginning of spring with evergreen plants.

The minimum is in July or August. This explains why in evergreen

trees assimilation is relativ^ely feeble but continuous all the year round,

whilst caducous leaves assimilate from May to October with much greater

vigour. N. H. J. jNI.

Rhizomes of Rheum palmatum and Rheum officinale

cultivated in Berne. Alexander Tsciiirch and P. A. A. F. Eijken
(Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 144—145 ; from Schweiz. Woch. Pharm., 1904,

Nos. 40 and 41. Compare Abstr., 1903, i, 107 ; 1904, ii, 435).—The
freshly cut surfaces of Rheum palmatum and Rheum officinale become
strongly coloured on exposure to air, probably in consequence of the

formation of gallic acid. Chrysophanic acid from Rheum palmatum
melted at 162° and contained the methyl ester. By dit^solving

chrysophanic acid in ammonia and precipitating with acetic acid

according to Hesse's method, a compound has been prepared wliich is

either an amino-derivative or an ammonium salt ; it crystallises from
dilute acetic acid in dark brown, lustrous needles, melts above 260^ and
is insoluble in ether but soluble in glacial acetic acid or in alcohol,

forming a blood-red solution. The alcoholic .solution is orange-red, but
on the addition of alkalis or alkaline earths bec.*omes red. Amino-emodin
or ammonia-emodin, obtained by treating emodin with ammonia, forms
a purplish-red powder which is insoluble in ether, but forms a cherry-red

solution in alcohol. t«oEmodin, CjjHj^Oj, has been i.solated from the

hydroxymethylanthraquinone by means of toluene ; it sublimes in

feathery crystals, melts at 212°, and is soluble in ether, alcohol,

benzene, chloroform, glacial acetic acid, and in alkali hydroxides or
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carbonates. Its solubility in hot toluene is greater than tha.b of

emodin. Ferric chloride gives a dark brown coloration with the
alcoholic solution, and baryta and lime-water give flocculent, cherry-red

precipitates. -isoEmodin is probably identical with Hesse's rhabar-

berone. Rhein, C^gHgOg, crystallises from pyridine in bright yellow
needles and melts at 314°; diacetylrhein, C^gHgAcgOg, crystallises in

bright yellow needles, and melts at 247—248°. Amino-rhein or

ammonia-rhein is brown, and forms an orange-red solution in alcohol

and a cherry-red solution in baryta water Chrysophanic acid melting
at 172°, woemodin, and rhein have been isolated from the rhizomes of

RJieum officinale, but not emodin. The roots contain the same com-
pounds, but the presence of hydroxymethylanthraquinone in the stalks,

leaves, and fruit can only be detected by microscopical methods.

The fresh rhizomes also contain an oxydase. Rheum palmatum
contains more emodin than Rheum officinale, but the proj^ortion of

emodin to chrysophanic acid is much less in the latter. E. W. W.

Poisonous Action of Sodium Fluoride on Plants. Oscar
LoEW {Cliem. Centr., 1905, i, 1717—1718; from Allg. hot. Zeit., 94:,

330—338).—Sodium fluoride acts injuriously in two ways ; it

withdraws calcium from the plant and also acts like an alkaloid.

Some bacteria show a feeble development in 1 per cent, solutions of

Bodium fluoride ; mould fungi will grow in O'l per cent, solutions.

N. H. J. M.

Action on the Soil of the Mineral Constituents of Plant
Residues Soluble in Water. S. Keawkow (/. Landw., 1905, 53,

279—288).—In accordance with results obtained by Schroeder and by

Ramann, it was found that water percolating through leaves extracted

considerable portions of the potassium, magnesium, sulphuric acid, and

phosphoric acid, but very little of the calcium and silica. A good deal

of the iron was also extracted.

"When the water which had already percolated through leaves was
allowed to percolate through soil, 58 per cent, of the potassium, 69 per

cent, of the phosphoric acid, and 38 per cent, of the magnesium
removed from the leaves was retained by the soil. On the other hand,

the amounts of calcium and sulphuric acid showed a further increase

after the water had percolated through the soil owing to the

substitution of bases and to the action of the organic acids previously

extracted from the leaves. The soil did not absoi'b appreciable

amounts of sodium, iron, manganese, or silica. N. H. J. M.

Water in the Soil and the Consumption of Water by Plants.

Conrad von Seelhorst and MI^ther {J. Landw., 1905, 53, 239—259).

—

Experiments with oats and clover grown in boxes, on the consumption

of water. The results are given fully in taV)les.

The fallow box lost nearly 6 grams Cif nitrogen, as nitrates, in nine

months (June to February), the drainage containing on the average

24*6 per million of nitric nitrogen. The drainage amounted to 244

litres. The boxes with vegetation gave only 43*5, 446, and 30 litres

respectively, containing 055, 0*49, and 1'18 gram of nitrogen. The
greg-test loss (1'18 grams) was in the clover box. N. H. J. M.
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Origin, Amount, and Importance of Carbon Dioxide in

Soils. Julius Stoklasa and Adolf En^iEST (Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905,

ii, 14, 723—736).—The carbon dioxide in soils is produced in the re-

spiration of bacteria, moulds, algje, and the roots of plants. The
amount produced by microbes in 1 kilo, of arable soil (to a depth of

40 cm.) in 24 hours was from 17 to 50 mg. If only 15 mg. of carbon

dioxide were produced in that time, the amount per hectare per

annum would be 1400 kilos, when only 200 days of the year, on which

an average temperature of 15° is reached, are counted. In the case

of forest soil, the amount may be four times as great.

As regards the production of carbon by roots, 2,000,000 cereal

plants (the minimal number per hectare) give off 60 kilos, per diem.

Of the diffei-ent plants included in the experiments, Trifolium prate iise,

Beta vulgaris, and Avencc sativa produced the greatest amounts.

The action of roots, especially young roots, on the mineral substance

of the soil is due to the carbon dioxide of the roots and not to organio

acids, which, as Czapek {Jahrh. toissens. Bot., 29) and Kossowitsch
have shown, are not secreted by roots. N. H. J. M,

Specific Action of Phosphoric Acid on Oat Plants grown
in Black Moor Soil. H. Clausen- (./. Landw., 1905, 53, 213—228).
—The soil contains 82 per cent, of humus and 0'05 per cent, of calcium
carbonate. The subsoil is yellow sand.

Application of phosphates increases the yield of oats, but diminishes

the proportion of grain. The latter effect of phosphoric acid is less when
the soil is dry and when aeration is increased.

Whilst the straw of the unmanured oats is pale yellow, that of

the plants manured with superphosphate is bluish-red. Analysis of

the ash of the plants shows that the former contains less calcium, but
more than ten times as much iron as the latter. Calcium carbonate
slightly increases both grain and straw, whilst basic slag somewhat
reduces the yield of grain and considerably increases the straw.

N. H. J. M.

Analytical Chemistry.

Improvements in Qas Analysis Apparatus. Alfred II.

White and Edward D. Campbell (J. Amer. Cliein. Soc, 1905, 27,
732—736).—An improved Hempel apparatus, the chief object of which
is to prevent any chance of loss or gain in the volume of gas when
transferring it to the burette or pipette. L. de K.

Methods of Electro-analysis. Nicolai A. Pusciiin and R. M.
Trechzinskv (J. Buss. Phys. C/iem. Soc., 1905, 37,392—417).—The
authors give the results of their investigations on the most suitable
forms and arrangement of the apparatus in. aj} elactro-chemical labor-
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atory. The paper does not admit of concise abstraction, but some of

the more important points referred to are as follows.

In order to allow of the employment of a certain voltage as well as

of a certain current density, the electrodes should be perforated plates,

so arranged that the distance between them can be readily altered.

The electrolytic cells should be tall parallelepipedal troughs of thin

glass. In electro-analytical operations, both the voltage and the resist-

ance should be exactly adjusted previously, and arrangements are de-

scribed by which this can be rapidly effected, making use of

Kohlrausch's alternating current and telephone method.
Contrary to what is indicated in electro-chemical text-books, the

presence of a precipitate in the electrolytic liquid does not interfere

with the electrolysis.

The advantages of using a rotating cathode or anode in conjunction

with a high current density can be secured by the simpler device of

keeping the solution in a state of vigorous agitation.

Designs are shown of simple switchboards for use in electro-chemical

laboratories. T. H. P.

Handling of Precipitates for Solution and Reprecipitation.
Fbank a. Goocn {Amer. J. Sci., 1905, [iv], 20, 11—12).—In case

it is advisable to purify a precipitate by redissolving and repre-

cipitating the same, the author proposes to place within the filter

a movable lining of platinum gauze on which the precipitate rests

for the most part and with which it may be removed. The simplest

plan is to cut a platinum gauze of such a shape that when folded it

makes a cone of an angle a little less than 60°, and, holding it by pin-

cers at the point of overlapping, it is placed within the filter and
allowed to fit itself closely by the natural spring of the gauze when
released. After the precipitate has been collected, the gauze is lifted

out and immersed in a beaker containing the suitable solvent. The
small amount of precipitate still adhering to the filter is readily

removed by means of the wash-bottle. The final collection of the pre-

cipitate is of course made on the plain filter.

When using the Gooch perforated crucible, some precipitates are

difiicultto dissolve off the asbestos felt for the purpose of purification.

In such cases, a disc of platinum perforated and provided with a wire

handle is recommended. L. de K.

New Forms of [Analytical] Laboratory Apparatus. Carl
KiPPENBERGER (Zeit. angev). Chem., 1905, 18, 1U24— 1025).—Improved
apparatus, fully illustrated, for the determination of the saponification

number, the estimation of volatile acids, alcohol, or ammonia by
distillation, the testing of margarine and butter for sesame oil, weigh-

ing flasks for milk and other liquids, and a pipette for measuring the

amy] alcohol used in milk analysis. L. de K.

Use of Nickel Vessels in Laboratories. Louis L'H6te {Ann.

Chim. anal, 1905, 10,253—254).—Nickel basins when olectrolytically

gold-plated and well polished may serve for evaporating strongly acid

liquids. When nickel dishes or crucibles are heated in a muflie (such
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as is used in sugar laboratories) until their weight has become constant,

they may be used for milk analyses, including the estimation of the

ash. L. DE K.

Detection of the More Common Acids. Stanley R. Benedict

and John F. Sxell {J. Amer. Chera. Soc, 1905, 27, 736—744:)—

A

systematic scheme for the detection of acids. The acids are separated as

usual from the metals by boiling with a very strong solution of sodium

carbonate, and should any copper have dissolved this is removed with

hydrogen sulphide. L. de K.

Use of Sodium Peroxide in the Analysis of Organic
Substances. II. Hans H. Pringsheim and James A. Gibson {Ber.,

1905,38,2459—2461. Compare Pringsheim, Abstr., 1904, ii, 447;
Konek, Abstr., 1903, ii, 572 : 1904, ii, 588).—In order to avoid the

filtration of large volumes of liquid, the reduction of the oxyhaloid

salts formed by the action of sodium peroxide on organic substances

containing halogens is now accomplished by the addition of sodium
sulphite or sodium hydrogen sulphite and sulphuric acid ; the con-

tamination of the silver haloid with sulphate is avoided by adding 3 c.c.

of concentrated nitric acid before the addition of silver nitrate.

G. Y.

Estimation of Sulphur and Phosphoric Acid in Foods,
Faeces, and Urine. W'ilblh L. Dubois {J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1905,

27, 729—732).—A modification of the method proposed by Neumann
and Meinertz (this vol., ii, 59). Four grams of fresh foods, 2 grams
of dried foods, or 1-5 grams of dried faeces are placed in a 100 c.c.

nickel crucible, and when dealing with dry materials 2 c.c. of water
are added. Five grams of anhydrous sodium carbonate are added, and
then, gradually, 5 grams of sodium peroxide. The mass is dried very
slowly over a low spirit flame, and then hetited somewhat more strongly

until it disintegrates and can be readily broken up into a powder.
The charge is then covered with sotlium peroxide and very gradually

heated to bright redness. The phosphoric and sulphuric acids are

estimated by the usual methods. L. de K.

Estimation of Sulphites by Iodine. R. Harman Ashlby {Amer.
J. Sci, 1905, [iv], 20, 13—16. Compare this vol., ii, 351).—The
author now states that it is possible to obtain good results in the titra-

tion of sulphites with iodine if the following conditions are adhered to.

One hundred c.c. of the sulphite solution containing one gram of

sodium hydiogen carbonate are mixed with at least twice as much
standard iodine solution aa is required for complete oxidation. The
li<iuid is then cautiously acidified with dilute hydrochloric acid (1 ; 4),

and the excess of iodine is titrated with standard sodium thiosulpbate.

L. DE K.

Estimation of Ammonia in Potable Waters. Jacques Cava-
lier and Artus {Bull. Hoc. chiin., 1905, [iii], 33, 745—747).—Trillat
and Turchel's method for detecting ammonia in water {iOid., 1895, 13,
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309) is of no special value for quantitative estimations. With the
majority of waters, the method can be used only after consideral)le

concentration, and even then the evanescent nature of the precipitate

of nitrogen iodide renders the estimation difficult. J. J. S.

Free Acid in Superphosphate. Ludwig Schucht {Zeit. angew.
Cliem., 1905, 18, 1020—1023).—Five grams of the sample are placed

in a Buchner rapid filter sieve and extracted about ten times with
acetone, using about 75 c.c. of this solvent altogether. The liquid,

which becomes turbid owing to the presence of iron or aluminium
phosphate, is rendered perfectly clear by addition of 200 c.c. of water,

and after adding a little sodium oxalate and sodium chloride the free

acid is titrated with iV/2 alkali, using methyl-orange as indicator. If

the sodium salts should cause a precipitate, this must first be filtered

off. L. DE K.

Analysis of Graphitic Silicon and Siloxicon. Pekcy E.
Spielmann {J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1905, 24, 654— 655).—Commercial
[graphitic] silicon is best analysed by heating the powdered substance

in a porcelain boat in a current of chlorine, when the silicon, iron, and
aluminium volatilise as chlorides, leaving behind any silica or alumina.

The temperature should be raised as high as possible towards the close

of the operation. The gases are passed first over the surface of

water contained in a flask and then through a U-tube loosely packed
with wet cotton-wool ; this absorbs the last traces of silicon chloride,

and, after burning the wool, pure silica with only a trace of ferric

oxide is left. The contents of the flask and the residue in the boat are

then treated as usual.

Siloxicon.—This compound contains, according to an analysis by the

author, 71 "39 per cent, of SigCO, 1081 per cent, of SiCOg, 5 81 per

cent, of SiC, 10*06 per cent, of graphite, 1'07 per cent, of iron, and
0*86 per cent, of impurities. The total silicon may be readily

estimated by fusing the substance with sodium peroxide and treating

the mass, as usual, for silica. The total carbon may be estimated

with sufficient accuracy by introducing small quantities of a mixture

of siloxicon and sodium peroxide into a nickel crucible containing

molten peroxide and then estimating the carbon dioxide thus

produced by decomposition with dilute sulphuric acid and collecting

the carbon dioxide in an ammoniacal solution of calcium chloride to

form calcium carbonate. On heating the siloxicon in a current of

chlorine, a portion of the silicon is expelled and may be collected as

described. On igniting the residue in a current of oxygen, a portion

of the carbon is oxidised and may be weighed in the usual manner,

whilst the residue in the boat now consists of pure Si2C.20. The
difference between the sum of total silicon, carbon, iron, moisture, and
other impurities and the weight of the sample taken represents tbe

oxygen. For minute details as to the calculation of the results, the

original paper should be consulted. L. de K.

SiUcate Analysis. I. Eduaud Jordis {Zeit. avorg. Chem., 1905,

46, 362—367).—Attention is again called to the fact that although

carefully conducted full analyses of silicates may give results closely
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approaching 100 per cent., this is really due to a compensation of errors.

For instance, the separated silica may retain alkalis and chlorine,

whilst on the other hand the filtrate contains dissolved silica, which is,

however, partly precipitated by ammonia in the presence of iron or

aluminium. The solubility of the silica is increased by the presence

of large quantities of calcium or alkali chlorides. The author also

states that silica may retain free mineral acids, particularly sul-

phuric acid, at a red heat ; these, however, may be expelled by re-

peated moistening with water and subsequent heating. Other errors

may be caused by the use of inferior utensils or impure reagents.

These errors may be reduced to a minimum by avoiding the use of

porcelain dishes and of glass vessels which are not proof against acids

or alkalis. Platinum dishes should be used for the evaporation of the

acid silica solution. Care should be taken to use pure hydrochloric

acid and the various reagents should all be freshly made with freshly

distilled water. L. de K.

Expulsion of Ammonium Salts after Precipitation in their

Presence. Paul Jannasch {J. pr. Chem., 1905, [ii], 72, 38).—Large

quantities of ammonium chloride are expelled from solutions by

evaporation with concentrated nitric acid containing nitrous acid.

G. Y.

Electromotive Behaviour of Copper and Zinc in their

Solutions in Potassium Cyanide. II. Fkitz Spitzer {Zeit. Elektro-

cfiem., 1905, 11, 391—407. Compare this vol., ii, 501).—The electro-

lytic estimation of zinc and copper in solutions containing potassium

cyanide is investigated. It is found that the platinum (or platinum-

iridium) anode is attacked and the dissolved platinum deposited on the

cathode. If this is allowed for, correct results can be obtained. The
deposition of the metals is very slow owing to the fact that it only

takes place as the cyanide is destroyed by oxidation at the anode, the

last traces of metal being deposited from a solution practically free

from cyanide. The oxidation takes place most rapidly in a iV^/5

alkaline solution. The presence of alkali hydroxide causes the

deposition of some copper oxide at the anode. The presence of cyanide

is therefore an unnecessary complication of the analysis, except in

cases of separations; silver, for example, may be separated from
copper electrolytically in presence of excess of ix)tassium cyanide.

Zinc is readily deposited in coherent form on a silvered platinum gauze
cathode either from alkaline or faintly acid solutions (the latter con-

taining excess of sodium acetate). T. E.

Solubihty of Copper Sulphide in Alkali Polysulphides.
V. Kassbeidtek {Zeit. angew. C/iem., 1905, 18, 1023—1024).—A reply

to the criticism of Riissing (ibUi., 465) regarding the author's state-

ments as to the solubility of copper sulphide (this vol., ii, 235).

L. DE K.

Detection of Traces of Manganese in Presence of Iron in
Well Waters. Fu. Cronek {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 74—75 ; from
f; -iinhl/i. fng., 28, 197—198).—One hundred c.c of the sample .ire
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acidified with hydrochloric acid and filtered into a colorimeter 40
cm. high, 2 c.c. of a strong solution of tartaric acid are added, and
then a slight excess of ammonia. On adding 2 c.c. of a saturated

solution of potassium ferricyanide, a white turbidity is noticed either

at once or after some time, according to the amount of manganese
present. Traces of manganese may be identified in this manner.

L. DE K.

Separation of Iron from Manganese and Magnesium, and of
Aluminium and Chromium from Manganese, Zinc, Nickel, and
Magnesium by Hydroxylamine in Ammoniacal Solution. IV.
Paul Jannasch and Fkiedricu Ruhl {J. pr. Chem., 1905, [ii], 72,
1—13. Compare Abstr., 1893, ii, 500;1899, ii, 59 ; 1900, ii, 315

;

Jannasch and Mayer, this vol., ii, 557).—Iron may be quantitatively

separated from manganese and magnesium by dissolving the substance

to be analy.-ed in hot dilute hydrochloric acid, adding 5— 6 times its

weight of hydroxylamine hydrochloride, and precipitating the iron by
addition of concentrated ammonia to the hot solution. To ensure

complete separation, it is necessary to dissolve the precipitate and
repeat the precipitation in presence of about half as much hydroxyl-
amine. If too much hydroxylamine is added, the precipitate is obtained

in a finely-divided state and cannot be retained on the filter. On
ignition, the precipitate, the composition of which has not been deter-

mined, yields a laminated residue of ferric oxide, which dissolves

readily in hot concentrated hydrochloric acid.

In hydrochloric acid solution, chromates are reduced by hydroxyl-

amiue to chromium salts. Aluminium and chromium are quantita-

tively separated from manganese, zinc, nickel, and magnesium by a

single precipitation with a slight excess of ammonia in presence of

hydroxylamine ; the precipitation is completed by warming on the

water bath. After evaporation of the filtrates and gentle ignition to

expel ammonium and hydroxylamine salts, manganese, zinc, nickel,

and magnesium may be estimated in the residue by the usual methods.

G. Y.

Quantitative Separations in Presence of Hydroxylamine. V.
Paul, Jannasch and Wilhelm Cohen {J. pr. CJiem., 1905, [ii], 72,
14—26. Compare preceding abstract).—The precipitation of iron by
ammonia in presence of hydroxylamine takes place normally in hydro-

bromic, hydriodic, sulphuric, or formic acid solutions; if much nitric

acid is present, it must be neutralised, and the solution again acidified

with a little hydrochloric acid. Organic acids, such as oxalic, citric,

or tartaric acid, prevent complete precipitation ; if the substance is

dissolved in acetic acid, a small quantity of hydrochloric acid must be

added before boiling with hydroxylamine, and after precipitation the

solution may be again acidified with acetic acid. The precipitation of

chromium and aluminium is effected similarly by the presence of

different acids.

To separate aluminium or chromium from copper, the solution in

water, or, if the chromium is present as chromate, in dilute hydro-

chloric acid, is boiled with hydroxylamine, excess of ammonia added,

J
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and the solution warmed to complete precipitation ; the precipitate

must be well washed to free it from copper, which is estimated in the

acidified filtrate by the ammonium thiocyanate method.

Iron is separated quantitatively fiom copper or zinc by boiling the

solution in dilute hydrochloric acid with hydroxylamine until it appears

colourless, and precipitating the iron by addition of ammonia to the

boiling solution. The precipitate is washed, as far as possible, by
decantation with boiling water, containing a little ammonia if zinc is

present.

Before evaporating to dryness the filtrate containing zinc, the hydr-
oxylamine must be decomposed by bromine water, as otherwise loss

may occur owing to reduction of the zinc salt. G. Y.

Quantitative Separation of Iron and Thorium from Uranium
by Hydroxylamine in Ammoniacal Solution VI. Paul
jANNAScn and Johaxxes Schilling {J. pr. C/iem., 1905, [ii], 72,
26—34. Compare preceding abstracts, and Abstr., 1899, ii, 59).—Iron

and thorium are quantitatively separated from uranium by two precipita-

tions by ammonia in presence of hydroxylamine salts. If the filtrate

contains nitrates only, the uranium is estimated by evaporation to

dryness and ignition ; if other acids are present, the ammonium
and hydroxylamine salts are expelled by gentle heating of the

residue, or, after expulsion of the free ammonia by boiling, the hydr-

oxylamine is decomposed by addition of bromine water, and the uran-

ium precipitated with ammonia and weighed as UsOg after ignition

over the blow-pipe, and as UO., after ignition in a current of hydrogen.
With sodium acetate, thorium solutions yield slowly at the ordinary

temperature, quickly on boiling, a granular, crystalline precipitate

which is insoluble in excess of sodium acetate solution ; the precipita-

tion is not quantitative (compare Haber, Abstr., 1898, ii, 295).

Thorium is precipitated partially from its solutions also by ammonium
tartrate as a thick, white precipitate, and by tartaric acid as a volu-

minous, colloidal precipitate which is soluble in an excess of the
reagent. Thorium is precipitated quantitatively from its solutions

when boiled with ammonium, sodium, or potassium succinate.

G. Y.

Supplementary Remarks on the Hydroxylamine Method.
Paul Jaxnasch (/, ji^-. Chem., 1905, [ii], 72, 35—37. Compare pre-

ceding abstracts).—A discussion of the adv.antages of precipitation by
ammonia in presence of hydroxylamine over other methods of quanti-

tative separation.

The filtration of the iron precipitate takes place most easily if the
precipitation is carried out at the ordinary temperature and the re-

action mixture then heated on the water-bath for several hours.

G. Y.

A New Delicate Reagent for Nickel. Leo Tschugaeff {Ber.,

I'jOS, 38, 2520—2522).—An excess of ammonia or of sodium acetate
is added to the solution to be tested for nickel and then a little

powdered a-tlimethylglyoxime, OH'NICMe-CMelN'OH. A scarlet

precipitate is formed when the solution is boiletl. The reaction is very

VOL. LXXXVIH. ii. 42
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sensitive, definite results being obtained with solutions containing
1 part of nickel in 400,000 parts of water.

When cobalt is present, the solution is shaken with a large excess
of ammonia before the dioxime is added.

The presence of O'l mg. of nickel in the presence of 500 mg. of

cobalt can be distinctly recognised.

A convenient method for the preparation of dimethylglyoxime is

described. A. McK.

Test for Molybdenum. P. Truchot {Ann. Chim. anal., 1905,

10, 254).—As little as O'Ol mg. of molybdic acid may be recognised

by heating the roasted substance with sulphuric acid in a porcelain

crucible until only traces of free acid remain. When cold, the residue

is breathed upon a few times, when, should molybdenum be present, a
fine blue colour is developed. Should vanadium be also present, the
colour will be more or less green. L, de K.

Separation of Tungsten Trioxide and Silicon Dioxide by
means of Hydrogen Chloride and the Analysis of Silicotung-
states. Carl Friedheim, W. H. Henderson, and Alfred Pinagel
[Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 46, 396—409).—If hydrogen chloride is

passed over a mixture of silicon dioxide, vanadium pentoxide, and
tungsten trioxide at a cherry-red heat, the vanadium and tungsten

pass over into the receiver (the vanadium partly in the quinquevalent,

partly in the quadrivalent form ; the tungsten only partially as tri-

oxide) ; the silicon dioxide remains quantitatively in the platinum
boat. The separation of the tungsten and vanadium is made after

evaporation of the mixture with dilute sulphuric acid to which a little

sulphurous acid has been added. The tungsten is weighed as tri-

oxide ; the vanadium is determined volumetrically by potas>ium per-

manganate.
In applying this hydrogen chloride method to ammonium salts, the

material for analysis is freed from ammonia and water by heating,

and the residue is then treated with hydrogen chloride as befoie. In

dealing with potassium and .^odium salts, special care must be taken

to ensure that oxygen is absent from the hydrogen chloride, as it

leads to the formation of chlorine, which attacks the crucible and
causes unnecessary complication.

The original paper contains a careful comparison of the hydrogen

chloride method with that of Marignac and others. D. H. J.

Estimation of Titanic Acid in Minerals. P. Truciiot {Chem.

Centr., 1905, ii, 75; from Rev. gen. Chim. jmre appL, 8, 173— 176).

—

A criticism of the various processes proposed from time to time. The
following process is recommended. Two grams of the powdered
mineral are fused with 12 grams of potassium-sodium carbonate and
the mass is treated with cold water. The undissolved potassium

titanate is dissolved in hydrochloric acid, neutralised with ammonia,
again acidified with formic or acetic acid mixed witli excess of sulphur-

ous acid, and gently boiled for an hour. The precipitated oxide is then

collected. Ii. de K.
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Estimation and Separation of Thoria from the Oxides of

the Yttrium-Cerium Group. William B. Giles {Chem. News,

1905, 92, 1—3, 30—31).—The nitrates are dissolved in 100—200
times the amount of water, and the solution is saturated with

hydrogen sulphide to reduce any eerie oxide to the cerous state. The
liquid is then boiled to expel the gas, the volume of liquid being kept

up by adding boiling water. When cold, a little freshly prepared

moist lead carbonate of absolute purity is added, which, after acting for

twelve hours with frequent stirring, completely precipitates the thoria

and any zirconia, also any ferric oxide ; uranic oxide, chromic oxide,

and any alumina are but slowly and imperfectly precipitated.

Cerous oxide, lanthana, neodymia, praseodymia, yttria, samaria^ and

the members of the yttria group in general are not precipitated. After

removing the excess of lead in the filtrate by means of hydrogen

stilphide, they are separated as usual. The thorium precipitate is

redissolved, freed from lead by means of hydrogen sulphide, and
further treated by the usual method. If thought desirable, it may be

subjected to a second treatment with lead carbonate. L. de K.

Separation of Platinum and Iridium. L, Quenkessen {Chem.

News, 1905, 92, 29—30).—After reviewing several processes, the

author finally recommends the following process.

The alloy is dissolved in a mixture of one volume of nitric acid of

sp. gr. 1*32 and two volumes of hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1*18,

the liquid is evaporated to dryness and finally heated to 120°

in an air-bath in order to expel completely the free nitric acid.

The mass is then dissolved in water and the metals precipitated by
means of metallic magnesium. The precipitate is dried and ignited

and then heated to dull redness in a current of hydrogen. The
mixture is treated with dilute sulphuric acid (1 : 10) to remove the

excess of magnesium and then with dilute nitro-hydrochloric

acid (1 : 3), which only dissolves the platinum ; this is then recovered

in the well-known manner by precipitation with ammonium chloride

and ignition with addition of a little oxalic acid. If ignition is

omitted before removing the magnesium with dilute sulphuric acid,

the iridium is also dissolved. L. de K.

Estimation of the Loss by Ignition in Soil Analysis.
Heinbich Meiiuing {J. Landw., 1905, 53, 229— 237).—In order to

restore to ignited calcium carbonate the whole of the carbon dioxide

by treating with ammonium carbonate and drying at 150^^, it is

necessary to repeat the operation three times. In the case of soils

containing carbonates it is im{>ossible to obtain the correct weight
in this manner. N. H. J. M.

Detection of Methyl Alcohol [in Ethyl Alcohol]. IIeywaud
ScuDt)EK(J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1905,27, 892—906).—A criticism of the

various tests from time to time proposed. The following moditication

of the resorcinol test (Abstr., 1899, ii, 388) is recommended when the

amount of methyl alcohol falls below 2 per cent., and when only small

quantities of the sample are available. Twenty-five c.c. of the sample are

42—2
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fractionated through a Hempel tube made of glass tube 25*5 cm. long,
1'7 c.c. in diameter, filled with glass beads about 3 mm. in diameter.
Three fractionations are made, the first time taking 15, then 7*5, and
finally 2 c.c. One c.c. of the last fraction is diluted, oxidised by
immersing in it several times a spiral of red hot copper wire, boiled
down to half its bulk, and then tested for formaldehyde by the
resorcinol test. If much formaldehyde is present, more or less

abundant flocks will be noticed, but if there is but little only a contact
ring will be visible.

If other substances should be present in the alcohol which might
interfere with the test, these must be first removed by suitable means,
such as distillation with acids or alkalis, &c. L. de K.

A Reagent for Phenols. Jules Aloy and F. Laprade {Bull. Soc.

chim., 1905, [iii], 33, 860—861).—The following solution serves as an
extremely good reagent for phenolic substances. Dilute ammonium
hydroxide is added to a solution of uranyl nitrate (10 grams) in water
(60 c.c.) until a precipitate is just formed and the filtrate made up to

100 c.c. In testing for a phenol, 2 c.c. of the solution under examina-
tion are neutralised and the reagent added until no further coloration

is produced. All phenols, simple or complex, with the exception of

those containing numerous negative groups, for example, picric acid,

give a red coloration. Mineral acids or alkalis destroy the colour.

J. J. S.

Estimation of Glycerol in Lyes. Karl Braun {Clvem. ZeiL,

1905, 29, 763—765).—A review of the technical processes used for

the determination of glycerol.

A modification of the dichromate process is proposed ; 1 c.c. of the

clarified lye is mixed with an excess of a strong solution of potassium

dichromate, 10 c.c. of sulphuric acid are added, and the carbon

dioxide generated on boiling is collected with the usual precautions in

normal potassium hydroxide absolutely free from carbonate. The
carbon dioxide is then precipitated with a hot solution of barium
chloride, the precipitated barium carbonate is collected, washed until

free from alkali, and then estimated volumetrically in the usual

manner. L. de K.

Estimation of the Harmful Nitrogen in the Beet and in

the Products of Sugar Factories. Karl ANDRLfK {Zeit.

Zuckerind. Bbhm., 1905, 29, 513—518).—It has been shown by
Herzfeld (Zeit. Ver. Deut. ZucL Ind., 1888, 38, 121) that a know-
ledge of the harmful nitrogen content is of great importance for the

evaluation of the beet, and the author now gives the following simple

method for estimating this nitrogen. One hundred grams of the beet

pulp are weighed out and introduced into a flask holding 403 c.c, 3 c.c.

being the volume of the washed and dried beet residue and precipitate.

Water is added until the volume is about 340 c.c, and the flask

heated for a quai-ter of an hour in a water-bath at 80—85°. Forty c.c.

of a suspension of cupric hydroxide are then added, and 10 c.c. of

aluminium sulphate solution (200 grams of the crystallised sulphate
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per litre), the volume being then made up to about 408 c.c. and the

flask well shaken. The flask is again heated at 80—85° for a quarter

to half an hour and afterwards cooled, alcohol being added to bring

the volume up to 403 c.c. In 100 c.c. of the clear filtrate, the

following estimations are made : (1) total nitrogen by Kjeldahl's

method, using sulphuric acid and a drop of mercury for the decolorisa-

tion; (2) ammonia- and amide-nitrogen, by boiling the 100 c.c. of

liquid with 1 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid for two hours in a

reflux apparatus, adding magnesia until the solution is alkaline to

phenolphthalein, then a little paraffin, and , distilling off the ammonia
in the ordinary way. The difference between the two amounts of

nitrogen thus obtained, when multiplied by four, gives the percentage

of harmful nitrogen.

The filtrate from the copper precipitate is used also for the estima-

tion of the sugar, 30—50 c.c. of the liquid being stirred up with

2—4 grams of zinc dust and filtered. The polarisation value of the

solution multiplied by 1'042 gives the amount of sugar in the beet.

The molasses contain 1 part of harmful nitrogen per 25 to 27 parts

of sugar. Ninety per cent, of the harmful nitrogen of the beet goes

into the diffusion juice, and thence, in undiminished quantity, into

the molasses. iSo that the harmful nitrogen is the main factor deter-

mining the proportion of molasses formed.

The cupric hydroxide used above for the precipitation of the proteid

matter is prepared as follows : 200 grams of crystallised copper

sulphate are dissolved in 10 litres of water and precipitated with

sodium hydroxide solution ; after the deposit has settled, the liquid is

decanted away and the cupric hydroxide washed once by decantation

with water. Twenty c.c. of glycerol are then added and the volume
made up to 2 litres. The liquid can be kept for two months without

appreciable change. T. H. P.

Influence of the [Harmful] Nitrogen on the Purity of Sugar
Syrup. Karl Andklik and J. Urban {Zeit. Zuckerind. Bo/an., 1905, 29,
519—522).—The analysis of a large number of sugar syrups shows
that a moderately regular relation exists between the purity coefficient

and the content of harmful nitrogen, an increase in the latter cau.sing

lowering of the former. With 1 part of harmful nitrogen corre-

ponds from 15"1 to 17 '7, or, on the average, 16'1 parts of non-

saccharine material. This ratio of the harmful nitrogen to the total

non-sugar of the syrup—to which the term " nitrogen-coefficient " is

given—is regarded by the authors as a fairly constant magnitude,
which undergoes but slight alterations in one and the same factory

and during the whole of any one beet season.

The coefficient of purity, Q, of the syrup can be calculated from the

expression ^=-—-

—

^ —
., where Ky is the nitrogen-coefficient

1 iJO -f- Kjf + ^ g

and .A';, the harmful nitrogen |)er 100 parts of sugar. In a number of

syrups examined, the greatest difference between the calculated and
actual coefficients of purity was found to be less than 7 i»ev cent.

Knowing the amount-^ of sugar and harmful nitrogen present in a
sample of beet, and assuming ihat 97 per cent, of the sugar and 90
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per cent, of the harmful nitrogen pass into the diffusion syrup, the
coefficient of purity of the saturated syrup can be calculated.

T. H. P.

Use of Fermentation Methods for the Analysis of Starch
Syrup. Ed. von Eaumer {Zeit. Nahr. Genussm., 1905, 9, 705—726).

—

By the use of pure yeast cultures, such as Saccharomyces Marxianus,
which ferment dextrose, but not maltose, and have little action on
dextrins, the author finds that ordinary starch syrup (" glucose '')

contains at least 13 per cent, of maltose. Where pure yeasts cannot
be regularly obtained, bottom-fermentation beer yeast may be
employed for the estimation of dextrins. The dextrin obtained from
starch syrup is fermented or changed by the action of pressed yeast

to the extent of about one-half, and the remainder is quite altered in

its properties from the original dextrin. W. P. S.

New Method of Milk Analysis. J. Bellier (Ann. Chim. anal.,

1905, 10, 268—276).—Briefly, the process is as follows : a known
weight of the sample is absorbed in a weighed piece of sponge, which
is then dried at 80° and reweighed. The increase = total solids. The
sponge is then extracted with ether ; the loss = fat. The casein is then
rendered insoluble by fumigating the sponge with formaldehyde vapour,

and the lactose j)lus the bulk of the ash is extracted with 50 per cent,

alcohol containing 5 per cent, of acetic acid. After washing with

water, the sponge is again dried and the lactose found from the loss in

weight, the casein being weighed directly.

The amount of ash retained by the casein may be taken as 0*01

per cent. ; that extracted by the acid alcohol may bo judged with

sufficient accuracy by multiplying the non-fatty solids by 0*076 ; this

factor only applies to cow's milk, and presupposes the absence of

borates or other mineral salts. L. de K.

Estimation of Fat in [Milk, Condensed Milk, and Malted]
Infant and Invalid Foods. C. B. Cochran {J. Amer. Chem. Soc,

1905, 27, 906—909).—The apparatus consists of a flask furnished

with a long, narrow, graduated neck, and also with a side-tube through

which the liquids are introduced. Five c.c. of milk or 5 c.c. of con-

densed milk previously diluted (1 : 4) are introduced into the flask

and mixed with 2*5 c.c. of 80 per cent, acetic acid, and then with
2*5 c.c. of strong sulphuric acid, and the flask is placed in hot water

until the contents assume a coffee colour. When cold, 4 c.c. of ether are

added, the whole is well shaken and then again placed in hot water until

the ether has boiled off. Hot water is now introduced until the fat

rises in the neck, where its volume is read off'. The neck is so

graduated that each division represents 0*1 per cent, of fat.

When dealing with infant or invalid foods, 1"72 grams of the sample

are mixed with 5 c.c. of water and then analysed like milk ; the result is

multiplied by three. If an attempt is made to estimate the fat in such

foods by direct extraction with light petroleum, only a very small

fraction of the fat actually present is obtained. L. de K.
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Use of Mineral Oil for the Determination of the Maumen6
Figure of Oils. Filippo Suzzi {CJtem. Centr., 1905, ii, 80—81

;

from Boll. Chim. Farm., 44, 301—308).—When testing oils by

Maumene's process (mixing with sulphuric acid and observing the

rise in temperature), some oils become overheated and must be first suit-

ably diluted with olive oil. Bishop and others have proposed the use

of mineral oil, but the author cannot recommend this for drying oils.

In the case of other oils, addition of mineral oil is permissible if the

following formula is applied : g = i/r x v, in which y is the desired

]\Iaumene's figure, i the observed rise in temperature, r the volume of

the mixture minus the volume of the mineral oil, and v the total

volume of the mixture. L. de K.

Optical Activity of the More Important Vegetable Oils.

M. A. Rakusin {J. Buss. Phys. Chem. Soc, 1905, 37, 442—451).—
The author gives the results of measurements, by himself and others,

of the sp. gr. and optical activity of 27 oils of vegetable origin.

T. H. P.

Optical Properties of Castor Oil, Cod-liver Oil, Neatsfoot Oil,

and a Few Essential Oils. Hermann C. Lythgoe (/. Amer.
Chem. Soc., 1905, 27, 887— 892).—A series of tables showing the re-

fraction in the butyrorefractometer at different temperatures of these

oils. The sp. gr. and polarisation in the Ventzke apparatus is also

given. L. de K.

Detection of Olive Oil which has been Extracted by means
of Carbon Disulphide. Georges Halphen {J. Pharm. Chim.,

1905, [vi], 22, 54—56).—Although every effort is made by the manu-
facturers to remove all traces of carbon disulphide from olive oil

which has been extracted by this solvent, some sulphur compounds
always remain in the oil. These may be detectetl by saponifying the

oil, salting out the soap by the addition of sodium chloride or sulphate,

and testing the aqueous solution with silver nitrate. The thiosulphate
yielded by all olive oils which have contained carbon disulphide gives

a brown precipitate of silver sulphide. As pure olive oils themselves
contain a small quantity of reducing substance which gives a faint

brown coloration with silver nitrate, it is necessary to add a little

copper sulphate to the soap solution before salting out. After adding
the silver nitrate solution, the whole is acidified with acetic acid,

boiled, cooled, and treated with an excess of ammonia. In this way,
the test is rendered more delicate. W. P. S.

Qasometric Estimation of Formaldehyde. Gkorce B. Frank-
forter and Rodney West (./. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1905, 27, 714—719).
—On adding 1 c.c. of formaldehyde solution to a mixture of 20
CO. of normal potassium hydro,xide, 25 c.c. of water, and 10 c.c. of
hydrogen peroxide, one-half of the hydrogen from the aldehyde is

liberated quantitatively, and when collected with the usual precautions
its volume represents the formaldehyde contained in the .'sample.

Instead of a mixture of potassium hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide,
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a solution of 2 grams of sodium peroxide in 50 c.c, of water may be
employed, but the results are then liable to exceed the real amount
slightly owing to liberation of oxygen by the action of the water on
the peroxide,

j L. de K.

Estimation of Vanillin, Coumarin, and Acetanilide in

Vanilla Extract, A. L. Winton and E. Monroe Bailey (/. Amer.

Chem. Soc, 1905, 27,719—724. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 341).—

A

modification of the process recommended by Hess and Prescott. Twenty-
five grams of the sample are diluted in a marked beaker to 50 c.c,

evaporated at 70° to 25 cc, again diluted to 50 c.c, and once more
concentrated to 25 c.c. Normal lead acetate is added until no further

precipitate forms, the precipitate is then collected and washed with hot

water until the total filtrate amounts to 50 c.c. This, when cold, is

shaken with 20 c.c. of ether, and the extraction is then repeated three

times, using 15 cc. of ether each time. The ethereal solution is shaken
first with 10 c.c. of a 2 per cent, ammonia solution, and then three

or four times in succession with 5 c.c. of the same. The ammoniacal
extract contains the vanillin with traces of acetanilide. The ether is

allowed to evaporate at the ordinary temperature, and the residue is

dried in a desiccator and weighed. It is then extracted repeatedly

with light petroleum (b. p. 30—40°), and the residue, after drying, is

again weighed. It consists of acetanilide, and may be identified by the

usual tests and its meltiug point. The petroleum, on evaporation,

will leave any coumarin, also readily identified. The vanillin may be

recovered from its ammoniacal solution by acidifying with hydiochloric

acid and repeated agitation with ether. It is still liable to contain

acetanilide, from which it may be freed by a second agitation with

ether in the presence of ammonia. On evaporating the ether, the

acetanilide remains. L, de K,

Micro-chemical Analysis of Cinchona Barks, P. van Leersum
{Chem. Cmtr., 1995, ii, 83; from Fharm. Weekbl., 42, 432—435).—
One milligram of the finely powdered bark is heated for a few
minutes with 2 c.c, and then once more with 1 c.c. of benzene ; the

solution is evaporated to dryness and the residue dissolved in acetic

acid. After evaporating, the residue is dissolved in water, and the

solution is tested for quinine with sodium tartrate, potassium oxalate,

and potassium chromate. It is as well also to apply the herepathite

reaction, for which a weak solution of iodine and potassium iodide

in a mixture of equal parts of water, alcohol, and acetic acid is used.

When testing barks containing much of the inferior alkaloids, the

quinine should be fractionally precipitated with sodium hydrogen carbon-

ate and dissolved in ether. L. de K.
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Magnetic Double Refraction of Sodium Vapour. J. Geest

{Arch. Neerland, 1905, [ii], 10, 291—335).—The double refraction

produced when a beam of light passes through sodium vapour in

a strong magnetic field in a direction perpendicular to the lines of

force has been examined and the phenomena registered photo-

graphically. Detailed observations relative to the quadruplet result-

ing from the ray D^, and the sextet resulting from D.^, are recorded,

and equations are developed on the basis of Voigt's theory which

account for the complicated phenomena observed, H. M. D.

Charge carried by the a- and yS-Rays of Radium. Ernest
RUTHERFOKD {PhU. Mog., 1905, [vi], 10, 193—208. Compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 799; this vol., ii, 218, 495).—In order to determine the

cliarge carried by the a-particles, experiments were made with radium

as nearly as possible in the condition of minimum activity, so as

to avoid complications arising from the presence of /3-particles. A
known small quantity of radium bromide was dissolved in water and
the solution evaporated uniformly on a polished aluminium or glass

plate. The film of radium thus obtained was so thin (2'4xl0~^
grams per sq. cm.) that only a very small fraction of the a-particles was
absorbed by the radium itself. The saturation current due to the

deposit thus obtained in the condition of minimum activity was
measured between the radium-covered plate and a second plate placed

above it at a distance of 35 cm., the electrodes being contained in a brass

vessel in which a good vacuum was maintained by Dewar's charcoal

absorption method. The apparatus was placed between the pole-pieces

of a large electro-magnet so that the field was parallel to the plane of

the plates, and the current was measured for various potential differ-

ences with and without the magnetic field, the radium-covered plate

being in each case made positive and negative alternatively. When
the magnetic field had attained a certain strength, the magnitude of

the observed current was practically unaltered by further increase,

' dicating that the field was strong enough to prevent all the electrons

irom reaching the opposite plate. Assuming that each a-particlo

carries the same charge as an ion, then, from the value of the satura-

tion current in the magnetic field and the known quantity of radium
bromide employed, it is calculated that the total number of a-particles

• xpelled per second from one gram of radium at its minimum activity

- 6-2 X 10" '° and in radioactive equilibrium four times as many, that
is, 25 X 10" 11 (compare W. H. lirngg, this vol., ii, 4). In all pro-

bability the a-particles are already charged at the moment of

expulsion.

Slow-speed electrons were eraitled with the a-particles, and the
current conveyed by these, as exemplified by the measurements with-

out magnetic field, is sufficient to mask completely the current due to

the a-particles. The fact that the current without magnetic field

VOL. Lxxxvin. ii. 43
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is always greater when the radium-covered plate is negative than
when it is positive shows that a greater number of electrons is

emitted from this plate than from the other. The observations seem
to indicate that these electrons constitute a type of secondary radiation

resulting from the impact of a-particles on matter.

For the determination of the charge carried by the ^-particles, a rod
of lead, previously exposed to radium emanation until the excited

activity had attained its maximum value, and wrapped in aluminium
foil of thickness sufficient to absorb the a-rays completely, was
suspended as the central electrode in a metal cylinder which was
evacuated. The quantity of radium bromide corresponding with the
y-ray activity of the rod immediately after its removal from the

emanation was first measured, and then in the above-mentioned
apparatus the current due to the ^-radiation was determined after a
known time interval. From the known decay curve, this current was
corrected to the original condition of the rod corresponding with the

determined quantity of radium bromide. From the data, it is calcu-

lated that the number of ^-particles expelled from one gram of

radium per second is 7*3 x 10^*^. This result, which is probably a

little too high, is in agreement with the theory of successive changes,

according to which four a-particles are expelled from radium in radio-

active equilibrium for each /3-particle.

From the calculated number of a particles expelled per gram per

second, several other constants are deduced. Assuming that only one

a-particle is expelled during the disintegration of the radium atom, it

follows that in a gram of radium about 05 milligram disintegrates

per year. The time required for half transformation of the radium
is 1280 years, and the average life of radium is 1850 years. Assum-
ing that each atom of radium gives rise to one atom of emanation, the

maximum volume of emanation obtainable from one gram of radium
in equilibrium is 0'83 c.mm. (Ramsay and Soddy found experimen-

tally about 1 c.mm.).

From the previously determined kinetic energy of the a-particle =«

5*9 X 10"'' erg, the emission of energy in gram calories per gram per

hour is calculated to be 126 (Curie and Laborde found 100 by

experiment).

The average number of ions produced by each a-particle in air

at atmospheric pressure is calculated to be 86,000, or, since the range of

the particle is 3 cm., the number of ions per centimetre of path in

air at normal pressure is 29,000. The ionising power of the a-particles

appears to be about twice as great as that of electrons.

Finally, the average energy required to produce an ion is calculated

to be 2-7 X 10-" ergs. H. M. B.

Action of Radium Emanations on Minerals and Gems.
Charles Baskeuville and L. B. Lockhart (Anier. J. Sci., 1905, [iv],

20, 95—96).—The emanation from 0-25 gram of radium chloride, 7000

uranies strong (one uranie beiug the radioactivity of metallic

uranium), was allowed to act on various minerals at the temperature

of liquid air. Wollastonite, willemite, greenockite, and tiffanyite

w.ere found to glow strongly. Kunzite, which is very responsive to
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radium, exhibited no fluorescence or phosphorescence when the

emanations were condensed ; it is therefore responsive to the /3- and y-

ravs only. Pectolite and spodumene did not glow.

It was also observed that zinc sulphide does not glow when cooled

to the temperature of liquid air, either with or without exhaustion of

the air. Similarly, no effect is observed when zinc sulphide in a

vacuum is suddenly subjected to atmospheric pressure, but when
warmed to the ordinary temperature, after being cooled by means of

liquid air, it glows brilliantly. H. M. D.

Radiotellurium and Polonium. Willy ]\iIarckwald {Jahrh.

Radioaktiv. Elektronik., 1905, 2, 133—136. Compare this vol., ii,

159).—The opinion expressed by Debieme (Abstr., 1904, ii, 642) that

no distinction can be drawn between radiotellurium and polonium is

not supported by the experimental data. The decay curves of differ-

ent specimens of polonium prepared by Mme. Curie indicate that

several radioactive constituents are present. On the other hand,

independent determinations of the rate of decay of radiotellurium

have given the same constant, and there can be little doubt as to its

individual and specific character. H. M. D.

Radioactivity Constant of Radiotellurium. Willy Marck-
wald. H. Gkeinachkk, and K. Hkrrmaxx {JcUirb. Radioaktiv.

EUJdronik., 1905,2, 136—139).—The radioactivity at different times

was obtained by measurement of the saturation current between two
strips of silver, on one of which the radiotellurium had been deposited,

the quantity being less than 0001 milligram. The electrodes, about

2 mm. apart, were sealed into a glass tube, and the times required

for charging a condenser of known capacity to a given potential by
the saturation current were measured. The experimental data satisfy

the logarithmic equation It = Iffi~^. The radioactive constant is

000497 day, or 574 x 10"^ seconds. The activity falls to half value
in 139*6 days, and the average life of radiotellurium is 201 '2 daySi

H. M. D.

Decay of the Radioactivity of Radiotellurium. H. GreinacheI*
{Jahrh. Radioaktiv. £leldr<mik., 1905, 2, 139—142).—Similar experi-

ments (compare preceding abstract) were made with a specimen of

radiotellurium deposited two years previously on a strip of copperi

The observed rate of decay is expressible by means of the same con-

stant as that of the freshly deposited radiotellurium. Working with a
constant difference of potential, it was found that when the distance

between the electrodes is gradually increased, the current at first

increa.ses, attains a maximum, and then decreases. As the decay of

the radioactivity proceeds, the distance to which the electrodes must
Im> separated to obtain the maximum current gradually increases.

H. M. D.

Gases produced by Actinium. Andrk Debiernb {Compt. rendu
1»(»5, 141, 383—385. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 223, 729).—The gas
evolved by a solution of actinium chloride in water was examined by

43—2
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Ramsay and Soddy's method and shown to consist of hydrogen,
oxygen, and helium. The amount of helium produced is similar to

that yielded by radium, although the amount of emanation furnished

by actinium is very small. The disengagement of helium from solid

actinium fluoride, dried at 200°, was also observed. In some cases,

the gas obtained from the solid salt gave an intense continuous
spectrum in which hydrogen and mercury lines showed faintly. The
nature of the gas producing this spectrum has not yet been deter-

mined. T. A. H.

Phosphorescence of Zinc Sulphide through the Influence of
Condensed Gases obtained by Heating Rare-earth Minerals.
Charles Baskerville and L. B. Lockhart {Amer. J. ScL, 1905, [iv],

20, 93—94).—A large number of minerals containing thorium and
uranium and several artificial uranium compounds were ignited, the

evolved gases condensed, and their effect on phosphorescent zinc sul-

phide was observed. Although no very definite conclusion could be

drawn from the experiments, it appeared that those minerals which
afford the largest quantities of helium give the greatest amounts of

emanation. The detailed observations are recorded. H. M. D.

Supposed Radioactivity of Hydrogen Peroxide. Maurice
Padoa {Atti R. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, ii, 43—44).—The author

shows that the action of hydrogen peroxide at a distance on a photo-

graphic plate cannot be due to any form of radiation, but is caused by
the emission from the peroxide of vapours capable of diffusing un-

changed through various substances. If platinum black or manganese
dioxide, which is capable of decomposing hydrogen peroxide, is inserted

between the peroxide and the photographic plate, no action takes place.

T. H. P.

Electrical Conductivity and Absorptive Power for Heat
Radiations of Metallic Sulphides and Oxides occurring
Naturally. Johann Koenigsberger and 0. Eeichenheim {Centr. Min.,

1905, 454—470. Compare Hagen and Rubens, Abstr., 1903, ii, 348).

—Quantitative determinations were made of the electrical conductivity

and of the absorptive and reflective powers for heat radiations of the

following minerals : htematite, marcasite, pyrites, molybdenite, stib-

nite, galena, chalcocite, and graphite. The results are in agreement
with Maxwell's equation 7i'^k = (tt, where n is the index of refraction,

K that of absorption, cr the absolute conductivity of the substance, and
T the period of the electromagnetic vibration. L. J. S.

Liquid Dielectrics. P. Gour6 de Villemont^e {Compt. rend.,

1905, 141, 179— 181).—Two cylindrical condensers are employed
filled respectively with petroleum and with paraffin oil ; the outer

coating is raised to a potential V, the inner being connected to earth
;

the inner coating is then connected with the electrometer and the outer

to earth, and the change on the inner measured. It is found, if p
be the charge and t the time of charging, that logp/Vt is a linear

function of log/5. In the next experiments, the inner cylinder was
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connected directly with an electrometer, the outer being at potential F,

and it was found that the charge, in equal time, is proportional to the
potential V. A curve is also given expressing the effect of time. The
liquid itself is found to acquire no charge. L. M. J.

Tiimiting Conductivity of certain Binary Electrolytes in
Acetone. Paul Dctoit and Alex. Levxeb (J. Chim. Fhys., 1905, 3,

4r35—454. Compare Carrara, Abstr., 1897, ii, 471 ; Laszczynski,

Abstr., 1896, ii, 556).—The authors have investigated the cause of

the lack of agreement in the results obtained for the conductivity of

acetone solutions by previous investigators. The measurements were
made with the bromides, iodides, and thiocyanates of Hthium, sodium,
potassium, and ammonium, carefully purified acetone having a specific

conductivity 0'5—2-0 x 10 ~' (Siemens unit) being employed as solvent.

Concordant values can only be obtained when unplatinised electrodes

are used, the dissolved electrolyte being absorbed to an appreciable
extent by platinum black. Errors may also result in consequence of

changes of the solute and of the presence of very small quantities of

impurities in the solvent. For instance, the conductivity of ammon-
ium salts varies with the time, and in the case of lithium thiocyanate
very different results are obtained with different specimens of the
salt.

The following numbers, obtained by interpolation, represent the
values of the molecular conductivity at 18° (Siemens units) :

—

r. 250. 500. 1000. 2000. 5000. 10,000.20,000.50,000.100,000. „•
LiBr 47-0 65-0 82-0 995 120-5 1330 1420 150-5 154*0 1550
NaBr 73-0 880 1049 120-2 1365 145*0 150-9 1572 158-0 158-0

KBr _ _ _ 126-5 1390 1470 1525 155-5 — 155-5

NHiBr — 49-2 61-4 77 5 100 3 118-6 135-7 153-0 157-0 157 5
Lil — 1130 1-25-6 135-8 145-4 1501 154-0 157 157-0 157-0

Nal — 121 130-6 139 8 148-8 1524 155-0 155 5 155 5 155 5

KI — 1-27-3 136 8 1431 150-7 1550 1570 1575 1575 1575
NHJ — 95-4 110-5 1-26-5 1420 1500 155-1 157-0 157*5 1575
NaCNS 91-5 107 122 137-5 1510 _ — _ _ (169)

KCNS 113-4 126-7 1390 1485 158-5 1635 1675 170-0 1700 170-0

NH^CNS ... 66 83 102 122 144 157 166 170 171 171

In all cases the molecular conductivity increases with the dilation

and approximates to a limiting value. The limiting values satisfy the

law of Kohlrausch, but the ratio of the ion'c velocities is different

from that in water. From the limiting conductivity values the degree

of dissociation of the various electrolytes has been calculated. The
dissociation of the corresponding salts increases in the series : am-
monium, lithium, sodium, potassium, and in the series : chloride,

bromide, thiocyanate, iodide. The extent of the dissociation appears

thtis to depend in an additive manner on the component ions.

H. M. D.

Effect caused by Heating the Cathode of the Silver Volta-
meter to Redness on the Value of the Electrochemical
Equivalent. G. v.\n Dijk {Arch. Xeerland, 1905, [ii], 10,

277—283. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 255).—The author's experiments

indicate that no measurable quantity of solution is enclosed by the
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deposited silver except when the deposition takes place on a layer of

the metal deposited previously which has been heated to redness,

whereby probably small fissures and cavities are produced in con-

sequence of unequal expansion of the silver layer and the containing
platinum vessel. The true value of the electrochemical equivalent of

silver is given as 0-011180. H. M. D.

Deposition of Alloys from Mixed Solutions. Charles B.

Jacobs {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 972—976).—The following

method has been devised for the simultaneous deposition of zinc and
nickel. Neutral solutions of zinc and nickel sulphates were used in

the bath, and varying proportions of ammonium sulphate and chloride

were added in order to regulate the internal resistance. The anodes
employed were of zinc and nickel respectively. In order to maintain
the proper difference in voltage between the two anodes and the

cathode, two generators were used running at different voltages, that

at the higher voltage for the zinc, and that at the lower voltage for

the nickel anode, the current returning through the cathode by a
common third lead to the generators. The anodes were arranged on
each side of the revolving cathode at distances which could be varied,

and it was thus possible to determine the voltage which, in relation to

the internal resistance of the bath, would give the desired proportions

of zinc and nickel in the deposit.

Some experiments were made on a small scale on the simultaneous

deposition of copper and zinc from a solution of their sulphates, and a

product resembling yellow brass was obtained. Better results were
obtained with a cyanide solution, a copper anode being used on the

low voltage side and a zinc anode on the high voltage side, and it was
found that the colour of the brass could be easily regulated by varying

the voltage on either side. E. G.

Effect of Membranes in Liquid Chains. M. Chanoz {Gompt.

rend., 1905, 141, 184—185).—In the chain

Zn
I

ZnSO^
I

Na.^S04
|
H2O

|
Na^SO^

|
ZnSO^

|
Zn

with symmetrical concentrations, one NagSO^
j
HjO contact is made

by means of a membrane of animal parchment, when an E.M.F. is

produced, and the NagSO^ becomes negative. The difference of

potential is affected by the relative positions of the solution and water

and other causes which can be all traced to diffusion effects. If iy^/100

HgSO^ replaces the Na.^SO^, the difference of potential is in the

reverse sense, and in all cases it varies with the nature of the

membrane. L. M. J.

Determination of Melting Point. Anton Landsiedl {Chem. Zeit.,

1905, 29, 765—766).—The author describes an apparatus for the

determination of melting points. The thermometer is fixed in a tube

by a cork through which passes also a long capillary lying close to the

stem of the thermometer, and having a constriction opposite the bulb

of the latter. Through this permanent capillary the successive

melting-point tubes may be slipped down until they lie close to the

bulb of the thermometer. The tube containing the thermometer and

capillary is immersed for a considerable portion of its length in
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sulphuric acid, so that the melting points determined are to be

regarded as corrected. The tube containing the sulphuric acid is

protected by gauze, asbestos paper, and a glass cylinder, so that the

loss of heat to the air is a minimum, and melting points up to 310^

can be determined without trouble. J. C. P.

New Apparatus for the Determination of Melting Points.
Maurice DE TniEERY (Arch. Sei. j^^hys. nat., 1905, [iv], 20, 59—61).

—

The author describes a form of apparatus in which the solid is placed

between two contact poles in an electric circuit, which form contact

when the solid melts. If the substance is itself a conductor, it is en-

closed in a small, thin glass tube with a pointed end, and forms the upper
contact pole ; owing to the restriction at the end, no contact is made
until the solid melts. L. M. J.

Melting Point of Gold and Expansion of some Gases at High
Temperatures. I. Adeiex Jacqueeod aad F. Louis Pekbot {Arch.

Sci. phys. nat., 1905, [iv], 20, 28—58).—The present paper contains

chiefly the account of the apparatus and method of procedure. The
gold is in the form of a thin wire, which forms part of an electric

circuit that is broken when the wire melts. It is heated in a
platinum resistance furnace about 300 mm. long and 50 mm. in

diameter, 58 turns of platinum wire, 0*7 mm. in diameter, being

employed. The gas thermometer is constructed of fused silica,

which possesses many advantages over platinum-iridium (Holbom and
Day, Abstr., 1901, ii, 84), notably an extremely low coefficient of

expansion (0'00000162), which is very constant up to 1000^. To test

the apparatus and thermometer, the boiling point of naphthalene was
determined, the thermometer being filled with hydcogen ; the value

found was 2 15*8°, agreeing well with the previous determination, 215*6-4°.

To determine the variation of temperature in different parts of the
furnace, the apparent melting point of a gold wire placed in different

parts was determined. Within the distance over which the ther-

mometer bulb extended, the differences from the value at the middle
point (1066"9^) only reached I'S'^j near the end of the furnace, the
difference reached S*'. L. M. J.

State of Matter in the Neighbourhood of the Critical Point.
Gabrikl Bertraxd and Jean Lecarme {Compt. rend., 1905, 141,
320—323).—When a closed tube, freed from air and containing less

tlian one-third of its volume of a solution of alizarin in alcohol, is

heat«-d, the solvent volatilises completely below the critical point,

leaving the alizarin as a solid dejwsit. When a tube containing more
than one-third of its volume of this solution is heated, the meniscus
disappears at a temperature a little higher than the criticjil jwint of

the solvent, the tube becomes filled with a fluid showing striae, and the
dye gradually diffuses uniformly throughout the fluid, and this condition

continues even if the temperature be raised 20° above the critical

point.

A solution of potassium dichromate in water behaves similarly, but
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the phenomenon is more difficult to exhibit in this case because of the
fracture of the tubes as a result of the high pi'essure developed.

These observations afford further evidence in favour of thejview taken
by Ramsay (Abstr., 1881, 971 ; 1882, 136, 267 ; Jamin, ibid., 1883,

898; Cailletet and Colardeaa, ibid., 1891, 779), that a substance exists

simultaneously in the gaseous and liquid states at its critical point,

and even at temperatures slightly above this (compare Andrews, Trans.,

1870, 23, 74). T. A. H.

State of Matter in the Neighbourhood of the Critical Point.
C. Ravkau {Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 348—349).—The author is of

opinion that Bertrand and Lecarme (preceding abstract) are not

justified in assuming that because the vapour of alcohol at a tempera-

ture below the critical point does not dissolve alizarin, it does not do so

at or just above the critical point, since, as is well known, there is a

rapid change in the properties of fluids in the immediate neighbourhood

of the critical state. T. A. H.

Parr's Method for Estimating the Heat of Combustion.
Georg Lunge and Hermann Grossmann {Zeit. angew. Chem.. 1905, 18,

1249—1253).—Parr's method for determining the heat of combustion

of coal is suitable for ordinary coals, but unsuitable for brown coals.

A finely powdered mixture of 0*5 gram of coal, 0*5 gram of tartaric

acid, and 10 grams of sodium peroxide of good quality is used for the

estiihation. A. McK.

Thermochemistry of Phenylhydrazones. Ph. Landrieu
{Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 358— 361).—The amounts of heat developed

in the formation of phenylhydrazones in aqueous, alcoholic, or ethereal

solution, as was mo.st convenient, were determined experimentally,

and, using existing data as to heats of formation of the various ketones

and aldehydes and of phenylhydrazine, the heats of formation of the

phenylhydrazones were calculated and compared with those deduced

from the heats of combustion of the phenylhydrazones as determined

in the calorimetric bomb. The results obtained for the phenyl-

hydrazones of the following compounds by the two methods were

respectively as follows : acetone, 45*9 and 44*9 Cal. ; acetaldehyde,

400 and 39*1 Cal. ; benzaldehyde, 11*6 and 10 1 Cal. ; furfuraldehyde,

36-1 and 34-0 Cal.; salicylaldehyde, 43-6 and 41-7 Cal.; and anis-

aldehyde, 38*5 and 35*1 Cal. The reactions of benzophenone and
acetophenone with phenylhydrazine do not take place quickly enough
to be suitable for calorimetric measurement. The heats of formation

of the phenylhydrazones of these two ketones were therefore deduced

from their heats of combustion only, the results obtained being
- lO'l Cal, and 19-4 Cal respectively.

The amount of heat developed in the action of phenylhydrazine on
aldehydes or ketones is, as a rule, from 12 to 16 Cal., and is slightly

greater than that (10 to 13 Cal.) developed in the action of hydroxyl-

amine on these substances (this vol., ii, 301). T. A. H,
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Dissociation of Carbon Dioxide. Walthee Neenst and

H. VON Wabtenbeeg {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 314 ; from Xachr. k. Ges.

Wis8. Gottingen, 1905, 64— 74).—The apparatus and methods used in

investigating the dissociation of carbon dioxide resemble those pre-

viously employed in the case of water vapour [Xachr. k. Ges. Wiss.

Gottvigen, 1905, 35—45). The results of the experiments show that

the catalytic action of the capillary tube through which the gases

escape varies very greatly with different tubes. The range of tempera-

ture in which the dissociation is sufficiently great and the reaction

velocity of the capillary sufficiently small is limited. The capillary

tube must therefore be narrow. Since moisture also acts as a cata-

lytic agent, the gas requires to be carefully dried. The results are

arranged in a table in the original paper, and are also shown graphi-

cally by means of two curves. The initial portion of the upper curve,

which corresponds with the formation of carbon dioxide, appears to

represent a termolecular reaction. It is found, however, that the

data are affected by a unimolecular reaction. The lower curve, which

repi'esents a bimolecular reaction, is also affected by the unimolecular

reaction, especially in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium point. The
equilibrium value x^, when the combination of carbon monoxide with

oxygen is regarded as unipolar, is 0*029. The value of a; at 1300°,

calculated from Hahn's data, is 004 19 per cent. ; thermodynamical

calculations give 000400 at 1300°, 00138 at 1400°, and 0-032 at 1478°.

E. W, W.

Apparatus for Measuring the Absolute Coefficient of In-

ternal Friction of Gases. Silvio Chella {Atti R. Accad. Lincei,

1905, [v], 14, ii, 23—30).—Coulomb's method for the absolute

measurement of the coefficient of internal friction of gases presents

great difficulty when the influence of the rim of the oscillating disc is

to be taken accurately into account. For the purpose of overcoming
this disadvantage, the author has devised an apparatus in which the

disc is replaced by a cylindrical bell ; by varying the density of the

latter, it is possible to keep the diameter constant whilst the weight

and moment of inertia change. The apparatus is described and
depicted, and the coi-responding formula for the coefficient derived.

T. H. P.

Nature of Osmotic Pressure. Angelo Batelli and Annibalb
Stefanini [Atti It. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, ii, 3—14).—The
authors bring forward a modification of Traube's theory of osmotic

pressure, according to which osmotic phenomena are always deter-

mined by the difference between the surface tensions of the two
liquids, but the direction of osmosis is always that tending to equalise

the surface tensions on the two sides of the diaphragm. With water
and alcohol, for example, if the diaphragm is impermeable to alcohol,

the water alone passes through ; whilst if it is permeable to both
liquids, flow takes place in both directions. In the latter case, that
direction of flow is favoured with which the change of surface tension
is relatively the greater. Solutions having equal surface tensions,

although not equimolecular, are always in osmotic equilibrium. It
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is hence improbable that osmotic pressure is of a purely kinetic nature,

as van't HofE's theory supposes.

Nernst's derivation of formulae for E.M.F. from osmotic pressure is

no proof of the validity of the osmotic theory, since it has been shown

by Helmholtz that the formulae can be arrived at in quite another way.

T. H. P.

Velocity of Crystallisation of Supersaturated Solutions.

Ch. Leenhaedt {Gornpt. rend., 1905, 141, 188—189).—The author has

obtained in the case of the crystallisation of supersaturated solutions

results similar to those obtained by Tammann for supercooled liquids.

Thus, in the case of sodium acetate, which melts in its water of crys-

tallisation at 58°, the velocity of crystallisation increases to about 25°,

after which it remains constant to about — 20°, falling very rapidly

below this temperature to become inappreciable at about - 40°. In the

case of sodium thiosulphate, the effect of addition of the anhydrous
salt was also studied, the results being stated to prove that the
diminution of the velocity is proportional to the square root of the
quantity of anhydrous salt. L. M. J^

Catalytic Ester Exchanges. I. Contribution to the Theory
of Saponification. Robert KremanxV [Monatsh., 1905, 26, 783—822.

Compare this vol., ii, 307 ; Skraup, Abstr., 1894, i, 15 ; Skraup and
Fortner, Abstr., 1894, i, 404).—In alcoholic solution at 60°, ethyl

mucate is completely hydrolysed in 2—3 minutes by a slight excess of

Q-1N alcoholic sodium hydroxide. If an alcoholic solution of tetra-

acetylmucic acid is ti'eated with 10 per cent, less alcoholic sodium
hydroxide than is necessary for complete hydrolysis and neutralisation

of the carboxyl groups, it immediately yields sodium mucate, and
78 per cent, of the acetyl present is converted into ethyl acetate, the

hydrolysis of which by the remaining alcoholic sodium hydroxide takes

place only extremely slowly. With the amount of sodium hydroxide

nece.'^sary for complete hydrolysis in alcoholic solution, ethyl tetra-

acetylmucate yields about 65 per cent, of its acetyl as ethyl acetate.

The yield of ethyl acetate from tetra-acetylmucic acid decreases rapidly

with diminution of the amount of sodium hydroxide ; with ethyl tetra-

acetylmucate, the decrease is not so rapid. The formation of ethyl

acetate must be due to instantaneous splitting off of the acetyl groups

without consumption of sodium hydroxide. The reaction with ethyl

tetra-acetylmucate is complicated by the formation of by-products, due

probably to intermediate lactone formation, which takes place to a

small extent if the hydrolysis is carried out at higher temperatures and
in more dilute solutions.

A similar formation of ethyl or methyl acetate takes place when the

acetates of polyhydric or of higher molecular monohydric alcohols,

such as amyl acetate, aie treated with sodium hydroxide in ethyl- or

methyl-alcoholic solution. In alcoholic solution at 60°, with 5, 3, and

7 per cent, of the respective amounts of sodium hydroxide necessary

for couiplete hydroly.sis, glycol diacetate, triacetin, and mannitol hexa-

acetate yield immediately 93, 86, and 88 per cent, of the theoretical

amounts of ethyl acetate. The yield of otiiyl acetate is not increased
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by the addition of larger amounts up to 94 per cent, of the theoretical

quantity of sodium hydroxide, and the reaction will take place with as

little as 1 per cent, of sodium hydroxide, but in that case the maximum
yield of ethyl acetate is obtained only after some minutes. The rate

of formation of ethyl acetate from triacetin, as determined in a series

of experiments in alcoholic solution at 25°, and with 0*29, 0'58, 1'46,

and 2 91 per cent, of the theoretical amount of sodium hydroxide,

was found to vary with, but not strictly in proportion to, the percentage

of sodium hydroxide present.

The formation of methyl acetate from triacetin in the presence of

sodium hydroxide in methyl-alcoholic solution is more rapid than that

of ethyl acetate in ethyl-alcoholic solution ; further, ethyl acetate

is formed more rapidly from glycol diacetate than from triacetin.

Ethyl acetate and glycol are formed from glycol diacetate and ethyl

alcohol, even in absence of sodium hydroxide.

The author considers that these " ester exchanges " are due to the

formation of an equilibrium between the acetate dissolved and the

acetate of the alcohol functioning as the solvent ; this takes place

extremely slowly owing to the small concentration of the ions (compare
Euler, Abstr., 1901, ii, 376), but is greatly accelerated by the addition

of the more strongly dissociating sodium alkoxide. G. Y.

New Form of Pyknometer. Pw. V. Stanford {Phil. Mag., 1905,
[vij, 10, 269—270).—The pyknometer is bottle-shaped, the neck
terminating in a short vertical capillary. The second capillary is

sealed into the body of the pyknometer a short distance below the
neck, and for the greater part of its length is horizontal ; near its

extremity, however, the capillary is bent at right angles, so that the
top is vertical. By means of a small plunger, which can be connected
to the longer capillary by means of india-rubber tubing, the liquid

meniscus can be brought to a mark on the horizontal portion of the
tube. The pyknometer rests without support on a stand in the thermo-
stat, and wire suspension is dispensed with. H. M. D.

New Fractionating Tap. A. von Baetal {CJiem. Zeit., 1905, 29,
786—787).—The tap has four horizontal tubes radiating from it, three
of which, B, C, D, are at a lower level than the remaining one, A. The
stopper has a horizontal groove cut completely round it at the level of
the tube A ; from the horizontal groove, a small vertical one is cut
extending to the level of the other three tubes. By a slight turn of
the stopper the tube A can be put successively into connection with
either of the tubes B, C, or D, or can be completely shut off from them
all. P. H.

Tap for Use with Alkaline Liquids. Lassae-Cohn {Chem
Zeit., 1905, 20, 901—902).—The body and side-tubes of the tap are
constructed of glass, whilst the stopper is made of phosphor-bronze

;

between the metallic stopper and the glass body is inserted a layer of
rubber. p, jj^
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Condensers with Ball Mouth-piece. Fritz Hinden {Chem.
Zeit., 1905, 2Q, 809— 810).—A conically elongated ball mouth-piece takes

the place of the usual cork. It may be placed on various distilling

flasks and even on suitable beakers. A number of illustrations are

given. It is shown that the Joint so formed is sufficiently tight for

practical purposes. L. de K.

Inorganic Chemistry.

Chemical Oxydases. G. Baudran {Compt. rend., 1905, 141,
330—331. Compare this vol., ii, 407).—Chlorine, bromine, iodine,

and iodine trichloride each give a red colour even in very dilute

aqueous solutions with " guaiacol water " (Bertrand's reagent). They
likewise destroy the toxicity of alkaloids and toxins. The alkali and
alkaline earth salts of the halogen acids are also active, the latter

being slightly the more powerful. These actions are inhibited by the

presence of phenol. T. A. H.

Methods employed in Preparing the Tables of Specific

Gravity of Sulphuric, Nitric, and Hydrochloric Acids and
Ammonia. W. C. Ferguson {J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1905, 24,
781—790).—The tables have been based on C.P. compounds. All

specific gravity determinations were taken at 60° F. compared with

water at 60° F. The thermometer employed was readable to 1/18° F.,

and was frequently checked against a standard thermometer ; the

accui'acy of balance and weights was also systematically checked
against standard weights. The effect due to expansion of the

pyknometer was found to be so small as to be negligible. The strength

of the standard sulphuric acid was determined by titration against

standard solutions of sodium carbonate (prepared by heating to

572° F.and by igniting to coostant weight), ammonium sulphate, 100 per

cent, sulphuric acid (prepared by crystallisation), sulphuric anhydride,

and sulphanilic acid ; the results obtained varied between the limits

97"40 and 97"415 per cent., leaving out of account one value of 97*34.

The caustic soda solution was prepared from C.P. caustic soda purified

by baryta, and was titrated against the acid, using methyl-orange as

indicator, the same substance being employed as indicator in titrating

the nitric and hydrochloric acids as well as the ammonia. The nitric

acid the constants of which were to be determined was free from
nitrous and hydrochloric acids, and the hydrochloric acid contained only

traces of impurities which would affect the determinations less than

the errors of manipulation. The ammonia was prepared from C.P.

ammonia by distilling it with lime into distilled water. The sul-

phuric acid used had sp. gr. 1'84; it was free from hydrochloric and
nitric acids and ammonium salts. For further details of the methods
emplo) ed, as well as for the tables of numerical results, reference should

be made to the original paj)er. P. H.
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Phosphorus Subiodide and the R61e of this Substance in the
Allotropic Transformation of Phosphorus. R. Boulouch {Compt.

rend., 1905, 141, 256—258).—When dry iodine is added to a solution

of phosphorus in dry carbon disulphide in quantity less than is neces-

sary to convert the phosphorus into the di-iodide, and the mixture is

exposed to sunlight, phosphorus subiodide, P^I, separates. This is an

amorphous, red powder, it decomposes without melting, forming

phosphorus di-iodide (which dissociates) and phosphorus vapour, and is

only slowly attacked by water. Dilute nitric acid attacks the sub-

iodide vigorously, liberating iodine, and with concentrated nitric acid

it inflames. Concentrated solutions of the alkali hydroxides dissolve it,

liberating hydrogen phosphide, and dilute solutions of the alkali hydr-

oxides or carbonates convert it into " Leverrier's suboxide," P^OH
(compare Gautier, this Journal, 1873, 352). Phosphorus subiodide dis-

solves in solutions of iodine forming phosphorus di-iodide or tri-iodide;

this reaction serves to distinguish it from red phosphorus.

The catalytic conversion of yellow into red phosphorus by the

agency of iodine is explained by assuming that phosphorus di-iodide

is first formed, and this, in contact with excess of phosphorus, is con-

verted into phosphorus subiodide, which at temperatures above 160°

undergoes a series of decompositions resulting in the formation of

phosphorus di-iodide, which immediately dissociates, and red phos-

phorus. This explanation of the allotropic transformation is similar

to that proposed by Brodie (this Journal, 1852, 5, 289), and regarded

as unacceptable by Hittorf. T. A. H.

Preparation of Vitreous Arsenious Oxide. Lorexz Souheur
(D.R.-P. 159541).—Arsenious oxide is usually converted into the

vitreous form by distillation or by fusion under pressure. It is found
that the application of pressure alone is suflicient to effect the con-

version, which is accelei-ated by heating to a temperature below the

melting point. Thus a pressure of 2500 kilograms per sq. cm.
converts arsenious acid at 150° completely into the vitreous

modification. C. H. D.

Influence of Water Vapour on the Reduction of Carbon
Dioxide by Carbon. Octave Boudouard {Compt. rend., 1905, 141,
252—253. Compare this vol., ii, 91).—"Dry" and "moist" carbon
dioxide were passed over purified wood charcoal contained in a
porcelain tube heated at temperatures varying from 650*^ to 1000°.

At 800°, the reduction of carbon dioxide took place more rapidly in

the moist than in the dry mixture, but the difference rapidly dis-

appeared as the temperature was increased, and at 1000° the rapidity

of action was the same whether the gas was dry or moist. The rate

at which the current of gas wa.s passed had little influence on the
action. The.se observations indicate that the greater rapidity of
reaction which attends the use of dry air in the blast furnace is the
direct result of the difference in bygroojetric state, and is not due to
the dryness of the air favouring the formation of carbon monoxide.

T. A. H.
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Causticising [of Potassium Carbonate]. Guido Bodlander and
E. Lucas {ZeiL angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 1137—1141).—The action

K2C03 + Ca(OH)2 = CaC03 + 2KOH is reversible; the action for

technical purposes is more complete when carried out in dilute solution,

although the necessity of the subsequent concentration involves an
expenditure of heat.

The solubility of lime in solutions of sodium hydroxide of varying
concentrations was estimated at 50°. The ratio (011)2/00, was de-

termined with solutions of lime in a mixture of potassium hydroxide
and potassium carbonate of varying concentrations at 18° and at 25°

respectively. Determinations of the ratio (OH)2/C03 are also quoted
where barium hydroxide and strontium hydroxide respectively were
substituted for lime. A. McK,

Preparation of Double Silicates of Potassium with other
Bases. Andre G. Duboin {Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 254—256.

Compare Abstr., 1895, ii, 351 and 1897, ii, 96).—When silica is pro-

jected into melted potassium fluoride contained in a platinum crucible,

and to this molten liquid precipitated zinc oxide is added, and the

mass produced on cooling is re-melted with the addition of potassium

chloride, and maintained in a molten condition for 72 hours, two
potassium zinc silicates are formed, which may be separated by washing
with a heavy liquid prepared by dissolving mercuric iodide in solution

of lithium or sodium iodide in water (this vol., ii, 637). One of

these silicates forms small, prismatic ciystals, has a sp. gr. 3 "68 at 0°,

and the composition represented by the formula K20,6ZnO,4Si02 ; the

other occurs in large, prismatic crystals, has a sp. gr. 2 "96 at 0°, and
the composition represented by the formula 8K20,9Zn0,17Si02. Both
are readily decomposed by hydrochloric acid. These silicates are not

analogous in constitution with the potassium magnesium silicates

similarly produced (loc. cit.). T. A. H.

Crystallisation of Sodium Iodide from Alcohols. Morris
LoEB (J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 1019—1020).—Sodium iodide

separates from methyl alcohol in plates or needles having the compo-

sition NaI,3CHg'0H, whilst from ethyl alcohol it crystallises as

]SraI,C2Hj5*OH. 7i-Propyl alcohol dissolves about one-third of its

weight of sodium iodide, and the solution deposits crystals of the

composition 5NaI,3C3H7'OH. Potassium iodide separates from an

alcoholic solution in crystals which do not contain any of the solvent.

E. G.

Compounds of Sodium with Zinc. C. H. Mathewson {Zeit.

anorg. Chem., 1905, 46, 94—112).—A complete fusion diagram has

been constructed according to Tammann's methods. The melting-

point curve consists of six branches; there are two well-marked

maxima at 477" and 27*92 per cent, of sodium, and 576° and 16-23 per

cent, of sodium respectively. Five distinct compounds of zinc and

sodium exist, namely : ( I) Na^Sn, which at 405° undergoes transformation

according to the equation Na^Sn^ 0091 NagSn + fused alloy(382 mols.
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Na + 0-91 moL Sn). (2) Na^Sn, with a melting point of 477®. (3)

Na^Snj : it is the hardest and most brittle of the five compounds. At
47^. it melts with transformation according to the equation

Na^Soj z^ 0-375 KaSn + fused alloy (3-62 mols. Na + 2-62 mols. Sn).

It occurs in two crystalline modifications, a and /S ; the transforma-

tion of the /S- into the a-crystals is attended by considerable increase

of volume. (4) NaSn, with a melting point of 576°; at 483°, it

undergoes a polymorphous transformation. (5) NaSn, ; it is the

softest and toughest of the five compounds, and, like NaSn, has the

appearance of tin. At 305°, it undergoes transformation in accordance

with the equation KaSn, z^ 0-667 NaJSn + fused alloy (0-333 mol. Na+
1-333 mols. Sn). The easy oxidation of the alloys prevented their

examination under the microscope. A freshly cut surface of Xa^Sn
or NajSn soon becomes covered in the air with a bronze film, but

under vaseline the surface of the former resembles that of tin, whilst

the latter is steel-blue. Na^Sn, shows a pale blue colour on a fresh

surface ; no film colour appears on oxidation. D. H. J.

Silver-aluminium AUojb. G. I. Petkexko (Zeit. arutrg. Chem.,

1905, 46, 49—59).—From the complete fusion diagram constructed

by Tammann's method, it is clear that two distinct compounds of

aluminium and silver exist, namely, AlAg, and AlAgj. The melting-

point curve falls from the melting point of aluminium to the euteetic

point at 567', then rises to the melting point of silver ; on the rising

point of the curve are two breaks, at 721- and 11*15 per cent. Al,

771' and 7-72 per cent. Al respectively, corresponding with the two
compounds moitioned. Both compounds exist in two polymorphous
forms.

The alloys with from 7-72 to 11 '3 pa: cent, of aluminium take a
good polish ; those with from to 772 percent, of Al are quite stable

in the air. D. H. J.

Calcium Chloroboratee. L6oh Ouvsard {Ccmpt. rend., 1905,

141, 351—354. Compare Rousseau and Allaire, Abstr., 1893, ii,

468, 518 ; 1894, ii, 413, 447 ; and Ourrard, 1900, ii, 206, 207; 1901,

ii, 158).
—

^The following salts are prepared by fusing together boric

anhydride and calcium chloride in various proportions, grnak in detail

in the original, with or without the addition of lime.

The 9alt 3CaO,CaCl4,5B,0, crystallises in needles or prisms show-
ing longitudinal extinction, is scarcely soluble in water or dilate

acetic acid, but readily so in dilute mineral acids. The eowtpommd
3C'aO,CaCl,,3BjO, forms arborescent masses of granular crystals,

which are feebly active towards polarised light and are rendered
opaque by water. There is simultaneously formed with this a
ealeium hortUe having the formula SOaOyB^O,, crystallising in lamells,

which are very active towards polarised light and insoluble in water,
but soluble in dilute acids. ^

Ijfi Chatelier's calcium chloroborate, SCaCCSaCl^BjO, (Abstr., 1884,

1261), and the calcium borate having the formula 3CaO,B,0, were
also prepared. T. A. H.
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Behaviour of Typical Hydrated Bromides when Heated in
an Atmosphere of Hydrogen Bromide. J. Lehn Kreider
(Amer. J. Sci., 1905, [iv], 20, 97— 106).—The hydrated bromides of

barium, magnesium, and aluminium were heated at diiierent tempera-
tures for half an hour in a current of dry air and in a current of

hydrogen bromide, and the loss of ^ater and of hydrogen bromide was
determined in each case. The dehydration of barium bromide,
BaBr2,2H20, at 70—160° takes place without any appreciable loss of

hydrogen bromide, whether heated in air or in a current of hydrogen
bromide, and the rate of dehydration is approximately the same in the
two cases. In the dehydration of magnesium bromide, MgBr2,6H.^O,
approximately a third of the water may be removed without any
considerable loss of hydrogen bromide. From this point, the loss of

hydrogen bromide, when the salt is heated in air, increases with the

temperature and is inhibited, as is the loss of water, by an atmos-
phere of hydrogen bromide. From this, the conclusion is drawn that two
molecules of water bear a different relationship to the salt from the

other four molecules. Hydrated aluminium bromide, AlBrg.GHjO, when
heated at 100—210°, loses water and hydrogen bromide simultaneously

both in air and in an atmosphere of hydrogen bromide, but the loss of

water as well as of hydrogen bromide is retarded in the latter case.

A differentiation of the water molecules in aluminium bromide is,

however, not indicated by the experimental data. Formulae for the

hydrates in accordance with Cushmann's hypothesis of inner and
outer leakages of water are suggested to account for the observed

phenomena. H. M. D.

Magnalium and other Light Alloys. Egbert E. Barnett (J. Soc.

C/iem. Ind., 1905, 24, 832—834).—Magnalium, which is the name
given to an alloy of aluminium with magnesium, is manufactured in

three varieties, X, Y, and Z. The alloy has a greater tendency to

oxidation when hot than aluminium, but its advantages over that

metal are its much greater tensile strength, and the fact that it is

much better adapted to turning, &c. The following analyses were

obtained from the various samples, most of the aluminium hydroxide

being removed by digestion with sodium hydroxide before proceeding

to the separation of the other metals. Alloy X contains copper, 1'76
;

magnesium, 1"60; nickel, 1*16 per cent., and antimony and iron in

smaller quantities. Alloy Y, which appears to be intermediate in

composition between X and Z except as regards nickel, contains copper,

magnesium, tin, lead, a small amount of iron, and a doubtful trace of

antimony. Alloy Z (soft sheet) contains tin, 315; copper, 0*21
;

magnesium, 1"58; lead, 0*72 per cent., and about 03 per cent, of

iron. Zisium, sp. gr. 2'95, and ziskon, sp. gr. 3*35, are two silver-

white alloys which are used in scientific instrument making. Zisium

is essentially aluminium with small amounts of zinc, tin, copper, and

traces of antimony and bismuth. Ziskon is a zinc-aluminium alloy,

contaiping 25 per cent, of the former metal. P. H.

Alloys of Magnesium with Tin and Thallium. Georg Grubk
{Zeit. auorg. Chem., 1905, 46, 76— 93).—The alloys have been studied
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by the fusion method of Tammann, and the results have been con-

firmed by microscopic examination.

I. Magnesium-tin Alloys.—The melting-point curve falls from the

melting point of magnesium to a eutectic point corresponding with the

temperature 5648° and 39 per cent, of tin; it then rises to a maximum
point at 783'4^ and 7095 per cent, of tin. From the maximum point,

which indicates the existence of the definite compound, SnMgg, it falls

to a second eutectic point at 2094° and 97*5 per cent, of tin, and finally

rises to the melting point of tin. SnMgo is formed with considerable

development of heat on melting together its constituents in hydrogen at

700—800°
; it crystallises well, is brittle, and easily tarnishes in the

air.

J I. Magnesiuyn-tJuiUiuvi Alloys.—The melting-point curve falls

from the melting point of magnesium to a eutectic point correspond-

ing with 403'7° and 725 per cent, of thallium. It next rises to a

maximum at 76 per cent, and 4129°. From this maximum it falls to

a second eutectic point at 392*9^ and 84-8 per cent, of thallium, and

then to further eutectic points at 355*4° and 89 3 per cent, of thallium

and at 205'2° and 97'1 per cent, of thallium, and finally rises to the

melting point of thallium. From the course of the curve, with its

sharp maximum and two concealed maxima, the existence of three

compounds is inferred, namely, TljMgg, TlMgg, and TloMgg. TlgMgg

melts at 412'9^ to a homogeneous liquid. TlMgg undergoes transforma-

tion at 392*9° in accordance with the equation TlMgo "^^ 00796
TlgMgs + fused alloy (0*9204 Tl 4- 1*9204 Mg). Tl.^Mgg has a transform-

ation
j
point at 3"55-4°

: TlgMgg z:r 0*1194 TLM gg -1- fused alloy

(1-8806 Tl-f-2 8806 Mg). Thallium-magnesium alloys blacken in the

air by oxidation, especially in presence of moisture. D. H. J.

Heavy Liquids containing Alkali Mercuric Iodides.

Andre G. Duboin {Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 385—388).—These
liquids are prepared by adding mercuric iodide and the appropriate

alkali iodide alternately to a small quantity of water until this is

saturated. The solution of potassium mercuric iodide has a sp. gr.

3*196 at 22*9° and n= 1*730 at 26°; that of sodium mercuric iodide

has sp. gr, 3*46 at 26° and n= 1*797 ; that of lithium mercuric iodide

a sp. gr. 3*28 at 25*6° and 7i= 1*783, and the preparation of

ammonium mercuric iodide a sp. gr. 2*98 at 26° and 7i = 1*527.

Tliese liquids are sensitive to atmospheric conditions. Those con-

taining sodium or lithium give a precipitate of mercuric iodide with

water, but are soluble in alcohol. The ammonium mercuric iodide

solution deposits crystals having the composition 2NH^I,Hgl2,HjO.
The solutions containing ammonium or potassium iodide give precipi-

tates with the other two solutions. The sodium mercuric iodide

solution is soluble in a variety of organic solvents. Cellulose swells

and becomes transparent when placed in this liquid, and the product,

after being washed with a solution of sodium iodide in water, dries to

a horny mass. T. A. H.

Different States of Oxidation of Aluminium Powder. Kmile
Kohn-Abrest {Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 323—324. Compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 261).—When aluminium powder is heated in a current of air,

VOL. Lxxxviii. ii. 44
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it begins to absorb oxygen at 400° ; between 400° and 625°, the rate

of absorption increases steadily and remains constant between 625°

and 750°. At 80U°, a further absorption of oxygen commences, which
increases as the temperature is raised to 1000°, and then remains
constant between 1000° and 1200°.

When aluminium powder is heated during one hour at 1000° or for

the same period at temperatures rising from 500° to 1050°, 59 per
cent, of oxygen is absorbed, and no further absorption of oxygen
occurs when the heating is continued for another two hours at 1000°.

The product is a homogeneous pearl-grey powder, which decomposes
hydrochloric acid with effervescence.

It is pointed out that the formation of a suboxide AlO would
require the absorption of nearly 59 per cent, of oxygen. The results

of other experiments, to be described later, indicate the possible

existence of oxides of the formulae Al^Og and AlgO (compare Pionchon,
Abstr., 1893, ii, 572). T. A. H.

Mechanical Properties of Iron in Isolated Crystals. Floris
Osmond and Ch. Fremont {Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 361—363).—

A

number of nearly pure iron crystals, some of which measured several

c.c. in volume, were isolated from a portion of a steel rail and sub-

jected to tension, compression, hardness, and bending tests. Descrip-

tions of the special methods of applying these tests and the numerical

results obtained are given. The results show that the mechanical

properties of isolated crystals of iron are a function of the crystallo-

graphic orientation in its relation to the direction in which the stress

is applied. The material is very brittle in the directions of the planes

of cleavage, but shows great plasticity in other directions.

T. A. H.

Absorption Spectrum of Manganous Salts. P. Lambert
{Comjit. rend., 1905, 141, 357— 358).—A specimen of manganous
chloride, prepared from carefully purified manganese dioxide, gave an

absorption spectrum having the following bands : (1) an intense broad

band between A = 513-0 and X = 557-5, (2) a broad, less intense band

between A = 420 and A = 442-50, and (3) a group of six narrow bands

occupying the following positions: (a) A=4l0-25 to A = 412-25, (6)

A= 405-25 to A = 408, (c) A = 402 to A = 403-25, (cZ) A = 400 to A = 401,

(e) A = 396-25 to A = 397-75, and (f) A = 394-5 to A = 395-75.

T. A. H.

Influence of Nitrogen on Iron and Steel. Hjalmar Braune
{Rev. de MetaUurgie, 1905, 2, 497—502).—When iron is heated at 800°

in an atmosphere of ammonia, iron nitride is produced, forming a solid

solution with iron, lowering its melting point, and lessening its power

of dissolving carbon. The nitride may be caused to diffuse equally

through the iron by subsequent annealing. The size of the ferrite

crystals diminishes as the percentage of nitrogen increases, and at 020
per cent, of nitrogen the cellular structure of the ferrite disappears, a

system of linear markings appearing. The tensile strength of iron
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increases with the proportion of nitrogen, the ductility falling rapidly.

The magnetic coercive force and hysteresis are greatly increased.

Steel containing lib per cent, of carbon becomes brittle with

040—0-045 per cent, of nitrogen. In the case of quenched steels, the

nitride remains in solid solution in the martensite. C. H. D.

Effect of Nitrogen on Steel. Hexbi Le Chatelieb {Bev. de

MetcUlurgie, 1905, 2, 503—507).—Braune's discovery (preceding

abstract) of the influence of nitrogen on iron and steel explains the

difference in fragility often observed between steels of identical com-

position. Iron does not combine directly with atmospheric nitrogen,

the presence of a basic slag and of reducing agents is necessary ; it is

therefore chieflv in the blast-furnace and in the basic converter that

absorption of nitrogen takes place, probably through the formation of

cvanides. Furnaces producing much potassium cyanide are known to

yield an inferior quality of iron.

The linear markings observed in ferrite crystals containing nitrogen

are identical with Neumann's lines, and are probably due to twinning,

which takes place more readily in iron nitride during polishing than in

pure ferrite. C. H. D.

Variations of Basicity in Chromium Salts. Albert Colson
{Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 331—333).—To explain the inertness of

chromium pentasulphate, Cr^O(SO^)- (this vol., ii, 94), towards reagents,

it is suggested that the light green hydrated oxide precipitated from
violet chrome alum has the constitution OICro(OH)^. In conformity
with this view, the oxide (1 mol.) dissolves in cold dilute acetic acid

(6 mols.), yielding a violet-coloured solution in which a tetra-acetate,

0'.CT^{G2i^^02)^,'2H.20, exists, which is obtained in the form of

amorphous spangles. The chromic oxide is not readily displaced from
this salt by potassium hydroxide, and on the addition of potassium
hydroxide to aqueous solutions of the tetra-acetate, precipitation takes
place only after several days at 0*^, after some hours at 20^, and in a
few minutes at 60^ (compare this vol., ii, 460). It is suggested that
on the addition of potassium hydroxide a soluble compound of the type
OICr2(C2H302)202K2 is formed, two molecules of which then interact,

yielding potassium acetate and chromic oxide, represented by the

formula OICrj<QA^^^K^rjCO. This precipitate is dark green and is less

basic than the light green product similarly precipitated from
chrome alum, which, when shaken with a solution of an alkali sulphate,
liberates the alkali so that the solution shows an alkaline reaction with
phenolphthalein or reddened litmus (compare this vol., ii, 34).

T. A. U.

Behaviour of Vanadium OompKJunds towards Metallic Gold
and Gold Solutions. Fbanz Uundbshagex (Vhem. Zeit., 1905, 29,
799—800).—Vanadic acid and other vanadtc compounds do not pre-
cipitate gold from either acid neutral or alkaline solutions ; in hydro-
chloric acid solution or in presence of chlorides they exert a solvent
action on gold, becoming thereby reducod to the vanadous or hypo-

-2
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vanadous condition ; if the solution is then made neutral or alkaline,

the whole of the gold is at once precipitated as a greyish-violet powder
which redissolves again on acidifying the solution. This reaction may
be represented thus

:

3VOCI3 + Au ^ 3VOCI2 + AuClg
Alkaline solution. Acid solution.

Selenic and telluric acids behave in the same way. These facts have
fcome bearing on the deposition and solution of gold in nature.

The following is suggested as a ready test for vanadic acid in

minerals : the powdered mineral, added to concentrated hydrochloric

acid on a white porcelain basin, develops an orange-brown coloration

of vanadium chloride, which is easily distinguished from the olive-

brown produced by manganese dioxide. P. H.

Gold-tin Alloys. Eudolf Yogel {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 46,
60— 75).—A complete fusion diagram has been constructed according

to Tammann's methods, and the results deduced have been confirmed

by a microscopic investigation. For purposes of comparison, a figure

is also given in which are included curves showing the results of the

fusion experiments together with (1) the curve of electrical conductivity

(Matthiessen), (2) the curve of electromotive force (Laurie), (3) the

specific volume curve.

The curve of fusion falls sharply from the melting point of gold to a

eutectic point at 280° and 20 per cent, of tin. It then, after rising to

a well-marked maximum point at 37*63 per cent, of tin and 418°, falls

to a second eutectic point at 217° and 90 per cent, of tin, and finally it

rises to the melting point of tin. On the section between the maximum
point and the second eutectic point are two breaks, namely, at 308° and
60 per cent, of tin and at 252° and 80 per cent, of tin.

Three definite compounds exist, namely, AuSn, AuSuj, and AuSu^

;

the last two are formed without change of volume, the first with

slight dilatation. AuSn forms a metallic silver-grey mass which is

distinguished from gold and tin by its brittleness and hardness, and by
the fact that its electrical conductivity is greater than that of all gold-

tin alloys except those with 95 to 100 per cent, of gold; it is as

resistant as pure gold to the action of acidg. AuSnjj is distinguished

from the preceding by the form and size of its crystals. It undergoes

transformation at 308° according to the equation AuSuj ^ 0*597

AuSn -I- fused alloy (0-403 Au + 1-403 Sn).

AuSn^ is coloured gold-brown by the action of nitric acid, while

AuSnj is unchanged. At 252°, AuSn^ undergoes transformation

according to the equation AuSn^ ^zr 85 AuSng + fused alloy (0-15

Au + 3-15 Sn). D. H. J.

Potaseium Iridoohloronitrite. L. Quennessen {Compt. rend.,

1905, 141, 258—259. Compare Leidie and Miolati and Gialdini,

Abstr., 1903, ii, 24).—When potassium iridium nitrite is treated with

warm dilute hydrochloric acid, the liquid evaporated to dryness, and

the residue dissolved in a saturated solution of potassium chloride, a
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scUt is precipitated, which, on recrystallisation from a boiling solution

of potassium chloride, separates in small, yellow crystals, showing a

blue tint when examined between crossed Xicols (compare Vezes,

Abstr., 1893, ii, 213), and having the composition represented by the

formula Kj,Tr3CI|fl(NO.,)g,4H20. The precipitation of this salt under

these conditions illustrates the necessity, in using the nitrite method of

separating metals of the platinum group, of completely destroying the

uitro-compounds formed in cases where their presence is likely to

interfere with the normal course of reactions. T. A. H.

Mineralogical Chemistry.

Formation of Oceanic Salt Deposits. XLIII. Calcium
Content of the Constant Solutions at 25". Jacobus H. van't

HoFF and Walter C. Blasdale {Sitzungsber. K. Ahul. IFw«. Berlin^

1905, 712—714).—This paper concludes the investigation in so far as

calcium compounds at 25^ are concerned, and the composition of all

constant solutions, when saturated with the particular cilcium salt

with which the solutions are in equilibrium, is tabulated. For the

sake of simplicity, gypsum, glauberite, and syngenite are the only salts

taken into consideration, but the quantities of calcium found in the

solutions cannot, however, on this account differ appreciably from the

true equilibrium values.

Mols. per 1000 mols. H,0.
Saturation with ^ '^ >

reference to NaCl and Na^Clj. KjCl,. MgClj. MgS04. Na^O^. CaSO^.

55
.MgClj,6H20 1

KCl 44
NaySO^ 51
MgCl„6H20, camallitc 1

KCl, carnallite 2
KCl, glaserite 44
N'oySO^, glaserite 44
XCSO^, bli.dite 46
M-SO^.THgO, bicklite 26
.M-S(V7H.p, MgSO^.eH-P 4

M^'^O^.eHjO, kieserite 2
Kiosi'rite, MgCl.^,6II._,0 1

KCl, gla.serite, picroinerite 23
KCl, jdcromerite, leonite 19
KCl, leonite, kainite 9
KCl, carnallite 2
Carnallite, kainite, kieserite 1

X u>0,, glaserite, bliklite 42
•' I-' rite, hlodite, picromerite 27
I •

: itc, blfxlite, picromerite 22
!. .ite, bl(Kiite, MgSO^.THjO 10
1 lite, kainite, AlgSO^.Tirp 9
M->*\.6H20, kainite, MgSO«,7HjO. 8
.Mk>0,,6H,0, kainite, kieseiilp 1

— 106-0 — —
19-5 _ _ _
— — — 12-5

0-5

5-5

20
10-5

105-0

70-5

Carnallite, MgCI,6HaO, kieserite 10

14-0

145
9-5

6
1-0

8
10-5

10-5

7-5

7-5

4-0

2
0-5

7-0

67-5

79

101
21-5

25-5

47-0

68-0

85-5

16-5

23-0

42
45-0

66-5

77-0

100

16-5

34
120
9-5

5
14-0

14-5

14-5
5-0

8-0

16-0

18-5

19-0

190
19-5

130
100
5-0

4-5

14-5

3

6-0

•86

•39

•94

05
•38

•26

•03

-02

-04

•00

-19

•12

•25

•08

•09

-13

-24

-13

-06

-08

•08

•1

•09

-2

-21

•15

H. M. D.
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Chemistry of Ore Deposition. Precipitation of Copper by
Natural Silicates. Eugene 0. Sullivan (/. Amei: Chem. Soc, 1905,
27, 976—979).—A study has been made of the action of various
natural silicates, including kaolin, shale, and felspars, in a powdered
state on solutions of copper sulphate. It is found that a double
decomposition takes place, the copper being precipitated and an
equivalent quantity of other bases (chiefly alkalis and alkaline earths)
entering the solution. A certain amount of sulphate is precipitated
with the copper, and it is at present uncertain whether this is due to

adsorption of copper sulphate or to the precipitation of a basic copper
salt. The quantity of copper precipitated varies with the fineness of

the powdex'ed silicate, and it appears therefore that the action takes
place only on the surface of the particles. A specimen of shale in one
case removed 95 per cent, and in another case the whole of the copper
from a solution, the liquid being still neutral at the close of the
experiment. E. G.

Physiological Chemistry.

Preparation and Properties of Protoplasmic Extracts of
Blood Corpuscles. Auguste Lumi^rb, Louis Lumi^re, and J.

Chevrotier (Compt. 7'end., 1905, 141, 142—143).
—

^The substance is

prepared by vigorously centrifugalising a mixture of blood and an
isotonic liquid (1 : 20), collecting the globules, and washing several

times with the same liquid. The whole mass is then diluted with

distilled water to the original volume of the blood and subjected to

alternate freezing and warming to 35° in order to break the envelopes

of the cells. The mixture is again centrifugalised, the liquid decanted

and rendered isotonic by adding sodium chloride. It is then filtered

and kept in sterilised flasks.

The resulting liquid (hsemoplase) rapidly loses oxygen in a vacuum,
acquiring a violet-black colour ; the red colour is restored by agitation

in air. It possesses the properties of an oxydase in a marked degree.

It is very slightly toxic. N. H. J. M.

Distribution of Saccharine Matters in the Plasma and in the
Blood Corpuscles. Raphael Lepine and Boulud {Compt. rend.,

1905, 141, 175— 177).—The determination of the saccharine matters

in blood is far from giving the amount contained in the plasma, and

the amount of these substances in corpuscles is not by any means
negligible, being about a third of that contained in the plasma.

When the amount of sugar in the blood increases suddenly, the

corpuscles may contaiu as much as the plasma ; or even more in excep-

tional cases of acute alcoholic intoxication. N. H. J. M.

Digestion of Proteids in the Stomach. Ludwig Toblee (Zeit.

physiol. Cliem., 1905, 46, 185—215).—The process of digestion of foods

A
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in the dog's stomach has been examined with the aid of a duodenal
fistula by a method details of which are given.

The digestion does not take place throughout the whole contents

simultaneously, but solution takes place along the surface layers of the

wall of the stomach, and a few minutes after a meal the expulsion of

the first products of digestion begins, and these reach the intestine

mainly in the form of thin liquids. With raw meat, some 50—65 per
cent, enters the intestine in the dissolved form and only some 20 per
cent, in the undissolved state. The dissolved proteids consist of

peptones (80 per cent.) and albumoses (20—30 per cent.). In the
stomach itself, considerable absorption of proteids occurs. When the
pylorus reflex is retarded, the process is quicker and less complete, and
then the amount of undissolved proteid increases, the absorption

diminishes, and in the dissolved proteids the albumoses are in excess of

the peptones. J, J. S.

Secretion of the Human Pancreas. Alexander Ellinger and
Max Cohn {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 45, 28—37. Compare A. A.
Walter, Abstr., 1900, ii, 553; 0. Schumm, ibid., 1903, ii, 32, 439;
Glaessner, ibid., 1904, ii, 270).—The secretion from a human pan-
creatic fistula after an operation for cyst has been examined. The
proportions of water, dry residue, nitrogen, coagulable pi'oteids,

globulins, albumins, and the specific gravity agree fairly closely with
previous analyses by Schumm and by Glaessner. With regard to
ferments, the secretion was far less active than Glaessner's normal
pancreatic juice, but from a qualitative point of view was very
similar. A few experiments have been made in order to determine
the effect of different foods on the secretion. It appears that starchy
foods diminish the amount of secretion to a considerable extent, and
that the greatest secretion is obtained on a mixed diet. J. J. S.

Pancreatic Juice rendered Active under the Combined
Influence of Colloids and Electrolytes. Larguier des Bancels
(Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 144—145).—Inactive pancreatic juice is

enabled to digest albumin impregnated with a suitable colloid, such
as aniline-blue, methyl-violet, or Magdala-red, when electrolytes, such
as the nitrates or sulphates of ammonium, calcium, or magnesium, are
added. N. H. J. M.

Maltase of Pancreatic Juice. H. Bierry and E. F. Terroine
{Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 146—147).—Whilst relatively large
amounts of normal pancreatic juice are unable to hydrolyse maltose
in twenty hours, hydrolysis takes place rapidly in presence of small
amounts slightly acidified with acetic acid. Under similar conditions,
-tarch is quickly converted into dextrose. N. H. J. M.

Conjugated Qlycuronic Acids in Bile. Manfred IJial (Zeit.
physiol. C/iem., 1905, 45, 258—264).—Subcutaneous injections of
menthol were made on a dog with gall fistula, and the presence of
thymolglycuronic acid in the bile has been proved. The conjugated acid
was precipitated from the bile as its insoluble lead salt, and after
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boiling with dilute sulphuric acid gave a distinct odour of thymol and
the characteristic bromophenylhydrazone of glycuronic acid. The
conjugated acid is decomposed in contact with water and human faeces.

J. J. S.

The Substance which renders Active the Philocatalase in

Animal Tissues. Fr. Battelli and Mile. L. Stern {Comj)t. rend.,

1905, 141, 139—142).—Aqueous extracts of animal tissues, heated

to boiling and filtered, contain a substance which almost completely

protects catalase from the action of anticatalase.

The different tissues of rabbits examined (liver, pancreas, kidney,

blood, and muscles) do not differ materially as regards the amount of

the substance ; it is almost absent from the spleen, from which anti-

catalase is prepared. N. H. J. M.

Occurrence of G-uanase in the Spleen of Oxen and its

Non-occurrence in the Spleen of Pigs. Walter Jones {Zeit.

physiol. Chem., 1905, 45, 84—91. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 625;-
Jones and Partridge, ibid., i, 838 ; Schittenhelm, following abstract).

— Further experiments show that adenine is completely transformed
into hypoxanthine by extract of the spleen from pigs, whilst guanine
contained in the same vessel and under exactly the same conditions

remains unaltered. With extract of spleen from oxen, both guanine
and adenine are decomposed, and only xanthine and uric acid are

formed. The conclusion that the transformations of adenine into

hypoxanthine and of guanine into xanthine are produced by two
distinct enzymes, adenase and guanase, is thus confirmed. The
transformation of hypoxanthine into xanthine and uric acid is

attributed to an oxydase. J. J. S.

Formation and Decomposition of Uric Acid in Extracts of
the Organs of Oxen. Alfred Schittenhelm {Zeit. physiol. Chem.,

1905,45, 121—151. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 752).—Extracts of

the spleen, lungs, liver, intestine, muscle, and kidneys of oxen are

capable of transforming purine bases into uric acid, and the extracts

of kidneys, muscle, and liver can decompose this newly formed uric

acid, whereas the spleen and lung extracts cannot do so.

In the case of guanine, this is first transformed into xanthine, and
this into uric acid by a xanthine oxydase. With adenine, the stages are

probably adenine — hypoxanthine — xanthine — uric acid, and the

yield of uric acid is almost quantitative when a good supply of oxygen
is used. Thymus extracts can also transfoim amino- into hjidroxy-

purines. Since the formation and decomposition of uric acid do not
proceed simultaneously in all organs, the two processes must be due
to distinct ferments. This conclusion is confirmed by the fact that

the ferments may be isolated by distinct methods. The ferment
which induces the decomposition of uric acid is termed uricolase, or

uricolyticferment. Among its final decomposition products are glycine

and carbamide.

The different results obtained when whole organs, for instance,

pancreas, are left to autolysis may be accounted for by differences in

the condition.s, such as the presence of acid substjiuces, J. J. S.
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Non-occurrence in the Spleen and Liver of Oxen of a

Ferment which transforms Guanine into Xanthine. Reply to

Jones. Partridge, and Wintemitz. Alfred Schittekhelm (Zeit.

physiol. Chem., 1905, 45, 152—160. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 752;

Jones and Partridge, ibid., 1904, i, 838; Jones and Wintemitz, this

vol., ii, 333 ; Jones, preceding page).—Further experiments con-

firm the previois statement, that guanine in presence of oxygen is

transformed into uric acid by extracts of the spleen of oxen, and the

spleen must therefore contain the same ferment as is present in liver,

muscles, kc.

The same results are obtained whether solutions of guanine hydro-

chloride or of guanine in dilute sodium hydroxide are used. The
author considers it unnecessary to assume the presence of two distinct

ferments, guanase and adenase, in these organs. [Jones's negative

results were obtained with spleen of pigs.] J. J. S.

The Uricolytic Ferment. Alfred Schittexhelm {Zeit. physiol.

Chem., 1905, 45, 161—165. Compare Wiener, Abstr., 1900, ii, 153;
Buiian, this vol., ii, 271 ; Ascoli, Pfiiigers Archiv, 1898, 72, 340

;

Si hittenhelm, Abstr., 1904, ii, 752, and preceding abstracts).—A good
active solution of the uricolytic ferment can be obtained by Rosell's

method of precipitation with uranyl acetate. The active properties

of the ferment are destroyed by heating at 80—100°. J. J. S.

Fate of Vanillin in the Animal Body. Y. Kotake {Zeit.

physiol. Chem., 1905, 45, 320—325. Compare Preusse, ibid., 1880, 4,
213).—Vanillin is oxidised to vanillic acid, which combines with
glycuronic acid to form glycurovanillic acid, the barium salt of which,

Ci^Hi,PiiBa, has been analysed. The salt has [a]D-37-94°. The
acid is precipitated from its solutions by basic lead acetate, does not
reduce alkaline solutions of cupric salts, and is hydrolysed when
boiled with dilute acids. J. J. S.

Amounts and Origin of Purine Bases in Human Faeces. II.

Marti.n KrCger and Alfred Schittenhelm {Zeit. physiol. Chem.,
1905,45, 14—27. Compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 412).—The fjeces are
digested with dilute sulphuric acid, neutralised with sodium hydroxide
to avoid the large amount of washing necessary when barium hydr-
oxide is used, filtered, and the purine derivatives precipitated by the
copper method. This gives too high results, as certain albumins and
albuminoses are also precipitated. Goo<l results may be obtained
by treating the first copper precipitate with sodium sulphide, boiling
the filtrate, and reprecipitating the purine bases by the copper or by
the silver method.
The amount of nitrogen in the form of purine bases is not less than

01 86 gram per diem. The purine bases are regarded as mainly
derived from the secretive organs, namely, liver, spleen, and pancreas,
and al.so to a certain e.xtent from the epithelium of the intestine.

J. J. S.
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Ohemistry of Vegetable Physiology and Agriculture.

Malt Oxydase. Wladimir Issajew {Zeit. physiol. CJiem., 1905,

45, 331—350. Compare Abstr., 1904, i, 959).—Extracts of barley,

malt, or diastase with water, alcohol, or aqueous glycerol contain an
oxydase. The extractions are best made with 50 per cent, glycerol, as

sterilisation by means of bacteria filters is then unnecessary. The
ferment present can oxidise the small amounts of oxidisable substances

present in the solution, and also various organic compounds which are

added. It is highly probable that three distinct ferments are present,

an oxydase, a peroxydase, and a catalase. The oxydase is not readily

destroyed by heating the solution in boiling water, but its action is

reduced ; addition of acids and alkalis produces the same effect. The
following compounds are all oxidised : j5-aminophenol, the di- and tri-

hydroxybenzenes, gallic acid, and potassium gallate. ^-Aminophenol is

oxidised much more readily than quinol, ortho-compounds appear to be
oxidised more readily than the corresponding para-, and these more
readily than meta-compounds. Potassium gallate is decomposed the

most readily. Numerous other compounds (phenols, phenol ethers,

sugars, &c.) were examined, but were not oxidised to any appreciable

extent.

Malt oxydase is only partially absorbed by animal charcoal at the

ordinary temperature. Mercuric chloride or tannin destroys the
activity of the oxydase, whereas small amounts of alcohol increase it.

Dilute manganous sulphate solutions have no action, and concentrated

solutions have a retarding effect.

It appears that the activity of the oxydase in barley increases

during the process of malting up to the eighth day, then remains
constant, but falls on air-drying, and still further on drying at a high

temperature. J. J. S.

Assimilation of Free, Elementary Nitrogen by Micro-
organisms. J. VoGEL (Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905, 16, ii, 33—53).—A
resume of recent investigations on the subject. N. H. J. M.

Bacillus Macerans, a Bacillus which produces Acetone. Franz
ScHARDiNGER {Centr. Jiakt. Par., 1905, 14, ii, 772—781).—The bacillus

was first noticed in a nutritive mixture, the chief constituent of which
was potato pulp, and was subsequently found in the mud from flax

pits. Its chief characteristics are a very considerable power of

breaking down vegetable cells, and of fermenting carbohydrates with

production of acetone, acetic acid, and formic acid. Lactic and

succinic acids are not produced.

Bacillvs macerans may be appropriately placed in the group of the

h&y-Bacilli. In the great power of the spores in resisting high

temperatures, it closely resembles the hay-potato bacillus.

N. H. J. M,
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Decomposition of Pats. Otto Rahn {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905, 15,

ii, 53—61).—Only few bacteria are known which decompose fats ; the

property is more common in the case of mould-fungi. Fatty acids are

equally consumed by bacteria, whilst moulds more readily attack the

lower fatty acids. The oxidation of acids seems always to be complete

without formation of secondary products. N. H. J. M.

Formation of Hydrogen Sulphide by Yeast. Richard
ScHANDER {Bied. Centr., 1905, 34, 553—556 ; from Jahresher. Verein.

Vertreter angew. Bot., 1903— 1904:, 85—121).—Yeasts produce hydrogen
sulphide from free sulphur and sulphur compounds ] sulphates are

more readily decomposed than organic sulphur compounds. In addi-

tion to hydrogen sulphide, organic compounds containing sulphur

(probably mercaptols) are produced.

The activity of yeasts is stimulated by sulphates, and especially by
free sulphur.

^
N. H, J. M.

The Acidity of Milk. C. J. Koning (Milchw. Zentr., 1905, 1,

289—305 ; 337—356).—No relation exists between the acidity and
the total number of bacteria contained in a sample of ordinary milk,

and the loss of carbon dioxide is not balanced by the production of

lactic acid. Only when the acidity exceeds a certain limit does the
acidity during a certain phase correspondingly increase with the
number of bacteria growing in that phase. The relation is also

observed when sterilised milk is inoculated with lactic acid bacteria.

The age of a sample of milk cannot be arrived at from an estimation

of the rise in acidity when the milk is kept at a fixed temperature for

a certain number of hours, the so-called age of milk depending on the
development of the bacterial flora, and being but little influenced by
time. W. P. S.

Sterilisation of Milk with Hydrogen Peroxide, with Special
Reference to Budde's Process. Mstislaw Lukix {Centr. Bakt. Par.,

1905, 15, ii, 20—32).—The action of hydrogen peroxide diminishes as
the acidity increases ; it is greater at 37° than at the ordinary tempera-
ture. Sterilisation of milk merely by addition of hydrogen peroxide
is not practicable. The ordinary 3 per cent, preparation would have
to l>e used in quantities which involve considerable dilution of the
milk.

In Budde's method, the warming of the milk to 52° enables the
quantity of hydrogen peroxide to be reduced considerably, the amounts
retjuired being 003 to 005, according to the amount of bacteria
present.

Experiments with inoculated milk showed that the hay-bacillus.

Streptococcus pyogeives, and Bacillus colt commune are all destroyed by
fiudde's method.

Different substances have been suggested for removing the hydrogen
peroxide from the sterilised milk, but further experiments are
necessary. N. H. J. M.
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Development of Green Plants in Light, in Absence of Carbon
Dioxide, in an Artificial Soil containing Amides. Jules
LEFi:vRE (Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 211—213).—Plants grew normally
without carbon dioxide in ignited sand, containing, in addition to
Detmer's mineral food, a mixture of tyrosine (O'l), glycine (0-4),

alanine (0-4), oxamide (0*1), and leucine (O'l gram to 350 grams of
sand). No carbon dioxide was liberated from the organic matter
present. N, H. J. M.

Chemical Composition of the Cell Membrane in varioxis
Cryptogams. Karl Muller {Zeit. physiol. CJiem., 1905, 46,
265—298. Compare Schuize, Abstr., 1890, 283; 1892, 907; 1894,ii,250;
Gilson, ibid., 1895, i, 323 ; ii, 323, 408 ; Winterstein, 1896, ii, 210).—
The following have been examined : Algae

—

Cladophora glomerata.
Lichens—C^arfonia rangiferina, Cetraria islandica, Evernia prunastri,
Ramalinafraxinea. Liverworts

—

Leioscyphus {Jungermannia) Taylori,

Mastigobi-yum trilobatum. Mosses

—

Sphagnum cuspidatum, Polytri-

chum commune. The nature of the cell membrane was determined
by an examination of the products of hydrolysis. The chief consti-

tuents are celluloses, either dextrose-cellulose or mannose-cellulose, and
hemicelluloses, such as xylan, galactan, dextran, araban, methylpen-
tosan. Chitin is present in small quantities in Cladonia and Evernia.
Everniin (compare Stiide, Annalen, 131, 241) has the composition

CyHiJjOg. J. J. S.

Nature of the Cyanogenetic Glucoside of the Elder.
L. GuiGNARD and Jules Houdas (Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 236—238,

Compare this vol., ii, 604, and Bourquelot and Danjou, ibid., ii,

605).—The authors conclude that the cyanogenetic glucoside contained

in the leaves of the elder (Sambucus nigra) is amygdalin, hince the

aqueous liquid obtained by macerating the comminuted leaves in water
and distilling in a current of steam contains benzaldehyde, identified

by means of its semicarbazone. T. A. H.

Coffee Seeds without Caffeine. Gabriel Behtrand (Compt.
rend., 1905, 141, 209—211).—The seeds of different species of coffee

contain 1 to 1 '5 per cent, of cafffine. Coffea Ilumblotiana, which is

very similar to C. arabica, does not contain, however, any trace of

caffeine, and this is also true of three new species, C. Gallienii, C.

Bonnieri, and C. Mogeneti.

The absence of caffeine is not due tj conditions of soil or climate,

since Coffea arabica grown under the same conditions was found to

contain 1 "34 per cent. N. H. J. M.

Quantitative Investigation of the Distribution of the
Alkaloids in the Organs of Datura Stramonium. Julius
Feldiiaus (Arch. J'harrn., 19U5, 243, 328—^348).—This pajier is of

interest chiefly from the standpoint of physiological botany. The per-

centage of alkaloi<l in the dried material varied from TSO in the ribs

of the leaves to 0'082 in the ripe pericarps, 09 in the main stem, and
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0*10 in the main root; in most parts the percentage lay between 03
and 0-6.

In the case of the seeds, the percentage varied from 0'21 to 0*48,

according to the locality (in Germany and Switzerland) from which

the drug was procured ; it varies also with the year, having been 0*33,

0-48, and 0-34 in the case of seed harvested at Marburg in the years

1900, 1901, and 1902 respectively. C. F. B.

Weathered Hay. Walter F. Sutherst (Chem. News, 1905, 92,

61).—Hay exposed to rain loses carbohydrates, amino-compounds, and
ash constituents. D. A. L.

Pond Feeding Experiments at Hellendorf and Geeste in

1903. W. Cronheim and E. Giesecke {Bied. Centr., 1905, 34,
543—546 ; from Fisch. ZeiL, 1904, 7, No. 42).—The foods employed
were crushed maize, barley, blue lupins, or fish meal, and it was found
advantageous to continue feeding in September when the weather con-

tinues to be warm. The amount of food consumed was 3956 kilo-

grams per kilogram of fish. Application of manure is desirable.

As regards mineral food, calcium and phosphoric acid are sufliciently

abundant under ordinary conditions ; it may, however, be desirable to

supply potassium either in the food or as manure. N. H. J. M.

New Apparatus for Determining the Ammonia-absorption
Power of Soils. Ferdinand Wohltmann and Ph. Schneider (Chem.

Zeit., 1905, 29, 810—811).—The dry material is brought into con-

tact with dry ammonia, and the absorption is measured by the rising

of the mercury in the graduated tube. For a description of the

apparatus, the original paper and illustration must be consulted.

L. DB K.

Influence of Fat and other Substances on Milk Production
when given in Addition to a Scanty Basal Food. August
Morgen, Carl Beger, and Gustav Fingerling {Landw. Versuchs-stat.,

1905, 62, 251—386).—Addition of fat (earth-nut oil) in suitable

quantity is especially suitable for the production of milk-fat, and
probably no other kind of food has a similar effect. Proteids are

favourable to milk production, but have no specific action on the

production of milkfat. Carbohydrates have no effect on the yield or

on the production of milk-fat.

The refractometer number of the fat of milk is raised by addition of

fat to the food.
*

The three kinds of food (fat, proteids, and carbohydrates) do not

show any marketl differences as regards effect on live weight.

Addition of moilerate amounts of fat to a normal food considerably

increases the yield of milk, and also increases the percentage of fat in

the milk by 0*14 per cent. Larger amounts of fat give a considerable

further increase in the amount of milk, but vary in their action on
the production of fat, being sometimes favourable and sometimes

unfavourable. N. H. J. M.
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" Basic Slag-ammonia," a New Manure ; its Composition and
Results of Manurial Experiments in 1904. Mulleb {Bied. Centr.,

1905, 34, 513—514; from Jllust. landw. Zeit., 1905, 25, 303).—The
manure is prepared from basic slag or superphosphates and ammonium
salts. The results of experiments with wheat, oats, potatoes, mangolds,
and rye, in which the manure (from basic slag) was compared with
sodium nitrate, basic slag, and potassium salts, were very satisfactory.

The manure should not be ploughed in deep, but applied as a top
dressing.

If soon used, the manure loses very little nitrogen. IST, H. J. M.

Manurial Experiments at the Agricultural Experiment
Station, Marburg. E. Haselhoff {Bied. Gentr., 1905, 34, 515—518;
from Jahresher. landw. VersucJis-stat. Marburg, 1904—5).—Experi-
ments with calcium cyanamide showed that germination is affected

by the presence of 0-025 gram per 100 grams of soil. Injury is,

however, avoided if the calcium cyanamide is applied some time before

sowing the seed. In field experiments, the manure gives good results.

"Basic slag-ammonia" gives good results both as a phosphatic and a

nitrogenous manure, but its employment is not recommended owing to

the loss of nitrogen which it must undergo (compare preceding

abstract). N. H. J. M.

Manurial Value of Molasses as compared with Ammonium
Sulphate and 40 per cent. Potassium Salts. Lilienthal {Bied.

Centr., 1905, 34, 514—515; from lUust. landw. Zeit., 1905, 25,
319).—The dried molasses contain N = 3'5 and K20 = 13 per cent., but
no phosphoric acid. As compared with ammonium salts and 40 per

cent, potassium salts, the manure gives favourable results with respect

to the quality of potatoes ; the yield of potatoes is about the same in

both cases. N. H. J, M.

Function of the Sodium when used in Sodium Nitrate.
HoMEH J. Wheeler, Burt L. Hartwell, and G. E. Adams (16th Ann.
Rep. Rliode Island Agr. Exper. Stat., 1902—3, 237—267).—Plant
growth is greatly influenced by the chemical reaction of the soil, or by
compounds formed as a result of the reaction. Sodium nitrate leaves a
basic residue owing to the nitrogen being appropriated by the plant,

whilst for the same reason ammonium sulphate leaves an acid residue.

Differences in yields produced by ammonium sulphate and sodium
nitrate are attributed chiefly to this difference in chemical reaction

produced in the soil. N. H. J. M.
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Analytical Chemistry.

Simplified Elementary Analysis and its Technical Applica-
tion. Maximiliano Denxstedt {Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18,

1134—1137. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 103; this vol., ii, 202).—The
author demonstrates the applicability of his method of elementary

analysis to various technical products such as coal, mineral oils, and
pyrites.

Heraeus' electric combustion furnace may also be modified as

described in the paper. A. McK.

Apparatus for Generation of Hydrogen Sulphide, &c.
Hein'rich Biltz {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 809).—A Clement-Winkler's
apparatus of larger size and made of stoneware. Any suitable acid

may be used. L. de K.

Titrimetric Estimation of Chlorates and Bromates. jSIax

ScHOLTz {Arch. Fharm., 1905, 243, 353—358).—Of the chlorate
0'2—0*3 gram, or of the bromate 0'3

—

0'^ gram, is dissolved in about
100 c.c. of water, 10 c.c. of nitric acid of sp. gr. 12 and 10 c.c. of a
10 per cent, solution of sodium nitrite are added, and the whole is

allowed to remain at the ordinary temperature for ten to fifteen

minutes in the case of the chlorate, for five minutes in the case

of the bromate. Then a measured excess, say 30 c.c, of .A7IO

silver nitrate solution is added and 5 c.c. of a saturated solution of

iron alum, and the excess of silver is titrated with ^710 ammonium
thiocyanate solution. Of the .^7^^ silver solution, 1 c.c. = 0'012245
gram of potassium chlorate or 0"0167 gram of potassium bromate. The
nitrous acid reduces the chloric or bromic acid formed to hydrochloric

or hydrobromic acid. Iodic acid is not reduced by nitrous acid.

C. F. B.

Assay of Concentrated Nitric Acids by the Specific
Gravity. Georg Lunge {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 933—934).—

A

detailed reply to Winteler (this vol., ii, 553). The sp. gr. tables con-

structed by the author and Rey (Abstr., 1892, 11, 13) give perfectly

correct results, and their accuracy has since been confirmed by Veley
and Manley (Trans., 1903, 85, 1015) and others. Hyponitric acid

should, of course, be allowed for. L. de K.

Electrolytic Estimation of Small Quantities of Arsenic.
Hei.nrich FRERicns and G. Rodenherg {Arch. Pharm., 1905, 243,
348—353).—The mixture of hydrogen with hydrogen arsenide is gener-
ated in an apparatus similar to that of Trotman (Abstr., 1904, ii, 291),
except that the perishable parchment diaphragm is replaced by a
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porous cup, cut from the end of a clay battery cell, into which is

cemented a glass tube which surrounds the cathode and is fitted above
with an india-rubber stopper pierced by a delivery tube, &c. The
issuing gas passes fiirst through a small tube containing pumice
moistened with lead acetate, and then into an absorption tube con-

taining ammoniacal standard silver nitrate solution ; this solution is

finally acidified with nitric acid, and the excess of silver is titrated

with thiocyanate. The absorption tube has the form of a U-tube
with a large bulb at the bottom of each limb, these being connected
by a narrow tube rising slightly, on which 5 or 6 small bulbs are

blown. This part of the apparatus, as well as the method, has been
employed by Mai and Hurt ; but whereas with their cell electrolysis for

three hours is necessary when 02 gram of arsenious oxide is present,

half an hour suffices with the cell just described. In the case of arsenic

acid, it is better first to reduce this with sulphurous acid to the

arsenious state ; otherwise electrolysis for at least three hours is

necessary. A current of 2—3 amperes at a pressure of 16 volts was
employed. C. F. B.

Estimation of Arsenic as Magnesium Pyroarsenate. Juan
Fages ViRGiLi {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 492—516).—The results

obtained by this method are too low ixnless particular precautions are

taken in igniting the precipitate of magnesium ammonium arsenate

and the filter on which it has been collected. The solubility of the

precipitate in the wash-water should also be taken into account. The
author finds it better to dissolve the precipitate off the filter with nitric

acid, evaporate the solution, and ignite the residue obtained. Each
100 c.c. of solution and ammoniacal wash-water dissolves an amount
of ammonium magnesium arsenate corresponding with O'OOIS gram of

arsenic (As), and this correction must be applied to the final results.

If, however, not less than 250 c.c. or more than 350 c.c. of solution

and wash-water be used for each 01 gram of arsenic, the connection

may be neglected, as the impurities occluded by the precipitate com-

pensate for the solubility. W. P. S.

Occurrence of Boric Acid in Common Salt. Rudolf Hefel-

MANN {Zeit. Offentl. Chem., 1905, 11, 231—234).—Although the salt

obtained from some Italian and Swiss mines undoubtedly contains

boric acid, the quantity of the latter present is extremely small, vary-

ing from 0*0006 to 0*0030 per cent. The quantity of boric acid

introduced into foods by the use of this salt is too minute to be

detected by the usual tests. W. P. S.

Separation of Metals by Volatilisation in a Current of

Hydrochloric Acid Gas. Carl Fkiedhkim and Ludwkj Jacobius

{Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 465—491).—Results are given of a

number of separations of metals by this method, which was originally

proposed by Jannasch (Abstr., 1895, ii, 89, 462). The process con-

sists in heating a mixture of the oxides or salts of the metals in a

current of puie dry hydrogen chloride. Tlio volatile chloride collected
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in the receiver of the apparatus and the residue in the decomposition

vessel are then separately estimated. The separations carried out by
the authors were : arsenic from lead, arsenic from copper, arsenic

from iron, tin from lead, tin from copper, tin from iron, bismuth from
lead, bismuth from copper, and bismuth from cobalt and nickel. In
almost all cases appreciable quantities of the volatile metal remain in

the non-volatile residue. The best results are obtained in the separa-

tion of tin from copper, practically quantitative results being yielded.

W. P. S.

Detection and Estimation of Sodium in Presence of Lith-

ium by means of Hydrofluosilicic Acid. C. Pieichard {Chem.

Zeit., 1905, 29, 861—862).—Not only potassium, but also sodium, may
be quantitatively precipitated by means of hydrofluosilicic acid, whilst

lithium is not at all affected. The respective precipitates are then

ignited (the filter being burnt separately) and weighed as silicofluorides.

In case both potassium and sodium are present, the mixed precipitate

is heated with a little hydrofluoric acid and sulphuric acid and finally

weighed as mixed sulphate. After estimating the sulphur trioxide

contained therein, the amount of the respective metals may be found by
the usual calculation. L. de K.

Electrolytic Estimation of Zinc. K. Jene {Chem. Zeit., 1905,

29, 803—804).—0*5 gram of zinc ore is dissolved in nitro-hydrochloric

acid, the solution is evaporated to dryness, and the residue heated
with 1—2 c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid (1:1) until fumes appear.

When cold, the mass is taken up with boiling water and filtered. The
iitrate and washmgs, which need not exceed 80— 100 c.c, are placed

in a weighed copper-coated platinum dish, 4—7 grams of sodium hydr-
oxide having first been added. Neglecting any undissolved metallic

iiydroxides, the liquid is at once submitted to electrolysis at a tempera-
ture of 50°, using 1 ampere and a potential difference of 3*8—4-2

volts. The zinc is completely deposited within \h—2 hours. Without
interrupting the current, the dish is well rinsed, first with cold water
and then with absolute alcohol. After drying for a few minutes in

the air-bath, the dish is reweighed. L. de K.

Rapid Method for the Detection of Traces of Zinc in
Worts, Beer, Wine, &c. J. Brand {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 515;
from Zeit. ges. JJrauw., 28, 4.'J8—440).—Five hundred c.c. of the
sample are slightly acidified with hydrochloric acid, and a few drops of

{Kjtassium ferrocyanide are added. If no precipitate forms, ziuc is

absent, but if there is any precipitate this should be collected and
incinerated on a platinum lid. The ash is then digested with acetic

;icid and tested for zinc with hydrogen sulphide. L. de K.

I Titration of Ferrous Iron -with Permanganate in Presence
of Hydrochloric Acid. Gregory P. Baxter and Harky Louis
Frevert {Amer. Chem. J., 1905, 34, 109—116).—Baxter and Zanetti
this vol., ii, 490) have shown that oxalic acid may be accurately

VOL. LXXXVIII. ii. 45
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titrated with permanganate in presence of free hydrochloric acid with-
out addition of manganous sulphate, provided the temperature at the
beginning of the titration is above 70°.

The authors prove by a series of experiments that ferrous iron

cannot be accurately titrated with permanganate unless about one gram
of manganous sulphate is added ; the temperature may then be raised

even to 95°,

Fairly accurate results may, however, be obtained without addition

of manganous sulphate by titrating with permanganate at 80—90° in

presence of but little free hydrochloric acid, and afterwards applying a
negative correction of 0*3 per cent. L. de K.

Estimation of Metallic Iron in Perrum Redactum. A.
Christensen {Zeit. anal.Chem., 1905, 44, 535—540).—An accurately

weighed portion of about 0*5 gram of the sample is placed in a 100 c.c.

flask which has previously been filled with carbon dioxide. Fifty c.c.

of neutral ferric chloride solution, prepared by dissolving 1 part of

anhydrous ferric chloride in 10 parts of water, are added, the flask

is closed, and shaken for twenty minutes. The volume is then made up
to 100 c.c. with boiled water, and the contents of the flask well mixed.

After standing for twenty-four hours, 20 c.c. of the clear supernatant

solution are withdrawn, transferred to a flask containing 50 c.c. of 10

per cent, sulphuric acid and filled with carbon dioxide, and titrated

with i\^/10 potassium permanganate solution. The volume of the latter

required corresponds with the quantity of ferrous chloride produced

by the reaction, and the amount of metallic iron present is calculated

from the equation Fe + 2FeCl3 = Z¥eQ\^. W. P. S.

Gasometric Estimation of Metallic Iron in Ferrum
Redactum. Ferdinand Barmwater (Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44,
541— 543).—About one gram of the sample is weighed out into a small

test-tube and placed in an evolution flask of 400 c.c. capacity, provided

with an india-rubber stopper through which pass two glass tubes.

One of these tubes is connected with a U-shaped gas-measuring tube.

The latter has two bulbs blown on the limb next the evolution flask

and is graduated, the volume of gas which the limb will hold being

about 500 c.c. The other limb is narrow and carries a side-tube

which serves as a siphon for levelling the water with which the tube

is filled. At the commencement of the estimation, the evolution flask

is filled with hydrogen after first adding the necessary volume of 20

per cent, sulphuric acid. Both flask and measuring tube are sur-

rounded by vessels containing water. The fen-uvi redactum in the

test-tube is brought into contact with the acid in the flask and the

evolved hydrogen collected in the measuring tube. The reaction is

completed by heating the water surrounding the flask. When no

more gas comes over, the flask is allowed to cool to the initial tempera-

ture, and the volume of the collected gas read off after bringing the

level of the water in both limbs of the tube to the same height. From
the volume of gas obtained, the amount of metallic iron in the sample

may be calculated. W. P. S.
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Estimation of Antimony as Trisulphide and the Separation
of Antimony from Tin. Georg Yortmaxn and A. Metzl {Zeit.

anal. Ghem., 1905, 44, 525—535),—Hydrochloric acid is added to the

solution containing the antimony in the proportion of 24 c.c. of the

concentrated acid to each 100 c.c. of the neutral solution. The mix-

ture is then heated to boiling and treated with a current of hydrogen
sulphide gas. The yellow sulphide, which is at iirst precipitated,

gradually becomes red, then brown, and finally black and crystalline.

An equal volume of water is now added and a little more hydrogen
sulphide passed through the solution. The precipitate is collected on a

tared filter, washed with water, then with alcohol, and dried. Small
quantities of free sulphur contained in the precipitate may be removed
by extraction with carbon disulphide. After again drying, the pre-

cipitate is weighed. An alternative method consists in placing the

moist filter and precipitate in a crucible, and adding about three grams
of a mixture of three parts of ferric oxide with one part of ferric nitrate.

The crucible and its contents are then cautiously heated, the flame

being increased to a blast at the end of the operation. The quantity
of residue left by the iron mixture is found by a previous experiment
and subtracted.

Antimony may be quantitatively separated from tin by dissolving

the mixed sulphides in a little hydrochloric acid (1 : 1), neutralising

the solution by the addition of sodium hydroxide, and diluting to a
volume of 60 c.c, Ajo. equal volume (60 c.c.) of phosphoric acid of

sp. gr, 1*3 and 24 c,c. of concentrated hydrochloric acid are then added
and the solution treated at the boiling temperature with hydrogen sul-

phide. The black precipitated antimony trisulphide is collected and
weighed as previously described. The filtrate containing the whole of

the tin in solution is nearly neutralised, diluted with an equal volume
of water, warmed, and the tin precipitated as the sulphide in the usual

manner. W, P, S.

Estimation of Ethyl and Methyl Alcohol in Mixtures by
the Immersion Refractometer, Albert E. Leach and Hkrmann C.

Lythgoe {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 964—972).—Whilst the
U.S.P, spirit containing 91 per cent, by weight of absolute ethyl
alcohol gives a reading of 983'^ at 20^ with the immersion refracto-

meter, a 91 per cent, methyl alcohol only gives a reading of 14-9^,

In order to detect methyl alcohol in, for example, tinctures, these
ire subjected to distillation, and the joint ethyl and methyl alcohols
;ire found from the sp. gr., as there is practically no difference in density
between the two alcohols. If, now, the result obtained by the re-

fractometer corresponds with that calculated from the sp. gr. (the
authors use Hehner's tables), the spirit is pure, but if decidedly
lower, methyl alcohol is present and its amount may be calculated by
referring to the tables in the original, L. de K.

Action of Aldehydes on Mercuric Oxide in Alkaline Solu-
tion. Distinction between Acetaldehyde and Formaldehyde.
Alexandre Leys {J. Pharm. Chivi., 1905, [vi], 22, 107— 1 12).—

A

-olution of one gram of mercuric oxide dissolved by gentle warming in

45—2
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100 c.c. of a freshly prepared 5 per cent, solution of sodium sulphite

after filtering out of contact with ammoniacal vapours, forms a reagent
for aldehydes containing the -CHg'CHO group, and may therefore be
used for distinguishing acetaldehyde from formaldehyde. The reagent,

treated with a few drops of dilute acetaldehyde solution and an equal

volume of very dilute sodium hydroxide, produces in the cold a heavy

white precipitate, to which the formula HgICH*CH<^^^Hg is

assigned ; alcohol may be added if necessary to keep the aldehyde in

solution. Terpenes are the only substances producing a similar pre-

cipitate under those circumstances. Acetone and acetylacetone also

produce precipitates, but only on warming. P. H.

Indirect Estimation of Aldehydes in Oil of Lemon. Enrico
Bekte (Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 805—806).—The percentage of alde-

hydes in oil of lemon may be calculated by means of the formula

(J
—

^ jjj which a represents the polarisation of the sample,

A the polarisation of the sample freed from aldehydes, and G the per-

centage of aldehydes.

The oil is deprived of aldehydes by heating 10 c.c. of the sample for

fifteen minutes with 50 c.c. of a saturated solution of potassium hydro-

gen sul[jhite in a boiling water-bath with constant shaking. To prevent

volatilisation, the flask is fitted with a cork, through which passes a

tube 40—45 cm. long. Finally, the supernatant oil is decanted,

washed with a little water, and then dried over a little anhydrous
sodium sulphate. A large number of experiments are communicated.

L. DE K.

Polarimetric Determination of Sucrose. Francis Watts and
Harold A. Tempany {West Indian Bulletin, 1905, 6, 52—60).—In read-

ing sucrose solutions in the polarimeter at tropical temperatures, the

authors recommend, when no clarifying reagent is necessary, the solu-

tion of 26 grams of the sugar in 100 true c.c, of water. The correction for

the temperature change of the quartz is then made by Jobin's formula,

and that for the change of the polarisation by the formula : polarisa-

tion + 000023< N, where t is the difference between the temperature

of observation and that at which the instrument was standardised, and
N is the Ventzke-Scheibler reading observed. Both corrections may
be made by the formula : polarisation + 0*00039< N.

When clarification by means of lead acetate is necessary, a very

considerable error is introduced if no account is taken of the volume
occupied by the lead j)recipitate. A method which obviates this error,

and which is yet much simpler than the actual direct or indirect

measurement of the volume of the precipitate, has been given by Home
(Abstr., 1904, ii, 451). It consists in making the solution up to

100 c.c. and then adding dry anhydrous basic lead acetate, excess of

which should be avoided. This procedure leads to results approximating

closely to the truth. T. H. P.
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Influence of Invert Sugar on the Estimation of CrystaUisable
Sugar with Reference to the Yield of Refined Sugar.
Maxime Carimaxtraxd {Bull. Soc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33. 795—799).

—

The author finds that, contrary to the opinion recently published, un-

crystallisable sugar (invert sugar) diminishes the rotatory power of

crystallisable sugar to which it is added, and that, consequently,

Clerget's method is the one giving most exactly the proportions of the

two sugars present. If tartaric acid is used for the inversion, the

temperature and time have little influence on the inverted products,

sugar syrups of 40° B. being quite colourless when completely inverted.

Inversion with tartaric acid is the more rapid and complete the nearer

the sp. gr. of the solution is to 35—36° B. With 10 per cent, sugar

solutions, inversion is slow, and it does not take place at all with cane

molasses containing a large proportion of invert sugar.

The proportion of uncrystallisable sugar in raw sugars is nearly

always less than 5 per cent., so that inversion with tartaric or hydro-

chloric acid is unnecessary, since this amount does not appreciably

influence the rotation of the sucrose. "When, however, the proportion

of invert sugar reaches 10 per cent, or more, the sugar should be first

defecated with basic lead acetate and Clerget's method then employed.

T. H. P.

Detection of Wood-fibre. W. Hebzberg (Chein. Centr., 1905y
ii, 359—360 ; from Mitt. K. Materialpriifungsamt, 1904,22, 293—294).
—The test for wood pulp in paper with phloroglucinol is somewhat
interfered with by the presence of colouring matter, such as metanil-

yellow. Spots caused by metanil-yellow are, however, of a more
uniform colour than those caused by wood-fibre ; they also fade much
ujore quickly and show a violet zone. In case of doubt, the paper is

moistened with hydrochloric acid, and if this gives no colour the

reaction with phloroglucinol is due to wood-fibre. If the acid should

give a red spot, recourbe should be had to a microscopical examination.

L. D£ K.

Saponification of Beeswax. F. Schwartz {Zeit. dffentl. Chem.t
1905, 11, 301—302).—A reply to Cohn {ibid., 58). The author again
states that one hour's boiling with an ..V/2 solution of potassium

hydroxide in absolute alcohol is sufficient for the complete saponifica-

tion of the wax. It is also recommended to add more alcohol before

titrating the excess of alkali with Nj'l hydrochloric acid so as to

prevent a dissociation of the soap by the water introduced.

L. DE K.

Rosin Spirit, Pine Wood Oils, and Turpentines. Eduard
Valenta {Chevx. Zeit., 1905, 29, 807—808).—Rosin spirit (pinolin)

may be detected in commercial turpentine by collecting the fraction

distilling below 160° and applying the following reaction. One part
of the distillate is mixed with 1—2 parts of a 6 per cent, solution of

iodine in chloroform or carbon tetrachloride, when in the presence of

pinolin a green or olive-green coloration is obtained on warming. The
same green colour is obtained on adding acetic anhydride and a drop of
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sulphuric acid. Pine wood oils, which are really only turpentines con-

taminated with empyreumatic products, may be identified by their

reducing action on a solution of gold chloride. If 5 c.c. of a 10 per
cent, solution of potassium iodide is shaken with 10 c.c. of fresh

turpentine and 10 c.c. of carbon disulphide, a yellow potassium iodide

layer and a rose-coloured oily layer are obtained. Pine wood oils yield

a yellowish-red oily layer. Rosin spirit, petroleums, and rosin oil give

more or less pale-yellow oily layers. In the case of pine wood oils the
oily layer also becomes turbid.

For further reactions, the tables in the original paper should be con-

sulted. L. DE K.

Detection of Salicylic Acid in Foods. Felice Gorni {Chem.
Centr., 1905, ii, 519; ivom Boll. Chim. Farm., 44, 409—414).—The
presence of lactic and other organic acids interferes with the ferric

chloride test for salicylic acid. In order fully to ensure the absence of

these acids, it is recommended to extract the salicylic acid not with
pure ether, but with a mixture of equal volumes of ether and light

petroleum. L. de K.

Estimation of Glycuronic Acid. Carl Neuberg {Zeit. physiol.

Chem., 1905, 45, 183—184).—Polemical (compare Tollens, this vol.,

ii, 559). J. J. S.

The True Dropping Point and an Apparatus for Determining
it. Leo Ubbblohde {Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 1320—1225).

—

Objection is raised to Pohl's and to Finkener's methods for determining

the dropping point of fats, &c. The true dropping point is defined as

the temperature at which a single drop separates under the influence

•of its own weight from a mass of the substance which has been

uniformly heated, and the amount and weight of which do not

influence the drop.

An apparatus for determining the true dropping point is described.

A. McK.

Detection and Estimation of Antipyrine in Pyramidone.
-Gustave Patein {J. Fharm. Chim., 1905, [vi], 22, 5—8).—A test

originally proposed by Bourcet may be used for the detection of anti-

pyrine. 0*2 gram of the sample is dissolved in 5 c.c. of water and
•treated with two drops of sulphuric acid and a few crystals of sodium
nitrite. In the case of pure pyramidone, an intense bluish-violet color-

ation is obtained, which rapidly fades, leaving the solution colourless.

Should, however, as little as 2 per cent, of antipyrine be present, a

permanent bluish-green coloration is visible after the violet colour due

to the pyramidone has faded away.
The method described for the estimation of antipyrine is based on the

precipitation of this substance by means of formaldehyde. One gram
of the sample is treated with 5 c.c. of water, 5 c.c. of hydrochloric

-acid, and 2 c.c. of a 40 per cent, formaldehyde solution. After four

hours, the precipitate which is obtained if antipyrine is present is

collected on a small filter, washed with cold water, dried, detached
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from the filter, and weighed. The weight of this precipitate represents

from 90 to 100 per cent, of the antipyrine present in the sample. The
pyramidon in the filtrate may be obtained by shaking out the latter

with chloroform and evaporating the chloroform solution at a low

temperature. The method gives approximate results. "W. P. S.

Alkaloid Reactions. C. Reichard {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 172 ;

from Pharm. Zeit, 60, 430—431. Compare this vol., ii, 561, 563).

—

Quinine and Cinchonine.—Some new tests are given for these alkaloids,

of which the following are the most characteristic. If quinine sulphate

is mixed with powdered ammonium persulphate and the mass care-

fully moistened with hydrochloric acid, a beautiful green coloration

appears, whilst cinchonine is as a rule unaffected. On adding to the

acid mixtures a drop of strong potassium thiocyanate, both alkaloids

give a dirty-green coloration with a shade of red, which soon changes
into yellow. If a mixture of quinine sulphate, potassium ethyl

sulphate, and potassium ferrocyanide is heated to incipient fusion,

no change is noticed, but in the case of cinchonine the mass becomes
a dark blue. If potassium ethyl sulphate is heated with quinine

sulphate and hydrochloric acid and then mixed with potassium thio-

cyanate, no reaction is noticed on introducing into the liquid a clear

crystal of potassium ferrocyanide, but with cinchonine sulphate the

crystal becomes a fine ruby-red ; this reaction, however, is not always
successful. If a mixture of quinine sulphate and sodium picrate is

moisteued with a drop of water and then dried, the mass on being

moistened with a drop of concentrated potassium thiocyanate solution

assumes a splendid and permanent orange-red colour ; cinchonine only

gives a passing faint orange coloration. L. de K.

Estimation of the Active Principles of Alder Bark and
Cascara Sagrada and their Extracts. Jules Warik {J. Pharm.
Chim., 1905, [vi], 22, 12— 14).—The method previously described
(Abstr., 1905, ii, 363) for the examination of alder bark is not
applicable to Cascara sagrada, as the latter contains hydroxy-
methyla'ithraquinone compounds which are not directly soluble in

alkaline solutions. The powdered bark must be heated for two hours
with 2 per cent, sulphuric acid at a temperature of 100°, cooled,

extracted (powder and solution) many times with ether, and the
united ethereal solutions shaken out with 2 per cent, sodium hydroxide.
The alkaline solution obtained serves for tlie coloriraetric estimation as

described for alder bark. These methods may be also used for the
analysis of the extracts of the above-mentioned barks. Alder bark
was found to contain 3 5 per' cent, of active principle (as emodin) and
the extract 0755 per cent., whilst Cascara sagrada containing 0-605
per cent, of emodin yielded bitter and non-bitter extracts containing
0590 and 0595 percent, respectively. W. P. S.

Easy Way of Distinguishing English from Chinese Rhubarb.
Alexander Tschircu (Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 82—83; from .Sc/tw«tj.

Woch. Pharm., 43, 253—254).—English rhubarb {Khenm Rhapon-
ticum) is distinguished fron the Chinese variety by containing a well-
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crystallised glucoside rhaponticin insoluble in ether. Ten grams of the

suspected root are boiled for 15 minutes with 50 c.c. of dilute alcohol,

the filtrate is concentrated to 10 c.c, and when cold it is shaken with
10—15 c.c, of ether. The extract from true rhubarb is still clear after

24 hours, but if the Rhaponticum variety has been substituted a
decided deposit of prismatic needles will have formed. These crystals

may be further identified by moistening with sulphuric acid, which
produces a purple coloration changing to orange. L. de K.

Beer Analysis by means of the Refractometer. Georg
Barth {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1747; from Zeit. ges. Brauw., 28,
303—306).—If X represents the amount of alcohol, y the amount of

extract in a beer, r the i-efraction difference, and s the difference in

sp. gr. of the beer and water, we have: a; = 003366r + 0"001303s.

?/ = 0-007598r-0-002923s. The correctness of these formulae was
fully confirmed. L. de K.

Estimation of Extract in Malt. C. Bleisch and P. Regens-
BURGER {CJiem. Centr., 1905, i, 1747; from Zeit. ges. Brauw., 28,
313—316).—A slight modification of the usual process. The malt is

mashed as usual, and when saccharification has set in, the whole is

boiled over an asbestos millboard for twenty minutes. When cooled to

65°, 10 c.c. of a fresh green malt extract are added and the whole is

kept at 65—70° for ten minutes. L. de K.

Estimation of Bacillus Ooli in Potable Waters. Albert
Gautie {Ann. Chim. anal., 1905, 10, 254—257),—The author has

made a slight modification in the usual process for the detection of

the Bacillus coli communis in waters. This method, as is well known,
consists in adding peptone-broth and a sufficient amount of phenol to

prevent the growth of a large number of saprophytic germs. Instead

of using 100 c.c. of water, the author makes repeated experiments with
100,80, 50, 20, 10, and 1 c.c. of water, then further trials with 20, 10,

5, and I drops of the sample. It is only by such repeated experiments
that a fair idea may be obtained as to the quantity of the coli-bacilli.

The mere presence of the bacillus is not sufficient to condemn a water.

For further details the original paper should be consulted.

L. de K.
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Determination of Refractive Indices of Hydrogen, Carbon
Dioxide, and Oxygen in the Infra-red. John Koch (Ann. Physik,

1905, [iv], 17, 658—674).—An interference method is employed and

details are given. For hydrogen for a wave-length = 8 "69/^, the value

1-0001373 at 0° and 760 mm. was obtained, a result in accord with

the value 1-000264 obtained by Boltzmann for the dielectric constant.

From the values of the refractive index for this and other wave-

lengths, the author deduces by Drude's equations {ibid., 1904, 14, 677

and 936) the value 1-49 x 10'^ for the ratio ejvi. For carbon dioxide

for the same wave-leogth, the value r0004578 was obtained ; this is

greater than that for the i>-line, so that the gas furnishes a case of

anomalous dispersion. For oxygen, the value found was 1-0002661,

"which is less than the values hitherto obtained for the lithium and

Z)-lijies (1-000271), so that the dispersion is normal. L. M. J.

Relation between Electrolytic Dissociation and Refractive

Power. FiLiPPo Zecchini {Gazzetta, 1905, 35, ii, 65—86).—The
author has made a large number of measurements of the densities and
refractive indices for sodium light and at the ordinary temperature of

solutions of different concentrations of sulphuric, hydrochloric, nitric,

acetic, propionic, trichloroacetic, phosphoric, phosphorous, and hydro-

fluoric acids, sodium and potassium hydroxides, ammonia, potassium

nitrate, chloride, acetate, and trichloroacetate, and ammonium nitrate.

The numbers obtained lead to the following conclusions.

The dissociation of sulphuric acid by dilution with water effects

only a very small change in the molecular refraction of the acid.

With hydrochloric and nitric acids, the molecular refraction increases

slightly with the dilution. The increase scarcely ever amounts to 2-3»

which should be the value corresponding with the complete ionisation

of a hydrogen atom. Leblanc and Itohland's hypothesis, according to

which the hydrogen ion has double the refraction of the hydrogen
atom, is therefore regarded by the author as not justified, the small

deviations of the molecular refraction being equally well attributable
to the anion. The values obtained for solutions of the bases examined
indicate no difference in refi-action between a hydroxyl group and
a hydroxyl ion.

In the case of salts, the molecular refraction is mostly independent
of the concentration of the solution.

The molecular refraction of the water formed in the neutralisation
of an acid by a base varies considerably. For the strong acids (nitric,

hydrochloric, sulphuric, and trichloroacetic) with the strong bases,

potassium and sodium hydroxides, it varies from a minimum of 7"71

with sodium sulphate to a maximum of 840 with potassium trichloro-

acetate, whilst it has the value 597 for ammonium nitrate or potass-
ium acetate. No explanation is advanced for these divergences.

VOL. LXXXVIll. ii. 46
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Further researches are necessary before definite conclusions can be
arrived at concerning the influence of dissociation on refraction, the
views of Ostwald and Leblanc not being confi^rmed by the results

already obtained. T. H. P.

Chemiluminescence. Max Trautz {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905,
53, 1—111. Compare Trautz and Schorigin, this vol., ii, 494; also

Guinchant, ibid., 366; Gernez, ibid., 430, 431).—The paper contains
an exhaustive historical and critical review of the observations made
on crystalloluminescence, triboluminescence, and reaction luminescence.
Many new cases of crystalloluminescence have been observed, and
attention is drawn to the fact that this phenomenon may accompany
the separation of crystals from fused masses. The author considers
that crystalloluminescence is essentially the same phenomenon as tri-

boluminescence (see Trautz and Schorigin, loc. cit.). Of 285 inorganic
substances examined by the author or earlier workers, 33 are found
to be triboluminescent; of 147 aliphatic compounds 30, of 305
aromatic compounds 112, are found to be triboluminescent ; of 90
alkaloids and alkaloid derivatives, as many as 63 are triboluminescent.

There are certainly some cases at least of triboluminescent substances
which do not exhibit physical isomerism of any sort. A large number
of reactions was examined for reaction luminescence, and this pheno-
menon was observed specially in cases where oxygen or the halogens

were the active agents. It was found that increase of the reaction

velocity, and whatever contributed to this, increased the intensity of

the luminescence. The spectrum of the light emitted in cases of

crystalloluminescence and reaction luminescence is continuous even
with luminescent gases, as, for example, in the cold (50—90°) acetyl-

ene-chlorine and acetylene-bromine flames. J. C P.

Atmospheric Electricity [Radioactivity] in High Latitudes.
George C. Simpson (Phil. Trans., 1905, A, 205, 61—97).—This paper

records results of observations made in Lapland, and part of it deals

with the influence of the wind, the humidity, the height of the baro-

meter, &c,, on the atmospheric radioactivity. The observations give

strong support to Elster and Geitel's view that the emanation in the

air originates from the radium or radioactive emanation in the soil.

Anything which tends to reduce the atmospheric circulation tends

also to inci-ease the quantity of emanation in the lower layers of the

atmosphere. J. C. P.

Radioactivity of Atmospheric Precipitations and of Surface
Waters. Josef Jaufmann {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 600 ; from Metereol.

Zeit., 22, 102—113).—A measured amount of potassium alum solu-

tion is added to 1 litre of the water under examination and precipi-

tated with ammonia. The radioactivity of the emanation and the

induced radioactivity, which are all collected in the precipitate, are

determined together in an apparatus resembling that of Elster and

Geitel, and are found generally to lie between the activity of radium

and that of thorium. Rain is always slightly active, most so that

collected during a thunderstorm in the spring, or in a town ; the activity

diminishes as the rain shower continues ; freshly fallen snow is 3—

5
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times as active ; rain and snow diminish in activity after they have
fallen, but snow on the ground may be reinforced by further absorp-

tion. The radioactivity of hailstones is greater than that of rain.

Natural ice also is sometimes strongly radioactive.

Surface water is always radioactive, but the values vary enormously
and seem to depend on the atmospheric pressure. This applies also

to spring waters ; the deepest spring is most radioactive. If the

ground is frozen for long, the i^adioactivity increases, and diminishes

again after a thaw. G. Y.

Production of Radium from Uranium. Bertram B. Boltwood
{Amei-. J. Sci., 1905, [ivj, 20, 239—244. Compare Abstr., 1904,

ii, 666).—The author considers that the conclusions drawn by Soddy
from his experiments on the production of radium are unjustifiable.

With a view to determining whether it is possible to observe the

formation of radivim in a uranium solution, 250 c.c. of a solution

containing 100 grams of " purest uranium nitrate," which had been

recrystallised five times, were introduced into a glass bulb of 400 c.c.

capacity, the neck of which was then di'awn out and sealed. Thirty

days later, the entire gaseous contents were removed and transferred

to an electroscope, and in order to displace the dissolved gases and
any radium emanation the solution was boiled for fifteen minutes.

The electroscope was capable of detecting 1'7 x 10"^^ gram of

radium, but no increase in the normal leak of the instrument could be

detected. Similar negative results were obtained at the end of six

months and of 390 days. It can be positively asserted that in

390 days the quantity of radiiun produced fi-om 48 grams of uranium
in a uranium nitrate solution is less than 1"7 x 10"^^ gram. This is

ss than one-sixteen-hundredth of the quantity which would be
xpected from the disintegration theory if the value of X for radium is

taken as 8'8 x 10~'*(year)"^ The experiments indicate that one or

ijiore products of a slow rate of change intervene between uranium
uid radium. H. M. D.

Properties ofRadium in Small Quantities. A. Voller (C/tem.

Ceiitr., 1905, ii, 388; from Physikal. Zeit., 1905, 6, 409—411).—

A

reply to Eve (this vol., ii, 367).—The author has repeated his experi-

ments with some modifications and again finds the intensity of radia-

tion is not proportional to the quantity of radium ; if the latter ia

reduced to one-millionth of its original amount, the fall of potential

produced by it is only reduced to one-three-hundredth. The same
amount of radium spread over ten times the area produces 4 or 5 times

as great a fall of |)Otential as before. The suggestion is put forward
that the breakdown of radium bromide can be retarded by the
presence in the surrounding air of the products of decomposition.

Kutherford's 'suggestion (tliis vol., ii, 367) that solid radium bromide
volatilises is not regarded as probable, inasmuch as an active plate

I

hardly ever loses its activity. The author maintains that radium
compounds decompose more rapidly at the surface than at lower
layers. P. H.

46—2
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Scintillations produced by Radium, Robert W. Wood {Phil.

Mag., 1905, [vi], 10,427—430).—DifEerent interpretations have been
given of the scintillations at a zinc sulphide screen caused by the
bombardment of radium corpuscles. According to Crookes, each
flash is due to the impact of a positive a-particle ; according to

Becquerel, the production of light results from cleavage of the crystals,

brought about by the action of the rays. The author has determined
the duration of (1) the spinthariscope flashes, (2) the flashes produced
by cleavage, that is, the triboluminescence. It appears that the
duration of (1) is between l/15,000th and l/20,000th of a second,
much shorter than that of (2). Hence it is probable that the two
phenomena are not very closely related, A photographic examination
of the scintillations shows that only a small percentage of zinc

sulphide crystals becomes luminous under the radium rays. It is

known that the phosphorescent power of most substances is due to

minute traces of impurity, and hence a scintillation probably occurs

only when an electron strikes a molecule of the impurity. This would
do away with the difficulty involved in Crookes' view, for the actual

number of a-particles emitted from the radium must far surpass the

number of flashes of light as seen in the spinthariscope. J, C. P.

Slow Transformation Products of Radium, Ernest Ruther-
ford {Phil Mag., 1905, [vi], 10, 290—306. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii,

799).—Further experiments on the variation of activity of the

successive products of radium have been made, and a new product,

previously overlooked, has been isolated.

At the end of twenty-four hours the products, radium-A, -B, and -C,

which are formed on a plate exposed to radium emanation, have been

almost completely transformed, but there is a small residual activity

comprisiug both a- and /3-rays which is in genez*al of the order of one-

millionth of the activity immediately after removal.

The )8-ray activity increases with time according to the equation

7=/q(1 -e~'^*), and reaches a practical maximum after about forty

days. Half the final activity is attained in six days and the constant

X = 0*115(day)~^. The a-ray activity also increases and reaches half

its final value in about 143 days.

The explanation of the experimental results is that the primary

product, radium-D, does not emit either a- or /3-rays ; it undergoes

slow transformation (half complete in forty years) with the forma

tion of a product, radium-E, which emits (i- and probably y-rays,

and this fi-Taj product is the parent substance of a product, radium-F

(previously termed radium-E), which emits only a-rays.

By heating a platinum plate coated with the active deposit at 1000°,

radium-F and the greater part of radium-D are volatilised. The

activity of the residual radium-E decreases exponentially with the

time and reaches half value in 4*5 days. The difference between the

transformation periods deduced from the recovery curve and the decay

curve is attributed to an alteration in the radium-E after exposure to

the high temperature.
• When a bismuth plate is introduced into solution of the active
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deposit, radium-F is deposited and separated from radium-D and -E.

The activity of the deposit decays exponentially and reaches half

value in 143 days [A= l*77(year)~i].

From the agreement in the chemical and physical properties of

radium-F and radiotellurium and the equality of their decay constants,

there can be little doubt about the identity of these two substances.

It is calculated that a ton of mineral containing 50 per cent, of uranium
contains 0'14 mg. of radium-F, and this number agrees closely with
the amount of radiotellurium extracted by Marckwald from uranium
residues. Assuming that the a-particles from radium and radium-F
produce about the same amount of ionisation, the activity of radium-F
in the free state should be about 3200 times the activity of pure
radium at its minimum activity, which also agrees with Marckwald's
observations on the activity of radiotellurium.

The published observations on polonium indicate the presence of

impurities, but there can be little doubt that the chief constituent of

polonium is identical with radium-F.
Some experiments with a sample of radio-lead, four months old,

showed that the )8-ray activity was constant during six months, whilst

the a-ray activity steadily increased. These, and the observations of

Hofmann, Gonder, and Wolfl (this vol., ii, 71) on radio-lead, seem to

indicate that old radio-lead consists of radium-D, -E, and -F, whilst a

freshly prepared specimen is probably represented by radium-D.
The entire process of disintegration of radium according to present

ita corresponds to the following scheme :

Badlnm-^Enuinatiaii-^Radinm -A^-Badium -B-^B«<liain -C-^Radium -D-^Radiuni -R-^Radium -F
(radiu-Ieatl) ((loloDinin radio.

tellurinm)

iine for half transformation :

1300 years 4 days 3 mins. 21 mins. 28 mins. 40 years 6 days 143 days

i;ay emission :

« a c — a, P, y —
3, 7 «

No evidence of further transformation has been obtained. If the

a-particle is a helium atom, then, since five products emitting a-particles

are present in radium, the atomic weight of the transformation

product should be 225-20 = 205. This number is very nearly equal

to the atomic weight of lead, and the view that lead is the end-product of

the series is supported by the fact that lead is always present in the

radioactive minerals in about the amount to be theoretically expected

from the content of uranium when the quantity of helium present is

used to compute the age of the minerals. H. M. D.

Some Properties of the a-Rays of Radium. Hekri Becqubrel
{Gompt. rend., 1905, 141, 485—490).—A reply to Bragg and Kleemau
and to Rutherford (compare Becquerel, Abstr., 1903, ii, 256, 257, 402,

523; 1904, ii, 6 ; Bragg and Kleeman, this vol., ii, 5; Rutherford,

this vol., ii, 495). M. A. W.

Decomposition of Water by Radium. Sir William Ramsay
I^Meddel. k. Vet. Akad. iVobeliust., 1905, 1, 909—911).—It has been
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found by various observers that the gas evolved by decomposition of

water by means of radium bromide contains an excess of hydrogen.
Various causes are suggested to which this might be due, one of which,
namely, oxidation of grease of stopcocks, <fec., is of frequent occurrence.

When this is avoided, it is found that neither free bromine nor ozone
is produced, that it does not seem probable that hydrogen is evolved
from radium itself, and that no hydrogen peroxide or radium bromate is

formed. In the presence of the emanation, however, dry oxygen is found
to oxidise the mercury, and when the emanation acts on pure water with
no oxidisable substance present, the gases produced consist wholly of

the explosive mixture of oxygen and hydrogen. The action must be
attributed wholly to a-rays, as j8-rays are without action. L. M. J.

Absorption of the ^- and y-Rays of Actinium, T. Godlewski
{Phil Mag., 1905, [vi], 10, 375—379. Compare this vol., ii, 497, 498).

—The penetrating power of the (3-rsijs of thorium and radium
increases with the thickness of matter traversed, whereas the /3-rays

of actinium are homogeneous, and absorption takes place according to

the exponential equation 1=1^6'^'^, where x is the thickness of

matter traversed.

The penetrating power of the /3-rays of actinium is only about 40
per cent, of that of the uranium rays, and about one-third of the

average penetrating power of the /8-rays of radium.

Experiments with different metals show that the deviations from
the absorption density law (X/cZ = constant) are considerably smaller

than in the case of the other radioactive elements. The thickness of

metal required to absorb half the rays and the absorption constant has

been determined.

AluininiuTn.

Thickness (mm.) 0-212
Xcm,-i 32-7

Xjd 12-9

The absorption of the y-rays of actinium follows an exponential

law. These rays also have a very small penetrating power compared
with the y-rays of other radioactive elements, for example, only about
one-tenth of that of the more penetrating y-rays of radium. For
iron, zinc, and lead, the thickness of metal required to absorb half the

rays is 5'70, 5'60, and 1*92 mm., and the absorption constants 1*23,

1-24, and 454 respectively. H. M. D.

Determination of Wave-lengths in the Spectrum of Giesel's

Bmanium. J. IIaktmann {C/iem. Centr., 1905, ii, 388; froi

Phyaikal. Zeit., 1905, 6, 401—402),—In addition to the line previously

described at 488"5/x/x, the spectrum comprises the following : twc

bands, one brighter at 356/a/i,, the other weaker at 434/x/a; two ver

faint, fine lines, 413*7/x/i and 474'3/a/a respectively; an iudistinot

double line (527'2/Li/i and 530-6/a/u, 1), and two very faint lines,

570-4yM/A and 58.'V8/x/i. Traces of impurity, such as a mechanically

retained gas or a solid substance in solid solution, might conceivably

Mica.
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become luminous through the radiation of the emanation, as is the

case, described by Giesel, of the addition of didymium to lanthanum
chloride. It has, however, not yet been proved whether the spectrum

just mentioned is identical with that of didymium or not. It is

noteworthy that a substance which is luminous at low temperatures

without external supply of energy should give a spectrum with well-

defined lines, and having a maximum in the ultra-violet region.

P. H.

Generator Gas- and Carbon-cells. Fritz Habeb and Alexander
^losEB {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 593, 609).—The lower end of a test-

tube is etched inside and outside with hydrofluoric acid, the roughened
surfaces moistened with platinic chloride and heated so as to produce
a coating of spongy platinum ; electrical contact is made to the coatings

by means of platinum wires, and suitable tubes are introduced to

allow of carbon monoxide, oxygen, or other gases being brought into

contact with the platinum coatings. The whole is heated by a jacket
of boiling sulphur on phosphorus pentasulphide. The hot glass itself

acts as the electrolyte, the two coatings of platinum being the
electrodes. In most of the experiments the outer coating was in

contact with air, a mixture of carbon dioxide with a little carbon
monoxide or pure oxygen being passed into the inside of the tube
and the difference of potential between the electrodes measured.
A discussion of the thermodynamics of the reaction CO + ^0.2 = CO^
leads to the following expression for the free energy A :

^ =67440- 2-42riogr+0-0017r-'- 4-56riogiopco,yi3co x;;o,i- 5-957'.

F'rom this the E.M.F.'s sJt the absolute temperatures 717°" and 791^
ire easily calculated by substituting the values of T and dividing by
46220. The partial pressures of the reacting gases are used in place
of their concentrations. The differences of potential measured are
well defined and easily reproduced. At the temperature of boiling
phosphorus pentasulphide, a mixture of 96*1 per cent. CO.^ and 1*6 per
cent. CO, measured against oxygen, gave 0944 to 0975 volt, the
calculated value being 0964 volt. In sulphur vapour, a mixture of
97-8 per cent. CO, and 1-71 per cent. CO gave TO 12 volts, the
calculated value being 10 13 volts. It is also shown that variations in
the concentration of the carbon monoxide or of the oxygen produce
changes in the E.M.F. which agree in sign and very nearly in
magnitude with those required by the theory. When pure carbon
monoxide is used, it decomposes in presence of the platinum, depositing
carbon. This deposit of carbon produces an E.M.F. (of nearly 1 volt).
That the E.M.F. is due to the carbon is proved by the fact that it

persists in presence of carbon dioxide, but disappears if oxygen is

passed in. In conclusion, an experiment was made with hydrogen
and oxygen in the same apparatus. The E.M.F. measured varied
from 1-183 to 1196 volt, the calculated value being 1153 volt.
The resistance of a carbon monoxide-oxygen cell, constructed in the

way described, is about 500 ohms ; when closed through an external
resistance of 10,000 ohms, a current is produced which at first
rapidly diminishes

; after a minute it reached the value 032 x lO'*
ampere : the E.M.F. of the cell had fallen to 0-26 volt. T. E.
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Mean Potential at Electrodes under the Action of Alternat-

ing Currents. Philip George Gundry {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905,

53, 177—212).—A theoretical and physical paper. The author has

made experiments in which an alternating current of varying

frequency was sent through an electrolyte between two mercury
electrodes, the one very small, and the other so large that it could be

regarded as unpolarisable in comparison with the smaller. The
effects observed were (1) an alteration of the direct current or of the

E.M.F., (2) an alteration of the surface tension of the mercury. The
first effect may be due to (a) the asymmetry of the polarisation, or

(6) the partial transport of the cathodic component of the current by
hydrogen. When a typical salt is taken as the electrolyte, (a) is

masked by (6). With complex salts, especially those giving an alkaline

reaction, (5) is negligible, and the result of (a) is evident. J. C. P.

Chemical Transfer of Metallic Potentials. Egbert Luther
i^Zeit. fliysikal. Chem., 1905, 52, 626—628).—Critical remarks on

Fischer's recent paper (this vol., ii, 501). The author points out that

several years ago he made experiments similar to some of Fischer's

(see Abstr., 1901, ii, 301). J. C. P.

Temperature-coeflacient of Electrical Resistivity of Carbon
at Low Temperatures. H. Morris-Airey and E. D. Spencer

{Mem. Manchester Phil. Soc, 1905, 49, [x], 1—8).—The measure-

ments were made with carbon filaments taken from Ediswan in-

candescent lamps. The filament, together with a platinum resistance

thermometer, was suspended centrally in a thick brass cylinder

surrounded by a Dewar tube. After initial determination of the resist-

ance with the filament and thermometer immersed in liquid air, this was
poured out and a series of measurements was made during the steady

rise of temperature, which was comparatively slow on account of the

considerable heat capacity. The resistance of the carbon increases

uniformly as the temperature falls until - 150° is reached, when the

rate of increase over a small interval of temperature is smaller ; at

— 182°, however, the resistance has increased to a value which

corresponds almost exactly with that calculated by extrapolation by
means of the constant temperature-coefficient. A readjustment of

the relative positions of the particles is suggested as the cause of the

observed irregularity. A table of specific resistances between -197°

and - 4° is appended. H. M. D.

Disruptive Discharge in Gases at High Pressures.

Ch. Eug. GuYEandH. Guye {Arch. Sci.phys.nat., 1905, 20, 111—123).

—The potential difference necessary to produce the disruptive discharge

for a definite distance was determined for various gases at different

pressures. It was found that between 1 and 10 atmospheres the potential

is a linear function of the pressure ; at higher pressures, the ratio of

potential to pressure diminishes. In the case of nitrogen, the curve
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exhibits a maximum in the neighbourhood of the pressure of maximum
compressibility. The experiments with air similarly showed a slight

rise in the curve for j9 = 65 metres of mercury. Experiments with
carbon dioxide in the neighbourhood of the critical point indicated a

lowering of the explosion potential, but the experiments are compli-

cated by the partial decomposition of the gas. Little or no effect was
found to result from the presence of salts of radium or the influence of

X-rays. L. M. J.

Glow Discharge in Vapours of the Mercuric Haloids.
W. Matthies {Ann. Physik, 1905, [iv], 17, 675—693).—Work on the

potential gradient in gases at low pressure has been largely confined

to nitrogen ; the author has extended investigations of this nature to

the vapours of mercuric chloride, bromide, and iodide. He finds that

the glow discharge in these gases does not differ from that in the

elementary gases, and verifies the absence of any noticeable decomposi-

tion with suitable current and platinum electrodes. Copper, iron,

aluminium, and mercury cause decomposition without current. The
potential gradients are considerably higher than that for nitrogen, as

are also the cathode and anode falls. The gradient increases with
pressure at first more rapidly, later more slowly than the latter. The
dependence on current strength appears very complicated, differing for

different pressures ; the gradient also decreases with increasing cross-

section of the tube. The cathode fall increases approximately as the

molecular weight of the compound, L. M. J.

Conductivity of Sulphuric Acid at Different Temperatures.
Blas Cabrera Felipe {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 438—439 ; from Physikcd.

Zeit., 1905, 6, 422—429).—The composition of the solutions, which
vary from 2*66 to 35*34 mols. of water per mol. of sulphuric acid, was
determined by measurement of their densities at 15°. The conductivity

emperature curve is convex towards the temperature axis at high

oncentrations and concave at low concentrations. With increasing

lilution, the point of inflection is displaced more and more towards the

lower temperatures. The existence of these points is explained by the

antagonistic influence of the temperature on the mobility and on the

degree of dissociation. If the conductivity at each temperature be

expressed as a function of the concentration, the conductivity maxima
appear most sharply defined at high temperatures. Occasionally two
maxima are observed, but the author is not convinced of the existence

between these of a minimum corresponding with 1 4 mols. of water per

mol. of acid. P. H.

Electrical Conductivity of Potassium and Sodium Nitrates
and of Fused Mixtures of the Two Nitrates together and with
other Salts. Ale.xis Bogorodsky (/. RiLgs. Phys. Chem. Soc, 1905,

37, 760—807).

—

The author has determined the specific electrical con-

ductivities of fused potassium and sodium nitrates and various mix-

tures of the two salts at different temperatures, the results being

given in reciprocal ohms in the following table :
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the cases previously known ; the branching is most delicate with

cadmium, and is fungus-like with cobalt. The cause of the irregulari-

ties lies in the smaller electi'ode on which is formed a layer of oxide

or superoxide if it is the anode, or of hydrogen or loose metallic

deposit if it is the cathode. G. Y.

The Behaviour of Magnesium Anodes. G. Baborovsky {Zeit.

Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 465—482).—Hydrogen is evolved at a
magnesium anode immersed in a neutral solution of a sulphate or

chloride and a black substance is formed, which was formerly regarded

as a suboxide, but which appears to be a mixture of hydroxide and
finely-divided magnesium pi'oduced by the pulverisation of the anode.

The anode has an apparent valency of about 1*3 which is almost

independent of the experimental conditions. A very considerable

transition resistance is found at the surface of the anode. By means
of a special method the potential of the anode was measured, notwith-

standing this resistance, and found to be approximately the same as

that of the metal when no current is passing. The latter quantity is

very badly defined ; referred to Ostwald's zero it is about 1*7 volts.

Attempts to prepare a magnesium suboxide were unsuccessful ; the

black powder formed at the anode could not be separated from
magnesium ^hydroxide. Magnesium amalgam, when exposed to moist

air, rapidly oxidises to a brown, earthy mass from which metallic

mercury may be separated by distillation in a vacuum. The residue

contains oxides of mercury and magnesium. When a rod of magnesium
is immersed in water in contact with copper or platinum, a grey
powder is produced which can be partially separated from magnesium
hydroxide by suspension in water, but this substance also appears to

consist of a mixture of finely-divided metal and hydroxide.

In alkaline solutions, the behaviour of magnesium resembles that of

aluminium. An applied E.M.F. of 110 volts produces a very small

current at first ; after some time the temperature rises and a larger

current begins to pass ; in both cases the magnesium is scarcely acted
on and oxygen mixed with about 3 per cent, of hydrogen is evolved.

Similar phenomena are observed with lower applied E.M.F.'s, but with
2 volts the second stage cannot be observed. During the second stage,

the metal dissolves with an apparent valency of about 9. The
phenomena may be explained by supposing that a non-conducting
layer of hydroxide first forms on the anode ; owing to electric

endosmosis, this soon dries'up, shrinks, and cracks. It is well known
that a non-conductor containing fine cracks or pores possesses metallic

conductivity. This explains the change from the first to the second
stage ; the attack of the metal during the second stage is due to

portions of the oxide layer falling off and exposing a fresh metallic

surface.

In a solution containing both potassium chloride and hydroxide,
oxygen and hydrogen are evolved simultaneously at a magnesium
anode, and in consequence some anomalous reactions may be observed.
In neutral solutions, for example, potassium permanganate and potass-

ium chromate are reduced, whilst iodine is set free fi'om potassium
iodide ; in alkaline solutions, bromine and iodine ions are oxidised to
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BrOg and lOg ions, permanganate is probably reduced to manganate,
whilst chlorine ions are unaltered. T. E.

Cathodic Pulverisation of Tellurium. Erich Muller and
Richard Lucas (Zeit. EleUrochem., 1905, 11, 521—525).—With an
applied E.M.F. of 4 volts or more, in pure water, a tellurium cathode

loses weight, and yields a colloidal solution of tellurium. The very

dilute solutions are reddish-violet in colour, the more concentrated

solutions are brown and opaque. The tellurium goes into solution with
an apparent valency of about 1"2, which indicates that the pulverisa-

tion is not merely mechanical. The dissolution is independent of the

presence of oxygen in solution and is thei'efore not due to oxidation of

tellurium hydride. No hydrogen is evolved at the tellurium cathode.

The phenomena are analogous to those observed with copper anodes

(Abstr., 1903, ii, 587), and may be explained by assuming that the

tellurium goes into solution in the form of the ion Te', which then
passes into bivalent tellurium ions either by direct assumption of a

second charge from the electrode or by the reaction 2Te'=:Te -f Te".

In alkaline solutions, the pulverisation takes place also, but alkali

polytellurides are also formed. In acid solutions, hydrogen is evolved

and only a trace of pulverisation can be observed, the discharge poten-

tial of hydrogen in the acid solution being lower than that required for

the dissolution of tellurium. T. E.

Electrolysis with Alternating Currents. Andr^ Brochet and
Joseph Petit {Ann. Chim. Phys., 1905, [viii], 5, 307—345. Compare
Abstr., 1904, ii, 229, 230; this vol., ii, 7, 27, 28, 227).—The
secondary reactions which take place when platinum dissolves in a

solution of barium cyanide under the influence of an alternating

current (Abstr., 1904, ii, 229, 414) may be represented by the equa-

tions : (1) Ba(CN).,-i-10H2O = Ba(NO3)2-f-2CO2 + 10H2; (2) Ba(0N)2
-f-5H20 = BaCOg + QO^ + 2NH3 -+- 2H2, and (3) Ba(CN)2 + 2B.f> =
Ba(CN0)2 -i- 2H2. The third of these reactions may be an intermediate

stage in the first.

When iron dissolves in a solution of potassium cyanide under the

influence of an alternating current, the cyanide is transformed almost

quantitatively into potassium ferrocyanide, but only about 40 per cent,

of the hydrogen required by the equation Fe -I- 6KCN -h 2H2O =
K4Fe(CN)g + 2KOH + H2 is evolved. This deficiency of hydrogen
appears to indicate that the metal dissolves at the anode.

When a solution of sulphuric acid is electrolysed, using platinum

electrodes and a combination of alternating and continuous currents

(compare Ruer, Abstr., 1903, ii, 407), the platinum slowly dissolves.

This appears to be the result of the variation in current density and
not to any specific action of the alternating current, since a sinuoidal

alternating current obtained from an electrolytic valve of special

design produces qualitatively the same effect as a combination of

alternating and continuous currents. The platinum also dissolves

under the influence of an alternating current in presence of oxidising

agents such as nitric acid, chromic acid, «kc.

The alternating current appears to exert a specific action in the case
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of lead electrodes in dilute sulphuric acid. The metal dissolves and a

deposit of lead sulphate, comparatively pure when a current of high

density is used and containing reduced lead when a low density current

is employed, is formed. The amount of hydrogen evolved varies with

the current density and the temperature. With chromic acid in place

of sulphuric acid as an electrolyte, reduction occurs and ozonised

oxygen is evolved. Phosphoric and arsenic acids behave in miich the

same way as sulphuric acid, but with them temperature has no influence

on the action. The solution of the lead appears to be due to the

formation of lead peroxide at the anode, which on the reversal of the

current is reduced first to lead sulphate and finally to lead. The
reduction of lead sulphate is, however, diflEicult, especially in the cold,

and consequently the sulphate accumulates and the electrode continues

to dissolve.

The authors' results show that the alternating current is applicable

to many types of reactions, as in the oxidation of ferrous and manganous
salts, the reduction of nitric and chromic acids and similar highly

oxygenated substances, and to the electrolysis of the hydracids and
their salts. Sulphuric acid, sulphates, chlorates, perchlorates, and
chromates appear to be stable towards the alternating current.

The only possible practical application of these results yet observed

is the preparation of bax-ium platinocyanide (Abstr., 1904, ii, 414).

The memoir concludes with a generahdiscussion and resume of the whole

of the results obtained. T. A. H.

Electrolysis with Alternating Currents. Andr6 Brochet and
Joseph Petit (Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 441—453. Compare
this vol., ii, 27, 28, 227, and 261).—When a current of variable

strength (produced by passing an alternating current through an
aluminium electrolytic rectifier) is passed through sulphuric acid

between platinum electrodes, the anode goes into solution as platinum
sulphate, whilst platinum is deposited at the cathode ; the deposition

at the cathode is prevented or diminished by the presence of oxidising

agents .such as chromic acid or persulphuric acid ; the solution at the

cathode is facilitated by small quantities, but diminished by large

quantities. The effect of an alternating current is easily understood
by means of these results when it is considered that the same electrode

is, in this case, alternately anode and cathode. The superposition of a
continuous current on an alternating current is shown to be equivalent

to the use of a rectified alternating current. T. E.

Alternate Current Electrolysis. Ernest Wilson {Trans.
Faraday .S'oc, 1905, 1, 305—312).—Experiments are described in

which the effect of an alternating current on plates of lead, zinc, iron,

copper, tin, and aluminium immersed in various electrolytes has been
investigated. The duration of the action, the frequency of alternation,

the current density, and the alteration in weight of the plates are
recorded, and curves are appended which show the relationship between
the current, the difference of potential between the plates, and the
difference of potential between one plate and the electrolyte during
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the period of an alternation. For details, the original must be

consulted. H. M. D.

Oxidation and Reduction in the Electrolysis of Solutions of
Salts of Iron. Z. Karaoglanoff {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11,
489—496).—^The current which just produces an evolution of hydrogen
at a platinum cathode immersed in a solution of iron alum in two
minutes was found to be proportional to the concentration of the

solution ; it increases by about 3 per cent, of its value per degree rise

of temperature. The addition of some normal salts to the solution

increases the value of the critical currents ; in the case of copper

sulphate, for example, this is due to the deposition of copper at the

cathode ; other salts have no action and a few diminish the critical

currents; among these, the action of the chromates is probably due to the

formation of a diaphragm of chromic oxide. With smooth platinum,

the critical current is proportional to the surface of the electrode,

hence with platinised electrodes very much lai'ger currents can be used.

A horizontal cathode gives a larger value than a vertical one. Stirring

the solution has a very marked effect in increasing the critical current,

A coulometer is constructed on the basis of these results ; the anode is

enclosed in a porous pot near the surface of the solution of iron alum
in which the platinised cathode is immersed and which is stirred by a

current of carbon dioxide. The ferrous salt produced is titrated with
a solution of potassium permanganate. The mean eri'or of a measure-

ment is +0-23 coulomb. T. E.

Theory of the Residual Current. Walther Nernst and
E. S. Mekriam {Zeit. physikal.Chem., 1905, 53,235—244).—A rapid and
trustworthy determination of the residual current for small E.M.F.'s
is made possible by the use of a small electrode rotating at a high

speed. In those cases where the rate of action of the depolariser is

high compared with the velocity of diffusion, the residual current

reduces itself to a case of diffusion, and as such may be calculated on
the basis of Nernst's theory (see Salomon, Abstr,, 1898, ii, 7). The
agreement between the calculated and observed values of the residual

current is good, and this circumstance is evidence in support of Nernst
and Brunner's theory of the velocity of reaction in heterogeneous

systems (Abstr., 1904, ii, 315). Where the depolariser acts slowly,

the observed values of the residual current are lower than the

calculated values, and in these cases the influence of the rate of

rotation of the electrode becomes very small. By the method indicated

above, it is possible to investigate the residual current for acid-alkali

polarisation, and so to arrive at an accurate determination of the

neutralisation point. J. C, P.

Specific Heat of Iron at High Temperatures. John A.
Marker (rUU. Mag., 1905, [vi], 10, 430—438).—The mean specific

heat S for the temperature range 0^ - l'^ C. is given in the following

table

:
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T. S. T. S.

200° 01175 700"^ 0-1487

250 0-1204 750 01537
300 01233 800 0-1597

350 0-1257 850 0-1647

400 0-1282 900 0-1644

450 0-1311 950 0-1612

500 01338 1000 0-1557

550 0-1361 1050 01512
600 0-1396 1100 01534
650 0-1440

The author considers that the diminution at 900° and the subsequent

rise in the specific heat require confirmation. J. C. P.

Molecular Rise of the Lo-wer Critical Temperature of a
Binary Mixture of Normal Components. Johannes J. van Laar
{Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1905, 8, 144—152).—The earlier

theoretical work (this vol., ii, 434) is revised, and it is found unneces-

sary to double the molecular formula of sulphur dioxide or of carbon

dioxide. An approximate expression for the molecular rise of the lower

critical temperature is ljTy{dTxldx)^ — ff{6 -\), where 6 is the ratio

^y^'j of the two critical temperatures. J. C. P.

Liquid Mixtures of Minimum Boiling Point. Clifford D.
HoLLEY and J. T. Weaver (/. Amen'. Chem. Soc., 1905, 27,
1049—1057. Compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 443).—A number of mixtures

of liquids have been investigated by the boiling-point method and the

following minima have been found : 10 parts of propyl alcohol (b. p.

95-6°) and 90 parts of propyl bromide (b. p. 71*5°) give a
liquid with b. p. 69-75°. 1624 parts of ethyl alcohol (78-4°)

and 83-76 parts of propyl bromide give a liquid with b. p. 63-6°.

20-60 parts of methyl alcohol (64-0°) and 79 40 parts of propyl

bromide give a liquid with b. p. 54-8°. 19 -25 parts of propyl

alcohol and 8075 parts of isobutyl bromide (89 2°) give a liquid with
b. p. 86-1°. 41-0 parts of ethyl alcohol and 59 parts of

t«obutyl bromide give a liquid with b. p. 71-4°. With methyl alcohol

and wobutyl bromide, a minimum boiling point is obtained at 60°,

but this point is not definite, as the mixture may contain from
41 to 56 |)or cent, of the bromide without any change in the boiling

point. 720 parts of ethyl alcohol (783) and 280 parts of amyl
bromide (118-2°) give a liquid with b. p. 77'3° The addition of

as much as 10 per cent, of amyl bromide produces no change in the

boiling point of methyl alcohol (64-0^^), and further additions cause
slight elevations of the boiling point of the mixture. Eight parts of

methyl alcohol (648°) and 92 parts of methyl iodide (44 5°) give a
liquid with b. p. 396°. 875 parts of bromoform (1455°) and
12-5 parts of butyric acid (158—159°) give a liquid with b. p.
142-6°. 11-80 parts of propyl alcohol (95-5°) and 8820 parts

of carbon tetrachloride (7670^) give a liquid with b. p. 72*6°.
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Mixtures of carbon tetrachloride with benzene or toluene do not pre-
sent any unusual phenomena.
The following mixtures show no minimum boiling point : propyl

bromide with amyl alcohol or isobutyl alcohol ; isobutyl alcohol with
wobutylbromide, tsobutyl acetate, ethyl butyrate, or amyl acetate ; iso-

butyl bromide with bromoform, amyl acetate, or ethylene bromide
;

ethylene bromide with bromobenzene or bromoform.
The results of this investigation show that the constitution of the

substances has a greater influence on the formation of mixtures with
minimum boiling points than the close proximity of their boiling
points. E. G.

Modiflcation of Victor Meyer's Apparatus for the Deter-
mination of Vapour Densities. rBERNARD J. Harrington (Amer. J.

Sci., 1905, [iv], 20, 225—228).—Two modified forms of apparatus are
described. In the first, the cylindrical bulb in which vaporisation of

the substance takes place is horizontal instead of vertical, and the
long stem is bent upon itself a number of times. The second form
is similar, but the bulb is in this case vertical. Both forms are very
compact, and can be heated in an enclosed box of copper or tinned
iron ; the construction is, moreover, such that the vapour can be very
quickly swept out of the apparatus. Experience has shown that good
results can be obtained much more rapidly than with the ordinary
form of apparatus. H. M. D.

Determination of Molecular Weights in Boiling Concen-
trated Sulphuric Acid. Ernst Beckmann {Zeit. fhysikal. Chem.,

1905, 53, 129—136).—llesults obtained with boron oxide and arsenious

oxide indicate that the molecular elevation of the boiling point of

sulphuric acid is about 53 "3 (in fair agreement with the value cal-

culated from the expression O-QIT^jW), and that the formula of the
former substance is B^O^. It is further indicated that the formula of

molybdic acid anhydride is McO,;. The molecular weights obtained

for sodium and potassium sulphates are considerably less than the

normal values, and it is supposed that the potassium or sodium hydrogen
sulphate molecules primarily formed react to produce pyrosulphate. In
this connection, it is shown that whilst potassium hydrogen sulphate

dissolved in concentrated sulphuric acid has an abnormally high

molecular weight, the values obtained for sodium and potassium

pyrosulphates are nearly normal. J. C. P.

Vapour Current Method for the Determination of Molecular
Weights at High Temperatures. Ernst Beckmann {Zeit. physikal.

Chem., 1905, 63, 137—150).—A number of detailed modifications are

suggested in the apparatus previously described (Abstr., 1902, ii, 303 ;

Abstr., 1903, ii, 533; see also Walther, Abstr., 1904, ii, 234). The
author points out the advantages possessed by the method of direct

heating as compared with the method of heating by a current of the

vapour. J. C. P.
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EUmination of Thermometer Lag and Casual Loss of Heat
ia Calorimetry. Theodore W. Richards, Lawrexce J. He>'dersox,

and (jEORGE S. Forbes {Zeit. physikal. Chein., 1905, 52, 551—568).

—

In an ordinary calorimetric determination of the heat developed in a

reaction, there are two chief sources of error. Firstly, the real

maximum temperature is not reached in the calorimeter thi-ough loss

of heat to the environment ; secondly, the thermometer lags, and can-

not indicate with sufficient rapidity the changes of temperature in the

calorimeter. The first source of error is usually eliminated by
ilegnault and Rumford's methods, but the second is generally disre-

garded. The authors show how the lag may be determined for any
given thermometer under given conditions, and how a corresponding
correction may be introduced in the results of calorimetric work.

Further, they point out that the first source of error mentioned may
be eliminated by allowing the temperature of the environment to rise

simultaneously with that of the contents of the calorimeter. This is

done by allowing a suitable chemical reaction (for example, the

neutralisation of acid by alkali) to take place in the external bath
svurrounding the calorimeter. It is found that this method gives more
constant results than the older methods involving calculated correc-

tions for the loss of heat. The results obtained by the new method
agree with those obtained by the older methods, provided the latter

are corrected for the lag of the thermometer. J. C. P.

Thermochemical Studies. Reply to Julius Thomsen. Daniel
LagerlOf {J. pr. Chem., 1905, 72, 80—104).—A polemical paper in

which the author replies vigorously to criticisms of Thomsen on the

author's previous papers (this vol., ii, 435). He criticises the method
of deducing an expression to reproduce experimental results and then
claiming from the accord of the experiments and the values calculated

i»y the expression that " the high relative accuracy of the experimental

dita" is indicated (this vol., ii, 437). He indicates many irregularities

and discrepancies in Thomsen's results, and shows that by the author's

method of calculation the results of Berthelot appear more regular than
those of Thomsen. L. M. J.

Calorimetric Measurement of Heats of Combustion.
WiLHELM Jaeger and Helmuth von Steinwehb {Zeit. physikal. Chem.,

1905, 53, 153— 165).—The authors discuss certain problems connected
with the determination of heats of combustion in a Berthelot bomb,
namely, (1) the possible sources of error in the determination of the
water equivalent and in the combustion experiments

; (2) the correc-

tion for heat exchange with the surroundings
; (3) the absolute and

relative accuracy of the measurements according to present standards
;

and (4) the influence on the results of the value of the calorie and its

variation with temperature. Special and favourable consideration is

given to the electrical method of calibrating a calorimeter (see Fischer

and Wrede, Abstr., 1904, ii, 468). Platinum thermometers are

recommended in preference to mercury ones for calorimetric work. In
connection with point (4) al>ovp, it is fihown that Fischer and Wrede's

voi^ Lxxxviii. ii. • 47
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numbers are 0'2—0"3 per cent, too high. For other details of the

discussion, the original must be consulted. J. C. P.

Heat of Formation of Silicates. D. TscnERNOBAEFF {Rev. de

Metallurgie, 1905, 2, 729—736).—The heats of formation of silicates

from silica and the metallic carbonate or oxide have been determined

by Le Chatelier's method (Abstr., 1895, ii, 305), in which the re-

acting substances are mixed with wood charcoal in a calorimetric

bomb, the temperature reached by the combustion of the carbon being

sufficient to cause fusion of the mass. The method of making the

necessary corrections is described.

The following results were obtained : CaCOg + SiOj = CaSiOg + COg
— 27*3 Cal. ; the corresponding heats of formation of Ca^SiO^ and
CagSiOg are - 31'0 Cal. and - 36-0 Cal. respectively for 1 mol. of CaO.
SrC03 + Si02 = SrSi03-l-C02-35-l Cal., BaSi03 has -41-0 Cal.;

LijSiOg has - 24-9 Cal. ; NagSiOg has - 30-4 Cal.

2Si02 + AI2O3 + SCaCOg = 2Si02,Al20.„3CaO + 3CO2 - 101-9 Cal.

;

2Si02,Al203 + SCaCOg = 2Si02,Al203,3CaO + 3CO2 - 116-8 Cal.
;

2Si02-l-Al203 + 2H20=:2Si02,Al203,2H20 (kaolin) +43-8 Cal.

The heat of transformation of quartz into vitreous silica was found

to be —0-9 Cal., but is too small to be determined with accui-acy.

C. H. D.

Heats of Formation of Mixtures and of Non-aqueous
Solutions. Wladimir F. Timofeeff (Chem. Centr., 1905, ii,

429—438; from Isv. Kief Polytechn. Inst., 1905, 1—340).—The
author has made a very exhaustive study of the heats of solution

of gases and solids in organic solvents, and of the heat developed on
mixing together various organic liquids, with the object of determining

whether it is possible to connect the heats of formation of solutions

and mixtures with the physical and chemical properties of the com-

ponents. Tables giving the thermal capacities (c) at 20° and their

corresponding temperature-coefficients dcjdt show that the greatest

values for temperature-coefficient are given by strongly associated

substances such as aliphatic alcohols.

Thermal Capacities of Mixtures.—Additive relationships are shown by
mixtures of benzene with chlorobutane, chloroform, carbon tetrachloride,

carbon disulphide, and acetone, of heptane with chloroform, carbon

disulphide, and ethyl acetate, and of acetic acid with toluene, pyridine,

and ethyl alcohol ; such relationships do not hold for mixtures of chloro-

form with pyridine, ethyl ether, acetone, and acetic acid, of acetic acid

with carbon tetrachloride, nitrobenzene, and aniline, of the fatty

alcohols with all other liquids, of benzene with aniline, ethyl acetate, and

acetic acid, and of heptane with ethyl acetate. In other words, the first

group comprises non-associated or slightly associated liquids which have

no chemical action on each other with the notable exception of the

mixtures of acetic acid with toluene, pyridine, and ethyl alcohol ; the

second group,on the other hand, contains chieilyas30ciatedliquids,or sub-

stances such as chloroform, which have a powerful chemical affinity for

most solvents. The extent of the deviation from the additive rule is

found to diminish in the case of the fatty alcohols with increasing
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molecular weight. It appears from this that in the absence of any
association on the part of the molecules of the two constituents the

thermal capacity of a mixture is an additive function of the thermal

capacities of those constituents.

A table giving the heats of solution of hydrogen chloride and
ammonia in methyl, ethyl, propyl, and wobutyl alcohols of vai*ying con-

centrations shows that in the case of hydrogen chloride the heat of

formation varies inversely as the concentration, whereas in the case of

ammonia, owing no doubt to association, it varies directly.

The heat developed when liquids are mixed has been measured in

the case of 133 pairs of liquids for different proportions of the con-

stituents, and the results are communicated in more than a hundred

tables, which have been summarised in one giving the molecular heat of

mixture at infinite dilution for 13 substances in 19 different solvents.

By the molecular heat of mixture is meant the heat, expressed in

Calories, which is developed when one gram-molecule of a liquid is dis-

solved in X gram-molecules of solvent. The pairs of liquids examined
may be divided under the following heads : (1) mixtures of normal non-

associated chemically indifferent liquids
; (2) mixtures of normal liquids

which act chemically on each other
; (3) mixtures of associated with

normal liquids which have no action on each other
; (4) mixtures of

associated liquids which react with each other. For a detailed discus-

sion regarding each of these cases, reference should be made to the

original paper.

The heats of solutionof solids in indifferent solvents at concentrations

approximating to saturation are practically the same as their heats of

fusion. The heats of solution of 1 8 organic solids in various solvents are

tabulated. From observations on the heats of formation and vapour
pressures of mixtures of liquids, it is found that a certain parallelism

exists between the two phenomena, although the parallelism is by no
means rigid. It has not been found possible to recognise any direct

relationship between the surface tension, dielectric constants, and
volume changes of mixtures and their beats of formation. In addition
to the large amount of material collected with regard to organic com-
pounds, the author has also determined the specific heats of solution of

mercuric chloride in various alcohols, and the heats of solution of

mercuric chloride and cadmium iodide in methyl and ethyl alcohols,

ether, and ethyl acetate. P. H.

Modification of van't Hoff's Theory of the Depression of the
Freezing Point. J. li. Goeukl {Zeit. pkysikal. Cheui., lUOy, 53,
213—224).—l^k[uation8 are obtained for the vajwur pressure curves
of water and ice in the neighbourhood of 0°, and these curves are in

very close agreement with the experimental results of Magnus, Uegnault,
and Juhlin. From these equations, with the aid of thermodynamics
and on the basis of van't Hoff's molecular theory, the author deduces
the relationship c' = 0-54A - 0061A2 + 000154A3, which is valid for
dilute aqueous solutions. In this ef^uation, A is the depression of the
freezing point, and c is the concentration (in molecules per litre) of
the dissolved substance as it actually exists in the solution. For very
small depressions, the foregoing formula becomes the same as the

47—2
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simple van't Hoff equation, c' == 0-54A. It is probable that the author's
formula allows more exact conclusions to be drawn regarding the
molecular condition of vai-ious solutions. Thus it is shown that the
degree of dissociation in salt solutions, and seemingly also the degree
of association in alcohol solutions, can be determined in fair harmony
with the mass action law. J. C. P.

Alteration of Specific Gravity. Georg W. A. Kahlbaum and
E. Sturm {Zeit. anorg. Chein., 1905, 46, 217—310).—The changes of

specific gravity which accompany the deformation of metals by
drawing, pressing, twisting, and rolling have been studied, and it has
been found that there is a change of specific gravity brought about
by the external mechanical action alone ; it is suggested that the

change, which is always due to an expansion, marks the formation of

allotropic modifications. The results are summarised as follows :

Metal.

Commercial platinum
Pure platinum
Platiniridium

Gold
Aluminium
Cadmium
JNickel

Alloy of Cu—Al
Wood's alloy *

Alloy IX.*
Alloy VIII. *

Gold
Commercial platinum
Pure platinum
Platiniridium

Nickel ,

Sp. gr.

Before.

21-4320
21-4403

21-4938

19-2602

2-7031

8-6434

8-8440

8-2377

9-6735

9-2940
9-8223

19-2322

21-4284
21-4312

21-3309

8-8412

After.

21-4170^

21-4336

21-4766

19-25061 , . . .

^.cqqr rdrawn into wire

8-6397

8-7599

8-2237>

9666n
9 2837 [pressed into wire

9-771lJ
192220^
21-4112 . 1 •,. J ,wire submitted to

torsion
21-3985

21-3150

8-8273J

The percentage composition of the three alloys was :

Bi. Pb. C(l.

Wood's alloy 50-0 25-0 ]2-5

Alloy IX 47-75 18-39 13-31

Alloy VIII 52-0 320

Sn.

12 -.5

20-55

160

M. p.

65°

71°

96°

D. H. J.

Aqueous Solutions of Fatty Acids. Karl Drucker {Zeit.

physikal. Chem., 1905, 62, 641—704).—The experimental part of the

work involved the determination of conductivity, density, and surface

tension for solutions of formic, acetic, propionic, butyric, wobutyric,

w-valeric, isovaleric, monochloroacetic, dichloroacetic, and trichloroacetic

acids, as also the determination of compressibility for solutions of

acetic acid and its chlorine derivatives.

A point of maximum density, already well known for mixtures of

acetic acid and water, exists also in the case of aqueous solutions of

1
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the higher homologues. It lies at about 50 per cent, acid concentra-

tion for propionic acid, at about 30 per cent, for the butyric acids,

and at a smaller concentration still for the valeric acids. No maxi-

mum could be detected for formic acid or the chloroacetic acids.

The surface tension of the solutions varies markedly with the con-

centration and with the position of the acid in the homologous series.

Thetemperature-coefficient exhibits a distinct minimum in several cases,

but trichloroacetic acid has a distinct maximum value. The values

at 25° of the surface tension y for acetic acid and its chlorine deriv-

atives in the pure state have been obtained by extrapolation, and are

as follows : acetic acid, 26'1
; monochloroacetic acid, 41 ; dichloroacetic

acid, 37'2 ; trichloroacetic acid, 36"0. The order of magnitude of the

influence of these acids in dilute solution on the surface tension of

water is, however, different from that indicated by the foregoing

numbers.
In ail the four cases studied, the initial value of the compressibility

exhibits a minimum when plotted against the concentration of the

solutions, although the extrapolated values for the pure substances are

very different, namely, acetic acid, 98 ; monochloroacetic acid, about
47 ; di- and tri-chloroacetic acids, 59 ; water, 47.

The experimental results obtained are used to test a number of

theoretical deductions. Thus it is shown that, with the aid of the

conception of " apparent " critical constants, van der Waals' constants

a and b can be calculated for the abnormal associating members of the

homologous series of acids, and even for water fi*om the formulae of

Eijtvos and of Ramsay and Shields. In the course of these calcula-

tions, it is found that of the two van der Waals' formulae connecting
surface tension and critical pressure, the one y = tt const, is the better.

On this basis, it is possible to calculate the surface tension of a normal
binary mixture. For mixtures, however, of water and fatty acids,

and of water and alcohols, there are deviations from the»calculated
values, these deviations indicating extensive polymerisation of watei*,

both when in the pure state and when mixed with other substances.

Evidence of polymerisation in the cases of water and acetic acid was
obtained also from a study of the compressibilities ; the higher
chlorine derivatives of acetic acid, on the other hand, are found to be
normal.

From the compressibilities of variously concentrated solutions of
the fatty acids, the changes of internal pressure accompanying the
solution process have been calculated ; when this change of internal

pressure is allowed for in the dissociation formula for trichloroacetic

acid, the degree of di.ssociation can be calculated (up to iV/2 concentra-
tion) in good agreement with cryoscopic measurements. J. C. P.

Surface Tension of Inorganic Salt Solutions. Carl Fobch
{Ann. rhi/sik, 1905, [iv], 17, 744—762).— In consequence of criticisms

of Feustel (ibid., 16, 66), the author has redetermined the surface tension
of a number of aqueous solutions of inorganic salts by the drop
method, and has compared the values with those obtained by qther
observers. The various discrepancies throughout all series of deter-
minations led him to consider that the knowledge of the surface
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tension is far from accurate, and that whilst different methods, or the
same method in the hands of different observers, yield such diverse

re^ults even fundamental questions cannot be satisfactorily solved.

L. M. J.

Diffusion of Nascent Hydrogen through Iron. Adolf
WiNKELMANN {Ann. Fliysik, 19U5, [iv], 17, 590—626).— In order to

determine the diffusion of nascent hydrogen through iron, an iron

tube closed below was used as the cathode of an electrolytic cell.

The top of the iron tube was connected to a glass tube divided in milli-

metres standing in a mercury trough and connected with an air-pump.

A solution of sodium hydroxide formed the electrolyte, and the rate

of diffusion of the hydrogen produced on the exterior into the interior

of the tube was investigated. The effect of internal pressures was
examined, and the author finds that the velocity of diffusion is inde-

pendent of the pressure of hydrogen inside the tube, at least between
the limits and 89 cm. of mercury. The velocity was also not affected

when the external pressure was reduced from one to one-half atmos-
phere. The author concludes that the latter fact indicates that the

actual pressure of the hydrogen on the outside of the -iron tube is not
of the same order as the external pressure, and is not less than 58
atmospheres. He, however, considers the independence of internal

pressure to indicate probably that the diffusion is of ionic or atomic
and nofe of molecular hydrogen. At constant temperature, the rate

of diffusion was found to increase more slowly than the current

strength, but to be approximately proportional to the potential differ-

ence. The increase with temperature was rapid, and could be given

by the expression Z)( = /)o(l + 0'0455*) for constant current, or

Dt = I>o{\ -t-0'0561<) for constant potential difference. L. M. J.

Solutions of Sugar and Inorganic Salts in Dialysis. Pio
Bkrli {Chem. Gentr., 1905, ii, 796 ; from Bull. Assoc. Chiin. Sucr.

Dist., 22, 1155—1162).—The dialysing power of a 10 per cent, sugar
solution increases more quickly than the temperature and solubility. In
solutions containing 1 per cent, of a salt (KgCOg, KNOg, KCl, NajSO^,
CaCIg), the sugar dialysed the less the greater the amount of dialysed

salt. Similar results were obtained with solutions containing 15 per cent,

•f sugar and 5 per cent, of salt, or 5 per cent, of a mixture of equal

amounts of each salt, Dialysing power diminishes as the molecular

weight and molecular volume increase. N. H. J, M,

Strong Sterilisable Dialysing Membrane. Hihhert W. Hill
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 1058— 1060).— The membrane de-

Bcribed is made by sewing together pieces of closely woven silk so as

to form the desii'ed shape and immersing this in a hot aqueous solu-

tion of gelatin of 20—30 percent, strengthfor about 10— 15 minutes.

The silk is withdrawn, allowed to drain, and then plunged into water at

0° and left for 5—10 minutes, after which it is removed from the

water and tested for leaks. If no flaws are found, the gelatinised

silk is put into 40 per cent, solution of formaldehyde at 0", and left
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for about a fortnight or until the gelatin has been x-endered completely

insoluble in hot water. Finally, the membrane is washed or steamed

to remove the free formaldehyde.

The membrane thus prepared is very strong, dialyses well, can be

repeatedly sterilised with steam or boiling water, and is therefore

well adapted for bacteriological work. E. G.

The Clays as Semipermeable Walls. Paul Rohland {Zeit.

Elehtrochem., 1905, 11, 455—456).—The plastic clays, in the air-dried

condition, allow crystalloids to diffuse through them, but not colloids.

This property appears to be connected with the presence of inorganic

and organic colloidal material in the clay. T. E.

Indifferent Points. Paul Saurel {J. Physical Chem., 1905, 9,
-556—557).—The temperature (or pressure) of an indifferent point

corresponding with a given px'essure (or temperature) is a maximum
or minimum of the temperatures (or pressures) at which the system
can be in equilibrium at the given pressure (or temperature), and the

author defines certain conditions in which it is possible to assert

whether the temperature will be a maximum or the pressure a
minimum (Abstr., 1904, ii, 715). L. M. J.

Thermodynamic Potential and its Application to Problems
of Chemical Equilibrium. Johannes J. van Laar {Chem. Centr.,

1905, 2, 734—735; from Chem. Weekblad., 1905, ii, 427—440).—
Several cases of dissociation are considered from the point of view of

thermodynamic potential. With the aid of the molecular potentials,

Gibbs' formula for the dependence of gaseous dissociation on the
pressure and the temperature can be deduced. For details, the original

must be consulted. H. M.

Shape of the Sections of the Surface of Saturation
Normal to the x-Axis in case of a Three-phase Pressure
between Two Temperatures. Johannes D. van der Waals
{Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1905, 8, 184—193).—

A

theoretical paper. J. C. P.

The {T, x) Equilibria of Solid and Fluid Phases for Variable
Values of the Pressure. Johannes D. van der Waals {Proc. K.
Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1905, 8, 193—195).—A theoretical

paper. J. Q, p.

Hidden Equilibria in the ;?-x-Diagram of a Binary System
in Consequence of the Appearance of Sohd Substances.
Andreas Smith {Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1905, 8,
196—200).—Theoretical. J. C. P.

Contribution to the Knowledge of the px- and pT-lAneB
for the Case that Two Substances enter into a Combination
which is dissociated in the Liquid and the Gas Phase.
Andreas Smits {Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1905, 8,
200—208).—A theoretical paper. J. C. P.
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Phenomena observed -when the Plait Curve meets the
Solubility Curve. Andreas Smits {Zeit. physikal. Chum., 1905, 52,
687—601).—The experiments with ether and anthraquinone (Abstr.,

1904, ii, 15) have been extended, and the results support the

theoretical views recently advanced (this vol., ii, 234). J. C. P.

Influence of the Solvent on the Equilibrium Constant, and
the Relationship between Electric Conductivity and Viscosity.
Leo Pissarjewsky and N. Lemcke i^Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905, 52,

479—493).—Part of this work has already been described (this vol.,

ii, 16). In discussing the effect of adding alcohol or glycerol on the

dissociation of potassium chloride and sulphate in aqueous solution,

and indirectly on the equilibrium in question (loc. cit.), the authors

arrive at the view that the degree of dissociation is given by the

formula a = fi.-qjfXff-, .t/qq , where /x and t] are molecular conductivity and
viscosity respectively. The conductivity and viscosity of solutions of

sodium chloride in aqueous glycerol have been determined, and the

application of the foregoing formula indicates that the degree of dis-

sociation in aqueous glycerol is greater than in water. With sodium
chloride as solute, the value of ii~^ .rj^ is practically the same for

each of the three solvents, (1) water, (2) 9'87 per cent, aqueous

glycerol, (3) 1054 per cent, mannitol in water. The degree of dis-

sociation of sodium chloride in mannitol solutions is sometimes

greater, sometimes less, than in water. The viscosity of sodium
chloride solutions in (1) aqueous glycerol, (2) aqueous solution of

mannitol, rises and falls periodically with the dilution. The viscosity

of an aqueous solution of sodium chloride between i; = 64 and v = 5['2

is smaller than that of pure water, the minimum value being obtained

at v= 128. This is in harmony with Arrhenius' views. J. C. P.

Dineric Equilibria. James M. Bell (/. Physical Cliem., 1905, 9,

531—555).—Bancroft has shown that the equilibrium between two
non-miscible liquids dissolved in a consolute liquid is expressed by the

equation af-y^jz"-'^^ = K where x, y, and z are the I'espective con-

centrations (Abstr., 1895, ii, 157). The validity of this has also

been demonstrated by Lincoln (Abstr., 1900, ii, 302). If one or

both the liquids are only partially soluble in the third, the expression

reduces to {x + AYy^jz-^^^^ K or {x-\- AY{y-\- Byjz''^^ = K. The
author has investigated the case where the addition of liquid z to the

solution of a solid in liquid 1 caused the precipitation of a liquid

phase and not of the solid itself. Assuming this to be an example of

the first case, the equation may be reduced to 2"/?/== K if the quantity

of solid is kept constant. It is shown that when the solid is a non-

electrolyte this expression holds well, the constants having different

values for the two liquid phases ; when, however, electrolytes were
employed, the equation does not hold, as, for example, in the case

of potassium carbonate, alcohol, water. It is possible that the lack

of accord in such a case is ascribable to dissociation. As the quantity

X is not varied, these results do not prove the applicability of the first

equation, but indicate that the equilibrium is to be represented by
tHe equation f(x)y^lzi — K, where t'le function J{x) is not known.

L. M. J. I
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Transformation of Polymorphic Substances. Hekmank
Steixmetz (Zeit. physikal. Chem., 19u5, 52, 449—466).— A. study,

with the aid of the dilatometer, of the transition points of a number

of substances. Sodium magnesium uranvl acetate,

(C2H30,),(UO,)3MgNa,9H,0,
has a transition point at 2 7 "5^ under atmospheric pressure, the

change in crystalline character being monoclinic pseudo-hexagonal

-> hexagonal. The transition is not accompanied by any appreciable

volume change or heat effect, but the coefficient of expansion

becomes less above the transition temperature. Under a pressure

of 53 kilos, per sq. cm., the transition temperature is 30°, and the

transformation is then accompanied by an expansion of about

0-2 per cent. isoPropylamine platinichloride, (CH^Meo'NHojo.H.^PtClfi,

undergoes at 32^ under atmospheric pressure a change from monoclinic

pseudorhombic aggregates into definite rhombic crystals. The
transformation involves an expansion of abo;it 004 per cent., but is

unaccompanied by any heat efr'ect. The coefficient of expansion alters

as in the case of the uranium compound mentioned above Under a

pressure of 53 kg. per sq. cm., the transition point is 0"5" higher, and
the accompanying volume change is slightly less. Other substances

have been examined in less detai'. Sodium-katapleite, a calcium

sodium zirconium silicate, has a transition point at 35°, undergoing a

very small change of volume. Tridymite has a transition point at

115^, and its volume expands about 0"6 per cent. Calcium chloro-

aluminate, Al03Ca(CaCl)3H20,2H.,0, has a transition point at 358°,

its volume undergoing a contraction. The doulile chromate,

KgNaCCrOJ,,
undergoes a gradual change between 150° and 175° without ap-

preciable alteration of volume or expansion coefficient. Leadhillite

has a transition point at 115°; the change is monoclinic pseudorhombic
->- rhombic, and is accompsinied by considerable expansion. In the

case of hexachloroethane, there are two transformations, rhombic ->-

triclinic at 45°, and trielinic -^ cubic at 71°. In each case the change
is accompanied by a considerable expansion. The transformation of

carbon tetrabromide also is accompanied by a marked increase in

volume. J. C. P.

Mixed Crystals in Systems of Three Substances. III.

FaANS A. H. ScHRElXEMAKEUs (Zeit. phijuikal. Chem., 1905, 52,
513—550).—A continuation of the earlier papers (this vol., ii, 154,

376). J. C. P.

Indirect Analyses in Multi-component Systems. Wilder D.
Banckoft {J. Physiad Cht>in.. 1905, 9, 558—561).—An extension
of a paper on this subject by Browne (Abs'r., 1902. ii, 648). If the
analyses of a fused mass and of the mother liquor after crystallisation

be known, it will probably be found that the ratios of some of the
constituents are identical or nearly so. It may be assumed that these
have not separated, and if the analyses be referred to unit mass of
one of these constituents, the analysis of the .separated crystals may be
obt lined by subtraction of the analysis of the mother liquor from that
of the fused mass. Examples are given. L. M. J.
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Foundations of a General Theory of the Electrolytic Solu-
tion Tensions of Substances in any Solvent. Carl Feeden-
HAGEK (Zeit. EleUrocJiem., 1905, 11, 496—502).—If a pcartially dis-

sociated binary compound KA in the gaseous condition is acted on
by a substance E, the component ^will be liberated, no action will

occur, or the component A will be liberated, according as the equili-

brium constant of the reaction E + A — EA is greater than, equal to,

or less than the constant of the reaction E \-K=EK. It may be
assumed that the same thing would occur in the liquid state. Taking
water as an example, the elements may be divided into three groups
according to whether their affinity for hydroxyl is greater than, equal

to, or less than their affinity for hydrogen
;
group (1) contains the

metals, group (2) contains As, B, P, N, 0, and group (3) contains the

typical non-metals. These groups are electro-positive, neutral, or

electro-negative to water. Since reactions in gases are supposed to

take place between ordinary molecules and in liquids between charged

ions, this connection is not obvious. The author regards the hypo-

thesis of charged ions as unnecessary. Electrolytic dissociation differs

from ordinary dissociation in the fact that in the former the products

of dissociation are " coupled " and cannot be removed from the system
independently of each other. If the temperature of an electrolytic

solution be raised gradually past the critical temperature, it passes

into a condition of ordinary dissociation, hence electrolytic dissociation

is caused by molecular attractions. The fact that " dissociating

"

solvents all possess large surface tension and large heat of evaporation

is in accordance with this. The connection between the affinity of a

substance for the dissociation products of a solvent, the molecular

forces within the solvent, and the solubility of the substance is also

discussed. T. E.

Application to Electrolytes of the Hydrate Theory of
Solutions. T. Martin Lowry {Trans. Faraday Soc, 1905, 1,

197—206).—An attempt is made to extend the hydrate theory to

electrolytes in such a way as to take account of the observations

which form the experimental basis of the theory of electrolytic dis-

sociation. The ionisation of an aqueous electrolyte is supposed to

consist in a further process of hydration whereby the fully hydrated

molecule combines with an additional quantity of water to form two
or more hydrated ions. The theory is in accord with the fact that

the best ionising solvents are those which are themselves most highly

associated, that complete ionisation is only possible in presence of a

large excess of water in the case of aqueous solutions, and that the

proportion of water required to produce a given degree of ionisation

steadily increases as the temperature rises. Further evidence is

furnished by the relative values of the ionic mobilities and the relation-

ships existing between the fluidity of solutions and their electrical

conductivity. :: The large mobilities of the H' and OH' ions indicate

that these are either anhydrous or less hydrated than other ions. The

minimum values of the molecular lowering of the freezing point which

have been observed for many aqueous salt solutions between O'l and

0'5 normal concentrations can also be satisfactorily explained.
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For a given solution the chief constants are H, the total hydration,

which expresses the total number of molecules of water per molecule

of solute, h, the average molecular hydration, and /3, the coefficient of

combination, which is the fraction of the total number of water mole-

cules actually combined with the solute to form hydrates. These

constants are connected by the equation h = jSff.

On the basis of freezing-point data, the molecular hydration of

aluminium chloride in solutions varying in concentration from 2"1 to

0*20 molecular has Ijeen calculated, and the values of H, h, and ^
are tabulated. As the concentration decreases from 2-1 to 0*2 mole-

cules per litre, the value of h increases fi'om 206 to 35'7. At greater

dilutions there is an abrupt fall in the value of h, but this is attribut-

able to experimental errors.

The hydrate theory is applicable without any substantial alteration

to all cases of heterolytic conductivity in which the electrolytic pro-

perties are due to the interaction of the solute with an ionising

solvent. To extend it to autolytes (fused conductors), it is neces-

sary to assume that the mechanism of electrolysis is similar to that

which obtains in solution, and that only a part of the fused salt is

directly active. In this case the ions are associated with several

molecules of the salt instead of with solvent molecules. Facts are

cited which support the view that such complex ions are formed.

H. M. D.

Approximate Composition of the Hydrates formed by a
Number of Electrolytes in Aqueous Solutions, together with
a Brief General Discussion of the Results thus far obtained.
XIII. Hahey C. Jones and H. P. Bassett {Amer. C/iem. J., 1905,

34, 290—349. Compare this vol., ii, 445 ; Abstr., 1904, ii, 3S6, 710,

and earlier abstracts).—In continuation of the previous work,
experiments have been carried out in order to obtain the data neces-

sary for calculating the approximate composition of the hydrates
formed in solutions at various concentrations. The depression of the
freezing point, the conductivity at 0'^, and the sp. gr. have been
determined of solutions of different concentrations of lithium iodide,

sodium bromide, strontium nitrate, l>arium iodide, cadmium nitrate,

chromium chloride, potassium ferrocyanide, potassium ferricyanide,

sodium chromate, sodium dichromate, disodium hydrogen phosphate,
ammonium cupric chloride, potassium cupric chloride, ammonium
sodium hydrogen phosphate, hydrochloric acid, hydrobromic acid, nitric

acid, phosphoric acid, chromic acid, sodium hydroxide, potassium hydr-
oxide, and ammonium hydroxide. The results are tabulated and plotted

as curves.

It has been shown previously that, as a rule, the number of mols.
of water combined with 1 mol. of the dissolved substance increases
from the most concentrated to the most dilute solution. In the case
of hydrochloric, hydrobromic, nitric, and sulphuric acids, however, it

is found that, starting with the more concentrated and passing to the
more dilute solutions, the number of mols. of water in combination
with 1 mol. of the acid passes through a maximum which is reached at
a concentration of about 2S.
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From the experiments made with potassium ferrocyanide and
potassium ferricyanide, it is conclude! that the dissociation of these

salts takes place as follows :

K,Fe(CN)6 = K,K,K,CN,CN'.CN,K,Fe(CN)3,

and K3Fe(CN)^ = K,CN",K,CN,K,Fe(CN),.
The following additional evidence is brought forward in favour of

the theory of the existence of hydrates in solution. When a small

quantity of crystallised calcium chloride or aluminium chloride is

added to a fairly strong solution of cobalt chloride, the red colour of

the solution is changed to blue. This change proves that calcium
chloride with 6H0O can, in solution, unite with a still larger quantity

of water, as shown by the partial dehydration of the cobalt chloride,

A similar change can be effected by the addition of salts with large

hydrating p6wer to dilute solutions of cupric bromide.

It is shown by reference to the literature that the number of mols.

of water of crystallisation of a salt is greater the lower the tempera-

ture at which the salt is crystallised, and several examples are given

to illustrate this fact, which, it is pointed out, affords strong evidence

in support of the hydrate theory.

The paper concludes with a general discussion of all the results

hitherto obtained, and a summary of the conclusions arrived at.

E. G.

Colorimetry and a OoloriDietric Method for determining
the Dissociation Constant of Acids. F. H. Efjdman {Proc. K.

Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 1905, 8, 166—175),—The experiments

described in this paper have been carried out with a modified form of

Wolff's colorimeter.

If a solution of an indicator acid (that is, an acid the anions of

which have not the same colour as the acid itself) is diluted with

water, the colour, as observed in the colorimeter tube, changes in the

direction of the colour of the anions. If now a fairly concentrated

solution of a colourless acid, HA, is gradually added until the original

tint is restored in the colorimeter tube, the solution prepared from

the added water and the concentrated solution of HA. must be

isohydric with the solution of the indicator acid. The same operation

may now be repeated with another colourless acid, HA', and it is thus

possible to discover the concentrations of isohydric solutions of the

two acids HA and HA'. Hence, if the dissociation constant of HA
is known, that of HA' may be calculated. This has been done with

satisfactory results in a number of cases. J. C. P.

Hydrolysis of Esters in Heterogeneous Systems. Robert
Kremann {Zeit Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 558—560).—A reply to Gold-

schmidt (this vol., ii, 578). T. E.

Salt Solutions in Mixtures of Alcohol and Water. A. Fleck-

ENSTEiN (C/te77i. Ce?t<r., 1905, ii, 424; from Physikal. Zeit., 1905, 6,

419—422).—The solubility of ammonium nitrate at different tem-

peratures in methyl and etliyl alcohols, in water, and in aqueous alcohols

was determined by dissolving known weights of the salt in the
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respective solvents and reading the temperatures at which it began

to be deposited from solution. In the case of ethyl alcohol, the

increase of solubility is slow and is a linear function of the tempera-

ture, whereas in the case of methyl alcohol and of water the solubility

increases more rapidly than the temperature. The addition of ethyl

alcohol to an aqueous solution of the nitrate diminishes its solubility,

whilst methyl alcohol increases it. The solubility in the mixed

solvents could only be calculated at high temperatures from the law of

mixtures. The formation of layers in the case of mixtures of nitrate,

water, and ethyl alcohol was observed within certain limits of tem-

perature and concentration only, and was found to depend on the

amount of alcohol and not on the amount of salt. The temperature

at which this separation into layere takes place varies directly as the

amount of alcohol present ; the phenomenon is only observed in the

presence of undissolved salt. The volumes, as well as the composition,

of the layers vary very much with the temperature, which is contrary

to the observations of Traube and Neuberg (compare Abstr., 1888,

783) on mixtures of ammonium sulphate, water, and ethyl alcohol.

P. H.

Hydrolytic Decomposition in Non-aqueous Solutions.
Giuseppe Bruni and Antonio Manuelli (Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905,

11,554—555).—Formamide and acetamide are dissociated to a greater

extent than water. It is therefore to be expected that they will decom-

pose salts in an analogous way. A solution of antimony trichloride

(3 grams) in formamide (5 grams) when mixed with 100 grams of the

latter gives a precipitate, the composition of which lies between those

of the substances SbCl(NH-C0H)2 and Sb(NH-C0H)3. When a
smaller dilution is used, the composition of the precipitate corresponds

with that of the first. Bismuth trichloride dissolved in formamide
and antimony trichloride dissolved in acetamide behave in a similar

way. T. E.

Colloidal Solutions. Carl Benedicks {Zeit. physikal. Chem.,

1905, 52, 733—736).—The author suggests that the relation of troos-

tite to martensite on the one hand and perlite on the other is analogous
to the position of a colloidal solution intermediate between its original

homogeneous solution and the resultant system of solution + precipi-

tated .substance. J. C. P.

Formation and Solubility of Analogous Double Salts. Ivan
KopPEL [with H. Wetzel and A. Gu.\iperz] (Zeit. phj/stkal. Chem.,
1905, 52^ 385—436).—The author has investigated fully the condi-

tions of existence of a series of double salts containing -a common
component, with the view of eliminating the influence of the accidental

factors (temperature, pressure, and concentration), and detecting, if

possible, those properties of the components which determine the

existence and properties cf the double stilt. The doul)le sjilts chosen
for the investigation were those of the type ]S'aj,R"(SO^)2,icHjO, and
the data sought in each case were the various transition points

»nd the solubility at intervals up to 40° of (I) the separate components,

(2) the dou' le salt, (3) double salt -f first cuni[oiient, (4) double stilt
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+ second component. Details regarding two salts of the series in

question are already available, namely, for the salt MgNa2(S04)2,4rH90
(Roozeboom, Abstr., 1888, 1164), and for the salt OuNa2(S04)2,2H20
(Koppel, Abstr., 1903, ii, 78). The following other salts have been

prepared, generally by mixing molecular quantities of the components
at 25° or 30°

; their composition has been ascertained and the con-

ditions of their formation studied : (1) cobalt sodium sulphate,

CoNa2(S0^)2,4H2O. The temperature of formation of this double salt

is 17 "5°; the transition temperature for the change

NaaSO^.lOH.O -> Na.SO^
is 31*5° in presence of the double salt ; the cryohydric point for cobalt

sulphate heptahydrate is - 3*0°, but - 4-5° for a mixture of the hepta-

hydrate and sodium sulphate decahydrate. (2) Nickel sodium sulphate,

Ni]Sra2(S04)2,4H20. The temperature of formation is 16"5°
; the sodium

sulphate transition point is 31 "8° in presence of the double salt. The
cryohydric points for (a) nickel sulphate heptahydrate and (b) a
mixture of the heptahydrate and sodium sulphate decahydrate are

— 3*9° and — 5*1° respectively. (3) Ferrous sodium sulphate,

FeN"a2(S04)2,4H20. The temperature of formation is 18*5°; the

sodium sulphate transition point is 31 '4° in presence of this double

salt ; the two cryohydric points corresponding with those previously

mentioned are — 2*0° and - 3'0°. (4) Zinc sodium sulphate,

ZnNa_2(S04)2,4H20.

The temperature of formation is 8'7° ; the temperature of the tran-

sition ZnS04,7H20 -> ZnSO^.GHgO is 37-4° in presence of the double

salt ; the sodium sulphate transition point is 31*5° in presence of the

double salt; the cryohydric points are -6-5° and -8-3°. (5) Cadmium
sodium sulphate, CdNa2(S04)2,2H20. The temperature of formation is

— 14'8° ; the sodium sulphate transition point is 31*0° in presence of the

double salt; the two cryohydric temperatures are - 16'8° and - 17*7°.

It is noteworthy that the only double salts crystallising with 2H2O
instead of 4H2O are those containing copper and cadmium, the sulphates

of which crystallise with fewer than the normal seven molecules of

water. The analogy of the double salts is well seen when the solubility

curves for the various systems are represented graphically and com-

pared. The temperature-coefficients of the solubilities of the different

double salts are also much alike. The transition interval is small for

all the double salts studied. The application of the law of mass action

to a solution saturated with the two components and kept below the

tempei'ature of formation leads to the conclusion that for analogous salts,

the stability range of which is reached by raising the temperature, a

small solubility of the double salt, or a high solubility of the components,

makes for a low temperature of formation. This conclusion is in

general supported by the experimental evidence. J. C. P.

Use of the Diflferential Equation in Calculating the Results
of Kinetic Measurements ; the Reaction between Arsenic Acid
and Potassium Iodide near the Equilibrium. W. 0. Uray {J.

Physical Cheiii., 1905, 0, 573— 587).— In certain cases in which the

rate of a rofiction is being investigated, the integrated expression may
be so complicated that it is difficult to obtain values for the constants.
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The author indicates a method by the use of the differential equation

itself. A preliminary constant is first calculated from as simple an

equation as possible, and from this the final constant is obtained from

the differential equation. In these cases the values dxjdt must be taken

from a curve representing x against t. The applicability of the method
of investigation is proved by applying it to the results obtained by
Roebuck for the reaction between arsenic acid and potassium iodide

(Abstr., 1903, ii, 14), and the final result of the recalculations is that

there is better agreement with the theory than was claimed in the

original paper. L. M. J.

Kinetic Study of Organic Reactions. Heineich Goldschmidt
{Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 749—750 ; from ^^aturw. EundscL, 1905, 20,
365—368).—The reduction of the three nitrophenols, nitroanilines,

nitrobenzoic acids, and nitrobenzenesulphonic acids, and of o-nitro-

benzaldehyde in alkaline tin solutions has been studied.

The equilibrium between stannous hydroxide, sodium hydroxide,

and monosodium stannite is represented by the equation

[Sn(OH)2]-[NaOH]/[lsaHSn02] = X.

When stannous hydroxide is present as a solid phase, its concentra-

tion is constant, and experiments under these conditions show that

the ratio [NaOHj/iNaHSnOg] is constant = 2-2 over a large con-

centration interval. The solubility of stannous hydroxide is 0*000014

mol. per litre, from which it is calculated that the hydrolytic constant

of monosodium stannite has the value O'OOOOS, and the afiinity constant

of stannous hydroxide, regarded as a monobasic acid, the value 4'10"^''.

If the solution is acted on by free oxygen, the concentration of the

sodium hydroxide is diminished in consequence of the formation of

sodium stannate.

The velocity of 'reduction when the concentration of the nitro-

compound and of the stannous hydroxide is very small and the

concentration of the alkali i.s constant is given by the equation

'=k.C^02-Csn- It would appear, however, that two reducing sub-

lauces are present in the alkaline solution, one of which is supposed

to be the ion HSnOo', the other undissociated NallSnO.,, and the

general expression for the rate of reduction is v = k.Cso.,-0usno.^ +
^'C'NOa C'NaiiSnOa-C'ou'. '^^^ factor Coir ii the second term expresses

the fact that the influence of the sodium hydroxide is greater than
that which corresponds simply with a diminution of the dissociation of

the sodium salt.

On reduction of o- and /)-nitrophenols, o- and ^>-nitroanilines pass

directly into the amines ; the corresponding meta-compounds and the

other niti'o-compounds examined give rise to mixtures of azo- and
azoxy-compounds. o-Nitrobenzoic acid is an exception and forms a
hydroxylamine derivative.

The mechanism of the process is represented by the equations

(1) RN02-0 = RN0, (2) RNO-0 = RN=, (3) 2RN=i = RN=NR,
or RN= + H,0 = KNH-OH.
The rate of reduction of the nitro-compounds by stannous chloride

in hydrochloric acid solution is expressed by the equation

V — ^.C'xo.yCisiicio-C'nci'
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Replacement of the hydrochloric acid by sodium chloride pi-oduces

no alteration in the velocity, and the author concludes that the
process is a reaction in which complex halogen ions, SnClg', act the
part of a catalyst. Addition of potassium iodide has a similar effect,

and the reduction by stannous bromide is accelerated by the addition
of potassium bromide. The author's view of the reduction agrees
with that of Haber and is expressed by the equations ( 1 ) R'NO^ +
2H = R-NO + H20,(2)R-NO + 2H = R-NH-OH,(3)R-NH-OH + 2H =
R'NHg + HgO, the first and third reactions taking place with finite,

the second with infinitely great velocity. H. M. D.

Oxidation and Reduction. Nicolaas Schooel (i?ec. Trav. chim.^

1905, [ii], 24, 327—330).—A theoretical paper. M. A. W.

Mechanism of the Beckmann Intramolecular Traneforma- **,

tion. C. H. Sluitee {Rec. Trav. chim., 1905, [ii], 24, 372—376).—
An account of work already published (compare Lobry de Bruyn and
Sluiter, Abstr., 1904, ii, 473). M. A. W.

A New Case of Catalysis by Hydrogen Ions. Georg Bredig
and W. Fraenkel {Zeit. Eleklrochem., 1905, 11, 525—528).—The
velocity of hydrolysis of ethyl diazoacetate into nitrogen and ethyl

glycollate in presence of hydrogen ions is shown to be strictly

proportional to the concentration of the undecomposed ester (at

constant temperature), and also very nearly proportional to the

concentration of the hydrogen ions calculated from the conductivity.

The following average values are given for the ratio of velocity

constant and concentration of hydrogen ions : nitric and picric acids

34*9, acetic, succinic, and benzoic acids 32 '5. The leactiou takes

place rapidly in presence of very small quantities of hydrogen ions

(in presence of 1/2000 A^-nitric acid at 25°, it is half finished in

i hour) ; it is, therefore, very well suited for the estimation of very

small concentrations of hydrogen ions. T. E.

Heterogeneous Catalytic Reactions. III. Catalytic Influence
of Silica on the Reaction 2C0 + 0.2 = 2CO2. Max Bodenstein and
Friedrich Ohlmer (Zeit. physikal. Chtm., 1905, 53, 166— 176. Com-
pare Kiihl, Abstr., 1903, ii, 639).—The reaction 200 + 0.3 = 2002 is

catalytically accelerated when it takes place in a vessel of quartz-glass.

The rate of the change is adequatelyrepresentedby the empirical formula

dx/dt = k{m + a~x)l{n + b -x), where a and b are the initial con-

centrations of oxygen and carbon monoxide respectively, m and n ate

constants. The chief feature of the investigation is the fact that

carbon monoxide retards its own combustion in the quartz-glass

vessel, so that the velocity of the reaction is almost inversely pio-

portional to the concentration of carbon monoxide. This, therefore, is

to be regarded as a case of negative autocatalysis. This peculiarity is

not observed when the reaction takes place in an ordinary glass

vessel containing pieces of quartzito or rock crystal. With both these

catalysers, the reaction velocity is directly proportional to the carbon
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monoxide concentration, and proportional also, although only roughly,

to tbe square root of the oxygen concentration.

In all cases, the temperature-coefficient (for an interval of 10°) was
between 1-4 and 1-8. J. C. P.

Catalysis by Ferments. Hans Euler {Zeit. phijsiol. Chem.,

1905, 45, 420—447. Compare this vol., ii, 378).—A review is given

\ of the physico-chemical measurements hitherto made relating to

ferment action. The influence of substrate and ferment concentration

on the reaction formula is given in tabular form. These fall into

certain systems.

The exceptions noted in the simple reaction laws have been

attributed by most authors to an intermediary union between the

ferment and the substrate ; although this is not entirely satisfactory,

it is at present the best available explanation. The methods of action

of ferments and inorganic catalytic agents proceed on similarlines. Both
increase the concentration of the active molecules. W. D. H.

Experimental Demonstration of the Indestructibility of
Matter and of the Law of Multiple Proportions. Structure
of the Bunsen Flame. Two Alloys. Joseph Habebmaxn {Chem.

Centr., 1905, ii, 379 ; from Verh. naiurf. Ver. Briinn., 1905, 43).—It

may be shown that a closed 250 c.c. flask filled with hydrogen and con-

taining 0*5 gram of finely-powdered copper oxide undergoes no change
in weight if gently heated until the oxide is reduced to metallic copper.

Sodium hydrogen carbonate reacts with barium chloride as follows :

(i) 2NaHC03 + BaCl2 = 2NaCl-hBaC08 + HoO-l-C02; the addition of

hydrochloric acid to this mixture produces the evolution of a further

quantity of carbon dioxide (ii) BaCOg -h 2HC1 = BaCla + H.p + CO^,

equal in volume to that produced according to equation (i). The law
may be demonstrated by collecting the two volumes successively

in an apparatus specially adapted for the purpose.

A modification of the experiments of Teclu (compare Abstr., 1891,

1309) and Haber and Richardt (Abstr., 1904, ii, 166) is devised to

show the structure of the Bunsen flame.

The small amount of iron found in two samples of< alloys of copper,

zinc, and iron which had been used in covering a roof is attributed

to the removal of this metal by atmospheric agency. P. H.

The Condition which determines the Chemical Similarity
of Elements and Radicles. Geofkkey Martin (/. Physical C/iem.,

1905, 9, 5G2— 572).— If the ratios of the heats of combination of

chlorine and bromine with metals be compared, it will be found that
the ratios are almost independent of the combining metal. Thus in

the case of fifteen metals investigated, the ratios only vary between
I'll and 1*34. In the case of elements such as iodine and oxygen, the
ratios vary greatly, for example (excluding negative signs), 02 1 to 3-78.

This constancy of ratio the author considers to be the condition of

similarity, and is oxemplitied by the cases of fluorine and chlorine,

VOL. LXXXVllL ii. 48
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sodium and potassium, potassium and cfesium, zinc and cadmium,
boron and silicon, calcium and strontium, strontium and barium,
nickel and cobalt, antimony and bismuth. L. M. J.

Dewar's Method of Producing High Vacua. Lord Blyths-
wooD and H. S. Allen {Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 10, 497—512. Com-
pare Dewar, Proc. Roy. S'oc, 1904, 74, 122, and Abstr., 1904, ii, 652).

—Dewar's method is applicable in the exhaustion of large receivers,

and only a moderate amount of liquid air is required. The amount
of air absorbed by a given quantity of charcoal at the temperature of

liquid air is nearly independent of the pressure. The rate of absorption

at any moment is proportional to the difference between the total

amount of air that can be absorbed and the amount already absorbed.

J. C. P.

Lecture Experiments. Roberto Salvadori {Gazzetta, 1905, 35,

ii, 27—28).—The apparatus employed by the author to demonstrate

the law of conservation of weight during chemical reactions and the

laws of combination of gases by volume consists of a glass tube

divided by means of three stopcocks into two parts of equal capacity.

One of these parts can be filled, for example, with ammonia and the

other with hydrogen chloride, and it can then be shown that no change

in weight accompanies the reaction ^taking place on opening the

middle cock. The method of using the apparatus to show the

combination of different gases in equal or multiple volumes is obvious

T. H. P.

Lecture Experiment for the Demonstration of Solid Solu-

tions. Ernst Beckmann {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905, 63, 151—152).

—As was shown some time ago by the author, solutions of iodine in

^?-xylene deposit the pure solvent on freezing, whilst from solutions

of iodine in benzene a solid solution is obtained on freezing. If solu-

tions of iodine in these two solvents are partially frozen, and the

crystals separated from the mother liquors in a suitable centrifugal

machine, the diffei-ence is at once apparent. J. C. P.

New Laboratory Apparatus. Ottorino Angelucci {Gazzetta,

1905, 35, ii, 142— 144).—The author describes: (1) an automatic

apparatus for washing precipitates and (2) a constant-level feeding

siphon, by means of which it is possible to keep water circulating in

a ve'sel and to maintain the level of the water at a constant height.

T. H. P.
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Inorganic Chemistry.

I
Reducing Action of Hydrogen. Alfred C. Chapman and H. D

Law {Anali/st,l905, 30, 306—307).—In the case of dilute sulphuric acid

and zinc, hydrogen is only liberated when the solution tension of the

metal is greater than that of hydrogen, which is about 1 volt, whilst the

solution tension of zinc is about TT volts. Every metal, however,

exerts a retaining effect on the hydrogen formed at its surface, so that

a potential far in excess of that of the hydrogen electrode is necessary

before any free hydrogen is liberated. This excess of potential is

known as supertension. Metals, such as palladium, platinum, copper,

nickel, cobalt, silver, and iron, having low supertensions, when de-

posited on the surface of pure zinc increase the rate at which the

hydrogen is liberated, but reduce its activity to such an extent that it

is incapable of reducing such substances as arsenic oxide, <.tc. Cadmium,
lead, and tin, which have high supertensions, have no effect on the

reducing power of the zinc. Tliese considerations explain the insen-

sitiveness of some samples of zinc in the Marsh-Berzelius test.

W. P. S.

Union of Hydrogen with Oxygen at Low Pressures caused
by the Heating of Platinum. P. J. Kirkby (Phil. Mag., 1905,
[vi], 10, 467—476).—Platinum in the presence of hydrogen and
oxygen at a low pressure does not cause these gases to combine per-

ceptibly, unless its temperature exceeds a certain critical value. This

value is nearly independent of the pressure of the mixed gases (at

least for pressures between 2 and 40 mm. mercury) and lies at about 275°

for pure platinum ; for impure platinum, this critical temperature
appears to be lower. When the combination of the gases has once
been started by heating the platinum suflSciently, the reaction may be
temporarily renewed by raising the platinum to a temperature distinctly

lower than that required to start the reaction. The reaction between
the gases is not produced by the mere heating to a temperature at

which they combine spontaneously, but probably is connected with the
corpuscular discharge which is known to be emitted by platinum.

J. C. P.

Cause of the Green Tint of Natural Waters. WalthJcre
Spring {Arch. Set. phys. nat., 1905, [iv], 20, 101—110).—The colour
of pure water is blue, the green and yellow tints of n.atural waters
are due to foreign admixture. Calcium salts dissolved in water seem
to give a green tint, but the author shows that this is due to a fine

invisible suspension (probably organic matter and silica) and that with
adequate precautions calcium salts have no effect on the colour of

water. The brown or yellow colours are due to humus or salts of iron
;

lx)th these are precipitated, however, if calcium salts are present.

The latter, therefore, assist in restoring the natural colour of water
and the green tint is often due to a state of stationary equilibrium

48—2
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between the precipitating efEect of the calcium salts and the continuous
admixture of humus or ferric salts. L, M. J.

Some Properties of the Hydrides of the Metalloids of the
First Three Families. Egbert de Forcrand (Ann. Chim. Phys.,

1905, [viii], 5, 289—307. Compare Abstr., 1902, ii, 253, 254, 379,

498, 557 ; this vol., ii, 310, 372).—The correlation of boiling point,

melting point, heat of formation, and specific gravity in the liquid

state with the molecular weight of each of the members of these three

groups of hydrides is studied and in part exhibited by means of curves.

It is shown that in general the difference between the values of any
one of these constants for two consecutive hydrides of the same
group is proportional to the difference between the molecular weights of

the two hydrides and that in each series the volatility and fusibility

diminish and the specific gravity and heat of formation increase as the

molecular weight augments.
The hydrides of the first members and, to a less extent, those of

the last members, of each group show abnormalities. It is pointed out

that in the case of the former the abnormality may be due to associa-

tion, but this explanation does not account for all the facts, and it is

more probably due to the peculiar chemical constitution of these

hydrides. Observations are already on record of other abnormalities

in the behaviour of water, hydrofluoric acid, and ammonia, the three

hydrides in question. T. A. H.

The Castner Mercury Process of obtaining Chlorine and
AlkalL Max Le Blanc and Carlo Cantoni [Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905,

11, 609—612).—A description of a laboratory model of the Castner
electrolytic cell. Experiments with the model are described in which
potassium hydroxide is prepared from potassium chloride with a

current efficiency of 90 per cent. T. E.

Atomic Weight of Chlorine. Harold B. Dixon and E. C.

Edgar {Phil. Trans., 1905, A, 205, 169—200).—The method adopted,

as outlined by the authors, was as follows. Chlorine obtained by
electrolysing fused silver chloride (with purified carbon poles in a Jena
glass vessel) was condensed and weighed in a sealed glass bulb ; this bulb

was attached to an exhausted "combustion globe," and the chlor-

ine was allowed to evaporate slowly into the globe. The hydrogen, pre-

pared by the electrolysis of barium hydroxide, was dried and absorbed

by palladium in a weighed vessel. The palladium, on being heated,

gave off the hydrogen, which was ignited by a spark and burnt at a

jet in the combustion globe previously filled with chlorine. The gases

were regulated so as to maintain the hydrogen flame until nearly all

the chlorine had combined ; then the palladium was allowed to cool,

and the hydrogen was turned off just before the flame died out. The
hydrogen chloride formed was dissolved by water standing in the globe,

which was kept cool with ice. The residual gas in the globe was

analysed, and the chlorine remaining in the globe unburnt was deter-

mined by breaking a thin glass bulb containing potassium iodide and

titrating the liberated iodine by thiosulphate in an atmosphere of
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carbon dioxide. In each experiment, about 1 1 litres each of hydrogen

and chlorine were burnt ; the volume of chlorine left unburnt was

about 2 per cent, of the volume burnt. The chlorine and hydrogen

bulbs were counterpoised on the balance by bulbs of the same glass

and of nearly the same displacement, and the small weights used were

reduced to a vacuum standard. Nine experiments were made, and the

mean value obtained for the atomic weight of chlorine is 35 '463

(0 = 16), appreciably higher than the value 35*447 calculated by

Clarke from the previous determinations, and slightly higher than

Stas' value, 35-457.

Incidentally, it was shown that neither gaseous nor liquid chlorine

has any appreciable effect on soft glass. J. C. P.

Chlorine. David L. Chapman and Charles H. Burgess {Mem.
Manchester Phil. Soc, 1905, 49, xiii, 1—3. Compare this vol., ii,

236).—Small quantities of ether, alcohol, and benzene have no effect

on the combination of hydrogen and chlorine ; they do not give rise

to an induction period. Experiments carried out to ascertain which
possible chemical compound is immediately active in the induction

period caused by the presence of traces of ammonia indicate that

this is nitrogen chloride. When the gaseous mixture is exposed to

light until the rate of combination is a maximum and is then left for

some time in the dark, a second induction period occurs on exposure

to light if the water contains traces of organic matter. This is prob-

ably due to the action of chlorine on the organic substances in the dark,

with the formation of compounds which then prevent the combination
of hydrogen and chlorine in the light. The opinion expressed

previously that sulphur dioxide behaves similarly to ammonia is not
confirmed by further experiments. H. M. D,

Electrolytic Formation of Chlorates. Fritz Foerster and
Erich Muller (Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 502—503).—The accelera-

tion of the reaction between hypochlorous acid and hypochlorite ion

by platinum studied by Sirk (this vol., ii, 381) was observed by the
authors previously (Abstr., 1902, ii, 591 and 641). They showed it

to be of secondary importance in the formation of chlorates. T. E.

Theory of Auto-oxidation. Julius Meyer {J. pr. Ckem., 1905,
[ii], 72, 278—296).—The theories of the mechanism of auto-oxida-

tion held by various authors are reviewed. The one which agrees best
with the experimental facts is that auto-oxidation consists of the
addition to an unsaturated molecule of a molecule of oxygen, one
atom of which functions as quadrivalent. The grouping OIOI is

probably more common and more stable than the union of two quadri-
valent oxygen atoms, as amongst the nitrogen compounds the group-
ing N"'IN' is more common and more stable than the union of two
quinquevalent nitrogen atoms. According to this view, hydrogen
peroxide, which exists in the unimolecular state only, has the con-
stitution OlOHj, whilst water exists in the bimolecular, OHjIOHj,
as well as in the unimolecular form (compare Briihl, Abstr., 1896, ii,

163). The peroxides must have corresponding formula?, for example,
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ozone, 0I0!0 ; barium oxide, 0!OBa
;
potassium dioxide, OIOKg

;

and sodium hydrogen peroxide, O.'OHNa (Tafel, Abstr., 1894, ii,

448).

The several reactions of hydrogen peroxide and of its derivatives

are explained by means of, and shown to be in agreement with, the
suggested constitutions.

As hydrogen peroxide acts principally as a reducing agent, giving
up hydrogen and forming oxygen, the bivalent oxygen atom must be
more firmly united to the quadrivalent atom than are'the hydrogen
atoms. G. Y.

Electrical Production of Ozone. Oscae Kausch {Chem.
Centr., 1905, ii, 438 ; from EleUrochem. Zeit., 1905, 12, 69—74).—An
account of the various forms of apparatus devised by Strong, Courtis,

Jarnold, and Otto for the preparation of ozone. P. H.

Action of Alkali [Hydroxides] on Sulphur. H. Pomeranz
{Zeit. Farh. Text. Ind., 1905, 4, 392—393).—The author supposes

that the primary action between alkali hydroxides and sulphur is

analogous to that between alkali hydroxides and chlorine in the cold,

and takes place according to the equation 4NaOH + 2S = Na^S

+

NagSOg + 2Hp or 3NaOH + 2S = KajS + NaHSOg + HgO. In support

of this view, it is found that a mixture of sulphur and sodium hydroxide

in the ratio 2S : 3NaOH has a similar bleaching action on jo-nitro-

aniline-red to that of sodium hyposulphite. Polysulphide and thio-

sulphate are only produced by the further action of the sulphur on the

sulphide and hyposulphite. The formula H2SO.2 for the hyposulphites

harmonises with the author's observations, but Bernthsen's formula is

inadmissible. H. M. D.

Polysulphides. III. Periodic Phenomena during the
Electrolysis of Polysulphides. Fkiedeich W. Kuster {Zeit.

anorg. Chem., 1905, 46, 113— 143).—If a fairly concentrated solution

of disodium sulphide is electrolysed between platinum electrodes with

an E.M.F. of about 2 volts, yellow films due to the formation of poly-

sulphide separate out in the liquid. After a time, sulphur suddenly

appears on the surface of the anode, and then rapidly increases in

thickness. The E.M.F. rises as the thickness of the sulphur increases,

until at?a certain stage the sulphur film suddenly breaks away ; the

E.M.F. now falls, and the phenomena recur in the same order. This

periodicity is similar to that observed by Ostwald during the solution

of chromium in hydrochloric acid (Abstr., 1900, ii, 730 ; 1901, ii, 24),

and has been studied quantitatively by means of a modified Ostwald
chemograph.

[With K KoELiCHEN.]—The form of the curves which express the

periodicity of current strength is very varied.

Apart from the condition of the anode and electrolyte, it is found

that the E.M.F., and consequently the current strength, must have
a certain magnitude before sulphur separates and the periodicity

appear.s. On the other hand, the E.M.F. must not be too great or the

deposit of sulphur remains permanently on the anode. The " critical
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E.M.F." depends on the chemical composition of the electrolyte, its

concentration, temperature, and its stillness or otherwise. In solutions

of sodium hydrosulphide, no periodic phenomena are observed. In di-

sodium sulphide solutions, the periods begin after about 7 to 8 per cent,

of the sulphide has been converted into polysulphide. If the ratio of

polysulphide to sulphide in the solution exceeds a certain limit, the

fluctuations no longer occur. Increasing concentration of sulphide or

rising temperature causes increasing complication in the form of the

periodicity curve. The higher the tempei^ature, the greater the current

density needed to cause vibrations to appear ; the amplitude of the

vibrations and the critical E.M.F. increase at first with rising tem-

perature and then fall. The form of the curves is largely dependent

on the form and surface of the electrodes.

It is suggested that during electrolysis the sulphur liberated at

first at the anode is taken up by the sulphur ions of the solution to

form polysulphide ions until saturation occurs ; sulphur then separates,

and the current becomes feeble owing to the resistance of the sulphur.

During the time Avhen the current is feeble, the polysulphide ions

migrate away from the anode more quickly than they are formed,

whilst the monosulphide ions (which can take up sulphur) migrate

towards the anode and eventually break down the layer of sulphur.

D. H. J.

Constitution of Frenay's Sulphazilate and of Pelouze's
Nitrosulphate. Arthur Hantzscu {Ber., 1905, 38, 3079—3082).

—

A reply to Divers, this vol., ii, 449. J. J. S.

Sulphammonium and its Relation to Nitrogen Sulphide.
Otto Kuff and Emil Geisel {Ber., 1905, 38, 2659—2667. Compare
Abstr., 1904, ii, 396 ; Moissan, Abstr., 1901, ii, 234).—Hydrogen
sulphide and nitrogen sulphide are formed by the action of sulphur on
liquid ammonia according to the equation 10S + 4NH3 = 61l2S + N^S^.

The hydrogen sulphide is completely precipitated as silver sulphide,

and the blue colour of the sulphammonium is changed into the orange-

red of a solution of nitrogen sulphide in ammonia when silver iodide

(12 mols.) is added to sulphur (10 atoms) dissolved in liquid

ammonia. The nitrogen sulphide is isolated by ovapoi-ating the fil-

ti-ate, heating the residue at 100° for two hours, and extracting with
carbon disulphide. If a current of air is passed through sulph-

ammonium as soon as the liquid ammonia is evaporated, ammonium
sulphide volatilises and is detected by means of lead nitrate ; the
residue contains sulphur and nitrogen sulphide. The reaction is

reversible, as, if hydrogen sulphide is condensed over a solution of

nitrogen sulphide in ammonia cooled by liquid air in a tube which is

sealed and allowed to assume slowly the ordinary temperature, a blue
ring is formed at the junction of the two licjuids, which rapidly dis-

appears as the hydrogen sulphide is absorbed. On evaporating the
ammonia, a residue is obtained consisting of sulphur together with the
excess of ammonium sulphide. Sulphammonium is formed also by tho
action of hydrogen sulphide on nitrogen sulphide in ammonia at —35"
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or of ammonia and a limited amount of hydrogen sulphide on lead or

mei'cury dithiodi-imide.

The blue colour of sulphammonium is due most probably to dis-

solved colloidal sulphur, G. Y.

Theory of the Lead Chamber Process. Ill—V. Fritz
Raschig {Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 1281—1323. Compare this

vol., ii, 23).—A lecture delivered to a joint meeting of the Oberrhein-

ischerBezirksverein deutscher Chemiker and the Heidelberg Chemischen
Gesellschaft. The theory of the lead chamber process is dealt with in

great detail and the following conclusions are drawn. Nitric oxide

quickly combines with oxygen to form nitrogen trioxide, which then
undergoes slow oxidation to form nitric peroxide. In the atmosphere
of the lead chamber, nitric oxide is oxidised to nitrous acid in about
three seconds ; the further oxidation to the peroxide requires about
live minutes for its completion. The particular oxide of nitrogen

which in the lead chamber combines with sulphurous acid is the tri-

oxide, a conclusion which is also borne out by the behaviour of nitric

peroxide and nitrogen trioxide respectively towards sulphur dioxide in

the presence of water ; nitric peroxide dissolves in water to form
a mixture of nitric and nitrous acids, whilst only the latter acid

unites with sulphur dioxide. Nitrogen trioxide, on the other hand,

unites directly with sulphurous acid. Nitrogen trioxide is readily

soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid ; it is not so readily soluble

either in aqueous sodium hydroxide or in water. When nitrogen tri-

oxide is dissolved in water, it is partially decomposed into nitric oxide

and nitric peroxide, the former being eliminated as a gas and the latter

dissolving to form a mixture of nitrite and nitrate. On the other

hand, nitric peroxide is readily soluble in aqueous sodium hydroxide to

form a mixture of nitrite and nitrate ; it is soluble with difficulty in

sulphuric acid, when it undergoes decomposition with the evolution of

some oxygen.

The compound obtained by dissolving nitrogen trioxide in sulphuric

acid is not a nitrosylsulphuric acid, OIN-O'SOj'OH, as is generally

assumed, but is a nitrosulphonic acid, OgN'SOg'OH, the sulphur atom
being attached directly to the nitrogen atom. When this compound
is reduced, the acid 0!N(OH)'S0.2*OH is produced. The latter acid

forms a blue solution with concentrated sulphuric acid ; with more
dilute sulphuric acid, it forms a red coloration, which becomes violet

when copper sulphate is added ; it is vei'y unstable, the products of its

decomposition being nitric oxide and sulphuric acid. With copper and
iron respectively, it forms compounds of the nature of salts, the

solutions of which in concentrated sulphuric acid do not give off nitric

oxide on being agitated.

In the Glover tower, nitrous acid is first formed from nitrosulphonic

acid ; nitroso- and nitrosi-sulphonic acids are next formed, and finally

nitric oxide and sulphuric acid. Nitric oxide is further oxidised to

nitrous acid, which combines with sulphurous acid to form nitric oxide

and sul^jhuric acid.

The process in the lead chamber is represented by the equations ;

(1). NO-OH + S02 = NO-S02-OH, (2) NO-SOj-OH -»- NO-OH = NO -I-
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N0(0H)-S02-0H, (3) NO(OH)-S02-OH = ]SrO + H2S04, (4) 2N0 + +
H.jO = 2NO'OH. A. McK.

The Contact Process of -Manufacturing Sulphuric Acid.

Richard Lucas {Zelt. EleUrochem., 19U5, 11, 457—461).—Bodlauder

and Koppen (Abstr., 1903, ii, 639) studied the equilibrium between

sulphur dioxide and oxygen by the manometric method ; the author

(this vol., ii, 396), having found that pure platinum does not absorb

oxygen, has completed the work by making measurements at tempera-

tures aijove 600°. His results are summarised in the following table,

in which ^=[S02]2[02]/[S03]2.

Temperature.
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salt Ag2Te04,2H.p. The acid tellurates of silver described by
Berzelius {loc. cit.) could not be obtained. In addition to the basic

tellurates of silver, 3Ag20,2Te03 and SAggOjTeOg, described by
Berzelius, another compound, 3Ag20,2Te03,3HoO, has been isolated,

which crystallises in red, transparent, monoclinic prisms.

Crystalline potassium tellurate, KoTeO^jSHgO, cannot be obtained
by treating potassium carbonate] with telluric acid, as stated by
Berzelius {loc. cit.), since telluric acid is unable to replace the whole
of the carbonic acid in an equivalent quantity of potassium carbonate.

The crystals can, however, be obtained by the slow evaporation of a
solution of the salt prepared from potassium hydroxide and telluric

acid or of the solution formed by the interaction of silver tellurate

and potassium bromide. The existence of the salt K2Te04,2H20,
described by Eetgers (Abstr., 1893, ii, 161), is confirmed. The acid

potassium tellurates, KHTeO^ and K20,4Te03, described by Berzelius

{loc. cit.), crystallise as K20,2Te03,4H20 and K20,4Te03,4HoO re-

spectively. When a solution of potassium carbonate (1 mol.) is

added to a solution of telluric acid (4 mols.) and the mixture is

evaporated, the salt K20,3Te03,5HoO is obtained as a white, granular
precipitate.

When mercurous tellurate (Berzelius, loc. cit.) or mercurous nitrate

is treated with a cold concentrated solution of telluric acid, mercurous
hydrogen tellurate, HgHTe04,3HoO, is obtained, which forms triclinic

crystals. Two mercuric tellurates, HggTeOg and HgTe04,2H20, have
been prepared ; the former is obtained in amber-coloured crystals of

the cubic system, whilst the latter is white and crystallises in

the rhombic system ; an amorphous mercuric tellurate, HgTeO^, is

described, which is obtained as a light yellow powder.

The compound obtained by the action of potassium tellurate on
copper nitrate is not copper tellurate, CuTeO^, as stated by Bejfzelius,

but is the orthotellurate, CugTeOg. The corresponding zinc salt,

ZugTeOg, is also described. Attempts were made to prepare a gold

tellurate, but without success.

Hot concentrated solutions of telluric acid attack mercury, silver,

lead, tin, arsenic, antimony, bismuth, nickel, zinc, aluminium, and
cadmium.

There are no well authenticated cases of isomorphism between
sulphates and tellurates or between selenates and tellurates. E. G.

Determination of the Atomic Weight of Nitrogen ; Gravi-
metric Analysis of Nitrous Oxide. Pjiilifpe A. Guye and
Stefan Bogdan {J. Chim. Fhys., 1905, 3, 537—561).—A more
detailed account of work already published (Abstr., 1904, ii, 575; see

also Abstr., 1904, ii, 475, 812 ; this vol., ii, 506). L. M. J.

Preparation of Oxides of Nitrogen by High Tension Dis-

charges in Air. Otto Sciieuek {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11,

565—580).—An arc discharge between metal poles is used, the current

being furnished either by a KuhmkorfP coil or by a stop-up transformer.

A large number of different forms of electrode is described. The
general results are that in order to obtain good yields the air must
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pass through the flame and be at once cooled and removed ; the shape,

size, and arrangement of the apparatus is of the greatest importance.

The kind of current used (pressure, strength of current, and frequency)

is important ; a large current is unfavourable. The material of the

electrodes is of little importance. Ammonia is formed in addition to

the oxides of nitrogen when moist air is employed. T. E.

Electrolytic Preparation of Nitrite from Nitrate, especially

at Silver Cathodes. Eeich Muller and Fritz Spitzek {Zeit.

Eleklrochern., 1905, 11, 509—515).—In continuation of the experi-

ments of Muller and Weber (Abstr., 1904, ii, 116) it is shown that

cathodes of silver behave in very much the same way as those of

copper. The difference between the potentials of cathodes of spongy

silver in solutions of alkali nitrate and nitrite is, however, much
greater than is the case with copper, and it is therefore possible by
means of a silver cathode to reduce the nitrate to nitrite much more
completely before any considerable formation of ammonia takes place.

Gold is quite unsuitable, the potential of a gold cathode being almost

the same in a solution of nitrate as in a solution of nitrite. T. E.

Phosphorus Pentasulphide. Alfred Stock and Kurt Thiel
{Ber., 1905, 38, 2719—2730).—Phosphorus pentasulphide, prepared

by heating at 120—130^ for 12 houi-s a solution of yellow phosphorus

and sulphur in carbon disulphide containing a trace of iodine, has the

appearance of flowers of sulphur and melts at 275—276^. Phosphorus
pentasulphide exists in at least two modifications ; the ordinary form
has the melting point quoted and differs from the others in its more
sparing solubility in cai'bon disulphide. The two forms cannot be
separated by fractional crystallisation from carbon disulphide. The
form which is more readily soluble in carbon disulphide does not
exhibit a sharp melting point. Ebullioscopic determinations of the

lecular weight of the ordinary form in carbon disulphide shows it

have the formula P4Sj,j. When similar determinations are made
with the form which is more readily soluble in carbon disulphide,

the values do not agree with the formula P^Sj^, the molecular weight
being smaller than that in accordance with this formula ; the product
is probably a mixture. A. McK.

Constituents of Manchester Soot. Eumlnd Knecut {Mem.
Manchester Phil. Sue, 1905, 49, xiv, 1—10).—All the samples ex-

amined showed a strongly acid reaction due to presence of free

sulphuric acid, which amounted to about 1 per cent, on the average.

The methods of examination consisted in extracting with water,
boiling dilute sulphuric acid, sodium hydroxide, and with benzene.
The amounts of constituents estimated directly are

:

Ammonium sulphate 10'7 per cent.

Mineral matter (ash) 19-6 „
Acid constituents 109 ,,

Beuaene extract (hydrocarbons) . 13'0 „

Difference (carbon ]) 458 „
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A sample of London soot was found to contain considerably less

extractive matter, the benzene extract only amounting to 1 "3 per cent.

A sample from Prague, produced by the incomplete combustion of

lignite coal, gave an aqueous extract neutral to litmus ; the acid con-

stituents amounted to 2 per cent, and the benzene extract was as low
as 02 per cent. H. M. D.

Action of Sulphur on Carbon Tetrabromide. A. ton Bartal
{£er., 1905, 38, 3067—3071).—When carbon tetrabromide and flowers

of sulphur are heated together, a liquid distils over when the bath is

at 180—195°, and an indigo-blue residue consisting of the compound
C.^Br^S^, previously described by Hell and Urech (Abstr., 1883, 907),
together with free carbon, is left in the flask. The blue compound is

purified by extraction with ether, alcohol, and carbon disulphide and
subsequent solution in phenol and precipitation with alcohol. The
yield is only 1-5—2 grams per 100 of tetrabromide.

The distillate contains carbon disulphide, bromine, and Hell and
Urech's carbothiohexabromide, C^BrgSg. JSulphur bromide is also

probably formed. J. J. S.

New Method of Preparation of Neon, Krypton, and Xenon.
Siegfried Yalentiner and R. Schmidt {Sitzungsher. K. Akad. ]Viss.

Berlin, 1905, 38, 816—820).—The apparatus consists of a cylindrical

tube of 100 c.c. capacity, the volume of which can be altered by
admitting mercury from below ; it is connected by means of capillary

tubes provided with stopcocks with (a) a small reservoir containing

cocoanut chai'coa], (b) a vessel in which the neon is to be collected,

(c) a pipette containing argon free from chemically active gases, and
(d) the mercury pump. The inert gaseous mixture is admitted into

the apparatus and the charcoal reservoir cooled in liquid air. After
10—15 minutes, the stopcock on the tube leading to the charcoal

reservoir is closed, and, by allowing mercury to enter the cylindrical

tube, the unabsorbed neon is forced into the reservoir. The neon
can be freed from helium by bringing the gas into contact with fresh

charcoal cooled in liquid air and pumping off the gas which remains
unabsorbed. The gas which escapes from the charcoal when the

reservoir is allowed to return to the ordinary temperature is pure
neon.

For the separation of krypton and neon, the appai'atus is provided

with two charcoal tubes, one of which is cooled to - 1 20° after the

inert gaseous mixture has been introduced into the apparatus. The
whole of the krypton and xenon and some argon are absorbed, l)ut the

latter is completely removed when connection is established with the

second reservoir cooled in liquid air. On allowing the temperature to

rise from -120° to -80°, pure krypton is evolved. At —15—0°,

xenon Tnixed with some krypton escapes. To remove the krypton
from this mixture, it is first absorbed by charcoal cooled in liquid air.

Connection having been made with the second charcoal reservoir

cooled to - 180°, the greater portion of the absorbed gas is re-

moved by warming the first resei-voir to 20°. The remaining gas,

which escapes on heating gently with the free flame, consists of pure

xenon. H. M. 1).
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Action of Weak Acids on Metallic Chlorides. Alfred
Benrath ( J", pr. Chem., 1905, [ii], 72, 238—243).—The author has

investigated the composition of the salts obtained on treating chlorides

of the alkali metals and of the alkaline earths with sulphuric, oxalic,

tartaric, and phosphoric acids. The products obtained from the inter-

action in aqueous solution are not necessarily the same as those from
alcoholic solution. As a rule, the less soluble salt is precipitated, but

if this is the salt of the weaker acid, unless its solubility is extremely

small, its precipitation may be prevented in aqueous solution by the

solvent action of the stronger acid. In alcoholic solution, the differ-

ences between the extents to which the different acids are dissociated

are much smaller than in aqueous solution, the solvent power of the

stronger acid is diminished greatly, and the salts are precipitated

strictly according to their solubilities (compare also this vol., i, 73-1).

Ct. Y.

Complex Compounds of Carbonic Acid with Heavy Metals.
Robert Luther and B. Kesxjavi {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 46,
170—173).—A large number of heavy metals form complex anions with

alkali hydrogen carbonates. The compounds formed have been long

known as " double compounds " and are formed by treating the

hydroxide or carbonate of the metal with alkali hydrogen carbonate or

by adding an excess of alkali hydrogen carbonate to the solution of the

metallic salt. The precipitate at first formed dissolves in excess of

the precipitant, and from this fact alone it might have been inferred

that there is formation of complex undissociated salts.

The intensely coloured solutions of the carbonate derivatives of

bivalent copper, ferric iron, and uranyl diffuse through parchment and
are therefore not colloidal ; the metal always migrates to the anode.

Preliminary measurements of E.M.F. show that the copper complex
probably consists of one cupric ion and two HCO3 ions.

In addition to the above metils, magnesium, chromium, cobalt, and
nickel appear to some extent to yield complex anions with alkali

hydrogen carbonates (compare W. C. Reynolds, Trans., 1898, 73, 262).

D. H. J.

Electrolysis of the Fused Nitrates of Potassium, Sodium,
and Lithium. Alexis Bo(;orodsky {J. liuss. Phys. Chem. Soc., 1905,

37, 703—759).—The author has determined the products formed
•luring the electrolysis under different voltages of the fusetl nitrates of

potassium, sodium, and lithium at temperatures near their solidification

points, the cathodes used being of aluminium and graphite and the

modes of platinum. The anode gases consist entirely of oxygen and
itrogen peroxide, and the solid products are mixtures of the oxides

lid nitrites of the metals. When potassium nitrate or sodium nitrate

- electrolysed at a voltage varying between 5 and 35, the fused salt

around the cathode turns yellow or orange-red, a yellow [>recipitate

which is formed dissolving in the fused salt. This colour is supposed
l)y the author to be due to the formation of higher peroxides of the

metals. With fused lithium nitrate, the orange-red colour appears at

the anode, anfl, if the E.3f.F. exceeds 6 volts, metallic lithium is

deposited on the cathode. The gas evolved at the anode is a mixture
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of 1 mol. of oxygen witli 2 mols. of nitrogen peroxide (O2 + SNOg), but
the ratio of alkali oxide to alkali nitrite in the liquid surrounding the
cathode varies with the cathode material, as shown in the following
table :

KaO.-KNOa. NajO : NaNOa- Li^O : LiNOj.

Graphite cathode 1:2 1:1-6 1:1
Aluminium cathode ... 1:1 1:0'8 1:1

From these ratios the author concludes that when a graphite
cathode is used the lithium separated at the cathode is oxidised to

LigO, whilst with potassium the oxidation proceeds as far as the
formation of KO, which then undergoes further change :

KN03 + K = KN02 + KOj
4KNO2 + 4K:C) + C - 4KNO2 + KgO + KgCOg.

With aluminium cathodes, only the first of these changes occurs.

Sodium nitrate occupies a position intermediate between those of the
other two nitrates, T. H. P

Decomposition and Preservation of Sodium Hyposulphite
as Anhydrous Powder and in Aqueous Solution. Auguste
LuMifeEE, Louis LuMiERE, and Alphonse Seyewetz {Bull. Soc. chim.,

1905, [iii], 33, 931—944. Compare Bernthsen, this vol., ii, 240.
Bazlen, ibid.).—When exposed in a thin layer to the action of moist
air, powdered anhydrous sodium hyposulphite is completely decomposed
in seven days, but is practically stable in a closed vessel or in dry air,

the slow changes obsei'ved, 10 and 4 per cent, loss of sodium hypo-
sulphite respectively in two months, being due to admission of moisture
in removing the daily samples.

Solutions of sodium hyposulphite in boiled distilled water in closed

vessels decompose at rates varying with the concentration ; 25, 10, and
3 per cent, solutions are decomposed in three, eleven, and thirty-seven

days respectively. Tlie rate of change is accelerated by rise of tem-
perature or by exposure of the solution to the air ; in the latter case,

the relative stabilities are reversed, a 3 percent, solution decomposing
entirely in one, a 20 per cent, solution in two days.

Chloral and quinol, the latter when present in such small quantities
as are found to protect sodium sulphite from oxidation, have no influence

on the stability of sodium hyi)osulphite solutions. The influence of

some alkaline substances, aldehydes, and other substances used in

photogi-aphic developers on a 3 per cent, solution of sodium hypo-
sulphite is exemidified in the following table (p. 707). The figures in

brackets after the number of days ai'e the pei'centages of hyposulphite

unchanged at the end of the experiment j in other cases, decomposition
is complete at the end of the number of days given.

The decomposition of sodium hyposulphite takes place according to

the equations : SNa^S^O^ = 2Na.^S208 -f- Na.S^O,. ; Na2S204 + = NajSOj
+ SO2, sodium hydroT[en suli)hito being formed in aqueous solution.

Tlie chief product of the reaction is the sulphite.
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Substance added.
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that the alkali and alkaline earth metals of many minerals may be
replaced by ammonium, and Steiger (Abstr., 1902, ii, 561) has
obtained silver derivatives of analcite and chabazite. In the
experiments now described, the finely-powdered minerals were
mixed with various amounts of silver nitrate or thallous nitrate and
heated in sealed tubes at temperatures somewhat above the melting
points of the nitrates ; the fused masses were extracted with water
and the residues analysed. The products obtained are crystalline, and
contain heavy metals in place of the alkali or alkaline earth metals
of the original minerals.

Analcite (NaAlSigOg.H^O) yields the product AgAlSi20e,H20,
which is snow-white and optically isotropic like the original mineral.
This silver-analcite is decomposed by nitric acid, but not by sodium
carbonate solution ; when digested with sodium thiosulphate solu-

tion, it is reconverted into the original sodium compound. The
thallium derivative of both analcite and leucite (KAlSigOg) ap-

proximates to TlAlSigOg in composition. Analcite, when heated in a
sealed tube with a lead nitrate solution, has part of the sodium
replaced by lead.

Similar results were obtained with several other zeolites (thomsonite,

chabazite, stilbite, natrolite, scolecite, and mesolite), the replacement of

the alkali or alkaline earth metal by heavy metals being more or less

complete in each case. Pectolite is attacked by silver nitrate, but the

product is not simple in composition ; elseolite and segirite are only

slightly acted on. L. J. S.

Preparation of Metallic Calcium in the Laboratory. Paul
WoHLER {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 612—618).—Calcium chloride

(100 parts) and calcium fluoride (17 parts) are fused together in an
iron crucible 20 cm. wide and 11 cm. deep. A.n anode of graphite or

amorphous carbon and a cathode of iron rod, 8 mm. in diameter, are

used. The distance between the electrodes should be less than their

distance from the wall of the crucible, otherwise the latter acts as an
intermediate conductor and is perforated by the action of the chlorine

at the place where it acts as anode, and gives rise to the formation of

a calcium-iron alloy at the place where it acts as cathode. The
temperature of the electrolyte must lie between its own melting point

(660°) and that of calcium (800°). It deteriorates in time, becoming
viscid, probably owing to the formation of hydrated oxychloride

;

hydrogen is then liberated at the cathode and the yield decreases. The
cathodic current density may vary from 50 to 250 amperes per sq.

cm. The anodic current density should not exceed about 5-6 amperes

per sq. cm. Chlorine is not liberated during the electrolysis ; the

author supposes that it combines with the carbon of the anode. The
cathode touches the surface of the electrolyte and is raised as the

calcium forms, so that a stick of solid metal is produced. With a

current of 40 amperes, from 33 to 38 volts are required. The current

efficiency is over 80 per cent. The metal contained a minute trace of

iron, but was otherwise pure : its specific gravity was 1*51.

T. E.
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Solubilities in Mixed Solvents. III. Solubility of Oalciiim

Hydroxide in Aqueous Glycerol. Walter Herz and M. Knoch
(Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 46, 193— 196. Compare A.bstr., 1904, ii,

709 ; this vol., ii, 510).—The solubility of calcium hydroxide in aqueous

glycerol increases rapidly with increasing percentage of glycerol. It

is suggested that for the authors' experiments on solubilities in mixed
solvents the expression (S+ A)Wj{S+ A+ W) has a constant value,

where S is the number of grams of substance in 100 c.c. of solution,

A the corresponding quantity of acetone or glycerol, and W the

quantity of water, but the experimental material is not yet sufficient

to establish the constancy. D. H. J.

Compounds of Haloid Salts of Metals with Hydroxylamine.
G. N. AxToxoFF (J. liuss. Fhijs. Chem. Soc, 1905, 37, 476—483).—
The author has prepared and analysed the following double salts, which
were obtained crystalline by deposition from aqueous alcoholic

solution : MgCl2.2NH2-OH,2H.p ; 2CaCl2,3NH2-OH,6H20
;

2CaCl2,5NH2-OH,4H20
;

CaCl2,2NHj-OH,2H20 ; CaCl2,2NH2-OH,H20 ; CaCl2,2NH2-OH;
4CaCl2,NH2-OH,20H2O

;

2SrCl2,5NH2-OH,2H20 ; 2SrCl2,9NH2-OH,3HCl,H,0

;

BaCl2,NH2-OH,2H20.
Aqueous solutions saturated at 20^ contain : about 1 per cent, of

ZnCl2,2NH2-OH ; about 1 per cent, of CdCl2,2XH/OH ; 44-4 per
cent, of MgCl2,2NH2-OH,2H.,0 or 566 per cent, of

CaCl2,2NH2-OH,H20. T. H. P.

"Setting" and "Hardening" of Cement. Eduakd Jordis
{BvM. Soc. c/iiin., 1905, [iii], 33, 1029—1032).—The present position

of the chemistry of this subject is discussed ; the conclusions are

indicated which may legitimately be drawn from the facts so far

established experimentally, and it is pointed out that the principal

problems have only been solved approximately. T. A. H.

Changes of Colour caused by the Action of Certain Rays
on Glass. Charles E. Rueoeh {J. Anier. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27,
1206. Compare Avery, this vol., ii, 589).—Colourless glass which is

allowed to remain for some years exposed to the sun's rays in the
northern part of the Butte District, Montana, U.SA., becomes violet.

This district contains largo ore deposits, in which manganese dioxide
is a prominent constituent. It is suggested that the colour may
possibly be due to the proximity of the manganese ore, but is more
probably due to manganese originally present in the glass. In any
case, it is proved that the production of this violet coloration is not
confined to the tropics. E. G.

Physical Properties of Glass as Functions of the Chemical
Composition. Euekharu Zschimmeh {/ieil. Elektrochem,, 1905, 11,
629—638).—A resume of the lesearches which have been made at the
glass-works of Messrs. Suhott, in Jena. The greater part of the
results has been published already. From unpublished experiments

VOL. LXXXVIII. ii. 49
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of Schott and Abbe, it is shown that the addition of the oxides of

lithium, zinc, barium, or lead to boron trioxide glass increases the

refractive index. The increase is not proportional to the quantities

added, the ratio decreasing for the first two oxides and increasing for

the last two as the quantity added increases. The same behaviour is

observed when the oxides of sodium, zinc, barium, or lead are

added to quartz glass. The oxide with the greater molecular weight
gives the greater increase in refractive index. The addition of boron
trioxide to a potassium silicate glass first increases the refractive

index and then diminishes it. The author's own experiments on the

hygroscopic qualities of glass show that all glasses which contain

alkalis absorb water from steam at about 80° ; lime, zinc oxide,

baryta, and especially boron trioxide diminish the tendency to absorb
water. T. E.

Atomic Weights of Carbon and Glucinum. Charles L.

Parsons (/. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 1204—1206; Zeit. anorg.

Chem., 1905, 46, 215—216).—It is pointed out that the determina-

tions of the equivalent of glucinum (Abstr., 1904, ii, 658) having
been made with two compounds containing the same elements, the

atomic weight of glucinum could, from the data obtained, be calculated

independently of the carbon, and that the atomic weight of carbon
could also be obtained independently of that of glucinum. Cal-

culating by means of simultaneous equations, the atomic weight of

glucinum was found to be 9 '11 2 as compared with 9'113 previously

given, whilst the atomic weight of carbon was found to be 12 '007.

E. G.

Alloys of Magnesium with Tin and with Lead. Nicolai S.

KuKNAKOFF and N. J. Stepanoff {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 46,
177—192).—A complete fusion diagram has been constructed for the

alloys, and the results have been confirmed by a microchemical in-

vestigation.

Magnesium-tin Alloys (compare Grube, this vol., ii, 636).—The
fusion curve shows eutectic points at 8'55 atomic i^er cent, of

magnesium and 203*5°, and at 88 atomic per cent, of magnesium and
580°; there is a maximum or dystectic point at 795°, showing the
formation of the compound Mg.,Sn, which thus has a melting point

above that of magnesium (650°). Magnesium stannidc, Mg^Sn, forms
crystalline aggregates which show well-marked octahedral cleavage, so

that tin-magnesium alloys are brittle owing to its presence. Its

sp. gr. is 3-591 at 2074°. Its hardnes.^, 3-5, is greater than that of

the constituents. The streak is grey. The atomic lowering of the

freezing point of tin by magnesium agrees with the value calculated

from van't lIofE's formula, and shows the absence of solid solutions.

Magnesium- lead Alloys.—The fusion curve shows eutectic points at

1573 atomic per cent, of magnesium and 253°, and at 80 atomic per

cent, of magnesium and 475°
; there is a dystectic point at 550°,

marking the existence of the compound magnesium plumbide, Mg^Pb
(compare Grube, this vol., ii, 320). D. H. J.
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1

Relation of Lead Iodide to Water and Oxygen. M. A.
ScHTSCHEKBAKOFF {J. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc., 1905, 37, 682—699).

—

The electrochemical investigation of fused lead iodide by Czepinski

(Abstr., 1899, ii, 267), Helfenstein (Abstr., 1900, ii, 383), Garrard
(Abstr., 1901, ii, 54), and Auerbach (Abstr., 1901, ii, 590) shows that

this salt exhibits abnormal behaviour as regards Faraday's law, and as

regards the relation between the polarisation E.M.F. and heat of

formation, tfcc. The author finds that these abnormalities are due to

the fact that fused lead iodide absorbs oxygen from the air forming
an oxyiodide, the amount of which may correspond with more than
30 per cent, of the iodide. This action proceeds with increased

rapidity in presence of metallic lead. When heated in a current of

steam, lead iodide also undergoes change according to the equation

Pbl2 + H._,0 = PbI'0H + HI ; boiling water has a similar, although
slower, action. In a current of carbon dioxide, lead iodide is stable

and can be sublimed without change. T. H. P.

Relation of Lead Iodide to Water and Oxygen. Alexis
BoGORODSKY (/. Russ. Phijs. Chem. Soc, 1905, 37, 699—702. Com-
pare preceding abstract).—The author considers the formation of

insoluble basic compounds by hydrolytic decomposition of salts in

solution as due to polymerisation changes. The phenomenon is dis-

cussed in reference to the following six factors : (1) the affinity

between the simple molecules of the dissolved substance—its tendency
to polymerise

; (2) the tendency of water to polymerise
; (3) and (4)

the affinity between the two products of hydrolysis and water
; (5)

and (6) the polymeric force of the hydrolytic products. T. H. P.

A New Cause of Dissociation of Mercuric Chloride. Henbi
ViTTENET and Chenu (Bull. Soc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33, 944—945.
Compare this vol., ii, 35).—It is shown that the amount of precipitate

obtained on adding a solution of mercuric and ammonium chlorides to

various natural waters is in each case proportional to the temporary
hardness of the water, and that no precipitate is obtained if the water
is boiled before addition of the reagents. G. Y.

Isolation of Terbium. Georges XJrbain (Compt. rend., 1905,

141, 521—523).—The author has separated 7 grams of the oxide of

the rai'e element Zj (compare Lecoq de Boisbaudran, Ab.str., 1896, ii,

249; Demar^y, Abstr., 1900, ii, 656; Urbain, this vol., ii, 35) from
all traces of gadolinium by fractional crystallisation of the double

nitrates of the rare earths and of nickel, and, finally, by fractional

precipitation with ammonia. The element thus i.solattd, to which the

name Urhium should be restricted, exhibits an absorption band X = 488

;

a solution of its chloride gives the beautiful green fluorescent spectrum
of Lecoq de Boisbaudran's Z^ (compare Abstr., 1886, 666); the pure
oxide does not exhibit phosphore,>«cenee, but when mixed with gadolinium
oxide it gives the green phosphorescence of Crookes' G whilst alumina
containing only 0*5 per cent, of terbia gives a magnificent white phos-

phorescence. The atomic weight of terbium, determined by estimating
the water in the hydrated sulphate, is 159*2 (0 = 16); the oxide id

49—2
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brown or black, according as it is prepared from the oxalate or sul-

phate by calcination. The salts of terbium are colourless, and are

slightly more soluble than the corresponding salts of gadolinium.

M. A. W.

Preparation of Metallic Aluminium. Heinrich F. D.
ScHWAHN (D.R.-P. 160286).—Aluminium may be prepared by the

action of reducing gases on aluminium sulphide, A more convenient

method is that of heating porous aluminium sulphate (prepared by
calcining crystallised aluminium sulphate with a little sodium chloride

and breaking up the mass) at 800—900° in a stream of carbon mon-
oxide or other reducing gas containing 5 per cent, of carbon disulphide.

Porous aluminium oxide or a mixture of aluminium sulphate with

charcoal may be employed in place of the porous sulphate. A vertical

graphite furnace is used. C. H. D.

Alloys of Copper and Aluminium. L:iSon Guillet {Rev. de

Aletallurgie, 1905, 2,567—588).—The freezing point curve of alloys of

copper and aluminium shows two maxima corresponding with the

compounds AlCug and AlgCu respectively. The existence of a com-
pound AlCu is also indicated. The micrographic examination of the

alloys shows seven constituents, a, ^, y, 8, c, -q, and H. The constituent

a is a solid solution of aluminium in copper containing from to 8

per cent, of aluminium. The constituents /8 and y consist chiefly of the

compound AlCug, the former being found in slowly cooled alloys and
the latter in specimens quenched above 525°. The solid solution 8 is

intermediate in composition between AlCug and AlCu ; e seems to be

pure AlCu and -q to be pure AlgCu. // is either pure aluminium or a

solid solution containing a very small percentage of copper. The
influence of quenching from different temperatures on the physical

properties and micro-structure is described.

Alloys consisting only of the solution a (aluminium bronzes) are

malleable and ductile ; the presence of ^ causes hardness and brittle-

ness, 11 per cent, of aluminium being the limiting composition for

industrially valuable alloys. • C. H. D.

A New Isomeric Modification of Aluminium Hydroxide.
DoNATO ToMMASi [Chem. Cenir., 1905, ii, 606; from Jiev. gen.

chim. pure api)l., [vii], 8, 246—247).—After about three months
in contact with water, ordinary aluminium hydroxide, prepared by pre-

cipitation from aluminium salt solutions with ammonia, changes into a

new ^-modification, AlgOg.yHgO, which is easily soluble in concen-

trated sulphuric acid, but resembles ignited aluminium hydroxide in

its slight solubility in hydrochloric, nitric, or acetic acids or in aqueous
alkali hydroxides. It does not form an oxychloride with alu-

minium chloride. If the oxychlorides, 2(Al20g,3H^O),3A].,Cl„ and
Al203,3H20,4Al2Cl,., which are formed by the action of aluminium on
cupric chloride in 30 and 8 per cent, solutions respectively are boiled

with aluminium until cessation of the evolution of hydrogen, the

oxychloride, 6(Al203,3H20),Al2Cl(5,12H20, is formed in nacreous leaflets.

On adding concentrated sulphuric acid or certain salts to the aqueous
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solution of this, it coagulates with formation of 3-aluminium hydr-

oxide. G. Y.

"Aluminium. Carbonicum." A. Gawalowski (Chem. Cenir.,

1905, ii, 743—744; from Pharm. Post, 1905, 38, 405).—The alumin-

ium carbonate previously prepared by the author (Chem. Centr., 1905,

i, 1584) is not the normal carbonate ; it contains 40—45 per cent.

AljOg, 8—9 per cent. CO^, and water which is in different states of

combination. H. M. D,

Plasticity of Clays. Frank F. Grout (/. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1905,

27, 1037— 1049).—It is pointed out that the property of plasticity

involves two factors, namely, strength and the amount of deformation

possible before crumbling. In the experiments described, the strength

was determined by finding the weight required to force a Vicat

needle of 7 sq. cm. section into the elay to a depth of 3 cm. in half a
minute. The deformation, or amount of possible flow, was determined

by measvtring the increase in the area of the head of a cylinder of the

moist clay, 5 cm. long and 2 cm. in diameter, when the cylinder was
compressed to the point of fracture. The product of these two factors

was iregarded as the measure of plasticity at the particular stage of

wetness of the clay. As the mass dried, a maximum plasticity was
observed when the clay contained a certain definite proportion of

water.

By employing this method, attempts have been made to ascertain

the causes of plasticity and have led to the following conclusions.

Plasticity is not much affected by the presence of a small proportion of

sand, but when the grains of sand are sufiiciently numerous to come
into contact with one another, both the strength and the amount of

flow are diminished. It was found that on addition of 0*08 per cent, of

agar-agar, the plasticity of two clays was increased from 7 and 1 1 to

11 and 15 respectively, whilst it required an amount of alumina
cream (calculated as AI.2O3) equal to 3 per cent, of the weight of the

clay to increase the plasticity to the same extent. Plasticity is also

increased by the fineness of the clay and by the presence of plane

surfaces (small plates) in the mass, which increase both the amount of

possible flow and the strength. The increase in plasticity by weather-

ing is attributed chiefly to mechanical action, but may be due to

some extent to addition of colloidal substances by the action of

bacteria. It is concluded that molecular attraction is the chief cause

of the high degree of plasticity of clays. E. G.

Compoeition of a Cannon Bcdl from the Moat of the Bastille.

A. PoRLlEB {Rev. de MetaUurgie, 1905, 2, 793—794).—A cannon ball,

one of a number di.scovered in the former moat of the Bastille, was
found to be entirely compact and metallic in appearance, but to give
a greenish-yellow fracture. The sp. gr. was only 4 854. Analysis
showed it to contain Fe 720, C 69, Si 025, Mn 075, O 17'45,

HjO 2 "9 per cent. On microscopical examination, the original

structure of white cast iron was found to be perfectly preserved, the
cementite being brilliant and intact, whilst the pearlite had been
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replaced by ferric oxide. The replacement had thus been completed by
diffusion to a depth of 5 cm., the radius of the ball being 10 cm., in a
century or less. The high carbon content is due to a part of the iron

having diffused outwards into the surrounding earthy crust.

C. H. D.

Colloidal Ferric Hydroxide. III. Influence of Various Salts
on the Coagulation. A. Y. Dumansky (J". Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc,

1905, 37, 502—507. Compare this vol., ii, 37 and 393).—Colloidal
ferric hydroxide solutions are coagulated by aqueous solutions of

potassium, barium, silver, cupric, manganese, or lead nitrate, cupric or

ammonium chloride, sodium carbonate or magnesium sulphate, and
these solutions undergo an increase in their electrical conductivity on
mixing with the colloidal liquid. On the other hand, solutions of

mercurous, mercuric, or aluminium nitrate, mercuric acetate, or ferric

chloride, which effect no coagulation of colloidal ferric hydroxide

solutions, have their conductivity diminished on being mixed with the

latter. From this behaviour, the author concludes that coagulation of

colloidal ferric hydroxide is only produced by those salts which are

less soluble in the colloidal solution than in water. T. H. P.

Iron Sulphides and the Purification of Coal Gas from
Hydrogen Sulphide. L. Gedel {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii. 445—447 ;

from J. Gashel, 1905, 48, 400—407).— (1) Iron heated at 450—500°
with excess of sulphur forms ferric disulphide, FeSg ; this substance

loses sulphur on heating to 700°, giving Fe^Sg ; heated to above 700°,

it is converted into ferrous sulphide, FeS. (2) Excess of freshly-

prepared ammonium sulphide added to a solution of ferric chloride

produces iron sesquisulphide, which, with hydrochloric acid, decomposes
according to the equation Fe2S3 + 4HC1 = 2FeCl2 + 2H2S + S, and is oxi-

dised by moist air as follows : Fe2Sg + 30 = Fe203 + 3S. (3) If ferric

chloride is treated with ammonium sulphide in sufficient quantity to

allow the solution still to remain acid by virtue of the hydrolysis of the

iron salt, sulphur is precipitated and a black colour is developed. The
product of this reaction has, befoi'e drying, the composition 2FeS-l-S;
if, however, it is dried above 100°, it contains some disulphide formed
as follows : 2FeS + S = FeS^ + FeS. If sufficient ammonium sulphide is

added to render the ferric chloride solution alkaline, the dried

precipitate contains chiefly the sesquisulphide together with small

quantities of ferrous sulphide, sulphur, and ferric disulphide. (4)

Ferrous sulphide added to ammonium polysulphide produces iron sesqui-

sulphide. (5) A small amount of ammonium sulphide added to an alka-

line solution of an iron salt, obtained by adding ammonia to ferric

chloride containing tartaric acid, produces iron sesquisulphide. (6)

Hydrogen sulphide acts on dried ferric hydroxide, FegOg.HjCj i^^ the

presence of hydrochloric acid to form ferrous sulphide, sulphur, and
ferric disulphide. (7) Hydrogen sulphide, mixed with a small

quantity of ammonia, converts ferric hydroxide into the sesqui-

sulphide. (8) The former product, exposed to the air after the

completion of the oxidation, contains the disulphide unchanged ; the

^tter, on the other hai)d, is completely oxidised to ferric oxide and
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sulphur; in each case a small amount of ferric sulphate is also

formed, the amount being independent of the presence of moisture,

but increasing with rise of temperature. (9) The admixture of air

with hydrogen sulphide containing traces of hydrogen chloride

exerts no influence on the formation of ferric disulphide. (10) Gas

purifiers contain the sesquisulphide, but not the mono- or di-sulphides

of iron.

In the purificatioQ of coal gas, the action may be expressed by the

equation Fe2(0H)g + 3H2S = FogSg + GHgO. The formation of the

disulphide is prevented by the presence in the gas of traces of

ammonia. The sulphide Fe-Sg behaves towards hydrochloric acid like

a compound of the formula GFeSjFeSj, giving the disulphide with

evolution of hydrogen sulphide P. H.

New Class of Iron Compounds. Otto Hauser {Ber., 1905, 38,
2707—2710).—The precipitates formed on adding ammonium carbonate

to solutions of ferrous or of ferric salts are soluble in an excess of the

reagent. The ferric solution thus prepared is a blood-red liquid from

which the iron is precipitated by hydrogen sulphide, or by reagents which

react with carbonates, or by boiling alkali hydroxides, but not by
potassium ferrocyanide, whereas Prussian blue dissolves in aqueous

ammonium carbonate to form a violet-red solution. The ferric

ammonium carbonate solution is stable in a closed vessel for several

weeks, but deposits ferric hydroxide on evaporatipn.

The white ferrous precipitate is less easily soluble in excess of

ammonium carbonate, forming a colourless solution which, on treatment

with hydrogen peroxide or on free exposure to air, rapidly becomes
brown, but when oxidised by a limited quantity of air it deposits a

basic ferroso-ferric ammonium carbonate,

NH^-C03-Fe-C03-Fe-C0.5-FeO,2H20,
which forms stellate aggregates of small, doubly refracting, green
prisms, and on exposure to air becomes olive-green and finally brown,
owing to formation of ferric hydroxide. It dissolves with evolution

of carbon dioxide in dilute acids to form yellowish-green solutions,

and when treated with alkali hydroxides yields ammonia and a black,

strongly magnetic ferroso-ferric oxide.

The olive-gi-een powder formed on partial oxidation of the basic salt

lontains ferrous and ferric iron in the proportion 1:1. G. Y.

Iron and Chromium Nitrides. Emil Baur and Gebardus L.

VoEBMA.v {Zeit. jJiifsikal. Cheiti., 1905, 62, 467—478).—Under no
conditions could a direct combination of iron and nitrogen l)e observed.

The tension of iron nitride is too great to be determined ; at tempera-
tures between 500"^ and 600°, it is certainly greater than 15

itmospheres. In these circumstances, the authors' study of the

luilibrium iron -(-ammonia zir iron nitride -I- hydrogen does not throw
much light on the di.ssociation of ammonia, the calculation of which
was one of the chief objects of the investigation.

The tension of chromium nitride at high temperatures has been
measured, but it has been observed that the dissociation does not

j)roceed until a definite dis.sociation pressure has been reached, and
then cease; on the contrary, the dissociation pressure exhibits a
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continuous, if slow, increase, and the view is adopted that chromium
and chromium nitride form, not two constant phases, but one variable
phase (compare Muthmann and Baur, Abstr., 1903, ii, 213). In
these circumstances, the tensions of chromium nitride determined by
the author are only approximate ; at 800°, for example, the tension is

about 100 mm. Chromium nitride is much more stable than iron

nitride, and is not reduced in a current of hydrogen, even at a pressure
of 13 atmospheres. It is noteworthy that chromium is very efficient as

a catalytic agent in the decomposition of ammonia, whilst it has no
effect whatever in promoting the synthesis of ammonia ; it is possibly

a one-sided catalytic agent. J. C. P.

Solubilities of the Isomeric Chromic Chlorides. H. W.
Bakhuis Roozeboom and J. Olte, jun. (Froc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amster-
dam, 1905, 8, 66—70).—Since the isomeric chromic chlorides may be
estimated in each other's presence (see Werner and Gubser, Abstr,,

1901, ii, 453), and require in solution much more time to get into

equilibrium with each other than is necessary for the establishment of

equilibrium between solid and solution, it is possible to study the
change of solubility resulting from the gradual transformation which
goes on in the solution.

The final condition of chromic chloride solutions of various con-

centrations at 25° has been determined, and it is found that both the

green and the violet salts lead to the same condition of equilibrium.

In weak solutions, the chromic chloride at the point of equilibrium

occurs almost exclusively in the violet modification. As the con-

centration increases, the equilibrium shifts more and more in favour of

the green modification.

The solubilities also of the green and violet salts have been deter-

mined at 25°. The solubility in each case increases as time goes on
owing to the transformation green —> violet, or violet —>- green, as

the case may be. When the two solubility lines are represented on
the same diagram as the equilibrium curve, it is seen that the latter

intersects the solubility line for the green salt, hence the violet

chromic chloride cannot be definitely in equilibrium at 25° with any
solution ; that is, the green salt is the stable modification at that

temperature. The precipitation of the violet salt by passing hydrogen

chloride into solutions of the green salt previously heated to 100° is

possible, because at the latter temperature the equilibrium curve cuts

the solubility line for the violet salt ; the change violet —>- green in

solution is slow enough to allow of the precipitation of the violet salt.

J. C. P.

Perchromates. Karl A. Hofmann and H. Hiendlmaier (Ber.,

1905, 38, 3059—3066. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 410, 737 ; Riesen-

feld, Wohlers, and Kutsch, this vol., ii, 461).—Wiede's compound,

Cr04(NH3)3 (Abstr., 1898, ii, 28). is obtained when 10 per cent, aqueous

ammonium hydroxide is saturated at 0° with crystallised ammonium
dichromate, 30 per cent, hydrogen peroxide added to the clear solution,

and the mixture kept for 6—12 hours. The large, brown crystals

which separate are freed from a red, crystalline i)owder by allowing

the temperature to rise to 10— 15°, Its properties are those of an
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amtnine and not of an ammonium salt, and it is represented on Werner's

co-ordinate system as (NH3)3Cr^O . An isomeride (/3-compound)

is formed when a 20 per cent, solution of ammonia is saturated at 0°,

first with ammonium dichromate and tnen with ammonia, and finally

30 per cent, hydrogen peroxide added. After some 12 hours, quadratic

plates are obtained showing strong pleochroism from yellowish-brown

to dirty purple. Extinction with crossed Nicols occurs parallel to the

diagonals. The compound resembles its isomeride in all its more
important physical and chemical properties, but differs slightly in

solubility and rate of decomposition. The three ammonia groups are

not removed by treatment with 40 per cent, acetic acid. Wiede's

compound, NH^Cr05,H20.2 (Abstr., 1898, ii, 295), is readily obtained

when saturated ammonium chromate solution (4 c.c.) is mixed with

water (3 c.c.) and excess of crystallised ammonium nitrate at 0° and 30

per cent, hydrogen peroxide (4 c.c.) added to the clear solution at a

low temperature.

Ice-cold 20 per cent, ammonia solution transforms it partly into the

)8-compound, and the addition of small amounts of water causes the

evolution of five equivalents of oxygen and the formation of ammonium
dichromate. J. J. S.

Halogen Compounds of Molybdenum and Tungsten. Arthur
RosENHELM and Hans J. Braun (Zeit. anorg. Cheni., 1905, 46,
311—322).—The molybdenum required for the preparation of the

chlorides was obtained in good yield |and free from air-bubbles by a

modification of the Goldschmidt process, the reaction being moderated
by the addition of a flux of 50 parts of calcium fluoride for every 100
parts of molybdenum trioxide and 38 parts of aluminium, and the metal

allowed to agglomerate by keeping the mass in a liquid condition for

some time after the reaction.

Insoluble molybdenum trichloride, M0CI3, prepared according to the

directions of Blomstrand and of Liechti and Kempe, has the appear-

ance of red phosphorus. It slowly decomposes in the air with evolu-

tion of hydrogen chloride. It is quite insoluble in water and in

most other solvents. It is slightly soluble in nitrobenzene, but not
sufficiently to allow a molecular weight determination to be made.
By the action of a stream of gaseous ammonia on it at 340°, a black

substancb, Mo2(NH2)3Cl3, is formed, which is insoluble in dilute acids

and in water, and evolves ammonia when heated with soda-lime. By
employing a temperature of 760"^ instead of 340°, molybdenum nitride,

M03N2, is obtained as a grey, metallic powder, the properties of which
have already been described by Uhrlaub. Molybdenum trichloride

under the action of a solution of ammonia develops considerable heat
and yields a black, easily oxidisable substance of the formula
MoNH.O^.

In contact with liquefied ammonia, it gives a brown product of the
formula Mo2(NH2)^Cl3,10NH3, which evolves ammonia in the air and
finally leaves a residue of Mo2(NHj)3Clj.

Insoluble molybdenum tribromide is obtained similarly to the tri-
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chloride; it forms black needles which may be sublimed. By the
action of ammonia gas even at a low temperature it is reduced to

metallic molybdenum.
In view of the close resemblance between insoluble molybdenum

chloride and insoluble chromium chloride, an attempt was made to

obtain a soluble form of chromium trichloride by the catalytic action

of molybdenum dichloride, zinc chloride, &c. The attempt was un-
successful, but the chloride has since been obtained in solution by
Chilesotti, who electrolysed a hydrochloric acid solution of molybdic
acid. On adding potassium fluoride to the soluble chloride, a bright

violet, crystalline precipitate of the salt KMoF4,H20 is obtained, which
is insoluble in water, but is gradually decomposed by it. Similarly the

salt (NH4)MoF4,H20 is obtained. The filtrate from the latter gives,

on evaporation over sulphuric acid, violet crystals having the com-
position (NH4)3Mo2Fg,2H20. Molybdenum sodium fluoride was formed,

but was not obtained pure.

Soluble molybdenum tribromide is obtained in a similar way to the

chloride ; on addition of ammonium bromide, it gives a solution from
which dark red, I'hombic crystals of the composition (NH4)2MoBr5.H20
are obtained by evaporation. D. H. J.

Reduction of Thorium Oxide by Boron and Silicon. Edgar
Wedekind and K. Fetzer (fihem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 1031—1032).—An
intimate mixture of 10 grams of thorium oxide with 3 "5 grams of

crystalline silicon was heated in a magnesite crucible for seven

minutes by a current of 100—110 amperes. The resulting mass, which

has a metallic and crystalline appearance, is being investigated. With
boron, a grey, micro-crystalline mass was obtained, which was not com-

pletely fused on further heating. P. H.

Presence of Bismuth in Pyrites from Agordo. Arnaldo
PiUTTi and E. Stoppani [Gazzetta, 1905, 35, ii, 29—32).—Pyrites from

the mines of Agordo contains traces of bismuth. A method for its

extraction on the large scale is described. T. H. P.

Hardness of Hammered Tantalum. Werner von Bolton {Zeit.

Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 503—504.)—The tantalum used in the experi-

ments on hardness previously described (this vol., ii, 258) contained

traces of oxide which very considerably increase its hardness. It also

appears that the diamond is not suitable for drilling ductile'jmetals,

Further experiments show that the metal can be filed with a specially

hard file, the edge of a very hard chisel is spoiled at each blow, a very

hard drill lubricated with turpentine will perforate 1 mm. of the metal

in seven to ten minutes, a steel point, hardened in water, scratches the

metal, but soon becomes blunt. It appears, therefore, that tantalum

combines the hardness of the best and most carefully hardened steel

with sufficient ductility to allow it to be rolled or hammered.
T. E.

Tantalum and Hydrogen. M. von Pirani {Zeit. ElehtrocJiem,,

1905, 11, 555

—

558),^When pure tantalum is heated in very care-
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fully purified hydrogen, it absorbs a considerable quantity of the gas.

At a x'ed heat the metal takes up 0'3 per cent, of its weight, at a

yellow heat 0*4 per cent, (in four to six hours), and this quantity is

not increased by heating to whiteness. The volume of hydrogen
absorbed is 740 times that of the metal. The wire, after taking up
the hydrogen, is white with metallic lustre, crystalline, and so brittle

that it may be powdered in a moi'tar. The electrical resistance is

increased 1*7 to 2*1 times and its temperature-coefficient is decreased

from 0'3 to 0*1 per cent, per degree. When the metal containing

hydrogen is heated to redness in a vacuum, it loses about three-fourths

of the hydrogen fairly readily. The remainder is only completely

expelled by fusing the metal. The small, firmly combined residue of

hydrogen (about 0*1 per cent, of the weight of the metal) is sufficient

to make it brittle and to give it high electrical resistance.

The hydrogen compound is also formed when tantalum pentachloride

is heated in a current of hydrogen in a hard glass tube containing a
red hot platinum wire ; the hydride is deposited on the hot wire.

T. E.

Double Fluorides of Tantalum. Clarence W. Balke (/. Amer.
Chem. Soc, 1905,27, 1140—1157).—The tantalic oxide used in this

investigation was obtained from the columbite of South Dakota.
Potassium tantalum fluoride obtained by the addition of potassium
fluoride to a solution of the mixed metallic oxides was purified by
repeated crystallisation from water acidified with hydrofluoric acid, and
was afterwards heated with concentrated sulphuric acid in order to

remove silica. The product was boiled repeatedly with water and the
white oxide thus obtained was well washed with water. The follow-

ing double salts were prepared and analysed.

Tantalum lithium Jluoride, LiF,TaF5,2H20, forms monoclinic crystals

[a:6:c = 0-5703:l : 1-6235; /3 = 87°46'].

The tantalum sodium fluorides, 3Nab\TaF5 and 2NaF,TaFj,HjO,
liave been prepared by Marignac {Ann. Chim. Phys., 1866, [iv], 9,
'1 17). One gram of the former salt was found to dissolve in 20 5—20*9

irts of water at 25°; it crystallises in rhombic prisms \a:h:c~
6017:1:0-2799]. The salt 2NaF,TaF.,,H/) crystallises in thin

plates ; the mother liquor from this .salt slowly deposits the double
xiilt, NaF/TaFj, which crystallises in lustrous cubes of the isometric
ystem.

The existenceof the potassium salts,2KF,TaF5 ^°<i 2KF,Ta02F3,HjO,
was confirmed.

The rubidium .salt, 2IlbF,TaF5, was prepared, and evidence was
obtained of the existence of another tantalum rubidium fluoride richer
in tantalum.

Tantalum cceaium fluoride, C8F,TaF5, forms rhomlwhedral crystals
[c= 10467]; the salt 2CsF,TaF5 crystallises in small needles.

Tantalum pyridineJluoride, 3(05HjN,HF),2TaF^,2H./), forms hexa-
j,'onal crystals [c= 1-6259] ; by dussolving this salt in strong hydro-
tluoric acid, the ««;< C5H5N,HF,TaF5can be obtained, which crystallises
in long, slender needles. Crystalline salts were also obtained with
methylamine, ethylamine, triethylamine, and quinoline.
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In addition to the salt 2N'H4F,TaF5, described by Marignac, evi-

dence was obtained of the existence of other tantalum ammonium
fluorides.

Pertantalates can be readily prepared by the action of hydrogen
peroxide on solutions of the corresponding tantalates ; in this way,
potassium pertantalate, KgTaOg, and sodium pei'tantalate,

NagTaOs.UHgO,
were prepared (compare MelikofE and Pissarjewsky, Abstr., 1899, ii,

491). E. G.

Melting Point of Gold and Expansion of Some Gases at High
Temperatures. II. Adrien Jaquerod and F. Louis Perrot (Arch.

Sci. phys. nat., 1905, 20, 128—151. See this vol., ii, 627).—The results

of the determinations of the melting point of gold with the silica gas
thermometer previously described are recorded. The values are

:

nitrogen (^0 = 27285), 1066-9°, 1067-4°, 1067-5°, 1067-2°; air

(7'o = 272 85), 1067-0°, 1067-4°; carbon dioxide (7'o = 271-96), 1066-1°,

1066-3°, 1066-7°; oxygen (n = 272-66), 1066-7°, 1066-7°, 1066-8°,

1067-1°; carbon monoxide (Vo = 272-85), 1067-05°. It is impossible

to obtain determinations with hydrogen or with helium, as it is found
that both gases diffuse through silica at high temperatures. In the

case of hydrogen, it is shown that this diffusion, although absent at the

ordinary temperature, becomes evident at 200°, whilst with helium it

is more marked and would probably be perceptible at 100°. A deter-

mination of the melting point of gold with a porcelain nitrogen ther-

mometer gave the value 1063-15°, but it is found that this substance

also is useless for helium or hydrogen, which diffuse through at the

tempei'ature necessary. L. M. J.

Platinum Compounds. Maurice Blondel {Ann. Chim. Phys.,

1905, [viii],6, 81—144).—Platinic hydroxide, PtO.^,4H20, when freshly

prepared by Fremy's method, is readily soluble in dilute acids or alkalis

to form normal salts, and hence in this state is probably represented by
the formula Pt(OH)4,2H20, two of the hydroxyl groups being acidic

and two basic. When dried by exposure to air, or even when allowed

to remain for some time in contact with water, the hydroxide darkens

in colour and becomes insoluble in dilute acids, and is then probably

represented by the formula H9Pt(0H)g, and is a compound belonging

to the chloroplatinic acid series. When heated, platinic hydroxide

loses 2 mols. of water at 100°, forming Dobereiner's oxide, which is

soluble only with difficulty in acids and alkalis, and a third mol. at

120° (compare Wbhler, Abstr., 1904, ii, 44).

Platinic hydroxide dissolves in alkalis to form normal or ortho-

platinates of the type Pt(0H)^,2M'0H, where M' is an alkali metal.

These are readily soluble in water, but when heated at 100° become

insoluble and less readily attacked by acids, and are tlien probably

represented by the typical formula M2'Pt(0H)Q (compare Bellucci,

Abstr., 1904, ii, 180). A solution of the normal sodium platinate after

standing for some days becomes gelatinous owing to the separation of

Weiss and Dobereiner's platinate, Na20(PtOo)3,6H20, and when

dialysed for several days a solution of sodium metaplatinate,

Na20(Pt02)5,9H20, is obtained. The metaplatinate can be reconverted
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into orthoplatinate by the addition of alkali. Both platinates yield

precipitates of platinic hydroxide on addition of acetic acid.

When platinic hydroxide is mixed with excess of dilute hydrochloric

acid, it dissolves, forming a solution of the normal chloride,

Pt(0H)^,2HCl. This gives no precipitate on addition of a solution of

a potassium salt, and yields platinic hydroxide in an amorphous form

when diluted with water, and in a crystalline form when dialysed.

When kept, the normal chloride in this solution rapidly passes into

chloroplatinic acid.

When a solution of chloroplatinic acid is saturated with platinic

hydroxide and the liquid is dialysed, there is eventually formed a

product which coagulates when gently warmed or on the addition of a

trace of an alkali salt. The coagulate so formed is reddish-brown and
has the composition represented by the formula (Pt02)5,2HCl,9H20, is

slowly dissolved by hydrochloric acid, forming chloroplatinic acid, and
is converted by boiling water into anhydrous metaplatinic acid,

(Pt02)5,5H20. These compounds present some analogy with the ferric

compounds similarly prepared by Bechamp {Ann. Chim. Fhys., 1859,

296) and the metastannyl derivatives obtained by Engel (Abstr., 1897,
ii, 376).

When a solution of silver nitrate is added to a saturated solution of

platinic hydroxide in chloroplatinic acid, a precipitate of the salt

(Pt02)4,3HCl,AgCl,4:H.,0 is formed ; this, when washed with water,

decomposes, yielding a solution of a platinic compound and a precipitate

of silver chloride. The treatment may be repeated several times and
a series of platinic compounds containing decreasing amounts of

chlorine obtained.

Platinic hydroxide dissolves slowly in sulphuric acid, diluted with
its own volume of water at 0°, and from the solution heavy, orange-
jellow, microscopic needles of normal platinic sulphate, Pt02,SOp4H.,0,
separate. This loses SHjO at 100°, and is converted into the compound
HjPtOjSO^, which may be regarded as a derivative of platinimono-
Bulphuric acid, H2Pt(OH)^S04.

Platinic sulphate dissolved in sulphuric acid is reduced by oxalic acid
to setquioxyplatinistdphuric acid, which may be represented by the
constitutional formula Pt2(OH)JSO3)X0H).^,8iH2O. It crystallises

in pale yellow, triclinic prisms [a :6 : c= 1-6236:1 : 05492; a = 88°55',

/3 = yO°29', y=10P53'] and gradually loses water when dried under
reduced pressure over sulphuric acid, forming the stable, less hydrated
acid Pt20g,3603,H2S04,4H20. Aqueous solutions of sesquioxyplatini-
-^ulphuric acid give no precipitate with barium chloride at first, but

i ) so after standing for some time. The acid is dibasic. Excess
t alkali precipitates from it a condensed form of hydrated platinum
fquioxide (compare Dudley, Abstr., 1902, ii, 564), and excess of

fiydrochloric acid produces a mixture of platinous and platinic chlorides.
riie sodium, potassium, and barium salts are crystalline. This acid and
t-s salts present some analogies with the complex chromium and iron
)mpounds obtained by Kecoura (Abstr., 1895, ii, 501, and 1903, ii,

UU).

When potassium platinoso-oxalate is oxidised with hydrogen peroxide,
it is converted into potassium platinioxalate, ^fPiO{(J^O^),^,2H.^O, which
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crystallises in large, amber-yellow, rhombic tablets, is excessively

soluble in water, and detonates when heated. The free acid,

H2PtO(C204).2,5H20, is obtained by decomposing the silver salt with
hydrochloric acid ; it crystallises in large, amber-coloured tablets and
detonates violently when heated.

The copper-coloured platinoso-oxalates are shown to contain platoso-

oxalic acid and not to be isomeric with the yellow platinoso-oxalates or

decomposition products of these, as has been supposed (compare Werner,
Abstr., 1896, i, 465; Vezes, Abstr., 1899, i, 572).

A method for the estimation of platinum in platinoso-oxalates by the

use of potassium permanganate is described in the original.

T. A. H.

The Oxides of Palladium. Lothar Wohler and James Konig
{Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 46, 323—349).—Of the four oxides described

in the literature only two, namely, PdOg and PdO, are found to

exist.

Palladium dioxide prepared by double decomposition is more or less

impure ; it is best obtained by the action of ozone on palladium salts

or by the anodic electrolytic oxidation of palladium salts in nearly

neutral solution, and with nitric acid as the cathodic depolariser. It

is thus obtained as a dark brown product with varying amounts of

combined water ; the dissociation of the more highly hydrated substance
is probably exothermic. When dried over sulphuric acid, its formula
is approximately Pd02,2H20. It is unstable, and in contact even with

cold water decomposes slowly into monoxide and oxygen. The dry
substance is more stable, but at about 200° it is completely decomposed.
Its behaviour to acids and alkalis varies with the time which has

elapsed since its preparation. The substance when dried over sulphuric

acid dissolves readily in nitric acid and fairly readily in sulphuric acid.

When freshly precipitated, it is insoluble in dilute sodium hydroxide.

It is a strong oxidising agent, and reduces hydrogen peroxide both in

acid and alkaline solution.

Palladium monoxide, PdO, is best obtained by boiling a faintly acid

solution of palladium nitrate with water. It separates with varying

amounts of combined water, and the colour varies correspondingly from
yellowish-brown to black. Dried over sulphuric acid it forms black,

shining grains. At 100°, it is blackish-brown, but still contains 8 per

cent, of water, which it still retains at 200° and even at 500—600°. It

is not until it is heated to a temperature of 800—840° in oxygen that the

quite anhydrous green monoxide is obtained. Above this temperature,

the anhydrous oxide decomposes. Precipitated in the cold, the hydrated

monoxide is soluble in dilute acids and in excess of alkali
;
precipitated

hot and then boiled up in the liquid, it is no longer completely soluble

even in boiling concentrated alkali hydroxides. Dried at 100°, it is

insoluble in acetic acid and nearly insoluble in sulphuric or nitric

acid. The completely anhydrous sub.stance is scarcely soluble in

boiling hydrochloric acid or in aqtui regia. D. H. J.
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Mineralogical Chemistry.

Two Tellurium Minerals from Colorado. William F.

HiLLEBRAND {Bull. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1905, No. 262, 55—57).—
Emmonsite? (see Abstr., 1905, ii, 97). Tetradymite in cleavage masses

of considerable size, from near Whitehorn, in Fremont Co., gave the

following results

:

Bi.



MiigOa.
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Bournonite.—Analysis III is of massive material from Bogg's mine,

in Yavapai Co., Arizona.

Glaucodote.—-A sample of cobalt ore from Sumpter, Oregon, consists

of massive and imperfectly crystallised glaucodote and pyrites in a

dark silicate rock. A small crystal was determined to be ortho-

rhombic. Analysis IV corresponds with the formula Co3Fe2(AsS)5.

S. As.
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but averaging O'l mm.
; (2) a layer of brown glass, 0-02 to 0-03 mm.

thick
; (3) a colourless layer, consisting of grains of silicates, 0*02 to

0-10 mm. thick; (4) a layer consisting of silicates with many opaque

particles, 0-1 to 0-4 mm. thick. From analyses of the metallic portion

and of the soluble and insoluble silicates, the following general com-
position of the stone is obtained :

SiOij. Fe. Ni. Co. FeO.

39-19 10-70 0-78 0-04 15*16
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Response of the Developing Retina to Light "and Radium.
Thomas H. Milroy {J. Physiol, 19u5, 33, 69—76).—Up to the fifteenth

day of incubation, the chick's retina shows no signs of response to

light, such as are observed in the fully-developed eye. Beyond this

time, the pigment cells respond to light by throwing out processes

which contain pigment, and which clasp the ends of the young rods and
cones. There is also a contraction of the inner segments of the rods

and cones. As development proceeds, the responses become more dis-

tinct, and take place even when light reaches the eye after filtration

through the shell. The effects of monochromatic and white light are

the same. There is no delay in development in the case of embryos
developed in the light. The intraocular fluorescence produced by
radium is not sufficient to evoke such responses, but the pigment is

scattered through the cell-bodies and driven backwards into the sur-

rounding tissues. Radium emanations gradually produce a disintegra-

tion of all the retinal elements, starting with those in front.

W. D. H.

Gas Exchange in Some Lower Animals and its Dependence
on Partial Pressure of Oxygen. Torsten Thunberg {Chem.

Cmtr., 1905, ii, 345 ; from Skand. Arch. Physiol., 17, i, 133—195).—
The investigations were made in certain molluscs and worms. In pure
oxygen, the uptake of that gas is much increased. Differences

between the different animals are noted in detail. W. D. H.

Estimation of the Gas set free in the Body after Rapid
Decompression from High Atmospheric Pressures. C. Ham
and Leonard E. Hill {Proc. Physiol. Soc, 1905, vi—vii ; J. Physiol.

,

33).—The gases from the bodies of rats subjected to this treatment
were analysed. Most was found in the peritoneal cavity. The total

gas varied in three experiments from 9 to 13 c.c. It contained from
6*7 to 16 per cent, of carbon dioxide, and from 2 to 8*7 per cent, of

oxygen, the rest being nitrogen. W. D. H.

Oxygen Inhalation as a means of preventing Caisson and
Divers' Sickness. C. Ham and Leonard E, Hill {Proc. Physiol.

Soc, 1905, vii—viii ; J. Physiol., 33).—H. von Schrotter has suggested

the use of oxygen inhalation (to wash out the nitrogen) for five

minutes previous to decompression of caisson-workers. The method
is theoretically correct, and in animals is efficacious in preventing

death from embolism. It, however, is unsafe to use the method at

pressures of 50 lbs. and upwards on account of the danger of oxygen-
poisoning. W. D. H.

Effect of Increased Carbon Dioxide Tension, together with
Increased Atmospheric Pressure. C. Ham and Leonard E. Hill
{Proc. Physiol. Soc, 1905, v—vi ; J. Physiol., 33).—The conclusion is

drawn that increased pulmonary ventilation depends on the carbon

dioxide tension. As others have shown, oxygen tensions of less than

10 per cent, atmosphere alter the respiration, but the jerky move-

ments are quite unlike the deep heavings produced by carbon

dioxide. W. D. H.
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BfTects of High BxternaljTeinperaturejOn the Body-tempera-
ture, Respiration, and Circulation in Man. A. E. Boycott and

John S. Haldane {Proc. Physiol. Soc, 1905, xii ; J. Physiol., 33 ; /.

Hygiene, 1905, 5, 494—513).— In still air, the body-temperature rises

above normal when the wet-bulb thermometer rises over 31° (88° F.),

and remains normiil whatever the external temperature may be when
the wet-bulb thermometer does not rise beyond this point. The
greater the rise above 31°, the more rapid the rise of body-tempera-

ture. In moving air, the limit is 35°. With rise of body-temperature,

a marked fall in the alveolar carbon dioxide pressure is observed, and
an increase in the pulse rate. W. D. H.

Absorption Coefficients of Blood and Blood-plasma for

Gases. Christian Bohr (Cheni. Centr., 1905, ii, 339—340; from

Skand. Archiv Physiol., 17, 104—112).—In order to settle the impor-

tant biological questions relating to the chemical union of carbon

dioxide and oxygen in part in blood, blood-plasma, and corpuscles, it is

necessary to know Bunsen's absorption coefficients for these media
in order to calculate the quantities of these gases which are absorbed

in proportion to the pressure. The difficulty of the investigation is

increased by the fact that a part of the gas is present in dissociable

compounds. Zuntz has estimated the absorption coefficient of gases

which do not form compounds with blood constituents, and from these

calculates that of oxygen, on the assumption that the proportion

between the coefficients for blood and water is constant for all gases.

Whether this is the case has never been investigated. In the

presetjt research, the indifferent gas oxygen was used for serum, and
hydrogen for the total blood. The fluid was shaken with the gas at

constant temperature, and the gas subsequently extracted by the air-

pump. The results came out as anticipated with only a small error.

The figures obtained and the coefficients reckoned from them are given

in tables. W. D. H.

Composition of the Stroma of the Blood-discs and Haemo-
lysis. Olinto Pascucci (Beitr. cJiem. Physiol. Path., 6, 543—551,

552—566).—The observations lend no support to Rollett's idea of a
stroma, but rather to its membranous nature ; it is a proteid perme-

able membrane with a large amount of lecithin, cholesterol, and a

cerebroside. It has the chemical and physical behaviour of Overton's

"lipoid " membranes f«uod in protoplasmic cells. Substances which pro-

duce haemolysis do so by acting on the membrane ; this view is

supported by numerous experiments on membranes of similar compo-

sition. W. D. H.

Koeppe's Hypothesis of the Nature of the Red Blood
Corpuscles. G. Ghyns {/'Jliiger's Archiv, 1905, 109, 289—299.
Compare Koeppe, Abstr., 1903, ii, 736 ; 1904, ii, 650 ; this vol., ii,

331).—A criticism of Koeppe's view that the red discs are covered with

a membrane consisting essentially of fatty materials. The main points

areas follows. (1) If the membrane consists of fatty material it would

not be moistened by the water, and rupture could not therefore be
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due to differences in osmotic pressure. (2) After rupture, the mem-
brane, if of a fatty nature, should be recognisable by its high re-

fractive power. (3) The membrane is not dissolved by alcohol or

ether.

The results with regard to centrifugalising are also criticised.

J. J. S.

Glycuronic Acid of Blood. Raphael Lupine and Boulud
{Oompt. rend., 1905, 141, 453—456. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 493, and
1904, ii, 422).—It is improbable that glycuronic acid is formed at the ex-

pense of the IsBvulose, and the small amount of dextrose present in blood

is insufficient to account for it. It is probably produced from dextrose

obtained from the considerable amount of glucoside nearly always
present in blood. N. H. J. M.

Action of ^Vasodilators. V. E. Henderson and Otto Loewi
(C/iem. Gentr., 1905, ii, 344; from Arch. exp. Path. Pharm., 53,
56—61).—In vaso-dilatation, not only are the vessels widened in the

sense that their total transverse diameter is increased, but also, and
probably mainly, by an increase only in the lumen. Hence it is

possible for an organ like the kidney to have dilated blood vessels

without an increase of volume.
" W, D. H.

Invertin in Blood. Ernst Weinland {Zeii. Biol, 1905, 47,
279—288).—-In the young dog, invertin is only found in the small

intestine normally, but after continuous subcutaneous injection of

sucrose, it is found also in the blood. If inulin is used instead, no

evidence was found of the formation of a ferment able to split it up.

VV. D. H.

Anti-precipitins. P. Beembach (PJluger's Archiv, 1905, 109,
73—77).—The fact that a serum will prevent the precipitating action

of precipitin is not trustworthy evidence of the presence of an anti-

precipitin. Certainly, long treatment of an animal (rabbit) with

injections of precipitin does not lead to the formation of an anti-sub-

Btance. W. D. H.

Chemistry of Digestion. I. E. S. London {^Zeit. 2)hy8iol. Chem.,

1905, 45, 381—385).—A preliminary description of the methods of

making fistulae in dogs (in accordance with PawlofF's ideas), by which

it is proposed to investigate some of the questions of digestion-

chemistry. W. D. II.

Chemical Mechanism of Gastric Secretion. J. S. Edkins
(Proc. Roy. Soc, 1905, 76 B, 376).—The mechanical and nervous

provocation to the secretion of gastric juice must be supplemented by
a theory of chemical stimulation, as Bayliss and St>irling have shown
to be the case in the pancreas. If an extract of the mucous membrane
of the fundus of the stomach, made with a 5 per cent, solution of

dextrin, is injected into the jugular vein, no secretion of gastric

juice follows ; the same is true for dextrin by itself. But a dextrin
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extract of the pyloric mucous membrane excites a small secretion of

the juice. The same is true for extracts made with dextrose or

maltose, or peptone, but the positive result with pyloric extracts is

more marked. It therefore appears that salivary digestion provides a

chemical cause for the secretion of the next juice in order. The term
suggested for the active substance is " gastrin." It is not destroyed

by boiling, and so falls into line with many other " hormones

"

(Starling's term for these chemical stimuli). W. D. H.

Formation of Hydrochloric Acid in the Stomach. Alfred
Beneath and Fritz Sachs {Pjiiiyers Archiv, 1905, 109, 466—472).

—

Absence of chlorine ions in the food does not prevent formation of

hydrochloric acid. Presence of chlorine ions in the food does not

necessarily evoke hydrochloric acid formation. Introduction of

chlorine-free salt solutions into the stomach does not abolish the acid

of the secretion which comes from the blood. The quantity of the

acid secreted has no relation to the chlorine administered. The form-
ation of hydrobromic acid after inti'oducing sodium bromide into the

stomach is also explained by absorption into the blood and subsequent
glandular activity. The impermeability of the stomach to chlorine

ions is not proved. These facts all tell against Koppe's theory.

W. D. H.

Antipepsin. Osw. Schwarz {Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 6,
524—542).—The exi.stence of substances antagonistic to ferments has

been abundantly proved by numerous researches, references to which
are given. In some cases, the appearance of the anti-substance is

provoked by injection of the ferment, as in researches on immunity
;

in other cases, the anti-substance is normally present, and in the

case of the stomach the existence of antipepsin explains why the

stomach does not digest itself. It has been shown that antitrypsin

resists the action of heat (PoUak) ; the same is true for the substance
which is inhibitory to peptic activity. It is precipitable by alcohol.

It is present in preparations of pepsin, and the inhibitory influence,

measured by experiments with Mett's tubes, is proportional to the

amount of boiled pepsin solution added. Albumoses act inhibiiingly

in a similar way, but the boiled and filtered solutions of pepsin which
are inhibitory give no biuret reaction. Possibly the biuret reaction is

not a sufficiently sensitive one to detect the small amount of substance
present. Danilewsky and others deny the proteid nature of anti-

i)epsin. The question arises whether the latter substance is preformed
or an artifact produced by boiling the pepsin solution. The answer
.driven is that the former alternative is correct. If proteid is soaked in
|i< psin solution, the pepsin is removed by absorption, and the residual

lluid contains no pepsin, but antipepsin is present before and after

boiling it. The antipepsin does not destroy i)ep8in, but forms with it

an inactive " neutral " complex, W. D, II.

A Fat-hydrolysing Ferment from the Mucous Membrane
of the Stomach. Albert Kromme {Beitr. citem. Physiol. Path.,

1905, 7, 51—76. Compare Volhard, Abstr., 1901, ii, 518; 1903,
ii, 120, 494).—"The author confirms the presence of a fat-hydrolysing
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ferment (steapsin) in the mucous membrane of the stomach. Similar

ferments may be obtained from dogs and pigs, either from the dry
material or by glycerol extraction. The pylorus end of the stomach
does not contain such a ferment. The ferment from pigs behaves
differently from the human ferment. Its action is accelerated by
alkali and retarded by acid. The ferment obtained from dog's stomach
by glycerol extraction is not affected by acids, but iS sensitive to

alkalis, and thus resembles the human steapsin. J. J. S.

Extent to which Fats are Decomposed in the Stomach.
Adolf Zinsser {Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 7, 31—50. Com-
pare Fromme, preceding abstract).-—When a fat emulsion is intro-

duced into a normal stomach, about 25 per cent, of the fat is hydro-

lysed at the end of one hour, and in all probability this value obtained

experimentally is below the actual value. No direct relationship can
be established between the time and degree of hydrolysis.

The hydrolysis is less in cases of hyperacidity, but considerably

greater (45 per cent, in one hour) in cases of achylia gastrica. The
decomposition is produced by an enzyme which remains behind when
the juices are filtered. J. J. S.

Estimation of Parachymosin, and Time Laws of Human
Rennin Ferment. Geobg Becker {Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905,

7, 89—119. Compare Fuld, Abstr., 1902, ii, 415, 675).—The ordinary

time law for coagulation (namely, amount of ferment x time of coagula-

tion = constant) does not hold good for parachymosin (Bang, Abstr.,

1900, ii, 356). The relative falling off in the coagulating action when
experiments are conducted for a long time is not due to the liquids

necessarily required for dilution. The addition of calcium chloride

and acid favours the coagulation, and when added in certain propor-

tions and allowed to react for a short time (five hours), the coagulation

approximates to the ordinary time law for calves' rennin.

For the estimation of parachymosin, the simplest method is to deter-

mine the amount of juice required to produce the coagulation of 10 c.c.

of milk containing 2 per cent, of iijdrochloric acid, when the mixture

is kept in an ice-chest for thirty minutes and then warmed for five

minutes. J. J. S.

Time and Fermentation Laws of Pancreas-steapsin. Hans
Engel {Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 7, 77—88. Compare Schiitz,

Abstr., 1885, 1147; Borissow and Linossier; ./. Physiol. Path., 1899,

1 ; Schutz and Huppert, 1900, ii, 553).—The Schutz-Huppert

laws, namely, -y/ ^//i = constant, hold good for pancreas-steapsin, and

the amount of ferment can be calculated from the equation x = v-lft,

where v = percentage of fat decomposed, / the volume of ferment .solu-

tion in c.c, and t the time in hours. J. J. S.

End-products of Pancreatic Autolysis. Phoebus A. Levenb
{Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 45, 498—499. Compare Abstr., 1903,

ii, 670, 737 ; 1904, ii, 425).—The statement made by Kutscher and

Lohmann (this vol., ii, 466) that thymine and uracil are not products
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of pancreatic autolysis is incorrect. If sufficient time is allowed to

elapse, they are always found by the author's method. W. D. H.

Utilisation of Carbohydrates without Intervention of

Alimentary Digestion Processes. Lafayette B. Mexdel and
Philip H. :Mitchell {Amer. J. Physiol, 1905, 14, 239—247).—There
are no profound differences between glycogen and dextrin in their
" parenteral " introduction into animals

;
glycogen is retained rather

better. The failure of the organism to retain carbohydrates, which it

is not fitted to transform into mono-saccharides by ferment action, is

well illustrated by experiments with inulin and isolichenin. The
importance of the alimentary digestive changes in the metabolism of

carbohydrates stands on a firm footing. W. D. H.

Influence of Movement of the Body on the Digestion and
Absorption of Food-stuffs in the Horse. Arthur Scheunert
{Pjliiger's Archiv, 1905, 109, 145—198).—Movement during the

digestion of food tends to retard the passage of material from the

stomach to the intestine, and at the same time increases the percent-

age of water in the stomach. This is due mainly to the increased

.secretion of water from the mucous membrane during motion. In

.spite of the increased percentage of water, movement of the body, even
galloping, does not tend to mix the stomach contents.

Motion increases the digestion of carbohydrate and the general

.secretion of the stomach juices, but at first tends to lessen the diges-

tion of nitrogenous substances and proteids, but later this is al.so

intensified, as is also the absorption of fjod by the stomach.

The decomposition and absorption in the intestine are only slightly

affected by bodily movement.
Most of the experiments were made with relatively old horses, and

the results vaiy somewhat with the individual animals. J. J. S.

Movements of the Surviving Intestine. John N. Langley
and Rudolf Magnus (J. Ph/sioL, 1905, 33, 34—51. Compare Magnus,
Abstr., 1905, ii, 466).—The experiments of Bayliss and Starling on the
dog's intestine are in the main true also for cat and rabbit. Strong and
fairly regular contractions can be obtained after section of vagi and
superior mesenteric nerves by direct application of 1 per cent, atropine,
0"5 to 3 per cent, strychnine, and 1 to 10 per cent, cocaine. These
and the normal contractions are either lessened or abolished by a stimulus
applied above the balloon which is inserted for the registration of the

movements. Inhibition is usually produced by direct application of

sodium chloride solutions. Degenerative section of the nerves does not
abolish any of these effects or the inhibition normally produced by
adrenaline and by Dicotine. W. D. H.

Action of the Mucous Membrane of the Surviving Intes-
tine on Soaps, Fats, and Fatty Acids. Otto Frank and
Adolf Ritter {Zeit. Jiiol., 1905,47, 251-267).—In order to deter-

mine the seat of synthesis of fats from their liydrolytic products
formed during digestion, Ewald, and later Hamburger, incubated
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finely-divided intestinal mucous membrane with these products, and
determined the amount of neutral fat after some hours. Their results

were irregular and unconvincing. Moore could not discover any new
formation of fat at all. The present experiments, carried out with
calf's mucous membrane and various mixtures of soap, fatty acids, and
glycerol, confirm Moore's statement. Considerable importance is

attributed to the formation of carbon dioxide during digestion, and
this substance is believed to be responsible for the liberation of fatty

acids from soaps. W. D. H.

Liver Autolysis. Julius Baer and Adam Loeb {Ghem. Centr.,

1905, ii, 345 ; from Arch. exp. Path. Fharm,, 53, 1— 14).—The question
investigated is whether the blood contains a true anti-ferment against
autolysis. Serum inhibits autolysis of the liver even after it has
been heated to 95°. The evidence is therefore against an anti-ferment.

Acid added to the serum increases the autolysis ; solution of sodium
hydrogen carbonate in small quantities acts in the same way. Serum
globulin hastens, serum albumin delays it. Boiling destroys the
hastening action of the former, but not the inhibiting action of the
latter proteid. W. D. H.

[Effect of Feeding with Material Rich in Arginine.] Gustav
Orglmeister {Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 7, 27—30).—Feeding
dogs with material rich in arginine does not appear to increase the

amounts of arginine in the various organs, and feeding birds with
benzoic acid does not tend to decrease the amounts of arginine to any
appreciable extent. J. J. S.

The Nutritive Value of Amino-compounds. Boleslaus von
Strusiewicz [Zeit. Biol., 1905, 47, 143—185).—From experiments on
sheep, the conclusion is drawn that the metabolic value of amino-
compounds is the same as that of proteid. W. D. H.

Metabolic Changes during the Metamorphosis of the Meat-
fly (Calliphora Vomitoria). Ernst Weinland {Zeit. Biol., 1905,

47, 186—231).—In the metamorphosis of the pupa there is at first

lessening of respiratory processes; these then remain at a low level,

and finally, with the appearance of movements, they are increased

and lead to great loss of weight. Combustion of fat is the main
source of the carbon dioxide given out ; no oxidation of carbohydrate
was proved to occur, but there is the formation of a small amount of

carbohydrate material (chitin), which is the result of the breakdown
of nitrogenous substances. W. D. H.

Polin's Theory of Proteid Metabolism. Diarmid Nokl Paton
{J. Physiol, 1905, 33, 1—11. See Folin, Abstr., 1905, ii, 183, 268).

—Folin's theory is, on the whole, agreed with, but certain differences

of detail are noted ; for instance, in the dog, creatinine excretion is

not so constant as in man. A doubt is expressed whether any hard
and fast line can be drawn between endogenous and exogenous
proteid metabolism, and urea may probably be a result of both. Some
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of Folin's results may be explained by^variations in the activity of

the liver, for it is here that urea precursors are transformed into that

substance. Of all diets, proteid is the best to stimulate hepatic meta-

bolism, as gauged by the amount of bile secreted. Hence, on a diet

poor in proteid it may be sluggish, and therefore fail to convert much
of the waste nitrogen into urea, whilst on a diet rich in proteid the

conversion will be more complete. The amount of sulphur which is

completely oxidised must also depend on hepatic activity.

W. D. H.

Gelatin in Metabolism. Maurice Kauffmann {PJlugers Archiv,

1905, 109, 440—465).—From experiments on two dogs and also on
the author, it was determined that the proteid (plasmon) in the diet

can be replaced to the extent of one-fifth by gelatin without harm.

This can be exceeded and the proteid completely replaced by gelatin if

it is mixed with tyrosine, cystine, and tryptophan. Both dogs, however,

died. W. D. H.

Chemical Correlation of the Functions of the Body. Ernest H.
Starling {Lancet, 1905, ii, 501—503, 579—583).—A series of

lectures (Croonian lectures. Royal College of Physicians) giving an
account of the numerous researches recently carried out by the author

and his colleagues on the chemical messengers which bring about
correlation of function between different organs of the body. The
general name bestowed upon them is hormone. Some, like secretin,

stimulate increased activity and katabolism, others involve increased

assimilation and growth. Under the latter head fall the internal

secretions of the thyroid and generative organs. Preliminary experi-

ments indicate that it is an internal secretion of the foetus which
leads to the growth of the mammary gland. W. D. H.

Occurrence of Lithium in the Human Body. Erich Herrmann
(Pjiiiger's Archiv, 1905, 109, 26—50).—Lithium appears to be present

in practically all the organs of the human body. It is also present in

the earlier stages of development (foetus), where the feeding has been
entirely by means of the maternal blood. The lungs appear to be
richest in lithium.

The detection of lithium in presence of considerable quantities of

phosphates cannot be carried out in the usual manner, and a method
is recommended which is based on the fact that lead phosphate is

insoluble in acetic acid and lithium acetate is readily soluble in water.

J. J. S.

Conditions for the Formation of Acetone [in the Body].
Richard Waldvo(}el {Bettr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 7, 150— 151.

Compare Hatta, this vol., ii, 406).—Polemical. J. J. S.

Fate of Oil Injected Subcutaneously. Yaxdell Henderson
and Edward Francis C'rokutt {Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 193—202).
—Cotton-seed oil injected subcutaneously in dogs is rapidly and widely
distributed through the subcutaneous spaces, but it is not transformed
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in situ into adipose tissue. The tissues react to its presence as to any
non-irritating foreign substance. It does not appear in detectable

amounts in blood, lymph, or milk. It is ultimately absorbed and
utilised, but the process is so slow that oil injections are practically

destitute of nutritive value. W, D. H.

Bflfect of Dextrose and Certain Salts on the Rate of Trans-
formation of Glycogen into Dextrose. C. Hugh Neilson and
Oliver P. Terry (Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 105—111).—It is

suggested that the change of dextrose into glycogen and vice versd in

the body is due to the reversible action of a single enzyme. The
change into sugar is certainly retarded by excess of sugar.

Calcium chloride retards, and sodium citrate accelerates, the change.

The action of salts is pi'obably one on cell-membranes. W. D. H.

Distribution of Glucothionic Acid in the Animal
Organism. John A. Mandel and Phoebus A. Levene (Zeit.

physiol. Chem., 1905, 45, 386—392. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 314)
—By the use of Levene's method, glucothionic acid was isolated from
mammary gland, kidney, liver, and pancreas. W. D. H.

Cystine. Emil Fischer and Umetaro Suzuki (Zeit. physiol. Chem.,

1905, 45, 405—411. Compare Abstr., 1905, i, 121).—By dissolving

cystine in dry methyl alcohol and allowing a stream of dry hydrogen
chloride to pass through it, a cystine dimethyl ester hydrochloride

was obtained. This forms crystalline salts which serve to identify

cystine. No differences could be detected between cystine prepared

from calculi and that prepared from horse-hair. Neuberg and Mayer's
contrary result is probably explicable by admixture Avith tyrosine.

W. D. H.

The Silver Reaction in Animal and Vegetable Tissues.
Archibald B. Macallum (Proc. Boy. Soc, 1905, IQB, 217—229).—
One view, which seeks to explain the well-known reduction stain with
silver nitrate so much used in histology, states that a silver-proteid

compound in the cementing material is the substance which is acted

on by light. But proteids freed from salts, or tissues washed free

from salts, no longer give the reaction. Taurine and creatine out of a

large number of organic substances examined give the reaction, but

these exceptions may be eliminated. The conclusion is drawn that

the halogen in haloid form is the cause of the reaction. Intercellular

material is specially rich in chlorides, and the reaction may be used

to determine the distribution of chlorides in histological specimens.

The normal nuclei of animal and vegetable cells do not contain chlorides

at all. W. D. H.

The Masking of Ionic Effects by Organic Substances.
Percy Goluthwait HtiIvEs and William Hekheut Beeius (Amer.

J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 133— 137).—Well-known ionic effects on
muscle are masked by the presence of organic substances with large

molecules ; this is regarded as an indication of combination.

W. D. H.
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Supposed Equivalence of Sodium and Lithium Ions in

Skeletal Muscle. Carl Spencer Milliken and Percy Goldthwait
Stiles (Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 359—365).—The ions sodium and

lithium are very similar physically, but are not equivalent physio-

logically. There is, however, no foreign ion which is so slow to make
a noteworthy change in skeletal muscle as lithium, but when much
of the normal sodium is replaced by lithium, a characteristic fall in

irritability follows. No irreparable harm results, for by a reversal

of treatment the muscle can be restored. The harmlessness of lithium

does not obtain for all tissues. W. D. H.

Paths of Absorption from the Liver. Lafayette B. Mendel
and Frank P. Underhill {Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 252—258).

—

Absorption of injected materials (milk, ifec.) from lymph spaces is not

different in the liver from what it is in serous cavities and other

lymph spaces. W. D. H.

Physiology of Molluscs. II. Inorganic Constituents of the
Liver of Sycotypus. Lafayette B. Mendel and Harold 0.

Bradley [xlmer. J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 313—327).—Copper, zinc, iron,

calcium, magnesium, and phosphorus are normal constituents of the

liver of Sycotypus. Copper comprises 8 per cent, of the total ash, or

1"2 per cent, of the dry tissue; the corresponding numbers for zinc

are 15 and L7; both are present in cells and the connective tissue,

but the most copper is in the green pigment cells. Both are

derived from the food, and are stored in the liver for purposes of

blood formation ; a respiratory proteid peculiar to this animal occurs

in the blood and contains both metals. W. D. H.

The Tauro-choleic Acid of Ox Bile. Alf. Gullbring (Zeit.

phyeiol. C'hem., 1905, 45, 448—458).—Glycocholic and taurocholic

acids were found in ox bile by Strecker and pi'epared in a state of

purity by Hammarsten
;
glycocholeic acid was isolated by Wahlgren

;

the present investigation is a search for the fourth member of the
group, namely, taurocholeic acid. It was found present in small

quantities, but was not obtained in crystalline form. W. D. H.

Presence of Bile Pigments in Leeches. Camille Spiess
{Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 333—335).—The product of secretion of the
peritoneal cells contains one of the specific principles of the bile,

elaborated by the hepatic cells of higher animals.

The peritoneal cells of leeches accumulate a pigment analogous to, if

not identical with,, the bile pigments of the vertebrates.

N. H. J. M.

Qaseous Metabolism of the Kidney. Joseph Barcboft and
T. Gbegor Brodie {J. Physiol., 1905, 33, 52—68. Compare this vol.,

ii, 99).—The diuresis produced by urea and sodium sulphate is

accompanied by a large increase of the oxygen absorbed by the
kidney. This is also the case in phloridzin diabetes. There is not
always a simultaneous increase in the carbon dioxide leaving the organ.
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The work of concentration, as calculated from the freezing points of

the blood and urine, accounts for only a small fraction of the whole
energy transformed by the kidney : the two quantities have no fixed

relation to one another. In so far as urine of the same freezing point

as the serum would represent Ludwig's glomerular filtrate, the experi-

ments lend no support to his theory, for the source of energy for the
production of such urine should be the heart and not the kidney

;

yet it is in these circumstances that the kidney is most active.

Diuresis is not always accompanied by increased blood-flow ; when
it is, the former outlasts the latter. Over a large number of experi-

ments there is an approximate eqviality between the volumes of oxygen
absorbed and the carbon dioxide excreted by the kidney. This suggests,

though it does not exactly prove, that the substance of the kidney is

completely broken down in the organ itself. In some cases, urine of

less molecular concentration than the serum was obtained ; the

divergence being greatest when the flow of urine has been most
rapid. W. D. H.

Effect of Hypnotics and Anti-pyretics on the Rate of
Catalysis of Hydrogen Dioxide by Kidney Extract. C. Hugh
Neilson and Oliver P. Terry {Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 14,
248—251).—Hypnotics have a sedative influence on ferment action,

and various drugs of this class were found to retard the catalytic

action of kidney extract. Antipyrin was the only anti-pyretic

investigated, as it is one of few sufiiciently soluble for such ex-

periments. It has the opposite effect. W. D. H.

Variations in the Amount of Casein contained in Human
Milk. GusTAVE Patein and L, Daval {J. Pharm. Chim., 1905, 22,

193—200).—The results of 16 analyses show that, one month after

delivery, human milk contains on the average 1*0 per cent, of casein,

and that the variation in the amount is within nari'ow limits. The
average amount found in 12 analyses of the milk of a woman, 4 to

10 days after delivery, was 1*77 per cent. In estimating casein in

milk, it is of great importance not to add too little or too much acetic

acid ; in the first case, the casein is not completely precipitated, and in

the second it is re-dissolved. W. P. S.

Composition of Abnormal Milk and Ash Constituents.

Sagoro IIasuimoto {J. Saj)poro Agric. Coll., 1903, 2, 1— 14).—The

milk was partly curdled and clotted and partly viscous and was

strongly alkaline. When examined microscopically, it was found to

contain colostrum and blood corpuscules and fragments of tissue. It

had a red colour, due no doubt to the presence of blood, since no

chromogenic microbes could be detected.

As regards the composition of the milk, the percentages of dry

matter, fat, and lactose were found to be very low (especially the fat

and lactose) ; the proteids were high, whilst the total ash was quite

normal. The conclusion is drawn that the excess of proteids represents

the amounts which, under normal conditions would be utilised for the

production of fat and lactose.
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The composition of the ash was as follows :

K,0.
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base is methyl diethylsulphinium hydroxide, SMeEto'OH. The origin

of the base appears to be putrefaction of cystine, which leads to the
formation of ethyl sulphide, this being subsequently methylated.

W. D. H.

Cause of the Oxidising Action of Urine. P. Schurhoff
(PJluger's Archiv, 1905, 109, 83—94. Compare Bertram, this vol., ii,

468).—The oxidisin;^ power of urine may be estimated by the follow-

ing process. The urine, after complete removal of dissolved oxygen, is

mixed with 10 c.c. of a sodium hyposulphite solution and the mixture
titrated with indigo-carmine solution, a further 10 c.c. of the hypo-
sulphite solution is added, and the titration repeated. The difference

between the two readings gives the vol. of standard hyposulphite

oxidised by the urine. The hyposulphite must be carefully protected

from atmospheric oxygen. The oxidising action is shown to be due to

nitrates in the presence of acid phosphates, and only to a slight extent

to hydrogen peroxide. The oxidising action can be followed qualita-

tively by means of ferrous salts without the addition of indigo.

J. J. S.

Excretion of Nitrogen in the White Rat. Shinkishi Hatai
{Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 120—132).—Estimations of the nitrogen

excreted by white rats of different ages and weights are given. The

^ „ . ^ , . , , ^T '233 + (3xlog^.ir.)
lollowmg formula gives accurate results : logN — ^^

—

-—~
,

where N is total nitrogen in milligrams per diem and B. W. body weight

in grams. W. D. H.

Excretion of Ammonia by the Larvae of Calliphora.

Ebnst Weinland {Zeit. Biol, 1905, 47, 232—250).—The production

of ammonia is a marked feature of the growth of the fly-larvae. An
amino-substance is also formed, the nature of which is uncertain.

During the subsequent metamorphosis, ammonia formation ceases. No
uric acid was detected until later stages were reached. The relation of

these chemical processes to the histolysis which occurs in some of the

tissues of the imago is discussed. \V. D. H.

Scatole. Ch. Porcher and Cir. Hervieux [Zeit. phi/siol. Chem.,

1905, 46, 486—497. Compare Abstr., 1905, ii, 187).—If indole is

given to an animal it is excreted as indican. It has been held that

scatole loses its methyl group and is similarly excreted. As normal

urines always contain indican, a bread and milk diet was given. If

scatole is given subcutaneously, it passes out as a chromogen, which, on

the addition of strong hydrochloric acid, yields a red pigment (scatole-

red) ; this is soluble in amyl alcohol, but not in ether or chloroform.

Urine never contains free scatole. Alkalis or reducing agents remove

the colour from scatole-red ; its spectrum is identical with that of

urorosein. In the organism, scatole does not lose its methyl group, and

no indican appears in the urine. The chromogen is found in the urine

of domestic animals, especially in the ruminants ; its occurrence is

probably of diagnostic value in disea.se. W. D. H.
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Hydrochloric Acid in the Gastric Juice in Cancer. Benjamin
Moore {Proc. Roy. Soc, 1905, 76 B, 138—159).—It is well known
that the amount of the acid in gastric juice is lessened or abolished in

malignant disease of the stomach. It is now shown that the same is

true for cancer of other organs aLo. This is due to diminished con-

centration of hydrogen ions in the blood-plasma. The problem of how
to maintain it against the competition of the body cells is for the

future, for administration of acid below the limits of acid intoxication

only calls f rth protective ammonia production from the oxidation of

proteids. W. D. H.

Composition of Blood in Cases of Tuberclosis Pulmonum,
Carcinoma Ventriculi, Diabetes Mellitus, Saturnismus
Chronicus, and Typhus Abdominalis. Clinical Method for

Determining the Plasma Conditions in the Blood in Erythema.
Capillary Fyknometer. Franz Erben {Chem. Cenir., 1905, ii,

783—784).—Results of analyses of blood (proteids, fat, lecithin,

cholesterol, and ash constituents) in connection with the various

diseases, and the conclusions drawn from them, are given in the

original paper (Vienna and Leipzig, 19U5), N. H. J. M.

Excretion of Leucine and Tyrosine in a Case of Cystinuria.
Emil Abderhalden and Alfred Scuittenhelm I^ZeiL phi/siol. Chem.,
19U5, 45, 468—472).—Both leucine and tyrosine were found in the

urine in a case of cystinuria (a disorder of intermediary metabolism).

Future research will indicate whether or not the excretion of these and
other amino-acids is a constant feature of the disease. Tyrosine was
also found in the urine of an old woman suffering from jaundice.

W. D. H.

Cystinuria. Eyvind Bodtkeb {Zeit. phy^iol. Chem., 1905, 46,
393—404).—Two ca^es of cystinuria are described in which cadaverine
and putrescine were found in the urine. A review of ihe literature of

the subject is given. W. D. H.

Feeding on Mono amino-acids in Cystinuria. Charles E. Simon
{Zeit. phijsiol. Chem., 1905, 45, 357—358).—A case of cysiinui'ia is

recorded in which no diamines were excreted. After the administra-

tion of four to five grams of tyrosine, none could be detected in the

urine during the next thirty-six hours. W. D. H.

Production and Inhibition of Glycosuria in Rabbits by
Salts. Martin U. Fischer {/'Jluyer's Archiv, 1905, 109, 1—25.
Compare this vol., ii, 103, and Brown, Abstr., 1904, ii, 273).—The
injection of aV/6 solutions of sodium chloride, bromide, iodide, or

nitrate into the veins of the ears uf rabbits produces diuresis and
glycosuria. Less concentrated solutions intensify renal activity, but
produce little or no glycosuria, and the addition of calcium chloride to

the sodium salts inhibits the latter phenomenon. Rabbits differ in the

readiness with which glycosuria can be produced or inhibited by the

VOL. LXXXVliL i. 51
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salts, but there is a definite " latent time " before the specific action of

the salt is apparent.

The point of activity of all the salts appeal's to be the medula
oblongata.

Lithium, potassium, and strontium chlorides can also produce glycos-

uria when injected near to the centre of activity, ammonium
chloride is without action, and calcium or magnesium chloride pro-

duces death.

The action of the salt solutions is not purely osmotic, since solutions

of glycerol, carbamide, or ethyl alcohol of the same osmotic concentra-

tion do not produce glycosuria. J. J. S.

Gout. Heinrigh Kionka {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 847—848; from
Zeit. exp. Path. Ther., 2, 1—9, 9—17, 17—25 ; Ehnst Frey, ibid.,

848—849; from ibid., 26—36, 36—45).—On an exclusively flesh diet,

hens and other animals develop typical gout. A functional disturbance

of liver (failure of urea-forming ferments) and kidneys is an important
factor in its causation. Remedies fall into three groups : (1) pain

sedatives and purgatives, (2) solvents of uric acid such as piperazine, and

(3) specifics such as colchicine and salicylic compounds ; the latter act

as cholagogues. Glycine is recommended in combination with lithium

as likely to form a soluble compound with uric acid.

Frey disputes some of Kionka's views, and regards the giving of

glycine as the establishment of a " vicious circle." Glycine and
urea hasten the precipitation of neutral urates by addition of sodium
hydrogen carbonate, the former because it dissociates hydrogen ions,

the latter on account of its basic nature. W. D. H.

Digestive Leucocytosis. II. The Source of the Leucocytes.
Alexander Goodall and Diarmid Noel Paton (J. Physiol., 1905, 33,
20—33. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 669).—The bone-marrow is probably

the sole source, and is certainly the only important source, of the cells

which constitute digestive leucocytosis. W. D. H.

Nephritis. Franz Erben {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 784; hoxa. Zeit.

Idin. Med.jdO),—Tlio chief alteration in the blood in chronic parenchy-

matose nephritis is the diminution of the albumin and the increase of

globulin. The deficient albumin of the cells, due to the poverty of the

blood, resulting from the elimination of albumin in the uiine, may be

considered as the cause of hypertrophy of the heart. The globulin of

nephritis urine is, at least in part, normal serum-globulin.

N. H. J. M.

Chemistry of Malignant Growths. IV. The Pentose-
content of Tumours. S. P. Beebe and Philip Suaffeu (Amer. J,

Physiol., 1905, 14, 231—238).—In cancer of the breast, the amount of

pentose is usually higher than in normal breast tissue, and is some-

times extremely high in chronic scirrhus where the nuclear prolifera-

tion is not a marked feature.

In the tumours of the liver examined, the amount of pentose does

not markedly differ from that found in the normal organ ; the pentose-
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content of normal tissues varies a good deal. Many more observa-

tions are necessary before any theory on the relation of cancer and

pentose can be considered satisfactory. W. D. H.

Potassium and Calcium in Mouse Tumours. George H. A.

Clowes and ^y. S. Feisbie (Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 173— 192).

—

In adeno-sarcomata of mice, there is a high percentage of potassium

and little or no calcium when the tumours aie rapidly gi-owing ; but in

old, slowly growing tumours the reverse obtains. W. D. H.

Studies on Magnesium Salts. I. Anaesthesia by Sub-
cutaneous Injections. S. J. Meltzer and John Alter [Amer. J.

Physiol., 1905, 14, 366—388).—In cats, dogs, frogs and other

animals, a certain dose of magnesium sulphate or chloride administered

subcutaneously will produce a deep and long-lasting antesthesia with

relaxation of the voluntary muscles and abolition of some of the

less important reflex actions. A larger dose leads to death without

any symptoms of excitation. No purgative effects were noted. The
fall of blood pressure is unimportant. In dogs, local abscesses

occurred at the seat of injection, but these healed rapidly.

W. D. H.

Pharmacology of Ammonium Bases. Herm. Hildebrandt
{Chem. Cmtr., 1905, ii, 501—502 ; from Arch. exp. Path. Pharm., 1905,

53, 76— S7).—As a result of experiments on frogs and rabbits with
a number of quaternary coninium bases such as benzylethylconinium

iodide, it is found that there is a reduction in toxic properties with in-

creasing molecular weight. The degree of toxicity depends both on the

nature and on the spacial arrangement of the groups attached to the

nitrogen atom. P. H.

Pharmacology of Some Condensation Products of
;^-Aminoacetophenone with Aldehydes. Hekm. Hildebrandt
(Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 502 ; from Arch. exp. Path. Pliarm., 1905,
53, 87—90).—The anesthetic properties of aminoacetophenone are not
diminished by condensing this substance with aldehydes containing a
phenolic hydroxyl, but are destroyed by condensing with otlier

aldehydes, such as benzaldehyde, tolualdehyde, and cinnamaldehyde.

P.H.

Influence of Pilocarpine and Atropine on the Circulation
through the Submaxillary Qland. V. E. Henderson and Orro
lx)EWi {Chem. Ctntr., 1905, ii, 344—345 j from Arch. exp. Path.
J'/iarm., 53, 62—75).—If the chorda tympani is stimulated, the vessels

of the submaxillary gland enlarge ; if atropine is given, this effect is

less, not because the dilator nerve-libres are paralysed, but because
secretion falls off. Pilocarpine accelerates the blood- flow and the
secretion of saliva ; both effects are prevented by atropine Reasons are
given for the deduction that the action of pilocarpine is different to

51—2
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tliat obtained by stimulation of the chorda nerve endings. The vaso-

dilatation is probably brought about by the action of products due to

glandular activity. W. D. H.

Chemical Constitution and Diuretic Action in the Purine
Group, Pethr Bergell and Paul F. Eichter {Chem. Centr., 1905,
ii, 346; from Zeit. exp. Path. Ther., 1, 655—662).—In nephritic

rabbits, ethyltheobromine, ethylparaxanthine, and ethyltheophylline

act as diure ics. Double .salts and other derivatives act similarly,

but with different intensities. The intensity of the action depends on
the nature of the alkyl residue. W. D. H.

Pharmacology of Sulphones. Herm. Hildebrandt {Chem.
Centr., 1905, ii, 502—503 ; from Arch. exp. Path. Pharm., 1905, 53,
90—96).—No alteration in the physiological action of dimethyl-

sulphonedimethylmethane, CMe2(S02Me)2, is pioduced by replacing the

methyl groups by ethyl. The author has therefore investigated the

effect produced on the physiological action by replacement of methyl
by other groups. It is found that the propyl group increases the

activity, as also to a lesser extent does the iiopropyl group.

The introduction of the carbonyl group as in 2 : 2-diethylsulplione

pentane-S-one, CMe(S02Et)2COEt, destroys all hypnotic and other

noxious properties of the compounds. P. H.

Antagonistic Action of Saponin and Cholesterol. Walther
Hausmann (Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 6, 567—580).— The in-

jurious action of saponin on blood corpuscles is neutralised by cholesterol.

This power of cholesterol is increased by the replacement of the

hydroxyl group by chlorine, hydrogen, acetyl, or benzoyl radicles. The
breaking up of the double linking in cholesterol by chlorine or

hydrogen weakens its action. Phytosterol of different origins is

antagonistic to saponin. The cholesterol-saponin reaction of Eansom
appears to include substances the cholesterol nature of which is

uncertain, and to prove that they belong to this group. W. D. H.

Action of Various Nucleic Acids on the Animal Organism.
Alfred Schittenhelm and Ernst Bendix {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii,

840; from Zeit. exp. Path. Ther., 2, 166—178).—Nucleic acid pro-

duces a hypoleucocytotic condition followed by a long hypoleucocytosis.

The origin of the acid, whether animal or vegetable, does not matter.

Sodium a-thymonucleate has no action on blood-pressure, but sodium

nucleate from yeast causes it to fall ; this is probably due to proteid

admixture. After intravenous injection, part passes unchanged into

the urine and rai.'es the output of purine bases. The least toxic and

the one least harmful to the kidneys of the substances used was Bayer's

yeast nucleic acid, and tLis is poorest in purine bases. W. D. H.

Action of Unaltered Proteid Solutions on the Leucocytes.
Friedrich Hamburger and A. von Reuss {Zeit. Biol., 1905, 47,

24—40).—The injection into animals of foreign cells and proteids

gives rise to the production of anti-substances, and theiefore acts like
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a poison. In the present research, certain unaltered proteid solutions,

like serum, milk, and white of egg. were injected into rabbits, and the

number of leucocytes counted in the blood at intervals after the opera-

tion. Rabbits' serum and physiological salt solution gave negative

results ; horse serum produced a little effect ; but the serum of other

animals, milk, and egg-white produced a marked lowering of the

number of white corpuscles, followed in most cases by a ri-e later.

Whether the disappearance of the leucocytes is due to actu il destruc-

tion or to tbeir accumulation in the capillary areas of organs due to

chemotactic influence was not investigated ; but whichever is the

correct explanation, the occurrence is evidence of a distinct poisonous

action. W. D. H.

Intravenous Injection of Bone-marrow Extracts. Obville H.
Bbowx and Charles Claude Guthrie {Arner. J. Physiol., 1905, 14,
328—338).—The marrow (mostly yellow marrow was used) contains a

ibstance that depresses blood pressure by dilating the blood-vessels

;

the substance to which this is due is not destroyed by boiling, but its

nature is not yet determine 1. Rjne-marrow thus falls into line with

most other tissues. In mirrow extracts which have mt been heated

above the body-temperature, there is also evidence of the presence of a

pressor substance. W. D. H.

The Transport of Iodised Fat in Phosphorus Poisoning.
H. GiDEOS Wells {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 45, 412—419).—In
rabbits poisoned with phosphorus, the administration of iodised fat

leads to an increase in the iodine of liver and kidneys. This is

probably due to the fact, not that no transport of fat has occurred,

but th\t, by the action of lipise, the fat first loses its iodine.

W. D. H.

Localisation of Arsenic. George.s DExicfes {Ann. Chim. Phys.,

1905, [ viii ], 6, 559 —574. Compare Besredka, Abstr., 1900, ii, 156).

—The results of the examinition of the various organs in human
bodies poisoned by arsenic indicate that, whether the poisoning has

• curred slowly or rapidly, the arsenic tends to accumulate in the liver,

whilst only small quantities are found in the brain and spinal cord.

These results are in direct opposition to those of Scolosuboff (this

T^ouma', 1876, i, 92). The latter's observations were made on
nimals poisoned by means of sodium arsenate, and the author has

'ed Scolosuboff's experiments on dogs and rabbits, ani finds

in these animals, as in man, the poison accumulates in the
ver. It is noteworthy that there is generally, between the right and
ft kidneys, and always between the right and left lobes of the liver,

marke i difference in the amount of arsenic present. Particulars are
.iven in the original of the amounts of arsenic found in various
rgans in a number of cases of poi.soning with this material, and
,.ii-o 13 also a cv'*' "' "'-iHinf of previous work on this S'lbject.

T. A. H.
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The so-called Antitoxic Action of Bivalent Cations.
William A. Osborne (Proc. 2^hysiol. Soc, 1905, x—xii ; J". Physiol.,

33).—Fundulus ova develop in distilled water, but not in pure sodium
chloride solutions. If calcium salt is added to the latter, develop-

ment proceeds normally. From such data, Loeb infers that sodium
ions are toxic, whilst calcium (or strontium) ions are antitoxic. A
simpler explanation is that in excess of sodium chloride the whole
of the calcium in the cell-protoplasm will be eventually replaced by
sodium, a change which must profoundly affect the protoplasm ; but
if calcium and sodium are both present in the outer fluid, the relative

concentrations of calcium and sodium in the cell remain unaltered.

Some experiments recorded with milk confirm this view. An iso-

physiological solution must therefore be not only isotonic with the cell

contents, but also after it has passed the cell-wall must have its ions

in such concentration as to cause no change in the physiological salts

and ions within the cell. W. D. H.

Detection of Hydrocyanic Acid. Angelo de Dominicis

{Ghem. Gentr., 1905, ii, 265—266; from Boll. Ghim. Farm., 44,
337—340).—Working with large animals, hydrocyanic acid can be

detected in the blood and organs after it has been administered in

various ways. This is contrary to the conclusions of Ganassini {Boll.

Ghim. Farm., 43, 715). W. D. H.

The Toxicity of the Normal Intestinal Contents. Ernst
Magnus-Alsleben (Beiir. cheni. Physiol. Path., 1905, 6, 503—523).

—

The contents and mucous membrane of the upper part of the small

intestine of animals fed on flesh, and probably also on bread, fat, and
starch-meal, but not on milk or milk-proteid, contain a poisonous sub-

stance which, on intravenous injection into rabbits, causes paralyf>is

of the central nervous system and convulsions. Death is due to

respiratory stoppage. If the injection is made into the portal vein,

the action does not occur, at any rate, with the same doses. The
poison is destroyed by boiling in an acid solution. In all regions of

the intestine, a substance is also found which lowers blood-pressure
;

this is not neutralised by passage through the liver, but is destroyed

by boiling in an acid solution. W. D. II.

Thalassin, the Poison of Sea Anemones. Charles Kichet
(rjlilger's Archiv, 1905, 108, 3G9—388).—The poison extracted from

the tentacles of sea-nettles (anemones) is soluble in 95 per cent,

alcohol, and is not destroyed by heat. It is widely distributed in marine

animals, and in doses of a thousandth part of a milligram produces

poisonous effects of which the most marked is congestion. In large

doses, it causes paralysis of the heart. The poison, however, consists

of two substances, one of which, name<l congestin, on injection renders

nn anim.al more Fonsitive to the toxic effects, whilst the other, Ma/assm,

is of the nature of an antitoxin and produces a certain degree of

immunity. W. ii. H.
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Antibacterial Sera. W. M. Crofton {J. Hygiene, 1 905, 5, 444—450).

—There is in inactive immune serum a substance corresponding with

immune-substance. A like substance is present in normal serum and
in that of patients in an early stage of immunisation. The micro-

organism is prepared for phagocytosis by the interaction of two sub-

stances, one heat-labile (complement), the other heat-stable (immune-
substance). An inactive immune serum is of use in treatment provided

the complement is present in the patient's blood-plasma. W. D. H,

Preparation of Cholera Toxin. Brau and Deniee [Compt.

rend., 1905, 141, 397—400).—Vibrios isolated from cholera excreta

are capable of furnishing a soluble toxin. The toxin is rendered more
active and its production more certain by the introduction of albumins
in the cultures of the vibrios. N. H. J. M.

Physical Chemistry of the Toxin-Antitoxin Reaction, with
Special Reference to the Neutralisation of Lysin by Antilysin.

J. A. Cb.aw {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905,52,569—586).—Megatherium
lysin (see Todd, Abstr., 1902, ii, 464) passes through a gelatin filter,

and can diffuse through gelatin. Megatherium antilysin, on the other

hand, does not pass through a gelatin filter, and cannot diffuse through

gelatin to any appreciable extent. Filtration and diffusion experi-

ments show that there is free lysin in neutral mixtures of lysin and
antily.<in, and also in mixtures containing excess of antilysin ; further,

there is free antilysin in neutral mixtures and also in those containing

excess of lysin. The reaction is reversible to some extent when
excess of antilysin is present ; false equilibria, however, may occur

when lysin is present in excess. The neutralisation equation given by
Arrhenius and Madsen is not applicable to the case under consideration.

The removal of lysin from a solution by antilysin cannot be treated as

a purely chemical process. It is closely analogous, however, to certain

adsorption phenomena. J, C. P.

Chemistry of Vegetable Physiology and Agriculture.

Decomposition of Vegetable Foods by Bacteria. Josef
KtiNiG (Bied. Cenlr., 1905, 34, 698—700; from Ilannov. Land-u.
Forstwirtschaftl. Zeit., 1904, 37, 627. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 386
and 447, and this vol., ii, 472).—In the putrefaction of cotton-seed

meal, the non-nitrogenous extract substances and pentosans were
chiefly attacked. The nitrogenous matter underwent less complete
destruction, the proteids being converted into albumoses, peptones,

ba.ses, amides, and ammonia. The fat was least attacked.

N. H. J. M,
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Action of Dextrose on the Lactose fermenting Organisms of
Faeces. Arthur Harden {J. Hygiene, 1905, 5, 488—493).

—

Bacillus

coli communis attacks dextrose in*a characteristic way, each molecular
proportion of sugar yielding half a molecular proportion of acetic acid,

and of alcohol, one molecular proportion of lactic acid, together with
small amounts of succinic acid, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen. In view
of MacConkey's division of the lactose-fermenting organisms of the
intestine into four groups according to their action on sucrose and
dulcitol (Abstr., 1905, ii, 601), the present research was undertaken, and
it was found that they may be divided into two groups, those which
produce alcohol and acetic acid in equal molecular proportion, and those
.which produce more than 2 "5 molecular proportions of alcohol to one
of acetic acid. How this fits in with MacConkey's classification is

pointed out. B. lactis cerogenes acts on dextrose in a totally different

way. W. D. H.

Bacteriology of Infectious G-astro-enteritis. Henri Pottevin
(Ann. InH. Pasteur, 1905, 19, 426—448).—A species of bicterium,

Bacillus H., has been isolated from a ham, the ea^^ing of which had pro-

duced serious illness. Cultures have been grown in various media, includ-

ing one with crystal -violet as a component. The effects of such cultures

on guinea-pigs, white and grey mice, rabbits, pige ns, pigs, &c., have
been studied. The organism can ferment dextrose and mannitol,

yielding hydrogen, carbon dioxide, ethyl alcohol, acetic and sucfinic

acids, and large quantities of Z-lactic acid.

The products obtained by the fermentation of dextrose with Bacillus

enteriditis, B. parati/phique and the bactei'ium of swine fever are the

same as with the bacterium already mentioned. All three organisms are

capable of fermenting maltose, dextrose, galactose, mannitol, dulcitol,

and, to a certain extent, glycerol. Erythritol, lactose, and sucrose are

not fermented.

All the organisms are grouped with the bacilli of swine fever under
the genpric name Salmonella suggested by Lignieres. J. J. S,

Isolation of Bacillus Typhosus from Infected Water. H. S.

WiLLSON {J. Hygiene, 1905, 5, 429—443).—The importance of being

able to isolate and identify in suspected water the bacillus of typhoid

fever is obvious. A new precipitation method is described. The
water itself should also be made a nutrient medium by the addition of

caffeine (Hoffmann and Fickex'), so that the organism multiplies at

the expense of others and can thus be detected readily. W. D. H.

Action of Radium Emanations on Pathogenic Bacteria. Ernst
DoRN, EuGKX Baumann, and Sieofrikd Valentiner [Chem. Centr , 1905,

ii, 841—842 ; from Physikal. Zeit., 6, 497—500).—Typhoid bacilli are

very sensitive to the direct action of radium emanations, but in

cultures in gelatin those 2 mm. below the surface are protected. If

the emanations are blown through bouillon cultures, their bactericidal

action occurs slowly. The same is true for cholera, diphtheria, and

other pathogenic organisms. The )8-rays are the most harmful.

W. D. H,
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Bacteria which are Active in the Maceration of Flax.

Martinus W. Beyertnck and A. Vax Delden {Cliem. Centr., 1905,

ii, 843—845; from Arch. XSerland
,
[ii], 9, 418—441).—The object of

maceration is to soften the stems by partial solution and by removing
the " pectose " The latter is a calcium compound related to cellulose,

the organic acid of which is a substance of the formula (CgH^jjOg)^ or

(C^2^>iC)j^),„ united with, perhaps, gluconic acid. By treatment with

acid, *' pectose " yields pectin and metapectin. Pectin gelatinises in

pref^ence of lime and pectase, whilst metapectin does not. By further

hydrolysis, pectin yields galactose and pentose, other kinds dextrose

and arabinose. Both pectose and pectin yield mucic acid when boiled

with nitric acid.

The active bacteria na in maceration is a granulo-bacterium, G. pecti-

novm'um, which dissolves the pectose without injuring the fibre. Its

activity is due to a special enzyme, pectosinase, which converts pectose

succ:'ssively into pectin and sugar, the bacterium fermenting the

sugar with production of hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and a little

butyric acid.

The growth of G. pectinovorurti depends not only on a limited access

of air, but also on the previous removal of soluble nitrogenous com-
pouu'ls by immersion of the flax for 24 hours in running water. The
tempeiature should be 28—35°.

The bacterium ferments dilute must, in absence of air, without
producing butyric acid. It does not ferment inulin, mannitol,
erythritol, glycerol, or gum arabic, but ferments dextrose, Isevulose,

g I lactose, lactose, and maltose with peptone, not, however, with
ammonia as the source of nitrogen. G. urocephalum ferments all

kinds of carbohydrates in presence of ammoni^i. N. H. J. M.

Diastases in Wine Diseases Philippe Malvezin (Chem.
Centr., 1<J05, ii, 347; from Bull. Assoc. Chim. Sucr. Dtst., 22,
1064—1068).—The micro-organisms which cause diseases of wine,
especially Afycoderma aceti. Micrococcus ohlongus, and the mannitol
ferment, act probably by means of enzymes specific in causing certain
diseases. The tvo tirst named produce from dextrose gluconic acid
md oxygluconic acid, that is, exert an oxidising action. In lactic fer-

mentation, two molecules of lactic acid arise from one of dex'roFe, which
is regarded as a simple splitting of the molecule, and the name Pastorase
is suggested for the enzyme. The mannitol fermentation (CgHi20g +
^^2 ~ ^6^14^0) •'* ^"® ^ ^ hydrogenase. W. D. H.

Sterigmatocystis Nigra and Oxalic Acid. P. O. Charpentier
(Compt. rend., 1005, 141, 367-36.) and 420—^^1).—.Sterigmatocystis
nigra produces oxalic acid when cultivated in Raulin's liquid, and in
the same liquid when the tartaric acid is replaced by sulphuric acid.

Oxalic acid is not formed when tartaric acid is the only source of
carbon.

Cultivations of Sterigmaiocy$tis in Eaulin's liquid only secrete
oxalic acid when sporulation commences. Thi.s is due to the exhaus-
tion of the solution. N. H. J. M.
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Lactic Acid Fermentation. E. Kayser {Bied. Centr., 1905,
34, 701—709 ; from Ann. inst. nat. agron., [ii], 3, 241).—A ferment
is described which assumes various shapes, occurring in spherical forms
and in the form of bacilli. It is characterised by the production of

ethyl alcohol and mannitol. It is not a real lactic acid ferment, as
the amount of lactic acid produced is not more than 70—75 per
cent, of the weight of the sugar employed. Both inactive and Isevo-

rotatory acids are produced.

Two other ferments are described which yield the dextrorotatory
acid, and one which produces the inactive acid. N. H. J. M.

Assimilation of Free Elementary Nitrogen by Micro-
organisms. J. YoGEL {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905, 15, ii, 174—188
and 215—227; this vol., ii, 646).—A resumd of the recent investiga-

tions on the subject. N. H. J. M.

Loss of Nitrogen in Putrefying Peptone Solutions.
Bacteriological Soil Investigation. Paul Ehrenberg {Centr.

Bakt. Par., 1905, 15, ii, 154— 164).—The loss of nitrogen in putre-

fying peptone solutions which have been inoculated with soil and then
filtered is due more to absorption than to biological fixation in the
soil.

In determining the power of soils to produce putrefaction in peptone
solutions, it is necessary to make determinations in the whole contents

of the flasks, and to avoid filtration and the use of portions of the

solution.

Similar soils, which have been subjected to different treatments, show
appreciable differences in their putrefying power. N. H. J. M.

Vegetable Assimilation and Respiration. IV. Carbon
Dioxide Assimilation and Leaf Temperature. F. Frost
Blackman and Gabrielle L. C. Matthaei {Proc. Roy. Soc, 1905, 76 B,
402—460).—Three factors control the amount of assimilation of carbon
dioxide by a leaf : (1) intensity of illumination, (2) temperature of

the leaf, and (3) pressure of the gas in the surrounding air. The
present work is an attempt to interpret the quantitative variations in

terms of the three factors. Differences are noted between leaves of

different plants in their coefficients of acceleration of assimilation

activity with increase of temperature. There is no optimum intensity of

light for assimilation, but equal intensities incident upon equal areas of

different leaves produce equal amounts of assimilation. W. D. H.

Pure Culture of Green Plants, in a Confined Atmosphere,
in Presence of Organic Matters. Molliard {Compf. rend., 1905,

141, 389—391. Compare ibid., 1904, 139).—When a plant is grown
in a solution containing 10— 15 per cent, of dextrose, the decomposi-

tion of carbon dioxide is four times as great (for the same leaf-surface)

as with a purely mineral solution.

In cultures containing asparagine in addition to dextrose, there is a

much greater absorption than when dextrose alone is stipplied.

In absence of light, the absorption of sugar is very small.

N. TT. J. M.

I
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Different Origin of the Carbon Dioxide given off by Plants

during Respiration. Wladimir Palladin {Chem. C'entr., 1906, ii,

639 ; from Ber. detit. hot. Ges., 23, 240—247).—The carbon dioxide

given oil by plants is attributed to different sources. (1) Nucleo-

carbon dioxide produced by enzymes united with the protoplasm
;

(2) from protoplasm under the influence of various irritants, and

(3) oxydase-carbon dioxide produced by catalase and oxydase, &c.

It was found that the elimination of carbon dioxide increases

with the amount of protoplasm. Sap from bulbs of Gladiolus

Lemoinei which gives off only traces of carbon dioxide, produces

considerable amounts of the gas when hydrogen peroxide is added.

Pyrogallic acid produces a similar effect. N. H. J. M.

Effect of Carbon Dioxide on ;Geotropic Curvature of the
Roots of Pisum Sativum. Eric Drabble and Hilda Lake (Proc.

Roy. Sac, 1905, B, 76, 351—358).—When roots are placed

horizontally in boiled water or in hydrogen or other indifferent gas,

they fail to respond to geotropic stimulus. When removed from the

boiled water and placed vertically in air, the root curves in the

direction of the previous stimulus.

The object of the experiment now described was to ascertain the

effect of carbon dioxide on geotropic curvature. The roots, in a

horizontal position, were subjected ^to the action of air containing

various amounts of carbon dioxide for different lengths of time and
bhen placed in a klinostat, which revolved once in 19 minutes, so that

the axis of the root was parallel to the axis of rotation. The first

appearance and extent of the earlier curvatures were then observed.

In air and with amounts of carbon dioxide up to 3 per cent., all the

roots finally showed large curvatures, whilst with 75 and 10 per cent,

of carbon dioxide the actual power of response was greatly diminished
as well as delayed. The measurements of the curvatures observed after

30 minutes and at intervals up to three hours are given in tables.

It is considered that the effects produced may not improbably be

attributed to tlie positive or negative ion (H"*" or HCOg") of dis-

sociated carbonic acid. N. H, J, M.

Lime Requirements of Plants. Oscar Loew (Bied. C'entr.,

1905, 34, 651—654; from Landw. Jahrh., 1905, 34. 131—137).—An
excess of calcium in plants is in most cases rendered harmless by con-

version into oxalate, whilst an excess of magnesium will retard growth.
Soils which contain approximately the same amounts of calcium

and magnesium are most suitable for cereals. In the case of leaf

crops, an excess of calcium over magnesium (2—3 : 1) is desirable.

N. H. J. M.

Lime Requirements of Various Vegetable Organs. Oskar
Ix>EW {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 412—413 ; from Zeil. landw. Versuc/is-

ir««. Oeslerr., 8, 603—608).—According to Wolff's tables, barley and
peas (without the roots) contain far more calcium than magnesium,
e.ipecially in the leaves. The roots contain much less calcium than
the leaves, but usually contain a good deal more calcium than
magnesium. The seeds alone show an excess of magnesium.
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It has been found that the roots grow much more in presencs of an
excess of magnesium than with an excess of calcium, whilst the stems
and leaves diminish. N. H. J. M.

Ati Electrical Response to Excitation in Desmodium
Gyrans. Florence Buchanan {Proc. Physiol. Soc, 1905, viii—x;
J. Physiol., 33).—A study of the electrical changes which occur on
stimulating the stipellse of the leaflets. The rate of propagation of

the change has not yet been studied. Cells with protoplasmic

connections capable of conducting impulses in the direction of the
fibro-vascular bundles were found by Haberlandt in Mimosa. Similar

appearances are found in Desmodium. The characteristic leaf-

movements in the latter can be induced in an inactive plant by
supplying the roots with water containing 005 per cent, of ammonia.
Stahl explains the movement by regarding it as an adaptation for in-

creasing transpiration and supplying nutritive salts to the leaves. The
supply of nutrient and other solutions, however, appears more likely

to be the cause rather than the effect of the movement. W. D. H.

Reactions of Living Cells to Dilute Solutions of Heavy
Metallic Salts. Thomas Bokorny (Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 833 ; from
Pharm. Centr.-U., 46, 605—609. Compare Abstr., 1905, ii, 476).—
Work on the same lines as previously published, special attention being

paid to the action of salts of copper, mercury, and silver.

After exposure of Spirogyi'a and other cells to the action of dilute

silver nitrate, the position of the silver compounds formed can be

subsequently localised microscopically by treatme it with hydrochloric

acid and hydrogen sulphide, or sunlight. W. D, H.

Bsistence in Red-currants of a Compound yielding
Hydrogen Cyanide. L. Guignard {Compt. rend., 1905, 141.
448—452. Compare this vol., ii, 604).—Leaves of red-currants yield

hydrogen cyanide at all periods of vegetation, but the amount is

always small, being 0'0035 per cent, in the middle of June, 0'0026

per cent, some weeks later, and 0*0015 per cent, at the beginning of

August ; the young twigs yield very little and the roots none at all.

Leaves of Kibes aureum also yield hydrogen cyanide, but in smaller

quantity than red-currants. Negative results were obtained with

leaves of liihes nigrxivi, R. Uva-crispa, R. sanguineum, R. viultijlorum,

R. snbvestitum, R. prosfratum and R. Gordonianum. N. H. J. M.

Coto Birk. OswAi,D Hesse {J. pr. Chem., 1905, [ii], 72, 243—248.
Compare Job.st and Hesse, Abstr,, 1880, 325; Hesse, Abstr., 1895,

i, llO; Ciami ian and Silber, ibid., i, 551).—The author describes a

new coto bark which comes from the same district of Bolivia as the

true coto bark, but does not contain cotoin. It has a pleasant,

aromatic odour, and wlien treated wich ether yields benzoic acid and a

neutral substance, cotellin, CjgH,^0^(0Me).2- This crystallises in glisten-

ing, tetragonal, double pyramids, or from dilute alcohol in colourless

leaflets, has no taste, melts at 169°, and decomposes at a few degrees

higher. It is moderately soluble in hot alcohol, ether, acetone, or

glacial acetic acid, and dissolves easily in chloroform or benzene. It
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does not dissolve in dilute alkali hydroxides or acid.", but with concen-

trated sulphui'ic acid forms a yellow solution which becomes brownish-

black ; it evolves red vapouis and forms oxalic acid and a yellow, resinous

mass when warmed with concentrated nitric acid, and yields a bluish-

green substance when heated with concentrated potassium hydroxide.

With bromine in chloroform solution, cotellin forms a tetrabromo-

derivative, OooHjgO^jBr^, which crystallises in small, white needles, and
melts and decomposes at 220^; when treated with concentrated sulphuiic

acid it becomes yellow, and when warmed, black, and it forms a brownish-

black mass when evaporated with aqueous potassium hydroxide.

When warmed with acetic anhydride at 85^, the crystalline cotellin

is converted into an amorphous modification which melts at about 80°.

G. Y,

Proteida of the Castor Bean ; Isolation of Ricin. Thomas B.

Osborne, Lafayette B. Mendel, and Isaac F. Harris {Amer.
J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 259—286).—The pioteids are like those of other

oil-beans, and consist of a crystallisable globulin, a smaller amount of

coagulable albumin, and proteoses. Ricin is believed to be identical

with the albumin ; a new method for isolating it to study its agglu-

tinating and toxic characters (which ai'e very powerful) is given.

W. D. H.

The Hydrolytic Elnzyme, Lipase. Frederick L. Dunlap and
William Seymour (/. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 935—946).—Four
seeds were examined in a resting state and two of them in a germin-
ated condition. Flax, pea-nut, croton, and almond seeds are not
hydrolytic, or only very slightly so in a resting state, and the zymogen
is not rendered active by the means utilised for castor-oil bean,

celandine, and toad-flax.

Lipase is produced during the germination of flax and pea-nut, and
active solutions were prepared. It is probable that the lipase differs

from that of the bean ; the solutions, both from flax and from pea-nut,

are precipitated by alcohol, but whilst the precipitate in pea-nut lipase

shows marked lipolytic power, that in flax lipase solutions does not.

N. H. J. M.

Cause of the Presence of Abnormal Amounts of Starch
in Bruised Apples. G. Warcollier {Compt. rend., 1905, 141,
405—408).—When apples are bruised, the tannin coagulates the
amylase, and thus prevmts the transformation of starch into ferment-
able sugars. N. H. J. M.

Dampness of Grain. J. E. Hoffmann {Bied. Centr., 1905, 34,
688—692 ; from Wocheiis. Brau., 1905, No. 18).—Wetness of grain is

due to conditions of weather, the moi>ture deposited on the cold grain
from warm and damp air being rapidly absorbed, and to re.-^piiation.

The water thus absorbed is given off later on when the weather
becomes warmer.

Absorption of water results in the production of maltose, whilst
elimination of water gives rise to production of btai*ch (compare Griiss,

\roch. Brau., 1899, 519). N. H. J. M.
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Development of Rye and Wheat. Bernhard Schulze [Bied.

Centr., 1905, 34, 602—610; from Landw. Jahrb., 1904, 405).—By
the end of the winter, rye had assimilated nearly half of the final

amount of nitrogen, whilst in the case of wheat, assimilation of

nitrogen took place chiefly from the beginning of April to the commence-
ment of grain production. It is therefore desirable to provide rye with
soluble nitrogen during winter. Both crops would have plenty by the

beginning of spring. Phosphoric acid is chiefly taken up during spring

growth by rye and until after flowering by wheat. Both rye and
wheat take up certain amounts of potassium in the winter, but chiefly

at the time of the greatest production of carbohydrates. Calcium
and magnesium are less in demand by the young plants and are

probably, like silica, of more importance later on, in connection with
the solidification of the tissues. N. H. J. M.

Variability of Wheat Varieties in Resistance to Toxic
Salts. L. L. Harter {Bureau of Plant Industry, Bui. 79, U.S. Dept,

Agr., 1905).—The salts with which experiments were made are

injurious to wheat seedlings in the following order : magnesium
sulphate, magnesium chloride, sodium carbonate, sodium hydrogen
carbonate, sodium sulphate, sodium chloride. In the case of other

plants, the order may be different. Wheat is one and a half to six

times as resistant as white lupins ; the least difference is with sodium
carbonate and the greatest with magnesium sulphate and sodium
hydrogen carbonate.

Different varieties of wheat, representing extremes, vary in the ratio

1 : 3 in their power of resistance ; but varieties which as a whole are

the most resistant are not always the most resistant to every salt.

Similarly, the generally least resistant is not necessarily the least

resistant to each salt.

All the salts employed, except sodium carbonate and chloride, act

as stimulants in dilute solutions. Pure water does not hinder

development, but traces of zinc will kill the root-tips in 24 hours.

N. H. J. M.

Durum Wheat. F. A. Norton {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27,

922—934).—The amount of proteids in Durum wheat is much higher

than in bread wheats, and tends to increase under American conditions

of soil and climate. The wheat is especially rich in sucrose and
dextrose; the gluten is high, but of rather poor quality, being deficient

in gliadin. This deficiency seems, however, to be compensated for in

the best wheats by greater amounts of gluten. The best Durum
wheats are very suitable for bread and macaroni. N. H. J. M.

[Pot-culture Experiments on the Influence of the Iodides
and Oxides of Manganese, Potassium, Sodium, and Lithium
on Wheat and Barley.] John A. Voelcker (Jov,r. Hoy. Agric. Sac.

Engl., 1904, 66, 306—314).—The salts were mixed with the last

four pounds of the soil used in filling the jmts so as to avoid

possible removal beyond the reach of the roots in their early stages.
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Manganese, potassium, sodium, and lithium are injurious to wheat
when applied at the rate of 1 cwt. per acre, and to barley when
2 cwt. per acre are applied. In the case of wheat, the manganese salt

is the most injurious. The corresponding oxides, especially lithium

oxide, are beneficial to wheat when applied at the rate of 2 cwt. per

acre. With the exception of lithium oxide, which is possibly

beneficial, the oxides had no effect on barley.

The results of water-culture experiments on barley with lithium and
manganese iodides and oxides (O'l to 0'2 gram per litre) show that

the iodides are poisonous, and that the oxides are without much effect.

Manganese salts produce long, wiry roots, whilst lithium salts give rise

to thick, stunted roots. N. H. J. M.

Influence of the Composition of Barley on the Development,
Quahty, and Productivity, and on the Transmission of these
Properties. Johaxx Yaxha, Otto Kyas, and Josef Bukovansky
{Chem. Ce7itr., 1905, ii, 695—696; from Zeit. Icuidw. Versuchs-Wes.

Oesterr., 8, 667—6S4).—The yield of bai-ley increases with the amounts
'>i non-nitrogenous extract substances and soluble proteids in the

-eeds. A high percentage of extract in the seed is favourable to the
lengthening of the stems, whilst the number of ears increases with
the soluble proteids of the seed.

Seeds with high amounts of exti'act and of proteids do not yield

crops with high extract and high proteid. N". H. J. M.

Pot Experiments to Determine the Limits of Endurance
of Different Farm-crops for Certain Injurious Substances.
Fkedebick B. Guthrie and R. Helms {Agric. Gaz. N. S. Wales, 1905,

16, 853—860. Compare ibid., 1903, 14, 114, and 1904, 15, 29).—
Barley and rice were grown in a mixture of garden loam and sand, to

which superphosphate and varying amounts of sodium chloride,

sodium carbonate, sodium chlorate, and arsenious oxide respectively

were added. The results are summarised in the following table, in

which the numbers indicate percentages of the different substances

employed :

Germination affected

Germination prevented

Growth affected

Growth prevented

f barley

\ rice

f barley

\ rice

I barley

\ rice

J
barley

\ rice

NaCl.

01
01
0-25

0-40

010
015
0-20

0-20

NajCOj.

0-25

0-25

0-60

0-50

0-15

0-25

0-40

0-40

NaClO,.

005
0-004

0007
0006
0003
0-002

0006
0-004

AsjOj.

0-2

0-6

0-4

005
015
0-10

0-30

N. H. J. M.

Plant Analysis as an Aid in Estimating the Manurial
Requirements, -with Special Reference to Hops. Pii. Schneider
{Cliem. CerUr., 1905, ii, 970—971 ; from iVoch. lirau., 22, 456—458).
—The amount of phosphoric acid in the more advanced leaves of hope
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shows a definite minimum, about 0*5 per cent, in the lower leaves,

when phosphoric acid is deficient in the soil. At the time of the fircst

crop, the lower leaves showed the optimal stage of development,
whilst at the time of the second crop the upper leaves reached the
stage at which a deficiency of phosphoric acid is best observed.

The amount of nitrogen in hops follows that of phosphoric acid, and
the deficiency or otherwise of nitrogen in the soil is btst detected by
the composition of the leaves. No definite results can, however, be
obtained in the case of potassium, magnesium, and calcium.

N. H. J. M.

Ripening of Peaches. Willard D. Bigklow and Herbert 0.

Gore (/. Amer. Chein. Soc, 1905, 27, 915-922).—The samples

were collected (I) in Juue, after all the imperfect fruit had fallen off

;

(2) when the stone had hardened ; and (3) when ripe for the market. The
aver.'ge weights (six varieties) at the three periods were 9'51, 16"75,

and 7359 grains, and the weights of flesh were 6'12, 11 "89, and 68'11

grams respectively.

The percentage composition of the flesh was as follows :

Reducing Acid
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able to resist disease than potatoes, yields larger crops, and is more

nutritious. The average yield of starch is 15,000 kilos, per hectare.

The composition of tubers grown on good soil was as follows : water,

72-59; starch, 19-91; sugar, 0-114; fat, 0-022; and crude fibre,

0-639 per cent. N. H. J. M.

Results of Experiments on the Action of Phosphoric Acid
on Sugar Beet. Hermaxn Romer (Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 851 ;

horn Zeit. Ver. Ruben Zucker-Ind., 1905, 764—774).—The experiments

were made in a mixture of sand and peat. Without phosphoric acid,

the average weight of the roots was 0-36 gram, and they contained

6-5 per cent, of sugar. The leaves were dark green. With very

small amounts of phosphoric acid, the roots weighed 24 grams and con-

tained 14-3 per cent, of sugar. The amount of phosphoric acid

required is probably between 0-568 and 1*065 grams per root; or

12-5 to 19 kilos, per morgen to obtain a yield of 200 cwt.

N. H. J. M.

Feeding and Metabolism of Agricultural Animals. Franz
Tangl {Bied. Centr., 1905, 34, 671—692 ; from Laiidw. Jahrh., 1905,

1—92).

—

Sorghum [with Stephan Weiser and Arthur Zaitschek].—
The available chemical energy of sorghum is, for bullocks, 59*7

;

sheep, 565; horses, 61-8; pigs, 687; ducks, 46-7; and geese, 57-1

per cent. In the case of bullocks, the utilisation is less when more
than 6 kilos, per 1000 kilos, of live weight is given. It gave better

results (although less economical) than maize for fattening cows.

For horses, a mixture of oats (2) and sorghum (1 part) is recom-

mended. It is a suitable food for pigs, geese, and turkeys, but not

for poultry and ducks.

Composition ami Nutritive Valu^ of Oats [with Michael Korbuly
and Stephan Weiser].—The amounts of constituents of oats digested

by (1) horses and (2) sheep are as follows :
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The conclusion is drawn that amides should not be considered aa

nutritive substances, although in very nutritive rations they act, in

some unexplained manner, as stimulants, and are favourable to milk
production at the expense of other constituents of the food and body.

N. H. J. M.

Sterilisation of Milk with Hydrogen Peroxide, with Special
Reference to Budde's Process. Mstislaw Lukin {Centr. Bakt.

Par., 1905, 15, ii, 165—174. Compare this vol., ii, 647).—Hydrogen
peroxide is more active in neutral or slightly alkaline solutions than
in acid solutions ; ordinary solutions should therefore be neutralised

when used. The temperature 52° (Budde) is the most favourable,

and in most cases 12 c.c. of 3 per cent, hydrogen peroxide is sufficient

for 1 litre of milk.

The objections to Budde's process are the small amounts of un-

changed hydrogen peroxide in the sterilised milk and the presence of

injurious substances (arsenic and barium chloride) in ordinary pre-

parations of hydrogen peroxide. The consumption of the sterilised

milk is not known to have had injurious effects ; it is, however,

desirable that the changes which are known to occur in the proteids

should be further investigated. N. H. J. M.

Comparative Experiments on Chemical Preservatives in
Milk. Henry C. Sherman, Albert W. Hahn, and Arthur J.

Mettler {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 1060—1068).—Milk kept
at 20—25° without preservative rapidly lost lactose and gained in

acidity during the first three to six days ; the destruction of lactose

then proceeded more slowly, but the formation of acid had not ceased

entirely after four weeks.

O'l per cent, of hydrogen peroxide, sodium fluoride, sodium salicylate,

or a mixture of equal parts of boric acid and borax distinctly diminished

the development of acidity in milk. Except in the case of hydrogen
peroxide, which rapidly disappears, the amount of added preservative

can be determined with a fair degree of accuracy by the usual

methods. In the case of fluoride or salicylate preservative, the occa-

sional opening of the bottles led to irregular results. For details, the

tables contained in the original paper should be consulted.

L. DB K.

Classification and Nomenclature of Arable Soils accord-
ing to their Mineral Constitution. H. Lagatu {Compt. rend.,

1905, 141, 363—366. Compare this vol., ii, 557 ; and Delago and
Legatu, Constitution de la terre arable, Montpellier, 1904).—A graphic

method for the representation of the amounts of chalk, clay, and sand
is described. N. H. J. M.

Diffusion in Acid and Neutral Media, especially in Humus
Soils. Hermann Minssen {Landw. VersibchsStat., 1905, 62, 445— 476).

—It is shown that neither free humic acid nor other acids (organic

and mineral) in dilute solutions have a retarding effect on the rate of

diffusion of water or of solutions of salts. The "physiological
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dryness " of peat soils cannot, therefore, be due to free humic acid.

The far-reaching conclusions which have been drawn respecting the

action of free humic acid on the growth of plants do not, therefore,

hold good. N. H. J. M.

Insoluble Alkaline Compounds formed by Humic Sub-
stances and their R61e in Vegetable Physiology and Agricul-
ture. Marcellix Berthelot {Cojnpt. rend., 1905, 141, 433—445).

—

Potassium and calcium displace each other both in soluble and
insoluble compounds, according to their proportions and the relative

strengths of the mineral, organic, and humic acids.

The potassium of soluble compounds may be rendered insoluble by
htunic substances and thus stored for a time. It is again rendered
available by double decomposition and by the spontaneous oxidation

of the organic matter, the potassium then being converted into

carbonate. Analogous changes occur at the expense of the calcium
present in the soil as carbonate, silicate, sulphate, and phosphate, (Sic.,

or as humates.
Pota.-sium and calcium are not directly appropriated by humic acid

when in combination with strong acids. The displacement may,
however, occur by the intervention of ammonia, by means of which
the stronger acids are eliminated ; coincidently, amino-humic acids

are formed which are capable of rendering potassium insoluble.

N. H. J. M.

Absorptive Power of Soils for Bone and Mineral Super-
phosphates. Carlo Montanari {Ckem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 988—989).
^—A preliminary communication. The popular idea as to the greater

activity of bone superphosphate is not supported by facts. It now,
however, appears that the phosphoric acid from mineral super-

phosphates is not quite so rapidly absorbed by the soils, although on
the other hand the portion absorbed is more readily taken up by the

roots. L. DE K.

Asparagine Substances [Amino-acids in Molasses]. Pio
Berti (Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 773; from JJull. Assoc. Chim. Sucr.

Dist., 22, 1163— J 186).—Molasses obtained in 1903 contained

N r388, and N as amino-acids 0*969 per cent. In 1904, the amounts
were 1*946 and 1*369. The high amounts of nitrogen in 1904
were coincident with a low amount of alkali. This is attributed to

the roots having suffered from drought followed by heavy rainfall,

conditions unfavourable to assimilation being favourable to the

production of amino-acids. N. U. J. M.

Action of Sodium Chloride on Crops. Ferdina.vd Wohltmann
{Bied. Centr., 1905, 34, 656—658; from Laiuito. Zeit. Kheinprov.,

1904, Nos. 46 and 47).—Sodium chloride did not benefit cereal crops

and injured potatoes both as regards yield and quality. It was
Very beneficial in the case of sugar beet and mangolds.

N. H. J. M,

52—8
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Lime Manuring. Oskae Loew {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 412 ; from
Zeit. landw. Versuchs-JVes. OesteiT., 8, 583—602).—Application of lime
is desirable when the soil contains twice as much or more magnesium
as calcium. Magnesia should be applied when there is a considerable

excess of calcium present, even if the actual amount of magnesium in

the soil is sufficient for a crop. When there is a deficiency both of

calcium and magnesium, dolomite may be used with advantage.

N. H. J. M.

Analytical Chemistry.

Oolorimetric Methods ; a Simple Colorimeter for General
Use. Oswald Schreinee (J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 1192-1203).
—An improved colorimetric apparatus, for details of which the

original article and illustration must be consulted. L. de K.

New Gas-absorption Apparatus. Romuald Nowicki [CJiem.

Centr., 1905, ii, 919; from Osterr. Zeit. Berg. Hull., 53, 337—338.
Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 555).—Improved Orsat apparatus in which
the gaseous mixture passes through a capillaiy-tube into the absorbing
liquid. For further particulars the original article and illustrations

should be consulted. L. de K.

Action of Concentrated Hydrochloric Acid on Potassium
Chlorate in the Presence of Potassium Iodide or Bromide

;

Estimation of Chlorates. Hugo Ditz {Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18,
1516—1520).—A criticism of Kolb and Davidson's paper (this vol.,

ii, 59), L. DE K.

Inner Crucible Method for Estimating Sulphur and Halogens
in Organic Substances. Samuel 8. Sadtler [J. Amer. Chem. Soc,

1905, 27, 1188— 1192).—The outer crucible is made with straight

sides like an inverted truncated cone with a tightly fitting lid. lu the

bottom is a cylindrically-shaped indentation so as to extend the highly

iieated zone into the inner crucible. The latter is made with sides very

nearly parallel to the outer crucible when inverted within it. Small
rings of platinum are soldered to the wide closed end so as to keep it

centred with respect to the outer one. Tlie wall at the open end is

made as thin as possible so as to minimise the tendency to conduct

heat. The edge fits about midway between the walls of the central

indentation and the outer crucible.

A quantity of substance, solid or liquid, representing about 0*0 1 gram
of sulphur or 0'05 gram of pho.sjihorus or halogen is weighed in the

inner crucible. The crucible is then filled nearly to the top with a

mixture of equal parts of dry sodium carbonate and magnesium oxide.

Plain magnesia is then put in level with tlie top so as to keep the

8oda away from the platinum. Ignited asbestos is put round the
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raised portion of the bottom of the outer crucible to keep the two
crucibles from being in actual contact. It is then lowered over the

inner crucible and both crucibles inverted. A layer of the magnesia-

soda mixture about one-fourth inch deep is put between the

crucibles. The outer crucible is put through a hole in a piece of

thin asbestos board so that the sides shall not be exposed to the direct

action of the flame.

A very small pointed flame of a Bunsen burner is now appKed to the

indentation on]the bottom, and after a few minutes the heat is increased,

and finally the crucible is placed in a piece of asbestos having a larger

hole, so that half of the crucible may get red hot. Aften ten minutes,

the flame is withdrawn.

The sulphates, phosphates, chlorides, «fec., formed are estimated by
the usual processes. L. de K.

Gravimetric Estimation of Sulphur in Iron and Steel.

Charles K. McCabe {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 1203—1204).—
To prevent the escape of unoxidised sulphur during the period of the

violent action of the nitric acid, 5 grams of drillings are placed in a
litre flask fitted with a doubly perforated cork which has been slightly

charred on its inner end. In one perforation is fitted a funnel tube

with a stopcock ; in the other is fitted a piece of quarter-inch glass tubing

which extends about 18 inches above the flask and is drawn to a point at

the end projecting out of the flask. The stopcock being closed, 50 c.c.

of strong nitric acid are introduced into the funnel tube. The acid is

now run into the flask at the rate of about two drops per second.

When all the acid has passed into the flask; the stopcock is closed and
the flask heated gently until complete solution has taken place.

The contents are evaporated in a porcelain dish with addition of

hydrochloric acid, and the sulphuric acid is then estimated by means
of barium chloride as usual. L. de K.

Estimation of Sulphur in Pyrites. Max Dexnstedt and
F. Hasslek (Zeit. angew. Chem., 1905, 18, 1562—1564).—The sample

is heated in a current of oxygen in a Dennstedt combustion tube

(Abstr., 1903, ii, 103), and the products of combustion are absorbed in

four small boats filled with dry sodium carbonate and heated at about
300°. The sulphate formed is then estimated as usual. The iron

oxide left in the boat is apt to retain a not inconsiderable amount of

sulphiir trioxide, which must then be estimated by Lunge's method
(precipitation with barium chloride after removing the iron with
ammonia).

Instead of sodium carbonate, lead dioxide may be used as an
absorbent. After treating it with a 5 per cent, solution of sodium
hydroxide, the sulphuric acid dissolved in the alkaline liquid is esti-

mated as usual. L. DE K.

Estimation of Sulphur in Liquid Fuel and in Petroleum.
Alberto Goetzl (Zeit. nmjeiP. Chem., 1905, 18, 1528— 1531).— Two to

three grams of the liquid fuel are placed in a spacious platinum
crucible, and 4 c.c. of fuming nitric acid are added. As the reaction is
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rather violent, the crucible should be covered with a watch-glass.

When no further action is noticed, the crucible is heated on a water-
bath, and when finally all action has ceased the watch-glass is removed
and the excess of acid is evaporated. The mass is then mixed with
6 to 8 grams of a mixture of ten parts of dry sodium carbonate and two
parts of nitre, and after sprinkling more of this mixture on the surface,

the whole is gradually heated to fusion. The mass now contains

the sulphur as sulphuric acid, which is estimated as usual.

When testing petroleum, about 10 grams should be taken for

analysis, L. de K.

Bstimation of Sulphur in Coal. Otto Brunck {Zeit. angew.

Chem., 1905, 18, 1560—1562).—One gram of the finely powdered
sample is mixed intimately with 2 grams of a mixture of two parts of

cobaltic oxide and one part of dry sodium carbonate. The cobalt oxide

must be prepared by gently igniting cobalt nitrate. The mixture is

placed in a boat and then heated in a current of oxygen until the

carbon has burnt off. If desired, the products of combustion may be

passed through a hydrochloric acid bromine solution and a solution

of sodium hypobromite to retain traces of volatilised sulphur com-

pounds.

The residue is then extracted with water and, after adding a few c.c.

of hydrogen peroxide to fully oxidise the sulphur, the filtrate is

acidified with hydrochloric acid and treated with barium chloride as

usual, L. DE K.

Bstimation of Nitric Acid in the Presence of Organic Matter.
Balthasar Ppyl {Zeit. Nahr.-Genussin., 1905, lO, 101—104).—The
solution containing the nitric acid (nitrates) is boiled in a small flask

until all air has been expelled and the volume of the solution reduced

to about 5 c.c. During this time, the delivery tube of the flask is

placed below the surface of water. By means of a clamp, the water

is prevented from entering the flask when the flame is removed.

After the contents of the flask have cooled somewhat, 20 c.c. of a

solution containing 30 grams of ferrous chloride in 60 c.c. of dilute

hydrochloric acid (2 : 3) are allowed to enter and the closed flask is

heated in a water-bath for 45 minutes. Ten c.c. of boiled dilute

sulphuric acid (1:4) are then introduced, and the end of the delivery-

tube is inserted under a bell-jar filled and surrounded with a 15 per

cent, sodium hydroxide solution, which has been previously boiled

On heating the contents of the flask, the nitric oxide is evolved and
collected under the bell-jar. From the top of the latter, an outside

tube leads downwards with its end dipping under the neck of a

flask filled with boiled sulphuric acid (1:4) and inverted in a vessel

also containing sulphuric acid and a measured volume of iV/10

potassium permanganate solution. The gas is driven out of the bell-

jar into the inverted flask (where it is absorbed by the permanganate)

by increasing the volume of the sodium hydroxide solution surrounding

the bell-jar. After completing the absorption by cautiously shaking

the flask, the excess of permanganate is titiated back with Njl^

ferrous chloride solution. NjlO Permanganate corresponds with

1/30 KNOj or 1/60 NjOg. W. P. S.
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Detection of Nitrates by Diphenylamine. Carl G. Hinrichs

{Bull. Soc. chim., 1905, 33, 1002—1005).—For use as a reagent,

diphenylamine is dissolved in glacial acetic acid. This solution pro-

duces a blue coloration when added to such oxidising substances as

nitrites, peroxides of hydrogen, sodium, barium, manganese or lead,

chromates, dichromates, molybdates, vanadates, permanganates, chlor-

ates, perchlorates, ferricyanides, or iodates in concentrated sulphuric,

phosphoric, or hydrochloric acid at the ordinary temperature, whereas

diphenylamine gives a blue coloration with nitrates in concentrated

sulphuric or phosphoric acid at the ordinary temperature, but in con-

centrated hydrochloric acid only on warming to 50^, or with traces of

nitrates on boiling.

Similarly, brucine or ferrous sulphate reacts with nitrates in concen-

trated hydrochloric acid only on heating. Brucine gives no reaction

with nitrites, but with vanadates a yellow colour is formed, which

becomes red on addition of concentrated hydrochloric acid. Ferri-

cyanides give similar reactions. G. Y.

Estimation of Phosphorus in Phosphorised Oil. Henrik
E.VELL {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 570—571; from Pharm. Zeit., 60,
601—603).—One gram of the sample is dissolved in a mixture of

10 c.c. of alcohol and 20 c.c. of ether, a drop of phenolphthalein solution

is added, and then 12 c.c. of xV/lO iodine solution. After shaking for

a few minutes, the excess of iodine is carefully removed by means of

xV/10 thiosulphate and the acid formed is titrated with aV/lO sodium
hydroxide. Any acid already present in the sample is estimated by
dissolving one gram of the oil in 10 c.c. of alcohol and 20 c.c. of

ether. Twenty c.c. of water and a drop of phenolphthalein are added,

and the whole is well shaken and titrated with sodium hydroxide.

The difference between the two titrations represents the phosphorus,

16'12 c.c. of iV/10 alkali equal O'Ol gram of phosphorus. L. de K.

Estimation of Phosphoms in Phosphorised Oil. Erwin Rupp
Cliem. Centr., 1905, ii, 706; from Pharm. Zeit., 50, 621—622).—
A criticism of Enell's process (see preceding abstract). The method
in its present form only gives approximate results. L. de K.

Bettendorft's Test for Arsenic. R. Lobello {Chem. Centr., 1905,
ii, 571 ; from Boll. Chim. Farm., 44, 445—446).—The reagent is bevSt

prepared by adding one kilo, of hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1*19 to

one kilo, of pure crystallised stannous chloride. Aft^r some time, the
whole is diluted to two litres with acid of the same strength. On
idding an equal volume of this solution to hydrochloric acid, the
presence of even O'OOl per cent, of arsenious acid may be detected.

Sulphuric acid may also be tested for arsenic by means of the tin

solution. A comparative test with pure acids is advisable.

L. DE K.

EfStimation of Arsenic in Toxicology. Carl Mai {Zeit. Nahr.
G'emcssm., 1905, 10, 290—292).—The finely-divided substance, such
as the stomach, liver, i intestines, muscular tissue, 6ic., is heated on the
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water-bath to remove any alcohol if the latter has been used for pre-

serving the substance, and is then treated with its own weight of

fuming nitric acid containing 5 per cent, of sulphuric acid, the heating
being continued until the whole mass becomes fluid. All the acid is

now driven off by heating over a sand-bath and finally over a free

flame. The resulting hard carbonaceous residue is powdered and
distilled with from 5—6 times its weight of hydrochloric acid of

sp. gr. 1'19. No reducing agent need be added and the whole of the

arsenic will be found in the distillate when about one-third of the

acid has distilled over. The distillate is evaporated after the addition

of fuming nitric acid, and when almost dry a little sulphuric acid is

added. The arsenic may then be estimated in the apparatus described

previously by the author (Abstr., 1905, ii, 284). W. P. S.

Separation of Arsenic from Vanadium and Molybdenum.
Carl Friedheim, O. Decker, and E. Diem (Zeit. anal. Cheni., 1905,

44, 665—686).—Although trustworthy results may be obtained by
several methods which are described, the following is to be preferred

on account of its simplicity. About one gram of the arseno-vanadio-

molybdate is placed in a small flask together with 1-5 grams of

potassium iodide and 70 c.c. of hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1"19. The
mixture is distilled and the distillate evaporated with the constant

addition of chlorine water, and the arsenic weighed either as the pent-

oxide or as magnesium pyroar«enate. The molybdenum and vanadium
remaining in the flask may be separated by means of hydrogen
sulphide. The precipitated molybdenum trisulphide is collected on
a filter and weighed as the trioxide, whilst the vanadium in the filtrate

is titrated with permanganate as usual. W. P. S.

The Turmeric Reaction for Boric Acid. Adolf Goske {Zeit-

Nahr. Genussm., 1905, 10, 242—243).—It is stated that by dipping

one end of a strip of turmeric paper in a solution containing boric

acid and allowing the solution to ascend by capillary attraction,

the test is rendered more sensitive than in the usual manner of

testing. Even the f^mallest trace, such as O'OOOl per cent., of boric

acid will give a brownish-red zone towards the upper part of the strip.

W. P. S.

Detection of Boric Acid. Otto Mezger {Zeit. Nahr. Genussm.,

1905, 10, 243— 245).—The following manner of carrying out the flame

test is described. About 20 grams of the substance to be tested for boric

acid are moistened with sodium carbonate .solution, dried, and ignited.

The ash is then treated with 20 c.c. of methyl alcohol and 2 c.c. of

concentrated sulphuric acid and the mixture heated in a flask con-

nected with a reflux apparatus. The heating is continued for fifteen

minutes and the temperature not allowed to rise above 70°. After
cooling, a stream of hydrogen is passed through the liquid and ignited as it

leaves the flask. Very small quantities of boric acid may be detected

n this way. The entire absence of water is of great importance as

^gards the sensitiveness of the test (compare Abstr., 1905, ii, 480).

W. P. S.
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[Volumetric] Estimation of Boric Acid. Adolf Beythien (Zeit.

Nahr. Genussm., 1905, 10, 283—286).—When using methyl-orange

and phenolphthalein as indicators in the titration of boric acid, it is

necessary to remove first any phosphoric acid which may be present.

Each cubic centimetre of JV/l sodium hydroxide solution used then

corresponds with 0*062 gram of boric acid. If phenolphthalein alone

is employed as indicator, the removal of the phosphoric acid is un-

necessary, but the quantity of boric acid neutr ilising 1 c.c. of Xjl sodium

hydroxide varies with the concentration of the solution and the amount
of boric acid present. The alkali solution should therefore be

standardised against different amounts of boric acid. W. P. S.

Titration of Sodimn Hydroxide in Presence of Sodium Car-
bonate. Karl Novotxy {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 453—455).

—

When the carbonate is precipitated by exactly the required quantity

of barium chloride and the sodium hydroxide then titrated by means
of oxalic acid and phenolphthalein, the end-point is not sharp, the

red colour continually returning until, after some days, enough acid has

been added to saturate the carbonate as well as the hydroxide. This

is due to the reaction between the solid barium carbonate and the

dissolved sodium oxalate, and can be avoided either by using a con-

siderable exces-4 of barium chloride or by titrating with hydrochloric

acid. T. E.

Estimation of Potassium Nitrate in Meats and Flesh Pro-
ducts. W. Stuber {Zeit. Xahr. Genussm., 1905, 10, 330—335).—

A

modification of Schlosing's method is described. The meat is boiled

out with water and the extract evaporated to a small volume, after

which it is transferred to a flask containing 20 c.c. of .saturated ferrous

chloride solution and 20 c.c. of 20 per cent, hydrochloric acid. The
delivery tube of the flask is connected with the side-tube of an oi'dinary

SchifF's nitrometer filled with boiled 20 per cent, sodium hydroxide

solution. The nitrate solution is introduced drop by drop through a

tapped funnel to the already boiling contents of the flask. The
volume of gas obtained in the nitrometer is read off after the lapse of

two hours and calculated into potassium nitrate, due notice being

taken of the temperature and barometric pressure. The presence of

organic nitrogenous substances is without influence on the results

obtained. W. P. S.

lodometric Determination of Aluminium in Aluminitmi
Chloride and Aluminium Sulphate. Seth E. Moody {Avier. J. Sci.,

1905, Uv], 20, 181—184).—The quantity of iodine liberated in Stock's

process (Abstr., 1900, ii, 247 and 315) for the gravimetric estimation

of aluminium is only about two-thirds of that required by the equation

Alj(SOp3-»-5KI-|-KI03-h3H20-2Al(OH)3-|-3K2SO^-f3I,. If the
iodine is removed by addition of sodium thiosulphate, further libera-

tion of iodine takes place after a time, and this is accelerated by
heating. The e.><timation of the liberated iodine can be employed as a
means of determining aluminium if the iodide-iodate mixture is heated
with the aluminium solution for 15—25 minutes in a Voit flask in a
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current of hydrogen or steam, and the iodine liberated collected in the

potassium iodide solution. The solution in the Voit flask as well as

that in the receiver must be titrated. In the presence of ammonium
salts, the process is not so accurate. Attempts to obtain a complete

reaction by heating the mixture under pressure gave somewhat low

results. H. M. D.

Estimation of Manganese by means of Hydrogen Peroxide.
Eduard Donath {Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 698—699).—The author
claims that Zeller and he were the first to publish the method of

separating manganese from other metals by means of hydrogen
peroxide. W. P. S.

Estimation of Manganese in Irons and Steels by the
Persulphate Method. Hans Kubricius {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii,

709—710; from Stahl. u. Eisen., 25, 890),— '25 gram of steel

drillings are dissolved in 25 c.c. of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1-2. The
solution is boiled down to 12 c.c, 10 c.c. of iVyiO silver nitrate are

added, the whole is diluted to 300 c.c. and boiled with 10 c.c. of a

10 per cent, solution of ammonium persulphate. When cold, the

manganese, which now exists as permanganate, is titrated with a solu-

tion containing 3 grams of arsenious acid and 9 grams of sodium
hydrogen carbonate in 6 litres of water until a pure green colour is

obtained. When testing iron drillings, 1 gram of the sample is

dissolved in 60 c.c. of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1 '2, boiled, and finally made
up to 500 CO., 50 c.c. (0"1 gram) are then mixed with 10 c.c. of NjlQ
silver nitrate diluted to 300 c.c. and boiled with 10 c.c. of a 5 per cent,

solution of ammonium persulphate. The permanganate formed is

then titrated with the above arsenical solution. L. de K.

Estimation of Manganese in the Presence of Chromium.
Max Groger {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 987—988. Compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 392).—An application of Volhard's process of titrating man-
ganous salts with permanganate after removal of any iron with zinc

oxide. If chromium is present instead of iron, the process is conducted

as follows : to the hot solution is added a sufficiency of an emulsion of

zinc hydroxide (prepared by mixing 288 grams of crystallised zinc

sulphate and 28 grams of pure potassium hydroxide with 500 c.c. of

water) until the chromium is all precipitated. When cold, the liquid

is diluted to, say, 250 c.c, and then filtered through a dry filter.

Fifty c.c. are withdrawn, mixed with a solution of 20 grams of zinc

sulphate in 1 50 c.c of water, the whole is heated to boiling, and then

titrated with permanganate. A second experiment should always be

made. L. de K.

Use of Hydroxylamine in the Quantitative Analysis [Separa-
tion of Metals]. Carl Friediieim and Peter Hasenclever {Zeit.

anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 593—622).—From the results of their experi-

ments, the authors conclude that the hydroxylamine method (Abstr.,

1893, ii, 500) is of no use for the separation of iron from manganese

and zinc, and that it comp£».res unfq,voui'ably with the older f^nd more
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simple methods for separating iron from magnesium and copper. A
double precipitation, at least, is necessary completely to separate

aluminium from manganese, zinc, magnesium, and nickel, and the

estimation of the metals in the filtrate is extremely difficult. Chromium
may be separated from copper by this method, but in every other case

untrustworthy results are obtained. Even where the method

is applicable, it offers no advantages over the older processes.

W. P. S.

Electrol5rfcic Analysis of Antimony. Herbert Drake Law and

F. MoLLWO Perktn {Trans. Faraday Soc., 1905, 1, 262^263).—
Antimony can be estimated quantitatively if 5—7 grams of ammonium
tartrate are added to 100 c.c. of the solution, and this is electrolysed

with a current density of 0"2—1"0 ampere per sq. dcm. and about 3

volts. The deposits from hot solutions (60—80°) adhere to the

cathode verj' firmly. The colour of the deposit is improved by the addi-

tion of about 1 gram of tartaric acid to the solution. The antimony
deposited from cold solutions is apt to be crystalline, unless very low

current densities are employed and cannot be depended on.

H. M. D.

Ultimate Analysis of Organic Substances. Hugo Hermann
{Zeit. anal. Chem., 1905, 44, 686—698).—From the analj-tical figures

given, it is seen that good results may be obtained by absorbing the

volatile constituents, such as sulpliur, chlorine, iodine, &c., of organic

compounds in suitable absorbent materials contained in small boats

placed in a current of the combustion gas. Attention is drawn to the

fact that the glass combustion tube and the substances in contact with
the material being analysed may absorb sulphuric acid and halogens,

and thus introduce errors into the results. W. P. S.

Estimation of Carbon, Hydrogen, and Nitrogen in Cyanides.
Joseph A. Muller {Hull. iSoc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33, 951—953. Com-
pare Abstr., 1893, ii, 43).—For the estimation by combustion of

narbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen in substances such as the cyanides,

which burn completely only with ilifficulty, the author spreads the
substance along the bottom of a platinum boat, 117 mm. long, 12 mm.
liroad, and 6*5 mm. deep, which is afterwards filled to the top with a
mixture consisting of 83 parts of potassium dichromate and 13 parts
of lead chromate. Details are given as to the size and filling of the
imbustion tube, the time retjuired for combustion, and the volumes of

ur and carbon dioxide re.spectively passed through the tube.

Analytical results obtained with potassium ferrocyanide show that
this, after being dried at 120— 125^, still retains 0*2 percent, of water.

G. Y.

Coal Testing. Otto Pfeiffer {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 922—923 ;

from J. G'asbel, 48, 713—715).—Only the volatile sulphur which
passes into the gas need be estimated. The author prefers Hempel's
method, in which 1 gram of the sample is burnt in oxygen in a closed

bottle in presence of 20 c.c. -Ay 10 alk^i^ the ei^cess of the Utter being
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then titrated with iV^/10 sulphuric acid. It is necessary to test for and
estimate traces of nitric and hydrochloric acids al?o formed during the

combustion, and to calculate these into their corresponding quantity of

sulphur, which must then be deducted. L. de K.

Estimation ofAlcohol in Fusel Oil. E. Peters (C/iem. Centr.,1905,

ii, 573 ; from Pharm. Centr.-H., 46, 563—568).—One hundred grams
of tlie sample are mixed with 50 c.c. of light petroleum and the whole
is shaken three times in succession with 100 c.c. of water. The aqueous
solutions are united, a little charcoal is added, and 150 c.c. are distilled

off. The distillate is mixed with 50 c.c. of light petroleum and shaken
twice in succession with 100 c.c. of calcium chloride solution of ."^p. gr.

1'4. A little charcoal is added to the aqueous liquid and 100 grams
are distilled off. The amount of alcohol contained therein is deduced
from the sp. gr. as usual. In order to see more plainly the line of

demarcation between the aqueous layer and the light petroleum, a
trace of magenta may be added. L. de K.

Estimation of Higher Alcohols in Spirits. Ernst Beckmann
{Zeit. Nahr. Genussm., 1905, 10, 143—152).—A modification of the

author's original method (Abstr., 1900, ii, 175) is described. Fifty c.c.

of the spirit, previously diluted with water until it contains not more
than 20 per cent, of alcohol by volume, are extracted with four

successive quantities of 50 c.c. of carbon tetrachloride. Shaking for a

few seconds each time is sufficient. The united extracts are washed
twice with 20 c.c. of water and then agitated with 2 grams of potassium

hydrogen sulphate and 1 gram of sodium nitrite. After removing the

carbon tetrachloride, the residue is washed twice with a little carbon

tetrachloride and the whole of the latter then shaken with about

20 c.c. of saturated sodium hydrogen carbonate solution to remove
excess of nitrous acid. The carbon tetrachloride layer is now trans-

ferred to a separating funnel containing 75 c.c, of concentrated

sulphuric acid, well shaken, and the mixture run slowly on to 150

grams of powdered ice. The resulting solution is finally titrated with

permanganate solution. In order to obtain a sharp end-point in the

titration, it is advisable to add about 20 per cent, of the permanganate
solution in excess, and to titrate back with ferrous ammonium
sulphate solution. W. P. S.

Estimation of Glycerol in Wines. J. Laborde {Ann. Chim.

anal., 1905, 10, 340—344).—From 50 to 100 c.c. of the wine are

evaporated, and tlie syrup obtained is treated with 100 grams of finely

divided lead and an alcoholic solution of slaked lime equal in quantity

to the sugar present. The paste is well mixed with from 100 to 300

c.c. of alcohol and heated to a temperature of about 75°. After

cooling, the whole is poured on a filter and a definite volume

of the filtrate mixed with 05 gram of tartaric acid and a little lead

and evaporated ; the residue is then treated with calcium carbonate

and extracted three or four times with the usual alcohol-ether

mixtuie. The solution may be evaporated under reduced pressure

and the glycerol weighed, or it may be acidified with a few drops of
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sulphuric acid and the solvent evaporated off; 15 c.c. of water and
6 c.c. of sulphuric acid are then added and the mixture heated until

the glycerol is completely carbonised. The flocculent carbon is now
collected on a filter, dried, and weighed. W. P. S.

Estimation of Glycerol in Liqueur Wines. Xavier Kocques
(Ann. Chim. anal, 1905, 10, 306—309).—Two hundred c.c. of the

wine are evaporated to a syrupy consistency and the residue mixed
with a quantity of calcium oxide equal to that of the sugars present

in the volume of wine taken. After the lapse of half an hour, about
200 c.c. of 97 per cent, alcohol are added with constant stirring. The
mixture, after a further half hour, is poured on a filter and the filter

washed with alcohol. The filtrate is then acidified with an alcoholic

solution of tartaric acid and most of the alcohol is distilled off. The
residue is mixed in a basin with about 5 grams of calcium oxide and
10 grams of fine sand and dried in a desiccator under reduced pressure.

The dry residue is treated in a flask with 80 c.c. of ethyl acetate and
20 c.c. of alcohol for two hours, then filtered, and a portion of the
filtrate evaporated under reduced pressure over sulphuric acid for

three days, when the residue of glycerol is weighed. W. P. S.

Comparative Estimations of Glycerol. Fr. Schultze {Chem.
Zeit., 1905, 29, 976—980).—A criticism of the various methods iu

use for the estimation of glycerol as applied to fats, soaps, and glycerol

preparations. The conclusion arrived at is that the only trustworthy
method is the hydriodic acid process proposed by Zeisel and Fanto.

L. DE K.

Nitrogenous Impurities of Glycerol and Fats. E. Schmitt
'hem. Centr., 1905, ii, 927 ; from Les Corps Gras industriels, 32,
_)—21).—9'7 kilos, of a commercially pure glycerol were distilled

with 500 c.c. of aqueous sodium hydroxide until half a litre had been
illected. The alkaline distillate, which had a very pungent odour,

. as neutralised with hydrochloric acid and evaporated to dryness, when it

elded two grams of a semi-cry.stalline sub.stance almost completely

luble in alcohol, and yielding crystals from that solveiit. An analysis

.owed these to consi.st of salts of amines, carbylamines, and perhaps
iiiidised derivatives, glycines, itc. These substances are no doubt
compo.sition products of proteid compounds present in the fats before

4)onification. L. DE K.

Detection of Laevulose in the Human Body Fluids. Rudolf
Ofner {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 19U5, 45, 359—369).—The conclusion is

drawn that the Seliwanoff reaction is always the best method for the
detection of laevulose. The Neuberg-Strauss osazone method is not
so satisfactory. \V. D. H.

Detection of Laevulose in the Presence of Glucosamine.
Gael Neuberc; {Zeit. physiol. C/iem., 1905, 45, 500. Compare Abstr.,

1903, i, 74 ; 1905, i, 90).—The mixture of the two substances is

placed on the boiling water-bath with phenylmethylhydrazine for
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three to five minutes ; the phenylmethylosazone of Isevulose is then
formed and is pr* cipitated on cooling. In this short time, the glucos-

amine does not form a compound. W, D. H,

Quantitative Hydrolysis of Saccharose, Maltose, Lactose,
and Raffinose. Balthasar Pfyl and Br. Linne {Zeit. Nahr. Gemissm.,

1905, lO, 104—110).—The authors employ a bronze pressure cylinder

which is provided with a screw head carrying a manometer and valve

chamber. Inside the cylinder there is a thick-walled glass tube, in

which the solution of the sugar is placed. Any pressure up to 50
atmospheres can be obtained in the apparatus by connecting the valve

chamber with a carbon dioxide cylinder. During the hydrolysis, the
apparatus is suspended in a glycerol bath of the desired temperature.

It was found to be impossible to completely hydrolyse saccharose in the

presence of mineral or organic acids without destroying some of the

products formed. In the absence of acids, however, saccharose is

completely hydrolysed in 2f hours at a temperature of 125° and
carbon dioxide pressure of 20 atmospheres. Dextrin, maltose, and
lactose are not acted on under these conditions. Raffinose is quanti-

tatively converted into melibiose and Isevulose when heated for three

hours at this temperature and pressure.

Maltose and lactose are best hydrolysed by heating in a 2 per cent,

solution of benzenesulphonic acid for 2^ hours at a temperature of

110°. The method may be used for the estimation of saccharose in

honey, condensed milk, &c. W. P. S.

Estimation of Sucrose in Presence of Laevulose and Dex'
trose. Henri Pellet {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 711—712; from Bidl.

Assoc. Chim. Sucr. et Dist., 22, 1041—1048. Compare this vol., ii,

558).—The author has proved experimentally that the rotatory power
of a solution of Isevulose is increased by strong acids, but is not altered

by sulphurous or acetic acid. Salts slightly increase the rotation.

Prolonged heating considerably decreases the rotatory power in purely

aqueous or saline solutions ; addition of strong acids does not cause

any alteration. It is therefore useless to acidify liquids containing

sucrose before inverting according to Clerget's method. In cane-sugar

molasses, the rotatory power of lajvulose depends on the conditions

under which the juice and the products obtained have been heated;

the higher the temperature to which they have been subjected, the more
is the rotatory power of the laivulose diminished. In the presence of

dextrose, the action of the Isevulose on polarised light may therefore be

faint or strong. As the exact rotatory power of the Isevulose con-

tained in cane-sugar products which have been subjected to prolonged

heating is not known, it is not possible to calculate the amount of

Isevulose and dextrose in a molasses, as the formula only applies to

pure non-heated Isevulose. This may also explain the untrustworthy

action of the total reducing sugars often noticed in analyses of

molasses. L. de K.

Two New Aldehyde Reactions. W. B. Ramsden {Menu
Manchester Phil. Mag., 1905, 49, xvi, 1—3).—The first reaction may
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be expressed by the equation NagSOg + H-COH + HgO = NaHS03,HC0H
+ NaOH. The test solution is made by dissolving 50 grams of

sodium metabisulphite in 100 c.c. of water, adding 50 per cent,

sodium hydroxide until nearly neutral, and finally decinormal alkali

until phenolphthalein indicates the slightest alkalinity. If 2 c.c.

of this solution and 1 c.c. of phenolphthalein are added to the

neutralised solution to be examined, a pink to red colour is produced

if formaldehyde is present. The delicacy of test is about four parts per

million. Other aldehydes give the reaction, but not with the same
dilution.

Nessler's reagent in fairly strong solutions of formaldehyde gives

an immediate blackish-brown precipitate ; in weaker solutions, a

canary-yellow coloration is first produced ; the solution then becomes
slightly opalescent and darker in colour, and when kept a precipitate

settles out. The reaction is quite apparent at a dilution of one part

in two millions. H. M. D.

The Hydrogen Peroxide Method of Estimating Formalde-
hyde. John K. Haywood and Bernard H. Smith {J. Amer. Cliem.

Soc, 1905, 27, 1183—1188).—A study of the method proposed by
Blank and Finkenbeiner. The following modification gives trust-

worthy results. Fifty c.c. of xV-sodium hydroxide are placed in a

500 c.c. Erlenmeyer flask, and 50 c.c. of pure 3 per cent, hydrogen
peroxide are added. Three c.c. of the sample are now added from a

pipette, which almost reaches the liquid in the flask. A funnel

is placed on the flask, which is then put on the steam-bath for five

minutes. When cold, the excess of alkali is titrated with normal acid,

using litmus as indicator. From the volume of the sample used and
its sp. gr., the percentage by weight of formaldehyde may be calculated.

L. DE K.

Titration of Acetaldehyde. Alphonse Seyewktz and Babdin
{/iull. Soc. chivi., 1905, [iiij, 33, 1000—1002. Compare Cainpt. rend.,

1905, 141, 959; Seyewetz and Gibello, Abstr., 1904, ii, 521).—The
solution is cooled to 4— 5° and diluted until it contains not more than
7— 8 per cent, of acetaldehyde. Of this solution, 10 c.c. are added to

about 40 c.c. of a 10 per cent, solution of sodium sulphite containing
a drop of a 02 per cent, phenolphthalein solution, and carefully

neutralised by addition of an acid. The mixture is titrated with
ulphuric acid, which is utilised according to the equation 2NajSOg4-
-0,H^O-fH2SO4 = 2(C2H^0,NaHSO8)-f-Na.^S04. The reaction is not
influenced by the presence of alcohol, paraldehyde, or acetal.

This method of estimation gives accui-ate results with even very
dilute solutions of acetaldehyde ( 1 : 3000 aq.), as does also the method
of estimating the aldehyde by titi-ation of the hydrochloric acid

liberated on its addition to hydroxylamine hydrochloride (compjxre

Cambier and Brochet, Abstr., 1895, i, 641). G. Y.

The Vanillin Reaction for the Detection of Ketones. M,
KuTSC'HEROKF {Zeit. anal. Cliem., 1905, 44, 622—625).—The most
satisfactory conditions under which this test (Abstr., 1905, ii, 489)
should be carried out ai-e as follows : 3 c.c. of a freshly prepared 15 per
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cent, solution of vanillin in pure alcohol are added to the solution to

be tested, and then 1 c.c. of concentrated sulphuric acid is introduced.

After fifteen minutes, the coloration, if any, is observed. Acetone,
when present in quantity greater than O'Ol per cent., gives a carmine-
red coloration, whilst the higher ketones yield a blue or greanish-blue

colour. On diluting the mixture with twice its volume of water, the
red coloration changes to yellow, but the blue remains unchanged.
Should both acetone and higher ketones be present, the colour produced
on dilution will be more or less green. Aldehydes, if present, should
be removed by fractional distillation before applying the test.

W. P. S.

Electrometric Determination of the Acidity of Urine.
Ladislaus von Rohrer {PJluger's Archiv, 1905, 109, 391—392.

Compare Abstr., 1901, ii, 672).—A reply to H. Sahli {Lehrhuch

Klin. Untersuchungsmethodtin, 1905). The author has already drawn
attention to the difference between the expressions hydrion concentra-

tion and acidity as determined by titration with alkali. J. J. S.

Estimation of the Volatile Patty Acids in Palm Oils and
Butter. Orla Jensen {Zeit. Nahr. Genussm., 1905, 10, 265—283).

—

The author has separated the volatile fatty acids found in cocoa-nut

oil and butter by fractional precipitation oF their silver salts, and has

determined the solubilities of these acids in water. Capric [decoic]

acid is practically insoluble in water at a temperature of 15°, whilst

caprylic [octoic] acid and caproic [hexoic] acid dissolve to the extent

of 0'079 and 0872 per cent, respectively. Analyses of butter from
various countries are given, the results showing that the percentages

of butyric and caproic acids in butter vary very considerably. In

mixtures containing known quantities of butter and cocoa-nut oil it

is shown that the Reichert-Meissl and Polenske values are always
higher than the calculated values, but that the Kirschner values

(Abstr., 1905, ii, 213) of the mixtures agree well with the calculated

figures. The results obtained in Kirschner's process vary in propor-

tion to the Reichert-Meissl values and this process is of more use in

detecting the presence of butter and cocoa-nut oil in margarine than

for estimating cocoa-nut oil in butter. W. P. S.

Valuation of Tannic Acid. Walter S. Williams {J. Soc. Chem.
Ind., 1905, 24, 877—879).—The well-known process of titration with

permanganate in the presence of sutticient indigo solution is recom-

mended and the operation is repeated after removing the true tannin

from the solution by means of gelatin.

A practical printing experiment on a small scale is recommended
as being sufficiently accurate for the wants of dyers in order to form
an opinion as to the mordanting power of their tannins.

Dreaper's statement that gallic acid is equally suitable from a dyer's

point of view seems to be erroneous. L. de K.

[The Amount of Pat in] Goats' Milk. Ujaelyi {Milch. -Zeit.,

r905, 34, 403—405).—Sy-stomatic analyses of the milk yielded by
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seven goats during the year 1904 showed the average amount of fat

to be 4 '01 per cent. This amount is lower than that usually found
in goats' milk when the aoimals are fully matured and in good con-

dition, but these goats were well kept. W. P. S.

Estimation of Fat in Milk deficient in Pat. Th. Sv. Thomsen
(Landw. Versuchs-Stat., 1905, 62, 387—399).—When the proteids of

milk are peptonised and the milk dried with a mixture of kaolin and
barium carbonate for the estimation of fat, the same results are ob-

tained with Gottlieb's method as with the extraction method. The
results agree, moreover, with those obtained by Gottlieb's method with
unpeptonised milk, but are considerably higher than the results

obtained in unpeptonised milk by the extraction-method.

It is shown that the amount of insoluble residue obtained in

Gottlieb's method is insignificant, and that it dissolves completely in a
mixture containing less ether and more light petroleum.

N. H. J. M.

Estimation of Pat, Lactose, and Proteids in Milk. Theodor
LoHNSTEiN (Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 353; from Ber. deut. pharm. Ges.,

15, 98— 107).—The estimation of fat in milk is made by means of the

author's galactoliptometer {Chem. Centr., 1905, i, 1334). For the

estimation of the lactose, 5 c.c. of the milk are mixed in a test-tube

with 04 c.c. of 25 per cent, hydrochloric acid, and heated for thirty

minutes in a boiling brine-bath. The solution is cooled rapidly, and,

after adding 1 c.c. of 15 per cent, potassium hydroxide, is diluted to

10 c.c. Without removing the curd, the whole is fermented for
2—2^ hours at 32—38^ in the fermentation saccharoraeter, when all

I lie dextrose disappears before the galactose begins to ferment. The
result multiplied by 4*33 represents the lactose.

The proteids (e) are calculated from the sp. gr., the fat, and the
lactose. For cow's milk, the formula is

e = f~jj^-

2

-29-1 -34^-1- 0-277/,
0-0028

"^

\ n which d = sp. gr. at 4°/4°, dw the sp. gr. of water at the temperature
if the experiment, z the lacto.se, and/ the fat. In the case of human
milk, 1-2 is substituted in the formula for 2-29. L. de K.

Variations m the Non-fatty Solids of Milk Resulting from
Interrupted Milking. Franz Lauterwald {Milchw. Zentr., 1905,

1, 385—400).—Results are given of analy.ses of various fractions of

milk obtained from a number of cows, from which it i.s seen that the

percentage of non-fatty solids decreases as the milking proceeds,

whilst the amouct of fat in the fractions gradually increases (com-

pare Abstr., 1902, ii, 466). When, however, the non-fatty solids are

calculatetl on the fat-free serum, the variation in the percentage
practically disappears, showing that the depi-ession of the non-fatty

solids in the later fractions of the milk is balanced by the increase of

fat and, further, that the formation of fresh milk in the udder does
not take place to any great extent during the milking. W. P. S.

VOL. Lxxxviu. ii. 53
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Analysis of Curdled Milk. Ludwig von Wissell {Milchw. Zentt.,

1905, 1, 401—417).—The addition of ammonia to sour or curdled milk
in order to render the latter liquid again has no influence on the estima-

tion of the fat in the milk by Gottlieb's, Gerber's, or the plaster

methods if the quantity of ammonia added is allowed foi\ The
calculated sp. gr. of the sample, however, is usually about 0010 too

high, and the total solids are on the average 0'44 per cent, too low.

W. P. S.

Estimation of Fat in Butter by Gottlieb's Method. AntoK
BuEK {Zeit. Nahr. Genussm., 1905, 10, 286—290).—From 1 to 1-3

grams of the well-mixed sample are washed through a funnel into a

Rose's cylinder by means of about 10 c.c. of hot water. After cooling,

1 c.c. of ammonia is added, then 10 c.c. of alcohol, and finally 25 c.c.

of ether. The alcohol and ether are poured through the funnel

to wash all the adherent fat into the cylinder. The remainder of the

process is carried out as in Gottlieb's method for the estimation of fat

in milk (Abstr., 1905, ii, 559). W. P. S.

Detection of Rancidity in Butter. Paul Soltsien {Cliem. Rev.

Fett-Harz-Ind., 1905, 12, 177—178).—Although the smell of rancid

butter is unmistakable, it is advantageous to confirm this by means of

a chemical reaction. For the latter purpose, the butter is distilled in a

current of steam, the distillate is neutralised and again distilled. This

second distillate is then mixed with Welmans' reagent (Abstr., 1900,

ii, 697) and the mixture ti-eated with an excess of ammonia. After

the lapse of about one minute, a blue coloration appears if the fat

is rancid. The depth of colour obtained depends on the degree of

rancidity. W. P. S.

Estimation of Fat. Leo Liebekmann {PJluger's Archiv, 1905, 108,
481—488).—The author replies to various criticisms of his method of

fat estimation (Abstr., 1898, ii, 655). He states that concentrated

potassium hydroxide does not act on fat-free peptones, albumins, or

cellulose to produce decomposition pi-oducts soluble in ether. He
further states that although his method gives higher results than the

extraction method under the usual conditions, yet the latter agrees

with the former if the extraction with alcohol is prolonged for about a

day, and similarly with ether. A complete extraction of the fat is

effected with difficulty. J.J. S.

Iodine Numbers of Oils. Raffaello Pajetta (GazzetUi, 1905, 35,

ii, 53—57).—In order to ascertain the effect of age on the value of the

Hiibl's iodine number of an oil, the author has determined, for fresh

and old samples of cod-liver and olive oils, the iodine numbers for :

(1) the oils themselves; (2) the oils after being rendered neutral by

washing with alcohol, and (3) the alcoholic washings. The mean
values obtained are given in the following table

;
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yielded constants which differed considerably from those given by the
other two varieties. For instance, the iodine value was 114, the
refraction at 40°, 60-6, and the polarisation +r42°. The following

percentages of oil were yielded by the seeds : Indian, 49'76 ; Levantine,
50-14; African, 54-14.

For detecting small quantities of sesame oil in butter and margarine,

the author recommends extracting the substances which give the

coloration with Baudouin's reagent by means of glacial acetic acid.

The residue obtained on evaporating the acid extract is treated with a

little barium hydroxide and again evaporated. Artificial colouring

matters in the butter remain insoluble with the barium soaps when
the residue is extracted with light petroleum, but the substances

giving Baudouin's reaction are dissolved. The petroleum extract is

finally evaporated and the residue tested as usual. W. P. S.

Veronal. Emil Fischer and J. von Merino {Chem. Centr., 1905,
ii, 640—641 ; from Die Therajne der Gegenioart., 1904, 45. Compare
Abstr., 1903, i, -552).—Yeronal (diethylmalonylcarbamide) is deter-

mined in urine in the following manner. The urine is reduced by
distillation under diminished pressure to about one-fifteenth its

original volume and extracted with ether. The residue from the

ethereal solution is boiled with animal charcoal for half an hour,

filtered, and cooled to 0°, when the vei-onal separates in colourless

needles melting at 191° (corr.).

After the consumption of 4 grams of veronal in two days, 2-49

grams (62 per cent.) was recovered in the urine of five days. The
elimination was, however, not complete in that time and the method
is not absolutely quantitative. N. H. J. M.

Estimation of Uric Acid and of Purine Bases in Human
Urine. Martin- KrUger and Julius Schmid {Zeit. physiol. Chem.,

1905, 45, 1—13. Compare KrUger and Wulff, Abstr., 1895, ii, 94;
Kriiger, ibid., 1896, ii, 281 ; Salkowski, ibid., 1898, ii, 269; Iluppert,

ibid., 1897, ii, 293).—The Kriiger-Wulff method of precipitation with
copper sulphate and sodium hydrogen sulphite has been employed for

uric acid and the following pure purine bases which occur in urine :

xanthine, 1-methyl-and 7-methyl-and 1 :7-dimethyl-xanthines; guanine,

7-methylguanine, adenine, and hypoxanthine. The results indicate that

all these compounds are completely precipitated by the original Kriiger-

Wulff method, or more quickly by boiling for three minutes, and that the

presence of sodium chloride or sodium chloride and acetate does not

affect the completeness of the precipitation.

Estimations of paraxanthine by the ammoniacal silver method
give low results, as the silver compound is appreciably soluble in

ammonia.
In the estimation of uric acid, the copper precipitate as obtained

above is decomposed with sodium sulphide, acidified with hydrochloric

acid, evaporated, and kept for several hours. A Kjeldahl determination

is made of the uric acid deposited.

KrUger and Schmidt's method (Abstr., 1900, ii, 31) for the estima-

tion of purine bases in presence of uric acid gives good results. Acids,
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very dilute alkalis, and manganese dioxide do not appreciably afEect

the bases. J- J- S.

Meconic Acid in the U.S.P. Opium Assay and Certain

Meconates. Edward Mallinckrodt, jun., and Edward A. Dunlap
(/. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 946—96-i).—When assaying opium by

the U.S.P. (1890) process, a yellow, scaly coating is observed on the

bottom of the flasks which evidently is not morphine. The authors

find it to be a double salt of meconic acid with calcium and ammonium,
CaNH^C7HO-,2(3)H.,0, and its importance in the assay process lies in

the fact that, when the morphine is finally found by titration, this

compound consumes nearly a quarter as much acid as the morphine

itself, and so more or less vitiates the results.

Contrary to previous statements, it is found that both di- and tri-

barium meconates are practically insoluble in barium hydroxide

solutions. An attempt to prepare the mono-meconate failed, as the

di-meconate was deposited, leaving free meconic acid in the mother
liquor. L. de K.

Alkaloid Reactions (Amorphous Aconitine). C. Reichard
{Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 357—358; from Pharm. Centr.-H., 46,
479—486. Compare this vol., ii, 563).—In applying the phosphoric

acid test, metaphosphoric acid may be substituted for the ortho-acid.

Aconitine added to a concentrated acid solution of antimony trichloride

gives a dark or black coloration. If a clear, minute crystal of potass-

ium ferrocyanide is added to a di'op of sulphuric acid in which has

been dissolved aconitine and a little sodium ortho-ai senate, it turns

blue after a few minutes. If no arsenate has been added, a blue

colour is also noticed, but it then soon fades. Concentrated sulphuric

acid gradually dissolves aconitine to a clear, bright yellow solution,

which on warming becomes a dark violet-brown. A mixture of

aconitine and ammonium molybdate becomes blue when moistened
with sulphuric acid

;
potassium dichromate similarly gives a fine dark

green coloration. If now a few particles of ammonium persulphate

are added and a gentle heat is applied, the blue colour changes to a
bright yellow and the green to a blue or bluish-green. Mercuric
chloride has no action, but mercurous nitrate yields at once a black

precipitate with aconitine. The alkaloid dissolves in concentrated
nitric acid to an almost colourless solution. A mi.xture of aconitine,

ammonium persulphate, and sulphuric acid, when gently heated, first

turns a deep brownish-black, but after a few minutes becomes quite

colourless and emits an odour of ozone. Copi)er sulphate and copper
oxychloride are not reduced by aconitine, and iodine is not liberated

from potassium iodate in presence of sulphuric acid. Aconitine has
no action on ferric chloride, but on evaporating the mixture and
moistening the residue with sulphuric acid, a dark brown solution is

obtained. L. DE K.

Estimation of Arg^nine with Permanganate. Gustav Ohol-
.MEisTKR {Jkitr. chem. J'hykiol. Path., 1905, 7, 21—30. Compare
Pommerrenig, Abstr., 1902, ii, 274; Kutscher and Zickgraf, 1903,
i, 666; Zickgi-af, 1904, i, 462).—Pommerrenig's negative results
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were largely due to the use of cold potassium permanganate instead of

a solution of the hot calcium salt, and in using picric acid as a precipi-

tating agent for guanidine. To estimate the arginine groups in albu-

min this is first hydrolysed with sulphuric acid, then oxidised with
calcium permanganate by the Kutscher-Zickgraf method, and the
guanidine thus obtained estimated either by weighing the guanidine
picrate obtained by the addition of sodium picrate solution, or by
estimating the nitrogen in it.

The percentages of arginine have been determined in a nvimber of

proteids by this method. J, J, S.

Estimation of Alkaloids in Coca Leaves. Anne W. K, de Jong
{Rec. trav. chim., 1905, [ii], 24, 307—308).—A modification of

Keller's method for the estimation of the alkaloids in coca leaves.

M. A. W.

Reactions for distinguishing between Nicotine and Cicutine.
R. ToRKESE {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 416 ; from Giorn. R. Accad. Med.
Torino, 1905, 10).—The method of distinguishing between these two
substances is based on the difference in crystalline form of their com-
pounds with 4-piperonyl-3 : 5-dicyanoglutaconimide and 4-z«o butyl-,

4-phenyl-, and 4-hexyl-3 : 5-dicyanohydroxypyridine respectively. This
distinction is most characteristic in the case of the piperonyl com-
pounds. The piperonyl compound of nicotine is obtained as a gelatin-

ous precipitate which, after 20—24 hours, becomes crystalline ; after

recrystallising from water, it forms long, thin, transparent prisms.

The corresponding piperonyl compound of cicutine,

forms short, flat prisms, which turn red at 247° and melt at 252°;

they are soluble in boiling water, slightly soluble in cold water and hot

alcohol, but insoluble in boiling ether. The ?sobutyl compound gives

no precipitate with cicutine hydrochloride, whereas with nicotine it

forms a compound of the formula 2CijH^j02N3,CjoHj^N2, forming star-

shaped aggregates of long, transparent crystals which darken at

180—200" and char at 270°. The hexyl compound gives with nicotine

stellar aggregates of prismatic crystals, whilst with cicutine it forms,

after 10-—12 hours, small plates. The phenyl compound gives fan-

shaped aggregates of long pri.sms with nicotine and thick plates with

cicutine. It is possible by means of these differences in crystalline

form to identify both alkaloids in a Stas-Otto extract, provided the

solution is free from salts of the alkali metals or metals of the alkaline

earths. Aniline and sparteine also give precipitates with the

piperonyl reagent. The paper contains tables showing the limit of

dilution at which nicotine and cicutine are precipitated by the four

reagents as well as by a number of the ordinary alkaloidal reagents.

P. H.

Estimation of Pyramidone. A. Astruc and G. PiJgueier {Ann.

Chim. anal., 1905, 10, 302—303).—An aqueous solution of the

pyramidone is treated with an excess of picric acid solution of known
ptrength. After shaking for a few minutes, the precipitate is collected
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on a filter, and the excess of picric acid titrated in the filtrate with NjlO
sodium hydroxide sohition, using phenolphthalein as indicator. One
molecule (231) of pyramidone precipitates one molecule of picric acid

(229). W. P. S.

Separation of Strychnine and Brucine. D. Lloyd Howard
{Analyst, 1905, 30, 261—263).—The author has investigated Keller's

method for the separation of strychnine from brucine (Abstr.,

1903, ii, 342) and finds that at a sufliciently low temperature

brucine can be completely destroyed in the presence of strychnine

without injury to the latter. The temperature at which the treatment

with nitric acid is carried out should be as near O'' as possible. The
defects of Keller's method are shown to be simply those attendant on

the use of a mixture of chloroform and ether as a solvent. Gordin's

statement {loc. cit.) that the above method gives results about 4 per

cent, too low, is not borne out by the author's experiments.

W. P. S.

Oolorimetric Estimation of Thiophen. Carl Schwalbe {Chem.

Zeit., 1905, 29, 895—896. Compare Abstr., 1904, i, 337).—The
tuthor estimates thiophen in crude benzenes by adding 1 c.c. of the

-ample to a mixture of 25 c.c. of sulphuric acid and 25 c.c. of isatin-

sulphuric acid (0 5 gram of isatin in 1000 grams of pure sulphuric

acid). After thorough shaking, the green colour of the mixture is

compared with that obtained in another experiment with a pure

benzene to which a definite amount of thiophen has been added. The
process is no longer applicable when the percentage of thiophen falls

below 005. L. de K.

Evaluation of Aloes. Leopold van Itallie {Pharm. Weekblad,

1905, 42, 553—560).—The author states that Cura§oa aloes are from
;l pharmaceutical point of view not in the least inferior to the Cape
variety, although they give a reaction for tsobarbaloin. They are

rich in aloin, but rather poor in substances which on treatment with
nitric acid yield chrysamic acid. The reaction with nitric acid, how-
ever, gives rise to several by-products and is not a quantitative one.

After a futile attempt to estimate the amount of aloin by taking

advantage of the green fluorescence which occurs on treating aqueous
aloe solution with borax, the author endeavoured to apply the reaction

with bromine both volumeti-ically and gravimetrically, but although
very satisfactory results wore obtained with pure aloin the process

failed with aloes. A method based on the acetylation of aloin failed

altogether with aloes, as the end reaction in the final titration could

not be ob.served.

The following process for the estimation of the non-resinous

matters, which is a slight modification of the method proposed by
Tschirch and Hoffbauer, is recommended. Five grams of the
{)Owdered sample are heated in a 50 c.c. flask with 5 c.c. of methyl
alcohol until a homogeneous liquid is obtained. When cooled to GO'',

30 c.c. of chloroform are gradually added with vigorous shaking for

tive minutes. After some time the chloroform may be poured off quite

clear. The time may be shortened by placing the flask in cold water.

After expelling the chloroform from the residue, this is again treated
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with 5 c.c. of methyl alcohol and 30 c.c. of chloroform, and this opera-

tion is repeated three times. The undissolved resin should then no
longer be sticky but form a powder. The mixed chloroform extracts

are then freed from chloroform by distillation, and the residue is finally

dried at 100° and weighed.

Two samples of Cape aloes yielded respectively 82 and 56"2 per cent,

of extract ; three samples of Curagoa aloes gave respectively

86"4—88"6 and 78"3, and a sample of Aruba aloes gave 61 "04 percent.

The figures given are the mean of two determinations in each case.

L. DE K.

Influence of Bran on the Estimation of Gluten and on the
Suitability of Flour for Bread-making. Leon Lindet and Louis

Ammann {Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 56—58).—The quantitative separa-

tion of gluten from flour becomes the more difficult as the latter de-

creases in quality. In the case of flours known to the trade as " thirds "

and " fourths," it is practically impossible to obtain a coherent mass of

gluten. This is due to (1) the abnormal acidity of inferior flour; (2)

the increased proportion of glutenin to gluten
; (3) the presence of a

mucilaginous substance ; and (4) the particles of cellular tissue which
interfere with the adhesive properties of the gluten. It has been

noted that gluten obtained from inferior flours contains less nitrogen

than that yielded by best wheat-flour, but this is accounted for by the

fact that the cellular tissue (bran) is separated together with the gluten.

On account of its feeble cohesive property, flour containing much bran

"rises " unsatisfactorily when used for bread-making, W. P. S.

Volhard's Titrimetric Method for the Estimation of Pepsin
and Trypsin. Walter Lohlein {Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905,

7, 120— 143).—The method of estimating pepsin is based on the fact

that unaltered casein dissolved in the fermenting liquid containing

hydrochloric acid is completely precipitated by sodium sulphate, and
the increase in the acidity of the filtrate as determined by titration,

using phenolphthalein as indicator, is a measure of the extent to which

the peptic digestion has proceeded. A study of numerous experiments

shows that the Schiitz-Huppert time and fermentation laws hold good,

the increase in acidity being proportional to the square root of the

product of amount of ferment and time. These laws no longer hold

when the product of ferment (in c.c.) and time (in hours) is greater

than 16. The equation x = v^lft, gives the number of units of pepsin

present (compare this vol., ii, 732).

The estimation of trypsin in pancreatin may be conducted in a

similar manner. The casein solution is mixed with pancreatin to

which a little alkali has been added, and the mixture kept at 40° for a

given length of time. -A'-Hydrochloric acid and 20 per cent, sodium

sulphate are then added, the precipitated casein removed, and the

increase in acidity of the filtrate determined.

The results show that the extent of fermentation is directly propor-

tional to the amount of ferment solution and to the time, or that the

number of units of ferment may be calculated from the formula x = vlfi,

It is shown that normal stomach juices contain no trypsin.

J J.S
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General and Physical Chemistry.

Development of Spectrochemistry. Julius "W. Bbuhl [Royal

Institution Lecture, May 26, 1905),—An historical survey of the work
done up to the present time on specific and molecular refraction.

J. C. P.

Refractive Index of Q-aseous Fluorine. Clive Cuthbertson
and E. B. R. Prideaux {Phil. Trans., 1905, 205 A, 319—331).—In
the earlier measurements of the refractive index, in which a current of

electrolytic fluorine was passed through a hollow copper prism provided

with fluorspar apertures until a steady state was reached, concordant

values could not be obtained. The chief causes of this are now found
to be that the air cannot be completely displaced from the measuring
apparatus, and that the electrolytic fluorine prepared by Moissan's

method contains oxygen and ozone. These sources of error have now
been taken into account. The electrolytic fluorine, after passing

through a long platinum spiral cooled to —78° to remove hydrogen
fluoride, and through a second spiral heated at 250—300° to destroy

ozone, entered the Jamin refractometer tube, which was made of

platinum-iridium with end-plates of fluorspar. After the measurement
of the refractivity, the proportions of fluorine, oxygen, and nitrogen in

the tube were determined, the fluorine being conveniently absorbed by
lead. The corrected mean value of the refractive index of gaseous
fluorine is 1 "000 195. This value makes the ratio of the refractivities

of fluorine and chlorine almost exactly 1 : 4, which is the ratio that the

refractivities of nitrogen, oxygen, and neon bear to phosphorus,
sulphur, and argon respectively (compare Abstr., 1905, ii, 129).

H. M. D.

Refractive Indices of Sulphuric Acid at Different Concentra-
tions. Victor H. Velev ami John J. Manley (Proc. Roy. Soc, 1905,

A, 1Q, 469—487).—The refractive indices of sulphuric acid solutions

containing from rather under 1 per cent, to rather more than 99 per

cent, have been determined for the four lines //«, 1), U, and Ily. The
temperature-coetficients have been measured and used for reducing all

observations to 15 \ The maximum values of the refractive indices

and of the first constant of Cauchy's formula occur at a point

corresponding approximately with the composition of the hydrate,

HjSO^.HjO ; any indication of the existence of other hydrates is

doubtful ; Lorentz's expression, (/a* - l)/(fi^ -h 2)ci, is a linear function of

the percentage up to 90 per cent. The refractive indices, the Cauchy
constants, and the Lorentz expression all show irregularities for

concentrations between 92 and 100 per cent. ; these irregularities are

consistent among themselves, as also with a maximum density at about
97 per cent., and a miDimum point between 99 and 100 i)er cent.

J. C. P.

VOL. LXXXVIII. ii. 54
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Spectrum of Silicon; Spectrum of Fluorine. Joseph Lunt
{Proc. Roy. Soc, 1905, A, 76, 118—126).—Of the lines X 4089-1,

A. 4096'9, and A 41 16 4, attributed by Lockyer to silicon (see Lockyer
and Baxandall, this vol., ii, 129), the author finds only the first

and third really to be due to that element. He supplements
what is regarded as the insufficient evidence brought forward by
Lockyer and Baxandall in support of their conclusions. Two new
low temperature silicon lines are recorded, namely, A 4191*0 and
X 4198-5.

A list of lines ascribed to fluorine is appended. The strongest of

these are A 4103-6, A 4109-3, A 4246-5, A 4299-3, and A 4446-8.

J. C. P.

Enhanced Lines. Jacob Steinhausen {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii,

1073 ; from Zeit. wiss. Photographie, Photophysik u. Fhotochemie, 3,
45—48).—Lockyer's " enhanced lines " or those lines which occur in

spark spectra, but are either very much less marked or entirely absent

in arc spectra, have been examined in the case of aluminium, antimony,
lead, cadmium, magnesium, mercury, bismuth, tin, zinc, barium,

calcium, strontium, and tellurium. An induction apparatus which
was capable of giving a spark of 100 cm. was used, and both the spark
and the arc spectra were photographed on the same plate by means of

a concave grating of a curvature corresponding with 1 metre radius.

The intensity of the lines was estimated and values ascribed to each

ranging from 10 to 1. A tabular list of the enhanced lines is given in

the original paper. The intensity of the lines of the spark spectra was
usually greatest at the ends of the spark and least in the middle

;

exceptions were found, however, in the ultra-violet. The spectrum of

sparks passing between electrodes of aluminium and tin showed the

lines of tin at both electrodes ; the lines must therefore be caused by
the vapour of the metal. It is probable that the phenomenon of

enhanced lines does not only depend on rise of temperature, but also

on increase of dissociation. E. W. W.

Absorption Spectra of Vapours. Wilhelm Friedeeichs
{Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1073—1074; from Zeit. wiss. Photographie,

Photophysik u. Fhotochemie, 3, 154—164).—The absorption spectra of

iodine, tellurium dichloride, and manganese perchloride, MngCl-, have

been examined. An Auer lamp was used for illumination, and the

spectra, which were of low dispersion (4 cm.), were photogi-aphed. The
iodine vapour was contained in quartz vessels which could be heated

to 920° At low temperatures, the vapour gave a good absorption band
spectrum, and on heating the absorption increased up to 500°, but at

temperatures above this it again rapidly decreased ; at the maximum
temperature, the absorption bands entirely disappeared. It is con-

cluded that the vapour which shows the band spectrum consists of

diatomic molecules. The absorption bands of the spectra of tellurium

dichloride and manganese perchloride were found to be arranged in

groups.

The ultra-violet absorption spectrum of benzene was also examined,

the source of illumination being in this case a luminous capillary filled
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with hydrogen (Schumann's method), closed on one side by a quartz

plate. The spectrum beyond A 2694 contained eight distinct groups of

bands. A comparison with Hartley's results (Trans., 1898, 73, 695)
showed that the whole of the bands had moved towards the red end,

and the smaller the wave-length the greater had been the displacement.

E. W. W.

Ultra-violet Absorption Spectra of the Purines. Charles
Dheke {Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 719—721).—Using as a source of

illumination the electric spark between electrodes of iron and Eder's

alloy (cadmium, zinc, and lead in equal parts), the author has photo-

graphed the absorption spectra afforded by different thicknesses of

solutions of some members of the purine series. The longest wave-
length transmitted through (1) a thickness of 20 mm. of a solution

(1 in 10,000) of hypoxanthine (G-oxypurine) is 274*8, (2) a thickness of

40 mm. of a solution (1 in 20,000) of xanthine (2 : 6-dioxypurine) is

287'2, and (3) a thickness of 60 mm. of a solution (1 in 40,000) of uric

acid (2 : 6 : 8-trioxypurine) is 306*0. These results show that the

absorption spectra of the three purines extend towards the least

refrangible end of the spectrum as the proportion of oxygen in the

molecule increases. M. A. "W".

Phosphorescent Spectra of SS and Europium. Sir William
Crookes {Proc. Roy. Soc, 1905, A,nQ, 411—414).—The strong line in

the phosphorescent spectrum of europia is not coincident with the old

anomalous line (compare Demarfay, Abstr., 1901, ii, 511), the wave-
length of the europia line being \ 6128, and that of S8 A 6094. The
S8 line is developed brilliantly when a little europia is added to a
mixture of yttria and samaria. J. C. P.

Colours in Met€kl Glasses, in Metallic Films, and in Metallic
Solutions. II. J. C. Maxwell Garnett {Phil. Trans., 1905, A,
205, 237—288).—In this paper, mathematical analysis is applied to

the explanation and co-ordination of the colours exhibited by certain

metals in different circumstances. One of the conclusions reached
is that Carey Lea's silver is not allotropic, but consists of normal
silver in a finely-divided state. A similar view is adopted by the
author regarding other so-called allotropic forms of metals.

J. C. P.

Investigation of Fluorescence. Huoo Kauffmann {Chem. Zeit.,

1905, 29, 1032— 1034).—A survey of recent researches on fluorescence.

J. C. P.

Fluorescence of Sodi\un Vapour and the Resonance Radia-
tion of Electrons. Koueht W. Wood {Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 10,
513—525. Compare Ab.str., 1903, ii, 621).—The author has succeeded
in detecting the lateral emission of yellow Vght by non-luminous
sodium vapour when illuminated by the light from a very intense
sodium flame.

The oBLme phenomenon has been obsenred in the region of the

54—2
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channelled absorption, but in this case radiations of other wave-lengths
are emitted as well as that of the exciting light. The phenomenon
is termed resonance radiation to distinguish it, if need be, from
fluorescence.

The apparatus employed consisted of a seamless steel tube, 3"

diameter, 30" long, fitted with plate-glass ends. This tube could be
exhausted, and inside it, at its centre, was placed a smaller steel tube
in which the sodium was contained. The ends of the smaller tube
were closed by steel discs provided with oval apertures through which
the stimulating beam was brought to a focus in the very dense layer of

sodium vapour formed in the upper part of the tube on heating. For
details of the method of observing the laterally emitted light, the
original must be consulted.

With white light illumination, the fluorescence spectrum is made up
of a large number of hazy lines arranged in bands which lie close

together in the vicinity of the D lines, widening as the blue region is

approached. Coincident with the D lines is a hazy band in which two
component lines coincident with D^ and I)^ are recognisable. These
lines only appear when the vapour is stimulated with light of the

wave-length of the sodium lines, indicating that the electron system
which produces these lines is independent of the systems which give

rise to the channelled spectra. The region in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the D lines is nearly devoid of light, and the red fluorescence

is only readily observed when the density of the vapour is consider-

able. When approximately monochromatic light is employed as the

stimulating source, the emission spectrum consists of a number of more
or less regularly spaced bright lines of different intensities. The
slightest change in the wave-length of the incident light results in the

disappearance of these lines and the appearance of another set. The
phenomenon indicates that the sodium atom consists of a number of

groups of electrons, the excitation of any one of which sets the entire

group in vibration, without, however, disturbing the other groups.

Radiations both above and below the exciting radiation are present in

the emission spectra, showing that Stokes* law is not obeyed.

H. M. D.

Theory of Photographic Processes. II. Chemical
Dynamics of Development, including the Microscopy of
the Image, Samuel E, Sheppakd and Charles E. K. Mees {Proc.

Roy. Soc, 1905, A, 76, 217—234. Compare this vol., ii, 294).—

A

microscopic study has been made of the influence of exposure and

development on the size of grain and number of grains in photo-

graphic plates. The general results of the study are in agreement

with the theory of development previously proposed. Each grain

develops as a more or less isolated system, only uniting to form
*' aggregates " with other grains at high exposures, when the packing

is closer. The thickness of the reaction layer is from 02 to 0*04 mm,,

a value similar to that found by Brunner for many heterogeneous

reactions.

'J'he authors have used extensively the "time of appearance" in

studying development kinetics. The velocity of development for most
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developers is given by the expression K= \jt.\ogyr^ /(yoo - y), and
it is found that the temperature-coefficient of the velocity frequently

exceeds the value to be expected from the diffusion theory. Con-

sideration, however, of the various conditions shows that a high

temperature-coefficient in development does not necessarily mean that

the velocity is that of a chemical reaction. The authors believe that

the action of soluble bromides furnishes a means of distinguishing

between diffusion velocity and chemical velocity. Consideration of

that action and of the reversibility of development makes it probable

that the development process generally takes place in two phases. In
the first period, the chemical velocity is low compared with that of

diffusion, in the second period the contrary holds. It is the velocity

of the second period which is usually measured, J. C. P.

Reversible Photochemical Reactions in Homogeneous
Systems. Anthracene and Dianthracene. II. Egbert Luther
and Fritz Weigert {Zeit. phi/sikal. Chem., 1905, 53, 385—427.

Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 463).—The earlier investigation has been
extended and supplemented. The curve obtained by plotting the con-

centration of dianthracene at the equilibrium point against the con-

centration of anthracene in the solution approaches a limit without

exhibiting a maximum. The extent of absorption in anthracene (-4)

and dianthracene (Z)) solutions has been studied, and it is found that

the absorptive power of dianthracene is small compared with that of

anthracene. The velocity of the photochemical reaction A —>- D
depends on the same factors as determine the equilibrium point. The
velocity of the contrary reaction D —>- A is not affected by Light, and
the temperature-coefficient in this case is that of an ordinary chemical

reaction. A rise of temperature diminishes, ceteris paribus, the con-

centration of dianthracene at the equilibrium point, but has no appre-

ciable effect on the velocity of the reaction A —>- D.
The general formula (due to Wittwer and Nernst) for the funda-

mental law of photokinetics does not represent the experimental
results of the authors' work. Consideration of photochemical reactions

hitherto studied indicates that these are always of the first order, and
this leads to the following formulation of the fundamental law of

photokinetics :
" The quantity of a substance sensitive to light which

undergoes change in the volume dv per unit of time is proportional

to the light absorbed during the same time by the substance in the
volume dv." If this is applied to the case under consideration, it may
be shown, in harmony with the observed facts, that the concentration

of dianthracene at the equilibrium point approaches an upper limit as

the concentration of anthracene increases. Quantitative agreement,
however, between calculated and observed effects could not be
obtained for points short of this upper limit. To secure agreement,
the authors suppose that intermediate substances with absorptive

power are formed in the reaction. The suggestions made in this

direction are indicated below :

I. .4 + light —^A^;2A^^D,D—^A.
slow. rapid but not slow,

iastantaucoos.
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11. ^+light ^ D^; D^ -^ D , D -^ A.

instantaneous. slow. slow.

A-^ is termed " photoanthracene," and D^ " photodianthracene."
With these hypotheses, it is possible to interpret all the experimental
results obtained. J. C. P.

Triboluminescenoe. C. S. Stanford Webster {Chem. News,
1905, 92, 185).—Large crystals of salicylic acid placed on flannel and
crushed against a glass plate or shaken violently in a bottle emit
brilliant flashes visible in the dark. The natural acid is less active

than the artificial, but both respond to radium to an unusual degree

for organic triboluminescent compounds of the first order. A sheet

of ground glass mounted in a frame with a handle is found convenient

for examining hard substances for triboluminescence, rubbing them on
the rough side and observing from the other. D. A. L.

Triboluminescence in the Acridine Series. Gilbert T.

Morgan {Chem. News, 1905, 92, 219).—^)8-Dinaphthacridine either

in the form of straw-coloured needles or of transparent, amber-coloured

prisms, when crushed between ground glass plates emits a vivid,

yellow luminescence until pulverisation is complete. The lumin-

escence is also observed when the amber-coloured prisms adhering to

the sides of the crystallising vessel are scraped with a spatula. Under
similar treatment, triboluminescence is not manifested by the yellow

hydrochloride, hydriodide, methiodide, or ethiodide of ^^-dinaphth-

acridine, or by acridine itself. D. A. L.

Radioactivity of the Boric Acid SuflEloni of Tuscany and
the Amount of the Emanation contained therein. Raffaelo
Nasini, Francesco Anderlini, and Mario G. Levi {Atti R. Accad.

Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, ii, 70—76).—The authors have examined the

radioactivity of the gases evolved from the boric acid suffioni of

Tuscany by the electroscopic method. The dispersion per hour in an
Elster and Geitel electroscope with a metal bell, 33 cm. high and
19 cm. in diameter and hence 9300 c.c. in capacity, varies between
500 and 20,000 volts, the lowest value being obtained with gases from
the sufiioni of Travale, which contain the least amount of boric acid.

The radioactivity does not depend on the pressure, temperature,

depth, or content of carbon dioxide or water vapour of the gases, and
that of any one suflione does not vary with time. The gases of

Lardarello, which are among the most radioactive, contain about
1*5 X lO"'^ cm. of emanation per cubic metre; after absorption of

the carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide by potassium hydroxide,

the dispersion is raised from 12,000 to 200,000 volts per hour, an
increase which is exactly in proportion to the amount of the diminu-

tion in volume of the gas. T. H. P.

Radioactive Constituents of the Deposits of Bchaillon and
Salins Moutiers. G. A. Blanc [Atti R. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14,

ii, 322—328. Compare this vol., ii, 221).—On separating the radio-
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active constituents of the deposits from these mineral springs, it is

found that the precipitated sulphate increases in radioactivity only-

very slightly after precipitation, thus differing from other radium

preparations
;

possibly another active element is present with the

radium in the insoluble sulphate. The precipitate obtained by means
of ammonia is several hundred times more active than thorium

hydroxide. The fall in the activity of the emanations and in the

induced activity corresponds exactly with that of the thorium salts.

The radioactive phenomena observed with thorium salts are due not

to an intrinsic property of the element itself, but to the presence of

traces of a highly active element, analogous in its chemical characters

with thorium and hence difficult to separate from it. T. H. P.

Radioactivity of some Springs in the Southern Viennese
Thermal Zone. Heinbich Mache and Stefax Meyer {JIo7iatsh.,

1905, 26, 891—897. Compare this vol., ii, 498).—The authors have

determined the radioactivity of the water from various springs in

Fischau, Voslau, and Baden, as also from the Theresienbad and from
a spring in the Tiirkenstrasse in Vienna. The results are given in

tabular form. The Theresienbad and Tiirkenstrasse springs are only

slightly radioactive ; the Baden springs are much more highly radio-

active than the Fischau and Voslau springs. The ratio, emanation in

water : emanation in gas, is approximately the same, 0*22—0"28, for

each spring, and corresponds with the normal equilibrium at the

relatively low temperatures of these springs.

The ratio, emanation in water : emanation in gas, calculated from
Henrich's results for the Adler spring and the Kochbrunnen in Wies-
baden (this vol., ii, 221), 0-017—0-031, shows that that author's

determinations are not comparable with each other, or that in these

springs the gas, and not the water, is primarily active.

The radioactivity of the emanation from the Fischau springs decays
to half of its initial value in 3-82 days, and has A( sec.) = 4-76 x 10^;

the corresponding values obtained with the emanation from the
Voslau springs are 4 02 days and A(sec.) = 5-01 x 10^; and from the
Baden springs, 386 days and X(sec.) = 4-81 x 10^. G. Y.

Radioactive Minerals. Robert J. Strctt {Proc. Roy. Soc., 1905,
A, 76, 88—101, 312. Compare Boltwood, Abstr., 1904, ii, 666

;

1905, ii, 295).—The amount of radium in a mineral is proportional

to the uranium. The investigation of this point demonstrated the
existence of uranium in some minerals (for example, monazite) not
previously known to contain it. Thorium minerals invariably contain
the uranium-radium combination, an observation which possibly

indicates that thorium is producing uranium. Helium occurs only in

very minute quantity, unless thorium is present, and hence the helium
in minerals is probably produced more by thorium than by radium.
Thorium minerals vary much in emanating power ; some retain nearly
all their emanation, others give off large quantities. J. C. P.

A Radioactive Substance discovered in the Transvaal and
Experiments connected therewith. R. Lewis Cousens {C/iem.

News, 1905, 02, 203—206, 213—215).—An alluvial deposit traced to
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the overflow of a volcanic vent exhibited radioactivity, and by wash-
ing and panning yielded about 0*2 per cent, of material consisting of

inactive silica and radioactive zircon, rutile, magnetite, and ilmenite,

with perhaps a very small quantity of other minerals. The activity was
greater from the material in a closed than in an open vessel. When
dissolved in hydrochloric acid and precipitated successively with
ammonia, ammonium chloride, and ammonium carbonate, the radio-

active substance was mainly concentrated in the ammonia-ammonium
chloride precipitate. The usual experiments were made with it, when
the manifestations usual with radium were observed. It is also preci-

pitated from solution with barium sulphate. The radioactivity is

therefore attributed to radium, the latter being regarded as derived
from titanium. D. A. L.

Measurement of the Emanations contained in Liquids.
Heinrich Willy Schmidt {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1072 ; from
Physikal. Zeit., 6, 561—566).—The metal flask which contains the

liquid to be examined is fitted with two taps, to one of which india-

rubber tubing is attached and to the other an india-rubber ball. Both
are connected with the vessel in which the emanation is to be measured.
The electroscope is placed outside the vessel, and is connected with the

substance inside the vessel by means of brass strips with amber
insulation. The movement of the aluminium leaf is measured to

within about 0*05 volt by means of a microscope. After thoroughly
shaking the liquid in the flask for half a minute, the moist air is

driven into the measuring vessel by means of the rubber ball.

Formulae for the calculation of the effect of induced activity are given

in the original paper and the calculated corrections are arranged
in tables. The absorption-coefficients for radium emanations have
been determined, and found to be similar to those obtained by
R. Hofmann. E. W. W\

The Ultimate Disintegration Products of the Radioactive
Elements. Bektram B. Boltwood {Amer. J. Sci., 1905, [iv], 20,
253—-267).—To obcain knowledge regarding the ultimate disintegra-

tion products of radioactive elements, careful study of the composition

of radioactive minerals is necessary. The latter may be classified as

primary or secondary according to their geological age as compared
with that of the parent rocks in which they occur, that is, where they

appear to be of a later date they are i-egarded as secondary. In all

analyses of uranium minerals, especially primary minerals, lead is

always present, and hence is indicated as a final .product, it being

further noteworthy that the atomic weight of lead is almost identical

with that of radium-G, if each radium change is accompanied by the

evolution of an atom of helium. Thorium is also usually associated with

uranium, and it has been suggested that possibly thorium is the parent

substance of uranium ; as, however, ui'anium minerals containing much
thorium also contain much helium, the author considers it more
probible that thorium is a disintegration product of uranium. Bis-

muth and barium are also indicated as final products and also probably

actinium. It is remarkable that many radioactive minerals appear to
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be hydrated, and many contain hydrogen (Ramsay, Collie, and Travers,

Trans., 1895, 67, 686) when the conditions are such that penetration

of water frooa without appears impossible, and hydrogen must there-

fore be regarded as a possible final product, whilst similar evidence

suggests argon. The analyses of a number of samples of uraninite are

given, and it is noteworthy that the highest proportions of lead and
helium with respect to uranium are found in those primary minerals

which occur in the oldest geological formations ; and, further, that

those containing the greatest proportion of thorium are generally

the most hydrated. The author suggests the above as hypotheses

deserving investigation rather than as definite conclusions.

L. M. J.

Atomic Weight of Radium and the Periodic System.
Harby C. Jones {Amer. Chem. J., 1905, 34, 467—471).—Evidence
based on the periodic system is brought forward to demonstrate that

the atomic weight of radium approaches 258, the value given by
Ruuge and Precht (Abstr., 1903, ii, 346), rather than 225, the value

found by Madame Curie. E. G.

A New Element, Radiothorium, the Emanation of which is

identical with that of Thorium. Sir William Kamsay {J. Chim.
phys., 1905, iii, 617—624).—A Ceylonese miueral, which has been

named thoriaoite (Abstr., 1904, ii, 744, 745), was found to yield, on
heating to redness, about 9 c.c. of helium per gram, that is, nearly

four times as much as that obtained from cleveite. It ahso contained

radium and thorium, but during their separation a new element was
discovered, which differs from radium by forming a soluble sulphate

and from thorium in forming an insoluble oxalate which is not soluble

in excess of ammonium oxalate. This element was found to form
radioactive salts, which give off an emanation identical with that of

thorium. The identity is seen by the rate of decay and by equal

period of induced activity. The oxide after heating is self-luminous

and very rich in )3-rays. The emanation is lighter than air, for the

effect on a screen is more marked when the latter is above the salt

than when it is below. The same obtains for the emanations of

actinium and emanium, but the emanations are not the same. The
nidioactivity is very great, the emanation produced from a few mg.
being equal to that given by 500,000 times the mass of thorium. The
author hence considers it very probable that the radioactive power of

thorium is to be attributed to small quantities of this element, radio-

thorium, and sugge.sts the following series : (1) inactive thorium, (2)

radiothorium, (3) thorium X, (4) emanation, (5) thorium A, (6)
thorium B, (7) (?), (8) helium (see also following abstract).

L. M. J.

A New Radioactive Element which gives rise to the
Thorium Emanation. Oskar Uahn {Ber., 1905, 38, 3371—3375).—
A continuation of experiments described previously (Abstr., 1905, ii,

432 ; compare also preceding abstract). Details are given of the
isolation of 10"9 nig. of an intensely active substance, radio-

thorium, which produces 700,000 times as much thorium emanation
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per unit of time as is produced by thorium itself. Radiothorium
is certainly not identical with thorium X, because it has a nearly
constant radioactivity ; it is also apparently chemically distinct

from thorium itself. But its emanation is identical with the
thorium emanation, X having the value I'S'IO"^, and the half value
being reached after 5 3

"3 seconds ; the emanation is apparently a gas
less dense than air, as it rises when produced. Radiothorium
behaves like thorium in ceasing temporarily to give off its emanation
when heated. It appears probable that radiothorium is the active

constituent of ordinary thorium, being related to the latter in the
same way as radium is related to uranium. W. A. D.

Thorium X and the Induced Thorioactivity. F. von Lerch
{Monatsh., 1905, 26, 899—929).—The induced thorioactivity, but not
thorium X, is precipitated from the hydrochloric acid solution of

thorium X by magnesium, iron, zinc, amalgamated zinc, nickel, lead,

copper, or aluminium. The induced thorioactivity, sometimes along
with traces of thorium X, is precipitated on electrolysis of acid

thorium X solutions ; but thorium X is precipitated along with metals

from alkaline solutions. Precipitates, the activity of which diminishes

to half of the initial value in more than 1 and less than 10'6 hours,

contain thorium B and thorium A, the activities of which decay to

half-value in 1 and 10'6 hours respectively. The amount of thorium B
in a solution of induced thorioactivity is proportional to the amount
of thorium A ; whilst in a thorium X solution the amounts of

thorium A and thorium B present are proportional to thorium X.
G. Y.

Deflection of a-Rays from Radium and Polonium. A. Stanley
Mackenzie {Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 10, 538—548. Compare Ruther-

ford, Abstr., 1903, ii, 256).—The deviations of a beam of a-rays in a

magnetic and an electrostatic field have been measured. The beam of

rays, after passing through two slits at one end of an exhausted

vessel, traversed the field of force and was received at the opposite

end on a glass plate coated on the inside with a thin layer of

powdered zinc sulphide. The position of the incident beam was
determined by placing a photographic plate in close contact with the

outer side of this screen.

On account of the heterogeneous character of the a-rays from

radium, considerable dispersion takes place in a magnetic field.

If m, e, and v denote respectively the mass, charge, and velocity of

the a-particles, the mean value obtained for nivje for the middle line

of the spectrum is 3'0 x 10^ C.G.S. electromagnetic units.

The observed electrostatic dispersion was considerably smaller than

the electromagnetic, and the mean value of mv^je for the middle rays is

4" 11 X 10^^. From these numbers, v (for the mean ray)= r37 x lO'-* cm.

per second, and m/e = 4"6xl0^ electromagnetic units. Allowing for

the absorption by the mica plate separating the radium preparation

from the slit tube, the velocities of the slowest, avei'age, and fastest

rays are 1*18, 1*45, and 1-74x10'* cm. per second. Assuming that

the charge on the a-particle is the same as that carried by the

hydrogen atom, it follows that the mass of the former is 2 '3 times
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that of the latter and this suggests that the a-particle is a hydrogen
molecule.

From measurements of the deflexion of the a-rays from polonium
which exhibit no appreciable dispersion, the value of mv/e = S'30 x 10^.

Assuming m/e is the same as for the radium a-particles, it follows that

the velocity of the particles from polonium is greater than that of the

average a-particles from radium. H. M. D.

a-Particles of Radium. W. H, Bragg (Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi],

10, 600—602. Compare Bragg and Kleeman, this vol., ii, 5 ; Ruther-

ford, ibid., 495).—The view expressed in a previous paper, that the

whole of the energy of the a-particles is spent before they cease to

ionise, is coiTected. Rutherford's experiments on radium-G indicate

that only a portion of the energy is used up before this condition is

reached. The particles, however, lose the power of ionisation at

exactly the same speed in all gases. This is the only possible

conclusion to be drawn from experiments on mixtures of gases.

The data obtained in experiments on the amount of ionisation at

different distances from the source of the a-particles indicate that the

ionisation varies inversely as the square of the velocity of the

particles. H. M. D.

Emission of Negative Corpuscles by the Alkali Metals.
Joseph J. Thomson {Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], lO, 584—590).—It has

been found that the alkali metals emit negative corpuscles even when
all external light is excluded. An evacuated vessel containing rubid-

ium or an alloy of sodium and potassium and a well-insulated gold-leaf

electroscope is enclosed in a light-tight box. The divergence of the

leaves is measured by means of a reading microscope, passing through
the side of the box, the leaves being momentarily illuminated by a
faint light transmitted through a red glass window. During the
intervals of illumination, the leak of the instrument is much greater

than in the dark, but this part of the leak can easily be separated

from the slower leakage taking place in the dark. When the gold

leaves are charged with negative instead of positive electricity, there

is no perceptible leak and the positive leak is also stopi>ed by a
transverse magnetic field. Traces of hydrogen produce a very large

temporary increase in the rate of leakage ; the emission of corpuscles

is therefore greatly increased during the absorption of hydrogen by
the alkali metals. No evidence of the emission of corpuscles is

obtained from lead, silver, or mercury. When sodium is converted
into vapour in an exhausted vessel containing two glass tubes down
which run wires having a difference of potential of 600 volts, de|K)si-

tion of the sodium takes place almost entirely on the tube containing
the negative wire, indicating that the sodium atoms are positively

charged. The author supposes that most substances emit corpuscles

under certain conditions and that the energy of these is derived from
the atoms of the corpuscle-emitting substances. In the interior of a
substance, the energy of the corpuscles is ultimately transformed into

heat energy, and this should cause the interior of a mass of a substance
to be hotter than the surface, the difference of temperature depending
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on the amount of energy transformed, the size of the body, and its

thermal conductivity. For a body of the size of the earth having a
conductivity equal to O'Ol, the value of this difference would be 3000°
if the amount of atomic energy thus transformed into heat per cubic

centimetre in 100 million years is approximately equal to the heat
required to raise the temperature of 1 gram of water bv 1 -5°

H. M. D.

Method of Transmission of the Excited Activity of Radium
to the Cathode. Walter Makower {Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 10,
526—532. Compare Rutherford, 1900, ii, 352).—The dependence of

the amount of excited activity deposited in a given time on a negatively-

charged rod exposed to a constant quantity of emanation on the pressure

of the surrounding gas has been investigated. The deposited activity is

independent of the difference of potential between the electrodes over a
considerable range. At low pressures, the activity acquired diminishes

as the pressure is decreased and varies with the distance between the

electrodes. As this distance increases, the values of the pressure at

which a diminution in the amount of deposited activity is observable

become smaller. The experiments indicate that, at low pressures, the

excited activity produced from radium emanation contained in a

closed vessel is not confined to the cathode, but is distributed over the

walls of the vessel and appears both on the anode and cathode even
in a strong electric field. It is supposed that the excited activity iat

the moment of its production is unchanged, and that the collision of

the particles with gas molecules results, in a certain percentage of

cases, in the expulsion of electrons, leaving the excited activity posi-

tively charged. In accordance with this hypothesis, it is found that

the activity deposited by a given quantity of emanation in a given

time is not increased when the number of ions present in the contain-

ing vessel is increased by external means. H. M. D.

Method of Transmission of the Excited Activity of Radium
to the Cathode. W. H. Jackson {Phil. Mag., 1905, [vi], 10,

532—537).—It is shown that the deviations of the experimental

results contained in the preceding* paper from those required by the

theory that the molecules of excited activity are initially uncharged,

but become so in consequence of the collision with gas molecules, are

actually less than the errors of observation. H. M. D.

Electrification produced by Radium Rays. Augusto Righi

{Nuovo Cim., 1905, [v], lO, 13— 17).—The method of working

adopted by the author consisted in charging a disc of the substance

under examination at a feeble positive potential, for example, +0"4

volt, subjecting it to the action of j8-rays from 0-015 gram radium

bromide, and measuring the time required for the disc to assume a

potential of —0-4 volt. The general result arrived at is that the

variation of potential per unit of time decreases as the atomic weight

of the element of which the disc is made increases. When the

substance is in the form of very thin leaves, the charge acquired by it

is virtually zero, Hence such thin leaves can be employed for pre-
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paring a conducting coating for measuring the charges acquired by
dielectrics on which radium rays impinge. T. H. P.

Diminution of Resistance produced in Bad Conductors by
Radium Rays. Augusto Righi {Atti R. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v],

14, ii, 207—214).—Under the influence of the ^-rays from radium
bromide, the resistance of light petroleum, oil of turpentine, carboa
disulphide, benzene, or olive oil is considerably diminished ; with light

petroleum, the resistance is only one-sixth of its normal value. The
effects obtained with solid dielectrics were small and uncertain. The
apparatus used by the author is described. T. H. P.

Increase of the Conductivity of Water by Radium Emana-
tions. Ugo Geassi {Atti R. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [vj, 14, ii,

281—284).—The water employed by the author was mixed with
sulphuric acid and potassium permanganate and distilled through

a tin condenser into a Jena glass vessel fitted with smooth platinum
electrodes, by means of which the conductivity measurements were
made. Hydrogen, charged with emanations from 0*002 gram of

radium bromide, was passed through the water. In this way, the

conductivity was lowered in three days to about one-third of its

initial value—from 3'4—3*5 x 10"' to about 1 x 10"^ reciprocal ohms at

about 23°
; the latter value remained unchanged on further passage of

the charged hydrogen. After the current of hydrogen was stopped,

the conductivity of the water increased rapidly, but the amount of the

increase was not constant and seemed to depend on the time during
which the hydrogen remained in contact with the radium before

being passed into the water. T. H. P.

Measurement of Potentials in Iodine Vapour. W. Matthies
{Sitzuiigsber. phys, med. Soc. Erlangen, 1905, 37; reprint).—When a
discharge passes through iodine vapour at low pressures in a Geissler

tube, a beautiful orange-yellow luminescence is observed at the
cathode. This light gives a continuous spectrum extending from
red to green. The normal fall of potential at a platinum cathode in

iodine vapour is 377 volts ; this value is independent of pressure and
of current strength. The fall of potential at the anode varies with
the pressure and the current strength ; the lowest value observed was
66-6 volts. J. C. P.

Elimination of the Diffusion Potential between Two Dilute
Aqueous Solutions by the Insertion of a Concentrated Solu-
tion of Potassium Chloride. Niels Bjehrum {Zeit. physikal.

Chem., 1905, 53, 428—440).—The author's experiments show that the
use of a concentrated potassium chloride solution for the purpose stated

in the title gives very satisfactory results. A formula is deduced for

the diffusion potential between a concentrated potassium chloride

solution and a dilute solution of a strongly dissociated binary electro-

lyte. J. C. P.
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Electrical Conductivity of Selenium. Maurice Coste {Compt.

rend., 1905, 141, 715—717).—The usual method of converting the

non-conducting vitreous form of selenium into the conducting metallic

variety by fusing the vitreous form between two metallic plates and
allowing it to cool slowly (compare Marc, Abstr., 1903, ii, 105) is not

satisfactory, since selenium combines with most of the metals, includ-

ing gold, to form selenides ; if, however, the metal plates are replaced

by pure carbon, the complications due to the presence of the selenides

are obviated. The conversion of vitreous silicon into the metallic

variety is accompanied by a change in structure, the substance

becoming more porous and not exhibiting a constant electrical resist-

ance until after the lapse of some hours ; thus, the resistance of a rod

of selenium having the dimensions 90 mm. x 1 mm. x 0*5 mm. was
44,000 ohms immediately after conversion, 60,000 ohms after one hour,

63,500 ohms after two hours, 78,000 after twenty-four hours, and
constant at 86,000 ohms after forty-eight hours. M. A. W.

Temperature-coefiicients of Conductivity in Aqueous
Solutions and the Effect of Temperature on Dissociation.
Harry C. Jones and Augustus P. West (Amer. Chem. J., 1905, 34,
357—422).—A resume is given of previous work on this subject.

A study has been made of the effect of temperature on dissociation

between 0° and 35° ; the temperature-coefficients of conductivity,

expressed in percentage of conductivity units, have been calculated by
means of the Kohlrausch formula, and the influence of temperature

on these coefficients has been investigated.

The conductivity of aqueous solutions of the following substances

at various concentrations and at temperatures between 0° and 35°

has been determined. Ammonium chloride and bromide ; sodium brom-
ide, iodide, carbonate, and acetate

;
potassium chloride, bromide,

iodide, nitrate, sulphate, carbonate, and ferrocyanide
;

potassium

hydrogen sulphate ; calcium chloride and bromide ; strontium bromide;

barium chloride ; magnesium chloride ; zinc sulphate ; manganese
chloride and nitrate ; cobalt chloride and nitrate ; nickel chloride and
nitrate ; copper chloride and nitrate ; hydrochloric, nitric, sulphuric,

and oxalic acids.

The results are given in tabular form, and include the molecular

conductivities, comparison of these values with those obtained by other

observers, the temperature-coefficients in conductivity units, the tem-

perature-coefficients per cent., and the percentage, dissociation. It is

found that in all cases there is a large increase in conductivity due
to increased ionic mobility, and that the percentage dissociation and
the percentage temperature-coefficients of conductivity decrease as the

temperature rises from 0° to 35°. The effect of temperature on the

temperatui'e-coefficients of conductivity, expressed in conductivity

units, is different in the case of salts from that in the case of acids
;

with salts, they increase with rise of temperature, wliilst with acids

they decrease.

These results are shown to be in harmony with the observation of

Ramsay and Shields (Trans., 1893, 63, 1089), that the association of

water becomes less as the temperature is raised, and with the hypo-
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thesis of Dutoit and Aston (Abstr., 1897, ii, 546), which states that

as the association of a solvent decreases, its dissociating power is

diminished. The fact that the dissociation decreases with rise of

temperature is also in agreement with the conclusions to be drawn
from the results of Yonwiller [Phil. Mag., 1904, [vi], 7, 655), show-
ing a decrease in the dielectric constant of water with rise of tempera-
ture, and the Thompson-Nernst hypothesis connecting the dissociating

power of a solvent with ats dielectric constant. The temperature-

coefficients of conductivity, expressed in percentage of conductivity

units, decrease with rise of temperature, and this fact is in accordance

with the maximum in the conductivity-temperature curve of an elec-

trolyte as pointed out by Bousfield and Lowry (Abstr., 1903, ii, 52).

E. G.

Electrolytic Dissolution of Platinum. Ecdolf Euer {Zeit.

Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 661—681).—A platinum anode immersed in a
solution of sulphurous acid or ferrous sulphate in 50 or 66 per cent,

sulphuric acid is dissolved slowly by an intermittent current. The cur-

rent must be strong enough and must pass for a sufficient length of time
to impart a suitable anodic potential to the platinum ; the interruption

must be long enough to permit the reducing agents to diminish this

potential below a certain point. Under similar conditions, a platinum
cathode is dissolved in presence of a strong oxidising agent such as

persulphuric or chromic acid. Alternate cathodic and anodic polarisa-

tion gives the same result. Measurements of the polarisation show
that the anodic potential of at least — 1*20 volts (compared with a
hydrogen electrode in sulphuric acid of the same strength) is required

to give any dissolution of the platinum and that the dissolution in-

creases as the potential increases ; the alternate cathodic potential of
— 0*7 volt gives the maximum dissolution. If the cathodic polarisa-

tion is pushed so far that the potential is reached and hydrogen
begins to be evolved, no platinum is dissolved.

A very careful repetition of the experiments of Brochet and Petit

(this vol., ii, 673) showed that no dissolution whatever occurs with
the current from an aluminium rectifier.

The whole of the results are readily explained by assuming the
formation of a layer of platinum peroxide (Abstr,, 1903, ii, 407).
From the quantity of platinum dissolved by altei'nate anodic and
cathodic polarisation, it is shown that the thickness of the layer of

oxide is at least 0*09 x 10~^ mm., which is less than the diameter of a
molecule. T. E.

Electromotive Behaviour of Dilute Amalgams. J. F. Spencer
(Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 681—684).—Amalgams of zinc,

cadmium, lead, thallium, and copper are prepared by electrolysis, and
measurements of the E.M.F. between the amalgam and the pure
metal in a normal solution of a metallic salt are made. The differences

between the potentials of the amalgams can be calculated fairly well
by means of Nernst's formula, assuming the molecule of the metal
dissolved in the mercury to contain two atoms, except in the case of
thallium, which is monatomic. Some of the amalgams of zinc and
copper are less noble than the pure metals. T. £.
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Electromotive Behaviour of Molybdenum and its Analogies
with that of Chromium. Luigi Marino {Gazzetta, 1905, 35, ii,

193— 224).—Although molybdenum, like chromium, is capable of

functioning as a bi-, ter-, or sexa-valent element, electrochemically it

existvS only in one degree of combination—the sexavalent. Molyb-
denum can, under widely varying conditions, occur in two different

states, namely, active and passive. With these two states correspond
two definite values of the E.M.F., and between these values lie an in-

definite number of others answering to the infinite number of con-

ditions of the surface of the metal ; the same has been shown by
Hittorf to hold for chromium.

The metal is active when in contact with strongly oxidising solu-

tions, such as those of chlorine, bromine, nitric acid, or chloric acid, at

the ordinary temperature ; further, it is active in solutions of highly

oxygenated salts, but only at temperatures rising with the dilution,

and also in concentrated solutions of certain other acids only capable

of dissolving it at their boiling points, the E.M.F. beiug here identical

with that exhibited in solutions able to dissolve it readily.

The inactive condition of the metal is only possible for certain

values of the current density, a fact which indicates the great

influence of the latter magnitude on the surface of the metal. This

influence is shown most distinctly in solutions of substances rich in

oxygen, such as nitric acid and nitrates.

Neglecting the slight influences exerted by different electrolytes,

the highest value of the E.M.F. after the metal has acted for some
seconds as a cathode is 1*50 volts for the active condition and 0*20

volt for the passive condition. The inactive state of the metal is

unstable and, as soon as its cause is removed, reverts to the active

condition, the change proceeding more rapidly than with chromium.
The behaviour of molybdenum lends support to Hittorf's idea, that

a class of substances may exist the chemical energy of which is not

transformable into electrical energy. T, H. P.

Cathode Potentials necessary for the Electrolytic De-
position of Certain Metals from Solutions of their Sulphates.
GiULio CoFFETTi and Fritz Foerster {Ber., 1905, 38, 2934—2944.

Compare Kiister, Abstr., 1901, ii, 555).—The authors have determined

the cathode potentials necessary for the electrolytic deposition of

copper, cadmium, zinc, cobalt, nickel, and iron from normal
solutions of their sulphates, using different current densities, a

platinum cathode, and an anode of the metal in question, at 20°. The
E.M.F. was measured against an iNyiO calomel electrode, the potential

of which, 6^= -0*336 volt. As cadmium is deposited irregularly

from the solution of its sulphate, 10 per cent, of hydrofluosilicic acid

was added to the electrolyte.

Hydrogen is evolved on electrolysis of very slightly acid solutions of

iron, nickel, and cobalt sulphates ; in these cases, the amount of metal

deposited is given as a pei'centage of the current employed.

The variation of the cathode potential with the current density is

shown by a series of tables and curves. The potentials necessary
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foi-m an ascending sei-ies, copper, cadmium, cobalt, nickel, iron, and
zinc.

The results for nickel and iron agree with the values given by
Muthman and Fraunberger for the difference of potential of these

metals (Sitzungsber., Bayer, Akad. Wiss., 1904, 34, 201). G. Y.

Rate of Recombination and the Size of Gaseous Ions.

Joseph J. Thomson {Proc. Camh. Phil. Soc, 1905, 13, 170—173).—
If two oppositely charged ions start from rest, their attraction will

cause them to form one system, and they will cease to act as ions.

If, however, the kinetic energy T of the ions is greater than e-jr, where
e is charge on the ions and r their distance, they will again separate,

and hence for recombination the ions must approach to a distance

r<e'^lT, and as T is dependent solely on temperature, this limiting

distance is the same for all ions, and the value is calculated as
1*4 X 10"*^ cm. From this value and that of the average distance

between ions, the author calculates the value for the number of recom-

binations per second as mrr~V (where n is the number of ions) per

unit volume. This equated to an-, where a is thfe coefficient of

recombination, leads to a= 1*5 x 10~^ if the ions have the same mass
as the molecules. This value, although of the same order, is slightly

higher than the value obtained otherwise, so that the mass of the ion is

somewhat greater than that of the molecule. In strong electric fields,

it is clear that a will decrease considerably. The attraction of ions for

uncharged molecules is next considered, and it is shown that in

general the charged molecule will recombine and form a complex ion,

but that this process of aggregation will be limited, and will stop at

an earlier stage at high temperatures than at low ones. L. M. J.

Faraday's Law in Reference to the Glow Discharge in
Gases. Claren'ce A. Skinner (Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1215; from
Physikal. Zeit., Q, 610—614).—In the apparatus used for the experi-

ments on the glow dischar^je in gases, the anode was made of the
sodium-potassium alloy NaK ; the cathodes of various metals were
used, and could be changed without being exposed to the atmosphere.
When the tube wjis filled with helium, the pressure, measured by a
Macleod manometer, was found to increase regularly owing to the
liberation of hydrogen from the cathode. The ijuantity of hydrogen
formed was at first in accordance with Faraday's law, but decreased
after a time. Aluminiuin, bismuth, cadmium, copj>er, gold, lead,

magnesium, nickel, platinum, silver, steel, tin, and zinc were found
to behave in practically the sjime way. When the tube was filled

with mercury which had been distilled in a vacuum and had not been
exposed to the air, no hydrogen was evolved. Since, when the tube
contained hydrogen, the pressure remained constjvnt, the anode must
have absorbed the gas as rapidly as it was evolved, but after satura-
tion of the anode the pressure began to inse slowly. Ziuc which had
been distilled in a vacuum and exposed to air did not cause any
decrease in the quantity of gas liberated ; hydrogen was first formed
and then nitrogen, and if air was allowed to enter the tube the
evolution of gas again increased. When carbon electrodes were used
and the tubes were freshly tilled with helium, nitrogen was con-

voL. Lxxxviii. ii. 55
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tinuously liberated, together with a small quantity of hydrogen, and
the quantities were approximately in accordance with Faraday's law.

By allowing the apparatus to i-emain at rest, the electrodes recovered

their former condition by a process of diffusion from the interior to

the surface. When the tube was filled with nitrogen, the absorption

of the gas by a carbon electrode was found to follow Faraday's law.

In the phenomenon of glow discharge in gases, therefore, the current is

carried from the commencement by means of the atoms of the gases.

E. W. W.

Mercury Arc Lamp in Vessels of Fused Silica. Ernst
Haagn [Ghem. Centr., 1905, ii, 803; from J". (?as6eZ., 48, 613—614).

—The properties of fused silica render it more suitable for the con-

struction of mercury lamps than ordinary glass. The intense light

emitted by the lamp has an unpleasant colour, and affects the skin

like a frost-bite ; it is rich in ultra-violet rays, which are transmitted

more perfectly by silica than by glass. The spectrum consists of a

few lines, and the red portion is totally absent. The oxygen of the

air surrounding the lamp becomes ozonised. The use of amalgams
offers no advantage. The light depends on the vaporisation of the

metals, the lamp becoming filled with the vapour of those metals

which have the lowest vapour tensions, whilst the less volatile remain
at the electrodes. The arc behaves like a free conductor carrying a

current, and is affected by a magnet, placing itself in a position which
is perpendicular to the lines of force. Hall's phenomenon may be

demonstrated more readily by means of the lamp than by any other

method. If the lamp is cooled by water, the light becomes consider-

ably richer in ultra-violet rays. E. W. W.

New Type of Electric Furnace, -with a Redetermination
of the Melting Point of Platinum. John A. Harkek {Froc. Roy.

Soc, 1905, A, 76, 235—250).—The essential part of the furnace is a

tube of solid electrolytically conducting material, such as is used in

the Nernst lamp. This tube, which is connected through a regulating

resistance with the terminals of a 100—500 volt circuit, is placed

centrally in a longer tube of hard porcelain or fire-clay, the space

between the tubes being packed with pure zirconia powder. The
outer tube is wound round with nickel wire, which is connected with

an appropriate source of current, and acts therefore as a heating

jacket. It was found that the control of the temperature in the

inner tube between 800° and 2000° was so good that well-defined

melting points could be obtained with very small quantities of

substance. Thus, with a thermo-junction of bare platinum and

platinum-rhodium or platinum-iridium, very concordant values were

obtained for the melting point of the platinum which formed the

junction. Many determinations were made, and the melting point of

platinum is found to l)e 17 10° ±5", a value considerably lower

than the numbers previously found (for example, 1780°; see Holborn

•and Wion, Abstr., 1896, ii, 87). The extrapolation to such a high

temperature of the formula for the E.M.F. is justified by the fact that

a good value is obtained similarly for the melting point of nickel.

J. 0. P.
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Magnetic Qualities of Some Alloys not containing Iron.

John A, Fleming and R. A. Hadfjeld {Proc. Roy. Soc, 1905, A,

76, 271—283).—An exact study of the magnetic properties of two
alloys containing copper, aluminium, and manganese has been made.

The first alloy contained Mn, 22*42 per cent.; Cu, 60'49 per cent;

Al, 11-65 per cent.; C, 1"5 per cent.; Si, 0'37 percent.; Fe, 0*21

per cent. ; intermingled slag (mostly MnO and SiOo), 2—3 per cent.

The approximate composition of the second alloy was Mn, 18 per

cent. ; Cu, 68 per cent. ; Al, 10 per cent. ; Pb, 4 per cent. These
alloys have poor mechanical properties, are brittle, and cannot be

forged.

The first alloy exhibits magnetic properties analogous to those of a
feebly ferromagnetic material. It exhibits the phenomena of magnetic

hysteresis and of magnetic retentivity and coercivity. It is not

merely magnetic, but can be permanently magnetised. The magnetic
qualities of the second alloy are generally similar to those of the first

alloy. These results lead the authors to conclude that the magnetic
properties of these alloys must be based on a similarity of molecular

structure with the familiar ferromagnetic metals. These metals are

probably composed of molecular groups which are permanently
magnetic ; the process of producing or changing the evident magnetisa-
tion of a mass of these metals would then consist in arranging or

disturbing the positions of these molecular magnets. The alloys

examined by the authors are instances of fairly strong ferromagnetism
produced by mixing non-magnetic metals, and hence it follows that

feiTomagnetism per se is not a property of the chemical atom, but of

certain molecular groupings. If this is so, it may be possible to

prepare alloys which are more strongly magnetic than iron itself.

J. C. P.

The Thermo-electric Junction as a means of determining the
Lowest Temperatures. Sir James Dewak {Froc. Hoy. iSoc, 1905, A,
76, 316—325).—A German silver-platinum thermocouple is found to

be trustworthy as a thermonietric agent at the lowest steady tempera-
ture that could be obtained. According to the indications of this

instrument, the melting point of hydrogen is 15*7° absolute, and a
temperature of 14 "4" absolute can be reached by exhausting solid

hydrogen. These are both mean values. J. C. P.

Relation of the Specific Heats of Crystalline Substances
to Temperature. Alex. D. Bogojawlenski (Chein. Centr., 1905,
ii, 945—947; from ^Schriften Dorpater Naturfor. Ges., 1904, 13,
1—73).—The specific heats of ten organic compounds which had been
[•urified by crystallisation from different solvents, by fractional distilla-

tion, or by distillation in steam, have been determined at different tem-
peratures |by means of a mercury calorimeter. The specific heats of
t hese compounds, with the exception of />-dibromobenzene and to some
xtent naphthalene, were found to increase considerably with rise

<jf temperature. This abnormal behaviour is doubtless due to the
I)re8ence of impurities, which cause the softening and partial liquefac-

tion of these substances which was observed to take place at tempera-

55—2
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tures below their melting points. This hypothesis was confirmed by
the results obtained when the specific heats were determined by a
" reversed " method in which the substance at the ordinary tempera-
ture was introduced into a heated calorimeter. For absolutely pure
substances such a method should give higher values than the direct

method, and this was found to be the case for jodibromobenzene,
naphthalene, quartz, topaz, and iron, but lower values were obtained

for the other organic compounds. Tables showing the specific heats of

_p-dibromobenzene, ?n-chloronitrobenzene, benzil, a-crotonic acid, phenyl-

acetic acid, diphenylamine, o-nitrophenol, and naphthalene at tempera-
tures above 0°, and of benzene, naphthalene, and ice at temperatures
below 0°, are given in the abstract. The specific heat of pure com-
pounds varies only slightly with temperature, and the function c =f[t)
appears to be a linear one.

Experiments have also been made to determine the specific heats and
temperatures of solidification of mixtures of j!?-dibromobenzene and
naphthalene, sulphonal and benzil, and /)-dibromobenzene andj9-bromo-

toluene. The first mixture gives the simplest curves and showed
eutectic points at 47 6° and 80-4-°. The specific heats of the mixture
not only increase rapidly with rise of temperature at temperatures con-

siderably below that of solidification, but also show a sudden increase

at a constant temperature. At this temperature, which is below the

eutectic point, the specific heats of all the mixtures change suddenly.

The remarkable constancy of the temperature is due to the actual

presence of the eutectic mixture, the sudden rise of the specific heat on
further heating being caused by the melting of the mixture. The
Regnault-Neumann rule for the specific heat of mixtures of crystalline

substances holds for the mixtures quoted up to temperatures near the

eutectic point, and at temperatures above this the specific heats may
be represented by a formula into which the heat of liquefaction

enters.

The diagram which represents the relationship of temperatures of

solidification to composition in the case of the mixture of jo-dibromo-

benzene and ^>bromotoluene is given in the abstract. The tempera-

tures of solidification of all the mixtures lie above the melting point of

^>bromotoluene (26*50°) and below that of ^-dibromobenzene (87 "05°),

and these compounds therefore form solid solutions although they are

not isomorphous; />-bromotoluene crystallises in rhombic and ^>dibromo-

benzene in monoclinic crystals. The curves inter.sect at 366°, which

is the transformation temperature corresponding with the change of

the monoclinic into the rhombic crystals. The diagram is divided by

the ordinates of this point into two portions, of which one embraces iso-

morphous mixtures of ^>bromotoluene with the compound
2C7H-Br,CoH,Br„

and the other mixtures of /»-dibromobenzene with the compound
2C7H7Br,CgH4Br2. The eutectic temperature of the latter mixtures

appears to be 36 6°, and the specific heat of these mixtures increases

suddenly at about 30°.

From the results of the experiments described above and the con-

sideration of Spring and Kapp's work on lead-tin alloys, it is shown

that the relationships of physical condition to temperature and com-
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position may be deduced from calorimetric as well as from thermometric

data. From the character and position of the points of change of

direction of the curves of specific heats of binary mixtures, eutectic

mixtures may be distinguished from mixtures of isomorphous and

isodimorphous substances. E. W. W.

Studies with the Liqmd Hydrogen and Air Calorimeters.

I. Specific Heats. II. Latent Heats. Sir James Dewae {Proc.

Roy. Soc, 1905, A, IQ, 325—340).—With the aid of the calorimeter

previously described, the author has determined the specific heats at

low temperatures for a large number of substances. Diamond,
graphite, and ice are dealt with in greater detail, and the specific heats

for these substances are given in the following table :

+ 18° to -78°. -78° to -188°. -188° to -252-5°.

Diamond 00794° 0-0190° 0-0043°

Gi-aphite 0-1341 0-0599 0-0133

Ice — 0-285 0-146

Further, the specific heat of ice for the range - 18° to - 78° is 0-463.

The latent heats of vaporisation of oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, and
air at their respective boiling points have been determined by measur-

ing the gas produced on introducing a known weight of lead into the

liquid. The mean values obtained for oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen
are 5115, 50*4, and 123-1 calories respectively. The latent heat of

vaporisation of air requii-es further investigation. J. C. P.

Latent Heat of Vaporisation of Carvacrol and Anethole.
Wladimir F. LuGiNiN {J. Chim. phjs., 1905, iii, 640— 647).—The values

for the specific heat and latent heat of vaporisation of carvacrol are found

to be 0-5770 and 68-08 cal. respectively. The boiling point being 237-97°,

the value for the latent heat leads to a Trouton constant of about 20
and hence indicates the absence of polymerisation. The corresponding
values in the case of anethole are 0-5113, 71*5 cal., 235-2° and 20-8,

so that in this case also there is no polymerisation, L. M. J.

Relative Value of Calorimetric Methods. Julius Thomsen
(Zeit. physikid. Cliem., 1905, 53, 314—316. Compare this vol.,

ii, 435, 571).—Polemical in reply to lierthelot (this vol., ii, 504).

J. C. P.

[Thermochemical Studies.] Julius Thomsex (/. pr. Chern., 1905,

[ii], 72, 341—342. Compare this vol., ii, 231, 435, 571; LagerlSf,

Abstr., 1904, ii, 382, 605; this vol., ii, 76).—Polemic il. A detailed

reply to Lagerlof's objections to his criticisms (this vol., ii, 677).

G. Y.

Heats of Mixture of Acids. Emil Bose (C/iem. Centr., 1905, ii,

947—948; from Physikcd. Zeit., 6, 548 —553).—The curves which
represent the relationship between the heats of mixture and the

percentage composition of binary mixtures generally show a distinct

change of curvature. If the percentage of water or other independent
variable is taken as ordinate, the first portions of the curves are almost
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hyperbolic. The data for dilute solutions, however, do not show this

relationship (compare von Steinwehr, Abstr., 1901, ii, 641). Thomson's
data may be represented by an equation : y = ax ^^ bx^ + coc?, in which y
is a function of the percentage of one of the components of the mixture.
This equation holds with fair accuracy in the case of hydrochloric,

hydrobromic, hydriodic, formic, acetic, phosphoric, nitric, and sulphuric

acids ; the halogen acids and the organic acids seldom show a difference

. of more than 1 per cent. Whilst the formula gives better results for

dilute solutions of nitric acid than Thomson's formula, it offers no
advantage in the case of sulphuric acid. Formulae for the molecular

heat of mixture and molecular heat of dilution are also given in the
original paper, and the peculiar character of the curves which represent

the relationships of heat-tone to percentage of water for solutions

of acetic acid and formic acid is also referred to. E. W. W.

Conversion of Organo-magnesium Compounds into Qrignard-
Baeyer Oxonium Compounds and the Thermochemical In-

vestigation of this Reaction. Wladimir Tschelinzefp {Ber., 1905,

38, 3664— 3673).—The organo-magnesium compounds were prepared
in benzene or light petroleum solutions by the addition of about five

drops of dimethylaniline (to act as a catalyst ; see this vol., i, [40), and
were afterwards mixed with dry ether in a calorimeter.

The values obtained for x in the thermochemical equation,

R-Mg-I -f- EtgO = ^t^^^I^^^ + ^^^^•'

are as follows :

R.
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Determination of Vapour Densities at High Temperatures.
III. Disintegration of Iridium by Carbon Dioxide. Dis-

sociation of Carbon Dioxide. Friedrich Emich {Moaatsh., 1905,

26, 1011—1020. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, U ; this vol., ii, 441;
Holborn and Henning, Abstr., 1902, ii, 664).—Bunsen's method for

the determination of vapour densities at high temperatures is

applicable only to gas under relatively high pressures.

The author has determined the loss in weight (disintegration) of

strips of iridium heated, in carbon dioxide and in nitrogen containing

oxygen, by an electric current to various temperatures which were
measured by means of a Holborn and Kurlbaum's optical pyrometer.

No loss of weight occurs when iridium is heated in nitrogen or carbon

monoxide. At 1500°, the loss of weight when iridium is heated in

nitrogen containing 2 '2 per cent, of oxygen is thirty times the loss in

carbon dioxide, but at 1970^ the loss in carbon dioxide and in nitrogen

containing 2 '2 per cent, of oxygen is approximately the same, whilst

at 2150"^ the loss of weight in carbon dioxide is equal to the loss in

nitrogen containing 5 per cent, of oxygen. The dissociation at various

temperatures of carbon dioxide obtained from these results is com-
pared with the dissociations calculated by Le Chatelier (Abstr., 1889,

205) and Trevor and Kortright (Abstr., 1895, ii, 211) :

Percentage dissociation of

carbon dioxide.

Temperatures.

1500°
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Bakhuis Roozeboom and A. H. W, Aten {Zeit. physikal. Chem.,

1905, 53, 449—501).—A theoretical paper. J. C. P.

Ternary Equilibria. Frans A. H. Schreinemakers {Chem. Centr.,

1905, ii, 1066; from Chem. Weehhlad, 1, 329—337).—The original

paper consists of an introduction to the graphic method of repre-

senting equilibria in ternary systems and short descriptions of

methods of investigation. E. W. W.

Equilibrium of the Electrolytic Dissociation of Partially
Neutralised Acids and Bases. Yukichi Osaka {Mem. Coll. Sci.

Eng. Kyoto, 1904—5, 1, 103—113. Compare Dawson, Trans., 1903,

83, 725).—It is shown that if a weak monobasic acid is half-

neutralised by a strong nionoacid base, the concentration of the
hydrogen ions is equal to the dissociation constant of the acid and
independent of the dilution of the solution. If a mixtui-e of two
weak monobasic acids in equivalent proportions is half neutralised by
a strong monoacid base, the hydrogen ion concentration is equal to

the square root of the product of the dissociation constants of the

two acids. The conclusion is also reached that a solution of the acid

salt of a dibasic acid, H2A, may be considered as a half-neutralised

mixture in equivalent proportions of the acids H(HA) and HA.
Similar relationships hold for partially neutralised weak bases.

According to experiments of the author recorded previously on the

bi-rotation of dextrose under the influence of ethylenediamine mono-
hydrochloride, the velocity of the process increases with the con-

centration of the salt, whereas according to the above theoretical

deductions it should be constant. These experiments have been
repeated, and the different values for the velocity constant are now
found to be more nearly equal. At dilutions of 400, 200, and 100
litres per mol., the values of the constant are '01 26, 0'0147,and 0*0161

respectively. The mean value of the OH' concentration is calculated

from these numbers to be 1*1 x 10'*', and, utilising Bredig's number,
8*5 X 10"^, for the dissociation constant of the first hydroxyl dissocia-

tion, the constant for the dissociation of the second hydroxyl is

1-4x10-8. H. M. D.

Kinetics of Processes of Oxidation. Anton Skrabal {Zeit.

Elektrochem., 1905, 11, 653—656).—As a guide to the mechanism of

a reaction, the law of the pi'imary formation of the least stable pro-

duct is assumed. In cases of oxidation, this primary oxide is one
which may decompose into a higher and a lower oxidation product.

For example, sulphur dioxide, aldehyde, and hypoiodous acid are the first

products of oxidation of sulphur, alcohol, and hydriodic acid resj)ectively.

In liomogeneous systems, the labile primary oxide is approximately in

equilibrium both with the reacting materials and with the final pro-

ducts (Brunner, this vol., ii, 511). The fact that in cases of induced

oxidation the quantity of induced oxidation bears a simple relation-

ship to the quantity of primary oxidation leads the author to suppose

th^t the intermediate oxide must always bo very nearly in equilibrium

with the final products of the reaction. In case the intermediate
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oxide is formed by the first reaction too quickly to allow of the fulfil-

ment of this condition, another, less stable, set of final products is

formed.

The oxidation of oxalic acid by permanganate is taken as an
example. Permanganate and oxalic acid react very slowly ; complex

manganic oxalate ions decompose at a measurable rate into manganous
ions and carbon dioxide

;
permanganate and oxalic acid react very

rapidly in presence of manganous ions. The slow decomposition of

the complex manganic oxalate ions is ascribed to the action of man-
ganic ions, formed by the dissociation of the complex ions, on oxalic

acid. The very rapid reaction between permanganate, manganous
ions, and oxalic acid is due to the primary formation of manganic ions

from the manganous ions and permanganate. T. E.

Velocity of Decomposition of Nitrous Oxide. Matthew A.

Hunter {Zeit. physikal. Chem., 1905, 63, 441—448).—Nitrous oxide

was passed in a continuous current, at different rates in different ex-

periments, through a porcelain tube heated electrically and kept at a

high temperature. The extent to which the gas had decomposed
during its passage through the hot tube was deduced from the density

of the issuing gas, determined in a gas balance. Experiments were
made at 713% 805°, and 895°, and it was found that the course of

decomposition is nearly that required for a bimolecular reaction. The
influence of moisture on the rate of decomposition is not appreciable.

The influence of temperature on the velocity-coefiicient k is given by
the equation logy5;= - 31800/^-1- 24-12.

It is shown that platinum electrodes are not polarised by nitrous

oxide ; a computation, however, makes it probable that the oxidation

potential is about 0*39 volt higher than that of oxygen. J. C. P.

Mechanism of the Reaction by which y-Hydroxy-acids are
Converted into Lactones. Balthasar R. de Bruyn {Chem. Centr.,

1905, ii, 1016 ; from Chem. Weekblad, 2, 557—563).—Whilst Henry's
(Abstr., 1892, 1303) theory of the decomposition of y-hydroxy-acids

into lactones agrees with the facts, Visser's (this vol., ii, 571) ap|)eai*s

to be quite irreconcilable with them. The formation of lactone follows

the law of mass action. Since, at the concentration employed, 99
per cent, of the hydroxy-acid is not dissociated, the addition of an
acid cannot have any appreciable effect on the dissociation. Visser's

explanation does not account for the accelerating effect of strong acids

or of the opposing influence of salts of hydroxy-acids. Henry's
assumption of the catalytic action of the hydrogen ions, however, cannot
be considered to afford a satisfactory explanation. E. \V. W.

Control Experiments [over Long Periods of Time]. Marcellin
Berthelot {Arm. Chim. Phys., 1005, [viii], 6, 195—199).—Pure
nitric acid remains colourless when kept in sealed tubes in the dark
for seven years, and silver oxide moist or dry also remains unaltered
under similar conditions. A mixture of 9 vols, of carbonic oxide
and 6 vols, of oxygen either dry or moist undergoes no change when
kept in sealed tubes for more than seven years.
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Soils which have been sterilised and kept in closed vessels contain

the same proportion of nitrogen at the end of twenty years as they

did at the beginning (compare Abstr., 1886, 175 ; 1887, 395, 617).

M. A. W.

Absorption of Carbon Dioxide by Aqueous Salt Solu-
tions and Binary Liquid Mixtures. A. Christoff {Zeit. physikal.

Chem., 1905, 53, 321—340).—The oixler of a number of salt solu-

tions, arranged according to their ability to dissolve carbon dioxide,

is in general the same as the order deduced from their absorptive power
for other gases (compare Setschenoff, Abstr., 1889, 1044; Rothmund,
Abstr., 1900, ii, 467). Solutions of alums dissolve carbon dioxide to

about the same extent as the solutions of the simple sulphates which
they contain. Solutions of the acid . salts KHSO.^, KHSO^,
KHgAsO^, KHgPO^, KgHAsO^, KgHPO^, absorb less carbon dioxide

than water does. The curves showing the variation of the solubility

of carbon dioxide in binary mixtures with the composition of the
mixtures may exhibit a minimum, as in the case of sulphuric acid and
water, or a maximum, as in the case of acetic acid and carbon tetra-

chloride. The surface tension curve for these binary mixtures seems
to exhibit a maximum where the solubility curve exhibits a minimum
and vice versd (compare Skirrow, Abstr., 1902, ii, 600). The amount
ef carbon dioxide absorbed by solutions of borates and ortho- and meta-
phosphates is less than that calculated on the assumption that a whole
molecule of hydrogen carbonate is formed from a molecule of the salt

(compare Griinhut, Abstr., 1904, ii, 615). J. C. P.

Velocity of Dissolution of Solid Substances. Ludwik
Bruner and Stanislaw Tolloczko (/, Chim. phys., 1905, 3,
625—639).—It has been found by Noyes and Whitney that the

velocity of dissolution of a solid in its own solution is given by the

expression dx/dt = C(*S' - x) where x is the concentration of the solu-

tion and /S* that of the saturated solutions (Abstr., 1897, ii, 479), and
experiments of the authors confirmed this result (Abstr., 1904, ii,

117). Schiirr has found, however, that aS' and x should be replaced by
their logarithms, the expression of Noyes and Whitney being only

valid, therefore, when the solubility is small (Abstr., 1904, ii, 543).

The authors criticise Schiirr's woi'k, and have determined the

velocity of solution in the case of sodium chloride. The method of

working is described ; the results obtained are in complete accord

with the law of Noyes and Whitney. L. M. J.

Formation ofComplexes: Hydration and Colour. Frederick G.

DoNNAN {Zeit. j)h2/sikal. Chem., 1905, 53, 317—320).—In reference

to the papers by Lewis (this vol., ii, 509) and by Jones and Bassett

{ibid.), it is shown how inadequately these authors interpret the colour

changes exhibited by cobalt and copper salts in the light of modern
theory and recent experimental work. In this connection, special

reference is made to the views of Werner (Abstr., 1893, ii, 379) and of

Abegg and Bodlander (Abstr., 1899, ii, 542), and to the work of

Donnan and Bassett (Trans,, 1902, 81, 939) and of Kohlschiitter

(Abstr., 1904, ii, 338). The application of these modern conceptions to
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the interpretation of the relative colours of complex or double salts is

attempted by the author for a number of cases in which cupric chloride

or bromide is one constituent. Thus :

LiCl,CuCl2,2HoO
NH,Cl,CuCl2

^

NH,Cl,CuCl2,2H.,0
2KCl,CuCl,,2H.,0
KCl,CuCl2

'

Again, HBr,CuBr2,2H2aii:
2NH^Br,CuBr2,2H20
KBr.CuBrg
2LiBr,CuBr2,6H,0 =

Li,2H20]'[Cu,3Cl]' is ruby-red;

NHj"[Cu,3Cl]'isred;
NH4nCu,2H20,3Cl]' is blue;

K].; [Cu,2HoO,4Cl]" is blue

;

K]"[Cu,3CI]' is brownish-red.

H,2H201'
-

'[Cu,3Br]' is brownish-red

;

H,NH3].[[Gu,2H20,4Br]" is emerald-green

;

K]*[Cu,3Br]' is brownish-red

;

Li,3H.,0]o[Ou,4Br]" is brownish-red.

J. C. P.

Do Crystals Soften in the Neighbourhood of their Melting
Point? N. Slatowbatsky and Gustav Tammaxn (Zeit. phijsikcU.

Chevi., 1905, 53, 341—348).—^The plasticity of naphthalene and yellow

phosphorus has been determined at various temperatures up to their

melting points by a method previously described {Ann. Physik, 1902,

7, 198). The plasticity of ordinary samples of naphthalene increases

markedly in the neighbourhood of the melting point, but this increase

is largely due to the presence of impurities ; as these get pressed out

and the crystals become chemically homogeneous, the plasticity falls off

rapidly, and the temperature interval over which the naphthalene crystals

appear to soften becomes much smaller. The question whether
absolutely pure crystals would give any indication of softening has not

been definitely answered. J. C, P.

The Linear Force of Growing Crystals. George F. Becker
and Arthur L. Day {Proc. Washington Acad. Sci., 1905, 7, 283—288),
—A weighted plate of glass was placed over a crystal of alum growing
from solution. It was found that a crystal 1 cm. in diameter would
raise a kilogram through a distance of several tenths of a millimetre.

Similar results were obtained with other salts—copper sulphate,

potassium ferrocyanide, and lead nitrate. The crystals grow with a
cupped surface, and only a very narrow ring of material is in contact

with the glass. The actual area of contact it was impossible to

estimate, but it is so small that the force exerted by the growing
crystal must amount to many pounds per square inch, being of the

same order of magnitude as the resistance which the crystal offers to

crushing stresses.

Attention is drawn to the geological importance of this force of

crystallisation, especially in connection with the formation of quartz-

veins and ore-deposits. If in quartz the force exertotl during crystal-

lisation on the walls of the vein is comparable with the resistance

which the material offers to crushing, then it must be considerable.

L. J. S.

Theory of Dyeing. II. Quantitative Experiments on the
Formation of Inorganic Analogues of the Substantive Dyes,
WiLHELM BiLTz and Kurt Utescher {Ber., 1905, 38, 2963—2973.
Compare Abstr,, 1904, ii, 392 ; van Bemmelen, Abstr , 1900, ii, 466).
—Molybdenum-blue is obtained as a dark blue, amorphous mass when
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a solution of molybdic acid, prepared by dissolving ammonium moljbdate
in the calculated quantity of dilute sulphuric acid, is reduced with
hydrogen sulphide, freed from electrolytes by dialysis, and evaporated
to dryness.

Comparative dyeing experiments have been carried out with cotton-
wool and silk with molybdenum-blue, and with cotton-wool with
vanadium pentoxide and benzopurpurin ; the results are expressed in

curves, which are drawn with the percentage of dye in the bath as

abscissse and the grams of dye absorbed by one gram of fibre as

ordinates.

Similar absorption results are obtained with aluminium hydroxide
and molybdenum-blue, colloidal silver, or benzopurpurin. G. Y.

Theory of Dyeing. III. State of AflBnity of some Sulphur
Dyes. WiLHELM Biltz and Paul Behke {Ber., 1905, 38, 2973—2977.
Compare preceding abstract; Abstr., 1904, ii, 324).—When dialysed

for ten to fourteen days, solutions of "immedial" sulphur dyes in

aqueous alkali sulphides form pure colloidal solutions, which, with the

exception of the solution from " immedial yellow," are clear, and contain

0'096, 0'076, and 0'109 gram of immedial direct blue, bordeaux, and
black respectively. These hydrosols resemble those previously in-

vestigated, especially in their capacity to form adsorption compounds.
They are precipitated by electrolytes, are non-conductors of electricity,

but under the influence of an E.M.F. of 110 vols, are attracted towards
the anode, and therefore form adsorption compounds with positively

charged hydrosols. A-dsorption compounds are formed also with
cotton-wool and aluminium, zirconium, ferric and stannic hydroxides.

G. Y.

Measurement of High Vacua in Chemical Distillation.

Heumann J. Reiff {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1065—1066; from Chem.
Zeitschr., 4, 426—427).—The glass tube, ^R, and the rubber tube, M, of

the compression manometer, which is shown in the sketch, are filled

with mercury. In order to estimate the total pressure under which
a distillation at reduced pressure is being conducted, the upper end of

the manometer is connected with the distilling apparatus, and the

difference of level of the mercury in the tubes ME and MZ is read by
means of the scale a, a. If E is now raised from B towards A, the

mercury rises in the tubes D, D and in c, but, since c is closed at one

end, the rising of the mercury in this tube is impeded by the air

contained in it. The capillary tube, c, is graduated, so that the

volume of the gas may be read to a small fraction of its original

volume. The difference of level of the mercury in D, 1) and in c is

read on the scale «, 8, and corresponds with the pressure under which

the air in c is confined. If the capillary tube, for example, is gradu-

ated to 1/10,000 of the total volume and an observation shows that

a pressure of m mm. of mercury is required to compress the gas to

n/10,000 of its original volume, then the pressure of the air is

»m/ 10,000 mm. of mercury. From theoretical considerations, which

are given in the original paper, it is shown that the pressure of the

air' which is read iu this way is equal to that of the partial pressure
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of the air in the distillation apparatus to which the manometer is

attached, and is not affected by the saturated vapour or vapours which

are present. If the first reading of the total pressure is G mm. and

the second reading of the partial pressure of the air is L mm., then

the partial pressure of the vapour in the distilling apparatus is

G-L mm. E. W. W.

Two Manometers of Great Sensitiveness for Small Pressures
and a Gas Balance. E. Grimsehl {Ghem. Centr., 1905, ii, 941—942

;

from Zeit. 2^hysikal.-c}iem. Unterr., 18, 198—202).—A sensitive mano-

meter may be made of a U-shaped glass tube, both limbs of which

terminate in bulbs. One limb contains coloured water and the other

turpentine oil. When the former is connected with a gas under pres-

sure by means of the side-tube which is fused on to the bulb, the

water meniscus moves through an appreciable distance even when the

pressure is small.

A similar manometer consists of two bulbs connected by a hori-

zontal glass tube. To one bulb is attached a small glass tap and
a side-tube. The apparatus contains a liquid, and in the horizontal

tube there is a small bubble of air which is moved by a little

pressure.

The gas balance consists of a long vertical tube to which a side-tube

is attached at a point a short distance from the lower end. At the

junction of these tubes there is a 3-way cock. The tube may be filled

with gas by means of the side-tube, and the weight of the column of gas

compared with a similar column of air by connecting the lower end of

the vertical tube with either of the manometers described above.

E. W. W.

Causes why an Element often Passes from One Grade of
Combination to another without giving rise to Intermediate
Compounds. Gkokfrky Martin {Chem. i\ews, 1905, 92, 185—187).—A theoretical paper. An element passes from one grade of com-
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bination to another without giving rise to intermediate compounds
when the latter are less stable under the couditions of experiment than
the final product, and a relationship between this relative stability

and valency is indicated. D. A. L.

Gaseous Permeability of Vitreous Substances. Use in
Chemistry, and Permeability, of Fused Silica Vessels. Perme-
ability of Glass Vessels. Use of the Hot and Cold Tube in the
Study of Chemical Reactions. Marcellin Berthelot {Ann.
Chim. Phys., 1905, [viii], 6, 145—146, 146—164, 164—173, 174,

195).—A resume of work already published (compare this vol., ii, 308,

316, 378, 386, 443). M. A. W.

Chemical Lecture Experiments. Julius Lang {Cheni. Centr.,

1905, ii, 948—949 ; from Zeit. physikal.-chem. Unterr., 18, 202—206).
—Simple lecture experiments are described which show (1) the

preparation of sulphuric acid by the contact process, (2) the solidifica-

tion of gases by means of liquid air, (3) the combustion of hydrogen
in air or oxygen and the reversal of the flame, (4) the combustion of

phosphorus in oxygen, the increase of weight of the phosphorus and
the decrease of volume of the oxygen, and (5) the combustion of

oxygen in hydrogen phosphide and of hydrogen phosphide in oxygen,
and the reversal of the flame. In experiment (1), the sulphur trioxide

is condensed in a test-tube surrounded by ice contained in an outer

glass vessel. In expei'iment (2), the solidification of chlorine, hydro-

gen sulphide, sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide, ethylene, acetylene, or

cyanogen can be readily shown by means of the same condenser cooled

by liquid air. The test-tube is in this case replaced by a Dewar tube.

The combustion of hydrogen in oxygen, and oxygen in hydrogen, is

also shown in the condenser, which in this case is cooled by water. In
experiment (4), the flask in which the phosphorus is burnt in oxygen
is connected with a graduated glass tube, the open end of which
is placed in coloured water. In the last experiment, the gas evolved

from calcium phosphide and water is in one case made to enter

a cylinder containing oxygen, whilst in the other oxygen is led into

a cylinder containing hydrogen phosphide. E. W. W.

Inorganic Chemistry.

Determination of the Density of Chlorine at High Tempera-
tures. Max Heinganum {Cfiem. Centr., 1905, ii, 808; from Fhi/sikal.

Zeit.,Q, 514—516).—The density of chlorine has been determined at

high temperatures by means of an apparatus which consists of a small

air thermometer with a vertical quartz capillary tube to which is con-

nected a cooled air vessel with a bent delivery tube. By means of

capillary tubes and 3-way cocks, the upper portion of the apparatus
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may be filled with dry air and the lower with the gas to be examined.

The vessel in which the air is collected is weighed. The apparatus i^
similar to Victor Meyer's, except that the volume of the dissociated gas

is limited. The degree of dissociation is calculated from the difference

between the results obtained for air and for the gas at the same
temperature. The quartz vessel is heated by means of a Heraeus
electric furnace. Since chlorine is liable to diffuse and escape,

a tempei'ature corresponding with a faint red heat is chosen for

comparison instead of the ordinary temperature. At a temperature of

1137°, there was no evidence of the dissociation of chlorine.

E. W. W.

Distribution of Iodine between Two Solvents. Yukichi
Osaka {Mem. Coll. Sci. Eng. Kyoto, 1904—5, 1, 93—102. Compare
Hantzsch and Vagt, Abstr., 1902, ii, 8; Jakowkin, Abstr., 1896, ii,

295).—By application of the law of mass action it is shown that the

ratio of distribution of a substance between two phases must be con-

stant and independent of the concentration, even when the dissolved

substance combines with the solvent, provided the solutions are dilute.

J'he explanations advanced to account for the variation of the ratio of

distribution of iodine between different pairs of solvents with the con-

centration are shown to be improbable. To obtain further information,

the distribution of iodine between aqueous alcohol and carbon disul-

phide was investigated at 25°, these two solvents being practically im-

miscible if the amount of alcohol present is less than 47"9 per cent.

For a given alcohol-water mixture the ratio of distribution is indepen-

dent of the iodine concentration and of the relative amounts of the

two phases, and the variation of this ratio with the composition of the

aqueous alcohol is given by the following numbers :

Grams of alcohol

in 100 c.c. of mixture 305 267 22-9 19-1 153 11-4 7-6

(Caq.aicohoi/Ccsa) xl02 1-29 0'76 0-49 0-34 0-28 0-23 0-20

The distribution data are compared with the data for the solubility of

iodine in aqueous alcohol and carbon disulphide and the conclusion
drawn that the ratios are very nearly identical. H. ISI. D.

New Methods of Producing Ozone by means of Electricity.
OscAU Kauscii (Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 806—807 ; from Elektrochem.

Zeit., 12, 91— 9()).—In Blockmarr and Wilford's apparatus, a wire is

wound round the exterior of a cylinder of glass or other similar material
and a second wire wound similarly on the inner surface, but in fewer
coils. The wires are made the poles of the secondary circuit of an
induction coil and the battery with which this is connected also

works an electric fan by means of which air is forced through the tube.

By sealing or partially closing the lower end of the glass tube,
the pi'essure may \)q increivsed and the yield of ozone improved.

In D6chaux's apparatus, a large discharging surface is used in

a small space and the temperature is kept low. A large number of

ozonisers, each consisting of a glass tube litted between two metal
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tubes, are arranged in a box. The metallic tubes, which have a
hexagonal or polygonal section and are fitted symmetrically about the
glass tube^ are connected with the poles of an electric machine and the
inner tubes are cooled by means of a liquid. The air is dried and
cooled before entering the apparatus.

The apparatus of the Compagnie fran<^aise de Vozone consists of a
hermetically-sealed chest divided into two sections and containing a
large number of systems of the type glass with tinfoil

|
air

|
metal

|
air

|

tinfoil with glass (Otto's system). The glass plates are connected to

earth and all portions carefully insulated from one another. The air is

cooled by means of liquid air.

In the apparatus of the Ozon Maatschappij in Amsterdam (Yosmaer's
system) a condenser is inserted as a shunt in the secondary circuit of

the transformer, and in the main circuit a self-induction coil. By
raising the secondary E.M.F. by this means to a maximum, conditions

favourable for the dark discharge are attained and when the distance of

discharge is 13 mm. an E.M.F. of 9500 volts may be reached without
any visible spark discharge. No dielectric is inserted between the

electrodes. E. W. W.

Action of Sodium Thiosulphate on Metallic Compounds in

the Dry Way. Fkanz Faktor {Ghem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1218—1219
;

from Fharm. Fost., 38, 527—529. Compare Abstr., 1905, ii, 452).—
In the experiments from which the following conclusions have been
deduced, a mixture of one part of the metallic compound with five of

anhydrous sodium thiosulphate is strongly heated in a porcelain

crucible and finally calcined. In the case of manganous chloride,

sulphur and sulphur dioxide are evolved. The green residue gives off

hjdrogen sulphide when treated with hydrochloric acid and the

solution formed by extracting with water and filtering contains sul-

phate, sulphide, and chloride. If the mixture is heated for 20 minutes

after it has formed a uniform fused mass, the compound Na2Mn3S4 is

produced together witli manganese sulphide, MnS. Silver nitrate, when
mixed with sodium thiosulphate becomes yellow and brown, and on

heating nitrous fumes are evolved. The black product contains silver

^sulphide and the aqueous extract sulphate and sulphide. Cadmium
chloride gives a yellow mass which contains cadmium sulphide but not

the compound NaCdS ; sulphate, sulphide, and chloride are present in

the aqueous extract. Sulphur dioxide is evolved from the mixture

with zinc oxide, and zinc sulphide is formed ; the product is brown
but becomes of a yellow colour on cooling. Black metallic lead

sulphide is foi-med by the action of sodium thiosulphate on lead

chloride.

When a mixture of five parts of sodium thiosulphate with one part of

sodium chromate is heated, a brownish-red mass is formed which con-

tains sulphate, sulphide, and sodium sulphocliromite. When the

sulphochromite is ignited, it forms the oxide CrgOg, and when dissolved

in aqua regia it is oxidised to sulphochromate. By the action of silver

nitrate or salts of lead, copper, or mercury (mercurous) on sodium sul-

phochromite, the corresponding salt of the metal is formed and the

solution becomes green.
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Molybdic acid and sodium thiosulphate yield the lustrous black

sulphide, MoS, ; when the aqueous extract which contains thio-

molybdate is acidified with sulphuric acid and boiled, the reddish-brown

sulphide, M0S3, is formed. The mixture obtained by triturating

sodium thiosulphate with tungsten trioxide is greenish-yellow and
on ignition yields the sulphide WS., ; when the aqueous solution is

acidified with hydrochloric acid and boiled, yellow tungstic acid,

W03,H20, is precipitated.

When stannous chloride and sodium thiosulphate are rubbed
together the mixture becomes bright brown and stannous sulphide is

formed on ignition. Tinfoil combines energetically with the sulphur

of sodium thiosulphate, and arsenious and ar.senic oxides yield the red

disulphide and the yellow trisulphide respectively. Antimony oxide

forms brown, greyish-black antimony sulphide, Sb^Sg.

Sodium iron sulphide, Na^Fe^S^, obtained by heating foxir parts of

sodium thiosulphate with one part of iron, forms dark green, needle-

shaped crystals, but loses its crystalline structure on exposure to the
air, becoming voluminous and finally forming a brownish-black powder
which gives a dark green solution in water and evolves hydrogen
sulphide when treated with hydrochloric acid. The same amorphous
substance may also be prepared by melting sodium thiosulphate with
iron at low temperatures. Sodium iron sulphide is insoluble in water
and when heated forms the oxide ; by the action of concentrated

hydrochloric acid, hydrogen sulphide and sulphur are liberated, and
when boiled with solutions of potassium cyanide, potassium ferro-

cyanide is formed. When anhydrous cobalt chloride is triturated with

sodium thiosulphate, it becomes blue and then green and the black

compound Na^Co^S^ is formed on ignition. Anhydrous nickel chloride

turns brownish-green ; sulphur dioxide and sulphur are liberated on
heating and the product has a composition corresponding with the

formula Na2Ni.jS3. At low temperatures, the product is black and
hiis the empirical composition NajNi^Sj^. Cupric chloride yields

sulphur, sulphur dioxide, and black cuprous sulphide, and mercuric
chloride, sulphur, sulphur dioxide, and black amorphous sulphide, HgS.
Cinnabar is converted into the black sulphide when ignited with
sodium thiosulphate, and a black sublimate is also formed which
becomes red when rubbed. Bismuth chloride forms slender, grey
needles of the compound NagBi^S^, and thallium sulphate a brick-red

product which is rapidly converted into the brown sulphide, Tl^S^, on
exposure to air. Sulphide and sulphate are formed by the action of

magnesium powder on sodium thiosulphate and bright yellow aluminium^
sulphide is obtained from alumina. E. W. W.

Reduction of Trithionates to Sulphites by Araenite and'

Stannite. August Gutmann {JJer., 11)05, 38, 3277—3281. Com-
pare this vol., ii, 384).—Sodium tritbionate is reduced to sodium sul-

phite by sodium arsenite in sodium hydroxide solution ; the amounts
of arsenate and thioarscnate formed agree with those required by
the equation NajS30,. -1- 2Na3AsOj-f 2:NaOH = 2Na.^S03-^-Na3AsS03 +
NaJAsO^ + Il.^O. Sodium trithionate is reduced by sodium stannite

and hydroxide to sodium sulphite, staiinate, and thiostannate. Sodium

VOI.U Lxxxviii. ii. • 5G
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dithionate is not reduced by sodium arsenite or stannate solution at

the laboratory temperature or at the boiling point. G. Y.

Preparation of Stable, Dry Hyposulphites. Badische
Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik (D.R.-P. 160529).—Water is readily removed
from metallic hyposulphites by means of methyl or ethyl alcohol,

acetone, or ethyl acetate. In presence of such liquids, sodium hypo-

sulphite may be heated to 100° and the sodium zinc salt still more
strongly without decomposition. The solid is made into h paste with
one of these liquids, washed, drained, and dried at 70°. The washing
liquid is dehydrated by means of lime or a similar agent, distilled, and
again employed. In the case of the sodium salt, the final product

contains 96—98 per cent, of pure hyposulphite. C. H. D.

Direct Synthesis of Ammonia. Edgar P. Perman {Proc. Eoy.

Soc, 1905, A, IQ, 167—174. Compare Proc. Roy. Soc, 1904, 74,

110; also Hem ptinne, Abstr., 1902, ii, 450; Haber and van Oordt,

this vol., ii, 159).—Ammonia cannot be synthesised by heat alone,

and the decomposition of ammonia by heat may accordingly be regarded

as a non-reversible reaction. Ammonia may be synthesised in small

quantities, (a) by heating with metals, iron for example
;

(b) by ex-

ploding with oxygen
;

(c) by sparking. These are reversible reactions.

The synthesis of ammonia is apparently affected only when the gases

are ionised. Metals which readily form nitrides (magnesium, for

example) do not promote the synthesis of ammonia to a greater extent

than other metahs, hence it appears that the nitrides are not an inter-

mediate stage in the formation of ammonia. J. C P.

Formation of Ammonia from its Elements. Fritz Haber
and G. van Oordt {Zeit. anorg. Chevi., 1905, 47, 42—44. Compare

this vol., ii, 159).—Perman's criticism {Proc. Roy. Soc, 1905, A, 76,

169) is shown to be inapplicable to the authors' work. D. H. J.

Action of Nitrogen on Water-vapour at High Tempera-
tures. Olin F. Tower {Ber., 1905, 38, 2945—2952 ; J. Amer. C/iem.

/Soc, 1905, 27, 1209— 1216).—Nitrogen saturated with water-vapour

was passed through a glass globo in which it was subjected to the

action of sparks from a large induction coil, and the amount of

hydrogen and nitric acid formed was determined.

In a further series of experiments, the nitrogen—water-vapour mix-

ture was passed through an electrically heated Nerust iridium

furnace. The gases issuing from the furnace were passed through a tube

containing concentrated sulphuric acid, mixed with oxygen to oxidise

the nitric oxide, and finally passed through a second sulphuric acid

tube. The reaction Nj-f 2H20« 2NO-h2H2 was studied in this

way at 2000°.

The interaction of nitrogen and water-vapour takes place extremely

slowly ] an equilibrium is reached probably when 4 c.c. of nitric oxide

are present per litre, whilst the amount calculated from the dis-

sociation of water-vapour and the equilibrium between nitrogen,

oxygen, and nitric oxide is 3*3 c.c. G. Y.
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Constitution of Nitric Acid and its Hydrates. W. Noel
Hartley {Proc. Roy. Dublin Soc, 1905, [ii], 10, 373—377).—The
author's previous work (Trans., 1903, 85, 658) had indicated the

probable existence of the acid H3N04,H20, and he now points out

the agreement of his results and of those of Veley and Manley (Abstr.,

1902, ii, 135) with the demonstration by Erdmann of the existence of

orthonitric acid and other polybasic nitric acids (Abstr., 1903, ii, 73).

L. M. J.

Explosions of Mixtures of Coal Gas and Air in a Closed
Vessel. Leoxakd Baikstow and A D. Alexander (Proc. Roy. Soc,

1905, A, IQ, 340—349).—Mixtures of coal-gas and air are not in-

flammable until the volume of coal-gas is greater than one-seventeenth

of the total volume. Only a small fraction of the gas then burns,

but this fraction rapidly increases as the mixture becomes richer,

until the coal-gas is one-twelfth of the total volume. The least in-

flammable of the constituents then burns, and combustion remains

complete so long as air is in excess. In the latter cases it is still

probable that the constituents burn successively and not simul-

taneously. The hypothesis of a specific heat increasing with tempera-

ture is not supported by direct experiment. The difference between
the pressures calculated for explosions in a closed vessel and those

actually obtained is probably due to the partial decomposition of both

steam and carbon dioxide demonstrated by Deville. J. C. P.

Variations in the Amount of Carbon Dioxide in the Air of
Kew during the Years 1898—1901. Horace T. Brown and
FeugussOxN Escombe {Proc. Roy. Soc, 1905, B 76, 118—121).—The
average of 91 experiments gave 2 '94 volumes of carbon dioxide in

10,000 of air, the lowest value being 2*43, and the highest (obtained

during a fog) 3 "60. The proportion is, as a rule, somewhat greater

during the winter than during the summer, but the variations

probably depend more on auticyclonic than on seasonal conditions.

Keference is made to the importance of these variations for plant

nutrition, since it has been shown that, within fairly wide limits, the

rate of assimilation is proportional to the partial pressure of the
• irbon dioxide. G. S.

Atomic Weight of Silicon. II. Julius Meyer {Zeil. anoi-g.

Cham., 1905, 47, 45—55).—JordLs has privately drawn the author's
attention to the fact that the method of determining the atomic
weight of silicon employed by the latter, decomposition of silicon

tetrachloride with cold water and ignition to silicon dioxide (this vol.,

ii, 246), might bo inaccurate owing to the obstinate retention of a
small amountof hydrogen chlorideinchemical combination with the silica,

even after long ignition (compare Jordis and Kanter, Abstr., 1903,
ii, 475). In the present paper, the retention of a small amount of

hydrogen chloride by the silica when the ignition is carried out at a low
temperature is confirmed ; conductivity measui-emeuts showed, how-
ever, that it is not chemically combined with the silica, a.s had been
supposed, but is retained by absorption. When, on the other hand,

56—2
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the ignition is carried out at 1000° for three or four hours, the amount
of hydrogen chloride retained is quite inappreciable. Since the

results given in the former paper were obtained by ignition at 1000°

until the weight was constant (often for live or six hours), the ob-

jection does not apply.

Employing the new value for chlorine, 35 "47, fovind by Richards

and Wells (this vol., ii, 450), the value Si = 28-25 (0=16) is

obtained from the results given in the previous paper. G. S.

Decomposition of Silicon. Theodor Gross {Chem. Centr.,

1905, ii, 953 ; from Mektrochem. Zeit., 12, 48—50).—When an
alkaline solution of potassium silicate was electrolysed by means of

an alternating current between electrodes of silver containing a
small quantity of copper, the evolution of gas ceased after an hour

and no further decomposition occurred. The solution was found to

have lost up to 20 per cent, of silica. The residue contained a

new substance which could not be further decomposed. After

fusing with sodium potassium carbonate, a pinkish-white residue

remained, the weight of which was equal to about 14 per cent, of

the silica which had disappeared. This substance was only partially

soluble in hydrofluoric acid, almost insoluble in hydi-ochloric acid,

and quite so in water or nitric acid ; when fused with a

large quantity of potassium hydroxide, the product was com-

pletely soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid. The hydrochloric acid

solution gave a precipitate with potassium hydroxide, which was not

soluble in excess of the alkali. When silica or flint was dissolved

in molten alkali and the solution submitted to the action of an
alternating current, a similar substance was obtained. The author

concludes that silicon is partially decomposed and supposes that

carbon is one of the constituents. E. W. W.

Preparation of Silicic Acids by the Decomposition of
Natural Silicates. Gustav Tschermak (Zeit. physikal. Chem.,

1905, 53, 349—367).— Various silicic acids have been obtained by
digesting natural silicates with dilute or strong hydrochloric acid

for a considerable time at a temperature generally below 60°. The
product was carefully washed by decantation and then placed in an

open dish with sufiicient water to cover it. The loss of weight of

this dish was determined regularly at intervals of twenty-four

hours, and the point at which all mechanically-held water was

given off could thus be determined, for the rate at which the

chemically combined water is given off is much less. At the point

just referred to, the loss on ignition of the silicic acid was

determined, and the composition of the latter thus ascertained. By
this method, it has been shown that natrolite, SigOj2-^^2^'^2H4>

dioptase, SiO^CuHg, and zinc silicate, SiOjZn.^H^, are derivatives

of orthosilicic acid, SiO^H^. Anorthite, SijOgAl.^Ca, is a derivative of

metasilicic acid, SiOgHj. Leucite, Si.20gAlK, and serpentine,

SiAMg.H,.
are derivatives of what is termed " leucite " acid, SijOgH^. Gros-

salar, Si^OjjAlgCag, epidote, SigO^gAlgCajH, zoisite, SigOigAlgCa.^H,

prehnito, SigOijAlgCaoHj, are derivatives of "garnet" acid, SigOgH^.
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Albite, SijOgAlNa, is a derivative of "albite" acid, SigO-Hg.

The densities of these five silicic acids are, respectively, 1"576,

1-813, 1-809, 1-910, and 2-043. The various acids behave differently

towards methylene-blue, and it is found that the strength of

coloration produced diminishes as the number of hydroxyl groups

(relatively to silicon) falls off. J. C P.

Determination of the Amounts of Neon and Helium in

Atmospheric Air. Sir William Ramsay {Proc. Roy. Soc. 1905, A,

76, 111—114. Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 476).—Dewar's method of

using cooled cocoanut charcoal as an absorbent for gases has made it

easy to carry out the determination, for at - 100° air is readily

absorbed by such charcoal, whilst neither helium nor neon is absorbed

in appreciable quantity. Further, at the temperature of liquid air,

neon is retained by charcoal in considerable quantity, whilst helium is

not so retained. Working on the basis of these observations, the

author finds that the percentage of neon in gaseous air is 0-0000086

by weight and 000001 23 by volume, the percentage of helium being

0-00000056 by weight and 00000040 by volume. The experiments

indicate also that the amount of free hydrogen in air must be less than

l/500th of the volume of neon and helium together. J. C. P.

Electric Preparation of Colloidal Metals. The Svedberg (Ber.,

1905, 38, 3616—3620. Compare Bredig, Abstr., 1900, ii, 213;
Billitzer, ibid., 1902, ii, 454 ; Blake, Amer. J. of Sci., 1903, 16, 431).—
Colloidal solutions of metals cannot be obtained by Bredig's method
when organic solvents are used, as considerable quantities of carbon

are always deposited. Blake's method gives negative results with

ether, chloroform, benzene, or acetone.

Colloidal solutions of metals in organic solvents have been obtained

by suspending the metal in the form of thin foil and using electrodes

of iron or aluminium with a potential difference of 110 volts and a

current density so small that it can scarcely be measured by an
ordinary ammeter. Tin, gold, silver, and lead have been obtained in a
colloidal state in various organic solvents, but extremely hard metals

such as aluminium cannot be disintegrated by this method.

A second method consists in connecting a gla.ss condenser of 225
sq. cm. surface with the induction coil and attaching the secondary
poles to the electrodes, which are immersed in the liquid contained in

a porcelain dish. The metal is used in a granular form or as wire

clippings. When the current is pa.ssed, sparks play between the metal
particles, and in the course of a few minutes dark-coloured solutions

are obtained. These contain no large particles and hence need not be
filtered. Colloidal solutions of magnesium, zinc, aluminium, tin,

antimony, iron, nickel, and even alkali metals in ether have been
obtained.

The solutions of sodium are violet and those of potassium bluish-

violet in colour, and the.se facts are used to support Elster and Geitel's

view that the colorations produced by cathode or Tesla rays on alkali

chlorides are due to colloidal solutions of the metal in tlie alkali

chloride. J. J. S.
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Boiling Points of the Alkali Metals. Otto Ruff and Otto
JoHANNSEN {Ber., 1905, 38, 3601—3604. Compare Carnelley and
Williams, Trans., 1879, 35, 563 ; Perman, Trans., 1889, 55, 326).—
The authors have determined the boiling points of the alkali metals
in a wrought iron distilling apparatus, which, contrary to previous

statements, is not attacked. The temperatures were observed by
means of a platinum—platino-rhodium therrao-element. The follow-

ing boiling points under 760 mm. pressure are accurate to within ±5° :

caesium, 670°
; rubidium, 696° (698-5°)

;
potassium, 757'5° (759°) ;

sodium, 877'5° (879°). The temperatures in brackets are the highest

observed on rapid boiling of the metals.

Lithium was prepared by electrolytic fusion of a mixture of lithium

and potassium chlorides in Muthmann, Hofer, and Weiss' apparatus
(Abstr., 1902, ii, 262), the cvirrent density being about 85 amperes
with an E.M.F. of 20 volts. At about 1400°, half of the lithium in

the distillation apparatus remained unchanged, the rest being con-

verted into hydride or nitride, and complete volatilisation did not take
place even at the melting point of the wrought iron vessel. The
boiling point of lithium must be above 1400°.

A curve drawn with the atomic weights of these metals as abscissae,

and their boiling points as ordinates resembles the melting-point curve

but does not permit of the boiling points being represented as a simple

function of the atomic weights. G. Y.

Some RBactions of the Alkali and Alkaline-earth Hydrides.
Influence of Traces of Moisture on the Decomposition of the
Alkali Hydrides by Carbon Dioxide or Acetylene. Henri
MoissAN {Aim. Chim. Phys., 1905, [viii], 6, 289—322, 323—333).—
A resume of work ah-eady published (compare Abstr., 1902, i, 253,

255; ii, 136, 206; 1903, i, 595, 785; ii, 349, 365, 367; this vol.,

i, 507). M. A. W.

Potassium Percarbonate. William D. Brown {J. Amer. Chem.
Sfjc, 1905, 27, 1222—1224).—The degree of purity of specimens of

potassium percarbonate (Constam and Hansen, Abstr., 1897, ii, 550)
can be determined by titration with potassium permanganate in a

solution acidified with sulphuric acid, when the following reaction

takes place : 5K0C2O,, 4- 8HoSO^ + 2YiM.nO^ = 2MnS04 + eKgSO^ +
8H2O + IOCO2 + 5O2.

Samples of the salt were prepared and found to contain only 30—40

per cent, of the percarbonate, whereas Hansen (Abstr., 1898, ii, 23)

obtained a product containing 80—95 per cent. A comparison of the

reactions of potassium percarbonate with those of sodium peroxide

shows that the latter is to be preferred as an oxidising agent.

E. G.

Potassium Chromates. Frans A. H. SciniBiNEMAKERa {Gftem.

Centr., 1905, ii, 1067; from C/usm. Weekhlad, 1, 837—848. Compare
Jaeger and Kriiss, Abstr., 1889, 1117).—Potassium trichromate,

KgCrgOjQ, and potassium tetrachromate, KgCr^Ojg, may be prepared by

adding chromic acid to the chromate or dichromate. The conditions
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of equilibrium of the system—potassium oxide, water, and chromic acid

at 3U° have been investigated. The compounds which separate in a

solid form correspond with those obtained in the case of ammonium
chromates (this vol., ii, 820), except that when no chromic acid is

present the hydrate K0H,2HoO is deposited from a solution which
contains about 55 per cent, of potassium hydroxide and 45 of

water. At 30°, 100 grams of water dissolve 64'91 of potassium

chromate and 18'12 of dichromate ; it is impossible, therefore, tq

precipitate the chromate from a solution of dichromate by the additio^

of a base, but the corresponding dichromate may be precipitated

from a solution of potassium or ammonium chromate by the

addition of chromic acid. A chromate containing more potassium

than potassium chromate cannot exist at 30^, and the conditions

under which the trichromate is stable are rather limited. A higher

chromate than the tetrachromate does not exist at 30° in conjunction

with its saturated solution. Potassium tri-^ and tetra-chromates are

decomposed by water, forming dichromate. Jl. W. W.

Electrolytic Preparation of Sodium. Konsobtium fCr Ei^ektbo-

CHT3MISCHE I.NDUSTBiE (D.R.-P. 160540).—In the electrolysis of fused

sodium chloride, a considerable quantity of metallic sodium dissolves

in the bath, and at the high temperature required for fusion is lost by
burning. This is avoided by using as an electrolyte a mixture of

Fodium chloride with potassium fluoride, the former in large excess.

In place of potassium fluoride, a mixture of sodium fluoride and
potassium chloride may be added. The temperature of fusion is thus
lowered. C. H. D.

Physical Properties of Sodium Vapour. P. V. Bevan (Proc.

Camb. Phil. Soc, 1905, 13, 129— 131).—Wood has previously observed
that sodium vapour appears to possess considerable cohesion and
frequently exhibits a free surface {Phil. Mag., 1904, [vi], 8, 296).
The formation of a cloud of sodium vapour is easily observed by
heating a piece of sodium in a partially exhausted tube and observing
through the tube a Bunsen flame coloured by sodium. The cloud
possesses a definite boundary if the pressure of the gas in the tube is

sufficiently high, but in a high vacuum no cloud is observed. In
perfectly dry hydrogen also no cloud is formed. It was found that
distinct distillation of sodium takes place at 100°, that is, 2° above its

melting point. L. M. J.

Preparation of Alkali Nitrites. Jacob Grossmann (D.R.-P.
160671).—In the reduction of sodium nitrate by carbon according to
the equation 2NaN03 + 2NaOlI + G - 2NaN0,, + NajCO., + H.,0, nearly
one-half of the sodium nitrate is lost by further reduction when the
carbon is employed in the amorphous form. When, however, natural
graphite is employed in place of coke, and an oxide or hydroxide of an
alkaline-earth in place of sodium hydroxide, this loss is avoided, and a
lower temperature suffices for the reduction. C. H. D.
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Ammonium Chromates. Frans A. IT. Schreinemakers {Chem.
Centr., 1905, ii, 1066—1067; from Chem. WeeJchlad, 1, 395—410.
Compare Jaeger and Kriiss, Abstr.. 1889, 1117).—The conditions of

equilibrium of systems consisting of ammonia, chromic acid, and water
at 30° have been investigated. The following compounds separate in

the solid state in the order given : ammonium chromate and dichrom-
ate, dichromate, dichromate and trichromate, trichromate, trichrom-
ate and tetrachromate, tetrachromate and chromic acid, chromic
acid. Ammonium chromate cannot be dried at 100° without de-

composing, and even at lower temperatures it gives off ammonia and
forms dichx'omate. The chromate and dichromate are not decompos^ed

by dissolving in water, but the tri- and tetra-chromates are.

Chromates containing more ammonia than ammonium chromate are

not formed even at 0° ; the chromate is the only compound which
separates in a solid form at 0° from solutions containing about 1*5 per

cent, of chromic acid and about 42 of ammonia. At 30°, 100 grams
of water dissolve 47*17 of dichromate, about 40*4 of chromate, and
165'1 of chromic acid. The whole series of chromates may be pre-

pared by adding chromic acid to the chromate. E. W. W.

Reaction between Silver Nitrate and Disodium Hydrogen
Phosphate. Yukichi Osaka {Mem. Coll. Sci. Eng. Kyoto, 1904—5,

1, 158—167. Compare Berthelot, Abstr., 1901, ii, 503).—The in-

fluence of the concentration and of the relative proportions in the

reaction between silver nitrate and disodium hydrogen phosphate at

25° has been studied. When the two substances are mixed in

equivalent proportions, the percentage of the silver precipitate

increases slightly with the concentration. Within the limits repre-

sented by 0'005 and 0'120 mol. AgNOg per litre, the percentages are

51*8 and 59*0 respectively. Solubility experiments indicate that the

concentration of the silver remaining in the solution is the same as

that in a saturated solution of nitric acid of which the concentration

is equal to the concentration of the acidic hydrogen in the former.

The following solubility data were obtained.

Concentration of nitric acid.

0-005 0-01 0-015 0-02 0-025 0-03 0035 0-04 Mols. per litre

Concentration of silver in solution.

0-00748 00142 0-0206 0-0263 0-0325 0-0387 0-0434 00494 Mols. per litre

Assuming that the solutions contain principally silver nitrate,

silver dlhydrogen phosphate, and free phosplioric acid together with

their dissociation products, the equilibrium condition has been

deduced and this is shown to be satisfied by the experimental data

for varying dilution and varying relative proportion of the reacting

substances. The iufluence of an excess of silver nitrate in increasing

the amount of precipitated silver phosphate is small, and this increase

is very nearly proportional to the excess of silver nitrate added. On
the other hand, the infiuenco of an excess of disodium hydrogen

phosphate is very considerable and the pi-ecipitation of the silver is

practically complete when three ecjuivalents of disodium hydrogen
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phosphate are added to one equivalent of silver nitrate. This result

also agrees with the theoretical relationship deduced. H. M. D.

Equilibrium among Certain Bases in Simultaneous Contact
with Phosphoric Acid. Antonio Quartaroli {Gazzetta, 1905, 35,

ii, 290—304).—On saturating one mol. of phosphoric acid with an
equivalent of lime (or baryta) and two equivalents of sodium (or

potassium) hydroxide, precipitation of two-thirds of the phosphoric

acid with formation of the double salt, Ca3]S"ag(P0^)j or Ba3Nag(P0^)^

[which Berthelot (Abstr., 1901, ii, 504) stated to occur] does not

take place, scarcely one-third of the phosphoric acid being precipitated

in the form of tri- and tetra-basic phosphates. Two-thirds of the

phosphoric acid remains in solution as tri- and di-basic phosphates.

Hence, bases added in equivalent quantities to phosphoric acid dis-

tribute themselves unequally between the solution and the precipitate,

and, as the latter is partly composed of tetrabasic phosphates, the

solution must contain a certain amount of dibasic phosphates. An
exception to this is met with when a solution of phosphoric acid con-

taining one equivalent of baryta and two equivalents of sodium

hydroxide is left for a long time ; one atom of sodium and one of

barium (less than was calculated by Berthelot) then pass into the

insoluble condition and precipitate a little less than half of the phos-

phoric acid.

Nor when one mol. of phosphoric acid is saturated with one

equivalent each of lime (or baryta) and sodium (or potassium)

hydroxide is it found that two-thirds of the phosphoric acid is

precipitated with formation of insoluble double phosphates containing

equivalent quantities of calcium and sodium. In this case, too, the

bases are unequally distributed between the precipitate and the

solution, the latter containing mono- and di-basic phosphates and the

former di- and tri-basic, and in some cases tetra-basic phosphates.

Magnesia exhibits a behaviour which is different from that of lime

or baryta and which varies'markedly with the alkali present. Thus, on
adding one equivalent of magnesia and two equivalents of sodium
hydroxide to one mol. of phosphoric acid, only magnesium is precipi-

tated, whilst if the sodium hydroxide is replaced by potassium
hydroxide, a portion of the latter passes into the insoluble state.

Ou adding one equivalent of sodium or potassium hydroxide to mono-
magnesium phosphate, the amount of phosphoric acid precipitated is

much less than in the other cases and only amounts to about one-sixth

of the total quantity ; seeing that diraagnesium phosphate, like the

dicalciuui salt, is only very slightly soluble and that the alkali

hydroxide present is sufficient to precipitate it, it is probable that

soluble double phosphates are formed. T. H. P.

Solubility of Barium Sulphite in Water and in [Sucrose]
Solutions. JoHANN KoGowic/ {Zeit. Ver. Deut. Zucker-Ind., 1905,

596, 938—940).—The results of the author's mea.suremonts, in grams
of bai-ium sulphite present in 100 c.c. of solution, are given in the

following table :
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20°. 80°.

Water 001974 000177
Sucrose solution, 10° Brix 0-01040 0-00335

„ 20 „ 0-00968 0-00289

„ „ 30 „ 000782 000223

„ „ 40 „ 000484 0-00158

50 ., 0-00298 0-00149

„ „ 66 „ (saturated) ... 000223 00112

T. H. P.

The Molecular "Weight of Mercuric Silver Iodide. Walter
Herz and M. Knock {Zeit. anorg. Ghem., 1905, 46, 460).—The
molecular weight of the double iodide has been determined in alcoholic

solution by the boiling-point method and found =428. The theo-

retical value for Hgl2 = 453-9. Hence the salt is undissociated and
unimolecular in alcoholic solution. D. H. J.

Manganese-Iron Alloys. Max Levin and Gustav Tammann
[Zeit. anorg. Chem.., 1905, 47, 136—144).—The freezing-point curve

indicates the absence of any compound of iron and manganese ; there

exists an unbroken series of mixed crystals of the two metals. This

result is only apparently opposed to the microscopic appearance of the

alloys ; under the microscope, there appear to be in some cases two
structural elements, but this is due to the fact that during rapid

cooling equilibrium is not at once established between the liquid alloy

and the mixed crystals, and crystals richer in iron separate first and
then became surrounded by others, richer in manganese. The melting

point of manganese is 1247°, of iron 1551°. Preliminary experiments

to ascertain the temperatures at which the magnetic permeability of

manganese-iron alloys abruptly change, gave the following results :

Percentage of iron 100 90 80

Disappearance 950° 820° 750°

Return 750° 715° 720°

D. H. J.

Reduction of Oxides, a New Method of preparing the Binary
Compound, SiMn.,, by means of Aluminium. I^.mile Vigouroux
{Compt. rend., 1905, 141, 722—724. Compare Abstr., 1896, ii, 362).

—By firing a mixture of silica, manganese oxide, and aluminium, and

allowing the flux to cool very slowly, a brittle mass is obtained which,

after extraction with dilute hydrochloric acid and then with dilute hydro-

fluoric acid, consists of crystals of the manganese silicide, SiMn^,

which is decomposed by the action of warm hydrochloric or nitric acid,

and in this respect differs from the compound of the same composition

described by Lebeau (compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 215). Attempts to

prepare a silicide containing a higher proportion of manganese than

the one described above were not successful. M, A. W,
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Conditions of Stability of Certain Suspensions. Federico
GiOLiTTi {Gazzetta, 1905, 35, ii, 181—192).—The author has made a

number of experiments on the coagiilation of colloidal ferric hydroxide

solution, prepared by boiling freshly-prepared ferric acetate solution

until acid vapours are no longer evolved. A gelatinous hydrogel is

formed by the addition to this solution of a small quantity of sulphuric,

sulphurous, selenious, iodic, periodic, boric, or phosphoric acid, or of

certain salts. The addition of a small amount of hydrochloric, hydro-

bromic, hydriodic, nitric, perchloric, or perbromic acid to the colloidal

solution causes slight precipitation of a finely-divided, brick-red

powder which cannot be removed by filtration, is soluble in water, and
is obtained in larger quantity if the amount ot acid added is increased.

The acids given in the first of the above two groups all act with
about equal rapidity, even when present in only very small amounts.

With those of the second group, it is possible to state limits of con-

centration between which they are capable of completely precipitating

the ferric hydroxide ; in this case, too, the precipitate obtained has all

the properties of the hydrogel, whilst the acids of the first group yield

a precipitate with altered properties.

A solution of ferric hydroxide produced by the dialysis of a solution

of ferric chloride saturated with freshly-precipitated ferric hydroxide
exhibits less regularity in its behaviour, the amount of the precipitate,

for example, increasing gi'adually with the amount of acid added.

Other colloidal solutions exhibit properties similar to those observed
with ferric hydroxide solution. T. H. P.

Constitution and Genesis of Iron Sulphates : Synthesis of
Sodium Ferric Sulphates. Rudolf Scharizer [Zeit. Kryst. Min.,
1905, 41, 209—225).—The greenish-white ferrinatrite ( = ferro-

natrite), Na^Fe.^SgOo,,6H20, and the orange-yellow sideronatrite,

Na4Fe2S^O,w,7HjO, both of which are from Chili, are considered to

be derivatives of the acid ferric sulphate, Fe2(OH)2(SO^H)^,6Hj20,
and to have the constitutional formulaa Fe2(S04Na)g,6H20 and
Feo(OH)2(SO^Na)^,6H20 respectively.

Ferrinatrite is obtained artificially by allowing a mixture of acid

ferric sulphate and acid sodium sulphate to remain in a moist atmos-
phere for several months. The greenish-white crystallised product is

hexagonal, and has the compo.sition given above ; it loses all its water
at 100°.

Sideronatrite is obtained as indistinct (orthorhorabic ?) crystals by
the slow evaporation of a solution containing ferric and so<lium
sulphates and sulphuric acid, but if allowed to remain in contact with
the solution it soon changes to ferrinatrite. It is also deposited from
a solution of ferrinati ite, or when a solution of acid sodium sulphate
acts on ferric hydroxide. Six-sevenths of the water of artificial

sideronatrite is lost at 125°, the remaining molecule being expelled
only at a high temperature. L. J. S.

Higher Oxide of Nickel. Italo Bellucci and E. Clavari (Atti

R. Accnd. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, ii, 234—242).—Experiments on tho
oxidation of nickel sulphate in alkaline solution by means of various
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oxidising agents and under various conditions of temperature and
dilution lead to the following conclusions : (1) Anyone oxidising agent
yields, both at the ordinary temperature and on heating, products giving
the same value for the ratio nickel : oxygen, but at 0° the proportion
of oxygen is much higher. (2) The degree of oxidation of the nickel

depends on the nature of the oxidising agent and on the rapidity of

the oxidation, the lowest numbers being obtained when the precipi-

tate is left for a long time in contact with excess of the oxidising

solution. (.3) None of the oxidising agents employed led to the forma-
tion of an oxide having the formula NigOg. (4) On oxidation with
bromine in presence of excess of potassium carbonate at 0° and
washing the precipitate with concentrated potassium carbonate solu-

tion, the ratio of nickel to oxygen was found to have the value

10:19'07; this is in good agreement with the numbers 10:20
required by the oxide NiO,, the existence of which has been assumed
by Dufau (Abstr,, 1897, ii, 200). This oxide readily loses oxygen,
forming substances which vary in composition with the conditions,

and to which no definite formnlje can be given. (5) When nickel

dioxide loses oxygen, no arrest occurs at the stage NigOg, which may,
however, represent a relatively stable compound ; on drying over

calcium chloride at 100°, it passes always into compounds for which
the ratio of Ni : is in some cases approximately 10:14 and in

others 10 : 13.

Nickel hence behaves differently from cobalt, which forms an oxide,

CogOg, capable of being dried at 100° without decomposing. The
oxides, which have been described as NigOg and NigO^, must be

regarded as mixtures of NiOg and NiO. T. H. P.

Perchromic Acids. E. H. Riesenfeld [with KuTscn, Ohl, and
WoHLERs] {Ber., 1905, 38, 3380—3384. Compare this vol., ii, 461 ; and
Hofmann and Hindlmaier, ibid., 716).—Hydrogen peroxide oxidises

alkaline solutions of chromic acid to form reddish-brown salts derived

from the acid HgCrOg. If, however, the solution is acidified with almost

any acid (hydrochloric, oxalic, or acetic) before the peioxide is added,

crystalline, blue salts derived from the acid HgCrO^ are formed

(compare Wiede, Abstr., 1898, ii, 28, 295). On adding hydrogen

peroxide to an aqueous solution of chromic acid containing excess of

pyridine, a blue pyridine salt, PyHCrOg, derived from the acid HCrO^,
is obtained. Yellow ci-ystals of the composition Cr04,3NH3 are

formed when the solution used in preparing the salt (NH4)3CrOg
{loc. cit.) is kept for twenty-four hours.

The salts of the acids named can be converted into one another. On
adding an acid to an aqueous suspension of the salt (NH4)3CrOg,

oxygen is evolved and the blue substance (NH4)li2Cr07 produced. On
adding an excess of pyridine to either of these salts, the compound
PyHCrOg is formed. Finally, from any of the preceding substances

the compound Cr04,3NH., is obtained by the action in aqueous

solution of an excess of ammonia.
A brief discussion is given of the nature of these substances and

the manner of their formation. Names will be given to them only

after a more complete investigation has been made. W. A. D.
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Decomposition of Chromic Acid by means of Hydrogen
Peroxide. E. H. Riesenfeld [with Kutsch and Ohl] {Ber., 1905, 38,
3578—3586. Compaie Berthelot, Abstr., 1889, 350, 468, 571 ; Bau-
mann, Abstr., 1891, 245; Bach, Abstr., 1902, ii, 251).—If hydrogen
peroxide is dropped into a mixture of O'liY potassium dichromate

solution and 10 per cent, sulphuric acid, the chromic acid being always

in excess and the temperature remaining constant at 13*52—18"26°,

the amount of oxygen evolved is slightly less (2 "89 instead of 3) than
that required by the equation 2Cr03 + 3H2O2 = Cr^Og + 3H.2O + 30o,

whilst if the chromic acid solution is dropped into the hydrogen
peroxide, the latter being always in excess, a blue coloration is formed
which gradually disappears, and the volume of oxygen liberated ia

equivalent to 4"14—4*97; average, 4'51 mols. of oxygen for each mol.

of chromic acid. The reaction takes place, therefore, mainly according

to the equations : 2H2Cr04 + 7H2O2 = 2H3Cr03 + 6H2O ; 2H3Cr08 =
CrjO.^ + 3H.,0 + 50.2, ^^^ evolution of a slightly less amount of

oxygen than required by these equations being due to formation of a
small amount of the perchromic acid, HgCrO^. The blue coloration

in ethereal solution is formed by the perchromic acids, HgCrO^ and
HgCrOr,, as well as by the anhydride, CrO^. The decomposition of per-

chromic acid, H^CrOg, is not affected by the presence of hydrogen
peroxide, as the amount of oxygen evolved is the same if the

decomposition takes place in acid solution or in acid solution with
addition of a limited amount of 3 per cent, or 30 per cent, hydrogen
peroxide.

If in the oxidation of alkaline chromate solutions by means of

hydrogen peroxide the solution is allowed to become warm, the
perchromate formed does not separate, but decomposes into chromate
and oxygen, the oxidation and decomposition taking place successively

until the hydrogen peroxide is completely reduced, the chx-omate

acting as a catalytic agent, as observed by Berthelot. G. Y.

Molybdates. Adolf Junius {Zeit. anorg. Cheni., 1905, 46,
428—448).

—

Thallium paramolybdate, 5Tl,>0,l2Mo03, is obtained by
doubl#decomposition from a hot solution of the sodium salt as a yellow,

microcrystalline j)recipitate very easily soluble in alkali hydroxides
and carbonates and in mineral acids. When heated, it becomes dark
yellow, at a red heat it melts to a dark brown liquid, and finally

decomposes with slight volatilisation.

Barium paramolybdate is obtained by double decomposition as a
precipitate which dissolves again in excess of barium chloride. From
the solution, a bulky precipitate separates after some time, of the
formula 5BaO,12MoO3,20H2O. When boiling solutions of the molyb-
date and chloride are employed, a salt with lOHjO is obtained.

It was not found possible to prepare lead, cadmium, or silver para-
molybdates, the normal salt being obtained in each case.

Electrolysis of sodium, potassium, and ammonium molybdates
leads eventually (when a diaphragm is employed) to the production
of free molybdic acid ; limited electrolytic action gives intermediate
products.

bodiuia molybdate with a current of 6*7 amperes per sq. cm. at 7 to
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10 volts gives, after electrolysis for about an hour, a faintly alkaline

anodic solution from which the salt 5Na20,l2Mo03,36H20 may be
crystallised. Long-continued electrolysis gives an acid anodic solution

from which alcohol deposits crystals of NaoOjSMoOo with 9 or

llHgO.
Potassium molybdate gives, similarly, the salt 5K20,12Mo03,8H20

after a short interval, and later lC20,3Mo03,2H20
;

potassium
trimolybdate, unlike the sodium salt, does not effloresce.

Ammonium molybdate yields, on electrolysis, the paramolybdate or

5(NH4)20,12Mo03,7H20 or (NH4)20,4Mo03,2^H20 or molybdic acid

according to the conditions ; the second of these compounds (the tetra-

or meta-molybdate) may also be obtained by the addition of hydro-
chloric acid to a solution of ordinary ammonium molybdate until the

liquid reddens methyl-orange, and crystallisation. Similarly, as was
confirmed by measurements of the electrical conductivity, sodium
paramolybdate may be transformed into the tetra-salt accoi^ding to the

equation 2NajoMoj2^4i + 8HC1 == 6Na2Mo40i3 + SNaCl -I- 4H2O. Electro-

lytic reduction of molybdic acid in strong hydrochloric acid solution

gives at the cathode a precipitate of the blue oxide, to which the

formula Mo^O^q is ascribed instead of the Mo^Oj^ of Berzelius or the

MogOg of Muthmanu. D. H. J.

Solid Solutions of Indifferent Gases in Uranium Oxide. II.

VoLKMAu KoHLSCHUTTER and K. YoGDT (Ber., 1905, 38, 2992—3002.
Compare this vol., ii, 394).—In reply to Friedheim (this vol., ii, 530),

details are given of quantitative experiments which suj)port the

authors' views as to the reaction which takes place when hydroxyl-

amine ui'anate is heated and the nature of the residue. G. Y.

Double Carbonate of Uranyl and Ammonium. Fedeiuco
GioLiTTi and V. Vec'chiauelli {Gazzetta, 1905, 35, ii, 170—181).

—

On mixing a concentrated solution of ammonium carbonate (5 mols.)

with one of uranyl nitrate (2 mols.) at 50—55° the liquid deposits,

on cooling, a bright yellow, crystalline mass of the soluble doub^ salt,

2UO2C03,3(NH,i)2C0g,4H2O, which is probably identical with the

salt obtained by Plate (Gmelin-Kraut, JIandbuch anorg. Cfiem.f 2nd
ed., 2, 411); the addition of alcohol to the mother-liquor causes

the deposition of a bright yellow powder, which is soluble in water

and in which the ratio of NH3 : U has the value 9 : 4.

A solution containing excess of ammonia, together with uranyl

nitrate (1 mol.) and ammonium cai-bonate (3 mols.), deposits the double

salt, U02C08,2(Nli^)2C08, in the form of yellow crystals, which lose

ammonia at the ordinary temperature and more readily on heating,

either in the dry state or in solution ; the I'atio between NIJ3 and COj
always remains, however, the same, that is, 4:3, so that it

must bo assumed that the salt splits \ip completely into the two parts

UO2O and C02.2(NH^)2C08. The formation of complex ions with

this double salt is confirmed by cryoscopic measurements, which
indicate an increasing and ultimately almost complete electrolytic

dissociation. T. H. P.
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Equilibrium Phenomena with the Hydrates of Uranous
Sulphate. I. Properties of Uranous Sulphate. Eederico
GiOLiTTi and G. Bucci {Gazzetta, 1905, 35, ii, 151—161).—By the

interaction of varying quantities of uranyl sulphate, alcohol, water,

and sulphuric acid, the authors have prepared the following hydrates

of uranous sulphate: (i) 'U(SO^).2,8H20, which forms small, dark
green crystals and, when treated with a large quantity of cold water,

is mostly dissolved, whilst about 25 per cent, of it is converted into

a green, powdery basic salt, UOSO^,2H.20 ; the extent of the

hydrolysis effected by water depends on the temperature. If the salt

is acted on by a small proportion of water, the basic salt at first

separated gradually dissolves and a solution of the normal sulphate is

obtained. Ten pei- cent, sulphuric acid solution dissolves the octahy-

drate without hydrolysing it. When heated in absence of air, it passes

into the tetrahydrate at about 90°, into the anhydrous salt at about
300^, and when ignited, firstly into UOoSO^, and finally into UgOg.
Graphic representation of the rate of loss of water by the octahydrate

when kept in a desiccator over sulphuric acid indicates the existence

of the hydrates: U(SOJ.3,7H20, U(SO,)2,3H20, and U{S04)2,2H20.

(2) The tetrahydrate, U(SO^)2,4H20, which behaves similarly to the

octahydrate on heating and is more readily decomposed than the

latter by water. T. H. P.

Equihbrium Phenomena with the Hydrates of Uranous
Sulphate. II. Octahydrate and Tetrahydrate of Uranous
Sulphate. Federico Giolitti and G. Bucci {Gazzetta, 1905, 36,
ii, 162—169. Compare preceding abstract).—Microscopical study of

the transformation of the octa- into the tetra-hydrate of uranous
sulphate shows that this change proceeds at 68—87°, and hence takes

place where the octabydrated sulphate is in a condition of metastable

equilibrium. Solutions of the octahydrate are relatively very stable

between 18° and 105"^, so that the separation of the tetrahydrate some-
times occurs only with difficulty ; the exact temi^erature at which the

conversion into the lower hydrate takes place has not been determined.

A saturated solution of the unchanged octahydrate contains, at 18°,

1017 per cent., and at 93°, 63*2 i)er cent, of U(S04)o, whilst that of

the tetrahydrate contains, at 24°, 9*8 per cent., at 37°, 8*3 i>er cent., at
48-2°, 81 per cent., and at 63°, 83 per cent, of U(S0J2- The results

obtained show that, at temperatures lielow 18—20°, the octahydrate,
which, since it has a less solubility than the tetrahydrate, is the
stable form in which uranous sulphate crystallises, is labile at any
higher temperatures, the stable form then being the tetrahydrate.

The pale green powder obtained by the interaction of 42 grams of

uranyl sul2)hate, 168 grams of water, 336 grams of alcohol, and
41 grams of sulphuric acid under the influence of sunlight, has the
composition U(SOj2,lI.SO^,10H2O. T. H. P.

Zirconiumsulphuric Acids. Kudolf Kueh and Max L£VI|(

{Zeit. anorg. Chevi., 1905, 46, 449—455).—It has ah-eady been shown
(this vol., ii, 41) that zirconium sulphate is more correctly considered
iis zirconiumsulphuric acid. It now api)ears that there exists another,

probably a series of these zirconiumsulphuric acids containing more
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zirconium than the normal sulphate and yielding on electrolytic dis-

sociation complex anions containing both zirconium and the sulphate
group. The so-called basic zirconium sulphate obtained by dissolving

zirconium hydroxide in a solution of neutral zirconium sulphate at

100°, seems in reality to be a solution of zirconiumsulphuric acids, to

which the formula (Zr02)n(S03)m(H20)^^, where n>m/2, must be
assigned.

The tendency of zirconium to form zirconiumsulphuric acids, richer

in metal than the normal salt, explains the difference which a solution

of normal zirconium sulphate shows, according to whether it has been
prepared in the cold or by boiling ; in the heated solution there is

formed a zirconiumsulphuric acid, and free sulphuric acid ; the latter,

as proved experimentally, increasing the electrical conductivity.

D. H. J.

Bismuth Telluride. K. Monkemeyer {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905,

46, 415—422).—A fusion diagram for bismuth and tellurium has

been constructed by Tammann's method, and it has thus been found that

there is only one definite compound formed, namely, BigTeg. The curve

of fusion shows a maximum point (corresponding with the compound
mentioned) at 573° and 5214 per cent, of bismuth, and two eutectic

points at 261° and 99-08 per cent, of bismuth and at 388° and 13-91

per cent, of bismuth respectively. D. H. J.

Columbium and Tantalum. Edgar F. Smith [with Roy D.
Hall, Mary E. Pennington, and C. W. Balke] {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii,

1160—1161 ; from P/-OC. Amer. Phil /S'oc.,44, 151—158. Compare Abstr.,

1904, ii, 824).—Although Marignac found titanium in columbium, the

oxide of the latter prepared from potassium columbofluoride has not

been found to give the characteristic tests for titanium with hydrogen
peroxide and chromotropic acid. Attempts to separate titanium

chloride from the ci-ystalline chloride, prepared by means of sulphur

monochloride, also failed. Potassium taiitaloiluoride has been

isolated under conditions which precluded the possibility of the

presence of the titanium double fluoride and double iiuorides of

tantalum with caesium, TaF^jCsF and TaFr^,2CsF, ammonium,
TaF5,2NH4F and TaF,.,,3NH^F, rubidium, 2TaF5,RbF, potassium,

TaF5,2KF, and sodium, TaF5,2NaF and TaF^,3NaF, have been obtained.

Marignac's atomic weight determinations were very possibly rendered

inaccurate by the presence of ono of the.se ammonium compounds in

the double iiuorides of potassium and ammonium which he employed

;

moreover, the substance which he regai-ded as potassium titano-

lluoride has been found in the columbium and not in the tantalum

fraction, and is not sparingly soluble. Attempts to separate this sub-

stance, however, by fractional precipitation with aqueous solutions of

ammonia, fractional crystallisation of the double fluorides, fractional

chlorination of the oxides in presence of carbon, or by the action of

numerous organic bases, have failed.

Hermann's statement that the acid mother liquor obtained by
repeatedly crystallising potassium columboxyliuoride from water

and diluto hydrofluoric acid yields a slimy substance which, when
treated with sodium ammonium hydrogen phosphate before the blow-
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pipe, forms a yellow mass, has been confirmed, but this substance, which
was supposed to be sodium neptunate, has been found to consist of a

mixture of tantalum and iron together with some columbium. The
removal of tungsten and tin from the oxides of columbium and
tantalum can be effected with slight loss by repeated fusion with
sodium carbonate and sulphur, but not by the ammonium sulphide

method. Complex compounds of tantalum and columbium oxides with

tungstic acid have also been prepared. E. W. \V.

Columbium. Roy D. Hall and Edgar F. Smith {Ckem. Centr.,

1905, ii, 1161—1163 ; from Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc, 44, 177—212).—

A

sample of columbite from Lawrence County, South Dacota, had a
sp. gr. 5 "86 and contained 81 per cent, of the oxides of columbium and
tantalum ; iron, manganese, zinc, uranium, copper (?), and nickel {?), to-

gether with acids of tantalum, columbium, titanium, lithium, zirconium,

tin, and tungsten, were also present. The mother liquors of the

potassium tantalotiuoride obtained in the method of treatment
employed yielded hard, hexagonal crystals of potassium columbo
fluoride, KgCbFy, and by evaporating the former with sulphuric acid

and precipitating with potassium hydroxide, potassium tantaloxy-

fluoride was obtained. Potassium columboxyfluoride, KjCbOFjjHjO,
from which the tantalum had been removed by means of sulphuric

acid, was soluble. The oxide formed by the ignition of the columbium
double fluoride, when tested by the colorimetric method, was found to

contain 0"18 per cent, of titanium oxide.

The following methods were employed for the separation of titanium
oxide from columbium oxide. (1) Crystallisation of potassium
columbofluoride ', this method failed to effect a separation, since the
presence of hydrofluoric acid increased the solubility of the columbium
and decreased that of the titanium compound. (2) Fractional pre-

cipitation with ammonia; columbium hydroxide is first precipitated,

but no fraction was found to consist entirely of titanium hydroxide,
and the last contained a considerable quantity of columbium. (3) Pre-

paration of the chlorides and oxychlorides of columbium and the
chloride of tantalum and separation of the latter by distillation.

(4) Treatment of the hydroxides with rather concentrated cold

sulphuric acid ; titanium hydroxide is soluble, but columbium hydroxide
i.s not. (5) Action of various bases on the double fluorides. Whilst
an excess of sodium hydroxide gives a precipitate with a solution of

potassium titanofluoride which is insoluble in water, the precipitate

formed by sodium or potassium hydroxide in a solution of pota.ssium

columboxyfluoride dissolves in a slight excess of the alkali, but
separates out again in a crj'stalline form when a large excess is added

;

when both metals are present, however, the precipitate also contains

both. Potassium hydroxide gives a heavy precipitate with solutions of

potassium titanofluoride.

Experiments on the action of seventy- four bases in solutions of

{Hstassium titanofluoride and potassium columboxyfluoride gave the
following results. A portion of the bases completely precipitated
titanium but not columbium, the latter being soluble in excess and
forming a columbatc. Columbium was found in the precipitate, how-

VOL. LXXXVIII. ii. 57
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ever, and titanium in the solution, the latter being present possibly

in the form of a complex titanocolumbic acid (]). The hydroxides of

both metals were precipitated by another portion of the bases, which
included quinoltne, but titanium hydroxide was only partially soluble

in excess of the base. A third portion did not precipitate titanium

;

columbium was partially precipitated, but carried down some titanium.

Other bases did not give precipitates with either metal.

The action of solutions of the double fluorides of columbium, titanium,

tantalum, tin, and tungsten in sulphuric acid on codeine, morphine,
resorcinol, naphthol, pyrogallol, salicylic acid, cinchonidine, apomor-
phine, narceine, berberine, and narcotine has been examined. Solutions

of tin gave no colour reactions. The colorations in other cases were
destroyed by dilution, narceine and berberine being the only alkaloids

which gave distinctive colorations. The morphine test for titanium

proved trustworthy, but even in this case the presence of less than
05 per cent, of titanium oxide in columbium oxide could not be
detected. Codeine gave no reaction with columbium and resorcinol,

but a slight coloration with tantalum, columbium, or tungsten ; the

latter, however, afforded a trustworthy test for titanium.

Calcined columbium oxide volatilises in a stream of diy hydrogen
chloride, forming a white powder which is insoluble in oxalic

acid, but dissolves slowly in boiling sulphuric acid ; it has probably

the composition Cb205,a;HCl.

If ammonia is added to solutions of the double fluorides of colum-

bium and titanium and the precipitated hydroxides allowed to remain
with a solution of sulphuric acid of sp. gr. 1*145, the titanium pre-

cipitate is completely dissolved, whilst the columbium is not attacked

;

when a mixture of the solutions is used, however, the solution and
residue contain both metals.

In estimating titanium by means of chromotropic acid, the presence

of free mineral acids should be avoided ; the method is not in any way
superior to the hydrogen peroxide method.

By the action of carbon tetrachloride on calcined titanium oxide at

a red heat, it is slowly but completely converted into the chloride,

whilst columbium oxide rapidly forms the oxychloride at a lower

temperature. The chloride is quickly formed by heating at 200—225°

or by subliming the oxychloride in carbon tetrachloride vapour ; cal-

cined tantalum oxide is also rapidly converted into the chloride (com-

pare Delafontaine and Linebarger, Abstr., 1896, ii, 653). If the

carbon tetrachloride contains traces of moisture, oxychloride is formed

and dissolved in the chloride ; on sublimation, the oxychloride remains

in the form of a glassy residue. Columbium oxychloride sublimes in

closed tubes, forming lustrous, silky needles ; the chloride CbCl^

which is obstinately retained by the oxychloride, is best removed by
subliming in a stream of chlorine over columbium oxide ; when carbon

tetrachloride is present, columbium chloride is also formed.

Columbium chloride, prepared by the action of sulphur mono-
chloride on the oxide or by heating the oxide with carbon tetrachloride,

forms large, yellow, needle-like crystals; it is readily soluble in carbon

tetrachloride or sulphur monochloride, forming yellow and red solu-

tions respectively. When the yellow ethereal solution is eva|)ordted on
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the water-bath, a viscid liquid is left and acid fumes are evolved ; on

calcination, the oxide is formed. By the action of gaseous ammonia
on the ethereal solution, ammonium chloride and columbium nitride

are formed. The chloride is soluble in chloroform, but on heating the

solution a brown powder is formed. When the alcoholic solution of

the chloride is warmed and concentrated, vapours are given off which

are possibly caused by the formation of ethyl columbate. Aniline

and pyridine form additive compounds. Solutions in carbon tetra-

chloride, which is the best solvent, may be used for the preparation of

double chlorides.

Potassium oxyfluoropercolumbate, KCb0.2F-,H20, prepared by the

action of a 3 per cent, solution of hydrogen peroxide on potassium

columboxyfluoride, forms pale yellow crystals ; the colour of the

solution in water containing a small quantity of hydrogen peroxide is

more intense, and on addition of potassium titanofluoride becomes
of a still deeper shade, but it is destroyed by the addition of hydro-

fluoric acid. Acid molybdenum solutions give a similar coloration, but

a quantitative colorimetric estimation showed that columbium was
not present. The yellow colour of solutions of columbium in hydi-o-

fluoric acid cannot be ascribed to the presence of titanium, which
gives a straw-yellow coloration, but is probably caused by the greenish-

yellow colour of the columbium itself. The yellow hydroxide,

Cb(OH)g or Cbj20^H.,02,5H.,0, is prepared by treating the double fluoride

with sulphuric acid,'expelling the excess of acid, extracting with water,

and adding hydrochloric acid and hydrogen peroxide ; it loses water and
oxygen on calcination and becomes white. The colour of the higher

oxides appears to be characteristic of columbium, and not to be due to

the presence of titanium. The solubility of potassium titanofluoride

is increased by the addition of hydrogen peroxide, whilst that of the

corresponding columbium compound is decreased ; the presence of

hydrofluoric acid has the reverse effect.

Tin and tungsten may probably be separated from potassium columbo-
fluoride by crystallisation from hydrofluoric acid. The presence of

tin was shown by the stains formed in the platinum crucible when the
partially dried oxide was ignited. If disodium hydrogen phosphate is

added to a solution which contains a large excess of columbium and
a small quantity of titanium, no precipitate is formeil, but on increasing

the quantity both metals are completely precipitated. Geisow's obser-

vation that titanium and zirconium can be separated from columbium
by means of an alkaline solution of formoxime has not been confirmed.
Tantalum is only incompletely precipitated. Potassium iodate, which
does not contain periodate, does not form precipitates with columbium
or titanium, but both metals are precipitated from acid solutions.

E. W. W.

Columbates. M. Hume Bedford (/. Amw. Chem. >Soc., 1905, 27,
1216— 1221).—The following sodium columbates have been described
by Rose: Na.jO,Ob,Oj,,6H50 (or 9H.p) ; 3Na.^O,2Cb.p„24H.,0

;

3NajO,ObjOj; ; and 4Na.p,5Cb205. A fifth salt, 3N»^0,iCb2U5,21ll20,
has been obtaineil by Hermann. It is now shown that the methods
employed by these authors yield only one sodium columbate, and that

57—2
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this has the formula 7Na20,6Cb205,32H20. This salt is very stable,

and crystallises well from aqueous solutions. The corresponding
barium ssdt, 7BaO,6Cb205,18H20, the silver salt, 7Agp,QGhf>^,5Up,
and the zhic salt, 7ZnO,6Cb205,25H20, are described.

"

The following method is recommended for the separation of columbic
and tungstic acids. The solution containing these acids is treated
with a solution of mercurous nitrate and a slight excess of nitric acid.

Freshly-precipitated mercuric oxide is added, and the mixture is boiled

for five minutes. The precipitate is collected, washed, dried, ignited,

and weighed. The mixture of the two oxides thus obtained is fused
with potassium carbonate, and the product is dissolved in water. An
excess of maguesia mixture is added to the solution, and the pi^ecipitate

produced is left for several hours and then collected, washed five or six

times with magnesia mixture, dried, and ignited. The residue is

fused with potassium hydrogen sulphate, and the product is boiled

with water, filtered, washed, ignited, and the columbic oxide is weighed.
The amount of tungstic oxide present in the mixture is obtained by
difference. E. G.

[Platinum Compounds.] Italo Bellucci (Gazzetta, 1905, 35,
ii, 334—340. Compare Blondel, this vol., ii, 720).—The author
dissents from Blondel's deductions (Joe. cit.), as these he considers are

based on purely hypothetical foundations, and are in disaccord with

the author's experimental results (compare Bellucci and Parravano,
this vol., ii, 395), T. H. P.

Chemical Properties and Combining Weight of Palladium.
RiCHAHD Ambekg {AnnuUn, 1905, 341, 235—308).—An historical

summary of the methods which have been used for quantitative

precipitation of palladium and a resume of the different attempts

which have been made to determine its atomic weight are given in

the introduction.

In the search for suitable compounds of palladium for atomic weight

determinations, a number of new additive derivatives with amine bases

hive been prepared and studied. The compounds with aniline, a- and
yS-naphthylamines, diphenylamine, dibenzylamine, ?«-phenylenediamine,

benzidine, phenylhydi'azine, pyridine, quinoline, acridine, tribenzyl-

amine, and triamylamine, are described in tabular form. None of

them proved 'suitable for atomic weight determinations, and palla-

dosoammine chloride was finally chosen for this purpose. The salt

was prepared in various ways from a specimen of pure palladium (pre-

pared by Siebert).

A number of experiments was made in order to ascertain the

most satisfactory method of estimating the palladium in this salt.

Finally, the electrical deposition of the palladium was effected in

a solution of the salt in dilute sulphuric acid, the opeiatiou being

carried out in a Gla.ssen platinum dish. In the first series of

experiments (5 determinations), the chlorine was estimated, the

salt being first electrolysed in dilute ammouiacal solution or in

aeid solution, but the latter was preferred. From the solution freed

from precipitated palladium by filtration, the chlorine was precipitated
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as silver chloride. In the second series (6 experiments), the chlorine wag
estimated after precipitation of the palladium with hydrazine sulphate.

In the third series (12 experiments), the metal was estimated in

solutions containing from 1 to 16 per cent, of sulphuric acid ; the elec-

trode was rapidly rotated (from 600—1000 rotations per minute), and
the temperature maintained at 60—65° ; the current varied from 0*05

to 0"4 ampere, and the voltage was kept below 1-25 volts. The
current was maintained whilst the contents of the dish cooled. The
palladium was finally collected and dried at 110°. The relation between
the precipitation of the metal and the rapidity of rotation of the

electrode is discussed. The rapidity of precipitation at the current

strength and concentration here used is dependent on the rapidity of

stirring, the temperature, and the diffusion-coefficient.

The greatest stress is laid on the direct estimation of the metal
by the method just described. The atomic weight of palladium is

given as 106"6SS ±0-006 (0=16). This extremely high value is not
in accord with the differences seen in the series of the pei'iodic system^
thus: Ru= 101-7, Rh=:1030, Pd = 106-7, Ag = 107-93. The old

value of the atomic weight of palladium (105-2) shows the differences

which would be expected. It is, however, thought, when allowance is

made for various possible errors, that the atomic weight is approxi-

mately 106-7. K. J. P. O.

Mineralogical Chemistry.

Hydrocarbons in Louisiana Petroleum. II. Charles E. Coates
and Alfued Best {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 1317—1321.
Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 45).—Three further samples of Louisiana
petroleum have been examined, but of these only one, which was
obtained from Bayou Bouillon, near St. Martinsville, was in sufficient

quantity for extended investigation. The results of the examination
of this specimen showed that the oil was composed mainly of hydro-
carbons of the series Cnii^n-i^ ^"d C„Ho)i_4, and no evidence was
obtained of the presence of unsaturated compounds or of optical

activity. E. G.

Thorianite, a New Mineral from Ceylon. Wyndham R.
DuNSTAN and George S. Blake {Proc. Roy. Soc, 1905, A, 76,
253—265. Compare Dunstan, Abstr., 1904, ii, 744).—The crystal-

lograpfaic character of thorianite is described, and the results of

analysis of another specimen of the mineral are communicated. The
percentages of the various constituents are given as follows :

CeO.^, LajO., Insoluble in

ThO» UOa. UOj. and'DijOs; PbO. F&jO,. CaO. He. \\0^. nitric acid.

78-86 6-03 9-07 rO-2 '2 59 0-46 1-13 039 trace 0-20
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Thorianite possesses the advantage, not shared by any known
thorium mineral, of containing uncombined thoria, soluble in nitric

acid with formation of thorium nitrate. The powdered mineral
dissolves readily also in diluted sulphuric acid with evolution of a gas
which is chiefly helium. Thorianite is scarcely attacked by hydro-
chloric acid. The hardness of thorianite is nearly 7, and the density

of different specimens varies from 8—9
'7.

So far as the investigation has fgone it appears probable that
thorianite is isomorphous with uraninite, and that in the thorianite of

Ceylon some of the thoria is replaced by the corresponding uranium
oxide. The evidence, however, is not sufficient to show whether this

is a case of isomorphous mixture, as seems probable, or of true

chemical replacement.

Thorianite is highly radioactive, and measurements of the rate of

decay of the emanation indicate the presence of radium in the

mineral (compare also Hahn, this vol., ii, 432, 789). J. C. P.

•

Crystallised Slag from Hettstedt : Composition of Melilite.

Ferruccio Zambonini (Zeit. Kryst. Min., 1905, 41, 226—234).—
Large, cube-shaped crystals, measuring 16 x 19 mm., in a blast-furnace

slag from the Seigerhiitte at Hettstedt, near Mansfeld, in Prussian

Saxony, have been analysed (anal. I) by W. Stahl [Berg- und Huttenm.

Zeit., 1904, 63, 273—274) ; he described the crystalline form as cubic,

and was unable to identify the material. A new examination proves

the crystals to be melilite and of the form common in slags. The
double refraction is very feeble and negative in sign, but portions of

some crystals are isotropic
;

pleochroism is distinct. The crystals

enclose numerous impurities, A redetermination of the silica gave
37-69 per cent.

SiOj. AI2O3. FeaOg. FeO. MnO. CaO. MgO. K2O. Na.30. HoO. Total.

I.t35-80 9-34 — 21-50 — 24-50 2-74 0-85 1-36 — 100-71

II. 40-14 6-47 9-95 0-53 trace 3298 6-33 149 218 027 10034
III. 39-20 7-56 11-34 trace trace 32-18 6-41 145 221 0-21 100-56

t Also: ZnO, 4 00 ; NiO, 0-19
;
(Cu2,Ni)S, 0-43 ; Pb, As, traces. Sp. gr. 3-05.

New analyses are given of the natural melilite of Capo di Bove,

near Rome ; II, of yellow crystals, and III, of brown crystals.

From Damour's analyses of natural melilite, Des Cloizeaux deduced

the formula 12RO,2R203.9Si02, which was written by Rammelsberg

as Na2(Ca,Mg)ii(Al,Fe)4Si903g, whilst Groth deduced

(Ca,Mg)«(Al,Fe)2Si,Oio.

Vogt has attempted to explain the composition by isomorphous

mixtures of gehlenite, R3"R2"'Si20jo, and .^kermanite, R/'SigOjo, but

this is not supported by the analyses. According to Vernadsky's

theory of the silicates (Akstr., 1901, ii, 249), the formula may be

written as R"R2"'Si20g,nR2"Si04 ; Des (Jloizeaux's formula will then

be 2R"R2"'Si308,5R2"Si04. L. J. S.

I
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Physiological Chemistry.

Action of Oxygen on the Sickness produced by Rarefaction

of the Air. Experiments on an Orang-Outang. Albeeto
Aggazzotti (Atti E. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, ii, 94—103 and
180—187).—The symptoms observed on the respiration of air at great

altitudes are not due alone to the diminished partial pressure of the

oxygen. Air rich in oxygen has a beneficial action on the sickness

produced by barometric depression, and up to a certain point this

beneficial action is proportional to the percentage of oxygen in the

inspired air ; but with very great rarefactions, the symptoms are

observed, whatever the content of oxygen in the air (compare Mosso,

Abstr., 1904, ii, 577 and 622). If the amount of carbon dioxide in

the inspired air is inci^ased to a certain value, more considerable

dilution of the air can be withstood without injurious effects, and the

greater the proportion of carbon dioxide the more can the air be

diluted. Carbon dioxide does not exert this beneficial action unless

its partial pressure in the air exceeds 18 mm. T. H. P.

Simultaneous Action of Oxygen and Carbon Dioxide on the
Sickness produced by Rarefaction of the Air. Experiments
on an Orang-Outang. Alberto Aggazzotti (Atti E. Accad. Lincei,

1905, [v], 14, ii, 256—264. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 746, and pre-

ceding abstract).—Only air which is rich in both carbon dioxide and
oxygen can alleviate the ill-effects which are produced by lowering of

the barometric pressure. T. H, P.

Experiments on a Man breathing Carbon Dioxide and
Oxygen together under a Barometric Pressure of 122 mm.,
corresponding with an Altitude of 14,582 Metres. Alberto
Aggazzotti {Atti E. Accad. Lincei, 1905, [v], 14, ii, 290—297.
Compare preceding abstract«).—The results obtained with the orang-

outang are con6rmed by those given by similar experiments with a
man. At a height of 14,500 metres, man suffers no discomfort if

the air breathed contains 13 per cent, of carbon dioxide and 67 per

cent, of oxygen. T. H. P.

Restorers of the Cardiac Rhythm. David J. Lingle {Amer. J.

Physiol., 1905, 14, 433— 451).—Tho conclusion is drawn from experi-

ments on heart-strips that certain agents such as the constant current,

induction shocks, and mechanical tension, which have been considered

capable of producing rhythmical activity, owe their power to the
solution of sodium chloride used with them, which, therefore, cannot
be looked on as an indifferent fluid. W. D. H.

Electric Conductivity of Blood during Coagulation. Robert T.
Frank {Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 466—468).—No appreciable
change occurs in the conductivity of the blood during the coagulation
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process. Whether the amount of fibrinogen in the blood is too small
to show tangible changes, or whether the numerous chemical and
physical changes occurring in the complex process of coagulation
exactly neutralise each other could not be determined. The latter

explanation appears to be unlikely. W. D. H.

Osmotic Pressure of Blood and Urine in Fishes. M. C.

Dekhuyzen {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1035—1036; from Arch.

Neerland, [ii], 10, 121—136).—Certain fish, such as the salmon and
eel, are able to pass without inconvenience from the sea, where the
pressure is great, into fresh water, where the pressure is much lower.

Estimation of the freezing points of blood and urine shows that, by
the regulating action of the kidneys, fishes, like warm-blooded animals,

are able to maintain the osmotic pressure of their blood at a constant
level. The osmotic pressure of the blood of warm-blooded animals
varies from 6*75 to 7 '25 atmospheres, that of different fresh water
cold-blooded animals is about 6 atmospheres, that of marine fishes

8-7 atmospheres. W. D. H.

Effect of Intravenous Injections of Bile on Blood-pressure.
S. J. Meltzer and William Salant {J. exper. Med. New York, 1905,

7, 280—291).—Although, as previous observers have shown, the

influence of bile salts on blood-pressure is slight, that of the entire

bile is very marked, leading to a great depression of the arterial

pressui-e. The rate of injection makes a considerable difference, rapid

injection producing the most marked, or even fatal results. The
effect, like that of potassium salts, is mainly cardiac. In some
experiments, intravascular coagulation was noticed. W. D. H.

Action of Potassium Salts on the Circulatory Organs.
P. Teteus Hald {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1107; from Arch. exp. Path.

Fliarm., 53, 227—260).—In rabbits, injection of hypertonic solutions

of potassium chloride produces a slow pulse and fall of arterial

pressure ; sometimes slow but high elevations of the pulse occur. If

the dose is not large enough to be immediately fatal, the salt geta

into the tissues, and, after about half an hour begins to be eliminated

by the kidneys ; thus the poison is removed from the body.

W. D. H.

Resistance of the Corpuscles of Foetal Blood. Alb. J. J.

Vandevelde {Chem. Cenlr., 1905, ii, 1035 ; from Ann. Soc. Med. Gand,

85, 152).—Hamburger has pointed out that the corpuscles of foetal

blood are more resistant to saline solutions than are those of the

mother. The amount of resistance to 20 per cent, alcohol, amyl
alcohol, and absinthe (hsemolytic agents) is about 5 per cent, greater

than that of the maternal blood corpuscles. W. D. H.

Influence of Concentration of Blood-corpuscles and the
Form of the Reagent Vessel on Heemolysis by Chemical Re-
agents. Alb. J. J. Vandevelde {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1035

;

from Ann. Soc* Med, Oand, 1905, May).—The rapidity of haemolysis
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increases with the diameter of the vessel employed. The number

of blood-corpuscles in narrow tubes has only a small influence on

the rapidity of the hemolytic reaction, W. D. H.

The Proteids of the Blood. P. Morawitz (Beitr. chem. Physiol.

Path., 1905, 7, 153—164).—Some recent researches appear to in-

dicate that the albumin of the blood is in closer relationship to

the proteid in the food than the globulin, which some believe is

formed at the expense of the albumin. In the present experi-

ments, it is shown that after extensive loss of blood the organism

has the power of again forming new proteid matter for the blood,

even during hunger, and that the reappearance of the globulin is

more rapid than that of the albumin ; the latter is probably

retained by the organism outside the circulatory system, and
during inanition re-enters the blood stream. W. D. H.

Behaviour of Salt Solutions in the Stomach. Theodore
Pfeiffer (Chem. Cenir., 1905, ii, 1108—1109; from Arch. exp.

Path. Pharm., 53, 261—279).—Solutions of sodium sulphate were
introduced into the stomachs of dogs with an cesophageal fistula,

so that no saliva entered the stomach. After a time, the solution

was withdrawn and its freezing point determined. It was found
that the stomach wall does not absorb the salt from either hyper-

tonic or hypotonic solutions, but often water passes into the

stomach. The exchange of salt between blood and stomach con-

tents is due to simple diffusion. W. D. H.

Examination of Gastric Contents. William H. Willcox
{Trans. Path. Soc. London, 1905, 56, 250—259).—A description of

methods best available for clinical use in dealing with the gastric

contents. The principal tests given are those for the hydrochloric

acid and organic acids if present, both qualitative and quantitative.

Gunzberg's and the dimethylaminoazobenzene reactions are the best

for the detection of the former acid.

In gastric and duodenal ulcer, the acidity is usually high, but
organic acids are absent. In temporary dyspepsia, nothing note-

worthy was found. In malignant growths of the cardiac portion of the
stomach, the total acidity is small, often nil ; free hydrochloric acid is

always absent. In similar growths of the pyloric portion, the acidity

is reduced to half the normal, free hydrochloric acid is scarcely ever
present, and organic acids are abundant. W. D. H.

Digestion in Dogs with Artificial Anus. Georg Maetzkb
(Inaug. Dissert. Breslan Univ., 1905, 1—59).—In dogs with a fistula in

the ileum, the outflow from the orifice commences within an hour after

feeding, or, if much food is given, within half an hour. Foreign
particle.s (pieces of cork) cause delay. The reaction of the contents of
the small intestine to phenolphthalein and turmeric is usually acid,

but after flesh feeding alkaline. The reaction to lacmoid and
methyl-oi'ange is alkaline, except pos.sibly in the upper part of the
duodenum. The variations noted in different regions depend on the
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amount and character of the food. Trypsin, diastase and invertase

are found in varying quantities in the ileum. Leucine and tyrosine

are not found even after large quantities of proteid food. If the food

given is not excessive, the absorption of proteid, sucrose, and starch is

very complete in the small intestine. W. D. H.

The Relationship of the Peptic Digestion Products of
Plasteins to Liver Muscles and Other Organs. II. Joseph
Grossmann {Beitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1005, 7, 165—174).—Experi-

ments are recorded that show that solutions of plastein-albumoses are

not only changed into coagulable proteids by the mucous membrane of

the alimentary tract, but also by other organs, such as the liver, large

intestine, muscles, and brain, W. D. H.

Gastric Digestion of Proteids. Hans Leo {Zeit. physiol. Chem.,

1905, 46, 286—292).—Experiments with fibrin tend to show that, to

adopt Ehrlich's nomenclature, pepsin plays the part of a thermolabile

amboceptor, and hydrochloric acid that of a thermostable complement
in gastric digestion. W. D. H.

Pancreatic Secretion. H. G. Chapman [Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S.

Wales, 1905, 92—100).—Secretin obtained from the echidna, wallaby,

Australian water tortoise, and ibis causes a flow of pancreatic juice in

the dog, but apparently not in the echidna. The flow produced by
pilocarpine is, and that produced by secretin is not, inhibited by atro-

pine. Stimulation of the vagus does not inhibit secretion due to

secretin. The pressure of the fluid in the pancreatic duct is equivalent

to nine inches of the juice. Pancreatic juice, so far as its proteolytic

property is concerned, can be activated by leucocytes. W. D. H.

Action of Pancreatic Juice on Edestin from Cotton Seeds.
Emil Abderhalden and Bela Reinbold {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905,

46, 159—175).—The various crystalline products obtained after the

digestion of edestin (from cotton seeds) were separated and identified

in the usual way. The opinion is supported that the object of diges-

tion is to break down a '* foreign proteid " into simple cleavage pro-

ducts, and that this is essential to enable an animal to synthesise the

proteids specific to itself. W. D. H.

Chemistry of Digestion in Animals. II. Digestion of Pro-

teids in the Alimentary Tract. E. S. London and A. Th. Sulima

{Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 48, 209—235).— Fistula) were made in

various positions of the alimentary tract in dogs, and proteids of

different kinds giveu as food. The examination of the contents of the

canal in different situations and at different intervals after digestion

(for albumoses, peptones, crystalline cleavage products, <fcc.) allows

conclusions to be drawn regarding the site and time relationships of

digestion and absorption in different parts of the gastro-intestinal

tract. W. D. H.
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Proteid-katabolism. Otto Cohnheim (Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905,

46, 9—16).—The experiments were made on a dog with a PawlofE's

gastric fistula. For several days the animal was given nothing but

salt and water ; on some days it underwent the process of " sham feed-

ing," which Pawloff has shown causes an abundant flow of gastric

juice. But the activity of the digestive organs in itself has no in-

fluence on the amount of urinary nitrogen. W. D. H.

Cage for Metabolism Experiments. William J. Gies {Amer. J.

Physiol., 1905, 14, 403—410).—An illustrated description of an
animal cage with various devices for collecting excreta, &c., during

metabolism experiments. W. D. H.

Behaviour of Glycyl-^-tyrosine in the Dog's Organism
after Subcutaneous Injection. Emil Abderhalden and Petek
Edna {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905,46, 176—178).—Certain polypeptides

are easily resolve 1 by, whilst others resist, the action of pancreatic

juice. It was, therefore, interesting to know what happens to them
when introduced parent erally, that is, without the intervention of the

digestive juices, for instance, by subcutaneous administration. Ac-
cordingly glycyl-^tyrosine was prepared by Fischer's method ; this is

a dipeptide which is easily resolved by trypsin. It is also com-
pletely split up after subcutaneous injection, both glycine and tyrosine

being noticeable in the urine. W. D. H.

Behaviour of Cystine, Dialanylcystine, and Dileucylcystine
in the Organism of the Dog. Emil' Abderhalden and Franz
Bamuely {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 46, 187—192).—The cystine

peptides are easily split up by pancreatic juice ; the two mentioned
were prepared by Fischer's method and their behaviour compared with
that of cystine from horse-hair. The administration was in some
cases with the food, in others by subcutaneous injection. By either

method, cystine increases the amount of oxidised and neutral sulphur
in the urine ; the dipeptides behave in exactly the same way. The
increased amount of sulphur practically accounts for all the cystine

given either alone or in combination. The racemic peptides (leucyl-

leucine, leucylglycine, ic.) are similarly broken up. W. D. H.

Metabohsm of Arginine. William H. Thompson {J. Physiol.,

1905, 33, 106—124. Compare this vol., ii, 268).—If dogs are fed on
arginine, the proportion of its nitrogen which reappears as urea varies

from 37 to 77 per cent. Part of this is excreted at once, part more
slowly, the latter being probably formed by deamidation of the ornith-

ine moiety, and subsequent synthesis of the ammonia into urea. If

the arginine is given subcutaneously, the yield of urea-nitrogen is

larger. The effects cannot 1)0 explained as the result of the solvent

(09 per cent, sodium chloride) used. The amount of nitrogen excreted

as ammonia varies, but averages 10 per cent, of tlie argi nine-nitrogen

given. Ornithine, putrescine, or arginine do not appear as such in

urine or faices. In some experiments, a large deficit of nitrogen (37 to

59 per cent.) is accounted for by retention in the body as pioto|>lasm.

W. D. H.
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Metabolism (Albuminous and Saline) in Man. Georg von
Wendt {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1109; from Skand. Arch. Physiol., 17,
211—289).—Among the many points raised in this paper are the
following : the excretion of sulphur is a better measure of proteid

katabolism than that of nitrogen ; exogenous is distinguished from
endogenous metabolism in relation to purine bases, sulphur, and other
substances. The relative constancy of endogenous metabolism is

established ; the sparing action of non-nitrogenous foods is illustrated
;

the existence of an "internal circulation" in cell metabolism is

suggested. W. D. H.

Assimilation of Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Calcium, and Mag-
nesium in Man. E. Gumpert {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1036 ; from
Med. Klinik., 1, 1037—1041).—A metabolic comparison of the effects

of feeding on " sanatogen " with other forms of diet ; some small
differences in detail are noticeable. W. D. H.

Assimilation of Proteid in Animals. Emil Abderiialden and
Franz Samuely {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905,46, 193—200).—Recent re-

search shows that the proteids peculiar to each animal are built up from
the simple cleavage products of the proteid in the diet. The biological

reaction shows the absence of any foreign proteid in the blood. A
horse was bled, and after a hunger interval was fed on gliadin, which
yields 36 5 of glutamic acid and 2 37 of tyrosine per cent. These
numbers are very different from those obtained from the normal
proteids of serum. But in the serum proteids of the new blood the

horse made, the proportion of these products remained the same, and
was not influenced by the different proportion in the food-proteid. It

is not improbable that the liver as well as the intestinal wall plays a
part in proteid synthesis. W. D. H.

Vegetarianism. Wilhelm Caspari (PJluger's Archiv, 1905, 109,
473—595).—A very complete study of the subject from several points

of view. In the portion dealing with new researches, several experi-

ments were made on human beings, and a complete record kept of

their metabolic history. The most severe experiment lasted for

ninety-six days on a man who weighed 53 kilos, ; at the end of the

time he weighed 40 kilos., and in his photograph appears like a
skeleton ; his main diet was apples and grapes. A pure vegetarian

diet is inappropriate, because (1) it is badly absorbed, especially so far

as proteids are concerned
; (2) it is irritative to the alimentary canal

;

and (3) because of its large volume. These evils can, to a certain

extent, be overcome by the use of certain preparations, but the small

proteid intake appears to be insuperable. W. D. H.

Autolysis. O. Schumm {lieitr. chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 7,

175—203).^Details are given of the products of autolysis in the

tissues (especially spleen and bone marrow) of cases of leucaemia. In.

this disease, a proteolylic ferment occurs in the blood, which resembles

trypsin in its activities, not pepsin as in some cases of thi.s disease.

W. D. H.
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The Condition of Living Substance. Hdgo Fischer {Zeit.

physiol. Chem., 1905, 46, 206—208).—Polemical against E. Buchner

on the nature of the chemical processes of life, and as to how far the

action of enzymes is to be considered a portion of the chemistry

of life (compare Buchner and Antoni, this vol., ii, 472).

W. D. H.

Cholesterol Esters in the Brain. R. Bunz {Zeit. physiol. Chem.,

1905, 46, 47—51).—Baumstark (Abstr., 1885, 918) stated that the

brain contains not only cholesterol, l)ut cholesterol esters as well. In

the present research, this is not confirmed; the ethereal extract

contains no esters of cholesterol with higher fatty acids, or any other

compounds of cholesterol from which cholesterol is separated by

saponification. W. D. H.

The Ereptic Power of Tissues as a Measure of Functional
Capacity. Horace M. Verxox (J. PhysiGl., 1905, 33, 81—100).—
The erepsin in the tissues of guinea-pig, cat, and rabbit increases in

ulero and for a few days after birth ; then it remains constant. The
increase is 5- or even 10-fold in kidney and liver, but slight in muscle.

Feeding with meat in cats doubles the amount in spleen and liver, but

does not affect other tissues. The distribution of erepsin in the ali-

mentary canal is unequal ; on a mixed or meat diet in cats, the

duodenum is richest in the ferment ; on a bread and milk diet, this

falls, and the amount in the large intestine rises. In the herbivorous

rabbit, the alimentary canal is altogether poorer in erepsin, especially

in the duodenum. Hibernation lessens the erepsin in spleen, liver,

and kidney, but not in brain or muscle. Disease, if accompanied by
wasting, has the same effect. W. D. H.

Mytolin, a Proteid from Muscle. W. Heubner {Chem. Centr.,

1905, ii, 1106 ; from Arch. exp. Path. Pharm., 53, 302—312).—From
rigored horse-flesh, ammonia or 10 per cent, sodium chloride solution

extracts a proteid matter named mytolin. When, by dialysis, the con-

centration of the salt solution is reduced to 2—3 per cent., it is pre-

cipitated in a comparatively insoluble form. By further dialy.sis, a
globulin is precipitated. By the action of carbon dioxide and repeated

solution in very dilute sodium carlwjnate, a part of the globulin is

transformed into mytolin. Neutralisation of a saline extract of

muscle precipitates mytolin, but leaves the globulin in solution.

W. D. H.

Hexone Bases of Liver Tissue. Alfred J. Wakeman {J. exj>er.

Med. Xew York, 1905, 7, 292—307. Compare this vol., ii, 467).—The
results reported show that in degenerating liver tissue, chemical
changes in the cells lead to a diminution of the hexono ba-ses, but
especially of arginine. How much ar^inine passes into the urine, or is

acted upon by arginase, is uncertain. The changes during degeneration
have the .same general direction as in post-viorlem autolysis.

W. D. H.
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Grafting of the Thymus in Animals. Leonard S. Dudgeon
and A. E. Russell {Trans. Path. Soc. London, 1905, 56, 238—250).—
The experiments were undertaken with the idea of observing whether
grafting of the thymus gland would produce any alteration in the

blood, or any condition resembling lymphatism, in which the thymus
is known to play a part. The results were negative. W. D. H.

Lanocerin. Franz Rohmann {Zentr. rhysiol., 1905, 19,
317—320).—^Lanocerin is the name given to a new constituent of

wool-fat, from which it can be prepared by boiling with methyl
alcohol and then extracting the residue with ether. It is precipitated

from this solution by alcohol. By boiling with alcoholic potash, the

potassium salt of lanoceric acid (Darmstadter and Lipschutz, Abstr.,

1896, i, 522) is obtained. Lanocerin is an inner anhydride of this

acid. The carnaubic acid of the same authors (Abstr., 1896, i, 346
;

1897, i, 180) is probably an impure pi-oduct. The sebaceous glands

yield a substance named dermocerin, the nature of which is uncertain.

The anal glands do not secrete cholesterol, but an ester of octadecyl

alcohol named ^^enwacerMi. The relationship of such substances to

cholesterol and oleic acid is discussed. W. D. H.

Local Anaesthesia produced by Alypin. E. Impens {Pfiiigers

Archiv, 1905, llO, 21—87).—The hydrochloride of alypin [tetra-

methyldiaminoethyldimethylcarbinyl benzoate, OBz'CEt(CH2'NMeo)2]
is recommended as a local anaesthetic ; it is at least as powerful as

cocaine, and much less toxic. It does not produce mydriasis or any
interference with accommodation. W. D. H.

Contractile Mechanism of the Gall-bladder. Francis A. Bain-

bridge and H. H. Dale {J. Physiol, 1905, 33, 138—155).—The
rhythmic contractions of the gall-bladder are increased by section of

the splanchnic nerves or by the intravenous injection of chrysotoxin.

Stimulation of these nerves or injection of adrenaline causes relaxa-

tion. The vagus contains motor fibres which are paralysed by
atropine. Bile salts, amyl nitrite, and atropine cause relaxation

;

pilocarpine and peptone cause an apparent contraction, due to the

mechanical effect of swelling of the liver. The anajmia caused by
compression of the aorta produces a rapid fall in the tone of the muscle

of tlie gall-bladder. W. D. H.

A New Nitrogenous Constituent of Normal Human Urine.
Paul Hari {Zeit. i)hysiol. Chem., 1905, 46, 1—8).—The zinc, silver,

and cadmium compounds of a new constituent of the urine, precipit-

able therefrom by a 10 per cent, solution of phosphotungstic acid,

were prepared and analysed. It contains carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,

and oxygen, but has not yet been isolated from its metallic compounds.

It is not urobilin, but appears to have a possible relationship to

Garrod's urochrome. W. D. H.

Excretion of Sugar after Administration of Alanine in Doga
without a Pancreas. Marco Almaoia and Gustav Emhen {Beitr.

chem. Physiol. Path., 1905, 7, 298—310).—After extirpation of the
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pancreas, the sugar which appears in the urine is considered to originate

solely from carbohydrate material which is newly formed in the body.

Alanine produces such a new formation of carbohydrates.

W. D. H.

Precipitability of Carbohydrates in Urine by Lead Acetate.

Oscar Adleh and Kldolf Adler {PflUgers Archiv, 1905, 110,

99—103. Compare this vol., ii, 337)'—Proofs are adduced that

Isevulose may occur in the urine, and is partially precipitated (like

arabinose and dextrose) by lead acetate. W. D. H.

A Non-dialysable Proteid-like Constituent of Human Urine.

Emil Abderhalden and Fritz Pregl {Zeit. ])hysiol. Cliem., 1905, 46,

19—23, Compare this vol., ii, 467).—Urine contains a substance

which yields glycine and phenylalanine on decomposition and appears

to belong to the polypeptides. W. D. H.

The Globulin of Albuminous Urine. A. W. Sikes {J. Physiol.,

1905, 33, 101—105).—In albuminous urine, the globulin increases

somewhat on keeping at the expense of the albumin. The change

occurs more readily in alkaline urine, and is probably not due to

bacterial action. Albumose added to globulin solutions does not

increase the amount of the latter substance. Electrical currents

passed through the urine increase the globulin probably by heating

the urine. W. D. H.

The Chromogen of so-called Scatole-red in Normal Human
Urine. J. Ph. Staal {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 46, 236—262).—
The chromogen of the so-called scatole-red in normal human urine is

not a conjugated sulphate (for iostance, of glycuronic acid). It is not

a derivative of scatole in the chemical sense of that term, but is iden-

tical with the urorosein of Nencki and Sieber. \V. D. H.

A Prehistoric Egyptian Calculus. Samuel G. Shattock
(Trans. Path. Soc. London, 1905, 66, 275—290).—The examination

of the calculus, which was obtained from a tomb of date 4SO0 B.C.,

showed it to consist of uric acid coated with phosphates ; calcium

oxalate was ab.sent. A second calculus, probably renal, and 600 years

later in date, was found to consist of calcium carbonate, phosphate,

and oxalate.

The paper contains much of archieological interest, especially with
regard to the diseases and diet of the ancient Egyptians. No Hilharzia

ova, the chitinous nature of the capsules of which would render them
likely to be well preserved, were found in either stone. The second
stone, however, contained numerous mould conidia, but attempts to

cultivate these were fruitless. W. D. H.

Virulence and Immunising Power of Micro organisms.
Richard P. Strong (/. AVy^r. Med. XetP York, 1905, 7, 229—264).
—From experiments on two strains of cholera vibrio differing in

virulence, it is shown that the number or the avidity of the bacterio-
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lytic receptors possessed by a bacterium is proportional to its virulence.

The agglutinable receptors are not necessarily present in the same pro-

portion. The virulent organism possesses more toxic haptophore
groups than the avirulent. Immunity produced by injecting dead
organisms is proportional to their original virulence, but if the living

organisms are used the proportion is not so diiect. W. D. H.

Stimulins. W. B, Leishman {Trans. Path. Soc. London, 1905,

56, 344—355).—The favouring effect of the addition of immune
serum on the phagocytic action of leucocytes was originally attributed

by Metschnikoff to a stimulating effect on the leucocytes, and the term
stimulin was coined by him as a name for the substance in the serum
to which the effect is due. In the present experiments, serum from
cases of Malta fever and typhoid fever (but not normal serum) was
found to possess the power of increasing the phagocytic activity of the

leucocytes on the specific bacilli of those diseases. These substances
are thermostable, withstanding a temperature of 60° for fifteen minutes.

The inci eased phagocytosis may be in part due to the presence of

agglutinins or of immune substance in the serum. The view is held

that the main effect is a stimulating one on the leucocj'tes, and not
due to the addition of an opsonin to the bacilli. Wright's hitherto

described opsonins are destroyed by a temperature of 60°. It is, how-
ever, admitted that there may be a class of opsonins which are thermo-
stable, a view Metschnikoff appears now also inclined to accept.

^V. D. H,

[Glycosuria]. Eduard PFLiioER {PJlugers Archiv, 1905, 110, 1—20).

—Polemical against Minkowski. W. D. H.

Experimental Glycosuria. Frank P. Underhill (/. Biol.

Chem., Xew York, 1905,1, 113—130. Compare this vol., ii, 187).

—

The glycsemia provoked by piperidine, pyridine, coniine, curare,

nicotine, morphine, ether, chloroform, carbon monoxide, pyrogallol, ifec,

is not due to any specific action on any particular oi-gan, such as the

pancreas, but to their action in producing dyspnoja. If oxygen is also

administered, it does not appear. Adrenaline diabetes cannot, how-

ever, be explained in this way. W. D. H.

Opsonic Content of Blood Serum in Health and in Lupus.
William Bullock {Trans. Path. Soc. London, 1905, 56, 334—344).

—

Films made from blood mixed with tubercle bacilli were prepared and

examined according to Wright's technique. The bacilli are counted in

the leucocytes, and an average per leucocyte struck. If this is done

after admixture with (1) an abnormal and (2) a normal serum, the aver-

age for leucocyte in the first case divided by that in the second is

called the opsonic index. In 86 healthy people, the index was 0-97,

the extremes being 0-8 and 1-2. In tuberculosis of the skin

(lupus), the average was 075 in 150 cases. In 75 per cent, of these,

the index was below the lowest normal limit, 0*8, and in 27 cases

below 0-5
; in 3 cases as low as 0-2. If the index is well below the

normal, Fiusen light treatment is of little or no benefit. The ultra-
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violet rays have but little penetrative power, and probably exert no
potent effect on tubercle bacilli. The healing properties in cases with
high opsonic index are due to a reaction set up in the tissues and to

the congestion and exudation that follow exposure to the rays.

W. D. H.

Behaviour of Leucocytes in Malignant Growths. J. E.

Farmek, J. E. S Moore, and C. E. Walker {Trans. Path. Soc. London,
1905, 56, 377—380).—In the early stages of a cancerous growth, there

is marked activity among, and increase of, leucocytes, and there is

evidence that the new growth does not originate from a single cell or

even from a few cells, but is evolved by the direct conversion of normal
cells into those of a malignant type. The tissue cells take up the

leucocytes, but neither are injuriously affected or eventually destroyed,

and both continue to divide mitotically ; both nuclei pass through the

mitotic evolution either on separate spindles or the spindle figures may
become confused, as occurs in the first cleavage of the ovum. The
two sets of chromosomes are confusedly distributed between the

daughter nuclei, and the process may thus be compared to fertilisation.

The reduction of chromosomes so characteristic of neoplastic cells

must occur later. W. D. H.

Metabolism in Osteomalacia. J. E. Goldthwait, C. F. Painter,
11. B. Osgood, and Francis H. McCrudden {Amer. J. Physiol., 1905,

14, 389—402).—Metabolism experiments on a girl aged sixteen suffer-

ing from osteomalacia were carried out during two periods : (1) before,

and (2) after castration. There is first a decalcification of the bony
tissue; the calcium is replaced partly by magnesium, but probably
chiefly by an organic substance rich in sulphur, but poor in phosphorus,
similar to, but not exactly like, the normal organic matrix. Castration

checks the progress of the disease, and the lost bony material is re-

placed. W. D. H.

The Opsonic Index in Phthisis. Harold Meakin and Charles E.

Wheeler {Brit. Med. J., 1905, ii, 1396—1397).—The observations

show the great variations in opsonic index in cases of pulmonary
tuberculosis, and even in the same case, especially during the early

stages of the disease. When the case becomes chronic, the opsonic

index is fairly stationary ; if it is then one or over, prognosis is better

than when it is below unity. W. D. H.

Enzymes and Anti-enzymes of Exudates. Eugene L. Opie
(/. A'xy^er. Med. Xew York, 1905, 7, 316—334).—The serum of an
inflammary exudate inhibits the action of the proteolytic enzymes
contained in the leucocytes ; the anti-enzyme doubtless \ asses from the
blood into the exudation. In late stages of inflammation, this inhibit-

ing action is lessened. The anti-enzyme is destroyed by heating
at 75°.

The proteolytic enzymes of the leucocytes act in both an acid and
dkaline medium, but are more efficient in the latter. The action of

\ he anti-enzyme is favoured by an alkaline, and completely lost in an
:icid medium. W. D. H.

VOL. Lxxxviii. ii. 58
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[Physiological] Action of Barium Chloride and of Barutine.
H. Brat {Chem. Cenir., 1905, ii, 1189; from Be^d. klin. Woch., 42,
1219—1225).—"Barutine" is the double salt formed by the combina-

tion of barium theobromine with sodium salicylate. It is a white,

crystalline powder and is soluble in water. Barium theobromine, pre-

pared by the action of barium chloride on sodium theobromine, is

insoluble in water. The preparation contains 9'5 per cent, of barium,
25 '6 of theobromine, 50 of sodium salicylate, and about 10 of water

and sodium chloride ; since it is faintly alkaline, it requires to be kept

in an atmosphere free from carbon dioxide. Whilst a dose of 0*1 13

gram of barium chloride per kilogram of body-weight is fatal to dogs

when administered either internally or subcutaneously, barutine is at

least nine times less poisonous. Experiments on the physiological

action and therapeutic application of barutine as a diuretic have also

been made. E. W. W.

Action of Adrenaline on Cerebral Vessels. Carl J. Wiggers
{Amer. J. Physiol., 1905, 14, 452—465).—Perfusing the isolated brain

under constant pressure and temperature and recording the venous

outflow was the method adopted. Addition of adrenaline to the

perfusion fl.uid lessens the outflow, owing no doubt to constriction of

the vessels which the drug produces here as elsewhere. The existence

of vasomotor nerves in the cerebral blood-vessels is thus proved

experimentally. W. D. H.

Action of Synthetical Substances allied to Adrenaline.
Otto LoEwi and Hans Meyer {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1111—1112;
from Arch. exp. Path. Pharm., 53, 213—226) —Stolz's methylamino-
acetylcatechol, probably the corresponding ketone to adrenaline, has a

similar but weaker physiological action. Of Stolz's other products, the

simple amino-ketones show the strongest action, that of the ethyl being

more marked than that of the methyl compound. Dialkylamino-ketones,

monoethanolamino-ketones, and phenylaminoacetylcatechol are inactive;

piperidinoacetylcatechol has only a weak action. Reduction of the amino-

ketone produces an amino-alcohol not yet obtained pure, but similar to

adrenaline. The active products like adrenaline act on blood pressure,

respiration, and the iris muscles, and produce diabetes. Given sub-

cutaneously they also cause the same results. Hydrochlorides of some
of these bases were prepared in crystalline form. W. D. H.

Hippuric Acid Synthesis. Wilhelm Wieciiowski (Beitr. chem.

Physiol. Path., 1905, 7, 204—272).—A study of the pharmacological

action of benzoic acid given in various ways to rabbits. The amount
given is not wholly excreted as hippuric or benzoic acids ; the longer it

remains in the body the greater is the amount of hippuric acid

synthetically formed. Glycine as an intermediate metabolic product is

considered at some length. More than half the urca-nitrogon is

believed to pass through the glycine stage. Descriptions of an.alytical

methods and references to literature are given in full. W. D. H.
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Physiological Action of Physostigmine. W. Heubner (Chem,

Centr., 1905, ii, 1111 ; from Arch. exp. Path. F/iarm., 63, 313—350).
—Experiments on frogs, mammals, and man show that no immunity
can be produced to physostigmine. In a dog, that received 60 mg.

in 19 days, only 2 mg. were recovered in the urine. Physostigmine-

blue, a derivative of physostigmine, is not poisonous in small doses
;

larger doses paralyse the heart and central nervous system in frogs.

Another derivative, rubreserin, is inactive. The alkaloid itself has

the constitution NHMe-CO-NH-O^gHj-N'OH. It splits into eseroline

and rubreserin ; the latter in alkaline solution is changed into physo-

stigmine-blue, the composition of which is unknown. It forms brown,

amorphous products on drying and evaporation. W. D. H.

Influence of Thyroid Feeding on Poisoning by Aceto-
nitrile. Keid Hunt (J. Biol. Chem., 1905, 1, 33—44).— Proteids

increase the susceptibility of mice to acetonitrile, whilst thyroid

feeding (and potassium iodide to a slight extent) decreases it. Thyroid
has no antagonistic action towards sodium nitroprusside or free hydro-

cyanic acid. Feeding on parathyroids has the opposite effect to

thyroid feeding. W. D. H.

Action of Certain Poisons on the Isolated Small Intes-

tine of Dogs and Rabbits. K. Kress {PJiiigers Archiv, 1905,

100, 608— 620).—The work was carried on by Magnus' method.

Nicotine causes first inhibition, then stimulation ; larger doses produce

paralysis. Certain differences are noticeable in detail in different

animals. Atropine in the cat, but not in tiie dog or rabbit, acts

antagonistically to nicotine. There are also differences in the antagon-

istic actions of phy.sostigmine and atropine and of pilocarpine and
atropine. The action of a number of other poisons (strophanthine,

a/>ocodeine, barium chloride, adrenaline, ikc.) was also studied.

W. D. H.

Isoform, a New Antiseptic. Bernhard Heile {Volkmann's

Sammlung klin. Vortnige, Leipzig, No. 388, 149—164); Weik {Med.

Klinik., Berlin, 1905, No. 10).—Isoform (;>-iodoanisole) is recom-

mended as a local antiseptic, being better tlian iodoform ; it is non-
irritating, odourless, and non-toxic. W. D, H.

Chemistry of Vegetable Physiology and Agriculture.

Influence of Metals on Fermenting Liquids. Leopold
Nathan, Arthur 8chmiu, and Willy Fuchs {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905,

ii, 16, 349—352. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 505, and this vol., ii,

340).—The contact of beer worts before and during the fermentation
with metals, whether copper, iron, or tin, should be avoided as much
as po.ssible. N. U. J. M.

68—2
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Origin of Fusel Oil. An Alcohol-producing Bacterium.
Hans H. Pkingsheim {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905, ii, 15, 300—321).—
Fusel oils produced from different materials are very similar and
contain, besides amyl alcohol, considerable amounts of propyl and
isobutyl alcohols and hmall amounts of other alcohols. Normal butyl

alcohol is not present.

All bacteria which produce higher alcohols produce normal butyl

alcohol, whilst amyl alcohol has not been detected. Emmerling's
potato bacteria produces propyl alcohol, the potato bacillus isopropyl

alcohol, Grimbert's B. orthohutyricus ^sobutyl alcohol, whilst a number
of bacteria produce normal butyl alcohol, together with butyric acid.

Bacteria which produce alcohols (except Winogradski's Clostridium

Pasteurianum) produce far more butyric acid than corresponds with

the composition of fusel oil.

The view that fusel oil is produced by bacteria is therefore incorrect

;

the higher alcohols are probably formed by the decomposition of yeast-

proteid. JST. H. J. M.

Action of the Rennet Ferment on Milk and Casein.

EjiNST Laqueur {Biochem. Centr., 1905, 4, 333—347).—A resum^,

with bibliography, of the more important work on the subject.

N. H. J. M.

Apparatus for the Cultivation of Anaerobic Bacteria "dnd
for the Estimation of the Oxygen-minima for Germination,
Growth, and Spore-production of Bacteria. Arthur Meyeiv
{Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905, ii, 15, 337—349).—The apparatus, consisting

of an air-pump with a new form of drying tube, cylindrical vacuum
vessels, and manometer, is described with sketches. N. H. J. M.

Acidifying and Fermenting Yeast Mashes. (Behaviour of
Bacillus Delbrlicki at Different Temperatures.) VViliielm

Henneberg {Centr. Bakt. Par., 1905, 15, ii, 260—265 ; from Zeit.

JS'piritusind., 1905, No. 26—29).—The bacilli from mash cultures

heated at 51° failed to grow both at higher and lower temperatures,

being weakened chiefly by the acid present. In presence of calcium

carbonate, no weakening was observed. Cultures heated at 38^^ with-

out calcium carbonate showed a good growth after four days, although
1*2 per cent, of lactic acid was present. The mash, which had been

heated at 51°, contained 0*9 per cent, of acid. The weakening is,

therefore, due both to acid and to the high temperature.

The greater the number of cells sown, the greater the development
and the shorter the cells. The length of the cells is also affected by
the temperature ; at 50'', the colls are short, at 40^^, much longer, whilst

at 30° the cells are extremely long. N. H. J. M.

Influence of Temperature on the Assimilation of Carbon
Dioxide. Aiilstides Kanitz {Zeit. Elektrochem., 1905,11,689—690).

—From the experiments of Matthaei (Abstr., 1904, ii, 70) it is

shown that the rate of assimilation of carbon dioxide by green leave s
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increases with the temperature in the ratio commonly found for

chemical reactions.

Temperature.
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1893, 63, 671). The energy absorbed in assimilation is calculated
from the amount of carbon dioxide absorbed and the average heat of

formation of the synthesised carbohydrates. The energy used up in
the vaporisation of water is calculated from the amount of vapour
evolved in a given time (determined directly) and the latent heat of

vaporisation. The following results, obtained with a sunflower leaf,

illustrate the relative magnitudes of these factors :

Energy used for assimilation 0*66

„ „ „ vaporisation of water . . 48*39

Total energy expended in internal work 49-05

Solar radiant energy transmitted by leaf 31*40

Energy lost by radiation, convection, &c . 19*55

Total incident energy 100*00

The leaf is, thei*efore, a very wasteful transformer of energy, as in the

example quoted only 066 per cent, is used for the production of

formative material.

When the solar energy absorbed is greater than the energy ex-

pended in internal work, the leaf comes to equilibrium at a temperature
higher than its surroundings. The temperature difference can be

found by dividing the energy lost by radiation, convection, &c., by the

"thermal emissivity " of the leaf (the energy lost by radiation, con-

vection, &c., when the leaf is at a temperature l°above its surroundings),

a special method for determining the latter factor having been devised.

When, owing to active transpiration, the energy expended in internal

work is greater than the solar energy absorbed, the leaf takes up heat

from the atmosphere and comes to equilibrium at a temperature

slightly lower than that of its surroundings.

The solar energy can be reduced to a fraction of its value without

seriously affecting the rate of assimilation, so that even in diffused

daylight the available energy is more than sufficient to give the maxi-

mum effect ; assimilation is, under ordinary conditions, limited by the

small concentration of the carbon dioxide.

Tables showing the distribution of the energy under varying con-

ditions are given in the paper. G. S.

Occurrence of Alumina in Plants. Henri Pellet and Cii.

Frii50UUG (Ann. Chim. anal.. 1905, 10, 373—376. See this vol., ii, 860).

Consumption of Odorous Products during the Maturation
of the Flower. EugIcne Ciiarabot and Alexandre Heuert {Bull.

Soc. chim., 1905, [iii], 33, 1121—1128. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii,

837).—The authors have investigated the changes induced both in the

amount and nature of the volatile oil produced by the sweet basil

{Ocimum hasilicum) as the result of systematically removing the

flowers as these appear on the plant. The results are tabulated in the

original, and show that the removal of the inflorescence leads (1) to

an increase in the size of the stem of the plant, (2) to an increase in
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the amount of oil produced per unit weight of plant substance, and

(3) that the processes of fertilisation and fructification lead to the

consumption of some of the odorous constituents or of intermediate

substances from which these are produced. T. A. H.

The Carbohydrates of Marine Algae and their Products.
Josef Koxig and J. Bettels {Zeit. Nahr. Genitssm., 1905, 10,
457—473).—The general composition, the carbohydrates, and the pro-

ducts obtained on hydrolysis of various East Asiatic algse are given.

The composition of the different sea-weeds varies very considerably,

the Porphyra group being rich in proteids, whilst Laminaria, Cysto-

jihyllum., and Enteromwpha contain from 6 "66 to 10'87 per cent, of

pentosans, the latter sea-weed also containing 16'52 per cent., of

methylpentosans. In all, the percentage of ash is very high. Porphyra,
from which the Japanese vegetable isinglass " Nori " is prepared, and
Gelidium, which yields agar-agar, both give i-galactose and (Z-galactose,

these anhydrides being also found in the products nori and agar-agar.

The authors have examined samples of edible birds' nests and find

that they contain but small quantities of substances which yield

reducing sugars, only fructose being identified with certainty. The
nests contained from 50 to 60 per cent, of nitrogenous substances

resembling mucin, and it is perfectly legitimate to conclude that edible

bird nests are produced from the vomit of sea-swallows. W. P. S.

Constituents of the Fruits of Copaifera Mopane. Carl Mai
and C. Rath {Arch. Pharm., 1905, 243, 426—430).—Chloroform
extracts from the seeds a balsam with the acid number 57*4 and
saponification number 212. From this a small quantity of a substance

crystallised which melts at 96°, is free from nitrogen and metals, and
contains C 74*7, H 11-5 per cent. From an ethereal solution of the

residual balsam, 5 per cent, aqueous sodium carbonate extracted acids

of which the load salts were in part sohible in ether ; the acid corre-

sponding to this portion was amorphous and formed a barium salt which
contained Ba 36 "1 per cent. The residual balsam was then hydrolysed

with 5 per cent, potassium hydroxide solution, and the acids liberated
j

of these, one fraction crystallised from 70 per cent, alcohol and melted
at 77°, but was not homogeneous ; the residue was not homogeneous
either. C. F. B.

Root of Rheum Rhaponticum. Alexander Tschibcu and
U. Ceistofoletti {Arch. Pharm., 1905, 243, 443—457. Compare
Hesse, Abstr., 1900, i, 41, and Gilson, Bull. acad. roy. med. Belg.,

1903).—The powdered root of Rluum rluiponticum, of Austrian origin,

was extracted with 70 per cent, alcohol, and the extract evaporated to

small bulk and then extracted with ether. During the last operation,

a substance separate<l identical with the substance described originally

by Ilornemann as rhaponticin (HevSse's rhapontin ; Gilson's ponticin).

This melts'at 231 ', has the corai>osition Cj,H._,^0,, = OMe-C2oHjgO,(OH),,
forms a diacetyl derivative melting at 138°, gives an odour of oil of

bitter almonds when it is warmed on a watch-glass with dilute nitric
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acid, and is hydi'olysed when heated cautiously with dilute sulphuric

acid to dextrose and rhapontigenin (Gilson) ; it does not yield chrysamic
acid when treated with nitric acid. Rhapontigenin has the composition
Cj7H2203 = OMe*C^(;H, .^(011)2; its dibenzoyl and diacetyl derivatives

melt at 145—146° and 110—112° respectively.

The ethereal extract was evaporated, and the residue digested with
cold 10 per cent, aqueous sodium carbonate. Chrysophanic acid

remained undissolved, melting at 181—182° and still containing 1'48

per cent, of methoxyl (for the substance which is completely freed from
methoxyl, 6 : 8-dihydroxy-l-methylanthraquinone, which melts at 196°,

the name of chrysophanol is proposed). From the alkaline solution,

a yellow substance, CjgHjg05 = OMe*C^5H^304, melting at 216°, is

obtained ; this is presumably a dihydroxyviethoxymelhyltetrahydroanthra-

quinone. Neither emodin nor rhein could be detected.

The liquid remaining after the extraction with ether was hydro-

lysed with 3 per cent, alcoholic potassium hydroxide. The products

were rheum-red, rheonigrin, dextrose, and an orange-red dihydroxy-

dimethyltetrahydroanthraquinone, C^gH^gO^, which melts at 195—196°

and forms a yellow diacetyl derivative melting at 205°.

After extraction with 70 per cent, alcohol, the niaterial was extracted

with 95 per cent, alcohol, which dissolved chrysophanic acid and an
anthraglucoside which yielded (i-glucose and dihydroxydimethyltetra-

hydroanthraquinone.

From a sample of the roots cultivated in Berne, dihydroxymethoxy-
methyltetrahydroanthraquinone, emodin, and rhein could not be

isolated, and anthraglucosides were present only in small amount.
C. F. B.

The Existence of a Cyanogenetic Compound in Thalictrum
Aquilegifolium. Leopold van Itallie {J. Pharm. Chim., [vi], 22,
337—338).—The leaves of Thalictrum aquilegifolium contain a
glucoside resembling phaseolunatin (compare Dunstan and Henry,
Abstr., 1904, ii, 71), for on hydrolysis with emulsin it yields

hydrogen cyanide and acetone, one kilogram of the leaves producing
0*502 to 0*6 gram of hydrogen cyanide. The leaves of Thalictruni

flavum, T. minus, or T. glaucum do not furnish hydrogen cyanide

under the same conditions. M, A. W.

Chemistry of the Scleroderms. Max Bamberger and Anton
Landsiedl {Monalsh., 1905, 26, 1109—1118. Compare Abstr., 1903,

ii, 567).—Unripe specimens of Lycoperdon bovista from the Pitztal, in

Tyrol, were extracted with 96 per cent, alcohol at the ordinary tem-
perature and again at the boiling point.

The first extract yielded tyrosine and a substance which contains

C = 40-59, H = 4*79, N = 26*24 per cent.; it crystallises in sheaves of

glistening, white needles, becomes yellow at 215° and dark brown at

240°, is easily soluble in aqueous sodium hydroxide, gives a yellowish-

red coloration with concentrated sulphuric acid, forms an intense

yellowish-brown solution when boiled with Moerner's tyrosine reagent,

and when evaporated with dilute nitric acid yields a lemon-yellow

residue, which darkens on treatment with ammonia and becomes
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reddish-yellow on addition of sodium hydroxide. "With silver nitrate

in aqueous solution, it forms a transparent jelly, or in dilute solution a

flocculent precipitate which becomes opaque on addition of baryta

water; on addition of lead acetate, the aqueous solution becomes
opaque, and in presence of a small quantity of ammonia forms a white,

flocculent precipitate ; with phosphotungstic acid in very dilute

sulphuric acid solution, the substance forms a yellow, flocculent

precipitate.

The second extract yielded (a) two substances melting at 158—159°

and 163 5—164° respectively, which are closely related to ergosterol

(compare Hofmann, Iiiaug. Diss., Zurich, 1901), crystallises in long

needles or hexagonal plates, are easily soluble in hot ether or chloro-

form, and give the cholesterol reactions ; and (b) a substance which
contains C = 64'48, H = ir41, N = 1"48 per cent., and belongs probably

to the cerebroside group ; it separates from acetic acid as a loose white
powder, becomes yellow at 165°, melts at 180—200° is decomposed by
warm concentrated sulphuric acid, and when boiled with dilute

sulphuric acid forms a substance which reduces Fehling's solution when
heated. G. Y.

Measure for the Action of Poisons on Plants. Eduard
Verschaffelt {CJiem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1033; from Arch. Xeerland, ii,

10, 1—7).—The fact that a dead cell does not increase, but rather

decreases, in weight in water is utilised as a means of measuring the

external influences suflicient to cause the death of cells.

The poisonous limit of copper sulphate after twenty-four hours'

action on potato starch is between 0*03 and 0'05 per cent. Sodium
chloride is poisonous in 234 per cent, solutions, whilst 175 per cent,

is without action ; in the case of parts of mangolds the strength has
to be 3—5 times as great to exert a poisonous action. Potassium
l)romide and nitrate resemble sodium chloride ; dextrose and sucrose

act similarly in only slightly greater concentration. Addition of

certain amounts of sodium chloride diminish the poisonous action of

quinine hydrochloride, whilst larger amounts increase the poisonous

action. The poisonous action of oxalic acid is partially neutralised

by sodium chloride and also, in a less degree, by sucrose.

N. H. J. M.

Insensibility of Higher Plants towards their own Poisons.
G. J. Stracke {Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1033—1034; from Arch. Xeerlaitd,

[ii], 10, 8— 61).—Tissues of higher plants may be insensible towards
their own poisons, but this is not always the case. The same cells

may be insensible towards other poisons than those to which ihey are

accustomed. It is proliable that in some cases poi.sonous liquids

obtained from plants only become poisonous after their separation

owing to the action of enzymes.
Of the various acids investigated, the most poisonous are hydro-

chloric and oxalic acids ; the less poisonous acids, tartaric, citric, malic,

and lactic acids, are about equal among themselves.

Alkaloids are only slightly poisonous towards higher plants ; the
most poisonous is quinine hydrochloride, and strychnine hydrochloride
is more poisonous than the nitrate. N. H. J. M.
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Glyceria Fluitans, an almost forgotten Cereal. C. Hartwich
and G. Hakanson {Zeit. iVahr. Genussm., 1905, 10, 473—478).—This
grain is known under a variety of names, such as manna-grass,
manna-millet, tfec. A sample examined by the authors gave the
following results : water, 13-54; proteids, 969; fat, 0'43

; starch and
sugar, 75-06

; crude fibre, 0-21
; ash, 0-61 per cent. Each grain is

about 2-5 mm. long and has a semi-transparent white colour. The
starch grains resemble those of the oat, W, P. S.

Changes in the Nitrogen in Soils. F. Lohnis {Centr. Bakt. Par.,

1905, ii, 15, 361—365 ; from Hahilitationsschr. and Mitt, landw. Inst.

Univ. Leipzig, Heft 7, 1—103).—The decomposition of bone meal
varies least according to the time of the year ; nitrification, denitrifi-

cation, and assimilation are more influenced, whilst the effect of season

is most marked in the decomposition of urea and calcium cyanamide.

Stubble has a distinct effect on denitrification and nitrogen assimi-

lation, but not on the other changes. The effect of bringing the

lower layers of soil to the surface was seen chiefly in diminished

nitrification ; the effect was less in the case of the decomposition of

bone-meal and urea, and no effect was observed as regards nitrogen

assimilation and the decomposition of calcium cyanamide.

The dryness in July was particularly injurious in connection with

nitrification, nitrogen assimilation, and the decomposition of calcium

cyanamide, but had practically no effect on denitrification and the

decomposition of bone-meal and urea. For the iminterrupted con-

tinuance of the various changes in the soil, 60—80 per cent, of the

water-holding capacity of the soil is required ; for some changes

50 per cent, is too little. N. H. J. M.

Transformations of Sodium Nitrate in the Soil of Sugar-
beet Fields. JuLTUs Stoklasa {Zeit. Zuckerind. Bdhm., 1905, 30,
1—8).—It was formerly thought that, when used as a fertiliser,

sodium nitrate is only absorbed in small quantity by the surface soil,

and that the amount of this salt not assimilated by the roots of

plants is washed through into the sub-soil. The author finds that

this view is erroneous, and that the sodium nitrate is assimilated also

by algae and bacteria, especially Clostridium gdatinosum, which are

always present in soil in which sugar-beets have been cultivated, and

which convert the nitrate into ammonia. The sub-soil never contains

more than about half the amount of nitrogen present in the surface-

soil in which the active bacteria are at work. The nitrogen of the

nitrate is converted into organic and ammonia- nitrogen, the latter

amounting to from 5 to 10 per cent, of the total nitrogen of the

nitrate. T. H. P.

[Manurial Experiments] at Marburg. Emil Haseliioff [CJiem.

Centr., 1905, ii, 1043—1045; from Landw. Jahrb., 34, 597—664.
Compare this vol., ii, 650).—Calcium cyanamide acts more injuriously

•oh seeds in sand than in soil, and on mustard more than on clover.

WJUen, howe-vfar, the injurious substances have been decomposed in the
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soil, the effect of calcium cyanamide is similar to that of sodium

nitrate.

Basic slag-ammouia is of no practical importance owing to losses

when kept. In four weeks there was a loss of 20'9 per cent, of the

total nitrogen.

The immediate effect of basic slag, or bone-meal, and kainite is

increased by mixing the manures before applying them to the soil.

The after effect is somewhat diminished, but the total effect, over two

years, is greater when the manures are mixed than when applied

separately. N. H. J. M.

Retrogression of Soluble Phosphates in Mixed Manures.
George Gray [Trans. Austral. Assoc. 6'ei., 1904, 157—161).—In a

mixture of superphosphate and bone-dust, retrogression is slight and
the citrate-soluble phosphoric acid increases at the expense of the

insoluble phosphate. Bone-dust is the best form of tricalcium phos-

phate for mixing with superphosphate. Coral Queen guano reduced

7 per cent, of the soluble phosphoric acid in eighteen days. With
' 'hesterfield guano, which contains much calcium carbonate (37"9 per

cent.), retrogression was considerable, tricalcium phosphate being

formed. Addition of basic slag resulted in 50 per cent, of the phos-

phoric acid being rendered insoluble in thi-ee hours, owing partly to

the lime but more particularly to the oxides of iron. With slaked lime,

retrogression was very rapid, and with ground limestone congiderable.

Kainite had only a slight effect, due chiefly to the magnesium salts,

N. H. J. M,

Analytical Chemistry.

A New Apparatus for Gas Analyses. Berxhard Neumann
(C/tem. Zeit., 1905, 80, 1128).—A convenient (patented) portable

i{>paratus for testing gases or their products of combustion in

ictories, Ac.

For particulars, the original article and illustration should be
insulted. L. de K.

Improved Orsat Apparatus. A. Bbment (J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,

1905, 27, 1252— 1255).—An improved Orsat apparatus is fully illus-

trated in the original. The chief distinguishing features are that the
L'ts may be aspirated through the burette, and also that the pipette
i- so constructed that the absorbing reagent is sprayed or projected into

the gas. L. DB K.

Improved Gooch Crucibles. H. Vollers {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 20,
1088).—Tlie now crucible, made either of platinum or porcelain, has a
cylindrical indentation in the bottom, the sides of wluch are perforated.

I'hese perforations run parallel with the plane of the actual bottom, so
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that it is impossible for any particles of asbestos to be lost during the

filtration. L. de K.

Quick Method for the Valuation of Fluorspar. A. W. Geegory
{CJiem. News, 1905, 92, 184—185).—The carbon dioxide is estimated

by the loss on ignition at a red heat of the dry fluorspar ; the free silica

by heating with hydrofluoric acid and the combined silica by heating

with sulphuric acid and with hydrofluoric acid, the residue from the

last treatment being converted into sulphate by the further action of

sulphuric acid. This sulphate and also the fluoride from the second

treatment are each weighed, and from these numbers and those for the

carbon dioxide and total silica the amount of fluoride originally present

is calculated. D. A. L.

Apparatus for Estimating Sulphur in Iron and Steel.

A. Kleine {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 1129).—A slight modification of

the apparatus previously described (Abstr., 1903, ii, 694). The
delivery tube dipping into the beaker or small Erlenmeyer flask con-

taining the absorbent resembles a pipette, into the body of which has

been placed a float. If regurgitation should take place, the float is

pushed upwards by the inflowing liquid and so closes the orifice of the

tube. The tube may be afterwards conveniently used as a stirring rod

during the titration. L. de K,

Some Uses of Iodic Acid in Volumetric Analysis.
Th. Schumacher and E. Feder {Zeit. Nahr. Genussm., 1905, 10,

415—417).—Sulphurous acid may be estimated in foods, &c., by
acidifying the latter with phosphoric acid and distilling in a current of

carbon dioxide. The distillate is received in a flask containing

potassium iodate solution and in connection with a second flask con-

taining a little potassium iodide solution. The sulphur dioxide decom-

poses the iodate according to the equation : 2KI0g 4- 5SO2 -t- 4H2O =
K2SO4 -h 4H.2SO4 -t- !<,. After neutralising the sulphuric acid by the

addition of calcium carbonate, the solution is titrated as usual with

thiosulphate solution. If any iodine passes over into the second flask,

the contents must not be mixed with the main distillate until after the

calcium carbonate has been added.

Sodium thiosulphate solution may be standardised as follows

:

0*1 gram of potassium iodate and 03 gram of potassium iodide are

dissolved in 50 c.c. of water, 20 c.c. of iV/lO sulphuric acid are then

added, and the liberated iodine titrated with the thiosulphate solution.

To prepare iV/lO iodine solution, 5 grams of potassium iodate and
25 grams of potassium iodide are dissolved in water. Exactly 100 c.c.

of A7I sulphuric acid are added and the mixture diluted to 1 litre.

W. P. S.

An Improved Method for Estimating Nitrogen in Amino-
acids. Vladimir Stanek {Zeit. physiol. Chem., 1905, 46, 263—272).

—The reaction described by Tiiden between nitrosyl chloride and
amino-acids may be used for quantitative purposes. The apparatus

employed is described and figured, and examples are given of the

exactitude of the method. W. D. H.
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Estimation of Phosphoric Acid by means of Ammonium
Phosphomolybdate. II. Gregory P. Baxter and Roger Castle

Griffin- {Amtr. Chem. J., 1905, 34, . 204—217).—The conclusion

arrived at in the previous paper (Abstr., 1903, ii, 180), that it is

possible to obtain a precipitate of constant composition and in a fit

state for weighing, is confirmed. For the exact composition of the

ammonium phosphomolybdate, the first paper should be consulted.

It is essent)al that the phosphate solution should be added to the

molybdate solution and cot the reverse ; otherwise the composition of

the compound will be altered. The precipitation should tjike place in

the cold, but if much potassium is present this replaces part of the

ammonium in the precipitate ; this, however, may be again re-

placed by ammonium on heating the precipitate with ammonium
nitrate solution, thereby converting it into triammonium phospho-

molybdate. According to the conditions of precipitation, ammonium
phosphomolybdate occludes varying amounts of molybdic acid and
ammonium molybdate. No method of estimating phosphoric acid is

accui-ate unless notice is taken of such admixture.

The author further objects to Pemberton's titi'ation of the yellow

precipitate with standard potassium hydroxide, as the presence of

ammonia affects the indicator phenolphthalein. Moreover, 24, not

23, mols. of alkali neutralise 1 mol. of ammonium phosphomolybdate.

L. DE K.

A Rapid Volumetric Method for the Estimation of Phos-
phoric Acid. W. B. HiRT and Fred W. Steel {Proc. Soc. Chem.
Ind. Victoria, 1905, 14—19).

—

Total Phosphwic Acid.—Two grams
of the sample, charred if necessary, are heated with 5 c.c. of acid

mixture (sulphuric acid, 250 c.c. ; nitric acid, 150 c.c. ; water, 100 c.c.)

until sulphuric acid fumes are abundantly evolved. When cold, the

mass is treated with about 150 c.c. of water and transferred to a 200 c.c.

tlask, 40 c.c. of alcohol are added, and the whole is made up to the

mark. Twenty-five c.c. of the filtrate (0*25 gram sample) are then

titrated as follows : the solution is neutralised first with normal
.-odium hydroxide, and towards the end with NjlO sodium hydroxide,

using methyl-orange as indicator. Ten c.c. of absolutely neutral

sodium citrate solution of sp. gr. 1-151 are added, and the titration is

continued with a special sodium hydroxide solution (prepared by
diluting 3552 c.c. of normal .sodium hydroxide to 1000 c.c), using

phenolphthalein as indicator. Kach c.c. of this solution represents

1 per cent, of phosphoric anhydride.

Phosphoric Acid .Soluble in Wate)'.—Two grams are treated a« usual

on a filter with 200 c.c. of water. When about 50 c.c. have collected,

1 c.c. of 10 {)er cent, sulphuric acid is added to prevent phosphatic

precipitation. Finally, 25 c.c. of the solution are titrated as directed.

Phosphoric Acid Insoluble in Water and Ammonium Citrate.—The
residue left on treatment with water is treated with solution of

neutral ammonium citrate of sp. gr. 109 and burnt to a white ash.

This is then heated with 5 c.c. of an acid mixture (sulphuric acid,

60 c.c. ; nitric acid, 100 c.c. ; water, 140 c.c.) until sulphuric fumes
appear. After making up to 100 c.c. with water, 25 c.c. of the
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solution (0*5 gram) are titrated as above. The burette reading should
be divided by 2, so as to indicate the percentage of phosphoric
anhydride.

The process, which is a modification of that recommended by
Littmann (Abstr., 1889, ii, 330), gives results fully agreeing with
those obtained by the gravimetric methods. L. De K.

Estimation of Arsenic as Magnesium Pyroarsenate. JuaK
Fages Yikgili {Ann. C'hivi. Fhys., 1905, [viii], 6, 39'1—407).—A resume
of work ah^eady published (compare this vol., ii, 652). M. A. W.

Detection and Estimation of Arsenic and Antimony in
Presence of Organic Matter. F. A. NoiiTON and A. E. Koch
{J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 1247—1252).—The process is based
on the destruction of the organic matter by heating with sulphuric

acid in a Kjeldahl flask. The residue contains the arsenic or antimony
in the lower state of oxidation, and this may then be at once titrated

with i\yiO iodine in the usual manner.
If the amount of arsenic or antimony is but small, a large quantity

of the material must first undergo a preliminary treatment in the case

of arsenic with nitric and sulphuric acids, or in the case of antimony
with hydrochloric acid and potassium chlorate. A definite quantity

of the solution thus obtained is then boiled in a Kjeldahl flask with

sulphuric acid in order to destroy completely the last traces of organic

matters.

Traces of arsenic are best estimated by the " mirror" method.

L. DE K.

New Method for the Determination of Atmospheric Carbon
Dioxide, based on the Rate of its Absorption by a Free
Surface of a Solution of an Alkali Hydroxide. Horace T.

Brown and Fergusson Escomhe {Proc. Roy. Soc, 1905, B, IQ,
112—^117).—When a current of air containing a constant proportion

of carbon dioxide is drawn over a free surface of a solution of sodium
hydroxide, the rate of absorption increases with the velocity of the air

current up to a certain speed, beyond which it remains constant.

Further, the rate of absorption is proportional to the partial pressure of

the carbon dioxide within fairly wide limits. On these facts, a method
f(u* estimating carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has been based, which

has the advantage that it is unnecessary to measure the volume of air

passed through the apparatus.

The air is aspirated through the apparatus at a rate greater than that

required for maximum absorption and, by being passed through a perfor-

ated plate, is caused to impinge in a turbulent stream on the surface of

a standardised solution of sodium hydroxide, which is titrated after the

experiment. The constant of the apparatus having been determined

once for all by a preliminary experiment in which the air is measured,

the proportion of carbon dioxide in a sample of air can bo calculated

from the time during which the current has passed and the amount of

gas absorbed, a correction being applied for the effect of change of tem-

perature on the rate of absorption.
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Samples of air containing 04 to 18 parts of carbon dioxide in

10,000 have been analysed by this method, and the results agree very

satisfactorily with those obtained by the very accurate method of

Reiset. G. S.

A Simplified Method for the Estimation of Potassium.
Fkiebeich Klixkekfues {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29, 1085—1086).—Some
further observations on the process previously described (this vol.,

ii, 20-1), The solution of the platinichloride need not always be

evaporated to dryness with the formic acid in order to get a firm coat-

ing of platinum. Ammonium salts behave similarly. If both potassium

and ammonium have to be estimated, the latter must be first expelled

by boiling with water containing magnesium or sodium hydroxide and

titrating the distillate. The residue in the flask may then be used for

estimating the potassium in the way described. L. de K.

Ube of the Rotating Anode and Mercury Cathode in

Electro-analysis. I. Lily G. Kollock and Edgar F. Smith {J. Amer.
''Item. S'oc, 1905, 27, 1255—1269).—A lengthy paper dealing with

the electrolytic deposition of zinc, copper, nickel, cobalt, chromium,
and iron, fully illustrated by tables and curves. For working details,

the original paper should be consulted.

The decomposition cell is a tube 3'5 cm. in diameter and 7"5 cm. in

height made from a test-tube. The bottom of the tube is softened

over the blow-pipe, and a platinum wire 2 cm. long is passed through,

that its end projects 0*5 cm. into the tube. The bottom is then

iiattened on an asbestos plate and annealed as usual. The anode,
7*5 cm. in length, is made from platinum wire 1 mm. in diameter coiled

into a flat spiral 1*5 cm. in diameter. It is inserted in a chuck carried

by the rotator, which is also provided with three pulleys varying
from 2 to 5 cm. in diameter. These pulleys are connected by a

belt to either of two pulleys on the motor. With this arrangement
the rotation of the anode can be varied from 100 to 1800 revolution.

s

per minute. During the experiment, an amperemeter, a voltameter,

tid a rheostat allowing of resistance from O'l—100 ohms are kept in

iie circuit. L. de K.

Use of the Rotating Cathode for the Estimation of Cadmium
taken as the Sulphate. Charles P. Flora {Ainer. J. 6'ci., 190.5,

f iv], 20, 2G8—276).—Cadmium in .solutions of the sulphate may, by
lie use of a rotating cathode, be estimated electrolytically when the

ulution contains excess of sulphuric acid, acetates, cyanides, pyrophos-
phates, phosphates, oxalates, urea, formates, or tartrates, and the con-

ditions under which the best results were obtained are given in the
paper (Abstr., 1904, ii, 770). L. M. J.

Electrolytic Estimation of Cadmium with the Use of a
Rotating Anode. Alice L. Davison {J. Avier. Cfievi. Soc., 1905, 27,
1275— 1287).—A lengthy paper, fully illusti-ated with curves and
ibles, on the electrolytic precipitation of cadmium in presence of the
llortiug electrolytes: sulphuric acid, ammonia and amuiouium sul-
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phate, sodium formate, ammonium formate, sodium acetate, ammonium
acetate, potassium cyanide in presence of sodium hydroxide, ammonium
succinate, sodium succinate. Ammonium lactate or sodium lactate

cannot be recommended.
Processes are also given for the separation of cadmium from

magnesium, iron, nickel, and cobalt. For working details, the original

paper should be consulted. L. de K.

Rapid Electrolytic Estimation of Lead. Ralph O, Smith
{J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 1287—1293).—Twenty-five c.c. of lead

nitrate solution containing not more than 0-25 gram of metal are mixed
with 20 c.c. of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1-4 and diluted with water to 115 c.c.

The solution is then subjected to electrolysis, using a rotating elec-

trode (in this case the cathode) making about 450 revolutions per
minute.

The following conditions are necessary to ensure success : tempera-
ture, 70°; time, at least 15 minutes; volts, 3-7—4*0; amperes, ^B-.^^

11—13.
The lead separates as dioxide, which is first washed with water with-

out interrupting the current, and then with alcohol and ether. It is

dried for at least half an hour at 200—230°. In calculating the
lead, the factor 0*8643 should be employed if the weight of the precipi-

tate exceeds O'l gram. L. de K.

Volumetric Methods for Estimating Copper. Gustave
Fernekes and Arthur A. Koch {J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27,
1224— 1240).—A criticism of the various volumetric processes for the

estimation of copper, including the cyanide process and its modifica-

tions, the ferrocyanide method, the thiocyanate method, the acidimetric

method, the permanganate method, and the iodometric method, which
the authors consider to be the most suitable for ores.

The solution of the copper ore obtained in due course is treated with
a strip of aluminium, the precipitated copper is washed, redissolved in

nitric acid, and boiled. The solution is diluted, rendered alkaline with

ammonia, again boiled, and then acidified with acetic acid. When cold,

3 grams of potassium iodide are added, and the liberated iodine is

titrated with iV/10 sodium thiosulphate. L. de K.

Electrolytic Estimation of Mercury [in Cinnabar] with the
Use of a Rotating Anode. IIalph O. Smith {J. Amer. Chem. Soc,

1905, 27, 1270—1275).—About 0-5 gram of the ore is repeatedly

boiled with solution of sodium sulphide of sp. gr. 1"06. About 60 c.c.

in all will be required for complete extraction. The united filtrates

are then subjected to electrolysis, using a rotating anode. The con-

ditions essential to success are : time, not less than 20 minutes ; volts,

6—5-1
; amperes, -A'^joo ^- ^'^^ results compare favourably with the

usual combustion with lime. The process also applies to other mercury
salts. L. de K.

Occurrence of Alumina in Plants. Henri Pellet and Cir.

FiimoURO {Aim. Clam, anal., 1905, 10, 373—376).—The authors have
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examined sugar-cane and beetroots for alumina, and find that the

latter is present in the ashes of the plants in only very minute quan-
tity. The method employed for the estimation of the alumina in the

plant-ash was as follows : after separation of the silica, the hydro-

chloric acid solution was nearly neutralised with ammonia and oxidised

by the addition of a few crystals of potassium chlorate. Two grams
of ammonium phosphate and 10 grams of ammonium thiosulphate

were then added a\id the mixture boiled for fifteen minutes, 15 grams
of acetic acid being afterwards added. The precipitate of aluminium
phosphate was collected on a filter, ignited, and weighed. W. P. S.

Detection of Nickel [in Presence of Cobalt]. Stanley E.
Benedict {J. Anier. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27, 1360—1361).—The neutral-

ised solution is saturated with potassium chloride and a little solid

potassium nitrite, or 1 c.c. of its saturated solution, is added. The
mixture is then acidified with acetic acid nnd shaken for half a

minute. The cobalt is completely precipitated, and although some of

the nickel is also deposited, sufficient remains in solution and may
be precipitated with ammonium sulphide and then further identified

by the bead test. L. de K.

The Sodium Hydroxide Method of Estimating Molybdenum
in Steel. George Auchy (/. Amer. Chem. ,'i'oc., 1905,27, 1240—1246).
—A reply to Cruser and Miller (Abstr., 1904, ii, 593), who state that

iron also goes into solution to some extent, and that, therefore, the

^epa^•ation of molybdic acid from iron oxide by means of sodium hydr-

oxide is untrustworthy.

The author states that the small quantity of iron found in their

experiments has most likely passed through mechanically. When
carrffed out in the following manner, the process gives technically

accurate results.

0-8 gram of the steel is dissolved in nitric acid, evaporated to dry-

ness, boiled with 25 c.c. of hydrochloric acid, and evaporated with 10
c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid (3 : 1) until fumes appear. Fifty c.c. of

water are added, and the solution is poured gradually into 100 c.c. of

the alkali hydroxide (454 grams* sodium hydroxide + 2100 c.c. water).

After diluting to 200 c.c, 100 c.c. of the filtrate are acidified with 15

c.c. of sulphuric acid, reduced with zinc, and titrated with perman-
ganate. L. DE K.

Properties of Ammonium Uranate. Federico Giolitti

(Gazzetta, 1905, 35, ii, 145— 150. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 783).—
The principal errors in the estimation of uranium by precipitation as

ammonium uranate from solutions of uranyl salts consist in (1) the
formation of colloidal ammonium uranate, which may be prevented,

not by large quantities of ammonia as Rose recommended, but by
ammonium salts, especially the chloride

; (2) a loss of vu*anium owing
to the absorption of carbon dioxide from the air by ammonia solutions

and subsecjuent formation of the soluble double salt,

UO,C03,2(NH,)._,C03.
The author consequeLtly adopts the following method of working :

VOL. LXXXViil. ii. 59
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300 to 400 c.c. of solution containing O'l—0'2 gram of uranium
in the form of uranyl salt and about 1 gram of ammonium chloride

are heated to boiling in a platinum or porcelain basin. The boiling is

stopped, and the solution kept well stirred while ammonia solution (one
part concentrated solution mixed with ten parts of water) is gradually
added until the liquid smells distinctly of it. The precipitated ammo-
nium uranate is washed by decantation several times with boiling
0*2—0-5 per cent, ammonium chloride solution, sepawited by filtration,

and again washed with the same solution. It is then converted either

into UgOg by ignition in air or into UOg by ignition in a stream of

hydrogen, the heating being gentle until the ammonium chloride has
been expelled. T. H. P.

Estimation of Titanic Acid in Soils and Ashes of Plants.
Henri Pellet and C. Friboukg {Clvem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1193—-1194

;

from Bull. Assoc. Chim. Sucre Dist., 23, 67—71).

—

Colorimetric

Process.—05 gram of finely-powdered dry soil or 2 "5 grams of

plant-ash are put into a platinum crucible containing 15 grams of

pure hydrofluoric acid, 1 c.c. of sulphuric acid is added, and the whole
is evaporated to dryness. The residue is then fused with 5 grams of

potassium hydrogen sulphate, and the mass is dissolved in 15 per

cent, sulphuric acid at a temperature not exceeding 60°. When cold,

the liquid is made up to 100 c.c, and 10 c.c. are mixed with 5 c.c. of

hydrogen peroxide. The colour generated is then compared as usual

with that obtained by means of a known amount of titanium. If

much titanium is present, the solution must be diluted suitably.

Gravimetric Methods.—If soils contain at least 2 per cent, of

titaniupi dioxide, 3 grams of the sample are evaporated with 30 grams
of hydrofluoric acid and 3 grams of sulphuric acid, and the residue is

fused with 15 grams of potassium hydrogen sulphate. The mass is

then heated at 60° with 200—250 c.c. of water, diluted to 300 c.c, and
filtered. Forty c.c. of the filtrate are then titrated with aqueous

potassium hydroxide, 10 c.c. of which represent 5 grams of potassium

hydrogen sulphate. To 250 c.c. of the filtrate is then added so much
alkali that there still remains 5 grams of free potassium hydrogen

sulphate , the liquid is boiled for two hours with addition of dilute

sulphurous acid of sp. gr. 1020— 1025, added in three portions of

50 c.c. each. The precipitate is collected and ignited, and then fused

with 2 grams of potassium carbonate ; the mass is treated with

boiling water, and the titanate formed washed with a 2 per cent, solution

of potassium carbonate. A small portion, however, passes into solu-

tion and should be estimated separately. The titanate is now fused

with 1 gram of potassium hydrogen sulphate and the titanic acid

separated in the manner described.

When dealing with soils containing less than 1 per cent, of

titanium dioxide, twice 5 grams of the ignited soil are fu.sed witli

10 grams of potassium carbonate and 10 grams of sodium carbonate;

the mass is evaporated with hydrochloric acid, the silicic acid is

expelled by evaporation with hydrolluoric and sulphuric acids, and to

the residue is added the ignited precipitate formed by ammonia in the
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hydi-ochloric acid solution. The whole is then fused with 15—20 grams
of potassium hydrogen sulphate and treated as directed.

Of ashes which contain less than 0'2 per cent, of titanium dioxide,

50 grams are taken, and the silica separated therefrom is treated first

with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids, and the residue is then treated

several times with potassium carbonate, potassium hydrogen sulphate,

&C, as directed, until a pure titanium dioxide is obtained. To the

filtrate from the silica are added 05 gram of sublimed ferric chloride

and 25 grams of ammonium phosphate ; the mixture is evaporated in

a platinum dish and the residue ignited to expel ammonium salts.

The mass is then digested in dilute hydrochloric acid and the residue

submitted to fusion with potassium carbonate and finally with potass-

ium hydrogen sulphate as described. L. de K.

Zirconium Oxychloride as a means of Testing for Zir-

conium. Rudolf Eueu {Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1905, 46, 456—459).

—

The formation of zirconium oxychloride, ZrOClo,8H.,0, is recommended
as a means of detecting the presence of zirconium. The precipitate

obtained from the experimental material by means of ammonia is

separated from the filter-paper and dissolved in hydrochloric acid.

The solution is evaporated to dryness on the water-bath and then

dissolved in a little water. Concentrated hydrochloric acid is added
<lrop by drop so as to obtain a precipitate of the oxychloride ; this

recipitato goes into S)lution on warming the liquid, and on cooling

L'parates again in crystals which have a characteristic appeaiance

(thin prisms) under the microscope.

Hauser's statiements as to the properties of zirconium compounds
(this vol., ii, 531) are criticised. D. H. J.

Heating of Mineral Oils when shaken with Concentrated
Sulphuric Acid. Eichard Kisslixg {Chem. Zeit., 1905, 29,
1086).—Seventy-five c.c. of the sample are introduced thi'ough

a side opening into a cylindrical vessel of special construction, and
25 c.c. of sulphuric acid are then very carefully allowed to run from a
pipette to the elongated bottom of the instrument. The cylinder is

conveniently furnished with taps at both ends, but these are not

absolutely necessary. After inserting the thermometer and placing

the instrument in a wooden casing, the thermometer is read after its

indication has become constant, and the whole ia then shaken until

the temperature no longer rises but begins to fall.

A number of experiments with various mineral and lubricating

mineral oils are recorded. 1.. ni: K.

Apparatus for determining the Melting Point of Asphalt.
llL(io I'.AUKU {Chem. /i'ev. Fatt //arz-fnd., 1905, 12, 25H—260). A
modification of tlio Kraemor S;irnow .'xpp;iratus is described. A test-

tube, 4 cm. in diameter and about 15 cm. long, is hung in the neck of

a llask so that its lower end is immersed in the water (or other

liquid) placed in the tlask. Tiie test-tube is closetl by a cork tlirough

which three holes have been bored ; the centre hole is for the

59—2
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thermometer and the other two for the testing cylinders. The latter

consist of open tubes 7 rnm. in diameter and 15 cm. long. A mark is

placed on tiie tubes 5 mm. from the lower end, and a second mark
above it at such a distance that the space between the marks will hold

exactly 5 grams of mercury. Each tube is also provided with a

closely-fitting piston attached to a rod reaching above the upper end
of the tube. The tubes are filled as follows : the piston is pushed in

until its lower end is at the upper mark on the tube : the tube is then

inverted, mercury poured in to fill the space between the marks, and
finally the melted asphalt. After cooling, the asphalt is trimmed with

a knife level with the end of the tuba and the latter inserted through
the hole in the cork of the test-tube. The second tube may be filled

with another sample or serve as a duplicate. The melting point is

then determined as in the original method. W. P. S.

Examination of o-Nitrotoluene for the Presence of Small
Quantities of/>-Nitrotoluene. Arnold F, Holleman andCoENRAAc L.

JuNGius (C/ie//<. Centr., 1905, ii, 988—989; from C/iem. Weekhlad, 2,

553—554. Compare this vol., i, 272).—The presence of 04 per cent,

of /)-nitrotoluene in a s imple of o-nitrotolueoe which had been obtained

by Meister, Lucius, &, Briining's method (this vol, i, 639) was
inferred from the facb that the crystals from the mother liquor of the

acetyl derivative of the toluidine prepared from the sample melted at

a temperature one degree lower thin that of the pure compound.
E. W. W.

Amount of Sodium Salts naturally occurring in Wine,
OiTO Krug {Zeit. Nahr. Genussm., 1905, 10, 417—421).—Froji the

results of the analyses of forty-eight samples of wine it is seen that

the total amount of sodium oxide (Na^.O) varies from 0004 to

00060 per cent. Even where the vines had been partially manured
with sodium nitrate (Chili saltpetre), the latter figure was not exceeded.

In thirty-eight of the above-mentioned samples, the sodium oxide was
not more than 1 per cent, of the total ash. There is but little

difierence between red and white wines in this respect. The author

therefore concludes that any Cerman wine containing more than

0010 per cent, of sodium oxide has been artificially prepared.

W. P, S,

Detection of Asaprol [/iJ Naphtholsulphonate] ; Estimation of

Methyl Alcohol in Presence of Formaldehyde, Henry Leffmann
{(Jhtm. Zeit., 1905, 29, 1080).—A mercurial reagent is prepared by
dissolving mercury in twice its weight of nitric acid and diluting the

solution with five times its bulk of water. In order to detect the pre-

servative asaprol [/i-naphtholsulphonate] in milk, 10 c.c, of the sample

are mixed with 05 c.c. of the reagent, which will cause a yellow

coloration should asaprol ba juescnt. To detect the same in wino or

fruit juices, 25 c.c. of the sample are acidified with sulphuric acid and

shaken with an equal volume of ether, light petroleum, chloroform, or

cai-bon tetrachloride ; the author prefers light petroleum. The solution

is then .shaken with addition of a few drops of the reagent, and in
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presence of asaprol the mercury solution soon turns yellow and then

red. Benzoates and salicylates give no reaction.

^Fethyl (also ethyl) alcohol may be completely freed from formalde-

hyde by distilling the mixture with a slight excess of potassium
cyanide. It is advisable to test a little of the mixture for possible

traces of undecomposetl formaldehyde by the phenylhydrazine-nitro-

piusside reaction. The distillate is now tested for methyl alcohol by
the well-known red hot copper (formalin) test. L. de K.

Estimation of Glycerol in Soap-lyes. H. Strauss {Chem. Zeit.,

1905, 29, 1099—1100).—From 10 to 30 grams of the sample are

introduced into a 100 c.c. flask and a slight excess of basic lead acetate

is added. In the presence of much salt it is as well to add first 1 gram
of silver oxide suspended in water. The whole is diluted to 100 c.c.

and 1 c.c. of the filtrate arc used for the analysis ; 5—6 grams of

powdered potassium dichromate are put into a 250 c.c. distilling fla.'k

and the glycerol solution is introduced through a separating funnel,

followed by 20 c.c. of water and then by 20 c.c. of dilute sulphuric

acid (1 : 2). The flask is connected with a short reflux condenser in

order to condense most of the steam. The whole is boiled for

twenty minutes, whilst air, which has passed through a Drexel wash-
bottle containing potassium hydroxide solution, is drawn through by
means of an aspirator. The carbon dioxide formed by the oxidation of

the glycerol is first passed through a series of five calcium chloride

tubes and then absorbed in the usual weighed potash apparatus. After
passing the current of air for another twenty minutes, the potash
apparatus is reweighed. The increase in weight x 06976 = glycerol in

the 10 c.c. taken, L. de K.

Spectroscopic and Colour Reactions of Important Sugars.
Erw. Pin-off {Ber., 1905, 38, 33C8—3318. Compare this vol , ii, 289).

—The following sugars have been investigated : arabinose, rhamnose,
tlextro.se, mannose, galactose, lrevulo.se. sorbose, sucrose, lactose,

maltose, raffinose. All these, with the exception of arabinose, give the
Molisch reaction when 005 gram is mixed with 10 c.c. of a sulphvirie

acifl-alcohol mixture ard 0*2 c.c. of a 5 per cent, alcoholic solution of

a-naphthol. Considerable differences are noticed as regards length

of time of heating required. When similar experiments are made
with the adclition of 10 c.c. of ethyl alcohol, only lajvulose, sorbose,

sucro.se, and raflinose give the reaction, each yielding a single band at

5088 ^*i. With the more concentrated .«^olutioD, each of these sugars
gives two bands at 5736 and 5088, wh«reas the other sugars give a
single band at 5325.

Similar experiments have been made with ^-naphthol. With tie

more dilute solution, Isevulose gives a riddish-brown, and .sorbo.^e

a yellowish-green, coloration after twenty-five minutes at 95—98°
; the

remaining sugars give no reaction even after forty-five minu'es. With
the more concentrated solution, Isevulote, sorbose, sucrose, and rsffinose

react after four minute?, yielding solutions with an absor|.tion band
at 5050 fifL.

Experiments with resorcinol, vsing 5 c.c. of alcohol, 5 c.c. of the
ilcohol-acid mixtuie, and 02 c.c. of a 5 jer cent, reforcinol solotior,
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show that all give a band at 4875 with the exception of arabinose,

rhamnose, mannose, and galactose. The band is given most readily by
laivulose, sorbose, sucrose, and raffinose.

All the sugars yield a yellow precipitate when heated for twenty
minutes with 10 c.c. of a 10 per cent, ferric chloride solution. They also,

with the exception of sucrose and raffinose, reduce potassium ferro-

cyanide and ferricyanide and lead acetate. Only sorbose and Isevulose

yield precipitates when heated with equal quantities of 5 per cent,

solutions of potassium dichromate and ammonium chloric^e ; the pre-

cipitate is formed after twelve minutes with sorbose and after twenty
with Isevulose.

Lsevulose yields a characteristic blue coloration when O'l gram is

heated for three minutes with 10 c.c. water, 10 c.c. of 4 per cent, ammo-
nium molybdate solution, and 0*2 c.c. of glacial acetic acid. Arabinose,
rhamnose, galactose, mannose, and sorbose give a green coloration

only after some thirty minutes. Mineral acids must not be present in

testing for Isevulose by this method, as most sugars in the presence of

mineral acid give a blue coloration with ammonium molybdate.

J. J. S.

Diphenylhydrazine as a Reagent for Lactose. W. C. de Graaff
{Chem. Centr., 1905, ii, 991 ; from Pharm. WeekUad, 42, 685—686).
—When a drop of diphenylhydrazine and 2— 3 drops of glacial

acetic acid are boiled with a few mg. of lactose, the brownish-violet

coloration which is first formed becomes successively yellow and
brownish-red, and the viscosity of the solution increases. When the

mixture is further heated, it becomes blackish-green and finally brown.

If the green solution is treated with a few c.c. of 70 per cent, alcohol,

a characteristic green liquid is obtained. The gi-een dye is also

soluble in amyl alcohol, chloroform, and ether, but insoluble in water
or carbon disulphide. Arabinose, laevulose, dextrose, galactose, mannose,
sucrose, maltose, melibiose, dextrin, amylum, and gum arable only

form deep reddish-brown colorations with diphenylhydrazine. This

reaction may be used to detect lactose in mixtures of equal parts

of lactose, dextrose, and sucrose, and in mixtures of sucrose with

10 per cent, of lactose. E. W. W.

Separation of Starch Coagulum and Amylocellulose. Jules
Wolff {Ann. Chim. anal., 1905, 10, 389—392).—The principle of the

method described is as follows : equal weights of the starch are placed

in three flasks and converted into a paste by heating under pressure

with water. After cooling, the contents of one of the flasks (a)

receives the addition of 20*5 c.c. of a 10 per cent, malt infusion. The
other two flasks {b and c) receive 0*5 c.c. of the same infusion. The
flask a is kept at a temj)erature of 60" ; th« contents of flask b are

allowed to coagulate at the ordinary temperature for three hours,

20 c.c. of the boiled malt infusion are then added and the volume
made up to 200 c.c, whilst the contents of flask c, after being allowed

to coagulate as in the case of flask b, are treated with 20 c.c. of the

malt infusion {not boiled) and sacrcharitied at a temperatiu'e of 70" befoi'e

diluting to 200 c.c. At the end of three hours, the contents of flask a are

also made up to 200 c.c. All three solutions are then filtered and
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100 c.c. of each of the filtrates heated in an autoclave at a temperature

of 120° for twenty minutes, and the reducing power of each estimated

and calculated into starch. The difference between a and h gives the

weight of the coagulum,and the difference between a and c that of the

amylocelhilose. W. P. S.

Estimation of Formaldehyde. Gael Goldschmidt {J.p: C/iem.,

1905, [ii], 72, 343—344. Compare Abstr., 1903, i, 82).—A resume of

some methods which have been proposed for the estimation of form-

aldehyde (compare Legler, Abstr., 18S3, 1035; 1889, 579; Trillat,

Abstr., 1893, ii, 439; Griitzner, Abstr., 1897, ii, 166 ; Romijn, ibid.).

G. Y.

Estimation of Certain Aldehydes and Ketones in Essential
Oils. Samuel S. Sadtler (/. Ayner. Chem. Soc, 1905, 27,
1321—1327).—Further details of and experiments on the process

already published (Abstr., 1904, ii, 372). Contrary to the statement

of Burgess (Abstr., 1904, ii, 371), the aui,hor finds that carvone reacts

not with one but with two mols. of sulphite, and that citronellol does

not react. L. de K.

Toxicological Detection of Hydrocyanic Acid. Dosienico
Ganassixi {C'/tem. Centr., 1905, ii, 1036— 1037 ; from Boll. Cliirn.

Farm., 44, 519—525. Compare Abstr,, 1904, ii, 758).—An account of

the different distribution of hydrocyanic acid in the blood and organs
of the body after it has been administered in various ways. The
number of instances where it is not found indicates that it is com-
pletely changed in the animal body. W. D. H.

Evaluation of Officinal Mercuric Cyanide. Erwin Rupp {Arch.

I'hurm., 1905, 243, 468—469).—One gram of the sample is dissolved

in water and made up to 100 c.c. ; 10 c.c. of the solution are mixed with

a little water and 10—20 c.c. of approximately ..V- potassium hydroxide
solution in a 200 c.c. stoppered flask ; 25 c.c. of iV/10 iodine .solution

are added with gentle agitation, and the mixture is allowed to remain
for about two hours at the ordinary temperature, or for 20—30
minutes on the water-bath. The liquid is then diluted with water to

about 100 c.c. and acidified with dilute hydrochloric acid, and the

iodine liberated is titrated after 1—2 minutes with NjlO thiosulphate

.solution. In the case of a pure sample, 15*87 c.c. of A^iO iodine solu-

tion should l>e used up in oxidising the cyanide to cyauate ; conse-

quently the volume of yflO thiosulphate solution required .should be
9*3—9*1 c.c, corre.sjxuiding with a purity of 99—100 per cent.

C. h\ B.

Titrimetric Estimation and Separation of Cyanides, Thio-
cyanates, and Chlorides. Euwin Kupp {Arch, rhurm., 1905, 243,
458—467).—A known quantity of the cyanide dissolve<l in 10 c.c.

of water is mixed with 10 c.c. of approximately A'-potassium hydroxide
.solution in a stoppered bottle, 25 c.c. (repre.senting a cousidei'able

excess) of A/10 iodine solution '\» added witii gentle agitation, and the
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whole is then allowed to remain for three hours at the ordinary
temperature, or for thirty minutes on the water-bath, when the cyanide
becomes oxidised to cyanate. Finally, the contents of the bottle are

diluted to about 100 c.c. and acidified with dilute hydrochloric acid,

and the iodine liberated is titrated with ^V/'IO thiosulphate solution.

Each 1 c.c. of A7IO iodine solution oxidises 0"0013 gram of

cyanogen

.

A known quantity of thiocyanate dissolved in 10 c.c. of w^ater is

mixed with 10—20 c.c. of approximately lY-potassium hydroxide
solution, 25 c.c. (a considerable excess) of N/10 iodine solution are

added, and the whole is allowed to remain for four hours at the

ordinary temperature or thirty minutes on the water-bath ; it is then

cooled, acidified with dilute hydrochloric acid, and titrated with iV/10

thiosulphate solution. The thiocyanate is oxidised to sulphuric acid

and cyanate, every 1 c.c. of 1/10 iodine solution oxidising 0*000725

gram of thiocyanogen (CNS).

For the estimation of a mixture of cyanide and thiocyanate, a known
quantity of the mixture is allowed to remain for four hours with

excess of iV/10 iodine solution and about 2 grams of sodium hydrogen
carbonate ; the cyanide is converted into cyanogen iodide and the

thiocyanate into sulphuric acid and cyanogen iodide. The mixture is

then acidified cautiously with hydi'ochloric acid, when iodine is

regenerated from the cyanogen iodide, only that which has oxidised

the sulphur of the thiocyanate to sulphuric acid remaining permanently
as iodide. Finally, the iodine liberated is titrated with iY/10 thio-

sulphate solution. Each 1 c.c. of iV/10 iodine solution used corre-

sponds with 0-000967 gi-am of CNS. The total amount of cyanide

and thiocyanate together is estimated by oxidation in the presence of

potassium hydroxide as described above.

In a mixture of cyanide, thiocyanate, and chloride, first the thio-

cyanate, and then the thiocyanate and cyanide together, are determined

as just described ; finally, all three are determined together by adding

a known quantity of the mixture to excess of iV/lO silver solution in

a 100— 200 c.c. graduated flask, diluting to the mark, filtering, mixing

a measured volume of the filtrate with plenty of nitric acid and about

5 c.c, of iron alum solution (I : 10), and titrating the excess of silver

with iV/10 thiocyanate solution.

In none of the experiments quoted did the experimental error quite

reach 1 per cent, of the quantity estimated. C F. B.

Lead Malate and Barium Citrate. T. C. N. Broeksmit [Chew.

Centr., 1905, ii, 886—887; from I'harm. Weekblad, 42, 637—640.
Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 688).—Citric acid and malic acid give tlic

iodoform reaction. Pure malic acid is prepared by treating an aqueous

solution of the acid with lead acetate and decomposing the lead malate

with sulphuric acid. In order to detect citi'ic acid in the presence oi

malic acid, the solution is treated with barium chloride and ammonia,

and the insoluble barium citrate tested with potassium permanganate,

ammonia, and iodine for the iodofornt reaction.

E. W. \V.
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Detection of Pyrrolidine-2-carboxylic Acid. D. Alex.\ndroff

{Zeit. jihysiol. Chem., 1905, 46, 17—18).—This substance in either the

active or racemic state may be detected by means of its picrate. The
charucters, solubilities, ifec., of the two picrates are described ; that

from the racemic form melts at 135—137^; that from the active at

153—154°. W. D. H.

Composition and Analysis of Milk. H. Droop Richmond
{Analyst, 1905, 30, 323—329).—The average composition of 15,910

samples of milk analysed during the year 1904 is given. The average

amount of fat was 374 per cent., being a little less than that found in

1903 (Abstr., 1904, ii, 522).

A number of experiments was carried out with a view to ascertain-

ing the correct volume of the divisions of the necks of the bottles used in

Gerber's method. Each division should have a volume of 0'126 c.c,

and will then indicate 1 per cent, of fat. The exact diameter of the

neck is of no importance. The volume of the fat obtained in the

Gerber method is about 1*025 the volume of the fat in the milk.

Neglect of the volume of the fat batween the upper and the lower

parts of the meniscus is partly compensated by the decrease in weight
of the milk delivered by an 11 c.c. pipette with increasing quantities

of fat.

The results of a sample of human milk are given : total solids,

10"39 per cent,; fat, 1*98 percent.; sugars, G"40 per cent.; proteids,

1'75 per cent. ; ash, 026 per cent. The amount of fat in this sample
is much below the average. W. P. S.

Occurrence in Milk Serum of Substances which react with
Naphthalene-^-sulphonic Chloride. Kobeiit Stritteh {Milchw.

Zentr., 1905, 1, 444— 447).—Milk serum obtained by precipitating the

proteids of fresh milk with an acid alcoholic solution of tannin, remov-
ing the excess of tannin with lead acetate and the 1 itter with hydrogen
ilphide, gave a residue on evaporation which contained no substances

iluble in alcohol-ether. The absence of hippuric acid in normal fresh

milk was thus proved. The serum was then rendered alkaline and
.shaken for many hours with an ethereal solution of naphthalene-
/i-sulphonic chloride. After separating the ether, the aqueous portioa was
;i(iditied with hydrochloric acid and extracted with ether, ammonium
ilphate being also added to "salt out" the amino-acid compounds. In
> case could the presence of an amiuo-compound or other substance
acting with the naphthaleue-/3-sulphonic chloride be detected in

M.)i-mal fresh milk. An extremely minute quantity, however, of a
nitrogenous substance was obtained, the identity of which was not

tablished.
'

W. P. 8.

Estimation of Fat and Water in Butter by Gerber's Method.
. IIessk {Milchw. Zentr., 1905, 1, 433—444).—The two i»ieces of

i i'paratus constructetl by (!crber, one for the estimation of water in

Imtter and the other for the combined estimation of water and fat in

tlie same article of food, are both shown to give untrustworthy results.

The latter neither agree between themselves nor with the quantities
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found by the ordinary gravimetric method. The author therefore
conchides that both pieces of apparatus are usele.-is for estimating
water and fat in butter. W. P. S.

Testing Lard and Butter. *Eduard Polbnske {Chem. Centr.,

1905, ii, 1130—1132 ; from Arbb. Kais. Ges. A., 22, 557—575).—

A

criticism of the various methods in use for the testing of lard. Hal-
phen's sulphur test, although extremely delicate, should not be taken
without confirmation as a proof of the presence of cotton-seed oil, as

the active principle of this oil Avhich causes the reaction passes into
the lard when the pigs are fed on cotton-seed cake. In such case, the
phytosterol or the phytosterol acetate test should be applied. All
adulterated lards yield an acetate-mixture the melting point of which
exceeds 117°.

The phytosterol acetate test may also be successfully applied for

ascertaining the purity of butter. As little as 7'5 per cent, of mar-
garine or vegetable fats may be identified. L. de K.

Lard Testing. Eduard Polenske (CAe^H. Centr., 1905, ii, 1132;
from Arbb. Kais. Ges. A., 22, 576—583).—To detect small quantities

of paraiBn in lard, the unsaponifiable matter obtained from 100 grams
of the sample is heated with 5 c.c. of sulphuric acid in a cylioder

glass placed in a glycerol-water bath at 104—105° for an hour. When
cold, the residue is shaken three times with 10 c.c. of light petroleum
of low boiling point, the solution is repeatedly washed with water (to

the second washing a little barium chloride is added) and then filtered

and evaporated in a tared dish. Pure lard free from paraffin will yield

about O'OOS gram of resinous residue.

When the unsaponifiable matter, or crude cholesterol, is intended
for the phytosterol acetate test, it must be first freed from any
parafiin by washing with light petroleum. This also removes un-

desirable resinous matters and leaves a residue richer in phytosterol.

L. DE K.

Detection of Cocoanut Oil in Lard. L. Hotox {Chem. Centr.,

1905, ii, 1195 ; from Rev. intern, falsific, 18, 85— 86).—Five grams
of the sample are heated with 10 c.c. of acetic acid of sp. gr. 1"055

at 60° and well shaken. When cooled to 40', the bottom layer is

transferred to a flat dish. The operation is repeated and the bottom
layer is collected in a second and the top layer in a third dish. After
driving off the acetic acid by heating for 30—40 minutes at 70—80°,

the three portions are examined in the Abbe-Zeiss refractometer at

40°. In the case of pure lard, the three fractions will show a decreas-

ing refraction, such as 50"5—49"7—19'3", whilst with pure cocoanut oil

an increasing refraction is obtained, 34*2— 35— 35*6°. In a mixture
containing 15 percent, of the latter, the refraction of the lirst shaking
is lower than that of the residue 46"0—466—48'3", therefore the

reverse of what is noticed with pure lard. Ii. i>e K.

Estimation of Cyanamide and its Applications. Uknah*
Perotti {Gazzetta, 1905, 35, ii, 228—232. Compare this vol., ii,

196, 278).—The method given for the estimation of cyanimide is
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based on the reaction occurring with silver nitrate in presence of

ammonia, by means of wiiich insoluble silver cvanamide is precipi-

tated according to the equation: CX-iSrH.3 4- 2AgN03 = AgoCNg-f-

2HNO3. The cyanamide solution is run from a burette into a

definite volume of j.V 100 silver nitrate solution, rendered distinctly

but not excessively ammoniacal, an excess of silver nitrate being left

in the liquid. The precipitate is coagulated by gentle heating and

removed bv filtration, the silver in the filtrate being then estimated

by titration with A^jlOO ammonium thiocyanate.

This method may be applitjd to the estimation of the calcium cyan-

amide in the artificial manure known as " kalkstickstoff," 1 c.c. of

centinormal silver nitrate solution corresponding with 0'0004 gram
of calcium cyanamide. T. H. P.

Estimation of Acetanilide. William A. Puckner {Pharm.

Rev., 1905, 23, 302—30-i).—Acetanilide and caffeine may be esti-

mated in headache remedies by shaking out an acidified solution with

chloroform, evaporating the latter, and weighing the residue, the

caffeine being subsequently precipitated as the periodide. A number
of experiments are described in which it was found that acetanilide

may be volatilised during the evaporation of the chloroform solution

unless special precautions are taken. Acetanilide is volatile at a

comparatively low tempei-ature. ' If the solvent be distilled from a

flask and the residue dried below 60^, the loss is slight, and a constant

weight is obtained after twenty-four hours. The residue obtained

from an ether or chloroform solution of acetanilide is not pure acet-

anilide, but fairly trustworthy results may be obtained if, after the

solvent has been distilled off, the flask is rotated until crystallisation

sets in and the residue then dried at 95^ for two hours. W. P. S.

Volumetric Estimation of Pyramidone and Antipyrine in

the Presence of each other. Gaston Pegurier {Ajiu. Chim. anal.,

1905, 10, 392— 393).—The picric acid method for the estimation of

pyramidone alone (Abstr., 1905, ii, 778) must be slightly modified if

antipyrine is also present. The two substiinces are first precipiti\ted

together, as previously described, and the percentage weight of the

precipitate obtained. This weight may be termed P. A second quan-
tity of 0'231 gram of the sample is then dissolved in 10 c.c. of water,

and the alkalinity of the pyramidone exactly neutralised with Xjld
sulphuric acid, u.sing helianthin a.s indicator. Forty grams of iVj20

picric acid solution are now added, and tlie solution is titrated with

NjlO potassium hydroxide solution after the addition of a little

phenolphthalein. A second value is thus obtained, P'. Then /' - P'

is the percentage of pyramidone in the sample, and by subtracting

the value P from the pyramidone the percentage of antipyrine is ob-

tained. 'W. P. S.

Alkaloid Reactions. Veratrine (puriss. German Pharm-
acopoeia IV). (J. KEicHARD((7<«»n. Centr., 1905, ii, 857—858 ; from
Pharm Centr., H., 46, 644—649. Compare Abstr., 1904, ii, 847 ; this

vol , ii, 68, 127, 561, and 563).—When a small quantity of veratrine is
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added to a crystal of potassium ferricyanide and water, the mixture
evaporated, and the residue treated with a drop of a 25 per cent, solu-

tion of hydrochloric acid, a green coloration is formed, but if potass-

ium ferrocyanide is used instead of potassium ferricyanide a snow-

white mass is obtained. Other more or less characteristic tests with
ammonium molybdate, ammonium metavanadate, mercurous nitrate,

sodium iodate, potassium dichromate, tungstic acid, bismuth chloride,

copper sulphate, copper oxychloride, formaldehyde, antimony chloride,

and ferric chloride are also given in the abstract. E. W. W.

Estimation of CafiPeine. William A. Puckner {Fharm. Rev.,

1905, 23, 305—309).—When recovering caffeine from a chloroform

solution, equally correct results are obtained by evaporating the

chloroform from a shallow dish at a temperature of 50—60° and

drying the residue at the same temperature for a further twenty-four

hours, or by distilling off the solvent and drying the residue at

95—100° for about two liours. If the chloroform is distilled slowly and

in such a way that active ebullition does not occur, decrepitation of the

residue will not take place. W. P. S.

Use of Titanium Trichloride in Volumetric Analysis. II.

Edmund Kxecht and Eva Hibbert {Ber., 1905, 38, 3318—3326.

Compare Abstr., 1903, ii, 509).—Coloured substances which yield

colourless leucocompounds may be readily titrated by means of a solu-

tion of titanium trichloride, the dye itself acting as indicator. All

operations must be conducted in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide or

other non-oxidising gas. Good results have been obtained with

indigotindisulphonic acid in presence of Rochelle salt. With indigos

of low grade, it is necessary first to remove impurities by Grossmann's

method. Eosin A and Rhodamine B yield good results in the presence

of Rochelle salt and alcohol. Pararosaniline hydrochloride, pararos-

anilinetrisulphonic acid, malachite-green, crystal-violet, tolusafranine,

indoin, and methylene- blue have also been analysed. Hydrogen per-

oxide may be estimated volumetrically by means of titanium trichloride,

the disappearance of the yellow colour being taken as the end-point.

Ammonium persulphate solutions may be estimated by adding an excess

of titanium trichloride and titrating this excess with ferric salts.

Tin may be estimated by solution in hydrochloric acid, addition of

an excess of ferric salt, and titration of the excess with titanium tri-

chloride. J. J. 8.

Estimation of Urinary Indican by Meisling's Colorimeter.

H. P. T. Oehum {Zeit. jyhysiol. Chem., 19U5, 45, 459—465. Compare

Abstr., 1904, ii, 449).—Bouma's isatin method is used, namely, con-

densation of indoxyl and isatin to indigo-red, and colorimetric estima-

tion in chloroform solution. The method gives good results.

W. D. II.
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(Marked T., P., and A., i and A., ii respectively.)

Abies sihirita, oil of, crystalline products
of (GOLUBEFF), A., \, 74.

Abietic acid, constitution of, and its

raonoacetyl derivative (Endemann),
A., i, 525.

Ahrus precatorius, a substance which
inhibits the fat-splitting action of the
seed of (Rraun), A., ii, 113.

Absorption from intra-mnscular tissue

(Meltzer and Auer), A., ii,

181.

of iron in dogs and cats (Sattlek),
A., ii, 333.

Absorption spectrum. See under Photo-
chemistry.

Acacatechin and its tetramethyl ether
and thrir acetyl derivatives (Perkin),
T., 399; P., 89.

Acacia and tragacanth ; comparative
viscosity of tho simple and mixed
mucila^^es (Whitk), A., i, 685.

Acacia catechu, constituents of (Per-
kin), T., 398 ; P., 89.

Acenaphthenone, condensation of, with
naphthalaldehyilic acid (WiECUow-
HKi), A., i, 707.

Acet-. See also A^eto-, Acetyl-, and
under the parent Substance.

Acetal, bromo- (Freundlkr and Le-
Di'.r), A., i, 326.

Acetaldehyde, thermal decomposition of
(Bonk and Smith), T., 910; P.,

171.

and water, molecular refractions of
mixtures of (Homfrav), T., 1434

;

P., 225.

condensation of, with formylisobutyr-
aldol (Weis), a., i, 17 ; (Schach-
NEB), A., i, 171.

Acetaldehyde, action of, on mercuric
acetate (Lasserre), A., i, 740.

action of, on mercuric oxide (AuLD
and Haxtzsch), A., i, 743.

action of sodium sulphite on (Sete-
wetz and Bardin), A. , i, 683.

condensation of, with isovaleraldehyde

(Ehrexfrepxd), a., i, 861.

compounds of, with chlorine (McIn-
TOSH), T., 791; P., 64, 120.

distinction between formaldehyde and
(Leys), A., ii, 655.

titration of (Seyewetz and Bakdin),
A., ii. 771.

Faracetaldehyde, brominatiou of

(Frf.I'Ndler), a., i, 569.

Acetaldehyde-;>-nitrophenylhydrazone
(Mkiivedkfk), a., i, 491, 612.

Acetaldehydephenylhydrasone, sol u-

bility of (Robeutson), T., 1298; P.,

181.

Acetamide, decomposition of salts in

(HuuNi and Maxuelli), A., ii,

689.

Acetamidine, condensation of, with ethyl

suceiiiylsuccinate (Bogert and Dox),
A., i, 949.

Acetanilide, estimation of (Puckxer),
A., ii, 871.

s-rfinitro-(FLORSCHKlM), A., i, 616.

Acetic acid and benzene, viscosity of

(Dunstan), T., 15.

and its halogen derivatives, notion of

nitrogen sulphide on (Francis), T.,

1837 ; P., 258.

action of phenylcarbamide on (Val-
LiiE), A., i, 771.

estimation of, in white lead (Thomp>
80X), A., ii, 556.

Acetic acid, salts, detection of (Bexe-
DICT), A., ii, 123.
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Acetic acid, insoluble basic aluminium
salt (Reiss), a., i, 852.

bismuth and tin salts (Colonna), A.,

i, 852.

mercuric salt, action of acetaldehyde
and acetone on (Lassekre), A., i,

740.

potassium salt, electrolysis of (Hofer
and Moest), A., i, 8.

Acetic acid, etbyl ester, influence of

water and alcohol on the boiling

point of (Wade), T., 1656 ; P.,

240.

compounds of, with bromine and
chlorine (McIntosh), T., 791;
P., 64, 120.

Acetic acid, amino-. See Glycine,

bromo-, Z-menthyl ester, and its inter-

action with methyl and-ethyl sulph-
ides and methyl ethyl sulphide
(Smiles), T., 454; P., 92.

. halogen derivatives, action of nitrogen

sulphide on (Francis), T., 1838
;

P., 258.

bromo-, chloro-, and iodo-derivatives,

esters, velocity constants of the

reaction between sodium thiosulph-

ate and (Slator), T., 481 ; P., 121.

chloro-derivatives, ethyl esters, action

of, on aniline magnesium haloid

compounds (Bodroux), A., i,

585.

action of phenylcarbamide on (Val-
LtE), A., i, 771.

estimation and separation of (Pool),

A., ii, 425.

chloro-, ethyl ester, action of, on
ethyl sodioinalonates and on ethyl

sodioacetoacetates (Michael), A.,

i, 855.

trichloro-, compounds of, with di-

methylpyrone (Plotnikokf), A.,

i, 77.

cyano-, esters, action of methyl and
ethyl chloro-oxalates on (Trim-
bach), A., i, 323.

alkyl esters, constitution of(Haller
and Muller), A., i, 112.

ethyl ester, formation of C-acyl

derivatives of, by means of pyr-

idine and quinoline (Michael
and Eckstein), A., i, 176.

thio-, ^-methoxy- and ;;-ethoxy-

phenyl esters (Tabouhy), A,, i, 644.

Acetic acids, negatively-substituted,

condensation of, with fatty aldehydes
(Knoevknaoel), a., i, 169.

Acetic anhydride, action of nitrogen

sulphide on (Francis), T., 1837 ;

P., 258.

mono- and cJi-chloro-, preparation of

(Pattbeson), a., i, 168.

Acetin, aa-dihrorao- and aa- and a$-di-

chloro- (Acena), A., i, 7.

Aceto-. See also Acet-, Acetyl-, and
under the parent Substance.

Acetoacetic acid, sodium salt, and the
formation of analogous salts (BRiJHL
and Schroeder), A., i, 170.

Acetoacetic acid, benzyl ester, and its

copperderivative(BACON), A.,i, 204.

ethyl ester, mechanism of the syn-
thesis of (Claisen), a., i, 258.

proof of the ketonic structure of

(Brxjhl and Schroder), P., 164.

condensation of, with phenylmethyl-
pyrazolone (Stoll]?;), A., i, 838.

sodium derivative, history of the
theory of the formation and con-

stitution of (Claisen), A., i, 258 ;

(Michael), A., i, 506.

sodium derivative, action of, on
dibromo-hydrocarbons (SOLO-
nina), a., i, 112.

sodium derivative, action of ethyl

chloroacetate (Michael), A., i,

856.

sodium deiivative, action of phenyl-
propiolyl chloride on (Ruhemann
and Merriman), T., 1393 ; P.,

225.

sodium derivative, syntheses with
(Michael), A., i, 564.

Acetoacetic acid, nitroso-, ethyl ester,

preparation of (Bouveault and
Wahl), A.,i, 506.

tsonitroso-, ethyl ester, action of hydr-
oxylamine on (Bouveault and
Wahl), A., i, 257 ;

(Hantzsch),
A., i, 408.

Acetol. See Acetylcarbinol.

Acetone, molecular refractions of mix-
tures of water and (Homfray), T.,

1437; P., 226.

action of light on a mixture of, with
hydrogen cyanide (Ciamician and
Silber), a., i, 414.

equilibrium between hydroxylaraine

hydrochloride and (Landkieu), A.,

ii, 445.

mechanism of the chlorination of,

when mixed with water in presence

of marble (Kling), A., i, 327.

oxidation of (Pastuueau), A., i, 572.

action of magnesium amalgam on
(Couturier and Meunier), A., i,

326.

action of, on mercuric acetate (Las-

he rre), A., i, 740.

action of, on mercuric oxide (AuLD
and Hantzsch), A., i, 742.

action of potassium hj'droxide on a

mixture of, with phenylacetylene

(Skossakbwsky), a., i, 774.
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Acetone, condensation of, with pyro-

gallol (Fabixyi and Szeki), A., i,

888.

electrolysis in (Levi and Vogher.4.),

A., i, 572.

formation of, in the body (Maigson
;

Satta), a., ii, 406
;
(Waldvogel),

A., ii, 735.

compounds of, with bromine and
chlorine (McIntosh), T., 790; P.,

64, 120.

compound of, with mercury cyanide

(Marsh and Struther-s), T., 1878 ;

P., 248.

compounds of, with nitric, sulphuric,

and chlorosulphonic acids (McIn-
tosh), a., i, 677.

source of error in the estimation of, by
the iodoform process (Vaubel and
Scheuer), A., ii, 291 ;

(Keppeler),
a., ii, 360.

Acetone, amino-, condensatiou of, with
benzaldehyde (Alexander), A.,

i, 92.

action of hydrogen cyanide on
(Gabriel), A., i, 265.

<nchloro-, isomeride of (Perrier and
Prost), a., i, 171.

Acetonedicarboxylic acid, ethyl ester,

condensation of, witli benzylidene-
aniline (Mayek), A., i, 429.

Acetonitrile, viono- and di-hroTao-

(Steinkoi'f), a., i, 756.

nitro-, attempts to synthesise (Stein-
KOPF), A., i, 122.

Acetonitrile poisoning. See under
Poisoning.

Acetonyldimethylsolphine chloride
(.Smilks), p., 93.

Acetophenone, action of ammonium
sulphide on (Manchot and
Kkische), a., i, 142.

action of formamide on (Reich), A.,
i, 35.

action of potassium hydroxide on a
mixture of, with plieuylacetylene

(Bektrond), a., i, 775.

compound of, with mercury cyanide
(M.\iwH and Struthers), T., 1878;
P., 248.

Aeetophenone, p-amino-, pharmacology
of some condensation products of,

with aldehydes (Hildebrandt),
A.; ii, 743.

m- and p-hydroxy-, and their methyl
ethers (Emkma.v, Beugema, and
Hexrard), a., i, 360.

Monitroso- .{decomposition of thesodiam
derivative of (Slciter), A., i,

791.

Aeetophenoneanil (Busch and Rinck),
A., i, 519.

Aceto-o-toloidide, di- and <ri-chloro- and
iodo- (BoDRocx), A., i, 643.

Acetotoluidides, 2- and 3-, iodo-deriv-

atives of (Artmaxx), A., i, 878.

Acetozy-. See also under the parent

Substance.

o-Acetoxybenzaldehyde diacetate and
3-bromo- (Heintschel), A., i, 810.

o-Acetoxydihydro fsosafrole, bromo-
derivatives (Hoering), A., i, 903.

iS-bromonitro- (Hdering), A., i, 902.

3-Acetoxy-2-phenyl-4:5-diphenylene-
fnran (Japp and Wood), T., 712.

a-Acetoxypropionic acid {acetyl-Iodic

acid) (Ai'fiEK), A., i, 320.

Acetoxypropionitrile {aixtyl-lactoniirile)

(AxscHtJTz), A.,i, 267.

o-Acetoxypropylbenzene, j8-bromo-

(Hoeking), a., i, 903.

7-AcetoxypropyIphtlialiniinomaloiiic

acid, -etlivl ester (Sokensex), A., i,

749.

2'-Acetoxy-3:4:4'-trimethoxychalkone
and its dibromide (Bloji and Tambor),
A., i, 916.

Acetyl-. See also Acet-, and under the

parent Substance.

Acetyl hydrogen peroxide, preparation

of (Parke, D.4.vis k Co.), A., i, 317.

thiocyanate, tautomerisni of (DixoN
and Hawthorne), T., 468;P.,121.

influence of temi)erature on the

interaction of, with bases (Doran
and Dixon), T., 331 ; P., 77.

Acetylacetone, action of methyl and
ethyl chloro-o.xalate3 on (Tkim-
bach), a., i, 565.

condensation of, with methylpyrazol-

one (Wolff), A., i, 840.

sodium derivative, action of phenyl-
jtropiolyl chloride on (Ruhemann
and Meriiiman), T., 1390 ; P., 224.

Acetylacetonylozalic acid, methyl ester

(Tkimbach), a., i, 565.

Acetylanthranil, physical constants of

(Schmidt), A., i, 213.

4-nitro-, prejwiration of, and con-

densation of, with primary amines
(Booert and Stein er), A., i, 945.

6-nitro-, and its reactions (Booert
and Chambers), A., i, 612.

preparation of, and conilensation of,

with primary amines (Booert
and Chambkr-s), A., i, 612;
(B(k;krt and Sf.ii.), A., i, 945.

A'-Acetylanthranilic acid, w-chloro- (v.

Pawlewski), A., i, 437.

(ftchloro-, and it<i salts, ethyl ester,

nnd la rsKR), A., i, 130.

4-nitro-, t 7-nitro-4-keto-2-

alkyl(l....-.>".,„,iia/olines from (Bo-
gert and Striner), A., i, 945.
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Acetylanthranilimine, rfichloro-. See
3-Keto-2-dichloromethyl(iihydroquiu-

azoline.

Acetylation in aqueous solutions (A. and
L. LuMiiiRE and Barbier), A., i,

642.

r6le of sulphuric acid in, with acetic

anhydride (Stillioh), A., i, 318.

Acetylbenzylmalonanilic acid, ethyl

ester (Dieckmann, Hoppe, and
Stein), A., i, 136.

7-Acetylbutyric acid and its hydrate
(Kay and Perkin), T., 1074. -

Acetylcamphor, neXv formation of, and
its inline (Forster and Judd), T.,

368; P., 116.

Acetylcarbiuol (acetol), preparation and
reactions of (Nef), A., i, 5

;
(Pas-

tureau), a., i, 572.

oxidation of (Kling), A., i, 3.

aqueous solutions of (Kling), A., i,

625.

action of alkalis on aqueous solutions

of (Kling), A., i, 503.

hydrates of (Kling), A., i, 402.

esters of (Kling), A., i, 732.

acetate of, and its oxime and semi-

carbazone (Nef), A., i, 6.

^-bromo- and j3-uitro-phenylhydr-

azones of, and their acetyl deriv-

atives (Palazzo and Caldarella),
A., i, 937.

Acetylcarbinolsemicarbazone {acetol-

semicarbazone) (Nkf), A., i, 4.

Acetylcatecliol, amino- (Farbwerke
voRM. Meister, Lucius, &
Bruning), a., i, 127.

and its hydrochloride (Stolz and
Meyer), A., i, 106.

reduction of (Farbwerke yorm.
Meister, Lucius, & Brijning),
A., i, 436.

Acetylcelluloses (Hakussermann), A.,

i, 574.

Acetylcitric acid, s-dimethyl ester and
its amide and nitrile, and mono-
methyl ester, and its anhydride
(Schroeter and Schmitz), A., i, 7^8.

Acetylcotamine and its oxinie (Aii-

lers), a., i, 786.

s-Acetyl-if'-cumylhydrazide (Willoe-
RODT and Herzog), A., i, 550.

Acetyldextrin, (^^chloro- (Kldiasch-
wim), A., i, 634.

Acetyldiketo-. See Diketoacetyl-.

Acetylene, combustion of (Bone and
Andrew), T., 1232 ; P., 220.

some reactions of (Nieuwland), A.,

i, 557.

action of, on aqueous and hydrochloric

acid solutions of mercuric chloride

(Brame), T., 427 ; P., 119,

Acetylene, action of, on solutions of

mercuricchloride(BiLTzaud Mumm),
A., i, 2 ;

(HOFMANN), A., i, 2, 268

;

(Biltz), a., i, 165.

itj^rachloride, preparation of (Con-
sortium FiJR Elektrochemische
Industrie), A., i, 110.

Acetylene, f?Modo-, preparation of

(Biltz and KiJppERs), A., i, 1.

7-Acetyl-a-ethylbutyric acid, and its

semicarbazone (Blaise and Lut-
tringer), a., i, 627.

7-Acetyl-a-ethylglutaric acid, ethyl

ester (Blaise and Luttringer), A.,

i, 627.

Acetyl groups, estimation of (Perkin),

T., 107 ;
(Sudborough and Thomas),

T., 1752 ; P., 88.

Acetylhexoyloximes (Locquin), A,, i,

19.

Acetylhydrazide, dicyano-, and its

aminoxime (Rinman), A., i, 389.

Acetylhydrocotarnineacetic acid di-

bromide and its methyl ester and di-

hydro-derivative (Ahleps), A., i, 786.

2-Acetylindanedione, formation of

(BfJLow and Deskniss), A., i, 42.

Acetylketo-. See Ketoacetyl-

Acetyl-lactic acid. See o-Acetoxyprop-

ionic acid.

Acetylmalonic acid, ethyl ester, action

of hydroxylamine on (Palazzo and
Salvo), A., i, 858.

Acetylmethylcarbinol and its semi-

carbazone (Kling), A., i, 504.

presence of, in certain vinegars

(Pastureau), A., i, 559.

3-Acetyl-l-metliylpiperidine and its

oxinie, pheuylhydrazone, and semi-

carbazone and their hydrochlorides

(Lipp and Widnmann), A., i, 662.

Acetyl t'sonitrosoacetoacetic acid, ethyl

ester (Wahl), A., i, 408.

Acetylnonoyl (Locquin), A., i, 21.

Acetylnonoyl-oximes and -semicarb-

azones (Locquin), A., i, 20.

a-Acetyloximino-/3-phenylhydrazino-

butyric acid, ethyl ester (Wahl),
A., i. 408.

jw-Acetylphenoxyacetic acid, w-chloro-,

and its .salts and ethyl ester (KUNC-
kell), a., i, 646.

3-Acetyl-l-phenyl-4-methyl-A''"'-c?/c^o-

butadiene-2-carboxylic acid (Ruhk-
MANN and Mkrkiman), T., 1391 ; P.,

225.

6(or 3)-Acetyl-4-phenylpyrazolino and

its oxinie (Azzakei.lo), A., i, 941.

Acetylsalicylphenetidide (Anschitz),

A., i, 267.

Acetyltrimethylitamalic anhydride

(N0YE8), A., i, 322.
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Acetyl-j5-xylylhydrazide (Willgerodt
and Lindexberg), A., i, 551.

Achillea nobilis, essential oil of (Echter-
mrier), a., i, 535.

Achras Sapota, chicle ^m from
(TscHiRCH and Schereschewski),
A., i, 685.

Acid, C7H10O5, from gynocardinic acid

(Power and Lees), T., 351 ; P., ^9.

C7H12O3, and its phenylurt-thane and
acetyl derivative, from the lactone

from oo/3-trimethyI-/37-dibromo-

butyric acid ( Blaise and Couktot),
A., i, 563.

CjjHROg, from the condensation of

ethyl dibrnmomethylcyclopropane-
dicarlioxylate with ethyl sodio-

nialonate (Jones), T., 1065; P.,

216.

C9Hj408, ethyl ester, from ethyl

sodiopropylmalonate and ethyl
a-bromopropionate (TscHrcAEFF
and Schloesinger), A., i, 231.

CgHjgOg, from the oxide, C^^^Yi^O, from
propionepinacone (Kohn), A., 1, 167.

CioHg04, from the hydrolysis of ethyl
coumaririketoacetate(KNOEVEXAGEL
and Langensiepex), A., i, 64.

CJ0H10O3, and its salts and esters, from
ethyl 1-methylcyclohexenylidene-
3-cyanoacetate (Kxoevenagel and
MoTTEK), A., i, 62.

C10H14O3, and its isomeride, from
eamphene glycol (Moycho and
ZlENK0W§Kl), A., i, 711.

CjoHjgOj, and its dibromide, from
ginger grass oil (Walbaum and
HiJTHiG), A., i, 603.

CjiHiaO,, and its salts, from ethyl 1:5-

dimethylcyclohexenylidene-S-cyano-

acetate (Kx OEvexageland Mottek),
A., i, 62.

Ci,H„03N3,H20, from methyl 5-eth-

oxyplienyl-l:2:3-triazole-4-carboxyl-

ate(DiMROTHand Eberhardt), -A.,

i, 99.

CijHsoO,,, from the oxidation of

octa<ilvcol isobutyrate (Lesch and
MicHEi,), A., i, 403.

C,2H904N, from the condensation of

pyruvic acid with hippiiric acid

(Erlrxmeyer and Arbenz), A., i,

241.

C,2H,304N, from the oxazole,

CiaHnOjN (Erlenmeyer and
Bade), A., i, 131.

C,,Hy,0,oN'g, and its salts, from the
hydrolysis of gelatin (Skraup), A.,

i.'398.

CijH^Oj, and Ci.Ha404, and their salts,

from the oxiaation of abietic acid

(Endemasx), a., i, 526.

Acid, C1SH8O3N4CI4, from 2:5-dichloro-

])henylhydrazine (NoELTING and
Kopp), A., i, 872.

C17H14O3, and its esters and silver

salt, from the oxidation of dimethyl-

cyclopentanone (Voel.jLnder and
Siebert), a., i, 793.

CigHijOoN, ethyl ester, from ethyl

a-eyanocinnamate and magnesium
phenylacetylene bromide (Kohler
and Reimer), A., i, 348.

CigHigOgN, acetyl derivative and
sodium salt, from o-methoxybenz-
aldehyde and glycine (Erlenmeyer
and Bade), A., i, 131.

'

C22Hig07, and its salts, from tn-p-

tolylcarbinol (Tousley and GoM-
brrg), a., i, 44.

C2gH.2o02, from diphenylphenanthrone
(Agree), A., i, 216.

C27H42O6, from cholesterol (Windaus),
A., i, 128.

C32H28O5N2, and its salts and lactone,

from o-benzoylaminocinnamalde-
hyde (Reissert), A., i, 926.

CJ4H32O8N2, and its ethyl ester,

from di-o-monobromopropionyldi-
phenylethylenediamine and the

sodium derivative of ethyl salicylate

(Bl-^choff), a., i, 85.

Acid amides. See Amides.
Acid anhydrides. See Anhydrides.

Acid chlorides, action of silver cyanate

on (BrLLETER), A., i, 560, 584.

Acidimetry, use of sodium carbonate and
sodium oxalate as the standard sub-

stances in (SoREXSEX and Axdersex),
A., ii, 415.

Acids, formation of, by enzymes
(HiNKiNs), A., ii, 183.

and pseudo-acids, suggested nomen-
clature of (Haxtzsch), A., i, 317.

method for the determination of the
afiBiiities of, colorimetrically, by
means of certain vegetable colour-

ing matters (Kastlb), A., ii,

154.

heats of mixture of (Boss), A., ii,

801.

dissociation constant of, colorimetric

method for determining the (Eijd-
man), a., ii, 688.

action of inorganic compounds on
optically active (Grossmann), A.,

i, 415.

containing an ethylenic linking, action

of iodine and yellow oxide of mercury
on (BoroArLT), A., i, 9.

containing a methylene or methinene
grouping, constitution of sodium
salts of (Hallbr and Muller),
A., i. 112.
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Acids, detection of (Castellana), A., ii,

420; (Benedict and Snell), A., ii,

609.

estimation of, combined with
aluminium (Schmatolla), A., ii,

357.

Acids, aromatic carboxylic, electrolytic

reduction of, to the coiTesponding
alcohols (Mettler), A., i, 436.

aromatic fatty, formation of, in the
anirnal body (Knoop), A., ii, 46.

carboxylic, reduction of, to deriva-
tives of aldehydes (Henle), A., i,

490.

complex inorganic, derivatives of
(Rogers and Smith), A., ii, 38.

dibasic, synthesis of (Blanc), A., i,

680, 681.

os-di- and -poly-basic, esterification of

(Wegscheider and Bondi), A., i,

895.

fatty, formation of, from lactic acid

when fused with alkali hydroxides
(Raper), a., i, 405.

heat of combustion and formation of

(Thomsen), a., ii, 573.

conductivity, density, compressi-
bility, and surface tension of

aqueous solutions of (Drucker),
A., ii, 680.

chlorination of (Blank), A., i, 405.

action of, on metallic chlorides

(Benrath), a., i, 734 ; ii, 705.

monohalogen substituted, and their

derivatives, action of potassium
ethyl xanthate on (Troger and
Volkmer), a., i, 15.

action of potassium and potassium
methyl and ethyl xanthates on
(Holmberg), a., i, 323.

fatty volatile, in cheese (Jensen), A.

,

ii, 114.

estimation of, in palm oils and
butter (Jensen), A., ii, 772.

normal, standardising of (Sebelien),
A., ii, 551.

organic, electrolysis of, by means of

an alternating current (Brochet
and Petit), A., ii, 227.

solubilities of, in water (Dolinski),

A., i, 524.

action of sulphuric acid on
(Okchsner dr Coninck and
Raynaud), A., i, 321.

use of, for the precipitation and
separation of thonuni dioxide

from cerium, lanthanum, and
didymium oxides (KoLB and
Ahrlk), a., ii, 288.

simultaneous variations of, in some
oleaginous plants (ANDRit), A., ii,

605.

Acids, organic, iron salts, resemblance
of, to salts of nitro-derivatives

(Konowaloff), a., i, 8.

sparingly soluble, influence of various

sodium salts on the solubility of

(Philip), T., 987 ; P., 200.

tertiary, elimination of carbon mon-
oxide from, with concentrated

sulphuric acid (Bistrzycki and
Reintke), a., i, 285.

unsaturated, action of ethyl sodio-

malonate on the sodium salts of

(Reinicke), a., i, 787; (Vor-
LANDER and Siebert), a., i, 794.

hydrogenation of esters of (Bou-
VEAULT and Blanc), A., i, 11.

separation of isomerides of (Bou-
gault), a., i, 9.

unsaturated open-chain, migration of

the ethylenic linking in (Blaise
and Luttringer), A., i, 168.

volatile, estimation of, in wine
(Windisch and Roettgen), A., ii,

212, 361.

See also Aldehydo-acids, Aldehydo-
carboxylic acids, Alkyloxy-acids,

Amino-acids, Aminohydroxy-acids,

Aminosulphonic acids, Anhydro-
carboxylic acids, Diamino-acids,

Disulpho-acids, Hydroxy-acids,

Hydroxycarboxylic acids, Keto-fatty

acids, Ketonic acids, Lactouic acid,

Methoxy-acids, and Thio-acids.

Aconic acid, phenylbydrazine deriva-

tives of (Reitter and Bender), A.,

i, 669.

Aconine and its tetra-acetyl derivative

(Schulze), a., i, 657.

Aconines, jiroperties of (Dunstan and
Henry), T., 1654; P., 235.

Aconitanilic acid, esters (Bertram), A.,

i, 465.

Aconite alkaloids. See Alkaloids.

Aconite-monoanilidic acid, and its

aniline salt (Bertram), A., i, 465.

Aconitic acid, Af.s-imide of, audits silver

salt (ScHROETER, ScHWAMBORN, and
Stassen), a., i, 819.

Aconitic trimethylamide (Bertram),
A., i, 466.

Aconitine.triacetyl derivative (Schulze),

A., i, 6.")6.

reactions of (Alvarez), A., ii, 491
;

(Reichard), a., ii, 777.

i^-Aconitine, formula of (Dunstan and
Andrews), T., 1636 ; P., 234.

Aconitines from various aconites, com-

position and ])ropcrties of (Dunstan
and Hk.nky), T., 1650; P., 235.

Acraldehyde, preparation of, by the

boric acid method (LocKEMANN and

LtFJiCHE), A., i, 570.
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Acridan, definition of the term (Deokee),
A., i, 667.

Acridine series, studies in the (Hewitt
and Fox), T., 1058; P., 215.

Acridines, interaction of, with magnesium
alkyl halides (Sexier, Austin, and
Clarke), T., 1469 ; P., 227.

Acridone, 2:4-c?ihydroxy-, and its de-

rivatives ( Baczyxski and v. Niemex-
TOWsKi), A., i, 927.

Acridylphenylethanol and its additive

salts (Fkiedlaxder), A., i, 829.

Acrylic acid, chloro-, iodosochloride,

o-chloro-3-iodo-, and chloroiodoso-.

and its acetyl derivative (Thiele
and Peter), A., i, 735.

Acrylic acids, substituted, esterifica-

tion constants of (Sudborocgh and
Roberts). T., 1840 ; P., 86,

Actinia mesembryanthemum, pigment
of (Griffiths), A., i, 29.3.

Actinium and emanium (Marckwald),
A., ii, 497.

the degradation constant of the

emanations from (Hahn and
Sackur), a., ii, 432.

and its successive products (God-
lewski), a., ii, 497.

B- and 7-rays, absorption of (GoD-
lewski), a., ii, 666.

gases produced by(DEBiERXE), A., ii, 623.

Acylcyanoacetic acids, alkyl esters, con-
stitution of (Haller aud Mulleb),
A., i, 112.

Acyl groups, intramolecular migration
of (Wislicexus), a., i, 170.

Acyl-hydraziaes, condensation of, with
aldehydes and ketones, metallic de-
rivatives of, and their behaviour
towards acid chlorides and iodine

(STOLLii and M(5xcn), A., i, 94.

Address, presidential (Tildex), T., 546 ;

P., 104.

Adenase (ScHiTTExnELM), A., i, 108,

645; (Schexck), A., ii, 266; (JoxE.s

and WixTERXiTz), A.,ii, 333; (Joxfjj),

A., ii, 644.

Adenine, 2-amino-, and its salts

(Traube), a., i, 101.

Adipic acid, preparation of (Holle-
max, VAX DER Laax, and Slijper),
A., i, 444.

a-amino-, and its copper salt (DiECK-
MAXX), A., i, 417.

a57-/rthydroxy-, and its metallic and
quinine salts (KiLlAXi), A., i, 859.

Adrenaline. See Epinephrine.
Akkimtv, chemical:—

Affinities of acids, method for the

determination of, colorim<rtrically,

by means of certain vegetable colour-

ing matters (Kastle), A., ii, 154.

Affixitt, chemical :

—

Association in mixed solvents (Babg-
ER), T., 1042 ; P., 204.

Chemical action, action of radium rays

on (JoRissEN and Rixger), A., ii,

219.

Chemical change and radioactivity

(Campbell), A., ii, 296.

Chemical changes which are reversible,

kinetics of (Fawsitt), T., 494; P.,

115.

Chemical dynamics, a rule in (Plotni-
koff), a., ii, 376, 571 ; (Auer-
bach), a., ii, 571.

of alcoholic fermentation by yeast

(Slator), p., 304.

of development (Sheppard and
Mees), a., ii. 294, 784.

of the reaction between sodium thio-

sulphate and organic halogen
compounds (Slator), T., 481 ;

P., 121.

Chemical eqtiilibrium, determination

of, from explosion processes

(Fixckh; Nernst), A., ii,

444.

thermodynamic potential and its

application to problems of (VAX
L.var), a., ii, 683.

and reaction velocity in homogene-
ous systems and their bearing on
cases of enzyme action (Visser),

A., ii, 577.

of binary solutions, influence of sub-

stitution in the components on
the (Kremaxx), a., i, 270; ii,

77.

of the same reaction in diflerent

solvents, magnitude of the
(PlSSARJEWSKV), A., ii, 16.

of the electrolytic dissociation of

partially neutralised acids and
bases (Osaka), A., ii, 804.

among certain bases in simultaneous
contact with phosphoric acid

(QfARTAKOLl), A., ii, 821.

measurements of, in the contact

process of preparing sulphur tri-

oxide (Bodexstein and Pohl),
A., ii, 581.

between acetone and hydroxylamine
hydrochloride (Landrieu), A.,
ii, 44.'').

between calcium and other salts in

the formation of oceanic salt

deposits (van "t Hoff and Blas-
kale), a., ii, 641.

tlie system, cupric chloride, aro>

iiiouiuni chloride, and water
;MFKKnrK«;), A., ii, 17.

in the system, G10:S03:H,0 (Par-
sons), A., ii, 84.
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Affinity, chemical :

—

Chemical equilibrium, chemical and
electrical examination of the,

HI03 + 5HI<=*3l2 + 3H20 and
H Brbs + 5H Br<='3Br2 + SHgO
(Luther and Sammet), A., ii,

608.

between niagnesium and sodium
sulphates (Denison), A., ii, 456.

between a nitrogen base and organic

acids in various solvents (Sill),

A., ii, 377.

between ozone and hydrochloric

acid (Jahn), A., ii, 16.

nuclear synthetical, between phen-

ols, bicarbonates, and phenol-

carboxylic acids in aqueous solu-

tion (Hallstkom), a., ii, 511.

the system, potassium iodate, iodic

acid, and water at 30° (Meek-
burg), A., ii, 17.

some determinations in the systems,

KIO3—HIO3—H2O, NaFO,—
HIO3—H2O, and NHJO3—HiOg
—H2O (Meerburg), a., ii, 508.

the system pyridine and methyl
iodide (Aten), A., ii, 237.

Equilibrium constant, influence of the

solvent on the (Pissarjewsky and
Lemcke), a., ii, 684.

Chemical reaction, possibility of (de

Forcuand), a., ii, 15.

condition of a, forming a mono-
variant system (Matignon), A.,

ii, 235.

Chemical reactions, prediction of (de

Forcrand), a., ii, 15.

which take place in several stages

(Brunner), a., ii, 511.

use of the hot and cold tube in the

study of (Berthelot), A., ii,

308, 378, 810.

Beactions, some thermochemical rules

relating to the possibility and prog-

nostication of (Berthelot), A.,

ii, 76.

Catalysis, periodic contact (Bredig
and Wilke), A., ii, 151.

by cyanide ions (Stern), A., ii,

150.

by ferments (v. Euler), A., ii,

693.

new case of, by hydrogen ions

(Bredig), A., ii, 692.

influence of alkaloids and alkaloidal

salts on (Brown and Neilson),

A., ii, 447.

r6le of diffusion during, by colloidal

metals (Sand), A., ii, 233;
(Senter), A., ii, 379.

Catalytic eater exchanges (Kremann),
A., ii, 630.

Affinity, chemical :

—

Catalytic reactions, theory of (Kull
gren), a., ii, 237.

heterogeneous (Bodrnstein and
Ohlmer), a., ii, 692.

Dissociating compounds, fusion of

and the degree of dissociation of the
fused substance (Kremann), A., i,

270 ; ii, 76.

Dissociation, effect of temperature
on (Jones and West), A., ii,

794.

of electrolytes (Liebenoff), A., ii,

499.

of ternary electrolytes (Kummel),
A., ii, 226, 502; (Drucker), A.,

ii, 371.

of nitro-compounds in certain solv-

ents (Bruni and Sala), A., ii,

146.

of double salts in water (RiMBACH
and Grevve), A., ii, 375.

Dissociation constant of acids, colori-

metric method for determining the

(Eijdman), a., ii, 688.

Distribution of soluble substances

between water and aromatic

hydrocarbons (Herz and Fisch-
er), A., ii, 304.

of soluble substances between water

and amyl alcohol (Herz and
Fischer), A., ii, 79.

Dynamic isomerism (Lovvry), A., ii,

16.

Energy of formation, free (v. JOpt-
nkr), a., ii, 16.

Enzjrme action, studies on (Senter),

A., i, 107 ; ii, 377, 380 ;
(Henri),

A., ii, 237; (v. Euler), A., ii,

378.

reaction velocity and chemical
equilibrium in relation to (Vis-

ser), a., ii, 577.

Hydrolysis, contributions to the

theory of (Kremann), A., ii,

630.

of esters in heterogeneous systems
(Kremann), A., ii, 307, 688;
(Goldschmidt), a., ii, 578.

Hydrolytic decompositioa in non-

aqueous .solutions (Bkuni and
Manuelli), a., ii, 689.

Kinetics of the benzoin synthesis

(Stern), A., ii, 150.

of the nitration reaction (Martin-
skn), a., ii, 149.

of processes of oxidation (Skrabal),
A., ii, 804.

of reactions in heterogeneous sys-

tems ; hydrolysis in non-homo-
geneous systems (Kremann), A.,

ii, 307.
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Affixitt, chemical :

—

Kinetics of reactions in mixtures of

water and alcohol (Kreman'K),
A., ii, 307.

of the reaction between potassium
permanganate and oxalic acid

(Skrabal), a., ii, 17.

Kinetic measurements, use of the
differential equation in calculating

the results of (Bray), A., ii, 690.

Kinetic study of organic reactions

(Goldschmidt), a., ii, 691.

Velocity of change in catalytic re-

actions (Kullgren), a., ii, 237.

Velocity of chemical auto-heating
(BhEitifj and Epstein*), A., ii. 75.

Velocity of decomposition of am-
monium nitrite (Blanch.^rd), A.,

ii, 237.

of hydrogen peioxide by hsemase,

effect of "poisons" on the
(Senter), a., i, 107 ; ii, 380.

Velocity of hydrolysis, influence of

hydroxyl and alkoxyl groups on the
(FiNDLAT and Turner), T., 747;
P., 127.

Velocity of reaction and free energy
(Bkunner), a., ii, 236.

in heterogeneous systems (Senter),
A., ii, 377.

discussion of Nemst's theory of
the (Sand), A., ii, 233

;
(Sen-

ter), A., ii, 380.

and chemical equilibrium in homo-
geneous systems and their bearing
on cases of enzyme action (Vis-
see), A., ii, 577.

cause of the period of induction in

the union of hydrogen and
chlorine (Chapman and Bur-
GES.S), A., ii, 236, 697.

Agglutinins, action of (Henri), A., ii,

237.

Air. See Atmospheric air.

Air pomp, Touler mercury, two modi-
fications of the (Stock), A., ii, 514.

3 Alacreatine and /3-Alacreatinine and
their adilitive salts (Hoi.m), A., i, 29.

Alanine, A'-acyl derivatives (Fischer
and Koenios), A., i, 32.

a-bromoisohexoyl derivative (Fischer
and Warburg), A., i, 691.

iS-Alanine and its esters, and their ad-
ditive salts (Holm), A., ii, 29.

Alanyl chloride hydrochloride (Fischer
and Ueuter), A., i, 264 ; (Fischer),
A., i, 861.

Alanylalanine and its derivatives (Fis-

cher an<l Kautzsch), A., i, 637.

Alanylglycine and its a-broinoisohexoyl
derivative (FiscHER and Axhavsen),
A., i, 689.

Lxxxviii. ii.

rf-Alanylglycine (Fischer), A., i, 864.

/-Alanylglycine (Fischer and "Wak-
BiKG), A., i, 691.

Alanyl-leucines and their phenylcarb-
amifie derivatives (Fischer and War-
burg), A., i, 691.

Alanyl-leucylglycine (Fischer and
Brunner), a., i, 690.

Albans from various gutta-perchas
(Tschirch and Muller), A., i, 452,

453, 454.

Albumin, constitution of the indole

group in (Ellinger), A., i, 827.

precipitated by heat in presence of

acid, action of pepsin on (Disdier),
A., i, 251.

colloidal, precipitation of (M.ithews),
A., i, 846.

precipitation of, by means of salts of

heavy metals (Pauli), A., i, 496.

estimation of, in barlev (Heerde and
Busch), A.,ii, 364.

"

Albumins, oxidation of (v. Fijeth), A.,

i, 497.

Albumose, chemical changes attending
the aerobic bacterial fermentation of

(Adeney), a., ii, 340.

AlcohoL See Ethyl alcohol.

Alcohol, C^HigOa, from the dihydroxy-
aldehyde, C-HnOj (Weis), A., i, 17.

C-HijOs, and its triacetate, from the
aldol, C7Hi403(LiCHrENSTERN), A.,

i, 509,

CioHjgO, and its phenylurethanes,
from ginger grass oil (Walbaum
and HCthig), A., i, 604.

CjjHieO, from phenylmethylethylene
oxide (TiFFENEAU), A., i, 524.

CijHjgO, from the action of phenyl-
acclylene on methylcyclohexanone
in presence of potassium hydroxide
(Bertrond). a., i, 775.

CjgHi^O, from ihe action of phenyl-
acetylene on acetophenone in pre-

sence of potassium hydroxide (Ber-
trond), A., i, 775.

CjgHaiiO, from the action of phenyl

-

acetylene on menthone in presence
of potassium hydroxide (Roman-
off), A., i, 77.').

Alcoholic fermentation. See Fermenta-
tion.

Aleoholfl, formation of, from acid amides
(Scheublk and Loebl), A., i, 2.

heats of combustion and formation of

(Tuomsen), a., ii, 573.

osmotic experiments on mixtures of

water with (Barlow), A., ii,

507.

reaction of, with /-menthylcarbimide
(PicKARn, LiTTLEBURY, and Ne-
ville), P., 286.

68
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Alcohols, action of metalamraonium
compounds on (Chablay), A., i,

502.

action of, on Echinoderm eggs (FuH-
nek), a., ii, 49.

colour reactions for (Gu6kin), A., ii,

209.

Alcohols, aromatic, formation of, from
amino-acids (Langguth), A., i,

593.

formation of, from the corresponding
carboxylic acids (Mettler), A.,

i, 436.

fatty, action of phosphorous haloids

on (Walker and Johnson), T.,

1592; P., 232.

higher fattj', estimation of, colori-

metrically, in brandies (Rocques),
A., ii, 359.

. estimation of, in spirits (Beck-
mann), a., ii, 768.

hydroaromatic, conversion of, into

benzene derivatives (Auwers and
Hessenland), a., i, 434.

mono- and poly-hydric, synthesis of

(Grignard), a., i, 593.

polyhydric, action of metalammonium
compounds on (Chablay), A., i,

502,

optically active, action of inorganic

compounds on (Grossmann), A.,

i, 415, 861.

esterifieation of, by phosphoric and
phosphorous acids (Carr£), A.,

i, 814.

normal Cg secondary (Henry), A., i,

402.

primary, saturated and unsaturated,

formation of (Bouveault and
Blanc), A., i, 11, 13.

primary, secondary, and tertiary, re-

action distinguishing between (Sa-

batier and Senderens), A., i, 254.

saturated cyclic, syntliesis of alkyl

derivatives of(HALLERand March),
A., i, 276.

unsaturated, formation of (Faworsky),
A., i, 773 ;

(Skossarewsky ; Bork),

A., i, 774 ; (Neweuowitsch ; Bek-
trond ; Romanoff), A., i, 775.

Alcohols, aci-dimtro- (Dudbn and
Ponndorf), a., i, 558.

See also Amino-alcohols, Glycols, and
Kctonic alcohols.

Aldehyde. See Acetaldehyde.

Aldehyde, CigHmO, and its derivatives,

from ginger grass oil (Walbaum
and Ht-THio), A., i, 603.

Ci^U.^fi.2, and its dibromide, fmm the

condensation of ji-butaldehydo and
sulphuric acid (Gorhan), A., i,

171.

Aldehyde, Ci._,Hi;jON, and its salts, oxime,
and phenylhydrazone, from the
methylaniline compound of dinitro-

phenylpyridinium chloride (Zincke
and Wurker), A., i, 242.

CjgHjgOXBr, and its salts, oxime,
and phenylhydrazone, from the
methyl-^-bromoaniline compound
of dinitrophenylpyridinium chloride

(Zincke and Wurker), A., i, 242.

Aldehyde-ammonia, action of light on
a mixture of, with hydrogen cyan-
ide (CiAMiciAN and Silber), A., i,

414.

reactions of (Duden, Bock, and
Reid), a., i, 568.

Aldehyde hydrogen sulphites, formulae

for (Rosenheim), A., i, 508.

Aldehydes, preparation of (Farben-
FABRIKEN VORM. F. BaYER & Co.),

A., i, 355 ; (Sabatier and Sender-
ens), A., i, 401.

synthesis of, by means of formic acid

(Houben), a., i, 600.

synthesis of, by means of the substi-

tuted glycidic acids (Darzens), A.,

i, 116.

heats of combustion and formation of

(Thomsen), a., ii, 573.

replacement of the aldehyde oxygen
atom in, by two univalent hydro-
carbon radicles by means of Grig-

nard's reaction (F. and L. Sachs),
A., i, 190, 274.

action of acid amides on (Reich), A.,

i, 35.

condensation of, with o-amino-??i-xylyl-

jo-toluidine (v. Walthek and
Bamberg), A., i, 298.

action of tetrabromo-o-benzoquinone
on (Jackson and Russe), A., i,

217.

condensation of, with dibenzoyl ketone
under the influence of hydrochloric

acid (Hertzka), A., i, 291.

condensation of, with hippuric acid

(ERLENMEYKRand Matter ; Erlen-
meyer and Stadlin), A., i, 238 ;

(Erlenmeyer and SVittenbero),
A., i, 240.

condensation of, witli imines (Mayer),
A., i, 214.

condensation of, with ketones (v.

Liri'MANN and Fritsch), A., i,

443.

condensation of, witli ketones in pre-

sence of potassium cyanide (Sal-

kind), A., i, 732.

condensation of, with o-ketonic acids

by means of hydrocliloric acid or

sodium hydroxide (Erlenmeybb),
A., i, 783.
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Aldehydes, condensatiou of, with ketonic
]

compounds (Knoevexagel), A., i,

61 ;
(KNOEVEXAGELaud Albekt), a.,

i, 62 ; (KxoEVENAGEL and Herz ;

Knoevenagel and Schroder), A.,

i, 63 ; (KxoEVEXAGELand Laxgex-
siEPEx), A., i, 64 ; (Kxoevexagel
and Arxot ; Kxoevexagel and
Walter), A., i, 65.

action of mercury cyanide on (Marsh
andSTRUTHERs), T., 1882 ; P., 248.

condensation of, with rhodanic acids

(Andreasch and Zipser), A., i,

931 ; (Stuchetz), A., i, 933.

phosphorus acid derivatives of

(Marie), A., i, 17.

tests for (Leys), A., ii, 655; (Rams-
DEX), A., ii, 770.

a new reaction of, and the isomerism of

their oximes (CoxDUCH^:), A., i, 288,

estimation of, by means of their nitro-

phenylhydrazones (Alberd.\ van
Ekex.'^teix and Blanksma), A., i,

474.

estimation of, in essential oils (Sadt-
ler), A., ii, 867.

indirect estimation of, in oil of lemon
(Berti^,), a., ii, 656.

Aldehydes, aromatic, and aromatic ket-

ones, characterisation of (Pe-

trexko-Kritschexko and Dol-
gopoloff), A. , i, 354

;
(Petrexko-

Krit.schexko, Eltscuanixoff,
Ke-stner, and Dolgopoloff), A.,

i, 742.

action of, on sodium l-methyl-3-
cyclohexanoxide (Haller and
March), A., i. 771.

action of nitrogen sulphide on
(Davis), T., 1831 ; P., 258.

compounds of, with magnesium
derivatives of ethylene dibromide
(Ahrexs and Stapler), A., i,

423, 868.

compounds of, with i9-phenylhydr-
oxylamine (Plaxcher ancl Picci-
xini), a., i, 705.

fatty, preparation of(BouVEAULT), A.,
i, 116.

electrolytic oxidation of (Law), T.,

198 ; P., 7.

condensation Tirotlucts of, with
negati vely-8ul)stituted acetic acids

(Knoevenagel), A., i, 169.

action of, on the sodium derivative

of primary aromatic amines (Ou-
LOFF), A., i, 189.

See also Hydroxyaldehydes and
Ketonic aldehydes.

Aldehydesulphnrons aeid, constitution
of (Rkixking, Dkhnel, and Lab-
hardt), A., i, 261.

Aldehydo-acids (Blaise and Courtot),
A., i, 562.

•y-Aldehydobutyric acid and its phenyl-
hydrazoue (Ellingek), A., i, 828.

o-Aldehydocarboxylic acids, products of

the condensation of (Bruns), A.,

i, 353 ; (Gadamer), A., i, 368
;

(Goldschmiedt), A.,i, 527.

condensation of, with ketone3(LuKSCH),
A., i, 68.

Alder bark, estimation of the active

principles of (Warin), A., ii, 363,

659.

Aldol, CgHi.204, and its diacetate, from
ethoxyacetalJehyde and formalde-
hyde (Kluger), A., i, 684.

C7H14O.2, from isovaleraldehyde and
acetaldehyde (Ehrexfreuxd), A.,

i, 861.

C-Hj^Oj, and its oxime and diacetyl-

nitrile, from isovaleraldehyde and
formaldehyde (Lichtenstern), A.,

i, 509.

CjoHigOj, and its oxime nnd acetyl

derivative, from metliylethylacr-

aldehyde and isobutaldehyde(MoR.\-
WETZ), A., i, 262.

C10H.20O2, from isovaleraldehyde
(Raix'er), a., i, 16.

Aldols. See S-Hydroxyaldehydes.
Aldozimes, hydrogenation of (Mailhe),

a., i, 571.

condensation of, with isonitrosoketones
(DiELS and van der Leeden), A.,
i, 946.

Alearone grains, composition and sig-

nification of (Posterxak), a., ii,

276.

Algse, marine, the carbohydrates of, and
their products (Konig and Bettels),
A., ii, 851.

Alimentary canal, movements of the,

after section of nerves (Cannon), A.,
ii, 179.

Alixarin, action of a mixture of glacial

acetic acid and hydriodic acid on
(Lagodzixski), A., i, 601.

2-methyl ether, 4-bromo- (Farbwerke
voRM. Mk.«ter, Lrcius, & BrOx-
ixg), a., i, 709.

dimethyl ether (Graebe), A., i, 219;
(Farbwerke vorm. Mei.hter,
Lucius, k BrCning), A., i, 654.

Alkali carbonates and hydroxitles, action
of carbon dioxide on (Raikow), A.,
ii, 85.

chlorides, com[K>unds of, with ferric

chloride, formation and solubility of
(H1XRICH8EN and Sachsel), A.,
ii, P2.

copper cyanide.4 (Grohsmanx and von
DER Forst), a., i, 179.
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Alkali haloids, determination of the
specific gravity of (Buchanan), P.,

122.

hydrides, influence of traces of moisture
on the decomposition of, by carbon
dioxide or acetylene (Moissan), A.

,

ii, 818.

hydrogen carbonates, complex com-
pounds of, with heavy metals

(Luther and Krsnjavi), A., ii,

705.

hydroxides, action of, on sulphur
(Pomeranz), a., ii, 698.

/jcriodates, normal basicity of (Gio-

LiTTi), A., ii, 311.

metals and alkaline-earth metals, posi-

tion of, in the electrochemical

series at high temperatures (Dan-
NEEL and Stockem), A., ii, 388.

and their salts, emission of light

from the vapours of, and the

centre of this emission (Lenard),
A., ii, 565.

emission of negative corpuscles by
(Thomson), A., ii, 791.

boiling points of the (Ruff and
Johannsen), a., ii, 818.

relation of ammonium to the (Tut-

ton), T., 1123; P., 177.

^e^'^amolybdates, estimation of, iodo-

metrically (Glasmann), A., ii,

209.

nitrites, preparation of (Grossmann),
A.,ii, 819.

and their decomposition by heat

(R.\y), T., 177.

oxides, affinity of, towards various

anhydrides (Gerassimoff), A., ii,

85.

peroxidea, action of boric acid on the

(Jaubkrt), A., ii, 26.

salts from the region of Lake Chad
(Courtet), a., ii, 173.

selenales and sulpliates, topic para-

meters of (TuTTON), T., 1183 ; P.,

217.

vanadates, .spitting of (PuANDTii), A.,

ii, 170.

Alkaline- earth carbonates, decomposi-

tion of, by alkali chlorides in pre-

sence of water (Cantoni and
GoouELiA), A., ii, 87.

dissociation of (Brill), A., ii,

522.

and hydroxides, action of carbon

dioxide on (Raikow), A., ii, 85.

copper cyanides (Grossmann and von
DER FORST), A., i, 180.

fluorides, spectra of, in the electric

arc (Fabry), A., ii, 217.

hydrides, reactions of (Moissan), A.,

ii, 818.

Alkaline-earth metals and alkali metals,

position of, in the electrochemical
series at high temperatures (Dan-
NEEL and Stockem), A., ii, 388.

nitrites and their decomposition by
heat (Ray), T., 177.

silicates (JoRDis and Kanter), A., ii,

88, 248
;
(Jordis), A., ii, 248.

sulphides, phosphorescing, chemistry
of (Waentig), a., ii, 365.

Alfcalis, influence of, on the growth of

bone (Aron), A., ii, 100.

estimation of, in silicates by L. Smith's
method (Steinlen), A., ii, 349

;

(Margosches), a., ii, 421.

Alkaloids, Aconite (Dunstan and
Andrews), T., 1620, 16-36; P.,

233, 234 ;
(Dunstan and Henry),

T., 1650; P., 235.

Cinchona, estimation of, volumetric-

ally, by means of their double thio-

cyanates (Robertson), P., 242.

Conium, separation of (v. Braun), A.,

i, 811.

Corydalis (Haars), A., i, 462.

physiological action of (Gadamer),
A., ii, 411.

from Datura (Schmidt ; Kircher),
A., i, 717.

distribution of, in the organs of Datura
Stramonium (Feldhaus), A., ii,

648.

from Papaver dtibium (Pavesi), A. , i,

368.

urinary, toxicity of (Guillemard and
Vranceano), a., ii, 470.

origin of, in plants (Pictet), A., i,

541.

influence of, on certain processes of

oxidation (Ff.der), A., i, 150.

action of calcium permanganate on
(Baudran), a., ii, 107.

action of chemical oxydases on the

toxicity of (Baudran), A., ii, 632.

constitution of »)/-amraonium bases

with reference to the (Gadameu),
A., i, 368.

quaternary ammonium compounds of

the (Scholtz and Bode), A., i,

79.

reactions of (RElOffARD), A., ii, 68,

127, 561, 563, 669, 777, 871.

estimation of, by means of potassium

bismuth iodide (Thoms), A., ii,

561.

estimation of, in coca leaves (de
JoNo), A., ii, 778.

Alkyl bromides and iodides, action of

phenyihydrazine on (Allain Le-
canu), a., i, 875.

haloids, prejjaration of (Weinland
and Schmid), A., i, 557, 850.
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Alkyl haloids, formation of, by the in-

teraction of alcohols and phos-

phorous haloids (Walker and
JoHXSOS), T., 1592 ; P., 232.

catalytic decomposition of, by means
of anhydrous metallic chlorides

(Sabatier and Mailhe), A., i,

677.

sulphides, action of o-halogen ketones

on (Smiles), P., 93.

Alkylacetoacetic acids, ethyl esters,

preparation of (Michael), A., i, 564.

a-Alkylacrylic acids, esters (Blaise and
Luttringek), A., i, 626.

Alkyl allyl ketones, migration of the

ethyleniclinkingin(BLALSE), A.,i, 118.

Alkylaminoacetylcatechols, ]>hysiologi-

cal properties of (Stolz aud Meyee),
A., i, 106.

Alkylaminoanthraqiiinones, nitro-de-

rivatives of (Farrexfabrikex yorm.
F. Bayer & Co.), A., i, 361.

Alkylarsonic acids, preparation and re-

liuctioii of (Dehn), A., i, 184.

5-Alkylbarbitaric acids (Fischer and
Dilthey), A., i, 37.

o-Alkylhydracrylic acids (Blaise and
Lvttkinger), a., i, 505.

Alkylideneoxazolones. See Azlacfones.

Alkyloxides, preparation of (Chablay^),

a., i, 502.

Alkylozy-acids, esters, reduction of

(BorvEAiLT and Blanc), A., i, 12.

2-Alkyloxypyrimidines (Farbenfab-
KiKES voRM. F. Bayer & Co.), A., i,

159.

Alkyl-solphonic and -salphorons acids,

salts of (Rosenheim and Sarow), A.,

i, 404.

Allantoin, formation of, in the animal
l.ody (Ei'PINger), A., ii, 336.

AUene, liquefaction of (Lespieau and
Chayanne), a., i, 401.

Alio-. See under the parent Substance.

Alloxan, condensation products of, with
-saturated ketones (Kl'hlixg), A., i,

m.
Alloxandiphenylhydrazone (Armstrono

and K(.iiEUT.suN), T., 1291 ; P., 180.

Alloys, dejtosition of, from mixed solu-

tions (Jacobs), A., ii, 626.

magnetic qualities of, not containing
iron (Fleming and Hadkield), A.,

ii, 799.

altcmtion of the specific gravity of,

owing to dcfonnatiou (Kahlbaum
and Sti'rm), A., ii, 680.

s{>«:ciHc volume a^i the determining
criterion of chemical combination lu

(.Maey), a., ii, 146.

cmployintnt of thermal analysis in

(Tammamn), a., ii, 444.

Allyl alcohol and water, viscosity of

(Dunstan), T., 11.

Allyl iodochloride (Thiele and Peter),
A., i, 736.

2-Allylamino-4-methylthiazole and its

acetyl derivative (Young and
Crookes), p., 308.

o-AlIylaniline, A'-benzoyl derivative (v.

Bbacx aud Steindorff), A., i,

156.

;:>-Allylanisole (Terley), A., i, 127.

Allylbenzene oxide (Fourxkau and
Tiffeneau), a., i, 591.

Allylene, liquefaction of (Lespieau and
Chavanxe), a., i, 401.

action of, on solutions of mercuric
chloride (Biltz and Mumm), A.,

i, 2.

Allylglycine, synthesis of (Sorensex),
A., i, 750.

2-Allyliniino-3:4-dimethyl-2:3-dihydro-

thiazole and its hj-driodide (Youxg
and Crook e.s). P., 308.

iJ-Allylphenol, alkyl ethers of (Vekley),
A., i, 127.

A llylK^opropenylmethane {fi-melhyl

A<^^-hexadkiui) and its nitrosochloride

(Perk IN and Pickles), T., 658 ; P.,

131.

4-Allylpyridine and its additive salts

(Ahrens), a., i, 232.

1-Allyltetrahydroqainoline (Wede-
KIND), A., i, 234.

Allylthujone and its semicarbazone
(Haller), a., i, 602.

l-Allyl-l:2:4-triazole and its additive

salts (Pellizzaui and Soldi), A., i,

673.

Aloes (Tschirch and Hoffbacer), A.,

1, 913.

evaluation of (van Itallik), A., ii,

779.

Aloin-reds (Tschirch and Hoffbauer),
A., i, 913.

Aloins from various aloes (Tschirch and
HOFFBAIKU), A., i, 913.

Alphylsalphonaminonaphthol deriva-

tives, azo-dyes from (Badische
Anm.in- k Soua-Fabrik), A., i, 250.

Alnminides. Sec under Aluminium.
Aluminium, metallic, ]>reparation of

(McHWAHx), A., ii, 712.

deposition of, from ethyl bromide
solution (Paptkn), A., ii, 36.

anode. See under Electrochemistry.
an a preventive of acute and rliKuiic

mercury (wisoniug (TARUor.
205.

Alominiam alloys, ]>re|>aratiou of
(ritiXG), T., 1530; P., 230.

with antimony, bismuth, copi)er, tin,

and zinc See Zisium.
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Aluminium alloys with bismuth, with
tin, and magnesium, properties of
(P^CHEUx), A., ii, 526.

with calcium (Arndt), A., ii, 453.

with copper (Guillet), A., ii, 712.

special constituent obtained in the
tempering of an (Breuil), A., ii,

252.

with magnesium (Grube), A., ii, 523.

See also Magnalium.
with silver (Petrenko), A., ii, 635.

with zinc (Shepherd), A., ii, 588.
See also Ziskon.

Aluminium compounds, blue, deposited
on the aluminium anode (Fischer),
A., ii, 252.

Aluminium salts, action of, on plants
(Yamano), a., ii, 344.

Aluminium bromide, hydrated, dehydra-
tion of (Kreider), a., ii, 636.

carbide, preparation of, and its action

on metals and metallic oxides
(Prixu), T., 1530; P., 230.

chloride, compounds of, with carbonyl
chloride (Baud), A., ii, 525.

Aluminides, preparation of (Jungst &
Mewes) a., ii, 316.

Aluminium hydroxide, new isomeric

modification of (ToMMASi), A., ii,

712.

double silicides (Maxchot and Kies-
er), a., ii, 165.

Aluminium, detection of, in plants

(Pellet and Fribourg), A., ii, 860.

use of tannic acid in the estimation
of (Divine), A., ii, 205.

estimation of, in aluminium chloride

and sulphate (Moody), A., ii, 765.

estimation of, in )dant ash (Pellet
and Fribourg), A., ii, 861.

estimation of acids combined with
(Schmatolla), a., ii, 357.

separation of glucinum from iron and
(VAX Oordt), a., ii, 88.

"Aluminium carbonicum" (Gawalow-
sKi), A., ii, 713.

Aluminium powder, different states of

oxidation of (Koiin-Ahrest), A., ii,.

637.

Aluminium rectifier (Charters), A., ii,

225.

Aluminium steels, constitution and pro-

perties of (Guillet), A., ii, 526.

Alumino-silicates, basic, containing
lialoids (AVevbkhg), A., ii, 89.

Alypin {tdramcthylAiamiTiodimethyl-
cthylcarbinyl henzoate), local nn-

a'sthesia produced by (Imi-ens), A.,

ii, 842.

A" . iigams. See Mercury alloys.

At. ^4ta 7n7tscan"a(flyagaric)(ZELLNER),

A\ A, 550.

Amanitole (Zellner), A., ii, 550.
Amide formation between optically active

acids and bases (Marckwald and
Meth), a., i, 272.

Amides, acid, formation of (Henle and
ScHUPP), A., i, 413.

action of, on aldehydes (Eeich),
A., i, 35.

formation ofalcohols from (SCHEITBLE
and Loebl), A., i, 2.

compounds of, with formaldehyde
(Einhorn), a., i, 344.

hydroxymethyl derivatives of (ElN-

_
horn), a., i, 344, 345, 646.

estimation of (Effroxt), A., ii, 60.

Amidines, contributions to the chemistry
of (Young and Crookes), P., 307.

Amine salts, action of magnesium alkyl
haloids on (Houben), A., i, 873.

Amines, preparation of (Clarke), A. , i,

427.

new synthesis of (Mailhe), A., i,

635.

formation of, from the hydrogenation
of aldoximes (Mailhe), A., i, 571.

formation of, from the reduction of

nitro-derivatives (Aloy and Ra-
baut), a., i, 517.

heats of combustion and formation of

(Thomsen), a., ii, 574.

nitration of (Angeli and Maragli-
ANO), A., i, 873.

action of magnesium alkyl haloids on
(Houben), A., i, 873.

foi-myl derivatives, preparation of

(KuHARA and KisHi), A., i, 861.

picrolonates of (Otori), A., i, 126.

Amines, aromatic, reaction of, with
aromatic azo-compounds, differ-

ing from the induline synthesis

(Weinschenk), a., i, 724.

fti-sulphomethyl derivatives of

(Badische Anilin- & SODA-
Fabrik), a., i, 340, 769.

aromatic primary, condensation pro-

ducts of, with formaldehyde
(Farbwerke vohm. Meister,
Lucius, & Buuning), A., i, 643.

introduction of the groups •CHoOH
and -CHo- into (Orloff), A., i,

189.

hydrochlorides of, action of, on
cyarioguanidine (A. and L. Lu-
Mif'.iiE and Peiuun), A., i, 249.

aromatic secondary, action of, on
dinitrophenylpyridinium chloride

(ZiNCKE and WOkkek), A., i, 241.

aromatic tertiary, action of, on quin-

onea (Jackson and Clarkk), A., i,

908.

cyclic secondary, reversion of (Le-

moult), a., i, 48.
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Amines, cyclic tertiary, action of phos-

phorus pentachloride on (Lemoclt),
A., i, 194.

fatty, action of, on dinitrophenylpyr-

idinium chloride (Zincke and
Wukker), a., i, 923.

fatty primary, action of diazo-coin-

ponnds on (Dimroth), A., i, 618.

primary, formation of (Lebeau), A.,

i, 512.

primary and secondary, separation of

(HixsBERG and Ke.ssler), A., i,

338.

primary, secondary, and tertiary, syn-

thesis of (Sabatier and Sender-
ens), A., i, 267; (Frebault), A.,

i, 437 ;
(Mailhe), A., i, 501.

secondary, a reaction of (Angeli and
Castellana), a., i, 491.

tertiary, additive compounds of

(Haxtzsch and Graf), A., i,

575.

reaction between, and magnesium
organic compounds (F. and L.

Sachs), A., i, 190, 274.

See filso Bases and Diamines.

Amino-acids from the edestin of cotton

seeds and their behaviour with
gastric juice (Abderh.\lden and
RosTOSKi), A., i, 619.

from the edestin of sunflower seeds,

and its behaviour with gastric juice

(Abderhalden and Reinbold), A.,

i, 620.

obtained by the hydrolysis of the

proteids of hipin seeds (Winter-
stein and Pantanelli), A., 1, 687.

in molasses (Berti), A., ii, 759.

from tlie seedlings of Vicia saliva and
Lupinus alius (Schulze and Win-
tekstein), a., i, 686.

synthe^sis of (Surensen), A., i, 749.

and their eaters, synthesis of (Bou-
VEAULT and Locquin), A., i, 32,

33.

action of, on amylase (Effront), A.,

i, 107.

reactions of, with o-naphthylcarb-
imide (Neuberg and Manasse),
A., i, 647.

reactions of, with 4-nitrotolucne-2-sul-

pbonic chloride {Siegfried), A., i,

59.

behaviour of, in the dog's organism
(Abderhalden and Rona ; Abder-
halden and Samtely), A., ii,

839.

chlorides of, and their acyl deriv-

atives (Fischer and Rkuter), A.,

i, 263.

and their use as synthetical agents
• (Fischer), A., i, 863.

Amino-acids, copper and nickel salts of

(Ley), a., i, 175
;
(Bruni), A., i,

263.

estimation of nitrogen in (Sorensen
and Andersen), A., ii, 553;
(Stanek), a., ii, 856.

estimation of, in urine (Erben), A.,

ii, 124.

Amino-acids, aromatic, reduction of, to

the corresponding alcohols (Lang-
guth), a., i, 593.

inactive, behaviour of, in the organ-
ism (Wohlge-muth), a., ii, 543.

o-Amino-acids, preparation of (Erlen-
meyer), a., i, 131.

synthesis of, from ethyl phthalimiuo-
malonate (Sorensen), A., i, 600,

J?-Amino-acids (Posner), A., i, 577.

Amino-acids. See also Polypeptides.

Amino-alcohols (Fourneau), A., i,

i
57.

j

of the formula, C8Hs(OH)2-CH(OH)-
CHa'NX., (Farbwerke vorm.
Meister, Lucius, & BriJning),
A., i, 436.

Amino-compoonds, nutritive valae of
(V. Strusiewicz), a., ii, 734.

aromatic, action of sulphites on
(Bucherer), A., i, 48 ; (Bccherer
and Stohmann), A., i, 585.

Amino-deriyatives, hydrofluorides of
(Weinland and Lewkowitz), A., i,

518.

a-Amino-iS-hydrozy-acida, synthesis of
(Erlknmeyer : Erlenmeyer and
BaL'E). a., i, 131.

Aminopyrine, detection of antipyrine in

(B(iurcet), a., ii, 561.

Amino-sabstances, amphoteric, union of,

with carbon dioxide (Siegfried), A.,
ii, 332.

Aminosnlphonic acids, action of nitric

acid on (Zincke), A., i. 486.

Ammonia, formation of, from its elements
(Haber and van Oordt), A., ii,

159, 384, 814; (Perman), A., ii,

814.

synthetical preparation of (West-
deutsche Thcma-shhosphat-
Werke, G.M.B.H.), A., ii, 314.

electrolytic oxidation of (Mi'LLERand
Spitzer), a., ii, 242, 314 ; (Traubi
and SchOnewald), A., ii, 242.

boiling point of (Gibbs), A., ii, 670.
density of (Guye and Pintza), A., ii,

506.

methods employed in preparing the
tables of specific gravity of (Fer-
guson), A., ii, 632.

det.om position of, at high tempera-
tures (White and Melville), A.,
ii, 384.
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Ammonia, liquid, physical properties of,

as compared with water, and re-

actions in (Franklin), A., ii,

581.

electrical conductivity of solutions

of (Franklin and Kraus), A.,

ii, 298.

methylation of, by means of formalde-
hyde (EscHWEiLER ; Koeppen),
A., i, 328.

action of, on acetyl thiocyanate

(DoRAN and Dixon), T., 341 ; P.,

77.

reaction of, with commercial calcium
carbide (Salvadori), A., i, 513.

action of, on carbon monoxide (Jack-
son and Northall-Laurie), T.,

433 ; P., 118.

action of, on carbonyl chloride (Stu-

er), a., i, 579; (Hantzsch and
Stijer), a., ii, 312.

action of, on sulphuryl chloride

(Stuer), a., i, 579 ; (Hantzsch
and Stuer), A., ii, 312.

nitrification of, fixed by chabazite

(Withers and Fraps), A., ii,

111.

compounds of. with ketones (Thomae),
A.,''i, 509, 684, 718.

compounds of, with samarium chloride

(Matignon and Trannoy), A., ii,

165.

new process for detecting (Trillat
and Turchet), A., ii, 282.

detection of, in milk (Trillat and
Sauton), a., ii, 490.

estimation of (Effront), A., ii, 60.

estimation of, in milk (Berg and
Sherman), A., ii, 351.

estimation of, in vegetable products,

boets.&c. (Sellier), A., ii, 60.

estimation of, in potable waters

(Cavalier and Artus), A., ii,

609.

and proteid nitrogen, estimation of, in

waters (Effront), A., ii, 68.

Ammonia, rfihydroxy-. See Nitroxyl.

Ammonio-metallic compounds. Sec

Mctalaramoniums and under the

separate Metals.

Ammonium, relation of, to the alkali

metals (Tutton), T., 1123 ; P., 177.

Ammonium salts, hydrolysis of (Veley),
T., 26.

action of magnesium alkyl haloids on
(Houben), A., i, 873.

expulsion of, after precipitation in

tlieir presence (Jannasch), A., ii,

611.

estimation of, volumetrically, with

sodium hypobromite (Rupp and
Ros.sler), a., ii, 418.

Ammonium cerium salts (Wolff), A.,

ii, 457.

ferrous arsenate (Duncan), A., ii, 167.

perhor&te (Bruhat and Dubois), A.,

ii, 246.

^ercarbonate, decomposition of (Biltz
and Gahl), A., ii, 586.

uranyl double carbonate (Giolitti
and Vecchiarelli), A., ii, 826.

vanadyl carbonate (Koppel, Gold-
MANN, and Kaufmann), A., ii, 594.

chloride, influence of, on colloidal

ferric hydroxide (Dumansky), A.,

ii, 393.

cupric chloride, and water (Meer-
BURG), A., ii, 17.

dissociation of, in its analytical

relations (Santi), A., ii, 86.

action of, on potassium ferricyanide

(Matuschek), a., i, 422.

fZichromate, preparation of (Segalle),

A., ii, 707.

cliromates (Schreinemakers), A., ii,

820.

antimouious haloids, complex (Cav-
EN), P., 187.

ruthenium haloids (Gutbier and
Trenkner), a., ii, 463.

mercuric iodide (Duboin), A., ii, 637.

nitrate, polymorphism of (Waller-
ant), A., ii, 161.

and thallous nitrate, mixed crystal

of (Wallerant), a., ii, 380.

eerie nitrate, electrolytic preparation

of (Plancher and Barbieri), A.,

ii, 250.

nitrite, decomposition of (Blanch-
ard), a., ii, 237 ;

(Biltz and
^Gahl), a., ii. 585.

sodium bismntli nitrite (Ball), T.,

761 ; P., 129.

magnesium and amraonium zinc

selenates and sulphates, crystallo-

graphic study of (Tutton), T.,

1123 ; P., 177.

sulphate, impurities in (Bardaoh),
A., ii, 128.

titanium double sulphates (Stahler),
A., ii, 596.

uranate, properties of (Giolitti), A.,

ii, 861.

Ammonium organic compounds, sub-

stituted, stereoisonu'risni of (Jones),

T., 1721 ; P., 237. •

Ammonium salts, constitution of

(Hantzsch and Graf), A., i, 575 ;

(Hantzsch), A., i, 676; (Cain),

A., i, 747.

and oxonium salts (Hantzsch), A., i,

605 ;
(KEHUMANNand deGottuau),

A., i, 670 ;
(Kehrmann), A., i,

980.
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Ammonium bases, relation between the

chemical constitution and physio-

logical action of (Schmidt), A., i,

23 ; ii, 105.

pharmacology of (Hildebraxdt), A.,

ii, 743.

quaternary (Decker, Gadomska,
and Girard), A., i, 469 ; (Deck-
er, BfXZLY, A-. FeLLEXBEUG,
Klausek, and Wislocki), A., i,

667.

of the " inert " bases, formation and
decomposition of (Decker, Ga-
domska, Sandberg, and Stavro-
LOPOULOs), A., i, 374.

i^-Ammonium bases, constitution of,

with reference to the alkaloids and
tlie products these yield by trans-

formation (Gadamer), a., i, 368.

condensation of, with hydroxylamine
and asdimethyl-j>-phenylene-

diamine (Gadamer), A., i, 383.

Ammonium thiocyanate, injurious action

of, as manure (Haselhoff), A., ii,

196.

Amygdalin from Sambticns nigra

(Guigxard), a., ii, 604 ; (Bour-
QUELOT and Danjoc), A., ii, 605 ;

(Guigxard and Houdas), A., ii,

648.

Amyl alcohol, distribution of soluble

substances between water and (Hekz
and Flschf.r), A., ii, 79.

tert. -Amyl alcohol, latent heat of eva-

poration of (Brown), T., 269; T.,

75.

Amyl alcohols. See also <«rt. -Butylcarb-

inol and Methylpropylcarbinol.

"oAmylacetoacetic acid, amino-, ethyl

ester (Guakk-schi), A., i, 823.

Amylamine, «-chloro-, and .A^-benzoyl

ilt-rivative, preparation and reactions

of (v. Braun and Steisdorff), A.,

i, 206, 596
;
(v. Braun and MCi.-

ler), a., i, 634.

•-halogen derivatives of, and their

benzoyl derivatives (V- Bbaun and
Steindorff), a., i, 206.

"Amylamine hydrochloride, primary,
and ammonia, chemical equilibrium
in the system (BiDET), A., i, 6S6.

9- I'joAmyIanthrone bromide and chloride,

reactions of (JOngkrmann), A., i,

795.

Amylase, action of nmino-acids on
(Ekfront), a., i, 107.

1 /.loAmylconhydrine (Scholiz and
Pawi.uk I), .\., i, 473.

Amylene glycols. See Pentanc-/38-diol

ami DiiiKtlivilrimothyienc glycol.

-Imyl 3-methyloctyl ketone (BorvKAi-LT
and Locquin), A., i, 19.

Amylocellulose (MAQrEKXE and Roux),
A., i, 511.

diastasic formation of (Wolff and
Ferxbach), a., i, 312.

reversion of, into stai-ch (Roux), A.,

i, 262.

and starch coagulum, separation of

(Wolff), A., ii, 866.

Amyloid (Xeuberg), A., i, 162.

Amylolytic action, influence of certain

amphoteric electrolytes on (Ford and
Guthrie), P., 296.

Amylopectin and Amylopectinase (M.\-

quenne and Rorx\ A., i, 511.

il*- i.soAmylthiocarbamide hydrobromide
(Whf.elkr and Bristol), A., i, 4S2.

isoAmylthiolbenzylacetophenone (Ruhe-
maxx), T., 463.

isoAmylthiolbenzyl-acetylacetone,

-benzoylacetone, and -benzylidene-

acetone IIuhemaxx), T., 21.

Anaemia, pernicious (Gullaxd and
Goodall), a., ii, 102.

Anaesthesia, physical chemistry of

(Moore andRoAF), A., ii, 272.

local, produced by alypin (Impexs),

A., ii, 842.

by injections of magnesium salts

(Meltzer and Aueb), A. , ii, 743.

Analysis, uniformity in (Report of
Committee), A., ii, 197.

new laboratory apparatus for (KlPPEN-
berger', a., ii, 608.

testing glass vessels as to neutrality

(Baroxi), a., ii, 198.

use of the micro-balance in (Jaxkcke),
A., ii, 66; (Brill), A., ii, 198.

electrolytic, methods of (Pusmx and
Tr'echzixsky), a., ii, 607.

with a rotating anode (Ashbrook),
a., ii, 64; (Smith, West, and
Kollock), a., ii, 198.

use of the rotating anode and mer-
cury electrotle in (KoLLOCK and
Smith), A., ii, 859.

elementary, simplified (Desxstedt),
A., ii, 202, 651 ; ( Wkil), A., ii, 202.

indirect, in niulti component systoms
(Bancrmft), A., ii, 685.

organic, sodium j)ero.xide in (Neu-
mann and Mkinkkiz), A., ii, r>9 ;

(KONRK VON NORWALL and Z6HI.8),

A., ii, 60; (Pkingshk.im and Gin-
80x), A., ii, 609.

ultimate organic (Hermann), A., ii,

767.

qualitative, method for determining
the presence of certain metallic

oxides in (Tkhborne), A., ii, 556.

quantit.-itive, |«lladiuni-hydrogen as a

reducing agent in (Chapman), A.,

ii, 58.
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Analysis, quantitative, use of persul-

phates in (v. Kxokke), A., ii,

285.

volumetric, uses of iodic acid in

(Schumacher and ^.Feder), A.,

ii, 856.

use of titanium trichloride in

(Knecht and Hibbert), A., ii,

872.

determination of the neutralisation

point by conductivity measure-
ment (KiJSTER, Gruters, and
Geibel), a., ii, 55.

preparation of solutions for (Word-
en and Motion), A., ii, 280.

the question of uniform standardis-

ing-substances for (Sorexsen), A.,

ii, 414.

standardising of normal acids for

(Sebelien), a., ii, 551.

table for the preparation of normal
solutions of hydrochloric acid

according to the density (KiJSTER
and Muxch), A., ii, 198.

standardisation of potassium per-

manganate solutions by means of

silver (Hopfgartner), A., ii,

484.

standardisation of normal solutions

for (Scholtz), a., ii, 57.

See also Acidimetiy and lodometry.

Analytical results, statement of (Fre-
senius), a., ii, 197,

Anethoglycol. See y-j^-Methoxyphenyl-
propane-;37'-diol.

Anethole, latent heat of vaporisation of

(Luginin), a., ii, 801.

dibromide, oxidation of (Hoering),
A., i, 902.

;?-Anethole (Verley), A., i, 127.

Anetholes, o- and p- (Hell and Hof-
makn), a., i, 435.

Anethole ketone and oxide (Hoering),
A. , i, 593.

Anethole oxide and its reactions (Hoer-
ing), A., i, 903.

Anhydrides, heats of combustion and
formation of (Thomsen), A., ii,

573.

of dibasic acids, reduction of (Blanc),
A., i, 115.

of saturated dibasic acids and Baeyer's

tension theory (Voerman), A., i,

13.

Anhydrite from Texas (Schaller), A.,

ii, 724.

Anhydroacetonebenzil, preparation and
derivatives of {Jaw and Knox), T.,

673 ; l\, 152.

Anhydro-3-amino-4-benzoylaminotri-
phenylmethane. See 2-Phenyl-5-
dipheiiylmetbylbenziminazole.

Anhydrocarboxylic acids, action of
aniline on (Bertram), A., i, 465.

Anhydro-7-hydroxypropylphtiialamic
acid and its additive salts and nitr-

osoamine (Gabriel), A., i, 649,

650.

Anil, bromo- and chloro-. See jo-Benzo-

quinone, tetrahromo- and tetrachloro-.

Anilides, hydrofluorides of (Weinland
and Lewkowitz), A., i, 518.

Anilidic acids (Bertram), A., i, 465.

Aniline, electrolysis of acid solutions of

(Gilchrist), A., i, 45.

limits of coupling of, with diazo-

benzene (Vignon), A., i, 250.

influence of temperature on the action

of acetyl thiocyanate on (Doran
and Dixon), T., 333 ; P., 77.

action of, on anhydrocarboxylic acids

(Bertham), a., i, 465.

action of, on ethylcarbylamine dibrom-
ide (Guillemard), a., i, 518.

and its hydrochloride, action of sul-

phur on (Hinsberg), A., i, 339,

518 ; (Hofmann), A., i, 427.

acetyl derivative. See Acetanilide.

benzoyl derivative. See Benzanilide.

cyanoformyl derivative (Dieckmann
and Kammerer), A., i, 874.

formyl derivative, crystalline and
liquid modifications of (Orloff),
A., i, 643.

magnesium haloid derivatives, action

of, on ethyl chloroacetates (Bo-

DROUX), A., i, 585.

hydrochloride, double salts with
palladoHS bromide and chloride

(Gutbier), a., i, 584.

detection of small quantities of

(Holleman), a., i, 272.

Aniline, jo-bromo-, benzoyl and dibromo-

butyryl derivatives of (Autf.nrieth
and Pretzell), A., i, 629.

2:5-rfichloro-, and its salts, benzo\

derivative, and thiocarbamide

(Norlting and Kopp), A., i,

872.

3:5-rfichloro-4-bromo- (FlOrschkim),
A., i, 615.

2:5-rficbloro-4:6-rftbromo- (Noeltino
and Korr), A., i, 873.

o- and ;;-iodo-, preparation of (v.

Baeykr), a., i, 767.

p-mtTo-, diazatised, stability of

(Schwalbe), a., i, 952.

thio- (m.p. 58°), and its salts and
diacetyl derivative, and rfithio-

(Hinsbekg), a., i, 339, 518;
(Hofmann), A., i, 427.

Aniline colouring matters, oxidation of,

on the fibre (Kikpitschnikoff), A.,

i, 540.
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Aniline-red. See Magenta.
Aniline-p-sulphonic acid {sulphanilic

acid), solubility of, in water
(DoLixsKi), A., i, 524.

2:5-«?/chloro-, and its salts (NoELTlXG
and Kopp), A., i, 873.

Anilinoacetic acid. See Phenylglycine.

Anilinobenzeneazobenzene-i^-Bolphonic
acid. See Orange IV.

Anilinobenzylacetophenone (Mater),
A., i, 214.

Anilinobenzyl-leevnUc acid (Mayer),
A., i. 357.

Anilino-bromo- and -chloro-maleic
anhydrides and their anils (Salmoxy
andSiMONis), A., i, 632.

a-Anilinobatylbenzene and its additive
salts (BuscH and Rinck), A., i, 519.

Anilinodihydroaracil (Gabrikl), A., i,

266.

Anilinodiphenyl-methane and -ethane
and tlieir additive salts (BrscH and
KiNCK), A., i, 519.

a-Anilinoethylbenzene, reactions of
(Br.scH and Rinik), A., i, 519.

/3-Anilino-o-ethylpropionamlide ( Blaise
and LuTTRiNGEU', A., i, 627.

2-Amlino-2-ethylthiolpyrimidineand its

hydrochloride (Wheeler and Bris-
tol), A., i, 485.

2-Anilino^.vcZohexanol and its hydro-
chloride (Brt-nel), a., i, 869.

a-Anilinomhezylbenzene and its addi-
tive s;iIts(BrscH and Rixck), A., i, 519.

6-Anilinoindazole, 5:7-rfii)itro- (Zixcke
and Klchexheckeu), A., i, 488.

iB-Anilino-ketones from fatty ketones,
proi)erties of (Mayer), A., i, 214,
357, 791.

6-Anilino-3-methoxybenzoic acid (Ull-
.MANN and KiiTEK), A., i, 597.

6-Anilino-9-methyl-a/3 naphthaphenaz-
ine, 8-aniino- (Ullmaxx and Axker-
>Mir), A., i, 554.

2Anilino-4 methylthiazole, acetyl deriv-
ative (Yorxo and Ci:<><)KEs),"P., 308.

4-Anilino-2-methylthiolpyrimidine, 6-

amino-, and 5-/>-rf(bn)mo-6 amino-
(JoHxsoN and Johns), A., i, 837.

5-Anilino-l-/3-naphthyl 3-methyIpyr-
azole and it.s A'-l>(.-n2<)yl .ind -nictliyl

derivatives (Michaelis and Daxz-
FU8.S), A., i, 4.'<1.

8-Anilinoparaxanthine (Boehrinoer k
Sohxk;, a., i, 230.

2-Aailinophenetole, 3:5-</tnitro-

(Blaxk.sma), a., i, 431.

l-Anilino-5-phenoxyanthraqainone
(FAl:HENKAItKIKEX VuRM. F. HaYEII
k Co.), A., i, 798.

/S-Anilino-d-phenylethyl alkyl ketones
(.Mayek), a., i, 215, 357.

Anilinophenylflnorene (Kliegl), A., i,

187.

2-Anilinophenylglycine, 5-nitro- (Reis-
SERT and GoLL), A., i, 247.

•y-Anilino-o-phenylimino-A^-propylene,
j8-bromo- and ^-chloro-, hydrobroniide
and hydrochloride of (Dieckmaxx
and Platz), A., i, 117.

Anilinophenyl-a-naphthylmethane and
its hydrochloride (BrscH and Rixck),
A., i, 520.

Anilinophenylnitroethane (M.wer), A.,
i, 357.

7-Anilino-A^-propene-o-al, 8-hromo- and
yS-cliloro- (Dieckmaxx and Platz),
A., i, 117.

a-Anilinopropylbenzene and its additive

salts (BuscH and Rixck), A., i, 519.

a-Anilino -a-.p-isopropylphenylethane
and its hydrochloride (Bu.scH and
Rixck), A., i, 520.

jS-Anilino-a-propylpropionanilide

(Blaise and Luttringer), A., i,

628.

2-Anilinopyrimidiiie, 6-chloro-5-bromo-

(Wheelek, Bristol, and Joh>jsox),

A., i, 483.

8-Anilinotheophylline (Boehrixger k
SOhxe), a., i, 231.

/3-AnilinotricarbaIlyIic acid ,and its

salts (Schroetek, Schwamborx, and
Stassex), A.,i, 819.

<;n<^oAnilo-diphenyl- and -di-p-tolyl-

triazoles and their salts (Merck),
A., i, 949.

Anilopyrine. See 2:5-Phenylimino-l-
phenyl-2:3-dinicthylliyruzole.

cTu^oAnilotriphenyltriazoIe and its salts

(Merck), A., i, 949.

Animal cells, staining reactions of

(Mo.sse), a., ii, 182.

lactase. See Lactase.

liquid.s, acidiinetry of (Friedexthalj,
A., ii, 212.

organism. See Organism.
tissues. See Tissues.

Animals, source of substances containing
sulphur in (Woulobmuth), A., ii,

182.

receptivity of cells in normal and
immunised (Jacoby), A., ii, 47.

agricultural, leodiug and metabolism
of (Tanol, Weiser, Zaitschek,
and Kobbcly), A., ii, 757.

fresh-water, toxicity of sea water on
(Ohtwald), a., ii, 272.

growing, assimilation of calcium and
pho-sphoric acid from various
calcium phosphates by (KuHLRR,
HONCAMP, JCST, VoLHARI), PoPP,
and Zah.s), A., ii, 265: (PA.s,M)Ni,

A., ii, 414.
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Animals, lower, gas exchange in some,
and its dependence on partial pres-

sure of oxygen (Thunberg), A., ii,

728.

warm- blooded, action of alcohol on
the heart of (Loeb), A., ii, 471.

Anisaldehyde mono- and di-hydro-

clilorides and monohydrobromide
(VoRLANDER and Siebert), a., i,

792.

o-Anisamine. See o-Methoxybenzyl-
amine.

Anisic acid, reduction products of

(Lumsden), T., 87; P., 14.

2?-Anisidine, 3:5-r^mitro-, and its A'^-

acetyl derivative (Meldola and
Stephens), T., 1206 ; P., 219.

Anisidines, o- and /?-f^initro-, and their

products of diazotisation (Meldola
and Stephens), T., 1199 ; P., 218.

Anisidinodiphenylmethanes, o- and p-,

and their additive .salts (BuscH and
Rinck), a., i, 520.

Anisildisemicarbazone and Anisoin-

semicarbazone (Biltz and Arnd), A.,

i, 675.

Anisole, formation of (Graebe), A., i,

699.

dielectric constants of, dissolved in

benzene and ?«-xylene (Philip and
Haynes), T., 1001 ; P., 200.

Anisole, m-bromo-, and its reaction with

benzoyl chloride (Diels and Bunzl),

A., i, 432.

p-bromo-, action of sulphur on
the organo-magne.-ium derivatives

of (Tabouky), a., i, 644.

^j-fbromo- and irichloro-, the Zeisel

reaction on (Boyd and Pitman),
T., 1255; P., 221.

ju-iodo-. See Isoform.

2-iodo-4:5-rfinitro- (Meldola and
Stephens), T., 1202; P., 218.

rfinitro-derivatives, specific gi'avities

of (Hollemax), a., i, 42.

s-diiniYo-, reduction of (Blanksma),
A., i, 431.

Anisolesulplion acetonitriles and -eth-

enylaminoximes, o- and p- (Tiioger
and Voi.kmer), A., i, S.'ifi.

Anisolesulphondialkylacetonitriles, o-

and p- (Trogki: and Va.steim.ini;),

A., i, 871.

T^-Anisolesulphondibenzylthioacetamide
(Thogeu and Va.steklino), A., i,

872.

Anisylacetone and its oximes (Hoekino),
A., i, 903.

o-Anisylazoformaldoxime (Buscii and
WoLiiiiiNG), A., i, 494.

p-Anisyldiguanide salts (A. and L.

Lu.Mii;nE and Peurin), A., i, 250.

Anisylidene-acetone and -acetophenone,
i|/-nitrosites and a-nitro-derivatives of
(Wieland and Bloch), A., i, 707.

Anisylideneacetophenone hydrochlorides
and dipicrate (Vorlander, Siebert,
and Rolle), A., i, 79-3.

Anisylidenenitro-ethane and -methane
(Knoevenagel and Walter), A.,
i, 66.

Anisylidenepinacolin and its dipicrate

( VoiiLANDKR and Siebert), A., i, 793.

Anisylidenethujone (Haller), A.-, i,

602.

4-Ani8yl-l-methyl-3-c?/cZo-hexanol and
-hexanone (Haller and March), A.,

i, 771.

5-Amsyl-3-pyrrolone, 4-amino- and
4-nitro- (Wieland and Bloch), A.,

i, 707.

p-Anisylthiosulphonic acid, jo-phenyl-

enediamine salt (Troger and Volk-
mer), a., i, 89.

Anniversary dinner, P.; 106.

Annual General Meeting, T., 535

;

P., 99.

Anodes. See under Electrochemistiy.

Anthracene (Luther and Weigert),
A., ii, 785.

melting point curve for mixtures of

picric acid and (Kremann), A., i,

270.

mesophenyl derivatives of (Lieber-
MANN and LindenbaVm), A., i,

522.

Anthracene, amino-. See Anthramine.
bromo-derivatives (Kaufler and Im-

hoff), a., i, 124.

10-bromo-l:9-f/ihydroxy- (Lieber-
mann and Mamlock), A., i, 522.

1 -hydroxy-. See Anthrol.

9-hydroxy-. See Anthranol.

Anthracene series, syntheses in tlie

(Haller and Guyot), A., i, 188,
j

270
;
(Guyot and Catel), A., i,

|

516.

syntheses in the, and new dyes

(Bally), A., i, 237.

Anthrachrysone, dialkyl ethers, amin'

l>ronio-, and nitro-derivatives of (Fa i: i

weuke vorm. Meister, Lucius, .\

Bruxing), a., i, 146.

Anthragalloi trimetliyl ether (Farb-
WKRKE VORM. MeISTEK, LUCIUS, h

j

l)U('Niso), A., i, 654.
j

Anthragallolamide {2-amino-\:Z-i\\h jidr' -]

fl.n/tnif/trnquiiionc) and its derivatives

(r.'o(^K), A., i, 531.

Anthraglucoside from Cura^oa al'

(I'scihrch and Hoffbauer), A., i,

913.

1-Anthramine and its hydrochloride and
acetyl derivative (Dienkl), A., i, 767.
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Anth^o^'^j constitution of (Heller),

A., i, 130; (Kerxot and Petrone),
A., i, 284.

Anthranilamide, 4-nitro-, iV'-acetyl

deris-ativeof(BoGERTand Steixer),

A.; i, 946.

6-nitro-, i\r-acetyl derivative of

(BoGERT and Seil), A., i, 945.

Anthranilic acid {o-amiTiobenzoic acid),

action of ethyl benzoylacetate on
(V. NiEMEXTOWSKi), A., i, 611.

condensation of, with formaldehyde
(Badisghe Anilix- & SODA-
Fabrik), a., i, 437.

« onden>^ation of, with ethvl malonate
(V. Pollack), A., i, 353.

reduction of (Langguth), A., i, 593.

derivatives of (v. Pawlewski), A., i,

437.

A'-cinnaniovl derivative (Reixicke),
A., i, 787.

Anthranilic acid, 6-nitro-, and its

^'-acetyl derivative, and their

reactions (Bogert and Chamber.^),
A., i, 612.

Anthranol, 10-brotno- (I<ieberm.\nx and
Mamlock). S.., i, 521.

l-h3'droxy- (Liebermanx and Mam-
lock), A., i, 531.

iodo-hydriodo-derivatives (LlEBER-
MAXS and Mamlock), A., i, 531.

Anthraqoinone, action of a mixture of

glacial acetic acid and hydriodic

acid on (Lagodzix.ski), A., i, 601.

i-'rivatives, aryl ethers of (Farbex-
FABRIKEX VORM. F. BaYER & Co.),

A., i, 797.

iiziue derivatives (Farbexfabrikex
voRM.F.BAYER&Co.),A.,i,720,779.

methoxy-derivatives (Farbwerke
VORM. Meister, Lucius, &
BrCnixg), a., i, 709.

iodo-hydriodo-comjMjunds of non-
nitrogenous derivatives of (Lieber-
MAXN and Mamlock), A., i, 531.

Anthraquinone, 2-mono- and \:b-di-

amino-, and their nitroamines,

and their bromo- and nitro-deriva-

tives, and l:2:3-<riainino- (ScHOLL,
Schneider, and Ebkrlk), A., i, 70.

2:3-'/tamino-, and its sulphate and
diacetyl derivative and reactions

(SciioLL and Kacek), A., i, 88.

2:6-rfjamino- and mono- and 2:6-rf»-

bromo- (Kauflbu and Imhoff),
A., i, 124.

3-amino-l -hydroxy-, 3-nitro-l -hydr-

oxy-, and 3-nitro-2-nitroamino-

1-hydroxy- (Scholl, Schneider,
and Ebf.rle), A., i, 70.

2-annno-l:3-rfihydroxy-. St>(' Aiitlii:i-

gallolamidi'.

Anthraqtiinone, 2-bromo-a-amino- and
2-bromo-5-nitro-o-amino- (Farbex-
fabrikex VORM. F. Bayer & Co.),

A., i, 910.

1 :4-rfj'bromo-2-amino- (Faebes-
FABRIKEN VORM. F, BaYER & Cc),
A., i, 797.

2:6-c?i- and 2:4:6:8-i€/ra-bromo-l:5-rft-

amino-, and their teti-a-acetyl de-

rivatives (Scroll and Berblixger),
A., i, 88 ; (Scholl and Kriegeb),
A., i, 145.

2:7-djbromo-l :6-rfiamino-, 2:7-rfi-

bromo-l:4:6:9-Mraamino-, and its

tetrabenzoyl derivative, and 2:7di-

bromo-4:9 dmitro-1 :6-rfmitroaniino-

(ScHOLL and Krieger), A., i, 145.

2:7-rfibromo-4:9-e?mitro-l:6-rfmitTO-

amino-, action of aromatic bases on
the nitroamino-gronps of (ScHOLL
and Krieger), A., i, 145.

hydroxy-derivatives, methyl ethers

of (Farbexfabrikex vorm. F.

Bayer & Co.), A., i, 362.

aad their sulphonic acids, connection

between the constitution and the

colour and dyeing power with
mordants of the (v. Georgievics),
A., i, 447.

l:2-rfihydroxy-. See Alizarin.

l:8-rfthydroxy-. See Chrysazin.

l:2:3-<rjhydroxy-. See Anthragallol.

l:2:5-<rihydroxy-, and its triacetyl

derivative (Farbexfabrikex vorm.
F. Bayer & Co.), A., i, 532.

l:3:5:7-/«/rahydroxy-. See Anthra-
chrj'sone.

2-nitro- (Kliegl), A., i, 187.

nitroamino-derivatives (Farbwerke
vouM. Meister, Lucii's, k
BuixiNG), A., i, 447.

Anthraquinone series, azines of, com-
pounds of, with formaldehyde
(Farbexfabrikex vorm. F. Bayer
& Co.), A., i, 946.

diazonium salts of the (KaCer and
Scholl), A., i, 102.

photodynamic and optical behaviour
of the (v. Tappeiner, Jodlbauer,
and Lehmaxn), A., ii, 602.

Anthraqainoneazine, chloro- (Badische
Ami. IN- k Soka-Fabuik), A., i. 158.

Anthraqainone-l:6-bisasoz7dimeth7l-
aniline, 2:7 '/it)n)nii>-4 9 rfjnitro-

(Scholi, and KitiF.OKu), A., i, 146.

Anthraquinonediozamio acids, r/initro-

f/iamino- (Farbwerke VORM. Mf.istbr,
Lr<ir». k BRixiSG), A., i, 6.">3.

Anr^— --:'--)ne-2:6-dioxydiacetio acid,

xy- (Fauuwekke vorm.
r. ITS. k I)l;fMM;V .V., i,
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Aiithraquinone-l:5- and -l:8-disuli)honic
acids (Farbenfabkikex vorm. F.
Bayer & Co.), A., i, 361.

Anthraquinoneoxyacetic acids [anthra-
Vfuinoncglycollic acids) and tlieir esters

andsalts(FARB\VERKEvoEM. Meisteh,
Lucius, & Bruning), A., i, 648.

Antliraquinone-2-sulphonrfichloroamide
(Chattaway), T., 157 ; P., 7.

Anthraquinonesulphonic acid, amino-
dihyAvoxy- (Badische Anilin- &
Soda-Fabrik), a., i, 654.

Anthraquinone-5-salphonic acid, 1-hydr-
oxy- (Farbwerke vorm. Meister,
Lucius, & Brunixr), A., i, 653.

Anthraquinone-7-sulphonic acid, 1-

amino-4-hydroxy-, and its esters

(Farbenfabrikex vorm. F. Bayer
& Co.), A., i, 146.

Anthraquinonesulphonic acids, elimina-
tion ofthe sulpho- groui) from (Farben-
fabriken vorm. F. Bayer & Co.),

A., i, 911.

1-Anthrol and its acetyl derivative and
methyl and ethyl ethers (Dienel),
A., i, 767.

Antiarol {b-hydroxij-\ :2:34rimethoxy-
benzene) (Graebe and Suter), A., i,

703.

Anti-catalase in animal tissues (Bat-
TELLi and Stern), A., ii, 406.

Anti-ferments (Beitzke and Neuberg),
A., ii, 336.

Antimony, so-called explosive (Cohen,
Collins, and Strengers), A., ii,

170; (Cohen and Strengers), A.,

ii, 532.

Antimony alloys with bismuth (Hutt-
NER and Tammann), A., ii, 327.

with zinc (Monkemeyek), A., ii,

171.

Antimony, halogen double salts of

quadrivalent (Weixland and
Schmid), a., ii, 258.

ammonium haloids, complex (Caven),
P., 187.

hydride {stibinc), interference of mer-
curic chloride with tlie formation

of (Vitali), a., ii, 354.

decomposition of (Stock), A., ii,

96.

Ketachloroantimonic acid and its salts

(Weinlani) and Schmid), A., ii,

326.

Antimony sulphide, fusibility of mix-
tures of, witli cuprous sulphide and
mercuric sulphide (P^labon), A., ii,

435.

Antimony organic salts (Weinland
ami Schmid), A., ii, 258.

Antimony, analysis of, electrolyticall}'

(Law and Pehkin), A., ii, 767.

Antimony, detection and estimation of,

in presence of organic matter (Nor-
ton and Koch), A., ii, 858.

estimation of, electrolytically, and
separation of, from tin (Fischer),
A., ii, 120.

estimation of, as sulf>hide (Muller),
A., ii, 118; (VoRTMANN and
Metzl), a., ii, 655.

separation of, from tin (VoRTMANN
and Metzl), A., ii, 655.

Anti-oxidising agents (A. and L.

LuMitRE and Seyewetz), A., ii, 379.

Antipepsin (Schwarz), A., ii, 731.

Anti-precipitins and precipitins (Berm-
bach), a., ii, 407, 730.

Antipyrine {\-phenyl-2-Z-dimethylpyr-
azolone), diguanide from (A. and L.

LuMilsRE and Perrin), A., i, 250.

compound of, with mercuric oxide

(AsTRE and Yille), A., i, 670.

detection of, in aminojjyrine (BoUR-
cet), a., ii, 561.

detection and estimation of, in pyr-

amidone (P.\tein), A., ii, 658.

and pyramidone, estimation of,

volumetricully, in presence of each
other (PteURiER), A., ii, 871.

3-Antipyrine. See l-Phenyl-2:5-di-

nietliyl-2:3-oxypyrazole.

\^-3-Antipyrine. See 3-Methoxy-l-phen-

y 1-5- methyl pyiazole.

Antipyrylsemicarbazide and its deriva-

tives (A. and L. LuMit;RE and
Baubier), a., i, 475.

Antiseptic, isoform a new (Heile
;

Weik), a., ii, 847.

Antitoxic action of bivalent cations,

the so-railed (Osborne), A., ii, 746.

Antitoxins. See under Toxins.

Anti-typhoid inoculation, blood changes
following (Leisii.man, Harrison,
Smallman, and Tulloch), A., ii,

599.

Apigenin, a second synthesis of (Breger
and V. Kostanecki), A., i, 366.

Apiole a-nitrosites (Rimini), A., i, 199.

i.wApioles, compounds of, with s-trinitro-

benzene and pieryl chloride (Bkuni
and ToRNANi), A., i, 269.

Ajtium gravcolens. See Celery.

Apo-. See under the Substance to which
apo is prclixed.

Aporeine from I'apavn- (ittimwi (Pavesi),

A., i, 368.

Apples, bruised, cause of the presence of

abnormal amounts of starch in (War
collier), a., ii, 753.

Arabinose anilide (Hermann), A., i,

327.

Z-Arabino8ediplienylhydrazone(ToLLEN^
and Mauuenbkechkr), A., i, 262.
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Arabinose-ff-phenjlamylhydrazones, d-

and I- (Necberu and Federer), A.,

i, 299.

Arachine and its additive salts from
earth-nut (Mooser), A., i, 79.

AracMs. See Eartlinut.

Arc lamp. See under Electrochemistry.

Archil, detection of (Tolmax), A., ii,

215.

Argfinine in urine during phosphorus
poisoning (Wohlgemuth), A., ii,

338, 470.

effect of feeding with material rich in

(Orhlmeister), a., ii, 734.

metabolism of (Thompson'), A., ii,

268, 839.

compound of, with copper nitrate

(Sciienck), a., i, 28.

picrolonate (Steudf.l), A., i, 461.

estimation of, with permanganate
(Orglmeister), a., ii, 777.

Arginiue, methyl ester, hydrochloride

of (Fischer and Suzuki), A., i,

121.

i-Arginine (Cathcabt), A., ii, 267,

461.

Argon, atomic weight of, deduced from
its density (Guye), A., ii, 442.

Amisterol {amidiol) and its diacyl

derivative and phenylurethane
(Klobb), a., i, 594.

Aromatic compounds, ultra-violet absorp-

tion spectra of (Baly and Collie),

T., 1332; P., '203; (Baly and
EwBANK), T., 1347, 1355; P., 203,

210.

laws of substitution in (Flurscheim),
A., \, 614.

replacement of atoms or groups of

atoms by hydrogen in, during
reduction (Blanksma), A., i, 761.

action of ammonium nitrite and am-
monium nitrate (or of naaceut

- nitrogen and nitrous oxide) on
(Vaibrl), A., i, 189.

Arrhenalic acid. See Methylarsonic
acid.

Arrow poison. St-e Poison.

Arsenated monetitei, artiKcial produc-

tion i)f (UE Schllten), a., ii, 174.

Arienic, yellow, prej>aration of (Stock
and Siebert), A., ii, 25, ZUi.

. non-existence of, in organs and tissues

1 (Kuskel), a., ii, 542.

I
localisation of, in cases of poisoning

i

(l)ENlc.t;s), A., ii, 745.

Arsenic //-ihydride [nritive), interference

of mercuric chloride with the

formation of (Vitali), A., ii,

354.

catalytic decomposition of (LocKR-
mann). A., ii, 386.

Arsenic :

—

arsenious oxide {arsenious anhydride),

preparation of vitreous (Souheur),
A., ii, 63.3.

light emitted by crystals of (Ger-
xez),A., ii, 365; (Guixchaxt),
A., ii, 366.

theory of the velocity of solution

of (Brunxkr), a., ii, 386.

arsenic oxide {arsenic pento-rWe;
arsenic anhydride), interaction of,

with hydrogen sulphide in pre-

sence ot hvdrochloric acid (Usher
and Travers), T., 1370 ; P., 223.

use of, in the catalysis of sulphur
trioxide (Berl), A., ii, 315.

arsenic acid, -reaction of, with potass-

ium iodide near the equilibrium
(Bray), A., ii, 690.

^/•isulphides {arsenious sulphides), red

and yellow (Winter), A., ii, 245.

<nsulphide, colloidal, physical and
chemical proi)erties of (Linder and
PiCTON), T., 1907 ; P., 241.

ArsAoic organic compounds (Dehx), A.,

i, 184 ; (Mannheim). A., i, 758.

Arsines, primary (Dehn), A., i, 184.

Arsenic, examination of drugs for

(Naylor and Chappel), A., ii,

117.

Bettendorfs test for (Lobello), A.,
ii, 763.

detection of, by means of the Marsh
apparatus (Lockemann), A., ii,

353.

evolution of hydrogen in Marsh's test

for (Mai and Hurt), A., ii, 61.

detection and estimation of, in pre-

sence of organic matter (Nobtox
and Koch), A., ii, 858.

detection of, in the ashes of cremated
bodies (Mai), A., ii, 61.

estimation of (Cowley and Catford),
A., ii. 117.

estimation of small quantities of, elec-

trolytically (Mai and Hurt), A., ii,

284 : (Frkrichs and Rodenbeuo),
A., ii, 651.

estimation of, as magnesium pyro-
arsenate (Virgili), A., ii, 652, 858.

estimation of, in fuels (McGowax and
Floris), a., ii, 354.

estimation of, in toxicology (Mai),
A., ii, 763.

se|>aration of (Cantoxi and Chau-
TEMs), A.,ii, 480.

separation of, fmm molybdenum and
vanadium (Frif.dhrim, Drckkr,
and Diem), A., ii, 764.

Arsines. .See under Arsenic.

Artsmisin, decomix>sition products of a
derivative of

( Bertolo), A. i, 224.
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7soArtemi8in {h-hydroxysantonin) and its

phenvlhydiazone (Wedekind and
Koch), A., i, 529.

Artemisone, tsoArtemisone, and Artemis-
onic acid and its salts (Bertolo and
Ranfaldi). a., i, 897.

Arteries, action of chlorofonn on the
(ScHAFER and Scharlieb), A., ii, 105.

Artinite from the asbestos mines of the
Lanterna Valley (Brugnatelli), A.,

ii, 173.

Artocarpus integrifolia, cyanomaclurin
from (Perkin), t., 715 ; P., 160.

2-Arylalkylamino-5 methyl-4:5-dihydro-
thiazoles, oxidation and hydrolysis of

(Young and Crookes), P., 308."

Aryldiazonium salts, notion of cuprous
chloridf on (Ullmann and Frentzel),
A., i, 308.

)3-Arylliydroxylainines, formation of, by
the electroclieniical reduction of aro-

matic nitro-compounds (Brand), A.,
i, 770.

Aryloxybenzoic acids (Aktif.n-Gesell-
.SCHAFT FtJR AnIUN-FaBRIKATION),
A., i, 780.

and their conversion into xanthones
(Ullmann and Zlokasoff), A., i,

597.

Arylsulphonacetic acids, amides, nitriles,

and thioamides of (Troger and
Hille), a., i, 336.

Arylsulphonacetonitriles, action of

alkyl haloids on the sodium deriv-

atives of (Troger and Vasterling),
a., i, 870.

formation of additive compounds from
hydroxylamine and (Troger and
Voi-k.mer), a., i, 356.

Arylsulphonamides, aromatic, nitration

of (Aktien-Gesellschaft FiJR

Anilin-Fabrikation), a., i, 639.

Arylsulphonyldiazoimides, ])roperties

and reactions of (Mor(jan and
Micklethwait), T., 73, 921, 1304

;

P., 8, 179, 222, 303; discussion, P.,

180.

Arylthiosulphonacetoacetic acids, ethyl

esters, action of iihenylliydrazine on
(Troger and Volkmer), A., i, 89.

Asaprol, detection of (Leffmann), A.,

ii, 864.

Ash analysis, separation of iron and
ahiniinium from maiifjanese,calcium,

and magnesium in (Kaschinsky),
A., ii, 423.

See also Plant ash.

Asparagine, chemical changes attending

the aerobic bacterial fermentation of

(Adenky), a., ii, 340.

acyl derivatives of (FiscUEli and
Koenigs), a., i, 31.

Asparaginimide. See 2:5-Diketopiper-

azine-3:6-diacetamide.

Aspartic acid, amides and chlorides

(Fischer and Koenigs), A., i, 31.

Aspergillus niger, composition of the

proteid of (Abderhalden and
Rona), a. , i, 954.

See also Stcrigmatocystis nigra.

Asphalt, api^aratus for determining the

melting point of (Bauer), A., ii,

863.

Aspicilic acid and Aspicilin (Hesse),

A.,i, 140.

Assimilation, processes of (H. v. Euler
;

H. and A. v. Euler), A., ii, 343.

Association. See Affinity.

Atisine from Aconitum heterophyllum
(Duxstan and Henry), T., 1651 ; P.,

235.

Atmosphere, chemical and geological

history of the (Stevenson), A., ii,

239.

Atmospheric air, open and underground,
radioactivity of (Dadourian), A., i,

132.

in high latitudes, radioactivity of

(Simpson), A., ii, 662.

ions in (Langevin), A., ii, 141.

cau.sc of the ionisation of, in contact

with phosphorus (Meyer and
MiJller), a., ii, 141.

registration of the ionisation of (Lan-
gevin and Moulin), A., ii. 141.

registration of the ionisation of, by
means of falling water (Nordmann),
A., ii, 227.

specific heat of, at high temperatures

(HoLBORN and Austin), A., ii,

228.

coefficient of expansion of (Jaqueroii
and Perrot), A., ii, 507.

liquid, action of, on the life of seeds

(Becquerel), a., ii, 604.

combu-stible gaseous carbon compounds
in (Wolpert), A., ii, 160.

tension of carbon dioxide iu (Krogh),
A.,ii, 27.

in and around Halle, radioactive pro-

perties of (Schknk), a., ii, 432.

of Kew, variations iu the amount of

carbon dioxide in the, during the

years 1898-1901 (Brown and Es-

uombe), a., ii, 815.

of towns, presence of formaldehyde in

the (Trillat), A., i, 325.

detection of traces of carbon monoxide
in (Deju.st), A., ii, 453.

confined, estimation of carbon mon
oxide in (L^.vy and PicouL), A.,

ii, 203.

estimation of carbon dioxide in

(Mackie), a., ii, 355.
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Atmospheric air, estimation of carbon
dioxide in, by the rate of its absorp-

tion by a free surface of a solution

of an alkali hydroxide (Brown and
Escombe), a.,' ii, 858.

detennination of the amount of

helium and neon in (Ramsay), A.,

ii, 817.

Atomic theory and stoichiometrical laws
(Henry), A., ii, 81

;
(Nasini), A.,

ii, 514.

Atomic weight and secondary radiation

(McClellaxd), a., ii, 495, 496.

relation of specific beat to, in elements
and compounds (Tildex), T., 551 ;

P., 104.

of argon, carbon, chlorine, hydrogen,
nitrogen, and sulphur, deduced from
their densities (Guye), A., ii,

442.

of cadmium (Baxter and Hines), A.,

ii, 321.

of carbon and glucinum (Parsons),

A., ii, 710.

of chlorine (Dixox and Edgar), A.,

ii, 696.

of chlorine and sodium (Richards
and Wells), A., ii, 450.

of gadolinium (Urbain), A., ii, 250.

of hydrogen and nitrogen (Leduc), A.,

ii, 310.

of iodine (Kothxer and Aeuer), A.,

ii, 81, 156 ; (Baxter), A., ii, 81,

579; (Ladenbcrg ; KSthner), A.,

ii, 310.

of nitrogen (Gray), T., 1601 ; P., 156
;

(Scott), P., 309 ; (Rayleigh),
A., ii, 232; (Guye), A., ii, 442;
(Guye and Pixtza), A., ii, 506 ;

(HiXRiCHs), A., ii, 517; (Guye
and BoGDAX), A., ii, 702.

deduced from the ratio of the densi-

ties of nitrogen and oxygen
(Guye), A., ii, 442.

of palladium (Ambero), A., ii, 833.

of i-adium (Rudorf), A., ii, 69.

and the periodic system (Jones),

A., ii, 789.

of silicon (Becker and Meyer), A.,

ii, 246; (Meykr), A., ii, 815.

Atomic weights, table of. P., 6.

calculation of (Mkver), A., ii, 238.

sixth report of the Committee of the

German Chemical Society on (Lan-
DOLT, Ostwald, and ^Vallach),
A., ii, 1.15.

addendum to the sixth report of the

Committee of the German Chemical
Society for fixing (Ekdmanx ; Las-
dolt), A., ii, 308.

report of the International Committee
on. P., 2.

LXXXVIII. ii.

Atoms, the higher limit of the absolute

weight of, and the limits of vis-

ibility of fluorescence (Spring), A.,

ii, 494.

and molecules, heats of combustion of

(Henderson), A., ii, 145.

Atopite from Brazil (Hussak), A., ii,

398.

Atropa Belladonna, hyoscyamine from
(Schmidt), A., i, 717.

Atropine, influence of, on the circulation

through the .submaxillary gland
(Henderson and Loewi), A., ii,

743.

Ancnbin from Aueuha japonica (BouR-
quelot). A., i, 364.

Aorons compounds. See under Gold.

Autocatalysis (Visser), A., ii, 511.

Autolysis (Schumm), A., ii, 840.

behaviour of carbohydrates in (Ts eu-
berg and Milchnek), A., ii, 45.

influence of the thyroid on (Schryver),
A., ii, 267.

Auto-oxidation. See under Oxidation.

Awaruite (Jamieson), A., ii, 535.

Azelaic acid, phenyl ester, and thio-

(Bouchonnet), a., i, 566.

Azine, C23Hi303N2Br, from bromomor-
phenolquinone and o-tolylenediamine

(Vongerichten). a., i, 543.

Aziactones {alkjjlUlcneoxttzolones) and
their transformations (Erlenmeyeb),
A., i, 237 ;

(Erlenmeyer and Mat-
ter ; Erlenmeyer and Stadlin),
A., i, 238 ; (Erlenmeyer and Wit-
tenberg ; Erlenmeyer and Arbenz),
A., i, 240.

o-Azoacetanilide (Willstatter and
Pfannenstiel), a., i, 724.

Azoacetoacetic acid, ethyl ester, reactions

of (Wolff), A., i, 839.

o-Azoaniline and its hydrogen sulphate

(Willstatter and Pfannenstiel),
A., i, 723.

Azobenzene, ;;-amino-, condensations of

(Buscu and Beeomann), A., i,

309.

2:2'-rfjannno-. See o-Azoaniline.

Azobenzyl alcohols, >/). and p-, and their

dibenzoyl derivatives (Carr£), A., i,

889.

Azo-colonring matter, CigHjgOgN^a,
from the substance (CjHgOjNj),
and )3-naphtbol (Orloff), A., i,

189.

CgH^NgG, from hiemopyrrole and
tolut-nediazonium chloride (Gold-
MANN, Hrfter, and Marchlew-
ski). A., i, 725.

Azo-colourin^ matters, general method
of deternuniDg the constitution of
(Schmidt), A., i, 951.

69
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Azo-colouring matters from alpliylsul-

phonaminonaphthol derivatives

(Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fab-
kik), a., i, 250.

from )8-diketones and )3-ketonic esters

(Farbwerke vorm. Meister,
Lucius, & Bruning), A., i, 723.

from nitro-m-diaraines (Badische
Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik), A., i,

251.

from ar-tetrahydro-a-naphthylamine
(Morgan and Richards), A., i,

616.

amino-, from chlorochromotropic acid

(Farbwerke vorm. Mei.ster,
Lucius, & Brijning), A., i, 953.

o-amino- (Busch and Bergmann), A.,

i, 308.

o-hydroxy-, from a-naphthylamine
(Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fab-
rik), A., 1, 250.

Azo-compoands, constitution and colour

of (Armstrong and Robertson),
T., 1280; P., 180; (Hantzsch),
P., 289.

from the sulphonic acids of o-amino-
)3-naphthol (Chemische Fabriken
VORM. Weiler-Ter-Meer), a., i,

161.

from 3-hydroxydiphenylamine (Oeh-
ler), a., i, 161.

aromatic, reaction of, with aromatic
amines, differing from the induline

synthesis (Weinschenk), A., i, 724.

amino-, method for the direct forma-

tion of certain (Meldola and
Eynon), T., 1.

inriuence of substitution on the
formatiim of (Morgan and Woot-
ton), T., 935 ; P., 179

;
(Morgan

and Clayton), T., 944; P.,

182.

o-amino-, naphthazine syntheses from
(Ullmann and Ankersmit), A., i,

553.

hydroxy- (Goldschmidt and Low-
Beer), A., i, 389.

constitution of (Teichner), A., i,

952.

reduction of, to aminophenols by
phenylhydrazine (Oddo and
Puxeddu), a., i, 842.

ohydroxy-, constitution of (Hewitt
and Mitchell), P., 298.

p-hydroxy-, constitution of (Mit-
chell), T., 1229; P.. 220.

relation between quinonehydr-
azones and (Borsche), A., i, 161

;

(Bohsciie and Ockinoa), A., i,

719.

Azodiphenylmethane ; a correction

(Freundler), A., i, 162.

2:2'-AzodipIienyImethane, 4:4'-c?iamino-

(Duval), a., i, 652.

5-Azoeagenol and its constitution (Oddo
and Puxeddu), A., i, 492.

Azoimide, synthesis of (Browne), A.,

ii, 449.

physiological action of (Smith and
Wolf), A., ii, 106.

;)-Azophenetole, properties of (Dreyer
and RoTARSKi), A., i, 952.

Azophenine, C34H32O4N4, from diazo-

amino-^;-anisole (BuscH and Berg-
mann), A., i, 310.

Azophenols, substituted, nitration of

(Hewitt and Mitchell), T., 225

;

P., 61.

Azophenylindole (Castellana and
d'Axgelo), a., i, 940.

Azo-4-stilbazole (Friedlander), A., i,

819.

2:2'-Azotolaeiie, 4:4'- and 5:5'-dinitro-

(Ullmann and Frentzell), A., i,

308.

2:4:2':4'-<e/ranitro- (ZiNCKE and Mal-
komesius), a., i, 487.

Azo-jo-toluene, amino-, formation of,

from diazoamino-^-toluene (Jun-

Gius), A., i, 555.

o-amino-, condensations of (BuscH
and Bergmann), A., i, 308.

Azozazones, constitution of (Kehrmann
and DE Gottrau), A., i, 670.

Azoxonium compounds (Kehrmann),
A., i, 930, 949.

j7-Azoxyanisole, molecular depression

constant of (Smith and McClelland),
A., ii, 11.

Azoxybenzaldehyde, transformation of

(Alway and Bonner), A., i, 676.

Azoxybenzene, 3:5:3':5'-ic<r-achloro-4:4'-

rfibrorao- (Flurscheim), A., i, 614.

^/^•Azoxybenzyl alcohol and its dibenzoyl

derivative (Carr6), A., i, 889.

Azoxycinnamic acids, m- and p-, and
their esters and sodium salts (Marie),

A., i, 554.

Azoxydicarbonamide dioxime and its

salts (Wieland), A., i, 421.

2:2'-AzoxydipheiiyImethane, 4:4'-di-

aniino- (Duval), A., i, 652.

B.

Baoillas, red, from American potatoes

(Pringsheim), A., ii, 274.

coli communis, estimation of, in

potable waters (GAUTiii), A., ii,

660.

DclbrUcki, behaviour of, at different

temperatures (Henneberg), A., ii,

848.
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Bacillus, diphtheria, and pseudo-diph-

theria, relationship of (Petbie), A., 1

ii, 341.

maceranx, a bacillus which produces

acetone (Schakdinger), A., ii, .

646. I

megatherium homlycis found in silk-
j

worms (Sawamira), A., ii, 472.

pyocijancus, pro'luction of fat from
proteid by (Beebe and BcxTox), .

A., ii, 108.

typhosus, isolation of, from infected

water (Wiluson), A., ii, 748.

Bacteria, can nitrite provide oxygen in

the anaerobic culture of ? (Takaha-
sHi), A., ii, 340.

istimation of the oxygen-minima for

germination, growth, and spore-

production of (Mever), a., ii,

848.

action of the radiations from radium
bromide on (Dixox and Wigham),
A., ii, 548.

action of injections of, on bone'marrow
and blood plasma (Muller), A.,

ii, 468.

action of, on sugars (Seoin), A., ii,

341.

decomposition of fodder and foods by
(KoNiG, Spieckermann, and Seil-

er), a., ii, 472; (Ko.nig), A., ii,

747.

which are active in the maceration of

flax (BEVEUiNCKand van Delden),
A., ii, 749.

of infectious gastro-enteritis (Potte-
vin), a., ii, 748.

in milk (Koning), A., ii, 273.

anaerobic, apparatus for thecultivation

of (Meyer), A., ii, 848.

denitritication, influence of different

carllohydrates and organic acids on
(Stoklasa and VItek), A., ii, 342,

472.

lactic acid and putrefactive, sensitive-

ness of, towards j)oisoii8 (Rahx),
A., ii, 183.

action of, on cheese-ripening (v.

Freudenreich and Thosi), A.,

ii, 189.

lactose-fermenting, in fscos (Mac-
Coxkey), a., ii, 601.

of fjece.«, action of dextrose on tlie

(Harden), A., ii, 748.

nitrifying, modification of the method
for isolating (PEumTi), A., ii, 841.

nitrogen (Luhnir), A., ii, 801.

nitrogen-fixing {FisriJER), A., ii, 189.

))re.s»'nio and distribution of, in the
sea (Km NEK), A., ii, 189.

life conditions 'of ^Ki-riiKui, A ii,

602.

Bacteria, nitrogen-fixing. See also Nitri-

fication and Soils,

pathogenic, action of radium emana-
tions on (DoRN, Baumann, and
Yalentiner), a., ii, 748.

sulphate-reducing, in mineral waters

(Goslings), A., ii, 108.

soil, assimilation of free nitrogen by
(Fraps), a., ii, 110.

Bacterium,au alcohol-producing (Prings-
heim), a., ii, 848.

be^ viscosjim, fermentation of red beet

by (Panek), a., ii, 472.

uric acid, biochemical mechanism of

the (Ulpiani and Cingolani), A.,

ii, 190.

See also Bacteria, Fermentation, Micro-

organisms, Moulds, and Yeasts.

Baeyer's tension theory and anhydrides
of saturated dibasic acids (Yoerman),
A., i, 13.

Balalbans, Balalbanan, Balaflaavil, and
Balagutta (Ischirch and Schere-
scHKwsKi^, A., i, 713.

Balance, Nernst. See Micro-balance.

Balance sheet of the Chemical Society

and of the Research Fund. See Annual
General Meeting, T. , 541.

Balata (Tschirch and Schebeschew-
SKI), A., i, 713.

Balsam, white Peru, from Honduras
(Hartwich and Hellstrom), A., i,

454.

Balsams, the vanillin-hydrochloric re-

action for (Rosexthai.er), A., ii,

489.

See also Resins.

Bamboo, flowering of (Loew), A., ii,

344.

Barbaloin, constitution of, and ^ribromo-,

and their acetyl derivatives (Jowett
and Potter), T., 878 ; P., 181.

Barbituric acid and its homologues,
|)reparation of (Merck), A., i, 179.

nitro-. See Dilituric acid.

Barium, prejiaration of (Guxtz), A., ii,

87.

Barium alloy with mercury {barium
amnlfiam), action of, on solutions of
sodium and potatHium salts (Fer-
xekks), a., ii, 33

; (Smith), A., ii, 164.

Barium bromide, action of potassammon-
ium on (JoAXXt.s), A., ii, 4.')0.

hydrati'd, dehydration of(Kreider),
A.,ii, 636.

'

precipitation of, by hydrobromic
acid (Thorxk), A., ii, 118.

chloride, physiological action of
(Bk.\t), a., ii, 846.

chromate, artificial production of (db
Schultex), a., ii, 175.

jwimnjolylKlate (Jdxius), A., ii, 825.
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Barium nitrate, decomposition of, by
heat (Basch), A., ii, 87.

nitrite and its decomposition by heat
(Ray), T., 177.

sulphate, solubility of (Kuster and
Dahmer), a., ii, 248.

adsorption of iron salts by (Korte),
T., 1506 ; P., 229.

sulphite, solubility of, in water and in

sucrose solutions (RoGOWicz), A.,

ii, 821.

Barium cacodylate, preparation of

(Annoni), a., i, 758.

palladothiocyanate (Bellucci), A.,

i, 122.

platinocyanide, electrolytic prepara-

tion of (Brochet and Petit), A., i,

39.

Barium and strontium, detection of

small quantities of (Blum), A., ii,

204.

calcium, and strontium, estimation of,

in presence of one another (Brill),

A., ii, 522.

Barium-haidingerite and -monetite, arti-

ficial production of (DE Schulten),
A., ii, 174.

Barley, influence of the composition of,

on the development, quality, and
productivity, and on the transmis-

sion of these properties (Vanha,
Kyas, and Bukovansky), A., ii,

755.

manuring experiments on (ITlbricht),

A., ii, 277; (V^oelcker), A., ii,

754.

influence of tlie various ratios of

y»hosphoric acid to nitrogen on the

growth of (Bahadur), A., ii,

348.

pot experiments to determine the

limits of endurance of, for certain

injurious substances (Gutheie and
Helms), A., ii, 755.

estimation of albumin in (Heerde and
Buscn), A., ii, 364.

estimation of extract in (Reichard
and Purucker), A., ii, 428.

estimation of nitrogen in (Glimm), A.,

ii, 201 ;
(Neumann), A., ii, 202.

Barleys, composition of (Prior), A., ii,

277.

"Barszcz" (Panek), A., ii, 472.

Barntine, physiological action of (Brat),

A., ii, 846.

Base, C7H70;,NS, from formaldehyde and
the anilide of sulphanilic acid

(Orloff), a., i, 190.

CgHgN, andCpHjiN, and their nitroso-

com])Ounds, fi"oin formanilide and
acetaldehyde and formanilide and
acetone (Orloff), A., i, 190.

Base, CgHjjN, decomposition of, and addi-
tive compound with benzaldehyde
(Wallace and Rhoussopoulos),
A., i, 818.

CgHj-N, and its salts, nitrosoamine,
and sulphonamide, from methyl-
heptenylamine (Wallach and
Rhoussopoulos), A., i, 818.

(C8H90N)„, and its uitroso-compound,
from formaldehyde and formanilide
(Orloff), A., i, 189.

C10H19N, from 3:8-diaminomenthane
(Semmler), a., i, 222.

CjoHjgN, and its nitrosoamine, from
^-thujoneiso-oxime (Wallach and
Fritzsche), a., i, 148.

C12H11ON, and its nitroso-compound,
from formaldehyde and formyl-;8-

naphthylamine (Orloff), A., i,

190.

CJ4H15ON, from the reduction of the
substance, Cj4Hi3 0;,N (Konovv^aloff
and Jatzewitsch), A., i, 764.

C14H.23ON, from oil of caraway (ScHlM-
MEL k Co.), A., i, 537.

CigHigOgN, from the substance,

Ca4H2.504N (Erlenmeyer and
Bade), A., i, 131.

Cj^HjgN.j, and its salts and benzoyl
derivative, from the reduction of

o-dibenzylideneacetonehydroxyl-
amiueoxime (Minunni and CiuSA"),

A., i, 245.

CjgHjgONj, and its benzoyl deriva-

tive, from the lactone of the acid,

C32H28O5N2 (Reissert), a., i, 926.

CigHj-NgCi, from the aldehyde,

CJ2H13ON, aniline, and hydrochloric
acid (ZiNCKE and Wurker), A., i,

242.

C.joHjgO.iNg, from the hydrolysis of
carbiinilido-5-hydroxy-2-methyl-

benzidine (Goldschmidt and Low-
Beer), A., i, 390.

C.2oHjg02N3Cl, from carbanilido-?;i-

chlorobenzenehydrazo-j[;-cresol

(Goldschmidt and Low-Beer), A.,
i, 390.

CajHjiNg, and its salts and C.21H33ON3,
from benzoflavine (Hewitt and
Fox), T., 1061 ; P., 216.

C29H37N3, and its salts, from form-

isobutaldol and dimethylaniline

(Sam EC), A., i, 489.

Bases and pseudo-bases, suggested

nomenclature of (Hantzsch), A.,

i, 317.

action of, on chloral hydrate (Enk-
laar), a., i, 170, 741.

aromatic, compoundsof, with palladous

bromide and chloride (Gutbier),

A., , 584.
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Bases, organic, condensing action of

(Knoevexagel ; Kxoevexagel
and Mottek), A., i, 61 ;

(Knoe-
VENAOEL and Albert), A., i,

62
;
(Knoevexagel and Herz

;

Kxoevexagel and Schroder),
A., i, 63 ; (Kxoevenagel and
Laxgexsiepex), a., i, 64 ;

(Knoevexagel and Arxot
;

Kxoevexagel and Wai.tek),
A., i, 65.

influence of indifTerent solvents on
the alkylation of (Pixner and
Fraxz), a., i, 466

;
(Mexschvt-

Kix), A., i, 663.

action of metallic cyanides on
(Struthers), p., 95.

tertiary cyclic, introduction of the
benzoyl group into (Reissert), A.,

i, 472, 925.

See also Amines and Diamines.
Basic slag. See Slag, basic.

"Basic slag-ammonia," a new manure
(Miller; Haselhoff). A., ii, 650.

Basil, formation and distribution of the

essential oil in (Charabot and La-
lox'e), a., ii, 112.

changes in the amount and nature of

the volatile oil of, as the result of
removing the flowers as they appear
on the plant (Charabot and Hu-
bert), A., ii, 850.

Bassia Parkii. See Karite tree.

Beckelite, a calcium cero-lanth*ano-did-

ymo-silicate, from Mariupol district,

Russia (Morozewicz), A., ii, 177.

Beckmann rearrangement, mechanism
of the ^Sluiter), A., ii, 692.

by means of benzenesulphonyl chloride

in presence of alkali or pyridine
(Werxer and Piquet), A., i, 66.

in oxiines of ketone-alcohols of the
benzoin type (Wkrxer and Det-
schekf), a., i, 225.

Beer, refractometric analysis of (Acker-
maxx), a., ii, 486; (Barth), A.,
ii, 660.

detection of traces of zinc in (Brand),
A., ii, 653.

estimation of alcohol in, by means of

the Zei.ss immersion refractometer
(ArKERMANX and Steinmaxn), a.,

ii, 557.

Beer wort. See Wort.
Beer yeast. See Yeast.

Bees, inanition studies in (SLOvrrzoFF),
A . ii, 45.

Beeswax. See under Wax.
Beet juice, estimation of reducing sub-

stani'tsin (H. and I* Pellkt), A.,ii,290.

Beet molasses of various origin ( Die-
trich and Mach), A., ii, 55.

Beetroot, red, bacteriological and chemi-

cal study of the fermentation of, known
as "bai-szcz" (Paxek), A., ii, 472.

Beetroot (sugar), manuring experiments
on (AxDRLfK, Staxek, andMYsfK),
A., ii, 550.

action of phosphoric acid on (Romer),
A., ii, 757.

action of sodium chloride on (Wohlt-
MAXx), A., ii, 759.

seedling diseases of (Hiltxer and
Peters), A., ii, 413.

estimation of ammonia in (Sellier),

A., ii, 60.

and products of sugar factories, esti-

mation of the harmful nitrogen in

(AxDRLfK), A., ii, 616.

direct estimation of sugar in, by
Pellet's water process (H. and L.

Pellet), A., ii, 210.

Benz-. See also Benzoyl- and under the
parent Substance.

Benzal-. See Benzylidene-.

Benzaldazine, o-amino-, and its diacetyl

derivative (RoxcaglioloI, A., i,

652.

Benzaldehyde, action of light on a mix-
ture of, with nitrobenzene (CiA-

MiciAX and Silber), A., i, 335.

oxidation of, in presence of acetic an-
hydride (JoRissEX and Rixger),
A., i, 354.

condensation of, with aminoacetone
(Alkxaxder), a., i, 92.

condensation of, with isohydroxycarb-

amide (Coxditch^), A., i, 288.

action of 5-methylacridine on (Fkied-
laxder), a., i, 829.

condensation of, with ethyl phcnoxy-
acetate (Stoermer and Kiite), A.,

i, 526.

condensation of, with toluene (Kliegl),
A., i, 186.

monohydrobromide (Vorlandbr and
Siebert), a., i, 792.

Benialdehyde, ;>-chloro-, and m- and p-

nitro-, action of nitrogen sulphide

on (Davis), T., 1833 ; P., 258.

7n-halogen derivative.s, preparation of

(Metfler), a., i, 790.

0- and p- hydroxy-, oxidising chlorina-

tion of (Biltz), A., i, 66.

isomeric rfjliyiiroxy-, preparation of

(Sommer), a., i, 141.

2:3-rfthydroxy- (Sommer), A., i, 141.

;>-iodo- (Willgkrodt and Booel), A.,

i, 901.

0-, WI-, and p-iodo-, and their semi-

carbazonei (Willoerodt and
RiKKE), A., i, 442.

Tn-nitro-, action of 5-methylacridine

on (Friedlander), A., i, 829.
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o-Benzaldehyde-o-azobenzoic acid and
its oxiine and seinicarbazone (Carr^),
A., i, 307.

Benzaldehydeazobenzoic acids, m- and
p-, and their ethyl esters and the

plienylhydrazone of the ?/i-acid (Al-
WAY and Honner), A., i, 676.

Benzaldehydephenyliodiniam hydroxide
and salts (Willgerodt and Rieke),
A., i, 442.

Benzaldehydesnlphonic acids (Chrm-
iscHE Fabrik voum. Sandoz), a.,

i, 141.

Benzaldehydesulphoxylic acid, sodium
salt (Bazlen), a., ii, 241.

Benzaldoxime and o-chloro-, reduction

of (Franzex), a., i, 427.

Benzamide, salts of, with dicarboxylic

acids (Henle), A., i, 437.

iV-chloro-. See Benzoylchloroamide.
thio-, action of thionyl chloride on,

and its benzoyl derivative (TocH-
termann), a., i, 595.

Benzanthrone and Benzanthroneqninol-
ine (Bally), A., i, 237.

Benzene, preparation of, free from sul-

l)hur (Schwalbe), A... i, 124.

modern petition of the theory of the

constitution of (Kaufemann), A.,

i, 868.

ring system of (Kauffmakn and
Beisswenger), a., i, 280 ; ii, 218 ;

(Kauffmann and Grombach), A.,

i, 280.

spatial formula for (Konig), A., i,

185.

ultra-violet absorption spectrum of

(Baly and Collie), T., 1332 ; P.,

203
;
(Friederichs), A., ii, 782.

latent heat of evaporation of (Brown),
T., 265 ; P., 75.

and acetic acid and benzene and n-

propyl alcohol, viscosity of (Dux-
stan), T., 15.

progressive chlorination of, in presence

of the aluminium-mercury con})le

(Cohen and Hartley), T., 1360 ;

P., 223.

action of sulphur or sulphur chlorides

on, in presence of aluminium clilor-

ide (Boeseken), A., i, 583.

as indicator for iodonietry (Schwez-
off). A., ii, 280

;
(Maegosches),

A., ii, 552.

isodiazotate, sodium derivative

(Noelting and Korp), A., i, 872.

monosub-stituted derivatives, ultra-

violet absorption spectra of (Baly
and Collie), T., 1332; P., 203.

disubstituted derivatives, ultra-violet

absorption spectra of (Baly and
EwBANK), T., 1355 ; P., 210.

Benzene, amino-. See Aniline.

c^iamino-. See Phenylenediamines.
^-bromo-, p-chloro-, and ^-nitro-

iodoxy- (Mascarelli), A., i, 870.

p-dihvo\i\o- and p-dic\i\oYo-, vaporisa-

tion of isomorjdious mixtures oi'

(KusTER and Dahmer), A., ii,

230.

p-dihvomo-, y-?n-dibromoiodo-, and
p-diQ\i\oi'o-, compounds of, with
polyvalent iodine (Willgerodt,
Landenberger, Thiele, and
Frischmuth), a., i, 580.

l-bromo-2:4-oJmirro-, action of, on
glycine (Sanxa), A., i, 48.

fi-p-dibvomodimtxo-, non-existence of

(Heller and Meyer), A., i, 788.

2:6-c?ibromo- and 2:4-rfichloro-l-nitro-

aniino-, action of sulphuric acid on
(Orton and Smith), T., 397; P.,

92.

2:6-rfibromo-4-nitro-l-nitroamino-

and 2:4-rfmitro-l-nitroamino-

(Zincke and Kxjchicnbecker), A.,

i, 487.

chloro-, nitration of (Holleman), A.,

i, 42.

isomeric c^ichloro-, nitration of (Holle-
man), A., i, 41.

c!i-o-pliloro-, new mode of formation

of (Schmidt and Ladner), A., i.

43.

^-rfichloroamino-. See Aniline, 2:5-

rfichloro-.

l:4-(Zichloro-2-bromo- (Noelting and
Kopp), A., i, 872.

di-m-chloro-^-bronionitro- (Flur-
sciieim), a., i, 614.

isomeric chloronitro-derivatives,

chlorination of (Cohen and
Bennett), T., 320; P., 80.

isomeric cJichloronitro- (Jaeger), A.,

i, 583.

specific gravities of (Holleman),
A., i, 42.

s-<richloro-l-nitroamino-, preparation

of, and action of sulphuric acid on
(Orton and Smith), T., 392 ; P.,

92.

fluoro-, and some of its derivatives

(Holleman and Beekman), A.,

i, 41.

o-fluoronitro- (Holleman), A., i, 424.

0-, VI-, and ^;-fluoronitro- (Holleman),
A., i, 515.

s-<nhalogen-l-nitroamino-derivatives,

transformations of (Orton and
Smith), T., 389; P., 91. -

hydroxy-. See Phenol.

l:2-(^ihydroxy-. See Catocliol.
,

l;3-rfihydroxy-. See Resorcinol.

l:4-rfthydroxy-. See Quinol.
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Benzene, l:2:3-;rihydroxy-. See Pyro-
gallol.

l:2:4-frthydroxy-. See Quinol, hydr-
oxy-.

l:3:5-<rihydroxy-. See Phloro-

J;lucinol.
oxy-, compounds of, with merturic
bromide aud chloride (Mascarelli),
A., i, 869.

nitro-, action of light on a mixture of,

with benzaldehyde (CIAMICIAN and
Silber), a., i, 335.

m-uitronitroso- and m-rfmitroso-
(Alway and Gortxer), A., i, 516.

nitroso-, interaction of, with hydroxyl-
amine (Hantzsch), A., i, 617.

Benzeneazo-4-bromo- and -4-ethoz7-
o-naphthylamines (BrscH and Berg-
mans . A., i, 310.

Beii2ene-2-azo-6-bromo- and -6-chIoro-

4-nitro-)/i-phenylenediamine8, p-
bromo- and jj-chloro- (Morgax and
Wootton), T., 943.

Beiizene-2-azo-4:6-^t'bromo- and -diiodo-

//t-phenylenediamines, o-, m-, and p-
nitro- (Morgan and Wooiton), T.,

937; P., 179.

Benzeneazoconmarin and its o-, m-, and
/i-nitro-derivatives, preparation of
MrrcHEi.i.), T., 1229; P., 220.

Benzeneazodiethylaniline. See Diethyl

-

aminobonzeneazobenzene.
Benzeneazodimethylcoamarin and o-,

m-, and ^-nitro-, preparation of

(Hewitt and Mitchell), P., 298.

Benzeneazoeagenol and 7/i-bromo-, and
their acetyl derivatives (Oddo and
Pdxeddu), a., i, 492.

Benzeiieazoformo-3-naphthyIainide, p-
hydroxy- (Boiwchki, A., i, 306.

Benzeneazoformotolaididei, hydroxy-
Hoksche), a., i, 306.

4 Benzeneazo 3 methylpyrazole-l-z'-

benzoie acid, 5-chloro- (Michaelis,
Leonhaudt. and Wahle), A., i, 394.

Benzeneazonaphthamethylconmarin and
</-, ?«-, and />-nitro- (Hewitt aud
.Mitchell), P., 302.

Benzeneazo-d-naphthol and p-nitro-,

copj)cr comiwuuda of (ScHAro-
^HNiKOFr and Svientoslavhki),
A., i, 161.

j»-amino-, and its acetyl derlTative,

Ereparation of (Meldola and
YXON), T., 3.

2:5-dichloTo- (NoELTiNO aod Kopp),
A., i, 872.

«-<nchloro- (Orton and Smith), T.,

395.

-Benzeneaio-ZS-naphthylamine, con-

ilensatioiia of (BuacH aud B£RGMAKN)>
\., i, 309.

Benzeneazo-o-nitrophenol, o-, m-, and
;>-uitro-, and their acyl derivatives

(Hewitt and Mitchell), T., 226;
P., 61.

Benzene-2-azo-4-nitro-m-phenylenedi«

amine, //-broino- (Morgan and Woot-
ton ),Vr-' ^40.

Benzene-3-azo-5-nitro-2:4-tolylenedi-

amine. ^-bromo- and/)-nitro- (Mokg.\n
and Wootton), T., 940.

Benzeneazophenol, ^amino-, decomposi-
tion of (Mkldola and Etnon), T., 2.

4-Benzeneazo - 1 -phenyl-5 -methyl-pyr-

azole, 3-chloro-, and -3 pyrazolone
(Michaelis),^ A., i, 244.

4-Benzeneazo l-phenyl-3-methylp3rr-

azole-5-thioglycollic acid and its silver

salt (Michaelis, Leonhardt, and
Wahle), A., i, 393.

Benzeneazo-o-tolaeneazo-3-naphtllol, p-

nitro- (Farbwkrke vokm. Meister,
Lucirs, k Brijning), A., i, 162.

4-Benzeneazo-l-;^-tolyl-3-methylpyr-

azole-5 glycollic acid and its barium
salt (Michaelis, Leonhardt, and
Wahle), A., i, 395.

Benzeneazo-. See also Phenylazo-.

Benzenediazo-. See Diazobeiizenf.

Benzene -m- diBalphon->-dimethylaniide
(Chattaway), T., 161 ; p., 7.

Benzene- »i-disulphon-halogen- and
-alkylhalogen-amideB (Chattaway),
T., 155; 1'., 7.

Benzene-l:3-disulphonyl-bi8-;i>-phenyl-

enediamine and its di-izotisation and
-bis-/ -aminobenzeneazo-0-naphthol
(Morgan and Micklethwait), T.,

1308; P., 222.

Benzenehexacarboxylic acid. See Mel-
litic acid.

/SBenzenehydrazo-a-benzoylnaphtliol
(GoLDscHMiDT and Low -Beer), A., i,

390.

Benzenesnlphinic acid, ;7-chloro- (Troo-
er and HiLLE), A., i, 337.

/>-iodo- (Troger and Volkmer), A.,

i, 356.

Benzenesnlphomethylamide, action of

])tiro nitric acid on (Backer), A., i,

766.

Benzeneznlphonacetic acid, amide,
nitrile, and thionmide of, and their

brorao-, chloro-, and iodo-derivatives

(TKikiER and Hillk), A., i, 336.

Benzenesnlphonacetiminoethyl ether
liVilr<M;hIoridt' (TroUKR and HiLLE),
a'., i, 337.

Benieneinlphonacetonitrile, ;7-bromo-

and /'-chloro-, sodium derivatives,

and the action of benzyl chloride

on (TrOgek and Vasterlino), A., i,

871.
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Benzene-?)i-sulphonalkylamide8, nitio-
I

(Chattaway), T., 159; P., 7.

Benzenesulphonamino-o-azo-^-toluene
(BrscH aiid Bergmann), A., i, 308.

8-Benzenestilphonamino-o-iiaphthol-4-
sulphonic acid (Badische Anilin- &
Soda-Fabrik), a., i, 250.

iV'-Benzenesulphonantliranilic acid (v.

Pawlewski), a., i, 437.

^-Benzenesulphoubenzoic acid and its

barium salt (Weedon and Doughty),
A., i, 346.

Benzenesulplioii-vj'-cumidide, -hepta-
decylamide, -wi-toluidide, and -o-xyl-

idide (Hinsbekg and Kessler), A., i,

339.

Benzenesulphondialkylacetonitriles and
their ^-bromo-, ^-chloro-, and ^-iodo-
derivatives (Troger and Vasterling),
A., i, 870.

Benzenesulphondipropylthioacetamide
(Troger and Vasterling), A., i,

871.

BenzeneBulphonethenylaminozime and
j9-bromo-, jj-chloro-, and ^-iodo-

(Troger and Volkmer), A., i, 356.

Benzenesulphonethyl-^-xylidide (H ins-

berg and Kessler), A., i, 339.

Benzenesulphon-lialogen- and -alkyl-

halogen-amides and nitro- (Chatta-
way), T., 148 ; P., 7.

Benzenesulphonic acid, methyl ester,

hydrolysis of (Praetorius), A., i,

186.

4-fluoro-3-nitro- (Holleman), A., i,

424.

m-nitro-, potassium salt, action of

potassium cyanide on (Holleman),
A., i, 595.

Benzenesulphonic anhydride (Billet-
er), a., i, 584.

l-Benzenesulphontetrahydroquinoline
and its 2-n)etiiyl derivative (van
Dorp), A., i, 82. .

as-Benzene8ulphonyI-iV-methyl-l:8-
naphthylenediamine and its diazo-

derivative (Morgan and Mickle-
tiiwait), p., 304.

Benzenesulphonylmethyl-o-, -7/1-, and
-T^-nitroanilines and their reduction

(Morgan and Micklethwait), T., 84.

oj-Benzenesulphonylmethylphenylene-
diamines and their diazotisatiou and
azo-;3-naphthol derivatives (Morgan
and Micklethwait), T,, 85 ; P., 9.

Benzenesulphonyl-a-naphthylamine, 8-

nitro- (Morgan and Micklethwait),
P., 303.

BenzeneiuIphonyl-l-.4 naphthylenedi-
amine and its diazotiaation and azo-

/3-naphthol derivative (Morgan and
Micklethwait), T., 928; P., 175.

Benzenesulphonylnaphthylenediamines,
1:5- and 1:8-, diazo-derivatives of
(Morgan and Micklethwait), P.,

303.

Benzenesulphonyl-o-, -?«-, and -;?-nitro-

anilines (Morgan and Mickle-
thwait), T., 79.

Benzenesulphonyl-4-nitro-l-naphthyl-
amine (Morgan and Micklethwait),
T., 928; P., 179.

Benzenesulphonyl-5-nitro-o-toIuidine
(Morgan and Micklethwait), T.,

925 ; P., 179.

Benzenesulphonyl-5-nitro-j9-xylidine
(Morgan and Micklethwait), T.,

926 ; P., 179.

Benzenesulphonylphenylenediamines,
diazo-derivatives of the, and their di-

azoimides and azo-/8-naphthol deriva-

tives (Morgan and Micklethwait),
T., 73; P., 8.

Benzenesulphonyl-2;5-tolylenediamine,
diazotisation of, and its azo-8-naph-
thol derivative (Morgan and Mickle-
thwait), T., 925 ; P., 179.

BenzenesulphonyI-^-xylylene-2:5-di-

amine and its diazotisation and
azo-j8-naphthol derivative (Morgan
and Micklethwait), T., 926 ; P.,

179.

Benzene- 1: 2: 3-tricarboxylic acid. See
Hemimellitic acid.

Benzhydrol (diphenylcarbinol), colourless

salts of (Lambrecht and Weil),
A., i, 128.

sodium derivative, reactions of

(Bacon), A., i, 203.

Benzhydroxamic acid (Marquis), A., i,

524.

Benzhydryltetraphenylmethane
(Tschitschibabin), a., i, 125;
(Jacobson), a., i, 186; (Gomberg
and Cone), A., i, 641.

o-Benzhydryltriphenylcarbinol (Guyot
and Catel), a., i, 226, 540.

Benzidine [di-p-amiTiodiphcnyl), action

of formaldehyde and sodium hydr-
ogen sulphite on (Prud'homme),
A., i, 548.

reaction of, with potassium ferricyanide

(Barsiloavsky), a., i, 549.

chromate, composition of (Kotschu-
bey), a., i, 549,

hydrofluoride and hydrosilicofluoridc

(Khrenfeld), a., i, 474.

Benzil, condensation of, with ketones

(Japp and rKNox), T., 673; P.,

152.

condensation of, with resorciaol (v.

Liebig), a., i, 781.

action of semicarbazide on (BiLTZ), A.,

i, 673.
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Benzil dihydrocyanide and its diacetyl

•derivative (Japp and Knox), T., 681 ;

P., 153.

Benzil, p-hydroxy- (^YEISL), A., i,

904.

2:4- or 2:6-di'hydroxy- (Fixzi), A., i,

906.

Benziminazole, S-bromo-, and its salts

(FiscHKR and Mouson), A,, i, 246.

Benziminazoles and their decomposition

(Fischer), A., i, 245.

Benzoflavine (2.8-d\amino-5-phenyl-3:7-

dimethylacridine) and its acetyl deriv-

atives and action of methyl iodide on
(Hewitt and Fox), T., l558 ; P., 215.

Benzoforoinozimes, a- and j8-, and their

acetyl derivatives and compounds with
phenylcarbiiiiide (Werneb and Det-
8CHEFF), A., i, 225.

Benzoic acid and its derivatives, physical

properties of (Lumsden), T., 93

;

P., 14.

solubility of, in various solvents (Hoff-
mann and Langbeck), A., ii, 374.

influence of various sodium salts on
the solubility of (Philip), T., 987 ;

P., 200.

nitration of (Holleman), A., i, 42.

di-o-substituted, methyl esters, con-

version of, into ethyl esters (Sud-
BOROUGH and Davies), P., 87.

Benzoic acid, benzaniinoetbyl ester

(Gabriel), A., i, 651.

2:6-dibromopheiiyl ester (BoRSCHE
and Ockinga), A., i, 720.

Benzoic acid, o-amino-. See Anthranilic

acid.

m- and p-amino-, reduction of (Lang-
GUTH), A , i, 593.

JV'-cinnamoyl derivatives (Rein-
icke), a., i, 788.

p-amino-, methylation of (Johnston),
P., 156.

isomeric amino-, condensation of, with
ethyl malonate (v. Pollack), A.,

i, 353.

isomeric dtbromo-, m.enthyl esters,

rotation of (Cohen and Zorthan),
P., 306.

0- and 7rt-chloro-, nitration of (HoLLE-
man), a., i, 4'J.

o-fluoro- (Holleman), A., 1, 425.

hydroxy-derivfttives, oxidation pro-

ducts of (Fkrkin and NiEKEN-
8TEIN), T., 1412 ; P., 185.

electrolytic oxidation of (A. G. and
F. M. Perkin), p., 212.

o-hydroxy-. See Salicylic acid.

2:4-(/»hydroxy-. See /3-Re8orcylic

acid.

2:5-rfihydroxy-. See QuinolearLoxylic

acid.

Benzoic acid, 3:4-dihydroxy-. See

Protocatechuic acid.

2;3:4-<riTiydroxy-. See Pyrogallol-

carhoxylic acid.

3:4:5-<rihydroxy-. See Gallic acid,

o-nitro-, solubility of, in various solv-

ents (Hoffmann and Lang-
beck), A., ii, 374.

influence of various sodium salts on
the solubility of (Philip), T.,

987 ; P., 200.

j?-nitro-, isopropyl ester (Buchnek
and Meisesheimer), A., ii, 274.

0- and p-nitro-, menthyl esters,

crystallographic and optical pro-

perties of (Graham), T., 1193.

0-, rti-, and p-nitro-, menthyl esters,

rotation of (Cohen and Armes), T.,

1190; P., 218.

5-nitro-3-amino-4-cyano-2:6-rfihydr-

oxy-, ethyl ester and ammonium
salt of (BoRSCHE and Gahrtz), A.,

i, 895.

3:5-rfinitro-4-hydroxy-, ethyl ester,

reaction -of, with potassium cyanide

(Borsche and Bocker), A., i, 51.

thio-, p-methoxy- and p-ethoxy-phenyl
esters of (Taboury), A., i, 644.

o-Benzoic snlphinide {"saccharin"),
action of chlorine and caustic alkalis

on (Chattaway), T., 1882; P.,

284.

detection of (v. Mahler), A., ii, 127.

detection of, in wine (Chace), A., ii,

292.

estimation of (Proctor), T., 242; P.,

62.

Benzoin, chemical kinetics of the syn-

thesis of (Stern), A., ii, 150.

reactions of (Garner), A., i, 143.

action of semicarbazide on (Biltz), A.,

i, 673.

acetyl and p-nitrobenzoyl derivatives

(Meisenheimer), a., i, 291.

sodium derivative (Garner), A., i,

143 ; (Mei.senhf.im eh), A., i, 291.

Benzoinoximes, a- and /3-, and their

acetyl derivatives and compounds with
phenylcarbimide (Wkrneb and Det-
scheff), a., i, 225.

Benzonitrile, re<loction of (Fr£bault),
A., i, 437.

2:5-dichloro- (NoELTiNO and Kopp),
A., i, 872.

Bensophenone, action of ammonium
suli)hide on (Manchot and
Krisciie), a., i, 142.

4:4'-rfjamino- (v. Gkorgievics), A.,
i, 357.

4;4'-rfibromo-, -dichloro-, -rftiodo-,

and -rftnitro- ^Fischer and Hess^,

A., i, 205.
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Benzophenone, p-iodo-, jo-iodoso-, and
^-iodoxy-derivatives, iododicliloride,

and phenyliodonium hydroxide and
salts (WiLLGEKODT and Bogel), A.,
i, 901.

Benzophenone ammonia {iminobcnzo-
phcnone) (Thomae), A., i, 718.

Benzophenonesulphone and 3-chloro-
(Ullmann and Lehxer), A., i, 289.

Benzophenone-i?-xylylhydrazone (Will-
gerodt and Lindenberg), A., i,

550.

Benzopinacones, intramolecular atomic
rearrangements in (Montagne), A.,
i, .58, 445, 524; (Agree), A., i,

216.

Benzoquinone picrate (Bruni and ToR-
NANi), A., i, 270,

o-Benzoquinone (Willstatter and
Pfannenstiel), a., i, 144.

tetrahvomo-, behaviour of, towards
aldehydes and ketones (Jackson
and Russe), A., i, 217.

alcoholic derivatives of (Jackson
and Carlton), A., i, 907.

^-Benzoquinone, action of azoimide on
(Escales), a., i, 145.

tetrabvorao- and ^ifrachloro {bromo-
and chloro-anils), action of potass-
ium iodide on (Torrey and Hun-
ter), A., i, 217.

dibromodiiodo-, and its reactions
(Torrey and Hunter), A., i, 217.

iP-Benzoquinone-5-sulplionic acid, 2-

nitro-3:6-fZ^hydroxy-, and its salts

(NiETZKi and Humann), A., i, 217.

Benzothiazole, action of benzoyl chloride
on (Reissert), A., i, 927.

Benzoxy-. See Benzoyloxy-.
Benzoyl-. See also Benz-, Benzo-, and
under the parent Substance.

Benzoyl acetyl peroxide (JoRissEN and
Ringer), A., i, 354.

nitrate, preparation and reactions of
(Francis), P., 302.

Benzoylacetic acid, ethyl ester, action of,

on anthranilic acid (v. Niementow-
SKi), A., i, 611.

Benzoylacetone, copper derivative, and
dithio-, action of carbonyl chloride on
(Vaillant), a., i, 460.

Benzoylacetonitrile, action of cyanogen
bromide on (v. Mk.ver), A., i, 155.

Benzoylacetylacetanilide (Dieckwanx,
Hoi'i'E, and Stein), A., i, 136.

Benzoyl-^-alanine and its silver saft

(lldi.M), A., i, 29.

Benzoylamino-. See under the parent
Substance.

5-Benzoylanilino-l-phenyl-3-methyI-
pyrazole (Miciiaki.i.s and Hkpner),
A., i, 480.

Benzoylazo-4-hydroxy-benzene, -3-

methylbenzene, and -2-methyl-6-iso-

propylbenzene, and their bromo- and
benzenesulphinic acid derivatives and
-naphthalene (BoRscHE and Ockinga),
A., i, 719.

2-Benzoylazo-l-hydroxynaphthalene
(BoKSCHE and Ockinga), A., i, 720.

o-Benzoylbenzoic acid and its esters,

amide, and chloride (Meyer), A.,

i, 133.

4-amino-, 4-hydroxy-, and 4-nitro-

(Kliegl), a., i, 187.

tetrachloro- and ^-hydroxy-, isomeric

methyl esters of (Meyer), A., i,

134.

4-nitro-, its methyl esters and chlor-

ide, and dinitro-derivative (Lang),
A., i, 895.

Benzoylbenzylaminecarboxylic acid
(Einhorn), a , i, 345.

j3-Benzoyl-a-benzylpropionic acid (Koh-
ler), a., i, 359.

Benzoylcarbinol and its reactions

(Kling), a., i, 732.

Benzoylchloroamide, reactions of(Mohr),
A., i, 891.

Benzoylconmarin and its oxime (Knoe-
venagel and Arnot), A., i, 65.

s-Benzoyl-;^-cumylhydrazide (Willge-
RODT and Hekzog), A., i, 550.

l-Benzoyl-l:2-dihydroqmnoline,2-cyano-
and 2-hydro.\y- (Reisseut), A., i,

472.

2-Benzoyl-l:2-dihydro/soquinoline, 1-

cyano- (Reisskrt), A., i, 926.

7-Benzoyl-;87 diphenylbutyrolactone
(GarnerI, a., i, 144.

2Benzoyl-2:3-diphenyltetrahydrofaran,
5-hydroxy-, and its acetyl derivative

(Garner), A., i, 144.

Benzoyl group, introduction of, into

tertiary cyclic bases (Reissekt), A.,

i, 472, 925.

Benzoylhydrazide, dicymo- (Rinman),
A., i, 389.

Benzoylhydrocotamineacetic acid ami

its ethyl ester and silver salt (Ah-

i.ERs), A., i, 786.

s-Benzoyl-4-hydroxy-phenyl- , -3-methyl-

phenyl-, and -2-methyl S-wopropyl-

phenylhydrazines (Borsihe and Ock-
inga), A., i, 720.

2-Benzoylimino-3-phenylthiodiagoline
and its 5-ethoxy-derivative (Whkelkr
nnd Statikoi'oulo.s), A., i, 722.

Benzoylmalonanilic acid, ethyl ester

(Dieckmann, Hopi'E, and Stein),

A., i, 136.

5-Benzoyloxy-l-;'-bromophenyl- 1:2:3-

triazole-4-carboxylio acid, ethyl ester

(DiMROTii and Staiil), A., i, 386.
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5-Benzoyloxy-l-7J-tolyl l:2:3-triazole-4-

carboxylic acid, ethyl ester (Dimkoth
and Stahl), A., i, 385.

2-Benzoyl-5-phenylflyozaline and its

1-raetliyl methiodide derivative (Pix-
nek), a., i, 476.

Benzoylpiperidine, decomposition pro-

ducts (containing halogens) from (v.

BuAUN and Steindorff), A., i, 596.

Benzoylqninol monomethyl ether

(Kauffmakx and Gbombach), A., i,

280.

o-Benzoyl-i3-trimetliacetyl8tyrene,action

of hydrazine on (Japp and Wood), T.,

707": P., 154.

Benzoyltriphenylpropenol (Kohler and
Heritage), A., i, 207

;
(Kohler and

JoHxsTiN), A., i, 216.

5-Beiizoyl-;)-xylylhydrazide (Willge-
RODT and LiNDESBERG), A., i, 551.

Benzyl alcohol, ?/i-amino- and m-iodo-
(Lasgguth), A., i, 593.

rftchloro<^?ibromohvdroxy- (ZixcKE and
Buff), A., i, 881.

o-nitro-, decomposition of, under the

influence of aqueous and of alcoholic

sodium hydroxide (Carr^), A., i,

307.

in- and ^-nitro-, decomposition of

(Carre), A., i, 889.

Benzyl bromide, 3:5-rfibromo-4-hydroxy-,

condensation of, with phenols

(ArwERs and Rietz), A., i, 887.

and o- and p-nitro-, action of phenyl-

hydrazine and pbromophenylhydr-
azine on (Flaschxer), A., i, 936.

Benzyl methyl ether. ^;-amino-, and its

hfcnzoyl deiivative, and ^-nitro-

(RoMKo), A., i, 435.

Benzylacetoacetamide (Gi'akeschi), A.,

i, 823.

Benzylacetone, p-uitro-, and its phenyl

-

hvdrazone, and op-rfmitro- (Alber),
a'., i, 235.

Benzylalkyleonhydriniam iodides, iso-

meric, and their additive salts

(SrnoLTZ and Pawucki), A., i,

47:5.

Beniylamine, acyl derivatires (Eix-
HOK.x), A., i,'344.

and o-chloro-, and its salts (Franzrx),
A., i, 427.

TO-nitroo-hydroxy-, benzoyl and
chloroacetyl derivatives of (EiN-
horn), a., J, .345.

Benzylaminoazo7>-tolnene and its hydro-
chloride and nitrosoaniiue (BuscH and
Bekoma.vn), a., i, 309.

S-Benzylamino-l-phenyl-S-methylpyr-
azole an<l its acyl «lerivatives and
additive salt»(M 'I II »i- ' i-nn,l Ui t \it i

A., i, 479.

Benzyli^oamylconininm iodides, isomeric

(Scuoltz), a., i, 297.

Benzylaniline, influence of temperature

on the action of acetyl thiocyanate

on (DoRAX and Dixox), T., 339;
P., 77.

a-broraopropionyl derivative, condens-

ation of, with sodium derivatives

of phenols (Bischoff), A., i, 84.

o-chloro-«-cyano- (Badische Anilix-
& Sod.a.-Fabrik), a., i, 438.

Benzylanilinoazobenzene (V'igxox and
Simoxet), a., i, 495.

Benzylanthranil(KERXOTandPETROXE),
A., i, 284.

Benzylanthrauilic acid and its phenyl,

tolvl, and naphthvl asters (Kerxot
and Petroxe), A.", i, 283.

cD-cyano- (Badische Axilix- & Soda-
Fabrik), a., i. 433.

/3-Benzyl-7-benzylidenebutyrophenone.
See /3-Benzyl-3-styrylpropiopheuone.

Benzylbatylconinitun iodides, isomeric

(ScHOLTz), A., i, 297.

o-Benzylbutyric acid, 7-?r/chloro-j3-

hydroxy-, and its salts (Doebxer and
Ker.stex), a., i, 7S7.

Benzylcamphoformeneamine and its

carboxylic acid and its benzylamine
salt (Tixgi.e and Hoffmaxn), A., i,

790.

Benzyl-p-cresol and -i/>-cumenoI, 3:5-rfj-

bromo-4- hydroxy- (Alwers and
Rietz I, A., i, 888.

o Benzyldihydroberberine and its salts

(Frf.uxd and Bki k), A., i. 151.

Benzyldimethylaminomethylcarbinol
and its aiiditive salts and benzoyl

derivative (FofRXEAf), A., i, 57.

Benzyl-a/3-dimethylpropyl8ulphone
(PoSNEUaud TstHARNo). A., i, 279.

2-o-Benzylene-6-methylpyridine and its

hydrate and additive &alts (Errera
and Casaroi), A., i, 446.

2-r/-Benxylenone-6-methylpyridine and
its oxinie (Errera and Ca.sardi), A.,

i, 446.

Bentylethylacetio acid, phenylethyl-

aiiiides of (Mohr), A., i, 428.

Benzylethylaniline (Gxehm), A., i, 273 ;

' Vaiuei. and S< iiKUER), A., i, 274.

Benzylethylconiniom iodides, isomeric

(S. IK.I.T/. , .\., i, 2'.»l).

Benzylideneacetophenone (Mayer), A.,

i, 214.

hyiirochloride and its compound with
lifhyde and dipicrate (VoR-
K, UoLLK, and Siebert), A.,

I, / '•i.

Bensylideneaoetylacetone, action of

hydrogen sulphide on ^Ruhemann),
T.. 25.
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5-Benzylideiieamino-6-oxy-2-ethylthiol-

pyrimidine (Johnson), A., i, 836.

Benzylideneaniline ( Vaubel and
Schkuer), a., i, 274.

condensation of, with ethyl acetone-

dicarboxylate (Mayer), A., i, 429.

condensation of,with ketones (Mayer),
A., i, 214, 357.

action of magnesium organic com-
pounds on (BuscH and Einck), A.,

i, 519.

Benzylideneaniline, p-iodo- (Will-
GERODT and Bogel), A., i, 901.

A'-Benzylideneanthranilic acid, p-

amino- and ^>-nitro- (v. Pawlewski),
A., i, 438.

Benzylideneazine, tetrahvovao-, action of

\ ammonia on (Stoll^), A., i, 249.

0-, m-, and p-iodo- (Willgerodt and
Rieke), a., i, 442.

Benzylidenebenzidine, o-, m-, and p-

iodo- (Willgerodt and Rieke), A.,

i, 442.

Benzylidene-;»-l)romoplienylliydrazine,
7H-nitro- (Ott), A., i, 376.

7-Benzylidene-/8-etliylbutyroplienone.

See /8-Styryl -j8-ethylpropiophenone.

Benzylidenehippuric acid, jn-hydroxy-,
and its ethyl ester, and piperidide

(Erlenmeyer and Wittenberg), A.,
i, 240.

Benzylidenehydrazine, acetyl and
benzoyl derivatives, metallic com-
pounds of (Stollj^ and MIjnch), A.,

1, 94.

Benzylidenehydrazines, o-amino-, acetyl

derivatives of (Roncagiolo), A., i,

652.

Benzylidenehydroxydihydroplien-
anthranil (Japp and Knox), T., 683.

Benzylidenelaevulic acid and its ethyl

ester (Mayeh), A., i, 357.

Benzylidenemalonic acid, ethyl hydro-
gen ester (Reinicke), A., i, 787.

ethyl ester, reactions of, with
magnesium organic compounds
(Kohler), a., i, 700.

Benzylidenemalononitrile, o-hydroxy-
(HiNiticH.sEN and Loiisk), A., i, 132.

Benzylidenemethyl ethyl and heptyl
ketones (Mayeii), A., i, 215.

Benzylidene-2-methylnaphthathiazoleB.
See 2-Styrylnaphthatiuaz()les.

Benzylidene-a- and -/S-naphthylamines
and w-cyano- (Badischk Anilin- k
Soda-Fahkik), a., i, 438.

Benzylidene-a-i'.wpropylanhydroacetone-

benzil (Japp and Kno.\), T., 677.

Benzylidenetetrazoline and its o- and p-

movo- and 3:4-rft-liydroxy- and o-, m-,

and ;j-nitro-derivntives (Ruhemann
and Merriman), T., 1774.

Benzylidenethioxanthen and its additive
salts (Decker and v. Fellenberg),
A., i, 668.

Benzylidenethujone (Haller), A., i,

602.

2-Benzylidene-l:3:3-trimetliylindoline
and its additive salts (Brunner), A.,
i, 468.

9-Benzylidenexantlien (Decker,
Bunzly, and v. Fellenberg), A., i,

668.

4-Benzyliminopyrine and its methyl
derivative (MichAELis and Preuner),
A., i, 479.

2:5-Benzyliminopyrine and its additive'

salts (MiCHAELis and Blume), A., i,

480.

/S-Benzylmalic acid and its salts (Doeb-
ner and Kersten), A., i, 786.

Benzylmalimides (Lurz), A., i, 191
;

(Ladenburg ami Herz), A., i, 272.

Benzylmalonic acid, ethyl hydrogen
ester, and its potassium salt, amide,
and chloride (Makguery), A., i, 507.

Benzylmethylaminomethylcarbinol and
its nietliiodideand dibenzoyl derivative

(Fourneau), a., i, 57.

l-Benzyl-2-niethyl-l-etbyltetrahydro-

quinolinium iodide (Scholtz and
Pawlicki), a., i, 474.

Benzylmethylglutaconimide, cyano-,

and its metallic and alkaloidal deriv-

atives (Guareschi), a., i, 823.

4-Benzyl-l-metbyl-3-cj/cZoliexanol and
hydroxy- (Haller and March), A.,

i, 276, 771.

Benzyl methyl ketone, condensation of,

with nitromalonaldehyde (Hill and
Hale), A., i, 200.

Benzylmethylmalonic acid, ^-nitro-,

and its salts and ethyl ester (Romeo),
A., i, 435.

Benzylmethyltriazen and its metallic

derivatives (Dimkoth), A., i, 312.

4-Benzyl-l:2-napbtbaqainol, cyano-, and
l:2-rfi'liydroxycyano-, and its diacetyl

derivative (Sachs and Craveri), A.,

i,910.

Benzyl-j3-naphthol, 3:5-dibromo-4-
hyiiroxy- (Auwers and Rietz), A.,

i, 888.

Benzylnaphthyl-. See Naphthylbenzyl-.

Benzylphenyl-. See aLso I'henylbenzyl-.

Benzyl-d-phenylpropylsulphone ( Pos-

NKii and 'r.sciiAH.No), A., i, 279.

Benzylpropylconinium iodides, isomeric

(Scholtz), A., i, 297.

Benzylsulphonic acid. See Toluene-w-
Hulplionic aciil.

;8-Benzyl-/3-«tyrylpropiophenone and its

dibroniide and oxime (Ivojiler), A.,

i, 359.
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Benzylthiolbenzylacetylacetone (Ruhe-
maxn), T., 21.

3-Beiizylthiol-l:4-diphen7larazole
(Wheeler and Statibopoulos), A., i,

721.

Benzylthiozanthen (Decker and v.

Fellexberg), a., i, 668.

Benzyl-o- and -j^-toluidines, o-nitro-

(Jaeger), A., i, 585.

9-Beiizylzanthen and -zanthenol
(Decker, Bunzly, and v. Fellex-
berg), a., i, 668.

Benzylzanthylium salts (Decker,
BuxzLY, and v. Fellexberg), A., i,

663.

Benzyl-p-xylenol, 3:5-rfibromo-4-hydr-

oxy- (AuwERs and Rietz), A., i, 888.

B«rberine, three tautomeric forms of

(Gadamer), a., i, 369.

Beryllium. See Glucinum.
Betaine, chemico-physiology of (Velich

and Staxek), A., ii, 266.

physiological action of (Velich), A.,

ii, 106.

estimation of, in the products of sugar
factories (Staxek), A., ii, 562.

salts, preparation of, from molasses
(Stiepel), a., i, 416.

Betaine, ethyl ester, hydrochloride and
platinichloride of (Koeppex), A-, i,

176.

Betulol and its acetate (v. Sodex and
Elzk), a., i, 451.

Bicarbonates, nuclear synthetical equili-

brium between phenols, phenolcarb-
oxylic acids, and, in aqneous solution
(Hallstrom), a., ii, 511.

Bikhaconine and its properties and salts

(DrxsTAX and Andrews), T., 1644
;

P.. 234.

Bikhaconitine, extraction of, from Jicon-

itnm spvuitum, and its composition.
properties, and salts (Dunstax and
Andukws), T., 1636 ; P., 234.

Bile, etfect of intravenous injections of,

on blood-pressure (Meltzer and
Salant), a., ii, 836.

conjugated glycuronic acids in (Bial),
A., ii,.643.

human (6ru.m), A., ii, 337.

ox, taurocholeic acid from (Gull-
bring), A., ii, 737.

Bile acids, cause of the fluorescent re

action of, with sulphuric acid (Preol)
A., i, 728.

Bile pigments in leeches (Spiess), A.
ii. 737.

Biliparpnrin, phylloerythrin, and chole
lucmaiin, identity of (Marchlewski)
A., i, 500, 847.

Bilirabin and its azo-deriratiTes (Orn
DORFF and Tbeplk), A., i, 865.

Birch buds, oil of (v. Sodex and Elze),

A., i, 451.

Bird cherry. See Prunus Padtts.

Birds, action of epinephrine subcutane-
ously administered on (Noel Patox),
A., ii, 106^.

Birds' red corpuscles. See Blood cor-

puscles.

Bis-l-acetyl-S-triazole and its 5-alkyl-

and 5-phenyl derivatives (Rixmax ,

A., i, 3S8.

3':5'-Bis-3:5-a?i'bromo-4-hydroxybenzyl-

/^-cresol and -/^-xylenol (Auwers and
KiETz), A., i, SS7.

Bisdiazobenzenemethylamide (Dim-
roth ), A., i, 311.

Bisdiazoles, formation of (Stoll£ and
MiJxcH), A., i, 95; (Stoll^ and
Kixd), a., i, 96.

Bisdibenzenesulphone-methylene-,
-ethylene-, and -trimethylene-?«-
phenylenediamines and -trimethylene-
?>-phenylenediamine (Hixsberg and
Ke.'^.sler'), a., i, 722.

Bisdiethylcetrol (Hes.se), A., i, 139.

I

4:6-Bisdinaphthaxanth7lbenzene, 1:3-

rfihydroxy-, and its diacetyl derivative
I (Fosse and Robyx), A., i, 607.

1 Bisdiphenylene-ethylene (Smedley),
T., 1254 : P., 221.

Bi8-5-ethyl-3-triazole and its salts and
1-acetyl derivative (Rinman), A., i,

388.

Bi8-/)-hydroxybenzyl-2'-cresol and its tri-

acetate (Auwers and KiETZ), A.,i,887.

Bismethylenedioxyindigo. See Piper-
onaliiidigo.

Bis-5-methyI-3-triazole and its salts and
its 1 -acetyl derivative (Rixman), A.,
i, 388.

Bismuth, presence of, in pyrites from
Agordo (PiUTTi and Stoppani), A.,

ii, 718.

Hall effect of, at high temperatures
(V. Tracbexberg), a., ii. 502.

variation of the resistance of, in a
feeble magnetic field (Carpixi), A.,

ii, 72.

temperature-coefficient of the resist-

ance of (Streistz), a., i, 432.

magnetisation coefficient of (Meslix),
A., ii, 228.

diamagnetism of (Leduc), A., ii, 871.

crystalline, thermal conductivity of
(Perrot ; Cailler), A., ii, 10.

colloidal (Gutbier and Hofmeier),
-A., ii, 327.

Bismuth alloys with aluminium, pro-

perties of (P^xHEUX), A., ii, 526.

with antimony (HCttxkr and Tam-
mann), a., ii, 327.

with copper (Hiorks), A., ii, 461.
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Bismuth salts, anodic decomposition
during the electrolysis of (Bose), A.,
ii, 299.

Bismuth nitride (Franklin), A., ii,

583.

complex nitrites (Ball), T., 761 ; P.,

129.

phosphate, molecular weight of

(Rugheimer), a., ii, 576.

telluride (MoNKEMEYER), A., ii, 828.

Bismuth, estimation of, by precipitation

as molybdate (Miller and Cruser),
A., ii, 358.

Bis- 1 -phenyl- 5-methyl-3-triazole (Rix

-

man), a., i, 388.

Bisphenylphthalazonylethane and its

di-p-intvo- and rii'nitronitroso-deriv-

atives (Reissert and Engel), A., i,

899.

Bis-l- and -5-phenyl-3-triazoles (Rin-
man), A., i, 387.

Bis-5-i:sopropyl-3-tria2ole and its salts

and 1 -acetyl derivative (RiNMAN and
Stahl), a', i, 388.

3 - Bis- 5 -thio - 1-phenylpyrazolone-4-j9-
azotoluene (Michaelis and Simon),
A., i, 396.

Bistriazole compounds (Rinman), A., i,

387.

Bis-3-triazole and its salts and 5-hydr-
oxy- (Rinman), A., i, 388.

Bis-3-triazole-5-carhoxylic acid and its

potassium salt and benzoyl and acetyl

derivatives (Rinman), A., i, 389.

Bitumen, detection and estimation of,

in gutta pereha (Pontio), A., ii, 362.

Biuret cadmium chloride (Schenck), A.,

i, 28.

dithio-, persubstituted (Billeter and
Rivier), a., i, 49.

Biuret-acetic acid, isomeric amides and
ethyl ester of (Eppinger), A., ii,

336.

Bleaching powder, formation and con-

stitution of (Taruoi), a., ii, 32.

red coloration of (Tarugi), A., ii,

163.

Blendes, estimation of zinc in (Pattin-
soN and Redpath), A., ii, 356.

Blood, composition of, in disease (v.

RzENTKOWSKi), A., ii, 337.

composition of, in cases of Tuberculosis

pulmonum, Cercinoma ventriculi,

Diabetes mellitus, Salurnismtis

chronicus, and Typhus abdcnninalis

(Erben), A., ii, 741.

spectroscopy of (Vila and Piettbe),
A., i, 621 ; ii, 402.

action of light on n)ixtures of eositi

and (Pfeiffer), A., ii, 465.

measurement of the electrical con-

ductivity of (Wilson), A., ii, 264.

Blood, electrical conductivity of, during
coagulation (Frank), A., ii, 835.

changes in the viscosity of, produced
by alcohol (Burton-Opitz), A., ii,

98.

changes in the viscosity of, during
narcosis (Burton-Opitz), A., ii,

540.

behaviour of sodium fluoride towards
(Toyonaga), a., ii, 332.

alkalinity of (Landau), A., ii, 330.

coagulation of (Loeb), A., ii, 330.

etfect of phosphorus on the coagulation

of (DoYON, Morel, and Kareff),
A., ii, 402.

osmotic pressure of, in fishes (Dek-
huyzen), a., ii, 836.

absorption coefficients of, for gases

(Bohr), A., ii, 729.

human, power of, to decompose hydr-

ogen pero-xide (Silbergleit and
Mosse), a., ii, 178.

determining the plasma condition in,

in erythema (Euben), A., ii, 741.

effect of acids on (Ham and Baleau),
A., ii, 402.

alcohol and acetone in (Maignon), A.,

ii, 406.

colonrirg matter of (GoLPMANN and
Mahchlewski ; Buraczew.ski
and Marchlewski), A., i, 399 ;

(Goldmann, Hepter, and
Marchlewski), A., i, 725.

or their products of decomposition,

new reagent for the detection of

(RiEGLER), A., ii, 128.

glycuronic acid of (L^^pine and Bou-
lud), a., ii, 730.

invertin in (Weinland), A., ii,

730.

proteids of (Morawitz), A., ii, 837.

estimation of catalase (Jolles), A.,

ii, 215.

estimation of iron in, colorimetrically

(Jolles), A., ii, 67, 206.

Blood changes following anti-typhoid

inoculation (Leishman, Harbison,
Smallman, and Tulloch), A., ii,

599.

in plague (Rogers), A., ii, 338.

Blood circulation in man, investigations

on the (Loewy and v. Schrotter),
A., ii, 401.

Blood corpuscles, influence of the con-

centration of, and the form of the

reagent vessel, on htemolysis by
chemical reagents (Vandevelde),
A., ii, 836.

preparation and properties of proto-

plasmic extracts of (A. and L. Li'-

Mii;RE and Chevr"tifi:\ A., ii,

642.
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Blood corpuscles and plasma, distribu-

tion ofsaccharine njatters in (LfepiXE

and Bovlud), A., ii, 642.

foetal, resistance of (Vandevelde),
A.,ii, 836.

laked, haemolysinogenic nnd agglutin-

inogenic action of (Stewart), A.,

ii, 47.

red, Koeppe's hypothesis of the nature

of (Gryns), a., ii, 729.

action of fluorescent substances on
(Pfeiffer), a., ii, 465.

rate of haemolysis of (Cernovo-
DEANU), A., ii, 465.

laking of (Koeppe), A., ii, 331.

of birds, nuclei of (Ackermann),
A., ii, 98.

estimation of the volume of (Koeppe),
A., ii, 331.

Blood-discs, composition of the stroma of,

and hemolysis (Pascucci), A., ii, 729.

Blood ferments (Jolles and Oppex-
heim), a., ii, 265, 600.

Blood fibrin, glycolytic principle of

(SiEBEii), A., ii, 541.

Blood gases, apparatus for use in the

analysis of (Barcroft), A., ii, 551.

Blood-plasma, chemical changes in,

after injection of Bacteria (Muller),
A., ii, 468.

absorption coefficients of, for gases

(B()I1r\ a., ii, 729.

Blood-pressure, effects of salts of potass-

ium and ammonium and of bile

salts on (Edmunds), A., ii, 264.

effect of intravenous injections of bile

on (Meltzer and Salaxt), A., ii,

836.

effect of chloroform on (Schafer and
Scharlieb), a., ii, 105 ; (Embley
and Martin), A., ii, 264.

effect of polypeptidtR ou (Halli-
burton), A., ii, 265.

effect of proteolytic products on
(Wolf), A., ii, 264.

Blood serum, opsonic content of, in

health and in lupus (Bullock\ A.,

ii, 844.

Blood stains, detection of (Rieoler),
A., ii, 128.

Body, chemical correlation of the func-

tions of the (Starling), A., ii,

735.

estimation of the gases set free in the,

after rapid decompression from high
atmospheric pressures (Ham and
Hiu.), A., ii, 728.

Boiler deposits (Rothstsin), A., ii,

3S9.

Boiling point in vacuum—a new con-

stant and its nieaniug (Krafft),
A., ii, 144.

Boiling point apparatus (Gibbs), A., ii,

570.

Boiling points of normal fatty alcohols

and nitriles (Henry), A., i, 561.

of esters, influence of water and alco-

hols on the (Wade), T., 1656 ; P.,

240.

of homologous compounds (Young),
A., ii, 231.

Bombyx inori, influence of sex on the
nutrition of, in the last stages of its

metamorphosis ; localisation of gly-

cogen, fat, and soluble albumin in the

course of nymphosis (Vaney and
Maignon), K., ii, 406, 467.

Bone, influence of alkalis on the growth
of (Aron), a., ii, 100.

Bone-dust, is the availability of phos-
phoric acid in, modified by the
)>rcsence of gypsum? (Katayama),
A., ii, 347.

Bone-marrow, chemical changes in,

after intraperitoneal injection of
Bacteria (Muller), A., ii, 468.

extracts, intravenous injection of
(Browx and Guthrie), A., ii,

745.

Boric acid and Borides. See under
Boron.

Bomeol (m. p. 204°) and its acetate from
Abies sibirica (Golubeff), A., i,

74.

tsoBorneol (Bouveault and Blanc),
A., i, 222.

oxidation of, to camphor (Chemisghe
Fabrik auf Aktien), A., i, 362,
709.

Bomylcarbiminocamphor (Forster and
Fikrz). T., 829 ; K, 178.

Bomyl-dizantUde and -zanthic acid,
esters and amide of (Tschugabff),
A., i, 73.

Boron /nfluoride, preparation and some
physical constants ofpure (Moissan),
A., ii, 26.

Borides, preparation of (Junost k
Mkwes), A., ii, 316.

Boric acid, oo-urrence of, in common
salt (Heff,lmann), a., ii, 652.

action of, on the alkali peroxides
(Jaubert), a., ii, 26.

detection of (Castellana), A., ii,

420 ; (Mezoer ; GasKE), A., ii,

764.

detection and estimation of, in butter
(Monhaupt), a., ii, 354.

detection of, in foods (v. Spindlrr),
A., ii, 480; (Sellier), A., it,

554.

estimation of (Windirch ; Vaubel
and Bartelt), A., ii, 554;
(Beythikn), A., ii, 765.
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Boron :

—

Boric acid suffioni of Tuscany, radio-

activity of the, and the amount of

the emanation contained therein

(Nasini, Axderlini, and Levi),

A., ii, 786.

Perborates, formation of (Jaubert),

A., ii, 26 ;
(Melikoff ; Bruhat

and Dubois), A., ii, 246.

Boumonite from Arizona (Schaller),
A., ii, 725.

Bowel, action of chloroform on the blood-

Tcssels of the (Embley and Martin),
A., ii, 264.

Brain, cholesterol esters in the (BiJNz),

A., ii, 841.

tissue and lecithin, production of

choline from (Coriat), A., ii, 47.

vessels, action of epinephrine on
(WiGGERs), A., ii, 846.

Bran, influence of, on the estimation

of gluten and on the suitability of

flour for bread-making (Lindet and
Ammann), A., ii, 780.

Brandies, wine, composition of(RocQUEs),

A., ii, 275.

Brandy, some conditions affecting the

ester value of (ScHlDROWiTZ and
Kaye), a., ii, 486.

colorimetric estimation of higher alco-

hols in (RocQUEs), A., ii, 359.

Brazilin and hsematoxylin (Herzig and
Pollak), a., i, 605.

Bread, detection of sawdust in (Paga-
kini), a., ii, 360.

Bread-making, proteids of wheat gluten

and its relations to baking properties

of wheat flour (KoNiG and Rintelen),
A., ii, 113.

Bromal monohydrobromide (Vorlandee
and Siebert), A., i, 792.

Bromanil. See ^-Benzoquinone, tetra-

bromo-.

Bromates. See under Bromine.

Bromine, electromotive behaviour of

(Boericke), a., ii, 222.

solubility of, in solutions of potassium
bromide(WoRLEY),T.,1107;P.,209.

replacement of hydroxyl by (Perkin
and Simonsen), T., 855 ; P., 188.

Bromine fluoride (Prideaux), P., 240.

Bromates, estimation of (Scholtz),

A., ii, 651.

Bromine, detection of, in presence of

much iodine (CoRMiMBOKur\ A.,

ii, 416.

and chlorine, estimation of small pro-

portions of, in iodine (Tatlock and
Thomson), A., ii, 281.

chlorine, and iodine, new method
for the estimation of mixtures of

(Wentzki), A., ii, 478.

Bromine, estimation of, in bromates
(Jaxxasch and Jahn), A., ii, 416.

Bromo-compounds, action of magnesium
organic compounds on (Kohler and
Johnstin), a., i, 215.

Bronzes, tempering of (Guillet), A., ii,

168.

Brucine, thermochemistry of(BfiRTHELOT
and Gaudechon), A., ii, 301, 441.

oxide(PiCTETandMATTissoN),A.,i,816.
separation of, from strychnine
(Howard), A., ii, 779.

Brucine, hexaohloro-, and its hydro-
chloride (MiNUNNi and CiusA

;

Coronedi), a., i, 230.

Bunsen burner with sieve attachment
(Allihn), a., ii, 81.

flame, experimental demonstration of

the structure of the (Habermann),
A., ii, 693.

Burette, new (Iwanoff), A., ii, 349.

a new, for testing normal solutions

(Hesse), A., ii, 55.

Burettes, gas, modified (Zrzaavy), A.,
ii, 55.

Burner, Bunsen. See Bunsen burner.

Burners, new laboratory, and their

adaptation to the production of high
temperatures (M^ker), A., ii, 142.

Butadiene compounds (Stobbe, Gade-
mann, Lenzner, and Rose ; Stobbe
and Leuner), A., i, 857.

a5-dibromide (Willstatter and v.

Schmaedel), a., i, 514.

Butadienedicarboxylic acids. See Ful-

genic acids.

Ji-Butaldehyde, condensation of, by
means of dilute sulphuric acid

(Gorhan), a., i, 171.

tdrabxovcLO- (Freundler), A., i, 569.

isoButaldehyde, condensation of, with
methylfthyhicraldehyde (Mor.a.wetz),

A., i, 262.

Butane, s-cis- and -trans-tetrahrorao-

,

preparation of (Perkin and Simon-
sen), T., 856; P., 188.

See also ^Methylpropane.
isoButane, <ribromo-derivatives (PoGOE-

2el8KY), a., i, 315.

cj/cfoButane, derivativesof(Willstatter
and V. Schmaedel), A., i, 514.

l:l-(Zibromo- (Kijner), A., i, 355.

dicyc/oButane derivatives, synthesis of

(Perkin and Simonsen), P., 256.

e?/c^oButane-l-carbozylamide, 1-brorao-

( Kijner), A., i, 355.

Batanedicarbozylic a^ids. See Adipic
acid, Metliylglutaric acid, and Propyl-

maloiiio acid.

c7/c{oBatane-l:l-dicarbozylic acid, ethyl

ester, preparation of (Kijner), A., i,

786.
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cyc/oBatanone and its semicarbazone
(KiJNER), A., i, 355.

ci/cloButene and its bromo-derivatives
(WiLLSTATTER and V. Schmaedel),
A., i, 514.

Batenoic acids. See Crotonic acids,

Methylacrylic acid, and Vinylacetic

acid.

Batinene. See Eiythrene.
Butter, mean molecular weight of the

non-volatile acids of Dutch (Olig
and TiLLMANs), A., ii, 212.

analysis of (HoToy), A., ii, 426

;

(Polenske), a., ii, 870.

detection and estimation of boric acid

in (Monhaupt)', A., ii, 355.

detection of rancidity in (Soltsien),

A., ii, 774.

detection of sesame oil in (Sprink-
MEYER and Wagner), A., ii, 775.

estimation of the volatile fatty acids in

(Jexsen), A., ii, 772.

estimation of fat in (Hesse), A., ii,

125.

estimation of fat in, by the Gottlieb-

Rose method (Burr), A., ii, 774.

estimation of fat and water in, hy
Gerber's method (Hesse), A., ii,

869.

Butters of various origin, amount of

water in, and their Reichert-Meissl

numbers (Theodor), A., ii, 361.

Butter fat, estimation of, in margarine
(Kirschner), a., ii, 213.

.-Butyl alcohol, oci-dinitTo-, and its

potassium salt (Duden and Ponndorf),
a., i, 558.

Butyl iodochlorides, n- and sec- (Thiele
and Peter), A., i, 736.

wc.-Batylacetic acid. See i3-Methyl-

valeric acid.

i^oBntylacetoacetaldehyde and its copper
salt (Coi'Tukieu and Vignon), A., i,

571.

Bntylacetoaeetamides, n- and iso-

(Guakk-schi), A., i, 822.
"

'
. -Butylacetoacetic acid, ethyl ester,

and its reactions (BouVEAULT and
l.,orQriN), A., i, 636.

Bntylacetoaeetic acids, n- and iso-,

amino-, ethyl esters (GuARESCHi), A.,

i, 822.

a-Butylacrylic acid and its salts, chloride,

anilidc, and phenylhydrazidc (Blaise
and LtTTKi.N(;ER), A., i, 628.

*<'<' -Butylamine and its carbonate and
hydro<'hloridc (Mailhe), A., i, 635.

^r<. -Butylamine, A'-acetyl derivative

and its hydrochloride (ScHOLL, Weil,
and Hoi.derman.v), A., i, 182.

twBatylamine, action of, on caesium

(Rengade), a., i, 634.

LXXXVIII. ii.

fcr^. -Butylcarbinol and its iodide

(Meyersberg), a., i, 166.

Z-Butylconiine and its isomeric iodides

(Scholtz), a., i, 297.

n-Butyldibenzyl ketone, chloro-

(Hertzka), a., i, 292.

C7/c^Batyldiethyl-carbinol and -methane
(Kijxer and Amosoff), A., i, 772.

cyc/oButyldimethylamine and its auri-

chloride and picrate (Willstatter
and V. Schmaf,del), A., i, 514.

cycAjButyldimethylcarbinol and its trans-

formations (Ki-jxeu), a., i, 772.

isoButylene, action of bromine on
(Pogorzelsky), a., i, 315.

action of chlorine on (Pogorzelsky),
A., i, 165.

i

addition of iodine chloride to(IsTOMlN),

!
A., i, 165.

; isoButylene alcohol, bromo- (Pogor-

I

zelsky), A., i, 315.

i

Butylenedicarboxylic acid. See $•

I

Methylghitaconic acid.

j
a-Butylglutaric acid, 7-cyano-, ethyl

I

e.ster (Blaise and Ll'Ttrixger), A.,

i, 628.

jS-z.soButylglutaric acid and 00-rftcyano-

(Knof.venagel), a., i, 169.

tsoButyl-hydantoic acid and -hydantoin
(HuGOUXEKQ and Morel), A., i, 178,

332.

o-Butylhydracrylic acid and its benzyl-

aniine salt and ethyl ester (Blaise
and LrTTRiXGKu), A., i, 505.

mButylidene-diacetamide and -di-

formamide (Rei(h\ A., i, 35.

tsoButylidenelsevulic acid and its ethyl

ester, salts, and dibromidc (Meixg.\st),

A.,i, 319.

a-Butylpropionic acid. See Methyl-
hexoic acid,

iff- t-voButylthiocarbamide hydrobromide
(Wheeler and Bristol), A., i,

482.

m-isoButyltoluene (Niemczycki', A., i,

579.

c,'A'/<'Batyltriinethylammonium byd 1

oxide and iodide (WiLL.sr.\TTER and
V. Schmaedel), A., i, 514.

Batyric acid, a-amino-, derivatives of

(Fischer and Raske), A., i,

693.

a-bromobutyryl derivatives, isomeric

(Fi.scHEK and RaskeI, A., i,

693.

/3-bromo-, and its amide and ethyl
ester (Lespibau), A., i, 9.

/3-hydroxy-, estimation of, in urine

(Ryffel), A., ii, 559.

a-nitro-, ethyl ester, and its ammonium
and sodium derivatives (Uli'Iaki),

A., i, 9.

70
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isoButyric acid, a-bromo-, action of

bromine and alkali hydroxide on
(KiJXER), A., i, 332.

Butyroin and its derivatives (Bouveault
and Locquin), A., i, 560, 572.

Butyrometer, "sinacid" (Du Roi and
Kohler), a., ii, 125 ;

(Molke-
REiTECHN. Inst. Sichler&Richter),
A., ii, 361 ; (Schneider), A., ii, 560.

Butyrospcrmum Parkii. See Karitejtree.

Butyryl chloride, o-amino-, hydrochloride
of (Fischer and Reuter), A., i,

264.

o-bromo- (Fischer and Raske), A., i,

693.

Bye laws, suggested alteration of the,

P., 41.

C.

Cachalot oil (Fendler), A., ii, 491.

Cacodylic acid, barium salt, preparation
of (Annoni), a., i, 758.

Cadaverine. See Pentamethylene-
diamine.

Cadmiam, atomic weight of (Baxter
and Hines), A., ii, 321.

Cadmium alloys with silver, properties
of (Rose), A., ii, 86.

Cadmium iodide, dissociation of

(McBain), a., ii, 371.
rfinitrate, .Cd(NO;,)2,4H20, co-ordin-

ates of the melting point curve,

change of volume, and heat of

crystallisation of, in relation to

pressure (Pushin), A., ii, 587.

Cadmiam, electrolytic estimation of

(Flora ; Davison), A., ii, 859.

Cadmium hureaulite, artificial produc-
tion of (de Schulten), a., ii, 175.

Csesamide (Rengade), A., ii, 388, 521.

Caesium, preparation of (Hackspill),
A,, ii, .">85.

Caesium oxides (Rengade), A., ii, 521.

uranyl sulphate, double (Oeohsner
DE Coninck), a., ii, 395.

;)cre^asulphide (Biuz and Wilke-
DoRFniT), A., ii, 162.

Caesium isobutyiamide, isocthylamido,

and ethylammonium (Rengade),
A., i, 634.

methylaniide (Rengade), A., i, 174.

Caesium-ammonium, action of oxygen on
(Rkngade), a., ii, 521.

Caffeine, estimation of (Puckner), A.,
ii, 872.

Caffeine diuresis, mecliani.sm'^of (Loewi,
Fletcher, and Henderson), A., ii,

739.

Caisson sickness, oxygen inhalation as a

means of jireventing (Ham and Hill),
A., ii, 728,

Cajeput oil. See Kajeput oil.

Calcite, reactions for distinguishing

dolomite and (Thugutt), A., ii, 421.

Calcium, metallic, preparation of, in the

laboratory (AVohler), A., ii, 708.

physical constants of (Arndt), A., ii,

87 ; (Moissan and Chavanne), A.,

ii, 163.

metallic, properties of (Arndt), A.,

ii, 87.

uses of (Beckmann, Beck, and
Schlegel), a., i, 335.

amount of, in animal organs (ToYON-
aga), a., ii, 335.

and magnesium, inter-relationship of

the excretion of (Malcolm), A., ii,

271.

manurial action of different forms of

(Meyer), A., ii, 197.

Calcium alloys with aluminium (Arndt),
A.,ii, 453.

with mercury {calcium amalgam),
some physical constants of (Moissan
and Chavanne), A., ii, 163.

Calcium salts, equilibrium of other

salts with, in the formation of

oceanic salt deposits (van't Hoff
and Blasdale), A., ii, 641.

and magnesium salts, importance of,

for plants (Gossel), A., ii, 51.

Calcium carbide, commercial, reaction

of ammonia with (Salvadoki),
A., i, 513.

interaction of, with lead oxide
(Pring), T., 1538; P., 231.

as an explosive in mining operations

(GuiiDRAs), A., ii, 87.

carbonate, behaviour of, towards co-

balt salts, and precipitation of

(Meigen), a., ii, 454.

solubility of, in solutions of am-
monium nitrate (Berju and
KosiNENKo), A., ii, 62.

alkaline reaction of( Blt'm ), A. ,ii, ] 63.

estimation of, in soils (Montanari),
A., ii, 204.

chloroborates (Ouvrard), A., ii, 635.

hydride and nitride, heat of formation
of (GuNTZ and.BASsETT), A., ii, 300.

hydroxide, solubility of, in aqueous
glycerol (Herz and Knoch), A.,
ii, 709.

and sulphur, reaction of a mixture
of, with water and salt (Hay-
wood), A., ii, 312.

2»c/manganate, action of, on alkaloids

(Baudran), a., ii, 107.

action of, on tetanic and diphtheritic

toxins and on tuberculin ( Baud-
kan), a., ii, 407.

nitrate as manure (Bellenoux), A.,

ii, 478.
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Calcium nitrite and it« decomposition by
heat (Ray), T., 178.

oxide (lime) and magnesia, solubility

of, in solutions of sodium chlor-

ide ; estimation and separation of

(Maigret), a., ii, 482.

estimation of, in burnt lime

(Berju and Kosinexko), A., ii,

62.

estimation of sulphur in (Hakt-
wigsson), a., ii, 552.

phosphates, action of water on (Came-
ron and Seidell), A., ii, 33.

silicate (Bexzian), A., ii, 523.

sulphate in ammonium sulphate solu-

tion (Sullivan), A., ii, 453.

solubility of, in solutions of other

salts (CAMEKoy and Beowx), A.,

ii, 388.

relationships between the solubility

of, and the hydration of gypsum
and of Portland cement (Roii-

land), a., ii, 319.

influence of, on the decomposition
of starch and albumin in the

mashing process (Wixdisch and
BoDEN), A., ii, 188.

See also Gypsum.
Fentacalcium potassium sulphate,

temperature of formation of (van't
HoFF, VoERMAK, and Blasdale),
A., ii, 319.

Calcium cyanamide, decomposition of

(LuHNis), A., ii, 412.

as manure (PEUorri), A.,.'ii, 196,

870 ; (Otto), A., ii, 196 ;"(Ziel8-

torff), a., ii, 477 ;
(Hasel-

hoff), a., ii, 650.

use of i>eat for the transformation
of, into amraoniacal compounds
(Perotti), a., ii, 278.

Calcium, rapid estimation of (Schultze),
A., ii, 482.

barium, and strontium, estimation of,

in presence of one another (Bkill),

A., ii, 522.

estimation and separation of, in pre-

sence of phosphoric acid (Jakvinbx),
A., ii, 62.

Calcolas, a prehistoric Egyptian (Shat-
to< k), a., ii, 843.

CalcaluB-cystine. Sec under Cystine.

Californite fioni California (Clarke and
Steigek), a., ii, 725.

Calliphora vomitoria (meat fly), meta-
bolic changes during the metamor-
phosis of the (Wbinland), A., ii,

734.

excretion of ammonia by the larva:

of (Weinland), a., ii, 740.

Calomel. Sec Mercuruus chloride under
Mercury.

Calophylli'.m Inophyllum, oil from the

seeds of (Fendler), A., ii, 277.

Calorimeters. See under Thermo-
chemistry.

Calycanthine, the ciystalline alkaloid of

Calijcanfhiis glaucus, and its salts

(Gorpix), a., i, 295.

Oamphene (Bouveault and Blaxc),
A., i, 222.

formula of (MoYCHo and ZiENKOW-
ski), a., i, 710.

Camphene (m.p. 40-41°) from Ahics
sihirica (Golubeff), A., i, 74.

Camphene glycol, beiizoates of (Moycho
and ZiENKOwsKi), A., i, 711.

hydroxyoxide and its benzoate

(Moycho and Zienkowski), A., i,

711.

Camphenecamphoric' acid and its di-

amidc, dianilide, dinitrile, and carb-

amate (Moycho and Ziexkowski),
A., i, 712.

Camphenecamphoryldiamine (Moycho
and ZiF,XK<'w.sKi), A., i, 712.

Camphenilic acid and its acetyl and
benzoyl derivatives (Moycho and
Ziexkuwski), a., i, 712.

Camphenilone and its dichloride (Bou-
veault and Blaxc), A., i, 222;
(Moycho and Zienkowski), A., i,

712.

Camphenonecamphenoic acid (Oddo),
A., i, 449.

Campholide, formation of (Blanc), A.,

i, 683.

3-Campholide (Haller and Blaxc), A.,

i, 858.

Camphopyric acid, bromo-derivatives,
and their salts (Gardner), T.,

1516 ; P., 230.

/r«jw-bromo-, properties of the crystals

of (Graham), T., 1525.
Camphopyric anhydride, bromo-, pre-

paration and reactions of (Gard-
xeu). T., 1516; P., 230.

properties of the crvstals of (Gra-
ham), T., 1527.

Camphor (Bouveault and Blanc), A.,
i, 222.

preparation of, from isobomcol
(Chemischk Fabrik auf Aktiex),
A., i, 362, 709.

heat action of (Hesehu.s), A., ii, 297.
action of, on the circulation (Selig-

MAXx), A., ii, 409
; (Bohmk), A*.,

ii, 410.

Camphor, o-bromo- and o-chloro-, iso-

merism of (Kin-ixo), P., 125.

cyano-, constitution of (Halleu anc
Miller), A., i, 112.

a-imino- (Foiwter and Fiekz), T.,

828 ; P., 178.
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Camphor, isonitroso-, aiul its unstable
modification, and oximes, oxinie-

anhydride, and anhydrides (Fok-
ster), T,, 232 ; P., 22.

^ernitroso-, constitution of the group,

N2O2, in (Angelucci), A., i, 801.

Z-Camphor (b.p. 204°) from the borneol
from Abies sibirim (Golubeff), A.,

i, 74.

Camphoracetic acid (Hallek), A., i,

602.

cyano-, and its esters, salts, and amide
(Haller and Cour:^mi5nos), A., i,

533.

Camphoramic acids, a- and /3-, /3- and a-

methyl esters (Hallek and Blaxc),
A., i, 858.

CamphorjAobutyric acid, a-cyano-, and
its esters and ^alts (Halleu and
CouRftMENOs), A., i, 533.

Camphoric acid (Noyes), A., i, 322.

cZ-Camphoric acid, mixed derivatives of

(Haller and Blanc| A. , i, 858.

Camphoroxalic acid and its salts and
condensation products with amines
(Tingle and Hoffmann), A., i,

799.

Camphorpropionio acid, a-cyano-, and its

estei-s and salts (Haller and CouRi?;-

MENOs), A., i, 533.

;8-Camphorpropionic acid (Haller), A.,

i, 602.

Camphorquinone and its hydrazones and
oximes, structure of, in relation to

their optical properties (Armstrong
and Robertson), T., 1272; P.,

180.

refractive and magnetic rotatory power
of (Perkin), T., 1292.

Camphorquinone?/io?ioimine. See Cam-
phor, a-imino-.

Camphorquinonephenylbydrazone, solu-

bility of (Robertson), T., 1298 ; P.,

181.

Camphorsulphonic acid, (i-bromo- and d-

chloro-, isomeric Ibrms of (Kiiting),
T., 628 ; P., 124.

(i-Camphor-j3-8ulphonyl-;'-nitroaiiiline,

and -;t;-pheiiylenediamine and its

diazoimide and a/o-)3-naphtli()l deriv-

ative (Mor(;an and Micklethwait),
T., 77.

Camphorylazoimide and its reactions

(Forster and FiERz), T., 826; P.,

•178.

a-Camphoryl-bornyl- and -piperidyl-

carbamides (Forster and Fierz), T.,

119; P., 22.

Camphorylcarbamic acid, methyl and
ethyl esters {camphonjl-mcihyl- and
elhyl-urctkanes) (Fobsteb and Fiekz),

T., 121.

Camphoryl-if'-carbamide and its oxime,
and nitroso- and methyl derivatives

(Forster and Fierz), T., 113 ; P.,

22.

Camphorylcarbimide {camphoryl iso-

cymmte) (Forster and Fierz), T.,

110; P., 21.

Camphoryl-t|'-semicarbazide and its con-

densation with aldehydes and ket-

ones and its nitrate, cuprinitrate,

and anhydride (Forster and Fierz),

T., 722 ; P., 151.

action of nitrous acid on, in acetic

acid (Forster and Fierz), T.,

835.

a-Camphylcarbamide and its aryl sub-

stituted derivatives and a-Camphyl-
carbimide (Forster and Fierz), T.,

736.

l-Camphyl-2:5-dimethylpyrrole and its

3:4-dicarboxylic acid and its ethyl

ester and salts (BiJLOw), A., i,

231.

Cancer, chemistry of (Neuberg), A., li,

338.

hydrochloric acid in the gastric juice

in (Moore), A., ii, 741.

See also Malignant growths and
Tumours.

Cannon ball from the moat of the
Bastille, composition of a (Porlier),

A., ii, 713.

Caoutchouc {ituliarubber), varieties of

(Harries), A., i, 223.

constitution and decomposition of

(Harries), A., i, 364.

action of radium rays on (Dit.mar),

A., ii, 72.

coagulation and solubility of (Weber),
A., i, 363.

colloidalising action of, on selenium
(Ditmar), a., ii, 701.

nitrosite and its use for tlie analysis of

crude caoutchoucs and caoutchouc

I)roducts (Harries ; Alexander),
A. , i, 223.

ozonide (Harries), A., i, 364.

Mikindani-caoutchonc from German
East Africa, alhans of (TsciiiRCli

and Mt'i.LKu), A., i, 453.

Caoutchouc wares, analysis of (Escii and
Chwolles), a., ii, 362.

Capillary layer, thickness and tension

of the (Hakker), a., ii, 304.

pyknometer (Friikn), A., ii, 741.

Caproin (P)()rvEAULT and Locquin), A.,

i, .^.60.

Carbamates, e.stimation of, in urino

(MACLEOD and Haskins), A., ii, 123.

Carbamic acid, condensation of, witli

natural leucine (HuooUNENy and
Morel), A., i, 178.
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Carbamic acid, ethyl ester, condensation

of, with esters (Diels and Heixtzel),
A., i, 174.

Carbamide, theory of the fonnation of

(Eppinger), a., i, 579.

solubility and heat of solution of

(Krummacher), a., i, 266.

chemical changes attending the aerobic

bacterial fermentation of (Adeney),
a., ii, 340.

reaction of, with esters of dialkyl-

cyanoacetic acids (Merck), A., i,

178, 179.

action of phosphorus pentasulphide on
(v. Hemmelmayr), a., i, 495.

action of sodiutn hypochlorite on
(Schestakoff), a., i, 332.

in Fungi (Gaze), A., ii, 277.

See also Urea.

Carbamide, wohydroxy-, condensation of,

with benzaldehyde (Coxduchk), A.,

i, 289.

thio-. See Thiocarbamide.

ivoCarbamides (Stieglitz and Noble),
A., i, 639.

l-Carbamido-2:5-dimethylpyrrole-3:4-

dicarboxylic acid and its ethyl ester

(Bi'I.nW, RiESS, andSAUTERMEISTER),
A., i, 661.

Carbamidoglycuronic acid and its

barium -salt (Xelp.erg and Nei-
MASX), A., i, 411.

/3-Carbamidohydrocinnamic acid (Pos-

NEE), A., i, 578.

Carbanilide, thio-. See Thiocarbanilide.

C-Carbanilides, fonnation of (Dieck-
MANN, HoppE, and Stein), A., i,

1.3."..

Carbanilidobenzene-azo- and -hydrazo-
/.-cresols and their chloro-derivatives

(GoLDscHHiDTand Luw-Bkek), A., i,

390.

CBrbanilido-;)-hydroxyazobenzene
(Goi.DscHMiDT and Low-Meek), A., i,

389.

Carbanilido-5-hydroxy-2-methyl-
benzidine (Goi.dschmidt and L<"iw-

r.EEK), A., i, 390.

Carbanilido-y'-tolaene-azo- and -hydrazo-
/'-cresols (Goldschmidt and Ldw-
I'.KKK), A., i, 390.

Carbethoxy-alanine and its ethyl ester,

amide, and chloride, and alanyl-
glycine and its ethyl ester and
amide (Fihchep. and Axiiausrn),
A., i, 689.

/nofs-a-Carbethoxyamino /S-il- ethyl-

thiocarbamideacrylic acid (John-
son i, A., i. S3.''..

5'Carbetboxyamino 6 hydroxy- ami -6-

oxy 2 ethylthiolpyrimidines '.Foiin-

soN), A., i, 835.

Carbethoxyleucylalanine (Fischer and
Warburg), A., i, 691.

Carbethoxylencylglycine (Fi.scher and
Brunner), a., i, 690.

a-Carbethoxy-jS-methylglutaconamide,
ethyl ester (Rogeksox and Thorpe),
T., 1692.

Carbethozyphenylhydroresorcinylacetic
acid and its isomeride (Reixicke), A.,

i, 787.

3-Carbethoxyphenylpropionio acid, 3:5-

(?initro-2-amino-, and its ethyl ester

(VAX Dorp), A., i, 81.

Carbimides, optically active (Pickard,
LiiTLEBUEY, and Neville^ P.,

286.

thio-. See Thiocarbimides.

CarbodiglycoUic acid, r/Zthio-, and its

ethyl ester and .salts (Holmberg), A.,

i, 324.

Carbohydrate combustion in the animal
organism (Stoklasa), A., ii, 179.

diet, influence of, on the composition
of the child (Steixitz and
Weigert), a., ii, 180.

group in proteids (.Laxgsteix), A., i,

496.

metabolism. See under Metabolism.
Carbohydrates of marine Alg.'e and their

products (Kuxig and Betteus), A.,

ii, 851.

from serum globulins (Laxgsteix),
A., i, 555.

action of hydrogen jieroxide on, in

presence of ferrous sulphate (JIoR-

RELL and Bellar.s), T., 280 ; P.,

79.

relationship between, and the nitro-

genous products of metabolism
(Kxoop and Windaus), A., i, 509.

utilisation of, without intervention

of alimentary digestion prooes.ses

(Mendel and Mitchell), A., ii,

733.

behaviour of, in autolysis (Neubero
and Milchnek), A., ii, 4.5.

reactions of (R. and O. AnLRu), A..

ii, 360.

See also Sugars.

Carbon, fundamental conceptions under-
lying the clu'mistry of the eliMucnt

(Nek), a., i, 109.

atomic weight of (PAltsoMa), A., ii,

710.

atomic weight of, deduced from its

density (Guye), A., ii, 442.

tervalency of (Tschitschibabix), A.,

i, 125.

basic projwrties of (v. Baeyrr), A.,
i, 281, 358.

new aliotropic form of, and its heat of

combustion (Mixter), A., ii, 519.
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Carbon, mutual relationships of the dif-

ferent modifications of(Schenck and
Heller), A., ii, 519.

temperature coefficient of electrical

resistivity of, at low temperatures
(MoRRLs-AiREY and Spencer), A.,

ii, 668.

double linking, nature of the
(Bauer), A., i, 729.

doubly-linked, relation of, to nitrogen,

oxygen, and sulphur (Decker,
Bi)NZLY,v. Fellenberg, Klauser,
and WiSLOCKi), A., i, 667.

evolution of, in fuels (Bay and Alix),
A., ii, 246.

Carbon tetrahromide, preparation and
purification of (v. Bartal), A.,

ii, 450.

action of sulphur on (v. Bartal),
A., ii, 704.

7/ionoxide (carbonic oxide), action of

ultra-violet light on moist and
dried mixtures of oxygen and
(Chadwick, Kamsbottom, and
Chapman), P., 287.

coefficient of expansion and
molecular weight of (Jaquerod
and Perrot), A., ii, 507.

action of, on ammonia (Jackson
and Northall-Laurie), T.,

433 ; P., 118.

action of, on silver oxide (Dejust),
A., ii, 453.

detection of traces of, in the
atmosphere (Dejust), A., ii,

453.

estimation of, in confined atmo-
spheres (L6vy and P£coul), A.,

ii, 203.

(7/oxide [carbonic anhydride), apparatus

for preparing (AiiZBERGER), A.,

ii, 21
;

(tJBEL), A., ii, 239

;

(EcKART), A., ii, 515.

infra-red absorption spectrum of, as

affected by pressure (Sciiaefer),

A.,ii, 129.

refractive index of, in the infra-red

(Koch), A., ii, 661.

Joule-Thomson effect in (Kester),
A., ii, 303,

specific lieat of, at high temperatures

(HoLBORN and Austin), A., ii,

228.

coefficient ofexpansion and molecular
weight of (Jaquerod and Per-
rot), A., ii, 507.

effect of mechanical vibration on,

near the critical temperature

(Braplev, Browne, and Hale),
A., ii, 75.

density of (GuvE and PiNTZA), A.,

ii, 506.

Carbon cZioxide {carbonic anhydride),
vapour density of, at 2000°

(Emioh), a., ii, 441.

dissociation of (Nernst and v.

Wartenberg), a., ii, 629 ;

(Emkjh), a., ii, 803.

tension of, in sea water and in the
atmosphere (Krogh), A., ii,

26.

absorption of, by aqueous salt

solutions and binary liquid

mixtures (CHRfSTOFF), A., ii,

806.

validity of the law of con'esponding
states for mixtures of methyl
chloride and (Kamerlingh Onnes
and Zakrzewski), A., ii, 149.

union of, with amphoteric amino-
substances (Siegfried), A., ii,

332.

action of, on the carbonates and
hydroxides of the metals of the

alkalis and alkaline earths

(Raikow), a., ii, 85,

decomposition of, by magnesium
(Brunner), a,, ii, 381.

influence of water vapour on the

reduction of, by carbon (Boudou-
ard), a., ii, 633.

normal alveolar pressure of, in man
(Fitzgerald and Haldane), A.,

ii, 539.

production of, in muscular work
(Koraen), a., ii, 329.

excretion of, during exercise (Higlev
and Bowen), A,, ii, 44,

output of, after the administration
of various sugars (Johansson,
BiLLSTROM, and Heijl), A,, ii,

329.

variations in the amount of, in tlie

air of Kew during the years 1898-
1901 (Brown and Escombe), A.,

ii, 815.

influence of, on vegetation (De-
moussy), a,, ii. 111.

assimilation of, by leaves (Black-
man -and Matthaei), A,, ii,

750.

influence of temperature on the as-

similation of, by green leaves

(Kanitz), A., ii, 848.-

different origin of, given off by
jilants during respiration (Pal-

ladin), a., ii, 761.

decomposition of, by i>lants (Ber-
nard), A., ii, 275,

origin, amount, and importance of,

in soils (STtiKLASA and Ernest),
A., ii, 607,

estimation of, in air (Mackie), A.,

ii, 365,
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Carbon dioxide (carbonic anhydride),
estimation of, in the atmosphere,
by the rate of its absorption by a
free surface of a solution of an
alkali hydroxide (Browx and
Escombe)', a., ii, 858.

apparatus for estimating, in carbon-
ates (Kreidkr), a., ii, 280.

indirect estimation of, in salts

(LuTZ and Tschischikoff), A.,

ii, 203,

oxychloride and oxysnlphide. See
Carbonyl chloride and sulphide,

silicide of the Canon Diablo meteorite
(Moissan), a., ii, 43, 247.

(//sulphide, heats of combustion and
formation of (Thomsen), A., ii,

574.

slow combustion of (Smith), P.,

311.

Carbon, hydregen, and nitrogen, estima-

tion of, in cyanides (MuLLEB), A.,
ii, 767.

estimation of, in ferrosilicon (Jene),

A., ii, 355.

apparatus for the estimation of, in

iron by Eggertz's method (Schu-
macher), A., ii, 203.

and hydrogen, estimation of, in organic
compounds (Pregl), A., ii, 420.

organic, estimation of, in soils (Pettit
and Schacb), A., ii, 202.

Carbon atom, asymmetric, further

analogy between the asymmetric
nitrogen atom and (Jones), T., 135 ;

P., 10.

Carbon compounds. See Organic com-
pounds.

Carbonium salts (v. Baeykr), A., i,

281
;
(JIantzsch), A., i, 606 ; (Kehr-

MANN and DE GoTTRAU), A., i,

670.

Carbonyl chloride, action of ammonia
on (Stuer), A., i, 579

;

(Ha.ntzsch and Stuer), A., ii,

312.

compounds of, with aluminium
chloride (Baud), A., ii, 525.

sulphide, heats of combustion and
formation of (Thomsen), A., ii,

574.

Carbonylferrocyanides, source of the
excessive moisture found in the com-
bustion of certain (MuLLRR), A., i,

756.

Carbonyl group as tannophore in tannins
(Nirrenstei.v), a., i, 805.

Carbostyril, 6:S-dibTomo-, and methyl
and ethyl ethers of the 8-nitro-

compound (Decker, Gadomska,
Sandbero, and Stavrolopoulos),
A., i, 374.

Carbo-o- and -jrf-toluidido-jj-hydroxyazo-

and -bydrazo-benzenes (Goldschmidt
and Low-Beer), A., i, 390.

4-fl-Carboxybenzyl-3-methyl-5-/soox-

azolone and -pyrazolone and l-carb-

oxylaniide of the pyrazolone (BiJLOW

and Siebert), A., i, 530.

Carboxycamphoracetic acid, methyl
ester (Haller), A., i, 601.

Carboxy-y3-camphorpropionic acid,

methyl ester (Haller), A., i, 602.

a-Carboxydihydrocinnamanilide (D ieck -

MAXX, HoppE, and Steik), A., i,

136.

3-Carboxy-4:6-dimethoxyphenylgly-
oxylic acid (Eijkmax, Bergema, and
Henraud), a., i, 359.

Carboxydiphenylthiocarbamide (Dorax
and Dixon), T., 343; P., 77.

Carboxyguaiacolphenylthiocarbamide
(DORAN and Dlxon), T., 343; P.,

79.

Carboxyheemochromogen (Pregl), A.

,

i, 622.

Carboxyl group, molecular transpositions

and migiation of the, in the de-

hydration of certain hydroxy-acids

(Blaise and Courtot), A., i,

853.

introduction of the, into phenol, by
the action of carbon dioxide

(Tumstra), a., i, 439.

Carboxylic acids. See under Acids.

Carboxyphenyl-jsoamyl- and -methyl-

thiocarbamides (Dorax and Dixon),
T., 342 ; P., 77.

Carcinoma venfriculi, composition of

the blood in (Erbex), A., ii, 741.

Cardiac rhythm and ions (Bexedicf),

A., ii, 330.

restorers of the (LiXGLE), A., ii, 835.

Carnitine and its salts from muscle (v.

GuLEwnscH and Krimberg), A., i,

726.

Camotite, absence of helium from
(Adams), A., ii, 329.

Carpic acid, bromo-, formnia of (Pix-

ner), a., i, 465.

Carracrol, fonnation of, from carvone

and eucarvone, and the velocity

of the transformation (Dormaar),
A., i, 222.

latent heat of vaporisation of (Luoi-
NIN), A., ii. 801.

CarTacryl-2-methylpiperidide and its

platinichloridf ^HildebI'.andt), A., i,

155.

Carvone, transformation of, into a-

phellandrene (Harries and Johs-
80N), A., i, 535.

reactions of (Rupk and Schlochoff),
A., i, 449.
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Caryophyllic acid and its methyl ester

and acetyl derivative (Meyer and
Honigschmid), A.,i, 456.

Caryopiyllin and its methyl ether and
their acetyl derivatives (Meyer and
Honigschmid), A., i, 456.

and its diacetyl and benzoyl deriv-

atives, salts, and diphenylcarb-
amate (Herzog), A., i, 804.

Cascara bark, chemical examination of

(Jowett), a., ii, 193.

Cascara sagrada, estimation of the active

principles of (Warin), A., ii, 659.

Casein, variations in the amount of, in

human milk (Patein and Daval),
A., ii, 738.

and paracasein in some of their re-

lations to bases and acids (van
Slyke and Hart), A., i, 498.

• hydrolysis of (Skraup), A., i, 619.

oxidation of, with calcium perman-
ganate (Otori), a., i, 104

;
(v.

FiJRTH), A., i, 497.

action of the rennet ferment on
(Laqueur), a., ii, 848.

hydrolysed, feeding experiments vi'ith

(Abderhalden), a., ii, 334
;
(Ab-

derhalden and Rona), A., ii,

467.

specific rotation of salts of (Long),

A., i, 498.

Caseinokyrine and its salts and reactions

(Siegfried), A., i, 104.

Castanin from the Spanish chestnut

(Barlow), A., i, 398.

Castilloa elastica, milk of (de Jong),

A., ii, 52.

See also Caoutchouc.

Castor oil, optical properties of (Lyth-
goe), a., ii, 619.

seeds. See Ricinus seeds.

Catalase (Shaffer), A., i, 956.

hydrolysis of hydrogen peroxide by
(Bach), A., i, 623.

'^f blood (Joi-LEs and Oppenheim),
A., ii, 265.

Boletus, decofnposition of hydrogen
/ peroxide by (v. Eijler), A., ii, 343.

/ of milk (Rkiss), A., ii, 337.

of yeast. See Yeast catalase.

estimation of, in blood (JoLLEs), A.,

ii, 215.

Catalases (v. Euler), A., i, 400.

Catalysis. See under Affinity.

Catechin and its penta-acetyl derivative

from gambler catechu (Perkin), T.,

398 ; P., 89.

Catechol {pyrocalechol, l:2-dihj/droxi/-

benzene), freezing points of n.ixtures

of, with ;)-toluidine, a-naphthyl-

aniine, and picric acid (Philip and
S.MITH), T., 1738 ; P., 255.

Catechol {'pyrocatechol, 1 '.2-diihydroxy-

benzene), action of hippur}^ chloride

on (Fischer), A., i, 892.

condensation of, with ketones (Fabin-
Yi and SzEKi), A., i, 591.

ether, hexahvomodi\\yAvoxy- (Jack-
son and Ru.ssE), A., i, 217.

diethyl ether, di- and 3:4:5-^ri-nitro-

(Blanksma), a., i, 431.

dimethyl ether. See Veratrole.

Catellagic acid (A. G. and F. M. Per-
kin), P., 212.

and its diacetyl derivative (Perkin
and Nierenstein), T., 1417 ; P.,

186.

Cathode. See under Electrochemistry.

Cats and dogs, absorption and excretion

of iron in (Sattler), A., ii, 333.

Celery, chemistry of (Bamberger and
Landsiedl), A., ii, 52.

Cell chemistry, contribution to

(Vaughan), a., ii, 189,

Cells, receptivity of, in normal and
immunised animals (Jacoby), A.,

ii, 47.

animal and vegetable, distribution o

potassium in (Macallum), A., ii,

270.

galvanic. See under Electrochemistry,

living, reactions of, to very dilute

solutions of various substances

(Bokorny), a., ii, 476, 752.

Cellulose (Riesenfeld and Taurke),
A., i, 746.

constitution of (Green), A., i, 22
;

(Cross and Bevan), A., i, 119.

formation of sulphuric esters in the

nitration of, and their influence on
stability (Hake and Lewis), A., i,

512.

acetyl derivatives of (Cross, Bevan,
and Traquaib), A., i, 511.

acetosnlphates (Cross, Bevan, and
Briogs), a., i, 512, 862.

Cellulose, nitro-, determination of

the decomposition-velocity of (ObePv
muller), a., ii, 291.

Cement, Portland, hydration of gypsum
and, in relation to the solubility of

calcium sulphate (Kohland), A., ii,

319.

Cements, hydration and hardening of

(Rohland), a., ii, 19, 389, 511 ;

(Jordis), a., ii, 155, 709.

technical analysis of (Peckham), A.,

ii, 204.

Centrifuge (Beebe and Buxton), A.,

ii, 514.

Cerebron and its hydrolysi.s and Cerebroic

acid and its sodium salt and their

acetyl derivatives (Thierff.ldku),

A., i, 105, 621.
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Ceric ammonium nitrate, electrolytic

preparation of (Plaxchek and Bar-
BiERi), A., ii, 250.

Cerium metals, action of organic acids

on the (Behrens), A., i, 167.

Cerium salts (Wolff), A., ii, 457.

Cerium organic compounds (Wolff),
A., ii, 457.

Charles' law, apparatus for the demon-
stration of (FR.\N'KFORTERand Fp^ary),

A., ii, 514.

Chaulmoogra oil, source of (Power and
Barrowcliff), T., 896 ; P., 176.

isolation of hydnocarpic acid from
(Power and Barrowcliff), T.,

895; P., 176.

Chaulmoogric acid, homologue of(Power
and Barrowcliff), T., 884 ; P., 175.

Cheese, volatile fatty acids in (Jensen),

A., ii, 114.

Emmenthaler, formation of tyrothrixin

in (Adametz and Chszaszez), A.,

ii, 273.

Cheese enzyme. See Enzyme.
Cheese-ripening, action of ditferent

lactic ferments on (v. Freudexreich
and ThOni), A., ii, 189.

Chelidonic acid, ethyl ester, molecular
refraction ot (Homfray), T., 1455

;

P., 226.

(Zibromo-, ethyl ester (Feist and
Baum), a., i, 915,

Chemical changes. See under AflBnity.

character, relation between the power
of absorption of radiant energy and
(Byk), a., ii, 566.

combination of toxic action as exem-
plified in ba:molytic sera (MuiB and
Brownixg), a., ii, 107.

constitution in relation to optical

groperties (Armstrong and
.obertsox), T., 1272 ; P., 180.

and absorption spectra of the thi-

azinesand thiazones (Form.\nek),
A., ii, 217.

and colour and dyeing jwwer with
mordants of the hydrox^anthra-
quinones and their sulphonic

acids, connection between (v.

Georoievics), a., i, 447.

and physiological action (Schmidt),
A., i, 23 ; ii, 105.

dynamics and equilibrium. See under
Affinity,

similarity of elements and radicles,

the condition which determines the
(Martin), A., ii, 693.

structure in relation to colour and
absorption spectra (Hartley), T.,

• 1796, 1822; P., 166, 167.

Chemilnminescence (Ti:aitz\ A. ii,

66ti.

Chemotazis of Isoetes spennatozoids

(Shibata), a., ii, 190.

Cherry-laurel. See Prunua Laurocerasus.

Chestnut, Spanish, globulin from the

(Barlow), A., i, 397.

Chiclalbans, Chiclabanan, Chiclafluavil,

Chiclagutta (Tschirch and Schere-
scHEWsKi), A., i, 685.

Chiodectonic acid and Chiodectin
(Hesse), A., i, 140.

Chloral, action of ammonia and of

amines on (KuHARA and KisHi), A.,

i, 861.

condensation of, with aromatic hydro-
carbons under the influence of

aluminium chloride (Dixesmanx),
A., i, 645.

mono-hydrobromide and -hydrochlor-

ide (Vorlaxder and Siebebt), A.,

i, 792.

ethyl alcoholate, action of amyl alcohol

on (Gadamer), a., i, 326.

hydrate, action of bases on (Exklaar),
A., i, 170, 741.

propyl alcoholate (Vitoria), A., i,

110.

Chloralamino-compounds (Gartner),
A., i, 130.

ChloraniL See p-Benzoquinone, tetra-

chloro-.

Chloric acid, Chlorates, and Chlorides.

See under Chlorine.

Chlorination, studies in (Cohen and
Bexnett), T., 320 ; P., 80 ; (Cohex,
Dawson, and Crosland), T., 1034 ;

P., 211 ; (Cohen and Hartley), T.,

1360 ; P., 223.

Chlorine, atomic weight of (Richards
and Welm), A., ii, 450 ; (Dixon
and Edgar), A., ii, 696.

atomic weight of, deduced from its

density (Gl'Y'e), A., ii, 442.

apparatus for the production of (Eck-
art), a., ii, 515.

evolution of, from potassium chlorate

and hvdrochloric acid (Sand), A.,
ii, 156'.

acceleration of the evolution from
potassium chlorate and hydrochloric
acid by platinum (Sibk), A., ii,

381 ; (FOER.STRR and MOller), A.,
ii, 697.

function of the catalyst in the Deacon
process for the manufacture of (Levi
and Bettoxi), A., ii, 515.

labonitory model of the Castner mer-
cury process of obtaining (Lk
Blanc and Cantoni), A., ii,

696.

condition in which, exists in colloidal

solutions of metallic hydroxides
(Rver), A., ii, 169.
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Chlorine, action of the silent electric

discharge on (Russ), A., ii, 381 ;

(Foster), A., ii, 449.

cause of the period of induction in the
union of hydrogen and (Chapman
and Burgess), A,, ii, 236, 697.

action of radium rays on mixtures of

hydrogen and (Jokissen and Ring-
er), A., ii, 219.

determination of the density of, at

high temperatures (Reinganum),
A.,ii, 810.

Hydrochloric acid (Jiydrogen chloride),

anodic P. D. -current for, at

platinum electrodes (Luther and
Brislee), a., ii, 135.

methods employed in preparing the
tables of specific gravity of (Fer-
guson), A., ii, 632.

table for the preparation of normal
solutions of, according to the
density (Kuster and Munch),
A., ii, 198.

equilibrium between ozone and
(Jahn), a., ii, 16.

action of, on potassium chlorate

(KoLB and Davidson), A., ii, 59
;

(Ditz), a., ii, 760.

interaction of, with potassium per-

manganate in presence of ferric

chloride (Brown), A., ii, 166.

formation of, in the stomach (Ben-
rath and Sachs), A., ii, 731.

in the gastric juice in cancer

(Moore), A., ii, 741.

Chlorides, Neumann's method of esti-

mating (Legoe), a., ii, 416.

estimation of, by means of silver

chromate (Andrew.s), A., ii,

115.

bromides, and iodides, new method
for th(i estimation of mixtures of

(Wentzki), a., ii, 478.

cyanides, and thiocyanates, titri-

metric estimation and separation

of (Rupp), a., ii, 867.

Chloric acid, formation and decom-
position of (Sand), A., ii, 156

;

(Sirk), A.,.ii, 381.

Chlorates, electrolytic formation of

(FoERSTER .ami MtJLLEit), A., ii,

697.

diphenylamine as a reagent for, and
its use when mixed with resor-

cinol and )3naphthol (Alvauez),
A., ii, 352.

estimation of (Kolb and Davidson),
A., ii, 59 ; (Scholtz), A., ii, 651 ;

(DiTz), A., ii, 760.

and perclilorates, estimation of, in

saltpetre (Tschernobi?:eff), A.,

ii, 416.

Chlorine:

—

'

Perchlorates, reduction of, by the
wet method (S.iollema), A., ii,

21.

estimation of (Dittrich and Bol-
lenbach), a., ii, 281.

Hypochlorous acid (Sand), A., ii,

156
;
(Sirk), A., ii, 381.

Chlorine, estimation of, in chlorates

(Jannasch and Jahn), A., ii, 416.

and bromine, estimation of small pro-

portions of, in iodine (Tatlock
and Thomson), A., ii, 281.

estimation of, in urine (Dehn), A., ii,

350.

Chloroform, absorption of, in later stages

of anaesthesia (Collingwood), A.,

ii, 408.

effect of, on renal activity (Thompson),
A., ii, 273.

action of, on the blood-vessels of

bowel and kidney (Emblev and
Martin), A., ii, 264.

action of, on the heart and arteries

(Schafer and Scharlieb), A., ii,

105.

selective action of, on the liver

(Doyon and Billet), A., ii, 471.

action of, on proteids (Edik), A., i,

397.

action of, on dry seeds (Becquerel),
A., ii, 474.

estimation of inspired and expired

(Waller and Collingwood), A.,

ii, 424.

Chloroform vapour, estimation of, by a

tonometric method (Collingwood),
A., ii, 121.

estimation of, in air (Levy), A., ii,

121.

Chloronium salts (Stieolitz and Bar-
nard), A., i, 699.

Chlorophyll (Marchlew.ski), A., i,

540.

Chlorophyllic assimilation iti absence of

oxygen (Kkiedel), A., ii, 191.

Cholehsematin, jihyHoerythrin, and bili-

purpurin, identity of (Marl-hlewski),

A., i, 500, 847.

Cholera toxin, pieparatiou of (Beau and
Deniek), A., ii, 747.

Cholestanonic acid, hydroxy-, lactone of

(WiNDAUs), A., i, 128.

Cholesterol (Windaus), A., i, 128.

action of light on (SCHULZE and
Wintkrhtein), a., i, 128.

and .saponin, antagonistic action of

(Hausmann), a., ii, 744.

esters in the brain (Bi'Nz), A., ii,

841.

new test for (Neubero and Rauoh-
wehoer), a., ii, 122.
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Choline, production of, from lecithin and
brain tissue (Coriat), A., ii, 47.

neurine, and muscarine, derivatives of,

change of constitiition of, in rela-

tion to their physiological action

(Schmidt), A., i, 23 ; ii, 105.

Chromammonium compounds. See under
Chromium.

Chroman, synthesis of (v. Bracn and
Steixdorff), a., i, 294.

Chrome alum, absorption spectra of solu-

tions of (Ferrero and Xozari), A.,

ii, 493.

Chromeozalates, constitution of

(Camerox), a., ii, 529.

Chromic acid and salts. See under
Chromium.

Chromium, presence of, in coal from
Liege (Jorissen), A., ii, 535.

stereochemistry of (Pfeiffer, Koch,
LA>fDO,andTRiESCHMAXN),'^A.,i, 33.

enhanced lines of, in the Fraunhoferic

spectrum (Lockyer and Baxax-
dall), a., ii, 69.

nltra-violet spark spectrum of (Ade-
XEY), A., ii, 493.

optical reflection constants and the

electromotive condition of (Ber-
noulli), A., ii, 1.

electrolytic (Carveth and Mott), A.,

ii, 394 ;
(Carveth and Ccrry), A.,

ii, 460.

higher oxidation products of (Riesex-
FELD, WoHLEES, and KUTSCH), A.,

ii, 461 ;
(HoFMAXX and Hiendl-

MAIER), A., ii, 716 ; (Rie-sexfeld,

KuTscu, Ohl, and Wohlers), A.,

ii, 824.

Cbromammoniom salts (Pfeiffer and
Basli), A., i, 854.

physiological action of (Bock), A.,

ii, 49.

Chromium salts, variations of basicity in

(CnusoN), A., ii, 639.

Chromium nitride (Bauu and Voebman),
A., ii, 715.

ahiminium silicides (Manchot and
Kif-sek), a., ii, 165.

sulphate in which the acid is in two
states of combination (Couson), A.

,

ii, 592.

pen/«9ulphate (CoLSOX), A., ii, 99,

639.

Chromic chlorides, isomeric, solubili-

ties of the (RoQ^EBOOil and Olie),

a., ii, 716.

Chromic acid, dwom position of, by
means of hydrogen peroxide
(RiF-sENFKLD, KiTMCH, and Ohl),
A., ii, S'25.

estimation of (Seoallb and Land-
kr), a., ii, 707.

Chromium :

—

Perchromic acid and its salts (Byep^s

and Reid), A., ii, 37 ; (Rif.sexfeld,

Wohler-s, and Kutsch), A., ii,

461 ;
(HoFMAXxand Hiexdlmaier),

A., ii, 716 : (Riesexfeld, Kittsch,

Ohl, and Wohlers), A., ii, 824.

Chromic phosphate, crystalline

(Schiff), a., ii, 255.

potassium selenide (Milbatjer), A.,

ii, 95.

sulphate, green, variable velocity

reaction of (Colson), A., ii,

460.

normal green, existence of (Col-

sox), a., ii, 94, 255.

Chromous salts, electrolytic potential

of (Mazzucchelli), a., ii, 570.

Chromium organic compounds (Pfeif-

fer, Koch, Laxdo, and Triesch-
MANx), A., i, 34

;
(Pfeiffer and

Basci), a., i, 855.

Chromous sodium thiocyanate (Kop-
I'EL), A., i, 638.

Chromium, estimation of, in steel (Ibbot-

sox and Howdex), A., ii, 119,

120.

Chromophore groups (Rupe and
Schwarz), A., i, 83.

Chromotropic acid, chloro-, aminoazo-

dyes from (Farbwerke VORM. Meist-
ER, Lucius, & Bruxino), A., i,

953.

Chromous salts. See under Chromium.
Chrysanthemums (H]\Bert and Truf-

faut), a., ii, 475.

Chrysazin diphenyl ether (Farbex-
fabriken VORM. F. Bayer k Co.),

A., i, 798.

Chrysene, derivatives of (Gbakbe), A.,

i, 82.

/S-Chrysenic acid and its silver salt and
methyl ester (Graebk), A., i, 82.

Chrysoberyl from Canada (Evaxs), A.,

ii, 328.

Chrysocolla from Arizona (rjiNDORF.x

and Hillebuand), A., ii, 96.

from Western Australia (SiMPSox),
A., ii, 176.

Chr7B0diphen-2'-amic acid and ita iso-

meride and methyl ester (Gkaebr),
A., i, VJ.

Chrysodiphenic aeid CI'-phenulnaphtha!

-

ene \:l' -dicarUtxylic acid) and its salts

.and e.sters (Graebk and Unehm), A.,

i, 60.

Chrysoflaorene and its picr»te(GnAKRK\
A., i, 83.

Chrysofluorenone (Grarbe), A., i,

Chrysoketonecarboxylic aoid (Graebe
and Gnehh), A., i, 61.
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Chrysophanic acid from the rhizomes
of Rheums cultivated in Berne
(TscHiECH and Eijken), A., ii, 605.

and its methyl ethers and acetyl de-

rivatives (Oesterle), a., i, 911.

Chrysotoxin, physiological action of
(Dale), A., ii,' 545.

Chymosin. See Rennin.
Cicutine and nicotine, reactions for dis-

tinguishing between (Tokrese), A.,
ii, 778.

Cilia, reversal of the effective stroke of

(Parker), A., ii, 542.

action of monoatomic alcohols on
(Grutzner and Breyer), A, ii,

105.

effect of salt solutions on (Maxwell),
A., ii, 269.

Ciliary activity, an instrument for re-

cording (Dixon and Inchley), A., ii,

542.

Ciliary movement, reversal of, in Me-
tazoa (Parker), A., ii, 183.

Cinchona alkaloids. See Alkaloids,

barks, microchemical analysis of (van
Leersum), a., ii, 620.

estimation ofquinine in (Vigneron),
A., ii, 363.

)3-isoCinchonicine, constitution of, and
its additive salts (Kaas), A., i, 151.

Cinchonicines, fi-iso- and a-iso-^-, con-
stitution of (Kaas), A., i, 296.

Cinchonidine dibromides and their addi-

tive salts (CiiRLSTEXsEx), A., i, 226.

Cinchonine, equilibrium between, and
organic acids in various solvents

(Sill), A., ii, 377.

fZi'bromides and their additive salts

(ChristexsRn), a., i, 227.

reactions of (Reichard), A., ii, 561,
659.

Cinchotozine, isonitroso-, action of

methyl iodide on (Rohde and Schwab),
A., i, 228.

Cinene and its hydrobromide (Rupe and
Schlochoff), a., i, 414.

Cinenic acid, synthesis and conistitution

of, and its amide and nitrile (Rupe
and Schlochoff), A., i, 409.

Cinnabar, electrolytic estimation of mer-
cury in (Smith), A., ii, 860.

Cinnamaldehyde, condensations of (IIin-

richsen and Loh.se), A., i, 132.

conversion of, into cinnainyl alcoliol

(Barbier and Leser), A., i, 053.

compound of, with mercuric cliloride

(Erdman.n), a., i, 18.

Cinnamaldehyde, o-amino-, A^-benzoyl

derivative of, and its oximo and
phenylhydrazone (Reissert), A., i,

926.

Cinnamene. See Styrcne.

Cinnamenylacridine, 7?i-nitro-, and its

additive salts (Friedlander), A., i,

829.

Cinnamenylacrylic acid, o-cyano-, and
its ethyl ester, dibromides of (HiN-
RiCHSEN and Lohse), A., i, 132.

Cinnamenyl-o-cyanoacrylie acid, bromo-,
ethyl ester (PiccixiNi), A., i, 599.

Cinnamenyldibenzyl ketone, a-chloro-

(Hertzka), a., i, 292.

Cinnamenyl ?;i-tolyl ketone (Mayer),
a., i, 357.

Cinnamic acid, influence of various
sodium salts on the solubility of

(Philip), T., 987; P., 200.

separation of, into stereoisomeric com-
ponents (Erlenmeyer), a., i, 892.

Cinnamic acid, esters, action of mag-
nesium organic compounds on (Kohler
and Heritage), A., i, 207.

Cinnamic scid, o-amino-, iV-benzoyl de-

rivative of (Reissert), A., i, 926.

a-bromo-, ethyl ester, action of

magnesium organic compounds on
(Kohler and Johnstix), A., i, 215.

o-eyano-, reactions of, with organic

magnesium compounds (Kohler
and Reimer), A., i, 347.

isomeric nitro-, electrolytic reduction

of (Marie), A., i, 554.

Cinnamic acid synthesis, Claisen's, by
means of sodium (Stoermer and
Kippe), a., i, 526, 777 ;

(Michael),
A., i, 646.

rt/ZoCinnamic acid, second stereoisomeric

component of (Erlexmeyer), A., i,

892.

convei'sion of, into Erlenmeyer's iso-

cinnamic acid (Erlenmeyer), A.,

i, 285.

i'wCinnamic acid, Liebermann's, forma-

tion of, by tiie resolution of alio-

ciniianiic acid with brucino (Erlen-
MEYF.u), A., i, 646.

Cinnamic acids, o-chloro- (Sudrorough
and James), P., 86.

Cinnamide, /3-amino- (GrARESCHi), A.,

i, 823.

Cinnamyl alcohol from cinnamaldehyde
(Baiihikr and Leser), A., i, 653,

Cinnamylamine, ])reparation of (Schmidt
and Flaecheu), A., i, 371.

Cinnamylformic acids, stereoisomeric,

and their phenylliydrazones (Erlex-
meyeil), a., i, 784.

Cinnamylideneacetophenone, action ol

organic magnesium compounds on

(KoHLKii), A., i, 358.

union of, with mercaptans (Ruhe-
mann), T., 23.

dipicrate (Vorlandkr and SlEBEEx),

A., i, 793.
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Cinnamylidene-acetylacetone and -bis-

malooic acid, ethyl ester (Kxoevek-
AGEL and Herz), A., i, 63.

Cinnamylideneaniline, o-amino-, N-
benzoyl derivative of (Reissert), A.,

i, 926.

Cinnamylidenebenzylideneacetone,
union of, with mercaptans (RuHE-
MAXN), T., 466 ; P., 123.

Cinnamylidenecamphor and its reduction

products (RupE and Fki.sell), A., i,

220, 362 ; (Bf.uhl), A., i, 293.

Cinnamylidenehippnric acid and its ethyl

ester (Erlexmkyer and Matter), A.,

i, 238.

Cinnamylidenelaevnlic acid and its

reduction products and esters find

salts, and oximinoximic acid (RuPE
and Si'EISek), A., i, 351.

Cinnamylidenemalononitrile and its

dibromide (HiMRiCHSEN and Lohse),
A., i, 132.

Cinnamylidenetetrazoline (Ruhehaxx
and Mekuiman), T., 1776.

Cinnamyltrimetliylamine salts (Schmidt
and Flaecueu), A., i, 370.

Citramonamic acid and its silver salt

{.Schroeter and Schwamborn), A.,
i, 739.

Citrate of magnesia, effervescing. See
Tartaric acid, sodium salt.

Citric acid, detection of, in presence
of malic acid (Broek.smit), A., ii,

868.

detection of, in wines (RoBix), A., ii,

124.

Citric acid, s-dialkyl esters, and their

nitriles and amides (Schroeter,
ScHMiTZ, and Scuwamborn), A., i,

738.

Citroanilic acid, anilide of (Bertbah),
A., i, 466.

Citrodianiiidic acid and its jiotassinm

and aniline salts (Bertram), A., i,

466.

Cilrun AurarUium. See Orange,
sweet

''itriis Limonmn. Sec Lemon tree.

Citrylideneacetic acin, a-cyano- (HiN-
lucHSKN and LoHsE), A., i, 132.

Citrylideneacetoacetic acid, ethyl ester

(Knokvena<;ei,), A., i, 170.

Cladeitin (He.s.sk), A., i, 138.

Clay, absorj>tion of water by (vak
Bemmei.en), a., ii, 90.

CUyi, plasticity of (Grout), A., ii,

713.

plastic, as scmiitcnneablc walls

(Rohland), a., ii, 683.

Coal from Liege, presence. of chromiani
and vanadium in (Jubisse.n), A., ii,

535.

Coal, Parr's method for estimating the

heat of combustion of (Luxge and
GRO.SSM.A.NN), A., ii, 628.

testing (Pfeiffer), A., ii, 767.

estimation of " coke " and " volatile

matter" in (Arth), A., ii, 202.

estimation of sulphur in (Bender),
A., ii, 281 ; (Bruxck), A., ii, 762.

See also Fuels.

Coal gas, purification of, from hydrogen
sulphide (Gedel), A., ii, 714.

exposion of mixtures of, with air

in a closed vessel (Bairstow and
Alexander), A., ii, 815.

Coal tar dyes, behaviour of, towards
starch, silicic acid, and silicates

(Suida), a., i, 75.

Cobalt, physical properties of pure
(Copaux), a., ii, 254.

influence of concentration on the
magnetic properties of solutions of

(Vaillaxt), a., ii, 503.

green compounds of, produced by
oxidising agents (Durrant), T.,

1781; P., 251.

Cobaltanunoniam compounds (Werner
and GkCn), A., ii, 93

; (Werner
and Berl), A., ii, 323.

physiological action of (Bock), A.,

ii, 49.

salts, bromo-derivatives of (Werner
and Wolberg), A., ii, 322, 528.

Cobalt alloys ^^•ith iron (Guertler and
Tammanx), a., ii, 528.

with nickel (Guertler and Tam-
M.\xx), A., ii, 92.

Cobalt salts, behavionr of calcium
carbonate towaitis (Meigex), A., ii,

455.

Cobalt chloride (Oechsnbr db Coninck),
A.,ii, 393.

chloride tetrahydi-ate and hexahydrate
(Oech-sner de Coninck), A., ii,

254.

(2/fluoride {cobaKcus fluoride) and its

compounds with ammonia and
chlorine (Bohm), A., ii, 249.

^nfluoride {otbaUU fluoride), C0F3
(Barbieri and Calzolari), A., ii,

393.

Cobalt organic .salts, constitntion of, as

thev exist in solution (Tower), A.,

i, 410.

ethylenediamino a^mpounds (Gerb),
A., i, 328.

Dicobaltammine organic comixmnds
(Werner and Fkenstra), A., ii,

323.

Cobalt, new reaction* of (Pozzi-Escot),
A., ii, 423.

electrolytic analysis of (Perkin and
Pbebble), a., ii, 207.
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Cobalt and nickel, separation of iron from,

by means of formic acid (Borgstrom),
A.,ii, 538.

Cobalt steels, constitution and properties

of (Guillet), a., ii, 527 ; (Guertlek
and Tammann), A., ii, 528.

Cobaltous solutions, alkaline (Tubandt),
A., ii, 591.

Coca leaves, estimation of alkaloids in

(de Jong), A., ii, 778.

Cocaine, selective action of, on nerve
fibres (Dixon), A., ii, 106.

reactions of (Reichakd), A., ii, 127.

Cocoanut oil, specific gravity of

(Rakusin), a., ii, 304.

saponification of, by cytoplasm
(Urbain, Saugon, and Feige), A.,

i, 108.

test for the purity of (Milliau), A.,

ii, 775.

detection of, in lard (Hoton), A.,ii,870.

estimation of, in margarine (Kirsch-
nek), a., ii, 213.

Codeine, constitution of (Knorr and
Psghorr), a., i, 922.

amino-, diacetyl derivative, andnitro-,

and their methiodides (Vongerigh-
TEN and Weilinger), A., i, 542.

Cod liver oil, optical j^roperties of

(Lythgoe), a., ii, 619.

iodine numbers of fresh and old

samples of (Pajetta), A., ii, 775.

Coelestine-blue and its derivatives

(Gnehm and Bauer), A., i, 832.

Coffee beans without caffeine (Bbr-
trand), a., ii, 648.

yS-CoUidine. See 4-Methyl-3-ethylpyrid-

inc.

Colloidal granules, composition of

(Henri and Mayer), A., ii, 14.

Colloidal metals, electric preparation of

(Svedberg), a., ii, 817.

role of diffusion during catalysis by
(Sand), A., ii, 233; (Senter), A.,

ii, 379.

See also Bismutli, Copper, Gold,

Iridium, Iron, Osmium, Palladium,

Platinum, Rhodium, Ruthenium,
and Silver.

Colloidal metalloids. Sec Selenium and
Tt'lluiium.

Colloidal solutions (Benedicks), A., ii,

689.

and contact electrification (Pekrin),
A., ii, 138.

electrolytic conductivity of (Mal-
fitano), a., ii, 72; (Duclaux),
A., ii, 432, 511.

osmotic pressure of (DucLAUX), A., ii,

511.

behaviour of enzymes towards (Reiss),

A., i, 956.

Colloidal state (Malfitano), A., ii, 14.

Colloidal substances of soils, isolation of

the (Sjollema), A., ii, 195.

Colloids, theory of (Jordis), A., ii,

153, 447; (Billitzer), A., ii,

305; (Landsteiner), A., ii, 447;
(Bechhold), a., ii, 511.

contribution to the study of (\Vinteu\
A., ii, 245.

physical alterations of (Pauli), A., i,

496.

absorption of ferments by (Dauwe),
A., i, 623.

action of, on proteid solutions (Biltz

Much, and Siebekt), A., i, 495.

inorganic (Gutbier and Hofmeier),
A., ii, 327.

absorption compounds of, with
organic colloids (Loitermoser),
A., ii, 318.

precipitation of, by electrolytes

(Mathews), A., i, 845.

of opposite electrical sign, influence of

electrolytes on the mutual precipita-

tion of (des Bancels), a., ii, 513.

Colorimeter (Schreiner), A., ii, 760.

Colorimetry (Eijdman), A., ii, 688.

Colour, studies on the origin of(Smedley)
T.,1249; P., 221.

contribution to the theory of the origin

of (Armstrong and Robertson),
T., 1272; P., 180.

in relation to chemical structure and
absorption spectra (Hartley), T.,

1796, 1822; P., 166, 167.

and hydration (Donnan), A., ii, 806.

Colour changes, experiments on (Lewis),

A., ii, 509; (Jones and Bassett), A.,

ii, 510.

Colouring matters, synthesis of

(Lemoult), a., i, 194.

theory of (Schmidlin), A., i, 75 ; ii,

11. 12.

organic, ultra-violet absorption spectra

of (Kri^ss), a., ii, 293.

action of low temperatures on
(Schmidmn), a., ii, 12.

affinity of, for conjunctive tissue

(Curtis and Lemoult), A., ii, 600.

of aniline and its homologues, oxida-

tion of, on the fibre (KiRriTsciiNi-

koff), a., i, 540.

from the substances formed by the

action of formaldehyde and sodium
hydrogen sul])liito on aromatic di-

amines (Puud'hommk), a., i, 548.

from 2-mctliylquinolinium alkyl

sulphates (Karbenfabrikkn vorm.
F. Bayer & Co.), A., i, 548.

azo-. Sec Azo-colouring matters.

ceramic, tungsten trioxido as a

(Granger), A., ii, 326.
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Colouring matters, coal tar. See Coal

tar.

of the cyaniue series (Aktien-Gesell-
SCHAFT FUR AxILIN-FaBRIKATIOS),
A., i, 149.

red, of tomatoes (Montanahi), A.,

i, 29.3.

substantive, quantitative experiments

on the formation of inorganic ana-

logues of (BiLTZ and Utescher),
A., ii, 807.

sulphur (Friedlander and Mauth-
xer), a., i, 102.

the presence and action of mer-
captau groups in direct (Vidal),

A., i, 306.

state of affinity of some (Biltz and
Beure), A.,*'ii, 808.

from 2:2'-diamino-4:4'-oxalotolu-

idide (Farbwerke vorm. Meis-
TER, Lucius, k BrDxing), A.,

i, 540.

brown sulphur from 2:4:5-triamino-

toluenc (Kalle & Co.), A., i,

540.

red sulphur from re.sorcinol (Farb-
werke VORM. Meister, Lucius,
& Bruning), a., i, 913.

yellow sulphur, from 2:4-dianiino-

phenyl thiocyanate (Aktien-
GE.SEI.L.SCHAFT FIR ANILIX-
Fabrikatiox), a., i, 913.

fiom nitro-2-methylbenziminazole

(Chemische Fabriken vorm.
Weiler-ter-Meer), a., i, 552.

See also Tannins.

Colouring matters, natural vegetable.
See:—

Acacatechin.

Alizarin.

Apigenin.
Berberinc.

Brazilin.

Catechin

,

Curcumin.
Cyanoniaclurin.

Ellagic acid.

Fisetin.

Hrematoxylin.
Kacnipfcrol.

yuercitrin.

Columbates and Columbic acid. Sec
under Columbium.

Columbinm (niofninn) and its salts

(Smith, Hall, Pennington, and
Balke), a., ii, 828 ; (Hall and
Smith), A., ii, 829.

occurrences of (Schilling), A., ii,

537.

oxide, 8c])aration of, from titanium
oxide (Hall and Smith), A., ii,

829.

Columbium :

—

Columbic acid and tungstic acid,

separation of (Bedford), A., ii,

832.

Columbates (Bedford), A., ii, 831.

Columbium, qualitative reactions for

(Mklikoff and Elt.schaninoff), A.,

ii, 358.

Combustion, mechanics of (Armstrosg\
A., ii, 448.

method of (Dekxstedt ; Weil), A.,

ii, 202.

of organic compounds, electrical

method for the (Morse andTaylor),
A., ii, 480.

Combustions, apparatus for (Pregl), A.,

ii,.420.

Comenic acid, constitution of (Peraton-
er and Pai.azzu), A., i, 806.

hydrcxy-, constitution of, and its

methyl ester (Peratoxer and
Castellaxa), a., i, 806.

Complexes, formation of (Donxan), A.,

ii, 806.

proof of the formation of, between
acids with the help of the laws of

isohvdric solutions (Hofmaxx), A.,

ii, 235.

Compounds of variable constitution,

suggested nomenclatureof(HANTZ8CH),
A., i, 317.

Compressed air and vacuum apparatus,

automatic (Beebe and Buxtox), A.,

ii, 514.

Compressibility of aqueous solutions of

fatty acids (Drucker), A., ii, 681.

Condensers with ball mouth-piece (Hlx-
DEN), A., ii, 632.

Conduction, mechanism of electrical con-

ductivity and other properties of

sodium hydroxide in aqueous solution

as elucidating the (Bousfield and
LowRY), A., ii, 135, 298.

Conductivity, electrical. See under
Electrochemistry,

molecular, in halogen hydride solu-

tioiw (Steele, McIxtosh, and
AiiiHiBALD), A., ii, 222.

Congestin, the poison of sea anemones
(Kiciiet), a., ii, 746.

Conglutin from lupin seeds, composition
(ir(.\iii)EiiHALDEN and Herkick), a.,

i. 8Ui.

Conhydrine and ha additive salts

(LoFFLER and Kiiwckneu), a., i,

989.

Conhydrinium iodides, stereoisomcric
(St iioi.TZ and pAWMcKl), A., i, 473.

jB-Coniceine and its additive salta

(LoKKLEi:), A., i, 917.

7-Conioeine (v. Braux ; v. Bravn and
Steindokff), a., i, 812.
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Coniine, reactions of (Reichard), A.,
ii, 563.

amino- (Lofflek and Kirschxer),
A., i, 940.

4-Coiiiine and its additive salts (Ahrens),
A., i, 232.

Conininm iodides, isomeric (Scholtz),
A., i, 296.

Conium alkaloids. See Alkaloids.

Contraction of certain substances on
ignition (Lucas), A., ii, 574.

Control experiments over long periods
of time (Berthelot), A., ii, 805.

Convolvulus Scamvionia, the sugars of

(VoTocEK and Vondracek), A., i, 74.

Copaifera Mopane, constituents of the
fruits of (Mai and Rath), A., ii, 851.

Copal oils (v. Schmoelling) A., ii, 775.

Copals, African (Coffignier), A., i,

224.

See also Resins.

Copper, precipitation of, by natural

silicates (Sullivan), A., ii, 642.

electromotive behaviour of, in its solu-

tion in alkali cyanides (Spitzer),

A., ii, 501, 611.

equilibrium between tin, oxygen, and
(Heyn and Bauer), A., ii, 169.

hydrosol (GuTBiER and Hofmeier),
A., ii, 327.

Copper alloys with aluminium (Guillet),
A., ii, 712.

special constituent obtained in the
tempering of (Breuil), A,, ii,

252.

with bismuth (Hiorns), A., ii, 461.

with tin, tensile strength of (Shep-
herd and Upton), A., ii, 587.

with zinc (Sackur, Mauz, and
Siemens), A., ii, 524.

See also Muntz metal,

with zinc and iron, action of the

atmosphere on (Habermann), A.,

ii, 693.

Copper Huoride and its compound with
ammonia (Bohm), A., ii, 249.

iodides (Walker and Dover), T.,

1584 ; P., 232.

oxide, colloidal (Ley), A,, ii, 524.

sulphide, electrolytic behaviour of

(BoDLANDER and Idaszewski),
A., ii, 390.

solubility of, in alkali itolysuli)hides

(Hassreidter), a., ii, 285, 611.

Capric chloride, ammonium chloride

and water (Mkerburg), A., ii,

17.

hydroxide, preparation of (Andr-
lIk), a., ii, 617.

Cnprous sulphide, fusibility of mix-

tures of, with antimony sulphide

(P^labon), a., ii, 435.

Copper alkali and alkaline-earth cyan-
ides (Grossmann and von der
Forst), a., i, 179.

ferrocyanide, analysis of (Leuba), A.,
ii, 556.

Copper, analysis of bar- (Murmann),
A., ii, 42L

titration of, by potassium iodide, and
applicability of the method in pre-

sence of iron and arsenic (Moseb),
A., ii, 64, 422.

estimation of, electrolytically (KuF-
ferath), a., ii, 64.

estimation of, volumetrically (Fer-
nekes and Koch), A., ii, 860.

estimation of oxygen in (Dickson),
A., ii, 479.

estimation of, in dross (Vallety), A.,

ii, 483.

Copper-pitch-ore (Lindgren and Hille-
bband), a., ii, 97.

fi-om Amzalar, Roumania (NlcOLAu),
A.', ii, 599.

Coronadite from Arizona (Lindgren
and Hillebrand), A., ii, 96.

Corpses, chemical nature of the wax of

(Tarugi), a., ii, 182.

Corresponding states, validity of the
law of, for mixtures of methyl chloride

and carbon dioxide (Kamerlingh
0^'NEs and Zakrzewski), A., ii,

149.

Corrosive sublimate. See Mercuric
chloride under Mercury.

Corydaline, constitution of (Haars), A.,

i, 462.

Corydalis alkaloids, physiological action

of (Gadamer), a., ii, 411.

Corydalis cava and C. solida, alkaloids

of (Haars), A., i, 462.

Corydic acid and its esters and their

additive salts (Haars), A., i, 462.

Corydilic acid and its methyl ester,

niothiodide and nitrate of (Haars),
A.,i, 462.

Cosmoline, composition of commercial
(Mabeuy), a., i, 313.

Cotarnine iodide and its relation to

tarconine mcthiodide and hydroco-

tarninc (P.RUNs), A., i, 370.

Cotellin and its tetrabromo-d^rivativo

(Hesse), A., ii, 752.

Goto bark, now (Hesse), A., ii, 752.

Cotton seed oil, fate of, injected subcu-
taneously (Henderson and Cro-
kutt), a., ii, 735.

and Halphcn's reaction (Fischer and
Peyau), a., ii, 213.

colour reaction of (Halphen), A., ii,

125.

detection of, in olive oil (Milliau),
A., ii, 126.
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Coumaric acid, amino-, iV-benzoyl
derivative of (Erlenmeter and
Stadlix), a., i, 239.

Coumarin derivatives from ethyl o-

carboxy-phthalyl- and -benzyl-

acetoacetates (BuLow and Siebert),
A., i, 294.

amino-, JV-benzoyl derivative of
(Erlenmeyer and Stadlin), A., i,

239.

Coomarinketo-acetic acid, ethyl ester,

and -coumaric acid (Kxoevexagel
and Laxgensiepen), A., i, 64.

Cows, feeding experiments on (KoHLER,
JcsT, VoLHARD, Popp, and Zahn),
A., ii, 265

;
(Passox), A., ii,

414.

feeding experiments on, with stimu-
lants (Fixgeklixg), a., ii, 476.

See also Milk.
Coyote, urine of the (Swaix), A., ii,

186.

Cream of tartar. See Tartaric acid,

potassium hydrogen salt.

Creatine in the organism (Czernecki),
A., ii, 467.

Creatinine and its alky! derivatives
(Korndorfer), a., i, 152.

in the organism (Czerxecki), A., ii,

467.

origin of (Koch), A., ii, 182.
elimination of (Mendel and Clossox),

A., ii, 186.

Cremated bodies, detection of arsenic in
the ashes of (Mai), A., ii, 61.

y'-Cresol, bromo-derivatives, and the
action of nitric acid on, and chloro-
bromo-derivatives and their acetyl

derivatives (Zixcke, Buff, and
Emmerich), A., i, 879.

o-brorao- and o-chloro- (Badische
Anilix- & Soda-Fabrik), A., i,

149.

3:5-dinitro-, reaction of, with pot-
assium cyanide (BoRscHE and
Bocker), a., i, 51.

Cresols, o-, m-, and p-, dielectric con-

stants of, dissolved in benzene and
Trt-xylene (Philip and Hayxes),
T., 1002; P., 200.

action of, in comparison with phenol
(Tui.lexs), a., ii, 339.

compounds of, with potassium
plienoxide (Gexthch), A., i,

341.

separation of (Gentsch), A., i,

341.

Cresyl-. See Tolyl-.

Critical point, state of matter in the
neighbourhood of the (Bektrand and
Lecarme), a., ii, 627; (Kaveat),
A., ii, 628r

Lxxxviii. ii.

Critical temperature, exact expression

for the so-called molecular change

of (van Laar), a., ii, 434, 675.

lower, molecular rise of the, of a

binary mixture of normal com-
ponents (VAX Laar), A., ii, 434,

675.

Crocoite, artificial production of (de
ScHULTEx), A., ii, 175.

Crops, action of sodium chloride on
(Wohltmaxx), a., ii, 759.

Crotin in the normal organism, anti-

substances against (Lust), A., ii, 48.

Crotonaldehyde, preparation of (Seye-
WETZ and Bardin), A., i, 683.

Crotonic acid (Oechsxer de Coninck),
A., i, 628.

isoCrotonic acid (Oechsxer de
Conixck), a., i, 628.

Crotonic acids (Autexrieth), A., i, 629.

See also Methylacry lie acid and Vinyl-

acetic acid.

Crucible refrigerator (Steinlex), A.,

ii, 349 ; (Margosches), A., ii, 421.

Crucibles, improved Gooch (Vollers),
A., ii, 855.

Cryoscopic measurements with hydrogen
cyanide (Lkspieau), A., ii, 303.

Cryoscopy, studies iu comparative
(KoBKKTsox), T., 1574 ; P., 231.

Cryptogams, chemical composition of

the cell membrane in various (MCl-
LER), A., ii, 648.

Crystalline substances, relation of the
specific heats of, to temperature
(BoGOJAWLEXsKY), A., ii, 799.

Crystallisation, velocity of, of super-
saturated solutions (Leexhardt), A.,
ii, 630.

Crystallographic study of ammonium
magnesium and ammonium zinc

selenates and sulphates (TuTTOX),
T., 1123; P., 177.

Crystalloltiminescence and tribolnm-
inescence (Trautz and ScHORloix),
A., ii, 494 ; (Trautz), A., ii, 662.

Crystals, efficiency of centrifugal puri-

fication of (Richards), A., ii, 238.
cathode lum iue$»cence of ^Pochettino),

A.,ii, 430.

do, soften in the neighbourhood of
their melting point! (Slatowrat-
8KY and Tammaxn), A., ii, 807.

the linear force of growing (Becker
and Day), A., ii, 807.

liquid (Coehn), a., ii, 14.

mixed (Walleraxt), A., ii, 238.
in systems of three substances

(Schrf.ixemakers), A., ii, 154,
376, 685.

mixed bydrated, decomposition of
(Hollmann), a., ii, 164.

71
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Crystal-violet and its reactions (Lam-
BRECHT and Wril), A., i, 243.

action of niagnesinm benzyl chloride
on (Freund and Beck), A., i,

159.

Crystal-violet group, salts of (Sand\
A., i, 948.

Cudbear, detection of (Tolman), A., ii,

215.

Cumene electrolytic oxidation of (Law
and Perkin), A., i, 761.

il'-Cumeneazobenzene and its derivatives

(WiLLGEKODT and Herzog), a., i,

549.

<|/-Cumenesulphon-acetomtrile and
-ethenylaminoxime (Troger and
VoLKMEH), A., i, 356.

if'-Cumenesulpliondietliylacetoiiitrile

(Troger and Vasterling), A., i,

871.

vlz-Cumidine, 2-bro'Po-5-nitro- (Blanks-
ma), A., i, 426.

if'-Cumidinesulplionic acid, nitro-, and
its reactions (Blanksma), A., i,

425.

^j-Cuminic acid, rZichloro- (Auwers),
A., i, 434.

Cuminil and Cuminoin, preparation of

(BiLTZ and Stellbaum), A., i,

653.

Cuminildisemicarbazone (Biltz and
Strllbaum), a., i, 675.

Cuminoinsemicarbazone (Biltz and
Stkllbatm), a., i, 675.

Cumylidenehippuric acid and its esters,

amide, and imide (Erlenmeyer and
Matter), A., i, 238.

Cumylsulphon-. See Cnmenesulphon-.
Oupric and Cuprous salts. See under

C'op])er.

Curcumin, formula of (Jackson and
Clarke), A., i, 804.

Currents. See Electrochemistry.

Cyamelide (Hantzsch), A., i, 331.

moiiomercuric derivative (Hantzsoh,
Hofmann, and Lehmann), A., i,

332.

Cyanamide, estimation of (Perotti),
A., ii, 870.

Cyanide mud (Hand), A., i, 696.

Cyanides. See under Cyanogen.
Cyanine series, colouring matters of the

(Aktien-Gksellsciiaft FiJR Anilin-
Fabrikation), a., i, 149.

Cyano-derivatives, electro-synthesis

among (Uli'IANI and Rodano), A.,

i, 260.

Cyanogen bromide, action of, on hydr-
azine (Pellizzaui and Cantoni),
A., i, 576.

reaction of, with hydroxylamine
(Wi eland), a., i, 420.

Cyanogen :

—

Hydrocyanic acid {hydrogen cyanide)

from the leaves of the cherry-

laurel and in the bark of the

bird-cherry (Jouck), A., i, 912.

from the seeds of Gyjwcardia odorata

(Power and Lees), T., 352; P.,

88; (Power and Barrowcliff),
T., 897 ; P., 177 ;

(Greshoff),
A., ii, 276.

in red currant leaves (Guignard),
A., ii, 752.

from the leaves of Sambucus nigra
(Bourquelot and Danjou), A.,

i, 912 : ii, 605
;
(Guignard), A.,

ii, 604
;
(Guignard and Houdas),

A., ii, 648.

from the leaves of Thalictrum
aquUcgifolium (VAN Itallie),

A., ii, 852.

formation of, by the oxidation of

proteids (Plimmer), A., i, 162.

heats of combustion and formation

of (Thomsen), a., ii, 574.

cryoscopic measurements with
(Lespieau), a., ii, 303.

behaviour of, towards phenylcarb-
imide (Dieckmann and Kam-
merer), a., i, 874.

phenolphthalin as reagent for

(Weehuizen), a., ii, 489.

detection of, in presence of ferro-

cyanides (Benedict), A., ii, 123.

toxicological detection of (Ganas-
siNi), A., ii, 867.

detection of, in animals (de Domini-
cusj, A., ii, 746.

thiocyanates, and chlorides, titri-

metric estimation and separation

of (Rupp), A., ii, 867.

estimation of carbon, liydrogen, and
nitrogen in (Muller), A., ii, 767.

Cyanides, preparation of, from ferro-

cyanidos (Gross.mann's Cyanide
Patents Syndicate), A., i, 123.

Cyanogen iodide, estimation of, in

presence of iodine (MilBxVUER and
Hac), a., ii, 489.

Cyanogen iron compounds, blue (Hof-
mann, Heine, and Hociitlen), A.,

i, 38 ;
(Hofmann and Resen.scheck),

A., i, 7.56.

Cyanomaclurin, formula of, and its

derivatives (Pkrkin),T., 715 ; P., 160.

Cyanuric acid, isomeric esters (Hanizsch
and Bauer), A., i, 330 ;

(Diels), A.,

i, 331.

Cyanuric acid ureide. See Tricyano-

carbamide.

Cyolene, formula of (MoYciio and Zien-
KowsKi), A., i, 711.

bromide. See Pinone bromide, solid.

i
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Cyclic compoimda (Markownikoff),
A., i, 141.

Cymene, latent heat of evaporation of

(Brown), T., 268 ; P., 75.

electrolytic oxidation of (Law and
Perkix), a., i, 761.

o-Cymene, synthesis of derivatives of

(Kav and Perkix), T., 1066; P.,

216.

Cymene, synthesis of derivatives of

(Perkix and Tattersall), T., 1083 ;

P., 217.

Cystein (Xeuberg and Mater), A., i,

567, 568.

and its benzoyl derivative (Erlex-
MEYER and Stoop , A., i, 120.

Cystein, ;'stiCysteinic acid, and iso-

Cystine (Gabriel), A., i, 265.

Cystine (Fischer and Suzuki), A., ii.

736.

synthesisof(EKLENMETEBand Stoop),
A., i, 119.

relation of, to sulphur metabolLsni

(Rothera), a., ii, 267.

aeyl derivatives of (Fischer and
Suzuki), A., i, 30.

Cystinea, calculus- and protein-, and
their derivatives (Neuberg and
Mayer), A., i, 567.

composition of (Loewy and Neu-
berg), A., ii, 103.

rf-, /-, and r-protein-, and their deriv-

atives (Neuberg and Mayer), A.,
i, 568.

Cystinuria (Loewy and Neuberg), A.,
ii, 103.

metabolism in (Alsberg and Folin),
A., ii, 544.

feeding on mono-amino^cids in

(SiMox), A., ii, 741.
cadaverine and putrescine in cases of

(Budtker), a., ii, 741.
excretion of leucine and tyrosine in a

case of (Abderhaldex and ScHiT-
texhelm), a., ii, 741.

Cytolysins, plurality of, in snake venom
(Fi,E.xxKR and Nu(;rrHi). A., ii,

107.

Danialbans, a- and 0- (Tschirch and
.Mri.i,EK), A., i, 454.

Datura, alkaloids from (Schmidt ;

KiucHER), A., i, 717.

Datura Strain"!'' titative in-

vestit,'atioii <'t • tion of the
alkaloids in tl^. v,, „...,., ... vI'ELDHAUS),
A., ii, 61^.

Deaminoalbiunina (Levites), A., i,

104.

Decahydro-6-naphthol and its acetyl

derivative and phenylcarbamate
(Leroux), a., i, 278.

Becahydro-/8-naphthylamine and its

additive salts (Leroux), A., i,

601.

Decahydro/S-naphthyl ketone and its

oxime, phenylhydrazone, semicarb-

azone, and sodium hydrogen sulphite

derivative (Leroux), A., i, 601.

Decanedicarboxylic acida. See Sebacic

acid and Tetraethvlsuccinic acid.

Decarbonised subatances, estimations in

^Neumann', A., ii, 68.

Decenoic acids. See /3^-Dimethyl-A«-

octcnoic acid and /3-Methyl-Aa-nonen-
oic acid.

Decoic acids. See fl^-Dimethyloctoic

acid and 3-Methylnonoic acid.

Decyl alcohols. See "yTj-Dimethyloctyl
alcohol and 7-MethylnonTl alcohol.

Dehydracetic acid, molecular refraction

of (Homfray), T., 1457; P.,
•226.

action of hydrazine and ofphenylhydr-
azine on (SroLLfi), A., i, 838.

Dehydrocholone (Pkegl), A., i, 728.

Dehydrocorydaline and its oxime, con-
stitution of (Haars), a., i, 462.

De-Xmethyldihydrothebaine and its

methiodide (Freuxd), A., i, 920.

Denitrification of soil (Ampola), A., ii,

194.

in arable soil (L*)hxis), A., ii, 109.

See also Bacteria, denitrifying, and
Soils.

Density, alteration of (Kahlbaum and
Sturm), A., ii, 680.

of aqueous solutions of fatty acida
(Drucker), a., ii, 680.

of alkali haloids (Buchanan), P.,

122.

of two liquids, empirical relationship
between the (Sciiapo.schnikoff;,
A., ii, 373.

of solid fats and waxes, ap])aratus for

determining the (Rakusin), A., ii,

303.

of solid substances in powder or in a
granular form, apparatus for the
determination of the (v. Wrochem),
A., ii, 506.

of sulphuric, nitric, and hydroc.hloric
acids and ammonia, methods em-
ployed in prejiaring the tables of
(Feroumon), a., ii, 632.

Set- also Vapour density.

Denaity apparatus. See Pyknometer.
Denaity determinationa with a pipette

'KisiKi: and .Ml .\. h). A., ii, 232.
Deozyalixarin dimethyl ether « ; im F'>p^,

A., i, 219.
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Deozybenzoin {phenyl lenzyl Iceione),

te^rachloro-^-rfz'hydroxy-, and its

diacetyl derivative (ZiNCKE and
Wagner), A., i, 342.

^-hydroxy-, and its bronio-, iodo-, and
acetyl derivatives and oxime
(VVeisl), a., i, 904.

cZihydroxy-devivatives, and their di-

acetyl derivatives (Fixzi), A., i, 906.

Be-ozytetramethylhsematoxolone
(Herzig and Pollak), A., i, 605.

De-phenyl-iV^-methyldiliydrotliebaine

and its additive salts and methyl and
ethyl ethers (Freund), A., i, 918.

Dermocerin (Rohmann), A., ii, 842.

A^-Desdimethylgraiiatanine and Des-i|/-

dimethylgranatoline and its isomeride

(WiLLSTATxaR and Veuaguth), A.,

i, 543.

Desmocliu7n gyrans, an electrical response

to excitation in ( Buchanan),A., ii, 752.

Desmotropio compounds (Dimroth), A.,

i, 98, 383, 384; (Goldschmidt), A.,

i, 249
;
(Bruhl), A., i, 408.

Desyldimethylsulphiiie salts (Smiles),

P., 94.

Dextrin, influence of acid, steam pres-

sure, and time on the production of,

in the hydrolysis of starch by mineral
acids (Parow), A., i, 684.

Deztrins, estimation of, in presence of

starch and soluble starch (Wolff), A.,

ii, 558.

Dextrose {d-glucose, grape sugar), pre-

sence of, in tannin solutions (Novi:),

A., ii, 210.

influence of acid, steam pressure, and
time on the production of, in the

hydrolysis of starch by mineral

acids (Parow), A., i, 684.

efl'ect of dextrose and certain salts on
the rate of transformation of glyco-

gen into (Neilson and Tekuy),'A.,

li, 736.

birotation of (Behrend), A., i, 173.

influence of inactive substances on the

rotation of (Milroy), A., i, 174.

action of inorganic compounds on the

rotation of (Grossmann), A., i, 415
;

(RiMBACH and Weber), A., i, 416.

transformation of, into hevulose (Ost),

A., i, 684.

transformation of, intomethyliminazole

(WiNDAUs and Knoop), A., i, 381.

synthesis from, of an octametliylated

disaccharide (Purdie and Irvine),

T., 1022; P., 215.

influence of phosphates on the ferment-

ation of, by yeast juice (Harden
and Young), P., 189.

derivatives, isomeric changes of some
(JuNOiUfl), A., i, 573.

Dextrose {d-glucose, grape sugar), esti-

mation of, in the jjresence of dex-
trin (RossiNG), A., i, 685.

estimation of, in presence of starch
paste (Wolff), A., ii, 487.

estimation of, in urine (Visser), A.,

ii, 359.

S-Dextrose (Rossing), A., i, 684.

Diabetes (glycosuria) (Pflugek), A., ii,

844.

in the goat deprived of its mammary
glands (Porcher), A., ii, 469, 600".

production and inhibition of, in rabbits

by salts (Fischer), A., ii, 103,

741.

ether-, and the efl'ect of intravenous
oxygen on it (Seelig), A., ii, 469.

experimental (Underhill), A., ii,

187, 844
;
(Macleod and Dolley),

A., ii, 544.

pancreatic (Pflijger), A., ii, 100,

469.

Diabetes mellitus (LtrSK and Mandel),
A., ii, 187.

composition of the blood in (Erben),
A., ii, 741.

Diacetin, a-bromo-, a-chloro-, and a-

iodo- (AcEf^A), A., i, 7.

Diacetoacetic acid, ethvl ester

(Michael), A., i, 564.

Diacetonealkamines, derivatives of

(KouN), A., i, 928.

Diacetoxy-. See also under the parent
Substance.

2:3-Diacetozyzantlieii and 7-bromo-
(Heintschel), a., i, 809.

Diacetyl-. See also under the parent

Substance.

Diacetylacetanilide (Dieckmann,
Hoppe, and Stein), A., i, 136,

Diacetylacetone, molecular refractions of

(HoMFRAY), T., 1451 ; P., 226.

1:5-Diacetylbenzene, 2:4-rfthydroxy-,

and its ethers, oximes, and aldehydic
derivatives (Eijkman, Berge.ma,
and Henrap.d), A., i, 359.

Diacetylbromoglycuronic lactone (Neu-
bekg and Nei.mann), A., i, 412.

o/8-Diacetylbutyric acid, ethyl ester

(Koiischun), a., i, 373.

Diacetylcyanoiiydrazine (Rinman), A.,

i, 389.

3:6-DiacetyI-2:6-diniethyIpyridone
(Palazzo and Onokato), A., i, 460.

3:5-Diacetyl-2:6-dimetb.ylpyrone and
the action of hydroxy lainine on (Pa-
lazzo and Onoraio), A., i, 459.

3;6-Diacetyl-2:6-diphenylpyrone (Vail-
lant). A., i, 460.

Diacetylmalonic acid, ethyl ester, action

of hydroxylamine on (Palazzo and
Carai'Ellk), a., i, 858.
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Diacetylsuccinic acid, ethyl ester, con-

densation of, with semicarbazido

(BULOW, RiESS, and SArXERMEISTEP.),

A., i, 660.

Diacetyl-c?-tartaric acid, menthyl ester,

rotation and solution-volume of

(Patterson- and Taylor), T., 39,

126 ; P., 15.

Diacridine trimagnesium alkyl iodides

(Senier, Austin, and Clarke), T.,

1471 ; P., 2-2S.

Dialkylacetamides, bromo- (Kalle k
Co.). A., i, 638.

Dialkylacetic acids, ureides of (Fischer
and Diltiiey), A., i, 35.

Dialkylacetylcarbamides, cyano- (Cox-
V.ad and Zaiit), A., i, 754.

5:5-Dialkylbarbituric acids (Fischer
and Dilthey), A., i, 35.

and imino-, preparation of (Merck),
A., i, 178, 179, 751 ; (Coxrad),
A., i, 751 ;

(Conrad and Zart),
A., i, 754.

Siallcylcyanoacetic acids, esters, re-

actions of, with carbamide (Merck),
A., i, 178, 179.

Dialkylmalonylcarbamides. See 5:5-

Dialkylbarbituric acids.

Dialkylmalonylguanidines. See 5:5-

DialkyUiarbituric acids, imino-.

Diallyl, action of diazomethane on
AzzAiiELLo), A., i, 867.

V-Biallylbutyric acid and its salts and
7-bydroxy-. and its salts, and 7-iodo-

(Kasansky), a., i, 320.

Diallylbutyrolactone and it« tri- and
tetra-bromide.s (Kasansky), A., i,

320.

Oiallylconinixun iodides, isomeric

(Schoi.tz), a., i, 297.

Dialoric acid, condensation of, with
thiocarbamide (Bartlino), A., i, 420.

Oiamide, rficyano-. See Dieyanodiamide.
Diamines, new synthesis of (Neuberg

and Neimann), A., i, 686.

isolation of, from urine (LoEWY and
NErBERo), A., i, 158.

aromatic, action of formaldeliyde an<I

sodium hydrogen sulphite on
(Prud'homme), A., i, 548.

reaction of, with pota.ssium ferri-

cyanide (Bah-silowsky), A., i,

549.

fatty. A* halogen derivatives of

(CHArrAWAY), T., 381 ; P., 61.

primary, conversion of, into chlorin-

ated amines and into dichlorides

(v. Bratn and Mullkr), A., i, 634.

m-Diamines, nitre-, azo-dyes from
(Baih.schk Anilin- k Soda-
Fabrik), A., i, 251.

See also Amines and Bases.

Diamino-acids, synthesis of (Neuberg
and Neimann), A., i, 687.

polypeptides of the (Fischer and
Suzuki), A., i, 121.

Diamonds, new experiments on the

preparation of (Moissan), A., ii,

160, 166, 450.

specific heat of, at low temperature's

(Dewak), a., ii. 801.

Di-scc. -amylamine (Mailhe), A., i, 635.

9:10-Diisoamylanthracene (Junger-
mann), a., i, 79*5.

9:10-Diamylenedihydroantliracene
(Jungermann), a., i, 796.

4:9-Dianilinoanthraqainone, 2:7-di-

bromo-l:6-f/iamiiio-, and its sulphonic

acid, and -l:6-bisdiazoaminobenzene
(Scholl and Krieger), A., i,

145.

Dianilinomaleic acid and its methyl
ester, salts, and anhydride (Salmony
and SiMONis), A., i, 632.

a7-Dianilino-;8-nitropropane and its

acetyl derivatives (DuDEN, Bock, and
Rkid), a., i, 569.

2:4-Dianilinopyrimidine, 6-amino-

(
Johnson and Johns), A., i, 837.

2.6-Dianilinopyrimidine and its hydro-
chloride (Wheeler and Bristol),

A., i, 485.

5-bromo- (Wheeler, Bristol, and
Johnson), A., i, 483.

2:5-Di-p-ani8ylpyrazine (Rimini), A., i,

198.

Dianthracene (Luther and Weigert),
A., ii, 785.

Di-l-anthramine (Dienel), A., i, 768.'

Dianthranol ether (Liebekmanx and
Ma.miak k), a., i, 521.

ay-Diaracbin, synthesis of (GRiJs), A.,

i, 562.

Diarylethylenediamines, di-a-bromoiso-

valeryl derivatives, reactions of (Bis-

choff), a., i, 157.

Diastase, malt, action of, on artificial

starches (R<jux), A., i, 624.

saccharifying, intiuence of the lique-

faction of starch on its transforma-
tion by (Fernbach and Wolff),
A., i, 624.

Diastases in wine diseases (Malvezin),
A., ii. 749.

Diasoamines, influence of substitution
on tiiu formation of (Morgan and
Wootton), T.. 935 ; P., 179; (Mor-
OAN and Clayton), T., 944; P.,

182.

Diazoamino-;'-aiii«ole and -;>-phenetole
(Husch and Bergmann), A., i,

310.

Diaioaminocomponnds, now syntheses
of (Dimroth), A., i, 311.
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Diazoamino-compounds from dipheiiyl-

amine and the homologues of aniline

and the naphthylamines (ViGNON
and Simonet), A., i, 397.

secondary (Vigkon and Simonet), A.,
i, 494.

Diazoamino-^-toluene, conversion of,
' into aminoazo-jj-toluene in the solid

state (JuNGius), A., i, 555.

Diazobenzene, liiiiits of coupling of, with
aniline (Vigxon), A., i, 250.

salts, action of, on iminazoles (Pauly),
A., i, 494.

action of. on malonic acid (BuscH
and Wolbring), A., i, 493.

chloride, action of zinc ethyl on
(Tichwinsky), a., i, 92.

Diazobenzene, p-amino-, carbonate and
nitrite, A^-benzoyl derivatives of

(Morgan and Mioklethwait), T.,

922 ; P., 180.

s-trihromo- , transformations of deriv-

atives of (Orton), T., 99 ; P., 12.

dicYiloTO; perbromide of (Noelting
and Kopp), A., i, 872.

p-nitro-, chloride, velocity of decom-
position of (Schwalbe), a., i, 618,
843.

Diazobenzenemethylamine. See Phenyl-
methyltriazen.

Diazobenzene-5-sulphonic acid, 2:6-di-

bromo-3-nitro- and 3-nitro- (Zincke
and Kuchenbecker), A., i, 488.

Diazo-compounds (Zincke), A., i, 486.
new method of formation of (Schmidt),

A., i, 951.

constitution and colour of (Armstrong
and Robertson), T., 1280; P.,

180
;
(Hantzsch), P., 289.

structure of, in relation to their

optical properties (Armstrong and
Robrrtson), T., 1272 ; P., 180.

ultra-violet absorption spectra of, in

relation to their constitution

(Dobbie and Tinkler), T., 273

;

P., 75.

action of, on primary aliphatic amines
(Dimroth), a., i, 618.

Diazoindoles (Castellana and d'An-
gelo), a., i, 940.

Diazoles, formation of (STOi.i-if, and
Kind), A., i, 96.

Diazomethane, action of, on ethylenes.

and dialiyl (Azzarkllo), A., i, 867.

Diazomethylindole and its additive .salts

(Castem.ana and u'Angei.o), A., i,

941.

Diazonium salts. Sec Diazobenzene
salts.

Diazophenylindole and its additive salts

(Casikma V \ Mtid d'Angelo), a., i,

940.

Diazo-di- and -tri-phenylpyrroles and
their hydrochlorides (Angelico), A.,

i, 938.

Diazo-reactions, action of light on
(Orton, Coate.s, and Burdett), P.,

168.

in the diphenyl series (Cain),

T., 5.

Diazo-salts, rate of decomposition of

(Schwalbe), A., i, 618, 843 ;

(Cain), A., i, 724.

action of water on (Cain and Nor-
man), P., 206, 308.

2-Diazotoluene, Z:5-dimtTo-, nitrate of

and its /8-naphthylamine derivative,

and perbromide (Zincke and Mal-
komesius), a., i, 487.

2-Diazotoluene 4-sulplionic acid, B-.o-di-

nitio-, and 4-Diazotoluene-6-sulplionic

acid, 2-nitro- (Zincke and Kuchen-
becker), A., i, 488.

Diazozides, normal, from the interaction

of nitrosobenzenes and hydroxyl-

amine (Hantzsch), A., i, 617.

Diazo-xylene, S:5-dich\ovo-, perbromide
and platinichloride, and perchloride,

and its compounds with dimethyl-

aniline and )3-iiaphthol (Zincke
and Elleniserger), A., i, 486.

nitro-, and its compound with di-

methylaniline, and ])erbroraide

(Zincke and Ellenbebger), A., i,

486.

4-Diazo-xylene-6sulphonic acid, 2-

nitro-, and its compounds with di-

methylaniline and naphthylainine

(Zincke and Mai'k), A., i, 487.

Di-?J-benzaldehydeiodonium 'hydroxide

and its derivatives (Willgekodt ami
Bogel), a., i, 901.

Dibenzenedisulphonic acid. See Di-

]ihenyldisulj)hoiiic acid.

Dibenzenesulphonbenzidine, methyl-

ation of (HiNsiiiau;), A., i, 241.

DibenzenesuIphonM/' cumidide, -ethyl-

amide, and -0- and -p-xylidides (HiNs-

BF.r.i; and Kessi.kr), A., i, 339.

Dibenzenesulphondiethyl wi-phenylene-

diamine (IIinsberg and Kksslkr),

A., i, 723.

Dibenzenesulphonphenylenediamines,
VI- and /)-, action of alkylene haloid.s

on (HiNSBERO and Kessler), A., i,

722.

f)-Dibenzhydrylbenzene (Guyot and
Catki,), a., i, .^41.

Dibenzhydroxamic acid (Marquis), A .

i, 524.

action of alkali Iiydroxide on (Mohr),
A., i, 274.

Dibenzoyl-. See also under the parent^

Substance.

I
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o-Dibenzoylbenzene and its diphenyl-

hydrazoue and phthalazine (GxrroT

and Catel), A., i, 226, 540.

Dibenzoylethane-2:2-dicarbozylic acid

and dibromo-, and its anhvdride and
its dianil (Reissert and Engel), A.,

i, 898.

Dibenzoylmethane, Wislicenns's sup-

posed isoineride of (Sluitee), A., i,

796.

aa-Dibenzoylpropane (Sluiter), A., i,

796.

Dibenzoylstilbenes, cis- and trans-, and
the action of iiydrazine on (Japp and
Wood), T., 707 ; P., 154.

a^-Dibenzoylstyrenes, cis- and trans-,

and the action of hydrazine on (Japp
and Wood), T., 707 ; P., 154.

Dibenzyl, 2-hydroxy- (v. Kostaxecki,
Host, and Szarranski), A., i, 341

;

(v. Ko.STAXECKi), A., i, 433.

Dibenzyl-acetylcarbamide, -dibenzyl-

acetamide, and -malonamide, cyano-
(CoNKAD and Zart), A., i, 754.

Dibeazylamine and di-o-chloro- (Franz-
en), A., i. 427.

Dibenzylaminoazobenzene (Vignon* and
8i.mo\et), a., i, 49.5.

5-Dibenzylaminol-pbenyl-3-methyl-
pyrazole and its additive salts (Mi-
(HAELis and Blume), A., i, 479.

5:5-Dibenzylbarbitnric acid, 4-imino-
CoNKAD;, A., i, 752.

l:3-DibenzyIbenziminazole and its salts

and carhinol (Fischer and Veiel),
A., i, 24.">.

Dibenzylcyanoacetic acid, fe^rabromo-
di^p-nmino-, and its amide (Romeo
and MakchE-se , A., i, 442.

Dibenzylideneacetone (v. Haeyer), A.,

i, 281 ; (V. Baeyer and Hallens-
leben), a., i, 358.

union of, with mercaptans (Ruhe-
MANN), T., 22.

bromides (Vorlander and Siebert),
A., i, 793.

a-Dibenzylideneacetonehydrozylamin-
oxime, reduction of (Minu.sni and
CirsA), A., i, 245.

Dibenzylidene'^iaminogaanidine and its

hydrochloride (SroLLiiand HoFMANN),
A., i, 28.

1:3 Dibenzylideneamino 2 phenyl-2:3-
naphthadihydroglyozaline ( Franz-
es j, A., i. J 14.

Dibenzyl ketone, condensation of, with
al(lfliydes under the influence of
hydrochloric acid (Hertzka), A..
i,"291.

p-dinitro-, and its oxime, phenylhydr-
azone, and thio-derivative (Man-
CHOT and Krische), A., i. 1 12.

Dibenzylmalononitrile, di-p-nmino- and
tefrahromodi-p-amino-, and their di-

acetyl derivatives and salts, and di-

chloro^/-/>-amino- (Romeo and Mar-
che.se), a., i, 441.

5:5-Dibenzylmalonylcarbamide. See
5:5-Dibenzylbarbituric acid.

l:3-Oibenzyl-2-metliylbenziininazole-

2-ol and its platinichloride (Fischer
and Veiel), A., i, 246.

2:4-Dibenzyl-l-nietliyI-3-n/cZohexanol

(Haller and March'), A., i, 276.

2-Dibeiizyloxyacetic acid and its ethyl

ester (v. Kostasecki, Rost, and
Szabraxski), a., i, 341.

s-Dibenzyl-o-phenylenediamine and its

reactions (Fischer and Veiel), A., i,

245.

Dibenzylphthalide (Bauer), A., i, 210.

5 Dibenzyltartaric acid and its salts

(Erlexmeyer), a., i, 784.

Di-«'<'c -butylamine and its additive salts

(Mailhe), a., i, 635.

Dibutyryl and its dioximc (Locquin),

A., i, 20 ; (Bouveault and Locquin),
A., i, 560, 573.

Dibutyryloximes , n- and n-iso- (Loc-

QVIN'), A., i, 19.

Dicamphorquinone and mDicamphor-
quinone (Oddo), A., i, 448.

s-Dicamphorylcarbamide (Forster and
FiERZ), T., 120; P., 21.

Dicaproin (Bouveault and Locqcis),
A., i, 561.

Dicarbethozyacetanilide (Dieckman.v,
HoppE, ami Stein), A., i, 136.

Dicinnamylideneacetone octabromide
(Vorlander and Siebert), A., i, 793.

Bicoamarin ketone and its oxime
(Knoeven.xgel and Langensiepex),
A., i, 64.

Dicyanodiamide {ci/anoguanuiine), action

of, on the primary aroipatic amine
hydrochlorides (A. and L. LuMifeRE
and Pkrrix), A., i, 249.

reactions of (Merck), A., i, 670.

Didiphenylenepyrone (Meyer and
Spenglep.). A., i, 362.

Didiphenylenethiopinacone i .M ani i(< < r

:»nil Kiiisi HEi, A., i, 142
Dielectric constant*. See under Electro-

chemistry.

Diethanoldiacetonealkamine ( Koux),
A., i. 929.

2:2' Diethozybenzophenone, ^-.b'-di-

broino-, .-iikI its jilicnylhydrazone
(DiEi.s and niszL), A., i, 432.

2:2'-Diethozydiphenylmethane, ^rj>'-

f//lir(inc»- il)iKi,s and Bunzl), A., i,

4:i2.

9:9 Diethozyflaor«ne (Smrdlky), T.,

1252.
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)3;3-Diethoxy-a-inetliylvaleric acid, ethyl

ester (Tschitschibabin), A., i, 283.

2-op-Dietlioxyphenyl-4-niethylene-l:4-

benzopyran, 5:7-, 6:7-, aad 7:8-di-

hydroxy-, and their salts and diacetyl

derivatives (Bulow [and Sauter-
meister), a., i, 150.

4:6-Diethoxy;sophthalic acid (Eijkman,
Berge.ma, and Hexkard), A., i, 359.

3:5-Diethoxytritanic acid and its ethyl

ester (v. Liebig), A., i, 782.

77-Diethoxyvaleric acid, propyl ester,

and its reduction (Bouveault and
Blanc), A., i, 13.

Diethylacetoacetaldehyde and its semi-

carbazone (Couturier and Vigxon),
A., i, 571.

Diethylamine and water, mutnal solu-

bilities of (Lattey), a., i, 747.

Diethylaminoazobenzene (Vignon and
Simonet), a., i, 495.

Siethylaminobenzeneazobenzene and its

additive salts (Gnehm and Bauer),
A., i, 831.

2?-Dietbylaminobenzylidene-aniline and
-semicarbazide (F. and L. Sachs), A.,

i, 190, 274.

3-Diethylamino-4:6-bisdinaphtba-
xanthylbenzene, 1-hvdroxy- (Fosse
and RoBYX), A., i, 607.

Diethylaminoconiine and its additive salts

(LoFFLER and Kirschner), A., i, 939.

2-)3-Diethylamino-ethyI- and -propyl-

piperidines and their additive salts

(LoFFLER and Kirschner), A., i, 939.

4-Dietbylainino- 1-o-ethylpropylbenzene
and its additive salts (F. and L.

Sachs), A., i, 191, 274.

o-Diethylaminocj/c?ohexanol and its

hydrochloride (Brunel), A., i, 869.

2-)3-Dietliylaminopropylpyridine and its

additive salts ,(Loffler and Kirsch-
ner), A., i, 938.

Diethylaniline, ^-nitro- and jo-nitroso-,

isomorphism and miscibility of

(Jaegeh), a., ii, 514.

5:5 Diethylbarbituric acid (veroiial),

estimation of, in urine (Fischer
and V. Merino), A., ii, 776.

4-imino- {iminoveronal), and its hydro-

chloride (Conrad), A., i, 752;
(Conkai) and Zart), A., i, 754.

Diethylcamphoformolaminecarboxylic
acid, diethylamine salt (Tingle and
Hoffmann), A., i, 800.

Diethylcarbamic acid, amino-o-methoxy-
phenyl ester and its acetyl derivative

and carbamide, and uitro-o-methoxy-

phenyl ester, and p-aminophenvl eSter

and its acetyl derivative and carb-

amide, and /j-nitrophenyl ester (A. and
L. LuMifeuEand Perrin), A., i, 588.

Diethylcetrol (Hesse), A., i, 139.

Diethylenediamine. See Piperazine.

Diethylenediaminecbromium salts

(Ffeiffek, Koch, Lando, and
Trieschmann), A., i, 34.

Diethylenedipiperidinium chloride and
picrate (Knorr, Horlein, and Roth),
A., i, 834.

a7-Dietbylglutaric acid, /3-hydroxy-,

and its ethyl ester, and acetyl.deriv-

ative (Blaise and Luxtringer), A.
i, 506.

)3/3-Diethylglycidic acid, ethyl ester

(Claisen), a., i, 288.

Diethylhomorhodamine and its hydro-
chloride and acetyl derivative (Noelt-
ING and DziEwoNSKi), A., i, 935.

Diethyl ketone ammonia (Thomae), A.,

i, 684.

Dietbylmalonamic acid and its ethyl

ester, anilide, and sulphanilide and
Diethylmalonanilic acid (Conrad and
Zart), A., i, 755.

Dietbylmalon-amide and -uramide
(Conrad and Zart), A., i, 754.

Diethylmalonylcarbamide. See 5:5-

Dicthylbarbituric acid.

5:5-Diethylmalonylguanidine (Fischer
and Dilthey), A., i, 37 ; (Merck),
A., i, 751.

4-iraino- (Conrad), A., i, 752.

5:5-Dietbylmaloiiyltbiocarbamide, 4-

imino- (Conrad), A., i, 752.

l:3-Diethylphthalazone (Daube), A.,

i, 210.

3:4-Diethylpiperidine and its derivatives

(KoENiGs and Beknhart), A., i, 825.

Diethylprotocetraric acid (Hesse), A.,

i, 139.

3:4-Diethylpyridine and. its additive

salts (KoENiGs and Bernhart), A.,

i, 824.

5-Diethylpyrimidine, 2:4-rfumino-6-

hydroxy- and 4:6-rfamino-2-thio-

(Faubenfabriken vorm. F. Bayer
k Co.), A., i, 671.

Diethyl-ij'-quinol, telrahroxao- (Zincke
and Buff), A., i, 882.

5-Siethylrhodamine and its hydrochlor-
ide and diacetyl derivative (Noelting
and Dziewo.nski), A., i, 935.

Diethylsulphamic acid and its ethyl

ester (WiLLCO.x), A., i, 46.

Diethylthetine, ^menthyl ester, salts of,

molecular rotations of (Smiles), T.,

453; P., 93.

Diethylthioldiethoxyquinol dibenzoate

(Sammis), a., i, 797.

1:3-Diethylxanthine, preparation of

(Scarlat), a., i, 160.

Diffasic acid and its salts (Zoi'F), A., i,

789.
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Diffusion, r6le of, during catalysis by
colloidal metals and similar sub-

stances (Saxd), .a., ii, 233
;
(Sex-

tek), a., ii, 379. ^.
of electrolytes in water (Oholm), A.,

ii, 147.

of salta in solution (Graham), A., ii,

147.

Osmotic experiments on mixtures of

alcohol and water (Baulow), A.,

ii, 507.

Osmotic pressure and thermodyna-
mical potential (VAX Laar), A.,

ii, 234, 374.

nature of (Batelli and Stefanini),

A., ii, 629.

of colloidal solutions (DucLAUX),
A., ii, 511. '

Osmosis, solubility, and narcosis,

theories on (Traube), A., ii, 13.

through silica tubes (Belloc), A.,

ii, 443.

Diformylacetone, he.xaethylacetal of

(WiLLSTArrER and Pummerer), A.,

i, 458.

Digestion, chemistry of (London), A.,

ii, 730 ;
(London and Sdlima), A.,

ii, 838. .

of proteids in the stomach (ToBLER),

A., ii, 642.

in dogs with artificial anus (Maetzke),
A., ii, 887.

gastric (Gbutznek), A., ii, 269.

pancreatic, end-products of (KuTSCH-
ER and Lohmann), A., ii, 466 ;

(Lkvene), a., ii, 732.

See also Stomach.
Digitalonic acid (Kiliani), A., i, 859.

Digitonin (Kiliani), A., i, 364.

Diglycerides, synthesis of (GrCn), A.,

i, 562.

Dihaloids, Grignard's reaction with
(Ahrens and Stapler), A., i, 423,

868 ;
(BiscHuFK), A., i, 589.

Diq/o/^liezanesalphone (Borschb and
Langk), a., i, 766.

Dihezoyl and its dioxime (Bocveault
and Lo(QUIN), A., i, 561, 573.

Dicyc/'/hexyl ( Borsch k and Lance), A.,

i, 766.

Diuohexylamine and its salts (Sabatieu
and Sf.nkkrkns), A., i, 268.

Dihydro-l-antliramine and its hydro-
chloride (Diesel), A., i, 768.

Dihydroi^^'benzofaran derivatives
(Gi-YOT and Caiei.', A., i, 226,

540.

condensation of, into 9:10-8ub8tituted

anthracene derivatives (Guyot an^
Catel), a., i, 516.

Dihydroberberine, a new series of bases

from (FuEUND and Beck), A., i, 151.

Dihydrocamphene-3-benxyl- and -o- and
-/3.phenyl-sulphone8 (Posner and
TscHAENo), A., i, 279.

r-cw-Dibydrocamphoric acid (Blanc),

A., i, 6S3.

Dihydrocarveol, isomeric, and their de-

ri\-atives (Tschcgaeff), A., i, 71.

8:9-Dihydrocarvone, 8-hydroxy-, and its

orime and semicarbazone (RuPE and
Schlochoff), a., i, 449.

Dihydrocarvonyl-acetic acid and -cyano-

acetic acid, ethyl ester, and its oxime
(Knoeven'agel and Mottek), A., i,

61.

Bihydrocinnamic acid, benzoin ester,

benzylamide, o-phenylethylamide, and
piperidide of (Mohr), A., i, 428.

a;3-Dihydrocinnamylidene-acetic and
-malonic acids (Eklenmeyer and
Kreutz), a., i, S97.

Dihydrocinnamylideneacetic acids, iso-

meric, formation of (Ruber), A., i,

777.

Dibydrocaminaldehyde (Schimmel k,

Co.), A., i, 536.
•

and its semicarbazone and semioxam-
azone (WALBAi'Mand HrTHio). A.,

i. 604 ;
(Wallace), A., i, 709.

Dihydrocominic acid and its bromides

(Schimmel & Co.), A., i, 536 ;
(Wal-

BAUM and Hithig), A., i, 604 ;

(Wai.lach), a., i, 709.

Dihydrocominol and its derivatives from

ginffer grass oil (Walbaum and
HiiHiG), A., i, 53, 603.

Di}iydroa;>oharmine picrate (Fischer
ami Buck), A., i, 229.

Dihydrolaurolene and Dihydro'-solanrol-

ene, supposed identity of, with 1:1-

dimethvlhexahydrobenzene (Crossley
and Renovf), P., 303.

Dihydroi.solaaronic acid, isomeride of

(Blani ), A., i, 681.

Dihydromenthenephenylsulphone
(PosNEK and Tschakno), A., i, 279.

d-A*°'''-Dihydrol naphthoic acid and
its salt.s, esters, and ;>-toluidide, and
molecular transformation (Pickabd
and Neville), T.. 1763 ; P., 257.

Dihydro-oxanthranol aud its diacctyl

(ierivative Goimhot), A., i, 201.

Oihydrophenanthranil, hydroxy-, and
its acetyl derivative (jAJPaud Knox),
T., 682.

Dihydrophenanthraphenaioxine, hydr-
oxy- (K EH KM ANN}, A., i, 930.

Dihydrophenaxine, formula of (TicH-

wiN>KY and Wolochowitsch), a.,

i, 383 ; (SCUAPOBCHNIKOFF), A., i,

840.

acetylation of (Tichwinskt), A., i,

383 ; (HiNSBKRo), A., i, 840.
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DihydroMophoronecarboxylic acids
{ketodihydrocjcXogei-anic acids), stereo-

isomeric (Merlixg, Welde, and
Skita), a., i, 349.

Dihydrorsophthalic acid (Peukin and
Pickles), T., 310 ; P., 76 ; (GooDwix
and Perkin), T., 853 ; P., 187.

A'-^-Dihydrophthalic anhydride (Abati
and de Bernardinis), A., i, 600.

Dihydropinol (Rupe and Schlochoff),
A., i, 450.

Dihydroquinoxalines, new series of

(Ekeley and Wells), A., i, 613.

Dihydroresorcins, 0- and C-carbanilides

of (Dieckmaxn, Hoppe, and Stein),

A., i, 135.

Dihydroisosafrole, fl-bromo-a-liydroxy-

and di- and <W-bromo-3-hydroxy-
(Hoerixg), a., i, 903, 904.

Diiiydro-4-stilbazole and its additive

salts and 3'-amino- (Friedlaxder),
A., i, 818.

Dihydrotetrazine deriratives, formation
of (Bowaciv and Lapvvorth), T. ,

1867 ; P., 257.

Dihydrothebaine methiodide and its

methyl ether (Freuxd), A., i,

920.

2:3-Dihydrothia2oles, 2-imino- (Young
anil Chookes), P., 307.

4:5-Diliydrothiazoles, 2-amino- (Young
and Crookes), P., 307.

Dihydrouracil, bromo-, bromothiocyano-,

and thiocyano- (Gabriel), A., i, 265,

481.

Di-imines, coloured and colourless

(Prixg.siieim), a., i, 934.

1:3 Diketoacetylliydrindene. See

Acetylindaiiedione.

Diketoisobutylpiperazine (Fischer), A.,

i, 688
;
(Fischer and Brunneu), A.,

i, 690 ;
(Fischer and Warburg), A.,

1, 691.

ojS-Biketobutyric acid, esters, reactions

of (iiouvEAULT and Wahl), A.,

i, 410.

and their hydrates (Bouveault and
Wahl), A., i, 409.

phenylhy<lrazones of, constitution of

(Waul), A., i, 474.

Diketodiethylpiperazine (Fischer and
Kaskk), A., i, 693.

Diketoethylpiperazine (Fischer and
ilAsKE), A., i, 693.

Diketomethylwobutylpiperazine ( Fis-

ciii-.R Hml \VARi'.ri;(:i, A., i, (iOl.

2:6 Diketo-4methyl-5 '/-propyl-A '-

tetrahydropyridine, ;^i;.vano-. Sec

M('tliyl-?'-)iri)|iylgliit;ici)nimi<le.

2:6-Diketo 4 methyl-A^-tetrahydro-

pyridyl-3-acetic acid, 5-cyaiio-, and
its salts (GuARE.scni), A., i, 823.

a-Diketones, preparation of (Bouveault
and LocQUix ; Locquin), A., i, 20.

s-o-Diketones, preparation of (Bou-
veault and LocQUix), A., i, 561, 573.

j8-Diketones, interaction of, with ])henyl-

carbimide (Dieckmaxn, Hoppe, and
Stein), A., i, 135.

azo-dyes from (Farbwerkr vorm.
Meister, Lucius, & Bruning), A.,

i, 723.

' 7-Diketones, unsaturated, action of

hydrazine on (Japp and Wood), T.,

707; P., 154.

Diketophenylpiperazine (Fischer and
Schmidlix), a., i, 694.

l:4-Diketo-2-plienyl-l:2:3:4-tetraliydro-

phthalazine (Duxlap), A., i, 830.

2:4 Diketo-S-phenyltetrahydroquin-
azoline, bromo- (Kunckell), A., i,

382.

2:4-Diketo-3-plienyl-l:2:3:4-tetrahydro-

quinazoline (v. Pawlewski), A., i,

246.

2:5-Diketopiperazine-3:6-diacetic acid,

ethyl ester, and amide (Fischer and
Koenigs), a., i, 32.

Diketopiperazines (Fischer), A., i,

688.

2:4-Diketotetrahydroqainazoline, de-

rivatives of (KuxcKELL), A., i, 382.

2:4-Diketo-3-o- and -jo-tolyltetrahydro-

quinazolines (Kuxckell), A., i, 382.

Dilactic acid, ;3-rZithio- (Holmberg),
A., i, 324.

Dilatometric measurements of tauto-

metric substances (Giolitti), A., ii,

12.

Dilemene from oil of patchouli (de Jong),
A., i, 802.

Dilituric acid and its salts (Bartling),
A., i, 420.

s-Dimelilotylhydrazide (Psciiorr and
EiNiiECK), A., i, 589.

Dimercurammoniam. See undi
Mercury.

2:5-Dimethozyacetoplienone and its

plieiiylhydrazonc (Kai'kf.maxk and
Beisswkxger), a., i, 280; ii, 218.

o-Dimetboxyanthraquinones, prepara-

tion of (Farbwekke vorm. Meister,
Lucius. & liuiNiNG), A., i, 654.

l:2-Dimethoxybenzene. See Veratrole.

1:4 Dimethoxybenzene. See Quinol
diiiicthyl ftliiT.

2:5Dimethoxybenzophenone and its

l)Ii(MiylhydriZ()iie (Kaukf.mann and
(JiioMiJAcn), A., i, 2*^0.

2:6-Dimethoxybenzoquinone and 3-

inoiio- and :i::>-i/i-v\\]oro- (Graebe
and Hess), A., i. 698.

Dimetboxybenzyloxamic acid (Rimini),

A., i, 199.
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3:4-Dimethoxycbalkone, 2'-hydroxy-

(Bersteix, Fkaschina, and v.

KOSTANECKI), A., i, 606.

3:4'-Dimethozychalkone, 2'-hydroxy-,

and its acetyl derivative (v. Kostax-
ECKiand Widmer), A., i, 78.

3:6-Dimethoxy-4-dimethylamino-
ethoxyphenanthrene and its picrate

and methiodide (Kxorr), A., i,

813.

Dimethoxydiphenyl, rfinitrorfi'hydroxy-

(KrnuNGj.A., i, 8SS.

4:5-DimethoxydiphenyliminazoIone
(BiLTZ and Stellbaum), A., i,

674.

5:6-Dimethoxydiphenyltriazine, 3-hydr-

oxy-, and its acetyl derivative (Biltz
and Arnd), A., i,'675.

3':4'-Dimethoxy-flavanone and 3-bromo-
and 3-isonitroso-, and -flavone (Ber-
STEIN, Fraschixa, and a'. Kostax-
ECKi), A., i, 606.

7:2'-Dimetlioxy-flavaiione and 3-iso-

nitroso-, and -flavonol and its acetyl

derivative (v. Kostanecki and v.

Szl.\gikr), a., i, 78.

7:3'-Dimethoxy-flavanone and S-iso-

nitroso-, and -flavonol and its acetyl

derivative (v. Kostaxecki and WiD-
mek), a., i, 78.

7:4'-Oimetlioxy-flayanone and Z-iso-

nitroso-, and -flavonol and its acetyl

derivative (Jippex and v. Kostax-
ecki), A., i, 79.

3':4'-Dimetlioxyflayonol and its acetyl

derivative (Uer-stein, Fraschixa,
and V. Kostanecki), A., i, 607.

2:4-DimetliOKy-3':4'-meth7lenedioz7-
stilbene-d-carboxylic acid (v. Kostan-
ecki and SuLsER), A., i, 353.

2:4-Dimethoxy-5-methylpyrimidine and
6-rhloro- (Oeksoki)ss\ A., i, 943.

2:5-Dimethoxy-l-a-moBO- and -a)3-di-

methylvinylbenzenes (Kai-ffmaxn
and I'.EisswE.siJEii), A., i, 280 ;

ii, 218.

Dimethozyphenyl-aminoacetone and its

picrate, and -nitroacetone (Rimini),

A., i. 199.

a-3:4-Diinethox3rplienyl-a8-^/bromo-

and "3 bromo' -hydroxy ethanes
(Barker and .Iowett), T. , 072 ; I'.,

20.'>.

3 :4 Dixnethozyphenyl-a-cyanoacrylic
acid, bromo-, ethyl ester (Piccinim),
A., i, 599.

.<! Di-rz-methozyphenylpropionylhydr-
azide ^I'-mhhi-.r and Kinreck), A., i,

590.

2:5Dimethozy-a phenylstilbeoe and its

bronio-dcrivativcs (Kaikf-Mann and
Gkombach), A., i, 281.

4:6-Dimethoxy;'5ophthalic acid (Eijk-

MAX, Bergema, and Hexrard), A.,

i, 359.

2:3-Dimethoxypyrone-6-carbonylhydr-
ozamic acid and its barium salt

(AZZARELLO), A., i, 917.

2:3-Dimethozy-7-pyrone 6-carbozylic

acid and its methyl ester (Peratoxer
and Castellaxa), A., i, 807.

Bimethoxypropionic acid, esters, amide,
and methylamide, preparation and rota-

tion of (Fraxklaxd and Gerhard),
T., 864 ; P., 189.

Dimethoxyi oqninoline and its additive

salts (Decker and Koch), A., i,

472.

Dimethoxytsoqninolone and its 2-benzyl

and 2-methyl derivatives (Decker
and Koch), A., i, 473.

Dimethoxystilbeneacetone (v. Lipp-
maxx and Fkitsch\ A., i, 443.

2:4-Dimethozystilbene-/3-carbozylic
acid (v. Kostaxecki and Sulser),
A., i, 352.

3:4 Dimethozystyrene (Barger and
.Towett), T., 972 ; P., 205.

3:5-Dimethozytritanic acid and its salts,

methvl e-iter, and etlier (v. Liebig),
A., i,''782.

Dimethylacetylacetone and its disemi-
carbazone (Sai.kixd), A., i, 733.

Di-S-methylacridine trimagnesium alkyl

iodides (Seniek, Austin, and
Ci.AiiKE). T.. 1472 : P., 228.

Dimethylacrylic acid, prej>aration of

(Harrier and Leser), A., i, 628.

" Dimethyladipic acid" (Noyes and
DoroHTV\ A., i, 321.

aa-Dimethyladipic acid and 8-cyano-,

ethyl ester and aiiilic acid (Blanc),
A.,'i, 680.

dd-Dimethyladipie acid (Crosslet and
RENorF), T., 1496 ; P.. 209.

and its anhydride and anilidc (Blanc),
A., i, 682.

synthesis of (Blaxc), A., i, 15.

.<>-Dimethylallene, action of hypochlorous
acid OM (S.MiRNOFF), A., i, 172.

Dimethylamine, action of, on furfur-

!ildt'hyd<- 'Ln rKKsiHKin). A., i, 76.

Dimethylamine^ ''^-amyl alcohol. See
•McthylttliyldiinetiiylanniKiniethyl-

carbinol.

l:S-Dimethylaminoanthraqainone, 4:8-

»^nitro-, and its nitrate (Farbknfa-
rrikkn vorm. F. Bayrk & Co.), A.,
i, 362.

Dimethyl'/i'aminoanthraqainonea, 1 :6-

.ui'l 1:9- (Fakhenkmirikev vhrm. F.

r.AVEK k C».\ A., i, n.v
Dimethylaminoantipyrine. See Ami no

-

pyrine.
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^-Dimethylaminobenzaldehyde, action

of magnesium organic compounds on
(F. and L. Sachs), A., i, 202.

behaviour of, in animal metabolism
(Jaffi!:), a., ii, 186.

^-Dimethylaminobenzoic acid (John-
son), P., 156.

S-js-Dimethylaminobenzylidenerliodaiiic

acid and its 3-methyl, 3-ethyl, and
3-allyl derivatives (Andreasch and
Zipser), a., i, 932.

^-Dimethylaminobenzylidenesemicarb-
azide (F. and L. Sachs), A., i, 191,

274.

^-Dimethylaminobenzylidenetetrazoline
(Ruhemanx and Merkiman), T.,

1778.

Dimethylaminocamphor (Forster), T.,

239 ; P., 23.

Dimethylaminodiamylmethane. See Di-
methylaminoundecane.

Dimethylaminodiliydrobenzene, bromo-
derivatives, and their salts (Jackson
and Clarke), A., i, 768.

Dimethylaminoetliyl alcohol and ether,

melting point, specific gravity, and
refractive index of (Knorr and Mey-
er), A., i, 748.

4-Diniethylamino-l-a-ethylpropyl-

benzene and its additive salts (F. and
L. Sachs), A., i, 191, 274.

o-Diniethylainino-)3-ftci-rfinitroethane

(DuDEN, EocK, and Reid), A., i,

568.

Dimethylaminocj/cZooctadienes, isomeric,

and their metliiodides (Willstatter
and Veraguth), A., i, 515.

S-Dimethylaminoparaxanthine and its

sodium salt (Boehkinger & Sohne),
A., i, 230.

^-Dimethylaminophenyl-benzyl-,
-ethyl-, -methyl-, and -a-naphthyl-

carbinols and their salts (F. and L.

Sachs), A., i, 202.

^-Dimethylaininophenyldi-2-methyl-l-
ethylindylmethane, o-chloro- (Freund
and Lebach), A., i, 665.

^-Dimethylaminophenyldi-2-methyl-
indyl- and -indolidene-methanes and
their o-chloro-dorivatives (Freund
and Lebach), A., i, 664.

7-Dimethylainino-;8-phenylpropyl

alcohol and its additive salts and
benzoyl derivative (Fourneau), A.,

i, 57.

^-Dimethylaminophenylpropylene and
its jdatinichloride (F. and L. Sachs),

A., i, 202.

4-Dimethylamino- 1 - isopropylbenzene.
See ^^-/.sYd'rojiyldiniethylaniline.

;>-Dimethylaniino8tilbene and its salts

(F. and L. Sachs), A., i, 202.

2-Dimethyl-;»-anunoBtyryl-;3-naphtha-

thiazole and its dihydrochloride
(RupE and Schvvarz), A., i, 83.

Dimethylaminotetrahydrobenzene,
tetrahromo-, dibromide of (Jackson
and Clarke), A., i, 769.

8-Dimethylaminotheophylline (Boeh-
RiNGER & Sohne), A., i, 231.

^-Dimethylaminothiobenzamide (F. and
L. Sachs), A., i, 191, 274.

2}-DimethylaminotriphenyImethane ( F.

and L. Sachs), A., i, 191, 274.

Dimethylaminoundecane (Bouveault),
A., i, 116.

Dimethyl'isoamylamine, preparation of

(Clarke), A., i, 428.

Dimethylaniline, condensation of, with
formisobutaldol (Samec), A., i, 489.

bromine derivatives (Jackson and
Clarke), A., i, 768.

p-bromo-, dibromide of (HANTZSCHand
Graf), A., i, 575.

0-, m-, and j^-iodo-, preparation of

(v. Baeyer), a., i, 767.

op-di- and tetra-idtw- (Schmidt),
A., i, 951.

nitroso-, melting point curves of

additive compounds of (Kremann),
A., ii, 78.

Dimethylanilinesulphurtrioxide and its

derivatives (Willcox), A., i, 45.

2:7-Dimethylanthracene (I^avaux), A.,

i, 43, 125, 698.

Dimethylanthracenes, separation of tht

three, obtained in the action dt

methylene chloride and aluminium
chloride on toluene (Lavaux), A., i,

125.

2:5-Diniethylatropic acid and its di-

bromide (Blstkzvcki and Reintke),
A., i, 285.

3:5-Dimethylbenzaldehyde and its semi-

earbazone (Law and Perkin), A., ii,

40.

l:3-Diniethylbenziminazole-2-ol, 5-

broino-, and its iodide (Fischer and
Mou.son), a., i, 246.

l:4-Dimethylbenzoyl-acetio and -prop-

ionic acids, ethyl esters (Margueky),
A., i, 528.

Dimethylbis-ozadiazole and -thiodiazole

and their silver nitrate compounds
(Stoli.f^. and Kind), A., i, 96.

Dimethylbutenylcarbinol, syntliesis of,

and its plienyhiretliane (Pekkin and
Pi(;kles), T., 657 : P., 131.

DimethylAvcbutylcarbinyl iodide (Cho-
ni.n), a., i, 729.

ao-Dimethylbutyric acid, 7-bromo-,

ethyl es];er (liLANc), A., i, 681.

aa-Dimethylbutyrolactone, hydrazine

compound of (Blanc), A., i, 680.
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^jS-Dimethylbutyrolactone (Blaxc), A.,

i, 631.

Dimethylbatyrolactones, ay- and ^y-,

hydrazine compounds of (Blaise and
LUTTRINGER), A., i. 330.

1 :2-Diiaethylcamphanediol (Forster).
T.. 241.

Dimethylcamphoformolaminecarboxjlic
acid, dimcthylamine salt (Tingle and
HoFFMAxy)," A., i, 800.

-Dimethylcarbamide, decomposition of
iFAWsiTTi, T., 49-t ; P., 115.

2.4'-Dimethylcbalkone, 2'-hydroxy- (v.

KosTANECKi and v. Szlagier), a.,
i, 78.

2:3-Dimethyl-3-/ftchlorometliylindolen-

ine and its oxinie, picrate, and meth-
iodide (Plancher and Caerasco),
A., i, 298.

l:3-Dimethyl-3-'^/icMoromethyl-2-

methyleneindoline (Plancher and
Cakrasco), a., i, 666.

Dimethylcreatinine platinicbloride

(K0RN-D0HFER\ A., i, 152.

Dimethyldiacetonealkamine auri-

chloride (Kii}tN;, A., i, 929.

1 :3-Dimetbyl-5:5-dietbylbarbituric acid
and 4-imino-, and its additive salts

iCoNRAD and Zart), A., i. 753.

2:5-Dimethyldihydroatropic acid (Bis-

TUZYCKi and Keintke), A., i, 285.

2:7 Diniethyl-5:10-dihydro-l:3:6:8-

naphthatetrazine, 4:9-f/ihydroxy- (Bo-
GEiiT and Dox), A., i, 949.

l:2-DimetbyIdihydroqainoline (Fbeund
and Speyer), A., i, 157.

3:4 Dimethyl-2:3-dihydrothiazole, 2-

imino-, A'-aeetyl derivative of (Young
and Crookes), P., 308.

4:4' Dimethyldipyridyl and its additive
.salts (Ahuen.s). a., i, 232.

5:5'-Dimethyl-8:8'-diquinolyl and its

salts( V. NiE.MENTuwsKland Seifekt),
A., i, 300.

Dimethyleneacetone, (iihydroxy-, and
its ethers and benzoates ( WillstattkB
and Pummerkr), A., i, 457.

4:5-Dimethylenetetra-ozydiphenyIimin-
azolone (Biltz and SrEi,i.i!ArM\ A.,

i, 674.

Dimethylethylbutenylcarbinol (Pekkix
and PirKLE.s;, T., 659 ; P., 131.

Dimethylflaoran, i^ibromo- and dich]oro-

i'Hamiscjik Asilin- & Soda-Fabkik),
A., i, 149.

aS-Dimethylglatacoaic acid, formation
of (R(k;kr.'<ox and Thorpe), T..

1700; P., 239; (Dahbishire and
Thorpe), T., 1714 ; P., 239.

identity of, with /97-dimethylglnt-

aconicacid (Thorpe), T., 1671 ; P.,

239.

aS-Dimethylglntaconic acid and its

silver salt, anhydride, and anilic acid,

and a-cvano-, ethyl est^r (Rogerson
and Thorpe), T., 1695 ; P., 239.

Dimethylglutaric acids, aa- and fi$-,

and their 6-naphthylaniides (Blanc),

A., i, 680.

;35-Dimetliylglycidic acid, ethyl ester,

and sodium salt (Claisen), A., i, 288.

4:5-Dimethylglyoxaliiie picrate (Jow-
ETT), T., 407 ; P., 116.

iSC-Dimethylheptane/SC-dioI and its

diacetate (RfPE and ScHLOCHOFF),
A., i, 414.

Dimethylheptenol fRcpE and Schlo-
choff), a., i, 414.

3:6-DimethylhexahydropyTidazine and
its hydrochloride (Paal and Koch),
A., i, 92.

1:1-DimethyIcj/cZohexane {dimethylhexa -

hydrobenzene), synthesis of, and 3-

bromo-, 3-iodo-, and 3-hydroxy-,

and its acyl derivatives, and 3:4-

rfibromo- (Crossley and Rexouf),
T., 1487 ; P., 209.

supposed identity of dihydrolaurolene

and dihydroisolauiolene with
(Crcssley and Renovf), P., 303.

and 3-hydroxy-, densities, magnetic
rotations, and refractive powers of

(Perkin), T., 1491.

Dimethylcj/c/ohexanes, 1:2-, 1:3-, and
1:4- (Sab.\tier and Mailhe). A., i,

588.

Dimethylcyc/ohexanols, 1:2-, 1:3-, and
1:4-, synthesis of (S.abatier and
Mailhe), A., i, 587.

2:6-Dimethyl-4-ci/c/ohexaiU)l-l-carb-

oxylic acids, isomeric, and their oxida-

tion (Mkrlino, Weldk, and Skita),

A., i, 349.

1:1-Dimethyl- A'-cyc/ohexene (1:1-<A'-

meihyl-^^-tftrahydroljenzenf), syn-

thesis of (Crossley and Renouf),
T., 1487 ; P., 209.

density, magnetic rotation, and re-

fractive power of (Perkin), T.,

1491.

Dimethylr?/r/ohexenea, 1:2-, 1:3-, and
1:4- (Sabatikr and Mailhr), A., i,

588.

2:6-DimethyI-A^-n/(*/ohexene-4-one-l-

carboxylic acid, ethyl ester (Mkr-
lino. WELDE, and Skita), A., i, 350.

1:5 DimethylrvA'hexenylidene-S-cyano-
acetic acid, ethyl ester (Knoevenaoel
and .Mottek), A., i, 62.

/Sf-Dimethylhexylene df-glycol, di-

methyl ether of (lsT'>"'^ A i, 165.

2:3-Dimethyliiidole, ar roform
on (Plancher and <

. A., i,

298.
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4;7-Dimethylindole, synthesis of, and its

2-carboxylic acid (Plancheu and
Caravaggi), a., i, 298.

5:5-Dimetliylmalonylguanidiiie (Merck),
A., i, 751.

aa-Dimethyl-/3-methylenebutyrolactone
(NoYEs), A., i, 322.

Dimethylmethylenetrimethylene. See
3-Propyleneci/c'/opropane.

1:4-Diinethyl ;3 naphthol from a deriva-

tive of artemisin (Bektolo), A., i,

224.

/3C-Bimethyl-octoic acid, iS-hydroxy-
and -A«-octenoic acid, ethyl esters

(BouvEAULT and Blanc), A., i, 12.

7rj-Dimetliyloctyl alcohol (Bouveault
and Blanc), A., i, 12.

)35-Dimetliylpentaiie (Chonin), A., i,

729.

l:l-Dimethyla/f?opentane (Kijxer), A.,

i, 772.

Dimetliylpentane-i85-diols, P&- and fiS-

(P'ranke and Koiin), A., i. 111.

Dimethylpentanonol. Sec 7-Keto-aj8)3-

trimethylbutyl aleohoh

Dimethylpinylamine and its hydro-
chloride (TiLDEN and Stokes), T.,

838 ; P., 183.

1:4-Dimethylpipera2ine (Knorr, Hor-
LEix, and Roth), A., i, 834.

;3j3-Dimethylpropane. See Tetramethyl-
methane.

;3/3Dimetliylpropane-o7-diol. See Di-

methyl triuietliylene glycoh
55-Dimethyl-a-isopropyl-fulgeiiic acid
and -fulgide (Stobbe and Leuner),
A., i, 857.

3:6-Dimethylpyridazine and its additive

salt.s (Paal and Kocii), A., i, 91.

4:5-Diniethylpyridine, 2:6-rfihydroxy-,

and its hydrochloride and dibenzoyl

and isonitroso-derivatives (Rogerson
and Thori'e), T., 1696 ; P., 239.

3:4-Dimethylpyridine - 5- carboxylic acid

,

2:6-rfihydroxy-, ethyl ester, and its

hydrochloride (Rogerson and Thorpe),
T., 1701; P., 239.

2;6-Dimethylpyridone, 3-mojw- and
3:5-(//-bromo- (Feist and Baum),
A., i, 915.

5-Dimetliylpyrimidine, 2:4-rfamino-6-

liydroxy- (Farbenkahuiken vorm.
F. Bayer & Co.), A., i, 671.

Dimethylpyrone and its compounds witli

acids, electrical condiictivity of, in

etliyl bromide (Plotnikokf), A., ii,

433.

and its hydrochloride and compound
with alcohol, nmlecular refractions

of (HOMFRAY), T., 1443 ; P., 226.

compounds of, with trichloroacetic acid

(Plotnikofk), A., i, 77.

2:6-Dimetliyl-4-pyrone, bromo-deriva-
tives (Feist and Baum), A., i,

914.

Dimethylpyronedicarboxylic acid, ethyl

ester, action of bromine on (Palazzo),
A., i, 458.

2:5-Dimethylpyrrole 3:4dicarboxylic
acid, 1-amino-, and its benzoyl de-

rivatives (BiJLOW, RiEss, and Sauter-
meister). A., i, 661.

2:4-Dimethylquiiioline, 3-chloro-, and its

picrate (Plancher and Carrasco),
A., i, 298.

l:8-Dimethyl-2-quinolone, 5-nitro-

(Decker, Gadomska, Sandberg, and
Stavrolopoulos), a., i, 375.

6:8-Diinethylquinoplithalone (Eibner),
A., i, 716.

Dimethylsparteine (Moureu and
Valeur), a., i, 716.

Dimethylstilbenes, o-, in-, and p-
(Wislicenus and Wren), A., i, 284.

o:^-Dimetliylstyrene, /3-chloro-

(Auweks), a., i, 434.

Dimethylstyrylcarbinol (Kohler and
Heritage), A., i, 207.

Dimethyltetrahydroantliraquinone, di-

hydroxy-, and its diacetyl derivative

(Tschirch and Cristofoletti), A.,

ii, 852.

l:2-Dimethyl-A2-tetraliydropyridine,
action of formaldehyde on (Lipp and
Widnmann), a., i, 610, 662.

5;6-Dimethyltetra-oxydiphenyltriazine,
3-hydroxy-, and its acetyl derivative

and sodium salt (Biltz and Arnd),
A., i, 675.

Dimethyltetrazoline and its reactions

(RuiiEMANN and Merriman), T.,

1779.

Dimethylthebainemethine methiodide
(Knouii and Pschorr), A., i, 814.

Dimethylthetine, Z-menthyl ester, salts

of, molecular rotations of (Smiles),

T., 453; P., 93.

Dimethylthujone (Haller), A., i, 602.

Dimethyl o- and -jf^-toluidines, prepara-
tion of (Clarke), A., i, 427.

4-A^-Dimethyl-2:4-tolylenediamine,
5-bronio-, action of diazo-compounds
on, and its acyl derivatives (Morgan
and Clayton), T., 946; P., 182.

Dimethyltrimethylene glycol, reduction
of (A1eyei!sbkrg), a., i, 166.

aa-Dimethylvalerolactone (Blanc), A.,

i, 680, 681.

j3)3-DimethylTalerolactone (Blanc), A.,

i, 681.

Dimetbylxanthogenamide ( BiLLETERand
RiviEit), A., i, 50.

2:4-Dimethylxanthone (Ullmann and
Zlokasofk), a., i, 598.
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aa-Bi-/3-naphtIiacarbazole {2:'2-dinaph-

i/w-l:l-uH/H<:)(VE.sELY), A., i, 236.

J3j3-Dinaplithacridine, triboluminescence

of (M0RG.4X), A., ii, 786.

trimagnesiura alkyl iodides (Sexier,
ArsTix, and Clarke), T., 1473.

2:2-Dinaphtlia-l:l-imine. See aa-Di-

)3-naphthacarbazole.

Dinaphthapyryl. See Dinaphtha-
xautliyl.

Dinaphthaatilbenes, a- and $- (WiSLi-
CEM-s and When), A., i, 284.

Dinaphthaxanthen (dinaphthapyran)
(Beth and MrxDici), A., i, 213.

Dinaphthaxantlioniiuii salts, condensa-
tion of, with amines (Robyx), A., i,

608.

condensation of, with phenols (Fosse
and Kobyn), A., i, 607.

Dinaphthazanthydrole hydrochloride
an<l tlie action of methyl and ethyl
alc<^hols on (Betti and MuXDici},
A., i, 213.

Dinaphtbazanthyl (dinaphthapyryl),
halogen doable salts of metals with
(Fosse and Lesage), A., i, 541, 917.

2-Dinaplithaxanth7lbenzeiie, \:z>-di-

hydroxy-, and its diacetyl derivative
(Fosse and Korjvx), A., i, 607.

Binaphthaxantbylpbenols insoluble in

aqueous alkali hydroxides (Fo.sse aud
RoBYX), A., i, 607 ; (Rogoff), A., i,

883.

;3/3 Oinaphthol, oxidation of (BCxzly
ami De( kek), A., i, 884.

1 :5-Di-0-naphthoxyanthraqainone
FARBENFAhiaKKN' VoUM. F. B.\YER

.V Co.), A., i, 797.

2:2-Dinaphthyl, l:l-^/mitro- (Vesely),
.\., i, 236.

22 -Dinaphthylamine, 1 il'-f/Zchloro-

(.SrilAi'iisCH.SIKOKF and Goleff), A.,
i. tH4.

2:2'-Dinaphtbylaniiiie-5:5'- and -6:6'-di-

salpbonic acids (IU'cherer aud
Sic MM ANN). iV., i, 586.

9:10 Di-a-napbthylanthraceae (Guyot
and Stakhmn*;), A., i, 886.

l:l'-Dinaphtbyl-4-azo-benzene- and -ut-

toluene and 4:4 -disazo benzene,
;> nitrobenzene, -/3-naphthalene. and
-'/t-tolnene, 3:3'-^/thydroxy- \\\}/.7.i-

E.s<()r), .A., i, 102.

9 10-Di a naphthyldihydroanthracene,
9:10-</ihydro.Ty-, and its chloro-
derivativt's (Ul'Yot and Staehlixo),
A., i, 8S6.

2:2 -Dinaphthyll:!' disazobenzene, 3;3'-

r/ihvdruxy- (P<>zzi-Es<ot), A., i, 101.

Dinaphthylene dioxide and it* picrate

and tetranitro-derivative(BUNZLY aud
Decker), A., i, 884.

Dinaphthylenediphenylene-ethane(1)and
-ethylene (Gkaebe), A., i, 83.

Di-a-naphthylethylenediamine, di-o-

bromopropionyl derivative, reactions

of, with phenol and a- and /S-naphthols

(Bischoff and Schtsciiegolew), A.,

i, 85.

Di-d-naphtbylethylenediamine, di-a-

bromopropiouyl derivative, reactions

of, with plienol and a- and /S-naphthols

(Bischoff and Soloweitschik), A.,

i, 86.

Di-a- and -/3-naphtliyletliylenedianunes,

di-o-bromo-rt- and -i.w-biityryl de-

rivatives, reactions of, with phenol
and a- and /S-naphthols (Bischoff),
A., i, 86.

di-a-bromoi.sovaleiyl derivatives, reac-

tions of (Bischoff), A., i, 158.

Dinaphthyline, constitution of(Vesely),
k., i, 237.

Dinormenthadiene, synthesis of (Matsu-
BAK.v and Pekkin). T., 668.

Di'vWooctadiene (Will-st.\tter aud
VfcL^A^GUTH), A., i, 515.

a-Dioximes, preparation of (LocQUlx),
A., i, 19.

complex compounds of (Tschcgaeff),
A., i, 74.3.

Dioximines (T-schigaeff), A., i, 743.

Dioximinobntyric acid, ethyl ester, non-
existence of two stereoLsomerides of,

and its acetyl derivatives (BorvE.\ULT
and Wahl), A., i, 257, 612;
(Haxtzsch), a., i, 408.

2:4-Dioxy l:3-diethylpyrimidine, 5:6-<i<-

amino-, and its .'>-.V-formyl derivative,

and 6-imino-, and its isonitroso-com-

pound (Scaulat), A., i, 160.

Dioxymethylene-. See Alethylenedioxy-.

a-y-Dipalmitin and its a- and j3-acetyl

derivatives, .synthesis of (GrCx), A., i,

662.

Dipalmito-a-chlorohydrin, synthesis of

(GkCn), a., i, 562.

Oiphenic acid, preparation of (Meyer
and Si'exglek), a., i, 219.

Diphenic anhydride, condensation of,

with toluene (I'iCK), A., i, 68.

Diphenolmethane, tdra-, hfxa-, and octa-

l)iv.mo- ^ZiNcKE and Buff), A., i,

881.

Dipheno-qninhydrone and •qoinone and
its di-imine ( Wili.st.UTEK and Kalb),
A., i. .361.

9:10-Oipbenoxy 9:10-^s•>amylenedihydro-
anth^acene \.nN(;KHMANN), A., i, 795.

l:6-Diphenozyanthraquinone (Farren-
FAItKIKKN VOKM. F. BaYSR & Co. ^,

A., i, 797.

9:9Dipbenoxyflaor«ne (Smedlky), T.,

1252; P., 221.
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ae-Diphenozypentane (v. Braun and
Steindorff), a., i, 341.

9:10-Dipheiioxy-9-phenyldihydro-
anthracene, lO-hydroxy-, and its

acetyl derivative (Liebermann and
Lindenbaum), a., i, 522.

Diphenyl, 4:4'-diamino-. See Benz-
idine.

Z-mono- and 3:5-c?t-amino-2-hydroxy-,

and V10TW-, di-, and <ri-nitro-2-

hydroxy-derivatives and their ethers

(Hill and Hale), A., i, 200.

Diphenyl f^isulphide, c^t-o-amino-, com-
pound of, with hydroquinizarin and
c?z-o-hydroxy-, and its reactions and
compound with diazotised naphthionic
acid (Friedlander and Mauthner),
A., i, 103.

Diphenylacetamide (Japp and Kxox),
T., 681 ; P., 153.

Diphenylacetic anhydride (Staudixg-
er), a., i, 444.

a7-DiphenyIacetonyldialuric acid
(Kuhling), a., i, 944.

)8;8-Diphenylacrylic acid and its nitrile

and o-cyano-derivative (Kohler and
Reimer), a., i, 347.

Diphenylamine, action of, on nitric acid

(Bay), a., i, 340.

action of sulphuric acid on (Kadiera),
A., i, 934.

as reagent for nitrites, nitrates, and
chlorates and its use when mixed
with )3-naphthol and resorcinol

(Alvarez), A., ii, 352.

diazoamino-compound from (Vignon
and Simonet), A., i, 397.

Diphenylamine, 4:4'-rfmmino- and 4:4'-

dmiivo-, acetyl and formyl deriva-

tives of (Farbwerke vor'm. Meist-
ER, Lucius, & Brtjning), A., i,

191.

OT-hydroxy-, azo-coftipounds from
(Oehler), a., i, 161.

4-nitro-2-amino-, benziminazole and
quinoxaline compounds from (Reis-

8ERT and Goll), A., i, 247.

8:2':4'-<ri- and 3:o:2':4'-Wr«-nitro-4-

hydroxy-, and their acetyl deriva-

tives (Keverdin and Dkesel), A.,

i, 430.

Diphenyl-^j-aminotolylmethane and its

sulphate and Ijenzoyl derivative

(Bu.scii and Rinck), A., i, 520.

l:4-Diphenyl-3:6-*??ifioanilodihydrotri-

azole and its salts (But>cii), A., i,

307.

use of, in estimating nitrates (Busch),

A., ii, 282, 418; (Gutbier), A,, ii,

418.

a)3-DiphenyI-2:8-anthraqainoxalineqain-

one (ScHuLL and Katkh), A., i, 89.

9;9-Diphenyl-10-anthrone, 2:4'-rfihydr-

oxy-, and its diacetyl derivative

(LiEBERMANN and Lindenbaum),
A., i, 522.

Diphenylbenzidine and its dicarboxylic

acid and sulphone (Kadiera), A., i,

934.

Diphenyl-i^-benzylthiosemicarhazide
(Wheeler and Statiropoulos), A.,

i, 721.

Diphenylbisoxadiazole (Stoll^ and
Munch), A., i, 95.

Diphenylbisthiodiazoles (Stoll]5 and
Kind), A., i, 96.

a^-Diphenyl-c-bornyliminoxanthide
(Tschugaeff), a., i, 74.

Dipbenylct/cZobutadienedicarboxylic an-

hydride (RuHEMANN and Merriman),
T., 1894; P., 225.

o)3-Diphenylbutane, o5-c?initro-3-cyano-,

a- and )3-forms of (Holleman), A.,

i, 42.

3:4-Diphenyl-6/er<.-butyl-l:2-diazine
(Japp and Wood), T., 712.

o^-Diphenylbutylene a/3-glycol (Agree),
A., i, 217.

)37-Diphenylbutyramide (Kohler and
Reimer), A., i, 348.

)37-Diphenylbntyrolactone, o-hydroxy-,

and its isomeride (Erlenmeyer), A.,

i, 784.

Diphenylcarbinol. See Benzhydrol.

Diphenyl-2'-carboxylic acid, 2-cyano-,

and mono- and t?i-nitro-2-cyano-,

and their methyl esters (Werner
and Piguet), A., i, 67.

2-hydroxy-, pentahydroxy-derivative
of the lactone of, and its i>enta-

acetyl and pentabenzoyl derivatives

(I'krkin and Nierenstein), T.,

1425; P., 186.

Diphenylchrysofluorene, amino- (Ull-
mann and Mourawiew-Winigrad-
off), a., i, 642.

Diphenyldialkyl-1-alkyl- and -l-aryl-i^-

dithiobiurets (Bili.eter and Rivier),

A., i, 50.

2:5-Diphenyl-l:4-diazine and its 3:4-di-

liydro-derivative (Japp and Knox),
T., 702; P., l.'')3.

s-Diphenyldicarbamidorfaodo-OT-phenyl-
enediamine (Morgan and Wootton),
T., 939.

Diphenyldihydroacenaphthene, c^ehydr

oxy- (Ackkk), A., i, 216.

9:9-I)iphenyldihydroanthracene and 10-

bromo-, lO-liydroxy-, and 2':4'-rfi-

hydroxy-, diacetyl aerivative of (LiE-

BERMANN and Lindenbaum), A., i,

522.

l:l-DiphenyI-l:2-dihydroi«obenzofaran
(GuvoT and Catel), A., i, 517.
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1 :2-Diphen7l-l:2-dihydroMobenzofaraii
and •2-hvdroxy- {Gdyot and Catel),
A., i, 540.

Diphenyldihydroquinoylmethane, p-

amino-, X-beuzovl derivative of

i'Thomae). a., i, 5S7.

3:6-Diphenyl-l:4-dihydrotetra2ine and
its benzvlidene derivative (Stoi.lf),

A., i, 249.

5:6-Diplienyl-2:3 dihydro-l:2:3:4-tetr-

azine and its reactions and 2-mono-
and 2:3-di-benzoyl derivatives (SroLLi,

MixcH. and Kind), A., i, 97.

Diphenyldihydrotetrazinedicarbozylic
acid and its ethyl ester (Bowack and
Lapwokth), T., 1S67.

5:6-Diphenyldihydro-l:2:4-triazine, 3-

hydroxv- (Biltz), A., i, 491.

Diphenyl-2:5-dimetliox3rphenylcarbinol
(Kauffmaxx and Gkombach), A., i.

281.

Diphenyl 2:5 - dimethoxyphenylmethane
and its isoineride and chloride (Kauff-
MANX and Gkombach), A., i, 773.

55-Diphenyl-ao-dimethyl-fnlgenic acid

and its acid ester and -fulgide (Stobbe
and Lf.xzxek), A., i, 857.

Diphenyldimethylthiopinacone (Max-
CHOT and Krische), A., i, 142.

Diphenyl-4:4 -disnlphonic acid, '22'-di-

nitro-, and its i)ota.ssiuni salt (Ull-
MANX and Fi'.ENTZELi.), A., i, 308.

Diphenyldi-;^-tolylpinacone, action of

acetyl chloride on
( Achee), A., i, 216.

Diphenylenedibenzoylmaconic acid (67-
' -ab-dibenzoylbutadicnr-dS-

' acid), ethyl ester, and its

i ,, .Iapp and NVuod), T., 713.

Diphenylenedihydroforan (Meyer and
SrEXCJLEK), A., i, 220, 362.

Siphenylene-etbylene and its dibromidc
(.MancH'it and KniscHE), A., i, 143.

Diphenylenetartramide(JAPPan(lKxo.x),
T.,6^^,.

Oiphenylethane, action of nitric acid on
(Konowai.uff and Jatzewitsch),
A., i, 763.

/)-amino-, and its snlphate and benzoyl

derivative (BuscH and Uinck), A.,

i, 519.

/Sd-Diphenylethylamine. /3-hydroxy-,

and its salts ;^1'aai. and Weidexkafk),
A., i, 436.

.s-Di-^-phenylethylcarbamide, di-o-

hydroxy- (Pbchokr and Einbeck),
A., i, 590.

Oiphenylethylcarbinol, ethyl ether

(KoNOWAI.OFK and DOBROWOLSKV),
A., i, 76.'..

Diphenylethylene, bromo-derivativcs
(SroEUMEi; aii<l SiMos), A., i, 53.

.s Diphenylethylene. See Stilbeuc.

LX XXVIII. ii.

Diphenylethylehediamine, di-o-bromo-

n- and -i.fo-butyryl derivatives, re-

actions of, with phenol and o- and
/3-naphthols (Bischoff), A , i, 86.

di-a-monobromopropionyl derivative,

reactions of, with the sodium
derivatives of phenols, ethyl sali-

cylate, and ethyl malonate (Bis-

choff), A., i, 84.

di-o-bromoisovaleryl derivative, re-

actions of (Bischoff), A., i, 157.

Diphenylethylguanidine and its hydro-
bromide (OriLLEMARD), A., i, 518.

37-Diphenylethylnialonanuc acid (IvOH-

LEK and ReimeR/. A., i, 348.

)3-Diphenylethyl-l-phenyl-^-dithiobi-

uret (BiLLETER and Kivier), A., i,

:>0.

1:4-Diphenyl 2-ethyIiirazole (Wheeler
and St.\tiuopol'los), A., i, 721.

Diphenylflaorene, hydroxy-, and ether

(Kliegi.), a., i, 187.

4 5-Diphenylglyoxaline and 1 -ethyl and
l:3-diethvl derivatives and their addi-

tikc salts''(PixxE):\ A., i, 476.

o€-Diphenyl-Ai7-heptadiene-e-oI

(B.\UER), A., i, 278.

isoDiphenylhydroxyethylamines, deriva-

tives of racemic and optically active

(Erlexmeyek and Arnold), A., i,

193.

4:5-Diphenyliminazolone and its diacetyl

and dibenzoyl derivatives (Biltz,

Arxd, and Stellbaum), A., i, 674.

Diphenylketen and its anilide, amide,

and phenvlhvdrazide (Staudixger),
A.,i, 444."

Diphenylmethane, '//chloro-, formation

of (BoEsEKEN), A., i, 42:5.

DiphenyImethane-4:4'-dicarboxylicacid,
ofiaiuino- and c^niitro-, and their ethyl

esters (Di'Val), A., i, 651.

a7-Diphenyl-5-;/-methoxyphenyl-fl-bat-

anone, Sciiloro-. and a7Diphenyl-5-/>-

methoxyphenyl-Av-butylene^-one
(Heri/.kai. A., i, 2".*1.

9: lO-Oiphenyl-2-methyIanthracene
(Gijvorand Stakhling), A., i, 886.

78Diphenyl-i8methyl-AY-butene-/3-ol
(KoHLERand HKHITAr.E), .\., I, 209.

9:10 Diphenyl-2methyldihydroanthrac-
ene and y:10-(Vd»ydroxy-, and its di-

chloride and dimethyl and diethyl
ethers ^Guyot and STAKHi.iXi! , .\. i,

885.

a7-lMphenyI-5 wi^j-methylenedioxy

phenyl d-bntanone, 5-cliloro-, and
07 Diphenyl S-'/i;'-methylenediozy-

phenyl^v-batene-/3one (.Hertzka),
.v., i. 291.

a(-Diphenyl- ( methyl- A<n< hexatriene
(Bauek), a., i, 278.

72
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Diphenyl-a-methylindolidenemethaine
hydrochloride (Freund and Lebach),
A., i, 666.

j8;3-Dipiienylmethylnialonamic acid
(KoHLER and Reimeu), A., i, 347.

Diphenylmethylmalonic acid and its

salts, esters, and derivatives (KoH-
ler), a., i, 700.

Diphenylmethylolid, pentahjdroxy-.
See Diplienyl-2'-carboxylic acid, 2-

hydroxy-, pentahydroxy-derivative of

the lactone of.

Diphenylmethylsuccinic acid, synthesis

of (Eijkman), a., i, 528.

Diphenyl-a- and -3-naphtliylcarbiiiols

(Ullmaxn and Mourawiew-Wixi-
gradoff), a., i, 642.

«/8-Diplienyl-;8-l-naphthylpropionic

acid and its methyl esters (KoHLER
and Heritage), A., i, 208.

Diphenylozazolone (Maselli), A., i,

776.

l:2-Diphenyl-A^-c2/cZopentene-4-one. See

Stilbeneacetone.

9:10-Diplienylplienantlireiie (Biltz), A.,

i, 188.

Diphenylphenanthrone and the action

of alcoholic potassium hydroxide on
(Agree), A., i, 216.

Diphenylpropanes, aa-, a0-, and ay-, and
their nitration (Konowaloff and
Dobrowolsky), a., i, 763, 764.

i8;9-Diphenylpropionic acid and its

methyl ester and a-bromo-derivative

(Kohler and Heritage), A., i,

207
;
(Kohler), A., i, 700.

a-bromo-o-cyano-, ethyl ester, and a-

cyano-, and its ethyl ester, amide
and nitiile (Kohler and Reimer),
A., i, 347.

;3j3-Diphenylpropioplienone and a-bromo-

(KoHLEK and Heiutage), A., i, 207
;

(Kohler and Johnstin), A., i, 215.

Di-7-phenylpropyldicainphor, isomeric

(RcPE and Frisell), A., i, 221.

Liphenylpropylenecamphor, isomeric,

and their bromine derivatives (Rupe
and Frisell), A., i, 221.

Diphenylisf/propylidenec»/c/opentenone

(Japp and Knox), T., 673.

Diphenylpyrazine. See 2:5-Diphenyl-

] :4-diazinp.

Diphenylpyrrole, amino- (Anoelico),

A., i, 938.

3-nitro80-, anhydro-trioximo from,

and its benzoyl derivative (Ax-
gelico), a., i, 660.

Diphenylquinoylmethane, ^-amino-, A^-

benzoyl derivative of (Thomae), A., i,

587.

Diphenylsulphon-. See Dibenzene-
sulphon-.

Diphenylsulphone-o-carbozylic acid and
its esters, salts, chloride, amide,
and anhydride (Weedox and
Doughty), A., i, 345.

and 5-amino-, iV^-acetyl derivative of,

and 4'-chloro- (Ullmanx and
Lehxer), a., i, 290.

Diphenylsulphoxide-o- carboxylic acid
and its .salts and nitro-derivative

(Weedox and Doughty), A., i, 345.

s-Diphenylthiocarbamide. See Thio-
carbanilide.

Diphenylthioldibenzylacetone (Ruhe-
MAXX), T., 23.

Diphenyl-m-tolylcarbinol, boiling and
melting points of (Agree), A., i, 217.

Diphenyl-otolylpropionic acid and its

methyl ester (Kohler and Heritage),
A., i, 208.

5:6-Diphenyl-l:2:4-triaziiie, 3-hydroxy-
(BiLTz), A., i, 491.

l:3-BipIienyltriazole 5-disulphide

(Wheeler and Statiropoulos), A.,

i, 722.

l:4-Diphenyl-l:2:3-triazole, 5-chloro-,

and 5-hydroxy-, and its benzoyl deriv-

ative and methyl ether (DiMROTH and
Letsche), a., i, 100.

3:4-DiphenyI-l:2:5-triazole and its

silver derivative (StollS, Muxch,
and Kixd), A., i, 97.

Diphtheria bacillus. See Bacillus.

poison (Arrhexius and Madsex), A.,

ii, 50.

Diphtheritic toxins. See Toxins.

Diphthalylethane. See Ethinediphthal-

ide.

Diphthalylic acid (Graebe), A., i, 704.

3:6-di- and tetra-chloro- (Graebe and
Peter), A., i, 705.

Dipiperonylhydracryl ketone, rfi-o-nitro-

(Herz), a., i, 779.

Dipiperonylideneacetone monopicratc-

(Vorlander and Siebert), A., i,

793.

Dipiperylhydrazine and its picrate

(Angeli and Castellaxa), A., i,

491.

Dipropylacetylcarbamide (Fischer and
Uilthey), A., i, 37.

5:6Dipropylbarbituric acid and 4-

imino- (Conrad), A., i, 752.

Dipropylconinium iodides, isomer!

(Scholtz), a., i, 297.

Dipropylcyanoacetic acid. See a-Propyl

-

vali-ric acid, acyano-.
4:5-Di/wpropyldiphenylimluazolone

(Biltz and Stellhaum), A., i, 674.

6:6-Diwopropyldiphenyltriazine, -^

hydroxy-, and its acetyl derivativi'

(Biltz and Stellbaum), A., i,

676.
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Dipropylmalonamic acid, ethyl ester

(CoxRAD and Zart), A., i, 755.

Dipropylmalonamide (Coxrad and
Zart'), A., i, 754.

Dipropylmalonuramide (Coxrad and
Zart), A., i, 754.

Dipropylmalonylcarbamide. See 5:5-

Dipropylbarbituric acid.

5:5-Dipropylnialonylguaiiidine(Fi.scnF.R

and DiLTHEY , A., i, 37
;
(Merck),

A., i, 751.

5-Dipropylpyrimidine, 4:6-(?amino-2-

thio- (F.arbexfabrikkx vorm. F.

Bayer k Co.), A., i, 671.

Dipropylstilbeneacetone (v. Lippmaxx
and Fritsch), A., i, 443.

Dipterocarpus, fat of the fruits of the
(Klimoxt), a., ii, 126.

8:8 -Diquinolyl and its salts (v. Nie-
mentowski and Seifert), A., i,

300.

Disazo-dyes from 6-amino-o-naphthol-
3:7-disuIphonic acid (Oehler), A.,

i, 845.

from 6-amino-o-naphthol-3-salphonic
acid (Oehler), A., i, 162.

Disease, composition of blood and
exudations in (v. Rzextkowski), A.,

ii, 337.

Dissociation ami Dissociation constant.

S(!e under Affinity.

a-y-Distearin, synthesis of (Grux), A.,

i, 562.

Distribution. See under Affinity.

Distyrylethyleneacetone (v. Litpmann
and Fritsch), A., i, 443.

Disulphide-acetic and -propionic acids
nni-MANN), A., i, 626.

Disulphoacids, preparation of (Biil-

MANN), A., i, 625.

Ditbymolylamine ethers and their salts

(De'-kkr and Soloxixa), A., i, 197.

4:9 Di-;<-tolaidinoanthraqoinone, 2-A-ffi-

iironio-l:6-f;/amino- (ScHOLi. and
Kkieoek), A., i, 146.

Di-o-toluoyibenzene (Bauer), A., i.

210.

Ditolyls, 2:2'- and 4:4'-, dinitro-deriv-

ativfs of (Ullmanx and Frextzei.l),
A., i, 308.

Di-;) tolyldihydrotetrazinedicarbozylic
acid, etlivl ester (lio\VA<K and Lap-
>v(»uth), T.. 1869.

Di-jD-tolylethane, constitution of

F.AVAUX), A., i, 698.

Di/'tolylethylene (Bistrzycki and
Reintke), a., i, 28.'t.

Di-o- and -;)-tolylethylenediamine8, di-

a-bromo-rt- iin<l -(.w-butyrjd derir-

atives, reactions of, witJi phenol and
a- and /3-naphthoU (BtsciiOFF), A.,

i, 86.

Di-o- and -;7-tolylethylenediamine3, di-

o-propionyl derivative, reactions of,

with the sodium derivatives of

phenol and a- and )3-naphthols

(BiscHOFF, Matz, and v. "WoDZix-
skt), a., i, 85.

di-o-bromoisovaleryl derivatives, re-

actions of (BiscHOFF), A., i, 158.

Di-^>-tolyl ketone and its phenylhydr-
azone (Bistrzycki and Reixtke), A.,

i, 285.

Ditolylmethanes, o-,m-, andp-, rftchloro-

(Boesekex), a., i, 424.

l:5-Di-o- and -;)-tolyloxyantlirac[uinones

(Farbexfabrikex vorm. F. B.ayer
& Co.), A., i, 797.

9:10-Di-o-tolyloxy-9-pbenyldihydro-
anthracene, 10-hydroxy- (Lieber-
MAXX and Lixdexbaum), A., i,

"522.

aa-Ditolylpropionic acid (Bistrzycki
and Reixtke), A., i, 285.

Ditrimethylparaconylmalonic acid,

othyl ester (Xoyes), A., i, 322.

Dioresis, studies in (Biberfeld), A.,

ii, 48.

caffeine, mechanism of (Loewi,
Fletcher, and Hexdersox), A.,
ii, 739.

salt, mechanism of (LoKWi and
Alcock), a., ii, 739.

urea, mechanism of (Henderson and
Loewi), A., ii, 739.

Divers' sickness, oxygen inhalation as a
means of preventing (Ham and Hill),
A., ii, 728.

'i[,s-Di-o-xylylethyIene (Bistrzycki and
Reintke), A., i, 285.

xa-Di-o- and -7rt-xylylpropionic acids
(BisTKZY^CKi and Reintke), A., i,

235.

Djamboe. See Psidium Guajava.
Dodecane-Cn-diols. a- and /3-, C-Dodecanol
and its pyruvate and its seniicarb-

azonc, and C'Dodecanone and it.s

seniicarbazone (Bouvbault and
Lorgaix), A., i, 573.

Dog and sturgeon, nitrogen distribution

in tlie livers of (Wakeman), A., ii,

407.

fat, distribution of fat, and the total

fat in a (Mokckel), A., ii, 467.

Dogs, chemistry of digestion in (London
and SrnMA), A., ii, 838.

digestion in, with artificial anus
fMAETZKE). A., ii, 837.

Eck's ' ' ' Hawk), A., ii, 183.
with! I, {iol'*onous symptoms

in ,l: .i:Rand Winterbkrg),
A., ii, 4u8.

and cats, absorption and excretion of
iron in (Sattler), A., ii, 833.
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Dog's organism, behaviour of peptides

in the (Abdeehalden and Roka
;

Abderhaluen and Samuely), A.,

ii, 839.

Dognacskaite, analysis of (Otto), A.,

ii, 464.

Dolomite, reactions for distinguishing

calcite and (Thugutt), A., ii, 421.

Dressings, surgical, new, analysis of,

quantitatively (Fuesenius and Grun-
hut), a., ii, 211.

Dropping point, the true, and an
apparatus for detennining it (Ubbe-
lohde), a., ii, 658.

Drugs, effect of chemical composition on
the taste of certain (Sternberg),
A., ii, 409.

examination of, for arsenic (Naylor
and Chai'pel), A., ii, 117. •

Drying apparatus (Beebe and Buxton),
A., ii, 514.

for use in a current of carbon dioxide

(Voigt), a., ii, 551.

Dumostierite from San Diego Co.,

California and from Skamania Co.,

Washington (Schaller), A., ii. 262.

Dye producers, silk and wool as (Pauly
and Binz), A., i, 75.

Dyeing, theory of (Zacharias), A., i,

74, 293; (Biltz), A., i, 224;
(BiLTZ and Ute.scher), A., ii, 807

;

(Biltz and Behre), A., ii, 808.

a phase of coagulation (Lixder and
Picton), T., 1931 ; p., 241.

influence of active groups in the

textile fibres on the process of

(Suida), A., i, 457.

Dyeing animal textile fibres, process of

(Gelmo and Suida), A., i, 714.

Dyeing power with mordants and colour

and constitution of the hydroxy-
antiiraquinones and their sulphouic

acids, connection between (v. Geor-
gievics), a., i, 447.

Dyes. See Colouring matters.

o-i'soDypnopinacoleneand its bromo-and
nitro-derivatives and a-?soDypno-

pinacolin, dehydration of (Teklinck),

a., i, 129.

Dyscrasia, acid (Desgrez and Adleu),
A., ii, 102

;
(Desgrez and Guende),

A., ii, 406.

Dysentery, epidemic or bacillary (Firth),

A., ii, 50.

£.

Earthnut, new alkaloid in (Mooser),

A., i, 79.

Earths, rare (Feix and Przibvlla), A.,

ii, 250; (Peit), A., ii, 251.

Earths, rare, bibliography of the

(Meyer), A., ii, 249.

preparation of anhydrous chlorides of

the metals of the (Matignox), A.,

ii, 391. 458, 525.
,

See also Monazite earths.

Earths, rare, minerals from Llano Co.^

Texas (Hiddex), A., ii, 535.

Echinoderm eggs. See Eggs.

Eder's solution. See Oxalic acid, mer-
curic salt.

Edestin, solubility of, in salt solutions

(Osborne and Harris), A., i, 846.

of cotton seeds, action of pancreatic

juice on (Arderhalden and
Reixbold), a., ii, 838.

amino-acids from, and its behaviour
with gastric juice (Abderhaldex
and RosTOSKi), A., i, 619.

of sunflower seeds, amino-acids from
the, and its behaviour with gastric

juice (Abderhaldex and Reix-
bold), A., i, 620.

Egg-albumin, equilibrium in the system,

ammonium sulphate, water, and
(Galeotti), a., ii, 512.

oxidation of, with calcium permangan-
ate (Seemann), a., i, 619.

Egg yolks, preparation of lecithin from
(Roaf and Edie), A., ii, 364.

Eggs, Echinoderm, action of alcohols on
(Fi-HNKR), A., ii, 49.

fishes', chemistry of (Hammarsten),
A., ii, 727.

Fundulus, permeability of the mem-
brane of (Brown), A., ii, 727.

action of salts on (Loeb), A., ii,

400.

hens', localisation of enzymes in

(Wohlgemuth), A., ii, 541.

Ektogan, analysis of, quantitatively

(Frksenius and Grunhut), A., ii,

211.

Elseomargaric acid and its o.\idation

products (Kitt), A., i, 10.

Elaidic acids, stereo- and oleo- (Gawa-
lowski),-A., i, 318.

Elder. See Sambticiui nigra.

Electrochemistry :
—

Electrification ]>roduced by radium
rays (Rioiii), A., ii, 792.

contact, and colloidal solutions

(Peurin), a., ii, 138.

Cells, generator carbon- and gas-

(Haueu and Mo.ser), A., ii, 667.

concentration, in liquid ammonia
(Cady), a., ii, 569.

Castner electrolytic, description of a

laboratoiy model of tlio (Le
Blanc and Cantoni), A., ii, 696.

galviinic, ])ro<lHced by the action of

light (Wilderman), a., ii, 499.
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Electrochemistry :—
Cells, hvdrogen-oxvgen, potential of

(Brislee), A.,'ii, 133.

mercurous chloride, silver, potential

difference of (Broxsted), A., li,

133.

valve (Holtz), A., ii, 670.

Electrical conductivity and viscosity,

relation between (Jones and
Carroll), A., ii, 73 ; (Pissar-

JEWSKT and Lemcke), A., ii,

684.

temperature coefficients of, in

aqueous solutions (JoxES and
West), A., ii, 794.

of colloidal solutions (Malfitaxo),
A., ii, 72; (DrcLArx), A., ii,

432, 511.

of electrolytes. See Electrolytes,

of metaUie oxides and sulphides

occurring naturally (KoEXiGS-
BERGERandREICHENHEIM),A., ii,

624.

of phosphorus emanation and of

freshly prepared gases (Bloch),
A., ii, 72.

of some salt solutions in acetamide
(Walker and Johnson), T.,

1597 ; P., 2.3.3.

of solutions in ethyl bromide (Plot-
NIKOFF), A., ii, 433.

clinical measurement of (Wilson),
A., ii, 263.

Currents, alternating, use of, in

chemistry, and the theory of the

reactions which they determine
(Berthelot), a., ii, 7.

alternating, electrolysis by (Bbochet
and Petit), A., ii, 7, 27, 28, 227,

672, 673 ; (Le Blanc ; Rossi),

A., ii, 137 ; (Riek), A., ii, 137,

795; (WiL-soN), A., ii, 673.

residual, theory of (Nekn.st and
Mkkkiam), a'., ii, 674.

Dielectric constants, application of

the Wehnelt interrupter in the

measurement of, by Nernst's
method (Kki(;er), A., ii, 432.

of phenols and their ethers dissolved

in benzene and 7n-xvleiic (PHILir
and Haynk-s), T.. 99S : P., 200.

Dielectrics, liquid (i>e ViLLEMONTliE),
A., ii, 624.

Are lamp, mercary, with quartz
jacket suitable for chemical
purpo.ses (Flsciier), A., ii,

568.

in ves-sels of fused silica (Haaon),
A., ii, 798.

Discharge, disrii]>tive, in gases at

high piessnires (C. E. and II. Guye),
A., ii, 66S.

Electrochemistry :

—

Discharge, silent electric, syntheses

by means of the (CoixiE), T.,

1540 ; P., 201.

glow, in gases in reference to Fara-

day's law (Skinner), A., ii,

797.

in vapours of the mercuric

haloids (Matthies), A., ii,

669.

Electrical examination of the equili-

bria. HlOj-SHl.r'SIo + SHjO and
H BrOs - 5H Br<z>3 Bro+ 3H2O
(Luther and Sammet), A., ii, 508.

Electrical furnace, new tvpe of

(Harker\ a., ii, 798.

Electrical furnaces for laboratory use

(Blount), A., ii, 23S.

Electrical method for the combustion
of organic compounds (Morse and
Taylor), A., ii, 4S0.

Electrical radiography (Gabrit-
.^chewski). A., li, 218.

Electric water bath (Beebe and
Buxton), A., ii, 514.

Electroaffinity of anions (Schafkk),
A., ii, 499.

ElectroafBnity differences between
valency stages and their oxidation
equilibria (Spencer and Abegg),
A., ii, 369.

Electrocapillary phenomena, theory

of (Billitzer), a., ii, 225.

Electrochemical equivalent, effect

caused by heating the cathode of

the silver voltameter to redness on
the value of the (van Duk), A., ii,

635.

Electrostenolysis and Faraday's law
(KiLHAKDs and Lacy), A., ii, 299.

Electrical resistance, diminution of,

produced in bad conductors by
radium rays (Righi), A., ii, 793.

of metals, action of radium bromide
on the (Sabat), A., ii, 219.

Electrodes, temjierature of, and elec-

trolytic changes, connection
between (Moldenhauer), A., ii,

500.

balanced, use of (Gee), A., ii, 670.

metallic, action of ]K)tassium cyan-
ide on (BRiKDET and Petit), A.,

ii, 27, 261.

very une«|nal (HoLTZ), A., ii, 670.

Anions, electroaSiuity of (Schafer),
A., ii, 499.

Cations, bivalent, the so-called anti-

toxic action of (Osborne), A., ii,

746.

Anodes, aluminium, transition resist-

ance and iK>larisation at (Fischer),
A., ii, 6.
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Electrochemistry :

—

Anodes of iridium, platinum, and
rhodium, behaviour of, in the
electrolysis of sulphuric acid

CWesthaver), a., ii, 226.

magnesium, behaviour of (Babor-
ovsky), a., ii, 671.

rotating, use of, in electro-analysis.

See Analysis, electrolytic.

Anodic decomposition during the
electrolysis of certain thallium,
bismuth, and silver salts (Bose),
A., ii, 299.

potential in the electrolysis of
neutral solutions of potassium
bromide (Boeuicke), A., ii, 222.

P. D. -current curve for hydro-
chloric acid at platinum elec-

trodes (Luther and Brislee),
A., ii, 135.

Cathode luminescence of crystals

(Pochettino), a., ii, 430.
potential, relation between, and

electrolytic reducing action

(Tafel and Naumann), A., ii,

224.

cause of the spontaneous depres-

sion of, in the electrolysis of

dilute sulphuric acid (Tafel),
A. , ii, 223

; (Tafel and Em-
mert), a., ii, 569.

potentials necessary for the electro-

lytic deposition of certain metals
from solutions of their sulphates
(Coffetti and Foekster), A., ii,

796.

Electrolysis, determination of changes
of concentration at the cathode

. during (Sand), A,, ii, 134.

by alternating currents (Brochet
and Petit), A., ii, 7, 27, 28,

227, 672, 673 ; (Le Blanc
;

Rossi), A., ii, 137; (Ruer), A.,

ii, 137, 795; (Wilson), A., ii,

673.

of organic acids by means of an
alternating current (Brocket and
Petit), A., ii, 227.

in acetone and in pyridine (Levi
and VoGHERA), A., i, 572.

Electrolyte, diffusion of one, in

presence of another with a common
ion (GuAssi), A., ii, 8.

Electrolytes, application of the hydr-
ate theory of solutions to (Lowry),
A., ii, 686.

molecular heats of good and bad
(MuLLER and Fuciis), A., ii, 504.

conductivities of, in various solv-

ents and in mixtures of these

solvents (Jones and Carroll),
A., ii, 73.

Electrochemistry :

—

Electrolytes, ionic sizes in relation to

the conductivity of (Bousfield),
A., ii, 369.

dissociation of (Liebenoff), A., ii,

499.

equilibrium between proteids and
(Galeotti), a., ii, 512.

diffusion of, in water (Oholm), A.,

ii, 147.

amphoteric, theory of (Walker),
A., ii, 138.

influence of, on amylolytic action

(Ford and Guthrie), P., 296.

binary, limiting conductivity of, in

acetone (Dutoit and Levier),
A., ii, 625.

' ternary, dissociation of (Kijmmel),

A., ii, 226, 502
;

(Drucker),
A., ii, 371.

Electrolytic changes, connection

between, and the temperature of

the electrodes (Moldenhauer),
A., ii, 500.

Electrolytic dissociation, recent in-

vestigations bearing on the theory

of (Kahlenberg), a., ii, 139.

relation of, to refractive powir
(Zoppellari), a., ii, 493

;

(Zecchini), a., ii, 661.

Electrolytic deposition of metals

(i\OLL0CK and Smith), A., ii,

859.

from rapidly moving electrolytes,

theory of the (Amberg), A.,

ii. 7.

Electrolytic preparation of nitriti

from uitrat.es, especially at silv.

cathodes (Mijller and Spitzek
A., ii, 703.

Electrolytic solution tensions of

substances in any solvent, founda-

tions of a general theory of tl-

(Fredenhagen), a., ii, 686.

Electromagnetic fields, influence d
very strong, on the spark spectra ot'

palladium, rutlienium, and rhodium
(Purvis), P., 241.

Electromotive behaviour of dilutr

iimalgains (Spencer), A., ii, 795.

Electromotive force between metai

and solutions of their salts in water

and methyl alcohol (Qakrara and
D'Agostini), a., ii, 370.

lonisation and tlie magnetisation-

coefhcient of aqueous solutions

(Meslin), a., ii, 433.

due to radium emanation (Duanr),
A., ii, 219.

produced between parallel plates by
radium emanation (Duane), A.,

ii, 297.
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Electrochemistry :

—

Ionic action in physiological processes,

further proof of (Neilson and
Browx), a., ii, 45.

Ionic velocities (Tijmstra), A., ii, 499.

Ions, new class of (Moreau), A., ii, 9.

and cardiac rhythm (Benedict),
A., ii, 330.

genesis of, by the motion of positive

ions, and a theory of the spark-

ing potential (Towxsend and
Hurst), A., ii, 7.

migration of, in methyl alcohol as

solvent (Dempwolff), A., ii, 9.

gaseous, size of, and the rate of re-

combination (Thomson), A., ii,

797.

Polarisation obsei-ved during the

cathodic liberation of hydrogen
(Tafel), a., ii, 223.

Potentials, measurement of, in iodine

vapour (Matthies), A., ii, 793.

difiFusion, elimination of, between
two dilute aqueous solutions by
the insertion of a concentrated

solution of potassium chloride

(Bjerrcm), a., ii, 793.

electrode, measurement of, in station-

ary liquids (Sand), A., ii, 134.

electrolytic, of chromous salts

(Mazzucchelli), a., ii, 570.

mean, at electrodes under the action

of alternating currents (Gundry),
A., ii, 668.

metallic, chemical transfer of, and
the chemical solution pressure of

metals (Fischer), A., ii, 501
;

(Luther), A., ii, 668.

sparking, theory of the (Townsend
and Huk.st), A., ii, 7.

Transport numbers in hydrogen
bromide solution (,STEELE),A.,ii,222.

Voltameter, new iodine (Kreider),
A., ii, 569.

Element, causes why an, often passes

from one grade of combination to

another without giving rise to in-

terroediate com^iouuds (Martin),
A., ii, 809.

radioactive, new, in thorianite (Hahn),
A., ii, 432.

Element*, reFractive indices of the
(CuTHBERTsoN), A., ii, 129, 293.

solid, atomic heat of (Laemmel), A.,

ii, 300.

EUagic acid and its compounds with
aniline, quinoline, and phenyl-
hydrazine, and its methyl ethers
(Goldschmif-ut), a., i, 900.

and its constitution aud tetra-acetyl

derivative (Pekkin and Nieukn-
stein), T., 1413; P., 185.

Emanations, limits of sensitiveness of

(Berthelot), a., ii, 20.

contained in liquids, measurements of

the (SchmiI)T), A., ii, 788.

See also Radioactivity under Photo-

chemistry.

Emanium (Giesel), A., ii, 220.

Giesel's, detennination of wave-lengths

in the si>ectrum of (Hartmann),
A., ii, 666.

and actinium (Marckwald), A., ii,

497.

the degradation constant of the

emanations from (Hahx and
Sackur), a., ii, 432.

Emmohsite (?) from Colorado (Hille-

braxd), a., ii, 97, 723.

Em'odin and its isomeride from cascara

bark (Joweit), A., ii, 192.

isoEmodin from the rhizomes of Rheums
cultivated in Berne (TscHiRCH and
EiJKEx), A., ii, 605.

Energy, free, and heat capacity (Tre-
vor), A., ii, 372 ;

(Bell), A., ii,

434.

Enterokinase, relation of, to trypsin

(Bayliss and Starling), A., ii, 273.

Enzyme, alcoholic, of yeast juice (Har-
den and Young), A., ii, 109 ;

(Harden), A., ii, 275.

amylolytic, in urine (Clark), A., ii,

540.

cheese, biology of the (Jensen), A., ii,

114.

fat-hydrolysing, from the mucous
membrane of the stomach (Fromme),
A., ii, 731.

hydrolytic, from the seeds of Hydno-
carpus fVightiana and U. anthcl-

minthicus (Power and Barrow-
cliff), T., 892.

pancreas, behaviour of various poly-

peptides towards the (Fischer and
Abderhalden), a., ii, 333.

proteolytic, of ripening seeds (Zales-
Ki), A., ii, 549.

splenic, proteolytic products of the,

acting in an alkaline medium
(Cathcart), a., ii, 404.

Ensjrme action. See under Affinity.

Snsymei, action of (Henri), A., ii,

237.

action of the radiations from radium
bromide on some (DixoN and Wig-
ham), A., ii, 548.

behaviour of, towards colloidal solu-

tions ( Rei.s«), A., i, 956.

absorption, of, by colloids (Davwi),
A., i, 623.

caUlysis by (v. Euler), A., ii, 698.

formation of acids by (Hinkins), A.,

ii, 183.
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Enzymes which produce lactic acid
;

(Kayser), a., ii, 750.

which decompose nnclein compounds
(SCHITTEXHELM), A., 1, 108

;

(Schexck), a., ii, 266.

localisation of, in tlie hen's egg
(Wohlgemuth), A., ii, 541.

and anti-enzymes of exudates (Opie),

A., ii, 845.

digestive, specificity of certain

(Kiesel), a., ii, 540.

are preteolytic and rennetic, identical ?

(Bang), A., ii, 100.

Enzymes. See also :

—

Adenase.
Amylase.
Amylopectinase,
Catalase.

Chymosin.
Diastase.

Enterokinase.
Erepsin.

Fibrin ferment.

Gease.

Glutinase.

Guanase.
Gynocardase.
Hsemase.
Invertin.

Lactase.

Lactolase.

Lienoprotease.

Lipase.

Maltase.

Malt oxydase.

Myrosin.
Nuclease.
Oxydases.
Pancreas-steapsin

.

Parachymosin.
Pastorase.

Pepsin.
Philocatalase.

Kennin.
Steapsin. «

Trehalase.

Trypsin.

Tyrosinase.

Uricolase [uricolyticferment).

Zymase.
Eosin, products obtained by the aut-

oxidation of (Heffter), A., i,

.S!)7.

Ephedrine, synthesis of (Schmidt and
Pi.ae(;iikr), a., i, 370.

Ephedrines, synthetic (Fourneau), A.,

i, lu.

Epibromohydrin, action of hydrogen
cyanide on (Lespieat), A., i, 406.

EpicMorohydrin, action of hydr-
ogen cyanide on (Lespieau), A., i,

406.

Epidote from Inverness-shire (Thomas),
A., ii, 537.

Epiethylin, action of hydrogen cyanide
on (Lespieau), A., i, 255, 406.

Epinephrine (adrenaline, suprarenine)

(Bektrand), a., i, 106; (Wey-
rich), a., i, 152 ;

(Aldrich), A.,

i, 955.

methyJation and oxidation of (Stolz),

A., i, 106.

action of (Elliott), A., ii, 545.

action of, on cerebral vessels (WiG-
GERS), A., ii, 846.

effect of, on the excretion of sugar and
nitrogen in birds (Noel Paton), A.

,

ii, 106.

synthesis of substances allied to

(Barger and Jowett), T., 967 ; P.,

205 ; (Dakin), P., 154.

physiological action of synthetical

substances allied to (Dakin), A., ii,

410; (LoEwi and Meyer), A.,ii, 846.

Equation, recent, of Van der Waals,

verification of (van Laar), A., ii, 148.

Equation of condition for gases (Goebel),

A., ii, 149.

Equilibrium :

—

Phase changes, influence of, on the

tenacity of • ductile metals at the

ordinary temperature and at the

boiling point of liquid air (G. T. and
H. N. Beilby), a., ii, 808.

Phase rule (Wegscheider), A., ii,

508.

Equilibria in the systems, TINO3

—

KNO3, TINO.,—AgNO.j, and
TINO3—NaNOs (van Eijk), A.,

ii, 444.

diueric (Bell), A., ii, 684.

ternary (Schreinemakers), A., ii,

804.

Equilibrium, indifferent points

(Saurel), a., ii, 683.

fundamental functions of one-com-
ponent ideal-constituent gases

(Bell and Trevor), A., ii, 374.

exact expression for the course of

the spinodal curves and of their

plait points for all temperatures,

in the case of normal substances

(van Laar), A., ii, 507.

shape of the plait point curve for

mixtuies of normal substances

(van Laar), A., ii, 507.

phenomena observed when the plait

curve meets the solubility curve

(Smits), a., ii, 684.

shape of tlie sections of the surface

of saturation normal to the .r-nxis

in case of a tliree-phase i)re!:sun

between two tenii)eratures (van
DER Waals), A., ii, 683.
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Equilibrium :

—

Equilibrium, the {T, x), of solid and
fluid phases for variable values of

the pressure (van der Waals),
A., ii, 683.

contribution to the knowledge of the
px- and /jT-lines for the case that

two substances enter into a com-
bination which is dissociated in

the liquid and the gas phase
(Smits), a., ii, 683.

hidden, in the pr-diagram of a
binary system in consequence of

the appearance of solid substances
(Smits), A., ii, 683.

mixed crystals in systems of three

substances (Schrkinemakers),
A., ii, 154, 376, 685.

between proteids and electrolytes

(Galeotti), a., ii, 512.

between solid and liquid phases in

ternary systems which are pseudo-

binary ; explanation ofanomalous
fusion and solution 'phenomena
(RoozEBOOM and Atex), A., ii,

804.

Equilibrium, chemical. See under
Affinity.

Erepsiu, universal presence of, in animal
tissues (Vernox), A., ii, 100.

in tissues as a measure of functional

capacity (Vernon), A., ii, 841.

Ergosterol (Zellner), A., ii, 550.

Erythema, determining the plasma con-

ditions in the blood in (Erbex), A.,
ii, 741.

Erythrene, constitution of (Perkix and
SiMON.>iEx), T., 857.

Erythrin {erythric acid) (Hesse), A., i,

140.

Erythritolphosphoric acid, alkaloidal

silts i'('AKUK). A., i, 815.

Erythrolactone, synthesis of ( Lespieau),
A., i, 566.

Erythroxyanthraquinone phenyl ether.
Se<' 1-1'henoxyanthraquinone.

Eserine (phymMigmine) physiological
action of (Hkubner), A., ii, 847.

Esterification by means of methyl
sulphate (Oraebe), A., i, 678.

by means of sulphuric acid (Meyer),
A., i, l.'J7.

EsterificatioD constants of substituted
acrylic acids (SfiiitouoiOH and
KoiiEUTs), T., 1S40 : P., 86.

Esterification experiments (RonojAW-
LENSKY and Nakhuti), a., i, 854.

Esters, new method of preparing
(Tatu)r), a., i, 852. .

modification of MarkownikofTs method
of preparation of (Wade), T., 1656 ;

P., 240.

Esters, new synthesis of, with magnesium
organic compounds (Tschitschi-
babix), a., i, 283.

heats of combustion and formation of

(Thomsex), a., ii, 573.

influence of water and alcohols on the

boiling point of ^Wade), T., 1656;
P., 240.

cryoscoi)V of, in phenol solution

(ROBERTSOX), T., 1574 ; P., 231.

hydrolysis of, in heterogeneous

systems (Kremaxx), A., ii, 307,

688
;
(Goldschmidt), A., ii, 578.

fatty, action of sodium on (Boc-
VEAULT and LocQUix), A., i, 560,

572.

unsaturated, direct fixation of organo-

magnesium derivatives on the ethyl-

enic linking of (Blaise and CoUR-
tot), a., i, 257.

Estragole, distribution of among the

ditferent organs of an annual plant

(Charabot and Laloue), A., ii,

549.

Estragole oxide (ForRXEAV and Tif-

FEXEAU), A., i, 591.

Ethane, /(f.wchloro-, preparation of

(HoFMAXx and Sf.ilek), A., i, 730.

Ethanedicarboxylic acids. See Methyl-

malonic acid and Succinic acid.

Ethane-aa-disulphonic acid, barium
salt (ScHROETER and Herzberg), A.,

i, 851.

Ethauemercarbide, decompositions of,

with alkali sulphites and sulphur

cliloride (Hofmaxx and Feigel), A.,

i, 867.

Ethanoldiacetonealkamine and its

methyl d-^rivative and their platini-

chlorfdes (Kohn), A., i, 929.

i3-N H-Ethenyldiaminonaphthalene
(Melmha and Lank), P., 24.

Ether. See Ethyl ether.

Ethers, .synthesis of (Hamonkt), A., i,

403.

mechanism of the formation of, from

alkyl haloid (or haloKcn dinitro-

benzenc) and sotlinm alkvloxide (DE

Rkuyx and Tltmstra), A., ii, 150.

heats of combustion and formation of

\Tii(iMsKN), A., ii, 572.

Ethinediphthalide, '/ibromo-. dinnil,

di-o- and -;>toIil8 and bianhcnyl-

hydrazonc of (Kels-seut and Exokl),
A., i, 899.

Ethoxide, ferric (Nicolardot), A., i,

316.

sodium, estimation of, with menthone
(TrnANDT), A., ii, 424.

Sthoxyacetaldehyde and its condensa>

tion prmluct witli formaldehyde
(Kluckr), a., i, 683.
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9-Ethoxy-9- zsoamyl-lO-anthrone
(Jungermann), a., i, 795.

5-Ethoxyaniline, 2:4:6-<ribromo-3-nitro-
and 3-nitro- (Blanksma), A., i, 431.

a-Ethoxybenzylideneacetophenone
(Sluiter'i, a., i, 796.

Etlioxybeiizyliii9,lonic acid, ethyl ester,

action of, on ethyl sodiomalonatc
(Staxjdixger), a., i, 736.

7-Ethoxybutyric acid, jS-chloro-, and its

amide, and /S-hydroxy-, and its ethyl
ester (Lespieau), A., i, 256.

^-Etlioxy-oo-c??cliloropropyleiie

(Vitoria), a., i, 110.

)8-Ethoxycrotonic acid, ethyl ester, and
its reduction (BouvEAULT and Blanc),
A., i, 12.

7-Etlioxycrotonic acid and its ethyl
ester and nitrile (Lespieau), A., i,

319, 406.

o-Ethoxydihydro/sosafrole, hrom o - dc -

rivatives (Hoekixg), A., i, 903.

a-Ethoxy-07-diphenylbutane, fid-di-

nitro- (MEiSEXHEiMERand Heim), A.,
i, 269.

3-Ethoxydiplienyldiazoniuin salts, 4'-

hydro.xy- (Cain), T., 7.

10-Ethoxy - 9: 9-diphenyIdihydro

-

anthracene (Liebermann and Lix-
denbaum), a., i, 523.

)8-Ethoxy-y3)3-diphenylethane, o-amino-
and a-nitro- (Koxowaloff and
Jatzewitsch), a., i, 764.

5-Ethoxy-a7-diphenyl-5-^-metlioxy-
phenyl- and -5-?rt2J-methylenedioxy-

phenyl-jS-butanones (Hertzka), A., i,

291.

a-Ethoxy-aa-diphenylpropane, j8-mtro-

(KoNowALOFF and Dobrowolsky),
A., i, 764.

6-Ethoxy- 1: 3-diphenyltriazole
(Whekler and Statiropoulos), A.,

i, 722.

3-Etlioxy-l:4-diphenylurazole and 5-

thio- (Wheeler and Statiropoulos),
A., i, 720.

4-Ethoxy-l-ethylphthalazone (Daube),
A., i, 210.

6Ethoxy-l-ethylquinolone, 5-chloro-

(Howitz and Wiite), A., i, 470.

Ethoxy-A^-cyc^hexene (Brunel), A., i,

869.

Ethoxyketo-. See Ketocthoxy-.

(^-2-Ethoxy-l-7-iiiethyl-amyl- and -A«-

pentenyl-benzenes (Klages and
Sautteh), a., i, 580.

6-Ethoxy- 1-methylquinolone, 5-chloro-

(HowiTZ and Wittk), A., i, 470.

^-Ethoxyphenacyldialuric acid (KCh-
LI.NG), A., i, 944.

27-EthoxyphenyI benzyl sulphide (Ta-
BOURy), A., i, 644.

9-Ethoxy-9-phenyl-10-aiitlirone
(Liebermanx and Lixdenbaum), A.,
i, 522.

a-Ethoxy-a-phenylethane, j3-nitro-

(Meisexheimer and Heim), A., i,

269.

5-Ethoxy- 1 -phenyl- 1:2: 3-triazole

(Dimroth and Eberhardt), A., i,

99.

7-Ethoxypropane, )3-chloro-o-cyano- and
o-cyano-;8-hydroxy- (Lespieau), A.,i,

256.

rf^a-Ethoxypropionic acid, J-bornyl and
^-menthyl esters, hydrolysis of, by
alkali (McKExziEand Thompson), T.,

1017 ; P., 184.

7-Ethoxypropylene, o-cyano-. See 7-

Ethoxycrotonic acid, nitrile of.

3-Ethoxy-4-pyridone (Peratoxer and
Tambcrello), a., i, 808.

2-Ethoxypyriniidine (Farbenfabrikek
voRM. F. Bayer & Co.), A., i, 159.

3-Ethoxy-7-pyrone (Peratoner and
Spallino), a., i, 806.

6-Ethoxyquinoline, 5-chloro-, and its

additive salts (Howirz and Witte),
A., i, 469.

Ethoxysuccinic acid, ethyl ester, action

of ethyl sodiomalonatc on (Sx.iUD-

inger), a., i, 736.

6-Ethoxy-3 :4: 5 -trimethylpyridine, 2-

hydroxy- (RoGERSON and Thorpe"),

T., 1706.

S-Ethoxjrtritanolactone, 3-hydroxy-
(v. Liebig), a., i, 782.

Ethyl alcohol, preparation of pure
(Wixkler), a., i, 850.

formation of, from sugars (Erlen-
meyer), a., i, 408.

and ethj'l cyanide, molecular refrac-

tions of mixtures of (Homfray), T.,

1438 ; P., 226.

acidity of commercial, and its variations

at the ordinary temperature (DrcHE-
Mix and Dourlen), A., ii, 603.

spontaneous oxidation of (Mathieu),
A.,i, 730.

in animal organs (NicLoux), A., ii,

181.

in the tissues and fluids of the body
(Maioxon), a., ii, 406.

action of, on the heart of warm-blooded
animals (Loeb), A., ii, 471.

compounds of, with bromine and
chlorine (McIntosh), T., 784 ; P.,

64, 120,

compounds of, with nitric, sulphuric,

and chlorosulphonic acids (McIn-
TO.SH), A., i, 677.

estimation of, in aqueous solutions by
the freezing point (Gaunt), A., ii,

288.
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Ethyl alcohol, estimation of, in beers by
means of the Zeiss immersion re-

fractometer (Ackermaxn), A., ii,

486 ; (AcKERMAKN and Stein-
man'N), a., ii, 557.

estimation of. in presence of formalde-
hyde (Leffmaxx), a., ii, 865.

estimation of, in fusel oil (Peteks),
A., ii, 768.

and methyl alcohol, estimation of, in

tinctures by the immersion refracto-

meter (Leach and Lythgoe), A.,
ii, 655.

Ethyl alcohol, amino-, melting point,

specific gravity, and refractive index
of (Knorr and Meyer), A., i, 748.

)3-amino-, derivatives of (Gabriel), A.,

i, 649.

acidiDitro-, and its potassium salt

(DuDEN and Poxndorf), A., i, 558.

Ethyl chlorosulphonate, reactions of

(WiLLCox), A., i, 45.

cyanide and ethyl alcohol, molecular
refractions of mixtures of (HoM-
FRAY), T., 1438 ; P., 226.

dioxyperthiocarbonate (BiiLMAXS),
A., i, 626.

Ethyl ether, impure, oxidising action of

(RossoLiMo), A., i, 295; (DiTz),
A., i, 404.

and chloroform, effect of, on renal

activity (Tho.mpson), A., ii, 273.
action of, on dry seeds (Becquerel),

A., ii, 474.

compounds of, with bromine and
chlorine (McIntosh), T., 788 ; P.,

64, 120.

compound of, with magnesium iodide
(Blaise), A., i. 111.

compounds of, with nitric, sulphuric,
and chlorosulphonic acids (McIn-
TO.SH), A., i, 677.

Ethyl ether, amino- (Henry), A.,i,'119.
and its salts, carbamidcs, and re-

actions (Knork and Meyer), A.,
i, 747.

melting point, specific gravity, and
refractive index of (Enork and
Meyer), A., i, 748.

(liamino-, and its salts (Gamiiel), A.,
i, 862.

rftimino-, A''-dii>hthalyl dei^ative of
(Gabriel), A., i, 802.

Ethyl glycide ether. See Eiiiethylin.

nitrite, preparation of (Matuschek),
A., i, 256.

potassium xanthate, action of, on
monolialogen substituted fatty acids
and tlii'ir dorivatives (Trooer and
VOLK-MER), A., i, 15.

thiodicarbonate (Holmbero), A., i.

324.

Ethylacetoacetic acid, ethyl ester,

sodium derivative, action of, on ethyj

chloroacetate (Michael), A., i, 856.

Ethylacetylacetone and its condensation
products with polyvalent phenols
(Bt'LOW and Deiglmayr), A., i,

149.

a-Ethylacrylic acid, reactions of, and its

derivatives (Blaise and Luttringer),
A., i, 626.

Ethylallylacetic acid, ethyl ester

(Perkix and Pickles), T., 659 ; P.,

131.

Ethylallylconininm iodides, isomeric

(Scholtz), A., i, 297.

Ethylally 1isopropenylmethane (B-

mdhiil-y-€thyl-^<^^-}iC3-adien£) and its

tetrabromide (Perkix and Pickles),

T., 660.

Ethylamine, action of, on ctesium

(Rexgade), a., i, 634.

Ethylaminoconiine and its additive salts

(Loffler and Kirschxer), A., i,

940.

2-jH-Ethylaniinoethylpiperidine and its

additive salts (Loffler and Kirsch-
xer), a., i, 939.

Ethylaminon/c/ohexane, rfihydroxy-, and
its hydrochloride (Brunel), A., i,

869.

o-EthylaminocycZohexanol and its hydro-
chloride (Bruxel), a., i, 869.

2-Ethylaininophenetole, 3 •.b-dimiro-

,

and its nitroamiue (Blanksma), A.,
i, 431.

2-j3-Ethylaminopropylpyridiiie and its

.

additive salts and nitroso-derivative

(LuFFLER and Kirscuxeb), A., i,

939.

2-Ethylamino-p-zylene. See 2-A'-Ethyl-
jy-xylidine.

Ethyl n- and ^so-amyl ketones and their

semicarbazones (Bouveavlt and Loc-
QUix), A., i, 18.

Ethylaniline, preparation of pure, from
commercial etiiylaniline (Blume and
Kloffler), a., i, 875.

cinnamoyl and diphenylbromoprop-
ionyl derivatives (Kohler and
Heritage), A., i, 207.

Ethylanilinoazobenzene (Vionon and
Simunet). a., i, 495.

Ethylanthranilic acid, ai-cyano* (Bad-
isciiE Axilin- k Soda-Fabrik), A.,
i, 4:}8.

Ethylbensene, electrolytic oxidation of
(Law and Perkis), A., i, 761.

Ethylbenzenei, a-amino-. See a-Phenyl-
ethylaniiiics.

ji^-Ethylbenzeneacobenzene and its deriv-
ativ.s (WlLLOERuDT and H M: l KR),

A., i. r>52.
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p-'Ethjlfert. -butylbenzene (Darzexs),
A., i, 66.

Ethylbutyramide, cyano- (Conrad and
Zart), a., i, 753, 754.

o-Ethylbutyramide, a-bromo- (Kali.e k
Co.), A., i, 638.

Ethylbutyranilide, cyano- (Cokrad and
Zart), a., i, 753.

a-Ethylbutyric acid, 7-<rich]oro-/3-hydr-

oxy-, and its methyl ester and salts

(DoEBXER and Segklttz), A., i, 737.

Ethylbutyrometbylamide, cyano- (Con-
rad and Zart), A., i, 752.

a-Ethylbutyryl chloride, o-brorao-
(KALLE& Co.), A., i, 638.

a-Ethylbutyrylcarbamide (Fischer and
Dilthey), a., i, 37.

a-Ethylbutyryl-carbamide and -ureth-
ane, a-cj'ano- (Coxrad and Zart),
A., i, 754.

o-Ethylbutyryl-carbamide, -phenyl-
carbamide, -tbiocarbamide, and
-guanidine, o-cyano- (Merck), A. ,i,

178.

Ethylbut3n:yl-methyl- and -phenyl-
carbamides, cyano- (Coxrad and
Zart), A., i, 755.

Ethylcarbamic anhydride, liydroxj'-,

nitrosoamine from (Gabriel), A., i,

651.

O-Ethylisocarbamide and its additive
salts (Stieglitz and Noble), A., i,

639.

Ethylcarbylamine dibromide, action of
aniline on (Guillemard), A., i, 518.

Ethyldihydroisoindole (Daube), A., i,

210.

Ethyldihydrophenanthranil, hydroxy-,
and its acetyl derivative (Japp and
Knox), T., 682.

Ethylene and mixtures of ethylene and
carbon monoxide, action of tlie

silent electric discharge on (ColI.ie),

T., 1543 ; P., 201.

action of diazoniethane on (Azzar-
ello), a., i, 867.

derivatives, new isomerism of (Erlen-
meykr and Arnold), A., i, 193.

Ethylene, di- and tetra-iodo- (E. and II.

Erdmanx), a., i, 165.

Ethylene rftbromide, ])reparation of

(Perkin and Simonsen), T.,

856; P., 188.

interaction of, with magnesium, and
reactions of tho additive com-
I)Ound (Blschoff), A., i, 589.

magnesium derivatives, compounds
of, with aromatic aUieliydcs

(Ahrens and Stapler), A., i,

423, 868.

glycol and water, viscosity of (DuN-
8TAN), T., 13.

Ethylene thiocarbonate (Frassetti), A.,
i, 256.

xanthate, reactions of (Frassetti), A.,

i, 256.

Ethylene^i-bromo- and -chloro-diamines
and their s-diacyl derivatives (Chatt-
away), T., 382 ; P., 61.

Ethylenefe^ra-bromo- and -chloro-di-

amines (Chattaway), T., 381 ; P., 61.

Ethylenediamine, synthesis of (Neu-
berg and Neimann), A., i, 686.

s-diacyl derivatives of (Chattaway),
T., 383; P., 61.

compounds of, with cobalt salts

(Gerb), a., i, 328.

Ethylenediaminephenylcarbimide
(Loewy and Neuberg), A., i, 158.

Ethylenedicarboxylic acids. See Fum-
aric acid and Maleic acid.

Ethylenedikairolinium salts, rotation of

(Wedekixd), a., i, 520.

Ethylenedipiperidine and its additive

salts (Kxorr, Horlein, and Roth),
A., i, 834.

Ethylenetricarboxylic acid, cyano-,

ethyl ester (Schmitt), A., i, 508.

Ethylerythric acid {ethylerythritic add)
(Lespieau), a., i, 319, 406.

a-Ethylgeraniol (Farbexfabriken
voRM. F. Bayer & Co.), A., i, 147.

a-Ethylhydracrylic acid and its salts,

ethyl ester, phenylhydrazine, and
phenylurethane (Blaise and Lut-
trixger), a., i, 505.

Ethylidenehydrazine, benzoyl deriv-

ative (Stolle and MiJNCH), A., i, 94.

Ethylidenephthalide and nitro- (Daube),
A., i. 210.

3-Ethylindole and its picrate (Plancher
and Carrasco). A., i, 719.

yS-Ethylmalic acid and its salts (Doeb-
NER and Segelitz), A., i, 737.

Ethylmalonic acid, ethyl ester, sodium
derivative, action of, on ethyl chloro-

acetate (Michael), A., i, 856.

Ethyloxamic acid, bromo-, ethyl ester

(Gabriel), A., i, 651.

o-Ethylphenol, 3-amino-, and its methyl
etlier, and their hydrochlorides

(PscHORP. and Eixbeck), A., i, 590.

f-Ethylphenol, tri- and tctra-hromo-,

action ^ nitric acid on (Zinckk and
Reinbacii), a., i, 882.

;.-Ethylphenylbenzylidenehydra>ine
(Willokuodt and Harteu), A., i,

552.

;>Ethylphenylhydrazine and its additive

salts (Wn.L(;EU()i)T and IIahteu), A.,

i, 551.

y'-Ethylphenyltolylidenehydrazine
(WiLLUERuDT and IIauteu), a., i,
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Ethylphthalamic acid, jS-bromo- (Ga-
briel), A., i, 650.

Ethylphthalamic anhydride, )3-hydroxy-,
and its additive salts (Gabriel), A.,

i, 650.

1-Ethylphthalazine, 4-chloro-, and 1-

Ethylphthalazone (Daube), A., i, 210.

Ethylphthalimide, /3-broino-, nitroso-

aniine fiom (Gabuiel), A., i, 651.

Ethylphthalimidine (Daube), A., i, 210.

2-Ethylpiperidine, amino-, and its

additive salts (LoFFLER and KlRSCH-
nek), a., i, 939.

Ethylpiperonyl ether (Mameli), A., i,

203.

Ethylpiperonylcarhinol, benzoyl deriv-

ative (Mameli), A., i, 203.

a-Ethylpropionic acid, B-inono- and o)3-

rfi-bromo- and /3-iodo- (Blaise and
LuriRiNGEK), A., i, 627.

Ethylpropylacetic acid. See a- Ethyl-
valeric acid.

o-Ethyl-/3-propylacraldehyde (Gouhax),
A., i, 171.

5-Ethyl-5-propylbarbituric acid (5-

ethyl-Z-propyliaaloniilcarbamide), 4-

iraino- (Conuad\ A., i, 752.

Ethyl mpropyl ketone and its oxime
from the aldol, C^Hj^O., (Munk), A., i,

560.

Ethylpropylmalonic acid and its esters

and salts (Rasktti), A., i, 562.

5-Ethyl-5 propylmalonylguanidine and
4-imino- fCo.suAD), A., i, 752.

2-Ethylpyridine, 3-hydroxy- (2-picolyl-

ii/kinc), derivatives of (Loffler and
Kiicschnek), a., i, 938.

5-£thylpyiiiiiidine, 4:6-damino-2-thio-
(Fakbenfabriken vorm, F. Bayer
kCo.), A., i, 671.

l-£thyl-2-qainolone, 5-chloro-6-hydr-

oxy- ^HowiTz and Barlocuer),
A., i, 375

;
(IIuwitz and Wiite),

A., i, 470.

8-nitro- (Decker, Gadom.ska, Sanp-
RERG, and Stavbolopoulcs .

374.

Ethyl/v-qninone, ^rn^ronio-, and its

aiiilide and -quinol, /n'bromo-, and its

diacetyl derivative (ZihXKE and Rein-
bach), A., i, 882,

Ethyl- i|(.quinone, 2:3:5-<ri- and 23:5:6-
te^ra-bronio-, and their acetyl deiiv-

atives (ZiNcKE and Reinbach), A., i,

882.

3-Ethylqainaolidine (Koenigs and
Beunhakt), A., i, 82,5.

Ethylthiolbenzylacetylacetone ( R c m e-

MAN.N), T., 20.

^i^-EthylthioIcarbamideacrylic acid,

a-araino-, A'-beuzoyl derivative of,

sodium salt (Johnson), A., i, 836.

5-Ethylthiol-l:3-dlphenyltriazole

(Wheeler and Statiropoulos), A,

i, 722.

2-Ethylthiol-5:6 M-phenyloxazoline-

pyrimidine (Johnson and Clai'p), A,,

i, S36.

2-Ethylthiol-5-phenyluracil (Wheeler
and Bristol), A., i, 4S5.

2-Ethylthiolpyrimi(iine, 5-broino-, and
its derivatives (Wheeler and Bris-

tol), A., i, 485.

2-Ethylthiolpyrimidine-6-thioncarb-

amic acid, ethyl ester, and its 5-bromo-

and 5-methyI derivatives ^Wheeler
and Bri.stol), A., i, 484.

2^Ethylthiol-6-thiocarhaniidopyriinidine

and its derivative-; (Wheeler and
Bristol), A., i, 4S4.

2-Ethylthiol-6-thiocnrbiniidopyrimidine
and 5bronio- (WHEELERand Bristol),

A., i, 483.

2-Ethylthiophen, influence of light and
heat on the bromination and chlorina-

tion of (QpoLSKi), A., i, 367.

Ethylthnjone and its semicarbazone
(Haller), a., i, 602.

OT-Ethyltoluene, preparation and nitra-

tion of (Bartow and Sellarus), A.,

i, 424.

1-Ethyl-1:2:4 triazole and its additive

salts (Pellizzari and Soldi), A., i,

67-3.

a-Ethyltricarballylic acid and its tri-

amide (Pinner), A., i, 464.

1-Ethy1-2:3 :4-trihydrocinnoline (Tich -

winsky), a., i, 92, 93.

4-Ethyluracil and 5-bromo- (Wheeler,
BinsroL, and Johnson), A., i, 483.

S-Ethyluramil (FiscHEU and Dilthey),
A., i, 37.

a-Ethylvaleramide, a-bromo- (Kalle k
Co.), A., i, 639.

o-cvano- ^Conrad and Zart), A., i,

754.

a-Ethylvaleric acid and its esters,

amide, and chloride (Rasetti), A.,

i, 562.

a-cvano-, ethyl ester (Conrad), A., i,

752.

Ethyl-;'-xylidine (Hinsbero and Kess-
ler), a., i. 3.39.

2-A'-Ethyl-/'-xylidine, 3:5-rftnitro-, and
its nitroamine (Blamksua), .\ . i.

426,

Ethylyohimboaic add (Spieobl), A., i,

817.

Encarvone and its redaction products,

constitution of (Wallach and KoH-
LER). A., i, 450.

Eacarvoxime and its ndditivc haloids

(Wallach and Kohler), A., i,

451.
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Eudiometer used by the late Sir Edward
Frankland, presentation of, to the
Society by Professor Percy Frankland,
P., 83.

Eugenol and its derivatives (Frank-
yoRTER and Lando), A., i, 592.

5-amino-, and its salts and acetyl

derivatives (Oddo and Pcxeddu),
A., i, 432.

Eaphorbic acid, Eaphorboresens, and
Euphorbone (Tsciiirch and Paul),
A., i, 538.

Euphorbium, constituents of (Tschirch
and Paul), A., i, 538.

Europium and its ultra-violet spectrum
(Ceookes), a., ii, 392 ;

(Eberharu),
A., ii, 587.

phosphorescent spectra of (Crookes),
A., ii, 783.

samarium, and gadolinium, spectro-

graphic investigations of the Ur-
bain-Lacombe method for the
separation of (Eberhard), A., ii, 587.

Euzanthic acid and ^soEuzanthic acid
(Neubehg and jSTeimann), A., i, 412.

Excrements, animal, analyses of some
(McCrae), a., ii, 348.

human, manurial value of (Sebelien),

A., ii, 114.

Excretion of calcium and magnesium,
inter-relationship of the (Malcolm),
A., ii, 271.

of carbon dioxide after the adminis-
tration of various sugars (Johans-
son, Billstrom, and Heijl), A.,

ii, 329.

of creatinine (Mendel and Closson),

A., ii, 186.

of iron in dogs and cats (Sattler),
A., ii, 333.

Explosion waves (Dixon), A., ii, 577.

Explosive, calcium carbide as an, in

mining operations (GuitDRAs), A., ii, 87.

Explosives containing gun-cotton,

deterioration of (Hake and Leavis),

A., i, 512.

See also Gun-cotton and Gunpowder.
Extraction apparatus for large quantities

of vegetable powders (Lohmann), A.,

ii, 309.

Extractor, new (Sanna), A., ii, 58.

for extracting liquids with chlorofonn
(Baum), a., ii, 57.

Exudates, enzymes and anti-enzymes of

(Oi'Ie), a., ii, 845.

Eye. See Frog's eyeball. Iris, and
Retina.

Faeces, lactose fermenting bacteria in

(MacConkky), a., ii, 601.

Faeces, action of dextrose on the lactose-

fermenting organisms of (Harden),
A., ii, 748.

human, substances soluble in ether in

(Oefele), a., ii, 102.

statistical tables of the amount
of nitrogenous substances in

(Oefele), A., ii, 337.

amounts and origin of purine bases

in (Krijger and Schittenhelm),
A., ii, 645.

estimation of phosphoric acid and
sulphur in (Dubois), A., ii, 609.

Faraday lecture, Ostwald's , criticism of

(Nasini), a., ii, 514.

Faraday's law and electrostenolysis

(Richards and Lacy), A., ii, 299.

Fat, production of, from proteid by
Bacillus pyocyaneus (Beebe and
Buxton), A., ii, 108.

apparatus for determining the specific

gravity of solid (Rakusin), A., ii,

303.

the true dropping point of, and an
apparatus for determining it

(Ubbelohde), a., ii, 658.

decomposition of (Rahn), A., ii, 647.

extent to which, is decomposed in

the stomach (Zinsser), A., ii, 732.

nitrogenous impurities of (Schmitt),

A., ii, 769.

bromine absorption of (Telle), A., ii,

362.

detection of palm oil when used as a

colouring matter in (Crampton and
Simons), A., ii, 362.

estimation of (Liebermann),A., ii,774.

estimation of, in butter. See Butter,

estimation of, in infant and invalid

foods (Cochr.\n), a., ii, 618.

estimation of, in milk. See Milk.

See also Diglycerides.

Fatty compounds, increase in the rota-

tory power of, on transformation into

cyclic compounds (Haller and Des^
FONTAINES), A., ii, 429.

Feeding experiments on human beings

(CuiTTENnEN), A., ii, 179; (Folin),

A., ii, 269.

Fehling's solution, active components of

(Ma HUE and Stolle), A., i, 738.

potassium bromide as indicator wlien

using (BiciiTi), A., ii, 57.

Fermentation, comparative production

of alcohol and carbon dioxide during

(LiNDET and Mausai.s), A., ii, 109.

alcoholic, by yeast, clicmical dynamics
of (Slator), P.,304.

chemical reactions occurring during

(Knoop and AVindaus), A., i,

510 ;
(Buchner and Meisen-

heimer), A., ii, 274.
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Fermentation, alcoholic, production of

acetic acid in (Reisch), A., ii,

548.

cell-free, researches on (Bttchxeb and
Antoni), a., ii, 473; (Fischer),

A., ii, 841.

enzymatic, from the point of view of

chemical dynamics (v. Euler), A.,

ii, 378.

See also Yeast.

Fermenting liqnids, influence of metals

on (NATH.A.X, ScHMiD, and FucHs),
A., ii, 340, 847.

Ferments. See Enzymes.
Ferric and Ferrous compounds and

Ferrides. See under Iron.

Ferrocyanides, source of the excessive

moisture found in the combustion
of certain (Muller), A., i, 756.

hydroxy- (Chretien), A., i, 578.

Ferrosilicon, estimation of carbon in

(Jexk), a., ii, 355.

estimation of silicon in (LxrccHfesE),

A., ii, 118, 119
; (K.), A., ii, 420.

Ferrosilicons, analysis of (LuccHfesE),

A., ii, 119.

Ferrum redactum, estimation of metallic

iron in (Christexsex ; Barmwater),
A., ii, 654.

Fertilisation, physico-cliemical theory

of (Fischer and Ostwald), A., ii,

329.

Fertilisers, nitrification of different

(Withers and Fraps), A., ii, 110.

estimation of potassium in (Veitch),

A., ii, 204.

See also Manures.

Fever, influence of, on the reducing
action of the organism (Herteb), A.,

ii, 103.

Fibrin ferments in snake venom
(Martin), A., ii, 411.

Fibrinogen, origin of (Doton, Morel,
and Kap.eff), A., ii, 402.

Fibrinoglobnlin, presence of, in fibrinogen

solutions (HuiSKAMp), A., i, 499

;

(Heubner), a., i, 725.

Fiedlerite, compo8itionof(DEScHi'LTEN\
A.,ii, 173.

Filter, new (Shimer), A., ii, 349.

Filter funnel. See Funnel.
Filter tube, new (Mason), A., ii, 381.

Fir, Siberian. See ytbie-t sibirica.

Fisetin, synthesis of (v. Kostane<ki
and JfiTKOWsKi), A., i, 915.

Fish, pond feeding cxperiment« at

Hellendorf and Geeste in 1903 (Cron-
heim and Giesecke), A., ii, 649.

Fishes, osmotic pressure of blood and
urine in (Dekhuyzen), A., ii,

836.

eggs. See Eggs.

Fistula, Eck's, in dogs (Hawk), A., ii,

183.

poisonous symptoms in dogs with
(Rothberger and Winterbeeg),
A., ii, 408.

Flacherie. See Silkworm disease.

Flame, Bunsen. See Bunsen flame.

Flames, cause of the luminosity of
(Misteli), a., i, 849.

contact phenomena in, under the
influence of solids (Baikoff), A.,
ii, 379.

ionisation in (Massoulier), A., ii,

140.

Flavinduline, condensation of, with
methylene compounds (Sachs and
Bargellini), a., i, 488.

Flavone, 3':4'-c?('hydroxy- and its diacetyl

derivative (Berstein, -Fraschina,
and V. Kdstanecki), A., i, 607.

5:7:4'-^rihydroxy-. See Apigenin.

Flavonol, 3'-hydroxy-, and its acetyl

derivative (Gutzeit and v.

Kostanecki), a., i, 366.

- ^-hydroxy-, and its diacetyl derivative

(Edelsteix and v. Kostanecki),
A., i, 460.

j

3':4'-rfihydroxy-, and its triacetyl

derivative (Berstein, Fraschina,
and V. Kostanecki), A., i, 607.

7:2'-d2hydroxy- (v. Kostanecki and
V. Szlagier), a., i, 77.

7:3'-djhydroxy-, and its triacetyl
' derivative (v. KosT.iNECKi and

Widmer), a., i, 78.

7:4'-rfihydroxy-, and its triacetyl

I

derivative (Juppen and v.

Kostanecki), A., i, 79.

I 7:3':4'-<rihydroxy-. See Fisetin.

7:8:4'-<rihydroxy-, and its acetyl
derivative (v. Kostanecki and

I

Schreiber), a., i, 808.

7:8;3':4'-</-/r«hydroxy-, and its penta-
acetyl derivative (v. Kostanecki

;

and Rvdse), A., i, 367.

I

Flax, bacteria which are active in the
maceration* of (Beyerinck and van
Deldkn), a., ii, 749.

Flesh, chemistry of (Grindley and
Emmett), a., ii, 542.

chemical changes produced in, by Fnngi
(BiT.iAGtx), a., ii, 101.

Flour, influence of bran on the suitability

of, for bread-making (Linpet and
Ammann), a., ii, 780.

I

detection of sawdust in (Paoanini),

I

A., ii, 360.

\

Flower, consumption of odorous pro-
ducts during the maturation of the

1 (Charabot and Hubert), A., ii,

I 850.

Flowers of sulphur. See under Sulphur.
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Fluavils from various gutta-jierchas

(TscHiBCH and Muller), A., i, 453.

Fluids, human body, detection of

ia'vulose in (Ofxeu), A., ii, 769.

Fluoran, di- and <e^/'a-chloro- (Badische
AxiLis- k Soda-Fabrik), A., i, 149.

Fluorene, refractive and magnetic rota-

tory power of (Perkin), T., 1293.

derivatives, attempts to syuthesise

(DiELS and Bunzl), A., i, 431.

halochromism of (Smedley), T.,

1250 ; P., 221.

Fluorene, 9:9-rfichloro-derivative {fluor-

enene chloride) and disulphide com-
pound of (Smebley), T., 1251 ; P., 221.

Fluorenone, refractive and magnetic
rotatory power of (Perkin), T.,

1293.

derivative, CjgHi.^Og, and its tetra-

acetyl derivative, fiom the reduction

ofCjgHioOe (Duregger), A., i, 702.

Fluorenonecarboxylic acid, methyl and
ethyl esters (Goldschmiedt and
LiPSCHiTz), A., i, 133.

Fluoreiione-5-carboxylic acid (Pick),

A., i, 68.

Fluorenonediphenylhydrazone (Arsi-

STROxo and Kobektson), T., 1291
;

P., 180.
i

Fluorenonoylbenzoic acid and its acetyl

derivative and isomeric methyl esters

(Goldschmiedt and LirscHiTz\ A.,

i, 133.

o-Fluorenoylbenzoic acid and its acetyl

derivative and anhydride and its oxime
(Goldschmiedt and Lifschitz), A.,

i, 132.

Fluorescein (Heller and Meyer), A.,

i, 788.

influence of amino- and nitro- groups
on the fluorescence of (Bogert and
Wright), A., i, 896.

Fluorescence and jihotodynalnic action

(v. Tai'I'eixer, Joulbauer, and
IjEHMANX), a., ii, 602.

and solvent (Kauffmanx and Beiss-

wexger), a., ii, 131.'

investigation of (Kauffmann), A., ii,

783.

limits of visibility of, and the higlier

limit of the absolute weight of atoms
(Si'RIXg), a., ii, 494.

limits of visibility of, and the maximum
value of the absolute weight of the

atom of hydrogen (Spring), A., ii,

565.

Kehrmann'a explanation of change of

(Kauffmann and Bei.s.swexoer),

A., ii, 218.

of sodium vapour and the resonance

radiation of electrons (\yoop), A.,

ii, 783.

Fluorescent substances, participation of

oxygen in the action of (Jodlbauer
and V. Tappeixer), A., ii, 603.

Fluorine, spectrum of (Luxt), A., ii,

782.

refractive index of gaseous (Coth-
bertsox and Prideaux), A., ii,

_
781.

liquid, action of solid methane on
(MoissAX and Chavanne), A., i,

253.

action of, on the oxides of nitrogen
(MoissAX and Lebeau), A., ii,

517.

Hydrofluoric acid {hydrogen Jiiwride)

(Deussex), a., ii, 311.

action of, on nitrogen sulphide (Ruff
and Thiel'), A., ii, 160.

separation of, from sulphuric acid

(Ehrenfeld), a., ii, 417.

Fluorides of the heavy metals (Bohm),
a., ii, 249. a

Hydrofluorides of some anilides and m
substituted anilines (Weixlaxd and l!

Lkwkowitz), a., i, 518.

Hydrofluosilicic acid, behaviour of, with
various reagents (Gawalowski), A.,

ii, 387.

Fluorine, detection of (Piettre and
Vila), A., i, 500.

estimation of (Schuch). A., ii, 552.

and silica, estimation and separation

of (Seemaxx), a., ii, 555.

Fluorones from the condensation of

hydroxyquinol with aldehydes
(Heixtschel), a., i, 809.

Fluorspar, quick method for the valua-

tion of (Gregory), A., ii, 856.

Fly agaric. See Amanita imiscaria.

Foods, decompojiition of, by Bacteria

(KoxiG, Spieckermann, and
Seiler), a., ii, 472

;
(Koxig), A.,

ii, 747.

detection of boric acid in (v. Spind-
ler), a., ii, 480 ; (Selliek), A,,

ii, 554.

detection of salicylic acid in (GoRNi),

A., ii, 658.

infant and invalid, estimation of fat

in (Cochran), A., ii, 618.

estimation of phosphoric acid in

(Fleurknt), a., ii, 116 ;
(Pellet),

A., ii, 353.

estimation of ])hosphoric acid and
sulphur in (Dubois), A., ii, 609.

estimation of salicylic acid in (Harry
and iMi'MMEKY), A., ii, 426.

estimation of water in (Benedict and
Maxnixg), a., ii, 349.

Food-stufiTs, passage of, from the stomach

and through the small intestine

(Cannon), A,, ii, 44.
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Fomialdehyde, presence of, in the atmo-
sphere of towns (Tbillat), A., i,

325.

presence and formation of, in various'

combustions (Trillat), A., i, 325.

formation of, in the combustion of

tobacco (Trillat), A., ii, 53.

supposed formation of, in plants

(Plaxcher and Ravenna), A., ii,

191.

synthesis of (Ch.\pman and Holt),
T., 916; P., 171.

thermal decomposition of (Bone and
Smith), T., 910 ; P., 171.

and formate formation (H. and A. v.

Ei'ler), a., i, 633; (Auebb.\ch),

A., i, 740.

aqueous solutions of (AuERBACH and
Barschall), a., i, 859.

distinction between acetaldehyde and
(Leys), A., ii, 655.

condensation products of (H. and A.

V. Euler), a., ii, 343.

condensation products of, with primary
aromatic amines (Farbwebke
voRM. Meister, Lucius, & Bkun-
INU), A., i, 643.

condensation of, with anthranilic acid

(Badi.sche Anilin- & SODA-
Fabrik), a., i, 437.

condensation products of, with glycol-

uril (Behrend, Meyer, and
Rusche), a., i, 419.

condensation of, with phenol
(Henschke), a., i, 429.

action of, on pyridine (Form.vnkk),
A., i, 374.

action of, on thiocarbanilide (Opfer-
mann), a., i, 770.

condensation of, witli isovaleraldehyde

(Licutenstern), a., i, 509.

compounds of, with amides of mono-
basic acids (Einhorn), A., i, 344.

sodiam hydrogen hyposulphite

(Prud'homme), a., ii, 157.

and its lead derivative (Bauhann,
The-smar, and FRoasARO), A.,

i, 260.

two new reactions for (Ramsden), A.,

ii, 771.

analysis of (Orloff), A., ii, 200.

commercial analysis of (P'ke.seniU8

and GrCnhut), A., ii, 211.

detection and estimation of, colori-

metrically (Bonnet), A., ii, 488.

detection of, in milk (Bonnet;
Nicolas), A., ii, 488; (Utz), A.,

ii, 560.

methods of estimating (Williams),
A., ii, 488.

estimation of (Goldschmidt), A., ii,

867.

LXXXVIII. ii.

Formaldehyde, estimation of, gasometric-

ally (Fbaxkforter and West), A.,

ii, 619.

the hydrogen peroxide method of

estimating (Haywood and Smith),
A., ii, 771.

estimation of methyl alcohol in

(Gnehm and Kaufler), A., ii, 209.

Formaldehydesalphozylic acid, barium
and sodium salts (Bazlen), A., ii,

240.

sodium salt, crystalline form of

(Osann), a., i, 568.

Formalin. See Formaldehyde.
Formamide, action of, on acetophenone

(Reich), A., i, 35.

decomposition of salts in (Bruni and
Manuelli), a., ii, 689.

Formazyl and rf/-^-bromo-, rfi-o-iodo-,

and di-o- and -;j-nitro- (Busch and
WOLBRING), A., i, 493.

Formazylacrylic acid and 4:4'-di'bromo-,

ethyl esters (Prageu), A., i, 391.

Formazylformic acid, 4:4'-(iibromo-,

ethyl ester (Prager), A., i, 392.

FormioobataldoL See Formylisobutyr-
aldol.

Formhydroxamic acid, derivatives of

(BiDDLE), A., i, ISO.

Formic acid, preparation and volumetric
estimation of (Ruvp), A., ii, 291.

and water, molecular refractions of

mixtures of (Homfrat), T., 1436 ;

P., 225.

action of, on tremors (Clement), A.,

ii, 408.

Formic acid, salts, formation of, from
formaldehyde (H. and A. v. Ei'LEr),

A., i, 633; (Auerbach), A., i,

740.

bi.smuth and tin salts (ColonNa). A.,

i, 852.

mercuric salts, thermochemistry of

(Vaket), a., ii, 504.
^

Formic acid, phenyl ester, and its re-

actions (Air.ER), A., i, 14.

Formoxime, chloro-, methyl ethei of

(BiDULE). A., i, ISO.

Formylacetio acid, ethyl ester, and its

reactions, and oxime (Michael), A.,
i, 563.

Fonnylazo-4-h7droxy beniene, -3-

methylbenzene, und -naphthalene
(BniisciiK and Ockinoa), A., i, 719.

S-Fonnylaso-l-hydroxynjtphthalene
(BoR^iCUE and Ockinga), A., i,

719.

Formyli'^'batyraldol, condensation of,

with acetaldehyde (Weis), A., i,

17 ; (Schachser), A., i, 171.

condensation of, with dimethylaniline
(Samec\ \ ; )>•".

73
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Formylglyoxylic acid, ethyl ester,

plienylhydrazones of (Michael), A.,

i, 564.

Formylhippuric acid, ethyl ester

(Ehlenmeyeh and Stoop), A., i, 120.

rf-Formylmenthylamine ( Kondakoff),
A., 1, 798.

o-Formylpropionic acid, ethyl ester, and
its reactions, and oxime (Michael),
A., i, 563.

Fortior. See Copper aluminium alloy.

Freezing point, depression of the, in

dilute solutions of highly dissociated

electrolytes (Jahn), A., ii, 145.

modification of van't Hoff's theory of

the depression of the (Goebel), A.,

ii, 679. '

of binary mixtures of organic sub-

stances (Philip and Smith), T.,

1735 ; P., 255.

Friedeland Crafts' reaction (Boeseken),
A., i, 268, 423, 424, 583.

use of phenyl ether in the (Kipper),

A., i, 648.

FrOg, eyeball of, photoelectrical effects in

(Waller), A., ii, 545.

muscle of. See under Muscle.

f^Fructose. See Lsevulose.

Fruit, influence of, on the precipitation

of the uric acid of the urine (Jerome),

A., ii, 543.

Fruit trees, manures for (Clausen), A.,

ii, 478.

Fucosephenylosazone (Mayer and
ToLLEXs), A., i, 746.

Fuel, liquid, estimation of sulphur in

(Goetzl), a., ii, 761.

Fuels, evolution of carbon in (Bay and
Alix), a., ii, 246.

estimation of arsenic in (McGowan
and Floris), A., ii, 354.

See also Coal.

Fulgenic acids and Fulgides, colour of

^Stobbe, Gademann, Lenzner, and
Rose ; Stobbe and Leuner), A., i,

857.

Fulminio acid, molecular weight of

(Wohler), a., i, 419.

mercury salt, formation of (Wohler
and Theodorovits), A., i, 418.

po8.sible existence of esters of (Biddle),

A., i, 180.

Fulminnric acids, constitution of (Ul-

viANi), A., i, 750.

Fomaric acid, ohloro-, iodosochlorido of,

and chloroiodo- (Thiele and Peter),

A., i, 735.

Fnmaroprotocetraric acid and its salts

(HE.SSE), A., i, 138.

Fundulus eggs. See Eggs.

Fungi, cliemical changes produced in

Jlesh by (Bdtjaoin), A., ii, 101.

Fungi, presence of trehalase in (Botjr-

QUELOT and HtoissKY), A., ii, 113.

carbamide from (Gazk), A., ii, 277.

formation and r6le of fatty substances

in (Perrier), A., ii, 475.

See also Moulds and Yeasts.

Funnel, filter, for the estimation of

paraffin in mineral oil distillates

(Fleischer), A., ii, 486.

Furan {furfuran) series, researches in

the (Mauquis), A., i, 224.

Furfuraldehyde, action of methylamine
aiiddimethylaniineon(LiTTERSCHEii)),

A., i, 76.

Furfurylidenehippuric acid and its

esters, amide, imide, and piperidide

(Erlenmeyer and Stadlin), A., i,

238.

Furfurylidenehydrazine, benzoyl deriv-

ative, and its silver compound (Stoll6
and Muxch), A., i, 94.

Furfurylidenetetrazoline (Ruhemann
and Merriman), T., 1778.

Furnace, electric. See under Electro-

chemistry.

Furoinozimes, a- and j3-, and their

acetyl derivatives and compounds with
phenylcarbimiile (Werner and Det-
scheff), a., i, 225.

Furoyl derivatives, formation of, by
means of pvronuicyl chloride (Baum),
A., i, 149."

Fusel oil (Pring.sheim), A., ii, 274.

origin of (Emmerling), A., ii, 340

;

(Pringshkim), a., ii, 848.

detection and estimation of (Taka-
hashi), a., ii, 358.

estimation of alcohol in (Peters), A.,

ii, 768.

G.

Oabbro, orbicular, from California

(Lawson), a., ii, 178.

Oadolininm, atomic weight of (Urbain),
A., ii, 250.

new spectrum of (Urbain), A., ii,

458.

ultra-violet spectrum of (Crookes),
A., ii, 250; (Ebebhard), A., ii,

587.

europium, and samarium, spectro-

graphic investigations of the Urbain-
Lacombe metliod for the separation

of (Ebeuhard), a., ii, 587.

Galactose, birotation of (Heikel), A.,

i, 173.

Oalactose-^^phenylamylhydraEones
(Neuberg and Federek), A., i, 300.

Galena, accuracy of tlie dry assay of, in

an iron crucible (Lowe), A., ii, 205.
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Oall-bladder, contractive mechanism of

the (Bainbridge and Dale), A., ii,

842.

Osllaldehyde trimethyl ether and its

oxime (Hefftek and Capellmaxn),
A., i, S77.

Gallamine-blae and its derivatives

(Gnehm and Baiek). A., i, 831.

Gallic acid, oxidation of (Perkix and
Xierekstein), T., 1429.

electrolytic oxidation of (A. G. and
F. M. Pekkix), p., 212.

methyl ethei-s and methyl ester of

(Gr.aebe and Martz), A., i, 703.

trimethyl ether, amide of (Gr.4.ebe

and SVter), A., i, 703.

Gallic acid, methyl ester (Nieren-
sTEix), A., i, S05.

Oallonitrile trimethyl ether (Heffter
and Capellmaxn), A., i, 877.

Gallotannic acid, decomposition of

(Utz), a., i, 135.

methylation of (Rosexheim), P., 157.

Gambler catecbti, constituents of

(Perkin), T., 398; P., 89.

Gas, coal. See Coal gas.

Gas-absorption apparatus (XowiCKi),
A., ii, 760.

Gas analysis, use of the incandescent
mantle in (Masox and Wilsox),
P., 296.

apparatus for (Fiebek), A., ii, 278 ;

(Karlik), a., ii, 279 ; (Babb), A.,

ii, 348 ; (PoLLACci), A., ii, 478 ;

(White and Campbell), A., ii,

607
;
(Neumaxx), A., ii, 855.

Gas balance (Grimsehl), A., ii, 809.

Gas-evolntion apparatus, new (Bo§xja-
Kovic), A., ii, 20.

Gas holder with constant flow (Betti),
A., ii, 310.

Gas pressure regulator, simple (Map.ek),
A., ii. 448.

Gaa-reeulatorB fcr thermostats, design
for (LowRY), T., 1030 ; P., 181.

Gaseous substances, metastable states

in reactions between solid substances
and (Ley and Wieg.nek), A., i, 749.

Gases from the soils, water, and springs
of Italy (Nakixi, Axderuni, and
Salvadori), a., ii, 538.

dissolved in minerals (Huttnir), A.,
ii, 172.

fresiily prepared, electrical conduc-
tivity of (Blocu), a., ii, 72.

disruptive discharge in, at high
pressures (C. E. and H. GcTK), A.,
li, 668.

compressibility of, between one atmo-
sphere and half an atmosphere of
piessure (Raylekjh), A., ii, 232,
373.

Gases, fundamental functions of one-com-
ponent ideal-constituent (Bell and
Trevor), A., ii. 374.

equation of condition for (Goebel),

A., ii, 149.

apparatus for measuring the absolute

coeflBcient of internal friction of

(Chella), a., ii, 629.

incomplete combustion of (Misteli),

A., i, 849.

solidification of, by means of liquid

air ; lecture experiment (Laxg), A.

,

ii, 810.

liquefied, heat of vaporisation of

(Mathias), a., ii, 372.

Gastric digestion. See Digestion.

juice, concentration of hydroj^en ions

in pure, and its relation to electrical

conductivitv and acidity (Fbaexck-
el), a., ii, 403.

secretion, chemical mechanism of

(Edkixs), a., ii, 730.

Gastroenteritis, bacteriology of in-

fectious (PoTTEVix), A., ii, 748.

G^in and G^ase from Herb Bennett
root (Bourquelot and H^rlsset),
A., ii, 345.

€telatin rendered insoluble by exposure
to light in presence of chromic acid

or chromates, composition of (A.

and L. LuMifeRE and Seyewetz),
A., i, 848.

impregnated with potassium dichrom-
ate and rendered insoluble by sub-

sequent exposure to light, composi-
tion of (A. and L. LuMikRE and
Seyewetz), A., i, 847.

hydrolysis of (Skracp), A., i, 398,
619.

oxidation of, by calcium permanganate
(KUTSCHER and SCHENCK), A., i,

251 ; (Seemaxx), A., i, 619.

influence of acids and alkalis on the
swelling of (Ostwald), A., i,

954.

as a substitute for proteid in food
(Murlin), a., ii, 180.

in metabolism (Kauffmaxx), A., ii,

735.

^-Gelatin, swelling of (Ostwald), A.,
i, 848.

Gems, action of radium emanations on
(BA8KERVILLE and Lockhart), A.,
ii, 622.

Gentiamarin (Tanret), A., i, 803.

Oentiin and Gentienin (Tanrkt), A., i,

714.

Oentiogenin, crystalline, preparation of
(HfiRissEY), A., i, 805.

Oentiopicrin and its salta and penta-
acetyl derivative (Tanrkt), A., i,

655.
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Geraniol, a-derivatives of (Farbenfab-
EIKEN VORM. F. BaVER & Co.), A.,

i, 147.

C2/c^oGeraniolideneacetone (Farbwerke
VORM. Meister, Lucius, & Brun-
iNG), A., i, 653.

Gerhardtite from Arizona (Linbgren
and HiLLEiiRAND), A., ii, 97.

Germinating grains, influence of radium
on the respiratory energy of (Micheels
and DE Heen), A., ii, 431.

Germination, is, possible in absence of

air? (TA'KAHAShi), A., ii, 343.

Geum iirhanum. See Herb Bennett.

Ginger grass'oil (Schimmel & Co.), A.,

i, 536 ;
(Walbaum and Huthig),

A., i, 603.

diliydrocuminol from (Walbaum and
HiJTHiG), A., i, 53.

Giorgiosite from . Giorgios (Lacroix),

A., ii, 464.

Glands, mammary, removal of, during

lactation (Porcher), A. , ii, 469, 600.

thymus, grafting of, in animals

(DuDGEOx and Russell), A., ii,

842.

thyroid, influence of, on autolysis

(Schryver), a., ii, 267.

thyroid and parathyroid, functions

of (V^iNCENT-^and Jollv), A.,

ii, 101.

influence of meat diet on
(Watson), A., ii, 271.

submaxillary, influence of atropine

and pilocarpine on the circulation

through the (Henderson and
LoEWi), A., ii, 743.

Glass, physical properties of, as func-

tions of the chemical composition

(Zschimmkr), a., ii, 709.

action of ultra-violet light on (Fis-

cher), A., ii, 320 ;
(Avery), A., ii,

589.

changes of colour caused by the action

of certain rays on (Avery), A., ii,

589
;
(Rueger), A., ii, 709.

influence of various kinds of, on the

accuracy of Kjeldahl's nitrogen

process (Schonkwald and Bart-
le'it), a., ii, 201.

Glass vessels, permeability of (Berthe-
lot), a., ii, 443, 810.

testing, as to neutrality (Baroni),

A., ii, 198.

Glanberite, formation of (van't Hoff),
A., ii, 464.

Glauber's salt, temperatures of trans-

formation of, into thenardite (van't

Hoff and Meyerhoffer), A., ii,

175.

Glaucodote from Oregon (Schaller),
A., ii, 725.

Gliadin from wheat (Osborne and
Harris), A., ii, 194.

composition of (Abderhalden and
Samuely), a., i, 620.

Globulin from the Spanish chestnut
(Barlow), A., i, 397.

of albuminous urine (Sikes), A., ii,

843.

Glow discharge. See under Electro-

chemistry.

Glucinnm \henjlUum), atomic weight of

(Parsons), A., ii, 710.

complexity of (Parsons), A., ii, 320.

Glucinnm sulphates, hydrated (Par-
sons), A., ii, 34.

Glucinnm, separation of, from aluminium
and iron (van Oordt), A., ii, 88.

Glucoside from Samhiiciis nigra (Guign-
ard), a., ii, 604 ; (Bourquelot
and Danjou), A., ii, 605

;
(Guign-

ARD and HouDAs), A., ii, 648.

from the leaves of Thalictnim aquilegi-

foliuiti (van Itallie), a., ii, 852.

Glucosides, formation of isodynam ic, with
reference to the theory of isomeric

change and the selective action of

enzymes (Armstrong and Court-
auld), a., i, 746.

cyanogenetic, from the leaves of the

cherry-laurel and from the bark of

the bird-cherry (JoucK), A., i,

912.

nature of the sugars of certain (ter
Meulen), A., i, 80.3.

Glucosides. See also :

—

Amygdalin.
Anthraglucoside.

Apigenin.

Aucubin.
Ccrebron.

Digitonin.

Emodin.
Fisetin.

G«n.
Gentiamarin.
Gentiin.

Gentiopicrin.

Gynocardin.
Indican.

liinin.

Nataloe-emotlin.

Quercitrin.

Rhaponticin.
Sambunigrin.
Saponins.

Solanin.

Glucose. See Dextrose.

Glncosone, preparation of (MoRKELtand
Bellaus), T., 290 ; P., 80.

Glucothionic acid, distribution of, in

the organism (Mandel and Levene),

A., ii, 736.
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Glataconaldehyde, achloro- (Dieck-
MAXX), A., i, 411.

Olataconic acid, constitution of

(Thorpe), T., 1669 ; P., 239.

and its anhydride and decomposition

products (Perk IX and Tatteksall),
T., 361 ; P., 90.

alkvl derivatives of (Rogerson and
Thokpe), T., 1685 ; P., 239.

Glntaric acid, conversion of, into cyclo-

propauedicarboxylic acid (Perkin and
Tatteesall), T., 361 ; P., 90.

Glntaric acid, dthydroxy-derivatives,

and their metallic and quinine salts

(KiLiANi and Loeffler), A., i,

858.

ay-dihydioxy-, and its salts and lactone

(KiLiANi and Herold), A., i, 740.

Gluten, estimation of (Fleubent), A.,

ii, 215.

influence of bran on the estimation

of (Llndet and Ammaxn), A., ii,

780.

Glntinase aud Antiglutinase (Pollak),
A., ii, 47.

Glntokyrine, reactions of (Siegfried),
A., i, 105.

Glyccria fluUanji, an almost forgotten

cereal (Hartwich and HAkanson),
A., ii, 854.

Glyceric acid, configuration of(Neuberg
and Silbekmanx), A., i, 408.

Glyceric acid, resolution of, by fer-

mentation and by brucine (Frank-
i.AXD and Done), T., 618 ; P., 132.

Glycerides, solubility of, in acetic acid
^HoTox), A., ii, 426.

Glycerol and its di- and tri-/>-nitro-

benzoates (Nef), A., i, 7.

nitrogenous impurities of (Schmiit),
A., ii, 769.

csterification of (Gc^DRAs), A., i,

404.

acetyl derivatives. See Acetin, Di-
acetin, and Triacetin.

a-raonochlorohydrin, reactions of, with
magnesium organic compounds
(Ghioxakd), a., i, 594.

assay of (Taurel), A., ii, 121.
comparative estimation8of(ScHCLTZE),

A., ii, 769.

direct estimation of (Shukoff aud
SCHF.8TAK0FF), A., ij, 289.

estimation of, by the extraction method
(IjANdsbergeu), a., ii, 558.

estimation of, in its solutions by means
of the specific gravity (Stietel),
A., ii, 121.

estimation of, in soap-lyes (Braun),
A., ii, 616 ; (Strauss), A., ii, 865.

estimation of, in wines (Laborde),
A., ii, 768 ; (Rocycis), A., ii, 769.

Glycerols, dissociation of (Nef), A., i, 3.

Glycerylphosphoric acid, alkaloidal salts

• (Carre), A., i, 815.

Glycerylphosphoric acids, natural and
sj-nthetical, relation between (Power
and Tutix), T., 249 ; P., 72.

Olycide and its ether and nitrate (Nef),

A., i, 4.

Glycidic acid, disubstituted, ethyl esters,

boiling points of (Darzexs), A., i,

117.

Glycine {aminoacdic acid, glycocine-),

synthesis of (Sorexsbx), A., i,

749.

electrolysis of (Kchling), A., i, 417.

action of l-bromo-2:4-dinitrobenzene

on (Saxna), a., i, 48.

condensation of, with omethoxy-
benzaldehyde (Erlenmeyer and
Bade), A., i, 131.

A'-acyl derivatives (Fischer and
KoExiGS), A., i, 31.

a-amino- and a-bromo-butyrj'l deriv-

atives (Fischer and Raske), A., i,

693.

o-bromoisohexoyl derivative (Fischer
and Brunxer), A., i, 690.

o-bromopropionyl derivative, and its

ethyl ester (Fischer), A., i, 688 ;

(Fischer and Wabbubg), A., i,

692.

Glycine, copper salt (Ley), A., i, 175 ;

(Brcni), a., i, 263.

metastablti state in the reaction

between dry ammonia gas and
(Ley and Wiegxeb), A., i, 749.

Glycine, ethyl ester, physical constants

of (Schmidt), A., i, 213.

condensation of, with esters (Diels
and Heixtzel), A., i, 174.

action of magnesium piienyl bromide
on (Paal and Weidexkaff), A.,

i. 436.

Glycocyamine and Olycocyamidine and
their additive salts (KurndorfeiO,
A., i, 29.

Olycoffen (Grcbi), A., ii, 334.

production and utilisation of, by lower
vegetable organisms (Heinze), A.,

ii, 344.

physiology of (Adamoff), A., ii,

181,

hydrolysis of hepatic, produced by
injection of amylase into the {lortal

vein (Pariskt), A., ii, 265.

effect of dextrose and certain salts on
the rate of transformation of, into

dextrose (Nkilsox and Terry), A.,
ii, 736.

Glycol. See Ethylene glycol.

Glycol, C«H,40.j, action of dilute sul-

phuric acid on (Munk), A., i, 559.
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Glycol, CioHigOo, from phellandrene
(Wallach), a., i, 710.

C10H00O2, from 3:8-diaminomenthaD6
(Semmler), a., i, 222.

Glycols, formation of (Bouveault and
Blanc), A., i, 12.

dissociation of (Nef), A., i, 3.

normal diprimary, synthesis of (Ha-
monet), a., i, 403.

fusibility in the series of (Henry),
A., i, 254.

o-disecondary, preparation of (Bou-
veault and Locquin), A., i, 561,
573.

Glycollaldehyde, formation of (Fenton),
T., 817 ; P., 168.

Glycollic acid derivatives of pyrogallol
and its alkyl ethers (Aktien-Gesell-
SCHAFT FfJR AnILIN-FaBRIKATIOX),
A., i, 135.

Glycollic i^-bromoanilide (Dimkoth and
Stahl), a., i, 386.

Glycolphosphoric acid, alkaloidal salts of

(Carri^), a., i, 815.

Glycoluril (Fenton), T., 815 ; P., 168 ;

A., i, 267.

condensation products of, with form-
aldehyde (Behrexd, Meyer, and
Rusche), a., i, 419.

Glycolyldicarbamide (Eppinger), A. , ii,

336.

Glycolysis and pancreas (Claus and
Embdex), a., ii, 179, 404

; (Coiix-
heim), a., ii, 267.

in the capillaries, influence of local

temperature on (Lupine and Bou-
lud), a., ii, 46.

Glycosuria. See Diabetes.

Glycuronic acid of blood (Lupine and
Boulud), a., ii, 730.

action of j[7-nitrophenylhydrazine on
(Medvedeff), a., i, 491, 612.

new reactions and derivatives of

(NEUBERGandNEIMANN),A.,i,411.
estimation of (Tollens), A., ii, 559 ;

(Neubekg), a.,- ii, 658.

Glycuronic acids, condensed, synthesis of
(Neuberg and Neimann), A., i,

412.

estimation of (Neuberg and Nei-
mann), A., ii, 426.

conjugated, in bile (Bial), A., ii, 643.

Glycurovanillic acid (Kotake), A., ii,

615.

Glycylglycine, oxidation products of
(I'dllak), a., i, 750.

Glycyl-leucine and -leucylalanine (Fis-

cher and Warburg), A., i, 691,

Glyoxalines (iminazoles) (Pi.nner), A.,
i, 476.

action of diazonium compounds on
(Pauly), a., i, 494.

Glyoxaline-4-propionic acid and its salts

(Knoop and Wixdaus), A., i, 834.

Glyoxalosotetrazone, formation of
(DiECKMANN and Platz), A., i, 953.

Glyoximines, metallic derivatives of
(Tschugaeff), a., i, 743.

Glyoxylic acid, fate of, in the organism
(Eppinger), a., ii, 543.

detection of, in urine -(Eppinger'), A.,
ii, 543.

Glyoxylic acid, o-bromo-, o-iodo-, and
0- and jti-nitro-phenylhydrazones of,

and their salts (BuscH and Wolbring),
A., i, 493.

Goats' milk. See Milk.
Gold in sea water (de Wilde), A., ii,

532.

supposed allotropy of (van Heteren),
A., ii, 260.

melting point of (GuERTLERand Tam-
mann), a., ii, 93.

melting of, and expansion of some
gases at high temperatures
(Jaquerod and Perrot), A., ii,

627, w 20.

red colloidal solutions of (Dox.iu), A.,

ii, 462.

hydrosols (Vanino), A., ii, 171.

action of liydrochloric acid on (Beu-
thelot), a., ii, 3.

metallic, and its solutions, behaviour
of vanadium compounds towards
(Hundeshagex), a., ii, 639.

Gold compounds with organic sulphur
compounds (Herrmann), A., i, 733.

Gold alloys with lead (Vogel), A., ii,

462.

with nickel (Levin), A., ii, 532.

with thallium (Levin), A., ii, 463.

with tin (Vogel), A., ii, 640.

Gold j«o?wiodide {atirous iodide), pre-

paration of (Meyer), A., ii, 42.

monoxide {auroits o.ridc), supposed
solubility of, in water (Vanino), A.,

ii, 172.

Gold, precipitation of, in the crystalline

form (Dykes), A., ii, 396.

estimation of, by means of magnesium
(Faktor), a., ii, 485.

estimation and separation of, elcctro-

lytically (Miller), A., ii, 67.

quantititive separation of, Irom other

metals by hydrazine or hydroxyl-

aniino salts (Jaxnasch and v.

Mayer), A., ii, 657.

Gout (KioNKA ; Frey), A., ii, 742.

Grain, dampness of (Hoffmann), A., ii,

753.

Grape stones, estimation of lecithin in

(Mii;Ai;i)), A., ii, 564.

Graphite from Moravia (Kovak), A., ii,

173.
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Graphite, specific heat of, at low temper-
atures (Dewar), a., ii, 801.

Gravel, intestinal, analysis of an
(CHAPrs), A., ii, 272.

Grignard'g reaction (v. Baeyer), A., i,

766.

theory of, and preparation of organo-
magnesium compounds (Tschelin-
zeff), a., i, 40.

See also Magnesium organic com-
pounds.

Gaaiacol chlorocarbonate, reaction of,

with acetylphenylthiocarbamide
(Dorak and Dixox), T., 343 ; P.,

78.

Gaaiacolsalphonic acid, action of dilute

nitric acid on (Kuhling), A., i,

888.

Guaiacnm reaction, the mechanism of

the (Neumaxx-Wexder), A., ii,

199.

is the presence of a catalase necessary
for the (L. and P. Liebermann),
A., i, 956.

Gaaiacom resin, reactions of (Petit and
Mayer), A., i, 655.

Gaanase (ScinrrENHELM), A., i, 108 ;

ii, 645
;
(Schenck), A., ii, 266 ;

(Jones and Wixternitz), A., ii,

334
;
(Jones), A., ii, 644.

occurrence of, in the spleen of oxen
and its non-occurrence in the spleen
of pigs (Jones), A., ii, 644.

Gaanazine. See Hexahydrotetrazine,
p-'fiimino-.

Oaanidine, condensation of, with ethyl
succinylsuccinate (Bogekt and
Dox), A., i, 841.

some compounds of, with su^r8(MoK-
BELL and Bellars), A., i, 577.

cadmium chloride (Schenck), A., i,

28.

picrolonate (Schenck), A., i, 513.

Guanidine, diamine-, and its hydro-
chloride (Stoll^ and Hofmann),
A., i, 28; (Pellizzari and
Cantoni), a., i, 174.

and its dibenzylidene derivative and
their additive salts (Pellizzari
and Cantoni), A., i, 576.

cyano-. See Dicyanodiamide.
dihydroxy-, hydrobromide of (Wie-

land), a., i, 420.

dOaanidopropionic acid. See i9-Ala-

creatine.

Guanine, behaviour of, in the rabbit
(SciiiriENHELM and Bendix), A., ii,

188.

Guanineacetic acid. See Glycocyaraine.
Gainafluayils, a- and B-, and a- and $•

Goinaflaaviloresinols (Tucuirch and
Mullek), a., i, 452.

Goinalbans, a-, $-, and y-, Gninalbanan,
Goinagutta, ^S-andy-Gainalbaresinols
(TscHiRCH and Mullek), A., i,

452.

Gnm, chicle (Tschibch and Scheee-
scHEWSKi), A., i, 685.

Guns, nitrogen in (Stev'ENs), A., i,

574.

Gnn-cotton, apparatus for carrying out
the ' stability test " for (Hodgkinsox
and Coote), A., ii, 488.

Gunpowder, English, composition of an
ancient (Desvergnes), A., ii, 317.

Gntta-percha from German New Guinea
(Tschirch and Mvller}, A., i,

452.

from Sumatra (Tschibch and Mul-
ler), a., i, 453.

Surinam. See Balata.

detection and estimation of bitumen
in (Pontio), a., ii, 362.

Gutta-percha- lilce substance from the

resin of the Karite tree (Frank and
Marckwald), a., i, 293.

Gynocardase (Power and Lees), T.,

351 ; P., 89 ;
(Pow-ER and Barrow-

cliff), T., 897 ; P., 177.

Gynocardia odorata, constituents of the

seeds of (Power and Lees), T.,

349 ; P., 88 ; (Power and Barrow-
cliff), T., 896 ; P., 176.

amount of hydrogen cyanide in the
seeds of (Greshoff), A., ii, 276.

Gynocardin and its hepta-acetyl deriva-

tive (Power and Lees), T., 349 ; P.,

88; (Power and Barrowcliff), T.,

897 ; P., 177.

Gynocardinic acid and its barium salt

(Power and Lees), T., 351 ; P., 89.

Gypsum, hydration of Portland cement
and, in relation to the solubility of

calcium sulphate (Rohland), A., ii,

319.

solubility of, as affected by size of

particles and by different crystallo-

graphic surfaces (Uclett), A., ii,

247.
See also Calcium sulphate.

Gyrolite from California (Schalucr), A.,

ii, 724.

H.

KMaue, effect of {K>isous on the rate of

decomposition of hydrogen i^wroxido

by (Senter), A., i, 107 ; ii, 380.

Hematic acids (KIister), A., i, 622.

H«matin (Ki sikr\ A., i, 622.

reduced acid (Mh.uoy), A., i, 400.

Hsematogen (HinuuNENq and Morel),
A., i, 566.
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'Hsematoporphyrin, spectroscopic charac-

ters of (ScHULz), A., i, 252.

oxidation of (Kuster), A., i, 623.

Hsematozylin and braziiin (Herzig and
Pollak), a., i, 605.

condensation product from form-
aldehyde and (Lepetit), A., i,

148.

Hsemochromogeu, combination of, with
carbon monoxide (v. Hufneii and
Kuster), A., i, 252.

Heemocyanin and its hydrolysis (Henze),
A., i, 164.

Hsemoglobm, constitution of (Tarugi),
A., i, 177.

action of chloroform on (Edie), A., i,

397.

See also Methaemoglobin and Oxy-
hsemoglolnn.

Haemoglobin solutions, osmotic pressure

of{REiD), A., i, 846.

Haemolysis, physico-chemical researches
on (Henri), A., ii, 265 ;

(Cernovo-
DEANU), A., ii, 465.

influence of the concentration of

blood corpuscles and the form of the
reagent vessel on, by chemical re-

agents (Vandevelde), a., ii, 836.

composition of the stroma of blood-
discs and (Pascucci), A., ii,

729.

Haemolytic action of photodynamic
substances (Sacharow and Sachs),
A., ii, 465.

Haemolytic sera, chemical combination
and toxic action as exemplified in

(MuiR and Browning), A., li, 107.

Haemopyrrole, attempted synthesis of

(TscHUGAEFF and Schloesinger), a.,

i, 231
;
(BuRACZEWSKi and Makch-

LEWSKi), A., i, 399.

Hsemopyrroledisazobenzene hydrochlor-
ide (Goldmann and Marchlewski),
A., i, 399

;
(Goldmann, Heiter, and

Marchlewski), A., i, 725.

Hagemann's ester, constitution of

(Rare and Rahm), A., i, 348.

Haidingerites, barium- and strontium-,
artificial production of (dk Schulten),
A., ii, 174.

Hailstones, radioactivity of(Jaufmann),
A., ii, 663.

Halogen compounds, licats of combustion
and formation of (Tho.msen), A.,
ii, 438, 572.

action of jrersulphatcs on (DnTiilCH
and Bollenbach), A., ii, 239.

organic, action of metallic cyanides on
(SiiMiWicK), P., 120.

Halogen hydrides as conducting solvents

(Steele ; Steele, McIntosh, and
Archibald), A., ii, 222.

Halogens, removal of, from the benzene
nucleus by the action of sodium and
ethyl alcohol (Stepanoff), A., i,

335.

estimation of, in mercury compounds
(Fischer), A., ii, 350.

estimation of, in organic substances

(Sadtler), a., ii, 760.

Halpheu's reaction (Fischer and
Peyau), a., ii, 213.

Harmaline and Harmine (Fischer and
Buck), A., i, 229.

ftpoHarmine and amino- and nitro-, and
its carbozylic acid and their additive

salts (Fischer and Buck), A., i, 229.

Harmine-A^-snlphonic acid (Fischer
and Buck), A., i, 229.

Hay, weathered (Sutherst), A., ii,

649.

Heart, eff"ect of injections of potassium
salts on the (Hald), A., ii, 836.

lecithin in the (Rubow), A., ii, 336.

action of chloroform on the (Schafer
and Scharlieb), A., ii, 105.

mammalian, poisons applied to the

outer surface of the (Baldoni), A.,

ii, 338.

See also Circulation.

Heat. See under Thermochemistry.
Helium, absence of, from camotite

(Adams), A., ii, 329.

state in which, exists in pitchblende
(Moss), A., ii, 520.

recognition of, from radium bromide
(Giesel), a., ii, 496.

in the waters of thermal springs

(Moureu), a., ii, 5.

use of, as thermometric substance, and
its diffusion through quartz

(Jaquerod and Perrot), A., ii,

10.

determination of the amount of, in

atmospheric air (Tschermak), A.,

ii, 817.

Hemimellitic acid (benze7ie-l:2:<i-(ricarb-

oxylic acid), esterification of (Meyer),
A., i, 137.

Hemisparteilene (Moukeu and Yaleur),
A., i, 716.

Hens' eggs. See Eggs.

Heptadecoic acid, natural (Holds,
Ubbki.uiiue, and Marcusson), A.,

i, 318.

Heptamethylenediamine, synthesis of,

and its benzcnesuljihonii; derivatives

(v. Brau.v and Miiller), A., i, 636.

Heptanaphthene. See Methylcyc/o-

liexani'.

Heptane. See )88-Dimethylpentane.

Heptane, amino-. See Heptylamino,
(^i'amino-. See Heptamethylenedi-

amine.
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Heptane, aTj-rfjchloro- (v. Bkaun and
MuLLER), A., i, 635.

Heptanedicarboxylic acids. See Azel-

aic acid, Butylglutaric acids, oy-Di-

ethylglutaric acid, o-Methyl-/3-i.so-

propylglutaric acid, and a-isoPropyl-

adipic acid.

Heptane-aay-tricarboxylic acid (Blaise
and Luttrixger), A., i, 628.

Heptenoic acids. See Ethylallylacetic

acid, 5-Methylhexenoic acids, and
a3"y-Trimethylcrotonic acid.

Heptenyl alcohol. See Dimethyl-
butenylcarbinol.

Heptinene. See Allyliwpropenylmeth-
ane.

Heptoic acid and its deriratives, physical

properties of (Lumsdes), T., 93
;

P., 14.

See also a-Ethylvaleric acid, a-Methyl-
hexoic acid, and oaS-Trimethyl-
butyric acid.

»!-Heptonitrile (Henry), A., i, .561.

a-Heptylacrylic acid and its ethj'l ester

and potassiam salt (Blaise and
Luttringer), a., i, 628.

Heptylamine, t;-chIoro-, and its

benzoyl derivative and additive salts

(v. Braun and Miller), A., i, 635.

Heptylene glycols. See Dimethyl-
pentane-^S-diols.

a-Heptylhydracrylic acid and its potass-

ium salt, ethyl ester, and phenyl-
urethane (Blaise and Luttringer),
A., i, 506.

Herb Bennett root, source and com-
IK)sition of the essential of (Bourque-
LOT and Herissey), A., ii, 345.

Heterocyclic compounds, formation of,

from hydrazine derivatives (Stollk
and MiJNCii), A., i, 94 ; (SxoLLii and
Kind), A., i, 96 ; (Stollk, Munch,
and Kind), A., i, 97; (SroLLi-i), A.,
i, 249. •

Hexadiene. Sec Diallyl.

Hexahydroanthrone and its scmicarb-
azone and dibromo-derivative (GoD-
chot), a., i, 201.

Hexahydrobenzoic acid. See eyelo-

Hexanecarboxylic acid.

Hexahydrobensyl chloride. See Methyl-

^ ryc/oht'Xane, oi-chloro-.

IHexahydro-/3-collidine and its additive
salts, oxalate, and liydrogen tartrate,

and </tbronio-, hydrobromide of
(Koenios and Bernhart), A., i, 824.

Hexahydrocymene. See 77-Menthane.
Hexahydrometanicotine (MAAits), A.,

i, :>r.i.

Hexahydrophenanthrene and its picrate
and bromo-derivatives (Breteau), A.,
i, 338.

Hexahydro/^ophthalic acid, 2- and 4-

mono- and 2:3- and 3:4-rf!'-bromo-

(Perkin and Pickles), T., 304; P.,

76.

^ra7Ls-Hexahydroi:5ophthalic acid, 1-

viono- and liS-di-bromo- and 1-hydr-
oxy- (Goodwin and Perkin), T.,

850 ; P., 187.

Hexahydroi5ophthalic acids, cis- and
trans-, preparation and separation

of (Goodwin and Perkin), T.,

841 ; P., 187.

4:5-«?ibromo- (Perkin and Pickles),

T., 311 ; P., 76.

Hexahydrotetrazine, p-diixaiuo- (guan-
azine), and its additive salts (Pelliz-
zari and Cantoni), A., i, 577.

Hexahydrotbymol. See Thymomenthol.
Hexahydro-(?-toluic acid and a-bromo-,

ethyl esters (Kay and Perkin), T.,

1071.

Hexahydro-m-tolnic acid and its bromin-
ation and ethyl ester, and a-hydroxy-
derivative (Perkin and Tatfersall),
T., 1084.

Hexahydro-;>-tolaic acid, 2-mono- and
l:2-rfi-bromo- (Perkin and Pickles),
T.. 646.

Hexamethoxy-benzil mono-oximes and
-hydrobenzoin and its diacetyl deriv-

ative (Hkfftek and Capellmann),
A., i, 877.

Hexamethoxydiphenyls, 2:3:4:2' :3':4'-

and 3:4:5:3':4':5'- (Grabbe and
Suter), a., i, 703.

Hexamethylacridine diniagnesium alkyl

iodides (Seniek, Austin, and
Clarke), T., 1473 ; P., 228.

HexamethylO-taminotriphenylbeniyl-
methane and its hydiiodide (Freund
an<l Beck), A., i, 159.

Hexamethylene-. See cyc^Hexane-.
Hexamethylene glycol and its derir-

atives (Hamonkt), .v., i, 403.

Hexamethylenediamine, synthesis of,

and its additive salts (NsuBKRoand
Neimann), a., i, 686.

synthesis of, and its benzoyl and
benzencsulphonic derivatives (v.

BiiAiN and MLller), A., i, 636.

Hexamethyleneimine, synthesis of, and
iUs additive Halts, derivatives, and
polymeride (v. Braun and Stein -

DouFK\ A., i, 826.

Hexamethylenetetramine. See Uro-
tropine.

Hexane, amino-. See Hcxylamine.
oC-'/iamino-. See Hexamethylene-

diamine.

af-rf/chloro- (v. Braux and MOller),
A., i, 635.

nitro- (Henry), A., i, 561.
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Hezane, rfinitro-. See MethyKcri. -butyl-

<£initi'omethane.

isoHexanes in Roumanian petroleum
(PoNi and CosTACHEscu), A., i, 109.

cj/c^oHexane derivatives (I3runel), A.,

i, 123, 268, 274, 340, 869
;
(Freund-

LER and Damond), A., i, 890.

cydoSexAue, o-bromoiodo- (Brunel),
A., i, 869.

cycZoHexanecarboxylic acid (Lumsden),
T., 87; P., 14.

and its derivatives, physical pro-

perties of (LuMSDEN), T., 91 ; P., 14.

and its ethyl ester and 1-bromo-
derivative, preparation of (Matsu-
BARA and Perkin), T., 663.

Hexanedicarboxylic acids. See Di-

methyladipic acids, Ethylpiopyl-
malonic acid, Methylbutylmalonic
acid, a-Methyl-j8-propylsuccinic acid,

and isoPropylglutaric acids.

cj/ctoHexanesulphonic acid and its salts,

ethyl ester, anilide, and chloride

(Borsche and Lange), A., i, 765.

cyc^Hexane-l;l:3:3-tetracarboxylicacid,
preparation of (Goodwin and Perkin),
T., 846.

C7/cZoHexanoI, preparation of (Holle-
MAN, VAN der Laan, and Slijper),

A., i, 443.

ethers and esters of (Brunel), A., i,

274.

2-iodo-, esters of (Brunel), A., i,

123, 340, 869.

cycZoHexanone, preparation of (Holle-
MAN, VAN DER Laan, and Slijper),

A., i, 443.

S-cycfoHexanonecarboxylic acid and its

oxime (Goodwin and Perkin), T.,

852; P., 187.

4-c/yc/oHexanonecarboxylic acid and its

salts and semicarbazone (Lumsden),
T.. 87 ; P., 14.

Hexaphenylethane, Ullmann and Bor-

sum's (Tschitschibabin), A., i, 125 ;

(Jacobson), a., i, 186.

ci/c/oHexene {tetralu/drohemene), prepara-

tion of (Holleman, van der
Laan, and Slijper), A., i, 444.

preparation of, from cyclohexanol

(Brunei,), A., i, 268.

new additive products of (Brunel),
A., i, 123, 340.

A--c//c/oHexeiiol (I^runrl), A., i, 869.

c^c^Hexenonecarboxylio acids, esters,

constitution of (i\lEi!LiN(;, Welde,
and Hkita), A., i, 349.

Hexenoylalanine (Fischer and War-
HUR(}), A., i, 691.

n-Hexoio acid, derivatives of (Hbnky),
A., i, 561.

a-amino-. See Leucine.

zsoHexolc acid, ethyl ester, a-carbamide
of (Bouveault and Locquin), A.,

i, 33.

isoHexoic acid, o-hydroxy-, ethyl ester

(Bouveault and Locquin), A.,

i, 32.

Hexoic acids. See also oo-Dimethyl-
butyric acid, o-Ethylbutyric acid, and
/3-Methylvaleric acid.

Hexone bases of liver tissue (Wake-
man), A., ii, 467, 841.

?i-Hexonitrile (Henry), A., i, 561.

e-amino-, iV-benzoyl derivative of

(v. Braun and Steindorff), A.,

i, 206.

Hexonoin, derivatives of (Bouveault
and Locquin), A., i, 572.

tsoHexoyl chloride, o-bromo- (Fischer
and Koexigs), A., i, 31.

isoHexoyldiglycylglycine, o-bromo-, and
its ethyl ester (Fischer and Reuter),
A., i, 264.

Hexyl acetate, pcntobromo- (Perkin and
Simoxsen),T., 857; P., 189.

?i-Hexyl chloride, mercaptan, and nitrite

(Henry), A., i, 561.

Hexyl iodide from mannitol, constitution

of (Rasetti), a., i, 558.

cydoRsnyl hydrosulphide (Borsche and
Lange), A., i, 766.

cT/c^oHexyl-acetic acid and o-cyano-,

and -malonic acid and their ethyl

esters (Freundler and Damond), A.,

i, 890.

Hexylamine, C-bromo- and its additive

salts, and C-chloro- (v. Braun and
Steindorff), A., i, 827.

^-chloro-, and its additive salts (v.

Braun and Miller), A., i, 635.

See also 5-Methylpentaue, a-amino-.

/3- (soHexylamine, hydroxy-, and its

oxidation, and condensation with

aldehydes (Kohn), A., i, 929.

Hexylene rfibromide (b.p.17 91°), action

of water on (Klarfeld), A., i, 166.

Hexylenedicarboxylic acids. SeeMethyl-
ethylglutaconic acid and afiy-Tn-

methylglutaconic acid.

d-Hexylglutaric acid, o7-dicyano-

(Knoevena(;el), A., i, 169..

Hexylidenediacetamide (Reich), A., i,

35.

Hipparic acid, synthesis of, in the

organism ( Wikchow.ski), A., ii, 846.

condensation of, with aldeliydes

(Erlenmf,yer and Mattei:
;

Erlenmever and Stadlin), A., i,

238
;
(Erlknmevkr and Whten-

bero), a., i, 240.

condensation of, with pyruvic acid

(Erlenmeyer and Arbenz), A., i,

240.
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Hipparic acid, ethyl ester (Eklen-
MEYER and Sioop), A., i, 120.

Hippuryl chloride (Fischer and
Reuter), a., i, 264.

action of, on polvhvdric phenols
(Fischer), A., i, S'92"

Hippurylazo-4-liydroxy-benzene, -3-

methylbenzene, -2-methyl-5- i'sopropyl-

benzene, and -naphthalene (Borsche
and Ockinga), A., i, 719.

2-Hipparylazo-l-hydTozynaphthaIeiie
(Borsche and Ockixga), A., i, 719.

Hirudin (Boddxg), A., ii, 3.39.

Histidine, constitution of (Kxoop and
WiXDAUs), A., i, 834.

cadmium chloride (Schexck), A,,

i, 28.

picrolonate (Steudel), A., i, 462.

Histidine anhydride (Fischer and
SuzrKi), A., i, 121.

Histological methods (Mosse), A., ii,

182.

Ho&nann's reaction (Mohr), A., i,

890.

Homoanthranilonitrile. See p-Toluo-
uitrile, 3-aniino-.

Homohydroxysalicylic acid, oxidation
of (Dlt.kgger), a., i, 702.

Homologous compounds, boiling points

of (YoiNG), A., ii, 231.

series, regularities in (Biach), A.,
ii, 75.

rotatory power in (MiXGUlx), A.,

ii, 130.

Honduresen, Honduresinol, and Hondu-
resinotannol and its acetyl derivative

(Haktwich and Helustrom), A., i,

454.

Hopeite, artificial production of (de
Schulten), a., ii, 174.

Hops, analysis of, as an aid in

estimating the manurial requirements
(.Schneider), A., ii, 755.

Hornblende from Bohemia (BABvili),
A., ii, 176.

Horse, influence of movements of the
body on the digestion and absorption
of food-stuffs in the (Scheunert),
A., ii, 733.

Hamic acid and bromo- and nitro-

(.MALKoME-sirs and Albert), A., i,

119.

Humic acids of grey sand and brown
sandstone (Mayer), A., ii, 55.

Humic substances, insoluble alkalini'

compounds formed by
(
Berth E-

I.OT), A., ii, 759.

agricultural value of (DUMONT), A.,

ii, 196.

Hunger, protcid decomposition and
acido-sis in extreme (Bruosch), A.,
ii, 404.

Hureaulite, artificial production of (de
Schultex), a., ii, 175.

Hydantoamide (Eppixger), A., ii,

336.

Hydantoins, thio-. See Thiohydantoins.

Hydnocarpic acid and its esters, silver

salt, and amide (Power and Barrow-
cliff), T., 888; P., 176.

Hydnoairpiis anthelminfhunis and II.

Wightiana, constituents of the seeds

of (Power and Barrowcuff), T.,

884; P., 175.

Hydracrylaldehyde, semicarbazone of
(Xef), a., i, 4.

Hydrate isomerism, new case of (Werxer
andGRUX), A., ii, 93.

Hydrates in solution (Lewis), A., ii,

509.

theory of the existence of, influence

of temperature on the amount
of water of crystallisation as

evidence supporting the (JoXES
and BASSErr), A., ii, 509.

approximate composition of the, formed
by certain electrolytes in aqueous
solutions at different concentrations

(JoNTS and Bassrtt), A., ii, 445,

687.

Hydration and colour (Donnax), A., ii,

S06.

Hydratropaldehyde and its semi-

carbazone and imino-derivative

(Claisex), a., i, 287.

formation of, from phenylmethyl-
ethylene o.xide, and its benz-

hydrazone and ?«-nitrobcnzhydr-

azone (Klages ; Tiffeneau), A.,

i, 523.

Hydrazides, estimation of certain

(Maselli), a., ii, 560.

of aromatic substituted carbamic acids

from semicarbiizide, preparation of

(Bor-sche), a., i, 305.

Hydrazine, new sjTithesis of (Schksta-
kukf), a., i, 332.

action of cyanogen bromide on
(Pellizzari and Cantoni), A., i,

576.

derivatives, formation of heterocyclic

compounds from (Stolli^ and
Mi;xcH), A., i, 94 ;

(Stoll^, and
Kind), A., i, 98 ;

(Stoll6, MtJNCH,
and Kixd), A., i, 97 ; (SroLLft),

A., i, 249.

platinocyanide (Levy and Sisson), P.,

305.

Hydrazine group, replacement of the

livdroxvl group by the (Franzen),
\.. i, 2'} 4.

Hydrasine salts, action of magnesium
alkyl haloids on (Uoubex), A., i,

873.
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Hydrazines, two new methods of pre-

paring (Fbaxzen), a., i, 244.

Hydrazinecarboxylic acid and its

hydrazine salt (Stolli^ and Hof-
mann), a., i, 28.

Hydrazine-mono- and -di-sulphonic acids
(Stoll^ and Hofmann), A., i, 28.

Hydrazodicarbonamide (Wieland), A.,

i, 421.

Hydrazones, isodynamic, solubility as a

measure of the change undergone by
(Robertson), T., 1298; P., 181.

mutual replacement of sugar residues

in (VoTOuEK and Vondkauek),
A., i, 377.

reduction of (Franzex), A., i, 427, 830.

Hydrides of metalloids of the first

three families, properties of (de
Forcrand), a., ii, 696.

See also under the separate Metals and
Metalloids.

Hydriodic acid. See under Iodine.

Hydrizino-halides from oxalic acid

(BowACK and Lapworth), T., 1854
;

P., 257.

Hydrohenzoin, tetra-acetyl derivatives

(ZiNCKE and Munch), A., i, 56.

di-p-hydroxy-, dimethyl ether of, its

diacetyl derivative (Zincke and
Munch), A., i, 55.

t5oHydrobenzoin, di-p-hydroxy-, and
its diacetyl derivative (Zincke and
MiJNCH), A., i, 55.

Hydrocarbon, CgHjo, from the glycol

CbHhOo (MuNK), A., i, 559.

C-jHy,, from cyclobutyldimethylcarb-

inol (Kijner), A., i, 772.

CsH]4, from methylheptenylamine
(Wallach), a., i, 818.

C(,Hjg, and C9H18, from cyclobutyl-

diethylcarbinol (Kijner and Amo.s-

off), a., i, 772.

CjflHig, from the action of dilute

sulphuric acid on propionepinacone
(Kohn), a., i, 167.

CiiHjo, from phenylacetylenyldi-

methylcarbinol (Skossarewsky),
A., i, 774.

CjaHjj, from phenylacetylenylmethyl-
ethylcarbinol (Bouk), A., i, 774.

C13H14, from phenylacetylenylmethyl-
isopropylcarbinoi (Bork), A., i, 774.

Ci4H,«, from phenyliicetylenylmcthyl-

<c7-<.-butylcarbiiiol (Newerow-
itsch). A., i, 775.

• CJ5H14, from the substance, CigHjoOg
(Dureogeb), a., i, 702.

CisHjfl, from the alcohol, CijHisO
(Bertrond), a., i, 775.

Hydrocarbon aabstances of organic

origin, changes effected by time on

(Berthelot), a., i, 169, 501.

Hydrocarbons from various petroleums
(Mabery ; Mabery and Palm

;

Mabery and Sieplein), A., i, 313.

in Louisiana petroleum (Coates and
Best), A., i, 833.

new formation of (Houben), A., i, 873.

formation of, by means of the xanth-
ogen reaction (Tschugaeff), A., i,

71.

formation of, by the hydrogenation of

aromatic nitriles (Sabatier and
Senderens), a., i, 268.

formation of, from thiopinacones (Man-
chot and Krische), A., i, 142.

heats of combustion and formation of

(Lagerlof), a., ii, 6, 76 ; (Thom-
sen), a., ii, 231, 435, 572.

hydrogenation of, by means of finely

divided metals (Sabatier and
Senderens), A., i, 333.

aromatic, new method of synthesisiug

(Darzens), a., i, 66.

distribution of soluble substances

between water and (Herz and
Fischer), A., ii, 304.

oxidation of, by means of cerium
peroxide (Farbwerke vorm.
Meister, Lucius, & Bruning),
A., i, 697.

condensation of, with chloral under
the influence of aluminium chlor-

ide (Dinesmann), a., i, 645.

benzenoid, electrolytic oxidation of

(Law and Perkin), A., i, 40.

fatty, preparation of (Lebeau), A., i,

401.

saturated, nitrating action of nitric

acid on (Konowaloff), A., i, 762 ;

(Gurewitsch ; Konowaloff and
Jatzewitsch), a., i, 763 ;

(Konow-
aloff and Dobrowolsky), A. ,i, 764.

unsaturated, addition of reercaptans

to (Posner and Tscharno), A., i,

279.

Hydrocarbons, dihromo-, action of ethyl

sodioacetoacetate on (Solonina), A.

,

i, 112.

See also Terpenes.

Hydrochloric acid. See under Chlorine.

Hydrocinnamic acid. See ^-Phenyl-
propionic acid.

Hydrocotamine and its relation to tar-

coninc mcthiodide and cotarnine iodide

(Bruns), a., i, 370.

Hydrocotarnineaoetic acid and its methyl
ester (An LEK.s), A., i, 785.

Hydrocuminylamine and its carbamide

(Wallach), A., i, 710.

Hydrocyanic acid. See under Cyanogen

.

Hydroferrocyanio acid, compounds of,

with sulpliuric acid (CHRtiTiEN), A.,

i, 578.
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Hydrofluoric acid. See under Fluorine.

Hydrofluosilicic acid. See under Fluor-

ine.

Hydrogen, maximum value of the abso-

lute weight of the atom of (Spring),

A., ii, 565.

atomic weight of (Ledcc), A., ii, 310.

atomic weight of, deduced from its

density (Guye), A., ii, 442.

valency of (de Fokcrand), A., ii, 310.

apparatus for preparing (Arzberger),
A., ii, 21 ; (Ubel), A., ii, 239.

liberation of, during the action of

sodium on mercury (Kahlexberg
and Schmidt), A., ii, 387.

polarisation observed during the cath-

odic liberation of (Tafel), A., ii,

223.

refractive index of, in the infra-red

(Koch), A., ii, 661.

rendering active of, by colloidal pal-

ladium (Paal and Amberger), A.,

ii, 397, 533.

latent heat of vaporisation of(Dewar),
A. , ii, 801

.

nascent, diffusion of, through iron

(WlXKELMAXN), A., ii, 682.

diffusion of, through palladium
(RiCHARDsox), A., ii, 233.

infiaence of temperature and pressure
on the absorption and diffusion of,

in palladium (Winkelmann), A., ii,

397.

absorption of, by rhodium (Quennes-
SEX), A., ii, 42.

combustion of, in air or oxygen and
the reversal of the flame ; lecture

experiment (Lang), A., ii, 810.
action of radium rays on mixtures of

chlorine and (Jorissex and Ringer),
A., ii, 219.

cause of the periotl of induction in the
union of chlorine and (Chapman
and BURGE.S.S), A., ii, 236, 697.

union of, witli oxygen at low pressure
through the passage of electricity

(KiRKBV), A., ii, 236.
union of, with oxygen at low pros-sures

caused by the heating of platinum
(KiRKBV), A., ii, 695.

reducing action of (Chapman and
Law), a., ii, 695.

carbon, and nitrogen, estimation of,

in cyanides (Muli.er), A., ii, 767.
and carbon, estimation of, in organic
compounds (Pkkgl), A., ii, 420.

Hydrogen antimonide. See Antimony
hydride,

arsenide. See Arsenic /riTiydride.

chloride. See under Chlorine,
cyanide. See under Cyanogen,
fluoride. See under Fluorine.

Hydrogen iodide. See under Iodine.

nitride. See Azoimide.
Hydrogen ^roxide, preparation and

therapeutic application of (Jau-
bert), a., ii, 585.

supposed radioactivity of (Padoa), A.,

ii, 624.

radiation from (Precht and Otsuki),
A., ii, 296, 495.

catalytic decomposition of (Bredig
and Wilke), A., ii, 151 ; (Loevex-
hart), a,, ii, 335.

r6le of diffusion in the catalysis of, by
colloidal metals (Sand), A., ii, 233 ;

(Sexter), a., iij 379.

hydrolysis of, by catalase (Bach), A.,
i, 623.

decomposition of, by. Boletus catalase

(V. EuLER), A., ii, 343.

effect of " poisons " on the rate of

decomposition of, by hremase (Skn-
TER), A., i, 107 ; ii, 380.

effect of hypnotics and anti-pyretics

on the rate of catalysis of, by kidney
extract (Neilson and Terry), A.,

ii, 738.

action of, on carbohydrates in presence
of ferrous sulphate (MoRRELL and
Bellar-s), T., 280 ; P., 79.

action of, on milk (Gordan), A., i,

108.

action of, on tellurium (Gutbier and
Resexscheck), a., ii, 24.

detection of, in milk (Utz), A., ii,

415.

estimation of, colorimetrically

(PLANfes), A., ii, 199.

estimation of, in presence of potassium
pei-sulphate (Friend), T., 1367

;

P., 185.

Hydrogen phosphide. Sec Phosphorus
hydride.

Hydrogen snlpUde, formation of, by
yeast (Will and Schollhorx),
A., ii, 547; (Schajidkb), A., ii,

647.

apparatus, new (Friswrll), A., ii,

20; (Arzberger), A., ii, 21;
(Schrimpff), a., ii, 383 ; (Eckart),
A., ii, 515; (Hiltz), A., ii, 651.

heats of combustion and formation of

(Thomsen), a., ii, 574.

liquid, as a solvent (Antony and
Maori), A., ii, 446.

interaction of, with arsenic pentoxide

in presence of hydrochloric acitl

(Usher and Travers), T., 1370;
P., 223.

action of, on selenions acid (Gutbier
and Lohmann), A., ii, 84, 241.

action of, on sulphur dioxide (Lako
and Carson), P., 168.
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Hydrogenation, use of finely divided

metals in (Sabatier and Send-
ERENs), A., i, 333.

Hydrohaemin (Zaleski), A., i, 106.

Hydrolyais. See under Affinity.

of sucrose. See Sucrose.

Hydronitric acid. See Azoimide.

Hydroxy-acid, C^HijOa, from the aldol,

C7H14O2 (Ehrenfreund), a., i,

861,

CjoHigOj, from the aldol, C10H13O2
(MoRAWETz), A., i, 262.

Hydroxy-acids, action of inorganic

compounds on the rotation of

(Grossmann), a., i, 861.

molecular transpositions and migration
of the carboxyl group in the dehydra-
tion of certain (Blaise and CouR-
tot), a., i, 853.

alkine esters of(CHiNiNFABRiK Braun-
schweig; Buchler & Co.), A., i,

367.

esters, reduction of (Bouveaxjlt and
Blaxc), a., i, 13.

7-Hydroxy-acids, transformation of,

with and without the addition of

other acids, conceived as an ionic

reaction (Visser), A., ii, 511 ;
(de

Bruyn), a., ii, 805.

mechanism of the reaction by which,

are converted into lactones (de
Bruyn), A., ii, 805.

j8-Hydroxyaldehydes, action of organo-

magnesium compounds on (Franke
and Kohn), A., i, 111.

See also Aldols.

a-Hydroxycarboxylic acids, action of

heat on (Le Sueur), T., 1888 ; P.,

285.

Hydroxy-compounds, colour reaction for

(GuiRiN), A., ii, 209.

aromatic, action of sulphites on (Buch-
erer), a., i, 48

;
(Bucherer and

Stohmann), a., i, 585.

See also under the parent Substance.

Hydroxylamine, reaction of, with cyano-

gen bromide (Wieland), A., i,

420.

compounds of, with metallic haloids

(Antonoff), a., ii, 709.

salts, action of potas.sium permanganate
on (Simon), A., ii, 242.

hydrochloride, equilibrium between
acetone and (Landrieu), A., ii,

445.

platinocyanide (Levy and SissoN),

P., 305.

estimation of, volnmetrically (Stah-
LEu), A., ii, 116

;
(Simon), A., ii,

352.

Hydroxylamino-derivatives. See under

the parent Substaneo.

Hydroxyl group, replacement of, by
bromine (Perkin and Simonsen),
T., 855 ; P., 188.

replacement of, by the hydrazine
group (Franzen), A., i, 244.

Hyoscines, physiological action of (Cusn-
NY and Peebles), A., ii, 545.

Hyoscyanine from Datura and Atropa
Belladonna (Schmidt ; Kircher),
A., i, 717.

Hypochlorous acid. See under Chlorine.

Aa-Hypogseic acid and its salts, amide,

and dibromide (Ponzio), A., i, 406.

Hypoiodous acid. See under Iodine.

Hyposulphurous acid. See under
Sulphur.

Ice, specific heat of, at low temperatures
(Dewaii), a., ii, 801.

fZ-Iditol. See Sorbieritol.

Idocrase from California (Clarke and
Steiger), a., ii, 725.

Imide chlorides, action of potassium

thiocyanate on (AVheeler and Bris-

tol), A., i, 483.'

Imides, electrolysis of (Pannain), A., i,

755.

organic, complex compounds of

(Tschugaeff), a., i, 865.

Iminazoles. See Glyoxalines.

Imines, condensation of, with aldehydes

and ketones (Mayer), A., i, 214.

condensation of, with ketones and
nitromethane (Mayer), A., i, 357.

Imino-ethers, reduction of (Henle), A.,

i, 490.

Iminopyrine (Miciiaelis), A., i, 476.

Iminosulphonamide and its salts

(Hantzsch and Stuer), A., ii, 312.

Iminothiodiazoline derivatives (Wheel-
er and Statiroj'OULOs), A., i, 720.

e/irfolminotriazoles (Busch), A., 1

307.

Inanition studies (Slowtzoff), A., ii

45.

Incandescent mantles. See Mantles.

Indaconine, identity of, with i^-aconine,

and its salts and the action of heat on
(Dun.stan and Andrews), T., 1628 ;

P., 234.

Indaconitine, extraction of, from
Aeon Hum cluismanthum, and its com-
position, properties, and salts (Dun-
STAN and Andrews), T., 1620; P.,

233.

ladanedione, derivatives of (Ekrera
and Ca.sardi), A., i, 446.

Indanthrene, chloro- (Badiscue Amlin-
k Soda-Faurik), a., i, 158.
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Indazole, 5:7-dimtTO-, and its salts and
acetyl derivative (ZiNCKE and
Malkomesius), a., 1, 487.

5:7-c?mitro-6-aniino- and 5:7-rfinitro-

6-hydroxy-, and their salts and di-

acetyl derivatives (Zixcke and
Kuchexbecker), a., i, 488.

Indazoles (Zincke), A., i, 486.

Indazole-6-8ulphonic acid, 5:7-dimtTo-,

and its salts (Zixcke and Kuchen-
becker), a., i, 488.

Indbenzaconine and its properties and
salts (DuxsTAX and Axdkews), T.,

1625 ; P., 234.

Indene, additive compounds of, with s-

trinitrobenzene and picryl chloride

(Brum and Tornaxi), A., i, 269.

Indiarabber. See Caoutchouc.

Indican, estimation of, in urine by
Meisling's colorimeter (Oerum), A.,

ii, 872.

Indicator, potassium bromide as, when
using Feh ling's solution (Berti), A.,

ii, 57.

Indicators, theory of, and its bearing on
the analysis of physiological solutions

by means of volumetric methods
(Clowes), A., ii, 56.

Indigo, the chemistrv of (Bloxam), T.,

974.

Indigotin from methyl dianilinomaleate

iSalmoxy and Simoxis), A., i, 633.

oxidation of, by potassium perman-
ganate, and its bromo-derivatives
(Choi.ix), a., i, 350.

Indium fluoride (Chabri£ and Bou-
cuoxxet), a., ii, 165.

Indole, action of sulphuryl chloride on
(Mazzara and Boroo), A., i, 925.

in the organism (Grosser), A., ii,

470.

chloro-, action of bromine on (Maz-
zara and BoRGO), A., i, 925.

Indole!, formation of, from pyrrole

(Plancuek and Caravaggi), A.,

i, 298.

Indole colouring matters (Freund and
Lebach), A., i, 663.

Indole -S-methylacetic acid (Eluxokr),
A., i, 828.

Indole-3-propionio acid, synthesis of
(Ei.LiNUKii), A., i, 827.

Indoline and its additive salts and 1-

benzoyl and l-iiitroso-derivatives

(Plaxcher and Ravexxa), A., i,

611.

Indoline bases, new (Plakooer), A., i,

718 : (Plancher and Cabrasco), A.,
i, 719.

Indolinones, transformation of, into

aikyk'neindolines (Brunneb), A., i,

468.

Indone«/c/omethylacetoethylene (Ruhe-
MAXX and Mekuimax), T., 1392 ; P.,

225.

Indophenol, blue, and its leuco-compound
from jj-phenylenediamine and o-

acetylaminophenol (Kalle & Co.),

A., i, 157.

derivatives from ja-chlorophenol

(Farbwerke vorm. Meister,
Lucius, & Bruxixg), A., i, 530.

Indophenols, preparation of (Aktien-
GeSELLSCHAFT FtJR AXILIN-
Fabrikatiox), a., i, 468.

contiiining the sulphamino-group
(Aktiex-Gesellschaft Ft'K

Axilin-Fabrikatiox), a., i, 934.

Indoxyl, urinary (Grimbert), A., ii, 48.

Indoxylic acid, derivatives of(Chemische
Fabkik vox Heydex), a., i, 647.

Induction, period of, cause of the, in the

union of hydrogen and chlorine

(Chapmax and Burgess), A., ii, 236,

697.

Infants, influence of carbohydrate diet

on the composition of (Steixitz and
Weigert), a., ii, 180.

natural nourishment of (RuBXER and
Heubxer), a., ii, 403.

starch digestion in (Corlette), A., ii,

466.

Inorganic colloids. See Colloids.

salts, surface tension of solutions of

(Forch), a., ii, 681.

pyridine a.s a solvent and ionising

medium for metallic (Schroeder),
A., ii, 306.

Insects, melliferous, physiological signi-

ficance of the urate cells in (Semichox),
A., ii, 600.

Internal friction. See Viscosity.

Intestinal contents, normal, toxicity of

the (Magxus-Alslebex), A., ii,

746.

gravel. See Gravel.

Intestine, isolated small, of dogs and
rabbits, action of certain poisons on
(Kress), A., ii, 847.

small, of rabbits, gaseous metabolism
of (Boycott), A., ii, 540.

surviving, experiments with the

(Magnus), A., ii, 466 ; (Laxo-
LEY and Magnus), A., ii, 733.

action of the mucous membrane of

the, on fats, fatty acids, and
soaps (Frank and RirrKR), A.,

ii, 733.

Intracranial vessels, contraotility of
(WiEiHowsKi), A., ii, 401.

Inversion of sucrose. See Sucrose.

Invertin in blood (Wkixlaxd), A., ii,

7:!0.

Iodic acid. See under I<"li!-
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Iodide of starch, nature of (Padoa and
SavarJ-:), a., i, 416.

Iodine, atomic weight of (Kothner and
Aeuer), a., ii, 81, 156 ;

(Baxter),
A., ii, 81, 579 ;

(Ladenburg ;

Kothner), A., ii, 310.

absorption spectra of (Friederichs),
A., ii, 782.

distribution of, between two solvents

(Osaka), A., ii, 811.

Hydriodic acid {hydrogen iodide),

action of oxidising agents on
(Skrabal), a., ii, 449.

Iodic acid and potassium iodate,

solubility of, at 30° (Meerburg),
A., ii, 17.

as an oxidising agent (Rupp), A. , ii,

417.

uses of, in volumetric analysis

(Schumacher and Feder), A.,

ii, 856,

Periodic acid, basicity of (Giolitti),

A., ii, 311.

Hypoiodous acid, reactions of (Skra-
bal), A., ii, 449.

Iodine, estimation of, alkalimetrically

(Barbieri), a., ii, 350.

estimation of, volumetrically (Hen-
NECKE ; Frerichs), A., ii, 281.

free, estimation of, in alkaline solu-

tions (van Deventer), a., ii,

417. .

estimation of, in iodates (Jannasch
and Jahn), A., ii, 416.

new method for the estimation of

mixtures of chlorides, bromides, and
(Wentzki), a., ii, 478.

estimation of, in soluble iodides, and
also in the presence of bromides and
chlorides (DiTZ and Margosches),
A., ii, 59.

estimation of small proportions of

bromine and chlorine in (Tatlock
and Thomson), A., ii, 281.

Iodine value, the reactions concerned in

the estimation of the (van Leent),
A., ii, 124.

lodobromite in Arizona (Blake), A., ii,

2G2.

Iodoform, decomposition of, by the

action of oxygen and light rays

(van Aubei.), a., i, 1.

behaviour of, in the body (Mulzer),
A., ii, 409.

detection of (Stortenbeker), A., ii,

424.

lodogorgonic acid, synthesis of, and its

salts and acetyl derivative (Wheeler
and Jamieson), A., i, 350.

lodometry, benzene as indicator for

(Schwezoff), a., ii, 280; (Mar-
gosches), A., ii, 552.

lodometry, sodium hydrogen carbonate

in (Puckner), A., ii, 415.

t^-Ionone and its derivatives, inversion of

(Alexander), A., i, 355.

Iridium, disintegration of, by carbon

dioxide (Emich), A., ii, 803.

hydrosol (Gutbier and Hofmeier),
A., ii, 396.

Iridium scs^'wisulphate and its alums
(Marino), A., ii, 43,

Iridium and platinum, separation of

(Quennessen), a., ii, 615.

Iris, paralysed, action of drugs on
(Anderson), A., ii, 546,

Iron, electrolytic, new process for

making (Maximowitsch), A., ii,

253.

enhanced lines of, in the Fraunhoferic

spectrum (Lockyer and Baxan-
dall), a., ii, 69.

in isolated crystals, mechanical pro-

perties of (Osmond and Fremont),
A., ii, 638.

effect of liquid air temperatures on the

mechanical and other properties of

(Dewar and Hadfield), A., ii,

229.

specific heat of, at high temperatures

(Barker), A., ii, 674.

diffusion of nascent hydrogen through

(Winkelmann), a., ii, 682.

rusting of (Dunstan, Jowett, and
Goulding), T., 1548 ; P„ 231 ;

(Divers), P,, 251.

stimulating and paralysing influences

of certain substances in the produc-

tion of rust on (Lindet), A., ii,

36.

reactions in the reduction of(ScHENCK
and Heller), A., ii, 526. .

influence of nitrogen on (Braune), A.,

ii, 638
;
(Le Chatelikr), A., ii,

639.

action of slightly alkaline waters on
(Cribb and Arnaud), A., ii, 589.

in human milk (Camereb), A,, ii,

183,

in diabetic urine (ZticcHi), A., ii,

469.

biological importance of (Baldoni),

A., ii, 46.

absorption and excretion of, in dogs

and cats (SArrLER), A., ii, 333,

Iron alloys, physical properties of

(Barrett, Brown, and Hadfield),

A., ii, 503.

effect of liquid air temperatures on

the mechanical and other properties

of (Dewar and Hadfield), A., ii,

229.

with cobalt (Guertler and Tam-
MANN), A., ii, 528,
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Iron alloys with cobalt and with nickel

(GuERTLEB and Tammanx), a., ii,

528.

with copper and zinc, action of the
atmosphere on (Habermann), A.,

ii, 693.

with manganese (Levin and Tam-
mann), a., ii, 822.

with nickel, natural. See Awaruite
and Souesite.

Iron compoimds, new class of (Hauser),
A., ii, 715.

Iron salts, oxidation and reduction in

the electrolysis of solutions of (Kab-
aoglakoff), a., ii, 674.

Ferrides, preparation of (Jungst &
Mewes), a., ii, 316.

Iron hydroxide, colloidal, obtained by
electrodialysis, and some of its pro-

terties (Tejbot and Chretien), A.,

ii, 166. •

nitride (Baur and Voerman), A., ii,

715.

nitrosulphides (Roussin's salts)

(Bellucci and Vexditori), A., ii,

253.

oxides, influence of water vapour on
the reduction of, by mixtures of

carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide

(BouDOUARD), A., ii, 91.

phosphide, preparation of (Gin), A.,

ii, 92.

sulphates, genesis and constitution of

(Scharizer), a., ii, 823.

sulphides (Gedel), A., ii, 714,

Ferric arsenate (Duncan), A., ii,

167.

chloride, oxidising action of, in

sunlight (Benbath), A., i,

730.

compounds of, with alkali chlor-

ides, formation and solubility

of (Hinrichsen and Sachsel),
A., ii, 92.

chlorides, colloidal (Malfitano),
A., ii, 459.

hydroxide, colloidal (Dumansky),
A., ii, 37.

physical and chemical proper-

ties of (Linder and Pictos),
T., 1918; P., 241.

conditions of stability of
(GiOLiTTi), A., ii, 823.

influence ofammonium chloride
on (Dumansky), A., ii,

393.

influence of various .salta on
(Dumansky), A., ii, 714.

oxide, colloidal, brown modification

(Nicolardot), a., ii, 167.

solubility of, in hydrofluoric acid

(Dkus'skn), a., ii, 459.

LXXXVIII. ii.

Iron:

—

Ferric oxide, estimation of, in pre-

sence of much alumina (Deus-
sen), a., ii, 484.

sulphate, hydrolysis of concentrated

solutions of (Kecouba), A., ii,

527.

basic (Recoura), A., ii, 527.

hyd rated, transformations of

(Recoura), A., ii, 590.

normal hydrated. See Janosite.

sodium sulphates, synthesis of

(Scharizer), A., ii, 823.

Ferrous arsenate ami fenous am-
monium arsenate (Duncan), A.,

ii, 167.

oxide, detection of, in presence of

ferric oxide (Blum), A., ii, 206.

sulphide, action of dilute acids on
(Lipschitz and v. Hasslisger),
A., ii, 253.

Iron organic compounds :

—

cyanogen compounds, blue (Hofmann,
Heine, and Huchtlen), A., i, 38 ;

(Hofmann and Resenscheck), A.,

i, 756.

peroxythiocyanate, supposed existence

of (Tarugi), a., i, 176.

Ferric ethoxide (Nicolardot), A., i,

316.

Iron ores, estimation of phosphorus in

(Rowland and Davies), A., ii, 116.

estimation of sulphur in (Hartwigs-
son), a., ii, 552.

Cast iron, molten, the incrpase in

volume of, saturated with carbon, in

the electric furnace at the moment
of solidifying (Moiissan), A., ii,

166.

Steel, hardened, structure of (Kurba-
toff), a., ii, 392.

influence of nitrogen on (Braunb),
A., ii, 638

;
(Le Chatelikr), A.,

ii, 639.

Steels, ternary, properties, analysis,

and classification of (Guillet), A.,

ii, 690.

Steel alloys. See Aluminium steels,

Cobalt steels, Tin steels, and Titan-

ium steel.

Steel analysis, apparatus for the absorp-

tion ofhydrogen sulphide in (Jkn-
neb), a., ii, 282.

estimation ofchromium in (Ibbotson
and Howdkx), A., ii, 119, 120.

estimation of manganese in (RuBRt-
CU8), A., ii, 766.

a motlified form of the persulphate
method of estimating manganese
in (Smith), A., ii, 66.

estimation of molybdenuiu in

(AUCHY), A., ii, 861.
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Iron ores :

—

Steel, rapid estimation of nitrogen
in (Braune), a., ii, 60.

estimation of sulphur in (McCabe),
A., ii, 761.

apparatus for estimating sulphur in

(Kleine), a., ii, 856.

Iron (in general) estimation and separa-

tion :

—

analysis, apparatus for the absorption
of hydrogen sulphide in (Jenner),
A., ii, 282.

titration of ferrous, with permangan-
ate in presence of hydrochloric acid

(Baxter and Frevert), A., ii,

653.

estimation of small quantities of

(Leather), A., ii, 422.

estimation of, volumetrically (Tarugi
and Silvatici), A., ii, 66.

apparatus for the estimation of carbon

in, by Eggertz's method (Schu-
macher), A., ii, 203.

estimation of manganese in (Rubri-
cus), a., ii, 766.

a modified form of the persulphate

method of estimating manganese in

(Smith), A., ii, 66.

rapid estimation of nitrogen in

(Braune), A., ii, 60.

estimation of phosphorus in, colori-

metrically (Hewitt), A., ii, 353.

improvement of Drown and Shimer's

method of estimating silicon in

(Thill), A., ii, 62.

estimation of sulphur in (McCabe),
A., ii, 761.

apparatus for estimating sulphur in

(Kleine), A., ii, 856.

estimation of, colorimetrically, in

blood (Jolles), a., ii, 67, 206.

metallic, estimation of, in " Ferrum
redactum " (Chrtstensen ; Barm-
water), A., ii, 654.

estimation of, in pyrolusites (Cor-

mimbceuf), a., ii, 286.

separation of glucinum from alumin-

ium and (van Oordt), A., ii, 88.

separation of, fmrn nickel and cobalt,

by means of formic acid (Bok(;-

strom), a., ii, 538.

Irons and steels, microscopic examina-

tion of (Jenkins and Riddick), A.,

ii, 118.

Isodimorphism (Wallebant), A., ii,

237, 380.

Isoetes spermatozoids, chemotaxis of

(Siiibata), a., ii, 190.

Isoform, a new antiseptic (Heile
;

Wkik), a., ii, 847.

Isomerides, geometrical, the transmuta-

tion of (Stewart), P. , 73.

Isomorphism and miscibility in the
solid state (Jaeger), A., ii, 513.

and solid solutions (Bruni and
Trovanelli), a., ii, 153.

Isomorphons salts, new series of
(Bellucci and Parravano), A., ii,

395.

Itaconic acid, methyl ester (Anschijtz
and Haas), A., i, 259.

Itaconic anhydride, combination of,

with hydrogen bromide (Ilsky), A.,
i, 323.

Janosite, a new hydrated normal ferric

sulphate, from Hungary (Bockh and
Emszt), a., ii, 586.

Jarosite from Moravia (KovAr), A., ii,

176.

Jordanite from Upper Silesia (Sach.s),

A., ii, 96.

Kaempferol, an isomeride of (v. Kosta-
NECKi and Schreiber), A., i, 808.

Kainite, manuring with (Suzuki), A.,

ii, 348.

Kajepnt oil, green colour of (Geerligs),
A., i, 223.

Kaolin, action of barium and strontium
chlorides on, at high temperatures
(Weyberg), a., ii, 262.

Zarite tree, gutta-percha-like substance

from the resin of the (Frank and
Marckwald), a., i, 293.

Eatabolism, proteid (Cohnheim), A., ii,

839.

See also Metabolism.

Ketens (Staudincer), A., i, 444.

4-Keto-8-acetyl-5-benaylidene-2methyl-
dihydrofnran(RrHEMANN and Merri-
man), T., 1390; P., 224.

l-Keto-2-acetyl-4-phenyl-3-methylc!/c/o-

pentadiene, 5-liydroxv- (Ruhkmann
and Merkiman), T., 1390 ; P., 224.

4-Keto-2-alky]dihydroquinazolines, 7-

nitro-, synthesis of, from 4-nitroacetyl-

anthranilic acid and from 4-nitro-

acetvlanthranil (Bogert and Stein-
er),"'A., i, 945.

4-Keto-5-benzylidene-2-methyldihydro-
furan-3-carbozylic acid, ethyl ester

(Ruhemann and Meuri.man), T.,

1393 ; P., 225.

6-Keto 3 benzyl 4 methyl-3:6-diliydro-

pyridine, .5-i\vano-2- hydroxy-. See

Benzyl inetliylglutaconimide, cyano-.

7-Ketobatane, 3-hydroxy-. See Acetyl

metbylcarbinol.
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4-Keto-2-fl^ichloroniethyldihydroqtiin-

azoline (Gartnek), A , i, 130.

l-Keto-2:4-diacetyl-5-nietliyl-3-p-hydr-

oxy-?«-methoxyphenyl-l:2:3:4-tetra-
hydrobenzene, oxime of (Kxoevex-
AGEL and Albert), A., i, 63.

4-Eeto-3:5-diethylpeotliiopheii-2:6-di-

thiol (Apitzsch), A., i, 811.

a-Ketodihydroanethole, fZibromo- and
c?iliromonitro- (Hoering), A., i, 902.

Ketodihydroc'/c/ogeranic acids. See
Diliydroi.wphoronecarboxylic acids.

4-Ketodihydroqainazoline, 5-iiitro-, and
its additive salts (Bogert and
Chambers), A., i, 613.

4-KetodihydToqainazolines, 5-nitro-,

syntliesis of, from 6-nitroacetylanthr-

anil and primary amines (Bogert and
Chambers), A., i, 612 ; (Bogert and
Seil), a., i, 945.

7-Keto-a/3-dimetliylbutyl alcohol and its

semicarbazone and corresponding
glycol (Salkind), a., i, 732.

4-keto-3:5-dimethylpenthiophen-2:6-di-
thiol and its ethers and diacyl esters

(Apitzsch), A., i, 810.

o-Keto)3-y-diphenylbntyric acid, f-
hydro.xy, and its sodium salt, oxime,
phenylhydrazone. and lactone (Erlex-
meykr), a., i, 784.

3-Keto-2:6-dipheiiyl-3:4-dihydro-l:4-di-

azine (Japp and Knox), T., 702; P.,

153.

4-Keto-3:5-diphenylpenthiophen-2:6-di-
thiol ( 4 -keto 2:6-dipheii i/!-i-th iophcn-

Zh-flithiol) (Apitzsch), A., i, 810.

Ketoethanetricarbozylic acid and its

ethyl ester, and calcium salt (KuR-
REIS), a., i, 413.

KetoethozyphenyInaphthatriazine
(Busch and Bergmann), A., i, 310.

a-Keto-fatty acids, esters, and their
scmicarbazones (LocQrix), A., i, 11.

Ketohezahydrobenzoic acids. See cyclo-

Hoxanoiiec'.ir^KJxylic acids.

4-Keto-l-methyl-l-rf(clilorometliyIdi-

hydrobenzene, action of pliosphorns
pentachloride on (Auweks and Keil),
A., i, 445.

4-Keto-2-methyldihydroquiiiazoline, 5-

nifro-, and its additive salts

(Bogert and Chambers), A., i,

613.

and its 3-alkyl derivatives, synthesis
of (BooEBT and Seil), A., i,

945.

7-nitro-, and its 3-methyI derivative
(Boc;ert and Stkiner), A., i,

946.

4Keto 7-methyldihydroqninazolines
and their 2-aikyl derivatives (Bim;ert
and Hoffman)) A., i, 891.

l-Keto-S-methyl 3-;j-hydroxy-?n-meth-

oxyphenyl-l:2:3:4-tetrahydrobenzene-
2:4-dicarbozylic acid, ethyl ester

(Knoevenagel and Albert), A., i,

63.

4-Keto-3-methylpeiithiophen-2:6-dit]ilol
and its dimethyl ether and diacetyl

ester (Apitzsch), A., i, 810.

6-Keto-3-niethyl-4-vanillylidene-4:5-di-

hydrot>'oozazole (Knoevenagel and
Albert), A., i, 63.

Ketone, CuHgOgX, and its phenylhydr-
azone, from the trioxime of 3-nitro-

sophenylmethylpyrrole (Angelico),
A., i, 660.

CiiHjoOjNa, and its p-nitrophenyl-
hydrazone, from the compound
C11H11O2X3 (Angelico), A., i, 660.

Ketones, preparation of (Sabatier and
Senderens), a., i, 401.

heats of combustion and formation of

(Thomsen), a., ii, 573.

mechanism of the chlorination of mix-
tures of, with water in presence of

marble (Kling), A., i, 327.

condensation of, with aldehydes (v.

LiPPMANN and Frit.sch), A., i,

443.

conden.sation of, with aldehydes in

presence of potassium cyanide (Sal-
kind), A., i, 732.

condensation of, with o-aldehydocarb-

oxylie acids (Luksch), A., i, 68.

action of ammonium sulphide on
(Manchot and Krische), A., i,

142.

action of tetrabromo-o-benzoqninone
on (Jackson and Russe), A., i,

217.

action of carbon disalphide and potass-

ium hydroxide on (Apitzsch), A., i,

810.

conden.sation of, with catechol
(Fabinvi and Szeki), A., i, 591.

condensation of, with esters (Knoe-
venagel ; Knoe\'ENAGel and
Mottek), a., i, 61.

condensation of, with esters, and
alkylation of, use of sodaniido in

the (Claisen. Feyerabend,
ScHciJSE, and Gartner), A., i, 286.

condensation of, with iniines (Maver),
A., i, 214, 357.

condensation of, with mercury cyanide
(Marsh and Struthebs), T., 1878 ;

p., 248.

action of pota.ssium hydroxide on mix-
tures of phenylacetylene with
'^«^v•oR8KV), A., i, 773; (Skos-

-KV ; Bork), A., i, 774;
KROwiTscH ; Bertbond

;

liuMANOFF), A., i, 775.
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Ketones, compounds of, with ammonia
(Thomae), a., i, 509, 684, 718.

phosphorus acid derivatives of

(Marie), A., i, 17.

aromatic, hydrogenation of, by means
of reduced nickel (Darzens), A.,

i, 66.

additive compounds of, with hydr-
ogen bromide (Zincke and MtJHL-
hausen), a., i, 289.

and aromatic aldehydes, character-

isation of (Petrenko-Krits-
CHENKO and Dolgopoloff), a.,

i, 3.54 ; (Petrenko-Kritschenko,
Eltschaninoff, Kestner, and
Dolgopoloff), A., i, 742.

of the fatty series, preparation of

(BouvEAULT and Locquin), A., i,

18.

saturated, new method of synthesizing

(Darzens), A., i, 172.

unsaturated, »{/-nitrosites of (Wieland
and Block), A., i, 706.

o;8-unsaturated, addition of acids and
salts to (VORLANDER, RoLLE, SlE-

rert, and Weissheimer), A., i,

792.

doubly unsaturated, action of mag-
nesium organic compounds on
(Bauer), A., i, 278.

the vauillin-hydrochloric acid re-

action for (Rosenthaler), A.,

ii, 489; (Kutscheroff), A., ii,

771.

estimation of, by means of their nitro-

phenylhydrazones (Alberda van
Ekenstein and Blanksjia), A., i,

474.

estimation of, in essential oils (Sad-

tler), a., ii, 867.

Ketones, o-halogen, action of, on alkyl

sulphides (Smiles), P., 93.

wonitroso-, condensation of, with ald-

oximes (Diels and van der
Leeden), a., i, 946.

See also Anilino-ketones.

a-Ketonic acids and esters, preparation

of, from a-oximino-estcrs (Boii-

VEAULT and Locquin), A., i, 10
;

(Locquin), A., i, 11.

condensation of, with aldehydes by
means of hydrochloric acid or sod-

ium hydroxide (Erlenmeyer), A.,

i, 783.

)8-Ketonic acids, o-substitnted, prepara-

tion of (Bouveault and Locquin),
A., i, 18.

esters, azo-dyes from (Farbwerke
voRM. Meisteu, Lucius, & BiiiJN-

ING), A., i, 723.

aromatic, synthesis of (Maroitery),
A., i, 527.

o-Ketonic acids, aromatic, isomeric
ester-s of (Goldschmieot and LiP-
scHiTz), A., i, 132

;
(Meyer). A., i,

133.

Ketonic acids, esters, reduction of (Bou-
veault and Blanc), A., i, 13.

Ketonic alcohols (Kling), A., i, 732.

action of organomagnesium compounds
on (Franke and Kohn), A., i. 111.

)3-Ketonic aldehydes, new (Couturier
and ViGNON), A., i, 570.

Ketonic compounds, action of phenyl-
propiolyl chloride on (Ruhemann
and Merriman), T., 1383 ; P.,

224.

addition of sodium hydrogen sulphite

to (Stewart), T., 185 ; P., 13, 78.

olefinic, combination of, with mercap-
tans (Ruhemann), T., 17, 461 ; P.,

123.

2-Keto-1-phenyldihydroquinoxaline, 6-

amino-, and its <liacetyl derivative, and
6-nitro- (Reissert and Goll), / , i,

247.

4-Keto-2-phenyl-7-metliyldihydroquin-
azoline and its ??i- and ;;-nitro-deriva-

tives (BoGERT and Hoffman), A., i,

891.

4-Keto-3-phenyl-2-inethyldihydroqmn-
azoline, 5-nitro- (Bogert and Cham-
bers), A., i, 613.

7-Keto-7?-phenyl-Ae-octenoic acid and its

esters, salts, and oxime, and stereoiso-

ineride (RuPE and Speiser), A., i, 351.

7-Keto-T?-phenyloctoic acid, e-bromo-

(RuPEaU'l Speiskr), A , i, 351.

4 Keto-3-phenylpenthiophen-2 6-dithiol

andits5-methylderivative(ApiTzscH),

A., i, 811.

2-Keto-l-phenyltetrahydroquinoxaline,
6-amino-, and its diacetyl derivative,

and 6-nitro- (Reisseut and Goll), A.,

i, 247.

Ketoquinazoline, synthesis of derivatives

of (V. Pawlewski), a., i, 246.

6-Ketoquinoline,5:5-rfichloro-(FCHNER),

A., i, 828.

2-Ketotetrahydroquinoline, 6:8-f/niitro-

(VAN Doup), A., i, 81.

4 Keto-2 thion-3-phenyl-l 2:3:4-tetra-

hydroquinazoline (v. I'awlewski),

A., i, 246.

7-Keto-a)35 trimethylbutyl alcohol and
its seniicarbazone (Salkind), A., i,

732.

Ketozimes, reduction of (Mailhe), A., i,

635.

Kenper marls, can.<ies of variegation in

(Moody), A., ii, 725.

Kidney, gaseous metabolism of the (Bar-
croft and Buooie), A., ii, 99,

737.
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Kidney, effect of blood on the (Soll-

mann), a., ii, 180.

action of chloroform on the blood
vessels of the (Embley and Martin),
A., ii, 264.

effects of isotonic solutions on the

(Sollman-n), a., ii, 181, 337.

situation in the, where foreign sub-

stances are excreted (Biberfeld),
A., ii, 48.

lecithin in the (RuBow), A., ii,

336.

Kidney extract, effect of hypnotics and
antipyretics on the rate of catalytic

action of(NEiLSOX andTERBY), A., ii,

738.

Kidn«y8, physiology of the (Loewi,
Flktcher, and Hexdekson ; Loewi
and Alcock; Henderson and Loewi),
A., ii, 739.

Kinetics. See under AflBnity.

Kipp's apparatus, cheap (Southerden),
A., ii, 20.

improved (Friswell), A., ii, 20;
(ScHKiMPFF), A., ii, 383.

Kyroprotoic acids (v. FOrth), A., i,

498.

Krypton, new method of preparing
(Valbntixer and Schmidt), A., ii,

704.

Lac, resin, pyrogenetic decomposition of
(Etard and Wall^e), A., i, 604,

r>Lactaldehyde, acetate and semicarb-
azone of (Xef), A., i, 6.

Lactam formation from 7-lactones (KiJH-
LiNG and Falk), A., i, 372.

Lactase, animal (Bierry), A., ii, 406
;

(r<«KCHER), A., ii, 540.
Lactation, eflfcts of injections of dex-

trose during (Porcher), A., ii,

739.

removal of the mammary glands dur-
ing (Porcher), A., ii, 469, 600.

Lactic acid {i-etkyliderulactic add, a-

hydroxypropionic acid, fermentalion
lactic acid), optical activity of
(M.Kenzie), T., 1373; P., 224.

and water, viscosity of (Dunstan),
T., 14.

volatility of, with water vapours (Utz),
A., ii, 361.

(2- Lactic acid (paralaetie acid, aareoUutic
acid) (JuxoFLEiBCH and Godohot),
A., i, 318.

in the animal organism (Morita), A.,
ii, 181.

absence of, in diabetes (Mandel), A.,
ii, 182.

(i/Lactic acid, Z-bomyl and Z-menthyl
esters, hydrolysis of, by alkali

(McKenzie and Thompson), T.,

1014 ; P., 184.

/-Lactic acid, asymmetric synthesis of

(McKenzie), T., 1373; P., 224.

i-Lactic acid, dilactide of (Jungfleisch
ami Godchot), A., i, 259.

Lactic acid bacteria. See Bacteria.

c/-Lactide (.Jungfleisch and Godchot),
A., i, 630.

Lactolase, an enzyme causing the forma-

tion of lactic acid in plant cells (Stok-
lasa), a., ii, 192.

Lactone, CsHx^Oj, from the hydrolysis of

the acid, CjjHgjOs (Lesch and
Michf.l), a., i, 403.

CigHigOjNj, from ethyl ethylaceto-

acetate and phenylmethylpyrazolone
(Stolle), a., i, 838.

Ci7H]404, from ^-methoxyphenylpyru-
vic acid and benzaldehyde (Erlex-
MEYER and Wittenberg), A,, i,

240.

CjgHj^Os, from p-isopropylphenylpyr-
uvic acid and benzaldehyde (Erlen-
meyer and Matter), A., i, 238.

Lactones, formation of (Blanc), A., i,

115.

characterisation of, by means of hydr-
azine (Blai.se and Luttrixger),
A., i, 329.

ofl- and 57-unsaturated, preparation of

(Erlenmever), a., i, /85.

Lactonic acid, C«,H,oOg, from the oxida-

tion of 7-diallylbutyrolactone (Kasan-
sky), a., i, 320.

Lactosazone, formation of (de Graaff),
A., ii, 559.

Lactose (milk sugar), origin of (Porch-
er), A., ii, 469, 600, 739.

quantitative hydrolysis of (Pfyl and
Linne), A., ii, 770.

new reaction for (W6hlk), A., ii,

122.

diphenylhydrazine as a reagent for (ds
Graaff), A., ii, 866.

estimation of, in milk (Lohnstbin),
A., ii, 773.

estimation of, in cows' and human
milk, corrections to be applied in

the (Patein), a., ii, 122.

Lactyl-Iactyl-lactic acid (Junofleish
and Godchot), A., i, 259.

LsTulio acid from the hydrolysis of
nucleic acids (Levenk), A., i, 105.

formation of, from sugars (Erlek-
meyer), a., i, 408.

condensation of, with isobntaldehyde
(Mkinoaht), a., i, 319.

£«TUlic aldehyde peroxide (Harries),
A., i, 364.
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Lesvnlose (d-frudose), formation of, from
dextrose, and its detection (Ost),

A., i, 684.

action of inorganic compounds on the

rotation of (Grossmann), A., i, 415;
(RiMBACH and Weber), A., i, 416.

action of radium bromide on (MoR-
RELLand Bellars), T., 291 ; P., 80.

the phenylmethylhydrazine reaction of

(Neuberg), a., i, 90.

detection of, in presence of glucos-

amine (Neuberg), A., ii, 769.

detection of, in human body fluids

(Ofner), a., ii, 769.

precipitation of, from urine by lead

acetate (R. and 0. Adler), A., ii,

337, 843.

Lanocerin (Rohmann), A., ii, 842.

Lard from hogs fed on cotton seed meal,

presence of cotton seed oil in (Em-
METT and Grindiey), A., ii, 427.

testing (Polenske), A., ii, 870.

detection of cocoanut oil in (HoTON),
A., ii, 870.

Latent heats. See under Thermochem-
istry.

Law of conservation ofweight, apparatus
to demonstrate the (Salvadoki), A.,

ii, 694.

Law of multiple proportions, experi-

mental demonstration of the (Haber-
mann), a., ii, 693.

Laws of combination of gases by volume,
apparatus to demonstrate the (Salva-
DoRi), A., ii, 694.

Lead, electrolytic refining of, in hydro-
lluosilicic acid solutions (Senn),
A., ii, 389.

in pharmacopceial chemicals (Hill),

A., ii, 356.

chamber process. See Sulphuric acid

under Sulphur.

Lead alloys with gold (Vogel), A., ii,

462.

with magnesium (Grube), A., ii, 320 ;

(Ki'RNAKOFF and Stepanoff), A.,

ii, 710.

Lead carbonate, application of Watt's
princijile to the dissociation of (Col-
son), A., ii, 304.

chromate. See Cmcoite.
hydroxyciirbonate {ivhite lead), estima-

tion of acetic acid in (Thompson),
A., ii, 556.

imide (Franklin), A., ii, 583.

iodide, relation of, to water and oxygen
(Schtscherbakoff ; Bogorodsky),
A., ii, 711.

ammono-basic iodide (Fhanklin),
A., ii, 583.

oxide, interaction of, with calcium
carbide (Pring), T., 1538 ; P., 231.

Lead :

—

Plumbates, platinates, and stannates,

isomorphism of (Bellucci and Par-
ravano), a., ii, 395.

Lead sulphate, solubility of, in ammon-
ium acetate solutions (NoYES and
Whitcomb), a., ii, 523,

potassium sulphate, existence of a
definite (Belton), A., ii, 457.

sulphide. See Galena.
thiosul]ihate, dissociation constant of

(Slator), T., 492; P., 121.

Lead ferrocyanide, action of oxalic acid

on (Leuba), a., i, 422.

Lead, commercial, analysis of (Hollard
and Bertiaux), A., ii, 63.

detection and estimation of, in cream
of tartar (L. and J. Gadais), A., ii,

357.

. estimation of, electrolytically (Smith),
A., ii, 860.

estimation of, volumetrically (Ceevi),
A., ii, 63.

estimation of, by persulphate in acid

solution (DiTTRiCH and Reise),

A., ii, 483.

estimation of, as sulphide (Mtjller),

A., ii, 118.

separation of, from silver (LidholmV
A., ii, 204.

Lead minerals, analysis of (Muller),
A., ii, 119.

Lead-monetite, artificial production of

(DE SCHULTEN), A., ii, 174.

Leaves, evolution of the weight and the

organic matters of, during necrobio-

sis in white light (Beulaygue),
A., ii, 51.

assimilation of carbon dioxide by
(Blackman and Matthaei), A., ii,

750.

dead, fixation of atmospheric nitrogen

by (Henry), A., ii, 111.

fallen, decomposition of (Henry), A.,

ii, 112.

green, influence of temperature on the

assimilation of carbon dioxide by
(Kanitz), a., ii, 848.

physiological processes of, with

special reference to the interchange

of energy between the leaf and its

surroundings (Brown and Es-

combk), a., ii, 849.

Lecithin in lieart and kidneys in the

normal condition, during starvation,

and in fatty degeneration (RuBow),
A., ii, 336.

in wine (FuNARO and Barboni), A., ii,

276.

preparation and estimation of (RoAF
and Kdie), A., ii, 364.

identification of (Rieuel), A., ii, 428.
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LecitMn and brain tissue, production of

choline from (Coriat), A., ii, 47.

estimation of, in grape stones and in

vnne (Muraro), A., ii, 564.

Lecithin, bromo-, preparation of (Aktien*-
Gesellschaft fur An'ilin-Fab-
KiKATioy), A., i, 163.

iodo-derivatives (Riedel), A., i, 164.

Leeches, bile pigments in (Spiess), A.,

ii, 737.

Lemon juice, composition of (Beythien
and Bohrisch), A., ii, 413.

Lemon oil, saponification number and
dry residue of (Bert£), A., ii, 126.

indirect estimation of aldehydes in

(BERTfi), A., ii, 656.

Lemon tree, oil from the leaves and
stems of the (Litterer), A., i, 802.

Lepidine. See 4-Methy!pyridine.

Leucaemia, a case of (W'^eber), A., ii,

48.

Leucine, excretion of, in a case of

cystinuria ' (Abderhaldex and
Schiitexhelm), a., ii, 741.

as a source of nitrogen for plants

(Li'Tz), A., ii, 276.

a-bromopropionyl derivatives (Fischer
and Warburg), A., i, 690.

chloroacetyl derivative (Fischer and
Warburg), A., i, 691.

Leucine, ethyl ester, hydrolysis of, by
the pancreatic ferment (Warburg),
A., i, 176.

^Leucine (natural), carbamide derivatives

of (HuGOUXEXQ and Morel), A., i,

332.

condensation of, with carbaniic acid

(Hugouxexq and Morel), A., i,

178.

t-Leaeine, synthesis of (Bouveault and
LocQUix), A., i, 636.

r-Lencine, new synthesis of(Bouveault
and Lucquin), A., i, 33.

(•Leucine nitrile, benzoyl derivative.

See n-Hexonitrile, «-amino-, A'^-benzoyl

derivative of.

Leucine-carbamide and •carbimide, ethyl

esters (Hugounexq and Morel), A.,
i. 264.

Leucocytes, source of the (Goodall and
Noel Patox), A., ii, 742.

action of unaltered proteid solutions

on the (Hamburger and v. Reuss),
A., ii, 744.

behaviour of, in malignant growths
(Farmer, Moore, and Walker),
A., ii, 845.

Leucocytosis. digestive (Goodall and
NoiiL Patox), A., ii, 742.

of typhus fever (Lovk), A., ii, 338.

Lenco-prune derivatives (GxEHM and
Bauer), A., i, 832.

Lencylalanine and its chloroacetyl

derivative (Fischer and Wabbukg),
A., i, 691.

Leucylalanylgljcines (Fischer and
Axhausex), A., i, 689.

Leucyldiglycylglyciae and -glycine,

ethyl ester and hydrochloride (Fischer
and Reuteu), A., i, 264.

Leucylglycine and its copper salt and
benzoyl and a-bromnpropionyl deriv-

atives (FsiCHER and Bruxner), A., i,

690.

Leucylwoserines and their phenylcarb-
amides (Fischer and Koelker), A.,

i, 692.

Libella, inanition studies in (Slowt-
zoff), a., ii, 45.

Lichen colours, detection of (Tolman),
A., ii, 215.

Lichens, constituents of (Hesse), A., i,

138 ; (Zopf), a., i, 212, 789.

archil, and their chromogens (Hesse),
A., i, 140.

Lieno-a-protease, products of (Cath-
cart), a., ii, 404.

Life, action of enzymes in the chemistry
of (Fischer), A., ii, 841.

Light. See under Photochemistry.

Lignin (Grafe), A., i, 22.

Lignocellaloses, estimation of methoxyl
groups in (Wheeler), A., i, 574.

Lime. See Calcium oxide.

Limestone, estimation of magnesium
carbonate in (Koppeschaar), A., ii,

421.

Limonene nitrosocyanidcs and their

derivatives (Leach), T., 413 ; P.,

117.

j.soLimonene (Tschugaeff), A., i, 71.

Linin from Linum catharticum (HiLLS
and Wyxxe), T., 327 : P., 74.

Linking, double, influence of, on rota-

tory power (Minouin), A., ii,

130.

single and double, in an open and in a

closed ring, comparison of (Prager),
A., i, 391.

carbon double, nature of the (Bauer),
A., i, 729.

ethylenic, influence of, on rotatory

power (MiXGUlx), A., i, 321.

of unsaturated esters, direct fixation

of organo-niagnesium derivatives

on the (Blaise and Courtot),
A., i, 257.

migration of the, in nnsaturated
open-chain acids (Blaise and
Luttrisger), A., i, 168.

Linseed oil, drying process of (Fahrion),
A., i, 10.

detection of, in nut oil ^Hah'HFvV
A., ii, 560.
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woLinusic acid from the oil from the

seeds of Gynocardia odorata (Power
and Barrowcliff), T., 899 ; P., 177.

Lipase (Dunlap and Seymour), A., ii,

753.

fractional hydrolysis of optically active

esters by (Dakin), A., i, 556.

Liquefaction, determination of volume
change on (Hess), A., ii, 373.

Liquid mixtures, viscosity of(Dunstan),
T., 11.

viscosity of, at their boiling points

(FiNDLAY), A., ii, 803.

of constant boiling point, molecular
refractions of (Homfray), T., 1430

;

P., 225.

of minimum boiling point (Holley
and Weaver), A., ii, 675.

Liquids, specific heat of, at low tempera-
tures (van Laar), a., ii, 148.

densities of two, empirical relationship

between the (Schaposchxikoff),
A., ii, 873.

some phejiomena which can occur in

the case of partial miscibility of

two, one of them being anomalous,
especially water (van Laar), A., ii,

234, 507.

organic, surface tensions of (BoLLE
and Guye), A., ii, 233.

requiring clarification, simulation of

traces of albumin by substances

which interfere with the ferrocyanide

test in (Bardach), A., ii, 128.

Lithium, influence of temperature on the

electrical conductivity of (Bernini),

A., ii, 222.

occnrrence of, in the human body
(Herrmann), A., ii, 735.

Lithium carbonate, solubility of, in

solutions of salts of the alkali metals

(Geffcken), a., ii, 247.

mercuric iodide (Duboix), A., ii,

637.

nitrate, electrolysis of fused (BoGO-
kodsky), a., ii, 705.

uranyl sulphate (Oechsner de
CoNiNCK and Chauvenet), A., ii,

530.

Lithium, detection of, in presence of

sodium (Benedict), A., ii, 124.

Liver, paths of absorption from the

(iMkndel and Underhill), A., ii,

737.

selective action of chloroform on the

(Doyon and Bii.lrt), A., ii, 471.

chemical changes in, duringi)hosphorns

poisoning (VVakeman ; Meinertz),
A., ii, 470.

of dog and sturgeon, nitrogen distri-

bution in the (Wakrman), A., ii,

467.

Liver autolysis (Baer and Loeb), A.,
ii, 734.

Liver tissue, hexone bases of (Wake-
man), A., ii, 467, 841.

Liverworts, oils from (Muller), A., i,

713.

Lossen's reaction (Mohr), A., i, 274.

Luminescope for comparing substances
under the influence of radium rays
(Webster), A., ii, 71.

Lung ventilation, regulation of (Hal-
DANE and Priestley), A., ii, 400;
(Fitzgerald and Halpane), A., ii,

539.

Lungs, influence of ozone on the (BoHE
and Maar), A., ii, 329.

See also Respiration.

c^-Lupanine, products formed, under
various conditions, by the action of
halogen on (Soldaini), A., i, 371.

Lupin seeds, composition of conglutin
from (Abderhalden and Herkick),
A., i, 846.

peptone from (Mack), A., ii, 474.

amino-acids obtained by the hydrolysis

of proteids of (Winterstein and
Pantanelli), a., i, 687.

Lupinus albus, amino-acids from the
seedlings of (Schulze and Winter-
stein), A., i, 686.

Lupus, opsonic content of blood serum
in health and in (Bullock), A., ii,

844.

Lymph-flow from the pancreas (Bain-
bridge), A., ii, 100.

Lysine and its platinichlorides (Sieg-

fried), A., i, 297.

isolation of (Winterstein), A., i,

726.

neutralisation of, by antilysin (Craw),
A., ii, 747.

estimation of nitrogen in, by Kjeldahl's

method (Sorensen and Andersen),
A., ii, 553.

Lysine, methyl ester, and anhydride, and
their additive salts (Fischer and
Suzuki), A., i, 121.

M.

Magenta {aniline-red), p-niiro-, the

copper comi)ound of (Schaposchni-
KoFF and Svientoslavski), a., i,

161.

Magnalium, three varieties of (Bar-

nett), a., ii, 636.

See also Aluminium alloys with

magnesium.
Magnesia. See Magnesium oxide.

Magnesium, sj)ectrum of (Barnes), A.,

ii, 389.
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Magnesiom anodes, behaviour of

(Baboeovsky), a., ii, 671.

some reactious with (Faktor), A., ii,

455.

amount of, in animal organs (ToYOX-
aga), a., ii, 335.

and calcium, inter-relationship of the

excretion of (Malcolm), A., ii,

271.

manurial action of different forms of

(Meyer), A., ii, 197.

Magnesium alloys with aluminium
(Grube), a., ii, 523 ; (PiCHEUx),
A., ii, 526.

See also Magnalium.
with lead (Grube), A., ii, 320,

with lead and with tin (Kcrnakoff
and Stepaxoff), A., ii, 710.

with mercury {magnesium amalgam),
action of, on acetone (Couturier
and Meuxier), A., i, 326.

with thallium and tin (Grube), A.,

ii, 636.

Magnesium salts, physiological studies

on (Meltzer and Aiheb), A., ii,

743.

and calcium salts, importance of, for

plants (Gossel), A., ii, 51.

Magnesium bromide, hydrated, de-

hydration of (Kbeider), a., ii,

636.

carbide, existence of (Naxce), P.,

124.

carbonate, dissociation of (Brill), A.,

ii, 522.

estimation of, in limestone (Koppe-
schaar), a., ii, 421.

estimation of, in soils (Montaxaki),
A., ii, 204.

carbonates, basic, from the volcanic

eruption at Santorin in 1866 (La-
croix), a., ii, 464.

nitrite and its decomposition by heat
(Ray), T., 178.

oxide {mngvesia), formation of, from
magnesium carbonate by heat,

and the effect of temperature on

its properties (AKDERJiOX), T
257 ; P., 11.

and lime, solubility of, in solutions
of sodium chloride ; estimation
and separation of (Maigket), A.,
ii, 482.

ammonium selenate and sulphate,
crystalloKraphic xtudy of (TuTTON),
T., 1123 ; P., 177.

sulphatff, equilibrium between sodium
sulphate and (Deni.sox), A., ii,

456.

uranyl sulphate (Oechsner de Co-
NixcK and Chauvenet), A., ii,

. 630.

Magnesium organic compounds, new
method for the preparation of

(Tschelinzeff), a., i, 40.

interaction of, with acridines (Sexier,
AusTix, and Clarke), T., 1469

;

P., 227.

action of, on amines, and on am-
monium, amine, and hydrazine salts

(Houbex), a., i, 873.

action of, on ethyl chloroacetates

(Boproux), a., i, 585.

action of sulphuryl chloride on (Oddo),
A., i, 400.

reaction of, with unsaturated com-
pounds (koHLER and Heritage),
A., i, 207, 208 ;

(Kohler and
JoHXSTix), A., i, 215 ; (Kohler
andREiMER), A.,i, 347 ;

(Kohler),
A., i, 358, 700.

secondary reaction of (Sabatier and
Mailhe), a., i, 706.

reducing action of (Franzex and
Deibel), a., i, 843.

conversion of, into Grignard-Baeyer
oxoninm compounds and the thermo-
chemical investigation of this re-

action (Tschblixzeff), a., ii, 802.

See also Grignard's reaction.

Magnesium, estimation of, as magnesium
pyrophosphate (J.\rvinex), A., ii,

555.

Magnetic hysteresis at high frequencies

(Guye and Scuidlof), A., ii, 228.

Magnetic qualities of some alloys not
containing iron (Flemixg and Had-
kield). A., ii, 799.

Magnetisation-coefficient and ionisation

of aqueous solutions (Meslix), A.,

ii, 433.

Maiie, manurial experiments on (Ger-
i.AtH and Vogel), A., ii, 346.

Malachite-green and its reactions (Lam-
brecht and Weil), A., i, 243.

Maleamide, anilide and phenylhydrazide
of (Plancuer and Ravenna), A.,*i,

333.

Maleic acid, (/tbromo- and (ftohloro-,

aid thrir salts and esters (Salmony
md Simonis), a., i, 631.

tiihydroxy-, further studies on (Fen-
TO.s), T., 804 ; P., 168.

Maleie acid Mmialdehyda, and its oxime
and phenyl hvdrazone (Fkcht), A., i,

407.

Maleic dialdehyde and its diphenyl-
hydrazone, tetrazone, dioxime and
di>>enzoyl derivative (Marquis), A.,

i, 224.

Maleimide (Plancher and Ravenna),
A., i, 3:<3.

Maleinanil, rfichloro- (Oka'mV A,, i,

875.
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Halic acid, preparation of, and detection

of citric acid in presence of (Broek-
smit), a., ii, 868,

thio- (Biilmaxn), A., i, 626.

Malignant growths, chemistry of

(Beebe), a., ii, 408
; (Beebe and

Shaffer), A., ii, 742.

behaviour of leucocytes in (Farmer,
Moore, and Walker), A., ii,

845.

See also Cancer and Tumours.
Malonaldehyde, chloro-. See A;3-Prop-

ene-7-ol-o-al, ^-chloro-.

nitro-, condensation of, with benzyl

methyl ketone (Hill and Hale),
A., i, 200.

Malonaminobenzoic acids, 0-, m-, and^-,
and their salts, and iliphenylhydrazones
of the 0- and ^^-acids and dinitroso-

derivative of the o-acid (v. Pollack),
A., i, 353.

Malonic acid, action of diazonium com-
pounds on (BuscH and Wolbring),
A., i, 493.

and cyano-, esters, constitution of

(Haller and Muller), A., i, 112.

ethyl hydrogen ester, and its potass-

ium salt, amide, and chloride

(Marguery), a., i, 507.

ethyl ester, sodium derivative, action

of, on sodium salts of un-
saturated acids (Reinicke), A.,

i, 787
;

(Vorlander and
Siebert), a., i, 794.

action of, on ethyl chloroacetate

(Michael), A., i, 855.

action of, on ethyl ethoxysuccin-

ate and ethyl ethoxybeiizyl-

malonate (Staudingek), A., i,

736.

action of ethyl oxalic cliloride on
(Kurrein), a., i, 413.

action of phenylpropiolyl chlor-

ide on (Ruhemann and Merri-
man), T., 1394 ; P., 225.

Malononitrile, constitution of (Haller
and Muller), A., i, 112.

Malt, estimation of extract in (Bleisch
and Regensburger), A., ii, 660.

estimation of moisture and extract in

(Ford and Guthrie), A., ii, 564.

Malt oxydase (Issaew), A., ii, 646.

Maltase of pancreatic juice (Biekry and
Tkkroine), A., ii, 643.

Maltol, constitution of, and its methyl
ether and phenylcarbamate (Pera-
TONER and Tamburello), a., i,

807.

pyridones from (Peuaionkr and
Tambukkllo), a., i, 807.

Maitosazone (Oht), A., i, 22; (Jalo-

pyetz), A., i, 262.

Maltose, quantitative hydrolysis of
(PFYLand Linne), A., ii, 770.

methylation of (Purdie and Irvine),
T., 1029; P., 215.

new reaction for (Wohlk), A., ii,

122.

detection and estimation of small
quantities of, in presence of dex-
trose (Baker and Dick), A., ii,

290.

estimation of, in presence of starch

paste (Wolff), A., ii, 487.

isoMaltose (Ost), A., i, 22 ; (Jalo-
WETz), A., i, 262.

Mandelic acid, esters, and their alkyl
derivatives, hydrolysis of, by lipase

(Dakin), a., i, 556.

c?^Mandelic acid, Z-bornyl ester, hydro-
lysis of, by alkali (McKenzie and
ThompsOxX), T., 1013 ; P., 184.

Mandelonitrile, condensation product of

(Japp and Knox), T., 701; P.,

153.

Manganese alloys with iron (Levin and
Tammann), a., ii, 822.

Manganese boride, MnB (Binet du
Jassonneix), a., ii, 90

;
(Wede-

KiND andFETZER), A., ii, 322.

MnBa (Wedekind and Fetzer),
A., ii, 322.

cJichloiide (mangatwus chloride),

absoi'ption spectrum of (Lambert),
A., ii, 638.

^crchloride, absorption sjiectra of

(Friederichs), a., ii, 782.

chromates (Groger), A., ii, 392.

oxide, solid solution of, in ferric oxide

(KoRTE), T., 1511 ; P., 229.

oxides, reduction of, by amorphous
boron (Binet du Jassonneix), A.,

ii, 90.

silicide, SiMuj, new method of pre-

paring (Vigouroux), a., ii, 822.

sulphides (four), composition of

(Olsen and Rapalje), A., ii, 91.

Manganese, detection of, in presence of

iron, in well waters (Croner), A.,

ii, 611.

estimation of, by means of hydrogen
peroxide (Donath), A., ii, 766.

estimation of, as sulpiiide in ores con-

taining barium (Blum), A., ii, 206.

estimation of, as the green sulphide

(Olsen, Clowes, and Weidmann),
A., ii, 206.

estimation of, in presence of chromium
(Groger), A., ii, 766.

estimation of, in irons and steels (Ku-

BRicus), A., ii, 706.

a modified form of the persulphate

method of estimating, in iron and
steel (Smith), A., ii, 66.
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Mangel-wnrzels (mangolds), action of

sodium chloride on (Wohltmann),
A., ii, 759.

seedling diseases of (HiLTXEB and
Peters), A., ii, 413.

IIannide-phosphoric acid, alkaloidal

salts, anM -diphenylurethane (Cark6),

A., i, 815.

Hannose, alkylation of (Irvike and
MooDiE), T., 1462 ; P., 227.

Manometers, two, of great sensitiveness

for small pressures (Grimsehl), A.,

ii, 809.

Mantles, incandescent, salts and sab-

stances for (BuNTE), A., ii, 88.

as a cataly&t, and its application to

gas analysis (Masox and Wilson),
P., 296.

Manure, injurious action of ammonium
tliiocvanate as (Haselhoff), A., ii,

196.
"

different forms of calcium and magnes-
ium as (Meyer), A., ii, 197.

calcium cyanamide as (Perotti), A., ii,

196, 278, 870 ;
(Otto), A., ii, 196

;

(Zielstorff), a., ii, 477 ;
(Hasel-

hoff), A., ii, 650.

lime as (Loew), A., ii, 760.

calcium nitrate as (Bellenoux), A.,

ii, 478.

humus matter as (Dumont), A., ii,

196.

preservation and action of the nitrogen

of urine as (BoHME), A., ii, 477.

potassium salts as (Wagner, Dorsch,
Ruths, and Hamaxn), A., ii, 551.

crude and pure potassium salts with
calcium as (Schneidewind and
RiNOLEBBN), A., ii, 197.

Manores, retrogression of soluble phosph-
ates in mixed (Gray), A., ii, 855.

for fruit trees (Clausen), A., ii,

478.

estimation of phosphoric acid in (Hls-

81XK and VAK der Wakrdkn), A.,

ii, 419.

See also Fertilisers and Soils.

Manorial experiments at Marburg
(Haselhokf), a., ii, 650, 854.

witli "basic slag-ammonia" in 1904
(Mii.LER), A., ii, 650.

with molasses as compared with am-
monium sulphate and 40 jKjr cent,

potassium salts (Liliexthal), A.,

ii, 650.

Manarial yalae of liuman excrement
(Skbklikn), a., ii, 114.

Manuring as based on ten years' experi-

ments (\. Skklhorst), a., ii, 195.

Maple lymp Hud aagar, composition
and analysis of (Houtvet), A., li,

122.

Margaramide, a-hydroxy- (Le Sueue),
T., 1893.

Margaric acid, a-hydroxy-, action of

heat on, and its lactide (Le Sueur),
T., 1888 ; P., 285.

Margarine, detection of sesame oil in

(Sprixkmeyer and Wagner), A.,

ii, 775.

estimation of butter-fat and coeoanut
oil in (Kirschxer), A., ii, 213.

Martamic acid and its calcium salt

(Kutscher and Schexck), A., i,

621.

Martite from Mexico (Farbixgton), A.,

ii, 398.

Mashing process, iuSuence of calcium
sulphate on the decomposition of

starch and albumin in the (WiN-
DiscH and Bodex), A., ii, 188.

Matter, experimentiil demonstration of

the indestructibility of(Habermanx),
A., ii, 693.

Meat fly. See Calliphora vomitoria.

Meats, estimation of potassium nitrate
in (SrtJBER), A., ii, 765.

Meconic acid (Valexti), A., i, 788.

in the U.S.P, opium assay and certain

meconates (Mallixckrodt and
DuxLAP), A., ii, 777.

Meconinedimethyi ketone (Bruns), A.,
i, 353.

Meconinemethyl ethyl and n- and Uo-

propyl ketones aud theii' oximes
(LuKscH), A., i, 68.

Meerschaum from Moravia (Eovlft), A.,
ii, 175.

Melanurenic acid (Stuer), A., i, 579

;

(HAXTZ.SCH and Stuer), A., ii, 312.

Melilite, composition of (ZAMBOxrKi),
A., ii, 834.

Melilotyl-atoimide and -hydraside and
its liydiochloride (PscHoRR aud Eix-
beck), a., i, 589.

Mellitic acid {benzenehejmcarborylic

acul), gradual dissociation of (Quar-
taroli), a., i, 652.

esterification of (Meyer), A., i, 137.

Melting points, apparatus for the deter-

mination of (Landsiedl), a., ii,

626 ; (i)E Thierry ; jAQUERODand
Perbot), a., ii, 627.

new and rapid method of determining
(BuRCF^ss and Holt), A., ii, 162.

determination of, at low temperatures
(GurrMANN), T.. 1037 ; P., 206.

and transition points of some salts

(HiTTNKR ana Tammann), A., ii,

229.

Membranes, strong sterilisable dialysing
(Hill), A., ii, 682.

etft'ct of, in limiil <lmins (Ohanoz),
A., ii, 626.
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Memorial lecture, Wislicenus(PERKiN),
T., 501; P., 17.

A^-^'^'-o-Menthadiene, o-Menthane and
its 2-bromo-derivative, o-Menthanols
(2) and (8), A^-, A^IS)., and ASi^t-o-

Menthenes, and A^-o-Meiitlieiiol(8),

syntliesis of (Kay and Perkin), T.,

1068.
^2:8(9). and A^-^(^'-??i-Mentliadieiies, m-
Menthanols (3) and (8), A^- and
A'*(8)-?n-Mentlienes, and A^- and A^-m-
Meiitlienols(8), synthesis of (Perkin
and Tattersall), T., 1086.

Menthane, 3:8-c?iamino-, and its thio-

carbaniide derivative (Semmler), A.,

i, 222.

7/z--Mentliaiie, B-A-dibromo- (Perkin and
Tattersall), T., 1106.

i-Menthene, synthesis of, and its nitroso-

chloiide (Perkin), P., 255.

A^-Meiitlieiie-2-amiiie and its hydro-
chloride (Harries and Johnson), A.,
i, 535.

A»-^-Menthenol(8), A3'8i9'-;o-Menthadi-

ene, j'j-Menthaiiol(8), A8(9)-^-Meiith-

ene, and ^-Menthane and its8-broino-

derivative, synthesis of (Perkin and
Pickles), T., 639; P., 130.

Menthol, synthesis of (Haller and
Martine), a., i, 220, 533.

rotation and solution volume of (Pat-
terson and Taylor), T., 34, 122

;

P., 15.

synthesis of homologues of (Haller
and March), A., i, 276.

Menthol, tertiary, synthesis of (Perkin),
P., 255.

Menthols, stereoisomeric (Kondakoff),
A., i, 798.

Menthone, synthesis of (Haller and
Martine), A., i, 220, 533.

action of potassium hydroxide on a

mixture of, with phenylacetylene
(Romanoff), A., i, 775.

^-Menthylcarbimide, action of, on alco-

hols (PiCKARD, LlTTLEBURY, and
Neville), P., 286.

Mercaptans, addition of, to unsaturated
hydrocarbons (Posner and Tschar-
No), A., i, 279.

combination of, with olefinic ketonic

compounds (Ruhemann), T., 17,

461 ; P., 123.

Mercaptides, action of, on quinones
(Sammks), a., i, 797.

Mercuric and Meronrons compounds.
See under Mercury.

Mercury, capillary constant of (Bil-

litzer), a., ii, 225.

liberation of hydrogen during the

action of sodium on (Kahlenberg
and Schlundt), A., ii, 387.

Mercury poisoning. See under Poisoning.

Mercury compounds, photographic radi-

ation of some (Struthers and
Marsh), T., 377; P., 67.

estimation of halogens in (Fischer),
A., ii, 350.

Dimercurammonium phosphate and
sulphate (Ray), T., 9.

Mercury alloys {amalgavvt), electro-

motive behaviour of dilute (Spen-
cer), A., ii, 795.

action of, on solutions (Fernekes),
A., ii, 33.

with barium, action of, on solutions

of sodium and potassium salts

(Fernekes), A., ii, 33
;
(Smith),

A,, ii, 164.

with calcium, physical constants of

(MoissAN and Chavanne), A., ii,

163.

with magnesium, action of, on acetone

(Couturier and Meunier), A., i,

326.

with tin (van Heteren), A., ii, 39.

Mercury ^erchlorates, action of alcohol

on, and Oxymerouric ^crchlorates

(Chikashigj^), T., 822 ; P., 172.

nitrates, formation of various, from
mercurous nitrite (Ray), T., 171.

Mercuric bromide, chloride, and iod-

ide, glow discharge in vapours of

(Matthies), a., ii, 669.

chloride, electrical conductivity of,

in acetamide (Walker and
Johnson), T., 1598 ; P., 233.

a new cause of dissociation of,

and its influence on its anti-

septic properties (Vittenet),
A., ii, 35 ;

(Vittenet and
Chenu), a., ii, 711.

action of acetylene on solutions

of (BiLTz and Mumm), A., i,

2 ; (Hofmann), a., i, 2, 268
;

(BiLTz), A., i, 165.

action of acetylene on aqueous
and hydrochloric acid solutions

of(BRAME), T., 427 ; P., 119.

action of allylene on solutions of

(BiLTZ and Mumm), A., i, 2.

interference of, with the forma-

tion of arsenic, antimony, and
))hosphorus hydrides (Vitali),

A., ii, 354.

aniTnono-basic haloids (Franklin),
A., ii, 582. M

iodide, action of, on sulphuric acid t|
and mercury sulphates (Ditte),

A., ii, 391.

alkali iodides (Duboin), A., ii, 637.

silver iodide, molecular weight of

(Hkkz and Knoch), A., ii, 822.

nitride (Franklin), A., ii, 582.
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Mercury :

—

Mercuric oxide, compounds of ketones
and aldehydes with (AuLD and
Hantzsch), a., i, 742.

sulphide, fusibility of, with antimony
sulphide (PfiLABON), A., ii, 435.

See also Cinnabar,

nitrite (Ray), T., 173.

Mercurous chloride, reduction of, by
silver (Bronsted), A., ii, 133.

fluoride ^nd its compound with
ammonia (Bohm), A., ii, 249.

nitrite, theory of the production of,

and of its conversion into various

mercury nitrates (Ray), T., 171.

oxybromide, oxychloride, and oxy-
iodide (Fischer and v. Wartex-
berg), a., ii, 456.

Mercury organic compoands (Biltz and
MrMM ; Hofmann), a., i, 2

;

(Francois), A., i, 373 ; (Leys), A.,

i, 433.

explosive (Hofmann), A., i, 513.

decompositions of, with alkali sulph-

ites and sulphur chloride (Hof-
MAXN and Feigel), A., i, 867.

Mercury cyanide, condensation of, with
ketones (Marsh and Strxtthers),
T., 1878; P., 248.

diphenyl, toxicology of (Louise and
Moutier), a., ii, 601.

nitroform (Ley), A., i, 316.

thiocyauate, formation of complex
compounds with (Grossmann), A.,
ii, 249.

thiocyRnate complexes (Sherrill and
Skowrunski), a., i, 265.

Mercuric cyanide, evaluation of
officinal (Rupp), A., ii, 867.

zinc cyanide, constitution of(Dorr),
A., i, 65t.'..

Mercuriacetaldehyde, irichloro-, form-
ation of (Brame), T., 427; P.,

119.

Mercury detection and estimation :

—

detection and estimation of minute
quantities of (Zenoelis), A., ii,

65.

detection and estimation of trace.s of,

in tirine with the aid of the Nenist
balance (Janecke), A., ii, 66.

estimation of, titrimetrically (Rupp),
A., ii, 484.

estimation of, electrolytically, in
cinnabar (Smith), A., ii, 860.

estimation of, in organic mercury
com [xiunds (Rupp and N6ll), A.,
ii. 2Hr,.

estimation of, in organs (ScHUMM),
A., ii, 286.

Mercury arc lamp. See under Electro-
chemistry.

Mesityl oxide {methyl isohutenyl ketone,

i&opropylideneacetone), condensation
of, with benzil (Japp and Knox),
T., 673 : P., 152.

compound of, with mercuric chloride

(Eri)MANN'), a., i, 18.

ozonide (Harries and Tubk), A., i,

413.

Mesitylene {l:3:5-trimethylbenzene),

latent heat of evaporation of (Brown),
T., 268 ; P., 75.

Mesitylic acid,o- and ^-amino-, methyl
esters (Meyer), A., i, 137.

Mesoporphyrin, compounds of, with iron

and mangtnese (Zaleski), A., i, 105.

Mesoxaldialdehyde and its hydrate
(Harrie.s and Turk), A.,i, 414.

preparation of (Henlb and Scmupp),
A., i, 413.

Mesozalic acid and semialdehyde, pre-

paration of (Fentox), T., 813 ; p.,

168.

phenylhydrazone, methyl ester, and
its derivatives (BtJLOW and Gang-
hofer), a., i, 90.

Mesozalic acid, esters, preparation of,

and condensation of, with cyano-
acetic esters (Schmitt), A., i,

508.

derivatives of (Schmitt), A., i,

585.

ethyl ester, preparation of (Curtiss),
A., i. 507.

Metabolism, nitrogenous products of,

ami their relation to carbohydrates
(Kxoopand Windaus), A., i, 509.

behaviour of ;?-dimethyIaminobenz-
aldehyde in (Jaff6), A., ii, 186.

gelatin in (Kauffmanx), A., ii, 735.
of sulphur and phosphorus on an
abundant proteid diet (BoRXSTElx),
A., ii, 99.

in man (v. Wendt ; Gumpeet), A.,

ii, 840.

in cystinnria (Alsberg and Folin),
A., ii, 544.

inosteomalacia (Goldthwait, Paint-
F,R, 0.SGOOD, and McCrudden), A-,
ii, 845.

carbohydrate, influence of surgical

openUions on (PFi.i^oKR, ScHiix-
DORKF, and Wexzel), A., ii, 44.

in partially depancreated dogs
(Cobb), A., ii, 540.

phosphonis, in man (Tioerstedt),
A., ii, 332.

proteid. See Proteid metabolism.
See also Katal)oli.<<m.

Metabolism experiments, cage for
t<JiF,'<^ A , ii, 83<.>.

Metachloroantimonic acid. See under
Antimony.
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Metalammonium compounds, action of,

on halogen derivatives of methane
and on alcohols (Chablay), A., ii,

502.

use of, in organic chemistry (Lebeau),
A., i, 401, 512.

See also under the separate Metals and
Metalloids.

Metallic bases, equilibrium among cer-

tain, in simultaneous contact with
phosphoric acid (Quartaroli), A.,

ii, 821.

carbonates, behaviour of, towards sat-

urated solutions of potassium and
ammonium carbonates (Arnold), A.

,

ii, 356.

chlorides, anhydrous, transformation

of oxides and oxygenated metallic

salts into (Matignon and Bouri-
on), a., ii, 459.

molecular weights of (Rugheimer
and RuDOLFi), A., ii, 576.

action of weak acids on (Benrath),
A., 1, 734 ; ii, 705.

compounds, triboluminescence of

(Gernez), a., ii, 431.

action of sodium thiosulphate on, in

the dry way (Faktor), A. , ii, 452,

812.

binary, preparation of, by means of

aluminium powder (Colani), A.,

ii, 525 ; (Matignon and Tran-
noy), a., ii, 588.

cyanides, action of, on organic bases

(Struthers), p., 95.

action of, on organic haloids (Sidg-

wick), p., 120.

haloids, compounds of, with hydr-
oxylamine (Antonoff), A., ii,

709.

hydroxides, solubility of, in glycerol

(Muller), a., i, 254.

condition in which chlorine exists

in colloidal solutions of (Ruer),
A., ii, 169.

behaviour of, towards saturated

solutions of potassium and am-
monium carbonates (Arnold), A.,

ii, 356.

oxides, method for determining the

presence of (Tichborne), A., ii,

566.

and sulphides occurring naturally,

electrical conductivity and ab-

sorptive power for heat radiations

of (Konigsbergkr and Reichen-
hkim), a., ii, 624.

action of potassium thiocyanate on,

at high temperatures (M ilbauer),
A., i, 121.

reduction of, by aluminium carbide

(Prino), T., 1630; P., 230.

Metallic oxides, reduction of, by means
of the cerite metals (Weiss and
Aichrl), a., ii, 164.

salts, diffusion of, in solution (Gra-
ham), a., ii, 147.

action of sodium hyposulphite on
(Bbunck), a., ii, 95.

double, formation and solubility of

(KoppEL, Wetzel, and GuM-
PERz), A., ii, 689.

solubility and dissociation of, in

water (Rimbach and Grewe),
A., ii, 375.

inorganic. See Inorganic salts.

See also salts.

Metalloids of the first three families,

some properties of the hydrides of (de
Forcrand), A.,ii, 696.

Metals found in Egyptian tombs (Bee-
thelot), a., ii, 164.

electrolytic deposition of (Amberg),
A., ii, 7 ; (Fischer and Boddaert),
A., ii, 206

;
(Kollock and Smith),

A., ii, 859.

cathode potentials necessary for the
electrolytic deposition of, from solu-

tions of their sulphates (Coffetti
and Foerster), A., ii, 796.

preparation of, by means of the cerite

metals (Weiss and Aichel), A., ii,

164.

spectra of the, in the electric arc

(Hasselberg), a., ii, 129.

emission spectra of, in the electric

furnace (King), A., ii, 217.

flame spectra of (de Watteville),
A., ii, 2.

radioactivity of common (Righi), A.,

ii, 431.

spontaneous action of, on sensitive

films of photographic plates without
direct contact (Kahlbaum and
Steffkns), a., ii, 295.

action of radium bromide on the elec-

trical resistance of(Sabat), A., ii, 219.

electromotive force between, and solu-

tions of their .salts in water and
methyl alcohol (Carrara and
D'Agostini), a., ii, 370.

vaporisation of, at the ordinary tem-
perature (Zengelis), A., ii, 143.

lowest temperature of evaporation of,

in the vacuum of the cathode light

(Krafft and Beugfeld), A., ii,

144.

theory of the solution of, in potassium
cyanide solution under the influence

of an alternating current (Brochet
and Petit), A., ii, 27, 28, 2G1.

cliemical solution pressure of, and the

chemical transfer of metallic poten-

tials (Fischer), A., ii, 501.
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Metals, reciprocal replacement of, in \

aqueous solution (Fernekes), A.,

ii, 33 ; (Smith), A., ii, 164, 450. i

alteration of the specific gravity of, !

owing to deformation (Kahlbaum
;

and Sturm), A., ii, 680.

colours in (Garxett), A., ii, 783.

passivity of (Le Blanc), A., ii, 137.

theory of the action of, on nitric acid

(Divers), A., ii, 84.

explanation of the action of strong

sulphuric acid on (van Deventer),
A., ii, 383.

oxidation of, in the cold in presence

of ammonia (Matignon and Des-
plantes), a., ii, 322.

influence of, on fermenting liquids

(Nathan, Schmid, and Fuchs),

A., ii, 340, 847.

ductile, influence of phase changes on
the tenacity of, at the ordinary

temperature and at the boiling point

of liquid air (G. T. and H. N.
Beilby), a., ii, 803.

finely divided, use of, in hydrogena-
tion and in molecular reactions

(Sabatier and Senderens), A.,

i, 333.

general methods of hydrogenation

and decomposition based on the

use of (SA BATiER and Senderens),
A., i, 401; (Mailhe), A., i,

501.

heavy, complex compounds of carbonic

acid with (Luther and Krsxjavi),
A., ii, 705.

organic compounds of, in plants

(Schlaodenhauffen and Reeb),
A., ii, 51.

microscopic examination of (Jenkins
and Riddiok), A., ii, 118.

the processes of double decomposition
for the industrial separation of

(Herrenschmidt), a., ii, 41.

separation of, by means of hydroxyl-
amine (Jannasch and ROhl;
Jannasch and Cohen), A., ii,

612 ; (Jannasch and Schilling ;

Janna-sch), a., ii, 613; (Fried-
hriu and Hasenclever), A., ii,

768.

separation of, by volatilisation in a
current of hydrochloric acid gas

(Friedhei'm and Jacobius), A., ii,

652.

Metal vegetation (Holtz), A., ii, 670.

Metanicotine, reduction of (Maas8), A.,
i, 543.

Metapilocarpine and its additive salts

(Pinner), A., i, 659.

Metataccharinic acid, constitution of

(KiLUiNi and Loefflbb), A., i, 737.

Metasaccharopentose and its phenyl-
benzylhydrazone (KiLiANi and
Loeffler), a., i, 737.

Metatitanic acid. See under Titanium.
Metazirconic acid. See under Zirconium.

Metazoa, reversal of ciliary movement»in
(P.A.RKEH), A., ii, 183.

Metellagic acid and its acetyl derivative

(Perkin and Nierenstein), T.,1426;
P., 186.

Meteoric iron, the Billings (Ward), A.,
ii, 263.

Meteorite, Canon Diablo, investigation

of the (Moissan), A., ii, 43, 247.

Mount Vernon (Tassin), A., ii, 399.

Rodeo (Farrington), A., ii, 726.

Shelbume (Borgstrom), A., ii, 726.

Meteorites, Barraba, Cowra, and Mount
Dyrriug (Mingaye), A., ii. 399.

of Hvittis and Marjalahti (Borg-
strum). A., ii, 537.

Methaemoglobin, spectroscopy of (Villk
and Derrien), A., i, 399, 500,

622; (Piettke and Vila), A., i,

622.

a fluorine compound of (Ville and
Derrien), A., i, 500, 622; (Vila
and Piettre), A., i, 847.

absorptiometric estimation of the
amount of nitric oxide combined by
uuit weight of (v. Hufner and
Reinbold), a., i, 252.

Methane, some constants of pure
(Moissan and Chavanne), A., i,

253.

solid, action of, on liquid fluorine

(Moissan and Chavanne), A., i,

253.

halogen derivatives, action of metalam-
moiiium compounds on (Chablay),
A., i, 502.

nitro-, condensation of, with alkylated
aminoniethyl alcohols (Henry),
A., i, 609. 661.

condensation of, with imines
(Maykk), a., i, 357.

Methanedisulphonic aeid, esters, anilide,

an<l chloride, and compounds with
bases (Schroeter and Herzberg),
a., i, 851.

Methanesnlphonic acid and its ethyl
f'ster, cliloride. and anhydride
(Billeter). a., i, 584.

hydroxy-, and its sodium salt (Rein-
kino, Dehnel, and Labhardt),
A., i, 261.

Methanesalphon7lcarbimide(BiLLKTRR),
.\.. i, .'^.60.

Methineammoniom dyes (Rrrs and
SiHWARz), A., i, 83.

Methionio aoid. See Methanedisulphonic
acid.
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Methoethenylbenzene oxide. See Phenyl-
methylettiyleiie oxide.

Methoxyacetophenones, m- and p-

(EijKMAN, Bkbgema, and Henrard),
A., i, 360.

Methoxy-acids, aromatic, formation of

(Gr\ebk), a., i, 699.

3-Methoxyacridone (Ullmann and
Kipper), A., i. 597.

9-Methoxy-9-zsoamyl-10-anthrone (JiJN-

germann), a., i, 795.

5-Metlioxyaniline, ^ribromo-, and 5-

nitro-, and its acetyl derivative

(Blanksma), a., i, 431.

6-o-Methoxyamliiio-3-methoxybenzoic
acid (Ullmann and Kipper), A., i,

597.

o-Methoxybenzaldehyde, condensation
of, with glycine (Erlenmeyer and
Bade), A., i, 131.

action of nitrogen sulphide on (Davis),

T., 1834; P., 258.

^-Methoxybenzeneazobenzene, y-nitro-

(Schmidt), a., i, 951.

3-Metlioxybenzoic acid, 6-chloro-,

reactions of (Ullmann and Kipper),
A., i, 596.

Methoxybenzoqainone, chloroc^ihydr-

oxy- (Graebe and Hess). A., i, 698.

4-?)-Metlioxybenzoylfluorejione (Pick),

A., i, 68.

)3-Methoxybenzoyl-o-phenylthiolstyrene
(Ruhemann), T., 467 ; P., 12.3.

Methoxybenzyl alcohol, c?jchloro-

rfibromo- (Zixcke and Buff), A., i,

881.

o-Methoxybenzylamine and its salts

(Erlenmeyer and Bade)) A., i, 131.

^-Methoxybenzyldibenzyl ketone. See

a7-Diphenyl-5-^-methoxypheiiyl-)3-

butanone.

a-Methoxybenzylideneacetophenone
(Sluiter), a., i, 796.

?)i-Methoxybenzylideneaniline, ^^-hydr-

o\y- (Ott), a., i, 376.

;?-MethoxybenzyIideiieaniline (Ott), A.,

i, 376.

^-Methoxybenzylidenehippuric acid and
its methyl ester, amide, imide, and
piperidide (Erlenmeyer and Witten-
liEiir;), A., i, 240.

MethoxybenzylidenemaIononitrile(HiN-
RKMisEN and Louse). A., i, 132.

m-Methoxybenzylidenephenylhydraz-
ines, ;)-hyilroxy- (Ott), A., i, 376.

jo-Methoxybenzyiidenephenylhydrazines
(Ott), a., i, 376.

m-Methoxybenzylidenesemicarbazide,
/^-hydroxy- (Ott), A., i, 376.

S-Methoxychalkone. 2'-hydroxy- (Gut-
zeit and v. Kostanecki), A., i,

366,

^S-Methoxy-oa-c^ichloropropylene
(Vftoria), a., i, 110.

S-Methoxyconmaraiioiie (Blom and
Tambor), a., i, 916.

2-Methoxy-4-cyaiiobenzylo-naphthol
and its acetate (Sachs and Craveri),
A., i, 910.

2-Methoxydibenzyl (v. Kostanecki,
RosT, and Szabranski), A., i, 341.

o-Methoxydihydroisosafrole, bromo- de-

rivatives (Hokring), a., i, 903.

3-Methoxy-4-diinethylaminoethoxy-
phenanthrene and its additive salts

and methiodide (Knorr), A., i, 813.

o-Methoxy a7-diphenylbutaiie, fiS-di-

nitro-, and its monophenylhydrazone
and tribromo-derivative (Meisen-
heimer and Heim), A., i, 269.

5-Methoxy-o7-diphenyl-5-io-methoxy-
aiid -5-??i;)-methylenedioxyphenyl-)3-

butanones (Herizka), A., i, 291.

4-Methoxy-lethylphthalazine (Daube),
A., i, 210.

3'-Methoxy-flavanone, 3-isonitroso- and
-flavonol and its acetyl derivative

(GuTZEiT and v. Kostanecki), A., i,

366.

4'-Methoxy-flavaiione and 3-tsonitroso-,

and -flavonol and its acetyl derivative

(Edelstein and v. Kostanecki), A.,

i, 460.

Methoxy-A^-cr/(;Zohexene (Brunel), A.,

i, 869.

Methoxymethylenedioxyphenylamino-
acetone and its picrate and -nitro-

acetone (Rimini), A., i, 199.

Methoxy-3'.4'-methylenedioxy8tilbenes,
2- and 4- (r. Kostanecki and Sulser),
A., i, 352.

Methoxy-3':4'-methylenedioxystilbene-

;3-carboxylic acids, 2-, 3-, and 4- (v.

Kosianecki and Sulser), A., i,

352.

3-Methoxy-2-methyl-4-pyridone (Pera-
ToNEB and Tamburello), A., i, 808.

8-Methoxy-l-methylquinolone, bromo-
derivatives (Howirz and Witte), A.,

i, 470.

Methoxymethyltetrahydroanthraquin-
one, rfihydroxy- (Tschirch and
CMlIsTOFOLETTl), A., ii, 852.

4-Methoxy-2-methylthiolpyrimidine, 6-

amino- (Johnson and Johns), A., i,

836.

2-ll£ethoxynaphthaxanthone (Ullmann
and KiPPEu), A., i, 597.

;)-Methoxyphenyl benzyl sulphide
('I'AiioriiY), A., i, 644.

Methoxyphenyl ethyl carbonate,

o-amino-, and its acetyl derivative

and carbamide, and o-nitro- (A. and
L. LuMifciiE and Perkin), A., i, 588.
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j^-Methoxyphenyl-aminoacetone, hydro-
chloride and picrate of, and -nitro-

acetone (Rimini), A., i, 198.

o-Methozyphenylcarbamic acid, ethyl

ester (PscHOaR and Eixbeck), A., i,

590.

^j-Methoxyphenyl/'richloromethylcarb-

inol and its acetate (Dinesmann), A.,

i, 645.

o-Methoxy-o-phenylethane, /3-nitro-

(Meisexheimer and Heim), A., i,

269.

j'-Kethoxyphenylethyl alcohol and ita

phenylurethane (Gbignard), A., i,

594.

p-Methozyphenylethylcarbinol and its

ether (Hell and Hofmaxn), A., i,

58
;

(Klages), A., i, 344, 645
;

(Hell), A., i, 436.

Kethozyphenylethylcarbinols, o- and^-
(Hell and Hofmann), A., i, 435.

o-Methoxyphenylmethylcarbinol
(PscHOKR and Einbeck), A., i, 590.

3-Methozy-l-phenyl-5-inethyIpyrazole
{\))-'3-antipyrine) (Michaelis and
Meyer), A., i, 378.

7-jD-l[ethozypiieiiylpropane-a7-diol

{an^tho'jhjcol) and its acetates (Var-
ESNE and CoDEFROY), A., i, 282.

o-Methozyphenylpropionic acid, methyl
ester and hydrazide (PscHORR and
Einbeck), A., i, 590.

;>-Methozypiienylpyravic acid and its

phenylhydrazoiie and condensation
with benzaldehyde (Erlekmeyer and
Wittexbkkg), a., i, 240.

o-Methozyphenylserine and its salts

(Erlenmeyek and Bade), A., i, 131.

5-Methozyl-pheii7l-l:2:3-triazole-4-

carbozylic acid, j?-bromo-, ethyl ester

(DiMKuTH and Stahl), A., i, 386.

3Methozy-4-pyridone (Peratoner and
Tambukellu), a., i, 808.

2-Methozypyrimidiiie (Farben-
FABKIKE.V VUKM. F. BaYER k Co.),

A., i, 159.

3-Methozy-7-pyrone (Peratonkr and
Si'ALLiNo), A., i, 806.

S-Methozyquinoline, bromo-derivative?,
and their rnethiodidea (Howitz and
WiTTE), A., i, 470.

2-Methoz7itilb«ne and its /3-carbozylio
acid (Funk and v. Kostanecki), A.,
i, 352.

S-Methozystilbene-d-carbozylie aeid
(FfNK aiul V. Kosta.necki), A., i,

352.

o-Methozystyrene (Pschorr and Ein-
beck), A., i, 590.

6-Methozy 1-/; tolyl-l:2:8 triaxole-4-
carbozylic acid, ethyl ester (Dim-
ROTU and Stahl), A., i, 385.

LXX.wiii, ii.

5-Methozytritamc acid, 3-hydroxy-,

and its lactone (v. LlEBiG), A., i,

782.

Methozyzanthones, 2- and 4- (Ull-
MANX and Zlokasoff), A., i, 598.

2-Methozy-^-zylene, Z:b-di- and tri-

nitro- ^Bla-nksma), A., i, 426.

2-Methozy-p-zylidine, 3-nitro-, and its

6-8alpho]iic acid (Blaxksma), A., i,

426.

Methyl alcohol, compounds of, with
bromine and chlorine (McIxtosh),
T., 784 ; P., 64, 120.

detection of (Scudder), A., ii, 615.

estimation of, in presence of form-

aldehyde (Leffmaxn), A., ii, 864.

estimation of, in formaldehyde
(Gnehm and Kaufler), A., ii,

209.

and ethyl alcohol, estimation of, in

tinctures by the immersion refracto-

meter (Leach and Lythgoe), A.,

ii, 655.

Methyl alcohol, amino-, condensation of

nitromethane with alkyl derivatives

of (He-sry), a., i, 609, 661.

Methyl bromide, preparation of (Steix-
KOi'F and From M el), A., i, 501 ;

(Weixlaxd and Schmid), A., i,

557.

chloride, preparation of (Weinland
and Schmid), A., i, 558, 850.

boiling point of (Gibbs), A., ii,

570.

and carbon dioxide, validity of the
law of corresponding states for

mixtures of (K.\meklikgh
Onnes and Zakrzewski), A., ii,

149.

ether, compounds of, with bromine
and chlorine (McIntosh), T., 788

;

P., 64, 120.

hydrogen sulphite, amino-, and its

zinc salt (Reinring, Dehnkl, and
Labhardt), A., i, 261.

iodide, preparation of (Weixland and
Schmid), A., i, 657.

iovlochloride (Thiele and Peter), A.,
i, 735.

jsopropyl ethers, chloro-derivativea

(Stappers), a., i, 261.

sulphate, esterification of, by means
of (Graebe), a., i, 678.

Methylacetal, bromo- (Freundler and
Leoru), a., i, 326.

Methylacetone. See Methyl ethyl
ketone.

j>-Methylacetophenone and its scmicarb-
azon.: (Al'Wkk.s), A., i, 434.

Methylacetophenonea, o- and p- (Eijk-
man, Bekgema, and Henkard), A., i,

360.

75
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5-Methylacridine and its salts (Decker
aud Klauser), A., i, 667.

action of, on benzaldehyde and on m-
nitrobenzaldehyde (Friedlander),
A., i, 829.

Methylacrylic acid and its anilide and
its dibromide (Autenrieth and Pret-
zell), a., i, 629.

)8-Methyladipic acid, esters, rotation of

(Haller and Desfontaines), A.,

ii, 429.

5-amino-, and its copper salt (Dieck-
mann), a., i, 417.

7-Metliyladipic acid, a-amino-, A^-benz-

oyl derivative of (Dieckmann), A., i,

418.

Methyladipic acids, a- and &- (Perkin
and Tatteksall), T., 1085.

7-Metliyl-o-alkyladipic acids, esters,

rotation of (Haller and Desfont-
aines), A., ii, 429.

l-Methyl-4-alkyl-3-r?/cZoliexanols, syn-

thesis of, and their plienylcarbamates
(Haller and March), A., i, 276.

l-Metliyl-4-alkyl-3-f?/cZohexanoiies and
their semicarbazones and the corre-

sponding phenols (Haller), A., i,

214.

4-Methyl-l-alkyl-2-c2/cfcpe]itanonecarb-

oxylic acids, esters, rotation of

(Haller and Desfontaines), A., ii,

429.

Methylallylglutaconimide, cyano-, and
its metallic derivatives (Guareschi),
A., i, 823.

Methylallyltetrahydroquinaldinium
iodide (Wedekind), A., i, 521.

Methylamine, boiling point of (Gibbs),

A., ii, 570.

action of, on csesiura (Rengade),
A., i, 174.

action of, on furfuraldehyde (Litter-
scheid), a., i, 76.

iodomercurates and chloroiodomer-
curate f (FRANgois), A., i, 574.

Methylaminoacetylcatechol (Dakin),
P., 154.

l-Methylaminoanthraquinone, 2- and 4-

nitro- (Fai'.henfabriken vorm. F.

Bayer & Co.), A., i, 362.

o-Methylaminoanthraquinone (Farben-
FABRfKEN VORM. F. BaYER & CO.),

A., i, 14.^).

o-Methylaminobenzaldehyde, physical

constiinls of (Schmidt), A., i, 213.

o-Hethylaminobenzoic acid. See Metliyl-
aiitliraiiilic acid.

^-Methylaminobenzoic acid and its salts

and nitro.so-(Jerivative (Jaffj5), A.,

i, 344.

and its methyl ester (Johnston), P.,

156.

l-Methylamino-2:5-diinethylpyrrole-
3:4 dicarboxylic acid (Bulow, Riess,

and Sautermkister), A., i, 661.

Methylaminoethyl alcohol and ether,

melting point, specific gravity, and
refractive index of (Knorr and
Meyer), A., i, 748.

Methylaminoethyl ether and its salts

(Knorr and Meyer), A., i, 748.

2-Methylamino 4-methylthiazole
(Young and Crookes), P., 308.

a-Methylamino-yS-aci-rfinitroethane

(Duden, Bock, and Reid), A., i,

568.

8-Methylaminoparaxanthine (Boeh-
RiNGER & Sohne), A., i, 230.

2-Methylaminophenetole, 3:5-rf2nitro-,

and its nitroaniine (Blank.sma), A.,

i, 431.

3-Methylamino-l-phenyl-5-)3-naphthyl-
pyrazole (Michaelis and Hepner),
A., i, 481.

7-Methylamino-/3-pheiiylpropyl alcohol

and its additive salts (Fourneau),
A., i, 57.

2-Methylamino-^-xylene, 2,:b-dimixo-,

and its nitroamine (Blanksma), A.,

i, 426.

MethyKsoamylamine, preparation of

(Clarke), A., i, 428.

o-Methyl-7-ri-amylbutyrolactone, hydr-

azine compound of (Blaise and Lutt-
ringer), a., i, 330.

ySMethylanhydroacetonebenzil, prepar-

ation of (Japp and Knox), T., 677.

Methylaniline, influence of temperature

on the action of acetyl thiocyanate on
(Doran and Dixon), T., 339 ; P., 77.

Methylauilinoazobenzene (Vignon and
Simonet), a., i, 494.

7-Methylanilino-A^-propene-o-al, /8

chloro- (Dieckmann aud Platz), A.

i, 117.

Methylanthranil, Heller's, physical con

stants of (Schmidt), A., i, 213.

Methylanthranilic acid, methyl ester

])hysi('al constants of (Schmidt)
A., i, 213.

eo-cyano-, i>reparation of (Badische
Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik), A.,

645.

2-Methylanthraiiol, iodo-hydriodo-deriv

atives (Likbekhann and Mamlock)
A., i, 531.

Methylanthraquinone, ^nhydroxy-
Scu Natalcte-einodin.

Methylarsonio acid, alkaloidal salts

(Vitali), a., i, 657.

Uethylation of liydrogen atoms
attaclitd to nitrogen by means of

formaldehyde (EscHWBiLKK ; Kobp-
pen), a., i, 328.
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Hethylazoimide (Dimroth and Wisli-
CEXUs), A., i, 422.

C-Methylbarbituric acid, preparation of

(Gerngkos.s), a., i, 942.

3 Methylbarbitnric acid and 4-imino-
(Conrad), a., i, 751.

5-Methylbarbitnric acid (Fischer), A.,
i, 122.

Methylbenzamide, hydroxy-, and its

compound with j8-naphthol and hydro-
chloric acid (Einhorn), A., i, 344,
34.^, 646.

3-Metliylbeiizil, 4-hvdroxy- (Blau), A.,
i. 905.

l-Hetbylbenziminazole and its salts

(Fischer and Veiel), A., i, 245.

2-Metliylbenziminazole, nitro-, yellow
sulphur dye from (Chemi.schf. Fab-
RIKEN VORM. WeILER-TER-MeER),
A., i, 552.

Methylbenzophenonesulpliones, 3- and
5- (I'li-manx and Lehner), A., i,

290.

4-Metliyl-l :2 benzopyrone-S-benzoyl-o-
carbozylic acid [i-methijl-l-.^-be-mo-

pijrone-Z-o-phthalaldehydic acid), 7-

hydroxy-, and ita acetate, and 5:7-

and 7:8-dihydroxy- (Bt'LOW and SlE-
eert). a., i, 294.

4 Metliyl-l:2-benzopyrone-3-o benzyl-
carboxylic acid, 7-hydroxy-, and its

acetate, and 5:7- and 7:8-rfihydroxy-
(BiJLow and Sfebert), A., i, 295.

Xethyl benzoylmethylaminobutyl ke-
tone (Lii'P and Widnmann), A., i,

662.

4 /'-Methylbenzylflaorene (Pick), A., i,

Hethylbenzyltoluidine, 6-araino-.
See ?/i-Xylyl-/)-toliiidinc, o-amino-.

7/i-Methylbenzyl-;»-toluidine, o-hydr-
oxy-. and its picrate (v. W.\lther
and Bamrerc), A., i, 299.

Methylbromoethylamine hydrobroniide
(Knorr and Meyer), A., i, 748.

3-Methyl a bromomethylbutyric acid,
o-hroino- (Hi.aise and Luttrixger),
A., i, t;28.

7-lIetbylbutane, /3/3-dtchloro-a8-rfi-

hy.iroxy- (Smirnoff), A., i, 173.

Xethyl w'^butenyl ketone. See Mesityl
o.xicle.

Xethylbntylacetic aoid. See a-Methyl-
hexoic acid.

Methyl-n- and -Mo-bntylglntaoonimidea,
cyano-, ammonium derivatives of
(GiARESfui), A., i, 822.

Xethyl bntyl ketone, semicarbazone of
(B(HVEAii,T an.l Lor-Qi'iN), A., i, 18.

Xethyl isobntyl ketone, condensation of,

with henzil (Japp and Knox), T.,
673 ; P., 152.

Methyl tert. Atntjl ketone. See Pin-

acolin.

Xethylbntylmalonic acid and its esters

(Raseiti), a., i, 561.

Methyltert. -bntylf^mitromethane
(ScHOLL, Weil, and Holdermaxn),
A., i, 182.

o-Methyl-5-«-butylvalerolactone, hydr-
azine compound of (Blaise and Lrr-
trixger), a., i, 330.

o-Methylbntyric acid, Slarckwald's

asymmetric synthesis of (Tijmstra),
A., i, 257.

a-Methylbutyrolactone, hydrazine com-
pound of (Blaise), A., i, 681.

7-Methylbutyrolactone, hydrazine com-
pound of (Blaise and Lvttrixger),
A., i, 329.

o-Methylbutyrylcarbamide, properties

of (Fischer and Dilthey), A., i,

38."

Xethylcamphenilol (Moycho and
Ziexkowski), a., i, 712.

reactions of (Bouve.\ult and Blaxc),
a., i, 222 ;

(Moycho and Zienkow-
SKi), A., i, 654.

Methylcamphoformeneamine and its

carboxylic acid, metliylamine salt

(Tingle and Hoffmann), A., i, 800.

1 -Methylcarbamido -2 :5-diniethyl-

pyrrole-3:4-dicarboxylic acid and its

ethyl est«-r, preparation of (BiJLOW,

RiEss, and Sautekmeister), A., i,

661.

Methylohavicol a- and /S-nitrosites

(Rimini), A., i, 198.

Xethylchloroacetamide, hydroxy- (£iir>

horn), a., i, 345.

Xethylchloroethylamine salts (Kxorr
and Meyer), A., i, 748.

4-Methyl-4-r;/chloromethyl-l-ethyldi-

hydrobenzene (Aiwers). A., i, 434.

l-Methyl-4 '/ichloro'.'iopropylbenzene

(.\ i:\vK Its). A., i, 434.

Xethylcinchonine, /^onitroso-, and its

additive salts (RoHDE and Schwab),
A., i, 228.

Xethylcinene and its hydrobromide
(Rii'E and Schlochoff), A., i, 415.

Kethylconiine and its additive salts

(V. Brain), A., i, 812.

Xethylcreatinine and \u additive salts

(Kornihirkkr), a., i, 152.

/3-Xethylorotonic acid, 7-cyano-, ethvl
ester (RooEKSON and Thorpe), T.,

1687.

2-Xethyldeozybenzoin, 4-hydroxy •

(I'.i.AT- , A., i, 906.

3-XethyIdeoxybenzoin, 4 hydroxy-, and
it« bromo-, iodo-, and acetyl deriv-

atives and it4 oxinte (Blav), A., i,

905.
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Methyldiacetonealkamine auricUoride
(Kohn), a., i, 929.

3-]!ilethyldiallylc2/c?ohexanone(HALLEu),

A., i, 214.

l-Methyl-5:5-diethylbarbituric acid
. (Fischer and Dilthey), A., i, 37

;

(CoNKAD and Zaut), A., i, 753.

Methyl-5:5-diethylbarbituric acids, 1-

and 3-, 4-imino- (Conrad and Zart),
A., i, 752, 755.

Methyldiethylsulphinium hydroxide in

dogs' urine (Neuberg and Grosser),
A., ii, 739.

a-Methyldihydroberberine and its salts

(Frkund and Beck), A., i, 151.

2-Metbyldihydroindole, formation of,

and its benzoyl and benzenesulphonyl
derivatives (v. Braun and Stein-
dorff), a., i, 81, 156.

4'MethyIdihydro-4-stilbazole and its

adilitive salts (During), A., i, 233.

4-Methyl-2:3-dihydrothiazole, 2-imino-,

i\^-acetyl derivative of, silver derivative

(Young and Crookes), P,, 308.

MetliyldiphenylsuIphone-2-carboxylic
acids, 2'- and 4'- (Ullmann and
Lehner), a., i, 290.

Methylene f^uodochloride (Thiele and
Peter), A., i, 736.

Methyleneacetophenone, hydroxy-, C-

and O-carbaiiilides of (Dieckmann,
HoppE, and Stein), A., i, 137.

Methylene-azure, physiological action of

(Underbill and Closson), A., ii, 471.

Methylene-blue, physiological action of

(Underbill and Closson), A., ii, 471.

Methylenecamphor, hydroxy-, action of

magnesium methyl and ethyl iodides

on (Forstek and Judd), T., 369 ; P.,

116.

Methylenecatechol, diummo-, nitro-, and
nitroamino- (Herz), A., i, 779.

4:5-MethylenedioxyanthraniIic acid, 3-

nitro- (Hkrz), A., i, 779.

3:4-Methylenedioxy-l-j3-bromo-a-acet-

oxy-?i,-propylbenzene, nitro- (Hoe-
ring), A., i, .'J92.

Methylenedioxyindophenin (Herz), A.,

i, 779.

.6-Methylenedioxyisatin (Herz), A.,i,

779.

6:7-Methylenedioxy-2-methylquiiioline,
4-hydroxy-, and its additive salts and
acetyl derivative (Herz), A., i, 779.

Methylenedioxyphenanthrazine (Herz),
A., i, 780.

a-3;4-Methylenedioxyphenylbutane-a-
ol. See l'i|Mn()nylpio|iylcarbinoI.

a-3:4-MethyIenedioxyphenyI-a)3-(i?t-

bromo- and -/3-bromo-a-hydroxy-

ethanes (Bargkr and Jowett), T.,

969; P., 205,

Methylenedioxyphenyl-a-cyanoacrylic
acid, ethyl ester, bromo-derivative
(PicciNiNi), A., i, 599.

'

3:4-Methylenedioxyphenyldi-2-methyl-
indyl-, -indolidene-, and-l-ethylindyl-

methanes (Freund and Lebach), A.,

i, 666.

)3-3;4-Methylenedioxyphenyl-3-hydroxy-
ethylmethylamine and its salts (Bar-
GER and Jowett), T., 970 ; P., 205.

Methyleneoxyuvitic acid (Chemisghe
Fabrik auf Aktien), a., i, 703.

Methylenetannincarbamide (Vos-
winkel), a., i, 805.

Methylethylacraldehyde, condensation
of, with isobutaldehyde (Morawetz),
A., i, 262.

Methylethylaniline, co-cyano-(BADiscHE
AnILIN- & SitDA-FABRIK), A., i, 340.

o-Methyl-7-ethylbutyrolactone, hydr-
azine compound of (Blaise and Lut-
tringer), a., i, 330.

Methylethyldimethylaminoinethyl-
carbinol benzoate hydrochloride
(stovaine), toxicity of (Launoy), A.,

ii. 49.

test for (Zernik), A., ii, 491.

Methylethyldi-t(/-quinol, tetrahTorao- and
rfzchlororfibromo- (Zincke and Buff),
A., i, 882.

jS-Methyl-o-ethylglutaconic acid and its

silver salt, anhydride, and anilic

acid, and a-cyano-, ethyl ester

(Rogerson and Thorpe), T., 1708 ;

P., 239.

identity of, with 3-niethyl-7-ethyl-

glutacouic acid (Thorpe), T., 1671 ;

P., 239.

)3-Methyl-)3ethylgIycidic acid, ethyl

ester (Claisex), A., i, 288.

/S-Methyl-y-ethyl-Aie-bexadene. See

Ethylallyli'.wjiropenyhnethane.

Methyl ethyl ketone {mcthylacetone),

chlorination of (Kling), A., i, 172.

action of potassium hydro.xide on a

mixture of, with phenylacetyleno
(BoRK). A., i, 774.

condensation of, with pyrogallol

(Fahinyi and Szeki), A., i, 888.

Methyl ethyl ketone ammonia (Thomae),
A., i, 509.

/8-Methyl-)3-ethyl-lactic acid and its

salts (Mebus), a., i, 508.

2-Methyl-3-ethyl 4-methylene-l:4benz-
opyran, 7-liydroxy-, hydrochloride and
picratc of (BiiLOW and Deiglmayr),
A., i, 149.

Methylethyloxalacetic acid, ethyl esti r

(Meiujs), a.. 1, 507.

l-Methyl-3-ethylpiperidine and its

additive salts (Lipp and WlUNMANN),
A., i, 610, 662.
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4-Methyl-3-ethylpyridiiie, reduction of,

with sodium and alcohol (KoEXiGS
and Berxhart), A., i, 824.

4-Metliyl-5-ethylpyridiiie, 2.6-di'hydr-

oxy-. and its hydrochloride and benzoyl
and isonitroso-derivatives (Ro<;erson'
and Thorpe), T., 1709; P., 239.

4-Methyl-3-ethyIpyridiiie-5-carboxyUc
acid, 2:6-fZihydroxy-, ethyl ester, and
its hydrochloride (Rogerson and
Thorpe), T., 1713.

Methylethylpyruvic acid and its salts

and pheuylhydrazoue (MEBrs), A.,

i, 508.

and its ethyl ester and semicarbazone
(BouvEAULT and Locquin), A., i,

636.

2 Methyl-l-ethyltetrahydroquinoline
iScHOLTZ and Pawlicki), A., i, 473.

Methylethylthetine, ^menthyl ester,

salts of, molecnlar rotations of

(Smiles), T., 453; P., 93.

Methyleugenol a- and /3-nitrosites

(RiMisi), A., i, 199.

/S-Methylgalactoside, alleviation of
(Irvine and Cameron), t., 902 ; P.,

191.

Methylgalactosides, transformations of
(.Jr.N-iiius), A., i, 573.

a-Methylgeraniol (F.\rbenfabr iken
voRM. F. Bayer k Co.), A., i, 147.

/S-Methylglacoside, prep.iration of

(.Maquenne), a., i, 415; (Arm-
strong and Courtauld), A., i, 746.

alkylation of (Irvine and Cameron),
T., 900; P., 191.

Methylglncosides, transfonnations of

f.Ji-NGirs), A., i, 573.

8-Methylglutaconic acid, forniation of
(Darbishirk and Thorpe), T.,

1714; P., 239.

its silver salt, anhydride, and anilic

acid, and a-cyano-, ethyl ester

(RooER-soN and Thorpe), T., 1687 ;

P., 2.39.

3-Methylglntaric acid and its anhydride
and a-broino- and o-cyano-derivatives,
< thyl esters (Darblshike and
Thorpe), T., 1716, P.. 239.

> Methylglycocyamidine(KoRNDijRFER),
A., i. 30.

Methylglyoxal, monoacetal, semicarb-
azone, and dipolymeride of (Hakries
and TiRK), A., i, 41.3.

Kcthylglyoxaline. See Methylimin-
azolf.

Methylglyoxalosotetrazone. fonnat \<>n

ot'l l)|Ki KMANN-.-lIid I'I.ATZ), A., i,
'.'.'. I.

A'-Methylgranatanine and its deriv-

atives and v/f-Methylgranatanine, 3-

chloro- (Wilustaiter and Vkra-
Gtn-H), A,, i, 543.

Hethylgranatoline and tfeMethylgran-

atoline and their additive salts (Will-
statter and Veragcth), A., i, 544.

Methyl-gaaiacolacetamide, -j^-hydroxy-

benzamide, -j/-toluamide, and -iso-

valeramide, hydroxy- (Einhoen), A.,

i, 344.

Methylrt/joharmiiie and nitro-, and its

carboxylic acid and their additive salts

(Fischer and Buck), A., i, 229.

jS-Methylheptane-iSC-diol (RrPE and
S'-hlochdff), a., i, 414.

Methylheptenol (Rupe and Schlo-
choff\ a., i, 414.

Methylheptenone, cyclic bases from
(Wallace and Rhoussopoulos), A.,

i, 818.

Methyl heptyl ketone, bromo- (Jowett),
P., 117.

/3-Methyl-Aaf-hexadiene. See AUyhso-
propenylniethane.

l-Methylc)/c/oliexane and its haloid

derivatives (Markownikofe), A.,

i, 760.

1- 2-, 3-, 4-, and a>-chloro-derivatives

(Sabatier and M.\ilhe), A., i,

334.

l-Methyl-3-<*j/c/ohexanol, benznate of

(Hallf.r and March), A., i, 771.

MethylcycZohexanone, action ofpotassium
hydroxide on a mixture of, with
phenylacetylene (Bebtkond), A., i,

775.

l-Methylcvc/ohexanoiie-2 (Eat and
Pekkin), T., 1070.

oxidation of (Makkownikoff), A., i,

141.

l-Methyk'/cJohexanone-S and its oxime
and semicarbazone (Perkin and
Tattersall), T.. 1088.

action of alkyl iodides on the sodium
derivative of (Haller), A., i,

214.

Methylrr/cZohexanonei, the three, and
the corresponding inethylcydohexanols
(Sabatikr and Mailhe), A., i, 275.

1 -Xethyl-3-q/c/ohexanoxide, .sodium

derivative, action of aromatic aldehyiles

on (Haller and March), A., i,

771.

1 Methyl A^wi/i/'ohexene-S-one^carb-

oxylic acid, etliyl ester {Haijemann's

ester), and its semicarbazone (Rahe
and Rahm), A., i, 348 ;

(Merlino),
A., i, 350.

SMethylhexenoic acid (Knokvenaokl),
A., i, 169.

S Methyl Ao-hexenoic acid, a-cyano-

( Kvc>kvk.na(;ki.\ A., i, 169.

l-Methyl'-.'/'Vohexenylideae-S-cyano-

acetio acid, ethyl ester (Knobvenaoei.
and Mottek), A., i, 62.
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a-Methylhexoic acid and its esters,

amide, and chloride (Rasetti), A.,

i, 561.

bromo-, and its ethyl ester (Blaise
and Luttringer), A., i, 628.

Methyl hexyl ketone, semicarbazone of

(BouvEAULT and Locquin), A., i,

18.

l-Methyl-3-a-hydroxyethylpiperidme
(Lipp and Widnmann), A., i, 663.

5-Methyliminazole (Knoop and Win-
DAUs), A., i, 509.

4(or 5)-Methyliminazole, preparation of,

from dextrose, and its salts (Windaus
and Knoop), A., i, 381.

2-Methylimino-3:4-dimethyl-2:3-di-
hydrothiazole hydriodide (Young and
Crookes), p., 308.

4-Methylimino-l-methyl-5:5-diethyl-
barbituric acid (Conrad and Zart),
A., i, 753.

6-Methylindazole, 5:7-^mitro-, and its

salts and acetyl derivative (Zincke
and Ellenberger), A., i, 486.

1-Methylindole, 2-chloro-3-bromo- (Maz-
zara and Borgo), A., i, 925.

2-Methylindole {inethylketole), action of

sulphuryl chloride on (Mazzara and
Borgo), A., i, 827.

6-amino-, and its 3-carboxylic acid,

ethyl ester, and their salts and acyl

derivatives (Reissert and Heller),
A., i, 60.

3-Metliyliiidole (scatole), action of

sulphuryl chloride on (Mazzara
and Borgo), A., i, 925.

pigments originating from, and the

scatoxyl question (Porcher and
Hervieux), a., ii, 187, 740

;

(Maillard), a., ii, 271.

in the organism (Grosser), A., ii,

470.

Methylindolecarboxylic acid, amino-,

ethyl ester (Relssert and Heller),
A., i, 60.

Methylketole. See 2-Methylindole.

Methylmalic acid, synthetical, resolution

of(P>URACZEWSKiandMAUCHLEWSKl),
A.,i, 400.

Methylmalonic acid {isosuccinic acid),

ethyl hydrogen ester, and its potass-

ium salt, amide, and chloride (Mak-
GUERY), A., i, 507.

ethyl ester, action of, on aniline, p-

toluidine, and /;-aniinophenol and
its ethers (Comanducci . and
LoiiELLo), A., i, 271.

sodium derivative, action of, on
ethyl cliloroaeetate (Michael),
A., i, 856.

MethylmalonylcarbamideB. See Methyl-
\

barbituric acids.

a-Methylmannoside, alkylation of

(Irvine and Moodie), T., 1482 ; P.,

227.

Methylmeroquinine, derivatives of(Rare
and Ritter), A., i, 811.

Methyl methylaminobutyl ketone and
its oxime and semicarbazone and their

hydrochlorides (Lippand Widnmann),
A., i, 662.

Methyl jS-methyloctyl ketone and its

semicarbazone (Bouveault and Loc-
quin), A., i, 18.

Methylmorphimethine, formula of

(Knorr), a., i, 814.

Methylmorphol, synthetical base from,

and its behaviour towards reagents

which decompose methylmorphi-
methine (Knorr), A., i, 813.

amino-, triacetyl derivative of, and its

oxidation (Vongeriohten and
Weilinger), a., i, 542.

9-Methyl-afl-naphthaphenazine and 8-

amino-, and its additive salts and A''-

acetyl derivative, 8-anuno-2-hydroxy-,

and 8-amino-6-hydroxy- (Ullmann
and Ankkissmit), A., i, 553.

Methyl- 8-naphthylamine, co-cyano-

(BuciiEREii), A., i, 438.

Methylnataloe-emodin and its penta-

bromide and diacetvl derivative

(Linger), A., i, 532.

Methylnitrosolic acid, amino-, and its

salts and benzoyl derivative (WiE-
land), a., i, 421.

/9-Methylnonoic acid, )3-hydroxy-, and
-Aa-nonenoic acid, ethyl esters (Bou-
veault and Blanc), A., i, 12.

7-Methylnonyl alcohol (Bouveault and
Blanc), A., i, 12.

?)i-Methylolbenzoic acid. See 7;i-Toluic

aciil, co-liydroxy-.

Methyloxalacetic acid (Erlenmeyer
and Arbenz), A., i, 241.

Methyhsooxazolone, zsonitroso- (Bou-
veault aid Wahl), a., i, 257, 612

;

(Hantzsch), a., i, 408.

d-Methyloximino-a^-diketoheptoic acid

and its etliyl ester and sodium salt

(DiELs and Plaut), A., i, 509.

8-Methylpentane, o-amino-, and its salts

(Sahatikr and Senderens), A., i,

268.

Methylpentanes, $ and y-, and their

nitro-derivatives (PoNI and Costa-
cuEscu), A., i, 109.

l-Methyl-3-c?/(;Zopentaneone-4-carb-

oxylicacid, esters, rotation of(Haller
and DicsKoNrAiNEs), A., ii, 429.

3-Methyl-a pentanonoio acid. See

Mt'lhylftliylpyruvic acid.

Methylpentanonol. See 7-Keto-oj3-di-

mctliylhutyl alcohol.
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Methylpentosan, estimation of, in
presence of pentosans (Ellett and
ToLLEXs). A., ii, 210.

Methyl jS-phenylthiol-y-benzylidene-

propyl ketone (Ruhemaxx), T., 465.

Methylpinoneoxime and its benzoyl
derivative and methyl ether (Tilden"
and Stoke-s), T., 837 ; P., 183.

4 lIethyl-2-piperidone-6-carboxylic acid
and its salts (Dieckmanx), A., i,

418.

l-Methyl-3-piperyl methyl ketone. See
3-Acetyl-l-methylpiperidine.

3-Methylpropane, )8-chloro-a-iodo-, and
a-iodo-3-liyfli'oxy-, methyl ether of

(IsTOMix), A., i, 165.

l-Methylc!/c^opropane-2:3-dicarboxylic

acid, 2:3-c?ibromo-, methyl and ethyl
estei-s (JoNE-s), T., 1064 ; P.. 216.

l-Methyl-A2-cj/ciopropene-2:3-dicarb-

oxylic acid, methyl and ethyl esters,

bromination of (Jones), T., 1062 ; P.,

216.

o-Methylwopropenylbenzene (Kay and
Pekkix), T., 1071.

?n-Methylwopropenylbenzene (Perkix
and Tatfersall), T., 1090.

^}-Methyli5opropenylbenzene and its

dibromo-derivative and nitro-sochloride

(Perkix and Pickles), T., 653.

Methylpropylcarbinol, aci-diuitro-, and
its potassium salt (DuDEX and Poxx-
DOKF), A., i, 558.

2-Methyl-3-2sopropyl-l:4-dihydroquin-
oxaline and its additive salts and
dinitroso- and dibenzoyl derivatives

(Ekeley and Wells), A., i, 613.

Methylii'opropyldiphenic acid, mouo-
nitrile of (Werxer and PiorEx), A.,

i, 68.

3-Methyl-4-i.wpropylenepyrazolone
(Wolff), A., i, 840.

Methyl-?i-propyIglatacoiiimide and its

ammonium derivative (Guareschi),
A., i, 822.

a-Methyl-j3- mpropylglutaric acid
(NovEs and DuiiJUTY), A., i, 321.

y3-Methyl 3-propylglycidic acid, ethyl
ester (Clalsen), A., i, 288.

Methyl propyl ketone, a-isonitroso-,

methyl ether of (Diel-s and Plaut),
A., i, 509.

Methyl j.wpropyl ketone, action of

jtotassium hydroxide on a mixture
of, with pheuylacetyleno (Bokk),
A., i, 774.

;^-tolylhydrazonc of (KoxsCHEOO), A.,
i, 024.

Methyl /.""propyl ketone, chlorohydroxy-
derivativi', and its acetyl and phenyl-
osazoiie com|iouiid8, and rficliloro-

(Smiknoff), a., i, 172.

2-Methyl-5-!5opropylpyrrole and its

mercury compound (Tschugaeff and
Schloesixger), a., i, 231.

o-Methyl-/3-propyl8uccinic acid and its

salts and imide (Tschugaeff and
Schloesixger), A., i, 231.

S-Methylpyrazoline-l-carboxylamide
(Xef), A., i, 4.

Methylpyrazolone. condensation of, with
acetylacetone (Wolff), A., i, 840.

3-Methylpyrazolone-4-i-'opropylene-
carboxylic acid and its ethyl ester,

and isomeride (Wolff), A., i, 839.

Methylpyrazylmethylpyrazolone
(Stolli^.), a., i, 839.

2-Methylpyridine (a-picoline), chlorina-

tion of (Sell), T., 799 ; P., 165.

3:4-(^ihydroxy-, and'its hydriodide and
acetyl derivative (Peratoxer and
Tamburello), a., i, 803.

4-Methylpyridine (•y-picoliiie)
(Ahrexs),

A., i, 232.

2:6-rfi'hydroxy-, and its additive salts

and dibenzoyl derivative, and 5-

carboxylic acid, ethyl ester, and
their isonitroso-derivatives (Roger-
sox and Thorpe), T., 1688 ; P., 239.

2-Methylpyridine-6-carboxylic acid,

hvdriodide and methiodide of
(tuRXAu), A., i, 547.

l-Methyl-4-pyridone, hydroxy-, and its

.salts, and bromo-, chloro-, and nitro-

derivatives(MA<juENXE and Philippe),
A., i, 80.

4-Methylpyrimidine, 2-cyanamino-6-
hyilroxy- (Merck), A., i,'670.

5-Methylpyrimidine, amino-, chloro-,

chloroamino-, and iodoamino-deriv-
atives (Gerxgross), A., i, 942.

2:4-(fihydroxy-. See Thymine.
3-Methylpyrone (Will.st.Ctter and

Pummereh), a., i, 458.

2-Methyl-6-pyrophthalone and its

sodium and additive salts (Scholze),
a., i, 825 ; (Eibxkr), A., i, 928.

l-Methylpyrrole, 2:5-d!chloro-3 4-rf»-

bronio- (Mazzara and Borgo), A.,
i, 659.

2-chloro-3:4:5-<rtbromo- (Mazzara
and Borgo), A., i, 817.

Methylpyrroles, pyrogenic transforma-
tion of, into pvridine derivatives
(PiciET), A., i, 545.

IMethylpyrrolidine from nicotine
(I'lCTEi), A., i, 543.

MethTlpymvic acid and its phenyl-
hydrazone (P'liLEXMEYKR and Ar-
iiENZ), A., i, 241.

Methylqninasolinea, 6- and 8-, 4-chloro-
(CrARi'.lEL and CoLMAN), A., i, 944.

Methylqjiinmtrole, bromo-dcrivatives
(ZiNcKE and I'.i vi • \..i,880.
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Methyl-if'-quinol, broino- and cMoro-
bi'omo-, and their acetyl derivatives

(ZiNCKE and Buff), A., i, 880.

2-Metliylquiiioline {quinaldine), action

of, on mono- and di-broniosuccinic

esters (Dubreuil), A., i, 14.

7-aniino-, and its additive salts and
acyl derivatives (Alber), A., i,

235.

5-nitro-, and its methiodide and
picrate (Decker and Remfry), A.,

i, 829.

6-Methylquinoliiie, 8-iodine-derivatives,

and their additive salts (Willgerodt
and Frischmuth), A., i, 547.

8-Metliylquinoline, Z-.oo-dihvorao- and
3-bromo-w-hydroxy-, and its phenyl
ether (Howitz and Schwenk), A.,

i, 471.

Methylquinolines, 6- and 8-, metlio-

nitrates of (Decker, Gadomska, and
Girard), a., i, 469.

l-Methylquinolinium l-methosulj)hate

and its dichromate and picrate, 8-

nitro- (Decker, Gadomska, Sand-
berg, and Stavrolopoulos), A., i,

374.

2-Metliylquinolimum alkyl sulphates,

dyes from (Farbenfabriken vorm.
F. Bayer & Co.), A., i, 548.

l-Methyl-2-quinolone, 6:8-^z'bromo-, 3-

bromo-8-nitro-, and 6:8-c?«nitro-

(Decker, Gadomska, Sandberg,
and Stavrolopoulos), A., i, 374.

5-bromo-6-hydroxy- (Howitz and
Barlocher), a., i, 375.

bromo- and chloro-6- and -8-hydroxy-

derivatives (Howitz and Witte),
A., i, 470.

Methylsalicylamide, hydroxy- (Ein-

UORN), A., i, 344, 646.

Methylsparteine (Moureu and
Valeur), A., i, 716.

Methylstanniodoform (Pfeiffer and
Hkllek), a., i, 123.

4'-Metliyl-4-stilbazole and its additive

salts and reduction products (During),
A., i, 233.

4'-Methyl-4-8tilbazoline and its platini-

chloride (During), A., i, 233.

Methylsuccinamide, c^thydroxy-, and
its coniponnds with benzene and p-
nitroplienol (Einhohn), A., i, 345.

Methylsuccinic acid {pyrotartaric acid),

bromo-, and its anliydride (Ilsky), A.,

i, 323.

3-Methylsulphone-l-phenyl 6 methyl-
pyrazole (Mii'HAKi.is iiiid IIahn), A.,

i, 37!».

3-Methyl8ulphone-l "- inid -;'-tolyl-6-

methylpyrazoles (Micmaems and
Behkens), a., i, 381.

o-Methyltetrahydroberberine (Freund
and Mayer), A., i, 657.

2-Metliyltetraliydroqumoline-l-carb-
oxylic acid, methyl ester (van Dorp),
A., i, 82.

Methylf^^c2/c/otetranetetracarboxylic

acid, ethyl ester (Jones), T., 1063
;

P., 216.

Methylthebainone {thebainone methyl
ether) and its methiodide (Pschorr),
A., i, 921.

Methylthebainonemethine and its deriv-

atives (Pschorr), A., i, 921.

action of acetic anhydride on, and
decomposition of (Knorr and
Pschorr), A., i, 922.

Methylthiocarbamidoazotoluene
(Busch and Bergmann), A,, i, 309.

5-Methyltliiol-l:3-diplieiiyltriazole

(Wheeler and Statiropoulos), A.,

i, 722.

2-Methylthiolpyrimidine, 6-amino- and
6-chloro- (Wheeler, Bristol, and
Johnson), A., i, 483.

4:6-£?iamino-, 5-bromo-4;6-c^iamino-,

4-chloro-6-amino-, and 4-chloro-5-

bronio-6-amino- (Johnson and
Johns), A., i, 837.

2-Metliyltliiophen, influence of light and
heat on the bromination and chlorin-

ation of (Opolski), A., i, 367.

Methylthioxanthenol methyl ether

(Decker and v. Fellenberg), A., i,

668.

Methylthujone and its seraicarbazone

(Haller), a., i, 602.

MetliyI-/)-toluidine, o-cyano- (Badische
Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik), A., i, 438.

l-Methyl-l:2;4-triazole and its additive

salts (Pellizzari and Soldi), A., i,

672.

Methyltriazoleaminoxime (Rinman), A.,

i, 389.

Methyltrimethyleneoxidedicarboxylio
acid, chloro-, nionoainide of (Leuchs),
A., i, 545.

a-Methylumbelliferone (Michael), A.,

i, 563.

5-Metliylurainil (FiscHERand Diltiiey),

A., i, 37.

;8-Methylvaleric acid, a-amino-, and
a-oximiiio-, and their derivatives

(BouvEAULT and Locquin), A., i,

636.

o-liydroxy-. See j8-Mcthyl-j3-ethy]-

lactic. acid.

9-Methylxanthenol (Decker, Bitnzly,

and V. Fkm.knbekg), A., i, 668.

Methylxanthone8(ULLMANN and Zloka-
kokk), A., i, 597.

Methylxylidine. See 2-Methylamino-jw-

xylune.
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Methjlyohimboaic acid and its reactions

;Spiegel), a., i, 817.

Mezcaline, attempts to synthesize

(Heffter and Capellmann), A., i,

S77.

Micro-balance, use of the, in analysis

(Jan'ecke), a., ii, 66
;
(Brill), A.,

ii, 198.

Micro-organisms, virulence and immu-
nising power of (Strong), A., ii,

843.

assimilation of free elementary nitro-

gen by (Vogel), a., ii, 646,

750.

decomposition ofcalcium cyanamide by
(LoHNis), A., ii, 412.

soil, action of, on ammonium sulphate
and sodium nitrate (Stvtzer and
Rothe), a., ii, 546.

.See also Bacteria.

Micro-reapirometer (Thunberg), A.

,

ii, 44.

Mikindani-caoatchonc. See under
Caoutchouc.

Milk, human, variations in the amount
of casein in (Patein and Dav.\l),

A., ii, 738.

fat in (Engel), A., ii, 468.

iron in (Camerer), A., ii, 183.

cows', composition and analysis of

(Richmond), A., ii, 869.

abnormal, composition of, and of its

ash constituents (Hashimoto),
A., ii, 735.

Lombardy, composition of (Billitz),

A., ii, 361 ; (Bertocchi), A., ii,

477.

new constitnent of (Biscaro and
Belloni), a., i, 671, 672.

effect of asparagine on the produc-
tion of, and its constituents

(Pfeiffer, Eixf.cke, and
Sch.neider), a., ii, 757.

influence of ifat and other sub-
stances on the piodnction of,

when given in addition to a
scanty basal food (Morgen,
Beger, and Fingerling), A.,
ii, 649.

biological and biochemical studies

on (Koning), a., ii, 273.

the decomposition phases of (KoN-
IS(;), A., ii, 473.

action of the rennet ferment on
(Laqueur), A., ii, 848.

acidity of (Koning), A., ii, 647.

occurrence of ammonia in con-
taminated (TRiLLATand Sauton),
A., ii, 490.

catalase of (Keiss), A., ii, 337.
origin of the fat in (Caspari), A.,

ii, 101.

Kilk, cows', variations in the non-fatty

solids of, resulting from inter-

rupted milking (L.4.uterwald),

A., ii, 773.

condensed, analysis of, the inversion

of cane sugar in the ( Watts and
Tempany), A., ii, 425.

curdled, analysis of (v. Wissell),
A., ii, 774.

is hydrogen peroxide suitable for

sterilising? (Gordan), A., ii,

108.

sterilisation of, with hydrogen per-

oxide, with special reference to

Budde's process (Lukin), A., ii,

647, 758.

sterilised, formation of tyrothrixin

in, by Bacillus nohilis (Adametz
and Chszaszez), A.,*ii, 273.

comparative experiments on pre-

servatives in (Sherman, Hjvhn,
and Mettler), A., ii, 758.

of goats, amount of fat in (Ujhklyi),
A., ii, 772.

chemical analysis and cryoscopy of

(Lajoux), a., ii, 559.

new method of analysis of (Bellier),
A., ii, 618.

rapid method for the analysis of

(Bordas and Touplain), A., ii,

490.

analysis of samples of, referred to the
Government Laboratory in con-

nection with the Sale of Food and
Drugs Acts (Thorpk), T., 206 ; P.,

63.

detection of boric acid in (Castel-
lana). a., ii, 420.

detection of formaldehyde in (Bonnet
;

Nicolas), A., ii, 488 ; (Utz), A.,

ii, 560.

detection of hydrogen peroxide in

(Utz), a., ii, 415.

estimation of ammonia in (Bero and
Sherman), A., ii, 351.

estimation of fat in (Cochran), A.,
ii, 618.

estimation of fat in, by the Rose-
Gottlieb method (Burr), A., ii,

569.

improved anj»aratus for uso in the
Ruse-Gottlieb method of estimating
fat in (Rohhig), A., ii, 490.

estimation of fat in, by the " sinacid
"

butyrometer (Dr Roi and Koh-
ler), A.,ii, 125; (Molkerf.itkchn.
Inst. Sichler k Richtek), A., ii,

361 ; (.Schneider), A., ii, 560.

estimation of fat in, deficient in fat

(Thomsen), A., ii, 778.

estimation of fat, lactose, and proteids
in.(LoHN8TKiN), A., ii, 773.
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Milk, cows' and human, estimation of

lactose in, corrections to be applied in

the (Patein), a., ii, 122.

Milk serum, occurrence in, of sub-
stances which react with naphthaletie-

j8-sulphonic chloride (Stiiitter), A.,

ii, 869.

Milk sugar. See Lactose.

Mimusops glohosa (or M. Balata), balata

from (TscHiRCH and Schereschew-
SKi), A., i, 713.

Mineralogical notes (Schaller), A., ii,

725.

Mineral oils. See Oils, mineral. Naph-
tha, and Petroleum.

Minerals from Arizona (Lindgrkn and
Hillebrand), a., ii, 96.

containing rare earths, from Llano
Co., Texas (Hidden), A., ii, 53.^).

influence of the gases obtained by
heating, on the phosphorescence
of zinc sulphide (Baskerville
and Lockhart), A., ii, 624.

gases dissolved in (Huttner), A., ii,

172.

action of radium emanations on
(Baskerville and Lockhart), A.

,

ii, 622.

radioactive (Strutt), A., ii, 787.

test for vanadic acid in (Hundes-
hagen), a., ii, 640.

estimation of titanic acid in (Tru-
chot), a., ii, 614.

Mineral waters. See under Water.
Miscibility and isomorphism in the solid

state (Jaeger), A., ii, 513.

Mixtures, heats of formation of, and of

non-aqueous solutions (Timof^eff),
A., ii, 678.

Molasses, amino-acids in (Berti), A., ii,

759.

manurial value of, as compared with
ammonium sulphate and 40 per cent,

potassium salts (Lilienthal), A. , ii,

650.

refined, containing reducing sugars,

analysis of (Pellet), A., ii, 290.

Molecular attraction (Mills), A., ii, 152,

443.

complex, relation between the size of

the, and the tern i)erature coefficient

of expansion in different states of

aggregation (VAUnRL), A.,ii, 74.

reactions, use of finely divided metals

in (Sabatier and Sendekens), A.,

i, 333.

weights. See Weights, molecular.

Molecules and atoms, heats of combus-
tion of (IIkndkuson), a., ii, 145.

determination of the size of, from the

kinetic theory of gases (Jeans), A.,

ii, 14.

MoUusca, physiology of (Mendel and
Bradley), A., ii, 179, 737.

Molybdates. See under Molybdenum.
Molybdenum, electromotive behaviour of,

and its analogies with that of chrom-
ium (Marino), A., ii, 796.

Molybdenum iluoride (Ruff and Eisner),
A.,ii, 255.

haloids (Rosenheim and Braun), A.,
ii, 717.

trioxide, combined oxidimetric method
for the estimation of, in presence of

vanadium pentoxide (Glasmann),
A., ii, 208.

Molybdous acid, brominated, and their

salts (Weinland and Knoll), A.,
ii, 323.

Molybdic acid, reduction of, in sulph-
uric acid solution, by magnesium
(Glasmann), A., ii, 168.

Molybdates (Junius), A., ii, 825.

brominated and chlorinated (Wein-
land and Knoll), A., ii, 323.

Molybdenum organic compound (Mes-
zlenyi), A., i, 371.

potassium cyanide and thiocyanate
(Chilesotti), a., i, 177.

thioi yanates, complex (Sand and
Burger), A., i, 923.

Molybdenum, test for (Truchot), A., ii,

614.

estimation of, electrolytically (Chile-
sotti and Kozzi), A., ii, 464.

estimation of, in steel (Auchy), A., ii,

861.

separation of, from arsenic and vanad-
ium (Friedueim, Decker, and
Dikm), a., ii, 764.

Molybdic and Molybdous acids. See
under Molybdenum.

Monazite, ' ' thorium activity " of

(Giiskl), a., ii, 498.

Monazite earths (Feit and Puzibylla),
A., ii, 250

;
(Feit), A., ii, 251.

Monetites, isoniorphons, artificial pro-

duction of (de Sciu'lten), a., ii, 174.

Morencite from Arizona (Lindgken and
Hillebrand), A., ii, 97.

Morphenol, o- and ^-mono- and di-

bronio-, methyl ethers of (VoNGERlCH-
ten). A., i. 542.

Morphenolquinone, bromo- (Vongerich-
ti'.n), a., i, 543.

Morphimethine, nitro-, and its metii-

iodide (VoNGERlCHTEN and Weilinc-
Eu), A., i, 542.

Morphine, constitution of (Knorr and
Pschokr), a., i, 922.

and its (lerivatives, physiological

action of (Babel), A., ii, 389.

reactions of (Reichaud), A., ii, 68,

127.
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Horphine, detection of, in cases of poison-

int; (B ttink), A., ii, 546.

apoKorphine, stable quaternary salts of

(PsCHORR), A., i, 658.

Morphotliebaine, degradation of, to non-
nitrogenous phenanthrene deriva-

tives (Knorr and Pschorr), A., 1,

814.

tribenzoyl derivative (Knorr and
Pschorr), A., i, 814.

Hoolds, production and utilisation of

glycogen by (Heixze), A., ii, 344.

respiration and fermentation of, in roll

cultures (Krasxosselsky), A., ii,

108.

comparative assimilability of ammon-
ium salts, amides, amines, and
nitriles by (Lutz), A., ii, 548.

See also Fungi and Yeast.

Mountain ash berries, new sugar from
(Bertraxd), a., i, 21.

Mad, tidal, bacteriological examination
of (Savj^k), A.,ii, 341.

Mantz metal, mass analysis of, by elec-

trolysis, and electrolytic properties of

(Rhodiv), a., ii, 483.

Marexide. preparation of, from alloxan-

tin and alloxan (Hartley), T.
,

1791 ; P., 166.

absorption spectra of, in relation to

colour and chemical structure

(Hartley), T., 1796 ; P., 166.

Muscarine, choline, and neurine deriva-

tives of, change of constitution of, in

relation to their physiological action

^Schmidt), A., i, 23 ; ii, 105.

Mascle, the masking of ionic effects on,

by organic substances (Stiles and
Brers), A., ii, 736.

influence of alcohol, sugar, and tea on
the contractility of (Hellsten), A.,
ii, 335.

action of potassium and sodium salts

on the indirect excitability of

(Locke), A., ii, 270.

action of salts on (Overton), A., ii, 46.

carnitine from (v. Gulewitsch and
Krimbkri;), a., i, 726.

mytolia from (Hkubner), A., ii, 841.
he^rt and skeletal, action of salts on

(GrE.NTHER), A., ii, 545.

skeletal, supposed equivalence of sod-
iain and lithium ions in (MlLLi-
KEN and GOLDTHWAIT), A., ii,

737.

twitchings of, produced by salt solu-

tions (Garrey), a., ii, 334.
frog's, influence of salts on the resting

current of (H«jber), A., ii, 270.
invertebrate, chemistry of(Griffiths),

A., ii, 335.

of Octopods (Henzr), a., ii,270.

Moscovlte, an alteration product of

topaz vKrejci), A., ii, 177.

Muscular work, production of carbon
dioxide in (Koraes), A., ii, 329.

Mustard seed (Hartwich and Viulle-
min), a., ii, 492.

Mycoderma yeast, new varieties of

(Takahashi), a., ii, 473.

Myristic acid, o-brorao- (Le Sueur), T.,

1902.

a-hydroxy-, action of heat on, and its

amide and lactide (Le Sueur), T.,

1888; P., 285.

Myristic aldehyde and its polymeride,

oxime, and semicarbazone (Le Sueur),
T., 1900.

Myristicin and its derivatives (Rimini),

A., i, 199,656.

Myristicin and i^oMyristicin, constitu-

tion of (Rimini), A., i, 198.

mMyristicin and its derivatives

(Rimini), A., i, 656.

additive compound of, with picryl

chloride (Bruni and ToR^^^.NI), A.,

i, 270.

dihydroxy-, and diisonitroso- and its

peroxide, and picrate (Rimini), A.,

i, 199.

Myristyl cyanide, a-hydroxy-, and its

hydrolysis (Le Sueur), T., 1901.

Myrosin. detection of, in mustard seeds

(Hartwich and Viullemin), A., ii,

492.

Myrtenol and its phthalate from myrtle
oil (v. SODEN and F^lze), A., i, 800.

Mytolin from muscle (Heubner), A., ii,

841.

Naegite from Ja{)an (Wada), A., ii,

177.

Naphtba, origin of (Charitschkoff),
A., ii, 43.

synthesis of, and its origin (Rakusin),
A., ii, 328.

and its distillation products, optical

examination of (Rakusin), A., ii,

358.

Pennsylvanian, behaviour of, and its

products, towanls polarised light

(RAKr.>»iN), A., ii. 39S.

l':2'-Naphtha-2:3-anthraqainoneasine
(ScHOLL and Kaiek), A., i, 89.

Naphthaeenequinone, derivatives of
iOr':hard.son and Weizmann), P.,

307.

Kaphthaeonmarin, acetyl and benzoyl
derivatives, and earboxylic acid and
it» ethyl ester (Knokvenaoel and
Schrodkr), a., i, 63.
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1 :2-Naplithacouinarmcarboxylic acid
(Betti and Mundici), A., i, 213.

Naphthacoumarincyanoacetic acid,

cyano-, ethyl ester (Knoevenagkl
and Schroder), A., i, 64.

Naphthacouxnarinketoacetic acid, ethyl

ester (Knoevenagel and Langen-
siepen), a., i, 64.

Naphthalaldehydic acid, condensation of,

with m-tolyl methyl ketone, pinacolin,

and acenaphthenone (Wiechovvski),
a., i, 707.

Naphthaldehyde, S-hydroxy-, reactions

of (Bktti and Mundici), A., i, 213.

Naphthalene, heat action of (Hesehus),
A., ii, 297.

oxidation of, to phthalic acid (Ditz),

A., i, 516.

derivatives, an intramolecular change
leading to the formation of (At-

kinson and Thorpe), P., 305.

Naphthalene, amino-. See Naphthyl-
amines.

l:Z-dia.mino-. See 1:3-Naphthylene-
diamine.

2-bromo-l-nitro- and 2-chloro-l-nitro-

(Vesely), a., i, 236.

hydroxy-. See Naphthols.
1 :4-dihydroxy-. See a-Naphthaquinol.
2:7-^ihydroxy-, and its methyl ethers

(BiJNZLY and Decker), A., i, 885.

;3-iodoxy- (Mascarelli), A., i, 870.

nitro-derivatives, conversion of, into

nitroso-derivatives of naphthol
(Graebe), a., i, 54.

Naphthaleneazodiethylanilines, a- and
;3-, and their additive salts (Gnehm
and Bauer), A., i, 831.

/3-Naphthaleneazoeugenol and its acetyl

derivative (Oddo and Puxeddu), A.,

i, 492.

Naphthalenecarboxylic acids. See
Nnphthoic acids.

Naphthaleiie-2-carboxylic acid, 1:3-

di^mino-, and its ethyl ester (Atkin-
son and Thorpe), P., 305.

Naphthalene! :8-dicarboxylic acid. See

Naphtlialic acid.

Naphthalene-2:7-disulphonte/ra-chloro-

amide (Chattaway), T., 157 ; P., 7.

Naphthalene-3:6-di8ulphonic acid, 1:8-

<Zihydroxy-. See Cliromotropic acid.

Naphthalenesnlphonacetic acids, a- and
y3-, amides, nitrilcs, and thioamides

of, and the bromo- and cliloro-deriva-

tives of the /3-amide (Tk(')OER and
Hili-e), a., i, 336.

Naphthalene- 1- and -2-8ulphonalkyl-

amides (Chattaway), T. , 161 ; P., 7.

Naphthalenesulphondialkylacetonitr-
iles, o- and /3- (Tkugkr and Vahter-
LINO), A., i, 871.

;3-Naphthalenesulphondimethylacetic
acid (Troger and Vastebling) A.,

i, 871.

Naphthalenesnlphonethenylaminox-
imes, a- and 0- (Troger and Volk-
mer), a., i, 356.

Naphthalene- 1- and -2-sulphonhalogen-
and -alkylhalogenamides (Chatta-
way), T., 156 ; P., 7.

Naphthalene-a- and -iS-snlphonyl-i;-

nitroanilines (Morgan and Mickle-
thwait), T., 924 ; P., 179.

Naphthalene-a- and -/S-sulphonyl-jp-

phenylenediamines, diazotisation of

(Morgan and Micklethwait), T.,

924 ; P., 179.

Naphtlialic acid, imide of (Werner and
Piguet), a., i, 68.

Naphthalidopinacolin and its oxime
(Wiechowski), a., i, 708.

Naphthamethylconmarin, azo-deriva-

tives from (Hewitt and Mitchell),
P., 302.

Naphthanthraquinonesulphomo acid, di-

and tetra-chloro- (Graebe and Peter),
A., i, 704.

Naphthaphenanthridines, o- and P-, and
their additive salts, and a- and $-

Naphthaphenanthridones (Graebe),
A., i, 82.

o)3-Naphthaphenazine, 8-amino-, and
its A^-acetyl derivative and additive

salts, 8-amino-2-hydroxy-, and 8-

amino-6-hydroxy- (Ullmann and
Ankersmit), a., i, 553.

Naphthaphenazines, formation of (Ak-
tien-Gesellschaft FtJR Anilin-
Fabrikation), A.i, 552.

Naphthaphenazoxoniam chloride, 4:8-

rfiamino- (Kehrmann), A., i, 949.

Naphthaphenoxazone, action of hydr-
oxylamine liydrochloride on (Kehr-
mann and DE Gottrau), A., i, 670.

o-Naphthaquinol, 8-amino- (Graebe and
Oseh), a., i, 54.

a-Naphthaquinone, 8-amino-, acetyl

derivative of (Graebe and Oser),
A., i, 54.

2-hydroxy-, preparation of (Teich-
nek and Weil), A., i, 909.

a-Naphthaquinone-4-cyanomethidecarb-
oxylic acid, ethyl ester, and its oxime
and compound with o-phonylencdi-

amine (Sacu.s and Craveui), A., i,

910.

a-Naphthaquinone-4dioarbethoxymeth-
ide and -4dicyanomethide, 2-hydi-

oxy- (Sachs and Cif.WKiu), A.,i, 910.

/3-Naphthaquinone-3:6-disuIphonio acid,

sodium salt, action of phenylliydr-

azine sulphate on (Teighner), A., i,

952.
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o-Naphthaquiiione-4-phenylcyanonieth-
ide, 2-hydroxy-, aud its phenylhydr-
azone and metlivl and ethyl ethers,

andp-nitro-2-hyaroxy-, and its methyl
ether (Sachs and Craveri), A., i,

909.

/3-Naphthaquinonephenylhydrazone
(GoLDSCHMiDT aud Low-Beer), A., i,

390.

/3-Naplitliaqaiiione-4-sulpIionic acid,

condensations with (Sachs and Cra-
VERi), A., i, 909.

^-Naphthaquinophthalone (Eibnek), A.,

i, 716.

1:3:6:8-Naphthatetraaine, derivative of

(BoGEKTand Dox), A., i, 841.

Naphthazanthone, 2-hydroxy- (Ull-
MANN and Kipper), A., i, 597.

s-o/S-Naphthazine and 2-hydroxy- (Ull-
MANN and Ankersmit), a., i, 553.

Naphthidine, constitation of (Vesely),
A., i, 237.

a-Vaphthindole, constitution of, and
its disnlphonic acid (I'schorr and
KvHTZ), A., i, 236.

Naphthionic acid, solubility of, in water
(DoLiNSKi), A., i, 524.

Kapthoic acids, reduced optically active

(PicKARD and Neville), T., 1763
;

P., 257.

l-Naplithol,4:5-diamino-and4:8-rftnitro-

(Grakbe and Oser), A., i, 54.

5:4- and 8:4-nitronitroso- (GRAEUEand
OsBu), A., i, 54.

7:4-nitronitro3o- (Graebe), A., i, 54.

/S-Naphthol, excretion of, in the urine

after the administration of small doses
of naphthalene, benzonaphthol, and
/3-iiaphthoI (Edlefsen), A., ii, 470.

l-Naplithol-3:7-di8alphonic acid, 6-

aiiiino-, disazo-dves from (Oehleh),
A., i, 845.

/S-Naphtholsalphonate. See Asaprol.

l-Kaphthol-3 Bulphonic acid, 6-amino-,
disazo-dyes from (Oehler), A., i,

162.

d-Haphtholsulphonio acids, a-amino-,
azo-compounds from (Chemi.sche
Fabriken vorm. Weiler-Ter-
Mker), a., i, 161.

Naphtlioxy-. See Naphthyloxy-.
/3-Naphthoylacetic acid, ethyl ester,

and its hydrazone (Weizmann and
Falkner), p., 307.

d-Naphthoylacetoacetic acid, ethyl
ester (Weizmann and Falkner), P.,

307.

Naphthoylbenzoic acid, derivatives of

(Okchardson and Weizman.n), P.,

307.

isomeric methyl esters (GoLDscHUiEUT
and LirscHiTz), A., i, 183.

o-Naphthoylbenzoic acid, 5-hydroxy-
(BuxzLT and Decker), A., i, 884.

2-o-Naphthoylbenzoic acid audits esters,

anhydride, and acid amide (Graebe)
A., i, 704.

S:6-di- and 3:4:5:6-fe<m-cliloro-, and
their methyl esters (Graebe and
Peter), A., i, 704.

a-Naphthoyltetrahydroquinoline (v.

Braux), A., i, 236.

a-Kaphthyl benzyl and methyl sulphides

(Tabouuy), a., i, 57.

1-Naphthyl ethyl ether, 4:8-rfinitro-

(Graebe and O-ser), A., i, 54.

2-Naphthyl methyl ether, l:6-dmitro-

(Guaebe), a., i, 54.

1-Naphthyl 2:2'-ozide and its picrates

(Eckstein), A., i, 885.

a-Naphthylamiae, freezing points of mix-
tures of, with the dihydric phenols

(Philip and Smith), T., 1735 ; P.,

255.

o-hydroxyazo-derivativesof(BADiscHE
AsiLiN- k Soda-Fabrik), a., i, 250.

/3-Naphthylamiiie, arylated, preparation

of (Bucheeer and Stohmann), A.,

i, 585.

Naphthylamines, o- and B-, diazoamino-

compounds from (Vignox and SlMON-
et), A., i, 397.

l-Naphthylamine-2-sulphoiiic acid,

solubility of, in water (Dolinski), A.,

i, 524.

)3-Naphthylaminobenzylacetophenoiie
(Mayer), A., i, 215.

a-Naphthylaminodinaphthaxanthen
(Robyx), A., i, 608.

6-/3-Naphthylamino-3-methoxybenzoie
acid (Ullmaxx and Kipper), A., i,

597.

5-a-Naphthylamiiio-l-jS-naphthyl-3-
methylpyrazole (Michaelis and
Danzfins), A., i. 481.

l-d-Naphthylanilopyrine. See 2:5-

Pheiiylimino-l-/3-uaphthyl-2:3-di-

mcthylpyrazole.

Naphthylazoformaldozimes, a- and /3-

(Bt'sfH and Wolbrixg), A., i, 494.

/3 Naphthyl-rft- and -<n-bromomethyl-
salphones (Truger and Hille), A.,

i. 337.

/3-Haphthyleamphoformeneamine and its

carboxylio acid, /3-riaphthylaniine salt

(Tin(;le and Hoffmann), A., i,

79'.>.

a-Naphthylcamphoformeneaminecarb-
oxylic acid a-nnphthylamine salt

(Tiscm.e and H<)KK.mann), A., i, 799.

-Niphthyloirb amio hydrazide and its

hy and acetophenone and
0-1. /lylidene compounds
(BuusLiifc , A.', i, 306.
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o-Naphthylcarbimide, reactions of, with
amiuo-acids (Neubeug and Manasse),
A., i, 647.

1:3-Naphtliyleiiediamme and its diacetj'l

derivative (Atkinson and Thorpe),
P., 306.

l:3-Naphthylenediaminecarbozylicacid.
See Naphthalene-2-carboxylic acid,

l:3-dia\mno-.

2:3-Naphthyleiiedihydrazine and its

benzylidene derivative and hydro-
chloride (Franzen), a., i, 244.

o-Naphthylethyl alcohol and its phenyl-
urethane (Grignard), A., i, 594.

Naphthylhydrazines, a- and (3-, two
new methods of preparing (Franzen),
A., i, 244.

o-Naphthylideneacetylacetone, /J-hydr-

oxy- (Knoevenagel and Schroder),
A., i, 64.

Naphthylidene-^-nitroaniline, /3-hydr-

oxv-( Betti and Mundici), A., i, 213.

2 : 5 -/3-Naphthylimino-l -/3-naphthyl-2: 3-

dimethylpyrazole ( 1 -f!-naphthyl-2

:

5 -

naphthijliminopyrinc) and its deriva-

tives (MiCHAELis and Danzfuss), A.,

i, 481.

2:5Naphthylimino-l-pheiiyl-2:3-di-
methylpyrazoles, a- and fi- (2:5-

naphthyliviinopyrincs), and their ad-

ditive salts (Michaelis and Hefner),
A., i, 480.

2:5-Naphthyliminopyri]ies. See 2:5-

Naphthylimino-l-phenyl-2:3-di-
inethylpyrazoles.

a-Naphthylmethyl chloride (Wislicenus
and Wren), A., i, 284.

/J-Naphthylmethylpyrazole, chloro-,

metliochloride of (Michaelis and
Danzfuss), A., i, 481.

l-Naphthyl-2-methylpyrrolidone-2-
carboxylic acids, a- and /i-, and their

esters, amides, aminoxinies, and nitr-

iles (KiTHLiNG and Falk), A., i, 372.

Napbthylnaphthalimides, a- and ^-

(Bargellini), a., i, 211.

a-Kaphthyl-nitroacetamide and -iso-

nitroacetonitrile and its sodium de-

rivative (W1SLICENU.S and Wren), A.,

i, 284.

Naphthylnitromethanes, o- . and 13-

(WisLicENUs and Wren), A., i, 284.

/3-Naphthyloxybenzoic acid (Ullmann
and Zlokasokf), A., i, 598 ;

(Aktien-
Oesellschaft FiJR Anilin-Fabrik-
ation), a., i, 780.

2-/3-Naphthyloxy-5-methozybeiizoioacid
(Ullmann and Kipi-kr), A., i, 596.

Naphihylsulphon-. See Naphthalene-
snlphon-.

/3-Naphthylthio8alicylic acid, new pre-

paration of (GoLDBEUa), A., i, 59.

Narcosis, osmosis, and solubility, theories

on (Traube), a., ii, 13.

Nataloe-emodin and its triacetyl deriva-

tive (L^ger), a., i, 532.

Natural water. See under Water.
Neatsfoot oil, optical properties of (Lyth-

goe), a., ii, 619.

Neodymium salts, thermochemistry of

(Matignon), a., ii, 505.

Neodymium bromide, chloride, oxy-
chloride, and iodide (Matignon),
A., ii, 525.

oxide (Waegner), A.,ii, 35.

Neon, new method of preparing
(Valentiner and Schmidt), A.,

ii, 704.

determination of the amount of, in

atmospheric air (Ramsay), A., ii,

817.

Nephritis (Erben), A., ii, 742.

Nerve, action of salts on (Overton), A.,
ii, 46.

basophil granules in (Macdonald),
A., ii, 405.

Nerve fibres, selective action of cocaine

on (Dixon), A., ii, 106.

Neurine, choline, and muscarine, deriva-

tives of, change of constitution of, in

relation to their physioloi;ical action

(Schmidt). A., i, 23; ii, 105.

Neutralisation point, determination of

the, by conductivity measurement
(KtJSTER, Gruters, andGEiBEL), A.,

ii, 55.

Nickel, Villari's critical point in the
case (Honda and Shimizu), A., ii,

76.

electrolytic precipitation of, on nickel

(Snowdon), a., ii, 459.

physical ju-operties of pure (Copaux),
A., ii, 254.

passivity of (Levi), A., ii, 591.

Nickel alloys with cobalt (Guertler
and Tammann), A., ii, 92.

with iron (Guertler and Tammann),
A., ii, 528.

natural. See Awaruite and Soues-

ite.

with gold (Levin), A., ii, 632.

Nickel oxide, solid solution of, in ferric

oxide (Korte), T., 15U; P.,

229.

higher oxide of (Bellucci and Clav-
Aiii), A., ii, 823.

Nickelic salts (Tubandt), A., ii,

459.

Nickelous fluoride and its compound
with ammonia (Bohm), A., ii,

249.

Nickel organic salts, constitution of, as

they exist in aiiueous solution (Tower),
A., i, 410.
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of, electrolytically

Pkebble), a., ii,

Nickel, analysis

(Perkin and
207.

new delicate reagpnt for (TscHU-
gaeff), a., ii, 613.

detection of, in presence of cobalt

(Benedict), A., ii, 861.

and cobalt, separation of iron from,

by means of formic acid (Borg-
stbom), a., ii, 538.

Nickel vessels, use of, in laboratories

(L'HuTE), A., ii, 60S.

Nickel wire, magnetisation and resist-

ance of, at high temperatures (Knott),
A., ii, 228.

Nicotine, specific rotatory power of,

dissolved in mixtures of water and
ethyl alcohol (Gnesotto and
Crestani), a., ii, 130.

antidote to (Zalackas), A., ii, 339.

1-methvlpyrrolidiue from (Pictet),

A., i' 543.

camphorate (Gawalowski), A., i,

371.

molybdenum compound (Meszl^xyi),
A., i, 371.

and cicutine, reactions for distinguish-

ing between (Tokrese), A., ii,

778.

reactions of (Reichard), A., ii, 563.

Nicotinic acid, additive salt^ of

{Turxav), a., i, 547.

"Nicotinic acid, methiodideand ethyl-

betaine of (Turnau), A., i, 547.

Nigtine (?) from Bohemia (Koviii), A.,
ii, 173.

Niobium. See Coliimbinm.
Nitrates and Nitric acid and oxide.

.St-e under Nitrogen.

Nitration reaction, kinetics of the
(Mautinses), a, ii, 149.

Nitrification, studies on (Fbafs), A., ii,

110.

of ammonia fixed by chabazite
(Withers and Fraps), A., ii, 111.

of litT r -nt fertilisers (Withers and
1 !:a:^ , A., ii, 110.

ot .so.iiuni nitrite by the nitric ferment,
action of ammonium salts on the

(Boullanger and Massol), A., ii,

547.

in arable soil (LoHKis), A., ii, 109.
See also Bacteria, nitrogen, and

Soils.

Nitrifying power of typical North
Carolina soils (Withers and Feaps),
A., ii, 111.

Hitriles, preparation of (Badirchr
A.viLis- k Soda-Fabrik ; BrcH-
ERER). A., i, 438.

heats of combustion and formation of
(Thomsex), a., ii, 574.

Nitriles, action of hydrogen chloride on
mixtures of, with aldehydes or

ketones (Henle and Schupp), A.,

i, 413.

hydrogenation of, by catalysis (Saba-
TiER and Sexoerens), A., i, 267 ;

(Fr:6bault), a. , i, 437
;
(Mailhe),

A., i, 501.

dimolecular (v. Meyer), A., i, 155.

normal fatty, and their alcohols, boil-

ing points of (Hexry), A., i, 561.

of amino- and hydroxy-carboxylic
acids (Bucberek), A., i, 59 ;

(Kxoevexagel), a., i, 179.

Nitroamines (Zixcke), A., i, 486.

Nitro compounds, heats of combustion
and formation of (Thomsex), A., ii,

574.

dissociation of, in certain solvents

(Brcni and Sala), A., ii, 146.

reduction of, by alcohols in presence
of alkali (Rotarski), A., i, 765.

mechanism of the hydrogen sulphide
reduction of (Cohex and McCaxd-
lish), T., 1257 ; P , 222.

reduction of, with sodium hyposulphite
(Aloy and Rabaut), A.', i, 517.

resemblance of salts ot, to iron salts

of organic acids (Koxowaloff), A.,

i, 8.

aromatic, electrochemical reduction of
(Brand), A., i, 770.

organic, pre|)aration of (Matxtscbbk),
A.,i, 256.

Nitro-esters, synthesis of (Ulpiani),
A., i, 9.

Nitrofonn, mercury (liEY), A., i, 316.

Nitrogen, the chemistry of (Arustroxg
and Robertson), T., 1272; P.,

180.

atomic weight of (Gray). T., 1601 ;

P., 156
;
(Scott), P., 309 ; (Ray-

leigh), a. , ii, 232
;
(Ledcc), A.,

ii, 810 ; (GuYB), A., ii, 442 ;

(GuYE and Pintza), A., ii, 506 ;

(HiXRicHs), A., ii, 617 ; (GuYK
and BtMJDAX), A., ii, 702.

deduced from its density (Guye),
A., ii. 442.

deduced from the ratio of the
densities of nitrogen and oxygen
(GuYE), A., ii, 442.

preparation of pure, from nitrous and
nitric oxides and ammonia (Baxter
and HicKEY), A., ii, 314.

preparation of solid (lecture experi-
ment) (Erdmann), a., ii, 81.

specitic heat of, at high tempt-ratures
(Holborn and Austin), A., ii,

228.

latent heat of vaporisation of(Dkwas),
A .

,
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Nitrogen, stereocliemistry of (Jones),

A., ii, 1.

asymmetric (Wedekind), A., i,

520.

influence of, on iron and steel

(Braune), a., ii, 638 ; (Le
Chatelier), a., ii, 639.

action of, on water vapour at high
temperatures (Tower), A., ii,

814.

in gums (Stevens), A., i, 574.

in soils. See Soils.

.

assimilation of free, by Bacteria

(FRAPS), A., ii, 110.

fixation of atmospheric, by dead leaves

(Henry), A., ii, 111.

nutrition of green plants with (Tre-
Boux), A., ii, 276.

Nitrogen compounds, quinquevaleut,
formation and configuration of

(Jones), T., 1721 ; P., 237.

optically active (Thomas and Jones),
A., i, 263.

analysis of, containing nitrogen in

union with nitrogen, by means of

Kjeldahl's method (Flamand and
Prager), a., ii, 201.

Nitrogen iodide, constitution of

(Silberrad), T., 55.

metallic derivatives of, and their

bearing on its constitution (Sil-

berrad), T., 66.

oxides, new method of preparing
(Rossi), A., ii, 386.

preparation of, electrically, from air

(Stavenhagen), a., ii, 517
;

(v. Lepel), a., ii, 581
;

(Scheuer), a., ii, 702.

action of fluorine on (MoissAN and
Lebeau), a., ii, 517.

mo?ioxide [nitrous oxide), velocity of

decomposition of (Hunter), A.,

ii, 805.

density of (Guye and Pintza), A.,

ii, 506.

gravimetric analysis of (Guye and
Boodan), a., ii, 702.

rfioxide {nitric oxide), formation of, at

high temperatures (Nernst), A.,

ii, 24.

method for the preparation of a

mixture of nitric peroxide and
(Matuschek), a., ii, 84.

conductivity of, for heat (Fkli-

ciani), a., ii, 144.

peroxide or ie^roxide {nitric peroxirfc),

method for tlie preparation of a

mixture of nitric oxide and (Matus-
chek), A., ii, 84.

Nitric acid, new method of preparing,

from compressed air by electric

means (Rossi), A., ii, 386.

Nitrogen :

—

Nitric acid, formation of, from nitric

oxide and oxygen or atmospheric
air (Lunge and Berl), A., ii,

84.

attempts to prepare absolute (KtJs-

TER and MiJNCH), A., ii, 243.

and its hydrates, constitution of

(Hartley), A., ii, 815.

methods employed in preparing
the tables of specific gravity of
(Ferguson), A., ii, 632.

properties of mixtures of sulphuric

acid and (Saposhnikoff), A., ii,

583.

theory of the action of metals on
(Diver.s), a., ii, 84.

nitrating action of, on saturated

hydrocarbons (Konowaloff), A.,

i, 762 ;
(Gurewitsch ; Konowa-

loff and Jatzewitsch), A., i,

763
;
(Konowaloff and Dobro-

wolsky). A., i, 764.

assay of high-grade (Winteler),
A., ii, 553; (Lunge), A., ii,

651.

detection of, by the diphenylamine
reaction (Frertchs), A., ii, 282

;

(Hinrichs), a., ii, 763.

diphenylamine as a reagent for, and
its use when mixed with resorcinol

and /3-naphthol (Alvarez), A.,

ii, 352.

and nitrous acid, detection of, when
occurring together and their ap-

proximate estimation (Raikow),
A., ii, 283.

estimation of, electrolytically, with
a rotating anode (Ingham), A.,

ii, 61.

estimation of, gravimetrically

(Busch), a., ii, 282; (Gutbier),
A., ii, 418.

estimation of, in presence of organic

matter (Pfyl), A., ii, 762.

estimation of, in waters (Urz), A.,

ii, 283
;
(Busch), A., ii, 418.

Nitrates, influence of caibohydrates

and oiganicaoids on the decom-
position of, by Bacteria (Stok-

LASA and VirEK), A., ii, 342,

472.

electrolytic reduction of, to nitrites

(MCller and Spitzeh), A., ii,

314.

Nitrous acid, titration of, with quad-
rivah-nt cerium (Baubieri), A.,

ii, 553.

and nitric acid, detection of, when
oci.'urring together and tlieir ap-

proximate estimation (Raikow),
A., ii, 283.
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Nitrogen :

—

Nitrous acid, diphenylamine as a re-

ageut for, and its use when mixed
with resorcinol and /3-naphthol

(Alvarez), A., 352.

estimation of, in water (Weston),
A., ii, 352.

Nitrites, formation of, by the electro-

lytic oxidation of ammonia
(MiJLLER and Spitzer ; Traube
and Schoxewald), A., ii, 242.

electrolytic preparation of, from
nitrates, especially at silver cath-

odes (MuLLKR and Spitzer), A.,

ii, 703.

constitution of (Ray and GAiJGULi),

P., 278.

heats of combustion and formation
of (Thdmsex), a., ii, 574.

Nitrogen sulphide, action of, on acetic

acid and its halogen derivatives,

acetic anhydride, and propionic
acid (Francis), T., 1836 ; P.,

258.

action of, on aromatic aldehydes
(Davis), T., 1831 ; P., 258.

action ofhydrogen fluoride on (Ruff
and Thiel), A., ii, 160.

Nitrogen, detection of, in organic
substances (Castellana), A., ii,

201.

estimation of, apparatus for the
(Nicol.\3 and Delaud), A., ii, 60.

estimation of, by Kjeldahl's process,

influence of various kinds of glass

on the accuracy of (Schonewald
and Bartlett), A., ii, 201.

estimation of, inamino-acids(STAK£K),
A., ii, 856.

apparatiis for estimating, in ammon-
ium salts and urea (Kreider), A.,
ii, 280.

estimation of, in barley (Glimm), A.,
ii, 201 ; (Neumann), A., ii, 202.

carbon, and hydrogen, estimation of,

in cyanides (Muller), A., ii, 767.
rapid estimation of, in steel or iron

(Braune), a., ii, 60.

estimation of, in lysine and analogous
substances by Kjeldahl's method
(SoRENSEN and Andersen), A., ii,

553. .

estimation of, in compounds contain-

ing nitrogen in union with uitrogon
by means of Kjeldahl's method
(Flamani) and Prager), A., ii,

201.

estimation of, in organir' compounds
(SuERMANand Falk), A., ii, 116.

estimation of organic,' in {rotable

waters (Brown), T., 1051 ; P.,

208.

Lxxxviii. ii.

Nitrogen, proteid, and ammonia, esti-

mation of, in waters (Effront), A.

,

ii, 68.

apparatus for separating, quickly and
completely, from a mixture of gases

containing it (Henrich), A., ii,

24.

Nitrogen atom, asymmetric, further

analogy between the asymmetric car-

bon atom and (Jones), T., 135; P.,

10.

Nitrogen sulphonic acids, constitution

of some (Haxtzsch), A., ii, 313 ;

(Divers), A., ii, 449.

Nitroimines and Nitroiminic acids

(Scroll), A., i, 181.

Nitron. See l-4-Diphenyl-3:5-CTMfo-

anilodihydrotriazole.

^'-Nitrosites of unsaturated ketones
(WiELAND and Bloch), A., i, 706.

Nitrosnlphate, Pelouze's, constitution of

(Hantzsch), a., ii, 313, 699;
(Divers), A., ii, 449, 517.

Nitrous acid and oxide. See under
Nitrogen.

Nitrozyl {dihydroxyannnonia), new
reactions of(Angeli andAngelico),
A., ii, 385.

chloride, non-existence of (Gutbier
and Lohmann), A., ii, 243.

fluoride {nitryl fltioride), preparation

and properties of (Moissan and
Lebf.au), a., ii, 518.

Nonane-ai-diamine and its
.
platini-

chloride (Scheublk and Loebl), A.,

i, 3.

Nonanedicarbozylic acid. See B-

Hexylglutaric acid.

Nonane-ai-diol and its diacetate

(Scheuble and Loebl), A., i, 3.

Non-electrolytes, refractive powers of,

in solution iZ<>ppf.llari), A., ii 493.

Nonenyl alcohols. See Dimethylethyl-
buteuylcarbiuol and Dimethylhep-
tenol.

Noninene. See Ethylallyluopropenyl-
niethane.

n-Nonoioacid {pdargonie acid), bromo-,
etliyl ester (Blaise and Luttrinoer),
A., i, 506.

Nonylene glycols. See /3f-Dimethyl-
lH>]>tatic-/3^'-diol and Nonane-ai-diol.

Normenthane nnd 8-bromo-, Normenth-
anol«S) and its phenylurcth.mo,
a''**

» .H^onQenthadieneand its dilirum-

ide, A'^'"-Nonnenthene, and A^Nor-
menthenoUSj, synthectis of (Mat-
subara and Perkin), T., 661 ; P.,

131.

Norphenyldihydrothebaine and its

additive s.ilts iFreund), A., ii, 919.

Nncleaae (Scuitisnuelm), A., i, 108.

76
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Nucleic acid, preparation of (Slade),
A., i, 620.

oxidation of, with calcium permangan-
ate (Burian), a., i, 725 ; ii, 271.

from the spleen (Levene), A., i, 847.

Nucleic acids, preparation and analysis

of (Levene), A., i, 84 7.

hydrolysis of (Levene), A., i, 105.

oxidation of (Kutscher), A., i, 621.

action of various, on the organism
(ScHiTTENHELM and Bendix), a.,

ii, 744.

Nuclein compounds, enzymes which
decompose (Sciiittenhelm), A., i,

108
;
(Schenck), a., ii, 266.

Nucleo-histon as a constituent of

tumours (Beebe), A., ii, 408.

Nucleo-proteid, action of, on albino and
pigmented animals (Mudge), A., ii,

539.

Nut oil, detection of foreign oils in

(Bellier), A., ii, 292.

detection of linseed oil in (Halphen),
A., ii, 560.

Nutrition, physiological economy in

(Chittenden), A., ii, 179
;
(Folin),

A., ii, 269.

Oat plants grown in black moor soil,

specific action of phosphoric acid on
(Clausen), A., ii, 607.

Oat straw, influence of soil moisture

on the amounts of total and proteid

nitrogen in (v. Seelhorst and
Frksenixjs), a., ii, 194.

Oats, composition and nutritive value of

(Tangl, Korbuly, and Weiser),
A., ii, 757.

increase in the weights of the organic

and mineral substances of, as a

function of the age (Stefanowska),
A., ii, 194.

Obituary notices :

—

Frederick Augustus Abel, T., 564.

Cornelia Adriaan Lobry de Bruyn, T.,

570.

Edward Frankland, T., 574.

John Hall Gladstone, T., 591.

Wladimir W. Markownikoff, T., 597.

Lyon Playfair, T., 600.

Alexander William Williamson, T.

,

605.

Oceanic salt deposits, formation of

(van't Huff and Meykrhoffkh),
A., ii, 175; (van't Hoff and Licirr-

enstein), A., ii, 262; (van't Hoff,
Voerman, and BlasJ)ALk), A. , ii, 319 ;

(van't Hoff), A., ii, 464
;
(van't

Hoff and liLASUALu), A., ii, 641.

Ocimum basilicum. See Basil.

Octadecyl alcohol, ester of. See Penn-
acerin.

cyctoOctadiene and its polymerides and
bi'omo-derivatives (Willstatter and
Veraguth), a., i, 515.

Octadienedicarboxylic acid. See oaS5-

Tetramethylfulgenic acid.

Octaglycol isobutyrate, oxidation of

(Lesch and Michel), A., ii, 403.

Octahydroanthracene, oxidation pro-

ducts of (Godchot), a., i, 201.

Octahydronaphthalene and c^ibromo-

(Leroux), a., i, 278.

Octahydrophenanthrene and its bromo-
derivatives (Bketeau), A., i, 338.

Octamethyye^raaminotetraphenyl-^-
xylene (Claussner), A., i, 791.

Octamethylenediamine, synthesis of, and
its mercurichloride (Neuberg and
Neimann), a., i, 686.

Octamethyl glucosidoglucoside (Pukdie
and Irvine), T., 1025 ; P., 215.

Octamethyl sucrose (Purdie and Ik-

vine), T., 1028 ; P., 215.

Octane, ad-diamino- (Neuberg and Nei-
mann), a., i, 686.

hydroxy-. See S-Octanol.

dz'hydroxy-. See ySe-Dimethylhexyl-

ene jSe-glycol, yS-Methylheptau ;8^-

diol, and Octane-5e-diols.

Octanedicarboxylic acid. See Suberic

acid.

Octane-5e-diols, o- and B- (Bouveault
and Locquin), A., i, 573.

5-Octanol and its pyruvate and its semi-

carbazone (Bouveault and Locquin),
A., i, 573.

5-Octanone and its semicarbazonc (Bou-
veault and Locquin), A., i, 573.

cycZoOctatriene (Willstatter and
Veraguth), A., i, 515.

c!/cfoOctenes (Willstatter and Vera-
guth), A., i, 515.

Octoic acid. See o-Propyl valeric acid.

Octopods, muscle of (Henze), A., ii,

270.

Octylene glycols. See )3«-Dimethyl-

hexyleney3e-glycol and Octano-5e-diols.

Odours, limits of sensitiveness of (Beh-
thelot), a., ii, 20.

Oils, influence of atmospheric oxidation

on tlie constants of (Sherman and
Falk), a., ii, 491.

influence of atmospheric moisture on
the oxygen absorption of (LlprERi),

A., i, 258.

essential and ethereal. See Oils,

vegetable.

uiinoral, heating of, when shaken witli

concentrated sulphuric acid (Kls.s-

ling), a., ii, 863.

See also Naphtlia and Petroleum.
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Oils, phosphorised, estimation of phos-

phorus in (Enell ; Rupp), A., ii,

763.

vegetable (Schimmel & Co.), A., i,

536.

formation and distribution of the,

of an annual plant (Charabot
and Laloce), A., ii, 112.

optical activity of the more im-
portant (Rakusin ; Lythgoe),
A., ii, 619.

estimation of certain aldehydes and
ketones iu (Sadtleb), A., ii,

867.

oxidising action of impure ether con-

taining peroxide on Kreis's reaction

for (DiTz), A., ii, 560.

iodine numbers of (Pajetta), A., ii,

774.

the vanillin-hydrochloric acid reaction

for (Rosenthaler), A., ii, 489.

use of mineral oil for the determina-

tion of the Maumene figure of

(Suzzi), A., ii, 619.

detection of palm oil when used as a

colouring matter in (Cramptox and
Simons), A., ii, 362.

Oleic acid, reduction of, to stearic acid

by electrolysis (Petersen), A., i,

678.

separation of, from stearic acid and
other solid fatty acids by means
of light petroleum and alcohol

(Chakitschkoff), a., i, 405.

Oleodipalmitin and Oleodistearin from
plants (Kmmont), A., ii, 126, 475.

Oleyl alcohol and its phenylurethane
(15ouvEAUi/r and Blanc), A., i, 12.

Olive oil, iodine numbers of fresh and
old samples of (Pajetta), A., ii,

776.

detection of, which has been extracted
by means of carbon disulphide
(Halphen), a., ii, 619.

detection of cotton seed oil in (MiL-
LIAU), A., ii, 126.

One- component ideal- constitqent gasea,
fundamental functions of (Bell and
Trevok), a., ii, 374.

Ophioroidea, pigment of (Griffiths),
A., i, 293.

Opianio acid, products of the condensa-
tion of (BurN.s), A., i, 353.

Opinm and its preparations, assay of
(Lenton), a., ii, 491.

assay, U.S.P., meconic acid in the,

and certain meconates (Mallinck-
ROOT and Dcnlah), A., ii, 777.

Optical activity. See under Photo-
chemistry.

Orange, sweet, oil from the leaves and
stems of the (Littsrkr), A., i, 802.

Orange juice, composition of (Farn-
steiner and STtJBER), A., ii, 52.

Orange IV, nitro-derivatives of (JriL-

lard), a., i, 843.

Orcinol monomethyl ether, amino-, an
oxidation product of (Hexrich and
Schierenberg), a., i, 93.

Ore deposition, chemistry of (Sullivan),
A., ii, 642.

Ores containing barium, estimation of

manganese as sulphide in (Blum), A.,

ii, 206.

Organic compounds, preparation of, with
two consecutive double linkings

(ilAZZCCCHELLi), A., i, 633.

volatile, heats of combustion and form-

ation of (Lagerlof), a., ii, 76,

677 ;
(Thomskn), A., ii, 231, 435,

571, 801 ; (Berthelot), A., ii,

504.

relation between the heats of com-
bustion and constitution^ formulae

of (Lemoult), a., ii, 441.

mechanism of the action of finely-

divided metals on (Sabatier and
Senuerexs), a., i, 401.

action of phosphorus on (Wichel-
haus), a., i, 432.

combustible gaseous, in the air (WoL-
pert), a., ii, 160.

unsaturated, addition of bromine to

(Bauer), A., i, 729.

action of bromine on (PicciNiNi),

A., i, 598.

electrical method for the combustion
of (Morse and Taylob), A., ii,

480.

estimation of nitrogen in (Sherman
and Falk), A., ii, 116.

Organic matters, desti-uction of, in toxi-

cological investigations (Grigok£eff),
A., ii, 354.

Organic substances, ultimate analysis of
(Hekmann), a., ii, 767.

detection of nitrogen in (Castellana),
A., ii, 201.

estimation of halogens and sulphur in

(Sadtler), A., ii, 760.

Organism, action of cobalt-, rhodium-,
and chromium-ammonium com-
pounds on the (Bock), A., ii, 49.

carbohydrate combustion in the
(Stoklasa), A., ii, 179.

proteolvsis and proteid synthesis in

the (^ENRiQUF^s and Hansen), A.,
ii, 180; (Abi)Ekhaluf,n), A., ii,

334 ; (Abdbuhalden and Rona),
A., ii, 467.

inlluence of fever on the retlncing

action of the (Herter), A., ii, 103.
anti-substances against crotiu in the

normal (Lust), A., ii, 48.
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Organism, formation of aromatic fatty

acids in the (Knoop), A., ii, 46.

formation of acetone in the (Maignon
;

Satta), a., ii, 406 ; (Waldvogel),
A., ii, 735.

formation of allantoin in the (Eppin-
ger), a., ii, 336.

creatine and creatinine in the (CzePv
NECKi), A., ii, 467.

distribution of glucothionic acid in the
(Mandel and Levene), A., ii,

736.

indole and scatole in the (Grosser),
A., ii, 470.

rf-lactic acid in the (Moriya), A., ii,

181.

human, occurrence of lithium in the

(Herrmann), A., ii, 735.

formation of protamines in the (Kos-
sel), a., ii, 467.

Organs, aloohol in (NiCLOUx), A., ii,

181.

non-existence of arsenic in (Kunkel),
A., ii, 542.

amount of calcium and magnesium in

(Toyonaga), a., ii, 335.

estimation of mercury in (Schumm),
A., ii, 286.

Orotic acid and its salts, esters, and di-

chloro-derivative (Biscaro and Bell-
oni), a., i, 672.

Orsat apparatus, improved (Bement),
A., ii, 855.

Osminitrites (Wintrebert), A., ii,

261.

Osmium, liquid hydrosol of (Gutbier
and Hofmeier), A., ii, 533.

new iodine compound of (Alvarez),
A., ii, 423.

Osmium nitrite (Wintrebert), A., ii,

261.

Osmosis and Osmotic pressure. See

under Diffusion.

Osotetrazones, new mode of formation

of (Dieckmann and Platz), A., i,

953.

Osteomalacia, metabolism in (Gold-
THWAiT, Painter, O-sgood, and Mc-
Crudden), a., ii, 845.

Ovalbumin, crystallised (Cohn), A., i,

103.

Ox bile. See Bile.

Oxadiazines, formation of (Diels and
VAN DKR Leeden), A., i, 946.

l:3:4-OxadiazoIe8, formation of (Stolli^.

and Munch), A., i, 95.

Oxalacetic acid, cyano-, esters (Trim-
bacii), a., i, 323.

Oxalate ion, elcctroaflinity of the

(ScuAFKii), A,, ii, 499.

Oxalatotetra-amineohromium salts

(Ppeikfer and Basci), A., i, 855.

Oxalic acid, new synthesis of (Moissan),
A., i, 507 ; ii, 818.

action of, on lead ferrocyanide (Leu-
ba), a., i, 422.

kinetics of the reaction between potass-

ium permanganate and (Skrabal),
A., ii, 17.

estimation of, by permanganate in

presence of hydrochloric acid (Bax-
ter and Zanetti), A, ii, 490.

Oxalic acid, certain alleged double salts

(FooTE and Andrew), A., i, 679.

acid alkali salts, and their solubility

(FooTE and Andrew), A., i, 679.

acid ammonium salts (Walden), A.,

i, 679.

ammonium salt, formula and stability

of (DuPRE), A., i, 679.

ferrous salt, molecular condition of,

in solution (Sheppard and Mees),
T., 189 ; P., 10.

magnesium salt, occlusion of, by cal-

cium oxalate (Korte), T., 1508

;

P., 229.

mercuric salt {Eder's solution), photo-

chemical action of, in absence of

oxygen and in presence of fluores-

cent compounds (Jodlbauer and v.

Tappeiner), a., ii, 565.

thallium salts, solubility of (Abegg
and Spencer), A., i, 853.

Oxalic &cid, etiiyl ester, action of mag-
nesium phenyl bromide on (Agree),
A., i, 216.

Oxalic acid, chloro-, methyl and ethyl

esters, action of, on acetyl

-

acetone (Trimbach), A., i,

565.

action of, on cyanoacetic esters

(Trimbach), A., i, 323.

Oxalocrotonic acid, ethyl ester, azo-

derivatives of (Prager), A., i, 391.

4:4'-Oxalotolaidide, 2:2' rfiamino-, sul-

phur dye from (Farbwerke vorm.
Meistek, Lucius, & Bruning), A.,

i, 540.

Oxaluramide (Schenck), A., i, 267.

Oxaluria (Kutschbb and Schenck), A.,

ii, 104.

Oxalylhydrazine, di- and hexa-acotyl

and dibenzoyl derivatives of (SroLl,6

and Kind), A., i, 96.

Oxazine an(l thiazine dyes, ammonium
and oxonium formuhi; of (Hantzsch),
A., i, 605 ;

(Kehrmann and de
GoTTRAu), A., i, 670.

Oxazole, C,2Hn03N, from acetic ai:-

liydride and 0-mctho.xyphenylseriiic

(EULEN.MEYER aud Baue), A., i,

131.

Oxazonea (Gnehm and Bauer), A., i,

831.
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Oxen, formation and decomposition of

uric acid in extracts of the organs of

(Schittenhelm), a., ii, 644.

Oxidation and reduction (Schoorl), A.,

ii, 692.
" primary oxide " theory of(Skrabal),

A., ii, 18.

kinetics of processes of (Skrabal),
A., ii, 804.

mechanism of the process of (Arm-
strokg), a., ii, 448.

influence of alkaloids on certain pro-

cesses of (Feder), A., i, 150.

spontaneous, influence of alkaline

substances on (Sch.vr), A., i, 434.

Auto-oxidation, theory of (Meter),
A., ii, 697.

Oxidation phenomena (Kassxer), A.,

ii, 19.

Oxidation and redaction reactions,

reversible, in solutions (Schoch), A.,

ii, 19.

Oxides, reduction of (ViGOUROtrx), A.,

ii, 822.

Oximes, heat offormation of(Landbieu),
A., ii, 301.

velocity of formation of, in certain

ketones (Stewart), T., 410 ; P.,

84.

reduction of (Franzex), A., i, 427.

of the type, RCOCR':NOH, prepar-

ation of (Bouveault and Loc-
QCis), A., i, 19.

of a-diketones, preparation of (Loc-
quin), a., i, 19.

f>f ketoiie-alcohols of the benzoin type,

Beckmann's rearrangement in

(Werner and Det.sciieff), A., i,

225.

a-Oximino esters, reduction of (Bou-
veault and Locquin), A., i, 32,

33.

preparation of a-ketonic acids and
esters from (Bouveault and Loc-
quin), a., i, 10 ; (Locquix), A.,
i, 11.

Oximino-ethers, use of, in condensations
I)iKi..san(l Plaut), A., i, .'>09.

a Oximino-/5 phenylhydrazinobutyric
acid, ethyl ester (Waiil), A., i,

40*<.

Oxoniom compounds, Grignard-Baeyer,
conversion of organo-magnesium com-
pounds into, an(i the thermochemical
i.vestigation of this reaction (Tschzl-
vzeff), a., ii, 802.

Oxoniom and ammosinm salts
(Haxtzsch), a., i, 605

; (Kkiirmann
and de Gorri'.Au). A., i, 670 ; (Kehr-
man.n), a., i, ^'^O.

6-0x7-2-alk7lp7rimidines (Wheeler
and Bristol), A., i, 482.

2-Oxy-6-anilinopyTimidine and itshydro-
chloride (Wheeler and Bristol),

A., i, 485.

6-Oxy-2-anilinopyrimidine, 5-bromo-
(Wheeler, Bristol, and Johxsox),
A., i, 483.

Oxycoumarin and its phenylhydrazone
and compound with o-phenylenedi-

amine (Erlbxmeyer and Stadlin),
A., i, 239.

Oxydase (Joxes and AVikterkitz), A.,

ii, 334.

See also Malt oxydase.

Oxydases, observations on (Asd), A., ii,

246.

chemical (Baudran), A., ii. 632.

S-Oxy-5:6-dimethoxydiphenyldihydro-
triazine and its diacyl derivatives

(Biltz and Stellbaum), A., i, 675.

3-Oxy-5:6-dimethylenetetra-oxydi-
phenyldihydrotriazine and its diacyl

derivatives (Biltz and Stellb.aum),
A., i, 675.

3-Oxy-5:6-diphenyldihydrotriazine and
its diacyl derivatives and methyl
ether (Biltz and Stellbaum), A.,"i,

675.

3-0xy-5:6-diphenyl-triaxine and -2-

methyltriazine (Biltz and Arnd),
A., i. 674.

5-Oxy-l:3-diplienyltriazole ( Wheeler
and SrATiKOPOULos), A., i, 721.

3-Oxy-5:6-diisopropyldiphenyldihydro-

triazine and its diacyl derivatives

(Biltz and Stellbaum), A., i, 675.

6-Oxy-2-ethylthiol-4-eth7lpyrimidine
and 5-bromo- (Wheeler, Bristol,
and Johnson), A., i, 483.

4-Oxy-2-etliylthioIpyrimidine, 6-araino-

(Johnson ami Johns). A., i, 837.

6-Oxy-2-ethyltliiolpyrimidine, 5-amino-,

and the action of phosphorus oxy-
chloride on (John.so.v), A., i, 835.

Oxygen, preparation of (Jaubert), A.,

ii, 311.

l»asic properties of (McIntosh), T.,

784 ; P., 64, 120; A., i, 254,

677.

quadrivalent (Blaise), A., i. 111, 255.

(luadrivalency of (Homfrat), T.,

1443 ; P., 226.

refractive index of, in the infra-red

(Koch), A., ii, 661.

action of nltra-violet light on moist
and dried mixttires of carbon mon-
oxide and (Chadwick, Rams-
BuTToM, and Chapman), P., 287.

si>ecif)c heat of, at high temperatures
(Holborx and Austin), A., ii,

' 228.

latent heat of Taporisation of(Dewar),
A., ii, 801.
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Oxygen, coeflBcient of expansion of

(Jaquerod and Perrot), A., ii,.

507.

equilibrium between copper, tin, and
(Heyn and Bauer), A., ii, 169.

absorption of, by platinum (Lucas),
A., ii, 396.

combustion of, in hydrogen phosphide
and of hydrogen phosphide in oxy-
gen, and the reversal of the flame

;

lecture experiment (Lang), A., ii,

810.

action of, on csesium-ammonium
(Rengade), a., ii, 521.

union of, with hydrogen at low pres-

sures through the passage of

electricity (Kirkby), A., ii, 236.

union of, with hydrogen at low pres-

sures caused by the heating of

platinum (Kirkby), A., ii, 695.

estimation of, in copper (DiCKSOx),
A., ii, 479.

Oxyhsemoglobin, spectroscopy of

(Piettre and Vila), A., i, 399,

500, 621 ; ii, 402
;

(Ville and
Derrien), a., i, 399, 500; (Vila
and Piettre), A., i, 847.

reduction of (Lepine and Boulud),
A., ii, 403.

action of fluorides on (Piettre and
Vila), A., ii, 601.

Oxymercuric i'srchlorates. See under
Mercury.

6-0xy-2'.4- and -4:2-niethylhexylpyrid-

inei, 5-cyano- (Issoglio), A., i, 610.

2-0xy-4:4:6-tri- and -3:4:4:6-tetra-

methyltetrahydro-l:3-ozazine8
(Kohn), a., i, 928.

4-Oxy-2-methylthiolpyrimidiiie, 6-

amino- and 5-bromo-6-amino- (John-
son and Johns), A., i, 836.

6-Oxy-2-methylthiolpyriniidine hydro-
chloride (Wheeler, Bristol, and
Johnson), A., i, 483.

6-0xy-2:4- and -4:2-plienylmetliyldi-

hydropyridines, 5-cyano- (IssoGHo),
A., i, 610.

Oxypyridines, isomeric, from )8-ketones

(IssoGLio), A., i, 609.

See also Pyridone.

20xypyrimidine, 4-chloro-5-bromo-6-

amino- (Johnson and Johns), A., i,

8;}8.

Oxysparteine and its additive salts

(Willstatter and Mahx), A., i, 544.

Ozone, formation of, by ultra-violet

liglit (Fischer and Braehmer),
A., ii, 580.

production of, from oxygen and atmo-
spheric air by the discharge from
metallic points (Wakbur(j), A., ii,

516.

Ozone, electrical production of (Katjsoh),
A., ii, 698, 811.

apparatus to show the production of,

during the combustion of coal gas
(Maquenne), a., ii, 382.

photographic activity of (Schaum),
A., ii, 295.

equilibrium between hydrochloric

acid and (Jahx), A., ii, 16.

liquid, storing and manipulating a
solution of, in liquid air (lecture

experiment) (Erdmann), A., ii, 81.

physiological action of (Sigmund), A.,

ii, 472, 476.

influence of, on the lungs (Bohr and
Maar), a., ii, 329.

Falladium (Paal and Amberger), A.,

ii, 397.

occurrence of, in Brazil (Hussak), A.

,

ii, 598.

chemical properties and combining
weight of (Amberg), A., ii, 832.

influence of very strong electromag-

netic fields on the spark spectra of

(Purvis), P., 241.

diffusion of hydrogen through
(Richardson), A., ii, 233.

comparative absorption of hydrogen by
rhodium and (Quenessen), A., ii.

172.

inflnence of temperature and pressure

on the absorption and diffusion of

hydrogen in (Winkelmann), A., ii,

397.

See also Palladium -hydrogen,
colloidal, and its hydride (Paal and

Amberger), A., ii, 397.

rendering active of hydrogen by
(Paal and Amberger), A., ii,

397, 533.

hydrosol (Gutbier and Hofmeier),
A., ii, 396.

Falladiam, halogen derivatives (Gutbier
and Kuell), A., ii, 534.

hydride (Paal and Amberger), A., ii,

397.

oxides (Wohler and KOnig), A., ii,

722.

FalladoTis bromide and cliloride,

compounds of, with aromatic
bases (Gutbier), A., i, 584.

Falladium organic compounds (Gut-
biek), a., i, 584

;
(Gutbier, E&sll,

and Janssen), A., i, 876.

thiocyanatt's (Bkllucci), A., i, 122.

Falladium-hydrogen as a reducing agei

in quantitative analysis (Ohai'MANJ
A., li, 58.
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Palladous bromide and chloride. See
under Palladium.

Palm oil, detection of, when used as a
colouring matter in oils and fats

(Cramptox and Simons), A., ii, 362.

Palm oils, estimation of the volatile fatty

acids in (Jensen), A., ii, 772.

Palmatisine from Aconitum palmatum
(DuNSTAN and Henkt), T., 1651 ; P.,

235.

Palmitic acid from the oil from the seeds
of Gynocardia odorata (Power and
Barrowcliff), T., 899 ; P., 177.

o-bromo-, preparation of (Le Sueur),
T., 1895.

o-hydroxy-, preparation of, action of

heat on, and its amide and lactide

(Le Sueur), T., 1888 ; P., 285.

a-iodo- (PoNZio), A., i, 405.

Palmitic aldehyde and its polymeride,
oxirae, and semicarbazone (Le Sueur),
T., 1892.

Palmityl cyanide, a-hvdroxy-, and its

hydrolysis (Le Sueur"), T., 1893.

Pancreas and glycolysis (Claus and
Embden), a., ii, 179, 404

;
(Cohn-

heim), a., ii, 267.

and spleen (Prym), A., ii, 404.

the lymph-flow from the (Bainbridge),
A., ii, 100.

nuclein bases produced daring the
antofermentation of the (Schenck),
A., ii, 266.

secretion of the human (Eluxger and
CoHN), A., ii, 643.

Pancreas ferment. See Enzyme, pan-
creas.

Pancreas-Bteapsin, time and fermenta-
tion laws of (Engel), a., ii, 732.

Pancreatic diabetes. See Diabetes.

digestion. See Digestion.

Pancreatic juice ren<lered active nnder
the combined influence of colloids

and electrolytes (des Bancels), A.,

ii, 643.

action of, on edestin from cotton seeds
(Abderhalden and Reinbold), A.,
ii, 838.

maltase of (BlEKBT and Tekroine),
A., ii, 643.

Pancreatic secretion (Chapman), A., ii,

838.

Papaver duhium, alkaloid from (Pavesi),
A., i, .368.

Papaverine, nitro-, methonitrate of
(Decker, Gadomska, and Girard),
A., i, 469.

Papaveriniam bases (Decker and
Koriii, A., i, 472.

Paracasein and casein in some of their
relations to bases and acids (van
Slyke and Hart), A., i, 498.

Parach3rmosin, estimation of (Becker),
A., ii, 712.

Paraffin, commercial, composition of

(Mabert), a., i, 313.

estimation of, in mineral oil distillates

by means of a filter funnel (Fleis-
cher), A., ii, 486.

Paralactic acid. See c?-Lactic acid.

Paraldehyde. See under Acetaldehyde.
Pararosaniline, action of sulphurous

acid on (DiJRiiscHNABEL and Weil),
A., i, 947.

Parathyroid glands. See under Glands.

Paraxanthine, 8-amino-, and its sodium
.salt and alkyl and ar)'l derivatives

(BoEHRiNGER & Sohne), A., i, 230.

Pastorase (Malvezin), A., ii, 749.

Patchouli oil and the action of sulphuric
acid on (de Jong), A., i, 802.

Peaches, the ripening of (Bigelow and
Gore), A., ii, 756.

Pelargonic acid. See n-Nonoic acid.

<|'-Pelletieiine, derivatives of (Willst.\t-
TER and Vekaguth), A., i, 543.

Pennacerin(RuHMANN), A., ii, 842.

2:3:6:7':2-Fenta-acetozyphenylzanthen
and 3'-bromo- (Heintschel), A., i,

809.

Pentadecoic acid and its salts, esters,

and amide, anda-bromo-(LESuEUR),
T., 1898.

o-hydroxy-, action of heat on, and its

amide and lactide (Le Sueur), T.,

1899.

Pentadecoic aldehyde and its polymeride,
oxime, and semicarbazone (Le Sueur J,

T., 1896.

Pentadecyl cyanide, a-hydroxy-, and its

hydrolysis (Le Sueur), T., 1896.

Penta-A^y-dien-a-ol-t-al, 3-chloro. See
Glutaoonaldehyde, a-chloro-.

Pentamethylenediamine {cadaverine),

synthesis of, and its phenylcarbamide
derivative(JfEUBERGand Neimann),
A., i, 686.

excretion of, in a ca.se of cystinuria

(Bodtker), a., ii, 741.

picronolate (Otor;), A., i, 126.

Pentamethylenediaminephenylcarb -

imide (Loewy and Neubeeo), A., i,

158.

Pentamethylene series, syntheses in the
(Hamonf.t), A., i, 403.

derivatives of the (v. Braun and
Stkindorff), a., i, 341.

Pentane, a«-dichIoro-, formation of

(v. Braun and MCller), A., i,

634.

dihydroxy-. ? '^' hyltrimethyl-
ene glycol ni f3!-iliol.

See also -y-Mi;:... .„..^ and Tetra-

methylmcthane.
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Pentanedicarboxylic acids. See Di-
methylghitaric acids, Methyladipic
acids, and Pimelic acid.

Pentane-)35-diol and its diacetate

(Franke and Kohn), A., i, 111.

cycZoPentanediphenyldisulphones (Pos-

NER and TscHARNo), A., i, 279.

Pentanetricartoxylic acid. See o-Ethyl-

tricarballylic acid.

cycloPent&none, preparation of (Holle-
MANN, VAN DER Laan, and Slijper),

A., i, 444.

Pentenedicarboxylic acid. See ojS-Di-

methylglutaconic acid.

Pentenoic acid. See 3-Metliylcrotonic

acid.

Pentinene. See Dimethylallene.

Pentosans, estimation of (Ellett and
ToLLENs), A., ii, 210.

Pentoses, Tollens' phloroglucinol and
hydrochloric acid reaction for (Pinoff),

A., ii, 289.

Peppermint oil from Java (van der
WiELEN), A., i, 223.

Pepsin, preparation of (Schrumpf), A.,

i, 556.

action of (Cobb), A. , ii, 466.

action of, on albumin precipitated by
heat in presence of acid (Disdier),

A., i, 251.

Volhard's titrimetric method for the

estimation of (Lohlein), A., ii,

780.

Peptone from lupin seeds (Mack), A., ii,

,474.

Peptone membranes, solid, on a water
surface, and the cause of their forma-

tion (Metcalf), a., ii, 512.

Peptones (Neumann), A., i, 726
;
(Sieg-

fhied), a., i, 727.

haloid acid salts of (Kalle & Co.), A.,

i, 252.

formation of complex proteids from
(Spiegel), A., i, 954.

Perborates. See under Boron.

Perchloric acid. See under Chlorine.

Perchromic acid. See under Chromium.
Period of induction. See Induction.

Periodic acid. See under loditie.

Periodic system, construction of the

(Werner), A., ii, 308, 514; (Abegg),

A., ii, 380, 514.

the eighth gi'oup of the(ABEGO), A., ii,

380.

Perlatic acid and its salts and ethyl ester,

Perlatide, diacetyl derivative, and Per-

latol (Hkssk), a., i, 139.

Permonosulphuric acid. See under
Sul])liur.

Pernitroso-compounds from oximcs, con-

stitution of the group, N.jOj, of (An-
GELaoci), A., i, 801.

Peroxyprotoic acids (v. Ftjrth) A.,i,
497.

Peroxythiocyanic acid and its iron salt

(Tarugi), a., i, 177.

Perstannic acids. See under Tin.

Persulphuric acid. See under Sulphur.
Pertantalates. See under Tantalum.
Petroleum, composition of (Mabery),

A., i, 313.

light (Adams), A., i, 253.

Louisiana, hydrocarbons in (Coaxes
and Best), A., ii, 833.

from the torbanite of New South
Wales (Petrie), A., i, 849.

Roumanian, isohexanes in (PoNi and
COSTACHESCU), A., i, 109.

estimation of sulphur in (Goetzl), A.,

ii, 761.

See also Naphtha and Oils, mineral.

Phase rule. See under Equilibrium.
Phellandrene, natural and synthetical

(KoNDAKOFF and Schindelmeiser),
A., i, 801.

a-Phellandrene from carvone and its

chloro-derivative (Harries and John-
son), A., i, 535.

)3-Phellandrene and its nitrite and di-

amino- and nitro-derivatives, constitu-

tion of (Wallach), a., i, 709.

Phenacyl-alanturic acid and its acetyl

derivative, and -dialuric acid (Kuh-
ling), a., i, 944.

Phenacylaniline, condensation of, with
certain chloro-ethers (Maselli), A., i,

776.

Phenacyldialkylsulphine salts (Smiles),

P., 93.

9':10'-Phenanthra-2:3-anthraquinone-
azine (Scholl and Kacer), A., i, 88.

Phenanthra^/chlorophenazine (Noelt-
ing and Kopp), A., i, 873.

Fhenanthranil and its acetyl derivative

and its lactim ester (Japp and Knox),
T., 682; P., 153.

Phenanthranilic acid, ethyl ester (Japp
and Knox), T., 682.

t|/-Phenantbrapbenazoxine (Kehrmann),
A., i, 930.

Phenanthraphenazoxoninm jwrbromide
and hydrogen sulphate (Kehrmann),
A.,i, 930.

Phenanthraquinone, action of a mixture
of glacial acetic acid and hydriodic

acid on (Lagodzinski), A., i, 601.

action of acetic anhydride and sodium
acetate on (Scharwin), A., i, 448.

action of o-aminophenol on (Kehr-
mann), A., i, 930.

condensations of, with ketonic com-
pounds (Jaim" and Wood), T., 712.

condensation of, with pheuylacetono

(Lang), A., i, 292.
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Phenanthraquinone, action of alcoholic

potassium hydroxide on (Meter and
Spexgler), a., i, 219, 362.

Phenanthraqainonedihydrocyanides,
isomeric, and their diacetvl derivatives

(Japp and Knox), T., 681 ; P., 153.

Phenanthrene, hydrogenation of (Bre-
TEAU), A., i, 338.

9:10-dibTOTao- and 9:10-<ijchloro-

(ScHMiDT and Ladxer), A., i, 43.

9-hydroxy- (Japp and Kxox), T., 684.

Phenanthrene-S-carbozylic acid, 10-

amino-. See Pheuauthranilic acid.

Phenanthrozylenephenylacetone and its

isomeride, and tfieirphenylhydrazones
and dibromides (Lang), A., i, 292.

9-Phenanthryl oxide (Japp and Kxox),
T., 684.

Phenaiitliryl-9-gIyoxylic acid, lO-hydr-
oxy-, lactone of, and its barium .salt

and phenylhydrazone (Meter and
Spengler), a., i, 220, 362 : (Schar-
win), a., i, 448.

Phenazine, rfiamino- ("Willstatter and
Pfanxenstiel), a., i, 723.

PhenetidilacetonedicarbozyUc acid,

ethyl ester (Schroeter and Schwam-
BOKN), A., i, 820.

2-Phenetldine, 3:5-cftnitro-, and its N-
alkvl derivatives (Blanksma), A., i,

43l'.

;>-Phenetidine, ethylsnlphone derivatives

of, and their pharmacological import-
ance (Autenrieth and Bernheim),
A., i, 47.

d-Phenetidinotricarballylic acid and its

ethyl ester and irs amide, imide,
imide-acid, and nitrile (Schroeter
and Schwamborn), A., i, 820.

Phenetole, p-hromo-, action of sulphur
on the organo-raagnesiumcompounds
of (Tabourt), a., i, 644.

8-dinitro-, nitration and reduction of
(Blanksma), A., i, 431.

;>-Phenetole8alphoii-acetonitrile and
-ethenylaminozime (TrOger and
VoLKMKR:, A., i, 356.

/'-Phenetolesalphondialkylacetonitriles
(Trogkk and Va.stkki.ing), A., i, 871.

Fhenetyldiguanides, o- and p-, and their
salts (A. and L. Ll'MlkRE and
Pekrin), a., i, 250.

Phenol, dielectric constants of, dissolved
in benzene and m-xylene (Philip
and Hatnrs), T., 1001 ; P., 200.

condensation of, with formaldehyde
(Hesschke), a., i, 429.

action of cresols in comparison with
(ToLLESs), a., ii, 339.

introduction of carboxyl groups into,

by the action of carlKtn dioxide
(TiJMSTRA), A., i, 439.

Phenol, compound of, with potassium
phenoxide (Gentsch), A., i, 341.

estimation of (Llotd), A., ii, 209.

Phenol, ^amino-, A'-acetyl derivative,

nitration of (Meldoijv. and
Stephens), T., 1203; P., 218.

nitro-derivatives of, and their acetyl

and benzoyl derivatives (Rever-
DiN and Dresel), A., i, 51, 430.

2-A-di- and 2:4:6-M-amino-, hypo-
sulphites of (A. and L. LusiifeRB
and Setewetz), A,, i, 157.

o-aminothio-, dibenzoyl derivative of

(Reissert), a., i, 927.

m-bromo-, preparation of (DiEUs and
BuNZL), A., i, 432.

tribromo-, bromide of, rate of forma-
tion of, reaction of, with hydriodic
acid, and its detection and estima-

tion (Llotd), A., i, 277.

o-chloro-, preparation of (Losskk), A.,
i, 126.

2:5-rfichloro- (NoELTiNG and Kopp),
A., i, 872.

3:4-rfichloro- (Badische Anilin- &
Soda-Fabrik), a., i, 149.

2-chloro-4:6-rfinitro- (Aloy and
FR^BAt'LT), A., i, 430.

o-chlorothio- (Friedlander and
Mauthner), a., i, 102.

2:4:6-/rinitro-. See Picric acid.

2:6-(finitro-4-amino-. See isoPicramic

acid.

3:5-rfinitro-4-amino-, and its acetyl

derivatives and diazoninm salt

(Reverdin and Dresel), A., i, 430.

4:6-dmitro-2-amino-. See Picramic
acid.

nitroso-, dves (Decker and Solonina',
A., i, 197.

Phenol ethers containing the V'-allyl

chain, R-CMe:CHo (BfiHAL and
TlFFENEAl), A., i,*883.

di-o-substituted, the Zeisel reaction in

(BoYn and Pitman), T,, 1255 ; P.,

221.

Phenol lolphidei, mixed (Tabourt),
A., i, 56.

Phenols, ultra-Tiolet absorption spectra
of (Balt and Ewbank), T., 1347

;

P., 203.

and their ethers dissolved in benzene
and m-xylene, dielectric constants
of (Philip and Hatne.«*), T., 998;
P., 200.

nuclenr synthetical eqnilibrinna be-
t" onates, phenolcarboxylic
1 in acjuenus solution
1,11 MINI kmm), a., ii, 611.

action of bromine and chlorine on
(ZiNCKE and Ml'NCH), A., i, 55

;

(ZiNCKK and Waoneb), A., i, 842,
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Phenols, phenylation of (Ullmann,
Sponagel, and Stein), A., i, 644.

condensation of, with »i/-plienols

(AuwERS and Rietz), A., i, 887.

compounds of, with alkali phenoxides
(Gentsch), A.,i, 341.

action of zinc chloride on acid esters

of (EiJKMAN, Rergema, and
Henrard), a., i, 359.

polyhydric, action of hippuryl chloride

on (Fischer), A., i, 892.

a reagent for (Aloy and Laprade),
A., ii, 616.

colour reactions for (Gu]£rin), A., ii,

209.

their isomerides, and higher organic

compounds, new general colour

reagent of the (Alvarez), A., ii,

359.

Phenols, amino-, formation of, from
hydroxyazo-compounds (Oddo and
Puxeduu), a., i, 842.

2:4-rfmitro-, the purpurate reaction

with (BoRSCHE and Booker), A.,

i, 51.

nitroso-, constitution of, and the con-

ception of ortho-, meta-, and para-

positions (Vidal), a., i, 521.

ilz-Phenols, condensation of, with phenols
(AUWER.S and Rietz), A., i, 887.

Phenolcarboxylic acids, nuclear syn-

thetical equilibrium between bicarb-

onates, phenols, and, in aqueous
solution (Hallstrom), A., ii, 511.

Phenolglycuronic acid (Neuberg and
Neimann), a., i, 412.

estimation of (Neuberg and Nei-
mann), a., ii, 426.

Fhenolphthalein salts, constitution of

(Meyer and Spengler), A., i, 440.

/3-Phenonaphthaxanthone (Ullmann
and Zlokasoff), A., i, 598.

Phenoquinone, di.ssociation of (Torrey
and Hardrnbergh), A., i, 218.

Phenosafranine and Ris's amino-deriv-
ative (Barbier and Sisley), A., i,

841.

Phenothiexin, l:3-(ftamino-, and its acyl

derivatives and 1 :3-rfznitro-, and thejr

oxides (Mauthner), A., i, 461.

Phenoxide-o-carboxylic acid, sodium.

See o-Sodoxybenzoic acid.

Phenoxides, alkali, compounds of, with
phenols (GENnscu), A., i, 341.

Phenoxyacetic acid, ethyl ester, con-

densation of, with benzaldehyde
(SroERMER and Kippe), A., i, 526.

2:5-dniitro-4-amino-, and its acetyl

derivative (Reverdin and Dre.sel),

A., i, 430.

;7-Phenoxyacetophenone (Kipper), A., i,

648.

4-Phenoxy-2-amino- and -2-nitro-benz-
enesulphonic acids (BadischeAnilix-
& Soda-Fabrik), a., i, 271.

f-Phenoxyamylamine, benzoyl derivative

(v. BRAUNandSTEiNDORFF),A.,i, 206.

Phenoxyanthraquinones, 1- and 2-

(Farbenfabriken vorm. F. Bayer
& Co.), A., i, .797.

1-Phenoxyanthraquinone -6 -snlphonic
acid (Farbenfabriken vorm. F.

Bayer & Co.), A., i, 798.

jo-Phenoxybenzophenone (Kipper), A.,

i, 648.

^-Phenoxybenzoylbenzoic acid (Kip-
per), A., i, 648.

)8-j9-Phenoxybenzoylpropionic acid (Kip-
per), A., i, 648.

o-Phenoxycinnamic acid, elimination of

carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide

from (Stoermer and Biesenbaoh),
A., i, 524.

aniline salt (Stoermer and Kippe),
A., i, 527.

4-Phenoxy- 1-ethylphthalazone (

D

aube)
,

A., i, 210.

€-Phenoxyhexoic acid and its silver

salt and amide (v. Braun and Stein-
dorff), a., i, 342.

6-Phenoxyhexonitrile (v. Braun and
Steindorff), a., i, 207.

C-Phenoxyhexylamine and its additive

salts and derivatives (v. Braun and
Steindorff), A., i, 826.

2-Phenoxy-6-methoxybenzoic acid
(Ullmann and Kipper), A., i, 596.

«-Fhenoxypentane, a-bromo-, a-chloro-,

a-cyano-, and a-iodo- (v, Braun and
Steindorff), A., i, 341.

o-Phenoxy-,8-phenylhydracrylic acid

and its acetyl derivative and aniline

and sodium salts (Stoermer and
Kippe), A., i, 527.

w-Phenoxystyrene and its bromides
(Stoermer and Biesenbach), A., i,

525.

Phenyl benzyl sulphide and ja-bromo- and
ja-chloro- (Taboliiy), A., i, 56.

chlorocarbonato, reaction of, with
potassium thiocyanate in presence of

benzene and amines (Doran and
Dixon), T., 342; P., 77.

dimethylaminoethyl ether and its

aurichloride (Knorr), A., i, 813.

ether, m-nitro- (Ullmann, Sponagel,
and Stein), A., i, 644.

nitroamino-derivatives (Reverdin
and Dreskl), A., i, 430.

See also Phenoxides.

ethyl carbonate, amino-, and its acetyl

derivative and carbamide, and nitro-

(A. and L. LuMifciiE and Perrin),

A., i, 588.
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Phenyl methyl sulphide, jj-bromo-

(Taboury), a., i, 57.

sulphide, op-dtamino-. See Aniline,

thio".

o-chloro- (Fbiedlaxder and
Mauthner), a., i, 102.

bisulphide, rfiamino-. See Aniline,

dithio:

thiocyanate, 2:4-c?tamino-, yellow
sulphur dye from (Aktie.v- Gesell-
SCHAFT FrR AXILIX- FaBRIKATION),
A., i, 913.

Phenylacetaldehyde, synthesis of

(HouBEx), A., i, 600.

Fhenylacetaldehyde-phenylhydrazones
and -semicarbazone (Hexle), A., i,

490.

Fhenylacetic acid, phenyl ester

(Stoekmer and Biesenbach), A., i,

525; (Weisl), A., i, 905.

Fhenylacetoacetic acid, 2:4-rfinitro-,

ethyl ester, and its reduction products
(Reissert and Heller), A., i, 59.

Fhenylacetoacetyl-6-aniiiio-2 methyl-
indole, 2':4'-c?iamino-, and its tri-

benzoyl derivative (Reissert and
Heller), A., i, 60.

Phenylacetoacetyl-2:4-^?(aminophenyl-
acetoacetic acid, 2:4-o?ianiino-, ethyl
ester, and its metallic and additive
salts and acetyl and benzoyl derivatives

(Reis-sekt and Heller), A., i, 60.

Phenylacetone, condensation of, with
phenanthraquinone (L.\.xg), A., i,

292.

Phenylacetophenylhydrizino-ether
(Henle), a., i, 490.

2-Phenyl-4-o-acetozybenzylideneozaiol-
one (Eblenmeter and Stadlin), A.,

i, 239.

2- Phen7l-4- //' -acetoxybenzylidene-
oxazolone (Kiu.enmeyeu and WrrrEy-
eerg), a., i, 240.

PtaenyI-/>-acetylamino-o-tolyIsaIphone
(Ullmann and Leh.ver), A., i, 290.

Phenylacetylene, action of potassium
hydroxide on mixtures of ketones
with (Faworskt), A., i, 773 ;

(Skossarewsky ; Bork), A., i,

774 ; (NEWEROWlTSrn ; Bertrond
;

Romanoff), A., i, 775.

Phenylacetylenyldimethylcarbinol, syn-
thesis of, and its acetyl derivatire
(Skos-sarewsky), a., i, 774.

Phenylacetylenylmethyl/'T^-batylcarb-
inol. synth'jsis of (Xewrrowit.sch),
A., i, 775.

Phenylacetylenvlmethylethylcarbinol,
synthesis of (BoKK), A., i, 774.

Phenylacetylenylmethyloopropylcarb-
inol, synthesis of (Bork), A., i,

774.

Phenylacridine nieth- and eth-ioiides

(Decker, Gadomska, Sandberg, and
Stavrolopoulos), a., i, 375.

Phenylamine. See Aniline.

Phenylamino-. See Aniline-.

9-Phenyl-9-«vamyl-10-anthrone and
mono- and rfi-hydroxy-, and their

acetyl derivatives (Jungermaxn), A.,

i, 79'5.

s-Phenyl-sec.-amylcarbamide (Mailhe),
A„ i, 635.

I 9-Phenyl-9-woamyldihydroanthracene
and lO-bromo- (Juxgermaxx), A., i,

796.

(/-Phenylamylhydrazine and its hydro-
I chloride and tartaric derivatives
' (Neuberg and Federer), A., i, 299,

300.

Phenyl /3-W'5amylthiol-7-benzylidene-

propyl ketone (Rihemaxn), T., 24.

Phenylanisaldozime (Plaxcheb and
Picci;sixi), a., i, 705.

Phenyl-o- and -^-anisylethylenes and
their «-bromo- and w-chloro-deriva-

,
tives (Stoermer and Simox) A.,

; i, 53.

I
Fhenylanisylidenenitrometliane

I (Kxoevexagel and Walter), A..

i, 66.

5-Phenyl-3-aniBylK'ioozazoIe, 4-amino-
and 4-nitro- (Wielaxd and Bloch),
A., i, 707.

Phenylanthranol, iodo-hydriodo-deriva-

tive (Liebermaxn and Mamlock),
A., i, 531.

Phenylazocyanoacetic acid, ethyl ester,

isomerism of the so-called (Haxtzsch
and THo.Mrsox), A., i, 615.

Phenylazoethane, action of zinc ethyl on
(Ti< hwinsky), a., i, 93.

Phenylazoformaldozime and o-chloro-

(15rs(H and Wolbkixg), A., i, 494.

Phenylazo-. See also Benzeneazo-.

Phenylbenzaldoxime and m'-nitro-

(Flanohek and Piccixixi), A., i,

705.

1-PhenylbenziminazoIe, 5-amino-, and
its acetyl derivative and salts, and
5-nitro-, and the 2-carboxylic acid of

the nitro-compound and its ethyl ester

(Relssert and Coll), A., i, 248.

l-Phenylb«nzylaminopyrrole-2:5-di-
benzoio acid and its silver salt and
ethyl ester (Rels.sert and E.ngel),

A., i, 900.

Phenylbensyl-2:5 dimethozyphenyl>
carbinol (Kavkfmax.s and Grom-
I! veil , A., i, 281.

Phenylbenzylflaorene (Klieol), A., i,

1.S7.

Phenylbensylideneacetophenone (EoH-
LKR and Johxstin), A., i, 216.
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Phenylbenzylideneazlactone, action of

phenyl inercaptan on (Ruhemann),
T., 468; P., 123.

j8-Phenyl-7-benzylidenebutyrophenoiie.

See /3-Phenyl-;8-styrylpropiophenoue.

Phenylbenzylidenenitromethane
(Knoevenagel and Walter), A.,

i, 66.

Phenyl benzyl ketone. See Deoxy-
benzoin.

Phenylbenzylmethylalkylammonium
salts, optically active (Thomas and
Jones), A., i, 263.

o-Phenylbenzylmetliylallylammoniura
camphorsnlphonates, four isomeric

(Hakvey), T., 1481 ; P., 228.

hydroxide, rotatory power of (Wede-
kind), a., i, 520.

Phenylbenzylmethylallylammonium
iodides, d- and I- (Harvey), T., 1485 ;

P., 229.

Phenylbenzylmethylpropylammonium
bases, resolution of, into their optical

' antipodes (Wedekind and Frohlich),
A., i, 878.

l-Phenyl-4-benzyl-3-methylpyrazole, 5-

amino-, and its derivatives (Michaelis
and Preuner), A., i, 478.

l-Phenyl-4-benzyl-3-methylpyrazolone
(Michaelis and Preuner), A., i, 478.

Phenylbenzyltriazen (Dimroth), A., i,

312.

Phenylbromoacetic acid, preparation of

(Fischer and Schmidlin), A., i, 694.

Phenylbromoacetyl-alanine, -asparag-

ine, -aspartic acid, arid -glycine

(Fischer and Schmidlin), A., i, 694.

Phenyl-rfi- and -Cri-bromometliyl-

sulphones (Troger and Hille), A.,

i, 336.

Phenylbutadienyltrimethylcyf/opentane
(RuPE and Frisell), A., i, 221.

Plxenyl-butenyl(or butadienyl)-tri-

methylcT/c^opentenecarboxylic acid

(Rui'E and Frisell), A., i, 221.

l-Phenyl-4-butyl-5-pyrazolidone(BLAisE
and LuTTitiXGER), A., i, 628.

/3-Phenylbutyric acid and its amide and
a-cyano-derivative (Koiileii and
Reimeii), a., i, 348; (Kohler),
A., i, 701.

/3-bromo-a-hydroxy-, ethyl ester

(Claisen), a., 1, 287.

7-Plienyl-n-butyric acid, a-cyano-j8-

imino-, ethyl ester (Atkinson and
Thorpe), P., 305.

Phenylcamphoformeneamine, phenyl -

sulphone of (Tin(;le and Hofk-
mann), a., i, 800.

Phenylcarbamic bydrazide and its

liy<lrochlorhie and acctophenono com-
pound (Bousciik), a., i, 305.

Phenylcarbamide, action of, on acetic

acid and its chloro-derivatives

(Valli^^e), a., i, 771.

0-, m-, and ^-iodo-, and their acetyl

derivatives (Doht), A., i, 49.

^-nitro- (Pierron), A., i, 126.

Pbenylcarbimide, interaction of, with
l:3-dicarbonyl compounds (DiECK-
mann, Hoppe, and Stein), A., i,

135.

behaviour of hydrogen cyanide towards
(DiECKMANN and Kammerer), a.,

i, 874.

action of, on snlphonic acids (ValliiSe),

A., i, 771.

as a reagent for determining the con-

stitution of tautomeric compounds
(Michael), A., i, 195

;
(Gold-

schmidt), a., i, 340.

Phenyl-2:3:6-<mhloro-4-hydroxyphenyl-
amine, s-^richloro-, and its benzoyl

derivative (Orton and Smith), T.,

391 ; P., 92.

Phenyl^richloromethylcarbinol and its

benzoate (Dinesmann), A., i, 645.

Phenylchrysofluorene and its alcohol

(Ullmann and Mourawiew-Wini-
gradoff), a., i, 642.

Phenylcinnamaldoxime (Plancher and
Piccinini), a., i, 706.

a Phenylcinnamenylacrylic acid, nitro-,

methyl ester, oxidation of (Hinrich-
SEN and Reimer), A., i, 132.

a-Phenylcinnamic acid, esters, action

of magnesium organic compounds on
(Kohler and Heritage), A., i, 208.

yS-Phenylcinnamic acid (Kohler and
Heritage), A., i, 208; (Kohler and
Johxstin), A., i, 215.

2-Phenyl-4-cinnamylideneoxazolone
(Erlenmeyer and Matter), A., i,

238.

a-Phenyl/.socrotonic acid, hydroxy-
(Eulexmeyer), a., i, 785.

Phenylcuminaldoxime (Plancher and
Piccixini), a., i, 706.

Phenyl-il'-cumylhydrazine, 5-chloro-2-

nitro-, and op-dinitvo- (Willgerodt
and Hei!Z()G), A., i, 549.

2-Phenyl-4-cumylideneoxazolone (Er-
LEXMEYEii and Matter), A., i, 238.

Phenylcyanamide, o-, m-, and p-

nitro-, and their benzoyl derivatives

(Pieuron), a., i, 125.

Phenyl-o-cyanoacrylamide, 3 :4-ff/hydr-

oxy-, nnd its 3-methyl ether, bromo-
derivatives of (PiccixiNi), A., i, 599.

«-Phenyl-/</^-di-.src.-amylcarbamide

(Mailiik,), a., i, 635.

2-Phenyl-l:3dibenzylhydrobenzimin-
azole,('-hydroxy-(Fis('UERaiid Veiel),

a., i, 246.
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Phenyldibatylhydrazine bromide and
iodide (All.vix Lecaxu), A., i, 376.

l-Phenyl-SrS-diethylbarbitnric acid
(Fischer and Dilthey), A., i, 36

;

(CoxRAD and Zart), A., i, 753.

4-imino- (Conrad and Zart), A., i,

7.'i3.

Phenyldiethylhydrazine (Tichwixsky),
A., i, 92, 93.

Fhenyldiguanide, amino- and nitro-

derivatives, and their additive salts

(Hermaxx), a., i, 950.

7;-hydroxy-, salts of (A. and L.

LuMiKRE and Perrix), A., i, 250.

a-Phenyldihydroberberine and its salts

(Freuxd and Beck), A., i, 151.

Phenyldihydrothebame and its additive

salts, methyl and ethyl ethers, and
acetyl derivative, and their methiodides
(Freuxd), A., i, 918.

Phenyldihydrothebenol and its methyl
and ethyl ethers (Freuxd), A., i,

918.

Phenyldihydro-uracil and -thiouracil
(PosxER), A., i, 578, 776.

Plienyl-2:5-dimethoxyphenyletliyIcarb-
inol (Kauffmann and Grombach),
A., i, 281.-

o-Phenyl-o 2:5-dimethoxyphenylpropyl-
ene and its bromo-deiivatives(KAUFF-
MANX and GcoMBACH), A., i, 281.

5-Phenyl-3:7-dimethylacridine, 2:8-di-

amino-. See Henzoflavine.

Phenyldimethylaminoethylcarbinol and
its additive salts anil benzoyl deriva-
tive (FouRXEAU), A., i, 57.

/3 Phenyl -aa -dimethyIbntyrolactone
(Bi.AisE and CouuTur), A., i, 563.

Phenyldimethylcarbinol (Matsubara
and Peuki.n), T., 671.

Fhenyldimethylethylammonium salts

(Wu.i.cox), A., i, 45.

Phenyldimethylethyl-l-ethyl>dithio-
biarets (Hilleter and Rivieu), A.,
i, 50.

Phenyldi-2methyl-l-ethylindylmeth-
ane, o-liydroxy- and o-nitro- (Freund
and Lehacii), A., i, 665.

Phenyldimethylhydrazine iodide
(.Vt.I.AIN LErANl), A., i, 376.

1 -Phenyl 2 :S-dimethyliminopyrazole.
See Iiniiio|pyrine.

Phenyldi 2 methyl-indyl- and -indolid-

ene -methanes, chloro-, hydroxy-, and
nitro-derivatives (Freund and Lr-
bach). A., i, 665.

6-Phenyl-3:4 dimethyl l:2:6-ozadiazine,
4-hydroxy-, and its derivatives Dielh
and VAX der Lf.k.den), .\,, i, 947.

l-Phenyl-2:6-dimethyl-2:3-oxypyra«ole
{i-antipijrinr) and its i^-nifthiwiide

(MicHAELls and Mkyeu), A., i, 378.

Phenyl-ao- and -a/3-dimethylpropyl-

Bulphones (Posxer and Tschakno),
A., i, 279.

l-Phenyl-2:3-dimethylpyra2oloiie. See
Antipyrine.

l-Phenyl-2:4-dimethyl-5-pyrazoloiie
(Stolz), a., i, 942.

Phenyldinaphthazanthen, amino

-

(Robyx), a., i, 608.

Phenyldiphenylenemethane and the
corresponding carbinol, amino-de-
rivatives of (Guyot and Graxderye),
A., i, 248.

l-Pheiiyl-2:3-o-diphenyleneci/ci)pentan-

one and its plienylliydrazone (Lang),
A., i, 292.

2-Phenyl-5-diphenylmethylbeiizimin-
azole and its additive salts (Thomas),
A., i, 587.

Phenyldipropylhydrazine bromide and
iodide (^Allaix Lecanu), A., i, 375.

Phenyldi-/;- tolyl-carbinol and -methane
(Kliegl), a., i, 186.

jp-Phenylenebi8-2:3:7-<riliydroxyfluorone

and its sulphate and acetyl derivative

(Heixtschel), a., i, 809.

Q-Phenylenediamine. condensation of,

with phthalonimide (Gabriel), A.,

i, 97.

oxidation of, and its compound with
silver nitrate (Willstatter and
Pfaxxexstiel), A., i, 723.

p-dich\oxo- (NoELTlXG and Kopp), A.,

i, 873.

7n-Phenylenediamine, symmetrically
disubstituted, azo-derivativea of

(MoRGAX and Wootton), T., 937 ;

P., 179.

6-bromo-4-nitro- and 6-chloro-4-

nitro-, and their diacetyl deriv-

atives, and 2:6-rfibromo-3-nitro-,

and rfiiodo- (Morgan and WooT-
TOX), T., 938 ; P., 179.

s-nitro-, and its diacetyl derivative

(Flur.scheim), a., i, 615.

p-Phenylenediamine, monoacyl deriv-

atives, action of nitrous acid on
(Morgan and Micklktuwait), T.,

930 ; P., 179.

rfjchloro-, .iV-diacetyl derivative of
(NoELTiXG and Korr), A., i, 873.

o-Phenylenedimethyldiamine, 4-bromo-
(KlsciiKi: an-l Miux.n), A., i, 246.

;7-PhenyIenedimethyldiamine and its

derivatives (Willhtattku and FrAN-
NENHTIEI,), A., i, 669.

m-Phenylenediialphon-acetonitrile and
-thioacetamide Trugrr and Hillk),
A., i, -iM.

7n-PhenyIenediaulphondiethenylamin-
oxime (TiiotiER and Vdlkmer), A.,

i, 356.
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^-Phenylenemethyldiamine (Will-
STATTEii and Pfannenstiel), a., i,

669.

2-Phenylene-6-methylpyridine ketone.
See 2-0- Benzylenone-6- methyl pyridine.

a-Phenylethane, ;3-nitro-o-hydroxy-, and
its ethers (Meisenheimeb and Heim),
A., i, 269.^

rf^Phellylethoxyacetic acid, Z-bornyl

and Z-menthyl esters, hydrolysis of,

by alkali (McKenzie and Thompson),
T., 1010; P., 184.

/-Phenylethylamine (Kipping and Hun-
ter), P., 126.

a-Phenylethylamine, optically active,

and their derivatives (Marckwald
and Meth), A., i, 273; (Lovi^n), A.,
i, 875.

jS-Phenylethylamine, hydroxy-. See 2-

Ethylphenol, )3-amino-.

2-Phenyletliylainiiio-5-methyl-4:5-di-

hydrothiazole and its platinichloride

(Young and Crookes), P., 308.

s-Phenylethylcarbamidoazobenzene
(DiMROTH), A., i, 311.

Phenylethylene, co-nitro-, action of

alkalis on (Meisenheimer and Heim),
A., i, 269.

/3-Phenyl-/3-ethylethyleiielactic acid.

See j8-Phenylvaleric acid, )3-hydroxy-.

;8-Phenyl-/3-ethylglycidic acid, ethyl
ester (Claisen), A.,i, 287.

s-Phenylethylhydrazine (Tichwinsky),
A., i, 93.

jS-Phenylethylmalonic acid and its ethyl

ester (Kohlkr and Reimer), A., i,

348 ; (Kohler), A., i, 701.

Phenyl-^-ethylphenylhydrazine, op-di-

nitro- (WiLLGERODT and Harter),
A., i, 552.

Phenylethylphenylmethylsuccinic acid,

synthesis of (Eijkman), A., i, 529.

l-Phenyl-4-etliyl-5-pyrazolidone and -5-

pyrazolone (Blaise and Luttringer),
A., i, 627.

Phenylethyltriazen and its metallic and
acetyl derivatives (Dimroth), A., i,

311, 618.

/3-Phenyletbyltrimethylammoniam
iodide, hydroxy- (Pschorr and EiN-
beck), a., i, 590.

9-Phenylfluorene and 9-bromo-,9-chloro-,

2-nitro-, and tetraniivo- (Klieol), A.,

i, 187.

'

Phenylfluorenol and its acetate and
nietliyl and ethyl ethers (Kuegl), A.,
i, 187.

8-Phenylfluorone, 7/i-bromo-?/i-nitro-

2:3:7-<rthydroxy-,and5'-nitro-2:3:7:2'-

tetrahy^Toxy, and tlieir sulphates and
acetyl derivatives (Heintschel), A.,

i, 809.

2-Phenyl-4-furfurylideneoxazolone
(Erlenmeyer and Stadlin), A., i,

238.

Phenylfuryl-l:3:4-oxadiazole and its

silver nitrate compound (Stolle and
Munch), A., i, 95.

Phenylglutaconimide, cyano-, and ils

metallic derivatives (Guareschi), A.,
i, 824.

Phenylglycine (anilinoacetic acid), pre-

paration of (de Mouilpied), T.,

438.

2:4-cfmitro-, and its salts (Sanna),
A., i, 48.

Phenylglycine-alanines and -asparagine
and its anhydride (Fischer and-

Schmidlin), a., i, 694.

Phenylglycine-o-carboxylic acid, p-
bromo-, ethyl ester (Chemische
Fabrik von Heyden), a., i, 647.

Phenylglycinoacetic acid, esters, con-
densation of, in presence of sodium
alkyloxides (de Mouilpied), T., 435

;

P., 63.

;8-Phenylglycinopropionic acid and its

esters, preparation of, and condensa-
tion of the esters (de Mouilpied), T.,

441 ; P., 64.

Phenylglycylglycine (Fischer and
Schmidlin), A., i, 694.

5-Phenylglyoxaline and its 1 -ethyl

derivative (Pinner), A., i, 476.

a-Phenyl-A^-hepten-e-one and its semi-
carbazone (Rupe and Speiser), A., i,

352.

Phenyl-mono- and -di-wohexylcarb-
amides (Sabatier and Senderens),
A., i, 268.

Phenylbomosalicylaldoxime (Plancher
and I'icciNiNl), A., i, 705.

Phenylhydrazine and /j-bromo-, action

of benzyl chloride and o- and p-

nitrobenzyl clilorides on (Flasch-
ner), a., i, 936.

action of, on alkyl bromides and
iodides (Allain Lecanu), A., i,

375.

2:5-(^ichloro-, and its derivatives and
sulphonic acid (Noeltinq and
Ivopp), A., i, 872.

Phenylhydrazoformaldoxime, o-mono-
and j(;-£o-(^t-chloro- (Busch and WoL-
BRiNo), A., i, 494.

Phenylhydrazonecyanoacetio acid, etliyl

ester, o- and iS- modifications of

(Hantzsch and Thompson), A., i,

615.

Phenylhydrazonemesoxalio acid and p-

bromo-, ethyl esters (Hanizsch and
Thompson), A., i, 615.

Phenylhydrazones, tliermocliemistry of

(Landuieu), a., ii, 628.
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Phenylhydrizinoaminomethylenecarb-
oxylic acid and its ethyl eater, and p-

chloro-, and amide (BowACK and
Lapworth), T., 18'-34.

Fhenylhydrizinohalogenmethylene-
carboxylic acids and their bromo-,

chloro-, and nitro-derivatives, ethyl

esters (Bowack and Lapworth), T..

1857.

Phenylhydroxyacetylalanine (Fischer
and Scumidlin), A., i, 694.

3-Plienylhydroxylamine, compounds of,

with aromatic aldehydes (Plaxcher
and PiccixiNi), A., i, 705.

Phenylhydroxypyrrolinecarboxylic
acid and its etlivl ester (de Mocil-
PiED), T., 443; P., 64.

Phenyliinino-2:3:6-/r/chlorobenzormii-

one, s-<r/chloro- (Orton and miTh),
T., 390; P., 92.

2-Phenylimino-3:4-dimethyl-2:3-di-
hydrothiazole and its platinichloriuo

(VouxG and Crookes), P., 308.

Phenylimino- o- ethoxyiiaphtliyl-4-

ethoxynaphthatriazine (BiscH and
Bergmann), a., i, 310.

2-Phenylimiiio-5-inethyltetrahydro-

thiazole and its acetyl and silver

derivatives (Young and Crookes),
P., 308.

2:5-Phenylimino-l-j8-iiaphthyl-2:3-di-

methylpyrazole (1-3- naphthylanilo-
pyritie) and its derivatives (MiC'n.*.ELis

and Danzki'ss), A., i, 481.

2:5-Pheiiyliiiiino-l-phenyl-2:3-diiiiethyl-

pyrazole {anilopyrine) and its deriv-

atives (Michaelis and Hepker), A.,
i, 480.

Pheayliminophenyl-naphthatriazine,
-bromonaphthatriazine, -4-ethoxy-
naphthatriazine, and -4ethoxy-
dihydronaphthatriazine (Busch and
Bekgmax.n;, a., i, 310.

Phenyliminotolyltolutriazine, m-nitro-
(BrscH and Berg.ma.vn), A., i, 309.

2-Phenylindole, 3-uitroso-, ethyl ether
of (Ca.>«tell.\xa and d'Axoelo), A.,
i, 940.

/S-Phenyl/S-lactamide and the action of
sulphuric acid on ( Posner), A. , i, 577.

2-Phenyl-j!;-metlioxybenzylideneoxaiol-
one (EKLENMEYEiiaud Wittenberg),
A., i, 240.

Phenylmethylacridol, constitution of
(DoBBiE and Tinkler), T.,269; P.,

74.

Phenylmethylamino-dimethyl- and
•ethyl-carbinoU and their additive
salts aiid dibenzoyl derivatives (Fouu-
NEAi), A., i, 57.

o-Phenylmethylaminoci/c/ohexasol (Bru-
nel), A., i, 869.

l-PhenylmethylanunopyrroIe-2:5-di-
benzoic acid and its salts, ester, and
anhvdride (Keissert and Engel), A.,

i, 899.

Phenyl-a-methylbenzylsulphone (Pos-

ner and TscHARNO;, A., i, 279.

s-Phenylmethylcarbamidoazobenzene
(Dimroth\ a., i, 311.

5-Phenyl-2-methyl 4:5-dihydro-l:3:4-

oxadiazole and its 4-acetyl and 4-

benzoyl derivatives (Stoll£ and
Mdnch), a., i, 95.

3-Phenyl-2-methyIdiliydroqainazoline,
6:jo-(//nitro-, sulphoacetate, acetyl-

sulphate, and ethyl sulphate of (Stil-

LiCH), A., i, 318.

2-Phenyl-l-methyldihydroqainoluie and
its 3-(or 4-)bromo-, methobromide
of (Frkuxd and SpeyerI, A., i,

156.

Phenylmethylethyldibydroacridine
(Fkeund and Speyer), A., i, 157.

s-Phenylmethylethylene. See a-Phenyl-
propylene.

Phenylmethylethylene oxide and its

conversion into hydratropaldehyde
(Klages; Tiffeneau), A., i, 523.

)3-Plienyl-j3-niethylglycidic acid and its

esters, amides, and salts (Claisen),
A., i, 287.

l-Phenyl-3-methylpyraxole, 5-amino-,

and its derivatives (Michaelis and
Brust), a., i, 477.

5-chloro-4-amino- (Michaeu.«, Leon-
HARDT, and Wahle), A,, i, 392.

l-Phenyl-6-methylpyraxole, 3-wotio- and
3:5-f/tchloro- and 3-chloro-4-bromo-,

and the alkyl haloids of the 3-chloro-

compound (Michaelis and Meyer),
A., i, 378.

l-Phenyl-3-methylpyraxole-4 aiobeni-
ene and its 5-ciiloro-, 5-iodo-, o-thio-,

5-thioalkyl-, and 5-alkylsulphone
derivatives, and 5-mono- and di-sulph«

ides (Michaelis, Leoshardt, and
Wahle), A., i, 392.

l-Phenyl-5methylpyrazole-4-axob«ns-
ene, 3-chloro- (Michaelis and
Behrens), A., i, 396.

l-Phenyl-3-methylpyratole-o- and -p-

azotoluenes and tlieir 5-chloro- and*5-
tliioderivatives (Michaelis, Leon-
iiARDT, and Wahle), A., i, 394.

Phenylmethylpyrazolone, condensation
of, with ethyl acetoacetate (SroLLft),

A., i, 838.

l-Phenyl-S-methTlpyrasoIone, con-
densation product of (Mohb), a., i,

676.

1 -Phenyl -4 methyl>6-pyratolone and its

isomeride (Michaki . .\., i, :'6|
;

(Stolz), a., i, 942.
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l-Phenyl-5-methyl-3-pyrazoloiie and its

salts, benzoyl, aldehydic, and 4-

brorao-, and 4-chloro-deiivatives

(MicHAELis and Meyek), A., i,

377.

nitroso- (Michaelis), A., i, 244.

l-Plie]iyl-5-methyl-3-pyrazolone-4-azo-

benzene and its salts and benzene-

sulphonyl derivative (Michaelis and
Behrens), a., i, 396.

l-Pheiiyl-3-niethyl-5-pyTazolone-o- and
-jj-azotoluenes (Michaelis, Leon-
HARDT, and Wahle), A., i, 394.

l-Plienyl-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone-4-

plienylhydrazoneand2^'-nitro-(WAHL),

A., i, 474.

Phenylmethylpyrazylphenylmethyl-
pyrazolone (Mohr), A., i, 676;
(ST0LL15), A., i, 839.

2-Phenyl-6-methylpyridiiie, 3-cyano-4-

hydroxy- and 4-bydroxy- (v. Meyer),
A., i, 155.

2-Phenyl-6-metliyl-4-pyridoiie, 3-cyano-

(v. Meyer), A., i, 155.

Phenylmethylpyrrole, 3-nitroso-, tri-

oxime of, and its benzoyl derivative

(Angelico), a., i, 659.

2-Phenyl-l-niethyltetrahydroquinoline
(Freund and Speyer), A., i, 156.

Phenylmethyltriazen and its metallic

and acetyl derivatives (Dimroth), A.,

i, 311, 618.

l-Plienyl-5-methyl-3-triazenylamidr-

azone (Rinman), A., i, 387.

l-Plienyl-4-metliyl-l:2:3-triazole, 5-

hydroxy-, and its derivatives (Dim-
roth and Letsche), A., i, 100.

2-Phenyliiaplithalene-l-carboxylicacid.

See j3-Clirysenic acid.

2'-Phenylnaphtlialene-l;2'-dicarboxylic

acid. See Chrysodiphenic acid.

Plieiiyliiaphtliaxaiithen,p-bydroxy-, and
its acyl derivatives (Rogoff), A., i,

884.

1 -PhenyInaphthylamine -8 -sulphonic

acid, preparation of (Aktien-Gesell-
SCHAFT FUR ANILIN-FaBRIKATION),
A., i, 717.

l-PlienyInaphthylainine-6- and -7-8ul-

phonic acids (Aktien-Gesellschaft
FUR Anilin-Fabbikation), a., i,

770.

9-Phenyl-lO-a-naphthylanthracene
(GuYOT and Stakhlinc;), A., i, 887.

Phfenyl-a-naphthylbromoethylene and
its isoniL-ride (Stuk.umer and Simon),

A., i, .^.3.

9-Pheny1-10- n -naphthyldihydroanthra -

cene and 9:]0-(^thydroxy-, and its

dicliloride and dinictbyl and diethyl

ethers (GuYOT and Staeuling), A.,

i, 887.

i8-Phenyl-;3-naphthyImethylmalonamic
acid (KoHLERand Reimer), A., i, 348.

Pbenyl-a- and -;8-naphthyl-methyl- and
-etbyl-thiocarbamides (Billeter and
Rivier), a., i, 50.

)8-PlienyI-;3-naplitliylpropionic acid, a-

cyano-, ethyl ester (Kohler and
Reimer), A., i, 348.

PhenyInaphthyIpropiophenone (Kohler
and Johnstin), A., i, 216.

Phenyl-m-nitrobenzylidenehydrazine,
action of amyl nitrite on (Minunni),
A., i, 91.

Phenylnitroethanol, secondary (Holle-
MAx), A., i, 58.

Phenyh'sooxazolone (Posner), A., i,

577 ;
(Tingle), A., i, 930.

e-Phenyl-A«7-pentadiene-6-one-o-carb-

oxylic acid, o;3-rfibronio-, sodium salt

(DiECKMANN and Platz), A., i, 118.

e-PhenyI-Ai-pentene-7-ol-e-one-a-carb-

oxylic acid, a^-dibvomo- and afi-di-

chloro-, lactones of (Dieckmann and
Platz), A., i, 118.

Phenylphenacyl-oxamethane and -nre-

thane (Maselli), A., i, 776.

Phenyl-jS-phenylalkylsuIphones (Pos-

ner and Tscharxo), A., i, 279.

Phenyl-jS-phenylbutenylsulphone (Pos-

ner and Tscharno), A., i, 279.

Phenylphenylene-3-naphthyIenemeth-
ane (Ullmann and Mourawiew-
Winigradoff), a., i, 642.

Phenyl /3-phenylthiol-7-benzylidene-

propyl ketone (Ruhemann), T., 24.

Phenylpiperonaldoxime (Planoher and
PiCGiNiNi), A., i, 705.

Phenylpiperonylidenenitromethane
(Knoevenagel and Walter), A., i,

66.

a-Phenylpropaldehyde. See Hydratrop-

aldeliyde.

o-Phenylpropane, j37-rfibromo- (Aoee-
wa), a., i, 776.

;3-Phenylpropane-oo7-tricarboxylic

anhydride, 2-hydroxy- (Knoevenagel
and Arnot), A., i, 65.

Phenylpropiolic acid, preparation of

(SuDiioKouGH and James), P., 87.

Phenylpropiolyl chloride, action of, on

ketonic conij)ounds (Ruhemann and
Merriman), T., 1383 ; P., 224.

iS-Phenylpropionio acid (hydrocinnamic

acid), benzyl ester (Bacon), A., i,

205.

o-amino-, and its iV^-bcnzoyl derivative

(Reissert), a., i, 926.

7»-amino- and jo-nitro- (Makie), A.,

i, 554.

/3-amino-, and its metallic and additive

salts, j3-hydroxy-, and /3-liydroxyl-

aniino- (Posner), A., i, 577, 776.
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7-Phenylpropyl iodide and ether

(Ageewa), a., i, 776.

7-Phenylpropylcamphor (RuPE and
Frisell), a., i, 221.

Phenyk^/'^fpropyl-carbamide and -thio-

carbamide Ivijner), A., i, 517.

Phenylpropylenes, o- and 7-, and the

reversible isomeric process taking

place between, on heating with
anhydrous alkali hydroxide (Ageewa),
A., i, 776.

Phenylpropylene oxide (Foubxeau and
TiFFEXEAU), A., i, 591.

l-Phenylpyrazole, 4-bromo- and 4-

chloro- (DiECKMANX and Platz), A.,

i, 117.

Phenylpyrazoles, azo-compounds of, and
their halogen and thio-derivatives

(MiCHAELIS, LeOXHARDT, WaHLE,
Simon, and Behrexs), A., i, 392.

l-Phenylpyrazole 4-azobeiizeiie, 3-;/w7U)-

3;5-c?J-chloro-( MiCHAELIS and Simon),
A., i, 395.

1 -Phenylpyrazole -4-J9-azotoluene, 3-

chloro-, and its 5-sulphide, 3:5-di-

chloro-, and 3-chloro-5-iodo-, 3-thio-

alkyl, 3-methylsulphone, and 3-thio-

benzoate (Michaelis and Simon), A.,

i, 395.

PhenylpyrazoUne ketone (Azzarello),
A., i, 941.

l-Pheiiyl-5-pyrazolone-4-azobeiizeiie,

3-chloro- and 3-chloro-5-thio- (Mi-
chaelis and Simon), A., i, 395,

1-Phenyl-5-pyrazolone-4-p-azotoluene

,

3-chloro- and 3-cbloro-5-thio-

(MiCHAELis and Simon), A., i, 396.

Fhenylpyridiniom chloride, chloro-

(ZixcKE and Wirkkr), A., i, 242.

dinitro-, and its transformation pro-

ducts (Zincke), a., i, 467.

action of aliphatic amines on
(Zincke and Wi-rker), A., i,

923.

action of secondary aromatic amines
on (Zincke and Wirker), A.,

i, 241.

l-Phenylpyridiniom chloride, 3-chloro-,

and its platinichloride (Dibckmann),
A., i, 411.

l-Phenylpyrrole, 2:3:4:5-MrachIoro-

'Okada). a., i, 87r>.

PhenylpyruTic acid, condensation of,

with benzaldehyde (Eklenmetek),
A., i, 784.

o-hydroxy- (Erlexmktkk and Stad-
lin), a., i, 239.

2-Phenylqninoline, 3-(or 4)bronio-

(Fr.K.rvn ami Spkvei:), A., i, l.')7.

2-Phenylqainoline-3-carboz7lic acid,

4-hydroxy-, ethyl ester (v. Niemkn-
T0W8KI), A., i, 611.

LXXXVIII, ii.

SPhenylrhodanic acid and its condensa-

tion with aldehydes, and o-hydroxy-
(Axdreasch and Zipser), A., i,

931.

Phenylrosindoline, ^rihydroxy- (Kalle
& Co.), a., i, 554, 840.

Phenylsalicylaldozime (Plaxcher and
PicciKixi), A., i, 705.

4-Phenyl8alicylic acid, ju-hydroxy-, and
its salts (Faure), A., i, 350.

Phenylsemicarbazide, action of, on
I'hthalic anhydride (DrxLAP), A., i,

830.

j3-Phenyl-)3-styrylpropiophenone and its

dibromide and oxime (Kohler), A.,

i, 358.

l-Phenyl-5-8tyrylpyrazoline-3-pro-

pionic acid (,Kupe and Speisek), A.,

i, 351.

^-Phenylsnlphidebenzoic acid and its

barium salt (Weedex and Doughty),
A., i, 346.

Phenylsnlphon-. See Benzenesulphon-.

2-Phenylthiocarbaniidoazo-y>-tolaene,
?n-nitro. (BrscH and Bergmann),
A., i, 309.

Phenylthiolbenzylacetoacetic acid, ethyl

ester (RrnEMAXN), T., 20.

Phenylthiolbenzyl-acetone, -acetylacet-

one, -benzoylacetone, and -benzyl-

ideneacetone (Riiiemanx), T., 20.

Phenylthiolbenzyl-acetophenone,
-benzoylacetic acid, ethyl ester, and
-deoxybenzoin (Kihemasn), T., 464.

4-Phenylthiolbenzyl-lphenyl-3-methyl-
pyrazoIone-5 (Ruhemann), T., 467

;

P., 123.

Phenylthiosalicylic acid, new prepara-

tion of (Goi.DBEKfs\ A., i, 59.

Phenylthiosulphonic acid, p-iodo-, p-

phenylcnediamint' salt (Tkooer and
Volkmer), a., i, 90.

l-Phenyl-l:2:3-triaiole, ;»-bromo-5-

hydroxy-, and its 4-carbozyIic acid

and its ethyl ester and metallic and
amine Halts (Dimkoth and Stahl),
a., i, 386.

5-hydroxy-, and its reactions and
derivatives (Dimkoth), A., i, 99.

C-Phenyl-i-triazole and its additive

tsalts, and ac4:tyl and carbamido-
derivatives (YoUNO), T., 625 ; P.,

131.

l-Phen7l-l:2:3-triazole-4-earbozylio

acid, 5-hydroxy-, mfthyl e.Hter, and
its dfrivativcs and keto-nindifiration

(Dimroth), a., i, 98, 383, 384
;

(GoLDHCHMinT), A., i, 249.

l-Phenyl-5-triaioIone-4carboxylicacid,
;>bromo-, and its ethyl oaUr and
sodium salt (DiMitOTH and Stahl),
A., i, 386.
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Phenyl-jj-tolyldihydro-^-tolutriazine
(BuscH and Bekgmann), A., i, 309.

Phenyltolylmethylsuccinic acid, syn-

thesis of (Eijkman), a., i, 529.

Phenyl-o-tolylsulphone (Ullmann and
Lehner), a., i, 290.

S-Phenyl-aoS-trimethyl-fulgenic acid
and -fulgide (Stobbe, Rose, and
Gademanx), a., i, 857.

Phenyl-2;4:5-trimethylphenylhydr-
azine, 5-chloro-2-nitro- and 2-A-di-

and 2:4;6-<ri-nitro-, and their deriv-

atives (WiLLGERODT and Herzog),
A., i, 549.

2-Phenyl-4:6:6-trimethyltetrahydro-l:3-

ozazine and its platinichloride and
nitroso-derivative (KoHx), A., i, 929.

5-Phenyluracil (Wheeler and Bris-
tol), A., i, 486.

Phenylurazole, acetyl derivatives of

(Agree), A., i, 160.

iS-Phenylvaleric acid, j8-hydroxy-, and
its salts (MiCHNOWiTSCH), A., i,

526.

7-Plienylvalerie acid, a-bromo-, and its

potassium salt (Kohler), A., i, 701.

9-Plienylxantlien (Meyer), A., i, 226.

Plieiiyl-jip-xylylliydrazine, 5-chloro-2-

nitro- and o^-c^mitro- (Willgerodt
and Lindenberg), A., i, 551.

Philocatalase in animal tissues (Bat-
TELLi and Stern), A., ii, 406.

the substance which renders, active

in animal tissues (Battelli and
Stern), A., ii, 644,

mode of action of (Battelli and
Stern), A., i, 623.

PMlothionic hydrogen (de Rey-Pail-
hade), a., i, 728.

Phloroglucinol ( 1

:

Z'.Z-ivihydroxy'benzene)

0-tricarbanilido of (Dieckmann,
HoppE, and Stein), A., i, 137.

triphenyl ether (Ullmann, Sponagel,
and Stein), A., i, 645.

Phloroglucinol, trihvomo- (Perkin and
SiIaionsen), T., 858.

2:6-rfinitro-, triethyl ether (Blanks-
ma), A.,i, 431.

Phloroglucinoldicarboxylic acid, 0-tri-

carbanilide, ethyl ester (Dieckmann,
HoppE, and Stein), A., i, 137.

Phloroglacinoltrimercuriacetate
(Leys), A., i, 434.

Phorone diozonide (Harries and
Ti;kk), a., i, 414.

ijoPhoronecarboxylic acid, ethyl esters,

isomeric, and their reduction (Meu-
LING, AVelde, and Skita), A., i,

349.

Phosphates. See under Phosphorus.

Phosphor-bronze, estimation of phos-

phorus in (Dinan), a., ii, 363.

Phosphorescence caused by the /3- and
7-rays of radium (Beil^y), A., ii,

293.

of zinc sulphide, influence of the gases
obtained by heating rare earth
minerals on the (Baskerville and
Lockhart), a., ii, 624.

Phosphoric and Phosphorous acids. See
under Phosphorus.

"Phosphorus, Bologna" (Vanino and
Gans), a., ii, 248.

Phosphorus, red (Schenck), A., ii, 244.

emanation, electrical conductivity of
(Bloch), a., ii, 72.

phosphorescence of (Jungfleisch),
A., ii, 244.

combustion of, in oxygen, the increase

of weight of the phosphorus and
the decrease of volum e of the oxygen

;

lecture experiment (Lang), A., ii,

810.

solubility of, in benzene and ether
(Christomanos), a., ii, 449.

action of, on organic compounds
(WlOHELHAUS), A., i, 432.

metabolism in man (Tigerstedt), A.,
ii, 332.

poisoning. See under Poisoning.

Phosphorus iribromide, <rzchloride, and
^/•liodide (phospTwrous bromide,chlor-

ide, and iodide), interaction of, with
alcohols (Walker and Johnson),
T., 1592; P., 232.

^jcTi^achloride, action of, on sodamido
(Winter), A., ii, 31.

hydride, interference of mercuric chlor-

ide witli the formation of (Vitali),
A., ii, 354.

^M^iodide and its r6le in the allotropic

transformation of phosphorus (Bou-
Loucii), A., ii, 633.

^cJi<oxide (plwsplwric oxide) as a de-

hydrator (Morley), A., ii, 381.

Phosphorous acid, action of, on poly-

hydric alcohols (CARRii), A., i, 815.

esters (Arbusoff), A., i, 316.

Phosphoric acid, electrical conductivity
of ethereal solutions of (Plotni-
koff), a., ii, 135.

equilibrium between certain metallic
ba.ses in simultaneous contact witli

(Qitartaroli), a., ii, 821.

action of, on polyliydric alcohols

(Carri?,), a., i, 8i5.

estimation of, colorimetrically

(Schreiner and Brown), A., ii,

117.

estimation of, volumotrically (Ras-
chig), a., ii, 284, 553 ; (Hlav-
ni6ka), a., ii, 419

;
(Schultze),

A., ii, 482; (Hirt and Steel),
A., ii, 857,
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Phosphoras :

—

Phosphoric acid, estimation of, by
means of ammonium phospho-
molybdate (Baxter and Griffin),
A., ii, 857.

estimation of, by the citrate method;
source of error hitherto overlooked
and a moditication of avoiding it

i

(Schenke), a., ii, 479.

estimation of, by the method of igni-

tion with magnesium nitrate and
by that of digestion with acids

(Hartwell, Boswobth, and
Kellogg), A., ii, 353.

estimation of. as magnesium pyro-

phosphate (jARViXEy), A., ii, 555.

estimation of, in basic slag (West-
HArs.sER ; Svoboda), a., ii, 419.

estimation of, in food-stuffs (Flec-
rext), a., ii, 116 ;

(Pellet), A.,

ii, 353.

estimation of, in foods, faeces, and
urine (Dubois), A., ii, 609.

estimation of, in mannres (His-sink

and VAN DER Waerdex), A., ii,

419.

estimation of citrate-soluble, in

superphosphates (Seib), A.,ii, 554.

Phosphate, Redonda, occurrence of, in

Martinique (LaciJoix), A., ii, 636.

Phosphates, action of vegetable acids

on (Qcartaroli), A., ii, 549.

Superphosphates, free acid in

(St iircHT), A., ii, 610.

estimation of the citrate-soluble

phosphoric acid in (Seib), A., ii,

554.

Phosphorus /j^Ti^osulphide (Stock and
Thiel), a., ji, 703.

Phosphoras organic compounds (Marie),
A., i, 17.

in urine (Svmmer.s), A., ii, 102.

platinum halogen organic compounds
and their derivatives (RosENHEl.M
and Levy), A., i, 183.

Phosphorus, detection of free yellow, in

jihosphorus sulphide (Vionon), A.,
li, 479.

estimation of, colorimetrically, in iron

(Hewitt), A., ii, 353.

estimation of, in iron ores (Rowland
and Davieh), A., ii, 116.

estimation of, in phosphorised oil

(Enkll ; Rupp), A., ii, 763.

Phosphorus-^oup, phenyl derivatives of
elements of the (Pfkiffer, Heller,
and PiETscn), A., i, 164.

PHOTOCHEMI.'iTRV !

—

Light, chemical action of (CiAMiriAy
and SiLBEK), A., i, 335, 414 ;

(J0RI8.SEX and Ringer), A., i,

354 ; (Bebthklot), A., ii, 3.

Photochemistry :

—

Light, emission of, from the vapours
of alkali metals and their salts,

and the centres of this emission

(Lenard), a., ii, 565.

ultra-violet, action of, on moist
and dried mixtures of carbon
monoxide and oxygen (Chad-
wick, Ram.sbottom, and
Chapman), P., 287.

action of, on glass (Fischer). A.,

ii, 320 ; (Avery), A., ii, 589.

Photochemical reactions, reversible,

in homogeneous systems (LuTHER
and 'SVeigert), A., ii, 785.

Photoelectric phenomena exhibited

by moist silver iodide (Scholl), A.,

ii, 297.

Photographic action, sensitiveness of,

due to hydrogen peroxide (Precht
and Otsuki), A., ii, 296, 495.

activity of ozone (Schaum), A., ii,

295.

development, the reversibility of,

and the retarding action of soluble

bromides (Sheppard), T., 1311
;

P. , 223.

plate, effects produced by radium
bromide on a (Petri), A., ii, 431.

plates, spontaneous action of metals

on sensitive films of, without
direct contact (Kahlbaum and
Steffens), a., ii, 295.

radiation of some mercury com-
pounds (Struthers and Marsh),
T, 377; P., 67.

processes, theorv of (.*Iheppard and
Mees), A„ iii 294, 784.

Photographs ofspark spectra (Adeney),

A., ii, 493.

Photography, three-colour, funda-
mental principles of (Prkcht and
Stenger), a., ii, 566.

Optical activity, relation of, to positioi

isomerism (Cohf.n and Armks),
T., 1190; P., 218; (Cohen and
Zortman), p., 306.

projierties in relation to chemical
constitution (Armstrong and
Robertson \ T.. 1272 ; P., 180.

superposition, .studies in (Patterson
and Taylor), T., 33.

Optically active bomyl and menthyl
eaters, racemisation phenomena
occurring dtiring the hydrolysis
of, by alkali (McKf.nzik and
Thomi-son), T., 1004 ; P., 184.

compound, .>vi,!.ii •.. f.^r tl,.. .,,>csi.

bility of it

actually r ut
the aid of optiiaily active nuh-
stances (Mohk), A., i, 428.
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Photochemistry :

—

Optically active compounds, influence

of solvents on the rotation of

(Patterson and Taylor), T.,

122; P., 15; (Patterson), T.,

313 ; P., 78.

substances, the primary production
of (Byk), a., ii, 70.

rotation of (Walden), A., ii,

130; (WiNTHER), A., ii, 493.

Badiant energy, relation between the
power of absorption of, and chemical
character (Byk), A., ii, 566.

n-Rays, demonstration of (Bordier),
A., ii, 6.

Radiations and emanations (Berthe-
lot), a., ii, 3.

secondary, and atomic structure

(McClelland), A., ii, 495, 496.

produced in atmospheric air by
the rays from r<adiotellurium

(Walter), A., ii, 567.

from ordinary materials (Campbell),
A., ii, 296.

from hydrogen peroxide (Precht
and Otsuki), A., ii, 296, 495.

Radioactive element, new, which emits

thorium radiations (Hahn), A., ii,

432, 789 ;
(Ramsay), A., ii, 789.

elements, the ultimate disintegration

products of (Boltwood), A., ii,

788.

minerals (Strutt), A., ii, 787.

noble earths in Fango mud and soil

from Capri (Giesel), A., ii, 132.

properties of air, soil, and water in

and around Halle (Schenk), A. , ii,

432.

substance discovered in the Trans-

vaal and experiments connected

therewith (Cousens), A., ii, 787.

See also Actinium, Emanium,
Monazite, Polonium, Radiotellur-

ium, Radiotliorium, Radium, Tel-

lurium, Thorium, and Uranium.
Radioactivation by means of uranium

(I^ecquerel), A., ii, 567.

Radioactivity, present problems of

(Rutherford), A., ii, 218.

as an atomic property (McCoy), A.,

ii, 366.

genesis of temporary (Sarasin, Tom-
MASINA, and MiCHELi), A., ii, 3.

and chemical change (Campbell),

A., ii, 296.

in high latitudes (Simpson), A., ii,

662.

induced (Hofmann, Gonder, and
Wolfl), a., ii, 71.

of atmospheric precipitations and of

surface waters (JauFMANN), A.,

ii, 662.

Photochemistry" :

—

Radioactivity of underground air

(Dabourian), a., ii, 132.

of the common metals (Righi), A.,
ii, 431.

of mineral springs (MouREu), A.,
ii, 5; (Blanc), A., ii, 221, 786;
(Mache), a., ii, 367

;
(Mache

and Meyer), A., ii, 498, 787.
of the Wiesbaden thermal springs
(Henrich), a., ii, 6, 221

;

(Schmidt), A., ii, 221
; (Hen-

rich and Bugge), A., ii, 568.
of deep well and mineral waters
(Schlundt and Moore), A,, ii,

368
of certain fresh-water springs of the
Taunus (Schmidt), A., ii, 220.

of the boric acid sufEoni of Tuscany
and the amount of the emana-
tion contained therein (Nasini,
Anderlini, and Levi), A., ii,

786.

See also Emanations.
Radiography, electrical (Gabrit-

schewski), a., ii, 218.

Rotation of optically active sub-

stances (Walden), A., ii, 130 ;

(Winther), a., ii, 493.

of optically ' active compounds,
influence of solvents on the
(Patterson and Taylor), T.,

122; P., 15; (Patterson), T.,

313; P., 78. .

Rotatory power, influence of the

ethylenic linking on (Minguin),
A., i, 321.

of fatty compounds, increase in the,

on transformation into cyclic com-
pounds (Haller and Desfon-
TAiNEs), A., ii, 429.

in homologous series, and influence

of double linking on (Minguin),
A., ii, 130.

Matarotation, phenomena of (JuN-
Gius), A., i, 573.

Refractions, molecular, of compounds
containing quadrivalent oxygen
(Homfray), T., 1443; P.,

226.

of some liquid mixtures of con-

stant boiling point (Homfray),
T., 1430; P., 225.

specific and molecular, liistorical

survey of the work done in

(BiiiiHL), A., ii, 781.

Refractive indices of tlie elements
(Ci!THiiEi!TsoN), A., ii, 129, 293.

Refractive power, relation of, to

electrolytic dis-sociation (Zopprl-

LARi), A., ii, 493
;
(Zkcchini), A.,

ii, 661.
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Photochemistry :

—

Speetro-chemistry, development of
(Bruhl), a., ii, 781.

Spectra of the fluorides of the alkaline

earth* in the electric arc (Fabry),
A., ii, 217.

of the metals in the electric arc

(Hasselberg), a., ii, 129.

absorption, in relation to colour and
chemical structure (Hartley),
T., 1796, 1822; P., 166, 167.

and chemical constitution of
the thiazines and thiazones
(Formaxek), a., ii, 217.

ultra-violet absorption, of aromatic
compounds (Baly and Col-
lie), T., 1332; P., 203;
(Baly and Ewbank), T.,

1347, 1355; P., 203, 210.
of certain diazo-compounds in

relation to their constitution

(Dobbib and Tickler), T.,

273; P., 75.

of organic dyes (Krcss), A., ii,

293.

of the purines (Dh6r6), A., ii,

783.

ofenol-keto-tautomerides (Baly
and Desch), T., 766; P.,

emission, of metals in the electric

furnace (King), A., ii, 217.
flame, of metals (de Watteville),

A.,ii, 2.

spark, photographs of (Zoppellari),
A., ii, 493.

enhanced lines in (Steijihausex),
A., ii, 782.

of metals, influence of very strong
electromagnetic fields on the
(Purvls), p., 241.

Photographg and Photography. See
under Photochemistry.

Phthalaldehydic acid, 5-nitro-, ethyl
esters of ( Wegscheider and BoSDl),
A., i, 896.

Phthalein salta, constitution of (Meter
and Si'Engler), A., i, 440.

Phthalic acid, preparation of, from the
oxidation of naphthalene (DiTz), A.,
i, 516.

/i-aminoethyl and y-aminopropyl hydr-
ogen ana methyl esters, and their

additive salts (Gabriel), A., i, 649.

4-amino-, 4-hydroxv-, and 4-nitro-,

esterification of (Wegscheider and
BosDi), A., i, 895.

t'tracbloro-, hydrazine derivatives of
(Pur.LPs), A., i, .528.

woPhthalic acid, reduction of (Perkix
and PicKi.Ks), T., 29:j ; P., 75 ;

(Good-
win and Pekkin), T,, 841 ; P., 187.

Phthalic anhydride, action of magnesium
organic compounds on (Bauer), A.,

i, 210.

action of phenylsemicarbazide and
semicarbazide hydrochloride on
(DrxLAP), A., i, 8"30.

Phthaliminomalomc acid, ethyl ester,

sodium derivative, preparation of, and
synthesis of a-amlno-acid8from(SoREN-
sex), a., i, 600.

Phthalonimide, condensation of, with
o-phenylenediamine (Gabriel), A., i,

97.

Phthalophenone^BArEK), A., i, 210.

Phthalylacetoacetic acid, ethyl ester,

hydrazoues, oxime, and semicarbazones

of (BtJLOW and Siebert), A., i, 529.

Phthalylacetylacetone (BClow and De-
sExiss), A., i, 42.

Phthalyl- a- and -/3-alamiies and their

ethyl esters (Gabriel), A., i, 265.

4-Phthalyl-3-methyl-5-isc/oxazoloiie (Bc-
Low and SiEBEKT), A., i, 530.

Phthalylphenylhydrazine, crjstallisation

of, in two forms (Duxlap), A., i, 830.

Phthisis, the opsonic index in (Meakix
and Wheeler), A., ii, 845.

PhyUoerythrin, bilipurpurin, and chole-

hamatin, identity of (Marchlewski),
A., i, 500, 847.

Physical theories, validity of (de Hebn),
A., ii, 434.

Physiological action and chemical consti-

tution (Schmidt), A., i, 23; ii,

105.

of synthetical substances allied to

adrenaline (Dakix), A., ii, 410;
(LoEwi and Meyer), A., ii, 846.

Physiological preparations, estimation

of water in (Bexeuict and Manning),
A., ii, 349.

Physiological processes, further proof of

ionic action in (Neilson and Brown),
A., ii, 45.

Physodalin and its diacetyl derivative

(ZoiK), A., i, 212.

Physostigmine. See Eserine.

Pieea excelsa, composition of the proteid

from (Abderhalden and Terulchi),
A., i, 846.

Picolines, a- and >-. See 2- and 4-

Methylpyri'li". ~

Picolinic acid ' acid)

and ita i> -o salts

of, and its elhylLwUiue (TuKNAU),
A., i, 546.

3:4:5-^richloro-, and its methyl ester

an<l amide (Sell), T., 802 ; P., 165.

S-Picolylalkine. See 2-Ethylpyridiue,

;8-hy'lri>xy-.

S-Picolylmethylaikine. See 2-PropyIpyr-

idine, ^-hydroxy-.
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Picramic acid aud its diazotisation (Aloy
and Frebault), A., i, 429.

'soPicramic acid, diazotisation of (Re-
VERDIN and Dresel), a., i, 430.

acetyl derivative of, and its salts, and
its diazotisation (Meldola and
Stephens), T., 1203 ; P., 218.

Picrates of unsaturated compounds
(BiiUNiandToRNANi), A., i, 269.

Picric acid, freezing points of mixtures of,

with the dihydric phenols (Philip
and Smith), T., 1735 ; P., 255.

solubility of, in water (Dolinski), A.,

i, 524.

reaction of, with potassium cyanide
(BoRSCHE and Booker), A., i, 52.

reactions aud detection of (Aloy and
Frebault), A., i, 429.

estimation of, in picric acid additive

compounds (Sinnatt), P., 297.

Picrolonic acid and its salts with the

hexone bases (Steudel), A., i, 461.

Picronolates of amines of physiological

importance (Otori), A., i, 126.

s-Picryl-il^-cumylhydrazine ( Willge-
RODTand Herzog), A., i, 549.

*-Picryl-/)-etliylpheiiylliydrazine (Will-
GERODT and Harter), A., i, 552.

s-Picryl-jo-xylylhydrazine (Willgerodt
and Lindenberg), A., i, 550.

Pig, the gastric mucous membrane and
gastric juice of the (Bengen and
Haane), A., ii, 266.

Pigmentation and intravascular coagula-

tion (Mudge), A., ii, 539.

Pigments, composition of certain inverte-

brate (Griffiths), A., i, 293.

of the purple pitcher plant (Meyer and
GiEs), A., ii, 193.

Pilocarpine and its transformation into a

new modification (Pinner), A., i,

658.

constitution of (Jovvett), T., 794 ; P.,

172 ;
(Pinneu), a., i, 463.

influence of, on the circulation through
the submaxillary gland (Henderson
andLoEWi), A., ii, 743.

tsoPilocarpine, conversion of, into ])ilo-

carpine (Jowett), T., 794 ; P., 172.

isoPilocarpinic acid, dibromo-, formula
of (Pinner), A., i, 465.

isoPilocarpoic acid and its esters and ad-

ditive salts (Pinner), A., i, 463.

Pilosellic acid(ZorF), A., i, 212.

Pimelic acid, a-amino-, and its copper
salt (Dieckmann), a., i, 418.

Pinacolin, condensation of, with naphthal-

aldchydic acid (WiECiiowsKi), A,, i,

707.

action of potassium liydroxide on a

mixture of, with phenylacetyleue

(Nkwkrowitsch), A., i, 775.

Pinacolin-nitroimine and its salts, alkyl,

and iV-acyl derivatives, and -oxime and
its acetyl derivative and compound
with phenylcarbamide (Scholl, Weil,
and Holdermann), A., i, 182.

Pinacone, Cj,H3q0.2, from camphenilone
(MoYCHO and Zienkow^ski), A., i,

712.

Pinacones, action of dilute acids on (Lie-
ben ; Kohn), a., i, 167.

Pinacone-pinacolin rearrangement (Mon-
tagne), a., i, 58, 445, 524 ;

(Agree),
A., i, 216.

Pine-wood oils, detection of (Valenta),
A.,ii, 657.

Pinene bromide, solid, action of silver

acetate on (Godlewsky), A., i,

654.

nitrosochloride, action of magnesium
methyl iodide on (Tilden and
Stokes), T., 836 ; P., 183.

isonitrosocyanide and its derivatives

(Tilden and Burrows), T., 344;
P., 94.

Pinus longifolia, resin oil of (Rabak),
A., i, 911.

2-j8-2'-Pipecolyletliylpyridine and its ad-

ditive salts (LoFFLERand Kirschner),
A., i, 938.

Piperazine, action of hypobromous acid

on (Chattaway aud Lewis), T.,

951 ; P., 183.

derivatives from methylchloroetliyl-

amine and chloroethylpiperidine
(Knorr, Hoklein, and Roth), A.,

i, 834.

glycerophosphates (Astruc), A., i, 382.

methylarsouate (Astruc), A., i, 671.

Piperidine, influence of temperature on
the action of acetyl thiocyanate on
(Doran and Dixon), T., 339 ; P., 77.

Piperidine series, pharmacological studies

on synthetical bases of the (HlLDE-
brandt), a., i, 80, 153.

Piperidoethyl ether and its additive salts

(Knorr, Horlein, and Roth), A., i,

821.

2-Piperidone-6-carboxylic acid and its

salts (Dikckmann), A., i, 417.

Piperidylcadaveriue, beuzoyl derivat'v
(V. Braun aud Steindorff), A..

206.

a-Piperidyl-i3-act-rfmitroethane and its

acetyl derivative (DuDEN, Bock, and
Rku)), a., i, 568.

a-Piperidyl-^-(Aonitro8oetliyI phenyl ket-

one (Di'DEN, Bock, and Reid), A., i,

569.

Piperildisemicarbazone (Biltz aud
Arnd), a., i, 675.

Piperonalacetophenone dipicrate (Voi:

LANDER aud SiEBEirr), A., i, 793.
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Fiperonaldehyde, action of magnesium
ethyl iocliile on (Mamkli), A., i,

203.

action of magnesium propyl iodide on
(Mameli and Alagka), A., i, 889.

action of nitrogen sulphide on (Davis),
T., 1834; P., 258.

mono- and di-hydrochlorides and mono-
hydrobromide (VoRLAyoEK and SiE-
bert), a., i, 792.

Piperonalindigo, by-products from the
preparation of, and its oxidation (Herz),
A., i, 778.

Piperonyl alcohol and chloride (Decker
and Koch), A., i, 473.

chloride (Perkin and RoBixsox), P.,

287.

dibromide, Manieli's composition of

(Barger and Jowett), T., 973 ; P.,

206.

Fiperonylacetic acid, ethyl ester, and its

copper derivative (Perkix and Robin-
son), P., 287.

Piperonylacetoacetic acid, ethyl ester,

and its sodium and copper derivatives

(Perkin and Robinson), P., 287.

Piperonylacetone and its oxime (Hoe-
ring), A., i, 903.

Piperonylacryl methyl ketone, o-nitro-,

and its oxime (Herz), A., i, 779.

a-Piperonyl-Aa-butylene and -butane
and its afl-dibromo-derivative (Mameli
and Alagna), A., i, 890.

-V-Piperonyleneanthranilic acid (v.

Pawi.ewsKi), a., i, 438.

Piperonylhydracryl methyl ketone, o-

nitro-, and its oxime and phenylhydr-
azone (Herz), A., i, 778.

3-Fiperonylideneacetamide, bromo-a-
cyano- (I'iccinini). A., i, 599.

Fiperonylidenenitroethane (Knoe-
VESACJK.L and Waltki".;, A., i, 6tj.

Piperonylidene-phenylbenzylhydraxine
and -semicarbazide (On), A., i, 376.

Piperonylideaepinacolin (Vokl.\ni)EB
and SiEiiERT), A., i, 793.

Piperonylidenetetrazoline (Ruheuann
and Mekkiman), T., 1776.

Piperonylidene-thojone and -ufothujone
iHAtLKR), A., i, 603.

Piperonylpropylcarbinol and its acetyl
derivative (.\Iameli and Alaona), A.,
i, 889.

Piperonyl propyl ketone and its oxime
and semicarbazotie (Mameli and
Alaona), A., i, 890.

Piperylhydrazine (Angbli and Castel-
lan a), A., i, 491.

Piperyltetraxone (Anoeli and Castel-
lana), a., i, 491.

Pipettei, new automatic (Geeiner and
KuiEDaicHs), A., ii, 349.

Pisum sativum, effect of carbon dioxide
on geotropic curvature of the roots of

(Drabble and Lake), A., ii, 751.

Pitchblende, state in which helium exists

in ;Moss), a., ii, 520,

Pitcher plant, purple, pigments of the
(Meyep. and GiEs), A., ii, 193.

Placodiolic acid (Zopf), A., i, 790.

Plague, blood changes in (Rogers), A.,
ii, 338.

Plant aah, estimation of alumina in
(Pellet and Fribourg), A., ii, 861.

estimation of titanic acid in (Pellet
and Fribourg), A., ii, 862.

Plant food, different degrees of avail-

ability of (LoEW and Aso), A., ii,

347.

available, in soils (Ingle), T., 43.

ammoniacal nitrogen as (Gerlach and
Vogel), a., ii, 346.

Plant growth, can aluminium salts

enhance? (Yamano ; Smith), A.,
ii, 344.

effect of ether, carbon disnlphide,
chloroform, benzene, and hydrogen
peroxide in the soil on (Xobbe and
Richter), a., ii, 53.

influence of different amounts of soil

on (Lemmermann), A., ii, 413.

effect of soil sterilisation on (Schulze),
A., ii, 54.

Plant roots. See Roots.

Plants, assimilation of carbon by
(Plancher and Rave.\n.\), A., ii,

191.

different origin of the carbon dioxide
given off by plants during respiration

(Palladin), a., ii, 751.

decomposition of carbon dioxide by
(Bernard), A., ii, 275.

chlorophyllous assimilation in young
shoots of (Griffon), A., ii, 475.

chlorosis of (Do-MENTfeEFF), A., ii, 476.

heliotropism indirectly caused by
radium in (Molisch), A., ii, 412.

and vegetable tissues, desiccation of;
j)eriod of maturation not revers-

ible ; final equilibrium in average
atmosi>heric conditions (Berthe-
lot), a., ii, 50, 413.

absolute desiccation of ; i)eriod of
artificial desiccation ; reversibility

by atmo.spheric moisture (Ber-
THKroT), A., ii, 51, 413.

desi f; period of vitality;

Ii by liquid water;
rc....^ y imperfect (Bertuelot),
A., ii, 51. 413.

succes-oive distributions of estragole
and terpenio com(M>unds among the
different organs of an annoal
(CHARABOTand Laloite, a., ii, 549.
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Plants, consumi)tion of odoriferous sub-
stances in etiolated (Chakabot and

' Hubert), A., ii, 276.

iminazole ring formation in (Knoop
and WiNDAUs), A., i, 510.

origin of alkaloids in (Pictet), A., i,

541.

occurrence of alumina in (Pellet and
Fribourg), A., ii, 861.

composition of solid fats of (Klimont),
A., ii, 475.

lactolase, an enzyme which causes the
formation of lactic acid in (Stok-
lasa), a., ii, 192.

organic compounds of metals in

(SCHLAGDENHAUFFEN and ReEB),
A., ii, 51.

non-proteid nitrogenous constituents

of agricultural (Schulze), A., ii,

52.

consumption of water by (v. Seel-
HORST and Muther), A., ii, 606.

analysis of, as an aid in estimating the
manurial requirements (Schneider),
A., ii, 755.

mutual action of salts in the mineral
nutrition of (Kossowitsch), A., ii,

548.

effects of ammonium salts on the
assimilation of phosphoric acid by
higher (Pkianischnikoff), A., ii,

413.

importance of calcium and magnesium
salts for (Gossel), A., ii, 51.

lime requirements of (Loew), A., ii,

751.

leucine and tyrosine as sources of

nitrogen for (Lutz), A., ii, 276.

poisonous action of sodium fluoride on
(Loew), a., ii, 606.

measure for the action of poisons on
(Veuschaffelt), a., ii, 853.

insensibility of higher, towards their

own poisons (Stracke), A., ii,

853.

green, nutrition of, with nitrogen
(Treboux), a., ii, 276.

development of, in light, in absence
of carbon dioxide, in an artificial

soil containing amides (LEFkvRE),
A., ii, 648,

culture of, in a confined atmosphere
in presence of organic matters
JIolliakd), a., ii, 750.

medicinal and useful, of Brazil

(Peckolt), a., ii, 113.

oleaginous, simultaneous variations of,

in some (Andi:}^:), A., ii, 605.

estimation of potassium in (Veitch),
A., ii, 204.

Flatteins, peptic digestion products of

(Ghossmahn), a., ii, 99.

Plasteins, relationship of the peptic

digestion products of, to liver muscles
and other organs (Grossmann), A.,
ii, 838.

Flatinates. See under Platinum.
Platinum, occurrence of, iu Brazil

(Hussak), a., ii, 598.

ultra-violet spark spectrum of

(AdeneY), a., ii, 493.

electrolytic solution of (Brocket and
Petit), A., ii, 27, 28, 260, 261, 672,

673; (Ruer), A., ii, 137, 795.

temperature-coefficient ofthe resistance

of (Streintz), a., ii, 432.

melting point of (Harker), A., ii,

798.

volatilisation of(HuLEXTand Berger),
A., ii, 42.

absorption of oxygen by (Lt^CAs), A.

,

ii, 396.

action of hydrochloric acid on (Bkr-
THELOT), A., ii, 3.

hydrosol (Gutbier and Hofmeier),
A., ii, 396.

Platinum compounds (Bellucci and
Parravano), a., ii, 395;
(Blondel), a., ii, 720; (Bel-
lucci), A., ii, 832.

Hexahydrozyplatinic acid (Bel-
lucci), A., ii, 327.

Platinates, plumbates. and stannates,

isomorphism of (Bellucci and
Parravano), A., ii, 395.

Platinum phosphoras halogen organic

compounds and their derivatives

(Rosenheim and Levy), A., i, 183.

Platinocyanides, some new (Levy and
Sissox), P., 305.

Platinum, estimation of, by msans of

magnesium (Faktor), A., ii, 485.

estimation of, in platinoso-oxalates

(Blondel), A., ii, 722.

and iridium, separation of (Quennes-
sen), a., ii, 615.

Platinum black, influence of, on the

hydrolysis of sucrose (Vondracek),
A., ii,"l51.

Platinum series, colloidal metals of the

(Gutbier and Hofmeier), A., ii, 396,

533 ;
(Paal and Amberoer), A., ii,

397.

Plumbates. See under Lead.

Poison, arrow, of the Lukarets (Sapin),

A., ii, 413.

Munchi (Fkohlich), A., ii, 411.

snake (venoms), influence of radium
emanations on the toxicity of

(Phisalix), a., ii, 339.

plurality of cytolysins in (Flexnkr
and NooucHi), A., ii, 107.

fibrin ferments in (Martin), A., ii,

411.
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Poison, suake (venoms), and snake sera,

precipitins for (Hunter), A., ii,

539.

spear, of the Cameroons (Brieger and
Krause), a., ii, 411.

Poisons, action of, on the isolated small
intestine of dogs and rabbits

(Kress), A., ii, 847.

applied to the outer surface of the
mammalian heart (Baldosi), A.,
ii, 338.

Poisoning, detection of morphine in

cases of (Bettixk), A., ii, 546.

by acetonitrile, influence of thyroid
feeding on (HrxT), A., ii,

847.

by arsenic, localisation of arsenic in

(DEXiGts), A., ii, 745.
by mercury, aluminium as a preventive

of (Tarugi), a., ii, 205.
by phosphorus, chemical changes in

the liver during (Wakeman
;

Meixertz), a., ii, 470.

the urine in (Wohlgemuth), A.,
ii, 339, 470.

the transport of iodised fat in

(Wells), A., ii, 745.

Polarisation. See Electrochemistry.
Polonium and radiotellurium (Marck-

wald), a., ii, 623.
deflection of a-rays from (Mackenzie),

A., ii, 790.

Polymerisation in the liquid and solid
states (LoNGiXEScu), A., ii, /9.

Polymethyleneimines, new, preparation
of, by Ladeuburgs method (Koxow-
ALOFK and WoiXITSCH-SlANOSCHEX-
skv), A., i, 826.

Polymorphic substances, transformation
ot (Stkinmetz), A., ii, 685.

Polypeptides, synthesis of (Fischer and
SuzLKi), A., i, 30; (Fischer and
KoENiGs), A., i, 31 ; (Flscher and
Reiter), a., i, 263: (Fischer and
Kautzsch), a., i, 637 ; (Fischer),
A., i, 688, 863; (Fischer and
AxHAUSKx), A., i, 688 ; (Fischer
and Brunner), A., i, 690 ; (Fischer
and Warburg), A., i, 690, 692

;

(Fischer and Koelker), A., i,

692; (FiscHEK and Raske), A., i,

693 ; (FLscHEuand Scumidlin), A.,
i, 694.

of the diamino acids (Fischer and
Suzuki), A., i, 121.

behaviour of various, towards the
j>ancrea3 fennent (Fischkb and
Abdehhai.den), a., ii, 333.

See also Amino-acids.
Polysulphides. See under Sulphur.
Polythionic acids. See under Sulphur.
Portland cement See Cement.

Position isomerism, relation of, to optical

activity (Cohen and Abmes), T.,

1190 ; P., 218
;
(Cohen and Zort-

man), p., 306.

Potable water. See under Water.

Potash apparatus, quick-acting

(Scholer), a., ii, 481.

Potassammonium, action of, on barium
bromide (JoANNis), A., ii, 450.

Potassium, specific beat and latent heat

of fusion of (Bernini), A., ii, 802.

migration of, and the injury current

(Macdonald), a., ii, 545.

distribution and detection of, in animal
and vegetable cells (Macallum), A.,

ii, 270.

Potassium salts, isomorphism of, with
thallous salts (Stortenbekeb), A.,

ii, 390.

action of, on the circulatory organs
(Hold), A., ii, 836.

crude and pure, with calcium as

manure (Schneidewind and
Ringleben), a., ii, 197.

Potassium di-perhonte (Bruhat and
Dubois), A., ii, 246.

bromide, the anodic potential in the

electrolysis of neutral solutions of

(Boericke), a., ii, 222.

solubility of bromine in (Worley),
T., 1107 ; P., 209.

chloride, and iodide, solubility of,

in water (Meusser), A., ii, 317.

as indicator, when using Fehling's

solution (Berti), A., ii, 57.

carbonate, causticising of (Bodlaxdeh
and Lucas), A., ii, 634.

jMTcarbonate (Brown), A., ii, 818.

chlorate, action of hydrochloric acid

on (Eolb and Davidson), A., ii,

59; (Davidson), A., ii, 584;
(DiTz), A., ii, 760.

transformation of, into iodate by
iodine in presence of nitric acid

(ScHLoiTEu), A., ii, 520.

chloride and iodide, electrical con-
ductivity of, in acetamide (Walker
and Johnson), T., 1599; P., 233.

chromates (Schkeinemakers), A., ii,

818.

hydroxide, the Caatner mercury process
of obtaining (Le Blanc and Can-
TONi), A., ii, 696.

iodate and iodic acid, solubility of, at
30" (Meerburg), A., ii, 17.

iodide, reaction of, with arsenic acid
near the equilibrium (Bray), A., ii,

690.

mercuric iodi-! '^^' * ^.. ii, 637.

^rmanganai reaction

between ox ^kuabal\
A., ii, 17.
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Potassium ^wrniangaiiate, interaction of,

with hydrochloric acid in pre-

sence of ferric chloride (Brown),
A., ii, 166.

action of, on hydroxylanaine salts

(Simon), A., ii, 242.

solutions, standardisation of, by
means of silver (Hopfgartner).
A., ii, 484.

estimation of, in presence of potass-

ium persulphate (Friend), T.,

738; P., 133.

nitrate and sodium nitrate, electrical

conductivity of, and of fused
mixtures of the two nitrates to-

gether and with other salts

(Bogorodsky), a., ii, 669.

electrolysis of fused (Bogorodsky),
a., ii, 705.

and sulphate, magnetisation coeffi-

cient of (Meslin), a., ii, 228.

and thallium nitrate, equilibrium
between (van Eijk), A., ii,

444.

polymorphism of (Wallerant), A.,

ii, 161.

assay of (Bensemann), A., ii, 481,
555.

estimation of chlorates and per-

chlorates in (Tschernob^eff),
A., ii, 416.

estimation of, in meats and flesh

products (Stijber), A., ii, 765.

nitrite and its decomposition by heat
(Ray), T., 178.

bismuth nitrite (Ball), T., 762; P.,

130.

iridochloronitrite (Quennessen), A.,

ii, 640.

chromic selenide (Milbauer), A., ii,

95.

zinc silicates (Duboin), A., ii, 634.

sulphate, tribolurninescence of

(Gernez), a., ii, 430.

causticising (Herold), A.,ii, 584.

pentacalcium sulphate, temperature of

formation of (vAN't Hoff, Voer-
MAN, and Blasdale), A., ii,. 319.

lead sulphate, existence of a definite

(Belton), a., ii, 457.

uranyl sulphates, double (Oechsner
DE CoNiNCK and Chauvenet), A.,

ii, 394.

hypovanadovanadato (Prandtl), A.,

ii, 170.

Potassium organic compounds :

—

cyanide, electrical conductivity of, in

acetamido (Walkkr and John-
son), T,, 1599; P., 233.

solution, action of, on various metals

(Brochet and Petit), A., ii, 27,

261.

Potassium organic compounds :

—

cyanide, action of, on metallic elec-

trodes (Brochet and Petit), A.,

ii, 27, 261.

action of, on potassium ??i-nitro-

benzenesulphonate (Holleman),
A., i, 595.

molybdenum cyanide and thiocyanate

(Chilesotti), a., i, 177.

ferricyanide, reaction of, with aromatic

polyaraines (Barsilowsky), A.,

i, 549.

action of ammonium chloride on
(Matuschek), a., i, 422.

ferrocyanide, influence of the nature

of the anode on the electrolytic

oxidation of (Brocket and Petit),

A., i, 38.

thiocyanate, action of, on metallic

oxides at high temperatures (Mil-

bauer), A., i, 121.

palladothiocyanate (Bellucci), A.,

i, 122.

xanthate and potassium methyl and
ethyl xanthates, action of, on
monohalogen substituted fatty acids

(Holmberg), a., i, 323.

Potassium estimation :

—

new reagent for (Alvarez), A., ii,

355.

estimation of (Klinkerfues), A., ii,

204, 859; (Schultze), A., ii, 482.

estimation of, in soils, plants, and
fertilisers (Veitch), A., ii, 204.

Potatoes, action of sodium chloride on
(Wohltmann), a., ii, 759.

injurious action of crude potassium

salts on (SiJCHTiNG), A., ii, 277.

Praseodymium, purification of (Basker-
ville), a., ii, 458.

Precipitates, foi-mation of, in jellies

(Bechhold), a., ii, 513.

handling of, for solution and repre-

cipitation (Gooch), A., ii, 608.

automatic apparatus for washing
(Angelucci), a., ii, 694.

Precipitin immunity, pilocarpine and
other reagents in relation to (Inchlev),

A., ii, 601.

Precipitins (Bang), A., i, 956.

and anti-i)recipitin3 (Bermbacu), A.,

ii, 407, 730.

specificity of (Hunter), A., ii, 539.

for snake venoms and snake sera

(Hunter), A., ii, 539.

Prehnite from Lower California (ScHAL-
'

ler), A., ii, 724.

Prolines, hydroxy-. See Pyrrolidiue-2-

carbo.xylic acids, 4-hydroxy-.

Propaldehyde, a- and j3-bron)o- and o-

ioiio-, and the hydrate of the 3-bromo-

(Nek), a., i, 6.
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Propaldehydeacetal, )8-bromo- (Nef),

A., i, 6.

Propane, physical properties of (Lkbeau),
A., i, 501.

Propane, diaxaino-. See Propylenedi-

aniiue.
.s-trihromo-, preparation of (Perkix

and SiMOKSEN), T., 856; P., 188.

^Tt^ochloro- and yyy-trichloTo-aP-di-

bromo- (Vitoria), A., i, 110.

dihydroxy-. See Propylene glycol.

a-aci-cfinitro-S-amino-, potassium salt

(DuDEX, Bock, and Eeid), A., i,

568.

cycZoPropane, amino-, and its additive

salts and acyl derivatives (Kijnkr),

A., i, 517.

ci/c/oPropanecarboxylic acid and its

anilide and />-bronioanilide (Autex-
RiETH and Pretzell), A., i, 629.

Propanedicarboxylic acids. See Ethyl-

malonic acid, Glutaric acid, and
Methylsuccinic acid.

q/c/oPropanedicarboxylic acid, forma-

tion of, from glutaric acid (Perkix
and Tatiersall), T., 362 ; P., 90.

q/c^Propanedicarbozylic acids, cis- and
trans- (Pekkin), T., 359 ; P., 90.

<ri/c/oPropane-l:2-dicarbozyIic acid, a-

and ^-dibTomo- (Bcchxer and Wede-
mann), a., i, 439.

C'/c/oPropane-l:2-di- and -l:l:2-tri-carb-

oxylic acids, d- and 1-, and tbeir

alkaloidal salts (Buchneb and vox
der Heide), a., i, 780.

Fropane-aa-diBolphonic acid, barium salt

(ScHKOETER aud Herzberg), a., i,

851.

Propanetetracarboxylic acid, rfibromo-,

ethyl ester, action of, on the disodium
derivative of ethyl projyanetetracarb-

oxylate (Perkix), T., 358 ; P., 90.

Fropane-add7-tetracarbozyIic acid, ay-

dicyaiio-, ethyl estir, and the action

of ammonia on (Schmitt), A., i,

508.

cT/c/oPropftnetetracarbozylic acid and its

ethyl ester (Pekkin), T., 359; P.,

90.

Fropane-aa7-tricarbozylic acid, ay-di-

hydroxy-, and its salts and lactone

(KiLiANi and Heuold), A., i, 739.

Propane -ad7-tricarbozylie acid. See
Tricarliallylic acid.

A^-Propene-70l-a-al, /8-chloro- {Mora-
mahnnld'hyile) aud its alkali deriv-

atives and benzoate (DiECKMANN and
Plat/J, a., i, 117, 171.

Propenyl eompoondt, aromatic, di-

bromides of (HoERiNo), A., i, 902,

903.

Propenylanisolei. See Anetholes.

JsoPropenylbenzene (Matsibara and
Pekkin), T., 672.

^-Propenylphenetole (Vekley), A., i,

127.

Propionacetalyhnalonic acid, ethyl ester

(Ellixgek), a., i, 8^7.

Propionepinacone, action of dilute sulph-

uric acid on (KoHX), A., i, 167.

Propionic acid, action of nitrogen sulph-

ide on (Fraxcis), T., 1837 ; P.,

258.

amino-. See Alanines,

rfiamino-, methyl ester, and its di-

peptide (Fischer and Suzuki), A.,

i, 121.

o-amino-3-hydroxy-. See Serine.

/3-amino-a-hydroxy-. See isoSerine.

a-bromo-, optically active, and its

chloride (Fischer and Warburg),
A., i, 692.

a-hydro.\y-. See Lactic acid.

Propionylbutyryl and its diozime (Loc-
Qrix), A., i, 20.

Propionylbutyryloxime (Locqcin), A.,

i, 19.

Propionylcarbinol and its esters, oxime,
and .semicaibazone (Klino), A., i, 503.

Propionylhexoyl (Locquix), A., i, 20.

Propionylhexoyloximes (Locquin), A.,

i, 20.

Propionylhydrazide, (iicyano- (Rinmax),
A., i, 389.

Propionylijscivaleryl (Locquin), A., i, 20.

Propionyluvovalerylozimei (Locquin),
A., i, 19.

Propiophenone-o-carbozylic acid and
its reactions (Daibe), A., i, 210.

Propiophenoneozime-c/carbozylic acid,

anhydride of (Daihe), A., i, 210.

Propozy^f^mchloroethane (Vitoria),

A.,i, 111.

;3-Propozy-ao(/ichloropropyIene (Vi-

toria), A., i, 110.

)i -Propyl alcohol, behaviour of solutions

of, towards semi-permeable mem-
branes (Fi.NOLAY and Short), T. .

819; P., 170.

and benzene and n-propyl alcohol and
water, viscosity of(DuxsTAN), T..

12.

chlorination of (Odoo and CusMANo
A., i, 402.

a-amino-, derivatives of (Gabriel).

A., i, 649.

woPropyl alcohol, aaa/richloro-, actio!

of phospliorus chlorides on, and it

bromide aud chloride (Henry), A.,

i, 558.

777-/r»chloro-, and its acetate (Vi

toria), a., i, 110.

(ici-dinitro-, and its potMsium sa!:

(DuDBN and PoXNDoar), A., i, 558.
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7i-Propyl iodochloride (Thiele and
Peter), A., i, 736.

Propyl oxide, dihjdroxy- (Nef), A., i, 5.

Propyl sulphite and its sodium salt

(Rosenheim and Sarow), A., i, 404.

isoPropylacetaldehyde. See isoYaler-

aldeliyde.

isoPropylacetoacetaldehyde and its cop-

per salt (Couturier and Vignon), A.,
i, 571.

7i-Fropylacetoacetamide (Guareschi),
A., i, 822.

o-Propylacrylic acid and its ester and
potassium salt (Blaise and Lut-
tringer), a., i, 628.

o-isoPropylacrylic acid and its ethyl

ester and dit>romide (Blaise and Lut-
tringer), a., i, 628.

Propyl acyl-5-aminobutyl ketones and
their oximes and semicarbazones (v.

Braun and Steindorff), A., i, 812.

on'soPropyladipic acid (Blanc), A., i,

683.

Propyl amyl ketone and its semicarb-

azone (Bouveault and Locquin), A.,

i, 18.

isoPropylanhydroacetonebenzils, o- and
/3- (Japp and Knox), T., 673; P.,

152.

o-Propylaniline, j3-chloro-, and its iV-

benzoyl derivative (v. Braun and
Steindorff), A., i, 81, 156.

7-chloro-, and its salts (v. Braun
and Steindorff), A., i, 294.

iV^-naphthoyl derivative of (v.

Braun), A., i, 286.

5-Propylbarbituric acid [S-jn-opylmal-

onylcarbamide), 4-imino- (Conrad),
A., i, 751.

Propyl /sobutyl ketone, semicarbazoue of

(Bouveault and Locquin), A., i, 18.

O-Propyltsocarbamide and its hydro-
chloride (Stieglitz and Noble), A.,

i, 639.

2J-woPropyldimethylaniline and its ad-

ditive salts (F. and L. Sachs), A., i,

190, 274.

Propylene, oao-<richloro- (Vitoria), A.,

i, 110
;
(Henry), A., i, 559.

Ti-Propylene glycol, sodium derivatives

of (Parone), a., i, 731.

Propylenediamine, dibenzoyl derivative

(Windaus and Knoop), A., i, 381.

Propylenedicarbozylic acid. See Glut-

aconic .acid.

^ -Propyleneci/c/opropane {dimethyl-

methylenetrimethykne), (Alexi5eff),

A., i, 639.

t^oPropylformal, s-tetrach\ovo-, crystals

of(SrAPPERs), A., i, 261 ;
(Ce.sAro),

A., i, 570 ;
(Henry), A., i, 634.

A^xochloro- (Henry), A., i, 559.

Propylformals, ii-andwo-, cliloro-deriva-

tives (Stappers), A., i, 261.

)8-zsoPropylglutaric acid (Noyes and
Doughty), A., i, 321.

isoPropylglutaric acids, a- and )3-

(
Blanc), A., i, 682.

isoPropylhexamethylene. See Nor-
menthane.

o-Propylhydraerylie acids, n- and iso-,

and their salts, ethyl ester, phenyl-
hydrazide, and phenylurethane (Blaise
and Luttuinger), A., i, 505.

isoPropylideneacetone. See Mesityl

oxide.

;3-isoPropylideneanhydroacetonebenzil
and its acetyl derivative (Japp and
Knox), T., 673 ; P., 152.

Propylidenediacetamide (Reich), A., i,

35.

Propylmalonamide (Conrad and Zart),
A., i, 754.

Propylmalonic acid, 75-dihydroxy-
(Traube), a., i, 13.

d-l-isoPropyl-3-7-methyl-amyl- and -A<»-

pentenyl-benzenes (Klages and Saut-
ter), a., i, 579.

o-Propylphenol, 7-chloro-, and its

phenylcarbamate (v. Braun and
Steindorff), A., i, 294.

j9-isoPropylphenylpyruvic acid and its

sodium salt, and condensation with
benzaldehyde (Erlenmeyer and Mat-
ter), A., i, 238.

Propylphthalamic acid, 7-bromo- (Gab-
riel), A., i, 649.

Propylphthalimide, /3-bromo-, nitroso-

amine from (Gabriel), A., i, 651.

7-chloro- (Gabriel), A., i, 650.

7-nitro- (Gabriel), A., i, 441.

Propylphthaliminomalonic acid, 7-

bromo-, ethyl ester (Sokensen), A., i,

749.

a-isoPropylpropionic acid, c?ibromo-.

See /3-Methyl-a-bromomethyIbutyric
acid, bromo-.

1-Propylpyridine, /9-bromo-, and its ad-

ditive salts, and their transformation

products (Loffler and Kirschner),
A., i, 938.

2-Propylpyridine, /3-amino-, and its ad-

ditive salts (Loffler and Kirsch-
ner), A., i, 939.

/3-hydroxy-, ^derivatives of (LOffleu
and Kikschner), A., i, 938.

4Propylpyridine, a>-</ichloro-i8-hydr-

oxy-, and its ])latinichloride(D()RiNG),

A., i, 2:33.

i/'-Propylthiocarbamide hydrobromido
(Wheeler and Bristol), A., i,

482.

Propylthujone and its semicarbazone
(Hallek), a,, i, 602.
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a-Propylvaleramide, o-bromo- (Kalle
&: Co.), A., i, 639.

cvano- (CoxEAD and Zart), A., i,

"754.

a-Propylvaleric acid, o-cyano-, ethyl

ester (Coxrad), A., i, 752.

a-Propylvaleryl chloride, o-bromo-
( Kalle & Co.), A., i, 639.

a-Propylvalerylcarbamide, o-cyano-

(Mekck), a., i, 178; (Conrad and
Zart), A., i, 754.

Protagon (Posner and Gies), A., i,

252
;
(Barbieri), a., i, 621.

Protamines, further researches on (Kos-

SEL and Dakin), A., i, 620.

foimation of, in the organism (Kos-
sel), a., ii, 467.

Proteid, physical units of, and the part

played by lime in their coagulation

(Malfitano), a., i, 846.

production of fat from, by Bacillus

pyoq/aneus (Beebe and Buxton),
A.,ii, 108.

formation of sugar from (Luthje), A.,

ii, 99.

gelatin as a substitute for, in food

(Murlin), A., ii, 180.

of Aspergillus niger, composition of

(Abderhalden and Rona), A., i,

954.

Bence-Jones (Abderhalden and Ros-
TOCKi), A., i, 954.

in urine (Lixuemann), A., ii, 186.

liver, hydrolysis of (Wohlgemuth),
A., i, 103, 620.

from Picca cxcelsa, composition of

(Abderhalden and Teruuchi),
A., i, 846.

Proteid decomposition in extreme hanger
(Brugsch), a., ii, 404.

products, nutritive value of (Ckon-
heim), a., ii, 99.

Proteid diet, sulphur and phosphorus
metabolism on an abundant (Born-
sTEix , A., ii, 99.

Proteid katabolism (Cohnheim), A., ii,

839.

Proteid metabolism, a theory of (Folin),

A., ii, 268
;
(Noel Paton), A., ii,

734.

influence of different proteids, aspara-

gine, and lecithin on (VdLTZ), A.,

ii, 403.

Proteid solutions, action of colloids on
(Biltz, Mich, and Siebert), A., i,

495.

Proteid synthesis in the body (Hen-
R1QIH8 and Hansen), A., ii, 180.

and proteolysis in the organism
(Abderhalden), A., ii, 334 ;

(Abderhalden and Kona), A., it,

467.

Proteids, crystallised, preparation of

(Cohx ), A., i, 103.

complex, formation of, from peptones
(Spiegel), A., i, 954.

fonnation of, in ripening seeds (Za-
LESKi), A., ii, 549.

the carbohydrate group in (Lang-
steix), a., i, 496.

state of combination of sulphur in

(Raikow), a., i, 725.

equilibrium between electrolytes and
(Galeotti), a., ii, 512.

hydrolysis of (Skraup), A., i, 398,

619 ; (Abderhalden), A., i, 496.

oxidation of (Otori), A., i, 104 ;

(Plimmer), a., i, 162 ; (Kutscher
and Schenck), A., i, 251 ; (Ske-
MAXX), A., i, 619.

action of chloroform on (Edie), A., i,

397.

protective action of salt on solutions

of (BiLTz), A., i, 251.

assimilation of, in animals (Abder-
halden and Samuely), A., ii,

840.

utilisation of, without the intervention

of digestion (Mendel and Rock*
wood), a., ii, 45.

importance of the digestion of, for

their assimilation (Abderhalden),
A., ii, 334.

digestion of, in the alimentary tract

(London and Sulima), A., ii, 838.

digestion of, in the stomach (Tobler),

A., ii. 642.

gastric digestion of (Leo), A., ii, 838.

peptic and tnrptic digestion of (Law-
roff), a., ii, 178.

of blood (Morawitz), A., ii, 837.

of castor oil beans (Wintbrstkin),
A., i, 727 ; (Osborne, Mendbl,
and Hakrls), A., i, 753.

of lupin seeils, amino-acids from the
hydrolysis of (Winterstein and
Pantaxelli), a., i, 687.

of wheat (Osbokne and Harris), A.,

ii, 194.

colour reactions of, with aromatic alde-

hydes (Rohde), a., i, 618.

pt' (.'ipitatioii limits with amraooinm
hulpliate of some vegetable (Os-
bukxe and Harris), A., i, 555.

estimation of, in milk (Lohnstein),
A.,ii, 773.

se|)aration of (Haslam). A., i, 495.

Protr:- —--*=-- "^ ' - ''vstine.

Prot' is in the
oi^

. V ,ii, 334
;

(ABUKBUAia>ltM and Kona), A., ii,

4C7.

Proto-albomose, hyxlrolytic cleavage of
(Lkvknb), a., i, 252.
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Protocatechualdehyde (Sommer), A., i,

141.

Protocatechuic acid, methyl ethers of

(Gkaebe and Martz), A., i, 702.

Protocatechuic anilide, formation of

(Schiff), a., i, 45.

Proto-o-lichesteric acid and its barium
salt (Hesse), A., i, 138.

Protoic acids, diamino- {v. Furth), A.,

i, 498.

Protoplasm, differences in staining re-

action of living and dead (R&zicka),
A., ii, 405.

Prune and its derivatives (Gnehm and
Bauer), A., i, 832.

Prumis Lauroccrasus, cyanogenetic
glucoside of the leaves of (Jouck), A.,

i, 912.

Prumis Fadus, cyanogenetic glucoside of

(Jouck), A., i, 912.

Prussian blue, soluble, identity of, with
soluble Turnbull's blue, and formula of

(Hofmann, Heine, and Hochtlen),
A., i, 38 ;

(Hofmann and Resen-
scheck), a., i, 757.

Pseudo-acids and acids, suggested
nomenclature of (Hantzsch), A., i,

317.

Pseudo-bases and bases, suggested
nomenclature of (Hantzsch), A., i,

317.

preparation of compounds from, by the

replacement of the hydroxy! group
by hydrocarbon residues (Fkeund
and Speyer), A., i, 156.

Pseudo-lipaemia (Fawcett and Boy-
cott), A., ii, 49.

Pseudomucin, decomposition of, by con-

centrated boiling acids (Oxorfi), A.,

i, 104.

oxidation of, with calcium perman-
ganate (Otori), a., i, 104.

Psidium Guajava leaves (Altan), A.,

ii, 192.

Pnlego-menthols and their hydrogen
jjhthalates and -menthones (Hauler
and Martine), A., i, 533.

Pulegone, catalytic reduct;pn of, with
metallic nickel (Haller and Mar-
tine), A., i, 533.

dioxime (Semmleu), A., i, 222.

Purification, centrifugal, efficiency of

(IIichards), a., ii, 238.

Purine, endogenous, source of, in man
and mammals (Burian), A., ii, 271.

2:6-rfiamino-. See Adenine, 2-amino-.

Purine bases, ultra-violet absorption

spectra of the (Dhi^re), A., ii,

783.

absorption spectra of, in relation to

colour and chemical structure

(Hartley), T., 1802; P., 16(5.

Purine bases, amounts and origin of,

in human faeces (Krijger and
Schiftenhelm), a., ii, 645.

estimation of, in human urine (KRtJGER
and Schmid), A., ii, 776.

Purine group, chemical constitution and
diuretic action in the (Bergell and
Richter), a., ii, 744.

Purpuric acids, aromatic, constitution

of (Borsche and Bocker), A., i, 51
;

(Borsche and Gahrtz), A., i, 894.

Purpurinsulphonic acid, new (Badische
AxiLiN- & Soda-Fabrik), a., i, 146.

Purpurin-o-(6- or 9-)sulphonic acid and
its alkali salts (Farbenfabriken
voRM. F. Bayer & Co.), A., i, 146.

Purpurite from the Faires tin mine,

Gaston Co., N. Carolina (Graton and
Schaller), a., ii, 724.

Purpurogallin, methylation of (Perkin),
P., 211.

isoPurpurogallone and its anhydride and
tetramethyl ether (Perkin), P., 211.

Putrescine. See Tetramethyleuedi-
amine.

Pyknometer, new form of (Stanford),
A., ii, 631.

modified Gintl (Rakusin), A., ii, 802.

capillary (Erben), A., ii, 741.

for small quantities of solid substances

(Jacobsen), a., ii, 232.

Pyramidone, compound of, with mer-

curic chloride (Astre and Bj^camel),

A., i, 835.

detection and estimation of antipyrine

in (Patein), a., ii, 658.

estimation of (AsTRUcand P^gurier),
A., ii, 778.

and antijiyrine, estimation of, volu-

metrically, in presence of each other

(PteuRiER), A., ii, 871.

Pyranic oxygen, basicity of (Fosse and
Lesaoe), a., i, 541, 917.

Pyrazine-2:5-dicarboxylic acid, synthe-

sis of (Fknton), T.,_806; P., 168.

Pyrazole derivatives, formation of, from
pyrroles (Castellan a), A., i, 941.

trihvomo-, and its acetyl and silver

derivatives, and 5-chloro-4-nitro-

(HiLL and Black), A., i, 381.

Pyrazoles, 5-amino- (Michaelis), A., i,

476.

Pyrazole-3:5-dicarboxylic acid, 4-

liydroxy-, methyl ester (Dimrotu and
Ebkrhardt), A., i, 101.

PyrazoIine-1-carboxylamide (Nkf), A.,

i, 4.

Pyrazoline ketones (Azzarello), A. , i,

941.

6-Pyrazolone, 4-nitro-, and its metallic

derivatives (HiLL and Black), A., i,

381.
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3-Pyrazolone8 (Michaelis, Meyer,
Hahx, and Behrexs), A., i, 377.

azo- and nitroso-derivatives of

(Michaelis), A., i, 244.

Pyridan, definition of the term (Decker),
A., i, 667.

Pyridine, formation of, from pyrrole

(Plakcher and Carrasco), A., i,

298.

purification of (Barthe), A., i, 546.

electrolysis in (Levi and Voghera),
A., i,''572.

action of, on mono- and di-bromo-

succinic esters (Dubrecil), A., i,

14.

action of formaldehyde on (FOR-
maxek), a., i, 374.

as a solvent and ionising medium for

inorganic metallic salts(ScHROEDER),

A., ii, 806.

compounds, synthesis of, from /3-keto-

esters ami ethyl cyanoacetate in

presence of ammonia or amines
(GuAREscHi, Pasquali, Piccinini,

IssoGLio, and Quenda), A., i,

821.

derivatives, formation of, from methyl-
pyrroles (Pictet), a., i, 545.

methvl derivatives, clilorination of

(Se'll), T., 799 ; P., 165.

perchromsite, preparation of (Hof.manx
and Hiendlmaier), A., i, 821.

mercuri-iodides (FRANgois), A., i,

373.

Pyridine, c?ichloro- (b.p.(,8) 98°) (Ma-
quennr and Philippe), A., i, 80.

3:4:f>-<richloro- and 3:4:5-/richloro- 2-

amino- (Sell), T., 802 ; P., 165.

2:6-rfihydroxy-, alkyl derivatives of
(RoGER-soN and Thorpe), T., 1685 ;

P., 239.

Pyridine-2-c8rboxylic acid. See Picol-

inic acid.

Pyridine-3-carboxylic acid. See Nicot-
ini<; acid.

Pyridine 4- carboxylic acid. See iso-

Nicotinic acid.

P7ridine-2:3:4-tricarboxylic acid and
its anh^'dride, esters, betaine, and
aniic acid (Kirpal), A., i, 234.

4-Pyridone, 3:5-rftbromo- (Feist and
FiAiM), A., i, 914.

3-hydroxy., and its acetyl derivative

(Peratoner and Tamburelix)),
A., i, 808.

P7rimidine,amino-derivatives(GABR!EL),
A., i, 244.

" '
' ' imino-, and its salts and

roso-derivative and 2:4:5:6-

. ..uiiino-, and its sulphate and
tormyl derivative (Traube), A., i,

101.

Pyrimidine, 2;i:5:6-tetraa.mir\0; hydro-
chloride of (Gabriel), A., i, 244.

6-amino-2-chloro- and 2:6-dichloro-

(Gabriel), a., i, 482.

2:6-rfich]oro-5-bromo- (Wheeler,
Bristol, and JoHX.soy), A., i, 482.

2-cyanamino-4-amino-6-hydroxy- and
2-cyanamino-4:6-c?ihydroxy-

(Merck), a., i, 670.

4:6-rfiimino-2-thio-, and its alkyl
derivatives (Farbenfabriken
voRM. F. Bayer k Co.), A., i, 671.

thio-derivatives (Farbexfabrikes
VORM. F. Bayer & Co.), A., i, 245.

Pyrimidinea ("Wheeler and Bristol),
A., i, 482, 483 ; (Johnson and Clapp),
A., i, 835 ; (Johnson and Johns), A.,
i, 836.

Pyrites from Agordo, presence of bismuth
in (PiUTTi and Stoppani), A., ii,

718.

burnt, estimation of sulphur in (Jene),
A., ii, 350 ; (Gottlieb), A., ii,

552.

estimation of sulphur in (Pattinson),
A., ii, 199; (Lunge), A., ii. 350;
(v. Knorre), a., ii, 351 ; (Denn-
stedt and Hassler), A., ii, 761.

Pyrobikhaconitine and its salts (Dcn-
stan and Andrews), T., 1648 ; P.,

234.

Pyrogallol (1 •.2:3-tnhydrox!/benzene),

condensation of, with acetone and
with methyl ethyl ketone (Fabinyi
and SzEKi), A., i, 888.

and its ethers, glycollic acid deriva-

tives of (Aktien-Gesellschaft
Fi;R Anilin-Fabrikation), A., i,

135.

l:3-dimethyl ether, and its acetyl

derivative (Graebe and Hess), A.,

i, 698.

triniethyl ether, the Zeisel reaction on
(Boyp and Pitman), T., 1255 ; P.,

221.

4- and 5-amino-, -chloro-, and -iodo-,

trimethyl ethers of (Grakbb and
SnTER), A., i, 703.

rfibromo-, and its triaretyl derivative

(Perkin and Simonsen), T., 858.

PyTOgallolcarboxylamide, trimethyl
ftli<r (Jkakhk and SrrFu), A., i, 70.3.

Pyroindaconitine and its hydrobromide
(DiNSTAN and Andrews), T., 1631.

Pyrolusitet, estimation of oxide of iron

in (CoK.MiMnfT:rF), A., ii, 286.

Pyrome«onic acid, and .some of its de-
rivativi's (Pf.ratoner), A., i, 806.

molecnlar refraction of (Homfray),
T., 1454 ; P., 226.

pyridones from (PERATONERand Tam
BVRELLO), A., i, 807.
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Pyromeconic acid, alkyl ethers of

(Peratoner and Spallino), A., i,

806.

Pyrometer. See under Thermochemistry.
Pyromorphite from Issy-l'Eveque, radium

from (Danne), A., ii, 133.

Pyromucic acid, nitro-, and its methyl
ester, amide, anilide, ^-toluidide, and
chloride (Marquis), A., i, 77.

isoPyromucic acid and its derivatives

(Chavanne), a., i, 77.

Pyrone (Willstatter and Pummerer),
A., i, 457.

and its hydrochloride, molecular re-

fractions of (Homfray), T., 1452;
P., 226.

compounds, constitution of synthetical

(Palazzo and Onorato), A., i,

459.

bromo-derivatives (Feist and Baum),
A., i, 914.

3-hydroxy-. See Pyromeconic acid.

Pyrone-6-carboxylic acid, 3-hydroxy-.

See Comenic acid.

4-Pyroplithalone and its additive salts

and tetrachloro-derivative (During),
A., i, 233.

Pyrotartaric acid. See Methylsuccinic

acid.

Pyrrole, development of the chemistry
of, in the last twenty-five years

(Ciamician), a., i, 80.

oxidation of, to maleimide (Plancher
and Ravenna), A., i, 333.

transformation of, into indoles (Plan-
cher and Caravaggi), A., i,

298.

transformation of, into pyridine

(Plancher and Carrasco), A., i,

298.

2-chloro- and 2-chloro^ribromo-

(Mazzara and Borgo), A., i, 817.

2:5-d!tchloro- and 2:5-rfichloro-3:4-

(iibromo- (Mazzara and Borgo),

A., i, 659.

isonitroso-, anhydro-trioxime of

(Angelico), a., i, 659.

Pyrroles, transformation of, into deriva-

tives of pyrazole (Castellana), A.,

i, 941.

nitroso-, transformations of the

(Angelico), A., i, 659.

Pyrrole-blue-A and -B, and their deri-

vatives (Liebermann and Hase),

A., i, 841.

Pyrrole-2-carboxylic acid, methyl ester,

action of sulphuryl chloride on
(Mazzaha and Boiujo), A., i, 817.

Pyrrole-2:6-dibenzoic acid (liEissERTand

Engel), a., i, 900.

Pyrrole reaction, the (Nkubkro), A., ii,

127.

Pyrrolidine-2-carboxyIic acid, synthesis

of (Sorenskn), a., i, 749.

detection of (Alexandroff), A., ii,

869.

Pyrrolidine-2-carboxylic acids, 4-

hydroxy-, isonieric {hydroxyprolines),

synthesis of, and their y3-naphthalene-

sulphone derivatives and copper salts

(Leuchs), a., i, 645.

Pyrrolidone nitrosoamine (Gabriel), A.,

i, 651.

thio- (Tafel and Lavaczeck), A., i,

465.

Pyrrolidone nucleus, stability of the

(KtiHLiNG and Falk), A., i, 372.

Pyruvic acid, formation of (Pastureau),
A., i, 572.

thermal study of the acid function

of ; influence of ketonic oxygen
(Massol), a., ii, 302.

condensation of, with hippuric acid

(Erlenmeyer and Arbenz), A., i,

240.

^-xylylhydrazone, and its ethyl deriva-

tive (Plancher and Caravaggi),
A., i, 298.

colour reactions of, with o- and &•

naphthols in sulphuric acid solution

(Alvarez), A., ii, 487.

Pyrylium, definition of the term
(Decker), A., i, 667.

Quartz vessels, use of, in the laboratory

(Mylius and Meusser), A., ii,

316.

use of, for lecture experiments

(Fischer), A., ii, 20.

Quercitol, an isomeride of (v. KoSTA-
NECKi and Rudse), A., i, 367.

Quercitrin (Brauns), A., i, 74.

Quinaldine. See 2-Methylquinoline.

Quinaldinic acid. See Quinoline-2-

carboxylic acid.

woQuinaldinic acid. See woQuinoline-l-

carboxylic acid.

Quinazoline and its derivatives (Gab-
riel and Colman), A., i, 944.

Quinhydrone, dissociation of (Torrey
and Hardenbf.rgh), A., i, 218.

derivative, CjgHj.jOg, from the oxida-

tion of the fluorenono derivative,

CjsHj.Ps (Dureggeu), a., i, 702.

Quinine aiid tetanus (Vincent), A., ii,

104.

solubiHty of, 'in ammonia (Duncan),
A., ii, 427.

salts and ammonium salts (GuiGUKs),

A.,i, 811. '

formates (Lacroix), A., i, 716.
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Qninine hydrochloride, normal (Erba),
A., i, 151.

sulphate, testing of (Duncau), A., ii,

427.

reactions of (Reichard), A., ii, 561,
659.

estimation of (Robertson), P., 242.

estimation of, in cinchona barks
(VioyEROX), A., ii, 363.

c-Qoiuocatechol ethers, bromo-deriv-
atives of (Jackson and Russe), A.,

i, 217.

Ac^abromo-, preparation of, and action

of methyl alcohol on (Jackson and
Shaffer), A., i, 888.

Qoinol (lA-dihydroxyben:xne, hydro-
quinone), freezing points of mixtures
of, with jo-toluidiue, o-naphthyl-
araine, and picric acid (Philip and
Smith), T., 1747 ; P., 255.

course of the reaction in the oxidation
of (Marchadieu), a., i, 342.

action of hippuryl chloride on
(Fischer), A., i, 893.

dimethyl ether, fluorescence of deriv-

atives of (Kauffmann and Beis.s-

wenger ; Kauffmann and Grom-
bach), A., i, 280.

diphenyl ether (Ullmann, Sponagel,
and Stein), A., i, 64.5.

Qainol, hydroxy-, condensation of, with
aldehydes (HeintschelI, A., i,

809.

Qainolan, definition of the term (Deck.-
ek), a., i, 667.

Quinolcarboxylic acid, behaviour of,

towards oxidising agents, and its

ethyl ester (Juch), A., i, 701.
methyl ester and methyl ethers of

(Graebe and Martz), A., i, 702.

Qoinoline, formation of, from 2-methyI-
indole (Pictet), A., i, 545.

action of benzoyl chloride on (Reis-
sert), a., i, 925.

action of, on mono- and di-bromo-
succinic esters (Ddbreuil), A., i,

14.

and 3-and6-bromo-, 3-bromo-5-nitro-,
and 5- and 8-nitro-, methonitrates
of (Decker, Gadomska, and
GiRARD), A., i, 469.

5:8- and 6:8-di- and 2:6:8-<ri-bromo-,

3-bromo-8-nitro-, 8-m<mo- and 6:8-

rfi-nitro-, meth- and eth-iodides of

(Decker, Gadomska, Saxdbkro,
and Stavrolopoulos), A., i, 374.

5-bromo-6-hydroxy-, alkyl haloid
derivatives and their salts (Howitz
and Barlocher), A., i, 375.

bromohydroxy-derivatives, conversion
of, into chlorohjdroxy-derivatives
(Howitz and Witte), A., i, 471.

LXXXVIII. ii.

Quinoline, chloroiodohydroxy-. See

Vioform.
5-hydroxy-, the thalleioquinine re-

action with (Fuhner), a., i, 828.

4- and 5-hydroxy-, Jatfe's kynureuic
acid reaction with (Fuhner), A.,

i, 828.

5- and 8-nitro-, separation of (Decker,
Gadomska, Sandberg, and
Stavrolopoulos), A., i, 375.

Quinoline derivatives (Decker and
Remfrt), a., i, 828.

synthesis of (v. Xiementowski), A.,

i, 611.

replacement of bromine by chlorine in

(Howitz and Witte), A., i, 469.

Qoinoline dyes, new class of (Besthokn
and Ibele), A., i, 612.

jsoQuinoline from methylphthalimidine
(Pictet), A., i, 545.

action of benzoyl chloride on (Reis-

seut), a., i, 926.

8-Qainolinealdehyde, derivatives of

(Howitz and Schwexk), A., i,

471.

Quinoline-2-carboxylic acid and its

methyl ester, amide, chloride, and
nitrile (Meyer), A., i, 155, 666;
(Reissert), A., i, 472; (Bksthorn
and Ibele), A., i, 612.

benzoin ester (Relssert), A., i, 472.

Qainoline-8-carboxylic acid, 3-bromo-,

and its barium salt (Howitz and
Schwenk), a., i, 472.

mQninoline-l-carboxylic acid and amide
(Reissert), a., i, 927.

Qoinolones, 8-hydroxy-, replacement of

bromine by chlorine in (Howitz and
Witte), A., i, 469.

Qainolphthalein saltB and /3- and 7-

oximes, constitution of (Meter and
Spencleu), a., i, 440.

Quinol S-solphonic acid, 2-amino-3:6-
rf/hydroxy-, hydrochloride of(NiETZKl
and Humann), A., i, 218.

Qoinone, C^^\{^fi^, from di-;;-hydroxy-

stilbcne iff-dibroniide and methyl
alcohol (ZiNCKE and Munch), A., i,

55.

o-Qninone. See o-Benzoquinone.
;>-Qainone. See /»-Benzo<juinone.

Quinonei, action of tertiary amines on
(Jackson and Clarke), A., i,

908.

action of mercaptides on (Sammis),
A., i, 797.

Quinoneanil, /i<^rachloro-. See I'henyl-

iinino-2:3:6-<rK;hlorobcnzoquinone, s-

tric\\\y>To-.

Qninonedi-imijie, (fichloro-, action of, on
/ijS-dinaphtbylamine (Schaposchni-
KOFF and Goleff), A., i, 644.

78
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Qninonehydrazones, relation between,
and jL^-hydroxyazo-compounds

(Borsche), a., i, 161
;
(Boksche and

Ockinga), a., i, 719.

Qainoneimines (Willstatter and
Pfannenstiel), a., i, 69.

Quinone-mono- and -di-methylimines
(Willstatter and Pfannenstiel),
A., i, 669.

Qainonoid compounds (Willstatter
and Kalb), A., i, 361; (Will-
statter and Pfannenstiel), A., i,

669.

Quinophthalone, lioniologuesof(EiBNER),

A., i, 716.

Quinotoxine, isonitroso-, action of

methyl iodide on (RoHDE and
Schwab), A., i, 228.

Bacemic compounds, resolution of

(Marckwald and Paul), A., i,

285 ;
(Neuberg and Federer), A.,

i, 299.

new method of separating (Erlen-
MEYER and Arnold), A., i, 192.

possibility of resolving, by circularly

polarised light (Byk), A., ii, 70.

Bacemisation phenomena occurring

during the hydrolysis of optically

active menthyl and bornyl esters liy

alkali (McKenzie and Thompson), T.,

1004 ; P., 184.

Bacemism (Bruni and Finzi), A., ii,

2
;
(Bruni), A., ii, 69.

Badiant energy. See under Photo-

chemistry.

Badiations and Badioactivity. See

uudcr Photochemistry.

Badiotellurium (Marckwald), A., ii,

159.

and polonium (Marckwald), A., ii,

623.

radioactivity constant of (Marck-
wald, Greinacher, and Herr-
mann), A., ii, 623.

new radiation produced in atmo-
splieric air by rays from (Walter),
A., ii, 567.

decay of the radioactivity of (Grein-
acher), A., ii, 623.

Eadiothorium (Hahn), A., ii, 432, 789
;

(Ramsay), A., ii, 789.

Badium, origin of (Boltwood). A., ii,

295
;
(Stkutt), A., ii, 787.

occurrence ot, in Faiigo mud and soil

from Capri (Giksel), A., ii, 132.

production of, from uianium (Bolt-

wood), A., ii, 663.

Badium and uranium, relative proportion
of, in radioactive minerals (Ruther-
ford and Boltwood), A., ii,

568.

properties of, in minute quantities

(Eve; Rutherford), A., ii, 367;
(Rudge), a., ii, 496 ;

(Voller),
A., ii, 663.

spectrum regularities and the atomic
weight of (Rudorf), A., ii, 69.

atomic weight of, and the periodic

system (Jones), A., ii, 789.

effect of high temperatures on the rate

of decay of the active deposit from
(Bronson), a., ii, 567.

ionisation curves of (Bragg and Klee-
man), a., ii, 5

;
(Rutherford),

A., ii, 495
;
(Bragg), A., ii, 791.

method of transmission of 'the excited

activit}' of, to the cathode (Ma-
kower ; Jackson), A., ii, 792.

decomposition of water by (Ramsay^),

A., ii, 665.

slow transformation products of

(Rutherford), A., ii, 664.

o-particles of (Bragg), A., ii, 791.

scintillations produced by (Wood),
A., ii, 664.

influence of, on the respiratory energy
of germinating grains (Micheels
and de Heen), A., ii, 431.

emanations, molecular weight of (Ma-
kower), a., ii, 220.

ionisation due to (Duane), A., ii,

219,

ionisation produced between par-

allel plates by (Duane), A., ii,

297.

the constant for the rate of decay of

(Sackur), a., ii, 367.

increase of the conductivity of water
by (Grassi), a., ii, 793.

action of, on minerals and gems
(Baskerville and Lockhart),
A., ii, 622.

action of, on pathogenic bacteria

(Dorn, Baumann, and Valen-
tiner). A., ii, 748.

action of, on chymosin (Schmidt-
Nielsen), A., ii, 48.

influence of, on the toxicity of

venoms (Phisalix), A., ii, 339.

rays, electrification produced by
(Righi), a., ii, 792.

diminution of resistance produced in

bad conductors by (Righi), A.,

ii, 793.

action of, on chemical action

(JoHissEN and Ringer), A., ii,

219.

action of, on caoutchouc (Ditmar),
A., ii, 72.
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Eadiam rays, synthesis of water under
the action of (Davis and
Edwards), A., ii, 448.

luminescope for comparing sub-

stances under the influence of

(Webster), A., ii, 71.

a-rays, classification of, and absorption

of a-rays (Bragg), A., ii, 4.

some properties of (Bragg and
Kleeman), a., ii, 5

;
(Ruther-

ford), A., ii, 495
;
(Becquekel),

A., ii, 665.

deflection of (Mackenzie), A., ii,

790.

a- and /3-rays, charge carried by
(Rutherford), A., ii, 621.

5- and 7-rays, secondary radiation

caused by (Eve), A., ii, 4.

phosphorescence caused by ( Beilby),
A., ii, 293.

Eadium bromide, action of, on fructose

(MoRRELL and Bellars), T., 291 ;

P., 80.

efi"ects produced by, on a photographic
plate (Petri), A., ii, 431.

action of, on the electrical resistance

of metals (Sabat), A., ii, 219.

heat action of (Hesehus), A., ii, 297.

action of the radiations from, on some
organisms (Dixon and Wigham),
A., ii, 548.

recognition of helium bromide from
(Giesel), a., ii, 496.

Badium mineral, new (Danne), A., ii,

133.

Baffinose, quantitative hydrolysis of

(Pfvi. and Linne), A., ii, 770.

Bain. See under Water.
Bat, white, excretion of nitrogen in the

(Hatai), a., ii, 740.

Bed currant leaves, «xistcnce of hydr-
ogen cyanide in (Guionard), A., ii,

752.

Bednction and oxidation (Sciioorl), A.,
ii, «92.

by metallic calcium (Beckmann,
Bkck, and Schleof-I,), A., i, 335.

Bednction nml oxidation reactions,
reversible, in solutions (Schoch), A.,
ii, 19.

Befraction. See under Photochemistry.
Befrigerator. crucible (Stf.ixlen), A.,

ii, ;iJ'.t; (.Margoschks), A., ii, 421.
Benal activity, ellect of cliloroform and

ether on (Thompson,', A., ii, 273.
Bennin {chymosin), action of radium

emanations on (Schmiut-Nielhbn),
A., ii, 48.

action of, on rnsein and milk (La-
qukur), a., ii, 848.

human, time laws of (Becker), A., ii,

732.

Besacetein, three position isomeric

liydro.xyl derivatives of (BtJLOW and
Sautermeister), a., i, 150.

Besacetophenone dimethyl ether, o-

bronio- (Blom and Tambor), A., i,

916.

fsoBesacetophenone. See 1:5-Diacetyl-

beuzene, 2:4-d2hydroxy-.

Besin {rosin), estimation of, in shellac

(Langmuir), A., ii, 214.

Besins, exudation of (Tsohirch), A., ii,

413.

See also Copals, Euphorbium, Guaia-

cum resin, Lac resin, and Scammony
resins.

Besin oil of Finns longifoUa (Rabak),
A., i, 911.

Besin spirit {rosin spirit), detection of

(Valenta), a., ii, 657.

Besinotannols (Tschirch and Hoff-
baukr), a., i, 913.

Besonance radiation ofelectrons (Wood),
A., ii, 783.

Besorcinol {\:Z-A.\hydrorybemcne), freez-

ing points of mixtures of, with p-
toiuidine, a-naphthylamine, and
picric acid (Philip and Smith), T.,

1744 ; P., 255.

condensation of, with benzil (v. Lie-
big), A., i, 781.

action of hippuryl chloride on (Fis-

cher), A., i, 892.

red sulphur dyes from (Farbwerke
voRM. Meistkr, Lucius, k BbOn-
ING), A., i, 913.

Besorcinol, iodonitro-, methyl ethers of

(Meldola and Stephens), T. ,

1201 ; P., 218.

2:4-rfinitro-, and its barium derivatives

(v. Hemmelmavr), a., i, 288.

a-nitroso-, monoethyl ethers (Hen-
rich), A., i, 201.

Besorcinolmercuriacetic acid, mercury
salt (Leys), A., i, 433.

Besorcinylanthranol and its triacctyl

ilcriviitive (Liehermann and Mam-
i.ocK), A., i, 522.

Besorcylaldehyde (Sommkr), A., i,

141.

iS-Besorcylic acid {'l-A-i{\hy<lroxybenzoic

acid), nitro-derivativea (v. Hemmei.-
MAVul, A., i, isS.

Bespiration, Cheyne-Stokcs (Pembkev
and At.i.RN), .A., ii, 263.

effect of inertasfd cur'oon dioxide t<;n-

siou with increased atmospheric
pressure on (Ham and Hill), A., ii,

728.

of rarefied air, action of oxygen and of
oxygen and carlxm dioxide on the
sickness produced by the (AooAZ-
zorri), A., ii, 835.
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Eespiration experiments in man
(Haldane and Priestley), A., ii,

400
;
(Fitzgerald and Haldane),

A., ii, 539
; (Boycott and Hal-

dane), A., ii, 729.

See also Lungs.
Respiratory activity, measurement of

(Thunbeiig), a., ii, 44.

Betina, developing, response of the, to

light and radium (Milroy), A., ii,

728.

Bhamnol and its acetyl derivative from
Cascara bark (Jowett), A., ii, 193.

Bhanmose anilide (Hermann), A., i,

327.

estimation of (Ellett and Tollens),
A., ii, 210.

Bhamnosone, preparation of (Morrell
and Bellars), T., 289 ; P., 80.

Bhaponticin and its diacetvl derivative

and Bhapontigenin and its diacetyl

and dibenzoyl derivatives (Tschirch
and Cristofoletti), A., ii, 852.

from English rhubarb (Tschirch). A.,
ii, 659.

Bhein from Eheums cultivated in Berne
(Tschirch and Eijken), A., ii, 605.

Rheum pabnatum and R. officinale cul-

tivated in Berne, rhizomes of

(Tschirch and Eijken), A., ii,

605.

Rhewm Rhaponticitm, root of (Tschirch
and Cristofoletti), A., ii, 851.

Bhizocarpic acid, formula of (Zopf), A.,

i, 212.

Bhizoplacic acid (Zopf), A., i, 790.

Bhodamines (Noelting and DziEwox-
SKi), A., i, 935.

Bhodanic acid and its condensation with
aldehydes (Andreasch and Zipseu),
A., i, 932.

Bhodanic acids, substituted, and their

aldehyde condensation products
(Andreasch and Zipser), A., i, 930

;

(Stuchetz), a., i, 933.

Bhodium, influence of very strong elec-

tromagnetic fields on the spark
spectra of (Purvis), P., 241.

absorption of hydrogen by (Quen-
nessen), a., ii, 42.

comparative absorption of hydrogen
by palladium aud(QuENNESSEN), A.,

ii, 172.

colloidal (Gutbier and Hofmeier),
A., ii, 533.

Bhodium-ammoniam compounds, physi-

ological action of (Buck), A,, ii, 49.

Bhodium, reaction of (Alvarez), A., ii,

485.

Bhabarb, Cliinese and English, easy way
of distinguishing (Tschirch), A., ii,

659.

Bhubarb forcing, etherisation as an aid

in (Stuart), A., ii, 756.

Bice, manurial experiments on (Suzuki),
A., ii, 347, 348

;
(Katayama), A.,

ii, 347.

pot experiments to determine the

limits of endurance of, for certain

injurious substances (Guthrie and
Helms), A., ii, 755.

Bice refuse, composition of (Fraps), A.,

ii, 114.

Bicin (Osborne and Mendel), A., ii,

188.

isolation of, from castor oil beans
(Osborne, Mendel, and Harris),
A., i, 753.

Bicinine, occurrence of, in young Ricinus
plants (Schulze and Winterstein),
A., ii, 112.

constitution of (Maquenne and
Philippe), A., i, 80.

Bicinus seeds, proteids from (Winter-
stein), A., i, 727; (Osborne,
Mendel, and Harris), A., i,

753.

Bings, bridged, synthetical formation of

(l^ERKiN and Simonsen), P., 256.

Bochelle salt, chemical changes attend-

ing the aerobic bacterial fermentation
of (Adeney), a., ii, 340.

Boots, chemotiopism of (Lilienfeld),
A., ii, 474.

acidity of (Montanari), A., ii, 191*

estimation of the carbon dioxide given
off by, during their development
(Kossowitsch), a., ii, 549.

Bosaniline hydrochloride, colourlea

(Lambrecht and Weil), A., i, 97.

Bosin. See Resin.

Bosocyanin and its salts (Jackson an<i

Clarke), A., i, 804.

Botation. See under Photochemistry.

Boussin's salts. See Iron nitrosul-

phides,

Bubidium, preparation of (Hackspill),
A., ii, 585.

Bubidium iluorides (Chabri^ and
,

Bouchonnet), a., ii, 165
;
(Egob-

LINO and Meyeu), A., ii, 707.

titanium double sulphates (Stahleb),J
A., ii, 596.

^v?itosulphido (Biltz and Wilki
Dorfurt), a., ii, 162.

Bast. See under Iron.

Bntheninm, influence of very strons

electromagnetic fields on the sparl

sjjectra of (Purvis), P., 241.

Buthenium, lialogen compounds (Gut-
bier and Trenkner), A., ii, 463.

liydroxide, liquid hydrosol of (Gut-
RiEii and Hofmeier), A., iiii

533.
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Suthenium oxides (Gutbier and Ranso-
hoff), a., ii, 534,

Eye. development of (Schvlze), A., ii,

754.

S.

S5, phosphorescent spectra of (Crookes),
A., ii, 7S3.

" Saccharin." See o-Benzoic sulphinide.

Saccharins, formation of, from hexoses

WiNDACs), A., i, 510.

I'xharomyces cerevisicr, influences

regulating the reproductive functions

of (Brown), T., 1395 ; P., 225.

Saccharose. See Sucrose.

Safranines, unsyranietrical (Barrier and
SisLEY), A.,i, S40.

o^wSafranones, action of hydroxylaraine
on (Fischer and Hepp), A., i,

948.

/yoSafrole, new synthesis of (Mameli),
A., i, 203.

rfibromide, oxidation of (Hoering),
A,, i, 902.

substitution in, and elimination of

bromine atoms from (Hoering),
A., i, 903.

glycol, mono- and rfi-bromo- and the /3-

acetate of the dibromo-, and ketone,

mono- and rfi-bromo-, and their

oximes (Hoering), A., i, 904.

hydrochloride and its reactions with
sodium methoxide, ethoxide, and
amyloxide (ScHiMMEL & Co.), A., i,

637.

ketone and oxide and mono- and (di-

bromo- (Hoering), A., i, 593.

oxide and its reactions (Hoering),
A., i, 90.3.

nitro- (Hoering), A., i, 592, 902.

Salicylaldehyde, action of an aromonia-
cal solution of silver oxide on
(Brunner), a., i, 59.

carbonate of, and its dioxime and
bis[)henylhvdra2one (Einhoun and
Haa.sI, A.,"'i, 894.

Salicylamide, benzoyl derivatives of
(Eishokn and Sohupp), A., i,

778; (AiWF.Rs; Einuorn and
Haas), A., i, 894.

labile isomerism among (Titheri.ev
and HicK.H), T., 1207; P., 219;
(TmiKUi,EY), P., 288.

Salicylic acid {o-hifdroj^/hovioic acid)
(ri.i.M.srRA), A.,"i, 439.

niechani.sm of the synthesis of (DE
BuuvN and Tumstra), A,, i, 209.

solubility of, in various solvents
(Hoffmann an<l Langbeck), A.,
ii, 374.

Salicylic acid (o-hydroryhenzoic acid),

influence of various sodium salts on
the solubility of (Philip), T., 987;
P., 200.

action of an ammoniacal solution of

silver oxide on (Brunner), A.,

i, 59.

iron compounds of (Rosenthaler),
A., i, 47.

benzylphenyl ether (Majone), A., i,

278.

o-methoxyphenyl ether (Ullmann and
Zlokasoff), a., i, 598.

detection of, in foods (Gorni), A., ii,

658.

estimation of, colorimetrically, in food-

stuffs (Harry and Mummery), A.,

ii, 426.

Salicylic acid, dipotassium salt, action

of potassium hypochlorite, hypo-

bromite, and hypoiodite on (Las-

sAR-CoHK and Schultze), A., i,

893.

sodium salt, compound of, with barium
theobromine. See Barutine.

Salicylic acid, ethyl ester, pharmacology
of (Houghton), A., ii, 409.

Salicylic acid, hydroxy-. See Quinol-

carboxylic acid.

3:5-rf/nitro-, ethyl ester, action of

potassium cyanide on (Borsche
and Gahrtz), A., i, 894.

Salicylidene-acetylacetone and its

oxinie and derivatives and -bis-

piperidiae (Knoeven.agel and
Arnot), a., i, 65.

Salicylonitrile, carbonate of, and its

ethyl eoter (Einhorn and Haas), A.,

i, 894.

Salt, common. See Sodium chloride.

Salt dinresis, mechanism of (Loewi and
AuocK), A., ii, 739.

Saltpetre. See Potas-sium nitrate.

Chili. See Sodium nitrate.

Salts, formation of, in solntion, espe-

cially in the case of satratances

exhibiting tantomerism (Br6hl and
ScHRonEu), P.. 164 ; A., i, 407,

506 ; ii, 70, 235.

molecular weight of. in indifferent

solvents (HAnt/kch), A., ii, 305.

constitution of complex (Cameron),
A., ii, 629.

molting and transition points of some
(HCriNER nnd Tammann), a., ii,

229.

solubility of, in mixtures of alcohol

and water (Fi.KCKr.NSTBiN), A., ii,

688.

solability of soroo sparingly soluble,

in water at 18° (Koulkacscu), A.,

ii, 162.
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Salts, reactions between, in acetone

(Naumann), a., ii, 29.

reactions between, in uon-aqueons solu-

tions (Naumann and Schroeder),
A., ii, 30.

the toxic and anti-toxic action of

(Mathews), A., ii, 106.

indirect estimation of carbon dioxide

in (LuTZ and Tschischikoff), A.,

ii, 203.

See also Metallic salts.

Samarium, atomic weight of (Eber-
hard), a., ii, 587.

chlorides, compounds of, with gaseous

ammonia (Matignon and Tkannoy),
A., ii, 165.

europium, and gadolinium, spectro-

graphic investigations of the Urbain-

Lacombe method for the separation

of (Eberhard), a., ii, 587.

Samhueus nigra, hydrogen cyanide from
(Guignard), a., ii, 604

;
(Bourque-

LOT and Danjou), A., ii, 605; (Guig-
nard and HouDAs), A., ii, 648.

Sambunigrin from Sambiccus nigra

(Bourquelot and Danjou), A., i,

912; ii, 605 ; (Guignard), A., ii, 604.

Sand, grey, humic acids of (Mayer), A.

,

ii, 55.

Sandstone, brown, humic acids of

(Mayer), A., ii, 55. !

Santonin, the oxonium nature of, and
its salts and metallic haloids (Wede-
KiND and Koch), A., i, 211.

behaviour of halogens towards, and
its oxonium bromide and iodide

(Wedekind and Koch), A., i, 212.

molecule, introduction of nitrogen

into the, and the physiological

behaviour of certain santonin de-

rivatives (Wedekind), A., i, 134.

Santonin, chloro- (Wedekind and Kocn),
A., i, 212, 529.

a-hydroxy-. See ^'soArtemisin.

Saponification. See Hydrolysis under
Affinity.

Saponin, preparation of a non-poisonous

(Merck), A., i, 365.

and cholesterol, antagonistic action of

(Hau.s.mann), a., ii, 744.

Saponins, pentose reactions of (Rosen-
thaler), A., i, 539.

Sarcolactic acid. See d-\,vnii\(i acid.

Harracrnia purpurea. See Pitcher plant,

purple.

SafMrnismus chroniacs, composition of

the blood in (Errkn), A., ii, 741.

Sawdust, detection of, in bread and
Hour (PaganIni), A., ii, 360.

^

Scammonose, the so-called (Votocek and
Vondrackk), a., i, 74.

Scammony resins (GuiGUE.s), A., i, 803.

Scandium, arc spectrum of, and its

relation to celestial spectra (Lockyer
and Baxandall), A., ii, 392.

Scatole. See 3-Metliylindole.

Scatoleacetic acid, Neiicki's. See Indole-
3-propionic acid.

Schiff's bases, conversion of, into hydr-
azones, oximes, and semicarbazones
(Ott), a., i, 376.

Schweinfurt's green, composition of

homologues of (Viard), A., i, 8.

Scleroderms, chemistry of the (Bam-
berger and Landsiedl), A. ,ii, 852.

Scopolamine from Datura (Schmidt ;

Kircher), a., i, 717.

Sea anemones, the poison of (Richet),

A., ii, 746.

Sea water. See under Water.
Sebacic acid, a6-dinra\no-, synthesis of,

and its ethyl ester, phenylcarbimide
derivative, and picrate(NEUBERG and
Neimann), a., i, 687.

rfiaminohydroxy- (Wohlgemuth), A.,

i, 103, 620.

Seeds, action of liquid air on the life of

(Becquerel), a., ii, 604.

action of chloroform and ether on Ary
(Becquerel), A., ii, 474.

transformations of nitrogenous sub-

stances in, during maturation
(ANDRit), A., ii, 604.

develoi)ment of organic matter in,

during maturation (Andr6), A.,

ii, 50.

ripening, proteolytic enzyme of

(Zale.'^ki), a., ii, 549.

proteid formation in (Zaleski), A.,

ii, 549.

Selenic and Selenions acids. See under
Selenium.

Selenium, electrical conductivity of

(Coste), a., ii, 794.

colloidal (Paal and Koch), A., ii, 158.

colloidalising action of caoutchouc on

(Ditmar), a., ii, 701.

Selenium 7; r^cafluoride (Pridkaux), P..

238.

Selenious acid, action of hydrogen
sulphide on (GuTBiER and LoH-
mann), a., ii, 84, 241.

separation of selenium from (BiLTZ

and Gahl), A., ii, 24.

Selenic acid(OKcHSNEK de Coninck),
A., ii, 517.

Selenium sulphide (Gutbier and Loii

mann), a., ii, 241.

sensitiveness of, to light (GuTBIEii

and Lohmann), A., ii, 84.

Selenium, separation of, from selenion<

acid (15iLT/ and (!ahi.). A., ii, 24.

a-Selenocyanopropionic acid and its salt:::

and esters (Simon), A., i, 866.
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3 -Selenomethyl- 1 -phenyl-5 -methyl-
pyrazole (Z-ii-selenopyrinc) and its

salts, alkyl haloids, and bromides
(MiCHAELis and Hahx), A., i, 380.

2:3-Seleno-l-phenyl-2:5-dimethyl-

pyrazole {S-sele>iopi/rine) and its salts,

alkvl haloids, and bromides (MiCHAELis
and Hahn\ A., i, 379.

Semicarbazide, preparation, use, and
recovery of (Bouveault and
LocQUix), A., i, 178.

con<iensation of, with ethyl diacetyl-

succinie acid (BtJLOw, Riess, and
SArTERMEISTER), A., i, 660.

hydrochloride, action of, on phthalic
anhydride (Dinlap), A., i, 830.

estimation of (Maselli), A., ii, 561.

Semicarbazidocamphoformeneamiiie-
carboxylic acid (Tingle and Hoff-
mann , A., i, SOO.

Semicarbazones, new reactions of

( Borsch E), A., i, 305.

Semioxamazide, estimation of(Masblli),
A., ii, 561.

Sera, antibacterial (Croftox), A., ii, 747.

Serine, synthesis of, and its benzoyl
derivative (Erlen'meter and Stoop),
A., i, 119.

woSerine, a-bromoisohexoyl derivative
(Fi-scHER and Koklker)^ A., i, 692.

Serum, action of chloroform on (Edie),
A., i, 397.

action of fluoreseent substances on
(Pfeiffer), a., ii, 465.

Seram-albamin, crystallised (CoHX), A.,
i. 103.

antitryptic action of (Hedin), A., ii,

541.

Serum-globalins, carbohydrates from
(Lanosieix), a., i, 555.

Sesam^ oil (SpRiNKMEYEB and Wagner),
A., ii, 775.

Sesqaioxides, derivatives of the
(Camf.iiox), a., ii, 529.

Sewage purification, biocliemistry of;
bacteriolvsis of j>eptone3 and nitrates i

(Gage), A., ii, 474.

Shellac, estimation of rosin in (Lang-
MtiK), A., ii, 214.

Shruba, forcing experiments with, by
means of ether or chloroform (Drude,
Neu.mann, and Ledien), A., ii, 191.

Silica. See Silicon r/toxide.

Silicates, Silicic acid, and Silioidet. See
under SilicDn.

Silieochloroform (Ruff, Albert, and
Gkisei,), a., ii, 518.

action of. on some fluorides (Rl'ff and
AMiKur), A., ii, 161.

Silicoflnoroform, prejiaration and pro-
perties of (Ruff and Albert), A., ii,

161.

Silicon, atomic weight of (Becker and
Meyek), a., ii, 246

;
(SIkyeb), A.,

ii, 815.

spectrum of (LocKYER and Baxax-
dall), a., ii, 129 ; (Luxx), A., ii,

782.

decomposition of (Gross), A., ii,

816.

action of, on hydrated raetatitanic

acid (Tammaxx), A., ii, 256.

Silicon tetra&noride, preparation and
, some physical constants of (Mois-
SAx), A., ii, 26.

Silicides, preparation of (JIjngst &
Mewes), a., ii, 316.

Silicon dioxide (silica), supposed vola-

tility of, at the moment of its

liberation by strong acids (Fried-
HEiM and Pixagel), A., ii, 584.

catalytic influence of, on the reaction,

2Cb + 0.,= 2 0.3 (Bodexstein
and Ohlmer), A., ii, 692.

fused, nse of ve-ssels of, in chemistry
(Berthelot), a., ii, 308, 316,

386, 810.

qualitative detection of (Petersex),
A., ii, 62.

and fluorine, estimation and separ-

ation of (Sef,manx), a., ii, 555.

and tungsten trioiide, separation of

(Friedheim, Hf.ndersox, and
Pixagel), a1, ii, 614.

Silicic acid (Jordis), A., ii, 317.

colloidal, coagulation of (Pappad.\),
A., ii, 387.

Silicic acids, preparation of, by tlie

decom)>osition of natural silicates

(Tschermak), a., ii, 816.

Silicates (Jordis and Ka.vter), A.,
ii, 88, 161, 248.

containing alumina and haloids,

basic (Weyberg), A., ii, 89.

heat of formation of (Tscherno-
BteFF), A., ii, 678.

natural, action of silver nitr.i'

thallous nitrate on
(Steiger ; Clarke), A., ii, , ,.

decomposition of (Tschermak), A.,
ii, 816.

products of the weathering of, in
clay, volcanic, and laterite soils

respectively (van Bemmelen),
A., ii, 89.

analysis of, sources of error in the
(Jordis), A., ii. 610.

estimation of alkalis in, by L. Smith's
method (Stkinlrn), A., ii, 349;
(Makgom'HE8\ a., ii, 421.

Silicon organic eomponnds (Kipping),
P., 65 ; (Taikke'. A., i. 422.

including the group SiN, formation of
(Reynolds), T., 1870; P., 249.
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Silicon, graphitic, analysis of (Spiel-
mann), a., ii, 610.

improvement of Drown and Shiraer's

method of estimating, in iron

(Thill), A., ii, 62.

estimation of, in ferrosilicon (Litc-

CHfcSE), A., ii, 118
;

(K.), A., ii,

420.

Siliconitrogen hydride, })ropcrties of

(Ruff, Albeut, and Geisel), A., ii,

519.

Silicophenyl-amide and -imide, bromin-
ation of (Reynolds), T., 1870 ; P.,

249.

Silicotungstates, analysis of (Fried-
HEiM, Henderson, and Pinagel),
A., ii, 614.

Silk, process of 'dyeing (Suida), A., i,

457
;

(Gelmo and Suida), A., i,

714.

as a dye producer (Pauly and Binz),

A.,"i, 75.

Silk-worm, variations in dextrose, gly-

cogen, fat, and albumin in the

course of the metamorphoses in the
(Vaney and Maignon), A., ii,

406, 467.

Silk-worm disease, the large bacillus in

(Sawamura), a., ii, 472.

Siloxicon, analysis of (Spielmann), A.,

ii, 610.

Silver, electrolytic deposition of (Snow-
don), A., ii, 452.

determination of the electrochemical

equivalent of (VAN DiJK), A., ii,

137.

colloidal (GuTBiER and Hofmeier),
A., ii, 452.

absorption compounds of, with or-

ganic colloids (Lottekmoser),
A., ii, 318.

Silver alloys with aluminium (Pe-

TKENKo), A., ii, 635.

with cadmium, properties of (Rose),

A., ii, 86.

Silver salts, anodic decomposition
during the electrolysis of (Bosk),

A,, ii, 299.

colloidal (Lottekmoser), A., ii, 586.

Silver amide (Franklin), A., ii, 582.

carbonate, application of Watt's
principle to the dissociation of

(Colson), a., ii, 304.

dtVhromate (Mayer), A., ii, 86.

haloids, action of ammonium pcrsul-

])batc on (Dittrich and Bollen-
liACJi), A. ii, 239.

iodide, photoelectric phenomena ex-

hibited by moist (Scholl), A.,

ii, 297.

specific gravity of pure fused (Bax-
ter), A., ii, 82.

Silver mercuric iodide, molecular weight
of (Herz and Knock), A., ii, 822.

nitrate, determination of the relative

velocities of the ions of, in mix-
tures of the alcohols and water,

and on the conductivity of such
mixtures (Jones and Bassett), A.

,

ii, 8.

and thallium nitrate, equilibrium
between (van Eijk), A., ii, 445.

action of, on certain natural silic-

ates (Steiger ; Clarke), A., ii,

707,

reaction between disodium hydr-
ogen phosphate and (Osaka), A.,

ii, 820.

nitrite, two varieties of (Ray and
Ganguli), p., 278 : (Divers),
P., 281.

action of heat on (R.A.Y and Gan-
guli), P., 279; (Divers), P.,

281.

influence of silver nitrate on the

solubility of (Naumann and
Rucker), a., ii, 522; (Abegg
and Pick), A., ii, 586.

oxide, autocatalytic decomposition of

(Lewis), A., ii, 578.

action of carbon monoxide on (De-
just), A., ii, 453.

dioxide and jaeroxynitrate (Watson),
P., 297.

Silver cyanate, action of, on acvl

chlorides (Billeter), A., i, 560,

584.

palladothiocyanate (Bellucci), A., i,

122.

Silver, separation of, from lead (LiD-
holm), a., ii, 204.

Siphon, constant-level feeding (Angel-
ucci). A., ii, 694.

with a mercury valve (Pilz), A., ii,

155.

Skimmianine from Skimmia japonica
(Hokda), a., i, 152.

Skin diseases, elimination of sulphur
and phosphorus, demineralisatioii of

the organism, and size of the molecule
elaborated in (Desgrez and Ayr-
iGNAc), A., ii, 104.

Slag, basic, estimation of phosphoric

acid in (Westhausser ; Svoboda),
A., ii, 419.

crystallised, from Hettstedt (Zam-
iioNiNi), A., ii, 834.

Slags, estimation of sulphur in (Hart-
wigsson), a., ii, 552.

Sleep, hours of, in public schools (Ac-

land), A., ii, 541.

Snake venom. See under Poison.

Snow, radioactivity of (Jaufmann), A.,

ii, 663.
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Soap-lyes, estimation of glycerol ia

(Braun), a., ii, 616 ; (Stkauss). A.,

ii, 865.

Soaps in certain pathological conditions

(Klotz), a., ii, 187.

estimation of moisture and free alkali

in (Bkaun), a., ii, 427.

Sobrerol and its acetate (Godlewskt),
A., i, 655.

Sodalite, origin of, in syenites (Thu-
ol-tt). a., ii, 175.

Sodalite series (Weyberg), A., ii, 98.

Sodamide and certain of its reaction pro-

ducts (Winter), A., ii, 30.

action of, on inorganic substances
(Ephraim), a., ii, 317.

syntheses with (Claisen, Fetera-
BEXD, SCHULZE, and G.iRTXER),
A., i, 286.

Sodium, atomic weight of (Richards
and Wells), A., ii, 450.

specific refraction of, in various alco-

hols (BrChl and Schroder), A.,

ii, 71.

electrolytic preparation of (Cox.sor-
TIUM Ft'R ElEKTROCHEMISCHE
iNorsTRiE), A., ii, 819.

specific heat and latent heat of fusion

of (Bernini), A., ii, 802.

vapour, physical properties of(Bevan),
A., ii, 819.

magnetic double refraction of
(Geest), a., ii, 621.

fluorescence of (Pcccianti), A. ii,

131.

liberation of hydrogen during the
action of, on mercury (Kahlen-
BERG and Schlcndt), A., ii, 387.

Sodium alloys w^ith tin (Mathewson),
A., ii, 634.

Sodium salts of weak acids, influence of,

on the solubility of sparingly
soluble acids (Philip), T., 987 ; P.,

200.

detection of (Bougault), A., ii, 421.

Sodium borates, physical characters of

the (Burgess and Holt), A., ii,

162.

perhonte (Jaubert and Lion), A., ii,

585.

carbonate and hydroxide, specific

gravity of solutions of (Wzc-
hcheidkr and Walter), A., ii,

521.

chloride {common salt) from the

region of Lake Chad (Cocrtet),
A., ii, 173.

occurrence of boric acid in (Hbfkl-
MANN), A., ii, 652.

reaction of a mixture of calcium
hydroxide and sulphur with
water and (Haywood), A., ii, 312.

Sodium fluoride, l)ehaviour of, towards
blood (Toyonaga), A., ii, 332.

poisonous action of, on plants

(Loew), a., ii, 606.

hydride, heat of formation of; acidity

of the hydrogen molecule (de Forc-
rand), a., ii, 372.

hydroxide, electrical conductivity and
other properties of, in at^ueous

solution, as elucidating the
mechanism of conduction (Bors-
FiELD and LowRY), A., ii, 135,
298.

titration of, in presence of sodium
carbonate (Novotny), A., ii,

765.

iodide, crystallisation of, from alco-

hols (LoEB), A., ii, 634.

mercuric iodide (Duboin), A., ii, 637.

nitrate {Chili saltpetre) containing per-

chlorate (Pellet and Fribourg),
A., ii, 115.

electrolysis of fused (Bogorodsky^),
A., ii, 705.

and potassium nitrate, electrical

conductivity of, and of fused

mixtures of the tw^o nitrates

together and with other salts

(Bogorodsky), a., ii, 669.

and thallium nitrate, equilibrium
beUveen (van Eijk), A., ii, 445.

action of, on native .sulphides

(Matuschek), A., ii, 457.

as manure, function of the sodium
in (Wheeler, Hartwell, and
Adams), A., ii, 650.

transformation of, in the soil of

.sugar-beet fields (Stoklasa), A.,

ii, 854.

analy.sis of (Benseuann), A., ii, 555.

nitrite and its decomposition by heat
(Ray), T., 178.

ammonium bismuth nitrite (Ball),
T., 761 ; P., 129.

oxide, amount of, occurring naturally

in urine (Kuug), A., ii, 864.

/xrroxide in organic analysis (Neumann
and Meinkrtz), A., ii, 59;
(Konek von Norwall and
ZouiJi). A., ii, 60 ; (Prinushkim
and Gibson), A., ii, 609.

use of, in platinum crucibles

(LvrciitesK), A., ii, 119.

evaluation of (Gbossmann), A., ii,

•J«4.

Diiodium hydrogen phosphate, re-

I <: II of, with silver nitnte
" vka), a., ii, 820.

Sodium sulphate, enuilihrium between
magnesium sulphate and (DSNI-
bus), a., ii, 456.

See also Thenardite.
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Sodium alum (Wadmore), P., 150.
ferric sulphates, synthesis of (Schar-

izer), a., ii, 823.

uranyl sulphate, synthesis of, by
Spring's process (Oechsner de
Coxixck), a., ii, 254.

sulphite, anti-oxidatiou of solutions of
(A. and L. LuMifeKE and Seye-
WETz), A., ii, 379.

liydrogen sulphite, addition of, to
ketonic compounds (Stewart), T.,

185 ; P., 13, 78.

hyposulphite, formula of (Bernth-
SEN ; Bazlen), a., ii, 240

;

(BiNz), A., ii, 318.

decomposition and preservation of,

as anhydrous powder and in

aqueous solution (A. and L.
LirMii':RE and Seyevvetz), A., ii,

706.

action of, on metallic salts (Brunck\
A., ii, 95.

action of sodium polysulphide on
(BiNz), A., ii, 521.

evaluation of (Binz and Bertram),
A., ii, 282.

thiophosphate, normal, containing
water of crystallisation (Glatzel),
A.,ii, 318.

supercooled fusions and solutions of
(Young and Mitchell) A., ii,

31.

action of, on metallic compounds in

the dry way (Faktor), A., ii,

812.

composition and solubility of the
hydrates of (Young and Burke),
A., ii, 32.

reactions with (Faktor), A., ii, 452,
455.

hexat\ingsta.te. (Leontowitsch), A.,
ii, 325.

vanadate liquors, purification of ; the
processes of double decomposition
for the industrial separation of

metals (Herrenschmidt), A., ii,

41.

hypovanadovanadate (Prandtl), A.,

ii, 170.

Sodium ferrocyanide, preparation of, from
calcium ferrocyanide (Admini.stra-
TIOX DEIl MiNEN VON BUCHSWEI-
LER), A., i, 123.

carbonyl ferrocyanide, action of ketone
reagents on (Muller), A., i,

757.

chromouH thiocyanate (Kopi'Kl), A., i,

638.

Sodium, detection and estimation of, in

{tresenco of lithium by means of
lydrofluosilicic acid ( Reich ard),
A., ii, 653.

o-Sodoxybenzoic acid (sodium phenoonde-
o-carboxylic acid (de Bruyn and TuM-
stra), a., i, 209; (Tijmstra), A., i,

439.

Soils, classification and nomenclature of,

according to their mineral constitu-
tion (Lagatu), a., ii, 758.

solubility of constituents of (Mach),
A., ii, 54.

diff'usion in humus (Minssen), A., ii,

758.

occurrence of fungi causing alcoholic

fermentation in (Hansen), A., ii,

548.

availalile plant food in (Ingle), T.,

43.

origin, amount, and importance of

carbon dioxide in (Stokla.sa and
Ernest), A., ii, 607.

insoluble alkaline compounds formed
by humic substances in (Berthe-
lot), a., ii, 759.

comparison of the organic matter in

different (Cameron), A., ii. 346.

treatment of, with ether, carbon di-

sulphide, chloroform, benzene, and
hj'drogen peroxide and their effect

on the growth of plants (Nobbe and
RiCHTEii), A., ii, 53.

effect of sterilisation of, on plant
development (Schulze), A., ii, 54.

action of sulphur dioxide, zine oxidfe,

and zinc sulphate on (Haselhoff),
A., ii, 193.

action of the mineral constituents of

plant residues soluble in water on
(Krawkoff), a., ii, 603.

absorptive power of, for bone and
mineral superphosphates (Monta-
NARi), A., ii, 759.

injurious effect of an excess of lime

applied to (Suzuki), A., ii, 347.

changes in the nitrogen in (LoHNis),

A., ii, 854.

experiments on the accumulation and
utilisation of atmospheric nitrogen

in (V00RHKE.S and Lipman), A., ii,

477.

new apparatus for determining the am-
monia-absorption power of (Wohlt-
mann and Schneideu), A., ii,

649.

denitrification of (Ami'ola), A., ii,

194.

nitrification and denitrification in

arable (Lohnis), A., ii, 109.

in and about Halle, radioactive proper-

ties of (Schknk), a., ii, 432.

Hessian, lime re(iuirenieuts of (Diet-

rich), A., ii, 114.

black, of Legienen, Rossel, in East

Prussia (Blanck), A.,ii, 64.
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Soils, North Carolina, nitrifying power
of typical (Withers and Feaps),
A., ii, 111.

of sugar-beet fields, transformations of

sodium nitrate in (Stoklasa), A., ii,

854.

bacteriological investigation of(Ehrex-
berg), a., ii, 750.

and sub-soils, mechanical analysis of,

by centrifugal action (Kilroe), A.,

ii", 68.

niineralogical analysis of (Dumont),
A., ii, 485.

physico-chemical analysis of (Lagatu),
A., ii, 557.

employment of dyes in the analysis of

(Sjollema), a., ii, 195.

estimation of the fertility and manurial
requirements of (Koxig), A., ii, 278.

estimation of the loss by ignition in

the analysis of (Mehring), A., ii,

615.

estimation of calcium and magnesium
carbonates in (Moxtaxari), A., ii,

204.

estimation of organic carbon in (Pettit
and Schaub), A., ii, 202.

estimation of potassium in (Veitch),
A., ii, 204.

estimation of titanic acid in (Pellet
and Fribourg), A., ii, 862.

See also Bacteria, nitrogen-fixing.

Manures, and Nitrification.

Solanin and Solanidin (Wittmaxn), A.,

i, 456.

Solanin from Solanum sodomaeum, and
it.s derivatives and Solanidin (Oddo
and C0LOMBA.X0), A., i, 455.

Solanum Commersonii, cnltivation of, at

Verrieres (Vienne, France) (Laber-
gerie), a., ii, 756.

Solid solationi. See Solutions, solid.

Solid Bubstanees, vaporisation of, at the
ordinary temperature (Zengelis),
A., ii, 143.

metastable states in reactions between
gaseous substiinces and (Ley and
Wiegner), a., i, 749.

Solida, temperatures of, when heated in

one flame (Baikofk), A., ii, 379.

heats of solution of, in indifferent

solvents (TiMOFi^.ErF), A., ii, 679.

velocity of solution of (Bruneb and
ToLLoczKo), A., ii, 806.

in powder or in a granular form, ap-

paratus for the determination of the
density of (v. Wrophem), A., ii, 506.

Solubility, osmosis, and narcosis, theories

on (Traure), A., ii, 13.

as a measure of the change of isodyna-

mic hydrazones (Kobebt2H>n), T.,

1298 ; P., 181.

Solubility in mixtures of solvents, deter-

mination of (Herz and Knoch), A.,

ii, 510, 709.

influence of one substance on the, of

another substance (Hoffmann and
L.angbeck), A.jii, 374.

of salts in mixtures of alcohol and
water (Fleckenstein), A., ii, 688.

of double salts in water (Rimbach and
Grewe), a., ii, 375.

of analogous double salts (Koppel,
Wetzel, and Gumperz), A., ii,

689.

of some sparingly soluble salts in water
at 18" (Kohlrau-sch), A., ii, 152.

influence of various sodium salts on
the (Philip), T., 987 ; P., 200.

Solubility curve, breaks in the (Meyer-
hoffeu), a., ii, 13.

phenomena observed when the plait

curve meets the (Smits), A., ii, 234,

684.

Solution and pseudo-solution (Lindeii

and Picton), T., 1906 ; P., 240.

contribution to the theory of (Martin),
A., ii, 234.

hydrate theory of, application of, to

electrolytes (Lowry), A., ii, 686.

heat of. See under Thermochemistry,
velocity of, of solid substances (Bruxk;
and ToLLOCZKO), A., ii, 806.

Solutions, aqueous, ionisation and th'

coefficient of magnetisation of (Me.'^

LIN), A., ii, 433.

concentrated (van Laar), A., ii. 234.

solid (Korte), T., 1503 ; P., 229.

lecture experiment to demonstrate
the (Beck-MAXn), A., ii, 694.

and isomorphism (Bru XI andTROVA-
NELLi), A., ii, 153.

vapour tension of (Speransky ;

kiJsTER and Dahmer), A., ii,

230.

supersaturated, velocity of crystallisa-

tion of (Lkexhardt), A., ii, 630.

Solvent and fluorescence (Kaitffmann
and Heisswenger), A., ii, 131.

liquid hydrogen sulphide as a (An-
tony and Magri), A., ii, 446.

Solvents, influence of, on the rotation of

optically active compounds (P,\t-

tei'.son and Taylor), T., 122; P..

15; (I'AriKnsos), T., 813; P., 7>

of hii'b Ixiiliii,^' jKiint, application d:

til' io method of molecular
w. ! imination to (Baroer
and Ewi.v.s), T., 1756 ; P., 250.

conducting. halogen hydrides a

(S; ^'-i-F.LK, .McIntosh, an'i

A' .\.. ii, 222.

raixc i, .^ .:ion in (Bargkr), T.,

1042 ; P., 204.
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Soot, Manchester, constituents of

(Knecht), a., ii, 703.

Sorbieritol from mountain-ash berries,

and its acetyl derivative and acetals

(Bertrand), a., i, 21.

synthesis and chemical nature of (Ber-
trand), a., i, 21.

Souesite, a native iron-nickel alloy from
British Columbia (Hoffmann), A., ii,

328.

Spangolite from Arizona (Lindgren
and Hillebrand), A., ii, 97.

Sparteine, constitution of (Moureu and
Valeur), a., i, 716.

oxidation of (Willstatter and
Marx), A., i, 544.

action of ethyl iodide on (Moureu
and Valeur), A., i, 609.

action of methyl iodide on (Moureu
and Yaleur), A., i, 608, 717.

reactions of (Reichard), A., ii, 563.

Sparteine, hydroxy- (Ahrens), A., i,

917.

Sparteine molecule, symmetry of the
(Moureu and Valeur), A., i, 659.

Spartyrine and its additive salts

(Willstatter and Marx), A., i,

544.

Specific gravity. See Density,

apparatus. See Pyknometer.
heat. See under Thermochemistry,
volume. See Volume.

Spectra. See under Photochemistry.

Spirits, estimation of higher alcohols in

(Schidrowitz and Kaye), A., ii,

486
;
(Beckmann), A., ii, 768.

See also Brandies.

Spleen and pancreas (Prym), A., ii,

404.

of oxen, occurrence of guanase in

(Jones), A., ii, 644.

Splenic enzyme. See Enzyme.
Spring water. See under Water.

Squamatic acid and its barium salt

(Hksse), a., i, 138.

Staining reaction of dead and living

protoplasm (R*zi6ka), A., ii, 405.

Stannates and Stannichlorides. See

under Tin.

Starch, cause of tlie jiresence of abnormal
amounts of, in bruised apples

(Warcolliek), a., ii, 753.

circumstances whicli influence the

1)hysical condition of (Wolff and
•"eunbacii), a., i, 510.

decomposition i)roducts from, by
hydrolysis with hydrochloric acid

(RossiNo), A., i, 684.

influence of acid, steam pressure, and
time on the production of dextrose

and dextrin in the inversion of, by
mineral acids (Parow), A., i, 684.

Starch, influence of liquefaction of, on
its transformation by saccharifying
diastases (Fernbach and Wolff),
A., i, 624,

reversion of amylocellulose into

(Roux), A., i, 262.

diastasic coagulation of (Fernbacu
and Wolff), A., i, 164, 312.

analogy between, coagulated by amylo-
coagulase and pea starch (Fern-
bach and Wolff), A., i, 574.

digestion of, in infants (Corlette),
A., ii, 466.

acetyl derivatives of (Cross, Bevan,
and Traquair), A., i, 511.

Starches, artificial, reversion of (Roux),
A., i, 328.

saccharification of, by malt (Roux),
A., i, 624.

Starch coagulam and amylocellulose,

separation of (Wolff), A., ii, 866.

Starch paste, constitution, saccharifica-

tion, and reversion of (Maquenne
and Roux), A., i, 511.

Starch syrup, use of fermentation
methods for the analysis of (v. Rau-
mer), a., ii, 618.

Steapsin (Fromme), A., ii, 732.

Stearic acid, formation of, by the elec-

trolytic reduction of oleic acid

(Petersen), A., i, 678.

)3-bromo- and fi-mono- and a$-di-

hydroxy- (PoNZio), A.,i, 736.

di-, tetra-, and /i,ea;a-hydroxy-, from
the oil from the seeds of Gynocardia
odorata (PovvERand Barrowcliff),
T., 899; P., 177.

Steel. See under Iron.

Stereoisomerides, behaviour of, in the

organism (Wohlgemuth), A., ii,

543.

Sterigmatocystis nigra and oxalic acid

(Charpentier), a., ii, 749.

See also AsjKrgillus niger.

Stibine. See Antimony hydride.

Stictaic acid and its salts (Hesse), A.,
i, 140.

4-StilbazoIe and its additive salts

(Friedlander), a., i, 232.

3'-amino-6'-hydroxy- and 3'-nitro-, and
its additive salts (FniEOLANDER),
A., i, 819.

4-Stilbazoline and its additive salts

(Friedlandeu), a., i, 818.

Stilbazyl alcohol and its additive salts

(DiJuiNc;), A., i, 233.

Stilbene [a-diphenylclhylenc) derivatives,

synthesis of (Wlslicenus and
AVken), a., i, 284.

<<!^rachloro-;*-rf)liydroxy-, bromide and
chloride of, an<l their diacetatca

(ZiNCKE and Waqner), A., i, 843.
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Stilbene (sdipTienylethylene) di-p-hydr-

oxy-, aud its acetyl derivative, and
their bromo- and chloro-compounds
CZiNCKE and Munch), A., i, 55.

Stilbeneacetone and anhydride of the
dihydroxycompound (v. Lippmann
and Fuitsch), A.,i, 443.

Stilbene- qainone and -qainhydrone
(ZixcKE aud Munch), A., i. 55.

Stimulation, chemical and electrical

(Mathews), A., i, 845.

Stimulina (Leishman), A., ii, 844.

Stoichiometrical laws and the atomic
theory Henry), A., ii, 81.

Stoichiometry, fundamental laws of, and
the atomic theory (Xasini), A. , ii, 514.

Stomach, behaviour of salt solutions in

the (Otto), A., ii, 403
;
(Pfeiffer),

A., ii, 837.

extent to which fats are decomposed
in the (Zinsser), A., ii, 732.

fat-hydrolysing enzyme from the
mucous membrane of the (Fromme),
A., ii, 731.

formation of hydrochloric acid in the
(Bexratu and Sachs), A., ii, 731.

See also Digestion.

Stomach contents, examination of
(WiLLi-ox), A., ii, 837.

Stovaine. See Methylethyldimethyl-
aminomethylcarbinol benzoate hydro-
chloride.

Strontium-ammoniom (Roederer), A.,
ii, 455.

Strontium carbonate, alkaline reaction
of (Blum), A., ii, 163.

chromate, artificial production of
(de Schulten), a., ii, 175.

Strontium and barium, detection of small
quantities of (Blum), A., ii, 204.

barium, and calcium, estimation of, in

presence of one another (Brill), A.,
ii, 5-22.

Strontium-haidingerite and -monetite,
artificial production of (de Schul-
ten), A., ii, 174.

Strychnine, thermochemistry of

( Berth elot and Oaudechon), A.,
ii, 301, 441.

action of bromine on (Becrtjets), A.,
i, 918.

oxide and its additive salts (Pictkt
and Mattlsson), A., i, 816.

salts, dissociation of, determined by
the rotatory power (Minouin), A.,

ii, 130.

separation of, from brucine (Howard),
A., ii, 779.

Strychnine, chloro-derivatives of, and
their acyl derivatives, and Mrachloro-
rfinitro- (MiNUNNiand Ferkulli), A.,

i, 229
; (Coronedi), A., i, 230.

isoStrychnine and its additive salts

(Bacovescu and Pictet), A., i, 815.

Sturgeon and dog, nitrogen distribution

in the livers of (Wakem.a.n), A., ii,

467.

Styrene {cinnamene), rfichloro-, its

amino-, azo-, and nitro-derivatives

(Dinesmann), a., i, 645.

y3-nitro-, action of potassium cyanide

on (Holleman), A., i, 42.

St3rrene oxide (Fourneau and Tiff-
eneau), a., i, 591.

Styrolene, o>-nitro-. See Styrene, /3-

nitro-.

^-Styryl-)3-ethylpropiophenone and its

dibromide and o.xime ^Kohlee), A.,i,

359.

Styryl-a- and -jS-naphthathiazoles and
their amino-, chloro-, hydroxy-, and
nitro-derivatives and their acetyl com-
pounds (Rupe and Schwarz), A., i,

83.

Suberic acid, a^-diaxaino-, S3'nthesis of,

and its salts, hydrochloride, and
phenylcarbimide derivative (Neu-
BERG and Neimann), A., i, 687.

Substance (C4HgN.,)„ from the action of

hydrogen cyanide on aminoacetone
hydrochloride (Gabriel), A., i,

265.

C4H.p2Br., and CsH^O^Br^, from the
action of bromine on bromoiso-

pyromucic acid (Chavanne), A., i,

77.

CgH-.O-N^, from oadinitroethyl alcohol

(DuDEN and Ponndorf), A., i,

558.

C^Hj^Oa, and its oxime and diacetyl

derivative, from acetaldehyde and
formylisobutyraldol (Weis), A., i,

17 ; "(Schachner). A., i, 171.

C7H4OS2, from the diazottsation of 0-

aminophenol (Friedlander and
Mauthner), A., i, 103.

C-H703Br, from dibromo-2:6-di-

methyl-4-pyrone (Feist and Baum),
A., i, 915.

C7Hg04N, from the action of hydroxyl-
amine on ethyl mono- and di-

acetylmalonates (Palazzo and
Salvo; Palazzo and Ca rapblle),
A., i, 858.

€711,70.2X3, from dimcthylamino-
niethyl alcohol and nitromethane
(Henry), A., i, 609.

CgHj^O, from 7-coniceine and nitroos
acid (V. Bracn and Steinoorpp),
A., i, 813.

C^ifi^, from the methylation of di-

hydroxydimethyleneacetone (WiLL-
HTArrr.u .ind Pimmkiikri A i

457.
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Substance, CgH^O.jN, from ^j-amino-

beiizoic acid aud formaldehyde
(H. and A. v. Euler), A., ii,

343.

CsHgOaNg, and its potassium deriva-

tive, from the action of ethyl

hydroxyethylacetoacetate and am-
monia on ethyl cyanoacetate
(GuARESCHi), A., i, 823.

CgHflON, from formaldehyde and
formanilide (Orloff), A., i, 189.

CgHgOg (two), from isopyromiicic acid

(Chavaxne), a., i, 77.

CgHgONg, from 5-hydroxy-l-phenyl-4-
methyl-5-triazole (Dimroth and
Letsche), a., i, 100.

C9H17O.2N, from aminoethyl ether and
acetylacetone (Knorr and Meyer),
A., i, 748.

CioH8N4, from piperidine hydro-
chloride and sodium nitrohydroxyl-
aminate (Angeli and Castellana),
A., i, 491.

C10H20O, from the action of dilute

sulphuric acid on propionepinacone
(KoHx), A., i, 167.

CioHijOfiNa, from terpinene nitrosite

and nitric acid (Amknomiya), A., i,

603.

CioHigOgN7, from glycoluril and form-

aldehyde, and its additive com-
pounds with inorganic salts

(Behrend, Meyer, and Rusche),
A., i, 419.

C11H20O.2, and Ci2H2204> ffoni the
oxidation of octaglycol isobutyrate

(Lesch and Michel), A., i, 403.

C11H9O2N, from citrodiauilidic acid

(Bertram), A., i, 466.

O11H10O2N2, and its benzoyl derivative,

ironi the trioxime of 3-nitroso-

phenylmethylpyrrole (Angelico),
A., i, 660.

CiiH,jO.,N.j, from the trioxime of 3-

nitrosophenylmethylpyrrole (An-
gelico), A., i, 660.

C1JH14O4N2' from pilocarpoic acid

(i'lXNER), A., i, 463.

CiiHjjONj, from l-metliyl-;»-dichloro-

isopropylbenzene (Auwer.s), A., i,

434.

OjiHjgOiflNgjHaO, from glyoxal and
carbamide (Behrend, Meyer, and
Rusche), A., i, 419.

Ci2HjgO, aiid C23H.20O, and their

di bromides, from the action of

magncsinui tilkyl iodides on
hydroxymethylenecamidior (FoR-
8TER and Jlud), T., 369; P.,

116.

C12H24O2, from the aldol, CjHi40a
(Munk), a., i, 559.

Substance, Ci.,H,iON, from formalde-
hyde and formyl-/8-naphthylamine
(Orloff), A., i, 190.

C12H13ON3, and its benzoyl derivative,

from benzeneazo-2:5-dimethylpyr-
role (Castellana), A., i, 941.

CiaHigOgNa, C^HigOgNa, and
CijHoiOgNa, from dimethylpyrone
and sodiomalonates (Vorlander
and Weissheimer), A., i, 794.

^i2^i>2^4^2t from the oxidation of

sparteine (Willstatter and Marx),
A., i, 545.

^12^^2205^4' from protoalbumose
(Levene), a., i, 252.

C13H14N2, aud its additive salts, from
aminoacetone and benzaldehyde
(Alexander), A., i, 92.

C13H19O3N, from ethyl a-cyanocinnam-
ate and magnesium isopropyl
bromide (Kohler and Reimer), A.,
i, 348.

C13H21ON', from dimethylamine di-

methylcamphoformolaminecarboxyl-
ate (Tingle and Hoffmann), A.,

i, 800.

C13H2.5O2N3, from l-hydroxymethyl-
piperidine and nitroniethane
(Henry), A., i, 609.

Cj4HgOg, and its potassium salt and
diacetyl derivative, from the oxida-

tion of quiuolcarboxylic acid (Juch),
A., i, 701.

CuHioOaBrj, and CisHi-^OaBrj, from
OT-bromoanisole and benzoyl chloride

(Diels and Bunzl), A., i, 432.

C14H11ON5 (two), from 5-hydroxy-l-
phenyltriazole and diazobenzene
chloride (Dimroth and Eber-
hardt), a., i, 100.

C14HJ2O2N0, ami its isomeride, from
the phenylhydrazone of dehydr-
acctic acid (Stolli?;), A., i, 838.

C14H13O3N, from the action of nitric

acid on diphenylothane (Konowa-
LOFF and Jatzewitsch), A., i,

763.

Cj4Hi30eN, CjsHjPgN, and CigH^OgN,
Irom the condensation of ethyl

phenylglycinoacetate with oxalic

esters in presence of alkyl oxides

(de Mouilpied), T., 447 ; P., 64.

C14H.27O3N3, from the action of form
aldehyde on CjaH-^gOaN.) (Henry)
A., i, 609.

CjjHigO,, and its oximo and phenyl
liydrazone, from salicylideneacetyl

acetone (Knobvenagkl aud Arnot),
A., i, 65.

C|bH,,ON;„ from hydrogen cyanide

and phenylcarbimide (Dieckmann
and Kammerkr), A., i, 874.
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Substance, CisHioOgBra, from the hydr-

olysis of 5:5'-dibromo-2:2'-(iiethoxy-

benzophenone (Diels and Buxzl),
A., i, 432.

C]5H]403K2, and its salts and acetyl

and bromo-derivatives, from amiuo-
orcinol monomethyl ether (Hexrich
and Schierenbekg), A., i, 93.

CisHjgOgNo, and its salts and acetyl
;

derivatives, from amino-orcinol

monomethyl ether (Hexeich and
Schierexberg), a., i, 93.

CJ5H21OX, and its acetyl derivative,

from meconinemethyl isopropyl

ketone (Luksch), A., i, 69.

C15H24O4N2, from the oxidation of
sparteine (WiLLSTATTER and Marx),
A., i, 545.

C15H25ON, from diethylamiue diethyl-

camphoformolaniinecarboxylate
(Tingle and Hoffmaxn), A., i,

800.

CujH^OjXj, from isonitrosoacetophen-

one, lormaldehyde, and piperidine
(DuDEX, Bock, and Rbid), A., i,

569.

CJ5H14ON.2S, from formaldehyde and
thiocarbanilide (Opfebmann), A.,
i, 770.

CigHiftOg, from the oxidation of homo-
hydroxysalicylic acid (Duregger),
A., i, 702.

CigHi^N, and its salts, from cinnam-
aldehyde and metbylaniline
(ZixcKE and Wurker), A., i,

243.

CjsHuOgN.^, from the action of hydr-
azine hydratt on dehydracetic acid
(STOLLft), A., i, 839.

CjgHigOjNa" *"^^ its isonitroso-deriv-

ative, fiom ethyl acetoacetate and
phenylmetliylpyrazolone (Stoi-l(^.),

A., i, 838.

CieHisOgNja, and CigH^OgN,^, from
glycoluril and formaldehyde (Bkh-
REXD, Meykr, and Rusche), A., i,

419.

CigHjgOjN, and its semicarbazone,
from the action of sodium and amyl
formate on propyl benzoyl-5-amiuo-
butyl ketone (v. Braun and Stein-
itoKKF), A., i, 812.

CigHjoOgNj, from the electrolysis of
ethyl sodiocyauonialonate (Ulpiasi
and RtJDAXo), A., i, 260.

0,^112104X3, from th«- action of aniline

on < loHjjOjNj (Amenumiya), A.,

i, 603.

'.',711,404X4, from l-phenyl-5-tria2ol-

oiie-4-carboxylic acid and methyl
alcohol (Dim ROTH and Kbkrhakut),
A., i, 100.

Substance, CigH^aOs' from the action of
phenylhydrazine on the substance,

CgjH.^O^ (ScHARWix), A., i, 448.

Ci3H406Brg, and its acyl derivaties,

from tetrabromo-o-benzoquinone
(Jackson and Carlton), A., i, 908.

CigHi70jiN, from tannin, ethyl carb-

amate, and formaldehyde (Vos-
winkel), a., i, 805.

(C'lgHisOg):,, from dimethylthebaine-
niethine methiodide (Kxorr and
Pschorr), a., i, 814.

CjgH.wXa, and its salts, from dinitro-

phenylpyridininm chloride and
methylauiliiie (ZiNCKE and Wurk-
er), A., i, 241.

CigH.ajX.jBr.^, and its salts, from di-

nitrophenylpyridinium chloride and
methyl-^-bromoani line (ZlxcKE and
AVCkker), a., i, 242.

C19H24O4N.2, from camphoroxalic acid
and benzamide (Tixgle and HoFF-
M.\xx), A., i, 800,

CaoHjoOs, from the oxidation of 3:5-

dihvdroxytritanolactone (v. Liebig),
A.,"i, 783.

CaoHiaOj, from the oxidation of 0$-
dinaphthol (BtJNZLY and Decker),
A., i, 884.

CaoHsBOigNj.^, from glyoxal and carb-
amide v^ehrend, Meyer, and
Rische), a., i, 419.

CjoHojOoNI, from the action of methyl
io<lide on the soiiium derivative of
5-hydroxy-l-phenyl-4-methyltriaz-

ole (DiMROTU and Letsche), A.,
i. 100.

C2jHao04, and C2]H,g04Br4, from
CaiH^iOj and its tetrabromo-deriv-

ative (Fabinyi and Szeki), A., i,

591.

Cj,H.^04, and its tetra-acyl and tetra-

bromo derivatives, from catechol
and acetone (Fabinyi and Szeki),
A., i, 591.

C._.,H240s, and its hexa-acyl and di-

bromo-derivativi-8, irom pyrogallol
and acetone (Fabinyi and Szeki),
A., i. 888.

C„H,.0N5. and '' " ny , 1 ,Von,

the action of on
the lactone ot ; thr-

anilic acid (Gartnkk/, A., i, 130.

CgjHivNVS,, from the action of thionyl
chloride on thiol>euzaniide (Tocu-
TKKMANX), A., i, 596.

C22H1SO4, from the rpdui-tion of
'2-A{or 2:6)-«lihydroxydeoxvbenioin
(Fixzi), A., i, 907.

C^uMg^O, from the oxidation of di-

niethylstyrylcarbinol (Kohleu and
Meritagk), a., i, 207.
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Sabstance, C23H20O3, from methyl cin-

namate, ma|!;nesium phenyl bromide,
and benzoyl chloride (Kohler and
Heritage), A., i, 207.

C24H14O3, from naphthalaldehydic
acid and acenaphthenone (Wie-
CHOWSKi), A., i, 709.

C24H3QO4, and its tetra-acetyl deriv-

ative, from catechol and methyl
ethyl ketone (Fabinyi and Szeki),

A., i, 591.

Ca+HsoOei ^^^ ^ts hexa-acetyl deriv-

ative, from pyrogallol and methyl
ethyl ketone (Fabinyi and Szeki),

A., i, 889.

C21H44O, from ;8-chiclalban (Tschirch
and ScHERESCHEWSKi), A., i, 685.

C24H25O4N, and its acetyl derivative,

from o-methoxybenzaldehyde and
glycine (Erlenmeyer and Bade),
A., i, 131.

C25H20O6' ft'o™ the action of plienyl-

propiolyl chloride on ethyl sodio-

malonate (Ruhemann and Merri-
MAN), T., 1395; P., 225.

C27H3g04, from catechol and diethyl

ketone (Fabinyi and Szeki), A., i,

592.

C28H30O4, from 3:5-dihydroxytritano-

lactone (v. Liebig), A., i, 782.

C29H16N4, and C;j4H2iN'3, from flav-

induline (Sachs and Bargellini),
A., i, 488.

C29H27O3, from the reduction of p-

hydroxydeoxybenzoin (Weisl), A.,

i, 905.

C31H32O3, from the reduction of 4-

hydroxy-3-methyldeoxybenzoin
(Blau), a., i, 906.

C3lH2iO,,N3, C3iH220.,N2, C30H24O3N2,

and C33H2e04N.2, from flavinduline

(Sachs and Bargellini), A., i,

488.

C32H2«0e, from the reduction of 7-

hy(lroxy-o-keto-)37-diplienylbutyric

acid (Erlenmeyer), A., i, 784.

C32H20O5N2, from ethyl benzoylacetate

and anthranilic acid (v. Niemen-
Tow.SK

I ), A., i, 612.

C33H22O7, from acetic anhydride,

sodium acetate, and phenantlira-

quinone (Scharwin), A., i, 448.

C38H4BO3, from the reduction of cinn-

amylidenecainphor (RuPE and
Frisell), a., i, 222.

C40H30O7, from 3:5-dihydroxytritanic

acid (v. Liebig), A., i, 782.

Substitution, laws of, in aromatic com-
pounds (Flurscheim), a., i, 614.

influence of, in the components on
the equilibrium of binary solutions

(Kkemann), a., i, 270; ii, 77.

Substitution of hydrogen for atoms or

groups of atoms in aromatic com-
pounds during reduction (Blanks-
ma), A., i, 761.

of hydroxyl by bromine (Perkin and
Simonsen), T., 855 ; P., 188.

Succinaldehydebisphenylliydrazones
(Henle), a., i, 490.

Succinic acid, salts, solubility of, in

water (Cantoni and Diotalevi),
A., i, 115.

potassium hydrogen salt, variations

in the crystallisation of, due to the
presence of other metallic com-
pounds (Cameron), A., i, 259.

Succinic acid, ethyl ester, action of
allyl iodide on, in presence of

zinc (Kasansky), A., i, 320.

action of magnesium phenyl bromide
on (Agree), A., i, 216.

Succinic acid, amino-. See Aspartic acid.

fj.-dia.mino-, ethyl ester, and its di-

acetyl and dibenzylidene derivatives

and condensation products with
ethyl acetoacetate and acetylacetone

(Tafel and Stern), A., i, 417.

aminohydroxy-, synthesis of (Netj-

berg and Silbermann), A., i,

418.

mono- and di-hromo-, esters, action of

pyridine and quinoline bases on
(Dubreuil), a., i, 14.

(^icyano-, ethyl ester (Engler and
Meyer), A., i, 631.

woSuccinic acid. See Methylmalonic
acid.

Succinimide, copper derivative (Ley),

A., ii, 524.

compounds of, with amines (TscHU-
gaeff), a., i, 865.

isoSuccinylguanidine (Gerngross), A.,

i, 942.

Succinylsuccinic acid, ethyl ester, con-

densation of, with acetamidine

(BoGERT and Dox), A., i, 949.

condensation of, with guanidine
(Bogert and Dox), A., i, 841.

Sacrose {saccharose, cane sugar), osmotic

pressure and freezing points of

solutions of (Mor.se and Fkazer),
A., ii, 575.

quantitative hydrolysis of (Pfyl and
Linnk), a., ii, 770.

hydrolysis of, by d- and Z-camphor-/8-

sulphonic acids (Caldwell), A.,

i, 22.

influence of metals on the hydrolysis

of (VondrXcek), a., ii, 151.

velocity of enzymatic inversion of

(Herzog), a., i, 164.

methylation of (PuRDiEand Irvine),

T., 1028; P., 215.
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Sucrose (sacharosc, cane sugar), polari-

metric estimation of (Watts and
Tempaky), a., ii, 656.

estimation of, in presence of dextrose
and Itevulose (H. and L. Pellet

;

Dupont), A., ii, 558 ; (H. Pellet),
A., ii, 770.

Sugar, formation of, from proteid
(Luth.je), A., ii, 99.

analysis, potassium oxalate as a lead

precipitant in (Sawyer), A., ii,

210.

tests for, in urine (PpLrcEB
ScHONDORFF, and Wenzel), a.,

ii, 45.

use of the orcinol reaction for the
detection of, in urine (Mann\ A.,

ii, 487.

estimation of, by Fehling's solution

(Lavalle), a., ii, 558.

direct estimation of, in beet, by Pellet's

water process (H. and L. P'ellett),

A., ii, 210.

estimation of, in urine (Bilinski), A.,

ii, 289.

crystallisable, influence of invert sugar
on the estimation of, with refer-

ence to the yield of refined sugar
(Carimantrand), a., ii, 657.

See also Maple sugar.

Sugar cane, influence of sodium salts in

the soil on the composition of (Prin-
skn-Geerligs), a., ii, 346.

Sugar factories, movement of nitro-

genous compounds and pentoses in

the products of (Kopetzki), A.,
ii, 194.

estimation of betaine in the products
of (STANgK), A., ii, 562.

estimation of the harmful nitrogen in

the prodacts of (ANDRLiK), A., ii,

616.

Sugar residues, mutual replacement of,

in hydrazoues (VoTotEK and Vos-
dka<'ek\ a., i, 377.

Sugar solutions, osmotic pressure of, in

mixtures of alcohol and water
(Barlow), P., 242.

dialysing jjower of, and action of in-

organic salts on (Berti), A., ii,

682.

Sugar syrup, influence of the harmful
nitro;?en on tlie purity of (AsDRLfK
and Urban), A., ii, 617.

Sugars, action of inorganic compounds
on the rotation of (Gros.s.mann),

A., i, 415, 861 ; (Rimbach and
Weber), A., i, 416.

mutarotation of the (JcNoius), A., i,

573.

showing mutarotation, transformation
of (T.\ni;et), a., i, 327.

LXXXVIIF. ii.

Sugars, change in the optical activity of

solutions of, during oxidation by
hydrogen j)eroxide in presence of
ferrous sulphate (Morrell and
Bella p^), T., 281 ; P., 79.

action of Bacteria on (Segin), A., ii,

341.

action of secondarj' (i5-hydrazines on
(Ofxer), a., i, 90, 158, 937 ;

(Neuberg), a., i, 90.

assimilation limits of (Blumenthal),
A., ii, 333.

some compounds of, with guanidine
(Morrell and Bellars), A., i,

577.

nitrophenylhydrazones of, and their

separation thereby (Alberda vax
Ekenstelk and Blanksha), A., i,

474.

spectroscopic and colour reactions of

important (Pinoff), A., i, 865.

Sugars, aldehydic, reaction of (Berg),
A., i, 21.

of Convolvidits Scainmonia (Votocek
and VoxDRAf^EK), A., i, 74.

of certain glucosides, nature of the

(ter Meulex), a., i, 803.

reducing, estimation of, volumetrically

(Ling and Rexdle), A., ii,

487.

estimation of, in presence of starch

and soluble starch (Wolff), A.,

ii, 558.

See also Carbohydrates.

Sulphammomnm and its relation to

nitrogen sulphide (Rcff and
Gelsel), a., ii, 699.

Sulphanilic acid. See Anilinc-j;-sulphonie

aciii.

Sulphates. See under Sulphur.
Sulphasilate, Fremy's, constitution of

(Hamzsch), a., ii, 313, 699;
(Divers), A., ii, 449, 617.

Sulphides. See under Sulphur.
Snlphinic acids, aromatic, behaviour of,

towards mercuric salts (Peters) A., i,

640.

Sulphoacetic acid (Stilltch), A., i,

:518.

Sniphobenside-o carboxylic acid. See
Diphenylsulphoxide-ocarboiylic acid.

2-Sulphobensoic acid, 2- and 6-amiDo-,
and fsiilphoimide of (Hollemax), A.,

i, .'59."..

4 Solphobensoic aeid, 2-amino-, and
diarni"!*- of (HnLLKMAX), A., i, 595.

Snlphotwbntyric aoid and its salts,

csterv, ami chlorides (Moll van
Charante), A., i, 16.

Salphomelide and act-Sulphomelide and
their salts (HAXTZ«tcu and Stuer),
A., ii, 313.

79
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w-Sulphomethylanthraiiilic acid (Bad-
iscHE Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik),
A., i, 130.

sodium hydrogen salt (Badische
Anilin- & yoDA-FABiUK), A., i,

340.

a)-Sulphomethyldiphenylamine and its

salts and nitiile (Badische Anilin- &
Soda-Fabrik), A., i, 769.

co-Sulphometliylethyianilme, sodium
salt (Badische Anilin- & Soda-
Fabrik), A., i, 340.

ai-Sulphomethyl-^j-toluidine, sodium salt

(Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik),
A., i, 340.

Sulphonal, physiological activity of acid

an 1 basic derivatives of (Posner), A.,

1, 852.

Sulphonalcarboxylic acid (Posner), A.,
i, 852.

Salphonamides, A"-halogen derivatives

of (Chattaway), T., 145 ; P., 7.

o-Sulphon-»io?w- and -dz-cliloroainido-

benzoic acids (Chattaway), T., 1883
;

P., 284.

Snlphones, formation of (Posner and
TscHARNo), A., i, 279.

pharmacology of (Hildebkandt), A.,

ii, 744.

Sulphonic acids, action of phenylcarb-
imide on (Valli^e), A., i, 771.

containing nitrogen, constitution of

(Hantzscu), a., ii, 313 ; (Divers),
A., ii, 449.

Sulphothiocarbodiglycollic acid and its

ethyl ester and acid sodium salt

(Holmberg), a., i, 325.

Salphothiocarboglycollic acid. Sec
Xanthoacetic acid.

Sulphur, atomic weight of, deduced from
its density (Guye), A., ii, 442.

quadrivalent, an asymmetric synthesis

of (Smiles), T., 450; P., 92.

combustion of, in the calorinietric

bomb (Giran), A., ii, 76, 505.

amorjihous, nature of, and influence

of foreign substances on the pheno-
mena of supercooling observed wiicn

melted sulphur is suddenly chilled

(Smith), A., ii, 382; (Smith,
Holmes, and Hall), A., ii, 580.

plastic, rate of crystallisation of

(Kastle and Kelley), A., ii, 21.

sublimed, and flowers of sulphur
(Domergue), a., ii, 82.

two li([uid states of, Sa and Sfi, and
their transition jmint (Smith), A.,

ii, 382 ;
(Smith, Holmes, and

Hall), A., ii, 580.

solubility of, in benzyl cliloride and
some properties of these solutions

(v. Boguski), a., ii, 312.

Sulphur, action of alkali hydroxides on
(PoMERANz), A.,ii, 698.

action of, on benzene in presence of

aluminium chloride (Boeseken),
A., i, 583.

action of, on carbon tetrabromide (v.

Bartal), a., ii, 704.

and calcium hydroxide, reaction of a
mixture of, with water and salt

(Haywood), A., ii, 312.

Sulphur compounds, heats of combustion
and formation of (Thomsen), A., ii,

574.

source of, in animals (Wohlgemuth),
A., ii, 182.

Sulphur chlorides, action of, on benzene
in presence of aluminium chloride

(Boeseken), A., i, 583.

tetrachloride and its compounds
(Ruff), A., ii, 22.

Sulphuryl chloride, action of ammonia
on (Stuer), a., i, 579 ;

(Hantzsch and Stuer), A., ii,

312.

action of, on mixed magnesium
organic compounds (Oddo), A., i,

400.

Thionyl fluoride, new formation of

(Ruff and Thiel), A., ii, 160.

Sulphur hydride. See Hydrogen sul-

phide.

Sulphides, native, action of sodium ni-

trate on (Matuschek), A., ii, 457.

phosphorescent (Vanino and Gans),
A., ii, 248.

action of very low temperatures on
the phosphorescence of certain

(Le Roux), a., ii, 131.

Folysulphides (Kuster and Hebek-
lein), a., ii, 156

;
(Kuster), A.,

ii, 387.

periodic phenomena during the

electrolysis of (Ki^STEuand Koe-
liciien), a., ii, 698.

Sulphur f^ioxide, boiling point of (Gibbs),

A., ii, 570.

solubility of, in water (Hari'K), A., ii,

383.

li(]uid, apparatus for preparing
(Krkcsey), a., ii, 312.

action of, on liydrogen sulphide (Lang
and Carson), P., 158.

Sulphur tnoxiie, measurements of e([uili-

brium in the contact process of

preparing (Bodknstein and Poul),
A., ii, 581.

use of ar.senic oxide in the catalysis of

(Beiil), a., ii, 315.

Sulphurous acid, cstimatioti of, iodo-

metrically, in alkaline solution

(RuFK and Jeroch), A., ii, 200;
(Run'), A., ii, 479.
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Sulphur :
—

Sulphites, oxidation of, by iodine in

alkaline solution (Ashley), A.,

ii, 351, 609.

Sulphuric acid, apparatus for the

preparation of (Fraxkfoktkii and
Fkaky), a., ii, 514.

contact method for the manufacture
0f(KuSTER,FnAN'KE,andGEIBEL),
A., ii, 82

;
(Lucas), A., ii, 701.

preparation of, by the contact pro-

cess ; lecture experiment (L.\kg),

A., ii, 810.

lead chamber process, theory of the

(Raschig), a., ii, 23, 700

;

(DivEKs), A.,*ii, 83 ;
(Luxge),

A., ii, 157.

preparation of standard solutions

of (North and Blakey), A., ii,

417.

refractive indices of, at dififerent

concentrations (Veley and Max-
ley), A., ii, 781.

dilute, cause of tlie spontaneous
depression of the cathode potential

in the electrolysis of (Tafel), A.,

ii, 223 ; (Tafel and Emmert),
A.,ii, 569.

behaviour of anodes of iridium,

platinum, and rhodium in the
electrolysis of dilute (West-
haver), A., ii, 226.

conductivity of, at different tem-
peratures (Felipe), A., ii, 669.

density and expansion of, in aqueous
solution (Domke and Bei>'), A.,
ii, 157.

methods employed in preiKiring tlie

tables of specific gravity of (Fer-
(;rsox), A., ii, 632.

action of, on organic acids (Oechs-
XER DE CoNiNCK and Raynaud),
A., i, 321.

action of, on mercuric iodide

(DirrE), A., ii, 391.
explanation of the action of strong,

on metals (VAX Dfventer), A.,
ii, 383.

properties of mixtures of nitric acid
and (Saposhnikoff), A., ii,

583.

compounds of, with hydroferrocyanic
acid (Chretien), A., i, 578.

estimation of, by means of liarium

chromate (Andiiews), A., ii, 115.

estimation of, by means of benzidine
(v. KxouKE), A., ii, :i')l.

estimation of, in vegetable products
(Fraps), A., ii, 59.

estimation of combined, in waters
(Blacker and Koerbeu), A., ii,

652.

Sulphur :
—

Sulphuric acid, separation of, from
hydroliuoric acid (Ehrexfeld),
A., ii, 417.

Sulphates, cryoscopy of the (CoLSOX),
A., ii, 255.

reduction of (Brijckker), A., ii,

516.

complexity of dissolved (Colsox),
A., ii. 34.

Hyposulphorous acid, constitution of

(Baumaxx, The.-^mau, and Fros-
sAKD ; Reixking, Dehnel, and
Labhardt), a., i, 261

;
(Bekxth-

SEX ; B.vzlkx), a., ii, 240 ;
(Bixz),

A., ii, 31S.

Hyposulphites (Bazlex), A., ii, 240.

preparation of (Billy), A., ii, 318.

preparation ofstable, dry (Badische
AxiLix- & Soda-Fabrik), a., ii,

814.

constitution of (PBrD'HOMME), A.,

ii, 157.

of aromatic bases (A. and L. Lu-
MifiRE and Seyewetz), A., i,

157.

analysis of solutions of (Orloff),
A., ii, 200.

Fermonosulphnric acid, Caro's,formula
of (Price), P., 299.

Fersulphuric acid, catalytic pheno-
mena in the preparation of (Pe-
tkenko), a., ii, 23.

Fersulphates, electrolytic preparation
of (Cox-sortivm FiJR Elektro-
chemiscue Ixdustrie k E.

Muller), a., ii, 83.

use of, for quantitative separations
(v. Knorre), a., ii, 285.

action of, on haloids (Dittrich and
Boi.lexbach), a., ii, 239.

ThioBolphoric acid, 8ei>aration of sul-

phur from (BiLTZ and Gahl), A.,
ii, 24.

Thiosolphate solutions, time interval
before jirecipitation is observed in

(Gaili.akd), a., ii, 241.

Trithionatet, reduction of, to sulphites
by arsenito and stannito (GuTMAXX),
a'., ii. 813.

Tetrathionatet, re<iuction of, by
arsenito and atanuite (GirrilAXir),
A., ii, 384.

Folythionic acids, fonnation of (Lano
and Cak-on I, P., 159.

Snlphor organic compound in dogs'
urine (Neiiikrg and Gros.ser), A.,
ii, 739.

with gold (Herrmann), A., i, 733.
Sulphor, some sources of error in esti-

mations of (Pattixson and Dunn),
A., ii, 199.
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Sulphur, estimation of, by aid ot" sodium
peroxide (Neumann aud Meinektz),
A., ii, 59 ; (Dubois), A., ii, 609.

estimation of, in coal (Bendrh), A.,

ii, 281
;
(Buunck), A., ii, 762.

estimation of, in liquid fuel and in

petroleum (Goetzl), A., ii, 761.

estimation of, in foods, fa>ces, and urine

(Dubois), A., ii, 609.

estimation of, in iron and steel. See

under Iron,

estimation of, in iron ores, slags, and
lime (Haiitwigsson), A., ii, 552.

estimation of, in organic substances

(Sadtler), a., ii, 760.

estimation of, in pyrites (Pattinson),
A., ii, 199; (Lunge), A., ii, 350;
(v. Knoiuie), a., ii, 351; (Denn-
STEDT and Hasslek), A., ii, 761.

estimation of, in burnt pyrites (Jene),

A., ii, 350 ;
(Gottlieb), A., ii,

552.

separation of, from thiosulphuric acid

(BiLTZ and Gaul), A., ii, 24.

Sulphuryl chloride. See under Sulphur.
Sumalbans and Sumalbaresinols, a-, fi-,

and y- (TscHlKCH and Mullek), A.,

i, 453.

Superphosphates. See under Phos-
phorus.

Suprarenine. See Epinephrine.

Surface tension of a(iueous solutions of

fatty acids (DiiuCKEii), A., ii, 680.

of inorganic salt solutions (Fokch),
A., ii, 681.

of some organic liquids (Bolle and
GuYE), A., ii, 233.

Surface waters. Sec under Water.
Surgical operations, influence of, on

carbohydrate metabolism (Pflvger,
ScHoNDORFF, and Wenzel), a., ii, 44.

Suspensions, conditions of stability of

certain (Giolitti), A., ii, 823.

Sycot3rpus, inorganic constituents of the

liver of (Mendel aud Bradley), A.,

ii, 737.

Synthesis by means of the silent electric

discharge (Collik), T., 1540; P.,

201,

asymmetric, studies in (McKenzie),
T., 1373; P., 224.

Syrups, influence of the decomposition
products from the hydrolysis of starch

by hydrochloric acid on the technical

value of (Rossino), A., i, 684.

Tachyhydrite, limits of existence of

(van t Hoff and Lichtenstein),
A., ii, 262.

Tanacetone. See Thxrjone.

Tannic acid, use of, in the estimation of

alumina (Divine), A., ii, 205.

valuation of (Williams), A., ii,

772.

Tannin, constitution of (Nierenstein),
A., i, 914.

condensation products of, with form-
aldehyde and carbamide or carb-

amates (Voswinkel), a., i, 805.

presence of dextrose in solutions of

(Novk), a., ii, 210.

methylated (Hekzig and Tscherne),
A., i, 354.

Tannins producing a "bloom" on
leather (Nierenstein), A., i, 365,

805.

the carbonyl group as tannophore in

(Nierenstein), A., i, 805.

Tanning materials, analysis of, with
exfoliated alumina (Wislicenus), A.,

ii, 363; (Paessler), A., ii, 492.

Tantalum, occunence of (Schilling),
A.,ii, 537.

preparation and pro[)crties of (v.

Bolton), A., ii, 258.

l)urification of (Siemens & Halske
Akt.-Ges.), a., ii, 96.

temperature-coefficient of the resistance

of (Streintz), a., ii, 432.

hardness of hammered (v. Bolton),
A., ii, 259, 718.

absorption of hydrogen by (v. Pirani),
A., ii, 718.

Tantalum salts (Smith, Hall, Pen-
nington, and Balke), A., ii, 828.

Tantalum fluoride, double salts of, with
the alkali fluorides and with bases

(Balke), A., ii, 719.

Pertantalates (Balke), A., ii, 720.

Tantalum, qualitative reactions for

(Melikoff and Eltschaninoff), A.,

ii, 358.

Tap, new fractionating (v. Bartal), A.,

ii, 631.

for use with alkaline liquids (Lassar-
Cohn), a., ii, 631.

Tarconine methiodide and its relations

to cotarninc and hydrocotarnine
(Brins), a., i, 370.

Tartaric acid, salts, solubility of, in

water (Canioni and Zachodek),
A., i, 14, 633.

cobalt and nickel salts, electrolysis of

(Root), A.,ii, 208.

potassium hytlrogcu salt {cream of
tartar), detection and estimation of

lead in (L. and J. Gadals), A., ii,

357.

potassium and thallium salts, iso-

morphous mixtures of (Herbette),
A., I, 566.
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Tartaric acid, sodium salt, effervescing

{" effervescing citrat'' of nuigiiesia "),

testing (Bakoxi and Guidi), A., ii,

355.

thallium salt, hvdrated (Hkrbette),
A., i, 566.

Tartaric acid, ethyl ester, rotation of,

iu chloroform (Paitek.sox), T.,

313 ; P., 78.

raenthyl ester, rotation and solution-

volume of (Patterson' and Taylor),
T., 37, 124 ; P., 15.

Tartranil, action of phosphorus penta-

cliloride on (Okada), A., i, 875.

Taarocholeic; acid from ox bile (Gull-
BRiNG), A., ii, 737.

Taarocholic acid, crystallised, prepara-

tion of (Hammar-sten), A., i, 33 ;

(Bang), A., i, 750.

Tautomeric compoanda, phenylearbunide
as a reagent for determining the con-

stitution of (Michael), A., i, 195
;

(Guldschmidt), a., i, 340.

Taatomerides, enol-keto-, ultra-violet

absorption spectra of (Baly and
Desch), T., 766; P., 84.

Tautometric substances, dilatometric

measurements of (Giolitti), A., ii, 12.

Tellurates and Telluric acid. See under
Tellurium.

Tellurium, radioactive. See Radio-
tellurium,

electrochemical equivalent of (G.illo),

A., ii, 242.

cathoilic pulverisation of (Mi'LLER and
Lucas), A., ii, 672.

action of hydrogen pero.xide on (Gut-
bier and Re-senscheck), A., ii, 24.

colloidal (GiTBiKR), A., ii, 24.

brown and blue inoditicatious of

(Paal and Koch), A., ii, 158.

Tellurium dtchioride, absorption spectra

of (Friederichs), a., ii, 782.

/orafluoridc (Prikeaux), P., 238.

Telluric acid, estimation of, iodo-

metrically (Gutbier and Rbsen-
scheck), a., ii, 116.

Tellurates, chemistry of the (Hut-
chins), A., ii, 701.

Tellurium, estimation of (Gutbier), A.,

ii, 116; (Gutbier and Wa<;en-
knecht), a , ii, 201.

Tellurium minerals from Colorado
(Hii.i,EhKAM)), A., ii, 97, 723.

Temperature. See under Thermo-
i.hemistry.

Tengerite (0 from Llano Co., Texa.s

(Hidden), A., ii, .'i35.

Terbium (Feit). A., ii, 251.

"Terbium," isolation of (LJubain), A ,

ii, 35, 711
;
(de Boisbauuran), A.,

ii, 89.

Terephthalaldeh7de-green(CLAUssxER),
A., i, 791.

Terpane, o- and /3-2:8-dihydroxy- (Rupe
and .Schlochoff), A., i, 450.

fMerpene, C'loHjs, from methyl bomyl-
xanthate (Tschugaeff), A., i, 73.

Terpene (b.p. 261-262') from the white
Peiii balsam from Honduras (Hakt-
wich and Hellstrom), A., i, 454.

Terpenes and ethereal oils (Wai.lach).
A., i, 147, 709 ;

(Wallace and
Kohler), a., i, 450.

synthesis of (Perkix and Pickles),
T., 639, 655 : P., 130, 131 ; (Mat-
subara and Perkix). T., 661 ; P.,

131 ; (Kay and Perki.n), T., 1066 :

P., 216; (Perkin and Tatter-
sai.l), T., 1083; P., 217.

Terpenic compounds, distribution of,

among the different organs of an
annual plant (Ch.arap.ot and La-
loue), a., ii, 549.

Terpinene, constitution of (AitESo-
•MIYA), A., i, 802.

nitrosite, reactions of (Amkxomiya),
A., i, 603.

Test-tube, new form of (Schaer), A.,

ii, 514.

Tetanic toxins. See Toxins.

Tetanus and (luinine (Vixcent), A., ii,

104.

Tetra-acetylellagic acid (Nierensteix),
A., i, 365, 805.

Tetra-alkylarsonium bases (Maxx-
heim), a., i, li>^.

Tetra-azophenolsulphonic acid (Farb-
WERKE VORM. MeI.-TKI:, LUCIUS, k
Bri NiNt;), a., i, 725.

Tetrabenzenesulphon-'/i- and -;^phenyl-

enediamines (Hinsberg and Kess-

LER), A., i, 339.

A^-Tetrabenzyli^iaminophenazonium
chloride (Fi.scheii anil Veikl), A..

i, 246.

Tetrabenzylethylene and /Wranitro-

(Man( Horand Kri.-<che\ A., i, 142.

Tetrabeniylideneflavindoeenide ( Ei

J

k •

MAX, BEROE.VA, aud Henrard), A.,

i, 360.

Tetrabenzyltetramethylthiopinaeone
(MANciKir and Kr.isi hk), A., i. 142.

Tetradymite from ('olonuld OJ".i.e-
itKAMi), A., ii, 723.

9:10 Tetraethyl'/>aminodiphenyl-9;10-

diphenyldihydroantbracene and its

i.ioiiuriiif (H.vi.i.Ki: and (iUYOx), A.,

i, 270 ; (Guvitr and (atei,\ A., i, 517.

l:S:6:6-Tetraeth7lbarbiturie acid
(FiscMKi: an<l Dii.thky). A., i, 36.

Tetraethylrhodamine and its hydro-
cltloiiili- an<l aidiydruus l>a.'(e (NoELT-
INO and DziEWONSKi), A., i, 935.
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Tetraethylsuccinic acid and its anhydr-
ide and methyl hydrogen ester (J. and
A. P. Walker), T., 961 ; P., 210.

Tetraethylthiolquinol and its compound
with lead acetate and dibenzoate
(Sammis), a., i, 797.

Tetraethylthiolquinone, preparation of

(Sammis), A., i, 797.

Tetrahydrobenzene. See «/cVoHexene.

Tetrahydrocarveol and its phenylure-
thane (Wallach and Kohler), A.,

i, 451.

Tetrahydro/3-collidine and its additive

salts, oxalate, and hydrogen tartrate

(KoEXiGS and Berxhart), A., i, 824.

Tetrahydrocuminaldehyde and its oxime
and semicarbazone and Tetrahydro-
cumic acid (Wallach), A., i, 710.

Tetrahydrocuminol and its phenyl-
iirethane (Walbaum and Huthig),
A., i, 604.

Tetrahydrocymene (Brunel), A., i, 197.

Tetrahydroeucarvone and its oxime and
semicarbazone (Wallach and KiJH-

ler), a., i, 451.

Tetrahydroeucarvylamine and its

benzoyl derivative (Wallach and
Kohler), a., i, 451.

Tetrahydrofuran-l-mono- and -l:l-di-

carboxylic acids, 3-hydroxy- (Tratjbe),

A., i, 13.

Tetrahydrolimonenediphenyldisulphone
(PosNER and Tscharno), A., i, 279.

Tetrahydronaphthalenephenylsulphone
(PosNER and Tscharno), A., i, 279.

(t /•-Tetrahydro -o-naphthylamine , azo-

colouring matters froTu (Morgan and
Richards), A., i, 616.

A^-Tetrahydro/sophthalic acid and its

salts, aidiydride, and anilic acid

(Perk IX and Pickles), T., 302; P.,

75.

A''-Tetrahydrowophthalic acid,foimation

of (GodDwiN and Perkin), T., 851
;

P., 187.

and its oxidation and transformation

into the A--acid (Pehkin and
PiCKLKs), T., 307 ; P., 76.

A'-Tetrahydrowophthalic acids, cift- and
trans- (Pki:kin and Pickl?:s), T.,

310; P., 76.

cis-A''-Tetrahydrophthalic anhydride
and (/tbromo- (AiiisATi and DE Ber-
nardinis), a., i, 599.

Tetrahydroquinoline, action of alkyl

iodide nil (Weukkink), a., i, 234.

fonvcrsion of, into 2-nu',thyl(lihydro-

indole (v. Bhai'.n and Si ElNDOlsFK),

A., i, 156.

broiiio-, and its acetyl derivative and
their salts (Kunckell and Theo-
pold), A., i, 297.

Tetraliydro/wquinoline-2-acetic acid,

ethyl ester, hydriodide of (Wedt,-

kind), a., i, 235.

Tetrahydroquinoline-l-carboxylic acid

and 6:8-c?mitro-, methyl and ethyl

esters of (van Dorp), A., i, 81.

Tetrahydrotetrazine, rfmonitroso-, am-
monium and metallic derivatives

(WiEf.AXD), A., i, 421.

Afi-Tetrahydro-o-toluic acid and its

oxidation and ethyl ester (Kay and
Perkix), T., 1072.

Tetrahydro-m-toluic acids, Ai- and A6-,

and their ethyl esters, and oxidation,

and reaction of the esters with mag-
nesium methyl iodide (Perkin and
Tattersall), T., 1085.

Ai-Tetrahydro-^-toluicacid and its ethyl

ester (Perkin and Pickles), T., 645 ;

P., 130.

3:4:3':4'-Tetramethoxyclialkone, 2'-

hydroxy-, and its acetyl derivative (v.

KosTAXECKi and Rudse), A., i, 367.

7:8:3':4'Tetramethoxy-flavaiione and
isonitroso- and -flavonol and its acetyl

derivative (v. Kostanecki and
Kudse), a., i, 367.

o7-Tetramethylf?iainino-;3-amiiio- and
-yS-nitro-propanes (Dudex, Bock, and

PtEiD), A., i, 568.

Tetramethylf^iamino-benzhydrol and
-ditolylhydrol, condensation of, with

aromatic bases in presence of hydro-

chloric or sulphuric acid (Reitzen-

.STEiN and Ruxge), A., i, 301.

Tetramethyb^jaminobenzophenone {\.

Oe(>R(;ievics), A., i, 357.

Tetramethyl-2:2'-'//aminobenzophenone

(v. Baeyer), a., i, 766.

oS-Tetramethybiiamino-A/sbutene
(WiLLSTAi ter and v. Sch-maepel),

*A., i, 514.

Tetramethyb/'aminodimethylethyl-
carbinyl benzoate. See Alyjiin.

9:10 Tetramethyb//aminodiphenyl-9:10-
diphenyldihydroanthracene and its

isomendc (Hai.lei: nnd (iuYOx), A.,

ii, 270.

9:10-TetramethyW/aminodiphenyl-9:10-
diphenyl-2methyIdihydroanthr-
acenes, cia- and (nnis-, and tiieir salts

(CrviiT and Sr.\EULiN<i), A., i, 8St).

9:10-Tetramethyb//-;' aminodiphenyl 9-

phenyl-10-a-naphthyldihydroanthr-

acene (Cii vi)T and Staehling), A., i,

887.

ftsTetramethyb'/aminophenyldiphenyl-
enemethane (<Jrv()i and (!i;.\niiki;ye),

A., i, 2 IS.

Tetramethyb//aminophenyl-//'methyl-
and -v/t-nitro-diphenyleneinethanes

(Guvor and Gka.ndeuve), A., i, 248.
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Tetramethyl'iiaminoplieiiylpheiiylene-

naphthylenemethane (Guyot and
Gr.ANDEHTE}, A., i, 24S.

Tetramethyl'/Zaminothiobeiuophenone
vLambrecht and Weil\ A., i, 243.

Tetramethylr/iaminotriphenylcarbothiol
and its analogue Lambrecht and
Weil). A., i, 243.

Tetramethylanunoniam hydroxide and
its hydrates (Walker and Johk-
STON), T., 955 ; P., 210.

iodide mercuricyanide, supposed iso-

merism of (AuLD and Hantzsch),
A., i, 747.

2:7:9:lO-Tetramethylanthracene dihydr-
ide (Lavaix', A., i, t)98.

3:4:3':4-Tetramethylbenzophenone
and its oxime and phenylhydrazone
(BiSTRZYCKiand Reixtke), A., i, 285.

3:5:3':5'-Tetramethyl-4:4'-diphenol and
its diacttate and 2-chloro-derivatiYe

and -4:4'-diplienoqainone (Auwers
and V. Markovits), A., i. 219.

Tetramethylene-. See fj/e/oButane-.

Tetramethylene glycol and its phenyl

-

urethane Hamoxet), A., i, 403.

Tetramethylenediamine (piitrescine),

excretion of, in a case of cystinnria
(B<inTKER), A., ii, 741.

picronolate (Otori), A., i, 12t;.

Tetramethylenediaminephenylcarbimide
LoEWY and NEfiiEUi;, A., i, 153.

oa55-Tetramethyl-falgenic acid and
-falgide (Stobbe and Lenzner), A.,
857.

2:2:7:7-TetramethyIhezamethyleneimiiie
and its benzoyl derivative and additive
salts (KoNoWALoFF and Whimtsch-
SlANosCHESSKY', A., i, 826.

Tetramethyl mannoside and maimose
(Irvine and Moodie), T., 1462; 1'.,

227.

Tetramethylmethane
($$-dimdfi yJjrrop-

iim', s-/Wr-'hronio- (Perkin and
SiMi.vsEN', T., 857 ; P., 189.

1:3:3:7 Tetramethyl-2-methyleneindol-
ine and its additive salts I'LAsr.(;ER\
A., i, 71S.

Tetramethyl methylgalactosides
(Irvine and Camekok), T., 902; P.,

191.

Tetramethyl a- and methylglaeosidci
(Irvine antl Cameron), T., 901 ; P.,

I'M.

2:6 Tetramethylpiperidine and its addi-
tive s.ilt.«. methyliirethane, and
l>enzoyl derivative (Franchimont and
Frtedmann), a., i, SO.

2:2:5:5TetramethyIp]rTrolidine and i(s

IwMzoyl derivative f KonhwaI.okf ami
WnlMT- " >^| ' > .-• <^-- - ^ ' A

j

826.

Tetramethylrhodamiue and its hydro-

chloride (XoELTiNG and Dziewonski),
A., i, 935.

2:2:5:5-Tetramethyltetramethylene-

imine. See 2:2:5:5-Tetraraethyl-

pyrrolidine.

9:9:10. lO-Tetraphenyldihydroanthracene
and its derivatives Haller and

!
GcYOT\ A., i, ISS.

,

3:4:5:6-Tetraphenyldihydro-l:2-diaxiiie
' (Japp and Wo«)d), T., 711; P.,

154.

,
Tetraphenylenefuran (Japp and Knox),

; T., 684.

I Tetraphenyl-ethane and -ethylene and
I its tetrabromo-derivative (Manchot

I

and Krische). A., i, 142.

I

aa^5-Tetraphenyl-folgenic acid and
-falgide ;St<>bbe and Lenzner). A.,

i, 857.

Tetraphenylheptacyclene (Liebermanx
and LiNDENBAiM), A., i, 523.

Tetrathiazoles. 2-imino- (Young and
Crookes^. p., 307.

T«trathionic acid. See under Sulphur.

Tetrazoline, action of aldehydes, methyl
iodide, and platinic chloride on (RuHE-
MANN and Merriman), T., 1768 ; P.,

257.

Thalassin, the poison of sea anemones
(Richet), a., ii, 746.

Thalictnim aquilegifolium, glncoside

from the leaves of (VAX Itallie), A.,

ii. 852.

Thallium, valency stages of, and the

oxidation power of oxygen, mntual
relationships of the (Spencer and
Abegg\ a., ii, 369.

Thallium alloys with gold (Levin), A.,

ii, 463.

with magnesium {GRrBK), A., ii,

6.36.

Thallium aalta, anodic decomposition

during; the electrolysis of (BosE), A.,

ii, 299.

Thalliom ;Mmmolybdate (JruilTs), A.,

ii, 825.

nitrate, equilibria of. with potassium,

silver, and fotliuni nitrates (van
FiJK), A., ii, 444.

Thalloo* saltH, i.soniorphi.sm of, with
potassium salts (Stouten beker),
A., ii, 390.

,,,trnt.- .ti.l ammonium nitrate, mixed
Is of (Wallrrast), A.,

action uf, on certain natural silic-

ates ^Steioer ; CI.ARKE), A.,

ii, 707.

Thallium diethyl chloride (SRiTKorr),

A , i. 7i>9.

Thaollna talti Se<- under Tballiuro.
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Thebaine, constitution and reactions of

(Fuecnd), a., i, 918
; (Pschokr),

A., i, 920
;
(Knorr and Pschokr),

A., i, 922.

reduction of (Pschokr), A., i, 920.

derivatives (Fkeund), A., i, 918.

Thebainol (Pschokr), A., i, 921.

Thebaiuone from codeinone (Knorr), A.,

i, 922.

and its derivatives (Psohorr), A., i,

920.

decomposition products of (Knorr
and Pschokr), A., i, 922.

Thebaol, synthetical base from, and its

behaviour towards reagents which
decompose methylmorphimethine
(Knorr), A., i, 813.

Thenardite from the region of Lake
Chad (Courtet), A., ii, 173.

See also Sodium sulphate.

Theobromine, barium salt, compound of,

with sodium salicylate. See Barutine.

Theophylline, 8-amino-, and its alkyl

and arvl derivatives (Boehringer &
Sohne)', a., i, 230.

Thermochemistry :
—

Thermochemical rules, relating to the

possibility and prognostication

of reactions (Berthelot), A., ii,

76.

studies (Lagerlof), A., ii, 76, 677
;

(Thomsen), a., ii, 231, 435, 571,

801 ; (Berthelot), A., ii, 504.

Thermochemistry, criticism of Clarke's

new law in (Pattex and Mott),
A., ii, 11.

of phenylhydrazones (Landrieu),
A., ii, 628.

Thermod3mamic potential and its

application to problems of chemi-
cal equilibrium (van Laar), A.,

ii, 683.

and osmotic pressure (van Laar),
A., ii, 234, 374.

Heat evolution and the relation between
the logarithmic temperature con-

stant (Plotnikoff), A., ii, 376,

571
;
(Auerbach), A., ii, 571.

radiations, absorptive power of

metallic oxides and sulphides

occurring naturally for (KiJNiGs-

BERGER and Keichenheim), a.,

ii, 624.

Thermal capacity and free energy
(Trevor), A., ii, 372; (Bell),

A., ii, 434.

of mixtures (Timof£eff), A., ii,

678.

phenomena, exjierimental demon-
strations of, developed in phos-

phorescent substances (de Heen),
A., ii, 434.

Thermochemistry :

—

Calorimetry, elimination of thermo-
meter lag and casual loss of heat
in (Richards, Henderson, and
Forbes), A., ii, 677.

Calorimetric methods, relative value

of (Thomsen), A., ii, 231, 435, 571,

801
;

(Berthelot), A., ii, 504
;

(Lagerlof), A., ii, 677.

Temperature, dependence of free

energy on (Trevor), A,, ii,

372.

relation of the specific heat of

crystalline substances to (Bogo-
jawlensky), a., ii, 799.

comparison of the platinum scale of,

with the normal scale at tempera-
tures between 444° and -190°,

with notes on constant tempera-
tures below the melting point of

ice (Travers and Gwyer), A.,

ii, 372.

high, measurements of (Gray), A.,

ii, 141.

new burners for the production of

(M^ker), a., ii, 142.

high external, effect of, on the body-
temperature, respiration, and
circulation in man (Boycott and
Haldane), a., ii, 729.

low, action of, on colouring matters

(Schmidlin), a., ii, 12.

lowest, the thermo-electric junctions

as a means of determining the

(Dewar), a., ii, 799.

Temperature constant, logarithmic,

and heat evolution, relation between
the (Plotnikoff), A., ii, 376, 571 ;

(Auerbach), A., ii, 571.

Transition points and melting points

of some salts (HiJTTjJER and Tam-
mann), a., ii, 229.

Calorimeters, liquid hydrogen and
air, studies with (Dewar), A., ii,

801.

Thermostats, new regulator for (Don v-

HfcNAiiLT), A., ii, 142.

design forgas-regulatoi-s for(LowRY\
T., 1030; P., 181.

Pyrometer, new form of (Kurnakoff),
A., ii, 10.

Thermometer used in molecular weight
determinations and for the measure-

ment of small differences of tem-

perature, modifications of (Beck-
mann), a., ii, 300.

Critical constants. See Critical.

Atomic heat of solid elements (Laem-
mel), a., ii, 300.

Latent heats, determination of, at

low temperatures (Dewar), A., ii,

801.
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Thermochemistry :—
Specific heat, relation of, to atomic

weight in elements and compounds
(TiLDEx), T., 551 ; P., 104.

relation of, to temperature in crj's-

talline substances (BoGOJAW-
lensky), a., ii, 799.

detennination of, at low tempera-
tures (Dewar), a., ii, 801.

of gases at high temperatures
(HoLBORN and Austin), A., ii,

228.

of liquids at low temperatures (van
Laar), a., ii, 148.

of solutions, determination of

(MuLLER and FrcH-s), A,, ii,

504.

Heat of combnstion calculation of

(Lemoult), a., ii, 441.

calorimetric measurement of(Jaeger
and V. Steixwehr), A., ii, 677.

of atoms and molecules (Hexder-
sox), A., ii, 145.

of organic compounds (LagerlOf),
A., ii, 76, 677; (Thomsex), A.,

ii, 231, 435, 571, 801 ; (Berthe-
lot), a., ii, 504.

Heata of dilution (Trevor), A., ii,

231.

Heats of mixture, determination of
some (Clarke), A., ii, 303.

of acids (Rose), A., ii, 801.

Heats of solution and of dilution

(Wegscheider), a., ii, 505.

of solids in indifferent solvents

(Timofeeff), a., ii, 679.

Heat of vaporisation of liqnefied

gases (Mathias), A., ii, 372.

Thermometer and Thermostats. See
under Thermochemistrj'.

Thiazine and oxazine dyes, oxonium and
ammonium formulit- of (Hantzsch),
A., i, 605; (Kehruaxx and de
GoTTRAu), A., i, 670. •

Thiazines and Thiazones, relations exist-

ing between constitution and absorp-
tion spectra of tlie (Formankk), A.,

ii, 217.

Thiazoles, 2-amino- (Voi'NG and
Crcmikf-s), p., 307.

Thio-acids, preparation of (Biilmank),
A.,i, 625.

formation of complex .salts with
(Rosenheim and Stadlkr', A., i,

740.

Thiobinretphospboric acid and its .salts

(V. Hemmf.i.mayk), a., i, 695.

Thiocarbamide, action of jthosphorus
|>enttisulphide on (v. Hemmelmayk),
A., i, 695.

Tbiooarbanilide, action of formaldehyde
on (Offf.rmanx), A., i, 770.

Thiocarbimides including carboxy-aro-

matic groui>s (Dorax and Dixox),
T., 331 ; P., 77.

Thiocyanates, cyanides, and chlorides,

titrimetric estimation and seijaration

of (Ripp), A., ii, 867.

Thioformic acid (Auger), A., i. 14.

ThioglycoUamide (Holmberg), A., i,

.324.

^-Thiohydantoins, disubstituted, pre-

paration of (Pozzi-Escot), a., i, 159.

)3-Thiolactic acid (Holmberg), A., i,

324.

o-Thiolbutyric acid (Biilmaxx), A., i,

626.

Thiol-gronp, joined to a benzene nucleus,

intramolecular oxidation of a, by a

nitro-group in the ortlio-position

(Blaxksma), a., i, 425.

Thiolmalic acid and its esters and salts

(Kosexheim and Stadler), A., i,

740.

3-Thiomethyl-l-phenyl-5-methylpyraz-
ole \y\i-thiopiinne) and its salts and
«lkyl haloids, and 4-brorao- (Mi-
chaelis and HahxI, A., i, 379.

S-Thiomethyl-l-tolyl-S-methylpyrazoles.
See 3-;^-Thiotolylpyrines.

2-Thion-4-oxypyrimidine, 5-bromo-6-
aniino- (Johnsox and JoHXs), A., i,

837.

2-Thion-6-oxypyrimidine, 5-araino-, N-
ben2oyl derivative of (JoHXsON), A.,

i, 836.

Thionyl fluoride. See under Sulphur.

Thiophen, homologues of, influence of

light and heat on the chlorination

and bromiuation of (Opol-SKI), A.,

i, 367.

dimercuric hydroxyacetate, Dimroth's
(Schwalbe), a., i, 656.

estimation of, rolorimetrically

(S(-hwalbe). a., ii, 779.

2:3-Thio-l-phenyl-2:5-dimethylpyrazoIe
{Slhiopy^rine) and its salts and alkyl

lialoids (Michaelis and Habn), A.,

i, 373.

Thiopinacones, conversion of, into

iiytlri>carl)ons(MANCH(/raudKHisc'HK),

A., i, 142.

3-ThioD^iie. See 2:3-Thio-l-phenyl-

2:5<liniethylpyrazole.

^f- Thiopjrrine. S«"e 3-Thiomothyl-l-
phenyl 5-methylpyrazole.

3 Thiopyrinetrioxide. Sjh- 2:3-Trioxy-

thio-lphi-nyl 2:5-<limcthylpyrarok'.

Thiosnlphuric acid. See under Sulphur.
Thiotolylpyrinetrioxides and 3-if-Thio-

tolylpyrines, o- and p-, and their

sulphones (MicHAELlsand Bkhrenh)
A., i, 380.

Thoritt. See Thorium dioxide.
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Thorianite from Ceylon (Dunstan and
Blake), A., ii, 833.

supposed new radioactive element in

(Hahn), A., ii, 432, 789
;
(Ramsay),

A., ii, 789.

Thorium, uniform nature of (Meyer and
GuMPERz), A., ii, 257 ;

(Ebeh-
hard), A.,ii, 2r)8'; (Baskerville),
A., ii, 395.

inactive (Baskerville and Zerban),
A., ii, 95 ;

(Zerban), A., ii, 170.

radioactivity of (Zerban), A., ii, 170 ;

(Sackur), a., ii, 368.
excited activity of (Slater), A., ii, 368.

emanation, molecular weight of (Ma-
kower), a., ii, 220.

See also Radiothorium and Thorium X.

Thorium tetra- and hexa-hox'ulc^ (Bixet
Du Jassonneix), a., ii, ,')97.

bromide and chloride, preparation and
properties of (Moissan and Martix-
sen), a., ii, 531.

<Z«oxide {tlioria), reduction of (Binkt
DU Jassonneix), A., ii, .597

;

(Wedekind and Fetzer), A., ii,

718.

estimation and separation of, from
the oxides of the yttrium-cerium
group (Giles), A., ii, 615.

use of oi'ganic acids for the precipita-

tion and sepai'ation of, from
cerium, lanthanum, and didymium
oxides (Kolb and Ahrle), A., ii,

288.

Thorium, separation of, from the cerite

earths by means of normal sodium
sulphite (Grossmann), A., i, 326

;

(Batkk), a., ii, 461.

Thorium X and the induced thorio-

activity (v. Lerch), A., ii, 790.

Thujamenthene(TscHrGAEFF), A., i, 73.

Thujamenthone, benzoyl derivative, and
Thujamenthone/sooxime, hydroxy-
(Wallacii and Fritzsciie), A., i,

148.

Thujenes, o- and /3- (Tschugaeff), A.,

i, 72.

Thujone (lanacrlonc), compounds of, with
aldehydes, and alkyl derivatives of

(Haller), a., i, 602.

Thujones, o- and /3-, and their oximcs
and .semicarbazones (Wallach and
B.icKKR), A., i, 147.

iwThujoneamine and its benzoyl deriva-

tive (Wallatm and Fritzsche), A., i,

148.

/3-Thujone-oxime and its benzoyl deriva-

tive ami -/woxime (Wallach and
Fritzsche), A., i, 148.

mThojoneoxime and its benzoyl deriva-

tive and hydrncliloride (Wallach and
Fritrzchk), a., i, 148.

Thujylamine and its A^-dimethyl der va-

tive and their salts (Tschugaeff),
A., i, 72.

Thujyltrimethylammoninm hydroxide
and salts (Tschugaeff), A., i, 72.

Thujylxanthic acid, methyl ester (Ts'chu-

oaeff). A., i, 72.

I'huya articnlata of Algeria, oil of the
wood of (Grimal), a., i, 148.

Thymine from the products of pancreatic

autolysis (Kutscher and LoH-
mann), a., ii, 466; (Levene), A.,

ii, 732.

synthesis of (Gerngross), A.,i, 943.

Thymol ethers, action of nitric acid on
(Decker and Solonina), A., i, 197.

Thymomenthene. See Tetrahydrocym-
ene.

Thjrmomenthol {hexahydrothymol) and
its isomeride and derivatives (Bru-
nel), a., i, 197, 363.

Thymomenthone and its oxinie and
seniicarbazone (Brunel), A., i, 363.

Thymomenthylamine and its picrate

(Bruxel), a., i, 363.

Thymonucleic acid, hydrolysis of (Steu-
del), a., i, 398.

oxidation of, with calcium perman-
ganate (Kutscher and Schenck),
A., i, 621.

Thymoquinonethymolylimide ethers

(Decker and Solonina), A., i, 197.

Thymotincopellidide (Hii.nEBRAXDT),
A., i, 155.

Thymotinglycuronic anhydride, di-

chloro-, and o-Thymotinpiperidide
(Hildebrandt), A., i, 80, 153.

Thymotiii-2-methylpiperidide (Hilde-
brandt), A., i, 155.

Thymus and Thyroid glands. See under
Gland.

Tin, physico-chemical researches on {Co-

hen and Goldschmidt), A., ii,

168.

electrolytic recovery of (Gelstharp),

A., ii, 168.

crystallisation of, by the electrolysis

of its salts (Saposhnikoff), A., ii,

39.5.

copper, and oxygen, equilibrium be-

tween (Heyn and Bater), A., ii,

169.

Tin alloys, analysis of (Holla rd and
Beutiavx), a., ii, 67.

with aluminium, properties of (Pe-

( liEUx), A., ii, .526.

with copper, tensile strength of(SHEP-

iiERi> and Upton). A., ii, 587.

with gold (Vogel), A., ii, 640.

with magnesium (Grube), A., ii, 636 ;

(Kurnakoff and Stepanokf), A.,

ii, 710.
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Tin alloys with mercury (tin amalgams)
(VAX Heterex), a., ii, 39.

with sodium (Mathetvson), A., ii,

634.

Stannic bromide and chloride, hydro-
lysis of (Pfeiffer), A., ii, 594.

chloride, action of, on organic hydr-
oxyl compounds (Rosexheim and
Schxabel), A., i, 731.

Stannichlorides of the types M.s'SnCl,;

and iI"SnCls (v. BiROx), A.,"ii, 40.

Stannates (Bellucci and Parra-
VAXO), A., ii, 40.

plumbates, and platinates, isomorph-
ism of (Bellucci and Parra-
VAXo), A., ii, 395.

Perstannic acids and their salts

(Taxatar), A., ii, 325.

Tin methyl compound (Pfeiffer and
(Heller), A., i, 123.

methyl bromide (Shukoff), A., i, 759.

Tin, analysis of commercial (Hollard
and Bertiaux), A., ii, 67

;
(Vic-

tor), A., ii, 287.

detection of stannous (Bi.rM), A., ii,

209.

sepamtion of, from antimony (Fis-

cher), A., ii, 120
; (Yortmasx

and Metzl), A., ii, S.'iS.

Tin steels, constitution and properties
of (Guillet), a., ii, 527.

Tinctures, estimation of ethyl and
methyl alcohols in, by the immersion
refractometer (Leacii and Lythgok),
A., ii, 655.

Tissaes, animal, alcohol and acetone in

(Maioxox), a., ii, 406.

anti-catalase and i)iiilo-catala.se in

(Battelli and Stern), A., ii,

406.

nniversal presence of ercpsin in

(Verxon), A., ii, 100.

the erepiic power of, as a nioasuro

of functional capacity (Vkrnon),
A., ii, 841.

condition of water in (nu Bois
REYMoxn), A., ii, 100.

action of acids and alkahs on the
staining reactions of (IJktiie), A.,

ii, 468.

the silver reaction in (Macallum),
A., ii, 736.

conjunctive, aflinity of colonring mat-
ters for (CtTRTis and Lemoi'lt), A.,
ii, COO.

intia-mn!>cu]ar, rate of ah-sorption from
(Mei.tzkr and Aier), A., ii, 181.

nervous and muscular, lieat value of,

in guinea pigs of diffV-n-nt ages
(Trirot), a., ii, 542.

vegetable. See Vegetable tis.sne,9.

Titanic acid. See under Titanium.

Titanite from Urotva, Transylvania
(Nicolau), A., ii, 599.

Titanium (Stabler), A., ii, 40 ; (Stah-
ler and Wirthwein), A., ii,

595.

enhanced lines of, in the Fraunhoferic
spectrum (Lockyer and Baxax-
I)ALl), a., ii, 69.

Titaninm ammonio-compounds (Stah-
ler), a., ii, 596.

Titanium trichloride, action of, on
organic hydroxyl compounds
(Rosexheim and Schnabel), A.,

i, 731.

use of, in volumetric analysis

(Knecht and Hibbert), A., ii,

872.

^rihaloids, hydratas of (Stahler),
A., ii, 40; (Stabler and Wirth-
weix), a. , ii, .595.

oxide, separation of, from colnmbium
oxide (Hall and Smith), A., ii,

829.

Titanic acid, estimation of, in plant

ash and soils (Pf.llet and Fi:i-

nouRo), A., ii, 802.

estimation of, in minerals (Tru-
CHOT), A., ii, 614.

Metatitanic acid, hydrated, action

of silicon and tungsten on (Tam-
MAXX), A., ii, 256.

Titanium .fft-w/jusulphate and its sulph-

luic acid, and double .salts, with an>-

monium and rubidium sulphates

(Stahler), A., ii, .'>9."».

Titanous sulphate, electrolytic prepara-

tion of (Evans), A., ii, "l69.

Titanium organic compounds (Stahler),
A., ii, .'.9tj.

Titanium, estimation of zirconium in

jiresencc of, especially in rocks (DlT-
trkh and Pohl), A.', ii, 287.

Titanium steels, constitution and proper-

ties of (Orii.LET), A., ii. .527.

Titanolivine from Val Malenco, liom-

bardy ' Bkioxatei.li), A., ii, 176.

Titanous sulphate. See under Titanium.

Tobacco, formation of formaldehyde in

the combustion of (Timi i * i >. A,,

ii, 53.

Deli (HissiNK), A., ii, I

Tobaccos, apparatus for dut<;iii>iiitii>; the
dilferences shown by, when smoked
(T.Vni). A., ii, 216.

Tobacco oil, <-oinpositton and chemical
and physical properties of (Ami*OLA
.in<l SciHTi), A., ii. 214.

Tobacco plant, fertilising principles re-

quired by the ((iiRARn and RoDS-
skahx). A., ii, 345.

in-Tolacylnaphthalimidine and its iso-

meiidc I \ViK<ii(i\vsKi), A.,i, 708.
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{Tolyl compounds, Me = 1.)

Tolane picrate (Bbuni and Torxani),
A., i, 270.

tet rcichloro-, rfibromide, quinone of,

aud its ;//-chloride (Zincke and
AVagner), a., i, 343.

tetrach\ovo-p-dihydi'oxy-, and its di-

bromide and chlovobromide and
their acetates, and quinliydrone

(Zincke and Wagxer), A., i, 342.

di-p-hydroxy-, and its diacetyl deriva-

tive (Zixcke and Muxch), A., i, [>6.

o-Tolnaldehyde, ^-chloro-, and its semi-

carbazone (Auwers and Keil), A., 1,

445.

jj-Tolualdehyde diacetate (Chaussxer),
A., i, 791.

jo-Tolualdehydeplienylliydrazoiie (Law
and Perkix), A., i, 40.

Tolaaldehydesemicarbazones, o- and 'p-

(Law and Perkin), A., i, 40.

Toluene, electrolytic oxidation of (Law
and Perkix), A., i, 40.

latent heat of evaporation of (Brown),
T., 267 ; P., 75.

action of acetylene tetrabromide and
aluminium chloride on (Lavaux),
A., i, 640.

condensation of, with benzaldehyde
(Kliegl), a., i, 186.

action of chlorine on boiling (Cohen,
Dawson, and Crosland), T., 1034 ;

P., 211.

condensation of, with diphenic anhydr-

ide (Pick), A., i, 68.

action of methylene chloride and
aluminium chloride on (Lavaux),
A., i, 43.

Toluene, amino-. See Toluidines.

rfiamino-. See 2:4-Tolylenediamine.

2:4:5-<rfamino-, brown sulphur dye
from (Kalle & Co.), A., i, 540.

2-bromo-3:5-(Z/nitro- and 3:5-(Znutro-

2-nitroamino-, and its salts (ZixcKE
and Malkumesius), A., i, 487.

3:5-(^ihydroxy-. See Orcinol.

3-iodo-6-nitro- and 6-iodo-3-nitro-

(Artmann), a., i, 879.

'Ill- and ^-iodoxy-, compounds of, with

mercuric bromide and chloride, and
^-nitro-, compound of, with mercuric

chloride (Masoarelli), A., i, 869.

o-nitro-, purification of (Farbwekke
voRM. Mei.ster, Lucius, k Brux-
ino), a., i, 639.

examination of, for the jiresence of

small ([uantities of pnitrotolueue

(HoLLEMAN and JuxGius), A., ii,

864.

3:5-(/initro-4-nitroamino-, and its

.•iilver salt (Zinoke and Kuchf.x-
becker), a., i, 488.

{Tolyl compouruls. Me = 1.)

Tolueneazo-. See also Tolylazo-.

;^-Tolueneazodiethylaniline and its ad-

ditive salts (GxEiiM and Bauer), A.,

i, 831.

m-Tolueiieazo-)3-naphthol, «-hydroxy-
(Laxgguth), a., i, 593.

^-Tolueneazophenol, o- and wi-nitro-,

and the acetyl compound of the vi-

nitro- (Hewitt and Mitchell), T.,

231 ; P., 61.

Toluenediazoimide, 3:5-c?mitro- (Zincke
and Malkomesius), A., i, 487.

o-Toluenesulphanilide (Ullmaxn and
Lehnek), a., i, 290.

7)i-Toluenesulplimic acid and its salts

(Truger and Hille), A., i, 336,

^>Toluenesulphimc acid, mercuric salt

(Peters), A., i, 640.

Toluene-2-sulpho-alanine, -glycine, and
-glutamic acid, 4-nitro- (Siegfried),

A., i, .'.9.

Toluenesulphonacetic acids, amides,

nitriles, and thioamides of, and the

chloro- and brorao-derivatives of the

para-amide (Truger and Hille), A.,

i, 336.

Toluene-i'-sulphonalkylamides and 2-

nitro- (Chattaway), T., 159.

Toluene-o- and -^^sulphonamides, separa-

tion of (Barge & Givaxdax), A., i,

124.

Toluenesulphonethenylaminoximes, o-

and;)- (Truger and Volkmer), A., i,

356.

Toluene-o- and -yt?-snlphon-halogen- and
-alkylhalogen-amides and 2-nitro-

derivatives of the ^-compounds (Chat-
taway), T., 151 ; P., 7.

Toluene-w-sulphonic acid, o-chloro-//;-

nitro-, and its sodium salt (Farb-
werke VORM. Meister, Lucius, and
Bruxixg), a., i, 124.

y-Tolylsulphonphenyloxamide jo-tolyl-

sulphomite and its acetyl aud //i-nitro-

derivatives (Reverdix and Dkesel),

A., i, 51.

o-Toluenesulphonyl bromide and chlor-

ide, preparation of (Ullmaxx and
Lehnek), A., i, 289.

Tolaene-;i>-sulphonylaminobenzeneazo-

/3-naphthol (Morgan and Micklk-
iiiWAir), T., 1305.

Toluene-^f-snlphonyl-jt^-nitroaniliue

(Morgan and Micklethwait), T.,

1303.

Toluene/'-sulphonyl-^'-phenylenedi-

amlne and its derivatives (Will-
.sr.uTER aud Pfannenstiel), A., i,

669.

and its diazotisation (Morgan and
Micklkthwait), T., 1303 ; P., 222.
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{Tolyl comjwunds, Mc = 1.)

'^'-Toluic acid, w-hydroxy-, ami its nitr-

ile (Langgfth), a., i, 593.

Tolnidilacetonedicarbozylic acids, o-,

III; aud p-, and their amides and
iniides (Schroetei: and Stassex), A.,

i, 820.

o-Tolaidine, preparation of pure, and a

method for ascertaining its purity

(HOLLEMAN), A., i, 272.

influence of temperature on the action

of acetyl thiocyanate on (Dokax and
Dixon), T., 338 ; P., 77.

action of ethyl chloroacetate on the
magnesium halogen compound of

(BoDRorx), A., i, 643.

4-nitro-, bromination of (Morgan and
Clavion), T., 951.

;)-Toluidine, freezing points of mixtures
of, with the dihydric phenols
(Philip and Smith), T., 1735 ; P.,

255.

iletection of small (piantitie-s of (Holle-
man), a., i, 272.

Toluidines, 2- and 3-, 5- and 6-iodo-

derivatives of (Artmann), A., i,

878.
0- and p-, formyl derivatives, crystal-

line liquid modifications of (Or-
loff), a., i, 643.

hydrochlorides, double salts with
palladous bromides and chlorides

(Gitbier), a., i, 584.

0-, HI-, and p-, diazoamino-compounds
from (Vignox and Simonet), A., i,

397.

4-;>-ToIuidinoalizarin 2-methyl ether

(Farbwekke voiiM. Mki.ster, Lucius,
k Bruning), a., i, 709.

^'-Tolaidinobenzylacetphenone
(Mayer), A., i, 214.

)u-TolaidinocarbalIylic acid (Schuoetei;
and Sta.sskn), A., i, S20.

TolnidinodiphenylmethanM, o- and /)-,

and their hydrochlorides (Busch and
RiNtK), A., i, 519.

o-Tolnidinoformaldehydesalphozylie
aeid, sodium salt (Keinhardt, Deh-
NEi,, and Labhardt), A., i, 261.

9-Tolanaphthacine. See 9-MethyUa/3-
naplitliaphonazinc.

;)-Toluonitrile, reduction of (Fri^bault),
A., i, 437.

3-amino-, acyl derivatives of, and 3-

nitro- (BoGERT and Hoffman), A.,

i, 891.

/< Tolnoylacetie acid and its ethyl ester

(.Marguerv), a., i, 527.

;)-Tolaoyl-')-benioic acid, i.somcric

ni.thyl <sters (.Mkyeu), A., i, 134.

4v'-Tolaoylflaorenone and its phcuyl-

hydrazone (Pick), A., i, 68.

{Tohjl compounds, Me = 1.)

7^-Tolaqainol, 5-bromo-3-amino-, and its

acetyl derivatives and mono- and di-

bromonitro- (Zincke and Emmerich),
A., i, 880.

if'-Toluquinol, 3 :6-rfM:hloro-5-bromo-2-

hydroxy- (Zincke and Buff), A., i,

881.

y'-Tolaqninone, bromonitro-derivatives

(Zincke and Emmerich), A., i,879.

Tolyl methyl ethers, o-, m-, and p-, di-

electric constants of, dissolved in

benzene and 7«-xvlene (Philip and
Haynes), T., 1002 ; P., 200.

o-Tolylazoformaldoxime (Busch and
Wijlbp.ing), a., i, 494.

Tolylazo-. See also Tolueneazo-.

Tolylbisdrnaphthazanthen, »i-araino-

(RoBYN), A., i, 608.

Tolylcamphoformeneamine, o-nitro-

(Tixgle and Hoffmann), A., i, 800.

^^^-Tolylcamphoformeneamine and its

acetyl derivative and carbozylic acid
and its ^-toluidine salt (Tingle and
Hoffmann), A., i, 799.

in-Tolylcamphoformeneaminecarbozylic
acid and its ;«-toluidine salt (Tingle
and Hoffmann), A., i, 799.

Tolylcarbamic hydrazides, o- and p-,

and their hydrochlorides and acetone,

acetophenonc, and o-hydroxybenzylid-
ene compounds (Borsche), A., i,

306.

Tolylcarbamides, introduction of iodiue

into (Ahtmann), A., i, 878.

o-Tolylcarbinol, alkyl ethers of (Farben-
fabi:iken vorm. F. Bayer & Co.),

A., i, 128.

7>-Tolyl^>vchloromethylearbiiiol and its

acetate and benzoate (Dinesmann),
A., i, 645.

oTolyldimethylcarbinol (Kay and Per-
KIN), T., 1071.

»i-TolyIdimethylcarbinol (Perki.v and
(Taitersai.h, T., 1090.

/iTolyldimethylcarbinol and its phenyl-
nrethanc (I'erkin and PlCKLE.s), T.,

652.

Tolyldinaphthazanthen, o- and p-atnino-

(Robyn), a., i, 608.

2:4-ToIylenediamine and its acyl deriva*

tive.s jiiiti 5-bronio- (Morgan and
Clayton), T., 949.

A*-bi8tolucne-;»-sulphonyl derivative

(Obhier), A.^ i, 829.

4:4'-oxalyl denvative (Farbwerke
vorm. Meistkk, Lucius, k. Brok-
ing), A., i, 249.

5-nitn)-, azodcrivativc^ of (MoROAK
and W.MinoN), T., 940; P., 179.

Tolylenedimethyldiamine. See Di-
methyltolylenediamioe.
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[Tolyl compounds, Mc =1.)
l:2:4-Tolylenedisulplionacetonitrile

(Trogek and Hille), A., i, 337.

Tolylethyl alcohols, o- andju-, and their

phenyhirethancs (Guignard), A., i,

594.

o-Tolylglycinoacetic acid, piepaiation

of(DEMouiLi>iEi)), T., 440; P., 63.

Tolylglycollic acids. See Tolyloxy-

acetic acids.

^j-Tolylhydrizinoaminomethylenecarb-
oxylic acid, ethyl ester and amide
(BoAVACK and Lapwoutu), T., 1865.

ji)-Tolylhydrizinohalogenmethylenecarb-

oxylic acids, ethyl esters (Buwack
and Lap\vokth),T., 1863.

j^-Tolylidenehydrazine, benzoyl deriva-

tive, silver compound of (Stolli5 and
MtJNCH), A., i, 94.

6i-Tolylimino-^-tolyl-i>tolutriazine

(BuscH and Behgmaxn), A., i, 309.

3-^>-Tolyl-6-inethyl-3:4-dihydro-)3-pheno-

triazine and its salts (v. Waltheh
and Bamberg), AT, i, 299.

OT-Tolyl methyl ketone, condensation of,

with naphthalaldehydic acid (WiE-
cHowsKi), A., i, 707.

Tolyl-2-methylpiperidide, dihxomo-
(Hildebrandt), a., i, 155.

l-Tolyl-5-methylpyrazoles, o- and p-,

3-chloro-, and their methiodides
(Michaelis and Behrens), A., i,

380.

l-^»-Tolyl-3-methylpyrazole-4-azobenz-

ene and its 5-chloro-, 5-nitro-, 5-thio-,

5-thioalkyl, 6-x>henylsulphone, and
5-thiobenzoate derivatives, and 5-sul-

phidc (Michaelis, Leokhardt, and
Wahle), a., i, 395.

l-j9-Tolyl-5-methylpyrazole-4-azobenz-

ene, 3-chloro- (Michaelis and Beu-
RENs), A., i, 397.

l-;>Tolyl-3-methylpjrrazole-47;-azo-

tolnene and its 5-chloro- and 5-thio-

derivatives (Michaelis, Leonhardt,
and Wahle), A., i, 395.

l-Tolyl-5-methyl-3-pyrazolones, o- and
})-, and their salts, benzoyl, and
benzylidene derivatives (Michaelis
and Behrens), A., i, 380.

Tolyl-5-methyl-3-pyrazoloiie-4azoben8-

enes, \-o- and -p-, and their salts and
benzenesul]»honyl derivatives (Mi-

chaelis and Behrkks), A., i, 396.

l-Tolyl-2-inethylpyrrolidone-2-carb-

ozylic acids, c-, wt-, and //-, and their

esters, salts, amides, aminoximes, and
nitriles (KOhling and Talk), A., i,

372.

jo-Tolyl-6 methylquinolyl-8-iodonium
hydroxide and their salts (Will-
<;EROi)r), A., i, 548.

{Tolyl compounds, Me — 1.)

?rt-Tolyl naphthalidomethyl ketone and
its pseudo-acid, oxime, and phenyl-

hydrazone (Wiechowski), A., i, 708.

Tolylnaphthalimides, o-, »i-, and p-

(Bahgellixi), a., i, 210.

^>-Tolylnaphthylamine-8-8ulphonic acid

(Aktien-Gesellschaft fur Anilin-
Fabi'jkatiox), A.,i, 717.

l-;>-Tolylnaphthylamine-6- and -7-8ulph-

onic acids (Aktiex-Gesellschafi
FUR Anilin-Fabrikation), a., i, 770.

Tolyl i'sonitroacetonitriles, o-, m-, and
p-, sodium derivatives (WisLicENUS
and Wren), A., i, 284.

^j-Tolyl-//i-nitrobenzaldoxime (Plaxch-
ER and Piccixini), A., i, 706.

Tolylnitromethanes, o-, ni-, and p-

(WisLicExus and Wrex), A., i, 284.

Tolyloxyacetic acids (tolylglycollic acids)

0-, hi-, and p-, lutro-derivatives of,

and 3 -amino- of the para-acid

(Kernot), a., i, 286.

Tolyloxybenzoic acids, o- and p-

(Aktiex-Gesellschaft f1:r Anilix-
Fabrikation), a., i, 780.

Tolyloxybenzoic acids, o-, m-, and p-

(Ullmann and Zloka.soff), A,, i,

597.

o-^J-Tolyloxycinnainic acid and the

action of heat on (Stoermer and
Biesenbacu), a., i, 525.

o-^-Tolyloxy-/3phenylhydracrylic acid

(Stoermer and Biesexbach), A., i,

525.

jj-Tolyloxystyrene (Stoermer and
Biesexbach), A., i, 525.

2;-Tolylphenyl-l:3:4-oxadiazole and its

silver nitrate derivative (SroLLfe and
Mi'Ncii), A., i, 95.

3-Tolylpyrines, o- and j)'> ^^^ their

hydrochlorides and picrates (Mi-

chaelis and Behrexs), A., i,

380.
3-0- and -ju-Tolylrhodanic acids and their

condensation with aldehydes (An-

DREAscH and Zipser), A., i, 931 ;

(Stuchetz), a., i, 933.

//i-Tolylsemicarbazide, preparation of

(Farbexfabkikex vorm. F. Bayer
& Co.), a., i, 383, 949.

Tolylsulphon-. See Toluonesulphon-.

2-o-Tolylthiocarbamidoazo-;>-toluene

(Buscii and Bkhcmaxn), A., i, 309.

3-Tolylthiopyrine8, o- and p-, and their

metluodidcH (Michaelis and
Behrens), A., i, 380.

^-Tolylthiosalicylic acid, new prepara-

tion of ((ioloiikug), a., i, 59.

l-7)-Tolyl-l:2:3-tria2ole, 5hydro.\y-, and
its 4-carboxylic acid (Dlmroth and
Staul), a., i, 385.
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l-7J-Tolyl-l:2:3-triazole-4-carboxylic

acid, 5-hydroxy-, ethyl ester, aud its

amine salts (Dimkoth aud Staiil),

A., i, 385.

l-;)-Tolyl-5-triazoloiie-4-carbozylic acid
and its ethyl ester (Dimkoth and
Stahl), a., i, 385.

Tomatoes, red colourinf; matters of

(MoNTAXAKl), A., i, 293.

Tombs, Egyptian, metals found in (Beu-
thelot), a., ii, 164.

Topaz, alteration product of (Krejci),
A., ii, 177.

Toxic action and chemical combination
as exemplified in hiemolytic sera

(MuiPv aud BnowxiNG), A., ii, 107.

Toxicity of the normal intestinal con-

tents (Magnus-Alsleben), a., ii,

746.

Toxicological investigations, destruction
of organic matters in (GkigokSekk).
a., ii, 354.

Toxicology, estimation of ai-senic in

(Mai), a., ii, 763.

Toxin-antitoxin reaction, physical
chemistry of the (Craw), A., ii, 747.

Toxins and anti-toxins (Arkhe.vius and
Madsen), a., ii, 50 ; (Madsex
and Walbum ; Madsen and
NoGUCHi ; Madsek), A., ii, 407.

action of (Henri), A., ii, 237.

al)sorption theory of the neutralisation

of, and related phenomena (Biltz,

Much, and Siebert), A., i, 495.

action of chemical oxydases on
(Baudkan), a., ii, 632.

cholera. See under Cholera.
diphtheritic and tetanic, action of

calcium permanganate on (Baio-
ran), a., ii, 407.

See also Tuberculin.

Tragacanth and acacia, comparative
viscosity of the simple and mixed
mucilages (White), A., i, 685.

Transition points. See under Thernio-
chemisliy.

Transport numbers. Sec under Electro-
chemistry.

Trees, evergreen, carbohydrate reserves

of (Lkilkrc du Sabujx), A., ii, 605.

Trehalase, presence of, in Fungi (Bouu-
ijiEi.oT and Hkkissey), A., ii, 113.

Tremors, action of formic acid on
(Ci,f':ment), a., ii, 408.

Triacetic acid, lactone of, and its phonyl-
hydrazones and '^-ethers and bromo-
and its 0-methyl ether (Tambukello),
A., i, 268.

Triacetin, action of hydrogen bromide
or livdrogen chloride on (AlESA),
A., i," 7.

Trialkylaminoguanidines, preparation of

(Busch), A., i, 307.

Trialkylbarbituric acids, imino- (Cox-
rai) aud Zart), a., i, 752.

Trianilino-bromo- aud -chloro-dimaleic

anhydride dianils (Salmuxy and
SiMoxi.s), A., i, 632.

Trianisylcarbinols, m- and p-, and their

salts (v. Baeyer), a., i, 358.

l:2:4-Triazole, alkyl derivatives of

(Pellizzari and Soldi), A., i, 672.

Triazoles, owioimino- (Merck), A., i,

949.

Triboluminescence (Tschugaeff), A.,

ii, 132 ; (GuixcuAxr), A., ii, 366
;

(Gerxez), a., ii, 430, 431 ;

(Web.ster), a., ii, 786.

and crystalloluminescence (Trautz
and Schorigix), A., ii, 494

;

(Traitz), a., ii, 662.

in the acridine series (Morgan), A.,

ii, 786. •

Tricarballylanilic acid, esters and
auilide of (Bektkam), A., i, 466.

Tricarballylic acid aud c\-ano-, dimethyl
"thyl ester (Kxoevexagel and
Mottek), a., i, 61.

Tricarballylmonoanilidic acid, aniliue

salt (Beutham), a., i, 466.

Tri-^-chlorobenzoyladrenaline (Stolz),

A., i, 106.

Tricyanocarbamide auil its trisodium

salt (Hantzsch, Baiek, and HoK-
maxx), a., i, 330; (Hantzsch), A.,

i, 331.

Tricyanotricarboxylic acid, ethyl ester

(Hantzsch and Bauer), A., i, 330.

Tridecoic acid, o-bromo- ami a-hydroxy-

(LESuKriO, T., 1905.

Tridecoic aldehyde and its jKiIymeride,

oxime, and semicarl>azone(LESrErK),
T., 1903.

Tridecyl alcohol, Tridecylamine and its

salts, and Tridecylcarbamie acid,

methyl ester (Klakkei.d), A., i, 166.

Tridecyl cyanide, o-i»ydrox\-, aud its

hydr..ly>is (\.¥. SrEiu), T., 1904.

2:4:6-Tridinaphaxanthylbeuene, 1 :3:5-

^•jhydroxy-, ami its triacctyl derivative

(Fosse and Roiivx), A., i, 607.

Triethylbenzene, aluminium chloride

com[)ound, combination of, with
hydrogen cliloridu and with tri-iso-

propvlbenzcue hydrochloride (Gcstav-
sonK a., i, 331, 697.

1:3:3-Triethyl 3-ethylideneindoline and
its picrale (Planthkr and Carrasco),
a., i, 719.

1:3:7-Triethylxanthine, prei^aration of
(SiAKI.AT), A., i, 160.

Triui'>>hexylamine and its .salts (SatBatiku
and SKXDKRENb), A.^ i, 268.
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1 :2:3-Triinethoxybeiizeiie, 5-hydioxy-.
See Autiarol.

3:4:5-Triinethoxy-benzylamine and its

sulphate and platinichloride and
-benzylmethylamine (Hefftkr and
Capellmaxn), a., i, 877.

3:3';4'-Trimethoxybenzylidenecoumar-
anone (Blom and Tambor), A., i, 916.

Trimethoxybenzyltrimethylammonium
salts (HefftePi. and Capellmann),
A., i, 878.

3:4:4'-Trmiethoxyclialkone and its acetyl

derivative (v. Ivostanecki and
Nitkowski), A., i, 915.

4:3':4'-Trimetlioxychalkone,2'-hydioxy-,
and its acetyl derivative (v. KosTA-
NECKi and ScHiiEiRER), A., i, 808.

3:3':4'-Trimethoxy-flavanone and iso-

nitioso-, and -flavonol and its sodium
and acetyl derivatives (v. Kostanecki
and Nitkowski), A., i, 915.

5:7:4-Trimetlioxy-flavanone, S:6:8-tri-

bromo-, and -flavone, QiS-dihromo-
(Breger and v. Kostanecki), A.,

i, 366.

7:8:4'-Trimetlioxy-flavanone and i^o-

nitroso-, and -flavonol and its acetyl

derivative (v. Kostanecki and
Schheiber), a., i, 808.

Trimethoxyplienanthrenecarboxylicacid
(Knorr and P.schorr), A., i, 814.

Trimethoxyvinylphenanthrene (Knorr
and Pschorr), A., i, 814.

Trimethylacetoacetaldehyde and its

copper salt (Couturier and Vignon),
A., i, 571.

" Trimethyladipic acid" (Noyes and
Doughty), A., i, 321.

Trimetbylamine, preparation of, by the

niethylation of ammonia (EscH-
weiler ; Koeppen), A., i, 328.

additive compounds of (Hantzsch and
Graf), A., i, 575.

1 :3:5-Trimethylbenzene. See Mesitylene.

1 :2:3-Trimethylbenziminazole-2-ol, 5-

bromo- and 5-chloro-, and their iodides

(Fischer and Mouson), A., i, 246.

Trimethylbrazilone phenylhydrazone
(Hkrzk; and Pom-ak), A., i, 605.

oo/3-Trimethylbutyric acid, /37-^^ibromo-,

and the action of heat on (Blaise and
Courtot), a., i, 563.

a/3;3-TrimethyIbutyrolactone (Noyes),
A., i, 322.

Trimethylcarbinyl acetate, Iribiomo-

(Perkin and Simoxsen),T., 857 ; P.,

189.

Trimethylcetrol (IIk.ssk), A., i, 139.

Trimethylcomenic acid, hydroxy-, ethyl

ester, action of hydroxylamine and o-

benzylhydroxylaniinc on (Azzarello),
A., i, 916.

Trimethylcreatinine platinichloride

(Korndorfer), a., i, 152.

o)37-Trimetliylcrotonic acid, 7-cyano-,
ethyl ester (Rogersox and Thorpe),
T., 1702.

Trimethylene-. See c?/cfePropane-.

Trimethylene glycol, monoethylin of
(BouvEAULT and Bi,anc), A., i, 12.

Trimethyleneasparagine (H. and A. v.

Eulkr), a., ii, 343.

Trimethylenecarboxylic acid. See cydo-
Propanecail)oxylic acid.

Trimethylenediamine and its iV-di-

bromo- and -dichloro-derivatives and
their s-diacyl compounds (Chatta-
WAY), T., 388 ; P., 61.

Trimethylene-trisulphone and -disal-

phone sulphide (Peters), A., i, 625.

ajS 7-Trimethylglutaconic acid and its

silver salt, anhydride, and ester, and
o-cyano-, ethyl ester (Rogerson and
Thorpe), T., 1702; P., 239.

l:4:5-Trimethylglyoxaline and 2-bromo-,
antl their additive salts (Jowett), T.,

405; P., 116.

2:6:6-Trimethyl-4-c2/c^ohexanol-l-carb-

oxylic acids, isomeric, and their

lactones (Merling, Welde, and
Skita), a., i, 349.

2: 6:6-Trimethy1 -A-cyc^hexene-4-one-1

-

carboxylic acid. See woPhoronecarb-
oxylic acid.

l:2:3-Triniethylindole, action of chloro-

form on (Plancher and Carrasco),
A., i, 666.

2:3:3-Trimethylindolenine, Plancher's,

constitution of (Konschegg), A., i,

925.

Trimethylitamalic acid, barium salt

(Noyes), A., i, 322.

3:3:5-Trimethyl-2-methyleiieindoline
and its additive salts (Konschegg),
A., i, 924.

3:3:7-Trimetliyl-2-methyleneiQdoline
and its salts (Pi.angger), A., i, 718.

3:4:6-Trimethyl l:2:5-oxadiaziiie, 4-

hydroxy-, and its additive suits (DiELs
and VAN DER Leedkn), a., i, 946.

Trimethylparaconic acid and its ethyl

ester, bromide, chloride, amide, and
anhydride (Noyes), A., i, 322.

Trimothylparaconylmaloiuc acid, ethyl

ester (Noyes), A., i, 322.

l:l:2-Trimethyh7/cAypentane. See Di-

hj'drot.svylauroleno.

4:6:6-Trimethyl 2-propyltetrahydro-l;3-

oxazine and its platinichloride and
nitroso-dorivative (Kohn), A., i, 929.

3:4:6-Trimethylpyridine,2:6-rfthydroxy-,

and its hydrochloride and dibenzoyl

derivative (Rogerson and Thorpe),
T., 1703; P., 239.
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2:3:6-TrimethylpyTrole, synthesis of, and
its 4-carboxylic acid, esters (KoB-
scHix), A., i, 373.

5:6;8-Trimetliylquinophthalone (Eib-

(nek), a., i, 716.

2:3-Trioxythio-l-phenyl-2:5-dimethyl-

pyrazole (Sthiopyrinetrioxidc) (Mi-

CHAELis aud Hahn), a., i, 379.

Triphenylacetic acid. See Tritanic

acid.

Triphenylaminoguanidine, preparation

of, aud action ot formic acid on
(BuscH), A., i, 307.

Triphenylarsine (Pfeiffer, Heller,
and Pietsch), A., i, 164.

s-Triphenylbenzene (Reich), A., i, 35
;

(v. NiEMENTOWSKi), A., i, 612.

Triphenylbismutliine (Pfeiffer, Hel-
ler, and Pietsch), A., i, 164.

Triphenylcarbinol, colourless salts of

(Lambrecht and Weil), A., i,

128.

^-^richloro- and p-triiodo- and their

chlorides, and ethyl ethers (v.

Baeyek), A., i, 282, 358.

3-Ditro-4-amino-, .A^-benzoyl derivative

of (Thomae), a., i, 587.

Triphenylcarbinols, ketonic decomposi-
tion of (Fischer and Hess), A., i,

205
;
(V. Georgievics), A., i, 357.

Triphenylcarbinol bases, production of

colour from (Lambrecht and Weil),
A., i, 243.

3:4:6-Triphenyl-l:2-diazine and its di-

hydro-derivative (Japi- and Wood),
T., 709; P., 154.

l:l:2-Triphenyl-l:2-diliydrotsobeiizo-

furan, 2-hydroxy-, and its con-

densation with phenols and aiomatic
amines (GfYOT aud Catel), A., i,

226.

2:5:6 TriphenyI-4:5-dihydro-l:3:4-oxadi-

azole, 4-beuzoyl derivative of (Stoll£
aud Munch), A., i, 95.

Triphenylethane, p-sLmino-, and its

liydrochloride (BcscH and Rinck),
A., i, 519.

a«f-Triphenyl-AaY-hexadiene-«-ol
(Baiek), A., i, 278.

Triphenylmethane (v. Baeyer), A., i,

281 ;
(V. Baeyer and Hallens-

leben), a., i, 358.

derivatives, heats of combustion of

(Schmidlin), a., ii, 11.

Triphenylmetliane, ;>-amino-, and its

benzoyl derivative and their 3-

nitro-derivatives, and 3:4-rfiamino-,

and its additive salts and diacyl

derivatives (Thomae), A., i, 586.

<rj\p-liromo-, -chloro-, -iodo-, and
-nitro- (Fischer and Hess), A., i,

205.

LXXXVITI. ii.

Triphenylmetliane dyes, influence of the
position of methyl and nitro-groups
relatively to the methane carbon
atom on the colours of (Reitzen-
STEiy and Ruxge), A., i, 300.

action of sulphurous acid on (Durrsch-
NABEL and Weil), A., i, 947.

Triphenylmethyl and its additive com-
pounds (Gomberg and Coxe), A.,
i, 426, 641.

Gomberg's, constitution of (Tschit-
schibabin), a., i, 125, 270

;

(Jacobson), a., i, 186.

heat of combustion of (Schmidlin),
A., ii, 11.

4-Triphenylmethyl-l-diplienylmethyl-
ene-A'-,''-c*/c/'jhexadiene (Jacobson),
A., i, 186.

Triphenylphosphine (Pfeiffer, Hell-
er, and Pietsch), A., i, 164.

Triphenylpiperidonedicarboxylic acid,

ethyl ester (Mayer), A., i, 429.

a)30-lS:iphenylpropionic acid and its

esters, and the action of bromine and of
acetyl chloride on (Kohler and
Heritage), A., i, 208.

Triphenylpyrrole, 3-amino-, and its

beuzoyl and carbamide derivatives

(Angelico), a., i, 660, 938.

Triphenylstibine (Pfeiffer, Heller,
and Pietsch), A., i, 164.

Triplite from a new Swedish locality

(Nordexskiold), a., ii, 174.

s-Tri/.sopropylbenzene, aluminium
chloride compound, combination of,

with hydrogen chloride and with
benzene (Gustavson), A., i, 334,
696.

s-Trit.^opropylbenzene8aIphonic acid,

magnesium salt i^Gustavson), A., i,

334, 696.

Tristilbeneacetone anhydride (v. Lipp-
man.n and Fritsch), A., i, 443.

Tritanic acid {triphenylacetic acid), 3:5-

(^iiiydroxy-, and its salts (v. LlEBlo),
A., i, 781.

Tritanol, 3:5-rfihydroxy-, phenol ether
and Tritaae ether, 3:5-</thydrox7-
(v. Liehig), a., i, 783.

Tritanolactone, 2:4- and 3:5-rfiliydroxy-,

and the ether of the 3:5-coni]K)und

and its salts (v. Liebig), A., i, 781.

Trithioaldehydes, isomeric, transforma-
tion.s of (Si-vvek). a., i, 741.

Trithiocarbodiglycollie acid and its

ethyl ester and salts (HuLMBERo),
A., i, 324.

Trithiocarbodilaotio acid (Holmbbro),
A., i, ;525.

Trithioaates. See under Sulphur.
Tri';>-tolyloarbiaol aud its ethyl ether
(Tovsley aud Goxbero), A., i, 44.

SO
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Tri-jo-tolylmethane and its w-amino- and
w-lialoid derivatives (Touslry and
Gomberg), a., i, 43.

Tri-^-tolylmethyl-aniline and -p-tolvL-

idine (Tousley and Gomberg), A., i,

44.

Tri-^-tolylstibine (Pfeiffer, Heller,
and Pietsgh), A., i, 164.

Trona from the region of Lake Chad
(Courtet), A., ii, 173.

Tropane, 3-chloro- (Willstatter and
Veraguth), a., i, 544.

Trypanosomiasis, treatment of, by
arsenious acid and " trypanroth

"

(Laveean), a., ii, 278, 408.

Trypsin, the individuality of (Pollak),
A., ii, 47.

relation of, to enteroiinase (Bayliss
and Starling), A., ii, 273.

action of (Hedin), A., ii, .'541.

Volhard's titrimetric method for the

estimation of (Lohlein). A., ii,

780.

Tryptic action, the kinetics of (Bayliss),

A., ii, 267.

proteolysis, liberation of tyrosine

during (Brown and Millar), P.,

286.

Tubercular caseous deposits, composition
of (Schmoll), a., ii, 272.

Tuberculin, action of calcium perman-
ganate on (Baudran), a., ii. 407.

Tuberculosis fulmonum, composition of

the blood in (Erben), A., ii, 741.

Tubes, fused silica (Berthelot), A., ii,

308, 316, 386, 810.

osmosis through (Belloc), A., ii,

443.

Tumours, nucleo-histon as 'a constituent

of (Beebe), a., ii, 408.

in mice, potassium and calcium in

(Clowes and Frisbie), A., ii, 743.

See also Cancer and Malignant
tumours.

Tungsten, spectrum of (Hasselberg),
A., ii, 129.

action of, on hydrated metatitanic

acid (Tammann), A., ii, 256.

Tungsten Aeaufluoride (Ruff and Eis-

ner), A., ii, 255.

^rioxide, ])roperties of, as a ceramic

colouring matter (Granger), A.,

ii, 325.

and silicon dioxide, separation of

(Friedhkim, Henderson, and
Pinagel), a., ii, 614.

Tungstic acid and columbic acid,

separation of (Bedford), A., ii, 832.

Tungsten aluminium silicide (Man-
<;ii()T and Kieseh), A., ii, 165.

Tungsten, estimation of (v. Knorre),
A., ii, 286.

Tungstic acid. See under Tungsten.
Turmeric, composition of (Leach), A.,

ii, 127.

TumbuU's blue, soluble, identity of, with
soluble Prussian blue (Hofmann,
Heine, and Hochtlen), A., i, 38.

Turpentine oil, variations in the rotatory

power of (Raby), A., ii, 423.

TycMte from Borax Lake, its artificial

production and relation to northupite
(Penfield and Jamieson), A., ii,

723.

Typhoid fever, excretion of water in

(Sollmann and Hofmann), A., ii,

272.

Typhus ahdominalis, composition of the

blood in (Erben), A., ii, 741.

Typhus fever, leucocytosis of (Love),

A., ii, 338.

Tyrosinase in the skins of some pig-

mented vertebrates (Durham), A., ii,

101.

Tyrosine from various sources, specific

rotatory powers of (Schulze and
AVintekstein), a., i, 699.

liberation of, during tryptic prote-

olysis (Brown and Millar), P.,

286.

excretion of, in a case of cystinuria

(Abderhalden and Schitten-
helm), a., ii, 741.

as the cause of the dyeing of silk and
wool (Pauly and Binz), A., i, 75.

as a source of nitrogen for plants

(LuTz), A., ii, 276.

Tyrosine, diiodio-. See lodogorgonic

acid.

Tyrothrixin from sterilised milk and
Enimenthaler clieese (Adametz and
Chszaszez), a., ii, 273.

Ultramarine (Hofmann andMETZENER),
A., ii, 589.

"Undecyl alcohol and its phenylurethano

(BouvEAULT and Blanc), A., i. 12.

Unsaturated compounds (Hinrichsen),

A., i, 132.

reaction of, with organic magnesium
compounds (Kohler and Heri-
tage), A., i, 207, 208; (Kohler
and Johnstin), A., i, 215;
(Kohler and Reimer), A., i, 347 ;

(Kohler), A., i, 358, 700.

picrates and other additive products

of (Bruni and Tounani), A., i,

269.

Uracil from the products of pancreatic

autolysis (Kutschkr and Lohmann),
A., ii, 466; (Levkne), A., ii, 732.
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XTracil, 5 amino- and 5-nitro- (Wheeler
and Bkistol), A., i, 482.

2-thio- (Wheeler and Bristol^ A.,
,

i. 485.
'

i

XTraniom and radium, relative proportion ,

of, in radioactive minerals (Ruther-
^

FORD and Boltwood), A., ii,
'.

563.

radioactive properties of (Godlkwski),
A., ii, 498.

radioactivation by means of (Bec-
querel), a., ii, 567.

production of radium from (Bolt-
wood), A., ii, 663.

TTraniom oxides, solid solutions of

iudilferent gases in (Kohlschutter
and Vogdt), A., ii, 394, 826;
(Friedheim), a., ii, 530.

oxjrfluorides (Giolitti and Agamex-
xone), a., ii, 255.

ITranous sulphate, properties of, and
equilibrium phenomena with the
hvditites of (Giolitti and Bucci),
a'. , ii, 827.

TJranyl ;?erborate (Bbuhat and Ddbois),
A., ii, 246.

ammonium double carbonate (Giolitti
and V'ecchiarelli), A., ii, 826.

chloride (Oechsner de Coninck),
A., ii, 38.

selenide (Milbauer), A., ii, 94.

ciesium sulphate (Oechsner de
Conixck), a., ii, 395.

lithium and magnesium sulphates

(Oechsner de Coxinck and
Chauveset), a., ii, 530.

potassium sulphates, double (Oechsner
de Coxinck and Chauvexet), A.,

ii, 394.

sodium sulphate, synthesis of, by
Spring's process (Oechsxek de
Conixck), A., ii, 254.

Urate cella, physiological significance of

the, in melliferous insects (Semicuox),
A., ii, 600.

TTrazole derivatires (Wheeler and
SiATiROPorLos), A., i, 720.

Urea in human urine (Camerer), A., ii,

186.

elimination of, in healthy subjects

(LABBit and Morchoisxe), A., ii,

102.

treatment of urine before estimating
(MoREiGXE), A., ii, 212.

estimation of, in urine (Wentzki),
A., ii, 214.

See also Cnrbamidc.
Urea diaresia, mechanism of (Hender-
son and LoEwi), A., ii, 789.

Ureides, absorption spectra of, in rela-

tion to colour and chemical stnictare

(Hartley), T., 1796 ; P., 166.

Ureidodi-ethyl- and -propyl-malonic
acids (Fischer and Dilthey), A., i,

37 ; (COXR.A.D and Zart), A., i,

754.

Ureter, effects of ligature of one (Amos),
A., ii, 337.

Urethane. See Carbamic acid, ethyl
ester.

Urethane derivatives, monosubstituted,
mode of formation of (Bodroux), A.,
i, 427.

Uric acid, attempted synthesis of

(Fextox), a., i, 267.

formation and decomposition of, in

extracts of the organs of oxen
(Schittexhelm), a., ii, 644.

oxidation and synthetic formation of,

in extracts of ox liver (BcRl.ix),

A., ii, 271.

absorption spectra of, in relation

to colour and chemical structure

(Hartley), T., 1796 ; P., 166.

biochemical mechanism of the fermenta-

tion of (Ulpiani and Cixgolaxi),
A., ii, 190.

colour reaction of, with phospho-
tungstic acid (Mobeigne), A., ii,

212.

origin of, in man (BueiXn), A., ii,

335.

Influence of fruit on the precipitation

of, of urine (Jerome), A., ii, 543.

estimation of, in human urine (KRUGEk
and Schmid), A., ii, 776.

Uricolase {uricolytic ferment) (Schittex-
helm), A., ii, 644,645.

Urinary alkaloids. See Alkaloids.

indoxyl. See Indoxyl.

Urine, normal, composition of (FoLix),

A., ii, 183, 263.

acidity of (Dreseu), A., ii, 186.

amylolytic action of (Cl.irk), A., ii,

540.

oxidising action of (Bertbam), A., ii,

468; (SchCrhoff), A., ii, 740.

in phosphorus (Ktisoning (Wohl-
gemtth), a., ii, 338, 470.

in skin diseases (Desgrez and Atrig-
v. -^ A., ii, 104.

ion of urea in healthy subjects

:.y. and Morcuoisnk), A., ii,

102.

excretion of 3-n«phthol in, after the
:ii;lll doses of

iphthol, and
0„..,M. >..... ,,..,. ,.r^r.N), A., ii, 470.

excretion of sugar in, after administra-
tion of alanine in do>:s without a
pancreas (Almagia and Embden),
A., ii, 842.

alcohol and acetone in (Maionon),
A., ii, 406.
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TTrine, isolation of diamines from (Loewy
and Neuberg), A., i, 158.

globulin of albuminous (Sikes), A., ii,

843.

iron in diabetic (ZuccHi), A., ii, 469.
distribution of nitrogen in (Satta),

A., ii, 407.

a new nitrogenous constituent of
human normal (Hari), A., ii, 842.

organic phosphorus in (Symmers), A.,
ii, 102.

pigment in, originating from scatole

(PoRCHER and Hervieux), A., ii,

187, 740
;
(Maillard), A., ii, 271.

the chromo<^en of so-called scatole-red
in normal (Staal), A., ii, 843.

Bence-Jones proteid in (Lixdemann),
A., ii, 186.

a non-dialysable proteid-like con-
stituent of human (Abderhalden
and Pregl), A., ii, 843.

urea in human (Camerer), A., ii, 186.
of the coyote (Swaix), A., ii, 186.

of dogs, sulphur organic compound in
(Neuberg and Grosser), A., ii,

739.

in fishes, osmotic pressure of (Dek-
huyzen), a., ii, 836.

preservation and action of the nitrogen
of, as manure (Bohme), A., ii, 477.

Unne, analjrtical processes relating
to:—

detection of glyoxylic acid in

(Eppixger), a., ii, 543.

precipitation of Isevulose from, by lead

acetate (R. and 0. Adler), A., ii,

337, 843.

detection and estimation of traces of

mercury in, with the aid of the
Nernst balance (Janecke), A.,

ii, 66.

tests for sugar in (PFLt?GER, Schon-
DORFF, and Wexzel), A., ii, 45.

use of the orcinol reaction for the
detection of sugar in (Mann), A.,

ii, 487.

electrometric estimation of the acidity

of (v. Rohrer), a., ii, 772.

estimation of amino-acids in (Erben),
A., ii, 124.

estimation of carbamates in (Macleod
and Haskins), A., ii, 123.

estimation of chlorine in (Dehn), A.,

ii, 350.

estimation of dextrose in (Visser),

A., ii, 359.

estimation of glycuronic acid in

(ToLLENs), A., ii, 559.

estimation of )3-hydroxybutyric aciJ in

(Ryffel), a., ii, 559.

estimation of indican in, by Meisling's

colorimeter (Oerum), A., ii, 872.

Urine, analytical processes relating
to.—

estimation of phenolglycuronic acid in
(Nedberg and Neimann), A., ii,

426.

estimation of phosphoric acid and
sulphur in (Dubois), A., ii, 609.

estimation of sugar in (Bilixski),
A., ii, 289.

treatment of, before estimating urea
(Morkigne), a., ii, 212.

estimation of urea in (Wentzki), A.,

ii, 214.

estimation of uric acid and of purine
bases in human (Kruger and
ScHMiD), A., ii, 776.

estimation of veronal in (Fischer and
V. Merixg), a., ii, 776.

See also Cystinuria, Diabetes, Diuresis,

Excretion, Glycosuria, and Oxaluria.

Urotropine, physiological action of

(JSicolaier), a., ii,'l88.

V.

Vacua, high, Dewar's method of pro-

ducing (Blythswood and Allen),
A., ii, 694.

measurement of, in chemical dis-

tillation (Reiff), a., ii, 808.

Valency, conception of (Abegg and Hix-
richsex), a., ii, 155; (Billitzer),

A., ii, 448.

theory of (Abegg), A., ii, 155.

Valency stages of thallium and the

oxidation power of oxygen, mutual
relationships of the (Spencer and
Abegg), A., ii, 369.

zsoValeraldehyde, condensation of, with
acetaldehyde (Ehrenfreund), A.,

i, 861.

condensation of, with formaldehyde
(Lichtenstern), a., i, 509.

aLlol from (Raixer), A., i, 16.

Valeramide, cyano- (Conrad and Zart),
A., i, 754.

Valeric acid, '/iamino-, formation of,

from j8-vinylacrylic acid, and its

anhydride (Fischer and Raske), A.,

i, 863.

o-amino-8-hydroxy-, synthesis of

(Surensex), a., i, 749.

See also a-Ethylpropionic acid and o-

Methylbutyric acid,

isovaleric acid, propyl ester, latent heat

of evaporation of (Bkown), T., 269;
P., 75.

7-Valerolaotone, 5-chloro-a-bromo-, and
its a-carboxylic acid, ethyl ester, and
their reactions with ammonia (Leucus),

A.,i, 545.
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Valerolactone-a-carbozylamide, a-

bromo-5-hydroxy- (Traibe), A., i, 13.

Vanadic acid. See under Vanadium.
VanadiBelenions acid and its salts

(Prandtl and Lustig), A., ii, 395.

Vanadium, presence of, in coal from
Liese (Jorissex), A., ii, 535.

preparation of metallic (Koppel and
Kaufmaxn), a., ii, 593.

Vanadium compounds, behaviour of,

towards gold and gold solutions

(HCSDESHAGEX), A., ii, 639.

quadrivalent (Koppel, Goldmaxs,
and Kaufm.axn), A., ii, 593.

quinquevalent, with quadrivalent
elements (Prandtl and Lcstig),
A., ii, .395.

Vanadium trichloride, hydrated, red
derivatives of (St.\hler), A., ii, 41.

pcntoxide, combined oxidimetric
method for the estimation of, in

presence of molybdenum trio.xide

(Glasmaxn), a., ii, 208.

Vanadic acid, test for, in minerals
(Huxdesuagen), a., ii, 640.

Vanadium oxy- and thio-trichlorides

(K.OPPEL and Kaufmaxx), A., ii,

593.

o-xydichloride. See Vanadyl chloride.

Vanadium, estimation of (Beard), A.,

ii, 288.

separation of, from arsenic and molyb-
denum (Friedheim, Decker, and
Diem), A., ii, 764.

Vanadyl ammonium carbonate (Koppel,
Goldmanx, and Kaufmann), A.,
ii, 594.

chloride, compounds of, with pyridine
and quinoline (Koppel, Goldmanx,
and Kaufmanx), A., ii, 594.

Vanilla extract, analysis of (Wixton
;iii(l Haii.ky), a., ii, 620.

Vanillidenetetrazoline (Ruhemaxx and
Mr.i:i:iMAN), T., 1777.

Vanillin, occurrence of (v. Lippmaxx),
A., i, 66.

fate of, in the organism (Kotake), A.,

ii, 645.

Vanillylidene-acetoacetic acid, ethyl
ester, -biaacetoacetic acid and its ethyl
ester and oxime. and -malonic acid and
its ethyl estCT" (Kxoevenagel and
Ali'.kkt), a., i, 63.

Vanillylidene-acetylacetone and -bia-

acetylacetone (Kxoevenagel and
Ai.heut), a., i, 63.

Vanillylidenenitromethane(KsoEVEXA-
r.y.\. and Wauku). A., i, 66.

Vaporiaation of solid sulistanccs at the
ordinary temperature (Zexoelih),
A., ii, 143.

heat of. See under ThennochemiBtry.

Vapour density, apparatus for the deter-

mination of (Emich), a., ii, 441,
803 ; (Grimsehl), A., ii, 442.

modification of Victor Meyer's
apparatus for the determination of
(Harrixgtox), a., ii, 676.

determination of, at high temperatures
(Emich), A., ii, 441.

See also Density.

Vapour pressure by air-bubbling (Per-
MAX), A., ii, 146.

Biot's formula for, and some relations

at the critical temperature (Mills),
A., ii, 1.52, 443.

of solid solutions (Speranskt), A., ii,

230.

Vapour tension. See Vapour pressure.

Vase, Egyptian, of the 18th dynasty,
viscous fatty matter from (Berthe-
ix)t), a., i, 169.

Vaselin, composition of commercial
(Mabery), a., i, 313.

Vaselin and Vaselin oil (Adams), A. , i,

253.

Vasodilators, action of (Hexdeksox
and Loewi), A., ii, 730.

Vegetable organs, lime requirements of
various (Loew), A., ii, 751.

organs and tissues, changes in the
dimensions and volume of, under
the influence of dessication (Ber-
thelot), a., ii, 111, 413.

powders, extraction apparatus for large

quantities of (Lohmaxx), A., ii,

309.

products, estimation of ammonia in

(Sellier), a., ii, 60.

estimati<m of sulphates in (Fraps),

A., ii, 59.

tissues, the silver reaction in (Mac-
allum), a., ii, 736.

Vegetables, assimilation of certain ternary

substanc's by (Maz^ and Pkrrier),
a., ii, 112.

Vegetarianism (Caspari), A., ii, 840.

Vegetation in atmospheres rich in carbon
•lioxiile (DEMorssY), A., ii. 111.

Velocity of hydrolyaia. See under
Atlinity.

Velocity of aolution of solid substances
(Bri'XER and Toi.loczko), A., ii, 806.

Venoms. See Poison, snake.

Veratraldeliyde, bromo-, and its phenyl-
hydra^one (PiccixiNi), A., i, 599.

Ventrine, detection of (Reichard), A.,
ii. 871. '

Veratrole. (rinitrn-, reactions of
(Ht.ANKSMAl, .\., i, 277.

VeratroylbikliaconiiM and ita salts (Dcn-
8TAN and Andrews), T., 1648; P.,

234.

VeronaL See 5 :5-DiethyIbarhitnric acid.
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Vertebrates, pigmented, tyrosinase in the
skins of some (Durham), A., ii, 101.

Vicia sativa, amino-acids from the seed-

lings of (ScHULZE and Winterstein),
A., i, 686.

Vinegar, wine. See Wine vinegar.

Vinegars, presence of acetylmethylcarb-
inol in certain (Pastureau), A., i,

559.

Vines, chlorophyllous assimilation in

young shoots of (Griffon), A., ii,

475.

Vinylacetic acid and its anilide and its

dibromide (Autenrieth and Pret-
zell), a., i, 629.

iS-Vinylacrylic acid, transformation of,

into diaminovaleric acid (Fischer and
Raske), a., i, 863.

Vioform and Vioform ganze, analysis of,

quantitatively (Fkesenius and Grijn-
hut), a., ii, 211.

Viscosity and electrical conductivity,

relation between (Jones and Car-
roll), A., ii, 73; (Pissarjewsky
and Lemcke), A., ii, 684.

of gases, apparatus for measuring the

absolute coefficient of (Chella), A.

,

ii, 629.

of liquid mixtures (Dttnstan), T., 11.

at their boiling points (Findlay),
A., ii, 803,

Viscosity apparatus (Bousfield), A.,

ii, 369.

Volatile substances, apparatus for esti-

mating, by loss of weight (Kreider),
A., ii, 280.

Voltameter. See under Electrochemistry.

Volume, specific, as the determining
criterion of chemical combination in

metal alloys (Maey), A., ii, 146,

W.

"Waal's equation, van der. See Equa-
tion.

Water, synthesis of, by the action of

radium rays (Davis and Edwards),
A., ii, 448.

purification of, by continuous fractional

distillation (Bousfield), T., 740.

increase of the conductivity of, by
radium emanations (Grassi), A,, ii,

793.

molecular conductivity of (Black-
man), ?,, 237.

decomposition of, by radium (Ram-
say), A., ii, 665.

molecular depression of the freezing

point of, pro<Uiced by some very

concentrated .saline solutions (de

CoPPET), A., ii, 10.

Water, action of nitrogen on the vapour
of, at high temperatures (Tower), A.,

ii, 814,

Water of crystallisation, influence of

temperatui'e on the amount of, as

evidence supporting the theory of

the existence of hydrates in solution

(Jones and Bassett), A., ii, 509.

Natural Waters :

—

cause of the grean tint of (Spring),

A., ii, 695.

in and about Halle, radioactive pro-

perties of (Schenk), a., ii, 432.

Ferruginous water, inadmissibility of

soa{)s for estimating the hardness of

(Gawalowski), a., ii, 68.

Mineral waters, radioactivity of some
(Schlundt and Moore), A., ii,

368,

chemical composition of the radio-

active gaseous mixtures evolved

from the waters of thermal
(Moureu), a., ii, 5.

hydrogen sulphide microbes in

(Goslings), A., ii, 108.

of the Alpine regions, radioactivity

of (Blanc), A., ii, 221.

Bohemian, radioactivity of (Mache
and Meyer), A., ii, 498.

of Echaillon and Salins Moutiers,

radioactive constituents of the

deposits of (Blanc), A., ii, 786.

of Fumade (Astruc and Delorme),
A., ii, 727,

Gastein thermal, radioactivity of

(Mache), A., ii, 367.

of the Southern Viennese thermal
zone, radioactivity of some (MachE
and Meyer), A., ii, 787.

thermal, from Wiesbaden, radio-

activity of (Henrich), a., ii, 6,

221
;

(Schmidt), A., ii, 221 ;

(Henrich and Bugge), A., ii,

568.

Potable water, purification of (Moore),
A., ii, 107 ; (Kraemer), A., ii,

108
;
(Basch), a., ii, 515.

purification and sterilisation of, by
means of calcium peroxide (Frkvs-

siNGE and Roche), A., ii, 515.

sterilisation of, by hydrogen per-

oxide (Bonjka;?^, a., ii, 190.

action of magnesium and magnesia

on the microbes in (Dienert),

A.,ii, 190,

isolation of Bacillus h/pliosus from

(Willson), a., ii, 748.

bacterial deposition of iron in (Bky-

thien), a., ii, 473.

Sea water, tension of carbon dioxide

in (Krooh), a., ii, 26.

gold in (db Wilde), A., ii, 5S2.
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Xatcral Waters :

—

Sea water, presence and distribution

of nitrogen-fixing bacteria in

(Keutxee), a., ii, 189.

toxicity of, on fresh-water animals
(Ostwald), a., ii, 272.

Sain water, radioactivity of (Jauf-
MANX), A., ii, 662.

Spring water, radioactivity of (Javf-
mann), a., ii, 663.

of the Taunus, radioactivity of
(Schmidt), A., ii, 220.

Surface waters, radioactivity of

(Jaufmaxn-), A.,ii, 662.

Well waters, deep, radioactivity of

some (ScHLUSDT and Moore), A.,

ii, 368.

detection of traces of manganese, in

presence of iron, in (Croner), A.,

ii, 611.

Water analysis :

—

detection of ammonia in (Trillat and
Turchet), a., ii, 282

estimation of ammonia in (Cavalier
and Artus), A., ii, 609.

estimation of ammonia and proteid-

nitrogen in (Effront), A., ii, 68.

estimation of Bacillus coli communis
in (Gaitti^), a., ii, 660.

estimation of chlorides in (Andrews),
A., ii, 115.

estimation of nitric acid in (Ftz), A.,
ii, 283; (Busch), A., ii, 418.

estimation of nitrogen as nitrate in

(Wf-ston), a., ii, 352.

estimation of organic nitrogen in
(fjROWx), T., 1051 ; P., 208.

estimation ofcombined sulphuric acid in

(Hlacher and Koerber), A., ii, 552.

estimation of, in food and physiological

preparation3,(BEXEDiCT and Max-
xiXG), A., ii, 349.

Water-bath, electric (Beebe and Bux-
inN), A., ii, 514.

Wax, bees', inflnence of the duration of
boiling on the saponification value
of (S( hwarz), a., ii, 361, 657.

assay of (Buchxer), A., ii, 126.

Waxes, apparatus for determining the
specific gravity of (Rakusix), A., ii,

303.

Weights, the unit of combining
(Lt'TUKu), A., ii, 448.

Weights, molecalar, new method of
<leterniining (Blackman), T., 1474 ;

P., 228, 304.

licfermination of, by means of platinum
thermometers (Barxf..s, ARrni-
BALD, and McIxTosH), A., ii. 238.

determination of, modilications of the
thermometer used in f p.' " • ^-^ V

A., ii, 300.

Weights, molecular, determination of,

in boiling concentrated sulphuric

acid (Beckmaxx), A., ii, 676.

determination of, by the rise of the

boiling point in cathode ray vacuum
(Krafft and Lehmaxn), A., ii,

143.

determination of, by the use of

solvents with high boiling points

(RiJGHEiMER, Mittler, and Ru-
DOLFi), A., ii, 571.

determination of, by the application of

the microscopic method, to solvents

of high boiling point (BARGERand
EwiNs), T., 1756 ; P., 250.

determination of, by the vapour cur-

rent method at high temperatures
(Beckmaxx), A.,ii, 676.

determination of, by lowering of

vapour pressure (Perman), T., 194;
P., 23.

of metallic chlorides (Rugheimer and
RuDOLFi), A., ii, 576.

calculation of the exact, of the easily

liquefiable gases from their densities

(Guye), a., ii, 442.

of salts in indifferent solvents

(Haxtzsch), a., ii, 305.

determination of, in solid solutions

(KtsTER and WuRFEL), A., ii, 80;
'^Kuster and Dahmer), A., ii, 230.

Well waters. See under Water.

Wheat, development of (Schulze), A.,

ii, 754.

manuring experiments on (Voelcker),

A. , ii, 754.

variabilily of varieties of, in resistance

to toxic salts (Harter), A., ii, 754.

proteids of (Osborne and Harris),
A., ii, 194.

Wheats, Durum (Norton), A., ii, 754.

Wheat flour, action of various physical

and chemical agents on the gluten of

(Fi.eurent), a., ii, 21.5.

baking properties of, in relation to the

proteids of wheat gluten (Kuxioand
Hi ntki.es ), A., ii, 113.

Wheat grain and straw, elfect of rust on
(SiitTT), A., ii, 476.

White lead. See I>>ad hydroxycarbonate.

White metal, a.ssav of (Disan) A., ii,

3.17.

Williamson's violet, composition of

(HoFMANN, Heine, and Hochtlen),
A., i, 39;(HoFMANIf and Rrsbn-
gCHECK), A., i. 757.

Wine, lecithin in (Fcnaro and Bar-
Boxi), A., ii, 275.

amount of sodium oxide occurring

nntnrall}' in (KRro), A., ii, 864.
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{o-Xylene, Me : Mc = 1:2 ; m-xylcne, Me : J/e = 1 :3 ; ^•xylene, Me : Me = 1:4.)

Wine, detection of saccharin in (Chace),
A., ii, 292.

detection of traces of zinc in (Brand),
A., ii, 653.

estimation of the volatile acids in

(WiNDiscH and Roettgen), A., ii,

212, 361.

estimation of glycerol in (Laborde),
A., ii, 768 ;

(Rocques), A., ii, 769.

estimation of lecithin in (Mukaro),
A., ii, 564.

Wine diseases, diastases in (Malvezin),
A., ii, 749.

Wine brandies. See Brandies.

Wine vinegar, analysis of (Froehxer),
A., ii, 360.

Wood fibre, detection of (Herzberg),
A., ii, 657.

Wool as a dye producer (Pauly and
Binz), a., i, 75.

process of dyeing (Suida), A., i, 457 ;

(Gelmo and Suida), A., i, 714.

Wool fat, constituents of (Rohmanx),
A., ii, 842.

Wool-fibre, histological changes in, by
the prolonged action ofwater (Tarugi),
A., ii, 182.

Wort, beer, table for the rapid calcula-

tion of the original extractive matter
of (Lehmann and Stadlixger), A.,

ii, 123.

Worts, detection of traces of zinc in

(Brand), A., ii, 653.

X.

Xanthoacetic acid and its amide and
nitrile, esters of (Troger and Volk-
mer), a., i, 15.

esters and salts (Holmberg), A., i,

323 ;
(Biilmann), A., i, 626.

Xanthoacetoacetic acid, diethyl ester,

and Xanthoacetone, ethyl ether

(TiuiGER and Voi.kmer), A., i, 15.

Xanthobntyric acid, esters (Troger and
Volkmer), a., i, 16 ;

(Biilmann),
A., i, 626.

Xanthochelidonic acid, ethyl ester,

molecular refraction of (Homfray),
T., 1456; P., 226.

Xanthoformic acid, diethyl ester (Holm-
HKUG), A., i, 323.

Xanthogen compounds, preparation of

(Tsghugaeff), A., i, 166.

reaction and its ai)plication to the

terpene and camphor series (Tschu-
oaeff), a., i, 71.

Xanthone, 2-hydroxy-, and its methyl
ether (IJli.mann and Kiiter), A., i,

596.

Xantbone, 4-hydroxy- (Ullmann and
Zlokasoff), a., i, 598.

Xanthones, formation of, from aryloxy-

benzoic acids (Ullmann and Kippeii),

A., i, 596
;
(Ullmann and Zloka-

soff), A., i, 597.

Xantho-o- and -)8-propionic acids and
their salts and esters (Holmberg), A.,
i, 324

;
(Biilmann), A., i, 626.

Xanthosnccinic acid (Biilmann), A., i,

626.

Xanthylium, definition of the term
(Decker), A., i, 667.

Xenon, new method ofpreparing ( Valen-
tiner and Schmidt), A., ii, 704.

Xylene, action of carbon tetrachloride

on, in presence of aluminium chloride

(Boeseken), a., i, 424.

o-Xylene, oi-amino- and co-nitro-, and
their salts (KoSowaloff), A., i,

762.

s-iodo-, s-iodoso-, s-iodoxy-, and s-io-

donium compounds, and their salts

(WiLLGERODT and Schmierer), a.,

i, 425.

^-Xylene, 3:5-c?initro-2-nitroamino-, and
its salts (ZiNOKE and Ellexberg-
er), A._, i, 486.

2:3:5-i!rMiitro-, and its reactions

(Blanksma), a., i, 426,

Xylenes, o-, ?«-, and p-, latent heats of

evaporation of (Brown), T., 267
;

P., 75.

nitration of (Konowaloff), A., i,

762 ; (Gurewitsch), A., i,

763.

?j-Xyleneazobenzen6 and its derivatives

(WiLLGERODT and Lindenberg), a.,

i, 551.

Xyieneazo-. See also ^ylylazo-.

7ft-Xylene-4-sulphonacetic acid, amide,

nitrile, and thioaniide of (Troger and
Hille), a., i, 336.

l:3-XyIene-4-sulphonethenylaniinoxime
(Tr.iiGEii and Volkmek), A., i, 356.

7n-Xylene-4-sulphonyl-jO-aminobenzene-

azo-3-naphthol (Morgan and Mickle-
thwait), T., 1308.

m-Xylene-4-8ulphonyl-/'-nitroaniline
and -/'-phenylenediamine and its di-

azotisation (Morgan and Micklk-
thwait), T., 1307 ; P., 222.

m-5-Xylenol, s-irinitro- (Knecht), A.,

i, 53.

ru;-wi-Xylenol, oxidation of (Auwers
and V. Markov its). A., i, 219.

j9 Xylenol methyl and ethyl ethers,

action of nitric acid on (Decker and
Solonina), a., i, 198.

5-Xylidin6, preparation of (Willgerodt
and Schmierek), A., i, 425.
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{o-XyUiie, Me : Me = 1:2; m-xyleiu, .

Xjlidines, o:3-, o:4-, and p-.Z-, diazo-

aiuino-componnds from (ViGXON and
SiMOXEv), A., i, 397.

jff-Xylidinesulplioiiic acid, nitro-, and its

reactions Blaxksma), A., i, 426.

Xylosediphenylhydrazone (Tollexs and
Maurenbuecher), A., i, 262.

os-m-Xylylazofomialdozime (Bpsch and
WOLBRING), A., i, 494.

Xylylazo-. See also Xyleneazo-.

^Xylylbenzylidenehydjrazine (Willge-
RODT and Lindenberg), A., i, 550.

^-Xylyl^richloroniethylcarbiiiol and its

acetate and benzoate (Dinesmanx),
A., i, 645.

^-Xylylhydrazine and its additive salts

(Plaxcher and Caravaggi), A., i,

298
;
(WiLLGERODT and Lixdekberg),

A., i, 550.

l-Xylyl-2 inethylpyrrolidoiie-2-carb-

oxylic acids, o-, m-, and p-, and their

esters, amides, aminoximes, and
nitriles (Kvhling and Falk), A., i,

372.

7ft7;-Xylyloxybenzoic acid (Ullmaxx
and Zlokasoff), A., i, 598.

S-z/i-Xylylrhodanic acid and its con-

densation with aldehydes {An'DREAsch
and Zipser), A., i, 931.

Xylylsnlphon-. See Xylenesulphon-.
//(-4-Xylylthio8ulphomc acid, ;;-phenyl-

cnediamine salt (TrOger and VoLK-
mer), a., i, 89.

m-Xylyl-/>-toliudine, o-amino-, condens-
ation of, with aldehydes (v. Walther
and Bamberg), A., i, 298.

Teast, autodigestion of some varieties of
(S(;henck), a., ii, 547.

formation of hydrogen sulphide by
(Will and Schollhorn), A., ii,

547 ; (ScHANDER), A., ii, 647.
beer, autofermeutation of (Effkoxt),

A., ii, 602.

dead, fermentation coefficient of, on
various substrata (Telesnin), A.,
ii, 342.

respiration and fermentation of the
different varieties of (Warschaw-
8KY), A., ii, 342.

pressed, plasmolysis and turgor-
regulation of (Swellengkebel),
A., ii, 473.

Mycoilerma, new varieties of (Taka-
HASHi), A., ii, 473.

resting, in nio'stand pressed conditions
(Henxebero), A., ii, 274.

top. See Saccharomyces cerevinx.

Me : Me = 1:3 ; ])-xylen€, Me \JIe = 1:4.)

Yeasts, influence of different sugar

solutions on the temperatures at

which various, are killed (Tullo),
A., ii, 412.

non-inverting (vAX Laer), A., ii, 547.

See also Fermentation.
Yeast catalase (Issaew), A., ii, 547.

Yeast cells, action of foreign organisms
on the behaviour and duration of life

of (Henxeberg), a., ii, 274.

Yeast juice, the alcoholic ferment of

j

(Harden and YorxG), A., ii, 109 ;

I (Hardex), a., ii, 275.
I Yeast mashes, acidifying and fermenting

I

(Henxeberg), A., ii, 848.

I

Yohimbine (Spiegel), A., i, 816.

Yohimboaic acid, reactions of, and its

anhydride (Spiegel), A., i, 816.

Yttrium earth related to gadolinium
(Urbaix), a., ii, 35, 711 ;

(de Bois-

baudrax), a., ii, 89.

Yttrium metals, action of organic acids

on (Behrexs), a., i, 167.

Z5, the element (Urbaix), A., ii, 35,

711 ;
(de BoisBAroRAS), A., ii, 89.

Zeophyllite from Radzein, Bohemia
(CoRXu), A., ii, 465.

Zinc, electromotive behaviour of, in its

solution in alkali cyanides (Spitzer),

A., ii, 501, 611.

apparatus for the determination of

the hydrogen equivalent of (Frank-
FORTER and Frarv), A., ii, 514.

rate of solution of (Brunner), A., ii,

235.

crystallisation of, by the electrolysis

of its salts (Saposhxikoff), A., ii,

395.

ZiBC alloys with aluminium (Shepherd),
A., ii, 588.

See also Ziskon.

with antimony (Munkemeyer), A.,
ii, 171.

with copper (Sackur, Mavz, . and
Sikmens), a., ii, 624.

See also Muntz metal,

with copper and iron, action of the
atmosphere on (Habermaxk), A.,
ii, 693.

Zino carbonate, decomposition of, by
Bolntions of alkali chlorides (Can-
TONI and PA88AMANIK
686.

chloride and its hydrates (Mylil's and
Dietz), a., ii, 821.

syntheses by means of zinc chloride
(NiKMczYCKi), A., i, 579.
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Zinc hydroxide, solubility of, in alkalis

(MoiR), P., 310.

ammonium seleuate and sulphate,

crystallographic study of (Tuttox),

T., 1123 ; P., 177.

potassium silicates (Duboin), A., ii,

634.

sulphide, phosphorescence of, through
the influence of condensed gases

obtained by heating rare earth

minerals (Baskerville and Lock-
hart), A., ii, 624.

Zinc mercuric cyanide, constitution of

(Dorr), A., i, 695.

Zinc, detection of traces of, in beer,

wine, worts, &c. (Brand), A., ii,

653.

estimation of, electrolytically (Ing-

ham), A., ii, 63
;
(Jene), A., ii,

653.

estimation of, in blendes and other

natural and artificial products

(Pattinson and Redpath), A., ii,

356.

Zinc blendes from Sardinia, gravimetric

and spectroscopic analysis of (RiM.\-

tori), a., ii, 598.

Zincum horicum or oxyloricum, (Holder-
mann), a., ii, 34.

Zirconia. See Zirconium oxide.

Zirconium salts (Rosenheim and
Frank), A., ii, 256.

haloids with ammonia (Stahler and
Denk), a., ii, 597.

hydroxide (Ruer), A., ii, 256.

nitride, formation of (Wedekind),
A., ii, 596.

oxide (zirconia), reduction of (Wede-
kind), A., ii, 596.

Metazirconic acid (Ruer), A., ii, 256 ;

(van Bemmelen), a., ii, 461.

Zirconium oxychloride as a test for zir-

conium (Ruer), A., ii, 863.

sulphate, constitution of normal
(Ruer), A., ii, 41.

sulphates (Hauser), A., ii, 531 ;

(Ruer), A., ii, 863.

Zirconium organic compounds (Rosen-

heim and Frank), A., ii, 256.

Zirconium, estimation of, in presence of

titanium, especially in rocks (Dittrich
and Pohl), A., ii, 287.

Zirconiumsulphuric acids (Ruer and
Levin), A., ii, 827.

Zisium and Ziskon (
Barnett), A. , ii, 636.

See also Aluminium alloys.

Zymase and alcoholic fermentation

(Hakden and Young), A., ii, 109
;

(Harden), A., ii, 275.

Zymin. See Yeast, dead.
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1905.

International Atomic Weights.

= 16. H = l.

Aluminium Al 27 '1 26 9

Antimony -. Sb 120-2 119-3

Argou A 39-9 39-6

Arsenic As 75-0 74'4

Barium Bi 137-4 136-4

Bismuth Bi 203 5 2069

Boron B 11 109
Bromine Br 7996 79 36

Cadmium CJ 112-4 111-6

Csesium Cs 132-9 131*9

Calcium Ca 401 39-7

Carbon C 120J 1191

Cerium Ce 140 25 1392
Chlorine 01 3545 351$

Chromium Cr 52 1 51 7

Cobalt Co 59-0 68-55

Columbiiim Cb 94 93 3

Copper Cu 63-6 63-1

Erbium Er 163 164-7

Fluorine F 19 13-9

Gadolinium Gd 156 154-8

Gallium Ga 70 695
Germanium Ge 72 5 72

Glucinum GI 91 903
Gold Au 197-2 195-7

Helium He 4 4

Hydrogen H 1-008 1-000

Indium .. In 115 1141
Iodine 1 126-97 12601

Iridium Ir 1930 1915
Iron Fo 559 555
Krypton Kr SIS 812
Lanthanum La 138 9 137-9

Lead Pb 206*9 20535

Lithium Li 703 6-98

Magnesium Mg 2436 24-18

Manganese Mn 550 54 6

Mercury Hg 2000 198-5

Molybdenum Mo 96-0 95 3

= 16. . H = l.

Xeodymium Xd 143-6 142-5

Neon N:e 20 19-9

Nickel : Ni 58-7 58-3

Nitrogen N 14*04 1393
Osmium Os 191 1896

Oxygen O 1600 1588
Palladium Pd 1065 105*7

Phosphorus P 31 3077
Platinum Pt 194-3 1933
Potassium K 3915 38*85

Praseodymium ... Pr 140*5 139*4

Radium Rd 2*25 2*23*3

Rhodium Rh 1030 102-2

Rubidium Rb 855 849
Ruthenium Ru 101 7 100*9

Samarium Sm 150*3 1492
Scandium So 44-1 43-8

Selenium Se 792 78-6

Silicon Si 23 4 23-2

Silver Ag 10793 107*11

Sodium Na 2305 2288
Strontium Sr 87-6 86-94

Sulphur S 3206 31*82

Tantalum Ta 183 181*6

Tellurium Te 1276 1*26-6

Terbium Tb 160 1588
Thallium Tl 204*1 202*6

Thorium Th 2325 2308
Thulium Tm 171 1697
Tin Sn 1190 118*1

Titanium Ti 481 47*7

Tungsten W 184 182*6

Uranium U 2385 2367
Vanadium V 612 60 8

Xenon Xe 1*28 1*27

Ytterbium Yb 1730 1717
Yttrium Yt 89*0 88*3

Zinc Zn 66*4 64*9

Zirconiam Zr 90*6 89*9
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